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PREFACE TO THE EIGHTH EDITION .

the
following

basis : Two
volumes

are given
, first, to the

to the
examination

of
specific

crimes
, referring

in each

The first edition of my work on Criminal Law was pre

pared,when I was
Prosecuting Attorney in

Philadelphia ,

as a manual for practice . It treated, first, of Pleading,

then of Evidence, then of a series of crimes in the con

crete,and then of Practice. In six
succeeding editions

this plan was followed ; but its
modification now becomes

necessary for the following reasons: In the first place,

the enormous
accumulation of cases renders it

impossible,

without undue
expansion, to

recapitulate, in
connection

with each crime, the
adjudications which bear on it in

common with other crimes, and makes it
desirable,there

fore,to discuss these rulings in a
preliminary

exposition ,

considering
subsequently each crime only in respect to

its
distinctive

characteristics. In the second place, a due

regard both to
symmetry and to

convenience requires

that the generic
principles

belonging to all crimes should

be
considered at large before the

differentia of each crime

is detailed.· I have,
therefore,

rearranged the work on

statement of the
principles or

philosophy of
Criminal

on crimes in general; and, secondly ,

Law , as
bearing

-
-
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PREFACE TO THE EIGHTH EDITION .

case for general principles to the preliminary exposition .

A third volume is given to Criminal Pleading and Prac

tice , and a fourth to Criminal Evidence. The latter

volume may be also regarded as supplementary to my

treatise on Evidence in Civil Cases. This rearrangement

of the plan of the work has necessitated a rewriting of

its contents. In performing this task , I have endeav

ored to present a systematic exposition of the law , not

as it existed at the time of prior editions, but as it ex

ists at the present day.

I take this opportunity of expressingmy indebtedness

to William E.Russell, Esq., of Cambridge, for the aid he

has given me in the preparation of the work for the

press .

F. W.

April, 1880.
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EMENDATIONS TO VOL. I.

Page 117. Immediately before note 1 ,read , “ In the Report of the English

Commissioners of 1879, the rule in R. v. Gibbons was adopted , and this was

agreed to by Sir J. Stephen . Compare his explanation in Nineteenth Century

for January, 1880. To the same effect are Gardner v . People, 62 N. Y. 299 ;

Halsted v. State, 41 N. J. L. 552."

Page 118. At end of note 1, read, " See infra, $ 1695."

Page 119. Note 4 , for “ 40 Grat.” read " 30 Grat.”

Page 181. Note 2, last line, for “ 57 Ill.” read “ 57 Ind.”

Page 260. Second line , for “

instigator " read "
perpetrator."Page 287. At foot of page, add, “ In Whart. Cr. Pl. & Pr. ( 1880 ), $$ 783 a,

980 et seq.,will be found the rulings in 1880 of the U. S.Supreme Court on the

topics in the text.”

Page 287. End of second paragraph of first note, add ,“ S. P., Com . v. Ket

ner , 8 Weekly Notes, 133.”

Page 288. At end of first paragraph in note, add , “ S. P., Abbott v. U. S.
75 N. Y. 602."

Page 294. At end of first note, add,

" See Whart. Cr. Pl. & Pr. (1880) ,
$ 981."

Page 300. At end of note 5, add, “ See Com . v.
Kunzemann , 41 Penn . St.

429."

Page 501. In note 7, enter, “ State v. Ivins, 36 N. J. L. 233.”

Page 547. At end of first paragraph in note 3, to “ Whart. Cr. Pl. & Pr.

$ 159," add , " $ 163 a."

Page 662. Note, first line of second column, for “ 16 L. J. N. S. ” read

" 16 L. T.N. S.”
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regarding the
intention of the legisla- not absolute . Their acts are limited

BOOK I.

PRINCIPLES,

CHAPTER I.

I. BASIS OF CRIMINAL
JURISPRUDENCE .

I. RELATIVE THEORIES .

II. ABSOLUTE THEORIES.That object of punishment is to pre

That punishment is an act of retribuventoffender from further offending, tive justice to which reformation and

$ 2.

example are incidental, $ 10 .That the object is public self-defence, Crimeas such is to be punished by de

$ 3.

facto government, $ 11.That it is reformation of offender, $ 4 . Prevention of further crimes to be kept

That it is to terrify others, $ 7 .

in view , $ 12.That penal justice is law teaching by And so the reformation of the of

example, $ 9.

fender, $ 13 .

§ 1. What purpose has the State in punishing ? Upon the

answer to this question depends not merely the extent of the

punishmentwhich we inflict upon conviction , butthe conception

of justice on which convictions rest. It becomes important,

therefore, to examine at the outset the several theories which

have been propounded as the basis, in this respect, of criminal

jurisprudence. These theories may

be
arranged as follows:

Itmay be saidthatthe philosophy ture; and how , especially in cases of

of the law isa subject that belongsex- codes,can the intention of the legisla

clusively to the legislature; and that ture be gathered without taking into

the practitioner is concerned solely consideration the system on which

withthe law that the legislature enacts. the legislation of the particular state

But thisis based on a petitio principii. rests? Underour owndistinctive pol

How can we determine what is the ity two additional arguments are to

law which the legislature has enacted be given for this conclusion.

The
until we settle its construction ;how first is that our legislatures, unlike

canwe settle its
construction without those of most European states, are

VOL . 1 .

1



§ 2.]

[BOOK I.CRIMES.

I. RELATIVE THEORIES.

from fur

ther offend

§ 2. Is it the sole object of punishment to prevent the of

That object fender from the commission of future crimes ? So has

of punisho it been argued. Damages in civil actions, it is urged ,

preventthe are generally only compensatory for past injuries. This

is enough by way of compensation, but it is not enough

ing. for prevention . The State is bound to take cognizance

of the possible and contingent breach of law which is contained

in the criminal will ; the State must suppress the danger that is

thus encountered. By penal jurisprudence this suppression is

properly to be worked. By this reasoning the imposition of pun

ishment can be defended . By these tests the extent of punish

ment may be determined .

Yet in reply to this we cannot escape the following criticism :

If the theory be correct, and be logically pursued , then punish

ment should precede and not follow crime. The Statemust ex

plore for guilty tendencies, and make a trial to consist in the

psychological investigation of such tendencies. This contradicts

one of the fundamental maxims of the English common law , by

which , not a tendency to crime, but simply crime itself, can be

made the subject of a criminal issue. And then, again , the ob

ject which the prevention theory sets before it , namely , the crea

tion of right motives, belongs to the sphere of ethics , and not to

law .! Undoubtedly , as will be seen , one of the objects of penal

discipline, especially in the case of an inveterate offender, is to

put him in a condition in which he cannot be guilty of future

mischief. Often enough, in sentencing old convicts, do judges

tell the prisoner that he is to be placed where for a time at least

he can do no harm . It may be questioned whether at least in

some of these cases the prevention idea has not a little too much

consequence assigned to it ; because itmay be questioned whether,

with some of these old convicts, imprisonment for a term does

-
-
-

by constitutional restrictions, which fences ; while in all our States the terms

restrictions are really philosophical of sta “rites are
to be construed by

principles, in subordination to which comm , 1 , Y the common law ,

all legislation is to be construed. And in all songs rst impression , is

the second is that in most of our States juridi alvi 1. in the concrete .

offences at common law are as subject i Site ; eri of 1877, § 11.

to prosecution as are statutory of

2



CHAP.
1. ] BASIS OF CRIMINAL

JURISPRUDENCE
[ $ 4.

1 .

not make them more hardened and more wary in the pursuit of

crime when they are discharged . Prevention however may, in

peculiar cases, be a proper point to be considered in moulding

sentences. But prevention cannot be viewed either as forming

the proper theoretical justification of judicial
punishment, or as

one of its invariable results .

§ 3. The right of self-defence has also been invoked as a jus

tification of punishment.? As the individual has a right That the

to resort to self-defence, to prevent a wrong being in- pustite se

flicted on himself, so has the State. The individual defence.

has a right to repel an attack , and even to kill the assailant, it

is argued , when his existence is imperilled ; and so has the State ;

and as every crime threatens the existence of the State, by the

State
every crime

may be punished . But to this there are two

replies. The first is that there are many crimes which, so far

from imperilling the State, strengthen it, being reasons why the

State should be invested with increased power ; and as the State

is not imperilled by such crimes, on the theory now before us

such crimes cannot be punished by the State. The second, and

less technical objection, is that this theory
confounds self -defence

with retribution . Self-defence, aswe will hereafter more fully

see, can ward off a threatened crime, but cannot be invoked to

punish a crime that is
consummated . It may be

preventive, but

it cannot be retributive. On this theory , therefore, while the

State can seize and even destroy a person
threatening a crime, it

cannot punish a person by whom a crime has been committed .

$ 4. That the object of
punishment is simply

reformation of

the offender was the theory of the
humanitarian phi- That the

losophers of whom
Rousseau was the chief,whose elo- object of

quent
declamation on this topic was one of the pre- ment isthe

ludes of the French
Revolution. The good can take tion of the

care of
themselves, --so reads this theory when stated

1. To this theory President Woolsey amount of
punishment, except the

justly objects that “ the cardinaldoc- law -giver's
subjective opinion in re

trine,that the motivesto be set before gard to the
sufficiency of the amount

thecriminal are simple pleasure and of
preventive suffering.”

Woolsey's

pain ,and the end , prevention,by over- Political Science, $ 112.

makes it and all similar systems in- Berlin, 1876, $ 56.
2 Trendelenburg , Naturrecht, & c .,

8 See infra , SS 97 et seq.

offender.

looking the ill-desert of wrong-doing,

moral, and
furnishes no

measure of the

3
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CRIMES. [BOOK I.

i;יןווי

in its baldest terms; it is the duty of the State to take care

of and refr nly those whom social prejudice is pleased to call

the bad . Rezu in inflicting punishment the safety of the in

jur li pot in die monsidered , but simply the reformation of the

'lis to be effected by fear ; for fear, as an en

istsent, is to be discarded . Fear, indeed , it is subtly

as! produce increased cunning in the execution of crime,

not prevent crimefrom being undertaken . Relapsed con

it is declared , are most plenty in the land of hard laws.

rime can only be thoroughly repressed by a system of penalties

which , from the benignity they breathe, serve rather to appease

than to inflame those on whom they are imposed .

§ 5. Undoubtedly the reformation of the offender is one of

the objects which a humane judge will have in view in the ad

justment of his sentences ; but it cannot be viewed as the pri

mary object, or as supplying the sole standard . The protection

of the unoffending, if we reduce the question to a mere personal

balance, is at least as important an object of humanitarian con

sideration as is the reform of the offender. And again , if we

examine the theory critically we find we are reduced to this ab

surdity , that we can punish only when we can reform , and hence

that the desperate and irreclaimable offender cannot be punished

at all.1

§ 6. Nor does this theory make any distinction as to crimes.

While an incorrigible assassin is not to be punished at all, be

cause he is incorrigible, a trespasser, who in sudden heat strikes

another, but whose temper it may take twenty years to correct,

would be kept in the house of reform for twenty years. Nor is

this all. What kind of correction , as has been well asked, is to

be applied ? 2 Is it to be preventive, so as to make the supposed

offender innocuous ? Then we encounter the objections which ,

as we have just seen , are fatal to the preventive theory. Is it

to be purely corrective ? Then it is to be graduated by tests

which we have no means of applying, and which depend upon

the capacity of characters to whose secrets we cannot penetrate .

To carry out such a system thoroughly the State must become a

church , undertaking, within the bounds of a prison , to extirpate

i See criticism in Lorimer's Inst. 2 Woolsey's Political Science, S

1872, 246. 107 .

4



CHAP. 1.] BASIS OF CRIMINAL
JURISPRUDENCE .

[ $ 6 .

have
undertaken

ethical
reformation ; to be punished

because
he is guilty ,

Russian officer , for
instance , may re- is to be reformed

. In a general
sense ,

selfishness and implant moral principle. Independently of the

objection that this transcends the functions of the State, it makes

the State attempt to effect a moral end by immoralmeans. For

it is immoral to punish except for the purpose of vindicating

right against wrong.

In this connection may be consid- quire, in the opinion of his superiors,

ered the following observationsby the reformation ,' and he may be sent to

presentauthor, printed in 4 South . L. Siberia , or imprisoned in a fortress , in

R. 245 et seq . : -

order to develop his better, and re
" The first inquiry we maymake, press his worse, qualities. A group of

in meeting thetheory thatreformation leading French politiciansmay be ban

is to be the reason and limit of penal ished or imprisoned as an incident to

justice, is, What right have we to re

à coup d'état, in order to reform 'form a man by removing him from his their politicalviews. A vigilance com

business and putting him in a prison, mittee may undertake to reform’an

unless he be guilty of a crime which obnoxious citizen by maltreating his

requires a specific punishment? Would person or destroying his property. We

imprisonment be likely to reform me can conceive of such things in condi

if I thought it undeserved and unjust, tions of despotism or of anarchy ; but

and if it were imposed without a due we cannot conceive how , in a consti
conviction of guilt ?

tutional State , of which it is one of
" Thenext inquiry is as to the con- the fundamental sanctions that noth

stitutional power of a State to reform ing is to be done by the government

its citizens by force. In answering that can be properly executed by the

this question we may waive the pro- voluntary moral power of the commu

visions in our state aswell as federal nity, the reformation of individuals

constitutions limiting convictions of should be attempted by force. Houses

crime to cases where bills have been of refuge and other asylums, as well

lawfully found by grand juries, and

as schools for children , we rightfullywhere the offender has the right to have. But it is beyond the scope of a

meet before the petit jury the wit-
constitutional government to open com

nesses againsthim face to face. Aside pulsory houses of reform for adults, or

from these restrictions, what power to make moral reform by force a pri

hasa
constitutional State to attempt mary function of state.

to forcibly reform its adult citizens,

Supposing, however, we shouldunless as ameresubsidiary incident to hold that this is within the province

penal justice ? What power has it to

of the State , the next question thatmake penal justice subordinate and would arise, in view of the fact thatauxiliary to ethics ?

Governments there must be
discrimination, is,What

there have undoubtedly been which persons are we to attempt to reform ?

- sometimes on the paternal theory, To say, " those convicted of erime,'is
sometimes because they were distrust

ful ofthe ordinary processes of law no answer , because this takes us back

to the absolute theory that a person is

but such governments have never been whereas the theory before us that a

A prominent person is to be punished because he

called
constitutional.

5
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$ 7. The barbarism of the old English system of punishment

was defended on the ground that cruel and conspicuous

dbjectis to penalties were to be inflicted as meansof terror. Nor

was this peculiar to England. It was the basis of the

That the

others.

as all men are susceptible of reforma “ Another interesting question will

tion , all men, in this view , are to be arise as to the distribution of punish

punished . As this cannot be,wemust, ment, if susceptibility to reform , and

as has just been said ,make a discrim not guilt, is to be the test. Indeed ,

ination; and the interesting question the only proper course, if we are to

for the advocates of the reformatory formulate the proceeding under such a

theory remains as to where the line system , would be to collect a number

is to be drawn. Now , in view of the of persons, proper subjects for refor

fact that it is dogma after all that is mation, in the court-house, and then,

the fountain of action, are not those without regard to the crimes of which

who hold what we conceive to be per- they are suspected , call testimony to

nicious dogmas the proper persons to determine what degree of punishment

be punished ? If they should be re would be necessary to a reformation

formed , would not the reformation of in each particular case . A person, for

those who are influenced by them fol- instance , of extreme sensitiveness to

low ? Why should not the State , discipline, might be reformed by im

therefore, undertake the reformation, prisonment of two or three weeks, if

bymeans of fine, imprisonment, and such imprisonment were accompanied

the whipping-post, of those teaching by the application of æsthetic influ

pernicious opinions ? Wehave exam ences, and by expressions of endear

ples enough of this in old times ; and, ment calculated to awaken dormant

supposing that this mode of educa- affections. Another person, more cal

tion proved effective, — admitting for lous, more defiant, or less gushing ,

a moment that history shows us that might require years of severe treat

heretics and other unsound teachers ment for his reformation . Now , it

are really to be reformed in this way, might happen , as has often been the

- why not revive the same machin case, that the sensitive and gushing

ery ? Here, for instance, is a bold defendant is a murderer ; while one

political swaggerer teaching what we, whose offence is limited to an assault

on the eastern sea -board, hold to be and battery , committed in defence of

highly immoral principles of inflation ; his rights, may be the obdurate and

why not catch him , if he happen to be intractable person , who declines to be

travelling among us, and put him in reformed at anything less than a long

the stocks ? and, if this does not re term of years. The consequence

form him ,why not apply severer treat would be that the murderer would be

ment? Or, an eastern hard -money let off after a few weeks'detention,

capitalist, crammed with Adam Smith solaced by music and painting, or

and Ricardo, is travelling in the West, whatever else was likely to develop

promulgating viewswhich may be sup- his moral tone, while ten or twenty

posed by some of his audiences to bear years might be a light punishment to

hardly on the working classes ; why him guilty of the assault and battery.

not arrest him and subject him also to “ Another inquiry remains : What

reformation ?
is to be done with the incorrigible of

* 1
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exam

London, 1872. See also Maine's
An- sonable , as being founded

on the eler

whole secular jurisprudence of the Continent of Europe. Men

were to be scared from crime, and therefore punishment was to

be made as shocking and ghastly as possible. To this was to be

subordinated not only the humane instincts of the court, but the

fender ? When the sole object of ne peccatur.” Seneca , de Ira, lib . i.

punishment is reformation, then ,when cap . 16 .

there can be no reformation there can Dr. Franklin , in a letter of March

be no punishment. The Pomeroy boy 14, 1788, to Mr. Vaughan ,argues that

(now a full-grown man), who was “ punishment, inflicted beyond the

convicted in Massachusetts some few merit of the offence, is so much pun

yearsago of at least one cruel murder, ishment of innocence; " and, when

has been pronounced by competent commenting on a pamphlet just pub

specialists to be so desperate a case lished (" Thoughts on Executive Jus

that no hope of his reformation could tice " ) ,which advocated the “

be indulged ; and if this be so, he ple ” theory, pure and simple, gives the

should at once, on the reasoning now following characteristic criticisin :
before

us, be discharged . More than “ I have read of a cruel Turk in

half of those on the trial lists of our Barbary, who, whenever he bought a
criminal courts are marked as old con

new Christian slave, ordered him im
victs; and by recent statutes in almost mediately to be hung up by the heels,

all our States such old convicts, when and to receive an bundred blowsof a

reconvicted , are to have cumulative cudgel on the soles of his feet, that

sentences, proportioned to the degree the severe sense of the punishment,

of their former conviction. Our pe- and fear of incurring it thereafter,

nal system , therefore, goes on the might prevent the faults that should

hypothesis that the more incorrigible merit it . Our author himself would

a man, by the record of his former hardly approve entirely of this Turk’s

convictions, appears to be, the longer conduct in the government of slaves,

should be his
imprisonmentwhen con

and yet he appears to recommendvicted . The theory we here contest something like it for the government

is,that themore incorrigible he is the of English subjects. Heapplauds the

less he is to be punished. In other reply of Judge Burnet to the convicted

words,the criminal is to be punished horse-stealer,who, being asked what

severely for a first and
comparatively he had to say why judgment of death

light offence, and relieved in propor- should not be passed against him , and

tion to his obduracy and his persist- answering, that it was hard to hang a
ency in crime."

man for only stealing a horse, was told
« The State, endeavoring to operate by the judge : “Man, thou are not to

on the fears ofmankind, organizes a be hanged only for stealing a horse,

method of absolutely repressing or of but that horses may not be stolen.'

absolutely commanding certain classes But the man's answer, if candidly ex

of acts.” Amos on Jurisprudence,297, amined ,will, I imagine, appear rea

cient Law (ed . of 1870),389. To the nal principles of justice and equity,that

“ Nemo punishments should be proportioned to
prudens punit quia peccatum est, sed offences ; and the judge's reply brutal

and unreasonable .”

same effect speaks Seneca :

7
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primary rights of the offender. Criminals were to be broken on

the wheel before assembled multitudes, and their bones hung on

gallows on the highway. Even now , in nations of imperfect civ

ilization , this continues ; and throughout Europe, in 1869, were

disseminated photographs of the mangled heads, as they had been

empaled on posts in Athens, of the assassins by whom certain

English travellers had been massacred at Marathon . Crime in

others, it was alleged , is best checked by exhibiting to the pub

lic the most horrible penalties inflicted on the criminal himself.

Gradually in England, in the reduction of capital punishment

and in the introduction of privacy in reference to capital execu

tions, has the coarse side of this theory been abandoned. In

the United States it has had no foothold since the Revolution ,

though it was not without influence in instigating barbarous pun

ishments in our early colonial days. And rightly hasmere ter

rorism been rejected as one of the objects which the judge, in

adjusting sentence , is to keep in view . For terroristic penalties,

viewing them in their crude shape, undertake to punish the

offender , not merely for what he has actually done in the past,

but for what others may possibly do in the future. Terrorism ,

also , treats the offender not as a person , but a thing ; not as a

responsible, self-determining being with rights common to all

members of the same community, to whom justice is to be dis

tinctively meted as a matter between him and the State, but as

a creature without any rights, on whom punishment is imposed

so that others should be deterred from acts requiring punish

ment. The theory , therefore , is open to two fatal objections :

(1.) It violates the fundamental principle of all free communi

ties, – that themembers of such communities have equal rights

to life, liberty, and personal security. (2.) It conflicts with that

public sense of justice which is essential to the due execution of

all penal laws. For this reason the terroristic system has failed

even in producing the result which it sought. For terrorism , as

such , has been shown to multiply rather than diminish brutal

crime. No places are more prolific in crime than the sites of

public executions. Inflicting public capital punishment on minor

crimes has been found to generate bolder and more ferocious

crimes which no capital punishment can suppress. Hence it is

8
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that terrorism has of late days ceased to be one of the elements

in the measurement of judicial punishment.

$ 8. But it should be remembered that this criticism applies

to terrorism in its coarse and merely sensuous sense.
For there

remains to be considered a principle with which terrorism is

sometimes unintelligently confounded , but which , when disen

tangled from the spectacular brutalism and the contempt of per

sonal rights by which terrorism is marked, forms an important

element in penal jurisprudence . This principle will now be

noticed .

It is remarkable ,in view of the im- preventive theory, by overlooking

portance of the question before us in the ill -desert of wrong-doing, makes

the moulding and in the application it and all similar systems immoral, and

criminal law , that it has received furnishes no measure of the amount

such slight attention from English and of punishment except the law -giver's

American jurists . Beccaria — whose subjective opinion in regard to the suf

treatise on Crimes was translated early ficiency of the amount of preventive

in the present century ,and who held suffering.”
that as the State rests on social con The founders of the Pennsylvania

tract it has the right to punish only prison system , it should be added ,

so far as it has power given to it by while laying great stress on reform

such contract — took the ground that and prevention , fell back on justice as

theobject of punishment was simply the main end of punishment.
preventive and deterrent ; and what Mr. Livingston repeatedly gives his

Beccaria taught it was natural that adhesion to the preventive theory .

those who agreed with him in prin- “ Wehave established it as a maxim ,"

ciple, and who were fascinated by the he tells us in his Report on the Penal

purity and dignity of his style, should Code (Livingston's Works, 1873, i.

adopt as if it were unquestionable. 26), that the object of punishment

General prevention, it was argued , " is to prevent the commission of

oughtto be the chief end of punish- crime;" and again (Ibid. 31), “ no

ment. , General prevention was dis- punishments greater than are neces

tinguished from particular prevention sary to effect this work of prevention

in this : that particular prevention ought to be inflicted, and that those

has respect to the cause of the mis- which produce it by uniting reforma

chief,and general prevention to the tion with example are the best adapted
whole community. This system is, to the end.”.

Subsequently , howevertherefore,virtually the terroristic the- (Ibid. 83), he quotes with approval

ory of Feuerbach,which is discussed the preamble to the statute of the

in the text; with this qualification, Legislature of Louisiana establishing

- that pleasure , as well as pain, are the Code.

This preamble contains,
as in- inter alia , the following :

“ The only object of punishment is

to prevent the commission of offences ;more fully , applies with great force it should be calculated to operate,

First, as to the delinquent, so as

to be used by the law - giver

ducements to
avoidance of

criminal

acts. To this, as we will soon see

President
Woolsey's

criticism , that the

66
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law teach .

$ 9. In another work , the educational bearing of penal legisla

That penal
tion is largely discussed, and it is there shown : ( 1.) that

justice is the announcement of punishment as a consequent on

ing by ex crime is essential to just penal jurisprudence ; ( 2.) that

ample.
such announcement of punishment is futile unless it is

followed up, as a rule, by infliction . Two great instrumentali

ties, it is alleged, are within the law -makers' control for the sup

pression of crime. The first is education , showing its moral and

economical ill consequences. The second is to be found in penal

laws; such laws to be humanely and justly devised , lucidly ex

pressed , universally promulgated , and firmly executed. Each of

these features is essential to enable these laws to be effective on

the public at large. Men will not be deterred from crime by

unjust or inhuman laws capriciously executed. And the appeal

made by a right system of laws is not sensuous, simply agitat

ing the passions, as is the case with the terroristic theory. For

just laws, clearly expressed , faithfully disseminated, and firmly

executed , address the reason of men . The offender is not, in

deed , to be punished simply to make him an example to others,

for this would be as objectionable as is the terrorism just con

demned . But being justly punished , his case is made public

that it may become an example. In other words, example is

not the object of punishment, but punishment creates example.

Of course we here assume the justice of the punishment, and

in so doing we advance towards the absolute theories of penal

discipline to be presently discussed . And this distinction it is

essential for the judge to keep in mind. To sentence a man

to a severe and conspicuous punishment, simply to make him

by seclusion to deprive him of the commentators, with the following ex

present means, and, by habits of in- ceptions : Lord Auckland (Mr. Eden ),

dustry and temperance, of any future in his Principles of PenalLaw , chapter

desire, to repeat the offence . ii., maintainsthe absolute theory. Mr.

“ Secondly, on the rest of the com- Bentham ,as will be seen , substantially

munity, so as to deter them , by the takes the same view . Mr. Lorimer, in

example, from a like contravention of his Institutes,page 346, rejects the re

the laws." formatory theory as inadequate and

By Dr. Paley, in his Moral Philos- delusive. Mr. Austin and Sir W.

ophy, we are told that “ the end of Hamilton follow the modified scheine

punishment is twofold, amendment of Kant, to be presently noticed .

and example." The same view is 11 Wh. & St. Med. Jur. 147, 185,

adopted by the great body of English 188.

10
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processes of
reasoning,concur Hooker , $ 17. Infra , § 13 , note .

an example to others, not only is open to the objections already

noticed as applying to the terroristic scheme, but exhibits to the

community an example of evil and not of good . But in impos

ing a just sentence, it is one of the highest prerogatives of justice

so to mould and explain it as to make it the means of the pre

vention of future crime, not merely in the offender himself, but

in the community at large.

II. ABSOLUTE THEORY.

That pun

ormation

and exam

cidental.

§ 10. The absolute theory of punishment, on which we must

therefore fall back , rests on the assumption that crime

as crime must be punished ; punitur quia peccatum est. ishment is

But then comes the question , by whom ? The State , retributive

as representing society at large,springs from a moral justice,to

necessity. It is not a matter of choice whether we

will live under government. Some government, some ple are in

form of civil organization , we must have. And the

State is not to be guided simply by expediency, or by the merely

external purposes of society. It has an existence of its own to

maintain,a conscience of its own to assert, moral principles to

vindicate. Penal justice, therefore, is a distinctive prerogative

of theState, to be exercised in the service and in the satisfaction

of the duty of the State, and rests primarily on the moral right

fulness of the punishment inflicted . Penal discipline undoubt

edly is expedient,both for the community and for the individual

punished . But the jurisdiction is exercised, not because it is

expedient, but because it is right. Another step remains to

be taken, which is this : Each de facto government is to be

viewed as
representing, for penal purposes, the State by which

it is
sanctioned. The State says,

“ Crime as crime is to be pun
ished, and I constitute each de facto

government as myagent for

this

purpose.” We have an interesting illustration of this tacit
authorization in the

recognition given by the Supreme Court

of the United States,at the close of the late civil war, to the

penalsentences of the
Confederate courts. These courts were de

jure nullities. Yet,nullities as they were, through their sentences

thousands of convicted offenders were, when the war closed ,

In this result, though by different hibited by Berner, Strafrecht, 1877,

Ecc. Pol. book i.,and Hegel, as ex

11
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Crime as

such is to

be pun

confined in Southern prisons. To release them , writs of habeas

corpus were taken out, and argued before the judges of the Su

preme Court of the United States. But the reply to these appli

cations was substantially that given above : Society , in its large

sense, is invested with the right to punish crime; and each de

facto government is the agent of society for this purpose . The

penal sentences of such de facto governments, therefore, will not

be disturbed after they are overthrown.

$ 11. Relieving ourselves , therefore, of all jure divino ques

tions as to the right of particular governments to ex

ecute penal justice, we reduce what is called the abso

ished by de lute theory of penal jurisprudence to the following

ernments. propositions: ( 1.) Crime as such must be punished by

society ; (2.) Each de facto government must act as the agent

of society for this purpose. Consequently each de facto govern

ment is bound to punish crime as crime. And every judge ex

ercising penal jurisdiction is bound to do so as the vindicator of

Right as such . Crime is primarily to be punished because it is

a violation of moral law , and society is to punish crime because

society is the divinely appointed vindicator of moral law .

§ 12. But is the absolute theory , as thus delineated , one which

is to be nakedly administered ? Are the objects which

of further have heretofore been specified as relative to be entirely

be kept in left out of sight ? In reply to this, the following an

swer is to be made :

While punishment is based on justice, it must be proportioned

to guilt. If, however, we resolve guilt into its component ele

ments,we find among them some of these very qualities to which

the relative theories are distinctively applied . Thus, for in

stance, all of these theories rest more or less on the danger of

crime to society ; and punishment, in accordance with these the

ories, is to be graduated by the extent of this danger . But if,

while accepting the absolute theory,we analyze guilt,we find

that it becomes subjectively more or less heinous in proportion

to the danger to society with which it is fraught. The guilt of

drunkenness on the part of a man locked up in his own chamber

is comparatively slight. If his drunkenness is concealed, while

and the enemy, it may be, of his immediate

family, he is the enemy, perhaps,of few others. But drunkenness

Prevention

view .

he is his own enemy,

12
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on the part of the engineer of a steamer is a far more flagrant,

because it is a more dangerous crime. It displays, when delib

erate, a heart not only callous to social duty , but recklessly de

praved. So, to adopt another illustration , setting fire to a build

ing at night, when its inmates are unconscious in their beds, is

an act exhibiting a guilt far more heinous and desperate than set

ting fire to the same building in the day, when , if within doors,

they will soon discover the fire, and if they do not extinguish it

can at least escape. Graduating the punishment, therefore, by

the guilt involved, a far higher penalty will be imposed in the

first case than in the second . And so , with regard to the grade

of homicide, as settled by our American law . Homicides by

poisoning, and lying in wait, are engendered by a deeper guilt,

while productive of greater danger, than most other classes of

homicide ; and hence they are visited with peculiarly condign

punishment. In fact, with intelligent agents,the guilt of an act

is proportioned , as a general rule, to its
dangerousness, since the

andacity and profligacy of the offender are measured by the ex

tent of themischief he
attempts.

There is no necessity , there
fore, for resorting to the ground of expediency , as a means of

grading punishability, when we can reach the same result by

adopting the right principle of the adaptation of
punishment to

guilt.

§ 13. And so with regard to the reform theory . The old

convict,who has been twice or thrice previously sen- And so the

tenced, needs severer treatment, and is sentenced to

longerimprisonment, with the least
ameliorations; and offender.

this because his guilt is of the deeper dye. On the other hand,

the boy who is tried for his first offence is committed to a house

of refuge, surrounded with benignant influences which may

tend
to his reform . In each case the objects aimed at by the re

formatory theory are effected ; and yet in each case the punish

ment is graduated simply by the offender's guilt. The old con

vict is sentenced to a long
imprisonment at hard labor, because

his guilt is great ; but the very greatness of this guilt invokes

the severity of sentence that would be produced by a just con

struction of the
reformatory theory,when it was found that all

The youthful culprit is sentenced to a
more lenient punishment, under more generous influences, be

reforma

tion of the

;

milder
measures failed .

13
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cause his grade of guilt is light, and the very lightness of this

grade calls for that mildness of sentence which the reformatory

system in such case recommends.1

1 See vindicationsofabsolute theory : ject of the State. It is difficult to

in Hartenstein , Grundbegriffe d . eth . reconcile with this conception, that

Wiss. 260–274 ; Rothe, Christ. Ethik , the State inflicts punishment, not pri

iii . 874 , 900. In our own literature marily for the sake of the individual,

the ablest exposition of this view will but primarily for the sake of justice .

be found in President Woolsey's Po- But however inconsistent in this ré

litical Science, SS 100 et seq. spect Kantmay be, his example shows

According to Kant ( see Berner, ed . that it is possible for the absolute

of 1877 , § 18), judicial punishment theory of punishment to be held by an

cannot be employed as a means to ob- adherent of the social contract hy

tain a collateral good , but must al- pothesis .

ways be imposed on andmade com An analysis of Hegel's philosophy

mensurate to a violation of law . A of punishability is found in the 9th

man, so he argues, is not to be treated edition of Berner's Lehrbuch des

as a thing, to be sacrificed to the pol- Deutschen Strafrechtes, Leipsic, 1877,

icy of the State ; from this he is pro a work which is one of the most pop

tected by his inherent personality . He ular and the most authoritative of

must be justly convicted of a crime be- recent German treatises on criminal

fore the State can punish him for the law , and which adopts as its basis

public benefit. Penal law is a cate the Hegelian philosophy in this rela

gorical imperative. Punishment is in- tion .

flicted , not because it is useful, but Punishment,according to Hegel (so

because it is demanded by reason . writes Berner, $ 21), is to be regarded

But he insists that social contract is as an agency to annihilate wrong in

the basis of punishment; and he for- its effort to annihilate right. It is,

cibly illustrates this by saying that therefore, the negation of a negation .

even if society, by the consent of all This is tantamount to saying thatpun

its members, should be on the point islıment is retribution (Vergeltung).

of dissolution , a murderer, sentenced But the punitive negation must be

to death , should first be executed, and so applied as to do no more than can

that this would be right. As a rule cel the prior criminal negation. The

he recommends retaliation ; the like punishment must find its measure in

is to be punished by the like. This, the crime. As the right that has been

however , is not to be literally carried impaired has a specific scope and qual

out, as in the Mosaic system , an eye ity , so the punishment, to be a cor

for an eye, a tooth for a tooth. The respondent negation,must on its side

principle of equality is to be sub- have its quantitative and qualitative

stantially , not formally, applied . It limitations.

has, however, been objected to Kant's The identity of crime and punish

theory that it is inconsistent with it- ment, however, which is thusrequired ,

self. In his view law is the emana does not consist in a specific similarity.

tion of the united will of the people, It is not requisite that the crime should

following in this the social contract be retaliated on the criminal. All that

theory of Rousseau. The security of is asked is that the evil of the punish

individuals is, by this view , the ob- ment should be proportioned in value

14
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390 et seq.

example to others ; and that
neither object

of the State in punishing
. We

reformation nor example will be pro- must start with the view , now univer

oted by
assigning to him , after he sally accepted

, that the exclusive
ob

(nach dem Werthe) to the evil of the is convicted, a punishment dispropor

crime.
tioned to his offence. At the same

Itis not the mission of philosophy, time, in the application of such pun

80 continues Hegel, to establish a val- ishment, reform and example are to

uation of punishment so as to appor- be kept incidentally in view. Con

tion it duly to each particular crime. viction and sentence are to be accord

Philosophy deals with the principle, ing to justice ; but prison discipline is

and leaves the application to the prac- to be so applied as tomake the pun

tical reason . All that philosophy can ishment conduce as far as possible to

do is to assign a qualitative and quan- the moral education of both criminal

titative certainty to an impaired right, and community.

to which its punishment is to corre The general question of the limits

spond. Hegel,
Rechtsphilosophie, of punishment will be found discussed

by Plato, in Gorgias (ed. Bipont. 4 ,
Hegel's views may in this respect pp. 49, 57 ; and in de legg. (lib . 9 , 10 ,

be criticised as speculative, but it 11) ; and by Aristotle, Ethics, book

must be remembered that they have 5, chap . 8 .

been accepted and elaborated as the Bentham , in his treatise on punish

basis of penallaw by some of the most ments, advocates the absolute theory,

practicalof contemporary jurists. Bis- subject to the following qualifica

marck is no idealist, yet we find Bis- tions :

marck, in a speech in the Prussian (1.) The evil of the punishment

Herrenhous, in 1872, adopting the must exceed the advantage of the

Hegelian theory of punishment, and offence :

illustrating it by the famous maxim (2.) The severity must be increased

which Meyer has taken as the motto

as the certainty is diminished :of his late valuable treatise on crim (3.) The greater the offence, the

inal law : “ Laws are like medicines: more severe may be the punishment

they are usually nothing more than adopted for the chance of its preven

the healing of one disease by another tion :

disease less, and more transient, than

(4.) Punishmentsmay be varied withthe first.” Certainly Hegelianism , in the sensibility of the offender :

adopting and sustaining philosophi

(5.) “ Real” punishments should be
cally the theory of a just retribution

apparent” for the sake of example :as the sole primary basis of punish

(6.) The power of further injuringment, exhibits a healthy contrast to should be taken away or reduced:

the
sentimentalism of

humanitarian

( 7.) Recompense to the injured partyphilosopherswho ignore themoral and should be kept in view . See sum

retributive element in
punishment, mary in Montague on

Punishment, i.

making its primary object to be the 211 et seq .

reform ofthe alleged criminal, and ex

Meyer, in his Lehrbuch des Deutample to the community. To such schen Strafrechtes Erlangen, 1875 ,

til a man is proved to be guilty of a the text substantially as follows:sums up the controversy noticed in

The question who is to be punishedto reform him or to punish him as an depends upon the question as to the

theorists the final answer is, that un

crimewehave no right either
forcibly
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ject of the existence of the State is not objects are reached (Mittermaier ) ; or

the benefit or the happiness of the that these practical objects should be

individual. The State is bound not subserved within the range which

rely to protect its subjects, but to justice leaves open (Berner ). Most

dispense justice; and it is the peculiar of these compromise theories ,however,

merit of the advocates of the absolute labor under the difficulty that they

theory of punishment that they have treat “ justice ” as if it were an im

taken boldly the position that punish- movable factor, when, in fact, it must

ment is to be inflicted , not because vary with the circumstances. Meyer

it is expedient, but be ause the dig- adopts substantially the viewsof Heff

nity and honor of the State require ter, who (Lehrbuch , 6th Auf. § 109 )

that certain acts should not be toler- says that “ punishment, in its absolute

ated . It would be a mistake, however, nature, as the destruction of the wrong

not to consider the objects of punish- of the guilty agent, is not a means for

ment. These objects should be kept the reaching of other objects, but is

in mind, first, because the dignity and itself the object, and has in itself the

honor of the State are themselves ob- character of a cure. ....... Punishment

jecls ; and secondly, because the legis- is therefore a satisfaction which the

lator, in graduating punishments, is State demands from those who have

bound to utilize their practical opera- been guilty of an injury to the order

tions. These operationsmay be classed of society , the object being the restora

as : (1.) the bindering of other crimes tion and maintenance of that order.

by the offender; (2.) the prevention of According to President Woolsey,

others by the example of punishment; the retribution theory which he vindi

( 3.) the restoration of an impaired cates " assumes that moral evil bas

public sense of right; and (4.) the re been committed by disobedience to

form ,when possible, of the offender. rightful commands; that according to

It is the merit of the relative theories a propriety which commends itself to

that they press these objects upon our our moral nature it is fit and right

attention . It is, however, a great that evil, physical or mental, suffering,

error to make the essence of punish- or shame should be incurred by the

ment to consist in these objects, singly wrong-doer, and that in all formsof

or collectively ; and hence we are to government over moral beings there

regard Prevention , Restoration, Ex- ought to be a power to decide how

ample , and Reform as not essential much evil ought to follow special kinds

but only incidental objects of punish- and instances of transgression.

ment. This is the stand-point of later Its province (that of the State ) is con

criminal jurists. Among these there fined to such actions as do harm to

is scarcely one who adopts any of the State , or to interests which the

the relative theories, while but few State exists to protect..... Its object

take the absolute theory , pure and in punishing is not in the first instance,

simple; the great majority uniting the to punish for the sake of punishing,

relative with the absolute theories, because so much wrong demands so

holding that by a " just " punishment much physical suffering ; but to pun

all the practicalobjects emphasized by ish — punishment being in the circum

the relative theory will be subserved stances otherwise right — not directly

(Abegg ) ; or that the punishment prac- for the ends of God's moral govern

tically necessary is that which is ment, but for ends lying within and

just ” (Merkel, Bar) ; or that “ jus- far within that sphere.” Woolsey's

tice ” is satisfied when these practical Political Science, § 107.
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Com .iv . 89,note, adopted in
Nasmith's

ing use of such a kind
and measure

ishment." Steph . Cr. Law , 1, adopt- (London
, 1872), 286 .

CHAPTER II .

DEFINITION AND ANALYSIS OF CRIME.

Crime is an act madeindictableby law , $ 14. | Police offences to be distinguished from
Immorality and indictability not convert criminal, $ 23 a .

ible , § 14 a .

An act, when prohibited by statute, is inDistinction between public and private dictable, though indictment is not given

wrongs, $ 15 .

by statute, $ 24.English common law in force in the United Statutory provisions to be strictly followed ,
States, $ 15 a .

Want of English common law authorities New statutory penalties are cumulative with
does not preclude offence from being in common law , § 26 .

dictable at common law in the United An offence may be divisible (1.) by dis
States, $ 16 .

charging aggravating incidents, (2.) by
Disturbances of the public peace indictable diversity as to time, (3.) by diversity as

atcommon law , $ 17 .

to place, (4.) by diversity as to objects, (5.)
So of maliciousmischief, $ 18.

by diversity as to aspects, and (6.) by di
So of public scandal and indecency, $ 19 . versity as to actors, $ 27.

Offences exclusively religious not indictable, Penal statutes to be construed favorably to

$ 20.

accused , $ 28 .Offences at common law are treasons, fel-
Retrospective statute inoperative, s

onies, and
misdemeanors, $ 21.

And so as to ex post facto acts imposing
Felonies are crimes subject to forfeiture,

$ 22.
severer penalty, $ 30 .Misdemeanors include offences lower than

But procedure may be retrospectively

changed, $ 31.
felonies, $ 23.

State may relieve from punishability by
limitation or pardon, $ 31 a .

$ 14. An offence which may be the subject of criminal proced

ure has been defined to be an act
committed or omit- Crime is

ted in violation of public law , either
forbidding or com

act made

indictable
manding it.1 This definition ,

however, though adequate by law .

1 **A crimeor
misdemeanor (delict) fined to be an act which the State

is an act committed oromitted, in vio- absolutely prohibits, or a
forbearance

lation of a public law , either forbid- from an act which the State absolutely

ding or commanding it.” Stephen's commands to be done,the State mak

of punishment as may seem needed" an act of
disobedience to render such prohibition or command

Amos on Jurisprudence

" A crime may be
provisionally de- inal act? the answer most gener“ To the question what is a crim

17

$ 29.

Institutes, 63.

A crime

to a law
forbidden

under pain of pun-
effectual.””

ed in
Harris Cr. L. 1.

VOL . I.
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CRIMES .
[BOOK I.

§ 14.]

in those states in which there is no common law , fails in states in

which there is recognized , as will presently be seen , a conimon

law , which determines, from the reason of the thing, that a par

ticular act is an indictable offence. In such states the definition

before us is a petitio principii, it being equivalent to saying, that

an act is a crime because it is forbidden by law , and that it is for

bidden by law because it is a crime. When we seek , however,

for a test to determine, in states where the common law obtains,

whether a particular offence, as to which there is no statute , or

no prior ruling specifically applicable, is indictable,then wemust

go further than the definition above given , and hold that at com

mon law a wrong which public policy requires to be prosecuted by

the State is an indictable offence. The wrong, however ,must be

one which violates the general sanctions of the law , although there .

be no statute, and no prior specific judicial decision , by which it

is prohibited.

ally applicable seemsto be, a crim- society by any given act.” That “ of

inal act is one which in some way or fences," however, is not convertible

other subjects the actor to punish- with “ injuries done to society " is

ment.” Broom's Phil.of Law , $ 162. plain, since there are many “ injuries ”

To this is added ($ 164 ) that a “ crime done to society which are not “
of

is constituted by an overt act done fences," so far, at least, as to be sub

with a guilty intent, or includes a ject to indictment.

guilty mind, knowledge, or possession, 1 Infra , § 29. In Steph. Cr. Dig .

affecting or prejudicing the public.” art. 160, we have the following : -

This is defective in not including of “ Acts deemed to be injurious to

fences which are criminal from want the public have, in some instances,

of intent, i. e. from negligent omission been held to be misdemeanors
, be

to perform a duty .

cause it appeared to the court before

“ As law is the necessary form in which they were tried that there was

which right is embodied , crime, not an analogy between such acts and

indeed in its essence, but in its form , other acts which had been held to be

presupposes law , and must, therefore, misdemeanors, although such first-men

be called an unlawful act." Hälsch- tioned acts were not forbidden by any

ner, System , i. p . 19 .
express law , and although no prece

Mr. Livingston does not attempt a dent exactly applied to them ,” & c.

definition . “ All contraventions of To this there is the following note :

penal law ,” he tells us, “ are denom “ After quoting the judgment of

inated by the general term , offences. Willes, J. (the colleague of Lord

Some division was necessary to dis- Mansfield ), in Millar v . Taylor, 4

tinguish between those of a greater Burr. 2312, to the effect that “ jus

and others of a less degree of guilt. tice,moral fitness,and public conven

No scale could be found for this meas- ience, when applied to a new subject,

ure so proper as the injury done to make common law without prece

18



CHAP. II.] DEFINITION AND ANALYSIS .

[ $ 14 a .

Immoral

vertible .

§ 14 a. It has been often said that at common law indicta

bility and immorality are convertible terms.

So far,
however, from this being the case, there are indictable ity and in

acts which are not immoral, and immoral acts which not con

are not indictable . Assaults of all kinds are indicta

ble ; but all assaults are not
necessarily

immoral. An assault

in self-defence is the exercise of a right ; and waiving this, as

presenting a question of doubtful
indictability , there are many

cases in which a man may be convicted of an assault which is in

itself not immoral, as when he acts under a mistake of fact or of

law . Honest belief, also , as we see
elsewhere,' that an action is

right,while it purges the action from
immorality , does not re

lieve it from
indictability. The

morality of an act
depends upon

its
conscientiousness ; and unless werecognize the rights of the

individual
conscience in this respect, even as against the opinion

ofthemajority, no ethical system could be
constructed . On the

other hand , there are
numberless

immoralities
which the State

does not and cannot
undertake to punish . Wemust,

therefore,

dent,' Pollock, C. B., said : ' I en- ciated vaguely , and are gradually re

tirely agree with the spirit of this pas- duced to precision by their
application

sage so faras it regards the repressing to particular
circumstances. Somehow ,

what is a public evil, and
preventing no one can say precisely how , though

what would become a public mischief; more or less plausible and
instructive

but I think there is a wide difference
conjectures upon the subject may be

against protecting the
community be- made, certain principles came to be

tween a new source of danger and accepted as the law of the land . The

creating a new right. I think the judges held
themselves bound to de

common law is quite
competent to pro- cide the cases which camebefore them

nounce anything to be illegal which according to those
principles, and, as

is manifestly against the public good ; new
combinations of

circumstances

but I think the common law cannot threw light on the way in which they

create new rights,' & c. Jeffreys v. operated , the
principles were, in some

Boosey , 4 H.L. C. 636."

cases, more and more fully developedItis not tilla very late stage in and qualified , and in others evaded or

its history that law is regarded as a
practically set at nought and repealed.

series of commandsissued by the sov- Thus,in order to ascertain what the

ereign power of the State. Indeed,
principle is at anygiven moment, it is

even in ourown time and country, that necessary to compare together a num

conception of it is gaining ground ber of decided cases, and to deduce

very slowly. An earlier ,and, to some from them the principle which they es

extent,a still prevailing view of it is, tablish .”
Stephen’s Dig. Int.

that itismore like an art or
science,

the
principles ofwhich are at first enun

1 Infra , s$ 88.
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CRIMES.

reject immorality as the condition of indictability, and fall back

upon the public sense of right and public policy as already

stated . If we are required to supply a further test, we might

say that public policy requires the indictability of acts objec

tively immoral, of which punishment by law is the proper retri

bution . From this class are to be excluded immoralities which

are not of enough consequence to be prosecuted , and immoralities

which the public welfare requires should remain unprosecuted .

$ 15. Starting, then , from the principle that crimes at common

law , apart from statute ,are offences which public policy

manifestly requires to be prosecuted by the State, we

public andprivate may be able to give logical expression to the distinction

between wrongs which can be redressed only by private

suit, and wrongs the perpetrators of which may be proceeded

against by public prosecution . That such a distinction exists in

practice we have numerous instances. I may have a right to

have the air about me pure ; but this does notmake it an indict

able offence for a person to invade this right by infecting my

land with a drain whose odors reach to no one but myself. I

may exclude trespassers from my grounds ; I may sue them for

damages caused by their trespass ; but I cannot, for the mere

trespass, prosecute them criminally. On the other hand, if the

drain is such as to affect the community injuriously , or the tres

pass be conducted in such a way as to threaten the common

peace, an indictment lies. The reason for this, if the above defi

nition be correct, is that public policy in the first class of cases

does not require the State to intervene, while in the second class

of cases it does so require. In other words, in all matters in

which the peace , order, or health of the community is not con

cerned , a sound social economy requires that men should settle

their differences by themselves, just as a sound social economy

requires that they should conduct their own business and regu

late their own families, provided that in so doing they do not

threaten public peace, or disturb public comfort, or create public

scandal. As to acts, however, threatening public peace, or dis

Meyer, $ 4, while concurring in icates indictability of acts “ welche

the reasoning of the text, makes the den Bedingungen des Gemeinwesens

test incompatibility with the well-be- und seiner Fortentwicklung wider

ing of the Commonwealth . He pred- sprechen.”

20



CHAP. II. DEFINITION AND ANALYSIS .

[S 15 .

indictable for this omission ,
immoral as it is. I am indictable

,

however, on the
grounds of public policy, if , being charged

, as a

turbing public comfort, or creating public scandal, it is the duty

of the State to intervene. We have abundant illustrations of

this distinction in other departments of social science. It is now

conceded that business which can be conducted equally well by

individnals should not be undertaken by the State. Duties

purely private it is not within the province of the State to en

force. A board of health , for instance, may properly forbid un

wholesome food to be sold in a market, but it cannot properly

forbid an individual from eating food that will probably make

him sick. The State is only justified in
intervening to protect in

terests that concern itself directly ; and if wrongs be committed

strictly private in their character, then these

wrongs
must be re

dressed by private suit. It may be said that a distinction of this

kind, based on public policy, is one to be laid down, not by the

courts, but by the legislature. This is no doubt the case where

there is a code which
undertakes to cover the whole ground, so

that no offence is indictable which is notmade indictable by the

code. It is otherwise, however, when offences are to be defined

by the common law . In the latter case, there is a wide range of

offences as to which the judges are obliged to apply the test of

public policy. The banks of a canal, for instance, or the em

bankments of a railroad, are wantonly torn down by a marauder.

The case is one of first impression in the courts, as no one has

heretofore been prosecuted for doing this
particular thing. Is

the offence indictable as malicious mischief ? It certainly would

not be if the mounds cut down were in an open field , where no

body but the owner is affected by the trespass. Yet as it is, in

consequence of the danger to the public if canals or railroads be

subject to
depredationsof this kind , - i. e.on grounds of public

policy, — such an offence would be held
indictable.2 I

may be
standing by a river side, to take another illustration, and see a

man drowning. I do not help him out, though I could readily do

$0; but as omissions to perform acts of charity cannot bemade

indictable without great
disarrangement of industry, I am not

public officer,with the
protection of persons bathing on the spot,

2 See infra , $ S 1065 et seq.

1 See infra, $ 29 .
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or having undertaken specially to protect this particular person ,

I neglect to perform my duty.1

§ 15 a . The common law of England was adopted as part of

English their own common law by such of the American col

onies as were of English settlement, and is opera

tive in the States embracing or peopled from such col

onies.2

common

law in force

in the

United

States.

i Infra , § 130.
private wrongs , and many civil inju

Several theories have been ex- ries affect thewhole community. See

pressed in Germany as to the distinc- R. v. Paget, 3 F. & F. 29 ; R. v. Traf

tion between civil and criminal wrongs. ford, 1 B. & Ad. 874; Dobbins' Dis

By Stahl a crime assails and defies tillery v. U. S. 96 U. S. 395.

the dominion and dignity of the State Mr. Austin , in his own definition ,

by positive assaults, which are by begs the question.
" The difference,"

themselves under all circumstances he says, “ between crimes and civil

(in thesi) a violation of law ; while injuries is not to be sought for in a

there is no such defiance in civil supposed difference between their ten

wrongs, since here we have exclu- dencies , but in the difference between

sively to do with acts which are only the modes wherein they are respec

unlawful ( in hypothesi) under the tively pursued , or wherein the sanc

given relations. By Berner and Köst- tion is applied in the two cases.
An

lin , representing the Hegelian School, offence which is pursued at the dis

we are to include under crimes exclu- cretion of the injured party or his

sively the conscious resistance of the representative is a civil injury. An

general will by the individual will ; offence which is pursued by the sov

under civil wrongs exclusively, acts ereign , or by the subordinates of the

whose perpetrators are unconscious of sovereign , or, as in England , in the

wrong . By Hälschner crimes consist name of the sovereign , is a crime."

of absolute wrongs, that is to say, Austin's Jur. ed . 1863, ii. 72; ed . of

wrongs as against the objective exist- 1869, 1092,adopted in Nasmith's Inst.

ing law ; while civil wrongs are merely 63.

relative,that is to say , wrongs exclu But why is the one class of cases

sively directed against the privileges prosecuted by the individual and the

of other persons. Geib , ii.175. That other by the State ? Sir H. Maine's

there is any definable distinction is explanation of the origin of the dis

denied by Bekker, Theorie, s. 108 ; tinction is similar to the definition in

Geib , ii. 173 ; Merkel, Abt. i. p.41; the text. A crime, he tells us, in the

and Binding , Normen , s. 172 et seq. original conception of the term , was

By the latter writer the view in the
involving such high issues

text is assailed elaborately , that the State, instead of leaving its

Blackstone's distinction ,that “ civil cognizance to the civil tribunal or the

injuries are private wrongs and con- religious court,directed a special law

cern individuals only, while crimes or privilegium against the perpetra

are public wrongs and affect the whole tor." Maine's Ancient Law , 1870,

community," is objected to by Austin 372.

on the ground that many crimes are 2 See cases cited infra, SS 17et seq.;

an act "
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statute. State v . Davis, 22 La. An. 77. C. c . 5 , s. 1 ; 1 East P. C. c . 1 , s . 1 ;

The
federal courts ,

however, as will i Russell on Crimes, 46 .

Want of

$ 16. Certain points of difference , however , between the penal

system of England 1 and that of the United States

must be kept in mind ,in determining how far the want English

of common law authority in one country is to weigh law au

upon the courts of the other.2

There is a grade of thorities

offences,in the first place comprehending adultery, for- preclude

nication, and lewdness in general, together with those from being

misdemeanors connected more particularly with the at common

conduct of the ritesand observances of religion , which in

England is cognizable chiefly in the ecclesiastical courts,

but which with us is in many States punished by indictment

as offences at common law . In England, in the second place,

from the earliest period of judicial history, statutes were from

time to timepassed which defined the limits and determined the

punishment of almost every offence, as it in its turn attracted

legislative action. Thus, in the English books, few cases are

found ofmalicious mischief at common law ; penalties more sum

mary than the common law afforded being provided for the pro

tection of each species of property as it became the object of

investment. No case , for instance, is to be found of an indict

ment at common law for malicious injury done to locks or other

law in the

United

States.

and see State v. Rollins, 8 N. H.550 ; to have no common law criminal juris

State v. Briggs, 1 Aikens, 226 ; Com . diction .

In Ohio , also , it has beenv.Newell, 7Mass.245; Com . v.Chap- decided that the criminal side of the

man, 13 Met. 68 ; State v. Danforth , English common law is not in force.

3 Conn. 112 ; Loomis v. Edgerton ,
Vanvalkenburg v. State, 11 Ohio,404 ;

19Wend. 419; Kilpatrick v. People, Smith v. State, 12 Ohio St. 466. And

5 Denio, 277 ; Resp. v. Teischer, í such is the statutory rule in Indiana ;

Dall.835 ; Com .v. Eckert, 2 Browne Hackney v. State , 8 Ind. 494; Marvin

(Penn.),249; Com . v. Taylor, 5 Binn.

v . State , 19 Ind. 181 ; Jones v . State,
272 ; Henderson's case, 8 Grat. 708 ; 59 Ind. 229 ; and to a limited extent

Grisham v. State, 2 Yerger , 589; in other States. See Meyers,ex parte ,
Smith v. People, 25 III. 17 ; State v .

44 Mo. 279 . As to Pennsylvania andHuntley,3 Tred . 418; State v. Two Florida, see infra, § 26. How far the

good,7 lowa,252; State v. Pulle, 12
ecclesiastical or canon law of Chris

ex parte, 9 Nev. tendom is here effective will be con
101; Territory v. Ye Wan , 2 Mon- sidered in other sections. Infra , &$ 20,

tana, 478. In
Louisiana, the English 1717 , 1741.

common law has been
established by

1 Black . Com . 65 w ; 1 Hawk . P.

Minn.164;
Blanchard ,

be seen (infra,$ 253), have been ruled

2 Grisham v . State, 2 Yerger, 589.
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improvements on navigable rivers ; because, as soon as locks

were introduced into England, and canals built, by the statute 1

Geo . 2 , st. 2 , c. 19, such offences were made felonious, and were

subject to transportation . So, though elementary writers agree

that the destruction of an infant en ventre sa mere is indictable

at common law , no case is to be found in England where such

is adjudged by the courts, the statute 43 Geo. 3 , c. 58, making it

a felony, being enacted at the time when the offence first re

quired the action of the public authorities. The want of Eng

lish precedents, in such cases, does not show that offences of

such character were not cognizable at common law ; it shows

only that at an early period common law remedies gave way to

statutes with provisions more specific and penalties more severe.

Many offences, accordingly , which have been punished exclu

sively by statute in England, have been brought, in this coun

try, within common law sanction , and bave been considered mis

demeanors
. We cannot infer the non -indictability of such

offences at common law because they are indictable in Eng

land only under statutes which we have not reënacted. The

want of English common law authority, in many cases of this

class, is attributable not to the non-indictability of the offences

at common law , but to the fact that statutes imposing severe

penalties on the offence, and absorbing by their termsthe com

mon law , were passed before common law affirmations of the

indictability of the offences were reported . As said by the Su

preme Court of Vermont, in a case adopted afterwards in New

York , “ the English statutes were so ancient, and the punish

§ 592.

1 See infra , SS 1066–7. of criminal action. Thus it has been

? Bracton, l. 3, c . 21 ; 3 Coke's held indictable unlawfully and injuri

Inst. 50; 1 Hawkins, 94; 1 Vesey, ously to carry a child infected with

98 ; 1 Russell on Crimes, 671. Infra , the small-pox along the public streets ;

R. v. Vantandillo , 4 M. & Selw . 73 ;

8 The comprehensiveness of the R. v. Burnett, 4 M. & Selw . 272 ; to

common law is illustrated in England show a monster for money ; Herring

by a series of cases, which , though v. Walrond, 2 Cha. Ca. 110; to put

much less numerous than those in this combustible materials on board a ship

country, from the fact that the com- without giving notice of the contents;

mon law remedy has been there so 1 Russell on Cr. 298 ; William v. East

much more nearly absorbed by statute, India Com . 3 East, 192, 201 ; and to

nevertheless shows that there is no overwork children in a factory. 2

public wrong which is not the subject Twiss's Life of Eldon, 36.
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[ $ 17.

3

Disturb

at common

law .

ment so severe, that they were of course resorted to , and the

common law thus lost sight of, though the statutes were in

tended as a mere increase of its penalties.” 1

$ 17. It has been held by us, therefore, in application of the

reasoning just stated, that whatever, in the first place, is provo

cative of public disturbance ; 2 or, in the second place, consists

of malicious injury to another's property in such a way as to

proyoke violent retaliation ; or, in the third place , constitutes

a public scandal or indecency ;4 is indictable in this country,

although in England the offence is punishable now only by stat

ute, or in the ecclesiastical courts.

(1.) Acts, therefore, provocative of public disturbance are

indictable, though there be no English precedent for the

indictment. Hence it has been held indictable to drive ances of

the publica carriage through a crowded street in such a way as to peace in

endanger the lives of the passers-by ;5 to disturb a con

gregation when atreligious worship ; to go about armed

with dangerous and unusual weapons, to the terror of citizens ;?

to raise a liberty-pole in the year 1794 ,as a notorious and riot

ous expression of ill-will to the
government ; to tear down

forcibly and
contemptuously an

advertisement, set up by the

commissioners, of a sale of land for county taxes ; 9 to agree to

fight,though no fight takes place ; to break into a house in the

day or night time, and disturb its
inhabitants ; 11 to

violently

disturb a town meeting, though the parties engaged were not

sufficient in number to amount to riot ; 12 to publicly kidnap an

1 State v. Briggs, 1 Aikens, 226 ;

? State v. Huntley , 3 Iredell N. C.Loomis v. Edgerton,19 Wendell, 419; R. 418 ; though see, per contra, Simp

State v. Cawood, 2 Stewart, 360 .

On son v. State, 5 Yerger's Tenn . R. 356,
this point see a

comprehensive opin- Peck, J. , dissenting.
ion of Shaw , C. J., in Com .v. Chap

8 Penns. v. Morrison, Addison's Pa.
man , 13 Met. 68 .

R. 274. See Adams's Gallatin , 123 et

seq .

9 Penns. v. Gillespie, Addison's Pa.

R. 267.

10 State v. Hitchens, 2 Harrington's

Del. R. 527 .

11 Com . v. Taylor , 5 Binney, 277;CC.R. 390. See generally infra, ss Hackettv. Com . 15 Penn. St.95.

12 Com . v. Hoxey, 16 Mass. 385.

8

? See $S
1553-1557.

• See , on this point, 7 Law Rep. N.

S. 88, 89, and infra, $ 1066 .

See infra, $$ 1410 et seq., 1432 ,

1446 , 1468 .

United States v. Hart, 1 Peters

1536 et seq.

• State v. Jasper, 4 Dev. N. C. R.

323. Infra, $ 20 .
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So of ma

chief.

be the prop

5

other ; 1 and, in short, to do any act which may create a public

disturbance, provided that such be the natural consequence of

the act.

§ 18. (2.) We have also held that acts of malicious mischief,

when producing a wanton injury to another's property,

licious mis- so as to provoke violent retaliation , are indictable.

Thus it has been held indictable to destroy a horse, a

cow ,: a steer,4 or any beast whatever, which may

erty of another ; to be guilty of wanton cruelty to animals in

general, when the essential ingredient of malice towards the

owner is present, or the offence is a public scandal; 7 to cast

the carcase of an animal in a well in daily use ; 8 to maliciously

poison chickens, or maliciously break windows ; 9 to mischiev

ously set fire to a number of barrels of tar ; 10 to girdle or other

wise maliciously injure trees kept either for use or ornament,11

to put cow's itch on a towel ; 12 though it seemsnot to be so to

put cantharides in rum ; 13 to discharge a gun with the intention

of annoying and injuring a sick person in the immediate vicin

14 to break into a room with violence for the same pur

pose ;
armed

upon
the porch of another man's house and

ity ;

15
to go

1 State v . Rollins, 8 New Hamp 8 State v . Buckman , 8 New Hamp.

shire R. 550 . 203.

2 Resp. v . Teischer, 1 Dallas, 335 ; 9 Resp . v. Teischer, 1 Dallas, 335 .

State v . Council, 1 Tennessee , 305 ; The better opinion now is , that, to

though this case has since been denied ; make such an offence indictable , it

Shell r. State, 6 Humph. 283; Taylor must be done either secretly and in

v . State, 6 Humph . 285.
the night time; Kilpatrick v . People,

8 Com . v. Leach, 1 Mass. 58 ; Peo- 5 Denio , 277; or in such a way as to

ple v . Smith , 5 Cowen, 258. provoke a breach of peace. State r .

* State v. Scott, 2 Dev. & Bat. 35; Phipps, 10 Iredell, 17.

Wh. Prec. 213 . 10 State v . Simpson , 2 Hawks, 460.

6 Loomis v. Edgerton, 19 Wendell, 11 Com . v . Eckert , 2 Browne, 249 ;

419. See particularly Kilpatrick v. Loomis v . Edgerton, 19 Wendell,419 ;

People, 5 Denio, 277 ; Henderson's per contra, Brown's case, 3 Greenleaf,

case , 8 Gratt. 708 ; though see State 177 .

v . Wheeler, 3 Vermont, 344 ; Illies v .
12 People v. Blake, 1 Wheeler's C.

Knight, 3 Texas, 312. C. 490 .

* State v. Briggs, 1 Aikens, 226. 18 R. v. Hanson , 2 C. & K. 912;

See, for a general discussion of this R. v. Walkden , 1 Cox C. C. 282; R.

question , 7 Law Rep. N. S. 89, 90. v . Dilworth , 2 M. & Rob. 531.

? U. S. v . Logan, 2 Cranch C. C. 14 Com . v . Wing, 9 Pick. 1.

R. 259 ; U. S. v. Jackson , 4 Cranch 16 Com . v . Taylor, 5 Binney, 277.

C. C. R. 483.
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And so of

from thence shoot and kill a dog of the owner of the house ,

lying in the yard, in the absence of the male members of the

family,and to the terror and alarm of the females in the house ; 1

though it is not an indictable offence to remove a stone from the

boundary line between the premises of A.and B.with the intent

to injure B.; 2 nor to shave and crop the hair from a mare's tail

in a stable ;3 nor to frequent a neighbor's house , grossly abuse

his family, and make their lives uncomfortable.4

§ 19. (3.) On the same reasoning we have held it indictable

to do an act which is a great scandaland shock to the

moral sense of the community. Under this head it has public

been held indictable to cast a dead body into a river and inde

without the rites of Christian sepulture ; 6 to be guilty

of eaves-dropping ; ' to knowingly sell noxious food ; 8 to sell a

wife ;' to disinter a dead body without proper authority ; to

give more than a single vote at an election ; 11 to be guilty of in

dividual offensive drunkenness,12 or notorious lewdness,13 though

on this point the better rule is that, to make the offence indict

able, it must be such as to shock and insult, not an individual,

but the community ;14 to indulge publicly in profane swearing ;

or in loud and obscene language, so as to draw together a crowd

in a thoroughfare ; 16 though the offence be not laid as a nui

cency

10

15

Infra, $ 1432 a.

· Henderson's case , 8 Gratt. 708.

Infra , $ 1432 a . See R. v . Vann, 2* State v.Burroughs, 2 Halsted R. Denison C. C. 324 ; 8 Eng. Law &

426. See Com .v. Powell, 8 Leigh, 719. Eq. 596 ; R. r. Sharpe, 7 Cox C. C.

State r. Smith, 1 Cheves (s. 214 ; 40 Eng. Law and Eq. 581.

Car.), 157 ; contra, Boyd v . State, 2 11 Com . v . Silsbee , 9 Mass. 417.

Humph. 39.

Infra § 1832.* Com . v.Edwards, 1 Ashmead ,46 .

12 Smith v. State, 1 Humph. Tenn.5 See infra generally, SS 1410 et seq.

R.396 .• Kanavan's case, 1
Greenleaf, 226.

18 State v . Moore, 1 Swan Tenn.

136 ; Brooks v . State, 2 Yerger, 482;State v.Williams, 2 Tenn. 108 ; State z. Rose, 32 Missouri, 560. In

Com . v. Lovett, 6 P. L. J. 226 ; State fra , $ 1456.

v. Pennington , 3 Head , 119. See 14 Infra, § 1446 . State v. Waller,

Ibid. 231; infra, § 1446.

3 Murphey, 229.
State v. Smith, 3 Hawks, 378 ;

15 Infra , $S 1442–4 ; State v . Kirby,
State v. Norton , 2 Iredell, 40; R. v .

Sharpe,7 Cox C. C. 214 .
1 Murphey , 254 ; State v. Ellar, 1 Dev

. R. v. Delaval, 3 Burt. 1434 . ereux, 267 ; State v .Graham , 3 Sneed ,
134 .10 Com .v.Cooley, 10 Pick .37; R.

16 Infra , $ 1432. State v . Appling,
v. Lynn, 2 T.R. 733; 2 Leach, 560. 25 Mo, 315 .
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Offences

exclusive

able .

sance ; 1 and in fine to commit any act which from its nature

must scandalously affect the morals and health of the com

munity.?

$ 20. It has sometimes been said that Christianity is part of

the common law of the land ,3 and from this it has

been argued that the State is in some way bound to

ly religious
not indict- punish by indictment offences against Christianity .

Christianity is undoubtedly a part of the common law

of this country , so far as is involved in the fact that the com

mon law of most of the States of the American Union has in

corporated the principles of the canon law in relation to matri

mony and to succession . The rules which the English ecclesiasti

cal courts adopted in this connection we have in a large measure

accepted as binding on us ; and in several States we have recog

nized as indictable certain offences, such as adultery and forni

cation , which in England can only be prosecuted in the eccle

siastical courts. We have also, adopting the ethical rules of

Christianity , as distinguished from those of heathendom ,made

indictable breaches of domestic duty which were not criminally

punishable by the old Roman law . But beyond this we have not

gone. Wemake blasphemy of Christianity indictable ; but this

is because such blasphemy is productive of a breach of the public

peace, and not because it is an offence against God. Wetreat

a disturbance of Christian worship as indictable, when such dis

turbance amounts to a private assault or to public disorder ;; but

we give the same protection to non-Christian assemblies. And

in no State does the government interfere to prosecute offences

consisting of a denial of Christian dogma, or a rejection of Chris

tian sanctions.7 Nor in any State is Christianity in such sense

1 Barker v . Com . 19 Penn. St. 412 ; 6 State v. Jasper, 4 Dev . 323; Holt

Bell v. State , 1 Swan , 42. v . State, i Baxter, 192. See infra ,

2 Com . v. Sharpless, 2 Serg. & R. § 1431, and cases there cited.

91 ; Resp . v . Teischer, 1 Dallas, 335 ; o See infra , $ 1556 .

People v . Smith , 5 Cowen, 258.
? Donahoe v . Richards, 38Me. 379.

8 See Vidalv . Girard , 2 How. 127 ; See Chapman v. Gillett, 2 Connect.

People v. Ruggles, 8 Johns. R. 290 ; 40; Lindenmuller v. People, 33 Barb .

Updegraph v . Com . 11 S. & R. 394 ; 548 ; Com . v. Jeandell, 2 Grant ( Penn.)

State v . Chandler, 2 Harring. 553. 506 ; Com . v . Dupuy, Bright. R. 44 ;

See Pringle v. Napee, 14 Canada L. People v . Porter, 2 Parker C. R. 14 ;

J. 219. Bloom v. Richards, 2 Ohio St. 387;

4 See infra , SS 1717, 1741. Board of Education v. Minor, 23 Ohio
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his Reports of
Virginia

Cases, says
It has regarded

them
in the light

of

Halewas not at the time of its utter-
lievers

in Christianity

have a right
to

6

any other. '

part of the common law that the State can determine what are

the dogmas of Christianity . That which is part of the common

law can be changed by statute ; but as the dogmas of Chris

tianity are beyond the reach of statute, wemust hold that they

are not part of the common law of the land.1

St. 211; State v. Pepper, 68 N. C. that, though frequently repeated by

259. See R. v. Carlile, 3 B. & Ald . English judges, it never had any leg

161; R. v. Waddington, 1 B. & C. 26 ; islative authorization. He speaks of

and see infra, § 1431; Story's Misc. it as resting upon the “usurpation of

Writings, 451 ; 2 Life of Story, 431. the judges alone, without a particle of

1 In an article by Dr. Spear, re- legislative will having ever been called

printed in the Albany Law Journal, on or exercised toward its introduction

vol. xiii. p. 366, we have the follow or confirmation . He characterizes it

ing:

as the most remarkable instance of
" The first judicial declaration that judicial legislation that has ever oc

Christianity is parcel of the laws of curred in English jurisprudence, or,

England ' was made by Sir Matthew perhaps, in

Hale. Lord Mansfield subsequently

See also to the same effect as the
modified the statement by saying that text, Sedgwick’s Stat. & Const. Law ,

' the essential principles of revealed 14 ; Cooley's Const. Limitations,472.

religion are part of the common law .' An exhaustive examination of the

Lord Campbell, in his Lives of Chief authorities by Dr. Anderson will be

Justices,explains the language as sim- found in 20 Alb. L. J. pp. 265, 285.

ply meaning that the law will not per- Among the conclusions reached by

mit the essential principles of revealed this able writer may be given the fol

religion to be ridiculed and reviled . lowing :

The English commissioners on crimi " 6. We see that the first introduc

nal law ,in their sixth report (1841), tion of the maxim under discussion

express the opinion that the maxim was due to a
misunderstanding of the

does not ·supply any reason in favor Year Books,and has never been prac

of the rule that arguments may not be tically sanctioned in its natural and

used against ? Christianity , provided literal sense by any English or Ameri
it be not done in such a manner as to

can court. The common law has never
endanger the public peace by exciting furnished the ground for persecution ,

forcible resistance. Archbishop Whate- but it has always been inflicted by pos

ly,in his preface to his Elements of itive statutory enactment.

The com
Rhetoric ,says that he had never met

mon law has taken account of Chris
with any one who could explain ' to tianity as a positive system , for the

him themeaning of the maxim ; yet purpose of punishing blasphemy and

he did not understand it as imply- malicious ridicule of Christian doc

ing theillegality of arguing' against trines and rites. The common law

the established religion of England. has recognized these as crimes against

the State, and not as sinsagainstGod .

that the declaration of Sir Matthew moral nuisances against which the be

Thomas
Jefferson , in an

appendix to

ance sustained by any
authority, and be

protected .
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Offences at

common

law are

treasons,

$ 21. ]

§ 21. Offences at common law were divided into three heads:

treasons, felonies, and misdemeanors. In England, un

der the head of treason were embraced , first, under the

name of high treason, the compassing of the king's

felonies,and misde- death , the comforting of the king's enemies, the coun

terfeiting of the privy seal, the forging of the king's

coin , and the slaying of the chancellor, or either of the king's

justices ; and secondly, under the name of petit treason , such

offences as were imputable in private life to the same principle

of treachery and disloyalty as urged , in the affairs of State , the

meanors .

1797 :

“ 7. The principle upon which blas- naturally to fall into the class with

phemy is punished would oblige a com those laws which provide for the com

mon law court to protect the worship munity protection against nuisances,

and regard the sentiments of Mahom- whether physical or moralin their nat

etans or Hindoos, if their forms of ure.”

religion were to be widely prevalent The following remarkable clause oc

in a community over which it had ju- curs in the treaty with Tripoli, exe

risdiction . This protection , of course, cuted by the President,and confirmed

could be given only to the extent that by the Senate of the United States, in

their rites and worship did not in

fringe upon the laws of natural mo “ As the government of the United

rality and justice .
States of America is not in any sense

" 8. Every code of morality is inti- founded on the Christian religion ; as

mately connected with the system of it has in itself no character of enmity

religion from which it springs, and in against the laws, religion, or tranquil

which it finds a sanction . As every lity of Mussulmen ; and as the said

civil code in its formation and growth States never have entered into any

adopts the moral code of the people war or act of hostility against any

for which it furnishes rules of govern- Mahometan nation, it is declared by

ment, so the common law of England the parties that no pretext arising

and the United States has absorbed , from religious opinions shall ever pro

and is still absorbing into itself, the duce an interruption of the harmony

moral principles of Christianity . existing between the two countries."

Hence the Christian system is the Art. xi. treaty with Tripoli of Jan. 3,

moral source of an undetermined but 1797, signed by Joel Barlow , consul

very large part of our common as well general, on part of the U. S.; U. S.

as of our statute law . In this sense Treaties, edition of 1873 , page 838;

Christianity has contributed viii. U. S. Statutes at Large (Foreign

mously to the common law , and also Treaties, Peters's ed .), 155; vi.Mar

to the Code of Justinian, and the le- ten’s Rec. de Traités, 298.

gal systems of all Christendom .
In State v. Brooksbank , 6 Ired. 73 ,

“ 9. That portion of the common law it was held that Sabbath breaking is

which makes blasphemy, Sunday des- not an offence at common law . But

ecration, the disturbance of religious this can only be good asto such “ Sab

assemblies, indictable offences, seems bath breaking ” as is not a nuisance.

enor
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ishments, the word ·
felony ' has, for publica (crimina , or crimina

publica )

ancient English
signification, and ac- terests, and the perpetrators

of which

ishableby death or
imprisonment in a publica. Delicta

privata, sometimes

quired the
meaning of a

crime pun- could be prosecuted
by the Accusatio

compassing the sovereign's death ; comprising the slaying , by a

wife, of her lord and husband, and by an ecclesiastic of his ordi

nary. In this country , however, petit treason as a distinct class

of offences is no longer recognized , the crimes composing it hav

ing sunk into a place among the more flagrant homicides ; and

high treason , under the constitutions both of the Federal Union

and of the several States, is limited to the levying war against

the supreme authority, or adhering to its enemies, giving them

aid and comfort.

§ 22. Felonies, in England, as distinguished from misdemean

ors, comprised originally every species of crime which

occasioned the forfeiture of lands and goods ; but though include

this distinction, originally based on the supposed hei- ject to for

nousness of the crime, is still nominally recognized , its

continuance, while conducing to much technical difficulty , is pro

ductive of no good, and its abolition is only a question of time.)

Felonies

crimes sub

1 " In modern English legislation , state prison ; and it is to be so con

any affected demarcation of crimes by strued in this third section. The

the sort of moral or social significance crime intended to be charged in this

anciently implied in a felony as con- case, being a state prison offence, is a

trasted with a
misdemeanor

prac- felony ; and the ancient rule was , thattically abandoned , though a memory the word “ feloniously ' is necessary in

of the distinction is preserved in cer- all indictments for felony, whether

tain judicial forms. The tendency of common law or statutory. What would

all modern legislation is to arrange feloniously ' mean in this indictment?

crimes on no more logical or abstruse Would it inform the defendant that

principle than that based on either the in England felony was formerly pun

gravity ofthe punishment with which ished by forfeiture, and generally by

they are visited, or the dignity and death ? ' An indictment is an accusa

constitution of the courts of justice in tion , and not historical instruction .

which they are investigated.” Amos Would it inform him that New Hamp

on
Jurisprudence (London , 1872), shire punishes his crime either by

302. See also Stephen's Cr. L. 56, death or state prison ?

That would57,105–110 ; Lyford v. Farrar, 31 N. be a statement of law , deficient in

4.,314; Shay v. People, 22 N. Y. certainty;and an indictment is a state

ment, not of law , but of fact." State
In consequence of the general v. Felch, 58 N. H. 1 ; 6 Reporter,

statutory departure from the ancient 1878, 689.

English gradation of crimes and pun

TheRoman law regarded as Delicta

some purposes, in this state lost its offences which affected the public in

317 .
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At common law , in addition to the crimes more strictly coming

under the head of treason , the chief, if not the only felonies, were

murder, manslaughter, arson, burglary, robbery, rape, sodomy,

mayhem , and larceny. By statutes, however, running from the

7

tae,

simply termed Delicta, embraced those iudicibus imponatur et exequatur, di

offences which could be redressed by cuntur atrocia . Atrocissima vero di

civil process on the part of the per- cuntur, pro quibus lex, vel statutum

sons aggrieved . Delicta ordinaria or imponit poenam graviorem , quam sim

legitima were crimes specified and de- plicis mortis in ipso genere mortis :

nounced by statute. Delicta extraor- puta, quia vult pro talibusdelictis reos

dinaria were those which were made insui culeo, vel igne comburi, vel in

penal by common law , or custom frusta scindi, vel rotae inferri, aut

(moribus), and which were punishable trahi ad caudam equi, vel huiusmodi.

at the discretion of the judge . A Carpzov qu. 102, n . 56. Delicta

further distinction was made between excepta, non excepta. Farinacius qu.

the Delicta communia and the Delicta 18 , n . 60. Excepta dicuntur crimina,

propria ; the former were crimeswhich quae sub generali legis dispositione

were breaches of universal duties; the non continentur : puta haeresis cri

latter were crimeswhich were breaches men, laesae maiestatis, falsae mone

of special or official duties. simoniae, fraudatae annonae, frau

The canon law classified crimes ac dati census, dilapidationis, famosi

cording to the forum by which they furis, sacrilegii, maleficii cet. Non

were to be tried ; a crime being in this excepta autem sunt illa , quae veniunt

view either Delictum ecclesiasticum , in generali dispositione legis. Bythe

Delictum saeculare, or Delictum mix- French Code : Art. 1 .... L'infrac

tum seu mixti fori . tion que les lois punissent de peines

Geib (Lehrbuch, § 85) gives the correctionnelles est un délit. L'infrac

following : a . Delicta nominata, in- tion que les lois punissent d'une peine

nominata . Clarus & de malefic. n . 8 . afflictive ou infamante est un crime.

Delicta nominata sunt, quae a lege Meyer, Esprit, & c., 459, writes :

habent particulare nomen iuris, ut est Tout ce qui peut être attribué à un

furtum , adulterium cet. Delic- instant d'égarement, $ à la passion, à

ta vero innominata sunt, quae non ha- une fausse honte, à une faiblesse ou à

bent speciale nomen iuris, sed tantum une erreur de jeunesse, ne peut être

modo facti, ut est verberare, percutere, confondu avec des crimes commis par

ingredi domum alienam , et similia. cupidité, avec cruauté ou làcheté ...

Decianus V. 8. Farinacius qu. 18, n .
Le genre du crime et les circonstances

19, 20. Renazzi Elem . iur. crim . I. de la personne accusée doivent distin

Cremani de iur. crim . I. p. guer la poursuite pour crime ou délit.

103. B. Delicta levia, atrocia ,atrocis- En général, la trahison , l'empoisonne

sima. Clarus & de malefic. n. 9. In hoc ment, l'incendie, l'assassinat, le rapt,

non traditur a doctoribus certa regula. le viol, la biganie, le brigandage, le

Ego autem dico, quod omnia vol, le faux, l'escroquerie, sont des

delicta, pro quibus a lege, vel statuto crimes et doivent être poursuivis

imponitur simpliciter poena inortis comme tels : les crimes d'état, l'homi

naturalis, vel civilis,si triremium per- cide non prémédité, le duel, l'infanti

petuo, et talis poena est in usu , ut a cide, les rixes, sont des délits.

p . 273 ,
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1 In
Louisiana it has been held that

and not law . State v . Rohfrischt

, 12

[ § 23 a .

earliest period , new felonies were, from time to time, created ;

till finally , not only almost every heinous offence against person

or property was included within the class, but it was held , that

whenever judgment of life or member was affixed by statute, the

offence to which it was attached became felonious by
implication ,

though the word felony was not used in the statute . In this

country, until recently , the common law
classification obtained ;

the principal felonies being received as they originally ex

isted , and their number increased as the
exigencies of society

prompted. In several of the States, however, all offences sub

ject to death or
imprisonment are now made felonies ; all others

are
misdemeanors. In some States the distinction is abolished

absolutely. In most of the others it exists only so far as to

make it requisite, in
indictments for felonies, to use the term

feloniously.” As there are now few
jurisdictions in which

" feloniously ” cannot be rejected as
surplusage, it follows that

in such
jurisdictions the term

feloniously can be used in all cases,

to be discharged when not necessary to the
description of the

offence.

$ 23.
Misdemeanors comprise at common law all offences

lower than felonies,which may be the subject of in

dictment. They are divided into two classes : first, meanors

such as are mala in se, or penal at common law ; and offences

secondly, such as are mala prohibita , or penal by felonies.
statute.

§ 23 a. In all
jurisprudences a

distinction more or less marked

has been made between police wrongs and criminal

wrongs. The
distinction is made to rest

sometimes on fences to

the
tribunal having

jurisdiction of the wrong :
wrongs guished

peculiarly
cognizable by police courts being called

po
wrongs ; those

peculiarly cognizable by courts of

oyer and
terminer being called criminal wrongs.

This line,
however, is

unsatisfactory, many
prosecutions which are emi

nently of a police
character

involving large
interests, and hence

Misde

Police of

be distin

lice
from crim

inal.

a prior ruling of the late Court of La. An. 382.

Errors and
Appeals,thatthe term fel

ony was not known to the laws of Crim .
Pleading & Prac. § 261.

Louisiana,was an
unadvised dictum , 2 See cases given at large in Whart.

TOL . I.

3
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made subjects of prosecution in our highest courts. For simi

lar reasons we must reject the distinction that little wrongs are

police wrongs, and great wrongs are criminal wrongs ; since

there are many criminal wrongs (e. g . small larcenies) which

are little, and many police wrongs (e. g . such as interfere with

liberty of trade) which are great. Nor can we accept as en

tirely adequate the tests sometimes given , that police wrongs

consist of threatened , and criminal wrongs of consummated inju

ries ; or that police wrongs consist exclusively in disturbances of

order, criminal wrongs in violations of justice . We may more

properly hold , enlarging the last distinction, that by criminal

wrougs the existence of the State is assailed ; by police wrongs,

only the administration
of its economical structure ; the first

attack the fundamental principles of society , the latter only.its

modes of operation . It is true that the two classes melt unde

finably into each other , as is the case with civil and criminal

wrongs. But that there is a distinction in ethics there can be

no question , the one case involving , the other not involving, a

moral taint. Nor can we refuse to admit a distinction in law .

Accessaries in criminal offences, for instance, are involved in the

guilt of principals ; not so accessaries in police offences. It is

not indictable, for instance , to buy spirituous liquor illegally

sold ; ? nor is it indictable to contract to sell such liquor in the

gross to a person who is to sell it illegally at retail. Nor is

it indictable to attempt such offences. Police offences, we may

further notice, have , in common with offences of omission , this

characteristic, – that they are usually breaches of affirmative

and not of negative commands. The police law says,

6 You

must do a particular thing." The offender, either designedly

or negligently , omits to do this thing. The offence, also , as we

have just seen , is usually not against the material and moral

element in the law , but against its formal structure.

It be

comes, therefore
, in most police prosecutions

, a matter imma

terial whether evil consequences
flow from the defendant's

dis

obedience
, and whether, if they do, they are imputable

to the

defendant
. It may be made an indictable

offence, for instance,

i Infra , § 1529; Com . v . Willard ,

22 Pick . 476 .

8 Pulse v. State, 5 Humph. 108.

4 Hill v . State , 53 Ga. 125.

2 Ibid .
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1
Merkel,

Kriminalistische

Abhand-
the

Sabbath
is no defence

to an in

for a man to permit ice to accumulate before his front door on a

city street. If so, it is of no consequence whether an injury oc

curred thereby to individuals traversing the street, or whether

The same

the offender was cognizant of the violation of law .

remarks are applied by a recent
leading

German
jurist ? to a se

ries of acts made penal by the German Code, such as the posses

sion of unstamped and unverified
scales and measures ; and the

storing of explosive
compounds in places

forbidden by law . Our

own
prosecutions of persons

concerned in selling
intoxicating

liquorsmay be placed in the same
category . Wedo not inquire

whether any person was injured by the sale or exposure of the

liquor. Wedo not inquire
whether the person

charged knew

that the liquor was
intoxicating. These

questions are
irrelevant.

Certain acts are
dangerous to the

community, and these acts are

unconditionally
and

absolutely
forbidden , as the best way of pre

venting their
deleterious

-results. Hence , in such cases we have

simply to determine
whether the acts in question

conflict with the
letter of the law .?

Wemust at the same time remember that

there are other offences beside those
exclusively of a police char

acter which are indictable,
irrespective of the criminal intention

of the person indicted . It is within the power of the legisla

ture to say of particular acts that they are to be prohibited irre

spective of the intention of the person by whom they are com

mitted .

$ 24.
Misdemeanors which are mala prohibita, and which be

come penal by statute, may consist, not only of acts

madespecifically indictable, but of acts enjoined or for- when pro

bidden by statute,though by such statute such omission statute

or
commission is not made the subject of

indictment. though in

If a statute prohibit a matter of public
grievance, or not given

command a matter of public
convenience, all acts or by statute.

omissions contrary to the
prohibition or

command of the statute ,

being
misdemeanors at common law ,are

punishable by indict

ment,if the statute specify no other mode of
proceeding. Thus,

An act

dictment for Sabbath breaking. And

see infra , § 88 .

3 See infra, § 88 .

religious belief that another day was Say. 163; and see R.v. Gregory, 2 N.+ 2 Hawk. C. 25 , s. 4 ; R. v . Davis,

35

lungen ,i. p. 97.
Leipzig , 1867.

2 See Com . r. Wolf, 3 S. & R.

48 ;
Specht

v. Com . 8 Barr , 312, inwhich it was held that
conscientious
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ishment to

followed .

with com

mon law .

wherever a duty is imposed on a public officer , the neglect to

perform it is a public offence, and as such is indictable. So an

indictment lies against a quasi corporation, for neglecting to do

what the common good requires ; as when the corporation of a

city have power to direct the excavating, deepening, or cleansing

of a basin connected with a river, and neglect to take the neces

sary means for that purpose , so that the basin becomes foul and

stagnant, and a nuisance is created .?

Statutory

§ 25. Wherever a statute creates an offence, and ex

as to pan pressly provides a punishment, the statutory provisions

must be followed strictly and expressly , and only the

be strictly

statutory penalty can be imposed.

§ 26. Where a statute attaches a new penalty to that which

New statu- was an offence at common law , either the remedy by

tory apenal- statute or that at common law can be pursued . And

cumulative if the statute specify a mode of proceeding different

from that by indictment, then , if the matter were al

ready an indictable offence at common law , and the statute in

troduced merely a different mode of prosecution and punishment,

the remedy is cumulative, and the prosecutor has the option of

proceeding either by indictment at common law , or by the mode

pointed out by the statute. Thus, where the charter of a turn

pike road provided a particular penalty for not keeping the road

in repair, negligence in this respect followed by injury

indictable at common law.5

& M.478 ; 5 B. & Ad . 555 ; R.v. Nott, Hislop, N. Y. Ct. App. 1879. Infra,

4 Q. B. 768; R. v . Sainsbury, 4 T.R. $ 30 .
451; R. v . Harris, 4 T. R. 202; State 4 R. v. Robinson, 2 Burr. 799 ; R.

v . Fletcher, 5 N. Hamp. 257; Com . v .
v. Wigg , 2 Ld. Raym . 1163; 2 Salk.

Shattuck, 4 Cush . 141; People v. Bo- 460 ; R. v. Dickenson,
Saund . 135 ;

gart, 3 Parker C.R. (N.Y.) 143; Kel- R. V. Balme, 2 Cowp. 648 ; R. v.Car

ler v. State, 11 Md. 525 ; State v. Le- lile , 3 B. & Ald . 161; and see 2 Hale,

noir, 4 Hawks, 194 ; State v. Thomp- 191; 1 Saund . 195 , n . (4 ) ; State v.

son , 2 Strobh . 12.
Evans, 7 Gill & J. 290 ; Moore v .

1 Wilson v . Com . 10 Serg. & R. State , 9 Yerger, 353.

For other

373; Gearheart
v . Dixon , 1 Barr, 224.

cases see Whart. Crim . Plead . & Prac.

* People v. Corporation of Albany, SS 232–281.
11 Wend . 539. See R. v . Great N. & 5 Turnpike Road v. People, 15

E. Railway Co. 9 Q. B. 315 ; Whart. Wend . 267.

Crim . Plead . & Prac. SS 220 et seq . Where a statute prohibits an act

8 R.v. Wright, 1 Burr. 543; People
which wasbefore lawful, and enforces

v . Stevens, 13 Wend. 341; People v . the prohibition with a penalty, and a

was held
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done
agreeably to the

provisions
of

tablishing
a board

of health
, armed

the
common law , in such cases , further

with
plenary

powers
, to protect

the

Smith's Laws , 332 ; Whart . Crim . mon law for such
nuisances

. Com . v .

held by the courts, in
conformity

with Crim . Plead . & Prac . $ 232.

Offences

cidents .

$ 27. Questions frequently arise whether a particular offence

is divisible ; in other words, whether it is susceptible

of being divided into two or more offences, each to be are divisi

Open to a separate prosecution . The first line of cases discharg

of this class we have to notice is where one offence vating in

is contained as a necessary ingredient in another, as

succeeding statute (R. v. Boyall, 2 cedure is attached to a specific offence

Burr. 832), or the same statute, in by any act of assembly, the common

a subsequent substantive clause, de- law remedy is abrogated, and the in

scribes a mode of proceeding for the dictment and sentence must pursue

penalty different from that by in- the act. It was even held , that where

dictment, the prosecutor may , not an act of assembly gave a penalty to

withstanding, proceed by indictment the party injured by the extorsive

upon the prohibitory clause, as for a and corrupt conduct of a magistrate,

misdemeanor at common law ; or he which penalty wasto be recovered in

may proceed in the manner pointed a civil suit, the offence ceased to be

out by the statute, at his option ; 2 indictable at common law .

But itHale, 171;R.v. Wright, 1 Burr. 543; seems that the act in question only ap

and see R.v. Jones, 2 Str. 1146; R. plies when a specific method of pro

v. Harris, 4 T. R. 202 ; Whart. Crim . cedure is directed by act of assembly ;

Plead . & Pract. SS 232, 281 ; but if for when a new penalty is attached

the manner of proceeding for the pen- to a common law offence, then the in

alty be contained in the same clause dictment may stillbe at common law ,

which prohibits the act,the mode of though in case of conviction no other

proceeding given by the statute must than the statutory
punishment can be

be pursued and no other ; for the ex- inflicted. Thus,when an act of assem

press mention of any other mode of bly provided a new punishment for

proceeding impliedly excludes that of murder, it was held, that though by
indictment. R.v .

Robinson , 2 Burr.

so doing the Act of 21st of March,799 ; R. v. Buck , 2 Str. 679.

1806 , prevented any other than theIn Pennsylvania it is provided that statutory punishment from being im

“in all caseswhere a remedy is pro- posed , yet the indictment would still

vided, or a duty enjoined , or any- lie at common law , and that it was not

thing directed to be done by any act necessary for it to conclude contrary

or acts of assembly of this common to the act. Com . v . Evans, 13 Serg.

wealth,the directions of the said acts & Rawle, 426 . The statutes, also,

shall be strictly pursued,and no pen- against obstructing navigable rivers ;

alty shall be inflicted, or anything White v. Com .6 Binney, 179; and es

than shall be necessary for carrying health of the city of
Philadelphia ;

such act or acts into effect." Act of Com . v. Church , 1 Barr, 105 ; leave

21st of March, 1806, sect. xiii.; 4
unimpaired the remedy of the com

Pract. § 232. It has been Van Sickle, Brightly R. 69 ; Whart.

Plead .

this act ,that
wherever a mode of pro
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assault in assault and battery, and manslaughter in murder.

Several of such concentric layers may successively exist. Thus

we may take the case of an assault, enveloped by a battery,

and this by manslaughter , and this by murder . Add the blow

to the assault, and it becomes assault and battery . Add a kill

ing to the assault and battery, and it becomes manslaughter.

Add malice aforethought to manslaughter, and it becomes mur

der. Or, to take the converse , strip from murder the malice

aforethought, and it becomes manslaughter. Strip from man

slaughter the death of the party assaulted, and the offence be

comes assault and battery. Negative the battery , and the case

is one of assault. Now this negativing of successive aggrava

tions is a function open to juries in all cases where there is

presented to them one offence in which another is enclosed .

The jury may acquit of murder and convict of manslaughter ;

or , as the practice is, convict of manslaughter, which operates

as an acquittal of murder.1 Or the jury , on the same prose

cution, may convict of the assault, and thereby acquit of the

manslaughter and the murder. No question has ever been made

as to this right on the part of the jury ; and it is settled by

a great preponderance of authority that a conviction of the

minor offence , on an indictment which would have sustained a

conviction of the major , is an acquittal of the major.3 It has,

however, been much contested whether the State , by dropping

the major offence, when such offence is a felony, can prosecute

for the minor offence . At common law it has frequently been

held , if on trial a misdemeanor ( e. g. assault) turns out to be a

felony (e. g . murder), then , on the ground that the misdemeanor

is extinguished by being merged in the felony, the defendant

must be acquitted of the felony. A more rational doctrine,

however,has been established by statutes, and in some jurisdic

1 See Whart. on Crim . Pleading & $ 858 ; that under felonious assault

Prac. § 465. there can be a conviction of assault,

2 That on an indictment for mur
see infra, & $ 576 , 641 a ; that under

der there can be a conviction of man- adultery there can be a conviction of

slaughter, see infra, $ 542; that under fornication, see infra, § 1737.

burglary, enclosing larceny, there can 3 See Whart. on Crim . Plead. &

be a conviction of larceny, see infra , Prac. § 464.

$ 819 ; that under robbery there can 4 Ibid .

be a conviction of larceny, see infra,
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to time.

tions by common law , to the effect that the State
may in such

cases waive the felony, and prosecute only for the constituent

misdemeanor.1

No matter how long a time an offence may take in its perpe

tration , it continues but one offence. An explosive

(2.) By dipackage, for instance,may be sent from Maine to Cal- versity as

ifornia, and may take weeks in the transit, but the

transmission is a single act. Difficult questions, indeed , may

arise, to be hereafter noticed, when gas or liquor is tapped by a

pipe through which there is a continuous passage for days. But

whatevermay be the conclusion as to such cases, it is settled that

nuisances, when distinct impulses are given at distinct successive

times,may be the object of successive prosecutions. The dis

tinction is this : when the impulse is single,but one indictment

lies,no matter how long the action may continue. If successive

impulses are separately given , even though all unite in swelling

a common stream of action , separate indictments lie .

An offence which is continued through a series of (3.) By di

jurisdictions maybe prosecuted in any one of them.4 to place.

An offence, also, is capable of division by being directed to a

plurality of objects. It has been said, indeed , that to

strike A. and B , at one blow is but one offence.
(4. ) By di

though this may be sustained in cases in which there
to object.

was no intention to strike more than one blow , it is otherwise

when twohomicides, of distinct grades, are consummated by one

act, or when there is an intention to kill two persons. And so

But versity as

other; e.g.

? Io Whart. Crim . Plead. & Pr. the cessively, $471 ; so in liquor cases,

topic in the text is discussed under $ 472 ; severance of identity by place,

the following heads: When one un- § 473 ; severance of identity by time,

lawful act operates on separate ob- $ 474; but continuous
maintenance of

jects, conviction as to one object does nuisances can be successively indicted ,

not extinguish prosecution as to the $475 ; conviction of assault no bar

when two persons are si

(after death of assaulted party ) to in
multaneously killed , § 468; otherwise dictment for murder, $ 476.
as to two batteries at one blow , $ 469 ;

2 Whart. Crim . Pl. & Pr. $ 474 .80when several articles are
simultane 8 Ibid. § 475.

ously stolen,§ 470 ; when one act has

4 Ibid . $ 473 ; and see , as to conflicttwo or more indictable aspects, if the ing
jurisdictions, infra, $$ 287–291.defendant could have been convicted

6 Whart. on Crim . Plead. & Prac.
of either under the first

indictment
, $ 469.

he cannotbe convicted of the two suc

6 Ibid . SS 254 , 468.
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If an

the stealing simultaneously of the goods of two persons is divis

ible.1

An offence may have several aspects : e.g. it may be a lar

ceny, or it may be an official embezzlement.

( 5. ) By diversity as offence of this class can be described in its several

to aspects .
phases in one indictment, then , as a rule , it is not

divisible ; if it cannot be so described , then it may be in

dicted in either aspect. There are cases, however, to be else

where discussed ,2 in which the State , by selecting one of these

aspects to prosecute, is precluded from afterwards prosecuting

the other .

An offence, in the last place, may have several actors, who

may be jointly indicted , but as to whom verdict and

(6.) By di
versity of judgment are to be several. Any one of these, as a

rule, may be acquitted or convicted independently of

the others ; though, in cases of conspiracy and riot, one party

alone cannot be convicted unless, in conspiracy, there is at least

one co-conspirator, to unite in constituting the offence, or, in

riot, at least two co -rioters.4

§ 28. The proposition that penal statutes are to be strictly

construed is to be applied not to the merely remedial,

but only to the restrictive and punitive clauses in penal

favorably statutes. A statute operates to enlarge or to restrain

liberty : when the former, it is to be largely construed ;

when the latter, cautiously and reluctantly . This is a maxim of

the Roman law , which , though foreign to the notion of the old

English common law , that crime is to be avenged in kind and in

full measure, was at an early period adopted by English jurists.5

actors .

Penal stat

utes to be

construed

to accused .

1 Whart. Crim . Plead. & Prac. $S Bac. Abr. Stat. i. 7 , 9 ; Andrews v.

252, 470 . U. S. 2 Story, 202; U. S. v. Rags

Ibid . § 471. dale, Hempst. 497; Com . v. Martin,

8 Ibid . $$ 306–312. 17 Mass. 359 ; Carpenter v . People ,

4 Ibid . SS 305 , 306-312. 8 Barbour, 603 ; Warner v . Com . 1

6 L.42. D.de poen . (48. 19.) Inter- Barr, 154 ; State v. Stephenson , 2

pretatione legum poenae molliendae Bailey, 334 ; State v. Jaeger, 63 Mo.

sunt potius, quam asperandae. L. 155, 403; Randolph v. State, 9 Texas,

§ 2. D.de reg. iur. (50. 17.) In poena

libus causis benignius interpretandum Contra under California Code. Peo

est. cap. 49. dereg. iur. in VI. (5. 13.) ple v. Soto, 49 Cal. 67.
And so in

In poenis benignior est interpretatio Kentucky.” Com . v. Davis, 12 Bush ,
facienda . See also 1 Bl. Com . 86 , 87; 240.

521.
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In construing such statutes, we are to look for the reasonable

sense designed by the legislature ; and if this is clearly ascer

tained it must be applied , though a narrower sense is possible .?

Atthe same time, in matters of reasonable doubt, this doubt is

to tell in avor of liberty and life.?

§ 29. A crime can only be regarded as a violation of a law in

existence at the time of its perpetration . When a Retrospec

punishment is inflicted at common law , then the case
utes inop

is brought within the principle just stated by the as- erative.

sumption that the case obviously falls within a general category

tive stat

rum .

* U. S. v. Jones, 3 W. C. C. R. potuit esse eorum , qui leges compone

209; U. S. v.Brewster, 7 Peters, 164 ; bant, ut species criminum complecte

U. S. v. Staats, 8 How . U. S. 41; rentur....
... Feceruntergo, ut rerum

State v. Smith, 32 Me. 369 ; Com . genera complecterentur, et 'spectarent

v. Houghton , 8 Mass. 107; Com . v. ipsam aequitatem . Multa ergo inve

Whitmarsh, 4 Pick. 233 ; Stone v . nientur frequenter, quae legum verbis

State, Spencer, 401; Hodgman v. Peo non teneantur, sed ipsa vi et potestate

ple,4 Denio, 235 ; People v.Mather, teneantur. Idem Declam . 350. Nulla

4 Wend. 229 ; People v. Hennessey, tanta esse potuit prudentia maiorum ,

15 Wend . 147; Ream v. Com . 3 S. & utad omne genus nequitiae occurrat.

R.207; Com . v. King, 1 Whart. 448; Ideoque per universum , et per genera

State v. Fearson, 2 Md. 310 ; Angel singula conscripta sunt iura. Caedes

r. Com . 2 Va. Cas. 228 ; Thomas v. videtur significare sanguinem et fer

Com . 2 Leigh ,741; State v. Girken, 1
Si quis alio genere homo fuerit

Tred. 121; State v. Taylor, 2 McCord , occisus, ad illam legem revertemur :

483. This qualification is common to si inciderit in latrones, aut in aquas
all systems of jurisprudence.

Thus praecipitatus, si in aliquam immensam
the Roman law :

altitudinem deiectus fuerit, eadem

L.6,§ 1. D.de verb. signif. (50. lege vindicabitur, qua ille, qui ferro

16.)Verbum : ex legibus, sic accipien- percussus sit.

dum est,tam ex legum sententia quam
2 U. S. v. Morris, 14 Pet. 464 ; U.

ex verbis. L.3. D. de L. Pomp. de S. v. Wiltberger, 5 Wheat. 76 ; U. S.
parric. (48. 9.) Sed sciendum est,

v . Sheldon, 2 Wheat. 119; U. S. v .

lege Pompeia de consobrino compre- Clayton, 2 Dillon ,219.
hendi, sed etiam eos pariter com

3 Quoties de delicto quaeritur, pla

plecti,qui pari proprioreve gradu sunt. cuit, non eam poenam subire quem

Sedet novercae et sponsae personae debere, quam conditio eiusadmittit eo

omissae sunt, sententia tamen legis tempore, quo sententia de eo fertur,

continentur. L. 1. § 13. D. ad Sc . sed eam , quam sustineret, si eo tem

verum hunc, pore esset sententiam passus, quum

qui hoc ministerio usus est ad man- deliquisset. L. 7. C. de legg. ( 1. 14.)

dandam accusationem , non ex verbis, L. 65. C. de decur. (10. 31.) Nov.

sed ex sententia Senatus-consulti pu

22. c. 1. cap. 2. 13. X. de constitt.

niri,Papinianusrespondit. Quintilian. (1. 2.) can. 3.
Can. 32. qu. 4 .

non

Turpill. (48. 16.) ..

Declam .331. Nulla tanta
providentia
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to which the law attaches indictability. It may be said , for

instance ,

- “ All malicious mischief is indictable. This offence

( although enumerated in no statute, and never in the concrete

the subject of prior adjudication ) is malicious mischief. There

fore this offence is indictable ."

Strike out “ malicious mischief ” and insert " nuisance," and

the same conclusion is reached . It is no reply to this reasoning

that we have, by this process, judge-made law , which is ex post

facto.1 Supposing the minor premise be correct, the objection

just stated could not prevail without being equally destructive

to most prosecutions for offences prohibited by statute under a

nomen generalissimum . In many of our States, for instance,

neither murder, burglary, nor assault is so described as to leave

nothing remaining to the court by way of explanation or appli

cation . At the same time, if the offence charged is not one

which by ordinary and natural construction falls within a pro

hibited class, it is far better that the criminal should escape ,
than

that by a forced and unnatural construction the offence should

be held indictable.2

§ 30. While acts imposing severer penalties cannot be ap

plied retrospectively , doubtful questions as to what is a severer

penalty are to be determined in favor of the accused ; 3 though

1 See supra , § 14.
Rand v . Com . 9 Grat. 738 ; State v .

3 So far as concerns statutes, the Hays, 52 Mo. 578 .

rule is rigorously applied , and is for 8 " There has been great diversity

tified by the constitutional provision of opinion as to what in this connec

that no statute shall have an ex post tion constitutes niitigation . In Texas,

facto operation . And this clause has it has been held not to mitigate ' the

been interpreted as meaning that no punishmentwhere for the death pen .

person is to be subjected by statute alty was substituted the infliction of

either to a penalty for an act at the stripes, and this upon the ground

time of its commission not the ob- of the peculiarly degrading character

ject of prosecution, or to a penalty for of the latter method of punishment.

an indictable act higher than was at- Herber v. State, 7 Tex . 69. On the

tached to such act at the time of its other hand , in South Carolina, where

commission. Const. U. S. art. 1, $s the punishment, death , was before

9 , 10 ; 2 Story on Const. § 1345; Coo- final judgment changed to fine, whip

ley's Const . Lim . 266 et seq.; Com . v. ping, and imprisonment, the new law

Phillips, 11 Pick . 28 ; Com . v . Lewis,
was applied in passing sentence . State

6 Binn. 266 ; Com . v. Reigart, 14 S.
v . Williams, 2 Rich. 418. In Indiana,

& R. 216 ; Myers v. Com . 2 Watts & the law in force punished perjury by

S. 60 ; Perry v. Com . 3 Grat. 632 ; whipping, not exceeding one hundred
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And so as

to acts im

verer pen

manner, except by
dispensing

with di- tions of the law committed
while it

decision , which has become
settled 45 Md. 49; Com . v . Cain, 14 Bush ,

it has been held that changes in a punishment subsequent to

the commission of an offence have no application to

such offence. But this cannot be extended so far as

posing se
to authorize a court to impose the death penalty when

alty .

such penalty has been abolished by the legislature, or

to assign a longer imprisonment than the existing law permits.2

Supposing the last view to be correct, we may hold that where

the punishments are capable of actual
measurement, a milder

recent statute in force at the time of trial supersedes, so far as

concerns the penalty, a prior statute under which the offence was

committed. Should it happen ' that between a severer statute,

during whose operation an offence was committed , and a milder

statute,which was in operation at the time of the trial, a third

statutewas
intermediately in force, milder than either, the last

named statute is not to be taken into
consideration , thedominant

stripes. In a certain case, before trial 29 N. Y. 124; Kuckler v. People, 5

the punishment was changed to im- Park . Cr. Rep.212), I regard as enun

prisonment in the penitentiary, not ex- ciating the better doctrine, since it is

ceeding seven years; Strong v. State, easily understood , and the twofold
1 Blackf. 193 ; and the last act was test which it furnishesreadily applied,

held applicable and not obnoxious to namely : Has a change been effected

constitutional objections.” Sherwood, in the prescribed punishment ? If

J., State v. Willis, 66 Mo. 131.

there has, and such change has not
" In Hartung v. People, 22 N. Y. been brought about by a mere remis

95 ,Mr. Justice Denio, speaking forsion of some separable portion thereof,

the court, said : ' It is enough to then the law professing to effect such

bring the law within the
condemnation change must be held , so far as con

of the Constitution that it changes the cerns antecedent transactions, consti

punishment after the commission of tutionally inapplicable.” Sherwood ,

the offence,by
substituting for the pre- J., ut supra .

scribed penalty a different one. We

2 See.Com . v . Wyman , 12 Cush.
have no means of saying whether one

or the other would be most severe in Const. Lim . 267.
237, and cases cited infra ; Cooley's

That would depend

In Yeaton v . United States, 5upon the disposition and
temperament Cranch , 281,

is said : “ It has longof theconvict. The legislature cannot been settled , on general principles,

thus experimentupon the criminal law . that after the expiration or repeal of

enough, in my opinion , a law no penalty can be enforced ,

nor punishment be inflicted, for viola
visible portions of it. This line of

was in force.” S. P., Smith v . State,

&
given case.

It

that it
changes the

punishment in any

law in New York (
Shepherd v. Peo

ple,25 N. Y. 406 ;
Ratzky v. People, 525 .
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statute being that which was in force at the time of the trial.1

But where after the commission of an offence a statute is passed

assigning an increased penalty to second offences of a particular

type, and then a second offence of such type is committed , the

increased penalty may be inflicted on the second offence.2

§ 31. A statute, however, subsequent to an offence , may

change the mode by which it is to be prosecuted , pro

Procedure
may be re- vided the punishment attached to the offence is not

trospectively thereby increased . The rules of evidence may be in

changed . termediately changed, provided that the effect is not to

make that an offence which was not before the passage of the

1 Van de Poll , Dissert. pp. 23–8 ; abrogée, tout en le faisant jouir du

Geib , ii. p . 46.

maximum abaissé de la loi nouvelle .

2 Ross, in re, 2 Pick. 165 ;Gutierrez , Un pareil système ne pourrait être

ex parte, 45 Cal. 429. The question admis. . . Tout ce que le prévenu

may be agitated whether a new stat- peut réclamer , c'est l'application de

ute inflicting a punishment only in la loi la plus douce. Aller au-delà et

some respects milder than that under dépouiller les deux législationsde leurs

which the offence was committed (as dispositions les plus sévères pour en

where the maximum of punishment is composer une loi mixte pour lui seul,

lower than under the old law , but the ce serait absurde, puis- qu'il n'a aucun

minimum is higher) repeals,as to the droit quelconque à un tel privilége :

offence, the old statute . The answer et comment qualifier cette combinaison

has been given that the earlier statute étrange de deux lois pénales? cette

is, in such case, to be exclusively ap- pénalité formée du maximum de l'une

plied , as otherwise the judge would et du minimum de l'autre, cette dis

be left to pick out of two statutes the position qui n'appartiendrait à aucune

parts he deemed applicable, and vir- législation, qui serait en dehors de

tually to frame a new law . See Turner tous les systèmes ? ”

v . State, 40 Ala . 21 . On the other lrand, we have high

In Chauveau Adolphe et Faustin authority to the effect that the severer

Hélie Théorie du Code pénal, i. p . 44 , portions of the old statute only are to

sqq., we have the following : “ Une be considered (as to an offence com

question assez délicate a surgi depuis mitted under that statute) as repealed

la même époque. Il s'agissait de sa- by the later statute, leaving the rela

voir si, lorsque depuis la perpétration tively milder conditions of the old

d'un délit et avant qu'il ait été jugé, statute in force. Hälschner, System ,

une loi nouvelle abaisse lemaximum de i. p. 43 ; Berner, pp. 53, 54 ; Geib, ii.

la peine applicable,mais en élevant à 47. And , generally, a statute assign

la fois son minimum , laquelle de ces ing a milder punishment is not ex post

deux législations doit être appliquée facto. Com . v.Wyman , 12 Cush. 237.

au prévenu. Un arrêtiste a 3 Calder v . Bull, 3 Dall. 386; Koch's

pensé qu'il fallait combiner les deux case , 5 Rawle, 338 ; Cooley's Const.

lois en faveur du prévenu, demanière Lim . 266 .

à lui conserver le mi mum de la loi
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State may
relieve
from pun

act. But where after conviction , and while the case is pending

in error, the statute creating the offence is repealed , the prosecu

tion abates.2

§ 31 a. On either of the theories of punishability which have

been heretofore stated , it is within the prerogative of

the State, through its proper organs, to limit, to sus

pend, or to prohibit prosecutions, and to relieve from ishability

the penalties imposed on crime. In exercise of this tion or

prerogative, it is ordinarily made essential to the
pardon .

prosecution of an indictment that it should be found by a grand jury,

and that the defendant should be entitled to meet the witnesses

produced against him face to face . By statutes of limitation

and pardons,which are considered more fully in another volume,

the State prescribes that prosecutions must be brought within

a limited time after the commission of the offence, or that the

offender is not for the particular offence to be subject to prose

cution.3

1 See Seip v. Storch, 52 Penn. St. Yeaton v. U. S. 5 Cranch ,281;White

210; Journeay v. Gibson, 56 Penn . burst v . State , 43 Ind. 473 .

St. 57; Richter v. Cummings, 60 Penn . 8 Whart. Crim . Pl. & Prac. SS 316 ,

500 .
* Smith v. State, 45 Ind . 49. See

St. 441.
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CHAPTER III.

FITNESS OF OFFENDER TO COMMIT OFFENCE.

I. PERSONS NON COMPOTES MENTIS .

Old English rulings on insanity no

longer authoritative, $ 32.

Irresponsibility to be determined by

exclusion rather than by inclusion ,

§ 33 .

1. Incapacity to distinguish Right from

Wrong.

Party incapable of determining as to

right and wrong is irresponsible,

$ 34 .

" Wrong " means moral wrong, S

36 .

2. Insane Delusion .

Delusion excuses act done bona fide

and without malice under its effect,

$ 37.

Rule applies to all bonâ fide erroneous

non-negligent beliefs, $ 38.

Actual danger not necessary, $ 39.

Delusion must be mental, $ 40.

Partial insanity no defence to crime

not its product, $ 41.

Delusion to exculpate must be non

negligent, $ 42.

3. Irresistible Impulse .

" Irresistible impulse " to be distin

guished from " moral insanity "

and from passion , $ 43 .

Insane irresistible impulse a defence ,

Intoxication admissible to determine

degree , $ 51.
Especially as to intent to take life,

$ 52.

And so as to other questions of in

tent, $ 53.

But not so as to reduce responsibility

when malice is shown , $ 54.

“ Voluntary ” is conditioned by tem

perament, $ 55.

7. Practice in Cases of Insanity .

Witnesses may give opinion based

on observation, $ 56.

Defence may be taken by friendsof

accused, $ 57.

Issue to be tried by jury , $ 58 .

Insanity after conviction defers ex

ecution , $ 59.

Burden is on party disputing sanity ,

$ 60.
Conflicting theories as to amount of

evidence requisite to prove insan

ity , $ 61.
Insanity to be inferred from conduct,

$ 63.

And from physical peculiarities,

$ 64.

And from hereditary tendency, $ 65 .

8. Other forms of Unconsciousness.

Unconsciousness may be a defence,

$ 66.

II . INFANTS .

Infants under seven not penally re

sponsible, $ 67 .
Between seven and fourteen infant

сарах doli may be convicted , $ 68.

Boy under fourteen presumed inca

pable of rape, $ 69.

Infant's liability in special cases,

$ 70.

Infant liable for false representations

as to age, $ 71.

When infant may appear by attor

ney, § 72.

31

$ 44.

Caution requisite as to this defence,

§ 45 .

4. Moral Insanity .

Moral insanity is no defence, $ 46 .

5. Mental Disturbance as lowering

Grade of Guilt.

Mental disturbance admissible to dis

prove malice, $ 47.

6. Intocication .

Persons under delirium tremensmay

be irresponsible, $ 48.

Voluntary intoxication does not ex

culpate, $ 49.
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[ $ 32.

Age is inferable from circumstances,
But when scienter is irrelevant, ig

$ 73.
norance or mistake of fact no deConfession of infants admissible,

fence , $ 88.$ 74.
And so where the fact is one of whichIII. FENE COVERTS.

the defendant ought to have beenIndictment not bad on its face when

cognizant, $ 89 .against wife alone , $ 75 .
In suits for negligence , party is not

And so as to indictments againsthus
required to know facts out of his

band and wife jointly , $ 76 .
specialty, $ 90 .Wife's misnomermust be pleaded in

V. CORPORATIONS.
abatement, $ 77 .

Corporations indictable for breach of
Wife presumed to be acting under

duty , $ 91.her husband's coercion when co

Penalty is fine and distress, $ 92.operating in crime, $ 78 .
Quasi corporations indictable for

Presumption is rebuttable , $ 79.
breach of duty, $ 93.For offences distinctively imputable VI. PERSONS UNDER COMPULSION .

to husband he is primarily indict
Persons under compulsion irresponable, $ 80 .

sible, $ 94.
For offences distinctively imputable VII. PERSONS UNDER NECESSITY .

to wife she is primarily indictable,

Necessity & defence when life or$ 81.

other high interests are imperilled,In riot and conspiracy there must be

$ 95 .others beside husband and wife ,

Culpability does not preclude the de$ 82 .

fence, $ 96 .Distinctive view as to accessaries, Distinction between necessity and

$ 83.

self -defence , $ 97 .
IV . IGNORANT PERSONS .

Not necessary to have had prior reIgnorance of law no defence to an

course to public authorities, $ 97 a .
indictment for a violation of law ,

Objects for which self-defence may$ 84 .

be exerted , § 98 .But on indictment for negligence in

Flight not necessary to self-defence ,
application of law non-specialist

not chargeable with ignorance of Defence of property justifiable, $ 100 .

specialty, $ 85 .

But not violent defence of honor,
Mistake of law admissible to nega

tive evil intent, $ 85 a .

Danger must be immediate, and de
Statutes not operative until pub

fence not to exceed attack , $ 102 .lished , $ 86 .

Inference to be drawn from weapon ,Ignorance or mistake of fact admis

sible to negative intent, $ 87 .

$ 99.

$ 101.

$ 103.

I. PERSONS NON COMPOTES MENTIS .

$ 32. Both thelegal and the
psychological relations of persons

of unsound mind are discussed at large in another work ,1 to which

the reader is referred as containing on these topics an
exposition

fuller than is permitted by the limits of the present chapter.

present it is proposed to do no more than to give a brief synop

sis of the practical pointswhich the decisions of the courts, as

exhibited at large in the fuller treatise to which reference is

made,maybe
considered as

establishing.

1 Wharton & Stille's Med. Juris. vol. i. SS 108 et seq.

At
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[ BOOK 1.CRIMES.

Old Eng

authorita

tive.

At the outset, it should be observed that the introduction of

compulsory confinement for parties acquitted of guilt

lish rulings on ground of insanity has, to some extent, altered the

on insanity issue which the older text writers and judges discussed.

Under the old practice, if the defendant were convicted ,

he was punished as if he were a perfect'moral agent ;

and if he were acquitted he was suffered to run at large, though

he were acquitted on the ground of a monomania which would

impel him to commit the same act the very next day. Under

the present practice both these alternatives may be avoided ,

and the jury , by acquitting on the specific ground of insanity,

may insure the sequestration of the defendant from society until

the insanity be cured. This change of policy should always be

kept in view when reconciling the older with the later cases.

Under the old law the dangers ensuing from an acquittal on the

ground of insanity made courts reluctant to accept insanity as

the ground for an acquittal. Under the present law these dan

gers are much diminished, as such acquittal no longer involves

the setting at large a dangerous lunatic. To this, as well as to

the growing force of humane interest in the insane, we may at

tribute the more lenient attitude towards this defence which

judges have lately assumed . The old rulings, so far as their

severity is attributable to the then policy of the law , are no

longer binding.
1

1 The student is referred to the fol

lowing analysis of the 1st vol. of the

3d edition ( 1873) of Wh. & St. Med.

Jur. :

CHAPTER I.

MENTAL UNSOUNDNESS IN ITS LEGAL RE

LATIONS.

d . WHAT DEGREE OF MENTAL

UNSOUNDNESS INVALIDATES A

CONTRACT OR WILL , $ 1 .

(a ) Imbecility, $ 1.

( aa) Contracts generally, $ 2.

(62) Contracts of marriage,

$ 16 .

(ca) Wills, $ 19 .

(61) Delusions, $ 34 .

(c ) Lucid intervals, $ 61.

(dl) Intoxication , $ 65 .

( el) Undue influence and fraud,

$ 76 .

( 1) Presumptions
.

(aa) From character of act,

$ 83.

(64) From old age, $ 87.

(c2) From party being deaf,

dumb, or blind, $ 95 .

(dº) As to sanity generally ,

infra, SS 246–269.

B. WHAT IS TO BE PROVED IN OR

DER TO DEPRIVE A PARTY OF

THE MANAGEMENT OF HIS ES

TATE , $ 99.

C. WHAT AVOIDS RESPONSIBILITY

FOR CRIME, Ş 108 .

Preliminary question as to duty
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[ $ 33.

$ 33. It will not be here attempted to lay down any general

definition of insanity as constituting a defence in crim

Irresponsiinal trials. It is proposed simply to enumerate the bility tobe

several cases in which this defence, in any of its phases, by exclu

sion rather
has been sustained by the courts, not as conferring ir than by

responsibility for crime, but,according to the present inclusion,

of court to lay down the D.HOW FAR
INTOXICATION AFFECTS

law , $ 108.
RESPONSIBILITY, $ 201.(a ) Where the defendant is in ( al) Insanity produced by delir

capable of distinguishing
ium tremens affects responbetween right and wrong

sibility in the sameway as
as to the particular act,

insanity produced by any
$ 116.

other cause, $ 201.(6") Where the defendant is act (6 ) Insanity immediately pro

ing under an insane delu

duced by intoxication doession as to
circumstances,

not destroy responsibilitywhich, if true , would re

where the patient, whenlieve the act from respon

sane and responsible , madesibility , or where his rea

himself voluntarily intoxsoning powers are so de

icated , § 207.praved as to make the (c ) While intoxication is ,per se ,

commission of the partic

no defence to the fact ofular act the natural con

guilt , yet when the quessequence of the delusion ,

tion of intent or premedi

tation is concerned , it may(c ) Where the
defendant, being

be proved for the purposeinsane, is forced by an ir

of determining the precise
resistible impulse to do the

degree, $ 214 .
particular act, $ 146 . E. INSANITY AS RELATED TO LIFE

( ) “ Moral insanity ”

(i. e . a INSURANCE, $ 228.
supposed insanity of the F. INSANITY, WHEN

DISQUALIFYING

moral system claimed to

A WITNESS, § 242.
coexist with mental san G. EVIDENCE OF INSANITY, § 246.

ity ) is no defence , $ 163. (al) Burden of proof, $ 246.

( et) While experts may be called

(aa) Civil issues, $ 246 .to testify as to states of (62) Criminal issues , $ 257.

mind and
conditions of

(61) Effect of commissions of luhealth , it is for the court

to declare whether such

(c ) Witnesses, $ 272.
states and

conditions con

(aa) Non -experts, $ 272.

(62) Experts, § 275 .

( f1)
Predisposition

to insanity as
(a3) Who they are, and what

are their qualifications, §
lowering grade of guilt,

275 .$ 200.

(g ) Capacity of insane defend

(13) Questions to be put to

them , $ 283.
ants to plead , $ 200 a.

4

§ 125.

nay, 8 270.

stitute
irresponsibility , s

190.

VOL . 1 .
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§ 33. ]

practice , as constituting such a state of facts as to remove the

defendant from the category of sane to that of insane trans

gressors.

( a4) When there was per

sonal examination , $ 283.

(64) As to facts proved on

trial, $ 287.

(c4) On a hypothetical case ,

§ 288.

(dº) On a conclusion of law ,

$ 292.

(c8) Weight to be attached to

their testimony, $ 293 .

(de) Duties of, § 297.

(a +) Not counsel, but semi

judicial assessors, § 298.

(64) Testimony not to be

specula ive, $ 299.

( c4) All materials of diagno

sis should be secured , $ 300 .

(dl) Scientific treatises, $ 303.

(et) Presumptions from character of

act, S $ 83, 389.

Presumptions from old age, $ 87.

Presumptions from party being

deaf, dumb, & c . , § 95 .

( a ?) Physiognomy, $ 345.

(62) Physical conditions, $ 347.

(a3) Injuries to brain , $ 348 .

(18) Anomalies of sensibility,

of pulse , of secretions, of

senses, $ 352.

(c ) Hereditary
tendency , $ 362.

(a8) Psychologically
, $ 362.

(18) Legally, $ 373.

(da) Conversation and deport

ment, § 378 .

( ea) Writings, $ 386 .

( 82) Prior history , $ 388.

(92) Nature of act, $ 389.

( a8) Its insensibility, $ 389.

(68) Its incongruity with ante

cedents , $ 390.

(c8) Its motivelessness, $ 399.

( a4) Motives rarely simple,

§ 401.
(64 ) Passion as a motive,

§ 403.

( c4) Lawlessness
as a motive,

$ 404.

(d :) Neglect to escape, ş 406.

(e ) Forgetfulness
, $ 410.

C. FROM WHAT MENTAL UNSOUND

NESS IS TO BE DISTINGUISHED
,

$ 412.

( al) Emotions, $ 412.

( a-) Remorse , $ 413 .

(62) Anger, $ 418.

(c2) Shame, $ 423.

(da) Grief, $ 426.

(e?) Homesickness, $ 429.

( f2) Fear, $ 432.

(61) Simulated insanity, 8 443.

(a2) Reasons for suspecting, $445.

(62) Forms generally simulated ,

§ 446 .

(c2) Not proved by sanity at

trial, $ 452.

(da) Tests, $ 454 .

D. MENTAL UNSOUNDNESS

CHAPTER II.

MENTAL UNSOUNDNESS CONSIDERED

PSYCHOLOGICALLY .

A. GENERAL THEORIES OF MENTAL

UNSOUNDNESS, $ 305.

( a ) Preliminary observations, $ 305.

(61) Psychical theory , $ 319.

(c1) Somatic theory, § 320 .

(d ) Intermediate theory, § 329.

(aa) Its basis, $ 329.

(62) Its effect on responsibility ,

§ 336 .

B. How MENTAL UNSOUNDNESS IS

TO BE DETECTED , $ 338.

( a ) By whom , $ 338.

(61) At what time, $ 341.

(aa) Time of act, $ 342.

(62) At trial, $ 343 .

(c ) At and after sentence , $ 344.

(c ) By what tests, $ 345.

CON
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If there be and free

FECTING
THE

To
responsibility (

imputability ) there are, we must remem

ber, two constituents : ( 1.) capacity of
intellectual dis Intellect

crimination'; and (2.) freedom of will.

dom of willeither incapacity to distinguish between right and necessary

wrong as to the particular act, or delusion as to the act, sibility .

or inability to do or refrain from doing the act, then there is no

NECTED WITH
DERANGEMENT OF ( ea) “ Pyromania ” (morbid in

THE SENSES AND DISEASE, $ 461.

cendiary propensity) , $ 604.
(al) Deaf and dumb, $ 461.

( f2) “ Erotomania
(morbid

(a*)
Psychologically, $ 461.

sexual propensity ), § 617.(64) Legally , $ 464 .

( 92) “
Pseudonomania " (morbid

(6 ) Blind, $ 469.

lying propensity ), § 626.
(c ) Epileptics, $ 470.

(ha) “ Oikeiomania " (morbid
E.MENTAL

UNSOUNDNESS
AS CON

domestic affections), $ 630.
NECTED WITH SLEEP, § 482.

( 12) “ Suicidalmania,” $ 636.
(a )

Somnolentia or sleep -drunken (32) “ Dipsomania " (morbid pas

ness, § 484 .

sion for drink ), $ 639.
(61)

Somnambulism , $ 492.

(k2) “ Fanatico -mania,” § 644.
F. MENTAL

UNSOUNDNESS AS AF

( as )
Supernatural or pseudo

TEMPERAMENT,
natural

demoniacal posses$ 502.

sion , $ 644.
(a )

Depression , $ 502.

(a ) A priori
improbability

( 61)
Hypochondria, $ 508.

of such possession, $ 644.(4 ) Hysteria , $ 517 .

(64) Solubility of the in
( d )

Melancholia , $ 523 .

stances of such possession

by natural tests, $ 644.
MORAL SENSE ,

(a ) Disease, $ 646 .

$ 531.

(a!) General “ moral insanity,'

(65) Morbid imitativesym

pathy, $ 647.
$ 531.

( c )
Legerdemain

and

(a?) Asto
psychological possibil

ity of separate insanity of
fraud, § 651.

(16) Mistake of senses,

654 .

( 5) Guess work , $ 656 .

( 85) Natural phenomena

at present inexplicable,

$ 659.

(c4) Historical evidence of

such possession , $ 660.

(68) Religious insanity , $ 662.

(at) Christianity, taken in

its practical sense , has no

tendency to produce insan

ity, $ 662.

(64) What is called religious

insanity is produced :

(as) By a departure from

G.
MENTAL

UNSOUNDNESS AS

FECTING
THE

AF

$

moral
function , $ 533.

(62) Asto
whether such

separate

insanity exists, $ 541.

(a%)
Authorities in the

affirma

tive , $ 541.

( 19)
Present

weight of
authority

is
negative , $ 552.

(61) Special " moral
monomanias,"

$ 567.

(29) At present
repudiated, $ 567.

(6*)
Absurdity of

classification ,

8 572

( ca) “
Homicidal mania,” $ 578 .

(42) "
Kleptomania

(morbidpropensity to steal), § 590.
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§ 669.

responsibility . The difficulty is practical. No matter whatmay

be our speculative views as to the existence of conscience, or of

practical Christianity , (61) Intimations, $ 775.

( c ) Overacting, $ 781 .

(a®) Reliance on frames B. AT CRIME, § 782.

and emotions, $ 669. (al) Incoherence, $ 782.

(66) Appeal to unscript (61) Self-overreaching, $ 786.

uralsupernaturalism , C. AFTER CRIME, S 788 .

§ 670.
(ar) Convulsive confession , $ 788.

(c ) Appeal to the self (61) Nervous tremor, $ 805.

ish element, $ 675 . ( c ) Morbid propensity to recur to

(66 ) By constitutional idio scene and topic of guilt, $ 812.

syncrasies, $ 677.

(dl) Permanent mental wretched

( C8) Fanatico -mania as a de ness, $ 816 .

fence, $ 678.

(el) Animosity between confeder

(12 ) “ Politico -mania,” $ 679.
ates, § 823.

H. MENTAL UNSOUNDNESS
AS CON

NECTED WITH PROSTRATION , S

682. APPENDIX .

(at) Idiocy, $ 682.

(61) Imbecility, $ 691.

MEDICO - JURIDICAL OPINIONS.

(c ) Dementia , § 698.

I. MENTAL - UNSOUNDNESS ACCOM

From Liman's Casper's Gerichtliche Medicin ,

Berlin , 1871.

PANIED WITH DELIRIUM , $ 702.

(al) General delirium , $ 702.

I. Homicidal attempt, “ Fanatico

(61) Partial delirium , $ 706 .
mania ? ” $ 833.

( aa) Mania or amentia occulta ,

II . Fraud , " Insane delusions,"

§ 706 .

Simulation, $ 834.

(62) Mania transitoria , $ 710.

III. Larceny, Simulated imbecility,

J. MENTAL UNSOUNDNESS AS CON
§ 835.

NECTED WITH DELUSIONS
AND

IV. Larceny , Simulated mania ,

HALLUCINATIONS
, § 723.

Tests, $ 836.

K. MENTAL UNSOUNDNESS AS CON

V. Attempted infanticide, Hystero

NECTED WITH LUCID INTERVALS,

epilepsy, Melancholia, $ 837.

§ 744.

VI. Larceny, Initial stage of Par

CHAPTER III.
alysis , $ 838.

TREATMENT OF INSANE CRIMINALS.

VII. Killing of child , Melancholia,

A. RETRIBUTION , $ 754.

$ 839.

B. PREVENTION
, § 763.

VIII. Homicide, “ Mania transito

C. EXAMPLE, S 765.

ria ? ” Intoxication , $ 840.

D. REFORM , $ 766 ,

IX . Business capacity, Intermission,

E. WHY
§ 841.

SHOULD BE REMODELLED
, $ 770.

X. Homicidal attempt, Insane de

lusion , $ 842.

CHAPTER IV .
XI. “ Kleptomania ? ” By an edu

PSYCHICAL INDICATIONS OF CRIME. cated man , $ 843.

A. PRIOR TO CRIME, § 773.
XII. “ Kleptomania ? ” By a culti

(a ?) Preparations, $ 773.
vated woman, $ 844.

OUR PRESENT SYSTEM
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ling of
mechanisms, and the latter, Ohio R. 392 ; Vance v . Com . 2 Virg .

9 1 Inst. 247; Bac. Abr. Idiot; Co. 434 ; Dove v . State , 3 Heisk . 348 ; Stu

[ $ 35 .

C. 132 ; McAllister
v . State, 17 Ala .

freedom of action , we are obliged , when we determine responsi

bility, to affirm both. The practical tests of capacity will be

considered in the following sections.

1. Incapacity to distinguish between Right and Wrong .

$ 34. Wherever idiocy or amentia, or general mania, is shown

to exist, the courtwill direct an acquittal ; and if a jury

Party inca

should convict in the teeth of such instructions, the puble of

court will set the verdict aside. While the earlier cases ing as to

lean to the position that such depravation of under- rifbtget

standing must be general, it is now conceded that it is act is irre

sponsible.

enough if it is shown to have existed in reference to

the particular act.?

§ 35. To this effect is the answer of the fifteen judges of

England to the questions
propounded to them by the House of

Lords in June, 1843.

“ The jury,” they said , “ ought to be told
in all cases that every man is

presumed to be sane, and to pos

* The controversy which divides Com . 24 ; Collinson on Lunacy, 573;

theologiansas well as
metaphysicians 673 (n ); R. v . Oxford, 9 C. & P.525 ;

as to the freedom of the will is not Burrow's case , 1 Lewin , 238; R. v.

involved in the discussion in the text. Goode, 7 Ad. & El. 536; 67 Hans.
It may be possible that, from a high Par. Deb . 728 ; Bowler's case, Had

metaphysical point of vision , all acts field's case, Ibid. 480 ; 27How . St. Tr.

are necessitated . With this, however, 1282 ; R.v . Barton , 3 Cox C. C. 275 ;

jurisprudence, which is a practical R.v. Offord, 5 C. & P. 168 ; R. v.Hig

science, has nothing to do. There ginson , 1 C. & K. 129 ; R. v. Stokes,

have been indeed leading jurists,such 3C. & K. 185 ; R. v. Layton , 4 Cox

as Feuerbach,who have adopted the C. C. 149; R. . Vaughan , 1 Cox C.

principle of necessity as a basis, and C. 80; U. S. v. Shults, 6 McLean,

have invoked the fear of
punishment 121; Com . v . Rogers, 7 Met. 500; ?

asa counter-weight to the temptation Bost. Law . Rep . 449; State v. Rich

to crime ; and Mr. Bain, as is else- ards, 39 Conn . 591 ; Freeman v. Peo

where shown, has accepted the same ple, 4 Denio , 9 ; Flanagan v. People ,

view . See Whart. & St. Med. Jur. 52 N.Y. 467; People v . Sprague, ?

$$ 188,540. But this , as is well said Parker C. R.43; State v. Spencer, 1

byaleading German author (Meyer, Zabriskie, 196 ; Com . v. Mosler, 4

$25),takes not only from jurispru- Barr, 264 ; Com . v.Farkin, 3 Penn.

dence,but from life, its moral dignity , L. J. 480; Brown v. Com . 78 Penn.

making the former a mere marshal- St. 122; State v. Gardiner , Wright's

å mere
mechanism of

necessities.

Litt.247 a; 1 Russell on Cr., by art v.People, 1 Baxter , 178.
Greaves,13; 1Hawk. c. 1,s. 3 ; 4 Bla .
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sess a sufficient degree of reason to be responsible for his crimes,

until the contrary be proved to their satisfaction ; and that, to

establish a defence on the ground of insanity , it must be clearly

proved that at the time of committing the act the party accused

was laboring under such a defect of reason , from disease of the

mind, as not to know the nature and quality of the act he was

doing, or if he did know it, that he did not know he was doing

what was wrong.'

In this country, whatever may have been the hesitancy as to

the enunciation of other propositions to be hereafter stated , there

has been none as to this. There has scarcely been a case where

the defence of insanity has been taken , in which the jury have

not been told that if the defendant was unable to distinguish

right from wrong," or to discern " that he was doing a wrong

act," or was incapable ofknowing what he was about,” or was

" deprived of his understanding and memory," or was " incom

petent mentally to know what is wrong as distinguished from

what is right,” he is irresponsible. And it has been further

1 1 Car. & Kir. 134 ; 8 Scott N. R. exclusive rigor ; and it is in England

595. See R. v. Layton , 4 Cox C. C. that attempts at its formal expan

149; R. v. Barton , 3 Cox C. C. 275 ; 1 sion have been most stoutly resisted .

Bennett & Heard Lead. Cases, 942; See i W. & S. Med. Jur. § 119.

R. v . Davies, 1 F. & F. 69 ; R. v . Yet, in deciding what is the amount

Watson , R. v . Edmunds, cited 1 W. of evidence necessary to prove inca

& S. Med .Jur. (1873), $ 166 ; State v. pacity to determine between rightand

Huting, 21 Mo. 464 .
wrong, the English judges have prac

2 See more particularly U. S. v. tically let in constructions almost as

Sbults, 6 McLean C. C. R. 121; U. S. indulgent as those which have led

r. Clarke, 2 Cranch C. C. R. 158 ; American courts to expand the for

State v .Lawrence ,57 Me.574 ; Com . mal definition of insanity. Thus &

v. Rogers, 7Met.500 ; Com . v. Heath , married woman having killed her bus

11 Gray, 303 ; Freeman v . People, 4 band immediately after an apparent

Denio, 9; People v. Pine, 2 Barbour, recovery from a disease (the result of

566; Willis v. People, 32 N. Y. 715 ; childbirth ) which caused a great loss

People v. Sprague, 2 Parker C. R.43; of blood , and exhausted the vessels

Com . v. Mosler, 4 Barr, 264 ; Com . v. of the brain , and thus weakened its

Farkin, 3 Penn . L. J. 480 ; Vance v. power, and so tended to produce in

Com . 2 Virg. C. 132; Choice v. State, sane delusions of the senses, which ,

31Ga.424 ; Anderson v. State, 42 Ga. while suffering under such disease,

9 (1871); McAllister v. State, 17 Ala. she complained of, and which , by her

434; State v.Huting , 21 Mo.464 ; Peo- own account,had been renewed at the

ple v . Coffman, 24 Cal. 230.
time of the act of homicide (although

It is in England that the right and they were not such as would lead to

wrong test is applied with the most it) : these facts were held by Erle, J.,
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therewas
insanity in her family ; and fore

House
of Commons

, quoted
in

that her
demeanor

before
and after

Whart
. on Hom . § 573 .

properly held that when idiocy or semi-idiocy is proved , it is for

the prosecution to establish affirmatively, a capacity on part of

the defendant to distinguish right from wrong.

§ 36. “ Wrong,” in the sense in which the term is here used ,

means moralwrong. A man may want the capacity “Wrong ”

to distinguish between the various shades of illegality

which the law assigns to a particular act. This is no wrong .

defence. If,however, he is incapable of
distinguishing between

what is morally wrong and morally right,and if this incapacity

proceeds from intellectual defect, he is to be held irresponsible

on the ground of insanity .

means

moral

2

Delusion
excuses

effects .

2. Insane Delusion ,

$ 37. The answer of the English judges on the special topic of

delusion is as follows: “ The answer must of course de

pend on the nature of the delusion : but making the

same assumption as we did before, namely, that he wond file

labors under such partial delusion only, and is not in and watice

other respects insane, we think he must be considered under its

in the same situation as to
responsibility as if the facts

with respect to which the delusion exists were real. For exam

ple : if under the influence of his delusion he

supposes anotherman to be in the act of attempting to take away his life,and he

kills that man, as he supposes, in self-defence,he would be ex

empt from
punishment. If his delusion was that the deceased

had inflicted a serious injury to his
character and fortune,and he

to be evidence from which a jury the act,although notwholly irrational,
might properly find that she was not

was strangely erratic and excited ; andin such a state of mind at the time of that from recent antecedents, and the

the act as to know its nature or be ac- presence of certain exciting causes of

countable for it. R.v.Law , 2 F. & F. insanity, and her own account of her

836. So where a married woman , sensations, the medical men were of

fondly attached to her children , and opinion that she was laboring under

apparently most happy in her family, actual cerebral disease, and that she
had poisoned two of them with some

evidence of
deliberation and design,it timeof theact.

was in a paroxysm of insanity at the
was left to the jury by

Wightman, J., 247.
R.v . Vyse, 3 F. & F.

1 State v . Richardson , 39 Conn.591.

2 See Sir J. Stephen's testimony be

as
circumstances from which

insanity

could be inferred, that it
appeared that
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killed him in revenge for such supposed injury, he would be lia

ble to punishment.” To the same effect speaks Chief Justice

Shaw : 11 “ Monomania may operate as an excuse for a criminal

act,” when “ the delusion is such that the person under its influ

ence has a real and firm belief of some fact, not true in itself,

but which, if it were true, would excuse his act ; as where the

belief is that the party killed had an immediate design upon
bis

life, and under that belief the insane man kills in supposed self

defence. A common instance is where he fully believes that the

act he is doing is done by the immediate command of God, and

he acts under the delusive but sincere belief that what he is

doing is by the command of a superior power, which supersedes

all human laws and the laws of nature ."

§ 38. So far as the law thus stated goes it has been recognized

as authoritative in this country. Even where there is

plies to all

bona fide

no pretence of insanity , it has been held that if a man

though in no danger of serious bodily harm , through

non -negl -gent con fear, alarm , or cowardice, kill another under the im

victions. pression that great bodily injury is about to be inflicted

on him , it is neither manslaughter normurder, but self-defence ;8

and though this proposition is too broadly stated , as is remarked

by Bronson , J., when commenting on it in a later case in New

York, and should be qualified so as to make it necessary that

Rule ap

erroneous

cases.

1 Com . v. Rogers, 7 Met. 500.
to insist on its application to all other

2 The supposed contradictions of Or, take the converse, and

the authorities on this point have suppose the defence is merely homi

arisen from an attempt to reduce into cidal insanity. In such a case it

an inflexible code opinions which , would be proper to tell the jury that

while relatively true in their particular unless they believe the homicidal im

connection, were not meant for gen- pulse to have been uncontrollable,

eral application. Thus, for instance, they must convict; and yet nothing

when a defendant in whom there is no would be more unjust than to make

pretence of mania or homicidal in- this proposition, true in itself, a gen

sanity claims to be exempt from pun- eral rule to bear on such cases as

ishment on the ground of incapacity idiocy . It is by confining the decisions

to distinguish right from wrong, the of the courts to the particular state of

court very properly tells the jury facts from which they have been elic

that the question for them to deter- ited that we can extract from the mass

mine is,whether he laborsunder such of apparently contradictory dicta the

incapacity or not. The error has been propositions given in the text.

to seize such an expression as this as 8 Grainger v. State , 5 Yerger , 459.

an arbitrary elementary dogma, and Infra , § 489.

1
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?
Levet's case, Cro. Car. 538 ; 1 seq., note.

there should be facts and circumstances existing which would

lead the jury to believe that the defendant had reasonable ground

(in proportion to his own lights ) for his belief, yetwith this qual

ification it is now generally received. And, indeed , after the

general though tardy acquiescence in Selfridge's case, where the

same view was taken as early as 1805 by Chief Justice Parker,

of Massachusetts, and after the almost literal incorporation of

the leading distinctions of this case into the Revised Statutes of

New York , as well as into the judicial system of most of the

States, the pointmust be considered as finally at rest. Perhaps

the doctrine,as laid down originally in Selfridge's case, would

have met with a much earlier acquiescence had not the supposed

political bias of the court in that extraordinary trial, and the re

markable laxity shown in the framing of the bill of indictment

and in the adjustment of bail, led to a deep-seated professional

prejudice, which reached even such parts of the charge as were

sound . With these cases may be classed that of Levet, who

was in bed and asleep in his house when his maid-servant, who

had hired A., the deceased , to help her to do her work , thought

as she was going to let A. out about midnight, that sheheard

thieves breaking open the door, upon which she ran up stairs to

the defendant, her master,and informed him thereof. Suddenly

aroused ,he sprang from his bed , and ran down stairs with his

sword drawn, the deceased hiding herself in the buttery lest she

should be discovered . The defendant's wife, observing some per

son there , and not knowing her, but conceiving her to be a thief,

cried out,“ Here are they who would undo us ; ” and the defend

ant,in the paroxysm of the moment, dashed into the buttery ,

thrust his sword at the deceased and killed her. The defendant

was acquitted under the express instructions of the court, and

the case has remained unquestioned for two hundred years , and in

New York and Pennsylvania in particular, after very carefulex

amination , has been solemnly reaffirmed. It is true that it has

been held inadmissible to prove that the defendant was of weak

See this question discussed at 8 See, for a fuller discussion of this

large infra, § 488 ; Whart. on Hom . case, infra, SS 467, 495.

$ 490.

4 See cases cited infra , SS 488 et

Hale P. C. 42, 474. Infra, § 492.
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Actual

intellect, particularly nervous, and inclined to fright." But if

such nervous debility amounts to insanity , it is certainly a de

fence ; and how far the proof reaches this point it is for the jury,

under the direction ofthe court, to say.2

§ 39. In none of the cases which have just been noticed is

the actual existence of danger an essential ingredient,

danger not and certainly , as the intentions of an assailant are in

necessary capable of positive ascertainment, such a danger can

never be absolutely shown to exist. It is true that in cases to

be hereafter noticed,3 dicta have been thrown out to the effect

that the danger must be such as to alarm a reasonable man ; but

whenever the requisite state of facts has been presented , courts

have not hesitated to say that the danger must be estimated , not

by the jury's standard , but by that of the defendant himself.

Thus, an enlightened and learned judge in Pennsylvania , one

who would be among the last to weaken any of the sanctions of

human life, directed the jury to take into consideration “ the

relative characters, as individuals," of the deceased and the de

fendant, and, in determining whether the danger really was im

minent or not, to inquire “ whether the deceased was bold ,

strong, and of a violent and vindictive character , and the defend

antmuch weaker, and of a timid disposition .” 4 And though it

may not be admissible to prove, by way of defence , that the de

ceased was of a barbarous and vindictive nature and character,

unless this tend to explain the defendant's conduct under an ap

parently sudden and deadly attack , yet threats uttered by the

deceased , and expressions of hostile feeling of which the defend

ant was advised ,may always be received as explaining the ex

cited condition of the defendant's mind.6

§ 40. The principle which may be inferred from the cases is,

that if by an insane delusion, or depravation of the rea

soning faculty , the defendant insanely believes, either

that an imagined evil is so intolerable as to make life

taking necessary or justifiable in order to avert it, or that while

1 Patterson v . People, 46 Barbour, 4 Infra, § 491; Whart. Crim . Ev.

625 ; State v. Shoultz , 25 Missouri, SS 69, 757.

5 Whart. Crim . Ev. $ 69.

2 Whart. Crim . Ev. § 68. 6 Com . v . Wilson, 1 Gray 337.

3 Infra , § 488 . See infra, $ 489; Whart. Crim Ev. §

5

Delusion

must be

mental.

128.

757.
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INSANITY.

had full
knowledge of all

principles
of which requires

its application
.

to
convict such a person of murder, if, recognized

in
several

cases , notwith

the evil is of a lesser grade, life-taking is an appropriate and

just way of getting rid of it , he is entitled to such a verdict as

will transfer him from the category of sane to insane criminals.

But the delusion must be mental not moral.2

1 See Wesley r. State, 37 Miss. from the influence of the disease , he

327, where the position in the text is was ignorant of the relation in which
controverted at large.

he stood to the man he had destroyed,
2 R.v. Burton, 3 F. & F. 772; R. v . and was utterly unconscious that he

Townley, 3 F. & F. 839 ; Willis v . had struck at the life of a human be

People, 5 Parker C. R.621. See 1 ing ? ” Winslow on Plea of Insanity, 6 .

W.& S.Med.Jur. § 127 (1873).

Again , in a case which hasmore thanThatan insane delusion , as to the

once occurred within the walls of a lu
value or nature of human life, will natic asylum , a man fancies himself to

have this effect,even though the party be the Grand Lama or Alexander the

himself knows when committing the Great,and supposes that his neighbor

act that he is doing wrong , and is is brought before him for an invasion

violating the lawsof the land , is illus- of his sovereignty, and he cuts off his

trated by Lord Erskine, in a well- head or throttles him . He knowshe

known case : “ Let me suppose,” he is doing wrong; perhaps, from a sense

said, “ the character of an insane de- of guilt,he conceals the body ; hemay
lusion consisted in the belief that some

have a clear perception of the legalgiven person was any brute animal,or

consequences of his act. In such aan inanimate being (and such cases

case, however, criminal responsibility ,have existed), and that upon the trial in the full sense of the term , does not

of such a lunatic for murder,you, be- exist. It was in conformity with this

ing on youroaths,were convinced, upon view , in a case where it was proved

the
uncontradicted evidence of one

that the defendant had taken the lifehundred persons, that he believed the of another under the notion that he

man he had destroyed to have been a

was set about with a conspiracy to subpotter's vessel ; that it was quite im- ject him to
imprisonment and death,

possible to doubt that fact, although that Lord Lyndhursttold the jury that

to other intents and purposes he was they might " acquit the prisoner on

sane, — answering, reasoning, acting the ground of insanity, if he did not

as, men, not in any manner tainted know , when he committed the act,

with insanity ,converse and reason and what the effect of it was with refer

Suppose, fur ence to the crime ofmurder.” What,
ther,that he believed the man whom therefore, he in fact decided was,

he destroyed,but whom he
destroyed that

man who, under an insane deas a potter's vessel, to be the prop- lusion , shoots another is
irresponsible

erty of another, and that he had mal- when the act is the productof the de

ice against such supposed person, and lusion. Such ,indeed ,on generalrea

that he meant to injure bim ,knowing soning, must be held to bethe law in

the act hewas doing to be malicious this country, and such will

to be when any particular case arises

conduct
themselves.

and
injurious; and that, in short, he

be held

good and evil ; yet would

be possible
In England this view has been
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1

defence as

to crime

not its

§ 41. Partial insanity , however, is no defence, when the crime

Partial in was not its immediate product. If the defendant was

sanity no sane as to the crime, but insane on other topics, the in

sanity in the latter respect will not save him . The

product. crime must have been the result of a delusion . Dr.

Casper2 has given us a pregnant illustration of this : A mer

chant , named Schraber, was convicted of cheating by false pre

tences and false information, and was sentenced to imprisonment

for six years. On an application to the court to reconsider the

sentence insanity was set up, and it appeared that the prisoner

either felt or feigned a belief that he was a legitimate son of the

late Duke Charles of Mecklenberg -Strelitz ; which certainly, if

not a mere fiction , was an insane delusion . Much reason existed

standing the reluctance of the courts will amount to a general verdict of not

in that country to enlarge the boun- guilty . R. v. Davies, 1 F. & F. 69

daries of insane irresponsibility. Thus Crompton . In the ecclesiastical

on the trial of Hadfield , who could courts , the existence of delusions or

distinguish between right and wrong, hallucination on material points has

but who was under a delusion that it frequently been held to so far consti

was his duty to offer himself as a sac tute insanity as to pro tanto destroy

rifice for his fellow -men , and that his testamentary capacity . Dew v. Clark ,

shortest way of so doing was to kill 1 Addams Ecl. R. 279; Frere v. Pea

the king , which he knew to be morally cocke, 1 Robertson, 442; 1 W. & S.

wrong, Lord Kenyon, on these facts Med. Jur. SS 34-60. In this country,

being made out, advised a withdrawal the legitimacy of such a defence in

of the prosecution. The same course criminal cases has been in several in

was followed by Chief Justice Tindal stances specifically recognized . U. S.

in McNaughten's case, when, on a trial v. Holmes, 1 Cliff. 98 ; Com . v. Rogers ,

for shooting at Mr. Drummond, the 7 Met. 500 ; People v. Pine, 2 Barbour,

private secretary of Sir Robert Peel, a 566 ; State v . Windsor, 5 Harr. 512 ;

similardelusion was proved. See also Com . v . Freth , 3 Phil. Rep . 105 ; Rob

R. v . Brixey , and R. v. Touchett, erts v. State, 3 Ga. 310 ; 1 W. & S.

cited in 1 Bennett & Heard's Lead. Med . Jur. § 134 .

Cases, 99. So on an indictment for i State v. Lawrence, 57 Me. 574 ;

maliciously setting fire to a building , Com . v .Mosler, 4 Barr, 264 ; State v.

it is not necessary to prove actual Geddis, 42 Iowa, 264; State v. Mew

ill -will the prisoner towards the herter, 46 Iowa, 88; State v. Huting,

owner; and in order to justify a jury 21 Mo. (6 Bennett) 464 ; Bovard v.

in acquitting a prisoner on the ground State, 30 Miss. (1 George ) 600; State

of insanity, they must believe that he v . Gut, 13 Minu . 341. Sir J. Stephen,

did not know right from wrong;but if Cr. Law , art. 27, takes the same

they find that the prisoner , when he did ground .

the act, was in such a state of mind that 9 Wochenschrift, Nr. 31, 32. See

he was not conscious that the effect of it case in full in 1 W. & S. Med . Jur.

would be to injure any other person, this (1873), App. $ 834.
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Delusion

pate must

" Irresisti
be

" to

drawing from it the checksby which General Jackson , that each knew when

to believe that the whole thing was simulated ; but, indepen

dently of this, the court was clear that as themania , if real, had

no connection with his crime, it formed no ground for a revision

of the sentence .

§ 42. Nor should it be forgotten that a delusion , to be a de

fence to an indictment for crime, must be non -negli

gent. When there is reason sufficient to correct a de- to excul

lusion, then a person continuing to nourish it, when be non

there is opportunity given him for such correction, is negligent.

responsible for the
consequences.

3.
Irresistible Impulse .

§ 43. In order to clear the question now before us from am

biguities, it is proper to remark :

(a.) “ Irresistible impulse ” is not “ moral insan

pulseity," supposing “ moral insanity ” to consist of insan

guishedity of the moral system , coexisting with mental sanity . From

" Moral insanity,” as thus defined, has no support, as sanity,"

will hereafter be seen , either in
psychology or law . “ passion."

(6.) Nor is “ irresistible impulse ” convertible with passion

ate propensity, no matter how strong, in persons not insane.3

§ 44. In other words, the “ irresistible impulse ” of the luna

tic,which confers
irresponsibility, is

essentially distinct Insane ir

from the passion, however violent, of the sane, which

impulse adoes not confer
irresponsibility. And when it is shown defence.

? See this argued at large, 1 W.& it can be resisted . The first and most
S.Med. Jur. (1873 ), § 137.

important of these checks is conWhen an insane delusion is set up science. The second is fear. If con

as a defence, it is admissible for the science be torpid ,and if the law of the

prosecution to offer evidence to prove land say that the irresistible impulse

that thedelusion wassane,i.e. that it of a sane person is a defence, then

was an opinion that ordinary reason

criminal impulses would be irresistibleing might have produced. State v. simply because they would be without

Pike,49 N.H. 399. See 1 W.& S. resistance. Wemay notice this in the

: See this discussed in 1W.& S. not deterred from wrong acts by concase of young children, who, when

science, are deterred by fear of pun• State v. Pike, 49 N.H.399. See ishment. Nor does this
characteristic

1 W.& S. Med .Jur. (1873), 144.

belong only to children or to persons* It should be
remembered that of low grade of

intelligence. It was

passion is made irresistible by with frequently said of Napoleon I.,and of

in

" moral in

resistible

Med. Jur. ( 1873 ), 144 .

Med. Jur. (1873), § 137.

-
-
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that a party charged with crime committed the crime under an

insane irresistible impulse, then he is entitled to a verdict of in

sanity .

he could with impunity give way to no means of retreat. If the “ mono

bursts of apparently irresistible rage; maniac " can retreat from his “ mono

but that each knew when this rage mania ,” it ceases to supply him with

was to be controlled . The cases are a defence .

not infrequent in which men, pre
But while “ irresistible impulse,"

suming on the cowardice or feebleness the mind being sane, is no defence to

of their intended victim , rush into crime, yet violent passion is to be

violence which they would readily taken into account as a mitigating ele

have restrained had they known that ment, and the peculiar temperament

they would have received blow for of the offender is to be gauged for the

blow . Wer sich zum Schafmacht, is a purpose of estimating whether the

German proverb , den frisst der Wolf ; provocation was such as to create

or, as we may paraphrase it, govern- hot blood, and whether there was

ment, by becoming a sheep, creates adequate cooling time.
A sane per

the social wolf. The State which de son may, from epilepsy , or from prior

clares that no irrepressible passion insanity , or from nervous or physi

shall be punished evokes the irrepres- cal derangements,or from hereditary

sible passion it exempts.
taint, be peculiarly susceptible to ex

We should remember , also, that citement; and as the law treats as

there is no means of determining what saults committed in hot blood as of a

constitutes “ irresistibility.” In a case lower grade than those committed de

mentioned by Sir Henry Holland , of liberately, this excitability may prop

a patient whodeplored to him an irre- erly be considered in determining

sistible impulse to kill Mr. Canning , whether the blood at the timewas hot.

the catastrophe was avoided , so Sir That psychologically this varies with

H.Holland seems to think , by advising temperament is wellknown. The or

Mr. Canning to keep out of the way. dinary signs of passion (acceleration

If, however, the patient, instead of of arterial pulse, congestive flushings,

availing himself of his physician's aid increased activity of secretions and

in this way, had sought it in another, excretions) are different with different

and said , “ I have this morbid desire ; patients. Hence epileptic, nervous,

I cannot resist it ; haveme shut up;” and cerebral diseases, and hereditary

this would have been at least equally tendency , may be put in evidence to

effective in causing the impulse to mis- lower the grade of the offence, though

carry. If a man has reason enough to they do not amount to insanity. In

deplore a criminal desire , and power
so doing we but follow the authori

enough to take steps to prevent its ties, which declare that drunkenness,

gratification, the law holds him re- though no defence to crime,may be

sponsible if he does not take such steps. used to show that an assault was not

This is recognized in those familiar deliberate. i Wh. & St. Med . Jur.

cases in which it is held that where (1873) , § 144.

a man whose passions are aroused kills Sir James Stephen , in his work on

an assailant, the act is not excusable English Criminal Law , p . 91, states

unless it appears that the accused had the questions to be , “ in popular lan

1 R. v. Oxford, 9 C. & P.545-6 .

--
-
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$ 45. In the enunciation of this conclusion there should be the

strictest caution, and in the application of it themost Caution

jealous scrutiny. And in connection with it, it is al- requisite as

ways important to keep in mind the impressive lan- fence.
to this de

not law .

a

guage, –Was it his act ? Could he upon, and desire B.'s death ; under

help it? Did he know it was wrong ?” the influence of mental disease this

He goes on further to say : " It would desire becomes uncontrollable, and A.

be absurd to deny the possibility that kills B. A.'s act is a crimewhether

such (irresistible) impulses may occur, (c ) is or

or the fact that they have oecurred, In Com . v . Rogers, 7 Met. 500

and have been acted on . Instances (tried in 1844 ), Chief Justice Shaw ,

are also given in which the impulse who delivered the charge, begins by

was felt and was resisted. The only laying down two
propositions of great

question wbich the existence of such breadth . “ In order to constitute a

impulses can raise in the administra- crime,” he says,

person must have
tion of criminal justice is, whether the intelligence and capacity enough to

particular impulse in question was ir- ,have a criminal intent and purpose ;

resistible as well as unresisted . If it and if his reason and mental powers

were irresistible, the person accused is are either so deficient that he has

entitled to be acquitted , because the act no will, no conscience, or
controlling

was notvoluntary and was not properly mental power , or if, through the over

his act. If the impulse was resistible, whelming violence of mental disease ,

the fact that it proceeded from disease his
intellectual power is for the time

is no excuse at all.”

obliterated , he not a responsibleIn Sir J. Stephen's Digest, art. 27, moral agent, and is not punishable for

it is stated that a person is irrespon- criminal acts. These extremes," he

sible when prevented (c) from con then proceeds to state , " are easily

trolling his own conduct, unless the
distinguished , and not to be mistaken .

absence of the power of control has The difficulty lies between these ex

been produced by his own default. To tremes, in the cases of partialinsanity,
thiswe have as a note :

where the mind may be clouded and(4.) A.suddenly stabs B.,under the weakened , but not incapable of re

influence of an impulse caused by dis-
membering , reasoning, and judging ;

ease, and of such a nature that noth

or so perverted by insane delusion asingshort of the
mechanical restraint of to act under false impressions and in

A.'s hand would have prevented the fluences.” To such cases,

- to those

stab. A.'s act is a crime if (c) is not where the mind is not “ incapable of

law. Itis not a crime if (c) is law . judging,” & c., and to those where it

(5.) A.suddenly stabs B.,under the acts, under false
impressions and in

influence of an impulse caused by dis- fluences," and to such alone, he ap

ease, and of such a nature that a plies the “ right and wrong

test ; re

strong motive — as,for instance, the serving to it a very small sphere of ac

fear of his own immediate death — tion , since the defence of insanity

would have prevented the act. A.'s would scarcely be ventured where

act is acrime whether (c) is or is not there was both a capacity to judge,
law ,

(6.) A. permits his mind to dwell from false "reason, and remember, and a freedom

impressions and influ
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انأ

1
1

1

2

guage of Lord Brougham , when discussing the question before

the House of Lords : “ With respect to the point of a person

ences.” Taking up the particular de will. ” .... " Are the facts of such

fence of monomania , which is that a character, taken in connection with

advanced in the case before him , he the opinion of professional witnesses,

proceeds to state the law with a liber as to induce the jury to believe that

ality in entire accordance with the the accused was laboring for days un

views herein expressed .

«. This '' der monomania , attended with delu

(monomania ) “ may operate as an ex- sion,and did thus indicate such a dis

cuse for a criminal act in one of two eased state of themind that the act of

modes : 1. Either the delusion is such killing the warden was to be consid

that the person under its influence has ered as an outbreak or paroxysm of

a real and firm belief of some fact, not disease , which for the time being over

true in itself , but which , if it were whelmed and superseded reason and

true, would excuse his act: as where judgment, so that the diseased was

the belief is that the party killed had not an accountable agent ? If such

an immediate design upon his life, and was the case , the accused is entitled to

under that belief the insane man kills an acquittal.”

in supposed self-defence. A common Chief Justice Gibson, of the Su

instance is wherehefully believes that preme Court of Pennsylvania, sitting

the act he is doing is done by the im- in 1846 with two of his associates in

mediate command of God , and he acts a court of oyer and terminer, after

under the delusive but sincere belief repudiating the doctrine that partial

that what he is doing is by the com- insanity excuses anything but its di

mand of a superior power, which su rect results, and sliding, in reference

persedes all human laws, and the laws to such cases , into the " right and

of Nature . 2. Or this state of delu- wrong ” test, proceeded to charge the

sion indicates to an experienced per- jury as follows : " But there is a

son, that the mind is in a diseased moral or homicidal insanity, consisting

state ; that the known tendency of of an irresistible inclination to kill or

that diseased state of the mind is to to commit some other particular of

break out into sudden paroxysms of fence.” The charge in this case was

violence, venting itself in homicide,or oral, reported memoriter by the pres

other violent acts toward friend and ent writer, and but hastily revised

foe indiscriminately; so that, although by the judge himself, which may ac

there were no previous indications of count for the want of literal exactness

violence, yet the subsequent act, con in some of its expressions.
" There

necting itself with the previous symp- may be an unseen ligament pressing

toms and indications, will enable an on the mind, drawing it to conse

experienced person to say that the quences which it sees but cannot avoid,

outbreak was of such a character that and placing it under a coercion which,

or the time being it must have over while its results are clearly perceived,

borne memory and reason ; that the is incapable of resistance. The doc

act was the result of the disease and trine which acknowledges this mania

not of a mind capable of choosing; in is dangerous in its relations,and can

short, that it was the result of uncon

trollable impulse , and not of a person

be recognized only in the clearest

It ought to be shown to have

acted on by motives and governed by bean habitual, or at least to have

cases.
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being an accountable being, that was an accountable being to

the law of the land, a great confusion had pervaded the minds of

evinced itself in more than a single in- to be admitted as a defence, until it

stance. It is seldom directed against is shown that these propensities exist

a particular individual; but that it in such violence as to subjugate the

may be so is proved by the case of intellect, control the will, and render

the young woman who was deluded by it impossible for the party to do other

an irresistible impulse to destroy her wise than yield . Where its existence

child,though aware oftheheinousnature is fully established , this species of in

of the act. The frequency of this con- sanity relieves from
accountability to

stitutional malady is fortunately small, human laws. But this state of mind

and it is better to confine itwithin the is not to be presumed without evi

strictest limits. If juries were to allow dence, nor does it usually occur with

it as a general motive, operating in out some premonitory symptoms indi

cases of this character, its recognition cating its approach.” The same view

would destroy social order as well as was, some years after , repeated bythe

personal safety. To establish it as a same judge. Lewis Cr. Law , 404; by

justification in any particular case, it JudgeEdmunds (2 Am . Jour.of Ins.) ;

is necessary either to show , by clear by Judge Whiting (Freeman's Trial —

proofs, its
contemporaneous existence Pamph.); and by the Supreme Court

evinced by present
circumstances, or of Georgia (Roberts v. State, 3 Geor

the existence of an habitual tendency gia, 310 ).

developed in previous cases,
becoming

In 1862, the text with the cases
in itself a second nature."

Com . v. given in it was cited with approval by
Mosler, 4 Barr , 266 .

the Supreme Court of Kentucky ; andIn a still earlier case in Pennsyl- while irresistible impulse, as a distinct

vania, Judge Lewis — then presiding line of defence,was recognized, it was

in Lycoining County, and afterwards held that, to sustain it, " it must be

chief justice of Pennsylvania, a judge known to exist in such violence as to

from whom the subject of medical ju- render it
impossible for the party to

risprudence has received peculiar and do otherwise than yield to its prompt

recognized the ings." Scott v . Com . 4 Metcalf, 227.
samedoctrine. “ Moral insanity,” i. See also Smith v. Com . 1 Duvall, 224 ;

er “ irresistible impulse,” and not the Hopps v. People, 31 111. 385. To the

“ moral insanity” hereafter defined , same effect is the judgment of the

" arises from the existence of some of Court of Common Pleas of Philadel

the natural propensities in such vio- phia , in 1868, Com . v. Haskell,2 Brew

lence that it is impossible not to yield ster, 491 (see also Com . v. Freeth, 5

10 them . It bears a striking resem- Clark,Pa. L. J.R.455 ); of the Su

blance to vice, which is said to con- preme Court of Indiana, in 1869; Ste

sist in an undue excitement of the ven v. State , 31 Ind. 485 (see Brad

passions and will,and in their irregu- ley v. State, 31 Ind. 492) ; of lowa,

Itis therefore to be received with the 67 ; of Illinois, in 1866, Hopps r.

580. The doctrine, however , was em

careful
attention

sibility for crime, and it
ought never

VOL . 1 .

5
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some persons whom he was indisposed to call reasoners,who con

sidered accountability in its moral sense as mixing itself up with

the only kind of accountableness
with which they , as human leg

islators, had to do, or of which they could take cognizance. He

could conceive of the case of a human being of a weakly con

stituted mind, who might by long brooding over real or fancied

wrongs work up so perverted a feeling of hatred against an indi

vidual that danger might occur. Hemight not be deluded as to

the actual existence of injuries he had received , but he might

grievously and grossly exaggerate them , and they might so oper

ate upon a weakly framed mind and intellect as to produce crime.

He could conceive that the Maker of that man, in his infinite

mercy, having regard to the object of his creation ,might deem

him not an object for punishment. But that man was account

able to human tribunals in a totally different sense .

could conceive a person whom the Deity might not deem ac

countable, but who might be perfectly accountable to human

laws."

The conclusion we must reach , therefore, is, that an irresistible

homicidal impulse in an insane person is a good defence, though

such insane person was able to distinguish between right and

wrong. With a sane person , however, it is not a defence , as the

law makes all sane persons responsible for their impulses.?

.. He
.

?? 1

9

---
---

phatically repudiated in North Caro 2 See , as substantiating this con

lina, in 1861. State v. Brandon , 8 clusion, Flanagan v. People,52 N. Y.

Jones, 463.

467 ; State v. Spencer, i Zabriskie,

In conformity with the textmay be 196 ; Brown v. Com . 78 Penn . St.

cited a case in which Judge Story 122 ; State v. Stickley, 41 Iowa, 232;

decided that a young woman,who in State v. Mewherter, 46 Iowa, 85 ;

a violent impulse in puerperal fever Wright v. People, 4 Neb. 407; People

threw her child overboard, though at

v. M'Donell, 47 Cal. 134 ,and authori

the time perfectly conscious of the ties cited under next section.

enormity of the act,was entitled to an In Blackburn v. State , 23 Ohio St.

acquittal. U. S. v . Hewson, 7 Bost. 165 (decided in 1872) , the proper

Law Rep. 361.

questions to be submitted to the jury

1 Hans. Par. Deb. lxvii. 728. In were declared to be: “ Was the ac

the speech as reported by Hansard , cused a free agent in forming the pur

Lord Brougham bases the distinction pose to kill? Was he at the time ca

in the text on the Preventive theory pable of judging whether that act was

of punishability
, heretofore discussed. right or wrong ? And did he know at

This, however, is not essential to the the time that it was an offence against

validity of his conclusion.
the laws of God and man ? "

ཝལཆ
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Moral in

a case which

4. " Moral Insanity.”

§ 46. " Moral insanity,” in its distinctive technical sense, is a

supposed insanity of the moral system coexisting with

mental sanity. It is therefore to be
distinguished from sanity no

defence.
" insane irresistible impulse,” which has just been no

Sir J. Stephen's testimony on this ters, I cannot see why that should not

point before the Homicide Committee be left to the jury as well as any other

is as follows:

fact, it being always pointed out to the
" Sub-section D applies to a man jury by the presiding judge that it is

prevented by disease affecting his one thing not to resist an impulse and

mind ‘from controlling his own con- another thing to be under the prey of

duct. Now , that again

an irresistible impulse in
consequence

it is said ought not to form part of the of disease. Suppose a person rendered

law, and I have often heard judges say irritable by toothache were to go and

that it is a monstrous thing for any- kill somebody, I should say that that

body to believe in what are called ir was no excuse at all. In the same

resistible impulses, and that the doc- way , if an insane desire arose in a

tors who give evidence upon these man's mind,as in Dove's case, to kill

trials constantly put forward as irre- another person , which was to some

sistible an impulse which is not in fact extent nourished' by his own wicked

resisted ; and no doubt they do. I ness, I should say I would hang that

havehad a greatdeal to do with cases man withoutmercy if he gratified that

of this kind. Ihad to try a case of insane wish ; but I would hang him ,

that nature on the circuit last sum not because I should disregard an un

mer, and Ihave been counsel in them ,
controllable impulse, but because I

and there is no doubt that doctors do should not believe that that impulse

come forward and make
statements

was uncontrollable , and because hewhich seem to be
extremely foolish on

gave way to a thing which he ought
that subject. But

is not because a to have controlled and could have con

manmakes a foolish statement on that trolled . I recollect very well that in

subject that the law is to put itself in that case Baron
Bramwell,who tried

a false position . It seems to methat it, put this question to one of the doc

if the fact is that there are diseases tors who was giving evidence that

ofsuch a nature thatmy arm may sud- Dove could not help what he did:
denly rise and plunge a knife into

• Supposing a man had been standingsome person near me, just as me- by him with a loaded pistol in his

as if Iwere in a convulsive hand when he was going to poison his
fit,to treat me as a

murderer for doing

wife , do you think that hewould haveit would bemonstrous. And it also ap- done it then ?” “No, I do not.? • Then

pears tome that the question whether he ought not to have done it under

or no such diseases do actually exist these
circumstances.' But supposing

is a question of fact which the law that the doctor was able to prove by

oughtnot to prejudge in any way what- referring to other instances that he

ever; and if it be the case that there would have been utterly unable to con

are such diseases,if that is proved by trol himself, and that if you had put

a rope round his neck ready to hang

chanically

people who are skilful in these mat
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ticed , in two respects : ( 1.) “ Irresistible impulse” is only a valid

defence when the party offering it is mentally deranged , while

him , still that poison would have gone her arms round her mother's neck ,

into that cup , that would be a case of and said , “ No, I know you would not

uncontrollable impulse.”

hurt your darling little Mopsy.' The

“ With regard,” says Blackburn , woman dropped the child , wentdown

J., in his evidence given in the same stairs, and went into a neighbor's

investigation, “ to the words from house, told her what she had done;

knowing that it is morally wrong, or that she had killed Olivia , and was

from controlling his own conduct,' going to kill Mary, but when the

these are the definitions that are put darling threw its armsround myneck,

in , and those agree pretty nearly with I had not the heart to do it.' She

what was said in Macnaghten's case , clearly knew right from wrong, and

in their extra -judicial opinions, by the knew the character of her act; for

judges in the House of Lords; but we some little time after that she talked

cannot fail to see that there are cases rationally enough , but before night she

where the person is clearly not respon was sent to a lunatic asylum , raving

sible, and yet knew right from wrong. mad, and, having recovered , she was

I can give you an instance which shows brought to be tried before me at a

what I held deliberately; it was in the subsequent assize. On the definition

case of that woman whom I wasspeak- in Macnaghten’s case, she did know

ing of, who was tried for wounding a right from wrong. She did not know

girl with intent to murder. The facts the quality of hir act, and was quite

were these : the woman had more than aware of what she had done ; but I

once been insane, the insanity being felt it impossible to say that sheshould

principally brought on by suckling her be punished .
child too long ; thatwas the cause that “ If I had read the definition in

had produced it before; she was living Macnaghten's case , and said : " Do

with her husband, and had the charge you bring her within that ? ’ the jury

of this girl,

girl of about fifteen , would have taken the bit in their own

an impotent girl, who lay in bed all teeth, and said, “ Not guilty , on the

day; she was very kind to her and ground of insanity .'

I did not do

treated her very well ; they were mis- that ; I told them that there were ex

erably poor, and very much owing to ceptional cases, and on that the jury

that she continued to nurse her boy found her not guilty ,on the ground of

till he was nearly two years old, and insanity ,and I think rightly. On this

suddenly,when in this state , she one definition I think you would be obliged

morning, about eleven o'clock , went to say that woman was guilty."

to the child , lying there in bed , aged Mr. Russell Gurney : “ There were

fifteen ,and deliberately
cuther throat; delusions, were there not ?” — Black

then she went towards her own child , burn , J.: “ No. There was the sub

a girl of five or six years of age, of sequentevidence that before night she

whom she was exceedingly fond, and

was so mad that they had to send her

the girl hearing a noise looked up, and

to an asylum ; but before the crime,

said, ' What are you doing ? ' ' I have and some time afterwards, there was

killed Olivia and am going to kill you,' nothing whatever to show a delusion.

was the answer. The child , fortu- But I fear a general rule of this sort,

nately , instead of screaming, threw making it a question for the jury
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in " moral insanity ,” by its very terms, the patient is always

mentally sane ; and ( 2.) “ Irresistible impulse ” is a special pro

whether the disease was the efficient who I am certain had a mania on the

cause of the act, would be leaving the subject.

thing at large ; I have never been able “ I can tell the committee the case

to assign a definition satisfactory to if they are curious to hear it. It oc

my own mind ,and will not pretend to curred in Monmouthshire , where there

do so." are a number of narrow valleys par

Bramwell, J., in the course of bis allel to each other , with a considerable

examination before the same commit- hill or mountain between them , and

tee , in reference to the point imme- the people had occasion to go from

diately before us, said : one valley to the other ; and this man

" You ought to threaten every man was a mostmoral and religious collier ;

sensible to the effect of a threat; and was deacon in his congregation , earned

if this crazy fellow knows that what larger wages than anybody in the

he thinks a virtuous and moral action neighborhood , and had a first -rate

is one which will cause him to be character ; but he had the infirmity of

bung, I shall feel much more safety waiting on the top of these hills and

afterhaving tried Fenians than I could knocking women down, and treating

otherwise feel. A similar reasoning them with atrocious violence. There

seems to me to apply to sub-section D , were nineteen indictments against him .

from controllinghis conduct.' I think I tried him on five, and on all he

that is a great mistake. I have sent was convicted ; the others would not

into the Home Office this note : I ve come forward . So that this case of a

hemently protest against D. What is rape is not an imaginary one. Then ,

themeaning of a man being prevented as to men controlling their actions, I

controlling his conduct ? When he is should like to tell the committee this

prevented, it is because the preventing case: I tried a man named Dovemany

motives are strong enough . When he years ago for murdering his wife; he

is not prevented ,it is because they are
called a number of witnesses for the

not strong enough . The effect of this purpose of proving that he could not

would be to lessen the preventingmo
control his actions; there was one of

tives.'

them who, to prove the state of this

“ A.wishes to commit a rape. Dis- man's mind , proved that he had shot

ease of mind weakens his power of a cat in the presence of his wife, or

acting on motives ofchastity,religion , something of that sort ; and this man

morality, goodness, &c., but fear of gravely said that he believed it was an

the law added to thosemotives makes uncontrollable impulse. I put this

him able to resist. The proposal is question to him (Idid not let him see

totake away one of his good motives. the difficulty it would land him in ; I

At least this should be qualified by got his mind away from the particular

saying from controlling his conduct answer that he had given ) : Now ,

by the ordinary motives of mankind.' suppose a policeman had been present

Now,Ishould like to mention to the when he shot that cat, do you think

committee two things,if they would he would have been restrained,'and he
permit me. Oneis that this illustra- said , “ Yes.'

tion ofa rape is not an imaginative cording to your view an uncontrollable

case,for I have positively tried a man impulse is an impulse acting upon a
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pensity impelling to a particular bad act, while in “ moral in

sanity ” he is impelled to all sorts of badness. It is enough for

thepresent to say that, as is abundantly demonstrated elsewhere,

“ moral insanity ,” as thus defined, is an exploded psychological

fiction . That it is repudiated by the courts of England and of

the United States there is an almost unbroken current of au

thority to show. Carefully and conscientiously has the defence,

by a vast number of independent courts, been scanned ; and in

almost every instance the conclusion is that the theory on which

man when a policeman is not present.' wrong, the will becomes overpowered by

It is obvious that what is called an the force of irresistible impulse , the

uncontrollable impulse is one as

power of self -control, when destroyed or

which the deterring or controlling mo suspended by mental disease, becomes,

tives are not strong enough ; and this I think, an essential element of respon

is a proposition in all cases to take sibility. But while it would be de

away from a man , in a state of mind sirable to establish the law on this

in which he is more likely to do mis- basis, it certainly is not desirable so

chief than anything else, a deterring to establish it as to homicide, while in

motive. "

the closely cognate case of the offence

The statementon this pointof Cock- doing grievousbodily harm , a different

burn , C. J., given in the Appendix to law would obtain . For this strange

the Report of the Committee of the anomaly would arise: if the grievous

House of Commons on the Homicide bodily harm ended in death , there

Amendment Bill, is of peculiar im- would be one test of insanity as created

portance. It should be remembered by this bill; if it did not, there would

that in the United States the question be another and a different one as es

comes as to usdisembarrassed
by the tablished by the general law . This

rulings of the House of Lords, which comes from the law relating to hom

in England can only be modified by icide being dealtwith by itself, instead

legislative authority :

of being treated as part of the entire

" As the law , as expounded by the department of the law to which it be

judges in the House of Lords, now longs.” An error of punctuation prob

stands, it is only when mental disease ably exists in the passage in italics,

produces incapacity to distinguish be which is here copied accurately from

tween right and wrong that immunity the printed report. The sense, how

from the penal consequences of crime

ever, is in accordance with the posi

is admitted. The present bill intro- tion in the text: that the knowledge

duces a new element, the absence of that an act is wrong does not prevent

the power of self-control.
an irresistible impulse from being an

“ I concur mostcordially in the pro- offence, when the actor is at the time

posed alteration of the law , having insane." See also Willis v. People , 5

been always strongly of opinion that, Parker C.R.620; and also Andrews'

as the pathology of insanity abun- case , 1 W. & S. Med . Jur. (1873),

dantly establishes, there are forms oj $ 162.

mental disease in which , though the 1 W. & S. Med . J. (1873 ), $$ 531

patient is quite aware he is about to do 537.
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1

People v.
M'Donell, 47 Cal. 134 ; doctrine

with the safety of the commu

rests is hostile alike to the principles of law and the safety of

society.

1 R.v. Oxford, 9 C. & P. 525 ; R.v . Choice v . State, 31 Ga. 424 ; Spann

Goode, 7 Ad. & El. 536 ; R.v . Barton, v. State, 47 Ga. 553.
These cases,

3 Cox C. C. 275 ; R. v. Higginson, 1 though in various terms, unite sub

C.& K.129 ; R.v. Layton, 4 Cox C. stantially in declaring, as the proposi

C.149 ; R.v. Hayne, 1 F. & F. 666 ; tion is stated by an able jurist, Judge

R.v. Townley, 3 F. & F. 839. Thurman (Farrer v . State, 2 Ohio St.

Shortly after Townley's case, on a R. 54 ), “ that there is no authority for

trial for murder, before Erle, J., the holding thatmere moral insanity, asit

defence relied on evidence showing a is sometimes called , exonerates from

greatamountof senselessextravagance responsibility.”'

and absurd eccentricity of conduct , See also Flanagan v . People, 52

coupled with habits ofexcessive intem- N. Y. 467, where it was said by An

perance, causing fits of delirium tre- drews, J.: “ The argument proceeds

mens, the prisoner, however, not la- upon the theory that there is a form

boring under the effects of such a fit of insanity in which the faculties are

at the time of the act, and the circum so disordered and deranged that a

stances showing sense and delibera- man, though he perceives the moral

tion, and a perfect understanding of quality of his acts, is unable to control

the nature of the act : it was held , them , and is urged by some myste

that the evidence was not sufficient rious pressure to the commission of

to support the defence , as it rather acts the consequences of which he an

tended to show wilful excesses and ticipates butcannot avoid . Whatever

extreme folly than mental incapacity . medical or scientific authority there

R.v. Leigh,4 F. & F. 915. And see may be for this view , it has not been

R.v. Southey, 4 F. & F. 864 ; R. v. accepted by courts of law .” S. P.,

Watson (1872),reported in 1 W.& S. People v. M'Donell, 47 Cal. 134 ; Cf.

Med. Jur. ( 1873), § 166 ; R. v. Ed . R. v. Haynes, 1 F. & F. 666.
munds, Ibid . & 167.

A partial exception is to be found inAs American authorities may be

some eccentric opinions delivered in
cited the following : U. S. v. Schults , the Court of Appeals of Kentucky;

6 McLean, 121 ; U. S. v. Holmes, í opinions, however, which do not ap

Clifford, 98 ; State v.
Lawrence, 57

pear to have been sustained by a ma
Me.574 ;Com .v.Rogers,7 Met. 500; jority of the court in which theywere

Com .v. Heath, 11 Gray, 303; State pronounced . Smith v. Com . 1 Duvall,

v. Richards, 39 Conn. 591; Freeman 224; St. Louis Mut. Ins. Co. v.Graves,

1. People,4 Denio, 9; Shorter v. Peo- 6 Bush, 268. See 1W.& S. Med. Jur.

ple,2 Comst.193; McFarland's case, ss 175–8, where these cases are dis

8 Abbott Prac . Cas. N. S. 57; Flana- cussed. As exhibiting a view diverg

gan v. People ,52 N. Y.467; State v. ing from the text, see Anderson v.

Spencer, 1 Zabriskie, 196 ; State v. State, 43 Conn. 514.

Windsor , 5 Harr.512 ; Vance v . Com .

In vindication of the criticism of

" moral insanity
expressed in theJones,463; Statev.Gardiner,Wright, text, the following remarks may be

392; Farrer v. State, 2 Ohio St. R. here repeated :

First, as to the consistency of this

2 Va. Cases, 132; State v.
Brandon, 8

54; People v. Coffman, 24 Cal. 230 ;
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5. Mental Disturbance as lowering Grade of Guilt.

§ 47. The old common law authorities took the ground that

sanity and insanity are states as clearly and absolutely

distinguishable as are coverture and non-coverture ; and

missible to that men are either wholly sane, so as to be wholly

responsible , or wholly insane, so as to be wholly, irre

Mental

disturb

ance ad .

disprove

malice .

severe .

nity , which is an incidental object of it to destroy others. But being pos

penal law .
sessed of reason, they are able to use

In the mediæval jurisprudence, the their irresponsibility as an immunity

clergy were exempted from the opera- for every crime. And what is to be

tion of the secular law . Great evils done with them ? Confinement in a

resulted from this; the authority of the lunatic asylum , is the answer. But

civil arm wasweakened , and the clergy such confinement is difficult : ( 1.) from

themselveswere demoralized . But for the skill with which reason can create

this position ,monstrous as it was, there counter -proof, and can , when there is

was some faint excuse at the time an object for it, suppress or conceal

it was introduced . The clergy, it passion ; (2.) from the expense and

was said , were good men , and they trouble which would attend the incar

were subject to ecclesiastical discipline, ceration of so large a number of frac

which was prompt, exhaustive , and tious patients as is here supposed ;

But the proposition now is to (3.) from theabsence of tests to de

exempt from the operation of penal termine when the imprisonment, if

law a class ofmen whose plea for this ever , is to be brought to a close ; and

distinction is that they are eminently (4.) from the inability to discipline

bad, and that there is no other disci- them , which is involved in the hy

pline to which they can be subjected . pothesis of their non -responsibility,for

If they are mentally insane, - if they if they cannot be punished in prison ,

are destitute of reason , - then there is they cannot be punished in an asy

good ground for penal irresponsibility . lum . But can such persons be justly,

But if they are not mentally insane,
on this hypothesis, incarcerated ?

if they are possessed ofreason, -if their How does incarceration differ from

only plea is their excessive badness, - imprisonment ? And what is impris

then this badness will be intensified, onment but punishment ? And what

and rendered all the more turbulent would such punishment be but penal

and desperate,by the very intellectual discipline imposed compulsorily by the

sanity which it is conceded that the law ? The difference between such

actors possess, and which will readily penal discipline, and that which the

instruct them that they are privileged law now applies on conviction of a

bythe State to plunge irresponsibly into crime, is simply , that in the first case

any excesses they may desire. If they the offender is tried for being gener

were destitute of reason , their irre- ally bad ; in the second , he is tried

sponsibility would be a less grievance. for a specific bad act. But he cannot

Theywould be like the savage to whom be tried for being generally bad un

powder is given, but who does not less he is responsible. We are there

know how to contrive means for using fore reduced to the dilemmaeither of
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in this re pect,

sponsible. This principle, however, is now abandoned as based

on a psychological untruth . There are many degrees both of

sanity and insanity ; and the two states approach each other in

imperceptible gradations,melting into each other, to adopt an

illustration borrowed by Lord Penzance from Burke, as day

melts into night. There may , therefore , be phases of mind

allowing such persons to roam at large, executed as announced . In other

or of confining them ,which assumes words, supremacy of reason over pas

their
responsibility .

sion , on the part of all persons possess
Again , it is the duty of the State to ing such reason , is essential to the

require, on the part of all persons en- safety of the State ; and the State is

dowed with reason, the exercise,under bound to educate its subjects to the

penal discipline, of such reason, in all exercise of their reason to this extent.

matters which concern the safety and It needs careful engineers,careful sail

health of the body politic. The State, ors, careful
superintendents,and care

a delicate machine, fulworkmen ; and, to create this care
over whosemechanism every rational fulness, it must impose penalties on

man has more or less control. It may carelessness. A fortiori, therefore , if

seem hard , to adopt the analogy of a

it needs, among those concerned withrailroad,tomake it an indictable of- its machinery , the capacity to control

fence for a brakeman simply to fall passion by reason ,must it impose pen

asleep at his post, or for the acting alties on the yielding of reason to pas

superintendent of a great corporation sion . This subordination among its

not to construct a time-table sufficient- subjects it is one of the highest offices

ly lucid and accurate to prevent pos- of the State to create; and it must, for

sible collisions. It may seem a hard this purpose, in addition to education ,

thing to shoot an admiral of acknowl- call in the aid of penal discipline .

edged bravery for indecision in action , Punishment can only, it is true , be

or to cashier and imprison an engineer imposed on a responsible being as an

for a slight miscalculation as to the act of justice proportioned to wrong,

thickness of an iron plate. Yet we but it must be dispensed in such a way

allfeel the necessity of such hardness as to plant the
consciousness of re

for the purpose of educating men at sponsibility in every reasoning breast.

large in the exercise of all their facul- Reason , it must thus teach , is indis

ties when in the discharge of public solubly associated with responsibility.

trusts. It is such discipline alone that See this argument more fully devel

makes railway travelpracticable, and oped in 1W.& S.Med. Jur.$$ 186 et

that prevents a nation's life from be- seq .

ing carelessly sacrificed in war. Rea

1 “ Weuse no mere metaphor whenson, in such cases, is called forth , wesay that the intellect passes through

nerved, and pointed, by the penalty innumerable gradations from the full

the law imposes on its action. But the glow of noonday to the depth of mid

Statecannot effectively punish by pre- night. He who attempts to place a

cept, or by mere expression of disap- limit to the twilight on either side , at

probation. It must punish ,if at all, tempting to fix a limit atwhich reason

by penaldiscipline ; and this disci- either suddenly ceases or suddenly be

pline,to have a moral effect, must be gins, is in the quandary of those who
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which cannot be positively spoken of as either sane or insane.

Are
persons in one of these phases to be acquitted of crime ? If

so ,they would constitute a class not only dangerous but uncon

trollable ; for they would not be sane enough to be convicted as

felons, and yet would not be insane enough to be confined as luna

tics. Are they to be convicted, when charged with offences in

volving malice and premeditation
? At this justice would revolt,

for at the time of the commission of the guilty act the defendant,

as it could readily be shown, was not in a condition of mind coolly

to premeditate, or accurately to contemplate, a malicious design .

Under such circumstances the better course is to find the defend

ant guilty of the offence in a diminished grade, when the law

establishes such grade ; or when it does not, to inflict on him

modified punishment.? Nor is this view inconsistent with the

analogies of the law . Such considerations
(i. e. those of the de

fendant's mental constitution ) are invoked whenever we have to

determine whether a party assailed acted bonâ fide when resort

ing to violent measures of self-defence. So do we gauge respon

sibility in cases of sleep-drunkenness ; so do we estimate the con

duct of persons when roused by any great political or religious

excitement; 2 and so we hold in cases of intoxication , when called

upon to measure deliberation and intent. If, in cases where

homicide has been committed during an excitement which the

defendant's peculiar psychical state has abnormally protracted

and intensified , a verdict of murder in the second degree,

manslaughter
, is given in accordance with these views, a result

is reached which not only harmonizes with sound principle,but

is far more consistent with the public idea of justice than would

be a verdict either of not guilty, or of murder in the first de

gree.4 Sir James Stephen lends his authority to the same view .

“ Partial insanity," he says, “ may be evidence to disprove the

presence of the kind of malice required by the law to constitute

put to the stoical philosophers the i See 1 Wh. & St. Med. J. SS 126,

question what constitutes a heap of 181, 200.

corn , and what a bald head, and who
2 Infra , &$ 389,491 ; 1 W.& S.Med.

were brought at last to confess that a J. § 181.

single grain made a heap of corn , and 8 See Roberts v. People, 19 Mich .

pulling out a single hair made a bald 401. Infra , &$ 388-9 , 491.

head.” Ideler, Gericht. Psychol. p . 4 See, as illustrating this,McGreg

45-51 . or's case , 23 Am . Jour. Ins. 549.

or of
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wounding," 1

the particular crime of which the prisoner is accused . A man is

tried for wounding with intent to murder. It is proved that he

inflicted the wound under a delusion that he was breaking a jar.

The intent to murder is disproved, and the prisoner must be ac

quitted ; but if he would have had no right to break the sup

posed jar, he might be convicted of an unlawful and malicious

or, in case of the death of the party so wounded ,

the defendant might be found guilty of
manslaughter, on the

ground of negligent homicide.

It is true, that whether a man is responsible can be answered

only by yes or no . But while on the general question of amena

bility for crime there can be no grades of
responsibility , it is

otherwise when we view the question objectively, as involving

responsibility for crimes of which there are several grades. A

man may have capacity, for instance, to be responsible for man

slaughter, but not to be responsible for murder ; for bemay

havecapacity enough for a blind, passionate killing, but not for a kill

ing that is deliberate and intelligent. In this sense we may

hold that there may be modified guilt.

Responsibility itself iscapable of no modifications. But certain phases of guilt demand

for their execution a higher capacity than do other phases of

guilt.3
1

Stephen's Cr. Law ( 1863), p. 92. erning power is wanting,whether it is

? In Jones v. Com . 75 Penn. St. caused by insanity, gross intoxication ,

403, Agnew , C. J., said : “ Want of or other controlling influences, it can

intelligence is not the only defect to not be said truthfully that the mind is

moderate the degree of offence; but fully conscious of its own purposes,

with intelligence there may be an ab- and deliberates or
premeditates in the

sence of power to determine properly sense of the act describing murder in

the true nature and character of the the first degree. Wemust, however,

act,its effects upon the subject, and distinguish this defective frame of

the true responsibility of the actor: à mind from that wickedness of heart

power necessary to control the im- which drives the murderer on to the

pulses of the mind , and prevent the commission of his crime, reckless of
execution of the thought which pos-

consequences.

Evil passions often
sesses it. In other words, it is the seem to tear up reason by the root,

absenceofthat self-determining power and urge on to murder with heedless

which in a sane mind renders it con- rage. But they are the outpourings

scious of the real nature of its own of a wicked nature,not of an unsound

purposes, and capable of resisting or disabled mind.”
wrong impulses . When this self -gov

8 See Meyer, $ 25. Berner, $ 125 ,
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Persons

under de

lirium

tremens

may be ir

ble .

6. Intoxication .

§ 48. Settled insanity, produced by intoxication , affects re

sponsibility in the sameway as insanity produced by

any other cause . If a man who, laboring under deli

rium tremens, kill another, is made responsible , there is

responsi- scarcely any species of insanity which on like princi

ples would not be subjected to the severest penalties of

criminal law . A man laboring under this species of delirium

may be as utterly insane as a man laboring under any other kind

of delirium . The only ground for assigning a higher degree of

responsibility in cases of deliri tremens is the fact that in the

latter case the delirious person has subjected himself voluntarily

to his calamity . But to this the answer is threefold : ( 1.) That

delirium tremens is not the intended result of drink in the same

way that drunkenness is ; (2.) That there is no possibility that

delirium tremens will be voluntarily generated in order to afford

a cloak for a particular crime; ( 3.) That so far as original cause

is concerned , delirium tremens is not peculiar in being the off

spring of indiscretion or guilt, for such is the case with almost

every other species of insanity . These points scarcely need to

be expanded . The fact is, delirium tremens runs the same

course with almost every other species of insanity known in the

criminal courts. It is the result, likemost other manias, of prior

vicious indulgences ; but it differs from intoxication in being

shunned rather than courted by the patient, and in being inca

pable of voluntary assumption for the purpose of covering guilt.

The conclusion above given hasbeen repeatedly affirmed . Thus,

in the leading American case Story, J., declared criminal respon

says, “ die Verfechter der verminder- 401 ; Maconnehey v. State, 5 Ohio St.

ten Zurechnungsfähigkeit wollen Rich- 77; Boswell v . Com . 20 Grat. 860 ;

tiges in unrichtigerform .”
Smith v . Com . 1 Duvall, 224 ; Bales v .

1 1 Hale, 32 ; 4 Black . Com . 26 ; R. State, 3 W. Va. 685; Bailey v . State,

v . Thomas, 7 C. & P. 817 ; R. v .Mea 26 Ind. 422 ; Cluck v . State , 40 Ind .

kin , 7 C. & P. 297; Rennie's case , 1 263; Bennett v . State, Mart. & Yerg .

Lew . C. C. 76; U. S.v . Drew , 5 Ma- 133 ; Cornwell v . State, Ibid. 147 ;

son U. S. Rep . 28 ; U. S. v. Forbes, Beasley v. State , 50 Ala . 149 ; Carter

Crabbe R. 558 ; U. S. v . Clarke, 2 v . State , 12 Tex . 500 ; Stuart v . State,

Cranch C. C. R. 158 ; Com .v. Green ,1 57 Tenn. 178, where the right and

Ashm . 289 ; State v. Dillahunt, 3 Har- wrong test was applied .

ring. 551; Roberts v . People, 19 Mich .
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? U. S. v. Clarke, 2 Cranch C. C. antecedent
fits from which

he has re

: U. S. v.
McGlue, 1 Curtis C. C. (N.C.) , 245. See, as to presumption

he was under a delirium at the time ant's mind
has been so far destroyed

the act was
perpetrated, there

being by long continued
habits

of drunken

sibility not to attach where the delirium is the “ remote conse

quence ” of voluntary intoxication , “ superinduced by the ante

cedent exhaustion of the party, arising from gross and habitual

drunkenness. However criminal,” he proceeded to say , “ in a

moral pointof view , such an indulgence is , and however justly a

party may be responsible for his acts arising from it to Almighty

God, human tribunals are generally restricted from punishing

them , since they are not the acts of a reasonable being. Had the

crime been committed when Drew (the defendant) was in a fit

of intoxication , he would have been liable to be convicted of

murder. As he was not then intoxicated , but merely insane

from an abstinence from liquor, he cannot be
pronounced guilty

of the offence. The law looks to the immediate, and not to the

remote cause ; to the actual state of the party, and not to the

causes which remotely produced it . Many species of insanity

arise remotely from what, in a moral view , is a criminal neg

lect or fault of the party ; as from religious melancholy, undue

exposure, extravagant pride, ambition , & c. Yet such insanity

has always been deemed a sufficient excuse for any crime done

under its influence.” 1 In a still earlier case of at least equal

authority,the court told the jury that if they “ should be satis

fied by the evidence that the prisoner, at the time of
committing

the act charged in the
indictment, was in such a state of mental

insanity,not produced by the
immediate effects of

intoxicating

drinks, as not to have been conscious of the moral turpitude of

the act,they should find him not guilty .” 2 And expressly to

this very point is a more recent case, where a federal judge of

high authority told the jury " that if the
defendant was so far

insane as not to know the nature of the act, nor whether it was

wrong or not, he is not punishable, although such delirium tre

mens is produced by the voluntary use of
intoxicating liquors ."

no presumption of its existence from

covered. State v . Sewell, 3 Jones Law

of continuance of insanity, Wharton

Crim . Ev. $ 730.

Where it is shown that the defend

1 U.S.v. Drew ,
supra.

R. 158.

R. 1 .

When
delirium

tremens is set up as

a defence, the
prisoner must show that
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tion does

not excul

$ 49.]

§ 49. Temporary insanity, produced immediately by intoxi

cation , does not destroy responsibility ,where the patient,

Voluntary
when sane and responsible, made himself voluntarily

intoxicated . There can be no doubt on this point, either

pate . on principle, policy, or authority . Drunkenness , so

long as it does not prostrate the faculties, cannot be distin

guished from any other kind of passion . If the man who is mad

dened by an unprovoked attack upon his person , his reputation,

or his honor, be nevertheless criminally responsible, — if hot

blood form no defence to the fact of guilt,
- it would be an ex

traordinary anomaly if drunkenness voluntarily assumed should

have that effect, independently of all extraneous provocation

whatever. If, as is claimed , - or else there is no ground for the

exception, drunkenness so incapacitates the reason as to make

it at least partially incapable of distinguishing between rightand

wrong, or else so inflames the passions as to make restraint un

supportable, then comes in the familiar principle that the man

who voluntarily assumes an attitude , or does an act which is

likely to produce death in others , is responsible for the conse

quences, even though he had at the time no specific intention to

take the life of any one.
Thus, if a man breaking an unruly

horse wilfully ride him among a crowd of persons, the probable

danger being great and apparent, or if a workman, from sport

ormischief, slide a plank from the top of a roof into a crowded

street, or if a manufacturer deliberately and knowingly leave in

the cellar of an uninhabited house a keg of powder, and death

ensue, it is murder at common law.1
And so it must also be

held that the steamboat captain who deliberately dashes his boat

into a crowd of smaller craft, so that life is taken , is in like man

ner responsible. There can be no question as to this . The man

who voluntarily arms himself with weapons of destruction, and

then throws them hap-hazard among the innocent and unoffend

ing, without even the excuse of specific malice or provocation, is

at least as dangerous as the assassin who picks out his victim in

advance. Against the last there may be some checks : against

ness as to render him mentally incom- 26 Ind . 422 ; Cluck v. State, 40 Ind .

petent for the intelligent commission

of crime, thismental incapacity is held 1 See infra , SS 108 et seq.

a sufficient defence . Bailey v . State ,

263.
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cape it ;

" 2

the first none. Caution may ward off the one, or innocence es

but to the other the most innocent and benevolent

would be as likely to fall victim as the most depraved . The

mind in the one case may be inflamed with revenge, that

“ Wild Justice ," as Bacon calls it, — which, though no defence, is

yet capable of being reached by reason and averted by care. But

in the other, the impulse is mere gross sensual indulgence, and

the blow cannot be anticipated by sagacity, or escaped by inof

fensiveness. And as a mere matter of legal policy , the same po

sition holds good. There rarely could be a conviction for homi

cide if drunkenness avoided
responsibility.1 Sir E. Coke tells

us,calling in for the purpose the Roman law ,by which he is fully

sustained : “ As for a drunkard who is
voluntarius daemon , he

bath,as has been said, no privilege thereby , but what hurt or ill

soever he doth his
drunkenness doth aggravate it. Omne crimen

ebrietas et incendit et detegit .”

And although now drunkenness cannot be said to aggravate a crime in a judicial sense, yet

it is well settled that it forms no defence to the fact of guilt.

Thus Judge Story, in a case already cited, after noticing that

insanity,as a general rule, produces
irresponsibility, went on to

say : " An exception is, when the crime is committed by a party

while in a fit of
intoxication , the law allowing not a man to

avail himself of the excuse of his own gross vice and miscon

duct to shelter himself from the legal
consequences of such

crime.” Lord Hale said :

“ The third sort of madness is that

which is dementia affectata,namely,
drunkenness. This vice doth

deprive a man of his reason, and puts many men into a per

fect but temporary frenzy ; but by the laws of England such a

person shall have no privileges by his voluntary contracted mad

ness, but shall have the same judgment as if he were in his

And so Parke, B., a very
authoritative English

crown judge, said to a jury in 1837 : “ I must also tell

a man makes himself
voluntarily drunk it is no excuse for

any crime he may commit whilst he is so ; he takes the conse

quences of his own voluntary act, or most crimes would go un

1 Gabbett C. L. 9 ; and see a learned

article in 6 Law Rep. (N. S.) 554.

right
senses. 3

if

you, that

* See 1 W. & S.Med . Jur. § 207.

2 Co. Litt. 247 a .

* 1 Hale , 7; 4 Black . Com . 26;
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Intoxica

tion admis

sible to de

termine

punished,"

" 1 And Alderson, B., said in 1836 : “ If a man chooses

to get drunk , it is his own voluntary act ; it is very
different

from madness, which is not caused by any act of the person .

That voluntary species of madness which it is in a party's power

to abstain from he must answer for.” 2 In barmony with this

is the unbroken current of English authority.8

§ 50. In this country the same position has been taken with

marked uniformity , it being held that voluntary drunkenness is

no defence to the factum of guilt ; 4 the only point about which

there has been any fluctuation being the extent to which evi

dence of drunkenness is receivable to determine the exactness of

the intent, or the extent of deliberation .

$ 51. While intoxication per se is no defence to the fact of

guilt , yet when the question of intent or premeditation

concerned , evidence of it is admissible for the pur

pose of determining the precise degree. - Great caution

degree .
is necessary in the application of this doctrine to pros

ecutions for homicides and other violent crimes, for, as has al

ready been remarked , there are few cases of premeditated vio

lence in which the defendant does not previously nerve himself

for the encounter by liquor , and there would in future be none at

all, if the fact of being in liquor at the time is enough to dis

1 R. v . Thomas, 7 C. & P. 817. Welch, 21 Minn . 22; State v . John,

2 R. v. Meakin , 7 C. & P. 297. 8 Ired . 330 ; State v . Stark, 1 Strobh .

8 Burrow's case, 1 Lewin C. C. 75 ; 479 ; Mercer v . State , 17 Ga. 146 ;

Rennie's case, 1 Lewin C. C. 76 ; R. Golden v. State, 25 Ga. 527 ; Choice

v. Ayes, R. & R. 165; R.v . Gamlen, v. State, 31 Ga. 424 ; Estes v . State ,

1 F. & F.60 ; 1 Russell on Crimes, 8 .
55 Ga. 30 ; State v . Bullock , 13 Ala.

4 U. S. v. Clarke, 2 Cranch C. C. 413; State v. Coleman , 27 La. An.

R. 158 ; U. S. v. McGlue , 1 Curtis C. 691; Kelly v. State, 3 Sm . & Mar.

C. R. 1 ; U. S. v. Cornell, 2 Mason , 518 ; Schaller v. State, 14 Mo. 502;

91; U. S. v . Drew , 5 Mason , 28 ; U. State v. Harlow , 21 Mo. 446 ; State

S. v . Forbes, Crabbe, 558 ; Com . v .
v. Dearing ,65 Mo. 530 ; Smith v .Com .

Hawkins, 3 Gray , 463 ; Com . v. Ma- 1 Duvall, 224 ; Golliber v. Com . 2

lone, 114 Mass.295 ; Kenney v. Peo- Duv. 163 ; Cornwall v. State,Mar. &

ple,31 N. Y.330 ; People v. Robin- Yerg. 147; Swan v. State, 4 Humph.

son, 1 Parker C. R. 649; People v. 136 ; Pirtle v. State, 9 Humph. 663;

Hammill, 2 Parker C. R. 223 ; People Carter v. State, 12 Tex. 500 ; People

v. Robinson, Ibid. 235; People v. Pine, v. Lewis, 36 Cal. 531. Intoxication is

2 Barb. 566 ; Resp. v. Weidle, 2 Dall. no defence in an indietment for per

88; Boswell v. Com . 20 Grat. 860; jury. People v. Willey , 2 Parker C.

Gillooley v . State, 58 Ind . 182 ; State R. (N. Y.) 19.

V. White , 14 Kans. 538 ; State v .
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fendant's
counsel

requested
the court

drunkenness
, while

it may be a cir

to show that there was no
motive or it mitigates

the offence
. The properintention to commit the crime ofmur- rule is , that one in a state

of voluntary
der, that the jury should find a ver-

drunkenness
is subject

to the same

prove the existence of
premeditation. The true view , therefore,

would seem to be, not that the fact of liquor having been taken is

of
any value when malice is proved to have

preëxisted , but that

when there is no evidence of
premeditation

aliunde, and the de

fendant is proved at the time of the
occurrence to have been in a

state of mental confusion of which drink was the cause , the fact

of such mental
confusion may be received to show that the de

fendant was at the time in hot blood , making him
peculiarly

susceptible to supposed insult.? The same view is applicable to

1 See infra , $ 54.

dict of
manslaughter.” The court re* See cases discussed infra , $ 54 ; fused, and it was held that the charge

and see People v.Rogers, 18 N. Y. 9 ; should have been given , as the ques

Jones v. Com . 75 Penn . St. 403; tion of intent was material to the de

Keenan v. Com . 44 Penn. St. 55; gree of the crime. Rogers v. People,

State v. Garvey, 11 Minn. 154 ; State 3 Parker C. R. (N. Y.) 632 ; S. C. in

v.McCants , 1 Speers, 382 ; Jones v . error, 18 N. Y. 9. For advanced doc

State , 29 Ga. 594 ; Malone v. State , trine as to same point, see Smith v.

49Ga. 210; Haile v.State, 11 Humph . Com . 1 Duvall, 224 ; Blimm v. Com . 7

154 ; Dawson v. State, 16 Ind. 428; Bush (Ky.), 320 ; which , however, are

Cluck v.State,40 Ind. 263; McIntyre greatly qualified in
Shannahan v.Com .

v. People, 38 III. 514 ; People v.

8 Bush , 463. In the latter case, decidedWilliams,43 Cal.344; Ferrell v. State, in 1871, the court, in an unanimous

43 Tex. 503 ; Wenz v. State , 1 Tex . opinion, said : “ We are not to be un

Ap. 36.

derstood ,however,asdetermining thatInNew York, on a trial of an indict- the fact of
drunkenness in a case like

ment for murderwith a club in a sud- this is
incompetent testimony before

den affray, itwas held
admissible to

a jury upon the question of malice .
prove thatthe prisoner was intoxicated Malice, express or implied, must be

at the time; and where awitness, then proven in order to constitute the crime

present, well knowing the prisoner, of murder,and in the absence of this

after describing his appearance and proof no conviction can be had for

conduct,was asked to give his opinion such an offence; and evidence as to

whether the prisoner was intoxicated, the condition of the accused at the

and the court excluded such evidence, time of the killing, whether drunk or

this was held ground for a new trial. sober,should be
permitted to go to the

Eastwood v. People, 3 Parker C. R. jury, in
connection with other facts,in

(N.X.)25. But see Kenny v. People,
determining the question of malice.

What we do adjudge is, that in theSo on a trial for murder, the de- trial of a case like this, the fact of

to charge“ that if it appeared from cumstance showing the absence of

the evidence that the condition of the malice , should not be singled out from

prisoner from
intoxication wassuch as the other proof, and the jury told that

4 Tiffany (31 N. Y.), 330 .
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to take life.

all cases in which it is necessary to prove a specific intent.
“ If

the existence of a specific intention,” says Sir J. Stephen,1 v is

essential to the commission of a crime, the fact that an offender

was drunk when he did the act which , if coupled with that in

tention , would constitute such crime, should be taken into account

by the jury in deciding whether he had that intention .” 2

$ 52. Hence drunkenness is material under the statutes resolv

ingmurder into two degrees, in which the distinguish

Especiallyas to intent ing test is a specific intent to take life. In the Phila

delphia riot cases of 1844, where it was shown that

bodies of men were inflamed by sectarian and local prejudices,

and blinded by a wild apprehension of danger to such an extent

as to make them incapable of discrimination
, or of precise or

specific purpose, it was held that they could not be considered as

guilty of that species of “ wilful and deliberate " murder which

constitutesmurder in the first degree. Analogous to this is the

case of the drunkard , who in a fight slays an antagonist without

any prior premeditation . In his intoxication he may be inca

pable of such mental action as the term "
premeditated

” de

scribes, or of forming a “ specific intent " to take life. And yet

at the same time, at common law , the offence might, strictly

speaking , fall under the head of murder, for it would possess the

incident of malice, would be independent
of that of provocation

,

and would be prompted
by a determination

to inflict great bodily

hurt. Under such circumstances
the offence may be ranked as

murder in the second degree, and this has repeatedly
been de

cided by the courts.4

rule of conduct, and to the same rules

v. Com . 1 Duvall, 224 , and Blimm v .

and principles of law , that a sober Com . 7 Bush, 320, involving similar

man is; and that when a provocation questions, those cases are overruled so

is offered , and the one offering it is far as they conflict with the principles

killed , if it mitigatesthe offence of the of this opinion .” Pryor , Ch. J., Shan

man drunk , it should also mitigate the nahan v. Com . 8 Bush , 463 .

offence of the man sober. We feel
1 Dig . Crim . Law , art. 28 .

that public policy, the demands of so

2 To this is cited R. v . Cruse, 8 C.

ciety , and , more than all, the wisdom & P. 541.

and justice of the law , require that the
8 Wharton on Homicide, $ 191.

principles herein established should be
* State v. Johnson , 41 Conn. 584;

adhered to and as a different con

Penns. v . M'Fall, Add . 255 ; Com . v.

struction is placed by many upon the Haggerty, Lewis C. L. 403; Kelly ;

law as declared by this court in Smith Com . 1 Grant,484 ; Jones v. Com . 75
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And so as

to other

of intent.

$ 53. The same considerationsapply to the question of specific

intent in other relations. Thus in an Ohio case it was

properly held, that when the charge was knowingly

passing counterfeit money , wit intent to cheat, the questions

drunkenness of the defendant at the time of the offence

was a fit subject for the consideration of the jury, there being

no ground to suppose that the defendant knew the money to be

counterfeit before he was drunk. To perjury, also , drunkenness

may be a defence. And when the defendant was indicted for

an attempt to commit suicide by drowning, and it was alleged

that she was at the time unconscious of the nature of her act

from drunkenness, Jervis, C. J., said to the jury : “ If the prisoner

was so drunk as not to know what she was about, how can you

find that she intended to destroy herself ? ” 4 So, again, when

the charge was assault with intent to murder,Patterson, J.,said :

" A person may be so drunk as to be utterly unable to form any

and yet he
may be guilty of very great violence .

Ifyou are not satisfied that the prisoners, or either of them , had

formed a positive intention of murdering the child , you may find

them guilty of an assault.” 5

$ 54. Beyond this the advance has been fluctuating . The

furthest step taken was in an English case, decided in 1819,6

where Holroyd, J., is reported by Sir W. Russell, who adopts

his opinion as text law , to have said that the fact of drunken

intention at all,

Penn.St. 403; Com . v. Hart, 2 Brewst. capable of a specific intent to take

546; Com . v. Jones, 1 Leigh, 598 ; life.
Boswell v. Com . 20 Grat. 860 ; Raf

1 See R.v . Monkhouse , 4 Cox C. C.
ferty v.People, 66 Ill. 118 ; Smith v .

55 ; R. v . Stopford , 11 Cox C. C. 643.
State, 4 Neb . 277; Swan v. State , 4

2 Pigman v. State , 15 Ohio , 555 ,

Humph.136; Pirtle v.State,9 Humph. which case was afterwards considered

663; Haile v. State, 11 Humph. 154 ; and confined to its peculiar state of

Statev. Bullock, 13 Ala. 413 ; Kelly facts, in Nichols v. State, 8 Ohio St.

v. State, 3 Sm . & M. 518 ; State v .

435. See, to the same point, U. S. v.
Harlow ,21 Mo. 446; State v.White, Roudenbush, 1 Bald. 514. But see

14Kans.538; People v. Belencia, 21 State v. Avery, 44 N. H. 392.

Cal. 544 ; People v.Williams,43 Cal.
3 Lytle v. State , 31 Ohio St. 196 .

344. See infra, § 389. See, however,
4 R. v. Moore , 3 C. & K. 319; 6

Law Rep. (N. S.) 581.
The question left to the jury in such

5 R. v. Cruse, 8 C. & P. 541. See

cases is,whether the defendant's men- Mooney v. State, 33 Ala. 419.

• R. v.Grindley , 1 Russ. on Cr. 12 ,

Estes v. State , 55 Ga. 30 .

tal condition was such that he was

note t.
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But not so

as to re

duce re

malice is

shown.

§ 54.

ness might be taken into consideration to determine the question

whether an act was premeditated or done only with sudden heat

and impulse. This would make drunkenness an item

in every question of provocation or hot blood ,and would

sponsibil of course open the way to the same difficulties as to

ity when general policy which we have already pointed out in an

other connection. In 1835 , however, this case was ex

pressly repudiated by Park, J., who said , in referring to Holroyd ,

J.'s language, as just given : “ Highly
Highly as I respect that late ex

cellent judge, I differ from him , and my brother Littledale agrees

with me. He once acted upon that case, but afterwards retracted

his opinion . There is no doubt that that case is not law . I

think there would be no safety in human life if it were to be

considered as law .” 1 But the very next year, Alderson , B.,

in

a case of stabbing , retraced at least a part of the retreat which

had been thus so emphatically sounded .
“ It is my duty to tell

you,” he said , “ that the prisoner being intoxicated
does not

alter the nature of the offence. If a man chooses to get drunk ,

it is his own voluntary
act ; it is very different

from a madness

which is not caused by any act of the person.' That voluntary

species of madness which it is in a party's power to abstain from

he must answer for. However , with regard to the intention ,

drunkenness
may perhaps be adverted to, according

to the nature

of the instrument
used . If a man uses a stick , you would not

infer a malicious
intent so strongly against him , if drunk,when

he made an intemperate
use of it, as you would if he had used a

different kind of weapon ; but where a dangerous
instrument

is

used ,which, if used ,must produce grievous bodily harm ,drunk

enness can have no effect on the consideration
of the malicious

in

tent of the party .'

." ? Perhaps this is doing nomore than reiterat

ing the principle we have already announced , thatwhen there is

evidence of sober premeditation , intermediate drunkenness can

not be received to affect the question of intent; but that,when

there is no such evidence , it can . And it would hardly be pos

sible to strain farther than this the following charge, in 1837,by

Parke, B. (to be distinguished from Park , J., whose opinion, two

years before has been just noticed ) : “ I must tell you, that if a

1 R. v. Carroll, 7 C. & P. 145.

2 R. v. Meakin , 7 C. & P. 297; and

see R. v. Gamlen, 1 F. & F. 90.
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Humph.663; Swan v. State, 4 Humph . v . Meakin , 7 C. & P. 297; U. S. v.

136 ;
Haile v. State, 11

Humph . 154 ; Cornell, 2 Mason , 91 ; Com . v . Haw

.
Hammill, 2 Parker C. R. (N. Y.) State , 33 Ala. 419 ; People v. Bel

State v. Harlow , 21 Mo. (6 Bennett ) kins, 3 Gray, 463; State v. Johnson
,

[ $ 54 .

man makes himself voluntarily drunk, that is no excuse for any

crime he may commit while he is so ; he must take the conse

quence of his own voluntary act, or most crimes would otherwise

be unpunished. But drunkenness may be taken into considera

tion in cases where what the law deems sufficient provocation

has been given ; because the question is, in such cases, whether

the fatal act is to be attributed to the passion of anger,excited

by the previous provocation, and that passion is more easily ex

citable in a person when in a state of intoxication than when he

is sober. So,where the question is, whether words have been

uttered with a deliberate purpose, or are merely low and idle ex

pressions, the drunkenness of the person uttering them is proper

to be considered . But if there is really a previousdetermination

to resent a slight affront in a barbarous manner, the state of

drunkenness in which the prisoner was ought not to be regarded ,

for it would furnish no excuse . You will decide whether the

subsequent act does not furnish the best means of judging what

the nature of the previous expression really was.
" 1

The American cases presentthe same general result, depending in princi

ple, if not in terms, on the position that where the encounter

was sudden, and the defendant, prior to such encounter, had no

malice or old grudge,
intoxication at the time of the encounter

can be taken into
consideration , to ascertain whether the defend

ant, when under a legal provocation , acted from malice or from

sudden passion,2 and whether there was
deliberation , or a specific

intention to take life. But under ordinary
circumstances when

malice is inferable aliunde, the court will tell the jury that vol

untary intoxication does not lower the offence to
manslaughter.

" R.v. Thomas, 7 C. & P. 817.

446 ; Jones v. State , 29 Geo. 594 ;
* U. S.v. Roudenbush, 1Bald.514 ; Golden v. State, 25 Geo. 527; State

Com.v.Hawkins,3Gray,463; People v. Bullock, 13 'Ala. 413; Mooney v.

v. Robinson , Ibid . 235; encia , 21 Cal. 544; People v . King,

Keenan v.Com .44 Penn. St. 55; Penn. 27 Cal. 507 ; People v. Williams,

v. M'Fall, Add. 255 ;
Cornwall v .

State,Mart. & Yer. 147; Kelly v .State, 316 .
43 Cal. 344 ; State v. Bell , 29 Iowa,

3 Supra , $ 52.

4 R. v. Carroll, 7 C. & P. 145 ; R.

223;
People

5 Sm . & Mars. 518 ; State v. Mc

Cants,1Speers, 384 ; Pirtle v. State, 9
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And, under
any

circumstances, the intoxication must be coupled

with the act . Thus évidence that the defendant was in the habit

at times of drinking to excess, and of the effect of this habit

upon his mind , is incompetent unless confined to a period within

a few days of the homicide.1

$ 55. Interesting questions may arise as to what “ voluntary ”

" Volun
is . There may

who from constitutional pe

culiarities are so susceptible to stimulants that on even

tioned by slight indulgence they become virtually insane. If such

persons are aware of this infirmity, and nevertheless

voluntarily take the stimulant, their subsequent insane condition ,

if it be only special and temporary, is no defence. But what if

they are not aware of this peculiarity of their constitution ? Or

how is it if such susceptibility instead of being constitutional, so

that they can have notice of it, is exceptional, induced by some

peculiar temporary debility or disease ? Is a man who under

such abnormal conditions is maddened by a quantity of wine,

which on former occasions he wisely and soberly used as a mere

tonic, to be regarded as making himself voluntarily mad ?? This

question is elsewhere fully discussed . It is enough now to say

that the tendency both of argument and authority.is to answer

the question in the negative. And a fortiori is this the case

where the stimulant is given through the mistake or misconduct

of others.

41 Conn. 584 ; Friery v. People, 2 1 Real v. People, 3 Hand (42 N.

Keyes, 424'; Penns. v.M'Fall, Add. Y.), 270; and see supra , § 48.

255 ; Boswell v. State, 20 Grat. 860 ;
? See State v. Johnson, 40 Conn.

Nichols v . State, 8 Ohio St. 435 ; Mc- 136 .

Intyre v . People , 38 Ill. 514 ; State v . 8 1 W. & S.Med . Jur. $ 211.

Bullock , 13 Ala . 413; State v . Dear
4 Roberts v. People, 19 Mich. 401 ;

ing, 65 Mo. 530 ; State v. Mullen, 14 Rogers v. State, 33 Ind. 543 ; but see

La. An. 570 ; Shannahan v. Com . 8 Choice v . State, 31 Ga. 424 .

Bush , 463, qualifying prior cases cited

6 See People v. Robinson , 2 Parker

§ 51; State v. Thompson, 12 Nev. C. R. 235 .

140, and cases cited supra, $ 50.
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PRACTICE IN CASES OF INSANITY.

however , failed to show that the
defence was an

incorrect
one ;

Witness

7. Practice in Cases of Insanity .

$ 56. The mode of examining witnesses called to testify as to

sanity is examined in detail in another work.1

At present it may be sufficient to recapitulate the mavisive

following conclusions :

(1.) Non-experts as well as experts may be asked tion.

whether in their opinion a party whom they had the opportunity

to observe was at the time drunk .

(2.) Such being the case,wemust also hold that as to condi

tions equally patent to the lay mind ,

e. g . stupor, dementia ,amentia ,
paralysis,

a non -expert as well as an expert may give

based on

observa

his opinion .

(3.) When acts of doubtful signification are put in evidence

by a non-expert,he is not entitled to give his opinion as to san

ity,since this is a matter of which the jury are as qualified to

judge as he is.

(4.) As to hypothetical cases an expertmay be examined , but

not a non-expert.

(5.) The weight of authority is that intelligent attendants,

who have lived continuously with a party, may give an opinion

as to his sanity, though they are not specialists in
psychological

disease.

§ 57. Whatever may once have been thought, it is now settled

that the defence of insanity may be taken by the friends Defence

and counsel of a prisoner, even though this course be taken to

objected to by himself. Thus in an English case, a

man was indicted for shooting at his wife with intent cused.

to murder her, and was defended by counsel who set up for him

the defence ofinsanity. The prisoner, however, objected to such

a defence, asserting that he was not insane, and wasallowed to

suggest questions, to be put by the judge to the witnesses for the

prosecution,to negative the supposition that he was insane; and

the judge also, at the request of the prisoner,allowed additional
witnesses to be called on his behalf for the same purpose. They,

but,on the contrary, their evidence tended to establish it more

2 State v. Patten, 10 La. Ann. R.

friends of

the ac

1 Whart. Crim . Ev. & 417 .

299 .
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Issue to be

tried by

clearly, and the prisoner was acquitted on the ground of insan

ity . To refuse this right to the guardian or friends of the ac

cused would be to assume his sanity , which is the question at

issue.

§ 58. By the common law , if it be doubtfulwhether a criminal

who, at his trial, in appearance is a lunatic, be such in

truth or not, the issue shall be tried by the jury who

jury . are charged to try the indictment, or, being a collateral

issue, the fact may be pleaded and replied to ore tenus and a

venire awarded , returnable instanter , in the nature of an inquest

of office. If it be found by the jury that the party only feigns

himself lunatic, and he refuse to answer, he was, before the 7 &

8 Geo. 4 , c. 28, s. 2, dealt with as one who stood mute, and as

if he had confessed the indictment ; but now , by virtue of that

enactment, a plea of not guilty may be pleaded. The principal

point to be considered by the jury under that statute is, whether

the defendant is of sufficient intellect to comprehend the course

of the proceedings on the trial, so as to be able to make a proper

defence.

1 R. v . Pearce, 9 C. & P. 667. jury , by reason of insanity, the jury,

2 Bac. Ab . “ Idiot " (B ) ; R. v . in giving their verdict of not guilty ,

Ley , i Lewin , 239 ; 1 Russ. C. & shall state itwas given for such cause ;

M. 14. See 1 Hawk. c . 1 , s. 4 ; R. v . and thereupon, if his discharge or

Haswell, R. & R.458.
going at large is deemed manifestly

8 Fost. 46 ; 1 Lev .61 ; Russ. C. & dangerous to the peace and safety of

M., by Greaves, 14 .
the community, the court may order

4 See R. v. Pritchard, 7 C.& P.303, him to be committed to one of the

305 ; 1 Lewin , 84 , S. C.
state lunatic hospitals; otherwise he

In Massachusetts, where one, hav- shall be discharged.”
Gen. Stat. c.

ing committed a homicide, wassent to 173, $ 17.
See 7 Gray, 584 ; Rev.

the house of correction , pursuant to Stat. Mass. c. 138, s. 13. In the same

Stat. 1797, c.61, s. 3, as a person dan- State, in case of insanity, “ the grand

gerous to go at large, and was then jury shall certify that fact to the

tried for murder and acquitted on the court,” and thereupon the court is re

ground ofinsanity,the court remanded quired to take order on the premises.

him to the house of correction till he Ibid . c . 136, s. 15 .

See Gen. Stat.

should be duly discharged
. Com . v .

c . 171, § 15. In New York , it has

Meriam , 7 Mass. 168. See Com . v . been judicially held that the test of

Braley, 1 Mass. 103; 13 Mass. 299 ; insanity,when set up to bar a trial,

Com . v . Battis, 1 Mass. 95. But by is, whether the prisoner is mentally

theGeneral Statutes it is provided that competent to make a rational defence.

“ when any person indicted for an
Freeman v. People, 4 Denio, 9. On a

offence is, on trial, acquitted by the preliminary trial to determinewhether
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[ $ 60.

if it is
satisfactorily proved that such R. & R.458 ; Atty. Gen. v . Parnther

,

person is
insane, said judge may dis- 4 Brown

C. C. 409 ; R. v . Layton
,

4
McGinnis v . Com . 74 Penn . St. 245 ; Wheeler

v . State
, 34 Ohio

St. 394 ;

viction de

cution .

$ 59. If a party under sentence of death becomes insane after

conviction , execution is to be deferred.1 It has been

Insanity
ruled in such case that evidence of the convict's mental after con

condition at the time of the commission of the crime is fers exe

admissible to illustrate his present condition, provided

there be other evidence of present insanity, but if there be no

other evidence of present insanity it is not admissible.?

§ 60. By the common law , every man is presumed to be sane

until the contrary be proved ; and the better opinion is, Burden is

on party

that when insanity is set up by the
defendant, it must

disputingbe proved as a substantive fact by the party alleging sanity.

it,on whom lies the burden of proof. The finding of an in

quisition of lunacy, which is admissible,shifts the burden.

the defendant is sane enough to make and order his safe custody and removal

a rational defence, the defendant is to one of the state lunatic asylums,”

not entitled to
peremptory challenges; & c .

but challenges for cause may be made.

In Pennsylvania , the revised act
Ibid .

( 1860) provides for a special verdictBy the New York Revised Statutes, in case of insanity on a preliminary

“ no actdone by a person in a state of issue .

insanity canbe punished as an offence ;

In Tennessee, under the statute, inand no insane person can be tried, sanity , in order to justify confinement

sentenced to any punishment, or pun- in the insane asylum ,mustbe specially

ished for any crime or offence,while pleaded. Coldwellv. State, 3 Baxter,
he continues in that state. 2 Rev. 418 .

Stat. 582-3. In the same State , by

1 Hale's Sum . 10 ; 1 Hawk. c. 1, § 3 ;the Act of May 17, 1869, chap. 895 , 4 Black . Com . 24.

" if any person in
confinement under

Spann v. State , 47 Ga. 553.

In Pennsylvania , when insanity ismurder,or attempt at murder,shall ap- set up asa bar to sentence, the ques

pear to be insane, the county judge of tion of a jury trial is at the discretion

thecounty where he is contined shall of the court. Laros v. Com . 84 Penn .

institute a careful
investigation, call St. 200.

two or more
respectable physicians

It has been held not error to re
and other credible witnesses, invite quire a defendant to plead “ not guil

the district attorney to aid in the ex- ty,” in addition to his special plea of

amination, and if it be deemed neces- insanity. Long v. State, 38 Ga.491.

8 Whart. on Crim . Ev. § 336 ; R.

v . Stokes, 3 C. & K. 188 ; R. v . Taytendance of witnesses and jurors ;and lor, 4 Cox C. C. 155 ; R. v. Haswell,

indictment for the crime of arson , or 2

sary , call a jury,and for that
purpose

is fully
empowered to

compel the at

charge such
person

from
imprisonment, 4 Cox C. C. 149; U. S. v. Lawrence ,

Whart. Crim .Ev. § 336.
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§ 61. Three distinct theories have been propounded as to the

degree of evidence requisite to justify a conviction on the issue

of insanity .
The first is that insanity , as a defence of confession and avoid

Conflicting ance, must be proved beyond reasonable doubt ; and

theories as that unless this be done, the jury , the case of the pros

ecution being otherwise proved , are to convict. This

is expressed by Hornblower, C. J., as follows: " The

sanity .
proof of insanity at the time of committing the act

ought to be as clear and satisfactory, in order to acquit him on

the ground of insanity, as the proof of committing the act ought

to be to find a saneman guilty .” Such is the English rule.?

The second is that the jury are to be governed by the pre

ponderance of evidence ; and are not to require insanity to be

made outbeyond reasonable doubt.3 This view is maintained in

Maine; 4 in Massachusetts ; 5 in New York ;6 in Pennsylvania ;'

in Ohio ; 8 in North Carolina ; 9 in California ; 10 in Iowa ; 11 and

in Arkansas.12

4 Cranch C. C.514 ; U. S. v . McGlue, 4 State v. Lawrence, 57 Me. 574

1 Curtis, 1; Com . v. Eddy, 7 Gray,583; ( 1870 ) .
State v . Spencer, 1 Zabriskie, 202 ; 6 Com . v. Eddy, 7Gray, 583 ; Com .

State v. Brandon, 8 Jones N.C. 463 ;
v . Rogers, 7 Met. 500 ; Com . v . Heath ,

State v . Starke, i Strobhart, 479 ; 11 Gray, 303.

State v. Brinyea, Ala . 241 ; People
• See People v . McCann , 16 N. Y.

v. Myers , 20 Cal. 518; Boswell v . 58 ; Ferris v. People, 35 N. Y. 125 ;

Com . 20 Grattan , 860 ; Loeffner v . Walter v . People , 32 N. Y. 147. See

State, 10 Ohio St. 598 .

argument by Mr. H. L. Clinton in

1 State v. Spencer, 1 Zabriskie, 202. New York Senate, April 15, 1873. In

As to presumptions
in cases of in- Flanagan v. People, 52 N. Y. 467,

sanity , see Whart. Crim . Ev. § 729. Andrews, J., stated that all that was

2 1 W. & St. Med . J. SS 225 ,
decided in People v. McCann was

226 .
that it was error to rule that insanity

8 See Com . v. Eddy, 7 Gray, 583 ; must bemade out beyond reasonable

Com . v . Rogers, 7 Met. 500 ; Loeff- doubt.

ner v. State , 10 Ohio St. 598.
In Brotherton v. People,N. Y.Court

? Lynch v. Com . 77 Penn. St. 205 ;

Com . v. Ortwein , 76 Penn. St. 414 .

See Com . v. Winnemore, 1 Brewst.

356 ; Com . v . Haggerty , Lewis Cr.

L. 402; Meyers v . Com . 83 Penn. St.

Laros v . Com . 84 Penn. St. 200.

8 Loeffner v . State, 10 Ohio St.

598; Bergin v. State , 31 Ohio St. 111 .

• State v. Starling, 6 Jones N. C.

366 ; State v . Brandon , 8 Jones N. C.

463.

10 People v. Coffman, 24 Cal. 230.

11 State v . Felter , 32 Iowa, 49.

12 McKenzie v . State , 26 Ark. 334 .

As to Indiana, see Mitchell v . State,

63 Ind. 27

131 ;
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2 U. S. v .
Lancaster

, 7 Biss. 440 ; 414 ; S. P., Wright
v . People

, 4 Nev .

Smith v. Com . 1
Duvall (Ky.) , 224 , 407 ; State v . Crawford

, 11 Kans
. 32.

1

A third view is , that in such an issue the prosecution must

prove sanity beyond reasonable doubt. Thus, in a case in Mich

igan ,in 1869, while it was admitted that sanity was the normal

condition of the mind, and that the prosecution might rest upon

the presumption that the accused was sane when he committed

the act, until it was overcome by the opposite case , it was never

theless determined , that, when any evidence which tends to over

throw that presumption is given , the jury are to examine, weigh ,

and pass upon it, with the
understanding that, although the ini

tiative in presenting the evidence is taken by the defence, the

prosecution is bound to establish this part of the case as fully as

it is bound to establish other essential incidents of guilt.

Similar views have been maintained by other American courts ;

and it has been not infrequently ruled ,that, where there is rea

sonable doubt as to sanity , the jury must acquit.?

§ 62. The conflict which has been just noticed has arisen from

the habit of viewing the plea of insanity as an ordinary defence

of the nature of confession and avoidance . Such , however, is

not the case. It is rather in the nature of a plea to the juris

diction, or a motion to change the venue.

The defendant,through his counsel and friends, comes in and says that he is

not amenable to penal jurisdiction . He is not a moral agent;

he is insane ; he is not the object of penaldiscipline.

Such a

of App. 1878,the trialcourt charged : though in a subsequent case this was

* This allegation of insanity is an af- qualified by saying that a mere doubt

firmative issue, which the defendant was not enough ; the doubt must be

is bound to prove,and you must be truly reasonable. Kriel v. Com . 5
satisfied from the testimony

introduced Bush, 362.

See also Polk v . State,by him that hewasinsane.” Itwas also 19 Ind. 170 ; State v. Marler, 2 Ala.

charged that if “ thereisa well- found- 43 ; People v. McCann , 16 N. Y. 58.

ed doubtwhether this man was insane And see,to same effect, State v. Jones,

at the time he fired the pistol you will 50 N. H. 369 ; Bradley v. State, 31

acquit him.” This was held to be no Ind . 492 ; Stevens v. State, 31 Ind.

ground for revèrsal. The prisoner, it 485 ; Dove v. State, 3 Heisk . 348.

Such, also , is the later view in Illiwas not sane. Sanity is presumed, nois. Hopps v. People, 31 Ill. 385 ;

or inter- Chase v . People, 40 Ill. 352 , overrul

People , 23 Ill. 283 ; and

in Missouri, State v. Smith , 53 Mo.

267, as explaining State v . Klingler ,

43 Mo. 127; State v . Hundley, 46 Mo.

wasruled,was bound to prove that he

and
whoever denies sanity ,

poses a defence
founded upon insan- ing Fisher v .

ity, must prove it. The
judgmentwas

affirmed .

* * People v.Garbutt, 17 Mich. 9.
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plea may

be regarded , when it is set up for the purpose
of show

ing entire unamenability to penal process, as a purely extrinsic

application , to be made out by a preponderance of proof. Other

wise the law approaches those charged with crime as a wolf in

sheep's clothing. To hold that a reasonable doubt as to a de

fendant's sanity should require his permanent imprisonment as a

dangerous lunatic would be to turn a maxim , apparently benig

nant, into an instrument of gross oppression. A man is tried for

an assault. The jury have a reasonable doubt of his sanity, and

find him , under the statutes, a dangerous lunatic ; and this is a nec

essary consequence of the doctrine here criticised. Yet from such

a consequence we revolt. To extinguish a man's civil existence,

to place him under close confinement for life, to deprive him of

the control of his estate and of access to his family, — something

more than reasonable doubt should be required . For so totalan

extinction , not only of liberty but of civil and social capacity, we

should at least exact a preponderance of proof. The difficulty is

attributable to the fact that most cases in which insanity comes

up as a defence are those of murder ; and to be decreed to be

civiliter mortuus, and to be imprisoned as a dangerous lunatic, is

better than to be hung. But the principle weare here discussing

applies to all criminal prosecutions; and if a reasonable doubt as

to sanity requires a verdict of dangerous lunacy, under the stat

utes, in a homicide case, it requires such a verdict in a case of

assault. If in the former case the court must instruct the jury

to give a verdict of dangerous lunacy if they have a reasonable

doubt, the sameinstruction must be given in the latter case.

But supposing insanity is set up, not for the purpose of trans

ferring the defendant to the category of non -responsible agents,

but for the purpose of meeting the allegation of malice in the

indictment, does the same rule apply ? Supposing, in other

words, the defence is : “ We do not say that the defendant is a

maniac, or an idiot, who is to be put in custody as permanently

and dangerously insane, and is to have his civil existence ter

minated ; but wesay that he is predisposed to insanity, and that

when excited his reason is so swept away by the current of this

insane tendency , that he is incapable of deliberate intent.” Are

we here to concede that reasonable doubt as to the defendant's

capacity in this respect is to acquit ; or must we here also , in
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Stokes, 3 C. & K. 185; R. v. Layton , St. Med . Jur. SS61-4; State v . Spencer
,

order to acquit, require that such incapacity should be made out

by a preponderance of proof ? Falling back on the reasoning

heretofore expressed , we must hold that when a defendant is

charged with a deliberate homicide, and he offers evidence to

show that the condition of his mind was such (by reason of in

sanepredisposition ) that he wa incapable at the time of delib

eration, then , if the jury has a reasonable doubt as to such ca

pacity, he is to be acquitted of the higher grade and convicted

of the lower grade of the offence. And this is conceded even

by those courts who hold that on the question of insanity, as an

absolute bar, theremust be a
preponderance of proof. Indeed ,

when we examine the reasoning of the courts of
Pennsylvania

and
Massachusetts in the group of cases which relate to the

question of reasonable doubt, we find that the distinction here

expressed lies at the basis of their
adjudications. To find a de

fendant irresponsible requires a
preponderance of proof. But

whenever there are various grades in an offence, then a reasona

ble doubt as to whether the higher grade exists requires a find

ing for the lower grade. And whenever intent is a necessary

constituent of the offence, then a
reasonable doubt as to intent

requires an acquittal. If there be a logical
inconsistency in the

views just expressed, such
inconsistency must be defended by an

appeal to the maxim in dubio mitius.1 If, on an
indictment for

an assault, insanity is suspected by the jury , and if a verdict of

insanity would subject the
defendant to far more rigorous pen

alties than a conviction of assault , then there can be no verdict

of insanity, simply because of a
reasonable doubt of sanity . On

the other hand , on an
indictment for murder, where a conviction

would impose severer penalties than a verdict of insanity, doubts

must tell in favor of the more benignant application of the law .

§63. When insanity of a
permanent type is shown to have

existed prior to the
commission of an act, it will be in- Insanity to

ferred to have
continued, unless the

contrary be

down to the time of the act. It is
otherwise,

however, duct.

This is
emphatically affirmed in 4 Cox C. C. 149 ;

Cartwright v. Cart

theRoman law. " In poenalibus causis wright, 1
Phillimore Eccl. R. 100;

L. Hoge u .Fisher, 1 Pet. C. C. 163; Hix

v . Whittemore , 4 Met. 545; 1 Jarm .

on Wills (2d Am . ed .) , 65; 1 Wh. &

proved,

be inferred

from con

benignius
interpretandum est.”

155. § 2. D. 50. 17.

?Whart. Crim . Ev. § 730 ; R. v .
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And from

when the proof is of temporary or spasmodic mania,' or of de

lirium tremens.?

Evidence , therefore , of prior insane conduct and declarations

may be received on a trial for an act alleged to have been in

sane ; 3 and so may that of subsequent attacks of derangement,

if connected in system with the defendant's condition at the time

of the offence.5

$ 64. As facts from which insanity may be inferred , it is ad

missible to prove epilepsy ; 6 cerebral peculiarities ; and

physical

peculiari

anomalies of sensibility , pulse, secretion ; 7 and to put

in evidence the history, conversation, writings, and de

portment of the patient, so far as they bear on the issue.8

It is admissible, in order to show mental incapacity, when the

defendant, under trial for larceny , has been shown to be an

opium -eater,and to have been deprived of his accustomed supply

of the drug , to prove by competent testimony the effect of such

deprivation on his mental condition .

$ 65. As a rule , it is competent to prove insanity in

hereditary the family of the party whose sanity is under examina

tendency :
tion . 10

ties.

9

And from

1 Zabriskie, 196 ; State v. Huting, 21
insane at some period before or after

Mo.464 ; State v. Brinyea, 5 Ala. 241; wards. People v. March , 6 Cal. 543.

State v. Stark , 1 Strobh. 479 ; State
4 See 1 W. & S. Med. Jur. $ 378 ;

v. Wilner , 40 Wis. 304 ; State v. People v. March , 6 Cal. 543.

Reddick , 7 Kans. 143.
6 Com . v. Pomeroy, 117 Mass. 143.

1 Ibid . ; State v. Reddick , 7 Kans. 8 1 W. & S. Med. Jur. $ 470. See

143; Lewis v. Baird, 3 McLean, 56 ; Laros v. Com . 84 Penn. St. 200.

People v . Francis, 38 Cal. 183.
? Ibid . § 347. But it hasbeen ruled

2 State v. Sewell, 3 Jones Law (N. that family and neighborhood reputa

C.), 245 ; People v. Francis, supra ; tion is not admissible to prove that the

State v . Reddick , supra. prisoner was permanently injured in

3 Whart. on Cr. Ev. § 731 ; R. v . his mind, by reason of a wound which

Haswell, R. & R.458; Vance v . Com . he had received . Choice v . State, 31

2 Virginia Cases, 132; U. S. v. Sharp , Ga. 424.

1 Peters C. C. 118; McAllister v .
8 Whart. & S.Med. Jur. SS 378–88.

State, 17 Ala. 434 ; McLean v . State , See Whart. Crim . Ev. § 731.

16 Ala. 672; Lake v . People , 1 Parker 9 Rogers v. State, 33 Ind. 543.

C.R.495 ; State v .Mewherter,46 Iowa,
10 1 Wh. & St. Med. Jur. $ 372 ; R.

88. Insanity of the prisoner , at the
v. Tucket, 1 Cox C. C. 103 ; R.v . Ox

instant of the commission of the of- ford, 9 C. & P.525 ; Smith v.Kramer,

fence, can only be established by evi 1 Amer. Law Reg. 353 ; Bradley v.

dence tending to prove that he was State, 31 Ind . 492 ; State v. Felter,25

lowa,67; People v. Garbutt, 17 Mich.
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? 1 W.& S.Med. Jur. § 376 ; Whart. Whart. & St. Med . Jur. $$ 482-4
.

It has been said thatwhere hereditary insanity is offered as an

excuse for crime, it must appear that the kind of insanity pro

posed to be proven is no temporary malady, and that it is noto

rious, and of the same species as that with which other members

of the family have been afflicted . “But this last qualification

cannot be sustained , as insanity rarely descends in the same com

mon type, but varies with individuals.?

Of course proof of hereditary insanity can only be admitted

as cumulative evidence . By itself, the insanity of ancestors is

no defence.3

Evidence that certain causes might induce insanity is not ad

missible without laying or offering to lay a basis of proof to show

that insanity actually existed .

7. Other Forms of
Unconsciousne88.

§ 66. Other forms of
unconsciousness may be noticed as con

stituting a defence to a criminal charge. A man may Other

commit an injury when asleep, as when in a state of

sleep-walking or somnambulism . Or hemay be under sciousness

the influence of opium ,or of ether,or other anodynes. defence.

The question then arises, was the defendant at the time of the

act a free agent ? If not, the act is not criminally imputable to

bim. But wehave to keep in mind two possible conditions which

may greatly vary the case. If the abnormal state was artificially

induced in order to facilitate the commission of the crime, then

the offence is
malicious. If such state was

negligently induced ,

then the defendant may be chargeable with a negligent offence.

9. Thus insanity of uncles has been

8 See Snow v. Benton, 28 Ill. 306 .received in evidence ; Baxter v . Ab- In Laros v. Com . 84 Penn. St. 200, it

bott,7 Gray, 71; and even of collat- is ruled that such evidence is not com

eral descendants from a common an- petentuntil evidence of the defend

cestor three generations back . Com . ant's own insanity is given. See

0. Andrews,cited 1 W.& S.Med . Jur. People v. Pine , 2 Barb. 566 ; State v.

$ 375 ; Edmund'scase, Ibid .; and see Christmas, 6 Jones N.C.471.

4 Sawyer v . State , 35 Ind. 80 ;State v. Christmas, 6 Jones N. Bradley v. State ,31 Ind .492.

6 See these cases discussed in 1

6
Rogers v. State, 33 Ind. 543.
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II. INFANTS.

§ 67. Until an infant arrives at the age of seven , he cannot

be convicted of a criminal offence. Under that age

the infant may be chastised by his parents or tutors,

pot penally but cannot be judicially punished , for he cannot be

guilty in such a way as involves the ordinary penalty of

crime.1

Infants un

der seven

ble.

12.

1 1 Inst. 2 ; Burn's Justice ( 29th L. Corn. de fals. (48. 10.) Impuberem

ed .) , tit. Children ; 1 Hale , 19, 20 ; in hoc Edictum incidere dicendum non

4 Bla . Com . 23 ; R. v . Giles, i est, quoniam falsi crimine vix possit

Moody C. C. 166 ; Marsh v. Loader, teneri, quum dolusmalus in eam aeta

14 C. B. N. S. 535 ; People v . Town- tem non cadit. L. 111. pr. D. de reg.

send , 3 Hill (N. Y.) , 479. The Ro- iur. (50. 17.) L. 1. § 4. C. de fals.

man common law is to the same ef- monet. ( 9. 24.) Viduas autem ac pu

fect : Plinius Nat. Hist. xviii. 3. pillos speciali dignos indulgentia credi

Frugem quidem aratro quaesi- dimus
impuberes vero , etiamsi

tam furtim noctu pavisse ac secuisse , conscii fuerint, nullum sustineant de

puberi xii. tabulis capitale erat, sus- trimentum , quia aetas eorum , quid

pensumque Cereri necari iubebant, videat, ignorat. L. 7. C. de poen. (9.

gravius quam in homicidio convictum : 47.) Impunitas delicti propteraetatem

impubem Praetoris arbitratu verberari non datur, si modo in ea quis sit, in

noxiamque
duplione decerni. Gellius quam crimen , quod intenditur, cadere

xi. 18 . Ex ceteris autem manifestis potest. H. J. Engelkens Spec. quo

furibus liberos verberari addicique narrantur, quae de imputatione
ad

iusserunt (Decemviri) ei, cui factum poenam propter aetatis defectum vel

furtum esset, si modo id luci fecissent, plane vel partim cessante legibus in

neque se telo defendissent
: servositem veniuntur constituta . Groningae, 1834,

furtimanifesti prensosverberibus
affici pp. 8–20 . Hélie, in his Théorie du

et e saxo praecipitari
, sed pueros im- code pénal (ii. p. 166), thus speaks :

puberes Praetoris arbitratu verberari Il est une autre distinction
encore sur

voluerunt, noxamque ab his factam laquelle notre Code est muet, et que

sarciri . Infantes,” (under seven réclament cependant à la fois la jus

years), by the Code, are absolutely tice et l'humanité
. Il est un âge où

irresponsible
. Of " impuberes” (be- l'innocence

de l'agent est une certi

tween seven and twelve or fourteen, tude ; cet âge est la première enfance.

respectively
),the responsibility

is de- La loine doit pas livrer à la justice

termined by the question, « si jam des enfants dans lesquels ilest impos

doli v. culpae capaces sint. '
This is sible de supposer un discernement

determined notmerely bythe corporeal quelconque de l'action qu'ils ont com

and mental developmentoftheindivid- mise. Elle ne doit pas permettre que

ual, but by the nature of the offence. leur vie soit flétrie à l'avance par un

L. 1. § 32. L. 14. D. de SC. Silan. (29. jugement public , lorsque leur inno

5.) L. 23. D.de furt. (47. 2.) L. 2. & cence est évidente.

Au reste ,

19. D. vi bon . rapt. (47.8.) L. 3. § 1.

D.de iniur. (47. 10.) L.22. pr. D.

cette disposition ne serait une innova

tion que dans notre législation . Nous
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Between

con an infant

$ 68. Between the age of seven and fourteen
responsibility is

conditioned on capacity . If it appear that a child

within these limits is capaz doli, which is to be deter- seven and

mined by the
circumstances of the case ,

he
may

be
victed and condemned .

It is a primâ facie presumption of law that under

fourteen the child is not capax doli. As to a child under seven ,

this presumption is
irrebuttable. As to a child between seven

and fourteen the presumption is rebuttable, the burden of over

throwing it being on the prosecution ; the intensity of proof

varying with age and other
circumstances.2

capax doli

may be
convicted .

avons rappelé plus haut que le droit sur la selette un enfant qui n'a pas

romain etla loi anglaise plaçaient jus- huit ou neuf ans accomplis, c'est un

qu'à l'âge de sept ans les enfants à scandale, c'est un acte afligeant qui

l'abri de toute poursuite. Le Code n'aura jamais
l'assentiment de la con

pénal
d'Autriche a été plusloin encore

science publique . C'est une éducation
. L'assentiment des législateurs qu'il faut donner à ces petits infor

proclamedonc commeun fait qu'il est tunés;on ne peut songer à leur infliger

un âge (que cetâge se termine à sept, une peine..... Qu'on ne dise pas que

neuf ou dix ans) où l'enfant est irre nos craintes n'ont aucun fondement,

sponsable de tous ses actes. Et, en que des enfans de cet âge ne sont

effet, on ne peut méconnaître qu'à jamais poursuivis. Encore tout récem

cette époque de la vie,l'enfant,
mêmement les papiers publics nous ont ap

plus intelligent,n'a qu'une percep- pris qu'un enfant de sept ans avait
tion incomplète de l'action qu'il com

été traduit devant un tribunal franmet. Sans doute cette règle peut çais.

n'être pas d'une vérité absolue ; sans

1 R.v.Groombridge, 7 C. & P. 582 ;doute quelques cas
exceptionnels pour- R. v. Vanplew , 3 Fost. & F. 520; State

ront être signalés :mais la sùreté pub- v. Doherty, 2 Tenn . 80 ; State v.Guild,

lique ne sera point compromise, par 5 Halst. 163; Willet v. Com . 13 Bush,

cela seul que quelques coupables de 230 ; Godfrey v. State ,31 Ala. 323.

cet âge
échapperaient à la

répression

2 Ibid . ; Hale's Sum . 43 ; 1 Hawk .
qu'ils auraient méritée ; et l'on ne

c . 1. s. 8 ; 4 Bla . Com . 24 ; R. v . Wild ,
doit pas se hâter de flétrir dans son

1 Mood. C. C. 452; R. v . Smith , L. &perme la vie de ces jeunes enfants C. 607 ; R. v. Owen, 4 C. & P. 236 ;

dontil est difficile de prouver la crim- R. v.Smith , 1 Cox C. C. 260 ; Com .

inalité. With this may be grouped v. Elliot , 4 Law Rep. 329; State v.

the following from Rossi (Traité ii. Learnard ,41 Vt. 585 ; Com . v.Mead ,

p. 165) Mais tout en fixant à l'âge 10 Allen,398; Willet v. Com . 13 Bush ,
de seize ans environ le point de dé

See note in 1 Green's Cr. R.
bilité,il n'est pas

rationnel de s'arrêresponsa- 402.

According to an enlightened Ger

man jurist and statesman, the age ofposer un enfant de septou huit ans à criminal
responsibility is

postponed in

• Placer proportion to the extent to which the

part pour la
présomption de 230 .

ter à cette unique
distinction, et d'ex

etre
traduit en

justice. .
VOL.L.

7
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fourteen

of rape .

An exceptional case is reported in New Jersey, where a boy

of twelve years was convicted , on his own confession, imper

fectly sustained by circumstantial
corroboration , of murder, and

was sentenced and executed.1

It is agreed on all sides that when fourteen arrives criminal

responsibility
attaches.2

§ 69. A boy under fourteen is presumed by law unable to

Boy under

commit a rape, and therefore, it seems, cannot be guilty

of it ; and though in other felonies malitia supplet

presumedincapable aetatem in some cases, yet it seems as to rape the law

presumes him impotent as well as wanting discretion.3

Nor at common law is any evidence admissible to show that

in fact he had arrived at the full state of puberty, and could

commit the offence. But he may be a principal in the second

degree, if he aid and assist in the commission of this offence, as

with other felonies, and it appear that he had a mischievous dis

cretion ; for the excuse of impotency will not in such case ap

ply . And though an infant under fourteen cannot be convicted

of an assault with intent to commit a rape ; 6 he may be convicted

of an assault under the 7 Will. 4 , s. 1 ; 10 Vict. c. 85 , s. 11.7

After he passes fourteen, the presumption vanishes; and in a

seven

State assumes the responsibility of the 558. But see contra, People v. Ran

education of its children . “ The bet- dolph, 2 Parker C. R. 174 ; Williams

ter the school discipline, themore con

v. State , 14 Ohio, 222 ; Moorev. State,

fidently can the State defer to riper 17 Ohio St. 521, where the presump

years the application of penal justice.” tion is held rebuttable ; and see more

Thus, while in the Roman and canon fully infra, § 551. See State v. Pugh,

law responsibility
began at

7 Jones N. C. 61.

years, in modern Germany it does not 61 Hale, 630 .
See cases infra , §

begin till twelve.” . Schaper, in Holtz . 211.

Straf. ii. 161.

6 R. v . Eldershaw , 3 C. & P. 396 ;

1 State v. Guild, 5 Halsted, 163. R.v.Groombridge
, 1 C.& P. 582;R.

See also State v. Bostick , 4 Harring- v. Philips,

C. & P. 736 ; R. v . Jor

ton , 563.

dan, 9 C. & P. 118 ; R. v . Brimilow , 2

2 State v. Goin , 9 Humph. 175 ; Mood. C. C. 122 ; S. C., 9 C. & P. 366 ;

State v. Bostick, 4 Harring. 563; State State v. Sam , Winston N. C. 300 ;

v. Handy, Ibid. 566; Irby v. State, 32 State v. Pugh, 7 Jones N. C..61.

Ga. 496 .

See contra , Com . v. Green, 2 Pick.

8 1 Hale , 630 . And see R. v. El- 380; People v. Randolph, 2 Parker

dershaw , 3 C. & P.396 ; R. v.Groom- C. R.174 ; Williamsv. State, 14 Obio,

bridge, 7 C. & P. 582.
222.

4 R. v . Philips, 8 C. & P. 736 ; R.

v . Jordan , 9 C. & P. 118 ; Lewis C. L. 9 C. & P. 366, S. C.

7 R.v . Brimilow , 2 Mood . C.C.122 ;
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child ,
when

committing the act, must her .
Whenever a person committing

is well
illustrated by the case of R. the

presumption
of law is, that he or

case in Delaware, a boy just arrived at that age was convicted

of the consummated offence.1

$ 70. An infant, under the limitations which have been above

expressed , may be guilty of forcible entry , if concerned Infant's

in actual personal violence, and the justices may fine liability in

him therefor ; though it is doubtful whether under the cases.

old English statutes he could be imprisoned for this offence. As

to other
misdemeanors attended with a notorious breach of the

peace,such as riot, battery, or the like , an infant is liable under

the above limitations,4 and he is indictable for perjury or cheat

ing. But it is otherwiseas to quasi civil suits. Thus,an infant

under twenty-one is not responsible for not repairing a bridge or

highway, or other such acts of omission of civil duty,ộ though he

may be convicted on a penal statute.7 An infant under seven

cannot be indicted for a nuisance on his land.8

$ 71. As will hereafter be seen , an infant over fourteen , who

falsely claims to be of age, and thus obtains

money, isindictable for false pretences . But this can only be boulesfor

done when there is nothing in the infant's appearance sentations

to put parties dealing with him on inquiry

as to the
true facts .

State v. Handy, 4 Harrington, (1830 ), where a girl ten years of age
566. Infra, $ 551.

was indicted for stealing coals. It was
? 1 Hawk . c. 24, s. 35 .

proved that she was standing by a3 1 Hawk. c . 64, s. 35 .

large heap of coals belonging to the
* 1 Hale,20, 21; 4 Bla. Com . 22; prosecutor, and that she had a basket

Bullock v. Babcock , 3 Wend . 391.

upon her head containing a few coals..3 Bac. Abr.Infancy (H.). Infra, which the girl herself said she had
$$ 1148-9.

taken from the heap. Littledale, J.,R.v. Sutton,5 N.& M.353; Bla. in summing up to the jury, remarked :
Com . 22 ; Co. Lit. 257.

• In this case there are two questions:See4 Bla . Com . 308 ; 2 B. & P. First, did the prisoner take the coals?

93, 530; 2 T. R. 545.

and second, if she did , had she at thev. Townsend, 3 Hill N. time a guilty knowledge that she was

doing wrong ? The prisoner is only

ten years of age, and unless you are. The presumption of law in favor satisfied by the evidence that, in com

of infants under fourteen,and the ne- mitting this offence,sheknew that she

cessity of
satisfying the jury that the

was doing wrong, you ought to acquit

a felony is under fourteen years
of age ,

Infant lia

as to age.

*
People

Y. 479.

• Infra, § 1149 .

haveknown thathe was doing
wrong,

Owen,4
Carrington & Payne, 236

she has not sufficient capacity to know
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fantmay

fourteen years

§ 72. ]

§ 72. Upon a presentment against an infant for a misde

When in meanor,

he has a right to appear and defend himself in

appear by person or by attorney, and it is an error to assign him

attorney . a guardian , and to try the case on a plea pleaded for

him by the guardian.

that it is wrong;and such person ought sumption of law arises at all;and that

not to be convicted unless there be which is termed a malicious intent, a

evidence to satisfy the jury that the guilty knowledge that he was doing

party, at the time of the offence, had wrong, must be proved by the evi

a guilty knowledge that he or she was dence , and cannot be presumed from

doing wrong.' The jury returned a the mere commission of the act.'

verdict of · Not guilty ; ' adding, We “ This fact of guilty knowledge may

do not think the prisoner had any often be proved from the circumstances

guilty knowledge.'

of the case; as, if the prisoner con

“ So in People v . Davis, 1 Wheeler ceals himself, denies the act, or in any

C. C. 230 (1823), in an indictmentfor way shows a consciousness that he was

larceny, the defendant being not yet doing wrong.
old by a few weeks, the “ Thus in the case of State 1. Doher

taking was clearly proved ,but no evi- ty , 2 Tenn . 80 (1806), where a girl

dence was offered of his capacity to between twelve and thirteen years of

commit crime, and the jury was in- age was indicted for murder, the jury

structed that the law presumes an in

was instructed , “ That if an infant is

fant under fourteen incapable of com under fourteen and not less than seven ,

mitting crim 'and in order to show the presumption of law was that he

his liability, it was necessary to prove could not discern between right and

his capacity,' and there being no evi- wrong. But this presumption is re

dence either way upon the point, the moved , if, from the circumstances, it

defendant was acquitted . The same

appears the person discovered a con

principle was adopted in Walker's sciousness of wrong.'

case, 5 City Hall Recorder, 137 (1820). " That this fact of guilty knowledge

“ This doctrine was again distinctly may appear from the circumstances of

affirmed in The Queen v . Smith , 1
the case, see Stage's case, 5 City Hall

Cox C. C.260 (1845 ),where a boy ten Recorder, 177 (1821), where a boy of

years of age was indicted for mali- the age of eight years was indicted for

ciously setting fire to a hay-rick . The the larceny of a lady's dressing-box

act of firing was clearly proved , but and jewelry. The owner detected the

there was no proof of a malicious in- boy going out of the house with the

tention . Erle , J., told the jury, box under his arm ; she seized him ,

•Where a child is under the age of and he tried to bite her and retain the

seven years, the law presumes him in- box by force ; he then began to cry,

capable of committing a crime; after and said another boy told him to take

the age of fourteen he is presumed to away the box. No other evidence of

be responsible for his actions as en- capacity was offered. The jury were

tirely as if he were forty ; but between told that they must be satisfied that

the ages of seven and fourteen no pre- he had a capacity of knowing good

1 Word v . Com . 3 Leigh, 743.
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State v.Smith, Phill. (N. C.) L. 302. ( 1616 ) ; R. v. Crofts
, 2 Strange

, 1120 .

ferable

from cir

cumstances .

sions of in

fants ad

0.
Upchurch , Ibid . 465 ; Mather v . 146 ; Mulvey v . State, 43 Ala . 316 .

§ 73. When age can be ascertained by inspection, the court

and jury must decide. But ordinarily opinion of med- Age is in

ical experts is admissible to prove age . And age

is

generally inferable from circumstances.

$ 74.We have elsewhere seen 3 that no conviction should be

permitted to rest on a confession without proof of the Confes

corpus delicti, and that a confession is dependent for

credibility on the character and circumstances of the missible.

declarant. To children these cautions are peculiarly applicable ,

as from their immaturity and
inexperience they are likely to in

dulge in loose talk . But a child's confessions, if not elicited by

threats or promises, are technically admissible against him.4

III. FEME COVERTS .

$ 75. There is no technical objection to an indictment naming

the wife singly. It is not necessary that the husband Indictment

should be included as a joint defendant, even though its face

he was living with her at the time, or was jointly par

ticipant with her in the offence. But it is right and wife alone.

proper, in the latter case, that there should be a joinder , and

though a nonjoinder is no defence, and is not
demurrable, the

court may on motion compel it.7 The husband may be singly

indicted for his wife's act done under his command. The indict

ment need not negative coercion.

$ 76.
Indictments against wife jointly with husband are un

doubtedly good on their face, and will be sustained on And so as

demurrer, on arrest of
judgment, or in error.

10 And this to indict

from evil; that this might be proved

5 R. v. Fenner, 1 Siderfin R. 410 ;by extrinsic testimony, or it might 2 Keble, 468 ; R.v. Jordan, 2 Keb.

arise from the
circumstances of the 634 ; R.v. Foxby, 6 Mod . 178 ; R.v .

case." 5 Bost.L. Rep. N. S. 364.

Serjeant, 1 Ry. & Mood. 352; Com .· State v. Arnold, 13 Iredell, 184; v. Lewis, i Met. 151 ; State v. Col

Peoplev.Townsend,3 Hill(N.Y.),479. lins, 1 McCord , 355.

See supra , § 70 ; Wh. Cr. Ev. § 310 .

6 Somerset's 2 St. Trials, 966

7 Rather v . State, 1 Porter , 132.

8 See Com . v . Barry, 115 Mass.

when

against

ments

case ,
Whart. on Crim . Ev. § 532.

* R.v.Wild , 1 Mood .C. C.452 ; R.

Clark,2 Aikens, 209; State v .Guild ,

5 Halsted , 163; State v.
Bostick, 4

Harring. 563.
• State v. Nelson, 29 Maine, 329.

10 R. v. Hammond , 1 Leach, 499;

R. v. Mathews, 1 Eng . L. & E. R.
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Wife's

abatement.

Wife

sumed to

$ 78. ]

against rule has been specifically applied to indictments for as

husband
and wife sault and battery ; 1 for keeping a bawdy house ; 2 for

jointly . keeping a gaming house ; 3 for keeping a tippling

house ; 4 for forcible entry and detainer ; 5 for stealing and re

ceiving ; 6 for murder ; 7 and for treason.8

After a conviction of husband and wife jointly , the court may

affirm the judgment as to the husband, and reverse as to the

wife. But where the offence is joint, the wife cannot be con

victed without the husband.10

$ 77. If a feme covert be indicted as a feme sole, her proper

course is to plead the misnomer in abatement, for if she

misnomer pleads over, she cannot take advantage of it.l1 She

pleaded in
must aver her marriage in her plea, and prove it affirm

atively. 12 The practice on such a plea is elsewhere

discussed.13

$ 78. By the English common law , if a crime of minor grade

be committed by a wife in company with or in the

pre

be acting

presence of her husband , it is a rebuttable presumption

of law that she acted under his immediate coercion.14

It is, however , conceded , that if she commit a crime

operating

of her own voluntary act, or by the bare command of

her husband in his absence, or, as it is held by the old

549 ; 1 Den. C. C. 596 ; R. v . Dixon,

• R. v. Mathews, 1 Eng. L. & E.

10 Mod. 335 ; R. v . Cruse , 8 C. & P.
549 ; 1 Den . C. C. 596 .

541; State v . Nelson , 29 Me. 329; 10 Rather v . State , 1 Porter, 132.

Com . v . Trimmer, Mass. 476 ; Com .

11 R. v . Jones, J.Kel. 37 ; Whart.

v . Tryon, 99 Mass. 442; State v. Bentz , Crim . Plead . & Prac. SS 96 , 423 et seq.

11 Mo. 27; State v . Parkerson , 1

12 R. v . Atkinson, 1 Russ. on Cr. 35;

Strobh . 169 .
R. v . Hassall, 2 C. & P. 434; R. v.

1 R. v. Cruse, 8 C. & P. 541; State Woodward , ó C. & P. 561; R. v.Mc

v . Parkerson, 1 Strobh . 169.

Ginnes, 11 Cox C. C. 391; R. v. Tor

2 R. v . Williams, 10 Mod. 63; 1
pey, 12 Cox C. C. 45.

Hawk . c . 1, s. 12; State v. Bentz , 11

18 Whart. Crim . Plead . & Prac. §

Missouri, 27 .
423 ; Com . v. Neal, 10 Mass. 152;

8 R. v . Dixon , 10 Mod. 335 .
Com . v. Eagan , 103 Mass. 71.

4 Com . v . Murphy , 2 Gray, 510 .

14 Infra , $ 210 ; 1 Hawk . c. 1 ; R. v.

Infra , $ 1509.
Smith , 8 Cox C. C. 27; Davisv . State,

6 State v . Harvey, 3 N.H.65.

15 Ohio , 72; Miller 1. State , 25 Wis.

O R. v . M'Athey, 9 Cox C. C. 251.

384. The Roman law thus speaks:

* R. v. Cruse, 8 C. & P. 541; Com . L. 13. § 7. D. ad L. Iul.de adulter.

v . Chapman , Phil. Pamph. 1831.

(48. 5.) Si quis plane uxorem suam ,

8 Somerville's case, 1 Anderson R.

quum apud hostes esset, adulterium

commisisse arguat, benignius dicetur,

under her

husband's

coercion

when co

in crime.

104 .
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[ $ 79.

to the
harshness of the law in ancient State, 15 Ohio , 72 ; Jones v . State , 5

It
may

fragmentary condition, it is
disfigured

C. 399 ; State v. Collins
, 1 McCord

,

writers, if she be guilty of treason , murder, or robbery, or any

other crime,malum in se, and prohibited by the law of nature ,

or which is heinous in its character or dangerous in its conse

quences, even in company with or by coercion of her husband,

then she is punishable as much as if she were sole.1

be questioned,however, whether the coercion and presence of the

husband, if a defence at all, are not a good defence in all cases,

and whether the exception taken as to the higher grades of fel-,

onies can be maintained . The difficulty , however, is in find

ing,in the present state of society, when the husband is as likely

to support the wife if she is engaged in doing wrong, as the wife

is to support the husband, any reason on which the presumption

is to rest.3

$ 79. In any view , presence of the husband at the timeof the
commission of the crime is necessary to enable this pre

Presump
sumption to apply, but such presence by itself starts tion is re

the presumption . It is sufficient if the presence is near

posse eum accusare iure viri; sed ita by a rule which is tolerable only be

demum adulterium maritus vindicabit, cause it is practically evaded on al

sivim hostium passa non esset : cete

most every occasion where it ought torum quae vim patitur, non est in ea be applied .”

causa ,ut adulterii vel stupri damnetur. 4 1 Hawk . c . 1 , s. 9 ; 1 Hale, 47;

cap. 41. De reg. iur. in vi. (5. 13.) Dalt. c. 157; 4 Bl. Com . 29 ; R. v .

Imputari non debet ei, per quem non Cruse, 8 C. & P. 541 ; 2Moody C. C.

stat, si non faciat, quod per eum fuerat 53, S. C .; R.v. Dixon , 10 Mod. 335 ;

R. v . Fenner , 1 Sid . R. 410 ; R. v .
1 Hale P. C. 45 ; Hawk. bk . i. c. 1; Jordan, 2 Keble,634 ; R.v. Crofts, 2

1 Black. Com. 444; R. v.Knight, 1 C. Strange, 1120 ; R. v. Taylor, 3 Burr.

& P. 116; Com . v. Neal, 10Mass. 154. 1679; R.r. Serjeant, 1 R. & M. 352;

* 1 Russ.on Cr.,by Greaves, 18, 25, R.v. Price, 8 C.& P. 19 ; R.v. Brady,

note; 1 Bishop's Criminal Law , 277 ; 3 Cox C. C.425 ; R. v. Hill, 1 Den .

R. v.Manning, 2 C.& K.887 ; R. v.

C. C. 453 ; R. v . Cohen , 11 Cox C. C.

v. Ward- 99 ; R. v . Hughes, 2 Lewin , 229 ;

State v . Nelson, 29 Me. 329; State v .Sir J. Stephen, Dig. C. L. (note Harvey, 3 N. H.65 ; State v.Potter,
to article 30 ),writes: “ Surely, asmat

42 Vt. 495; Com . v . Martin , 1 Mass.ters now stand, and have stood for a 348 ; Com . v . Trimmer, 1 Mass. 476 ;

time, married women

Com . v. Neal, 10 Mass. 152 ; Com . v.ought, as regards the comunission of Lewis, 1 Met. 151; Com . v. Butler,

crimes,to be on exactly the same foot- 1 Allen, 4 ; Eagan v. Com . 103 Mass.

ing asother people. But owing partly 11; Uhl'scase,6 Gratt.706 ;Davisv.

times,and partly to its uncertain and Blackl. 141 ; State v. Williams,65 N.

buttable.

faciendum .

Smith , 8 Cox C. C. 27 ;

roper , 8 Cox C. C. 284.

great length
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§ 79. ]

enough to putthe wife under the husband's supervision. The

presumption is, however, prima facie only, and may be rebutted ,

either by showing that the wife was the instigator or more active

party,or that thehusband, though present,was incapable of coerc

ing , as that he was a cripple and bedridden , or that the wife was

the stronger of the two, or thatshe was exercising a free volition .?

355; State v. Parkerson , 1 Strobh . 169; 516 ), that itwas done under his coer

State v. Bentz, 11 Mo. 27.
cion ; but it is absolutely necessary

· R. v . Conolly , 2 Lewin , 229; Com . that the husband should , in such a

v . Welch , 97 Mass. 593.

case , be actually present, and taking

? Quinlan v . People, 6 Parker C. R. a part in the transaction. Here it is

9 ; Tabler v. State , 34 Ohio St. 127 ; entirely the act of the wife. It is, in

State v. Parkerson , 1 Strobhart, 169; deed , in consequence of a communica

See 1 Russ. on Cr. 21; R. v. Staple- tion previously with the husband that

ton, 1 Crawf. & Dix Ir. C. C. 163; R. the witness applies to the wife ; but,

v. Price , 8 C. & P. 19 ; R. v. Cruse, 8 she is ready to deal, and has on her

C. & P. 553; R. v. Torpey , 12 Cox person the articles which she delivers

C. C. 45 ; 2 M. C. C. 53 ; R. v . Mat- to the witness. There was a putting

thews, 1 Den . C. C. 596 ; Com . v . off before the husband came ; and it

Trimmer, 1Mass.476 ; Com . v.Eagan , was sufficient if , before that time, she

103 Mass. 71; State v. Williams, 65 did that which was necessary to com

N. C. 398 ; Miller v . State, 25 Wis. plete the crime. The coercion must

Under Arkansas statute , see
be at the time of the act done, and

Edwards v . State, 27 Ark . 493. then the law , out of tenderness, refers

Where a wife, by the incitement of it primâ facie to the coercion of the

her husband, butin his absence,know- husband. But when the crime has

ingly uttered a forged order and cer been completed in his absence,no sub

tificate for the receiving of prizemon
sequent act of his (although it might

ey, itwas held that they might be in- possibly make him an accessary to the

dicted together, the wife as principal felony of the wife) can be referred to

on the 49 Geo . 3 , c. 123, and the hus- whatwas done in his absence.” R.

band as accessary before the fact, at v. Hughes, 2 Lewin , 228; 1 Russell,

common law . Morris's case , 2 Leach , 21.
See also R. v . Hill, 3 New Sess.

1096 ; 1 Russ. 18 ; R. & R. C. C. 270. Cas. 648 ; 1 Den . C. C. 453. In a later

And see R. v. Atkinson , cited 1 Russ. case, however, the common sergeant,

on Cr. 35 ; R. v . Hill, 3 New Sess. Cas.
after consulting Bosanquet and Colt

648; 1 Den. C. C. 453 ; 1 Temp. & M.

man , JJ., held that the wife was enti

150. See 1 Russ. on Cr. 21.
On a tled to an acquittal on an indictment

trial for a similar offence, Thompson, for counterfeiting, where it appeared

B., stopping the counsel for the prose- that she uttered the money in the

cution, said : “ I am very clear as to presence of her husband. R.v. Price,

the law on this point. The law , out 8 C. & P. 19. And a woman who

of tenderness to the wife, if a felony went from shop to shop'uttering base

be committed in the presence of the coin,her husband accompanying her

husband, raises a presumption primâ each time to the door, but not going

facie, and primâ facie only,as is clear- in,was holden by Bayley, J., to be

ly laid down by Lord Hale (1 Hale, under her husband's coercion. Ms.

384 .

:
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MARRIED WOMEN .

Cox C.C. 45. As to
misdemeanors

convicted
jointly

of receiving
stolen

C. & P. 20 ; and i Russ . Cr. p . 145, tion ofthe wife could not be supported
,

So, if a woman receive stolen goods into her house, knowing

them to be such , or lock them up in her chest or chamber, her

husband not knowing thereof ; if her husband , so soon as he

knows the fact, forsake his house and her company, and make

his abode elsewhere, he is not to be charged for her offence ;

though the law otherwise will impute the fault to him , and not

to her.1

Durham Spring Ass. 1829 ; Matthew's note (b ), 5th ed . See , too, R. v. Tor

Digest , 26 ; Conolly's case , 2 Lewin, pey , 12 Cox C.C. 45. As to utter

229.

ing, see R. v . Price , 8 C. & P. 19. As1 Dalt. c. 157.

to false swearing, R. v. Dicks, 1 Russ.
Sir J. Stephen (Dig. Crim . Law , Cr. 34 , 4th ed .

art. 30) summarizes the law as fol In Sellers v . People , 19 Alb . L. J.

lows:

499, N. Y. Ct. App. May 27, 1879,
" If a married woman commits a the following points are given :

theft, or receives stolen goods,know “ A wife will not be held responsi

ing them to be stolen , in the presence ble for a larceny committed by her by

of her husband , she is presumed to coercion of her husband ,or in his com

have acted under his coercion, and pany, which presumes coercion . But

such coercion excuses her act ; but the coercion of his company is only

this presumption may be rebutted if presumed ; and if it appears that she

the
circumstances of the case show

was urged to the offence by him , butthat,in point of fact, she was not co was an inciter of it, she is as respon

erced .

sible as he. If she steals of her own
. It is uncertain how far this prin- will, or by the bare command or pro

ciple applies to felonies in general.

curement of her husband, she is not
" Itdoes not apply to high treason excused . Reg . v. Buncombe , 1 Cox

ormurder .

C. C. 183; Rex v. Hughes, 1 Russ." It probably does not apply to rob on Cr. * 22 (41). As theman Brown,

bery.

claimed to be the husband , was two
"* It applies to uttering counterfeit hundred feet or more away from the

coin .

prisoner at the time of the larceny," It seems to apply to
misdemeanors it was not error for the trial court to

generally."

call the attention of the jury to the
In a note it is said: “ As to high fact, and to charge that it was for

treason, murder, and robbery, see 1

them to say whether it did not rebutHale P.C.45;Dalton,c. 157; 1 Hawk. the presumption of coercion, and

P. C.4; R. v. Buncombe, 1 Cox C. C. whether she was in his presence. A

183; but as to robbery, see Mr. Car- refusal to charge tlrat the facts were

rington's argument in R.v. Cruse, 8 proved from which coercion was to be

C.& P. 556. In R. v. Torpey, the presumed was proper,forthe presence

present recorder of London held that of Brown at the act was not proved.”

Where a husband and wife were

the doctrine applied to robbery . 12

in
general,

see note to R.v. Price, 8 goods, it was bolden that the convic
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For of

fences dis

$ 80. When the offence is one which , from the nature of

things, is imputable to the husband, the presumption of

tinctively

his exclusive agency is peculiarly strong. Hence, a

imputable , feme covert,on whose premises her husband has erected

he is pri a nuisance, cannot be punished criminally for its ex

marily
indictable. istence.1 But the husband and wife together may be

indicted for forcible entry and detainer, though in such case the

wife's punishment will be nominal ; ? and it is said that a mar

ried woman, by her own act (but not in respect to what is done

by others at her command , because all such commands of hers

are void ) , may commit and hence be indictable for the same of

fence. In such case the fine, set upon the wife, shall not be lev

ied upon the husband ; for the husband is to be charged for the

act or default of the wife only when he is made a party to the

action , and judgment is rendered against him and his wife.3

Where the wife is to be considered merely as the servant of

though she had been more active than she pledged the stolen property attwo

her husband, because it had not been different places. At one of the places

left to the jury to say whether she re where she was not known she pledged

ceived the goods in the absence of her it in a false name.
It was held , that

husband . R. v . Archer , 1 Mood. 143. upon this evidence the wife might be

A married woman who swore falsely convicted of stealing the property. R.

that she was next of kin to a person v . Cohen , 18 L. T. 489 ; 11 Cox C.

dying intestate , and so procured ad- C. 99. — C. C. R.

ministration to the effects , was held A married woman who, in the ab

responsible for the offence,though her sence of her husband , sells liquor ille

husband was with her when she took gally, is responsible, unless she prove

the oath . R.v . Dicks, 1 Russ. Cr. 34 that she did so under his command or

(4th ed.) . So, where a husband de- influence. Com . v. Murphy, 2 Gray ,

livered a threatening letter ignorantly, 510; Com . v. Butler, 1 Allen, 4. See

as the agent of the wife, she alone was Com . v . Welch, 97 Mass. 593. Infra,

held to be punishable. R. v. Ham- $ 1509. The husband's declarations to

mond, 1 Leach, 499 ( 3d ed .).
a third party , thatthe wife acted under

A husband and wife were jointly coercion , are inadmissible , being hear

indicted for stealing, and the husband say. Edwards v. State, 27 Ark . 493.

was in the employ of the prosecutors,
1 People v. Townsend , 3 Hill N. Y.

and was seen near the spot when the 479 .

property stolen arrived at the prose 2 State v. Harvey, 3 New Hamp

cutors. The next day the wife was shire, 65.

seen near the place where her husband 8 Dalt. c. 126 ; Hussey's case, 5 Co.

was engaged on his work. She was Rep. 129; Foster's case, 11 Co. Rep.

at a spot where there was no road , 107; Burn's Justice (29th ed.), tit.

with a bundle concealed , and was fol. Wife.

lowed home. On the following day
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fences dis

tinctively

the husband, she will not be answerable for the consequences of

his breach of duty, however fatal, though she may be privy to

his conduct.1

§ 81. A wife living apart from her husband may be indicted

alone, and punished for keeping a disorderly house, or For of

house of ill-fame; ? nor is it any defence that the hus

band was business manager of the house. So she may imputable

be indicted together with her husband, and punished is prima

with him , for the same offence ; for the malfeasance able.

relates to the government of the house , in which the wife has a

principal share, and constitutes an offence which may generally

be presumed to be managed by the intrigues of her sex . She

may be indicted for keeping a gaming house, and when , in the

absence her husband ,though in the house where they live and

trade together, she sells intoxicating liquors under such circum

stances as would, but for her coverture, prove her to be a com

mon seller, she may be indicted as such , unless it appears that

she acted by his command or under his coercion or influence.6

It has been already incidentally noticed that the “ married

women's ” acts, conferring particular business privileges on mar

- Charles Squire,and Hannah his the apprentice,and she had wilfully

wife,were indicted for the murder of withholden it from him , then shewould

a boy ,who was bound as

parish ap- have been guilty ; but that here theprentice to the prisoner Charles; and fact was otherwise ; and therefore ,

it appeared in evidence that both the though in foro conscientiae the wife was

prisoners had used the apprentice in equally guilty with her husband , yet,
a most cruel and barbarous manner,

in point of law , she could not be said
and that the wife had occasionally to be guilty of not providing the ap

committed the cruelties in the ab- prentice with sufficient food and nour

sence of the husband. But the sur

ishment. R. v. Squire & Wife, Staf
geon who opened the body deposed ford Lent Assizes, 1799 ; Burn's Jus

that, in his judgment, the boy died tice , 29th ed .tit. Wife.

from debility and want of proper food

2 R. v . Dixon , 10 Mod. 335 ; Com .
and

nourishment, and not from the

v . Lewis, 1 Met. 151 ; State v. Collins,Wounds which hehad received. Upon 1 McC . 355 ; State v. Bentz, 11 Mo.

this Lawrence, J., directed the jury 27. Infra, &$ 1455, 1509.
that, as the wife was the servant of the

husband ,it was nother duty to provide
8 Com . v . Cheney, 114 Mass. 281.

4 1 Hawk. c. 1, s. 12 ; State v .
the apprentice with sufficient food and Bentz, 11 Mo. 27.
nourishment, and that she was not

6 R.v . Dixon , 10 Mod. 335.
guilty of any breach of duty in neg

6 Commonwealth v. Murphy, 2 Graylecting to do so ; though if the bus- (Mass.),

510 . Supra , $ 79 .

band had allowed
sufficient food for
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In riot and

side hus

band and

wife.

sex ,

ried women , do not change the common law rules of marital

criminal responsibility . Hence, the husband is indictable for

the wife's act in the illegal sale of liquor in their common dom

icil.2

§ 82. It has been held that in cases of conspiracy and riot it

will not suffice to join the husband and wife alone ; and

conspiracy if all the parties named , except the husband and wife,

others be- be acquitted , judgment against the latter will be ar

rested.3 But if an overt act be performed by the wife

apart from her husband, in execution of a conspiracy

concerted by her, or concerning matters distinctively belonging

to her it may be questioned whether in such case she is not

an independent person .

§ 83. The better opinion is , that in cases where a married

woman incites her husband to the commission of a fel

ony, she is an accessary before the fact ; 4 but she can

not be treated as an accessary for receiving her hus

band, knowing that he has committed a felony ;; nor for re

ceiving goods feloniously stolen by him ; & nor for concealing a

felony jointly with her husband. As we have seen , she will not

be answerable for her husband's breach of duty, however fatal,

though she may be privy to his misconduct, if no duty be cast

upon her, and she be merely passive. A husband can be con

victed of knowingly receiving goods stolen by his wife, but not

of receiving goods which she had previously received without

his cognizance, and passed to him.10

Distinctive

rule as to

accessaries.

1 Com . v . Gannon , 97 Mass . 547; 6 R. v. Brooks, 14 Eng . Law & Eq .

Com . v . Welch , Ibid . 593; Com . v. 580 ; Dears. C. Ć . 184 ; 6 Cox C. C.

Barry, 115 Mass. 146. Supra, $ 78 ; 148.

infra , $ 1509. ? Ibid .; 1 Hawk. c . 1 , s. 10 .

2 Infra , $ 1509. 8 R. v . Squire, 1 Russ. 80, 678 (3d

3 1 Hawk. c. 72, s.8 ; Com . v. Man- ed.); Jerv. Arch . (9th ed .) 17.

Su

son , 2 Ashmead, 31. Infra , § 1392; pra, $ 81.

Whart. Plead . & Prac. SS 305, 755. º See infra, $ 992; R. v . M'Athey,

4 1 Hale , 516; 2 Hawk . c. 29, s. 34. L. & C. 250 ; 9 Cox C. C. 251.

6 1 Hale, 47; R. v . Manning, 2 C. 10 R. v . Dring, 7 Cox C. C. 382 ;

& K. 887, 888 . Dears. & B. 329. Infra , $ 992.
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[ $ 84,

That
ignorance

of law is no
defence

an act , in itself
innocent

, penal
. In

office, or
usurpation

of office , see defence
, unless

there
be notice

either

IV . IGNORANT PERSONS.

§ 84. If ignorance of a law were a defence to a prosecution for

breaking such law, there is no law of which a villain

Ignorancewould not be scrupulously ignorant. The more brutal, of law.no

in this view , a man becomes,themore irresponsible would an indict

he be in the eye of the law , and the worst classes of violation of

society would be the most privileged . No penal law law .

could be enforced , because there is no penal law a knowledge

of which, by a due degree of self-
stupefaction , could not be

precluded. As, however, it is a postulate of penal laws that

they should be obeyed , it is a condition of those laws that igno

rance of them should be no defence to an indictment for their

violation.1

1 See Whart. on Negligence, $ 411, Bush , 467. As to
conscientiousness

where this question is fully discussed ; as a defence , see infra, $$ 336, 1715 ;

Wharton on Criminal Evidence, $ 717, that a foreigner cannot set up this

as to presumption of knowledge of defence, see R. v. Barronet, Dears.51;

law. Forrulings to this effect in crim- R.v. Esop , 7 C. & P. 456 ; Cambioso

inal cases see R. v. Price, 3 Per. & v. Maffett, 2 Wash . C. C. 98 .

D.421; 11 Ad. & E.727 ; R. v. Esop, Belief in the
unconstitutionality of

7 C. & P. 456 ; R. v . Good, 1 Car. & a law ; belief in its violation of higher

K. 185 ; R. v. Hoatson, 2 C. & K. law ; belief in its conflict with consci

777; The Ann , 1 Gallis. 62 ; U. S. v .

entious duty , will be no defence to an
Anthony, 11 Blatch. 200 ; U. S. v. indictment for disobedience to such

Learned , 11 Int. Rev. 149 ; State v .

law . U. S. v. Reynolds, 98 U. S. 145.Goodenow, 65 Me. 30 ; Com . v. Bag- And even a
conscientious belief that

ley, 7 Pick . 279 ; Com . v . Elwell, 2

an act is right ( e. g . labor by a Jew onMet. 190 ; Com .v.Goodman, 97 Mass. Sunday in
contravention of the Sun

117; Com . v. Emmons, 98 Mass. 6 ; day laws) will not prevent such act

People v. Powell,63 N. Y. 88 ; Cut- from being indictable when made so

ter v. State, 36 N. J. L. 125 ; Wine- bythe State. Com . v. Has, 122Mass.
hart v. State, 6 Ind. 30 ; State v.

Boyett, 10 Ired . 336 ;
Schuster v.

40 ; Specht v. Com . 8 Penn. St. 312.

In this respect the Roman commonState, 48 Ala. 199 ; Hoover v. State, law is tenderer than the English .

59 Ala. 57; Walker v. State, 2 Swan, When an offence is such jure gentium ,

287; Whitton v. State , 37 Miss. 379 .

then all persons are expected to haveSeeBrentv. State, 43 Ala. 297,to the notice that it is prohibited , and are

effect that the presumption of knowl- liable to
punishment for its commis

edge of law does not extend to future Sion . But it is otherwise, by the Ro

contingent
interpretations

of statutes.

man law , when a government makes
to an

indictment for
misconduct in

this case ignorantia et error juris is a

Com . 14 express or implied . See Savigny,

-infra , $ 1582.
Wayman
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It is no defence to an indictment for a crime that it was the

custom of the country to do the act that constituted the crime.1

use. "

System , iii. pp. 111, 326 . Indeed, bus communibus comprehensa vix al

therewere certain conditions in which legari potest, tum quod talia ex recta

ignorantia legis is charitably assumed. ratione iam innotescant. . . . . Faci

Thus, for instance , the female sex : lius eius ratio habetur circa delicta

D. de L. Corn . de fals. (48. 10.) solis legibus positivis particularibus

L.38. § 2. D. ad L. Iul. de adulter. determinata , quia harum ignorantia

(48. 5.) Quare mulier tunc demum excusatior, nec tantopere culposa est,

eam poenam , quam mares, sustinebit, praeterea his saepe prohibetur, de quo

quum incestum iure gentium prohibi- ne somniando quidem quis cogitavit."

tum admiserit ;nam si sola iuris nostri Juridically , error as to law and

observatio interveniet, mulier ab in- ignorance as to law are equivalent,

cesti crimine erit excusata . So also and it is therefore immaterial which

infancy : L. 38. § 4. D.eod. Fratres of these terms we Savigny,

denique imperatores Claudiae (Clau- System , iii . p . 111, 326.
dio :) crimen incesti propter aetatem Of the rule in the text a marked

remiserunt. L. 2. C. si advers. delict. illustration is to be found in a case de

(2. 35.) matri tamen , quae cided by Judge Hunt,of the United

filiis tutorem aetatis lubrico lapsa non States Supreme Court, at Canandai

petiit, eorum minime denegari succes gua, New York , in June, 1873 , The

sionem convenit. So of rusticity : defendant, Susan B. Anthony,was in

L. 7. & 4. D. de iurisdict. (2. 1. ) L. 3. dicted for illegally voting for repre

§ 22. D.de SC. Silan . (29. 5.) Et si sentatives to Congress, in November,

sciens, non tamen dolo aperuit,aeque 1872. In defence she put in evidence

non tenebitur, si forte per imperitiam , the opinion given to her by learned

vel per rusticitatem ignarus edicti counsel to the effect that she was so

Praetoris vel Senatus-consulti aperuit. entitled to vote. Judge Hunt, how

L. 2. C. de in ius voc. (2. 2.) .... ever, in his charge to the jury, said :

nec in ea re rusticitati venia praebea- “ Two principles apply here. First,

tur, quum naturali ratione honor huis- ignorance of the law excuses no one;

modi personis debeatur. So of mili- second, every person is presumed to

tary service : L. 5. C. de his qui sibi understand and to intend the neces

adscrib. (9. 23.) Quod adhibitus ad sary effects of his own acts. Miss

testamentum commilitonis scribendum , Anthony knew that she was a woman ,

iussu eius servum tibi adscripsisti, pro and that the Constitution of this State

non scripto habetur, et ideo id legatum prohibits her from voting. She in

petere non potes. Sed secutus teno- tended to violate that provision ; in

rem indulgentiae meae poenam legis tended to test it , perhaps, but cer

Corneliae tibi remitto,in quam credo te tainly intended to violate it.

magis errore , quam malitia incidisse.”
necessary effect of her act was to vio

The later doctrine is thus stated by late it, and then she is presumed to

Boehmer, as cited by Geib (Lehr- have intended it . There was no ig

buch , etc. 71) : –

norance of any fact, but all the facts

“ Iuris ignorantia contra delicta legi- being known, she undertook to settle

The

1 Bankers v. State, 4 Ind . 114 ; Penn . v . Lewis, Add . 279.
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times
decided , viz . : that one illegally

he would
submit

the case to the jury ,

[ $ 85.

But on in

with igno

a

§ 85. A distinction , however, is to be noticed in respect to

cases in which the gravamen is negligent ignorance of

law . A public officer, or a lawyer, for instance, is dictments

charged with such negligent ignorance, producing in- gence in

jury to another. In such case he is bound to show application

of law ,that he had the
knowledge of the law usual with good manispaa

specialists of his class. On the other hand , if I throw
chargeable

business into the hands of an agent not
professing to be rance of

specialty.

specialist in the law , he is not liable to me for negli

a principle in her own person . She know the law . ( To this is cited Ham

takes the risk ,and she ought not to ilton » . People , 57 Barbour, 625; State
shrink from the

consequences
. It is

1. Boyett, 10 Ired . 336 ; State v . Hart,said — and some authorities are cited 6 Jones N. C. 389 ; McGuire v . State,

to sustain the position — that there can 7 Humph. 54. And see Com . v . Brad

be no crime unless there is a culpable ford , 9 Met. 268.) No system of

intent; to render one criminally re criminal jurisprudence can be sus

sponsible, a vicious will must be pres- tained upon any other principle. As

ent. A.commits a trespass on theland suming that Miss Anthony believed

of B., and B., thinking and believing she had a right to vote, that fact con

that he has a right to shootan intruder stitutes no defence if in truth she had

upon his premises, kills A. on the not the right. She voluntarily gave

spot. Does B.'s
misapprehension of a vote which was illegal, and thus is

his rights justify his act ? Would a subject to the penalty of the law .”

judgebe justified in charging the jury The defendant was convicted, and

that if satisfied that B. supposed he shortly afterwards the inspectors of

had aright to shoot A., that he was election,who registered the name and

justified,and they should find a verdict received the votes of Miss Anthony

of not guilty ? No judge would make and her co-defendants,were placed on

such a charge. To constitute a crime trial. The proof on the part of the

itis truethat there must be a criminal prosecution was similar to that in the

intent,but it is equally true that knowl

case of Miss Anthony. The defenceedge of the facts of the case is always proved the good faith of the parties

held to supply this intent. An inten- accused in receiving the votes, and

tional killing bears with it
evidence of rested. The defendants' counsel

malice in law,and a desire to promote asked the court to charge the jury,

the welfare of the deceased by his that if the jury believed that the de

transition to a better world would be fendants acted honestly and according

no
justification of the act were it com

to their best judgment, and had only
Whoever, erred in judgment, they should be acwithout justifiable cause,

intentionally quitted . This the courtrefused. Judge

kills his neighbor,is guilty of a crime. Hunt then announced his decision,

The principle is thesame in the case overruling the defence, and stated that

The precise question has been several
instead of ordering a verdict of guilty,

as he did in the case ofMiss Anthony,

voting wasbound and was assumed to with the
instructions that there was no

111

mitted by
a sane man .

before us, and in all
criminal cases.
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gence in not possessing knowledge that he did not pretend to ;

in other words, he is not chargeable with culpa levis. I may

prove that he entered into the agency without such knowledge ;

yet this will not be enough to sustain a verdict against him .

He will be only liable in this respect for gross negligence, or

culpa lata ,which consists in not knowing what every one ought

to know . But if I employ him as an expert in law , then he is

negligent if he enters upon the employment without due knowl

edge, and consequently is chargeable not only with culpa lata ,

but in addition to this, with culpa levis, or with negligence as a

specialist. At the same time it is essential to remember that

the knowledge required of a specialist is not perfect lenowledge, -

for if this were exacted no specialist could escape the imputa

bility of negligence, — but such knowledge as specialists of the

class in question are, under the particular circumstances
, accus

tomed to possess.?
A magistrate , therefore, may set up bona fide non -negligent

ignorance of the law to an indictment for negligence ; 8 though

it is otherwise when such ignorance is negligent.4

justification for the act of the defend- vised that the act was lawful, there

ants, and that in effect, they were all being at the time an express decision

guilty. A verdict of guilty was sub- of the Supreme Court to that effect.

sequently rendered , which was sus 1 See Whart. on Neg. $$ 26, 418,

tained by the court. U. S. v. Anthony, 510, 520, 749; Miller v. Proctor, 20

11 Blatch. 200 ; U. S. v. Taintor, 11

Ohio St. 442 ; and see Whart. on

Blatch . 374. See this case criticised Crim . Ev. $ 724.

2 Green's C. R. 218 , 244 , 275 , 589.
2 See Whart. on Neg . SS 52, 744–9,

In State v. Goodenow , 65 Me. 30, it and Montriou v .
Jeffrys, 2 C. & P.

was held no defence to an indictment
113, where Abbott, C. J., declared

for adultery that the defendants
be that neither attorney, nor counsel, nor

lieved that the female defendant
,her judge is expected

to know all the law ,

husband having married again , could

nor to be liable for mistakes into which

lawfully marry , and that they were so

cautious men may fall. See also R.v.

advised by themagistrate whomarried Mayor, & c. L. R. 3 Q. B.629.

them , they relying upon the opinion

8 R. v . Jackson, 1 T. R. 653; R.v.

of the magistrate in good faith . See Fielding , 2 Burr. 719 .

See Com . v .

R. v . Lucy, C. & M.511 ; State v .

Shed , 1 Mass. 227 ; People v. Coon,

Welsh , 21 Minn.22; Minor v. Hap- 15 Wend. 277; State v. Cutter ,, ?

persett, 53 Mo. 58. Infra , § 1835 .

In Vroom , 125 ; Jacobsv . Com . 2 Leigh ,

Hoover v . State, 59 Ala . 57, it was
709; State v. Gardner, 2 Mo. 22.

held that it was not admissible for the
* R.v . Stukely , 12 Mod .493. Infra,

defendant, on an indictment
for mis $ 1576 .

cegenation
, to prove that he was ad
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for
robbery. His

ignorance
of the act

Heard v . Heard
, 8 Ga. 380.

[ $ 86 .

Mistake

missible to

evil intent.

or that

Statutes

§ 85 a . Cases, also , may occur in which evil intent is a condi

tion precedent to conviction , but in which a mistake of

Here of law ad

law, if proved, would negative such evil intent.

it is admissible to prove such mistake of law . Thus in negative

larceny it is admissible to prove that the defendant took

the goods under a claim of right, however erroneous; 2

he committed an assault under a mistaken
conviction of his legal

rights ; or that an alleged perjury was under advice of coun

sel.* If, however, the ignorance is the result of
negligence, then

the defendantmay be indicted for the
negligence .

$ 86. Publication is the mode by which the will of the sover

eign , as expressed through statute , is made known to

the subject . Themere passage of a statute is not sup- tive until

posed to be a publication until a sufficient period of published.

time has elapsed to enable the statute to bemade known to the

persons affected by it.5

1 See R. v. Langford , C. & M. 602 ; took the wires under a claim of right.

Cutler v. State , 36 N. J. L. 125 ; Dye R. v. Hall, 3 C. & P.409. In R. v.

v.Com . 7 Grat.662 ;Wbart. Crim . Ev. Reed, Car. & Mar. 308 , Coleridge , J.,

§ 724. “ The fact that an offender is said : " Ignorance of the law cannot
ignorant of the law is in no case an

excuse any person , but, at the sameexcuse for his offence,but it may be time, when the question is, with what
relevant to the question whether an

intent a person takes, we cannot helpactwhich would be a crime if accom- looking into their state of mind, as if

panied by a certain intention or other a person takes what he believes to be

state of mind , and not
otherwise , was

his own, it is impossible to say he isin fact
accompanied by that intention guilty of felony." On the other hand ,

or state ofmind or not.” Stephen's in U. S. v. Reynolds, 98 U. S. 145,

Dig.Cr. Law, art. 33, citing Barro- Waite, C. J., said : “
Ignorance of a

1 E. & B. 1 ,where it was

fact may sometimes be taken as a wantheld that if A., a foreigner, unac- of criminal intent,but not
ignorance

quainted with the law of England, of the law.”

kills B.in a duel in
England, A.'s act

Infra , SS 884-9. So as to maliis murder,although he may have sup- cious trespass, Lossen v. State, 62 Ind .

posed it to belawful. Sir J.
Stephen 437.

adds the
following illustration : A., a

8 Infra , SS 455 et seq.
poacher, sets wires for game, which

4 Infra , $ 1249.
are taken by B.,a game-keeper, under

5 R. v . Bailey , R. & R. 1 , where athe authority of an act of
parliament pardon was

recommended on

this
(3Anne,c.14, s.4),of the existence ground ; Ship Cotton Planter,1 Paine,

of which A. is ignorant. A.forcibly 23; U. S.v. 14
Packages,Gilpin, 235;

takes the wires from B.,and is tried though see The Ann, i Gallis. 62;

Det's case ,

2

is
relevant to the

question
whether he

VOL. 1.

8
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$ 87.]

In many jurisdictions, the custom is for statutes to contain

clauses specifying the time at which they shall operate ; and in

some States this is prescribed by constitutional
limitation . As a

rule, however, as is already seen, it is no defence (within the

above limits) that the statute under which the trial takes place

was unknown to the party indicted . In New York , it is pro

vided that no act of the legislature shall take effect until twenty

days after it is passed, unless there be a special provision to the

contrary.1
§ 87. Ignorance or mistake of fact is admissible for the pur

Ignorance pose of negativing a particular intention.2 Thus if a

of factmay man, supposing that he is killing a thief in his own

be proved house, kill one of his own family, he will be guilty, not

of murder, but, at the most, of negligent homicide; 8

11 R. S. 244 , § 12; Barb. C. L. considered as a crime. For the will

and the deed do not correspond.

2 Responsibility, according to Ber (c.) If he acts on a false hypothe

Lehrbuch , § 91, ceases when the sis, which , if correct, would lower the

will and the object are each present, grade of his guilt, the act is to be

but where they do not coalesce, and regarded as correspondingly lowered

the connection between the two is as to responsibility. For instance: A.

prevented. Error facti et aberratio shoots B., whom he supposes to be a

delicti. Under the latter the follow- stranger, but who turns out to be

ing cases are to be noticed :
his father ; this is not parricide, but

(a .) Consequences which by a suit mere homicide. So A. and B.go out

able forecast could nothave been fore- together to steal; but A. is ignorant

seen have no causal connection with that B. is armed . A. is then respon

the will of the actor. Responsibility sible only as principal in a simple, as

cannot attach to them . They are distinguished from an aggravated lar

simply casus. Thus a slight bodily ceny. To this effect are the codes of

injury ,which in the party injured pro- the severalGerman States. This law ,

duces serious results beyond the range it will be observed , is much more len

of calculation , will be imputed to the ient than the Anglo-American, which

actor simply as what it in appearance makes conspirators liable for all their

was. He is not responsible for the co-conspirators' acts committed in

And with pursuit of the common design . The

this accords the North German Code, Roman law supplies the following il

§ 224.
lustrations: $ 5. I. de usucap. (2. 6.)

(..) If he acts on a false hypothesis , Item si is,ad quem ancillae ususfructus

which , if it were correct, would justify

pertinet, partum suum esse credens

his act, this act cannot generally be vendiderit
, aut donaverit, furtum non

ner,

unforeseen consequences.

-
-
-

8 Supra, $ 38; infra, ss 467, 495; Levett, Cro. Car .538. Nullum crimen

1 Hale, 42, 43 ; 4 Bl. Com . 27; R. v. est in casu . Cicero , pro
Planc. c . 14.
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son ,
finding

goods, honestly
believes

Wash . C. C. 205 ; U. S. v . Ortega
, 4

IGNORANCE OF FACT.

[ $ 87.
or if, under an

erroneous
impression that the act is

necessary in

self-defence, he kill the supposed
aggressor, the case is not mur

der, but is
manslaughter or

excusable homicide. So a taking

by mere accident, or in a joke, or
mistaking

another's property

for one's own, is not larceny ; ? nor is a false oath taken under

advice of counsel, in the belief that the
statement was true, per

jury ;: nor is it extortion for an officer to receive money hon

estly believed to be due.4 It has also been held that where an

innocent
merchant vessel so conducts herself as to produce the

belief she is piratical, a vessel
capturing her is not liable to for

feiture. A
prosecution , also, cannot be sustained for resisting an

officer if it appear that the
defendant honestly supposed the pros

ecutor to be a private person . On the other hand, we must re

member that if an
unforeseen

consequence ensue from an act

which is in itself
unlawful,and its

original nature wrong or mis

chievous,the actor may be
criminally

responsible for such conse

quences, although against the party's wish. We may
therefore

conclude that when a
particular intent is

necessary to
constitute

the offence (e. g. in larceny animus furandi ; in
murder, mal

ice), then
ignorance or mistake is

evidence to cancel the pre

sumption of intent, and to work an
acquittal either total or

committit ; furtum enim sine affectu 8 U. S. v. Connor , 3 McLean, 573.
furandinon

committitur. § i. I. de vi

4 State 1. Cutter, 1 Vroom , 125 .
bon. rapt. ( 4. 2.) L. 25. § 6. D.de Infra , § 1576 .

hered . petit . (5. 3.) Scire ad se non

5 TheMarianna Flora , 11 Wheat. 1 .

pertinere utrum is
tantummodo vide- See also Clow v . Wright, Brayt. 118 ;

tur,qui factum scit, an et is, qui in though see U. S. v. Malek Adhel, 2
iure erravit ? Putavit enim recte How . 210 .

factum
testamentum ,quum inutile erat,

6 Infra , § 649 ; R. v . Ricketts , 3

vel

quum eum alius
praecederet ag- Camp. 68 ; Yates v.

People, 32 N. Y.

natus,sibipotius deferri. Etnon puto 509 ; Logue v.Com . 38 Penn. St. 265.

hunc esse praedonem , qui dolo caret, Contra, R. v. Forbes, 10 Cox C. C.362.
quamvis in iure erret. L. 36. § 1.

L.37. pr. D.de
usurpat

. (41. 3.)
See Com . v.Kirby, 2 Cush . 577; Com .

v . Cooley , 6 Gray, 350; People v.Mul2 Hale, 507. Infra, ss 467–95. doon , 2 Parker C. R. 43 ; State v.

See also Com. v.Presby, 14 Gray, 65. Belk,64 N.C. 10 ; Johnson v. State,

2 See infra , SS 884–85, 902. This

26 Tex . 117.

has been held wherean
ignorant per

7 Infra , § 120. U. S. v . Liddle, 2

are his. R.v. Reed, C. & M. Wash. C. C. 531 ; U. S. v. Benner,

v. Green , 7 Mees & W. Baldwin, 234 ; 4 Bl. Com .27.

that
they

306;
Merry

623. See R. v.
Matthews, 14 Cox C.

C. 5.
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But when

or mistake

of fact is And

§ 88. ]

partial. In testing this ignorance we must take as the stand

ard the defendant's
own mind . The question is, how did the

facts and law , on this matter of intent, appear to him ; not, how

do they appear to the jury or judge. But the error must be

non-negligent. If there be opportunity
to dispel it, and this op

portunity is not used, the delusion is no defence.2

§ 88. When a statute makes an act indictable irrespective

of guilty knowledge
, then ignorance of fact is no de

scienter is fence. Tus to an indictment
for bigamy it is no de

ignorance fence that the defendant, a woman , honestly believed

(within the limit of seven years from “the time he was

no defence.
last heard from ) that her husband was dead.4

1 As authorities to the effect that ville , 11 R. I. 417 ; State v. Stimson ,

error of fact may be proved to neg 4 Zabr. 478 ; State v. Heck , 23 Minn.

ative evil intent, see Broom's Leg. 549; Farmer v. People , 77 Ill. 322.

Max. 190 ; R. v . Thurborn , 1 Den . Asmaintaining a view opposite to that

C. C. 387; R. v . Forbes, 7 C. & P. in the text, see article by Mr. Bishop,

224 ; R. v. Allday, 8 C. & P. 136 ; R. 4 South . Law Rev. N. S. 158; and see

v. James, 8 C. & P. 131 ; R. v. Tink- also 12 Am . Law Reg. 469.

ler, 1 F. & F. 513 ; R. v . Cohen , 8 Cox Sir J. Stephens ( Dig . Cr. Law, art.

C. C. 41; R. v. Sleep, 8 Cox C. C. 34) states the law as follows : “ An

472; R.v .Wagstaffe, 10 Cox C. C.530; alleged offender is, in general,deemed

U. S.v . Pearce, 2 McLean , 14 ; Com . v. to have acted under that state of facts

Rogers, 7 Met. 500 ; Com . v. Kirby , 2 which he, in good faith andon reason

Cush. 579 ; Com .v. Stout,7 B.Mon. 247; able grounds, believed to exist when

Farbach v . State , 24 Ind. 77 ; Stern v . he did the act alleged to be an of

State ,53 Ga. 229. Thatthe test is the fence; provided that,when an offence

defendant's apprehension, not that of is so defined by statute that the act of

jury, or of third person, see infra , SS the offender is not a crime unless some

independent
fact coexists with it, the

2 See infra , § 492.

courtmust decide whether itwas the in

3 Whart. Crim . Ev. $ 75 ; 1 Stark . tention of the legislature that the person

C.P. 196 ; Sedg. Stat. Law , 2d ed. p . doing the forbidden act should do it at

80; R. v. Myddleton , 6 T. R. 739 ; R. his peril, or that his ignorance as tothe

v . Jukes, 8 T. R.536 ; State v. Mel- existence of the independent
fact,

4 Com . v. Mash , 7 Met. 472. See doubtedly correct in a general sense ;

Com . v . Elwell, 2 Ibid . 190.

but the conclusion drawn from
in

It was urged in the argument
,” this case by no means follows. What

said Shaw , C. J., in Com . v. Mash , ever one voluntarily
does he of course

" that where there is no criminal
in- intends. If the statute has made it

tent there can be no guilt; and if the criminal
to do any act under partic

former husband
was honestly

believed
ular circumstances

, the party volun

to bedead, there could be no criminal
tarily doing that act is chargeable

with

intent. The proposition
stated is un the criminal

intent of doing it."

488-91.

or his
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Afterwards, in R. v. Moore , 13 Cox wife , shall not be criminal, although

where honest belief of death within Com . v . Thompson
, 11 Ibid . 23.

an indictment has been sustained in
Massachusetts against a

man for marrying a woman who believed herself to be a widow ,

although eleven years had elapsed since she had last seen

orheard from her husband, whom she had left," it being held

mistaken belief, in good faith and on the seven years was set up, Bram

reasonable grounds, that it did not exist, well, L. J. , said to the jury : “ I can

should excuse him ; provided , also, that not, and never do, recognize as a de

voluntary
or negligent ignorance of fence such a ruling as my brother

anysuch fact is no excuse for any such Martin laid down in R. v. Turner. I

offence ."

shall therefore follow R. v .Gibbons,
Of the last point he gives the fol nor will I grant a case , but will ask

lowing illustration : “ A.abducts B., the jury to convict the prisoner on

a girl under fifteen years of age, from the evidence before them .” The de

her father's house,believing, in good fendantwas convicted and sentenced

faith and on reasonable grounds, that to two years' penal servitude.

B.is eighteen years of age. A. com Sir J. Stephen , commenting on R.

mits the offence of abduction,although v. Gibbons, 12 Cox C. C. 237, says :

if B.had been eighteen years of age

It seems to me that if the belief was
shewould not have been within the founded on positive evidence the case

statute.” R.v. Prince, L. R. 2 C. C. would be otherwise. Suppose, e. go,

R.154; S. C., 13 Cox C. C. 138 . a woman saw her husband fall over

In R. v. Prince, above cited , it was board in the middle of the Atlantic,

said by
Blackburn , J.:

and saw a boat go out to search forIt seems to us that the intention him and return without him ; suppose

of the legislature was to punish those that she took out administration to his

whohad connection with young girls, estate, heard nothing of him for five

though with their consent, unless the years, and then married again ; would

girl was in fact old enough to give a

she be guilty of bigamy if by somevalid consent. The man who hascon- strange chance he had escaped ?

nection with a child, relying on her Surely not. I am informed this view

consent,does it at his peril, if she is

was taken by Denman, J., and Am

phlett, J., in a case (R. v. Moore) .In England, we havenisi prius rul- tried at Lincoln Spring Assizes, 1877.

ings by single judges to the effect that I think the proviso in 24 & 25 Vict. c.
honest belief that the husband was

100. s. 57 ( art. 257 ), ought clearly todead would be a defence to an indict- be read, not as excluding the general

ment against the wife for bigamy. common law principle stated in this

R.v. Turner, 9 Cox C. C. 145; R. article, but as
supplementing and com

6. Horton,11 Ibid.670 ; but these de- pleting it, by providing that a second

cisions were subsequently overruled ; marriage, after seven years'ignorance

R. v. Gibbons, 12 Cox C. C. 237 .

as to the life of the first husband or

C. C. 534, Denman, J., consulting the party so marrying has no positive
with Amphlett ,L.J.,held that “ hon

reason to believe, and perhaps does

not believe, that the absent person is

1 Com . v . Thompson, 6 Allen, 591;

!

11

below the
statutory age.”

est belief ” might in somecases be a

defence. But in a still later case, R. dead.”

v. Bennett, 14 Cox C. C.45 ( 1877) ,
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by the court that the statutory exceptions do not apply to the

deserting party . It has been further held , that when a guilty

party in a divorce suit marries again without leave of court (this

being legally essential) during the life of the other party, and

afterward obtains such leave , an honest belief that the second

marriage is or has become legal has no effect in making it so,

and in protecting the parties.1 ( That the defendant honestly

believed in the existence of a non -existent divorce is also no

defence.2 )

Numerous illustrations to the same effect may be drawn from

prosecutions for invasions of the laws making indictable the sale

of liquors under certain conditions. It is no defence, for instance,

to an indictment for keeping or selling adulterated or intoxicat

ing liquors that the defendant did not believe them to be intoxi

cating or adulterated. So , on an indictment for selling adulter

ated milk , the defendant is not protected by ignorance of the

adulteration, or even by belief that the milk was pure. And

the same rule applies to indictments for selling intoxicating

drinks.5

In several States selling intoxicating liquors to minors is in

dictable by statute, and in such cases, also , arises the question ,

whether the defendant knew that the vendee was a minor. Here,

again , we have the rule before us applied, it having been repeat

edly held that ignorance in this respect, coupled even with an

honest belief that the vendee was of full age, is no defence ;8

f

1 Thompson v. Thompson, 114 Mass. 355. Infra, $ 1507. Contra , Farrell

566 . v . State, 32 Ohio St. 456 .

2 State v . Goodenow , 65 Me. 30 ; 4 Com . v . Farren, 9 Allen , 489 ;

Hood v . State , 56 Ind . 263 ; Davis v . Com . v . Waite , 11 Ibid . 264 ; State

Com . 13 Bush , 318 . See, however, v . Smith, 10 R. I. 258.

Squire v . State , 46 Ind. 458 , where it 5 Com . v . Boynton, 2 Allen , 160 .

was held that an honest belief by a See Barnes v . State , 19 Conn. 398.

man that his first wife had been di 6 Infra, $ 1507 ; U. S. v. Dodge,

vorced from him was a defence,when Deady, 186 ; Com . v. Goodman , 97

he had made diligent inquiries which Mass. 117; Com . v. Emmons, 98 Ibid.

sustained this view . 6 ; Com . v . Lattinville, 120 Ibid . 385 ;

8 R. v. Woodrow , 15 M. & W.404 ; Com . v . Finnegan , 124 Ibid. 324 ;

Com . v. Boynton , 2 Allen, 160; Com . Barnes v. State, 19 Conn. 398 ; Mc

v. Farren , 9 Allen, 489 ; Com . v. Nich- Cutcheon v. People, 69 Ill. 601; Far

ols, 10 Ibid . 199 ; Com . v. Smith, 103
mer v. People , 77 Ibid . 322; State v.

Mass. 444 ; State v. Smith , 10 R. I. Hartfiel, 24 Wis. 60; State v. Cain, 9

258 ; People v. Zeiger, 6 Park . C. R. W.Va.559; Ulrich v. Com. 6 Busb,
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Farmer v. People, 77 III . 322. Contra, the fact that the child was
under ten

A R. v . Booth , 12 Cox C. C. 231 ; Jamison
v . Burton

, 43 Iowa
, 282.

ins, 1 C. & K.456 ; State v . Ruhl
, 8 Res. 154 ; S. C., 13 Cox C. C. 138 .

and the same rule applies to all cases of dealing illegally with

minors.1

It is also no defence to an indictment for selling to persons of

intemperate habits that the defendant did not know that the

vendee was of intemperate habits ; 2 though it is otherwise when

the statute makes the offence to be selling to persons of known

intemperate habits , in which case
knowledge is an ingredient of

the prosecutor's case.3

Analogous cases have arisen under statutes making it indicta

ble to abduct, seduce, or violate girls under a specific age . Here,

also, it is no defence that the defendant mistook the girl's age.4

Wehave recently had a signal illustration of this
application ,

where the rule was affirmed by the great majority of the English

judges. The defendantwas convicted under 24 & 25 Vict. of

unlawfully taking an unmarried girl under sixteen years out of

her father's possession and against his will. It was proved by the

defendantthat he bona fide believed , and had
reasonable grounds

for believing, that the girl at the time of the act was over six

teen . Cockburn, C. J., Kelly , C. B., Bramwell, Cleasby, and

Amphlett, BB.;
Blackburn , Mellon , Lush , Grove, Quain, Den

man, Archibald , Field, and Lindley , JJ., held that the defence

was of no avail, and that the conviction was right. The sole

dissentient was Brett, J. A similar ruling is to be found in the

Iowa reports. It has been held in that State that
knowledge that

a child is under ten years is not necessary to convict a defendant

of the statutory offence of assaulting a child under ten years.6

400; State v. Hause, 71 N. C. 518. Ohio, 447; Lawrence v .Com . 40Grat.

Alder under Georgia and Indiana stat

845 .utes. Stern v. State, 53 Ga. 229;

Hence knowledge that a child wasBrownv. State, 24 Ind. 113; Farbach under ten years is not necessary to

1. State, 24 Ibid. 77 ; Goetz v. State, convict a defendant of the statutory

offence of assaulting a child under ten

years. " The crime does not depend
* State v. Heck, 23 Minn. 594 ; upon the knowledge of

defendant of

Crabtree v. State, 30 Ohio St. 382.

• Smith v. State, 55 Ala. 1. See So the statute provides.” Beck , J.,years of age, but upon the fact itself .
Crabtree v. State, 30 Ohio St. 382.

State v. Newton , 44 Iowa, 45, citing

R.v. Olifier , 10 Ibid. 402 ; R. v .Rob

6 R. v . Prince , L. R. 2 Cr. Cas.

State v. Newton , 44 Iowa, 45.

1 Ibid . 162.

State v. Cain, 9 W.Va. 559.
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And it has been held in Missouri, that it is no defence to a suit

for marrying minors that the defendant believed them to be of

full age. Nor will the defendant be at liberty to prove that the

minor appeared of full age. “ His honest mistake in this regard

will not protect him . The law explicitly declares what is re

quired for his protection, and unless he adopts the means pointed

out, hemust suffer the consequences.” 2

In other lines of prosecutions, under statutes making acts

indictable irrespective of intent, similar conclusions have been

reached . Thus, it is no defence to an indictment for betting at a

gaming house that the defendant believed that the house was

licensed ; 3 nor to an indictment for selling a calf under the statu

tory age, that the defendant did not know that the calf was

below the limit; 4 nor to an indictment for carrying an illegal

number of passengers, that the defendant did not know that

there was an excess ; 5 nor to an indictment for selling naphtha,

that the defendant did notknow that the oil was naphtha ;6 nor

to an indictment for illegally usurping an office, that the defend

ant honestly believed that he was truly elected to the office;"

nor to an indictment for illegally voting, that the defendanthon

estly believed that he was duly qualified ;8 nor to an indictment

for inflicting capital punishment under a void warrant that the

officer honestly believed the warrant to be valid . With these

rulings may be classed the well known common law principle ,

that it is no defence to an indictment for a libel that the defend

ant was ignorant of the contents of the libel ;

or that his mo

tives were scientific or philanthropic.11

As diverging from the line of the cases just stated may
be

mentioned
a series of rulings in Ohio and Indiana. In Ohio, the

precedent was set in a case rather politicalthan juridical in its

10

1 Beckham v . Nacke, 56 Mo. 546.

? Infra, $ 1811. See State v . Hal

2 State v. Griffith,67 Mo. 287 , cit- lett , 8 Ala. 159 ; McGuire v. State, 7

ing Beckham v. Nacke, 56 Mo. 546.

Humph. 54 ; State v. Hart, 6 Jones

3 Schuster v . State, 48 Ala . 199. (N. C.),
389.

4 Com . v. Raymond, 97 Mass. 567. 8 Infra , § 1835.

6 State 2. Balt. Steam Co. 13 Md. 9 Infra , $ 401.

181 ; though see Duncan v . State , 7
10 Curtis v. Mussey, 6 Gray, 261 ;

Humph. 148.

People v. Wilson , 64 III. 195. Infra,

6 Com . v . Wentworth , 118 Mass. $ 1649.

441; though see Hearne v. Garten, 2
11 R.v . Hicklin , L. R. 3 Q. B. 360.

E. & E. 66 . Infra , SS 1607, 1654 .
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type. James G. Birney, conspicuous in the old anti-slavery agi

tation , was indicted , in 1837 , for harboring a fugitive slave .

The statute under which the prosecution was instituted did not

make either the scienter or the intent essential to the offence ,

though it might well be argued that as this was a statute in de

rogation of liberty, and as in a free State no one has a right to

view another man as other than a free man , the case was excep

tional, and notice of the enslaved status of the fugitive must be

brought home to the defendant in order to charge him with the

statutory offence. Under the pressure of this argument the Su

preme Court held, that, to make out the case of the prosecution ,

it was essential to prove that the defendant knew that the party

harbored by him was a fugitive slave. In a subsequent case

this ruling was held to establish the general principle that there

can be no conviction of a criminal offence without proof of guilty

knowledge, and hence of guilty intent. The same view has

been taken in Indiana, and in Georgia.4

That to constitute an offence at common law it must be shown

that thedefendant acted either negligently, or with evil intent,

may be considered as settled . The question before us,however, is ,

whetherthe legislature may constitutionally make an act indict

able irrespective of guilty knowledge. It will scarcely be doubted

that this is the case with police offences. It may be indispensa

ble to public safety that storing of gunpowder or of highly in

flammable oils in exposed localities should be prohibited ; and as

in such cases the statutes could be easily eluded if a scienter be

requisite to conviction, the policy that requires the enactment of

the statute requires also that the statute should relieve the pros

ecution from proving a scienter.
Sometimes this is done by an

express clause in the statute, as where a woman concealing the

death of a bastard child was,by the old statutes , “ deemed ” to

have been concerned in killing it , and where it is provided that

persons selling spirituous liquors shall be “ deemed

sellers of the same, or that delivery of such liquors shall be proof

of sale, or that persons carrying concealed weapons shall be pre

v . State , 8 O ' io, 23 '.
bach v . State, 24 Ibid . 77 ; Goetz v .

* Crabtree v. State, 30 Ohio St. 382 ; State,41 Ibid. 162.

4 Stern v . State, 53 Ga. 229.

Supra , § 23 a .

6 Infra ,'S 1528.

common

1

Birney

Farrell v. State,32 Ohio St. 456.

: Brown v. State, 24 Ind. 113; Far 5
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sumed to carry them knowingly . Such provisions are constitu

tional, as concerning matters of process, and are illustrated by

statutes prescribing that a person not heard of for a specific pe

riod shall be presumed to be dead, and that debts not acknowl

edged within a specific period shall be presumed to be paid . If

this can be done by an express clause, it can be done by implica

tion ; and if so , where the legislature imposes a specific penalty

on a person doing a particular thing, irrespective of scienter, it

will be the duty of the courts to enforce the prohibition. The

question is one of policy ; and this may be taken into considera

tion when the legislative meaning is sought. That a man should

be convicted of a malicious act without proof of malice, or of a

negligent act without proof of negligence, is of course an enor

mity which no legislature could be supposed to direct. But it is

otherwise as to certain mischievous acts which it may be a sound

policy to prohibit arbitrarily , because they imperil public safety

(as, for example, the selling of intoxicating drinks and defective

storing of explosive compounds), and because to require scienter

to be proved would be to defeat the object of the statutes, since

in many cases, and those the most dangerous of the class, it

would be out of the power of the prosecution to prove scienter

beyond reasonable doubt. The legislature may properly say ,

“ In such cases we presume scienter ; whoever deals with these

dangerous agencies does so at his risk .” The same reasoning ap

plies to illicit intercourse with young girls, a case above given.

The act is itself an invasion of good morals, and if indulged in

brings with it its own risks. Even at common law ignorance as

to aggravating facts cannot be set up as a defence, as, on a trial

for burglary , is the case with ignorance that the building en

tered was a dwelling-house. A fortiori is this the case when

a statute, on grounds of public policy , makes scienter irrelevant.

It is also to be observed that to declare that honest ignorance of

fact is a defence would extend the same privilege, in many cases,

to honest ignorance of law . Ignorance, for instance, that the

State prohibits by indictment dealing with minors is morally as

good a defence, in cases where the party dealtwith hasapparently

reached majority , as is ignorance that such party is a minor. In

both cases the defendant is ignorant that he is doing an illegal

1 See Whart. on Ev. § 715 .
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And so

fact is one

of which

the defend

nizant.

knowledge is an
ingredient in the of- hold that these

circumstances
apprise

fence, the
knowledge must be found ; him that a felony must have been

thing. That in the former case it is conceded that such igno

rance is no defence shows that honest belief that an illegal act is

legal is no necessary ground for acquittal. We cannot, there

fore, lay down the rule that ignorance of inculpatory facts shall

be always a defence, without extending the same immunity to

ignorance of inculpatory law . And if we cannot so extend this

immunity, then wemust hold that ignorance does not necessarily

acquit when scienter is not an essential of the offence.

$ 89. Even where, as affecting intent, ignorance of fact is set

up, the defence is unavailable where the defendant,

by the exercise of due diligence, could have become where the

aware of his mistake. Of course, if the defendant was

ignorant of facts from a knowledge of which only could antought

malice be inferred , he cannot be convicted of a ma- been cog

licious crime. But in such case hemay

be convicted
of negligence when his ignorance was culpable, and was pro

ductive of harm . A man who negligently mistakes a visitor for

a burglar, and kills the visitor, cannot, indeed , be convicted of

murder, but he can be convicted of manslaughter. And , as a

general rule ,if the defendant is chargeable with negligence in

not acquainting himself with the true facts of the case , his igno

rance is no defence. It is no defence, for instance, to a physi

but actual, positive knowledge is not2 See Whart. on Negligence, $ 415 ; usually required . In many cases to

Hudson v.MacRae, 4 B. & S. 585 ; require this would be to nullify the

Com. v. Viall, 2 Allen, 512 ; People penal laws. The case of knowingly
v. Reed , 47 Barb. 235 .

passing counterfeit money is an illus
In Bonker v. People, 37 Mich . 4 , it tration ; very often the guilty party

was held that under a statute forbid- has no actual knowledge of the spu

ding any person to join others in mar- rious character of the paper, but he

riage, knowing he is not authorized to is put upon his guard by circum

do so,or knowing of any legal impedi- stances which, with felonious intent,

ment tothe proposed marriage, actual he disregards. Another illustration

personal knowledge is not required ; is the case of receiving stolen goods

but it was held that if a party so knowing them to be stolen ; the guilt

officiating neglects to take the testi- is made out by circumstances which

mony which he is required to take, fall short of bringing home to the de

and relies upon less satisfactory oral fendant actual knowledge. He buys,

statements, such neglect will be im- perhaps, of a notorious thief, under

“ No doubt," circumstances of secrecy and at a

“ where guilty nominal price ; and the jury rightfully

1 Infra , $ 492

11

puted to illegal intent.

said Cooley, C. J.,
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cian indicted for malpractice, that he was ignorant of facts with

which it was his duty to become acquainted . Nor is it a defence

to an engineer for negligent homicide that his negligence arose

from ignorance of facts which he ought to have known. Nor is

it a defence to an indictment for perjury that the defendant be

lieved what he swore to be true, if he had no probable cause for

so believing ; : nor can persons selling dangerous compounds, re

quired by law to be subject to certain tests, set up as a defence

that they were ignorant that the tests were not satisfied . It is

otherwise, in cases of this class,where the party charged has used

due diligence to inform himself.5 Of course , where the statute

makes the scienter essential to the offence, then the scienter must

be proved.

committed . Andrews v . People, 60 8 R. v . Muscot, 10 Mod . 192; R.v .

III. 354 ; Schriedley v. State , 23 Ohio Schlesinger, 10ʻQ. B.670 ; R. v. Pe

St. 130. If by the statute now under trie, 1 Leach, 329 (3d ed.); State v.

construction actual personal knowl- Gates, 17 N.H. 373 ; Com . v. Cornish,

edge is required, the statute may as 6 Binn. 249; Com . v. Cook, 1 Rob .

well be repealed ; for it can seldom be (Va.) 729 ; State v. Knox, Phill. (N.

established even in the grossest cases. C.) 312.

How many justices are likely to know
4 Hourigan v . Nowell, 110 Mass.

the age of all the girls in their 470.

township approaching the age of con
6 Hearne v . Garton, 2 E. & E. 66;

sent ? or even of all those in their im- Duncan v. State, 7 Humph . 148 ;

mediate neighborhood , except as they Squire v. State , 46 Ind . 459.

rely upon reputation or family report ?
• R.v . Sleep, 8 Cox C. C.472.

Had he taken the proper evidence un
Subtle distinctions arise in this re

der oath and been deceived, perhapslation which in the Roman law are

he would have been justified , even
noticed under the titles of Error in

though he had had reason to believe ohjecto, and Aberratio delicti. Error

the age of consent had not been in objecto is where A.designs to shoot

reached ; but where he neglects the B.,but by mistake shoots C.,mistak

testimony which he is required to take, ing C. for B., or where A. designs to

and pretends to rely upon the less
steal B.'s property, but by mistake

satisfactory oral statement which he
steals C.'s property. Aberratio delicti

is not required to take, the neglect is where A.designs to shoot B., recoga

may well be imputed to illegal in- nizes and aims at B., but accidentally

shoots C., who at the moment hap

That in police prosecutions the sci- pens to intervene. In other words,

enter need not be proved, see supra, the errormay arise from a mistake of

§ 23 a .
the actor, or from a deflection of his

1 R. v. Macleod , 12 Cox C. C. 534 ; aim . Error of the former class exists

and other cases cited, Wharton on
when the object at which the actor

Hom . SS 143, 153.
aims is not that which he supposes it

2 U. S. v. Taylor, 5 McLean, 242.
to be. Error of the second class ex

tent. "
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In prosecu
tions for

a

$ 90. In prosecutions for negligent exercise of a specialty , a

person is not required to know facts outside of his

pro
fession. A person, for instance , not claiming to be

skilled in medicine, and giving notice of his ignorance, negligence

cannot, if called upon to act as a medical attendant, be required to

made responsible for his ignorance of the specialty, un- out of his

specialty .less itappear that he displaced , by his rash acceptance

of the post, a more competent person from undertaking its

duties. And generally , we may hold that where a person is

employed , not as a specialist, but as a non-specialist, undertak

ing a business of which he professes to know nothing, he then

can only be held liable for gross negligence, or culpa lata , con

sisting of ignorance of facts which every ordinary person ought

to know .?

V. CORPORATIONS.

§ 91. In the ancient case of The Abbot of St. Bennet's v . The

Mayor, & c., of Norwich, Pigot said arguendo that corpora

ists when the means used by the actor collectively commit no crime, and
glance from the intended object, and could not therefore be subjected to

injure an
unintended person .

As to penaldiscipline. Nov. Maior . vii. Ş 11.
the first case, we may generally re- Nunquam curiae a provinciarum rec

mark thatwhen the object actually in- toribus generali condemnationemulc

jured has the same legal consequence tentur, quum utique hoc et aequitas

as the object intended; then , at com suadeatetregula iuris antiqui, utnoxa

mon law , the fact that there was a

tantum caputsequatur,nepropter uniusmistake as to the victim is no defence. fortasse delictum alii dispendiis affli

gantur. cap. 5. de sentent. excomm . inAs to the aberratio delicti more in- vi. (5. 11.) In
universitatem vel

tricate questions arise which will also collegium proferre
excommunicationis

be hereafter considered. As a gen- sententiam penitus prohibemus, vo

eral rule we may here say that an in- lentes animarum periculum vitare,

jury designed for B.,which is acci- quod exinde sequi posset, quum non
dentally diverted from B. and falls on

C., cannot logically be regarded as iusmodi sententia irretiri : sed in illosnunquam contingeret, innoxios hu

malicious so far as concerns C. Un- duntaxat de collegio vel universitate ,

der such circumstances, A.may be in- quos culpabiles esse constiterit, pro

dictable for a
maliciousattempt to in- mulgetur.

See the following, — Livius viii.
C. Infra, $$ 110, 111, 120, 317, 37. M. Flavius tribunus plebis tulit

ad populum , ut in Tusculanosanimad

verteretur, quorum eorum ope ac con

silio Veliterni Privernatesque populo
* Y. B. 21 Ed.4,7, 13. By the Ro- Romano bellum fecissent.

Political disabilities, however, were

See infra ,$$ 109, 120 .

jure B., and for a
negligent injury of

318 .

1 Whart. on Neg. $$ 730–7.

? Whart. on Neg. SS
26-45–48.

man common law ,
corporations could
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versum .

tion cannot do a personal tort to another , as a battery or wound

ing , nor can they do treason or felony, so far as the corporation

is concerned .” Much the same language is used in the case of

Sutton's Hospital ; 1 and in Orr v. The Bank 2 it was expressly

ruled that a corporation , as such, could not through its agents be

guilty of an assault and battery. It has been more recently held

in England that such a body is not subject to be indicted for a

violation of the Foreign Establishment Act.3 And Lord Holt

is reported , in an anonymous case, to have laid it down generally

that a corporation is not indictable at all , though its individual

members are. This general proposition of Lord Holt has, how

assigned to corporate political ofences. αυτήν τε και την χώραν αυτής Περινθίοις

Livius XXvi. 16. Capuam a Calibus έχαρίσατο, και αυτή εκείνοι οία κώμη χρώμε

reditum est , Atellaque et Calatia in vol oudèv 0 tl o'x üßpucov. Herodian iii.

deditionem acceptae: ibi quoque in 6 ; Geib, Lehrbuch, $ 87.

eos, qui capita rerum erant, animad 1 5 Coke's Rep . 253.

Ita ad septuaginta principes
2 1 Ohio , 36 .

senatus interfecti; trecenti ferme no 8 King of the Two Sicilies v . Will

biles Campani in carcerem conditi: cox, 14 Jur. 751.

alii , per sociorum Latini nominis urbes 4 Anon . 12 Mod . 559. In The

in custodias dati, variis casibus interi- State v . Great Works Co. 20 Maine,

erunt : multitudo alia civium Cam- 41, Weston, C. J., states the law thus :

panorum venumdata . Deurbe agroque “ A corporation is created by law for

reliqua consultatio fuit, quibusdam de- certain beneficial purposes. It can

lendam censentibus urbem praeva

neither commit a crimenormisdemean

lidam , propinquam , inimicam . Cete- orby any positive or affirmative act, or

rum praesens utilitas vicit : nam prop- incite others to do so, as a corporation.

ter agrum , quem omni fertilitate terrae While assembled at a corporate meet

satis constabat primum in Italia esse, ing, a majority may by vote, entered

urbs servata est, ut esset aliqua arato
upon their records, require an agent

rum sedes . Ceterum habitari tan
to commit a battery; but if he does,

tum , tamquam urbem , Capuam , fre- it cannot be regarded as a corporate

quentarique placuit: corpus nullum ci- act for which the corporation can be

vitatis,nec senatus, nec plebis conci- indicted . It would be stepping aside

lium ,necmagistratusesse : sine consi- altogether from their corporate powers.

lio publico, sine imperio multitudinem , If indictable as a corporation for an

nullius rei inter se sociam , ad consen offence thus indicated by them , the

sum inhabilem fore. Appian. de reb. innocent dissenting minority would be

Hispan. c. 99. Τερμησον δε, μεγάλην come equally amenable to punishment

πόλιν , αιεί δυσπειθή Ρωμαίοις γενομένην, εξ with the guilty majority. Such only

ερυμνού κατήγαγεν (6 Δείδιος) ές το πεδίον, as take part in the measure should be

kaitréðevoev oikeiv úteixiorovs. Dio Cass. prosecuted either as principals, or as

1xxiv. 14. έπαυσε δε (ο Σεβήρος) την πόλιν aiding and abetting, or procuring an

(Td Bučávrlov) TīS TE thevðepiac kaì TOÙ účió- offence to be committed, according to

ματος του πολιτικού. και δασμοφόρον αποφή- its character Or magnitude.” As to

vas, tág te ovoias Tūv Tohtūv onuevoas, the liability of the individual mem
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[ $ 91.

dictable for

8

ever, received considerable qualification in modern times, and is

now limited to cases of felonies ,assaults, riots, and ma

Corpora
licious wrongs. Wemay therefore hold that a corpo- tions in

ration
may be indicted for a breach of duty imposed on breach of

duty .
it by law , though not for a felony or for public wrongs

involving
personal violence, as riots or assaults. Thus an in

dictment will lie at common law against a corporation for not

repairing a road, a bridge, or a wharf, where by statute or pre

scription it is bound so to do ; or for
disobedience to an order of

justices for the
construction of works in pursuance of a statute.5

And this,though a specific remedy be given for the breach of

duty, by theact of incorporation, if there be no negative
words.6

In some
jurisdictions in this country , it is true, it has been

held that a corporation
cannot be indicted for a nuisance in

obstructing
highways or rivers by its agents. But in England,

after a full
consideration of the

authorities, a contrary
principle

was
established . It was ruled there that an indictment lay at

common law against an
incorporated

railway
company for cut

ting through and
obstructing a highway, in a manner not con

formable to the powers
conferred on it by act of

parliament,

The casewas put on general grounds; and the
distinctions

which

lad been
attempted

between
nonfeasance and

misfeasance over

bers, see further,Kane v. The People, B. & Adol. 77 ; Rex v. Birm .R. R. Co.

3.Wend. 363; State v. Godfrey, 12 3 Q. B. 223; 3 Railw . Cas. 148 ; S. C.,

Maine,361;Edge v.Com . 7 Barr, 275 ; 9 C. & P. 469 ; Rex v. Severn R. R.

R.v. R. R. Co. 9 Q. B. 315. As to

Co. 2 B. & Ald . 646 ; Rex v. Commisform of indictment, see Whart.Crim . sioners, 2 M. & S. 80 ; Simpson v .

State , 10 Yerg. 525 ; State v . N. J.
on Corporations, 225-6 ; R. Turnpike Co. 1 Harr. N.J. 222 ; State

v.
Birmingham R. R. 3 Q. B. 223; 9

v. Patton, 4 Ired. (N. C.) 16 . See

Anon . Loft, 556.2 R. v. Willcox, 1 Sim . N. S. 301;

5 Rex v . Birm . R. R. Co. ut supra .Com .v.
Proprietors, 2 Gray, 339.

Susquehanna Road v. The People,• Per Patteson , J., 3 Q. B. 232; 15 Wend . 267 ; but see Com .v. Turn

State v. Great Works Co. 20 Maine, pike Co. 2 Virg. Cas. 362.

41; Com .v.
Worcester Turnpike Co.

7 State v. Great Works Co. 203 Pick. 327; People v.
Corporation Maine,41.

See Com . v. Turnpike Co.

ut supra ; State v . R. R. 23 Ind . 362.

Louisville R. R. v. State,3 Head ,523; 309, Corp. 2. pl.2.
8 See, to same point, 6 Vin . Abr.

9 R. v. Great North of Eng. Rail

way, 9 Q. B. 315.

Plead. & Prac . $ 100.

1
Kyd

C.& P. 469 .

6

of Albany,11 Wend. 539 ; People v .

Long Island R. R.4 Parker C. R.602;

State v.
Murfreesboro', 11

Humph .

217; Barnett v. State, 54 Ala . 579 .

Ibid .; Lyme Regis v. Henley, 3

4
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thrown . Indeed , since it has been settled against some of the

earlier authorities that trespass or case, for a private nuisance,

would lie against a corporation , no good reason can be assigned

why the same acts, when to the injury of the public at large,

may not equally be the basis of criminal proceedings. And

such is now generally considered to be the law when the object

is the imposition of a fine on the corporation estate,or the abate

ment of a nuisance . But under an indictment against a corpo

ration as such there can be no punishment inflicted on the mem

bers of the corporation . They must be indicted personally to

be punished corporeally.4

1 Mayor of Lynn v. Turner , 1 Cowp. Louisville v . State, 3 Head , 523 ; and

86 ; Maund v . Monmouthshire Canal see Com . v . Ohio , & c . R. R. 1 Grant,

Co. 4 M. & G. 452; Lyme Regis v . 329 ; Com . v. Turnpike Co. 2 Va. Ca.

Henley, 1 Bingham N. R. 222 ; 3 B. 362 ; State r. Ohio R.R.23 Ind . 362;

& Ad. 77 ; Eastern Counties R. Co. Angell & Ames on Corp. SS 394 , 396 ;

v. Broom , 2 Eng. L. & Eq.406 ; Dater Whart. Crim . Plead. & Prac. $ 100 .

v . The Troy R.R. Co. 2 Hill (N. Y.) 4 - Individual persons only,” argues

629; Chestnut Hill Turnpike v. Rut- Merkel (Holtz. Straf. ii. 111), can be

ter, 4 S. & R. 6 .

made responsible criminally. Juridical

2 Lord Denman, in 9 Q. B. 315, personscannot be thusmade responsi

uses this convincing reasoning: “ We ble. It is true that they cannot be re

are told that this remedy is not re- garded as inert masses of rights, for

quired , because the individuals who they are endowed by the law with inde

concur in voting the order, or in ex- pendent business activity . But their

ecuting the work,may bemade answer will is a mere artificial creation ; they

able for it by criminal proceedings ; arenot possessed of that free, indepen

of this there is no doubt. But the dent, personal action which
essential

public know nothing of the former ; to penalresponsibility
. Suppose that a

and the latter, if they are identified , mayor, under authority of a municipal

are commonly
persons of the lowest corporation

, should organize a band of

rank, wholly incompetent
to make any robbers in the town hall? Responsi

reparation
for the injury . There can bility would be attached exclusively

to

be no effectualmeans for deterring the persons who thus abused their

from an oppressive
exercise of power office ; not to the municipal

corpora

for the purpose of gain , except the tion."

Corporatiins," says Geib ,

remedy be indictment against those (Lehrbuch , $ 87,) " cannot, as such ,

who truly commit it, that is, the cor
commit crimes, as they are mere fic

poration, acting by its majority ; and tions,without the power of personal

there is no principle which places determination . They have no free will,

them beyond the reach of the law for but are bound by the will of the natural

such proceedings
."

persons of whom they are composed .

8 State v. Vermont R. R. 30 Vt. Thelatter arethe responsible parties.”

108 ;Com .v. Proprietors , 2 Gray, 339; This,however, is not inconsistent with

State v. Morris. R. R. 3 Zab. 360 ; legislation by which an indictment is
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[ $ 94 .

B. 223,per
Patteson

, J .; S. C., 9 C. State
v . Town

of Fletcher
, 13 Vt.

Infra , SS 1473, 1584 a ; R. v .

Wilts, 6 Mod . 307 ; R. v . Dixon
, 12

Mod. 198 ; R. v.
Strington

, 2 Wms.

Saunders, 167,notes ; R. v . Clifton
, 5 See

Whart
. Crim . Plead

. & Prac
. §

T. R.498 ; R. v. Sheffield
, 2 T. R. 100 .

distress.

§ 92. The propermode of proceeding against a corporation as

such, to compel an appearance to an indictment, is by

Penalty is

distress infinite. A fine is the usual penalty inflicted ,2 fine and

though according to Lord Holt, in an indictment against

the inhabitants of a county for not repairing, an
attachment may

go against all to “ catch asmany as one can of them .”

" 3 In suchcase, however, the
indictment is against the

inhabitants
indi

vidually.

$ 93. Quasi
corporations, as counties,

townships, parishes,have

long been held subject to
indictment for a neglect of

Quasi cor
the duties imposed on them by law ; as for not main- porations

taining a road or bridge,4 or for not opening them when for breach

laid out. In two old cases, acts of
misfeasance , as dig

of duty .ging in the highway in one,and levying a nuisance in the other,

were charged in the
indictment, but both went off on other

points.

VI. PERSONS UNDER
COMPULSION .

$ 94.“ An act," says Sir J. Stephen , “ which, if done will

ingly,would make a person a
principal in the second

degree, or an aider and abettor in a crime,may be in

nocent if the crimeis
committed by a number of offend- Pessing is

ers,and if the act is done only because,during the whole ble.

of the time in which it is being done, the person who does it is

a corpora 106 ; R. v. Ibid . 573 ; R. v. Mayor,tion,guilty of negligence through its & c. 3 East, 86 ; R. v.
Lancashire, 2

agents.” See Com . v.Boston & Low . B. & Ad. 813 ; R. v. Hendon , 4 B.

v. Cent. & Ad. 628 ; R. v. Devonshire, 2 N.

& M. 212 ; R. v. St. Giles, 5 M. & S." R. v. Birming. R. R. Co. 3 Q. 260 ; State v.
Whitingham , 7 Vt. 391 ;

& P. 469,per Parke, B. 'See 6 Viner 124; State v. Dover , 10 N. H. 394 ;

Abr.310,and Angell & Ames Corp. Mower v. Leicester, 9 Mass. 247; Bid

dle v. Proprietors, 1 Mass. 169. And

P. c. Wilts, Cas. Temp. Holt, 699; State v. Commis.Walk. (Miss.)see Com . v. Wilmington, 105 Mass.

1959. But see Morgan v.Corporation 366; and cases cited at largeinWhart.

Neg . $S 250 et seq ., 959 et seq .

6 State v. Kittery, 5 Greenleaf, 254.

* R. v . Shelderton , 2 Keb. 221 ; R.

v. Vill. of Hornsey, 1 Roll. R.406.

Persons

under com

used as a
process

against

R. R. 126 Mass. 61 ;
People

R.R. 74 N. Y. 302.

$ 526, 24 ed.

? R. v.
Birming. R. R. Co.ut supra .

of
Carmarthen , 3 Keble, 350.

VOL . I.

9
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compelled to do it by threats on the part of the offenders instantly

to kill him , or to do him grievous bodily harm if he refuses ; but

threats of future injury , or the command of any one not the hus

band of the offender , do not excuse any offence.” 1

Under the Roman law , when a subordinate acts in obedience

to a superior's commands, the defence respondeat superior ordi

narily applies. Such is the general rule in our own law , sup

posing the command be executed by a subaltern bound by law

to absolute obedience. It is also stated by Sir J. Stephen that

“ in all cases in which force is used against the person of another,

both the person who orders such force to be used and the person

using that force is responsible for its use, and neither of them is

justified by the circumstance that he acts in obedience to orders

given him by a civil or military superior ; but the fact that he

did so act , and the fact that the order was apparently lawful, are

in all cases relevant to the question whether he believed, in good

faith and on reasonable grounds, in the existence of a state of

facts which would have justified what he did apart from such

orders. " 4

1 Dig . Crim . Law , art. 31 , citing R. Of this are given the following il

v . MacGrowther, 18 St. Tr. 391; R.v . lustrations:

Crutchley, 5 C. & P. 133.

(1.) “ A., a marine, is ordered by

· L. 37, pr. D. ad L. Aquil. ( 9. 2.) his superior officer on board a man-of

L. 13. § 1. D. de iniur. (47. 10.) Is, war to preventboats from approaching

qui iure publico utitur, non videtur in- the ship, and has ammunition given

iuriae faciendae causa hoc facere: him for that purpose. Boats persist

iuris enim executio non habet iniuriam . ing , after repeated warnings, in ap

(L. 167. § 1. D.de reg. iur. (50. 17.) proaching the ship, A. fires at one

Qui iussu iudicis aliquid facit, non

and kills B. This is murder in A.,

videtur dolo malo facere, quia parere although he fired under the impression

necesse habet. L. 169. pr. D. eod . Is that it was his duty to do so, as the

damnum dat, qui iubet dare ; eius act was not necessary for the preser

vero nulla culpa est, cui parere vation of the ship ( though desirable

necesse sit. Can. 13. Caus. 23. qu. 5. for the maintenance of discipline]. R.

Miles quum obediens potestati, sub

v . Thomas, 1 Russ. Cr. 823 ; 4 M. &

qua legitime constitutus est, hominem S.442.

occidit, nulla civitatis suae lege reus (2.)

A., the driver of an engine,

est homicidii: immo, nisi fecerit, reus orders B.,the stoker (whose duty itis

est imperii deserti atque contemti.

to obey his orders), not to stop the en

8 Infra, $$ 646 et seq .; U.S.v.Carr, gine. The train runs into another in

1 Woods, 480 .

4 Dig. C. L. art. 202.

consequence
, and C. is killed . B. is

justified by A.'s order. R. v. Trainer,

4 F. & F. 105; 1 Russ. Cr. (5th ed.)
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refused to obey B.'s
order, because

he swer is, the
lesser must

yield to the

[ $ 95 .

1

of his free
agency .3

or other

hold that a military
inferior

might
and possessor

of the one to yield to the

As will hereafter be seen , the hostile act of a belligerent un

der his sovereign's orders, if not directed by private malice, is

imputable to the sovereign.

The subject of marital compulsion has just been considered .?

The compulsion of a master is no defence to a servant, when

charged with crime, unless such compulsion deprived the servant

VII. PERSONS UNDER NECESSITY : SELF -DEFENCE.

$ 95. Necessity is a defence when it is shown that the act

charged was done to avoid an evil both serious and ir

Necessity
reparable ; that there was no other adequate means of a defence

escape ; and that the remedy was not
disproportioned

high inter

to the evil.4 Homicide through necessity — i. e. when ests are im

perilled .
the life of one person can be saved only bythe sacrifice

837, 838. The language of Willes, J., ought to disobey orders on the ground

in thiscase, seems to be a little too of their illegality.”

wide, unless it is taken in
connection For malicious acts the subaltern is

with the particular facts.

personally responsible. Infra , $ 411.(3.) “ (
SUBMITTED.) A., a civil 1 Infra , SS 283, 310 .

magistrate,directs B., a military off 2 Supra , $ 78 .

cer,to order his men to fire into a mob . 8 Sce Com . v. Hadley, 11 Met. 66 ;

B. gives the order. It is obeyed , and Com . v. Drew , 3 Cush. 279; Com . v.

C.,a common soldier, shoots D. dead. Gillespie, 7 S. & R. 469 ; State v.Mat

The question whether A., B., and C. this, i Hill ( S. C.) 37; State v. Bry

respectively committed any offence de- ant, 14 Mo. 340. Infra, $ 1504.

pends on the question whether each

4 Stephen's Crim . Dig . art. 32. Seeof them respectively had reasonable R. v. Stratton , 21 St. Tr. 1045 , cited

grounds to believe, and did in fact be- by Sir J. Stephen .

lieve, in good faith that what they did

Necessity has been frequently spowas necessary to suppress a dangerous ken of as Right against Right, though,

riot. A.'s direction to B., and B.'s according to the more recent opinion

order to C.,would not
necessarily jus- in Germany,it is more properly Priv

tify B. or C. in what they did , but ilege against Privilege, or Goods

would be factsrelevant to thequestion against Goods.

(Gut gegan Gut.)

whether they believed upon
reasonable When two privileges, equally protect

grounds as aforesaid . " Whether C. ed by the law , collide, the question

would commita military offence if he arises which is to yield. And the an

rightly thought it
unreasonable , is a greater. The greater is that which in

question which would have to be de- cludes and conditions the other; the

à court-martial. I should present and
immediate is greater than

suppose that cases might be imagined the future and possible; if both are

in which even a court-martial would equal, self-sacrifice may require the

cided by

]
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of another — will be discussed in a subsequent chapter. The

issue, it should be observed, is not simply whether a particular

life is to be sacrificed in case of necessity , but whether it is right

for a person to commit a crime in order to save his life. The

canon law prescribes that a person whose life is dependent on

immediate relief may set up such necessity as a defence to a

prosecution for illegally seizing such relief. To the same gen

eral effect speak high English and American authorities. Life,

however, can usually only be taken , under the plea of necessity,

when necessary for the preservation of the life of the party set

ting up the plea , or the preservation of the lives of relatives in

the first degree.

The same reasoning justifies a crew, in cases of necessity, in

rising and deposing a master ; 5 and a citizen in joining a rebel

lion , when otherwise his life would be imperilled. On the same

reasoning , when any important authorized industry would be im

perilled by the observance of laws prohibiting labor on the Sab

bath, these laws may be for the occasion disobeyed."

possessor of the other ; but the law Murray v. Com . 24 Penn. St. 270 ;

only requires this surrender in cases Crocket v. State, 33 Ind. 416 .

where one person is arrayed against In Lord Macaulay's Report on In

several. Otherwise, though there may dian Code, p. 52, we have the follow

be an invasion of privileges, there is ing : “ Again , nothing is more usual

no invasion of law . Merkel, in Holtz. than for thieves to urge distress and

ü . 137.

hunger as excuses for their thefts. It

1 Infra, § 510 .

is certain , indeed, thatmany thefts are

2 See citations infra , $ 510. committed from the pressure ofdistress

3 See Broom's Leg. Max. 10 ; 1 East

so severe as to be more terrible than

P. C. 70 ; though see 4 Bl. Com . 31 ; the punishment of theft, and than the

1 Hale, 565.
disgracewhich that punishment brings

* Rossi Traité, ii. p. 212. Berner, with it to themass of mankind. It is

De impunitate propter summam neces- equally certain that, when the distress

sitatem , & c. (1861); Geib, Lehrbuch, from which a man can relieve himself

ii. 225; and an interesting compen- by theft is more terrible than the evil

dium in Holtzendorff, Ency . ii. 180. consequences of theft, those conse

See infra , $ 510.

quences will not keep him from com

• U. S. v. Ashton , 2 Sumner, 13; mitting theft ; yet it by no means fol

U. S. v. Borden, 21 L. Rep. 100 ; U. lows that it is irrational to punish him

S. v. Hammer,4 Mason, 105. See in- for theft; for though the fear of puna

fra , § 1878.
ishment is not likely to keep any man

• See Res. v. M'Carty , 2 Dall. 86 ; from theft when he is actually starv

U. S. v . Thomas, 15 Wall. 337.

7 Com . v. Knox , 6 Mass. 76 ; Com . being in a starving state.

ing, it is very likely to keep him from

v. Conway, 3 Leg. Chron. ( Pa.) 27; no effect to counteract the irresistible

It is of
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does not

himself
instead of

maintaining hisown
New York , 3 Wheat

. 59.

§ 96. It has been sometimes said that necessity can never be

advanced as a defence when the necessity is the result Çulpability

of the defendant's own culpable act. This, however ,

precludeas Berner a demonstrates, cannotbeaccepted as univer- defence.

sally true. Thus a person who negligently causes a house to

catch fire will not, by this negligence, be barred from setting up

necessity as a defence, if, in rushing from a burning chamber, he

should crush another in the throng ; nor would a trespasser,who,

upon stealing fish, should fall overboard , and in his struggle to

save himself upset a boat, be barred from setting up necessity, if

life should thereby be accidentally lost, because his act which put

him in this situation was wrongful. But if the necessity be

raslıly rushed into, it may cease to be a defence.3

§ 97. The distinction between necessity and self-defence con

sists principally in the fact that while self-defence excuses the

motive which' immediately prompts to right to the injury of another. But

theft; but it is of great effect to coun- the State does not exact heroism from

teract themotives to that idleness and its subjects,nor does it undertake to

that profusion which end in bringing teach self-sacrifice . It permits, as

a man into a condition in which no much for the interests of good order

law will keep him from committing as from its inability to teach pure mo

theft. Wecan hardly conceive a law rality, its subjects to repel,under due

more injurious to society than one restrictions, assaults on their persons
which should provide that as soon as

or property, even though in repellinga man who had neglected his work, or these assaults the aggressor is put in

who had squandered his wages in danger of his life . But self-defence,

or gambled them it must be remembered , is not limited
away,had been thirty- six hours with- to assaults. A person whose house is

out food,and felt the sharp impulse on fire may seize, without incurring

of hunger, he might,with impunity, the charge of felony, the bose of a

steal food from his neighbors. We neighbor as a means of
extinguishing

should,therefore,think it in the high- the fire. A person who is bathing , and

est degree pernicious to enact that no whose clothes have been stolen ,may

act done underthe fear even of instant snatch up clothing he may find on a

death should be an offence. It would clothes-line, so as not to be obliged to

fortiori be absurd to enact that no

enter into a village naked. For theseaft under the fear of any other evil two examples I am indebted to Ber

ner, $ 85.

1 See, to this effect, The Argo, 1 Galof cases of this class the person main lis.150 ; R. v. Dunnett, 1 C. & K.425.
taining, as against another, his own

right,might act in
accordance with a

2 Lehrbuch d . Strafrechts (1871),
higher morality if he should sacrifice

8 The Joseph , 8 Cranch, 451; The

stimulating drugs,

@

should be an
offence."

is true that in the great
majority

140 .
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Distinction

between

defence .

$ 97.]

repulse of a wrong, necessity justifies the invasion of a right. It

is, therefore , essential to self-defence that it should be a

defence against a present unlawful attack ,” while ne

necessityand self cessity may be maintained though destroying conditions

that are lawful. In self -defence the attack must be

upon interests which it is the duty of the party assailed tode

fend. But the right is not limited to attacks on his own person .

Whatever the law places under his protection , that he maydefend

according to the law.3 Self-defence by an individual also differs

from preventive punishment by a State in this, that the former

hinders the crime, and is prospective, the latter punishes for the

crime, and is retrospective. Since to constitute self-defence the

attack must be unlawful, as a general rule, the right does not

exist as against an officer armed with a legal warrant. Children,

also, cannot exercise this right against their parents ; 4 nor pu

pils against their teachers ; 6 nor apprentices against their mas

ters ; 6 provided the limits of the right of correction by the as

sailant be not overstepped . It follows that there can be no

self-defence against self-defence. Self-defence is only permissible

against an unlawful attack . If A., unlawfully attacked by B.,

resorts to violentmeans to repel the aggression , his repulse of B.

is lawful ; but if B., in pursuance of the struggle, renews the at

tack on A., this is not self-defence, since self-defence only obtains

against an unlawful attack, and A.'s attack on B. was lawful."

tion :

1 See on this point, Berner, § 86 ;

? See Filkens v . State, 69 N. Y.

Levita , Recht der Nothwehr, 1856 ; 101.

Schaper, bei Holtzend. ii. p . 137 . 8 Infra , $ 98 .

The following citations from the Ro 4 Infra , $ 631.

man law may be useful in this connec 5 Infra, § 632.

6 Infra, $ 634.

“ Melius est occurrere in tempore, 7 Infra , § 485.

quam post exitum vindicare .” L. 1 .
The following exposition of the lead

c . ( 3. 17 ) .

ing theories of self-defence was sub

" Pudicitiam quum eriperet militi stantially given by me in the Southern

tribunus militares in exercitu C. Marii, Law Review for 1879 , p . 366 :--

propinquus ejus imperatoris, interfec
I. It is maintained that when men

tus ab eo est,cui vim afferebat: facere enter into society they retain the right

enim probus adolescens periculose, to protect themselves in allmatters as

quam perpiti turpiter maluit. Atque to which the government constituted

hunc ille summus vir, scelere solutum , by them is unable to afford them aid.

periculo liberavit.” Cicero pro Mi- The State , it is alleged, is the creat

lon . c . 4 . Paullus Rec. Sent. v . 23. 8 .
ure of a social contract. It has only
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[ $ 97 a .

cedent to a
contract by members

of to resistwrong
, is in itself a wrong.

the
organization ? When twomenmeet It is true that the State may restrict

together to
establish

obligatory rela- this right of the individual
to resist

§ 97 a . Aswill hereafter be seen more fully , the right of self

defence can only be appealed to to ward off a danger that is

such powers as are committed to it. tions, does not this presupposé an ar

All other powers are reserved . This biter ? Was there ever a time when

is the view of Locke,and, as ampli- government of some kind did not ex

fied by Kant, has been accepted by ist; and if we have to go back to the
the school that follows this great mas time when the family was the sole

ter. The practical consequences of State, was not the family under the

this view are important. If it be cor- government of its head ? There is no

rect,wherever the State has not power era, therefore, so it is argued, to which

to defend us,we can defend ourselves. we can penetrate, in which men, with

A threatened attack , therefore, can out government, agreed to create a

be averted by violence in a thinly set- government with particular limita

tled country, in which preventive jus- tions; and it is clear we cannot point

tice could not be efficiently invoked ; to the time in which this right of self

while in a country where the police defence was specifically reserved . Cer

isactive and available, preventive vio- tainly this right, springing as it does

lent private action would not be jus- from necessity , existed before any of

tifiable. The objection to this view , those modern constitutions which are

however, lies in the assumption that on their face based on contract ; and

the State rests upon a social contract. it is absurd to suppose that it was

Nodoubt our modern constitutions are made a contractual part of patriarchal

the results of contracts between the and other despotisms, whose distinc

parties bywhom they were established / tive peculiarity is that they were based

This was eminently the case with the on nature, or force , but not on con

English settlement which called Wil- tract. If, therefore, so it is insisted ,

liam III.to the throne. The resolu- the right of self-defence rests solely

tions of the convention which deter- upon social contract, then itmust fall
mined his title were asmuch the re

with the fiction on which it is so madesults of a
compromise between the to rest.

parties who were
represented in the

II. The second view , which is takenconvention asarethe termsof any bus- by Hegel, and is adopted, though in

iness contract by which several com- varying terms, by many able writ

peting parties agree to settle their dif- ers, is, that self-defence is a retribu
ferences. The same

observationsap

tive act. All wrong, so it is argued ,ply to the Constitution of the United is on moral grounds to be resisted .
States, so often called a

compact It is a negation of right,by itsmost eminent expositors . But expressed by Hegel,

and it must be
does the State owe its institution to put down, and the rightitwould over

social contract? Did not the English throw reëstablished . We need not,

State exist before the convention of however, fall back on this peculiar

1688,anddid not ourown States ex- phraseology in order to sustain the
ist before they agreed to establish the view now before us. Justice, it

may
well be argued, is presupposed by gov

ernment. To yield towrong, to refuse

so is this

Federal
Constitution ? Is not some

kind of
organization a

condition pre
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actual and immediate ; though in determining what is immediate

we must be guided by the conditions of each particular case.

wrong ; but, unless so restricted , the risprudence. Deriving, as they claim

right continues to exist. The right it does, its authority exclusively from

is not the creature of contract. It is the State , referable in no sense

a high moral duty as well as a right. either to the law of nature or to a

I may be the sole inhabitant of a des- social contract prior to government, -

ert island, and the cruelty which I it is limited by the State, from which

interfere to stop, under this sense of alone it springs.
Right,” in this

duty and right,may be thatwhich one sense, to quote from one of the most

wild animal wantonly , and with need- recent advocates of this scheme, “ is

less pain , inflicts upon another. Or, simply the protection of rights. It

under the stress of the same sense of results from positive law . It is prac

duty , acting in a higher sphere, I may tical. Its object is the maintenance

interpose to prevent one savage, who of the common good , involving the

visits theisland, from unjustifiably
in- maintenance of the welfare of the in

juring another, or unjustifiably injur- dividual. But wrong constantly puts

ing myself. If I so do, I may be act- itself in opposition to right. It is

ing so as to promotemyown interests, necessary , therefore , for right not only

yet at the same time I may be acting , to issue its rules for the maintenance

and ought to be acting , as an avenger of the rights it undertakes to protect,

ofthe rightand a foe to wrong.

“ Re- but to enforce these rules. For this it

sistance to tyrants is obedience to must have its own organ. To individ

God," is, in this view , no mere mean
ual voluntary action it cannot trust.

ingless platitude. Tyranny , and out- Individual strength is, in most cases,

rages of all kinds which involve an in not sufficient for this purpose ;
individ

vasion of right, I have a right to repel. ual purposes are not systematic and

To this view it is indeed objected that constant enough . The State is the

it is substantially
lynch law , and jus- organ through which the repression of

tifies volunteer crusaders,for what they wrong is to be effected . For this pur

call right, doing what would be really pose it works through several instru

a vast amount of wrong. It should , ments. It employs for this purpose

however, be remembered
that by the schools, sanitary agencies, and police

limitation of this very principle it is agencies ; and it also employs penal

subject to the law of the land . Itcan discipline ; for punishment
thus in

only act in cases in which the law of flicted is inflicted for the protection

the land leaves it free to act.
of rights, and the hindrance of inju

III. A third view is taken by think- ries to such rights. Self-defence is a

ers of the utilitarian and materialistic method of preventing such injuries.

school. Ignoring, as they do, the ex
The State, as the organ of right, ap

istence of a conscience as a supreme pointed to protect the property and

rule, — looking to utility, not duty, as persons of its subjects, cannot see

the proper spring of action, - they them assailed without intervening. It

regard jurisprudence as

adopted simply for the protection of assaults, but it certainly will not hin .

a system cannot, it is true, put down all such

the interests of society, and of the der such assaults from being hindered ;

individuals of which it is composed , itwill interpose no obstacle in theway

and self-defence as the creature of ju- of such hindrance.

It is true that
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The fact, however, that an attack has been expected does no

preclude me from repelling it when it comes. A public man,

self-defence is not an original, natural nently the case in the United States.

right, independent of the State . But By express limitations of the Fed

this does not conflict with self-defence eral Constitution, “ the enumeration

being a rightlicensed , and hence au in the Constitution of certain rights

thorized by the State . If, in its exer shall not be construed to deny or dis

cise, the rights of others — their prop- parage others retained by the peo

erty or their persons - be necessarily ple ; ” and “ the powers not delegated

impaired, this is incident to the dis- to the United States by the Constitu

charge of the functions which the tion, nor.prohibited by it to the States,

State thus imposes. The party under are reserved to the States respectively ,

this necessity is the agent of the State or to the people.” Analogous provi

in hindering
an unlawful act. It is sions are contained in the several state

not necessary,
in order to enable him Constitutions.

to intervene, that his mode of defence
Government in this way being con

should be proportioned to the value of fined to the exercise of certain spe

the interests attacked , or that the at- cified powers, the right to exercise all

tack should have been unforeseen by other functions remains to the peo

bim,orthatit should havebeen impos- ple ; and as one of these functions

sible for him to have avoided the col- may bementioned self-defence. Not

lision.” [The above is a condensed merely may the person be thus defend

translation of the position taken by ed from assault; not only may property

Janka, in his treatise on Nothstand. be thus secured ; butnuisances may be

Erlangen, 1878.]

abated by any member of the com
Let us next consider what accept- munity whom they affect.

In fact ,ance the theories just stated have met when we glance at the cases in which
with in the United States .

invasions of rights are repelled, we
1. The social-contract theory, which find that, in by far the greater num

was generally adopted by the English ber of instances, this repulsion is by

Whigs,was brought by the colonists to private act. A libel, for instance ,

this country ,and is frequently referred is rarely met by public prosecution ;

to by our early writers as the basis of the party libelled , if repelling the at

government. So far as the origin of tack at all, usually repels it by de

government is concerned , this theory , nialand retort, A stone lies in my

as wehave seen, cannot be sustained . path in a public highway; I throw it

So far from government being started off the path, without calling on the

bycontract, there is no contract that public authorities to effect a removal.

does not presuppose a government. Deodorizing compounds are used in

But all governments must rest,medi- multitudes of cases, by private per

ately or
immediately,

on the will of the sons, to correct unhealthy exhalations
people, and are susceptible of modifi- outside of their premises, though in

cation, from time to time, as this will most of these cases prosecutions for

prescribes. And all governments with nuisance might lie to abate the nui
which we have to do are more or less

An unwelcome visitor in a

house can be ejected by force if hevested in the government, and all refuse to leave peaceablý. Collins v.

This is emi- Thomas , 1 F. & F. 416 ; Overdeer v .

limited . Certain
specified powers are sance .

others are
reserved .
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be exer

cised even

thorities

upon pre

for instance, as was the case with the Duke of Wellington dur

ing the Reform Bill riots, may have good grounds to

Rightmay
expect an attack on his house ; but this does not pre

though vent him from vigorously defending his house when the

public au assault is actually made. It has also been said that

mighthave the right does not exist when the party attacked had an

opportunity of calling on the public authorities to in

viously .
tervene. This, however, is not universally true. As

Lewis, 1 W. & S. 90. Infra , $ 621. exposures were properly within the

As to assaults, we have only to walk range of the duty of an independent

the streets in the neighborhood of tip. press. The numerous cases, also, in

pling-houses to be convinced thatthere which privilege is a defence to indict

are a hundred cases of assault that are ments for libel are illustrations of the

settled out of court, to one which is sameright. In such cases, the sever

brought to the courts to settle. But est retribution may be inflicted by pri

when a man insists upon continuing vate persons. A man's life may be

a nuisance, under the protection of madewretched by a privileged publi

fire-arms, then adequate forcemay be cation ; and this publication may be

used to compel him to desist. I have designed, and may operate, as a pun.

a right to stop, by my own action , ishment for crime. Yet privileged

whatever impairsmy rights, unless the communications are held justifiable

exclusive right to do so is ceded to by the law . Parents, also teachers,

the State . And , for the purpose, I guardians, and officers of prisons are

have a right to use appropriate force authorized to inflict chastisement by

wherever this is requisite.
way of punishment. In no other

II. Retribution . — The second the cases, however , are private persons

ory,bywhich the right of self-defence permitted to punish an offender after

is based upon the duty to cancel or the offence has been committed .

extinguish wrong wherever it exists, III. Prevention . However plau

unless when restricted by the State sible may be the justification of self

(the Hegelian view ), meets with little defence on this ground , it cannot ob

response in our jurisprudence. We tain under a government such as our

must hinder wrong,when such wrong own, with limited powers. If the

takes the shape of a felony , whenever State cannot constitutionally
prevent

the attempt is made to perpetrate it crime by arresting and confining, in

in our presence. But after wrong is advance, persons who are supposed to

committed ,we have no right to step have a tendency to crime, a fortiori,

in and punish the offender. The only this function does not belong to pri

exception is that,when crimehas been vate individuals, See supra , SS 7,

committed , it may be lawful to bring 8-9. The right of self -defence only

upon it,by publications suitable for the applies to the repulsion of an attack

purpose, public disgrace. The action actually in progress. Infra, $ 493.

of the New York newspapers, in 1874 ,
I conclude, therefore, that self-de

in unearthing the villainy of Tweed , fence is a natural right, subject to

would have exposed those concerned restriction by the State .

in these publications
to prosecutions 1 See R. v. Scully, 1 C. & P. 319.

for libel had it not been that such Infra , &$ 487–496 .
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there are few attacks which the injured party could not have

more or less clearly expected , it would be incumbent on him , if

the position here contested is sound, to call on the government for

protection in every case, or else to lose his right. But to call on

the government for aid is only necessary when such aid can be

promptly and effectively given . There are many cases of sus

picion, also, in which a prudent man would decline to call in

governmental aid , feeling that the case is not sufficiently strong

to justify.so extreme a remedy. As a rule, therefore, we cannot

say that self-defence cannot be resorted to when the party assert

ing the right could have protected himself by calling in the gov

ernment. Of this position we have abundant illustrations in

cases of nuisance which a private citizen is authorized
abate

without appealing to the law.2 “ At common law ,” so speaks a

learned New Jersey judge,3 « it was always the right of a citi

zen, without official authority, to abate a public nuisance, and

without waiting to have it adjudged such by a legal tribunal.

.... This common law right still continues. Any citizen ,act

ing either as an individualor as a public official under the orders

of local or municipal authorities, : ..

may abate what the
common law deems a public nuisance.” 4 We must not push

this right so far as to sustain deliberate aggressions on others.

Butwe ought to maintain it so far as is proper for the defence

of self. There is no pebble in our way on the highway that we

could not remove by action of law . But there is no pebble on

the highway as to which an action of law would notbe absurd .

We kick it out of the way , just as we exert the right of self

defence in innumerable other cases in which going to law would

be equally absurd. And we may in like manner forcibly re

move an intruder from a house or a railway car without stopping

to call in a magistrate. If so we may defend life and limb,

though the attack is one wemay have so far anticipated as to

have been able to call in official aid in
advance.6

1 It was on this reason that the

8 Manhattan Man . Co. v . Van Keuclause in theGerman Code, limiting in ren, 23 N. J. Eq. 251,

respect the right of self-defence,

was ultimately stricken out. See Ber- 426 ; Earp v. Lee , 71 Ill. 193.4 See Brightman v. Bristol, 65 Me.

ner , $ 86; and see infra , $487. Evers

1. People, 6 Thomp.& C. 156; 3 Hun, is, 1 W.& S. 90.• Infra, SS621-22;Overdeer v. Lew

As illustrating the principle in the

text may be mentioned a case in North

this

716 ; State v. Doty , 5 Oregon , 491.

? See infra , $ 1426 .
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defence

may be

exerted .

est ." 2

§ 98. Whoever possesses a right is entitled to defend that

right. No matter what may be the character of the

Objects for
which self- right, it cannot lawfully be taken from the owner by

violence ; and violence applied for this purpose he may

violently resist. The Roman law is emphatic on this

point, making the right to defend one of the incidents of the

right to possess.
“ Vim vi repellere licet, idque jus natura com

paratur.” i “ Ut vim atque injuriam propulsemus, juris gentium

“ Vim vi defendere omnes leges omniaque jura permit

tunt.” 3 Nothing, as has been well said ,4 can be more general

than these utterances. In our own law there have been tenden

cies to limit the right to the defence of home, of person, and of

relatives in the first degree. No doubt there is a peculiar sanc

tity attached to these conditions which justifies even the taking

of life in their defence. But this circumstance must notmake

us insensible to the fact that wherever a right has any value,

then its possessor may protect it forcibly from assault.

§ 99. It has also been said that a party who can fly from an

Flight not aggressor is bound to fly , and can not set up self-defence.

This, as we will hereafter see, is so far true that an as

sailed party cannot, unless driven to the wall, take his

assailant's life. But as an elementary proposition it is not true

that if I can evade an attack by flight then I must ily to evade

the attack . If this were the law , few persons in times of trouble

could remain at their posts. This, however, by confining the

right of self-defence to attacks of which there could be no prior

suspicion, would virtually abrogate the right. For it would be

to say that the right of self-defence only exists when there is

nothing to defend. And besides, the fundamental principle is

that right is not required to yield to wrong ."

Carolina decided in 1878, where it 1 L. i. $ 27 D. de vi.

was held that the owner of land has 2 L. 3. D. de just. et jure.

the right to arrest and repress , as a 8 L. 45. D. $ 4 , ut leg . Aq.

nuisance, a person using loud and ob 4 Berner, § 87.

scene language on the highway in
6 Iufra , SS 480 , 495,508 ; and see

front of such land ; and when the per- particularly $ 501.

son so offending is armed with a pis 6 Infra, § 486 .

tol, the limitation molliter manus does
7 This is a settled rule of Roman

not apply. State v. Davis, 80 N. C. law . See Clarus, Rec. Sent. Levita,

351; citing State v. Perry, 5 Jones, 9; p. 237; and see cases cited infra, $$

State v . Robbins, 78 N. C. 431. 486-501.

necessary

to self- de

fence.

.
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Defence of

§ 100. Wemust remand to future sections the discussion of

the question , what degree of violence may be used in

defence of home. It is only necessary here to repeat property

justifiable.
what has just been said, that the right to property

of all kinds may be forcibly defended when it is forcibly at

tacked, and that the degree of force to be used is to bemeasured

not by the value of the article, but by the degree of force used

in the attack . Were it otherwise, the property of the poor

would be
discriminated against,and the right to defend property

limited only to those rich enough to possess property of value.

Nor is it possible to gauge our attachment to any piece of prop

erty by its mere money standard . An article of no money value

may conduce greatly to my comfort and happiness ; and beside

this, I have a right to repel spoliation even of things of little

value, on the ground that yielding to spoliation in little things is

a yielding to spoliation in all things.

The right extends also to mere possession, so that the bare

possessor of a thing has a right forcibly to repel a forcible at

tempt to take it from him . Thus, a party having a right to

the use of a well, though such right be not exclusive, may repel

by force an intruder attempting to draw from it.3

$ 101. An interesting question , which will be hereafter more

fully discussed , arises as to the extension of the right But not

of self-defence to injuries to honor. The cases which

have heretofore been
adjudicated in this relation have honor.

been mainly those in which persons whose character has been as

sailed have assaulted or killed the assailant. On these facts it

1 See infra, $$ 495–508, 1112. That drix v. State, 50 Ala. 148. The law is

an assault in defence of personal right thus stated by Sir J. Stephen (Steph.

see infra, &$ 501, 621. Dig . Cr. L. art. 200) : “ Any person
R. v. Mitton, 3 C. & P. 31; R. v. unlawfully assaulted may defend him
Driscoll, C. & M. 214 ; State v. El- self on the spot by any force short of

ljot, 11 N.H. 540; State v. Miller, 12 the intentional infliction of death or

Vt. 437; Com . v. Kennard , 8 Pick . grievous bodily harm ; and if the as

133; Com . v. Clark , 2 Met. (Mass.) sault upon him is,
notwithstanding ,

23 ; Com . v. Power, 7 Met. (Mass.) continued , he is in the position of a

596; Com. v. Dougherty, 107 Mass. person assaulted in the employment of

243; Com . v. Mann, 116 Mass. 58 ; lawful force against the person of an
Filkins v. People, 69 N. Y. 101; Par: other.” Infra , § 486 a .

sons v. Brown, 15 Barb . 590 ; State v .

3 See infra , $ 501.
Gibson , 10 Ired . 214 ; State v.

Coving

ton, 70 N. C. 71. See,
however,Hen

8 Roach v. People, 77 Ill. 25.

violent de

fence of

is
justifiable,
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must be

immediate

has been uniformly held , as an elementary principle, that no

words, no matter how insulting, will excuse an assault. At the

same time insults of all kinds, words as well as blows, are to be

taken into consideration in determining how far hot blood can

be considered to exist.2 It is easy , also, to conceive of cases in

which a party insulted is entitled to remove the instrument of

insult ; and we may adopt as sound law the rulings of a German

court,3 that a person insulted by a libel has a right to remove

it from a wall on which it is posted.4

§ 102. A future danger, as we will hereafter see, cannot be

Danger
anticipated by an attack upon the expected aggressor,

unless this be the only means of warding off the attack.5

anddefence Nor is the party attacked excusable in using greater

ceed attack. force than is necessary to repel the attack, remember

ing that the danger of the attack is to be tested , as will be here

after noticed , from the stand-point of the party attacked, not

from that of the jury or of an ideal person. Whoever, by his

misconduct, puts another in a condition in which the mind can

not act with reasonableness, cannot complain that such reasona

bleness is wanting. If the injured party acts negligently or un

fairly in coming to the conclusion that he is in danger of life,

then he is liable for the consequences if he exceed the limit

of self-defence ; but if his conclusion be honest and non-negli

gent, then the party assailing him must bear the consequences of

the mistake. This view has been maintained by the German

courts ;; and will be vindicated fully hereafter. The same lim

1 See infra, $ 619.
from a leading German commenta

2 Infra , SS 455 et seq.

3 Archiv . 1848, p . 575 .
If the State would not expose to

4 See also Du Bost v. Beresford , spoliation the rights sheundertakes to

2 Camp. 511; cited Whart. on Evid. protect, - rights such as life, limb;

§ 253; and infra , $ 501.
freedom , honor, chastity , property of

5 See infra , SS 484 , 493, 498.
all kinds, family relationships, — she

• Com . v . Dougherty , 107 Mass. must leave the limits of self-defence

243; State v. Ross, 26 N. J. L.224; to be determined ,not by the tribunal

State v. Lazarus, 1 Const. C. R. 34. by whom the case is ultimately to be

Infra , $ 624.
coolly tried, but by the individualas

7 Archiv. 1848, p . 592. saulted himself, according to his ca

8 See infra , SS 488-491.
pacity as exercised in the excitement,

In the same connection we may the confusion , and the surprise of the

notice the following striking remarks attack. It is particularly to bekept

in mind that in self-defence the con

tor : -
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Inference

itation , prohibiting an excess of force, applies to the private

abatement of nuisances.1

When the danger is over, it is scarcely necessary to add , the

right of self-defence ceases.2 It followsthat when a thing which

is the object of attack is finally taken from him , the loser cannot

ordinarily use violence to recover it. For this purpose

he mustresort to process of law . The technical right extends to the de

fence of a thing before it is taken ; not to its recovery after it is

taken. “ Quamvis vim vi repellere omnes leges et omnia jura

permittant, — tamen id debet fieri cum
moderamine

inculpatae

tutelae,non ad sumendam vindictam , sed ad
propulsandam inju

riam .”

If, however, he can retake it without undue violence
he

may do so . But an assault on his person he cannot pun

ish when the danger is over . His right is defence , not retribu

tion .

§ 103. The inference to be drawn from the weapon used 6 ap

plies with peculiar force to cases of self-defence. A

man who, when attacked , draws out a pistol and shoots to be

down his assailant, cannot, under ordinary circum- from

stances, claim that he was surprised by the attack . No weapon .

flict is not simply between power 6 See infra , § 487. R. v . Driscoll,

against power, but between superior C. & M.214 ; R. v. Mitton , 3 C. & P.

and prepared against inferior and un 31; Com . v . Ford , 5 Gray, 475 ; Peo

prepared power ; that the assailant is ple v . Caryl, 3 Parker C. R. 326 ;

rarely able to convince the assailed State v. Lawry, 4 Nev. 161; Territory

that the attack has an object less de

v . Drennan, 1 Montana, 41.
structive than at the first glance itap

The right (self -defence) can onlypeared to be; that the assailant knew be exercised at themoment of the at

thiswhen he made the venture; that tack . It cannot, therefore, be exer

he in thisway knowingly exposed bis cised against the absent, though they

life and limbs to the violence,wild and be instigators of an actual attack . But

frantic as it would necessarily be, between those present and acting

which he himself called forth in the among the assailants the assailed is

person assailed . Schaper, in Holtz. not bound to distinguish between the

several degrees of activity or responsiInfra ,§ 1426. See State v. Paul, bility. Nor is he bound to call upon

. R. I. 185; State v. Parrott, 71 N. any of them to say what they purpose,

and in what way they mean to carry

out their purpose , since this depends

upon contingencies which no one of

them can preascertain . Nor does re

treat of the assailant by itself neces

P

Straf. ii . 139 .

C. 311.

? See infra , SS 484 et seq.

• C. 2. x . De homic. v. 12. c. 18 .

eod. Berner, $ 88. Infra, $ 462.

* State r. Elliot, 11 N. H. 540 .

6 Infra , $ 122.
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one in a civilized society , where the law gives protection to those

in danger, is entitled to carry concealed weapons, in order to

meet an attack which he could avert by the ordinary processes

of law . If , however, the weapon is one which it is customary

to carry, or if it is caught up on a sudden , in fright or in hot

blood , by the assailed , then no inference of premeditation can

be drawn.1

sarily exclude the idea of a perilous malicious assaults. Schaper, in Holtz.

attack . An assailant may retreat as Straf. ii. 145 .

a feint, as is sometimes the case with 1 See fully Whart. on Crim . Evid .

robbers in attacks on country seats, $ 764; and infra , § 484 et seq.

and it may be added in other cases of
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1 See
Austin's

Jurisp. ii. 327. This
looseness

of definition
is deplored

by

CHAPTER IV .

MALICE.

Malice is evil intent, and is convertible with But duration to be inferred from facts,

dolus, § 106 .

$ 115 .Todolus, will, object, and causation are es Premeditation requires no fixed period ,

sential, $ 107.
§ 116 .Sufficient if assailant contemplated a fatal Intent at time of action enough , § 117.

result as a contingency, § 108 .
Malice does not require physical contact,Dolus classified as determinatusand alterna $ 117 a .

tivus, $ 109 .

In cases of doubt, verdict is taken for theDolusdeterminatus is where a single object lower degree, $ 118 .

is persistently pursued , § 110 .
Mixture of intents no defence, $ 119 .Dolus alternaticus iswhere the purpose is Unintended injury derives its character from

capable of alternate realization, § 111. purpose to which it is incidental, $ 120 .

In English law " malice " may be general or Motive need not be proportionate to heinous

special, $ 112 .

ness of crime, $ 121.Fallacy of distinction between malice ex Malice inferable from facts, $ 122 .

press and implied , $ 113 .
Consciousness of unlawfulness not essential,Malice presumed to be continuous, § 114 .

123.

Malice is

and is con

vertible

10

145

§ 106. MALICE may be defined as evil intent ; and may, for

the
purposes of this treatise, be regarded as having the

samemeaning as dolus. Dolus, also , includes the idea evil intent,

of fraud, which in our present legal use is not converti

ble with malice; but so far as concerns injuries effected with dolus.

by force, dolus and malice are equivalent terms. A wound,which

by our law would not be regarded as malicious, would not by the

Roman law be regarded as caused by dolus.

A wound , to whose
author the Roman law does not impute dolus,would not be re

garded by our law as
malicious. Between dolus and culpa the

line is drawn in the Roman law in the same way as in our own

law the line between malice and negligence. There is, however,

this difference between the two
jurisprudences : to dolus, as a

psychological study, the Roman juristsdevoted great attention ;

to malice, as a
psychological study, our jurists have given but

little attention, contenting themselves in dealing curtly with the
subject in the

concrete.1

VOL . I.
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§ 107. According to an able recent commentator on the Roman

Law , the following are the essential ingredients of dolus :

Bramwell. J., in his evidence before for a malicious homicide there must

the English Homicide Committee, as be a specific intent to kill. For dolus

given in Whart. on Hom . § 29. is defined to be animi destinatio et pro

It is error to define malice as in- positum ad certum delictum quoquo

cluding “ anger, hatred , revenge, and modo perpetrandum ; in other words,

every other unlawful and unjustifiable the malice, to sustain the charge of a

motive.” There are many unlawful malicious crime, must have been di

motives which are not malicious. Nye rected to this particular crime.

v . People, 35 Mich . 16.
Carpzov (1595–1666) was a leading

Malice is where a person “ wilfully Saxon jurist, being at the same time a

does that which he knows will injure judge, a professor of jurisprudence in

another in person orproperty.” Black- the University of Leipsic,and a privy

burn, J., in R. v. Ward , Law Rep. 1 councillor to thekingof Saxony. The

C.C. 360; Holland v. State, 12 Flor- question whether ,when a death acci

ida, 117. It should not be forgotten dentally and unintentionally follows

in this connection thatthe legal mean from a wound , the intention of which

ing of the term malitia , or malice, is was only to hurt, the crime is murder,

different from its popular meaning, was disposed of by Carpzov very much

which makes it synonymous with spite. in the sameway that it is disposed of

Thus Lord Holt says: " Some have by our own courts.
If the means

been led into mistakes by notwell con-. adopted by the actor were likely to

sidering what the passion of malice is ; cause death , then the homicide is to be

they have construed it to be a rancor treated as malicious. The assailant

of mind lodged in the person killing who,when inflicting a wound,knows,

for some considerable time before the or ought to know, that the wound may

commission of the fact;which is a mis- perhaps produce death (vulnera ad

take, arising from the not well distin- mensuram dari non posse), premedi

guishing between hatred and malice. tates the wound with all the conse

Envy, hatred, and malice are three dis- quences it contingently involves,and

tinct passions of themind.” Kel. 127. therefore premeditates the

Dolus, in the Roman law, is de- quence of death. It is true that the

scribed as voluntatis vitium , or an error will applies in such case to the death

of the will; culpa, as intellectus etme- only indirecte et par accidens ; in the

moriae vitium , or error of the intellect
sameway that he who wills to drink

and memory. Infra, § 126. Dolus is wine immoderately
indirectly wills to

ascribed to menti scelerataeet flagitiosae; be drunk. Hence, according to the

culpa, to men'i imprudenti ac stolidae .
reasoning of Carpzov, when death,

Offences marked by dolus are de- though not specifically intended, re

scribed as veramaleficia ; those marked sults from an intentional wound, likely

by culpa , as quasi maleficia . Accord

to cause death , then the homicide is

ing to Decian, therefore, an uninten

tional killing, even though in perform- No opinion , however,

to be viewed as indirectly intended.

ance of an illegal act , cannot be the question whether dolus is to be

charged to dolus. Hence to convict imputed in cases where the death fol

1 Gessler's Dolus, Tubingen , 1860.

conse

expressed
on
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directus and dolus
indirectus ), which lent act of the assailant

in the same

in
substance , though not in

terms, is way
that there

existed a probability

[ $ 107.

1. The internal will.

2. The external act.

3. The causal relation of the will to the act.

lows the wounding not per se, but per now agitating both in England and in

accidens.

America those concerned in shapingLeyser (1683-1752), a professor in criminal law . See particularly testi

Wittenberg, and author of a valuable mony before the House of Commons'

exposition of the Pandects, Medita- Homicide Committee.

tionesad Pandectas, xi. vol., Leipzig , Dolus direclus, according to the au

1741, spent some years of study in thor immediately before us, is when

England, and discussed the question the result is specifically intended ; as

of dolus no doubt with a full knowl- when A. kills B., intending at the

edgeof the old English doctrine of the time to kill. Dolus indirectus exists

tacking of collateral felonious intent. when the result is not
specifically in

He advances on the propositions of tended , butwhen it is as incident to
Carpzov,by holding that to dolus gen the means adopted by him as if it

eralis it is not essential that there

were specifically willed ; as when A.should be propositum vulnerandi aut wounds B., intending only to wound

corpus laedendi, but that it is eñough him , but when death naturally follows

if there be animus
quomodocunque lae- the wound. Anticipating the distinc

dendi.

tion of the Pennsylvania and otherTo Nettlebladt(1719-1791), a pro- American statutes, a lighter punish

fessor atHalle , we are indebted for a

ment is to be assigned to dolus indi
Dissertatio juridica de homicidio ex in- rectus, where there is no specific in

tentione indirecta commisso , in which tention to take life, than to dolus

theimmediate topic before us is mi- directus, where there is such an in

nutely discussed. According to the tention . To dolus indirectus, the fol

view here propounded, guilt (Schuld), lowing conditions are requisite :

in its general relations, is a defectus

1. The result should follow from arectitudinis actionis (
convenientiae cum voluntary act or omission of the as

omnibus
determinationibus hominis es sailant.

sentialibus) vincibilis. Culpa , in specie ,

2. There must be an intention tois a defectusrectitudinis actionis quoad hurt the individual killed,excluding,

intellectum vincibilis ; while dolus is a therefore, the cases where the intent

def. rect.actionis quoad voluntatem vin

is to commit a collateral felony .assumes inaction both 3. On the other hand, a direct pur

asto knowing and willing ; dolus as

sumes that the act is done both know
pose to kill must not exist, for then

we would have dolus directus ; yet
ingly and willingly. In other words,

such direct purpose is only to be innegligence is a defect of the intellect ; ferred when to the means of violence,

malice,a defect of the heart. Negli- as they are knowingly and wilfully

gence is lack of attention ; malice, an adopted by the assailant, death isto be

evil intention . Here,then,we strike imputed as an
unavoidable consequent.

upon the
important distinction be

4. There must exist a probabilityTween direct and indirectmalice (dolus that death would follow from the vio

cibilis. Culpa
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and causa

tion are

essential.

If the will is not brought into connection with the act, the act

is not to be considered as willed ; yet we must remem

To dolus,will, object, ber that no thoughtful man can insulate a particular

act so as to cut that act off from the consequences that

naturally follow from it . I throw a stone into the

water, intending simply to get rid of the stone from the land.

Yet at the same time I cannot, as one who has previously ob

served similar results , and who reasons from the most familiar

principles of physics, forget that this stone will cause a ripple on

the surface of the water. A similar case, it is argued , arises when

A. shoots at B., intending to kill him , but the ball glances and

kills C., whom A.has reason to expect to be in close vicinity.

The intention to kill B., could it be so insulated as to detach it

from any consequence except that intended , could not support an

indictment for killing C .; but if it cannot be so insulated ,and

if shooting at B. naturally involves the contingency of missing

B. and hitting C., then dolus is to be imputed to the killing C.?

Wemust at the same time remember that an instrumental in

tent, the realization of which produces an injury to another,may

be either indifferent or criminal. A man may drop a stone from

a roof on a street,and may do this either sportively or with intent

to hurt a passer -by.

When there is an intent to hurt, in other

words, when to the intent to use a particular instrument the in

tent to hurt by the use of such instrument is added , then dolus

exists. Dolus is therefore the consummation of an offence by an

instrument specifically intended , and the act must be immediately

directed by the intent.3 Culpa consists in the consummation of

that the effect immediately designed ford , 11 Cox C. C. 643. In these

would have followed from the same
cases the defendant intentionally shot

violence. This happens when the as

at C., whom he mistook for B., and

sailant uses a weapon , which ordina- he was held to be guilty of wounding

rily produces death , in such a way

C. with intent to kill c . In R. v.

that from its use death or wounding Hewlett, 1 F. & F.91,however, where

is equally probable.

the defendant wounded B. uninten

See Meyer, $ 106, who defines tionally, his weapon glancing from A.

dolus to be the will to do in the con
whom he intended to kill, an acquit

crete that which the law forbids in tal was directed. See infra , $ 120.

the abstract .
8 See R. v. Preston, 2 Den . C. C.

2 See infra , § 318, and see R. v .

Smith, Dears. C. C. 559; 7 Cox C. C. 432; Morse v. State, 6 Conn . 9; Resp.

353 ; R. v . Chapman , 1 Den. C. C.

51; 33 Eng. C. L. 567 ; R. v. Stop- v. Roberts, 1 Dall. 39.

-
-
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[ $ 110.

Sufficient

fatal result

as a contin

an offence not intentional, but imputable to the lack of such dil

igence as it was the duty of the party to bestow .

§ 108. It is here that emerges the question that has been pro

ductive of so much difficulty in this branch of jurispru

dence. Is it sufficient to constitute dolus (malice ) that if assailant

the fatal result should only appear to the assailant as a plated the

mere possibility ? In answering this question wemust

remember that weare not able to select arbitrarily the gency .

instruments we want to effect a particular end, nor is there

any
instrument which we can speak of as absolutely in our power.

Whatever we attempt we have to execute by means of agencies

whose operation may be modified by numerous contingencies over

which we have no control. No plan of wrong, therefore, can be

framed by even the most capable and cautious of conspirators,

which they must not regard as dependent upon contingencies

for its
consummation . An assailant, therefore, in

meditating an

attack on another, must contemplate the possibility of miscar

riage. This possibility may be greater or less. A good marks

man may be almost sure of hitting his intended victim ; a man

who sends an explosive compound to an enemy may estimate

that the probability of injuring his enemy is slight. If the

means adopted are such as cannot possibly succeed , then there is

no such connection between the
instrumental intent and the final

intent as is essential to constitute guilt. But if there be no such

impossibility, and if the means adopted ,
improbable as it would

seem , have a fatal result, then the end is to be regarded as having

been
intended.1

$ 109. From the relations of
instrumental intent to final intent

(Vorsatz to Absicht) it follows that the first must be

directed to the use of a
particular

instrument,but that be classi

this
instrumentmay be used to

effectuate one of sev

eral final intents ; e. g.a blow may be given with in- andivalter

tent either to wound ,or maim , or disgrace, or kill ; or

a house may be set on fire with the
alternative intent either to

destroy the owner's property, or to take his life. In this view

as either
determinatus,

alternativus, or

$ 110. 1. Dolus
determinatus existswhen the

instrument is in

* See infra,&$ 169, 317–8 ; and see Robinson v. State, 54 Ala. 86 .

***

Dolus may

fied as de

terminatus

dolus may

be
regardedeventualis.
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minatus

is where a

is per

Dolus al

ternativus

is where

the pur

pose is ca

tentionally used to effect a single purpose, as when a deadly

Dolus de- poison is intentionally given with the sole purpose of

killing. It makes no difference whether or no the in

single pur- strument will effect the object with apparent certainty .

posesistently The person whose life is attempted may have warded

pursued . off susceptibility to disease by antidotes. Or it may

happen that the assailant may be limited in carrying out his

plan to a single agency comparatively uncertain . In either case

dolus determinatus is established .

§ 111. 2. Dolus alternativus or eventualis. — It may

happen that the instrument selected may have two or

more distinct effects, and that of the possibility of this

pable of al- the assailant is or ought to be aware. This may occur

realization. in the following cases :

a . The assailant has a primary object in view , and his final

intention is directed to effect this object ; but he recog

nizes a second object as either the possible or probable

result of the instrument he employs. Cases of this class

are divided as follows :

al. Dolus eventualis. When only the second object is

criminal, as where A. shoots at a mark , seeing B. near

the mark, and knowing that a slight divergence may

cause the shot to miss the mark and to strike B .; and

when B. is struck and killed.1

81. Dolus determinatus et eventualis. When both objects

are criminal ; as where A. shoots at B. and hits C., who

is so near to B. that the hitting of C. was or ought to

have been within the contemplation of A.as probable.?

6. When it is indifferent to the assailant which of several

probable objects is effected by the instrument chosen by

him .

ał. When only one of these objects is criminal, which is

dolus alternativus in its single sense .

61. When all are criminal, as where a man shoots at a

crowd, not caring whom he hits ; which is dolus alter

nativus in the ordinary sense .

c. When the assailant desires to effect, and does effect,

1 See R. v . Hewlett, supra , § 107.
2 See commerts, supra, § 107; in

fra , $ 120.

sey
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61 Hawk. P. C. c . 31, s . 18 ; Fost.

[ $ 113.

1
common

eral criminal objects
simultaneously . This brings a con

currence of several doli determinati, which are to be tried

severally .1

d. The assailant has his intention fixed on a single criminal

object,butwhile effecting such object he accidentally and

against his will effects, by the instrument used, another

criminal object. If so , the first contingency involves only

dolus ; the second only culpa. This covers the case, here

after fully discussed , of a person who, when shooting a

tame fowl, accidentally, and against his will, kills the

owner of the fowl.2

Dolus generalis is where an injury is directed at a crowd, let

the blow fall where it may 3

$ 112. By the leading English writers of the old school,malice

is held to include not only special
malevolence to the

In English

individual slain ,but a generally wicked , depraved , and

malignant spirit, a heart regardless of social duty, and law,"mal
deliberately bent on mischief.4 And, in general, any

or special.
formed design of doing mischief is by these authors

called malice, whether the mischief be intended to fall upon a

particular person, or upon any person who may be within its

range. Thus placing an
obstruction on a railway track , with

intent to kill, is a malicious homicide, and is murder, whether

the intent be to kill a particular person , or to kill any one who

may be on the train.6

$ 113. The older English text books
distinguish between

“ malice express” and “ malice implied.” This, how

Fallacy of
ever,as is elsewhere shown, cannot be sustained . Our distinction

only way of proving malice is by inferring it from cir- malice

cumstances. Even should a party, when examined on and im

the stand, say, “ I did the act
maliciously

,” the

question would still remain, how far the
statement is to be believed .

The mode of proof is not
demonstration,but

inference.8

For discussion of this question, 257; 1 Hale, 451;4 Black. Com . 199.
see Whart.Cr. Pl. & Pr. ss 468 et seq. Infra ,&$ 120 , 319 .

2 Infra, 8 320. See
authorities cited

6 Presley v . State , 59 Ala . 98 .

supra , § 106 .

7 Whart. on Crim . Ev. $ S 16 , 734

be general

plied."

8 R. v.
Fretwell, L. & C. 443; 9

Cox C. C.471. Infra , $ 319.

4 Fost. 256 , 262.

et seq .

8 See fully Whart. on Crim . Ev. $$

7 , 735-9.
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Malice pre

sumed to

be continu

ous .

§ 114. Supposing malice be proved to have existed a short

time before a crime, it will be presumed to have con

tinued down to the actual commission , unless modifying

circumstances are shown to have taken place, or the

defendant is in some other way proved to have acted under fresh

controlling motives.1 Yet the presumptions in such cases are

not of law , to be imposed in all cases by the court, but of fact,

to be drawn or repelled by the circumstances of the particular

case 2

In this view we must remember that it is not a law of

our nature that an intention once formed continues ; and we

must also remember that it is far from being the case that by

those who threaten crime, crime is uniformly executed .

The

most deliberate assassinations are those whose preparations are

most artfully concealed ; while persons who are apt the most

noisily to threaten are often those who are the most reluctant to

execute .

§ 115. No human gauge existing by which duration of malice

can be measured ,we are obliged to resort for this pur

pose to the same probable reasoning by which the ex

from facts. istence of malice is proved . A.shoots B. in the public

streets, without authority and without provocation. As reasona

ble beings usually intend any important step they take, we infer

that A. intended this shot ; and this inference is sufficient proof,

in the lack of all other evidence , of malice.3

$ 116. To premeditation , which is an essential ingredient of

malice, and which by many statutes is made a condi

tion of certain crimes, it is logically necessary that

quires no
there be a period of prior consideration ; but as to the

duration of this period no limit can be arbitrarily as

signed . The reasons for this are obvious : ( 1.) No psychological

tests which the law can supply can help us in determining

how long a time an evil intent was harbored. (2.) In men of

quick action , engaged in desperate enterprises, evil designs rap

idly hustle upon each other, shaping themselves almost instanta

1 See Whart. on Crim . Ev. sg 738, Com . v. Drum, 58 Penn. St. 9; U. S.

816 ; and see infra , $ 477.
v. Cornell, 2 Mason, 91; People v.

2 Murray v. Com. 79 Penn. St. Moore, 8 Cal. 90 ; Fahnestock v. State,

23 Ind. 231 ; State v. Holme, 54 Mo.

8 See People v. Clark, 7 N. Y. 385 ;

But dura

tion to be

inferred

;

Premedi

tation re

fixed pe

riod .

311.

3 .
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time, see infra , $ 450 ; and sce, as to 91; U. S. v .McGlue
, 1 Curt. C. C. 1 ;.

time
necessary to intention, Whart. Lanergan

v . People
, 50 Barbour

, 266 ;

[ $ 117.

neously to meet new contingencies as they arise . The old are

much less rapid in coming to a conclusion than are the young.

Persons with mechanical aptitudes are more rapid in deciding as

tomechanical acts than are persons without such aptitudes. A

soldier would require less time to deliberate as to the use of a

gun,a chemist as to the preparation of a poison, than would a

person not accustomed to fire-arms or poisons. No limit as to

premeditation can be arbitrarily imposed by the law . Whether

there has been premeditation must be determined by the con

crete case .

As to the relations of
premeditation to hot blood the following

points may be noticed :

(1.) The fact that passion intervenes after a premeditated

offence has been undertaken , does not sustain the defence of hot

blood .

(2.) A crime conceived in hot blood , but executed coolly , and

with deliberation , is to be regarded as
premeditated .

(3.) On the other hand, the fact that a crimemay have been

contemplated vaguely beforehand does not make it premeditated

if its execution took place in hot blood or sudden passion .

$ 117. It is constantly laid down that intent at the time of

action is enough . It is not meant to assert by this Intent at

that a person who, under a sudden impulse, kills an

other is guilty of murder. To say this would be un- enough.

warranted, for the reason that we have no means of saying that

a particular impulse is sudden. What we have a right,however,

to
say, and what the law means by this maxim to say, is this,

that when a homicide is committed by weapons indicating de

sign,then it is not necessary to prove that such design existed at

any definite period before the fatal blow . From the very fact

of a blow being struck , we have a right to infer (as a pre

sumption of fact, but not of law ) that the blow was intended

prior to the striking , although it may be at a period of time in

appreciably distant.

time of

action

1 See infra, $$ 380 , 480; and see

2 Infra , § 380; R. v . Noon , 6 CoxBerner,9th ed.S 94.'As to cooling c. C.137; U. S. v. Cornell, 2 Mason,

Crim . Ev. SS 738, 816 .

People v . Clark, 7 N. Y. 385; People
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Malice

does not

contact.

2

§ 117 a . Malice may be exerted against a party in his absence ;

as where A. lays poison for B. in his victuals, which B.

afterwards takes and dies. And so where A. procures

requirephysical an idiot or lunatic to kill B., which is done. In both

instances A. is guilty of themurder as principal. The

same result follows when an injury is produced by frightening

the injured party .

$ 118. As is elsewhere seen , wherever on a prosecution for an

In cases of offence, embracing two or more degrees, there is rea

doubt, ver sonable doubt as to whether the evidence sustains the

higher degree, the verdict is to be taken for the lower.

degree. The rule in such case is “ in dubio mitius. " 4

$ 119. The will acts under a variety of motives, some very

complex, Themotive varies with the man, what is strong with

one being weak with another. Instinctive passion is a respon

sible motive ; and so also is the general intent to violate law ,

fall the consequences on whom they may. And the law is,

that if among all the motives leading to a particular act one is

illegal, this is sufficient to add to the act the essential evil intent,

no matter how strong may be other concurrent intents.? Thus

intending ultimate public good is no defence to an indictinent for

nuisance ;8 intending to return the goods,no defence to an indict

dict must

be taken

for lower

2. Sullivan , 7 N. Y. 396 ; Com . v . ? Infra , § 167.

Drum , 58 Penn . St. 9 ; Woodsides v . 8 Whart. on Crim . Ev. $S 334 , 721.

State, 2 Howard's Miss. R.655 ; Dains 4 See also infra , § 392.

v . State , 2 Humphreys, 439; Coffee v . 6 See infra , $ 153.

State , 3 Yerger , 283; State v. Lipsey, 6 See 1 Whart. & St. Med. Jur. SS

3 Dev. (N. C.) 485 ; People v . Moore, 399, 405 ; Whart.on Crim . Ev. $$ 135,

8 Cal. 90; People v . Cotta , 49 Cal. 740 .

166 ; Peri v . People , 65 Ill. 17; Mc

7 R. v. Cox , R. & R. 362; R.v. Gil

Adams r. State, 25 Ark .405; Fahne- low , 1 Mood . 85 ; 1 Lew . C. C. 57; R.

stock v . State, 23 Ind. 231; Miller v .
v . Davis, 1 C. & P. 306 ; R.v. Batt, 6

State, 54 Ala . 155 ; Green v. State , C. & P. 329 ; R. v. Johnson , 11 Mod.

13 Mo. 382; Mitchum v . State, 11 Ga.
62; R. v . Geach, 9 C. & P. 499; R.v .

615 ; Nichols v. Com . 11 Bush , 575 ; Bowen , C. & M. 149; State ".Moore,

State v. Decklotts, 19 Iowa, 447 ; 12 N. H. 42; Com . v. M'Pike, 3

Burnham v. State, 43 Tex. 322. The Cush. 181; People v. Curling, 1 Johns.

rule in the text is applied even
320 ; State v . Cocker, 3 Harring .554 ;

to murder in the first degree, which State v. Dineen, 10 Minn . 407.
See

by statute requires deliberation . In- Whart. Crim . Ev. § 135 .

fra , $ 380. 8 Infra, SS 1416, 1420.

1 Infra, SS 167, 206 , 246, 278-9.

as
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[ $ 120 .

Mixture of

defence.

5

com

ment for
embezzlement ; 1 scientific enthusiasm , no defence to an

indictment for disinterring a corpse ; 2 intending to re

store lost goods on a reward, no defence to an indict- intents no

ment for larceny ; 3 intending to notify of a fire, no de

fence to an indictment for arson ; 4 intending to rid the commu

nity of a bad man, no defence to an indictment for homicide ;

intending to pay a debt,no defence to forgery. No matter what

other intents existed , if the intent to do the particular unlawful

act is either proved or implied , the offence, if committed ,

is
plete. If the law were otherwise, there would be few . convic

tions of crime, for there are few crimes in which extraneous mo

tives are not mixed up with the particular evil intent.?

§ 120. When an intent exists to do wrong , and an unin

tended illegal act ensues as a natural and probable con- Unintend

sequence, the unintended wrong derives its character derives its

from the general evil intent.8 A general
malevolent

purpose to break the law , for instance, or to inflict in- posebno

jury irrespective of any particular malice, gives color to incidental.

a particular wrongful act committed in execution of the general

inalevolent purpose. A man out of general malignity may fire

on a crowd, or may displace a rail on a railway ; and then, if

any life be lost, he is responsible for murder ,though hemay have

character
from pur

1 Infra , $ 1053.

? Com . v. Cooley , 10 Pick . 37 ; 1
Russ. 464. Infra , $ 1432 a .

Infra, $ 906 .

* R.v.Regan, 4 Cox C. C. 335 .

6 Infra , SS 488 el seq.

6 Infra, $ 718 .

8

trial ? ” Ideler, Lehrbuch , pp. 254–

266. La Rochefoucauld gives us the

converse when he says, “ Nous au

rions souvent honte de plus belles ac

tions si le monde voyait tous les motifs

qui les produisent.” The point of this,

as is well remarked (Spectator, July.: See infra, &$ 122, 1168 ; Whart. 26, 1879), is in the word tous. If all

Crim.Ev.3 734, et seq. See especially the motives of our best acts were

remarks on motives in 14 Wh. & St. known we would feel humiliated . It

Med. J. $S 399-405. « Who would is not that many of the motives were

dare;" asks a great German jurist, not good, or that the
preponderating

to determine how far a single mor- impulse may not have been good . But

bid tendency is isolated from all other it is that in the well of human inten

tion there is always a mingling of goodas to attach to it exclusively certain with bad or bad with good . If,how

and who could ever, a motive impelling to an unlaw
shape a procedure,even if there could ful act is evil, then there is malice.

be such a
severance, by which such

8 See supra , &$ 107–110.

tendencies in a
particular person , so

evil consequences ;

tendency could be
separately put on
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had no intention of taking any particular life. It has been fur

ther ruled that if a man shoots A. by mistaking the person,

when intending to shoot B., he is responsible for shooting A.,

under statutes which make it penal to shoot at another with in

tent to kill the person shot at.? And so has it been held with

regard to murder at common law . We have the same distinc

tion taken as to burglary , when the intent was to steal some

thing different from that actually stolen ; 4 and as to arson , where

the intent was to get a reward by giving the earliest information

of a fire at the police station ,and not to injure the owner. And

so if there be a deliberate intent, when taking lost goods, to

steal, no matter who may be the owner , this intentmay be tacked

to an intentto steal from A., when A. is subsequently discov

ered as owner.6

In other words, when there is a general intent to do evil, of

which evil the wrong actually done may be looked upon as a

probable incident, then the party having such general intent is

to be regarded as having intended the particular wrong. A man

using a deadly weapon in a crowd, intending to kill, must be re

garded as intending to kill all within the range of the weapon ,

whether as a primary object, or as incidental to such primary

object.
And a general intent to do evil, such as to cover all the

natural probable consequences of the act, may be inferred from

the circumstances of the case.? If, however, as will hereafter be

seen , it is plain that the offender's willwas directed exclusively

to a particular end, in which he failed , and that the act done by

him was unintended in any sense, and was not a natural or prob

able result of his misconduct, then the more logical course is to

i See supra, § 110; infra , $S 186,
6 R. v . Regan , 4 Cox C. C. 335.

319 .
8 R. v . Moore, L. & C. 1 ; 8 Cox C.

2 R. v . Smith , Dears. C. C. 559; 33 C. 416 .

Eng. Law & Eq. 567; R. v . Jarvis, 2

Mood . & R.40; Callahan v. State, 21 cited infra,SS 317 et seq. Thus he who

7 Supra , SS 110-11. See fully cases

Ohio St. R. 306 ; Walker v . State , 8
sets fire to his own house, intending

Ind . 290 ; People v. Torres, 38 Cal. to defraud the insurers, and burns his

neighbor's house by the communicat

3 See infra , SS 317–320 , 645 a ; R.

ing of the fire, is indictable for mali

?". Saunders,2 Plow .473;Com . v.Mc- ciously burning the latter bouse. R.

Laughlin , 12 Cush. 615; Angell v.

v. Proberts, 2 East P. C. 1030. Infra,

State , 36 Tex. 542.
$ 830. But see R. v. Faulkner, 13

4 See infra , § 810. Cox C. C. 550 .

141.
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CHAP. IV .]
MALICE ,

sponsible, even when he had no desire
the defendant

, while in the former
case

to
injure the person hurt, and would

the effect was intended
, and would

is
enough, to impute the crime to him , defendant

not erred as to the identity
that he

intentionally
attacked an ob- of the object.

[ S 121.

Motive

be propor
tionate to

heinous

crime.

indict him for a malicious attempt to do the
unperformed act and

for negligence in the act performed. A third contingency arises

when A., looking out for B., sees C., whom he mistakes for B.,

and whom he kills. This is murder, because his intent to kill,

however mistaken his reasoning , was really pointed at C.?

§ 121. It is
sometimes argued , “ Is it likely that one man

should kill another for so small an object ? Are we

not to infer, when there is a homicide which is followed need not

by the stealing of a mere trifle , that the homicide was

the result of sudden passion , rather than lucri causa ? ness of

Or for a mere prejudice or spite is it likely that one

1 Asto concurrence of malice and and it is immaterial whether or no he

negligence, see infra , § 128. And see effected his particular purpose .

The
further infra, $S 317–322 ; State v . opposite view, which in such cases

Smith , 32Me. 369. In R.v .Hewlett, holds the error to be essential, deter

1 F. & F. 91, the defendantwas in- mining the defendant to be guilty of

dicted for wounding A. with intent to

a negligent offence as to the injureddo bim bodily harm . The evidence party, and of an attempt as to the

showed that the defendant,intending non-injured party, fails from its mis

to wound B.,
unintentionally wounded taking the period in which the offence

A. This was held a fatal variance. took shape. That period is the time

S. P., Com . v.Morgan, 11 Bush ,601; immediately before the commission of

Barcus v. State, 49 Miss. 17 ;Morgan the act; and when in this period the

v. State, 13 Sm . & M. 242. See, how- actor willed to injure the object before

ever,comments in R. v. Stopford, 11 him , and did injure that object, this

Cox C.C.643. These cases are no- completes the offence; and the error

$ 107 ; infra, 8 645 a .

he was in as to the identity of the ob

ject is as immaterial as error as to
The controversy as to error in ob- any othermotive for action .

jecto,and as to
aberratio ictus, as it is

( 2.) On the other hand , where thecalled, relates to the effect and not to intention is aimed at a specific object,

the character of malice. As to this and

by
circumstances independentcontroversy , Meyer (Lehrbuch , 1875, of his will another object of like char

8.30),makes the following observa- acter is struck (aberratio ictus),in this

case the offence is not single and com(1.)Where the actor errs in the ex- plete in itself,but (a) the attempt of

a delict as to one object, and (b) negother than he intended (error in per- ligent or casual injury in respect to

sona ), the true view is that the mis- the other object. In this case the

effect produced was not intended by

ticed supra ,

? See infra , SS
317–18 .

tions:

ecution of the act, and hurts a
person

take is no defence. The actor is re

never have attacked such person. It only not have been intended had the

ject under the
protection of the law ,
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man would assassinate another , and thus expose himself to the

gallows? Or is a person likely to incur the penalties of larceny

for the sake of an article of no intrinsic worth ? ” No doubt

when a tender mother kills a child , or a friend kills a friend ,

and nothing more than the fact of killing is proved, we may be

led to infer misadventure or insanity from the motivelessness of

the act. But we have no right to make such inference because

themotive is disproportionate. We are all of us apt to act on

very inadequate motives ; and the history of crime shows that

murders are generally committed from motives comparatively

trivial. A man unaccustomed to control his passions,and, un

regulated by religious or moral sense, exaggerates an affront, or

nourishes a suspicion , until he determines that only the blood

of the supposed offender can relieve the pang. For the smallest

plunder also murders have been deliberately executed . Crime

is rarely logical. Under a government where the laws are ex

ecuted with ordinary certainty, all crime is a blunder as well

as a wrong . If we should hold that no crime is to be pun

ished except such as is rational, then there would be no crime to

be punished, for no crime can be found that is rational.

The

motive is never correlative
to the crime; never accurately

pro

portioned to it. Nor does this apply solely to the very poor.

Very rich men have been known to defraud others even of trifles.

to forge wills , to kidnap and kill, so that an inheritance
might

be theirs. When a powerful
passion seeks gratification

, it is no

extenuation
that the act is illogical ; for when passion is once

allowed to operate, reason loosens its restraints
, and hence when

there is a generalwrongful
intent, no specific commensurate

rea

son need be shown.1

§ 122. Malice , as is elsewhere
abundantly

shown,” is to be

inferred from all the facts in the case, as a presumption

of fact , and is never to be arbitrarily assumed as a pre

sumption of law .

Malice in

ferable

from .acts.
3

1 See R.v. Fursey,6 C. & P. 81 ; 510; R.v. Harvey, 3 D.& R.464; R.

Kelly v. Com . 11 S. & R. 345 ; Com .

v . Selten , 11 Cox C. C. 674 ; Hayes

v . Laros, 84 Penn . St. 200 ; Forsyth v. v . State, 58 Ga. 35 .

State, 6 Ohio , 19.
8 Wh. Cr. Ev. gS 39,40. That the

2 See Whart. on Crim . Ev. $ 734 ,
same rule is applicable to scienter, see

764 ; and see R. v. Price, 5 C. & P.
v. People, 37 Mich . 4.
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[ $ 123.

Conscious

unlawful

ness not

essential.

$ 123. To malice, consciousness of unlawfulness is not essential.

Atthe first glance, it is true, it seems hard to punish a

- person for doing thatwhich he thinks he has a right to ness of

do. And in questions of title to property this is un

doubtedly the rule, because a man cannot be said to

intend to steal that which he believes to be his own. In other

cases, also, the knowledge that a thing is unlawful (in other

words, the scienter ) is an essential ingredient of the offence, as

where the charge is an assault on an official person, knowing

his legal status. But apart from these exceptions, ignorance of

the law , as is elsewhere shown, is no defence ; 1 otherwise, the

administration of penal law would depend on the uncertain and

unascertainable mental conditions of persons accused .

1 See supra , § 84.
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CHAPTER V.

NEGLIGENCE : AND HEREIN OF OMISSIONS.

Negligence is the omission of usual care, Classification of indictable omissions, $ 131.

$ 125.

Omissionsmay be malicious as wellas neg .

Negligence is an intellectual,malice a moral ligent, $ 131 a .

defect, § 126 .

Mere omissions to render help notindictable,

Tests of indictable negligence, $ 127.
§ 132.

Concurrence of malice and negligence, $ 128 . Omission to guard dangerous agency in

Negligence cannot constitute accessaryship, dictable, $ 133.

$ 129.

Not necessary that negligence should be

Omission , to be indictable, must be defec subject to civil suit , § 134.

tive discharge of duty , $ 130.

Master may be liable for servant's negli

Omissions are breaches of affirmative com gence, $ 135.
mands; commissions

of negative
com- [As to contributory

negligence
, see infra, $S

mands, § 130 a .
162-3. ]

usual care.

§ 125. A NEGLIGENT offence is an offence which ensues from

Negligence a defective discharge of a duty , which defect could have

isthe omis- been avoided by the exercise,by the offender,of that

care which is usual, under similar circumstances, with

prudent persons of the same class . Negligence is of two kinds:

culpa levis, which is the lack of the diligence and care usual

with good specialists of the particular class under the circum

stances ; and culpa lata , which is the lack of the diligence and

care exercised by honest and worthy non -specialists, dealing

with similar objects. In criminal cases this distinction operates

mainly to determine the degree of evidence required to convict.

A non -specialist (e. g . a person not claiming to be a physician or

a lawyer ) cannot be convicted on proof of want of or failure

to apply due qualifications ; while a person claiming to be a spe.

cialist can be convicted on such proof.3

slight aberration from duty incident to all human action ,is not

punishable, since, as there are no persons to whom such negli

Culpa levissima
, or that

8 Whart. on Neg . $ 26.
1 Whart. on Neg . chap. i.

2 See Whart. on Neg . SS 27, et seq.
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[ $ 127.

NEGLIGENCE : AND HEREIN OF OMISSIONS.

gence is not imputable, there are no persons, unless we recognize

its non-culpability, who could escape
punishment.1

§ 126. Malice,as is elsewhere noticed,2 arises from an evil pur

pose, negligence from a failure of purpose ; malice is Negligence

imputable to a defect of heart, negligence to a defect decinte

of intellect. If what results
corresponds to what was malice ale

intended , then the offence is malicious ; if it does not fect.

correspond to what was intended , then , if the actor did not at

the time exercise due care, the offence is
negligent. On what

we may call, therefore, the subjective side of an offence, there

are two phases of
indictability , the malicious and the negligent,

corresponding to the ancient dolus and culpa . Unless either

malice or negligence be proved , an indictable offence is notmade

out.

$ 127. Not every negligent act is
necessarily indict

able. The following incidents , however, may be no- indictable

ticed as
involving

indictability :

negligence.

(1. ) Infractions of police order. — By statute, and sometimes

by common law ,specific duties become incumbent on all citizens.

For non-
performance of such duties, unless another special rem

edy be provided, an
indictmentmay lie.

(2.) Imperfect discharge of official duty . -
Wherever a spe

cific duty is imposed on a public officer, there a negligentdefect

Tests of

follows:

1 Whart. on Neg . § 26.

Sir J. isnot culpable. What amount ofnegStephen defines negligent offences as ligence can be called culpable is a

question of degree for the jury, de“ Every one upon whom the law pending on the
circumstances of each

imposes any duty, or who has by con- particular case .

tract, or by any
wrongful act, taken

Provided , also , that no one is
upon himself any duty tending to the deemed to have committed a crime
preservation of life, and who neglects by reason of the

negligence of any

to perform that duty, and thereby servant or agent employed by him .”

causes the death of ( or bodily injury Dig. Cr. L. art. 212. See R.v. Allen ,

to) any person , commits the same

7 C. & P. 153 ; R. v. Barrett, 2 C. &

offence as if he had caused the same

K. 343 ; R. v . Conrahy, 2 Craw . & Dix
effect by an act done in the state of Ir. C. R. 86 ; R.v. T'indall, 1 Nev. &

mind,as to intent or
otherwise,which P. 719 ; 6 A. & E. 143 .

accompanied the neglect of duty.

2 Supra , $ 106 ; and see Wharton
“

Provided,that no one is
deemed to

on Negligence , $ 7.

have
committed a crime only because

he has caused the death of, or bodily

8 See State v . Smith , 65 Me. 257.

4 Supra , $ 24 .
injuryto, another by

negligence which
VOL. I.

11
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Concur

rence of

malice and

5 See infra , § 317; supra, $ S 107–

§ 128. ]

in the discharge of this duty , when inflicting injury on an indi

vidual, is indictable . 1

(3.) Omission to discharge specific duty assumed or imposed

by law . - As we will presently see, this kind of negligence,when

followed by injury, is indictable.2

(4.) Meddling with dangerous agencies. It is the duty of all

men to be cautious in dealing with dangerous agencies ; and

whoever, by carelessness in handling such agencies, injures an

other, is indictable.3

§ 128. Interesting questions may arise when malice

and negligence (or dolus and culpa) concur in a partic

negligence. ular transaction . This may happen as follows:

( 1.) When there are two successive acts of the same person ,

in the first of which there is a criminal intent which fails of

execution, and in the second of which , without the intent to

effect it, the object designed in the first act is effected . A., for

instance, believes he haskilled B., and casts him hastily into the

water, to conceal the body, by which act, and not by the prior

wounds, B. is killed . If the second act is to be viewed as a

continuation of the first, then the death is to be imputed to the

malice pervading the entire act. It is, however, conceivable that

there is no such continuity. It may be that the original wound

is struck in excitement ; that the assailant, when the transaction

is over, actually believes that the assailed is dead ; and that sub

sequently the drowning of the body is in cool blood , after the

heat of the contest was over, and with the intention only of put

ting the body out of sight. In such case the first act would be

indictable as an attempt to kill; the second, as a negligent hom

icide.4

( 2.) It may be, however, that an unexpected and unintended

consequence is coupled in the same act with a malicious design.

A man , for instance, designs to seriously hurt, and unintention

ally kills. In such cases, if the hurt he designs is a felony,the

killing,by statute, if not by common law , is murder ; but it is

otherwise if the intention is merely to inflict a slight hurt not a

felony.5

1 See infra , SS 1563, 1568.
4 See infra , $ 155.

2 Infra , $ 130 et seq .

8 See infra, &$ 329, 370.

111, 120. If, on the other hand , the
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intending it, carry it away, the of- 2 Den . C. C. 325 ; 5 Cox C. C. 379 ;

constitute

§ 129. Negligent coöperation cannot constitute
accessaryship in

a malicious act, although a party occupying an official

Negligence

situation
may be liable for negligence in the non -arrest cannot

of a criminal. To
constitute the offence of

accessary- accessary

ship there must be malice, and malice cannot be in- ship.

ferred in any case where the
coöperation is purely

negligent.

On the other hand , to negligent acts there may be malicious ac

cessaries ; though, unless these acts are felonies by statute, all

concerned , under the rule that in
misdemeanors all parties are

principals, are to be treated as principals. A curious and inter

esting question arises where one person
intentionally puts an

other in the position of doing a negligent act, as where fire-arms

are
mischievously placed in the hands of a

negligent or inexpe

rienced person, or when the
superintendent of a railroad know

ingly and
maliciously places a

locomotive under the control of an

engineer whom the
superintendent knows to be

incompetent. In

such cases there is good ground for
maintaining that the person

thus designing the harm is liable for the
consequences of the neg

ligence of the
immediate operator. But as a general rule neg

ligence, to be
imputable, must be the

misconduct of the party

charged , and must stand in causal relation with the
negligent act

which is the object of the
indictment. A person ,

therefore, who

by negligence produces another's
negligence cannot, as wehave

seen,be
chargeable with the

consequences of the latter's negli

gence. Morally
reprehensible, also, as may be he who by negli

gence induces another to perform a guilty act, he cannot be made

responsible without unduly
enlarging the range of criminal law .

Andeven hewho
negligently induces another to injure himself

is not
responsible for such injury .

$ 130.
Omissions are not the basis of penal action, unless they

constitute a defect in the
discharge of a

responsibil- An omis

ity with which the
defendant is

especially
invested.2

sion to be
indictable

offender should design
malicious mis

? R. v. Gray , 4 F. & F. 1098 ; R. v .
chief to property, and then, without Lowe, 4 Cox C. C. 449; R.v.Vann,

fra, &$ 883 et seq.

fence would not be
larceny. See in

? Meyer,
Lehrbuch, $ 32. See infra, ss 331 et seq.

$ 230.

State v . Bailey, 1 Fost. N. H. 185 ;

State v. Berkshire, 2 Ind. 207. Infra,
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§ 130 a . ]

must be a

defective

ischarge

ence ,

There is no such thing, in fact, as an omission that can

be treated as an absolute blank . A man who is ap

of a duty . parently inactive is actually doing something, even

though that something is the abstinence from something else that

he ought to have done. Even sleeping is an efficient act, and

may become the object of penal prosecution when it operates to

interrupt an act on the part of the defendant which the law re

quires of him with the penalty of prosecution for his disobedi

As, therefore , an omission takes its character from the

prior responsibility
that it suspends, that responsibility

mustbe

scrutinized when we undertake to estimate the penal character

of an omission to perform it. And as a general rule in this re

spect wemay say, that when a responsibility
specifically imposed

on the defendant is such that an omission in its performance is,

in the usual course of events, followed by an injury to another per

son or to the State, then the defendant is indictable for such an

omission .
§ 130 a. Penal laws are either affirmative, equivalent to thou

shalt,” or negative, equivalent to “ thou shalt not.”

An omission to do what the first orders is equally in

of affirma- dictable with an actual doing what the second forbids.

The chief distinction between the two classes of laws

is that the first, the affirmative command, requires a

negative
continuous course of action ; while the second, the nega

commands.
tive , is usually limited to a single act.

Thus among

affirmative commands we may reckon continuous duties of offi

cers of all classes. A public officer is required to execute his

office diligently ; if he fail to do so , he is indictable for miscon

1 See R. v. Hughes, D. & B. C. C. will hardly be disputed that a jailer

248 ; 7 Cox C. C. 301 ; R.v. Haines, 2 who voluntarily causes the death of a

R.v. Lowe, 3 C.& K.123; prisoner by omitting to supply that

4 Cox C. C.449. Infra, ss 156, 358. prisoner with food, or a nurse who

Lord Macaulay,in his Reporton the voluntarily causes the death of an in

Indian Penal Code,thus discusses the fant intrusted to her care by omitting

question in the text:

to take it out of a tub of water into

“ Twothings we take to be evident: which it has fallen, ought to be treated

first, that some of these omissions

as guilty of murder. On the other

ought to be punished in exactly the hand,itwill hardly be maintained
that

samemanner in which acts are pun

a man should be punished as a mur

ished ; secondly, that all these omis- derer because he omitted to relieve a

sions ought not to be punished. It beggar .

Omis

sions are

breaches

tive com

mands ;
commis

sions of

C. & K.368;
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[ $ 131.

discharge of offices
discussed infra , Lead . Cas. 49 ; R. v . Wharton

, 12

duct in office, though the failure may consist in a mere omission .

Persons exercising private offices are subject to a similar duty ,

though as a rule they are not indictable for omissions unless such

omissions are productive of harm to persons whom they have

specially in charge. The same distinction applies to omissions

in the discharge of natural duties. A husband is indictable for

an omission in the discharge of his duty to his wife, whenever

this duty imposes on him specially her support, she being incapa

ble of self help, and whenever through the omission she is in

jured . A parent is in like manner indictable for an omission to

feed and shelter a helpless child exclusively dependent on him .

So if I put another person in a position where injury will accrue

to him , if I omit to relieve him , should I withdraw from him the

care I undertook to give him , I am indictable for the injury I

cause by the omission.1

$ 131. Indictable omissions may be classified as fol
lows:

1. Omissions
constituting defects in the

performance

of duties which have been
undertaken . Under this head fall

most of the
adjudicated cases of so -called omissions,

omissions by switch -tenders to turn switches, of telegraph

operators to send messages, of physicians to give required

attention to patients.?

II. Omissions
constituting

defects in the
performance of duties

which have not been eo nomine
undertaken , - ¿. e . non -con

tractual duties.

ist. From the stand -point of general civic duty, the chief

illustration of which is the omission of an accessary after

the fact to notify the
government of a felony.

2d. From the stand -point of official duty, as where an officer

whose duty it is to make an arrest neglects to do so .

3d . From the police stand -point, as where a person neglects

to cover a ditch or well belonging to him , over which he

knows travellers are
accustomed to pass, or to cleanse a

defective drain.3

1 See the question of
omissions in

8 Berner, § 90 ; 1 Ben . & Heard

Classifica

tion of

omissions.

e . g .

1

$$
329–376,

1563–1585 .

? See infra, SS 133, 156, 330, 367. Mod . 510. Infra , SS 329–369.
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may be

malicious

as well as

ever,

§ 131a. It has been frequently said that omissions are always

Omissions negligent, and that consequently indictments based on

omissions must be for negligent as distinguished from

malicious offences. But this is a mistake. A man un

negligent. dertaking a duty may intend to omit some act essen

tial to its discharge, and in this case he is indictable for a mali

ciously imperfect discharge of the duty . And in this way, the

increment of malice may turn a non -indictable offence into an

indictable offence. Thus, if A. omits to succor B. when drown

ing, A. is not indictable for the omission. It is otherwise,how

if A.should induce B. to bathe with him , promising to suc

cor B. in case of danger , and then should intentionally leave B.

beyond his depth, and fail to relieve him , so that B. is drowned.

In this case A. is indictable for malicious homicide.

$ 132. Whether a person who is under no specific obligation

to rescue the life of another in danger is indictable for

omitting to do so , when he can do so without danger to

not indict- his own life , has been much discussed. In the Roman

law the negative was maintained. To such omissions,

however, the canon law attached ecclesiastical penalties . In our

own system ,mere omission to render help, unless in contraven

tion of a duty specially assumed or imposed , is not an indictable

offence.4

Mere omis

sion to ren

der help

able .

1 See remarks of Lord Campbell in liari ? Non sunt ipsi homines, si pu

R. v. Hughes, D. & B. 248 ; 7 Cox tent: immo vero et hominis, et fortis

C. C. 301. See cases in § 133 .

viri esse dicent, servare periturum .

L. 3. § 22 ; L. 6. § 8. 9 ; D. de re

Qui succurrere perituro potest,

milit. (4 q. 16 ). Tacit. Annal. xiv. si non succurrerit, occidit.

42-45. 4 See infra , $ S 330-31.

3 Can . 7. Caus. 23. qu . 3 .
If the law undertook to compelmen

Lactantius Institt. vi. 11. Quaero to perform toward each other offices

igitur ab iis, qui flecti ac misereri non

of mere charity, then the practical

putant esse sapientis: si homo ab ali- and beneficent duty of supporting self

qua bestia comprehensus
, auxilium would be lost in the visionary and il

sibi armati hominis imploret, utrumne lusory duty of supporting every one

succurrendum
putent, an minime ? else . It is scarcely necessary to point

Non sunt tam impudentes, ut negent attention to the fact, that if themax

fieri oportere , quod flagitat, quod ex

im be true that he who injures an

poscit humanitas. Item ' si aliquis other by his omissions is indictable,

circumveniatur
igni, ruina opprima- then the converse must also be true

tur, mergatur mari, Aumine rapiatur, that every one is obliged by law to

num putent hominis esse , non auxi- omit nothing that would be of aid to
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Omission

1

ous agency
indictable .

$ 133. Where a party puts a dangerous instrument in motion

and then leaves it , penal responsibility is not diverted

by the fact that the immediate injury is caused by an
to guard

a danger

omission or negation of action ; 1 as where a party after

putting poisoned food on his enemy's table , waits until

the latter himself takes the food ; or where, as we have just

seen, a skilful swimmer, by false promises, entices another in

deep water, and then leaves him to drown ; or where a mid

wife, after cutting the umbilical cord , does not bind it up, so

that the child bleeds to death.2 In all such cases of withdrawal

of action, after the destructive agency has been put in motion ,

there is no question of mere omission (Unterlassung). Such

withdrawal of action , so argues a German jurist, closes almost

all crimes of commission ; for the actor brings his train of causes

just to the point where that train can be left to itself ; and even

when he shoots at an opponent, he simply lets it happen (lasst es

nur geschehen ) that the ball goes on its mission, and perforates

its object, so that the latter by his wound loses his life. And

it
may be held generally that it is the legal duty of a person

putting in action a dangerous agency to prudently guard such

agency, and if he fail to do so , he is responsible penally for the

consequences.

any body else . But this,by destroy- none who would not be too needy to

ing all specialty in business,would de- give alms.

stroy all business that is made up of 1 See infra, § 166 .

specialties. No public enterprise (e.
9 Infra , &$ 156 , 337, 393 ; Berner,

g.a railroad when in working order ) Lehrbuch, p . 434.

could be carried on safely if every
3 Berner, ut supra.

one who conceives something to be
4 It has been held in England, that

wrongin it is required to rush in and
on an indictment for manslaughter by

rectify the supposed mistake.
No causing a fire , it is necessary, in order

man could courageously and consist- to sustain the case by an exhaustive

ently discharge bisspecial office if all process of proof,to show that the fire

persons were made both his co- could not have arisen from any other

adjutors and overseers. Industry,also, cause than that charged; it is neces

would cease if the consequences of sary to leave no considerable interval

idleness were averted by making alms- of time in which some other cause

giving compulsory; and finally,by re- might have acted. R. v.Gardner, 1
quiring by law that alms should be F. & F. 669.

given to all that need , there would be
5 Infra , &$ 337–43 ; Com . v. Bost. &

Low . R. R. 126 Mass. 69.

other
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sary that

should be

in viola

tion of a

suit.

§ 134. Tomake negligence indictable it is not necessary
that

Not neces- it should be in violation of a contract. Wherever the

negligence defendant fails to discharge a duty imposed on him ,

whether this duty be by natural law , or statute, or con

tract, then he is indictable for injuries thus produced ,

contract,
or the sub- provided , as has just been seen , the duty is one with

which he is specially charged . Civil and criminal re

sponsibility are in this view far from being convertible. On the

one hand, contracts, as a general rule, cannot be made the basis

of a criminal prosecution . On the other hand, there are many

cases in which indictments lie (e. g. nuisance and neglect of

official duty in which there is no special damage to an individ

ual) , where no civil action can be maintained . But so far as

concerns assaults and homicide, we may safely say that there is

criminal responsibility where the defendant would not have

been civilly liable at the suit of the party injured, had he sur

vived the injury.

Negligent homicides will be hereafter specifically considered.

$ 135. A master or other principal, who acts through subor

dinates,and whose duty it is to exercise due care in the

appointment of such officers, may be indictable ,on the

principle of culpa in eligendo, for an injury caused by

negligence. the negligence of a subordinate whom he has negli

gently appointed. And the master is likewise liable for his

servant's negligence when such negligence is a natural incident

of the employment. Wherever, also, due supervision could

have prevented the mischief, then the master neglecting such

supervision is indictable. But unless negligence of selection, or

the lack of such due supervision as is usual among good business

no

3

Master

may be

liable for

servant's

1 R. v. Daniell, 6 Mod. 99 ; R. v . 4 See Whart. on Neg . $ 170 .

Wheatley, 1 W. Bl. 273; Com . v .
5 Com . v . Bost. & Low . R. R. 126

Hearsey, 1 Mass. 137. Mass. 61.

2 See remarks of Willes, J., in R.
6 Infra , § 341; R. v. Dixon, 3 M.

v. Birchall, 4 F. & F. 1087. & S. 11; R.v. Medley ,6 C. & P.292;

That gratuitousness in the assump- R. v. Michael, 2 M. C. C. 120; 9 C. &

tion of the duty on which negligence P. 356; Com . v. Nichols, 10 Met.

is based is no defence, see infra, § 259 ; Com . v.Morgan, 107 Mass. 199.

See infra , $ 247.

8 Infra, SS 329–370.

367.
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men under the circumstances, be imputable to the master, he is

not criminally responsible for the servant's misconduct in mat

ters not incidental to the service.1

1 R. v. Bennett , Bell C. C. 1 ; 8 State v. Privett, 4 Jones N. C. (L.)

Cox C.C. 74 ; R. v. Wilmett, 3 Cox 100; Hipp v. State, 5 Blackf. 149;

C. C. 281; Com . v . Mason , 12 Allen , Anderson v . State, 39 Ind. 553; and

185; Barnes v. State, 19 Conn. 398; cases cited infra , SS 247, 1503 .
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CHAPTER VI.

FITNESS OF OBJECT OF OFFENCE .

I. PHYSICAL UNFITNESS.

To a crime fit object is necessary.

Objects physically unfit, § 136 .

II. JURIDICAL DEFECTS.

Objectmay be juridically unfit, $ 137 .

Outlaws are still under protection of

the law , $ 138 .

Convicts can only be punished accord

ing to law , $ 139 .

An assailant may divest himself of

legal protection , $ 140 .

A party may by assent to an injury

bar a prosecution - Volenti non fit

injuria , § 141 .

But not as to public criminal immo

ralities, § 142.

Nor as to inalienable rights, $ 143 .

Consent will not excuse the taking of

life, § 144.

Nor the deprivation of liberty, $ 145 .

Nor waive constitutional rights of

trial, $ 145 a .

Capacity to consent a prerequisite,

$ 146.

Contributory negligence may be &

defence, $ 147.

Laches on prosecutor's part may be a

defence, $ 148 .
Trap laid by prosecutor notordinarily

a defence, $ 149.
Consent obtained by fraud is no de

fence, $ 150 .

I. PHYSICAL UNFITNESS.

To a crime

sary.

jectmay

cally unfit.

§ 136. THE object of an intended crime may be such as to

relieve the party charged from indictability . A., for

as fit object instance, intending to murder B.,may run his sword

Ob- through a bolster,dressed in B.'s clothes, and placed in

be physi ..
B.'s bed. This, if preceded by steps taken to kill B.,

may be an attempt to kill, but would not constitute a

consummated offence. Wecan , in addition , conceive of cases in

which shooting at a shadow on the roadside, supposing it to be a

man, or at a scarecrow in a field , under the same supposition ,

would not even be an attempt. Or, to recur to a case elsewhere

mentioned , a lady in crossing the British channel carries with

her what she supposes to be Brussels lace, which she intends

to smuggle into England . The lace,however, turns out tobe

of English manufacture,and therefore not an article suscepti

ble of being smuggled into England .

1 As to attempts to effect non -existent objects, see infra, § 186.
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JURIDICAL DEFECTS .

II. JURIDICAL DEFECTS.

§ 137. The object on which the alleged offence is committed

may be not only existing , but may be that which the

Object
accused supposes it to be,and yet it may have juridi- may be ju

cal defectswhich withdraw it from the category of ob- unfit.

jects protected by the law . An impersonal object is only so

protected when it belongs to the State, or to a juridical person.

Waifs (unless belonging to the State ),animals ferae naturae, the

water of the ocean and of navigable streams, are not the objects

of larceny. It is not necessary, however, in order to throw the

shield of juridical protection over a right, that it should be cor

poreal. A man's reputation is his right in such a sense that he

who wantonly assails it is open to an indictment for libel. This,

however, is because the rights of the individual are guaranteed

bythe State, the State intervening to protect the rights which it

guarantees. It follows that a criminal prosecution lies for threat

ening to attack ,at least by arms, the State itself, though no

physical hurt be inflicted on individuals ; the treason being an

invasion of the direct rights of the State. But offences against

religion and morals, unless injuring individuals, or affecting the

social fabric,and thereby assailing the State, are not indictable

$ 138. Infamous persons, no matter how great may be their

degradation, are still under the protection of the law . Outlaws

An outlaw , or a person fleeing from justice, may

rested, as is elsewhere seen ,without a warrant,1 but he by law .

cannot be personally hurt (unless such hurt be necessary to his

arrest ) without exposing the party injuring to criminal prosecu

tion . Nor does any degree of collateral criminality in a party

justify the infliction on him of injury by
individuals.?

$ 139. Persons condemned to death are under the protection of

the law untilthe period comes for their execution, and convicts

the
executioner

undertakes the work .

- Non licet pri- be punvata potestate
hominem

occidere vel nocentem .” 3 To

the executioner alone is public
authority to kill given , law .

and this authority he is bound to execute in the way the law re

1 See Whart. Cr. Pl. & Pr . $ S 1 et

2 See People v. Stetson, 4 Barb. 151.

8 Can . 9. Caus. 23. qu. 5 .

crimes.

be ar
are still

protected

ished ac

cording to

seq .
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§ 141.]

An assail

tion .

quires. In no other
way is the killing justifiable . As a general

principle, therefore, wemay say that a convict can only be pun

ished according to law , and that for any excess or variation of

punishment those having him in charge are penally liable.1

Subject, however, to this qualification , an officer is not penally

liable for an injury inflicted by him on another person
when in

inflicting the injury the officer acted under the direction of the

State. " Is damnum dat, qui, jubet dare ; ejus vero nulla culpa

est, qui parere necesse sit.” 3

§ 140. A party may juridically divest himself of the protec

tion of the law by assailing another in such a way
that

divest him- that other is authorized , in self-defence , to forcibly re

gal protec- pel the assailant. The plea of self -defence is generally

interposed in cases of homicide, and it is in connection ,

therefore, with the special topic of homicide that the law in

this relation is considered in the greatest detail. It should be

remembered , however, that there are other criminal prosecutions

to which the same defence may be applicable. On the general

question the following observations may bemade :

1. Rights may come in collision in such a way that neither

party is compelled to make a sacrifice for the benefit of the other.4

2. Whenever a lesser right comes into collision with one far

greater, then it is the duty of the possessor of the former right

to recede.5

§ 141. Volenti not fit injuria is a maxim known both to the

Roman and the English law , and in all prosecutions

in which the injury is purely private, and is inflicted

injury bar
on the alienable as distinguished from the inalienable

tion:nowo- rights of the party injured, the maxim is recognized as

fit injuria. good by all modern jurisprudences. Of this we will

A party

may by as
sent to an

a prosecu

5 et
See fully in

1 See 1 East P. C. 297 ; 1 Hale , 4 Supra, SS 95 seq .

481; Harrison v . Hodgson , 10 B. & fra , SS 484 et seq .,
884 .

C. 445; R. v. Friend , R. & R. 20 ; R. 6 See infra , $ 484 .

v . Porter, L. & C. 394 ; 9 Cox C. C.
8 R.v . Read , 1 Den. C. C. 377; 2

449 ; R. v. Miles, 6 Jur. 243; State v .
Car. & Kir. 957; R. v. Wollaston , 26

Roberts, 52 N.H.492; State v.Hull, Law T. Rep. 403 (1872); R.v.Mar

34 Conn . 132. See infra , $ 408.
tin , 2 Mood . C. C. 123 ; State v. Beck,

2 See Berner, § 84 .

1 Hill S. C. 363. In the Roman law

8 L. 169 pr. de R. I. See infra, ss we have the oft cited maxim , Volenti

307, 401, 508; supra , $ 94.
non fit injuria ; or as put by Aristo
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CONSENT OF PARTY INJURED .

have frequent illustrations in the following pages. Thus, consent

by an owner to the taking of goods is a defence to a prosecution

Ele, αδικείται δ' ουθείς εκών. Ethic Ni- sentiunt. L. 3. & 5. D. de hom . lib .

com . v.13. But this maxim was held exhib . (43. 28.) Si quis volentem re

in the lowest view , not to include in- tineat, non videtur dolo malo retinere .

alienable rights; while the better opin- L. 6. § 2. D. de L. Fab. de plagiar .

ion is , that so far as concerns the (48. 15.) Lege Fabia cavetur , ut

State, no private individual can, by liber, qui hominem ingenuum , vel lib

consenting that a crime shall be com ertinum invitum celaverit,

eiusmitted on him , estop the State from poena teneatur. L. 3. § 4. D. ad L.

prosecuting. The Code on this point Jul. de vi public. (48. 6.) See Lori

is clear. L. 38. D. de pact. (2. 14.) mer's Inst. (1874 ) p. 32. As to con

Ius publicum privatorum pactis mu sent to attempts, see infra, § 188.

tari non potest. L. 45. § 1. D. de According to an able German writer

reg. iur. (50. 17.) Privatorum con the following rights cannot be alien

ventio iuri publico non derogat. L. ated by the individual:

6. C. de pact. ( 2. 3.) · Pacta , quae 1. Rights which the State , on ac

contra leges
constitutionesque

, vel count of their value to the community,

contra bonos mores fiunt, nullam vim requires him to retain .

His assent,habere, indubitati iuris est. L. 13. therefore , will be no defence to a third

pr.D. ad L. Aquil. (9. 2.) Liber ho- party who assails such rights.

mo suo nomine utilem Aquiliae habet

2. Rights of individuals, themainactionem : directam enim non habet, tenance of which rights the State puts

quoniam dominus membrorum suorum under the protection of the penal law ,

nemo videtur .

and which no person is entitled to inBut the Roman law cautiously lim- jure or impair in such a way that

its the maxim to cases where, as in they will be totally lost. The consent

theft, & c., “ against the will” is an

of the possessor of these rights willessential ingredientof the offence , and

be no defence to an indictment forin which there is no breach of the their destruction , though

peace or public scandal. L. 46. § 8. gate the punishment.

D. de furt. (47. 2.) § 8. I. de oblig .

3. Rights of the individual to whichquae ex delict. (4. 1. ) Sed et si cre- the State awards penalprotection may

dataliquis invito domino se rem com- nevertheless, if he be of full age and

modatam contrectare,domino autem privileged to dispose of them ,be ex

volente id fiat, dicitur furtum non posed by him to such impairment as

fieri. L. 1.§ 5. D. de iniur. (47. 10.) does not involve their entire destruc

quia nulla iniuria est, quae in tion, unless the State has for peculiar

volentem fiat. cap. 27. de reg. iur. in reasons made it penal to solicit the

VI.(5. 13.) Scienti et
consentienti possessor to consent to their impair

non fit iniuria. L.1.$ 5. D. quod. vi ment. The only right which, in the

aut clam . (43. 24.) Quid sit vi fac- sense in which the term is here used ,

Vi factum videri is susceptible of absolute destruction ,

is the right to live; and no consent
tra, quam

prohiberetur , fecerit .

L. by the owner of this right will be a145. D.de reg. iur. (50. 17.) Nemo defence to a party by whom its de

struction is effected or attempted. Ac

may miti

tum
videamus.

Quintus Mucius scripsit , si quis con

videtur
fraudare eos,qui sciunt et con
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But not as

criminal

immorali

ties .

for larceny ; 1 consent to entrance into a house is a defence to

a prosecution for burglary ; 2 consent to an assault, not connected

with a breach of public order, is a defence to a prosecution for as

sault ; 3 consent to an intended rape bars a prosecution for rape.

But it is to be remembered that this proposition is by its very

terms limited to injuries strictly private, and to those which con

cern the merely alienable rights of the party injured . And it

should be also kept in mind that where an attempt is resisted ,

an indictment may be maintained for the attempt, though the

consummated offence was subsequently agreed to.5 Another

qualification to be observed is, that a consent to the doing a par

ticular thing is a bar only to a prosecution for doing such thing

precisely and nothing more..

§ 142. Any injury committed in such a way as to be a breach

of the public peace can be prosecuted in defiance of

to public the consent of the party immediately injured . Prize

fighters, for instance, may agree to beat each other,and

if this is done in private, and death or mayhem does

not ensue, no prosecution lies ; 7 but it is otherwise as to fighting

which is so public as to provoke a breach of the peace, and to

work public demoralization . Consent cannot cure duels, or in

cest, or seduction , or adultery , or the maiming of another so as

to render him unfit for public service, or such operations on

women as prevent them from having children , or operations to

produce miscarriage,10 or (when this is by statute indictable)

quiescence of the possessor is a de- R. v . Case, 4 Cox C. C. 220; R.v.

fence to indictments for deprivation Flattery , 13 Cox C. C. 388 ; Don Mo

of liberty, dispossession of property, ran v. People, 25 Mich. 356 ; Com . v.

injury to such property , provided, as
Stratton , 114 Mass. 303; Richie v.

in cases of arson, danger to the prop- State, 58 Ind. 355. Infra, SS 188, 636.

erty of others is not worked . On the
? See State v. Beck, 1 Hill S. C.

other hand, acquiescence is no de- 363. Infra , $ 636.

fence to indictments when such ac
Foster , 260 ; 1 East, 270 ; R. v.

quiescencewas obtained by force or Billingham , 2 C. & P. 234 ; R.v. Per

fraud. Merkel, in Holtz . Straf. ii. kins, 4 C. & P. 537 ; Com . v. Wood ,

11 Gray, 85.

1 Infra , § 915.
9 1 Inst. 107 a , b ; 1 East P. C.

2 Infra, SS 766–770.
396 ; Steph. Dig . C. L. art. 207; Peo

8 Infra , & $ 556 , 577, 636 . ple v. Clough , 17 Wend. 351.

4 Infra , $ 554 .
10 Crichton v. People, 6 Parker C.

6 Infra , $ 188.
R. 363; though see Smith v . State, 33

6 R. v. Bennett , 4 F. & F. 1105 ; Me. 48.

131.
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CONSENT OF PARTY INJURED .

1

Consent

profligate dealings with minors. The reason is that parties can

not by consent cancel a public law necessary to the safety and

morality of the State. Jus publicum privatorum voluntate mu

tarinequit.

§ 143. The distinction between alienable and inalienable

rights is asserted in the
Declaration of

Independence, Norasto

and in the Bills of Rights of most of the United States. inalienable

rights .
Inalienable rights as thus generally defined are life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. The distinction , however,

is not modern ; it lies at the basis of the penal sections of the

canon law , and from that law is more or less fully absorbed into

the common law of
continental Europe.?

§ 144. Life is the first of these inalienable
prerogatives. Thus,

a man who kills another with the latter's consent is

guilty of homicide.3 Although some of the jurists of the will not

stoical school here argued in the negative, the affirma- taking of

tive was determined under the Justinian Code ; and

by the English common law the criminality of the act is such

that the consent of the party slain does not even lower the de

gree. And this rule exists not only in cases where there is mal

ice, but where no malice exists, as in
agreements for concurrent

suicides. Yet we may readily conceive of cases where the de

gree of guilt would be greatly reduced . A physician, at the re

quest of a dying man suffering intolerable agonies,may, from hu

mane motives, precipitate death ; or a soldier on the battle-field ,

after urgent appeals,may with intense agony on his own part,

yet from the same humane motives, take the same course as to a

dying comrade. Yet even here the maxim Volenti non fit inju

ria cannot be applied. There can be nothing to bar a verdict of

guilty. That verdict, however, would be for the lowest form of

voluntary
manslaughter , and could properly be followed by ex

life.

ecutive
pardon.

We

may,therefore, justly argue that if life be an inalienable

1 See Berner's
Lehrbuch des Straf

? See infra , SS 451-2.
recht's (1871), 132. Infra, SS 451-2.

3 Com . v. Parker , 9 Met. 263. SeeAnd see R.v. Bennett, 4 F. & F. this question discussed as to suicide,

1105; R.v. Sinclair, 13 Cox C. C. 28 ; infra , $$ 451–2.

and cases cited infra, $$ 577, 636.

4 See infra , S $ 451-2.

و

م

ا
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prerogative, then taking it by self is a public wrong, and those

who are accessaries to this public wrong cannot plead in defence

the suicide's consent.1

1 See infra , &$ 451–2 ; Com . v. Par- which must necessarily proceed on

ker, 9 Met. 263.
As to consent in general principles, and which cannot

waving constitutional and other privi- have within its contemplation the cir

leges of trial, see Whart. on Crim . cumstances of particular cases and the

Pleading & Prac. $S 351, 518, 733. tempers of particular individuals, can

On this topic Lord Macaulay (In- judge for them . It is difficult to con

dian Code, 449) writes: “ If Z., a ceive any law which should be effect

grown man, in possession of all his ual to preventmen from wasting their

faculties, directs that his valuable fur- substance on themost chimericalspec

niture shall be burned , that his pict- ulations, and yet which should not

ures shall be cut to rags, that his fine prevent the construction of such works

house shall be pulled down , that the as the Duke of Bridgewater's canals.

best horses in his stable shall be shot, It is difficult to conceive any law

that his plate shall be thrown into the which should prevent a man from ca

sea , those who obey his orders,how- priciously destroying his property,and

ever capricious those orders may be, yetwhich should not prevent a philos

however deeply Z. may afterwards opher, in a course of chemical exper

regret that he gave them , ought not, iments, from dissolving a diamond , or

as it seems to us, to be punished for an artist from taking ancient pictures

injuring his property. Again , if Z. to pieces, as Sir Joshua Reynolds did ,

chooses to sell his teeth to a dentist in order to learn the secret of the col

and permits the dentist to pull them oring. It is difficult to conceive any

out, the dentist ought not to be pun- law which should prevent a man from

ished for injuring 2.'s person. So if capriciously injuring his own health,

Z. embraces the Mahometan religion , and yet which should not prevent an

and consents to undergo the painful artisan from employing himself in call

rite which is the initiation into that ings which are useful and indeed nec

religion , those who perform the rite

ought not to be punished for injuring impair the constitutions of those who

essary to society, but which tend to

follow them ,or a public spirited phy

“ The reason on which the general sician from inoculating himself with

rule which we have mentioned rests the virus of a dangerous disease. It

is this, that it is impossible to restrain
is chiefly, we conceive, for this rea

men of mature age and sound under
son that almost all governmentshave

standing from destroying their own thought it sufficient to restrain men

property, their own health , their own
from harming others, and have left

comfort,withoutrestraining them from

them at liberty to harm themselves.

an infinite number of salutary or in- But though in general we would not

nocent actions. It is by no means punish an act on account of

true that men always judge rightly of which itmight cause to a person who

their own interest. But it is true
had consented to suffer that harm , we

that, in the vast majority of cases,
think that there are exceptions to this

they judge better of their own inter- rule, and that the case in which death

than any lawgiver,
any tribunal, is intentionally inflicted is an excep

176 tion ."

Z.'s person .

any
harm
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high degree, does not estop
the de- court to enforce

such an agreement
,

fendant from
bringing such writ. The yet the

principle
is, in both cases

, the

burglary, where it was alleged
that and see

Whart. on Crim . Plead . &

tion of

Aswill hereafter be more fully illustrated, consent will au

thorize a surgical operation, in cases of danger , though the effect

of such operation may be fatal.1

§ 145. Deprivation of liberty , no matter on what pretext,

rests on the same principles. No man has a right to Nor the

take away another's liberty, even though with consent,

depriva
except by process of law . And the reason is that lib- liberty .

erty is an inalienable prerogative of which no man can divest

himself,and of which any divestiture is null.
Undoubtedly this

in one relation conflicts with the attitude once assumed by Eng

lish and American courts, when
maintaining that the slave trade

is not piracy by the law of nations. But the abolition of slav

ery in the United States, and the civil rights
amendments and

enactments that followed , relieve the courts in this country from

the pressure of the precedents referred to, and restore the old

doctrine of
inalienability of liberty . It is true that cases of this

class are not very likely to arise. But should it appear that

incarcerations are effected , even by consent, by
ecclesiastical or

medical authority, of persons whose liberty is thus wrongfully

destroyed, the fact of consent could not, if the doctrine here ad

vanced be correct, be used as a defence, when such party seeks

release . And a fortiori would it be no defence to an indictment

for kidnapping Africans, that the Africans consented to be kid

napped.

$ 145a .
Constitutional rights to trial by an indepen- Nor waive

dent jury,whose
deliberations are to be guarded against tional

Infra, § 362. Steph. Dig. C. L. C. J., in refusing the motion, said :

“ What consideration can a man have
. Of this wehave a remarkable il- received , adequate to

imprisonment
lustration in a

Pennsylvania case, in

at hard labor for life ? It is going but1826, in which it was held that an

one step further to make an agree
agreement not to bring a writ of error

ment to be banged. I presume no
in a criminal case, especially one of one would be hardy enough to ask the

3

1

art. 205 .

question arose after a conviction of same.” Smith v. Com . 14 S. & R. 69 ;

the
defendant had agreed in writing Prac. § 351.

not to bring a writ of error,and where

8 See State v . Weaver , Busbee, 9,a notion to quash the writ was on contra ; a decision which cannot now

this ground made. But Tilghman , be
sustained.
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$ 146. ]

rights of

trial.

to consent

is a pre

outside interference, are to be placed in the same cate

gory . These a defendant cannot waive.1

§ 146. It need scarcely be added that even in those cases of

Capacity purely private wrongs to which the maxim Volenti non

fit injuria applies the party injured must be capable

requisite. of giving consent. Thus, consent by insane persons

children is no bar.3 In cases of rape this has been

frequently adjudicated ; 4 and the same reasoning holds good

in cases of larceny and assault. Thus consent is no defence to

an indictment for larceny from or assault upon an insane per

son , or a person in a state of unconsciousness of the meaning

of the guilty act. And so acquiescence extorted by fear or

fraud is no defence. But where a surgical operation is probably

and young

son ,

1 See Whart. Cr. Pleading & Prac. asked by the counsel on either side if

§ 733.

it ” (the act, which consisted in his

9 R. v.Mayers, 12 Cox C. C. 311; playing with their private parts, and

Hadden v. People, 25 N. Y. 373. In- then throwing them on their backs

fra , $ 189.

and laying on them , & c.) “ was done

8 E. g., in cases of abduction , in against their will or with their con

State v. Rollins, 8 N.H. 550 ; State v . sent,” but they stated that they did

Farrar, 41 N. H.53; Com . v . Nicker not know what the defendant was

5 Allen, 518.

As to infants, see going to do to them when he took

Givens v . Com . 29 Grat. 830.
them into the field and placed them

4 See infra, $ 577 ; R.v. Read , 2 C. On his lap and laid them on the ground .

& K. 957 ; 1 Den. C. C. 377 ; Hays v .
Thedefendant having been convicted ,

People, i Hill N. Y. 351; State v. Kelly , C. B., said : “ I am of opinion

Johnston , 76 N. C. 209. In Com .
that the conviction should be affirmed .

v. Burke, 105 Mass. 376 , the court There being no actual consent, and

held that " without her consent," and

on the other hand no actual fraud to

" against her will,” were convertible induce consent, I think that where

terms; and hence that carnal knowl a child submits to an act of this kind

edge of a woman unconscious with in ignorance, the offence is similar

6 See Hadden v. People, 25 N. Y. has connection with a woman while

to that perpetrated by a man who

asleep." “ In the present case the

6 Infra , $ 150 ; 2 East P. C. 486 .
acts were done to children, and they

In November, 1872,the question of

were unconscious of the nature of the

consent, as affected by ignorance of acts which the prisoner did or was

the act, came before Kelly , C. J., about to do, and were therefore not in

Martin , B., Brett, Grove, and Quain , a condition to exercise their wills one

JJ., on a crown case reserved , in way or the other, and Ithink that the

which the defendantwas charged with

an indecent assault upon two boys ,of an assault." R. v. Lock, 27 Law T.

acts done by the prisoner amounted to

eight years old . “ The boys were not Rep. 661; 12 Cox C. C. 244. Infra,

drink was rape .

373 .
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[ $ 149.

6
Whart. on Neg . SS 302 et seq . ; R. Ind . 386 ; State v . Covington

, 2 Bailey

Contribu

gence may
be a de

fence .

necessary to relieve the patient from great danger, the fact that

the patient is incapable of giving assent will justify proceeding

with the operation without assent.1

§ 147. As will hereafter be more fully seen there is no reason

why a party who negligently puts himself in the way

of danger should not be obliged to bear the
consequences tory negli

of his negligence, subject to the same
qualifications as

are applied in civil suits for damage produced by negli

gence. Of course his negligence, in exposing himself to danger,

will be no defence to an indictment against persons who reck

lessly injure him when in that condition.4 And the person

charged with
contributory negligence must be one capable of

being a juridical cause.

$ 148. Theremay be a
constructive estoppel of a prosecution

of forgery by proof of laches on the
prosecutor's part in

permitting the defendant to sign for him his name;

and so in larceny, by proof that the prosecutor intrusted

the property stolen to the bailee .

§ 149. A trap laid by which the defendant,previously intend

ing the offence, is tempted to proceed with it in such a A trap laid

way as to lead to exposure, is ordinarily no defence. by priserne

If,however, the prosecutor, in setting the trap ,waive ardirerile

Laches on
6

prosecu
tor's part

may be a
defence.

$ 556. The report in Law Rep. 2 C.

6 R. v. Forbes, 7 C. & P. 224 ; R.C. R. 12, is more brief, and closes

v . Parish , 8 C. & P. 94 ; R. v. Beard,as follows: " And though there was

8 C. & P. 143 .
submission on the part of the children ,

7 R. v . Wilkinson , R. & R. C. C.Ido not think there was any consent; 470.

for they were so wholly ignorant of 8 As to uttering counterfeitmoney,

the nature of the act done as to be in- see R. v. Holden , R. & R. 154; 2

capable of exercising their wills one Taunt. 334 ; infra, $ 707. Asto open

way or the other.” See R. v.Bennett, ing door by servant in order to entrap

4 F. & F. 1105; R. v . Case, 4 Cox

a burglar, see infra , SS 766, 770 .C. C. 220; 1 Den . C. C. 580. Infra, to putting marked money in the way
$ 577.

of a servant suspected of stealing, and1 Steph. Dig . C. L. art. 205.

then fixing the stealing on him by

identifying the marked money in his

possession , see infra , $$ 917, 1039,See Whart.on Neg.$$ 335 et seq.; - 1189; and see generally R. v. Ady, ?
R.v. Kew, 12 Cox C. C. 355.

C. & P. 140 ; Thompson v. State, 18

0;Kew, 12 Cox c. c. 355. Infra, ss (S. C.), 569 ; infra, § 1190.

As

? Infra, SS 162-3 , 703 .

3 See infra, $ 163.

163, 1188.
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and

his legal rights, the prosecution falls.1 Thus if he surrendered

absolutely his property in the goods which were taken from

him , he cannot maintain larceny 2 or embezzlement ; 3 if he left

his house-door open , he cannot maintain burglary ; 4 if he im

plicitly permitted the defendant to write his naine , he cannot

maintain forgery ; if he consented to be robbed in order to pros

ecute the robber, he cannot maintain robbery ; 5 but if on the

other hand he simply left marked property in such a position

that if stolen it could be identified ;6 or if, while keeping his

door fastened , be put out the lights, and collected a party of

armed friends to seize the expected burglar ; or if he sent a de

tective, under disguise of an accomplice , to obtain counterfeit

money from the counterfeiter ; here the existence of these traps

formis no defence .

It is also to be noticed that in cases in which , as in rape

larceny, the act, to be indictable
, must be against the pros

ecutor's will, when the prosecutor
, by such inveigling

, consents

to the act, these particular
forms of prosecutions

cannot be

maintained
. But when the offence is against the public , and

is independent
of the question of the prosecutor's

consent, as in

riot, treason, and nuisance, then although the inveigler may

1 Archbold's Crim . Pr. & Ev. 364 ; procured, being led there by one of

R. v. Eggington , 2 Bos. & P. 508 ; the conspirators, robbed him , and

State v. Covington , 2 Bailey ( S. C.), they were afterward prosecuted and

569; Dodgev. Brittain,Meigs( Tenn.), convicted , but the conspiracy being

84 ; Alexander v. State, 12 Tex. 540. afterward detected, the conspirators

See 3 Ch . C. L. 925. Infra , SS 231

were indicted as accessariesbefore the

fact to the robbery , and, the facts

" The offender may be as morally being found by a special verdict,the

guilty as if the owner had not con
case was argued before all the judges,

sented , but a necessary ingre
of who held that the taking of Salmon's

legal guilt is wanting. This is shown

by Rex v . McDaniel, Foster , 121 ; S.

money wasnot a larceny, being done

not only with his consent, but by his

C., 2 East's P. C.665,where · Salmon, procurement
.” ".

McDaniel, and others conspired to Whittier, 18 Alb. L. J. 110.

procure two persons, ignorant of the ? Infra , $$ 914–17.

design, to rob Salmon on the highway, 8 Infra , $ 917 .

in order that they might obtain the 4 Infra , $ 770.

reward at that time given for prosecut
6 R. v. Fuller, R. & R. 408. Infra,

ing offenders for highway robbery. $ 856.

Salmon, accordingly
, went to a par 6 Infra , § 917.

ticular place fixed upon, with some ? Infra , &$ 556, 770, 914-17.

money, and the two men who were

et seq :

Dillon , J., U. S. v .
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[ $ 150.

INVEIGLEMENT.

1

make himself criminally responsible (in felonies as accessary be

fore the fact, in
misdemeanors as principal) , yet this does not

relieve the person inveigled from penal responsibility. Hence,

in revenue prosecutions, and in prosecutions for other publicmis

conduct, it is no defence that the defendant, having previously

contemplated a violation of law , is led to the particular wrong

by a decoy.

§ 150. Consent obtained by fraud, as a general rule, is to be

treated as a nullity. Thus,consent to a sexual offence ,

if fraudulently obtained , does not bar a prosecution for obtained

by fraud or
such offence ;3 nor does consent to entering a house, if force no

fraudulently obtained , bar a prosecution for burglary.*

And consent obtained from a drunken man does not bar a pros

ecution for kidnapping. Consent obtained by coercion is also

no defence.6

Consent

bar.

no other way.

1 « Where persons are suspected of

caseswhere such convictionshave beenbeing engaged in the violation of crim sustained. U. S. v . Foye, 1 Curtis C.

inal laws, or of intending to commit C. 364 ; U. S.v. Cottingham , 2 Blatchf.

an offence, it is allowable to resort to 470 ; Regina v. Rathbone, 2 Moody's

detectivemeasures to procure evidence

C. C. 310 ; S. C., Carr. & Marsh .of such fact or intention. Many frauds 220 ; Regina v. Gardner, 1 Carr. &

upon the postal, revenue, and other Kirwan, 628 ; Regina v.Williams, Ibid .
laws are of such a secret nature that

195 ; Regina v. Mence, Carr. & Marsh .they can be effectually discovered in 234.” Dillon, J., U. S. v . Whittier,

Accordingly, there 18 Alb . L. J. 110. Compare O'Brien
have been

numerous convictions upon

v . State, 6 Tex. Ap. 665.evidence procured by means of what

Infra, $ 8 557, 856. See 2 Eastare called decoy letters, - that is , let- P. C. 486 ; R.v .Williams, 8 C. & P.

ters prepared and mailed on purpose 286 ; R. v. Hopkins, C. & M. 254 ;

to detect the offender ; and it is no

R. v. Woodhouse , 12 Cox C. C. 443;objection to the conviction,when the Huber v.State, 57 Ill. 341.
prohibited act has been done, that it 8 See infra, § 559.

was discovered by

means of letters 4 Infra, $ 765 .
specially prepared and mailed by the

5 Hadden v . People, 25 N. Y. 373.
officers of the

government, and ad

o See infra , SS 557, 772 ; Lewis v.dressed to a person who had no actual State, 19 Kans. 260 .
existence. The books contain many
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CHAPTER VII.

CAUSAL CONNECTION BETWEEN OFFENDER AND OFFENCE.

The will causes whatever effect it coöperates | Causation not broken by irresponsible inter

in producing, § 152.
mediate agent, § 161.

A cause is that which turns the balance, Concurrent negligence of another no de

$ 153. fence, $ 162.

Other conditions coöperating do not affect Injured party's contributory negligencemay

the responsibility of onewho operateswith break causal connection , $ 163.

these conditions, $ 154 .

Contributory negligence no defence when

Otherwise when subsequent conditions occur the result of fright caused by defendant's

to vary result, $ 155 .
misconduct, $ 164.

A party exposing helpless persons is liable Prior negligence of party injured no defence

for consequences, § 156 .

if defendant by proper caution could have

When death is negligently induced by a avoided injury, § 165.

physician's misconduct, assailant is not Persons leaving dangerous agencies where

responsible, $ 157 .
they are likely to be unconsciously med

Medical man may be in such cases responsi
dled with responsible for the conse

ble , $ 158 . quences, $ 166 .

No defence that death was caused by disease Causation not necessarily physical, $ 167.

induced by wound, $ 159.
To negligent causation not necessary that

Interposition of responsiblewill breaks causal damage should have been foreseen , § 168 .

connection, $ 160.
Responsibility ceaseswhen casus intervenes,

§ 169.

The will

causes

whatever

effect it

§ 152. The consequences of an act of the will can never be

absolutely predicted . A thousand contingencies may

intervene to defeat the most resolute purpose .
Respon

sibility , therefore, at least for attempting a wrong, is

coöperates

in produc- not diverted because this wrong was arrested before

consummation . Nor, as we have seen , is it necessary ,

to establish causation , that the effect should correspond with the

conception. No purpose was ever completed as itwas designed,

and even should we suppose such a case, innumerable other

agencies are concerned in the undertaking. It is not necessary,

therefore , in order to establish a causal relation between the

will and the effect, that the effect should be precisely what the

party willed. Nor is it necessary that it should have been the

primary object the offender had in view, as it is sufficient if the

object in view was one which could not be obtained without
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[ $ 153.

1

law -breaking. Nor need such act of law -breaking be neces

sary to the execution of the
purpose. It inay beonly incidentally

involved in such purpose, yet if the will be to effect the purpose,

lawfully or unlawfully, the will is to be regarded as causing the

illegal act. Thus, a party selling liquor recklessly to a crowd

has been held responsible for their disorderly conduct;3 a per

son wilfully firing his own house is indictable for the wilful firing

of any adjacent houses which become involved in the conflagra

tion ; * a person contributing to a nuisance, for the incidents of

the nuisance,

$ 153. Assuming a cause to be that impulse which turns the

balance between forces previously in equilibrium ,many A cause

of the speculations of the old jurists in this relation be- is that

come obsolete . Thus it used to be said that absolute turns the

lethality (absoluter letalität) existed when a wound,

apart from all other conditions, produced death ; and abstract

lethality existed when a wound would be fatal with persons of

all kinds ; and many refined distinctions were taken in

where if superior skill had been applied , the wound might not

have been fatal, or where the death was attributable eminently

to some idiosyncrasies of the deceased. Of course, when after a

wound a new and independent causation intervenes, producing

death , this relieves parties to whom such new causation is not

imputable. But the coöperation of other
contemporaneous or

prior conditions does not relieve the party charged. He who

turns the scale is chargeable with the result . In other words,

a cause is , in this sense , that condition which determines the

final result. It is the
preponderating (

überwiegende) condi

tion .

balance .

cases

1
Supra, § 119.

The cause of a change, so speaks
See R. v. Whithorne, 3 C. & P. another high German authority, is

394; R. v.Howell, 9 C. & P.437 ; R. identical with a change of the equili

v. Haines, 2 C. & K. 368 ; U. S. v .

brium between forces producing and
Jones, 3 Wash . C. C. 209 ; and see

forces resisting the change. These
supra , $ 119.

The imforces may be balanced.
· Statev.Burchinal,4 Harring.572. petus, however slight, that disturbs
- Supra, $ 120 ; infra, $ 830.

the balance, is the cause of the

movement. Binding, Normen (1872 ),•
Trendelenburg, Logische Unter- p. 42.

suchungen , 3d ed . p . 184 ; Meyer,

$ 34 .

6 Infra, § 1430.
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Other con

ditions co

do not

affect the

one who

operates
with those

§ 154. A free moral agent (and none other can be a cause in

the eye of jurisprudence) does not cease to be respon

operating

sible for an alteration effected by him in the ordinary

course of events , because there were other conditions

responsi which were, in addition to his action , co -antecedents

bility of of the same result. Thus, in a case where the death

of a child proceeded from suffocation , caused by the

conditions. defendant, it was held , that when the primary cause

of the suffocation was forcing moss into the throat of the child ,

the defendant's liability was not relieved by the existence of an

intermediate process , namely, the swelling up of the passage of

the throat, which occasioned the suffocation , such swelling hav

ing arisen by forcing the moss into the throat. In this case,

while the swelling of the throat was a condition of the death ,

the cause was the forcing the moss into the throat. The suscep

tibility of the human body to poison , to take another illustration ,

is a condition of poisoning ; the administering of the poison is

the cause.?

Again : Iron is dug from a mine ; is melted in a furnace ; is

shaped in a factory ; is sold , as a weapon, by a tradesman ; is

used to inflict a fatal blow by an assassin . Now the mining, the

melting, the shaping, the selling, are all conditions of the mur

der, without which it could not, in the line in which it was ef

fected , have taken place ; but none of these acts is a cause of

the murder, unless the particular act was done in concert with

the murderer, to aid him in effecting his purpose . So a work

man places on the roof of a house a tile which a stranger malic

iously tears up and throws into a crowded street, killing a passer

by. Now the workman is a condition of the killing, but not

its juridical cause, unless the tile was placed so negligently on

the roof as to make its dislodgement a result of natural laws, or

the stranger who threw it down acted in concert with the work

man 3

1 R. v. Tye,R.& R.345. See infra, Cr. Law, article 219, says : “ Dr

$ 535 .
Wharton's work on Homicide con

2 R. v. Webb, 2 Lew . C. C. 196 ; 1 tains an interesting and elaborate

M. & Rob . 405 . See also Com . v. chapter (chap. xii. $S 358–389), enti

Costley, 118 Mass. 1; Tabler v. State, tled Causal Connection,' into which

34 Oh . St. 127 .
some discussion is introduced on the

8 Sir J. Stephen , in his Digest of distinction between causes and condi
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[ $ 155.

case ,

the
poison to C., who dies of it. A. has not caused

C.'s death
within

the

§ 155. Suppose that A. maliciously aims a blow at B.,which

stuns B., and A., thinking B. to be dead , buries B.,

Otherwiseand B. dies from being buried alive. Several cases of when a

subsequent
this kind (e. g. one of infanticide ) have arisen in Ger- condition

tions, a distinction of which Dr. “ (2.) A. gives a poisoned apple to

Wharton maintains, and of which Mr. his wife, B., intending to poison her.

Mill( see his Logic, vol. i. p . 398, & c.) B., in A.'s presence, and with his

denies,the solidity. For practical pur- knowledge, gives the apple to C., their

poses, I think the article in the text is child , whom A. did not intend to poi
sufficient. And if this were the proper son .

A. not interfering, C. eats the
place , I should be disposed to discuss apple and dies. A. has killed C.

some of Dr. Wharton's positions." Saunders' 1 Hale P. C. 436 .

In the text of the presentwork , I

“ (3.) A., an iron-founder, orderedhave somewhat modified the positions to melt down a saluting cannon which

to which Sir J. Stephen refers; and had burst, repairs it with lead, in a

the conclusion is substantially the dangerous manner. Being fired with

same as that reached by himself in an ordinary charge, it bursts and kills

the following paragraph :

B. A.haskilled B. R. v . Carr, 8 C." Killing is causing the death of a & P. 163.

person by an act or omission but for ' (4.) A., B., and C., road trustees

which the person killed would not under an act of parliament, and as

have died when he did, and which is such under an obligation to make con

directly and immediately connected tracts for the repairs of the road ,

with his death. The question whether neglect to make any such contract,

a given act or omission isdirectly and whereby the road gets out of repair,

immediately connected with the death and D.passing along it is killed. A.,

of any person is a question of degree, B., and C. have not killed D. R. v.
dependentupon the circumstances of Pocock , 17 Q. B.(N. S.) 34.

. (5.) A., by his servants, makes" (SUBMITTED.) But the conduct of fire-works in a house in London con

one person is not deemed ,for the pur- trary to the provisions of an act of

poses of this article,to be the cause parliament (9 & 10 Wm. 3, c. 77).

of the conduct of another,if it affects Through the negligence of his ser

such conduct only by way of supply- vants, and without any act of his, a

ing a motive for it, and not so as to rocket explodes and sets fire to an

make the first person an accessary be other house,whereby B.is killed. A.
fore the fact to the act of the other.

has not killed B. R. v . Bennett, Bell“ This article is subject to the pro- C. C.1 .
visions contained in the next two ar

“ (6.) A. tells B. facts about C. in

the hope that the knowledge of those

facts will induce B. to murder C., and
" (1.) A.substitutes poison for med- in order that C. may be murdered ;

icine which is to be
administered to but A. does not advise B. to murder

C.by B. B. innocently administers C. B. murders C. accordingly . A.

See meaning of this article."

each
particular case .

ticles.

Illustrations.

has killed C.
Donellan's case .

my Gen. View , Cr. L. 338 .
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occurs to

vary a

res

many, and have been the subject of much learned dis

cussion , and the better opinion, as is argued by Bar in

his authoritative work on Causal Connection , is that A. is guilty,

so far as concerns the first blow , not of murder, but of an at

tempt to murder. Such, undoubtedly, would be the result in

our own law , should the case come up on an indictment charging

murder by the first blow , for as the evidence would not sustain

the allegation that the blow killed the deceased, the indictment

would fall, and the only way would be to prosecute the defend

ant for attempt to kill. But how would it be with the death

by the burying ? Supposing this was the cause of the death ,

then the defendant is chargeable with manslaughter in killing the

deceased, but would not be chargeable with murder, as there was

no malice . Hence the defendant, in such a case, is chargeable,

first with attempt to murder, and then with manslaughter. In

a late English case, where this question is approached, the evi

dence left it doubtful whether the death was caused by beating

or by subsequent exposure. In either case the result, owing to

want of malice, would have been only manslaughter ; and as the

indictment contained counts fitted to either alternative, the court

told the jury that if the death was caused either by the blows or

the exposure, they were to convict of manslaughter.1

In a case of earlier date, the indictment charged the death of

a child to have been occasioned by exposure to cold. The evi

dence was that the child was found in a field , alive, with a con

tusion on the head ,and that it died a few hours afterwards. The

medical witnesses stated that the contusion was in itself suffi

cient to occasion death, and that the exposure might have ac

celerated it. It was submitted on behalf of the prisoner, that

supposing the death to have been only accelerated by the ex

posure, the count which charged it as the cause could not be sup

ported, and of this opinion was the judge who tried the case.?

But this cannot be sustained . Supposing that the exposure

accelerated the death , it " caused ” the death . The contusion

did not kill. The fact that it might have killed had the de

ceased lived long enough , could not support an indictment for

killing : 1. Because the averment of death from the wound could

not be sustained ; 2. Because to allow a conviction for an act

1 R. v. Martin , 11 Cox C. C. 136 .
2 R.v . Stockdale, 2 Lew. 220.
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persons is
liable for

the conse

3

4

81 East P. C. c . 5 , s . 13 , p . 226 .

that was not committed , simply because it might have been com

mitted , would allow convictions for the murder ofmen still alive.

Hence, to accelerate the death of a person already mortally

wounded is homicide.1

§ 156. It is clear that to put a helpless person in a position of

which hurt is a natural consequence, makes the party

A partyoffending
responsible

for the hurt. This principle has exposing

helpless
been applied to cases where a boy, having been beaten

by the defendant, was left by him in a country lane

during a frosty night in January; 2 where a lame per- quences.

son, incapable of moving, and without voice to cry for help , was

forced out of a wagon, in a place where he froze to death ;

where a person carried his sick father against his will, in a severe

season , from one town to another, by reason whereof he died ;

where a woman being delivered of a child left it in an orchard

covered only with leaves, in which condition it was killed by a

kite ;6 where a child was placed in a hogsty, where it was de

voured , and where an infant child was shifted by parish officers

from parish to parish till it died for want of care and suste

nance. And such was held to be the law where a master,

knowing a seaman's debility and incapacity to hold on , forced

him to go aloft,whereupon the seaman fell to the deck ,and y's

killed ;8 and where the captain of a vessel omitted to lowe

life boat so as to save a seaman ..

People ». Ah Fat, 48 Cal. 61. When the prisoner dropped her

Supra, $ 153 .

child , born alive , on the side of the
R. v.Martin, 11 Cox C. C. 136 ; road without any clothing or covering

if the exposure had been malicious, to protect it from the inclemency of

the offence would have been murder. the weather, where it died from the

R.v.Donavan,4 Cox C. C. 399. See cold, she having wholly concealed the

birth of the child till she was appre
Nixon v. People, 2 Scammon, hended, Coltman, J., in summing up,

said : “ If a party so conduct himself
* 1Hawk. P. C.c. 31, 8. 4; 1 Hale, with regard to a human being,which

431, 432.

is helpless and unable to provide for
* 1 Hale,431; 1 Hawk. P.C.c. 31, itself, as must necessarily lead to its

death , the crime amounts to murder.

But if the circumstances are not such

that he must have been aware that

the result would be death , the crime

would be manslaughter, provided the

death were caused by an unlawful act,

а

1

infra, $ 358.

267. Infra, $ 358.

8. 6 .

i Palm . 545.

• U. S.v.
Freeman , 4 Mason , 505.

Infra, SS 164 , 337.

* U. S. v.
Knowles,4 Sawyer, 517.
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When

death ls

assailant is

not respon

sible.

§ 157. Wehave next to consider cases of homicide in which ,

after the deceased receives the wound, he is placed un

negligent

der the charge of a medical man, who, in probing the

jy induced wound or otherwise operating on the patient, immedi

sícian's or ately causes his death. If the medicalman acts negli

misconduct gently or maliciously , and so introduces a new responsi

ble cause between the wound and the death , this, on

the principle just stated , breaks the causal connection

between the wound and the death . Themedical man in such

case is indictable for the homicide ; the original assailant only

for an attempt. But if the medical man, following the usual

course of practice which good practitioners under the circum

stances are accustomed to adopt, occasions death when endeavor

ing to heal the wound, then the person inflicting the wound is

chargeable with the death . For he who does an unlawful act is

responsible, as we have just seen , for all the consequences that

in the ordinary course of events proceed from the unlawful act.

Now it is one of the ordinary consequences of a wound that a

medical man should be called in to treat it ; and it is one of the

probable incidents of medicalpractice that the patient should die

under treatment. And the person inflicting the wound is respon ,

sible for this, as one of the consequences which , in the natural

course of events, result from his unlawful act. It is no defence,

but not such as to imply a malicious would be so great that it would be

mind. There have been cases where found , that it would be too much to

it has been held that persons leaving say that it was murder if it died; if,

a child exposed , and without any as
on the other hand, a child were left

sistance, and under circumstances in an unfrequented place,what infer

where no assistance was likely to be
ence could be drawn but that the

rendered , were guilty of murder. It party left it there in order that it

will be for you to consider whether might die ? This is a sort of inter

theprisoner left the child in such a sit- mediate case , and therefore it isfor

uation that in allreasonable apprehen- you to say whether the prisoner had

sion she must have been aware that reasonable ground for believing that

the child must die, or whether there the child would be found and pre

were circumstances
that would raise a served .” R. v. Walters, C. & Mars.

reasonable expectation that the child
See Stockdale's case, 2 Lewin ,

would be found by some one else, and 220. And see infra, &$ 335–36, 459.

preserved, because then it would only
1 Infra, § 163; Com . v . M'Pike, 3

be the crime of manslaughter
. If a

person were to leave a child at the mead,289; McAllisterv. State, 17 Ala.

Cush . 181 ; Com . v. Green , 1 Ash

door of a gentleman,the probability 434 ; Parsons v . State, 21 Ala. 300 ;

164 .
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[ $ 158 .

in cases in which the deceased's death is not shown to have been

produced by his own negligence or that of his medical attendant,

that he might have recovered had a higher degree of professional

skill been employed. The law does not exact from physicians

the highest degree of professional skill , but only such skill as

men of their profession are, under the
circumstances, accustomed

to apply ; and if we should convict only in cases where it is pos

sible to conceive of recovery under another mode of treatment,

we would convict in few cases in which death did not immedi

ately follow the wound. The true test is , whether the deceased's

death followed as an ordinary and natural result from the mis

conduct of the defendant. If so, it is no defence that the de

ceased, under another form of treatment, might have recovered.2

§ 158. But the physician , not the assailant, is
responsible

where the defendant inflicted on the deceased a slight

wound, in itself not dangerous, which wound, by the man may

maltreatment of the physician , becamemortal.3 If, in

consequence of some physical
idiosyncrasies of the de- sponsible .

ceased, the wound ,which in ordinary cases would not be fatal,

produces death , then the defendant is chargeable with the homi

cide,for the result flowed from the
defendant through the agency

of natural laws. But if the result is caused by the
malpractice

of the physician, the wound not being in itself mortal,and the

Medical

be in such

cases re

State, 21 Ala .

Brown v. State, 38 Tex . 482. See

to physicians' liability, see infra , s
infra, $S 362 et seq.

362 ; and see Parsons v .Whart. Neg . $ 735; supra, $ 153 ; 300.
infra , SS 362 et seq.

“ If one person inflicts upon another
2 Infra, § 163 ; 1 Hale P. C. 428 ;

a dangerous wound, one that is calcu
R.v. Holland , 2 M. & Rob. 351; R. v.

lated to endanger and destroy life, andJohnson, 1 Lew.C. C. 164 ; R.v. Lee, death ensues therefrom within a year

4 F. & F. 63; R. v. Minnock, 1 Cr. & and a day, it is sufficient proof of the

Dix Ir . C. R. 45; Com . v. M'Pike, 3 offence either of
manslaughter ormur

Cush. 181; Com .v. Hackett, 2 Allen, der, as the case may be, and he is none

136; State v. Bantley, 44 Conn . 537 ; the less responsible for the result, al

Com.v. Green, 1 Ashmead, 289 ; U. though it may appear that the de

S.v. Warner , 4 McLean, 463; Coff ceased might have recovered if he had

man v. Com . 10 Bush, 495 ; State v .

taken proper care of himself, or thatBaker, 1 Jones N.C. 267 ;
McAllister unskilful or improper treatment aggra

9. State, 17 Ala.434;Bowles v. State, vated thewound and contributed to

38 Ala. 335; State 1. Scott, 12 La. his death.” Pardee, J., State v.Bant

An. 274 ; Brown v. State, 38 Tex. ley , 44 Conn. 537.

482; Kee r. State, 28 Ark. 155 .

As 8 Harvey v . State , 40 Ind. 516.
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No defence

was caused

physician not acting in concert with the defendant, then the de

fendant is not responsible, for the wound , though a condition of

the killing, is not its juridical cause. And where death of the

deceased was accelerated by the want of the due skill and com

petency of his physician , then the latter cannot defend himself

on the ground that the deceased was at the time laboring under

a mortal disease. 2

§ 159. Where a wound, in its regular course, induces a fever

which leads to death , the party inflicting the wound is

that death responsible for the consequences. Even if a man is

by disease

laboring under a mortal disease, those who hasten his

induced by death are responsible for the homicide. Nor is it any

defence that the constitution , age, or habits of the de

ceased made him peculiarly susceptible to such disease as the

wound inflicted would probably engender. But it is easy to

imagine a case in which a slight scratch , by producing local in

flammation, might terminate in death ; in such case it would

seem hard,at the first view , to charge the defendant with a re

sult which would not under ordinary circumstances follow from

such a wound. Yet if the defendant intended to take life, and

in shooting, for instance, inflicted a wound which , though not

ordinarily dangerous, in the particular case produced lock -jaw ,

we cannot say that the deceased's death did not ensue in the

ordinary course of events from the shooting. The difficulty arises

where a scratch is negligently given by a non -lethal instrument.

Here we can truly say that as the death was not an ordinary

consequence of the negligence, there is no imputability of guilt.

Supposing,however, a person negligently uses a dangerous instru

ment, then we must hold he is liable for the consequences, pe

culiar as they may be, which wounds from this instrument pro

duce. For it is in accordance with the ordinary course of events

2
1 R. v . Cheverton , 2 F. & F. 833.

585; Com . v . Hackett, 2 Allen , 136 ;

Supra, § 153 ; infra , § 362; R. v.
State v. Bantley , 44 Conn . 537; Com .

Webb, 1 M. & R. 405 ; People v . Ah
v. Green , 1 Ashm . 289 ; Com . v .War

Fat, 48 Cal. 61.

3 1 Hale P. C. 428 ; R.v. Martin , 53 Ind. 311 ; State v. Morea, 2 Ala.

ner , 4 McLean , 463; Kelley v. State,

5 C.& P. 128; R. v. Webb, 1 M. & 275 ; McAllister v. State, 17 Ala. 434.

R. 405 ; R.v.Murton, 3 F. & F. 492; And see Harvey v. State, 40 Ind.516;

R.v.Martin , 11 Cox C. C. 136 ; Rew's Brown v.State, 38 Tex.482; People

case,Kel. 261; Com .v. Fox, 7 Gray, v. Ah Fat,48 Cal. 61. Infra, $ 340.
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son
inflicted an injury upon a person

bowever, cannot
be sustained

. Ros

laboring under amortal
disease, which coe's Cr. Ev. 7th ed . 718.

[ $ 160.

will breaks
causal

that a dangerous instrument if negligently used should produce

dangerous results.1

$ 160. The
interposition of concurrent wills, in pursuance of a

common plan ,makes each confederate liable for the ac- Interposi

tion of his associates. It is otherwise, however, when indepen

responsibility is based , not on intentional, but on negli- derTote

gent injuries. As to these the rule is that causal con

nection between negligence and damage is broken by connection.

the interposition of
independent responsible human action. I

am negligent in a particular subject matter. Another person

moving
independently comes in , and either

negligently or ma

liciously so acts as to makemy negligence injurious to a third

person . If so, the person so
intervening acts as a non-conductor,

and insulates my negligence, so that I cannot be sued for the

mischief which the person so
intervening directly produces. He

isthe one who is liable to the person injured . I may be liable

to the party whom my negligence leads into difficulty , but I am

not liable to others for the negligence which he alone was the

" When it appeared that the death caused that person to die sooner than

was caused by a blow on the back of he otherwise would have done, he was

the neck, and that the deceased was liable to be found guilty of man

not at the time in a good state of slaughter, there being no intent to kill ;
health, and that she was desired to and the question for them

was,whether
remain in a hospitalwhere she could the death of the wife was caused by

best be attended to , but would not, the disease under which shewas labor

Parke, B., said : “ It is said that the ing, or whether it was hastened by the

deceased wasin a bad state of health , ill-usage of the prisoner. R. v. Fletch
but this is perfectly immaterial ; as

er , 1 Russ, on Cr. 507.if the prisoner was so
unfortunate In R. v. Johnson , 1 Lewin C. C.

as to accelerate her death , he must 164 , the deceased died from a blow

answer for it.” R.v. Martin, 5 C. & received in a fight with the prisoner ;

a surgeon expressed an opinion that aWhere a husband was indicted for blow on the stomach , in the state in

the manslaughter of hiswife by accel- which the deceased was, arising from

erating her death by blows,malice not passion and intoxication , was calcu

being pretended ; and it appeared that lated to occasion death, but not so if

she was at the time in so bad a state the party had been sober at the time.

of health that she could not possibly An acquittal was ordered by Hallock ,

have lived more than a month or six B., on the ground that the court could

weeks under any circumstances; Cole- not apportion the causes, or determine

ridge,J.,told the jury that if a per- which of them was operated. This,

P. 128 .

1
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cause of making operative. We may expand this rule still fur

ther, and hold that a defendant, no matter how wrongful may

have been his conduct, is not responsible for the acts of inde

pendent parties performed on the objects of the crime without

his concert.1 Thus, as we have just seen , is it with regard to

a death produced by a physician attending a wound not in itself

dangerous. So is it also when the wounded person indulges in

excesses which destroy his life, or when he refuses to call in a

physician, or to submit to any dressing of the wound. Or, in a

case of greater complication , the defendant wounds another so

desperately that the latter can only live a few hours, when a

third party comes in and kills the wounded man by a blow that

acts instantaneously . Who is the cause of the death ? Certainly

the last assailant ; for the particular death which occurred was

produced, not by the defendant, or within the range of his ac

tion , but by the interposition of a foreign independent will.3

And so a rioter cannot be held responsible for a homicide by

persons engaged in suppressing a riot.

The following case is reported by Bar, in the able treatise on

causal connection already referred to . The defendant left a

loaded gun in a place where, it was assumed , damage would en

sue from its negligent or ignorant use .

A stranger, playing with

the gun, killed inadvertently
, and by misadventure

, the deceased .

By the Supreme Court (Obertribunal
) of Prussia, it was held

that the defendant's
negligence made him criminally responsible

for the death of the deceased ; and the reason given was that

a person dealing negligently
with dangerousmechanical

agencies

is responsible
for all the consequences

which might be reason

ably contemplated
as the result of such negligence. Now if this

is limited to merely mechanical
or natural results , the statement

is true. If a loaded gun is placed in a position where on a

mere touch it will be likely to explode, then the party so plac

ing it is liable for the consequences
. Butwhen the gun is loaded

in the usualway , and the casualty occurs through the indepen

dent voluntary action of a stranger taking the gun from its rest

1 R. v. Hilton , 2 Lew . C. C. 214 ;
8 State v . Scates, 5 Jones N. C.420.

R. v. Ledger, 2 F. & F. 857. See
• Com . v. Campbell, 7 Allen , 541.

Whart. on Neg . § 134. Infra, $ 166 .

? See Harvey v . State, 40 Ind. 516 .
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tions in
Wb. on Neg . $ S

854-856 ; 441.

[ $ 161.

ficial to
society ;

ing place and negligently playing with it in a different position

and aimed in a new direction , then the causal connection is

broken by this
interposition of an

independent, self-
determining

will. If the decision above given be correct, then there would

be no limit to the
responsibility which a single act of

negligence

would bring. A man, for instance , who owns a vicious horse ,

will be responsible if he does not exclude the possibility of tres

passers mounting the horse and having thereby their necks

broken . A host who places on his table rich but
indigestible

delicacies,would be
responsible for an apoplexy caused by one

of his guests overeating such delicacies. The
manufacturer of

such delicacies would be
responsible for the

improvident action

of the host. No
adventurous enterprise, no matter how bene

no powerful
mechanical agent, could be put

in motion without attaching to its
originators all the calami

ties which the rash advance of such
enterprise, or the

imprudent

use of such power, might generate. Another objection to this

extension of such
responsibilities is , that it would be in the

power of any
subsequent intruder to throw back criminal respon

sibility on the original projector or
organizer, by simply care

lessly meddling with his
machinery. Thus, for instance, a mis

chief-maker by taking up and
recklessly using a loaded gun

could bring down a criminal
prosecution on him who left the

gun exposed ; and so a
trespasser,

maliciously tampering with

machinery, could
designedly make the mill-owner

responsible if

it be shown that the
machinery itself was not so

constructed as

to bar all such casualties. One man's malice or mischief would

thus create another man's guilt.1

$ 161. It is
otherwise,

however, when the agent so
interposing

is
irresponsible. An

explosive
compound, for instance, Causation

negligently packed, is put into the hands of a carrier byirre

to deliver,the carrier being ignorant of its contents . persbedi

Who,in case of the package being left at the place of ate agent.

delivery, and there
exploding, is liable for the injury

produced

by the explosion ? Had the carrier known, or had he been in a

position in which it was his duty to know , that the
package was

On this point compare observa- and see Snow v. R. R. 8 Allen,

VOL . I. 1

13
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in this dangerous condition, then he would become liable , on the

principle that he who negligently meddles with a dangerous

agency is liable for the damage. But if he was non -negligently

ignorant of the contents of the package, he is no more liable

than is the car by which they are carried. No matter how nu

merous may be the agencies through which such a package is

transmitted , the original forwarder, in case of the carriers' being

ignorant and innocent, continues liable, while the carriers are

free from liability. Thus a person who is guilty of negligence

in manufacturing
a dangerously inflammable oil is liable for

the damage done by it , no matter how numerous may be the

agents by whom it is innocently passed . " Certainly one who

knowingly makes and puts on the market for domestic and other

use such a death-dealing fluid cannot claim immunity because

he has sent it through many bands." 1 When, however, a vendee

or agent knows the explosive or otherwise perilous character of a

compound , and then negligently gives it to a third person , who

is thereby injured , the causal connection between the first ven

dor's act and the injury is broken.2

So with regard to the negligent sale of poison . If B.negli

gently sells poison, under the guise of a beneficial drug, to A.,

he is liable for the injury done to A .; or to those to whom A.

innocently gives the poison. He is not liable for the negligent

act of a person to whom he gives the poison, advising him of its

properties.
The same distinctions apply to the giving of a loaded gun

another. If the gun be given by B. with due warning to A.,a

person experienced in the use of fire-arms,who so negligently

handles the gun that it explodes and injures C., then A., and

not B., is liable . But if the loaded gun be given to an uncon

scidus child ,and the child , not knowing what the gun is, handles

it so that it explodes, and injures a third person , then the lia

bility is attached , not to the child, but to the person giving the

loaded gun .

That a person committing a crime through the agency of an

to

5

1 Agnew , C. J., Elkins v. McKean ,

79 Penn . St. 493 .

Whart. on Neg . $ 161. See in

fra , $ 206.

8 Supra , $ 133 ; infra , &$ 166, 346.

4 Infra, § 226 .

6 Infra , $ 344.
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4
Whart. on Neg . § 144.

Infra , § 358, 1188
; State

v . Preslar
, 3 Jones

[ $ 163.

Concur

defence .

insane medium is
responsible, we will hereafter have occasion

fully to see. The same rule exists when the agent is
compelled

to commit the crime.?

$ 162. The fact that another person
contributed either before

the
defendant's

interposition or
concurrently with such

interposition in
producing the damage is no defence.3 — rent negli

Indeed, this
proposition , instead of

conflicting with the another no

last,goes to sustain it. A.
negligently leaves certain

articles in a particular place. B.
negligently meddles with them .

Supposing B.'s
negligence to be made out, and he be a respon

sible
person under the

limitations above
expressed , he cannot set

up A.'s prior
negligence as a defence. A fortiori, he cannot set

up the
concurrent

negligence of D., a third person , who may

simultaneously join him in the final
negligent act.4

$ 163. It has been said that
contributory

negligence is no de

fence to a criminal
prosecution. This,

however, is not

An injured

correct, since a person who
negligently rushes into dan

ger, such action not being incident to a lawful busi

ness,cannot
afterwards

prosecute, either
criminally or create chay

civilly,the person
producing the danger. A common sal connec

illustration of this
principle will be found in the cases,

elsewhere noticed, of
prosecutions for

malpractice, in which it is

held a defence that the
patient's

misconduct was the
immediate

cause of his injury.? On the one side, we can
conceive of cases

where a party, after his wound,
commits suicide ; and where the

in which , as the death was caused by the suicide, and

not by the wound ,the
allegation in the

indictment,that atelycanda

the deceased died of the wound , could not be
sustained. rily hast

As to
indictment for action Cush. 181 ; State v.Bantley,44 Conn.

through an
irresponsible agent, see

infra, $ 522. As to
liability for prin

6 R. v . Longbottom , 3 Cox C. C.cipal for
irresponsible agent, infra , $ 439; R.v.

Hutchinson, 9 Cox C. C.

207. And see,as to dangerousagen 555; R. v. Kew , 12 Cox °C. C. 355.

* Supra , § 147. See R. v . Walker,
· Blackburn v. State, 23 Ohio St. i C. & P. 320 ; R. v.

Williamson , 1

Cox C. C. 97; R. v . Longbottom , 3

Cox C. C. 439. Compare infra , ss

168. See R.v. Pym ,i Cox C.C.339; Law , N. C. 421; State v. Weaver,
1 Russ.Cr. 702; Com . v.

M'Pike, 3 Busbee, 9 .

7 See infra , § 363.

party's
contribu

tory negli

tion .

deceased
deliber

537.

cies , infra , SS 343 et seq.

146. Infra, $ 216.

• See infra, $ 363.
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ened his

own death ,
defendant

not liable .

have saved his life . Maule , J., held C. 97. Where the defendant chased

§ 164. ]

On the other side, cases constantly occur in which a

wounded
person neglects some precaution which might

have contributed towards his recovery, but in which no

one doubts but that the death is chargeable to the wound. The

true line is this : if the deceased , in full possession of his senses,

caused either deliberately
or negligently his own death , then he

and not the person inflicting the wound is chargeable for the

death , though the latter is indictable for an attempt to kill.)

But where the deceased's negligence contributed
to his death,

such negligence is no defence, when either ( 1.) it was one of

the ordinary incidents of the conduct of a person in his situa

tion ; or (2.) when the wound would otherwise have been fatal.?

And so, under similar circumstances
, the negligence of an at

tendant physician or surgeon is no defence. It is enough if the

wound induced the death.4

§ 164. At the same time it is an equally familiar rule that a

party cannot shield himself by setting up as a defence

torycnegli contributory
negligence, the result of fright or paraly

sis, caused by his own misconduct.

The same rule

negligence
applies

mutatis
mutandis

to neglect
by physicians

.

sult of de- He, for instance
,who causes another

, under influence
of

fright, to run into a river, from which drowning ensues,

is responsible for the death . Hewho by like processes

causes another to leave the house and to die in the frozen fields

on a stormynight is in like manner responsible. Hewho causes

1 R. v. Connor, 2 C. & K. 518 ; ultimately becomes the cause of death,

Parsons v . State , 21 Ala . 301.

is guilty of murder, though life might

Supra, § 157. See infra, &$ 340, have been preserved if the deceased

363; R. v . Rew , J. Kel. 26 ; McAllis- had not refused relief.

ter v . State, 17 Ala . 434. In R. v . 8 Supra , § 157.

Holland , 2 Mood. & Rob. 351, the de

4 Supra , § 157 ; Com . v . Fox, 7

ceased had been severely cut with an Gray, 585; Bowles v. State, 58 Ala.

iron instrument
across one of his fin

gers, and had refused to have it am

6 Bowles v . State, 58 Ala . 335.

putated , and at the end of a fortnight

6 See infra, § 521; R. v. Pitts , C.

lock -jaw came on , and the finger was

& M. 284 ; R. v . Evans, 1 Russ. Cr.

then amputated
, but too late, and the 489 ; R. v. Wager, cited Steph. Dig.

lock -jaw ultimately
caused death . C. L. art. 220 .

The surgeon expressed
the opinion

Nixon v. People, 2 Scam . 267.

that early amputation
would probably See also R. v. Williamson

, 1 Cox C;

that a party inflicting a wound which with an axe a boy who in his fright

Contribu

gence no

defence

when such

fendant's

miscon

duct.

335 .
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the
assailant is as liable for his

death course
of a train

which is negligently
through

freezing as he would be if the
driven ; and

suppose, that when
thus

deceased had been tied to a stake in confused
, he unwisely

but uninten
the open air in such a waythat

escape tionally
runs

into instead
of out of

was
impossible . L. 14. § 1. D. 19. 5. danger ? Is A., in either

of these

another, under the effect of fright, to open bis safe, cannot set

up this submission as a defence. And the same distinction

applies to the numerous cases already cited in which a party ,

under fright, submits to spoliation or assault.2

On the other hand, it may be argued that an indictment does

not lie against A. for killing B. when the death was the result of

fright produced by mere threats, there being no such physical

lesion as may be implied from any
subsequent

catastrophe or

concussion induced by the fright. And so, although A.may die

of a broken heart caused by the
unkindness of B., B. is not on

this ground indictable forkilling A.
Undoubtedly there is moral

guilt in such cases
proportionate to the degree of malice. But

there is no technical guilt which the law can punish , for the rea

son that the law has no test to measure the relation of cause and

effect in matters purely
psychological.

How much of the terror
or “ broken-heartedness,” for instance, was due to the patient's

own folly or wrong ? What legal proof is possible of such ter

ror or “ broken-
heartedness ? How can the death be, beyond

reasonable doubt, traced to either ? Hence it is that the law ,

when the case consists of these bald elements, declines to in

terpose.

1

may

ran
unconsciously against a cask of See R. v. Martin, 11 Cox C. C. 136.

wine and broke it,the
defendantwas

The samerule was held to apply whereheld liable for the injury thus inci

a seaman , forced aloft when unfit fordentally produced .
Vandenburg

v.

the work , falls from the mast and is
Truax, 4 Denio, 464.

So a person drowned . U. S. v. Freeman, 4 Masonthrown from a bridge into a rapid C. C. 505.

As to indictment, see in

river

be able to swim , and if in fra, $ 521.
full

possession of his faculties to save

1 U. S. v. Jones, 3 Wash . C. C. 209.
himself; but if in the confusion and

2 See supra , SS 146–50 ; and seeterror of the moment he loses his self- State v . Hardie , 47 Iowa , 647.
command and is

drowned , the person

8 Suppose A., when on a coach ,
throwing him in thewater is liable. jumps off to avoid danger, acting un

L. 5. 7.D.ad Leg.Aquil. And if wisely in so doing, yet from confusion

who has his clothes taken of mind produced by B.'s reckless driv

from him on a cold night is so numbed ing ? Or suppose that A., on a rail

and enfeebled that he cannot seek way track, loses his presence of mind

refuge,and hence is frozen to death, through the
unexpected and irregular

a person
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Prior neg .

party in

defence if

caution

could have

avoided

§ 165.]

$ 165. If I intrude negligently in a place where a dangerous

but lawful business is conducted, I must bear the con

ligence of
sequences if I am injured by machinery there placed .

jured no On the other hand , even against trespassers, no one can

defendant with impunity put in operation dangerous agencies

by proper without exerting in the control of such agencies the

care usual to good business men under the circum

injury . stances. Thus, if A. is negligently on a road , B.can

not excuse himself for running A. down if by due diligence

the collision could have been avoided by B.1 So, generally, it

cases, the juridical cause of an injury passengers, in a sudden fright, rushed

thus produced , or is B., the negligent to one sideand upset the boat, in con

driver or engineer , the cause ? Cer- sequence ofwhich A.was drowned , it

tainly the latter; for A., on the as was held that the carelessness of A.

sumption that he is at the time inca- and the other passengers was no de

pable of judging, is not a responsible fence to an indictment for the man

independent agent, capable of break- slaughter of A. R. v. Williamson, 1

ing the causal connection between the Cox C. C. 97.

defendant's negligence and the injury .

Yet we must remember that if the

It was B.'s negligence that put A. in deceased , in encountering the danger,

this dangerous position, and thusforced acted , not convulsively but deliber

him to make a choice between perilous ately, and if , at the same time, the

alternatives when he was in a condition danger was not a natural and probable

incapable of cool judgment ; and B. is consequence of the defendant's mis

liable for the consequences
. Wh. on conduct,then the causal connection is

Negligence, $ 377; R.v. Longbottom , broken . This view has been properly

8 Cox C. C. 439; Coulter v. Am . held to govern where a wonian, not

Un. Exp. Co. 5 Lansing , 67; Buel v. convulsively, or in fear, or through

N. Y.Cent. R. R.31 N. Y.314; Frink force, but of her own will, leaves her

v. Potter, 17 Ill. 406 ; Adams v. Lan- husband's house at night and is frozen

cas. R. R. 17 Weekly Rep. 884 ; Sears to death ; State v. Preslar, 3 Jones

v. Dennis, 105 Mass. 310; Stevens v. (N. C.) Law , 421 ; where a traveller

Boxford , 10 Allen , 25; Babson 2. voluntarily or negligently,and not in

Rockport, 101 Mass. 93 ; Lund v.

fear caused by the defendant, collides

Tyngsboro, 11 Cush. 563; Indianapo- with a railway car ; see Whart. on

lis R. R.v. Carr, 35 Ind . 510 ; Green- Neg. $ 382 ; and where a person as

leaf v. Ill. Cent. R. R. 29 Iowa, 14 ; saulted in a boat, not in fright or

Snow v.Housatonic Co. 3 Allen,441; from necessity, but as a means of

Reed v. Northfield, 13 Pick. 94 ; and steadying himself, seizes anotherboat

see , to sameeffect ,R. v. Evans, 0. B. and is thus swept overboard. R.V.

Sept. 1812 – MS. Bayley , J.; i Russ. Waters, 6 C. & P. 328 .

on Cr. 489; R. v . Hickman , 5 C. & P.

151; R. v. Pitts, C. & Mars. 284,cited 439; R. v. Swindall, 2 C.& K. 230.

1 R. v. Longbottom
, 3 Cox C.C.

in Whart. on Hom . § 374 .

See R. v . Walker, 1 C. & P. 320;

So where the defendants
carelessly

Wharton on Negligence
, $ 355.

overloaded
a ferry -boat, and where the
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sequences.

is no defence that the deceased or his
companions by their own

negligence
contributed to the result, if that result was pre

cipitated by the malicious or reckless
misconduct of the de

fendant.1

Contributory negligence, it is to be added, is to be determined

by the standard of the party to whom it is imputed.?

§ 166. A party who places poison in such a position that in

the ordinary course of things it is likely to be uncon- Persons

sciously and non-
negligently taken by passers-by is anders

liable for the
consequences. But he is not responsi- agencies

where they
ble for the acts of an assassin , who,

independently of are likely

him , takes and
administers the poison to the deceased ; consciously

for here again , though the preparing of the poison with are re

is a condition of the killing , it is not its juridical formelle

cause.

The master of a house who leaves powder
unlawfully and

carelessly on his premises is not liable for its negligent misuse

by his servants, who are capable of judging as to the danger,5

though it would be otherwise if the powder were left in a place

frequented by children, who ignorantly meddle with it , and

thereby produce damage ;6 or if the powder were left in such a

disguised state that a person of ordinary
intelligence would not

be able to detect its character ; 7 or if the poison be given to a

party
compulsorily.

1 See R. v . Kew , 12 Cox C. C. 355 ; 6 Whart. on Neg. $ 161.

1Green's C.R.95; R.v.
Longbottom ,

7 See 1 Hale , 431; R. v. Michael, 93 Cox C. C. 439; R. v. Swindall, 2 c . & P. 356; 2 M.C. C. 120. Infra,

C. & K. 230 ; R. v. Walker, 1 C. & § 346.

P. 320 ; R.v. Haines, 2 C. & K. 368;

8 Blackburn v . State , 23 Oh . St.
R.v. Murton , 3 F. & F. 492.

146. See infra , SS 216 , 226 .

“ If B.," as is argued in another• Supra,$$ 133, 161; infra, ss 206, work (Wh. on Neg.$ 91),“ negligently

226,346. See R.v. Cheverton, 2 F. sells poison, under the guise of a ben

& F. 833; R. v. Michael, 9 C. & P. eficial drug, to A.,he is liable for the

356; 2 M. C. C. 120; R. v. Chamber- injury done to A .; or to those to whom
lain , 10 Cox C. C. 486 ;

Harvey

A. innocently gives the poison. But

suppose that A. bas ground to suspect
* See Com. v. Campbell, 7 Allen, that the drug is poisonous, and then ,

541; State v. Scates, 5 Jones (N. C.), instead of testing it, sells it or gives it

to C.? Now , in such a case there can* R.v. Bennett, Bell C. C.1; 8 Cox benoquestion that A. is liable for the

damage caused by his negligence. But

? Infra , $ 488.

State, 40 Ind. 516 . v .

420. Supra, $ 160.

C. C. 74 .
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$ 167.]

-

not neces

-

-

§ 167. The old English lawyers went great lengths in assign

Causation ing responsibility to magical, or as it might now be

called spiritualistic, causation. Even Lord Hale gave

sarily

physical.
his high authority to the position that a witch can pro

if A. is unconscious of the mistake, Quia eventus est qui ex causa sequitur,

and acts merely as the unconscious et dicuntur eventus quia ex causis eve

agent of B., then there is no causal niunt; and the stirring of the electu

connection between A.'s agency and ary by Martin, without putting in the

the injury , and B. is directly liable to poison by Agnes, could not have been

C. Norton v. Sewall, 106 Mass. 143. the cause of his death . If Martin's

Beyond this it is not safe to go. It is trying the electuary was a natural and

true that in a New York case, Thomas probable sequence of the prisoner's

v . Winchester, 2 Selden (6 N. Y.), conduct, then she could properly have

397, the liability was pushed still been convicted , though certainly not

further ; but wherever an intelligent for the reason given by the judges.

third party comes in, and negligently It makes no matter,however,whether

passes the poison to another, this this sequence be long or short. Poison,

breaks the causal connection , and for instance, is introduced into a res

makes such intervening negligence the ervoir ofwater. The reservoir freezes,

juridical cause .”

and remains frozen during winter. In

A more difficult question ariseswhen the spring the ice melts,and the water

poison intended to kill A. is volun- flows through a seriesof channels until

tarily taken by B., who has notice that it is drank by a child ,who is killed .

the drink is suspected to be poisonous. Here there is a continuous natural

Agnes Gore, in an old case ( 9 Co. 11; sequence which , however long, pre

1 Hale P.
50; Plowd. Com . 574), sents an unbroken chain. See also

was proved to have mixed poison in infra , $ 346.

an electuary, of which her husband

Suppose A., in exercise of a moral

and her father and another took part (as distinguished
from physical) power

and fell sick . Martin, the apothecary
over B., constrains B. to take poison ,

who had made the electuary , on being whereof B. dies, is A. responsible as

questioned about it, to clear himself principal in B.'s murder ? If B.'s free

took part of it and died. On this evi- agency is at the time extinguished
,

dence a question arose whether Agnes either by terror or bymental disease,

Gore had committed murder ; and the then in such case A. is principal in the

doubt was because Martin , of his own
first degree . Blackburn v . State, 23

will,without invitation or procurement Ohio St. 146. If B.'s free agency,

of any, had not only eaten of the elec
not extinguished

, but he voluntarily

tuary, but had , by stirring it, so incor- commits suicide, then A., under the

porated the poison with the electuary English common law , is indictable as

that it was the occasion of his death. principal in the second degree to B.'s

The judges resolved that the prisoner self-murder. See infra , $ 216.

was guilty of the murder of Martin , 1 See an article on spiritualism

for the law conjoins themurderous in- jurisprudence
in Lippincott's Mag

tention of Agnes in putting the poison azine for 1875, p . 423.

into the electuary to kill her husband
Thus we find Bacon, in the Prep

with the event which thence ensued : aration for the Union of Laws, or , as

is

and
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Coke's
authority is to the

same pur-
affected

by the report
of a gun as to

extended soas to include the " hurt- charge
his gun , show

such a disregard
ing any person " by the "

infernal to the safety
or even

the life of the

arts” of “
witchcraft, sorcery, charm , afflicted

party, as makes
the firing a

[ $ 167.

duce death by incantations
, and if so , is to be convicted of mur

der. But in 1750 the statutes against witchcraft were swept

away,and in 1765 Blackstone , in his
Commentaries

, rejects the

hypothesis as absurd . At the beginning of the present century

we have the current opinion , expressed in the following passage

in Mr. Edward Livingston's Penal Code :

" It [homicide) must be operated by some act ; therefore

death,although produced by the operation of words on the im

agination or the passions, is not homicide. But if words are used

which are calculated to produce, and do produce, some act which

is theimmediate cause of death, it is
homicide. A blind man or

a stranger in the dark directed by words only to a precipice where

he falls and is killed ; a direction verbally given to take a drug

that it is known will prove fatal, and which has that effect, are

instances of this
modification of the rule .”

The farthest limit which has been reached in this direction is

to be found in a
Massachusetts case,1 in which it was held that

a person who shoots a gun at a wild fowl, with
knowledge and

warning that the report will affect
injuriously the health of a

sick person in the
neighborhood ,and such effect is

produced by

the discharge, is guilty of an
indictable offence.?

we should call it, Draft of a Pro- occurred the trial of Mary Smith in

posed Code, introducing the following 1616 for witchcraft. She was con

victed and executed , confessing her
" Where a man doth use or practice guilt. The evidence against her was

any mannerofwitchcraft,whereby any chiefly to the effect that by someoc

person shall be killed,wasted,or lamed cult power of will she brought sick

ness and death upon certain personsWhereaman practiceth any witch- who had incurred her enmity. Thiscraft to discover treasure hid , or to

was held murder.

1 Com . v. Wing, 9 Pick . 1.

? In this case Parker, C. J., said :any man's cattle or goods,the second “ Now the facts proved in this case,

time, having been once before con- namely, the
defendant's previous

knowledge that the woman was so

port. Indeed,by statute 33 Hen . VIII. be thrown into fits, the
knowledge he

4,8,allwitchcraft or sorcery was made had that she was in hearing, the ear

nest request made to him not to dis

wanton and deliberate act of mis

clauses:

in his body, it is
felony .

discover stolen goods, or to
provoke

unlawful love, or to impair or hurt

victed of like offence, it is
felony.”

felony; and by 1 Jac. I. c. 12, this was

or
enchantment.” Under this

statute
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tion not

necessary
that dam

age should

foreseen .

or the passions. The reasoning of lowing by Z. ? Clearly not, for the de

means convinced us that the distinc- ingston, is not homicide unless it be

§ 168. ]

§ 168. It is not necessary , to constitute negligence, that the

specific damage should have been foreseen as probable.

To negligent causa If it were, and if the offending party resorted to the

inculpatory act to produce the particular end, then the

case is one of malice, not of negligence. On the other

have been hand, it is of the essence of negligence that the injury

caused by it should not have been foreseen as likely to

chief.” Compare Com . v . Taylor , 5 tion which he makes is well founded .

Binn.277.

Indeed , there are few parts of his

Lord Macaulay, in bis Report on the Code which appear to us to have been

Indian Code, goes further :

less happily executed than this. His

“ There is , undoubtedly, a great words are these : The destruction

difference,” he says, “ between acts must be by the act of another ; there

which cause death immediately and fore, self-destruction is excluded from

acts which cause death remotely ; be- the definition . It mustbe operated by

tween acts which are almost certain some act ; therefore death , although

to cause death, and acts which cause produced by the operation of words

death only under very extraordinary
on the imagination or the passions, is

circumstances
. But that difference, not homicide. But if words are used

we conceive, is a matter to be consid- which are calculated to produce, and

ered by the tribunals when estimat- do produce, some act which is the im

ing the effect of theevidence in a par- mediate cause of death, it is homicide.

ticular case,not by the legislature in A blindman or a stranger in the dark

framing the general law . It will re directed by words only to a precipice

quire strong evidence to prove that where he falls and is killed ; a direc

an act of a kind which very seldom tion verbally given to take a drug that

causes death , or an act which has it is known will prove fatal,and which

caused death very remotely, has act- has that effect, are instances of this

ually caused death in a particular modification of the rule.'

case . It will require still stronger evi

“ This appears to us altogether in

dence to prove that such an act was

coherent. A. verbally directs Z. to

contemplated
by the person who did swallow a poisonous drug ; Z. swal

it as likely to cause death. But if it lows it, and dies ; and this, says Mr.

be proved by satisfactory evidence Livingston, is homicide in A. It cer

that death has been so caused, and tainly ought to be so considered. But

has been caused voluntarily, we see how , on Mr. Livingston's principle,it

no reason for exempting the person

can be so considered
we do not under

who caused it from the punishment
of stand .

· Homicide,' he says,'must be

voluntary culpable homicide.

operated by an act. Where, then, is

" Mr. Livingston
, we observe, ex

the act in this case ? Is it the speak

cepts from the definition of homicide

cases in which death is produced by ingston lays down the doctrine that

ing of A.? Clearly not, for Mr. Liv

the effect of words on the imagination

that distinguished
jurist has by no

struction of life, according to Mr. Liv

speaking
is not an act. Is it the swal

i See Whart. on Neg. $ 74 .
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66

is a very great
scandal

, for the act
through

an insane
agent

is regarded

that
man is not

punished
it Indeed

, as we shall
see,what

is done

as done directly by the principal.”

The doctrine of nervous causation

arise in the immediate case. The consequences of negligence

are almost invariably surprises. A man may be negligent in a

by the act of another,and this swallow that the objection to treating such

ing is an act performed by Z. himself. cases as either murder or manslaugh

“ Thereasonable course, in ouropin- ter arises from this, that in a general

ion ,is to consider speaking as an act, way, in such a case as unkindness, or

and to treat A. as guilty of voluntary many other cases of the same kind,

culpable homicide by speaking he you could never prove that the man

has voluntarily caused Z.'s death , intended either to kill or cause harm ,

whether his words operated circuit or that it was common knowledge that

ously by inducing Z.to swallow poison , there would be harm or death caused ;

or directly by throwing Z. into convul and therefore in all those cases in

sions."

which you would not wish to punish ,Sir James Stephen, in his testimony the person would escape on account of

in 1874 , before the Homicide Com- the difficulty of proof. The only cases

mittee of the English House of Com- in which you would ever want to pun

mons, proposed the following addi- ish would be cases in which the diffi
tional

illustrations : -

culty of proof, by some such meansSuppose a man wants to murder as I have suggested , would be got

bis wife, and suppose that she is ill, over.” See, however, Fairlee v. Peo

and the doctor says to him , She is ple, 11 Ill. 1.

in a very critical state ; she has gone “ With this we may consider the re

to sleep, and if she is suddenly dis- marks of Judge Erskine (a son ofLord

turbed she willdie, and you must keep Chancellor Erskine) some years since,

her quiet.' Suppose he is overheard when charging a jury in a homicide

repeating this to another man, and trial : • A man may throw himself into

saying, “ I want to murder her, and I a river under such circumstances as

will
go and make all the noise I possi- render it not a voluntary act — by

bly can for the purpose of killing her.'

reason of force applied either to the
You

may imagine the evidence to be body or the mind. It becomes then

quite conclusive on that point : he the guilty act of him who compelled

goes into the room , makes a noise, the deceased to take the step . But

and wakes her up with a sudden start, the
apprehension must be of immedi

and frightens her, and she does die ac

ate violence, and well grounded, from
cording to his wish . It seems to me

the circumstances by which the de
thatthat act is as much murder as if ceased was surrounded ; not that you

he had cut her throat. Or suppose a

must be satisfied that there was nocase.like this: a man has got
aneurism

of the heart, and his heir,
knowing

other way of escape, but that it was

such a step as a reasonable man mightthat, and knowing that any sudden

take.' R. v . Pitts , C. & M. 284. Butshock is likely to kill him ,
suddenly

goes and shouts in his ear, and does
the last qualification cannot be sus

tained . No one can doubtthat it would50 with the intent to kill him , and

be murder to entice an insane man
does so kill him . It seems to me

that

over a precipice, and thus to kill him .

is just as bad as if he had killed him

in any other
manner.

The fact is,
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or brought them to a

from them and tumble down a preci- naturalconsequence of the defendant's

$ 168.]

particular matter a thousand times without mischief ; yet, though

the chance of mischief is only one to a thousand, we would con

was advanced to a questionable ex- of such tender years as the child in

treme in an English case, tried before question . For the purposes of this case

Denman, J., in the Northern Circuit, he would assume it did not; for the pur

in February, 1874. R. v. Towers, 12 poses of to-day he should assumethat

v 7Cox C. c.580. The evidence was the law about working upon people by

that T., the defendant, unlawfully fright did not apply to the case of a

and violently assaulted G., a young child of such tender years as this. Then

girl, having in her arms H., the de arose the question which would be for

ceased , a child four monthsand a half them to decide, whether the death was

old . The child,which was previously directly the result of the prisoner's un

very healthy, was greatly alarmed at lawfulact - whether they thought that

the defendant's violence, accompanied the prisoner might be held to be the

as it was by the screams of G., its actual cause of the child's death, or

nurse ; and it became“ black in the whether they were left in doubt upon

façe, and ever since that day it had that under all the circumstances of the

convulsions, and was ailing generally case .

If the man's act brought

from a shock to the nervous system .” on the convulsions,

It died thirty -two days after the as

more dangerous extent, so that death

sault. Medical testimony was adduced would not have resulted otherwise,then

to show that the death was traceable it would be manslaughter
."

The ver

to the sudden fright. Denman, J., dict was not guilty, so that the case

said that he should leave it to the
was not subjected to further judicial

jury to say whether the death of the consideration
. But in harmony with

child was caused by the unlawful act the views heretofore expressed on this

of the prisoner, or whether it was not topic, I must come to a conclusion

so indirect as to be of the nature of different from that expressed by Judge

accident. The case was different from Denman on both the points raised by

other causes of manslaughter
, for here him .

the child was not a rational agent, and

1. I can see no difference between

it was so connected with the girl that an

an infant and an adult so far as con

injury to the girlbecamealmost in itself cerns physical injury self-inflicted in

an injury to the child." In charging consequence of fright. If the child,

the jury he said : “ Mere intimidation, frightened by the attack, convulsively

causing a person to die from fright, jumped from thenurse's armsand was

byworking on his fancy,wasnotmur- killed,then thedefendantwas as much

der. But there were cases in which responsible for the child's death as he

intimidations have been held to be mur

would have been for the death of the

der. If, for instance,four or five per- nurse, if,in the terror of the shock,

sonswere to stand round a man, and she had jumped convulsively
from a

so threaten him and frighten him as to window , and had been killed.

make him believe his lifewas in dan- either case the question would be

ger, and he were then to back away whether the deceased's death was a

pice to avoid them ,then murder would violence. And the inference that it

be committed. Then , did or did not

this principle of law apply to the case

was would be stronger in the child's

case than in the nurse's .

In
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proof). I suspect
that the fear of en- death , would be murder

, i. 432. It is ?

couraging
prosecutions

for witchcraft
hard to see why. He says that in

1
1

Wharton
rationalizes the rule thus : view was taken in the analogous

case
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tinue to hold that the mischief, when it occurs, is imputable to

the negligence. Hence it has been properly held , that it is no

defence that a particular injurious consequence
is “ improbable

,”

2. If, however, the child's death appears to me to substitute an arbi

was produced by merely nervous trary quasi- scientific rule for a bad

causes , - e. g. fright, there being no rule founded on ignorance now dis

physical shock
communicated to it, - pelled . Suppose a man were inten

then there should have been a verdict tionally killed by being kept awake

Inot guilty, for the reason that the law till the nervous irritation of sleepless

has no means of determining the causal ness killed him ; might not this be

connection between a shock purely murder ? Suppose a man kills a sick

nervous and physical death . Itwould man, intentionally , by making a loud

have been otherwise, however, had a noise which wakes him when sleep

blow struck at the nurse been com gives him a chance of life ; or suppose,

municated through the nurse's body to knowing that a man has aneurism of

the child's, as a blow to the nearest in the heart, his heir rushes into his

a series of attached balls
communicates room and roars in his ear, ' Your wife

itself to the furthest. Then ,

this is dead !' intending to kill and killing
blow threw the child into convulsions, him ; why are not these actsmurder ?

causing its death, the case was oné They are no more ó secret things be

of
manslaughter.

longing to God'than the operation of3. If the convulsions were caused

arsenic . As to the fear that by adby the nurse's screams, then, if these mitting that such acts are murder,

screamswere not the natural results people might be rendered liable to

of the defendant's violence, the causal prosecution for breaking the hearts of
connection between that violence and their fathers or wives by bad conduct ,

the death, even supposing such con

the answer is that such an event couldnection existed , was broken .

never be proved . A long course of
In Kirland v. State, 43 Ind. 146, it conduct, gradually breaking a man's

was held that the beating by the de- heart,' could never be the direct or

fendant of a horse which the prose-
immediate'cause of death. If it was,

cutor was driving

was not assault and and it was intended to have that effect,
battery on the

prosecutor.

why should it not be murder ? In R.On the topic in the text, Sir J.

v . Towers, 12 C. C.530, a man wasStephen thus writes, Dig. C. L. art.

convicted before Denman , J., of man
221 : “ Lord Hale's reason is that slaughter, for frightening a child to

secret things belong to God ; and death. See Whar. on Hom . 372, on
hence it was that before 1 Jas. I. c. 12, this case .

witchcraft or
fascination was not

" Lord Hale doubts whether volun-,felony,because it wanted a trial"(i.e., tarily and maliciously infecting a per

I suppose, because of the difficulty of

son of the plague, and so causing his

Dr. fection is God's arrow .'
A different

was the real reason of this rule.

Death from
nervous causes does not

* involve penal
consequences.'

This

of R. v. Greenwood, 1 Russ. Cr. 100;

7 Cox C. C.404."
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and “ not to be reasonably expected ,” if it really appear that it

naturally followed from the negligence under examination . The

term " reasonably to be expected " is to be treated, therefore, as

convertible with “ likely in the long run to ensue.”

As improbability does not divest responsibility, responsibility

is not always imposed by probability . The miner, the manufact

urer, and the merchant may regard it not only as possible but

probable that their staples may beused for guilty purposes, but

neither miner, manufacturer , nor merchant becomes thereby pe

nally responsible . Even a high probability of injury does not in

all cases confer penal responsibility. A sick man, for instance,

is

suffering from a disease which will cause his death in a few days

unless he submits to an operation ,which, if it does not cure, will

cause death in a few hours. The patient is incapable of express

ing his will as to the operation. The operation is undertaken by

a surgeon , skilfully, but unsuccessfully
. The patient dies, not of

the disease, but of the operation. The surgeon foresaw that it

was highly probable that the operation would not succeed . But

he is nevertheless
to be regarded as irresponsible

when we assume

that his conduct was in conformity with the rules of science and

the maxims of prudent life. If bold operations are never to be

attempted , then the advance of surgery is impossible; and it is

reasonable, and in harmony with sound rules of life, that a few

days of unconsciousness
, or of agonizing pain, should be risked

for even a faint probability of recovery .

§ 169. Responsibility (imputatio) ceases where casus, or, as

Responsi

we term it, the act of God , intervenes. If in the act

producing the damage there is nothing to be imputed

when casus to the defendant, there is nothing with which he is

chargeable. “ Ac ne is quidem hac lege tenetur, qui

casu occidit (the action being, in this case, for damages under

the Aquilian law ), simodo culpa ejus nulla inveniatur." 2

6 In

hac actione, quae ex hoc capitulo oritur, dolus et culpa punitur.

Ideoque si quis in stipulam suam , vel spinam , comburendae
ejus

causa, ignem immiserit,et ulterius evagatus et progressus ignis

alienam segetem vel vineam laeserit, requiramus num imperitia

ejus aut negligentia id accidit. Nam si die ventoso id fecit, cul

pae reus est; nam et qui occasionem praestat, damnum fecisse

Supra, $ 108.

2 L. 39. 3. D.de Leg. Aq.

bility
ceases

intervenes.

"

1
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videtur. In eodem crimine est, et qui non observavit, ne ignis

longius est procederit. At si omnia quae oportuit observavit, vel

subita vis venti longius ignem produxit, caret culpa.” ı But casus

is no defence if it was provoked by the defendant. He who ex

poses a helpless person in a cold night when a storm intervenes

cannot set up as a defence that it was a storm that did the hurt.2

1 L. 39. & 3. D.de Leg . Aq.; Paulus, Supra, $ 166 .

lib. 22. ad edict. See fully Whart.

on Neg . $ 116.
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independent of the will of the actor, left unfinished.1

More strictly , it is such an intentional preparatory act

CHAPTER VIII.

ATTEMPTS.

I. OFFENCE GENERALLY.

Abandoned attempts not indictable ,

An attempt is an unfinished crime § 187 .

indictable at common law , § 173.

Where attempt is resisted , itmay
be

Mere words do not constitute an at
independently tried , though con

tempt, § 174 .

summation is yielded to, § 188.

Not an offence to attempt to commit Acquiescence through fraud or inca

& non -indictable offence; attempts
pacity no bar, $ 189.

to commit suicide when indictable , II . INDICTMENT.

$ 175 .

In indictments for attempts the lax

Attempt at negligence not indicta
ity permitted in assaults will not be

ble ; intent is necessary to offence, maintained , $ 190 .

§ 176 .

Nor do statutory rulings affect ques

And so of attempts at police offences,
tion at common law , $ 191.

$ 177.

Indictmentmust aver circumstances

Attempt must have causal relation of attempt, $ 192 .

with act, § 178.

Cumulation of facts not duplicity,

Solicitations not indictable, $ 179 .
$ 193.

Mere preparations
not indictable

as III. JURISDICTION
.

attempts, $ 180 .

Attempts cognizable in place of con

The attemptmust have gone so far
summation , $ 195.

that the crime would have been IV . EVIDENCE .

completed but for extraneous inter

Intent to be inferred from facts,

vention , $ 181.
§ 196 .

Means must be apparently
suitable ,

Adaptation makes a prima facie case,

$ 182. § 197.If means are apparently
and abso V. PRINCIPALS

AND ACCESSARIES
.

lutely unfit, there can be no at
All confederatesare principals, $ 198.

tempt, $ 183.
VI. VERDICT .

Must be apparent physical capacity ,

At common law no conviction of at

184 .

Need not be capability of success,

tempt on indictment
for consum

mated crime, $ 199 .

§ 185 .
VII. PUNISHMENT.

Must be probable object within reach ,

Punishment
should be less than that

§ 186 .

of consummated
crime, $ 200.

I. OFFENCES GENERALLY
.

§ 173. An indictable
attempt has been defined to be a deliber

An attempt

ate crimewhich is begun, but, through circumstances

is an un

finished

crime, and

is indicta
ble at com- as will apparently result, if not extrinsically hindered,

mon law .
in a crime which it was designed to effect.

1 See Berner, Lehrbuch, $ 166.
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Roderick, 7 C. & P. 795 ; R. v . Goff, not
include attempts

with
unsuitable

[ $ 174.

By the English common law it is a
misdemeanor to attempt

to commit either a felony,' or a malicious
misdemeanor, whether

common law or statutory. Hence it is an indictable attempt

falsely to accuse another of crime, if any step be taken which ,

in the usual course of events, would lead to a conviction , even

though the accusation take not the form of libel. In this view ,

the fabrication of
mechanical

inculpatory evidence is a substan

tive
misdemeanor,3 and a fortiori, the attempt to bribe a wit

ness.4

stitute an

$ 174. Mere words, unless they are libellous, seditious, ob

scene, or
provocative of breaches of the public peace, Mere words

are not the subject of penal judicial action . Even do not con

when they express illegal purposes, they are often attempt.

merely
speculative ; are uttered often by weak men as bragga

docio ; and always belong to a domain which criminal courts can

not invade without peril to
individual freedom , and to the just

and liberal progress of society. This liberty to express thought

is recognized in all systemsof civilized
jurisprudence. “ Cogi

tationis poenam nemo patitur," was a maxim of the Roman

law, which is now accepted as part of the judicial system of all

1 Hawk. P. C. 55; R. v. Higgins, 6 Cow . 76 ; Com . v. Smith, 54 Penn .

2 East R. 5 ; R. v.
Kinnersley, 1

St. R. 209 ; State v . Maner, 2 Hill S.Strange, 196 ;Com .v. Barlow ,4 Mass. C. 453; Berdeaux v . Davis, 58 Ala.

439 ; State v. Danforth, 3 Conn. 112; 611 ; Ross v. Com . 2 B.Monr.417.
Randolph v. Com . 6 S. & R. 398 ;

8 R. v . Simmons, 1 Wils. 329.

Hackett v . Com . 15 Penn . St. 95 ; 4 Infra , $ 1332.

State v. Boyden , 13 Ired . 505 ; State

According to Sir J. Stephen (Dig .
1. Jordan ,75 N.C.27; Griffin v. State, art. 49), “ an attempt to commit a

crime is an act done with intent to

commit that crime, and forming partPhillips,6 East R. 464; R. v. Chap- of a series of actswhich would con

man, 2 C. & K. 846 ; i Den . C. C. stitute its actual commission if it were

432; R.v.Williams, 1 Den . C. C. 39 ; not
interrupted .

This definition has
R. v. Butler, 6 C. & P. 368; R. v.

two defects. In the first place it does

3 Up.Can.C. P. 438 ; R. v. Watson, and yet
apparently effective means,

3. T. R. 199;R.v. Roberts, Dears which would not, even if uninter

539; 33 Eng. Law & Eq.553; State rupted,resultina
consummated crime.

\. Keyes, 8 Ver.57; Com . v. Kings- Infra, § 182.

In the second place ,
bury,5Mass. 106; State v. Murray, it includes attempts voluntarily aban

15 Me. 100 ; Com . v.
Harrington, 3 doned .

6 L. 18. D. de Poenis, xlviii. 19.

26 Ga. 493 .

? R.v. Higgins, 2 East R. 5 ; R. v.

Pick . 26; People v.
Washburn , 10

Johns. R. 160 ;
Demarest v.

Haring,

VOL. I.

14
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§ 176.]

Not an of

fence to

commit a

fence. At

Christendom , and is adopted in the codes of the most arbitrary

nations of Europe. And by the Roman common law, even

talking about a criminal intent, and thus giving to it public ex

pression , does not constitute,unless there be treason , an attempt.?

§ 175. Where a statute makes indictable attempts to

commit indictable offences, this has been held not to in

attempt to clude an attempt to commit suicide, consummated sui

noneindict- cide being beyond the jurisdiction of the courts. But

tempts at at common law an attempt to commit suicide is indict

suicide, able.

§ 176. To constitute an attempt, it is essential that

there should be an unlawful coincident intention to do

the thing attempted, which intention must be logically

inducible from the facts. On the other hand , there can be no

indictment for an attempt at negligence , for , from the nature of

things, the attempt to neglect a duty is in itself, if successful, a

malicious offence, and ceases to be a neglect. Hence comes the

just principle of the Roman law , that where there is no dolus

there can be no attempt.

Intention formed subsequent to the attempt will not be enough ,

as where a party having in his possession indecent prints (not

when in

dictable .

Intent

necessary .

6

averlo pensato ,

1 See this shown in Holzendorff's legislazione, iii. 37. (T. iii. pp. 326,

Ency. “ Versuch."

327.) Carmignani
Teoria delle leggi

· Very curious citations on this ii.pp. 302–304. Boehmer, Meditt.in

point are given by Geib , Lehrbuch, C. C. C. art. 178 , § 3.
Wintgens

& c., $ 99, among which are the follow- Diss. cit. pp. 19-24 , 81. Lelièvre

ing : Romagnosi
Genesi del diritto pe- Comm . cit. pp. 7–13, 26–28. The

nale , pp. 221, 222. Tentare un de
same view is expressed by Willes, J.,

litto, non è soltanto pensarlo , o delib- in Mulcahy v . R. L. R.3 H. L.306 ,

erarlo ; o vero dire

: Com . v . Dennis, 105 Mass. 162.

o deliberato ; ma bensì egli è porre in Infra, § 216 .

opera tutto quello che ne può ottenere
4 R. v . Doody, 6 Cox C. C. 463; R.

l'esecuzione
.

Dunque il pale- v. Burgess, L. & C. 259 ; 9 Cox C. C.

sare il pensiero e la deliberazione di - 247.

un delitto , cui però si è desistito di

mandare ad esecuzione, ovvero la jat- 4 Cox C. C. 399; R.v. Ryan,2 M.&

6 See infra , $ 196. R. v. Donovan ,

tanza di volerlo effetuare,senza però R. 213 ; R.v. Lallement,6 Cox C.C.

che s'intraprenda
nulla in fatto colle 204 ; R. v.Cheeseman

, L.& C. 1.40.;

azioni fisiche ed esterne, sono cose che Com .v. Harney, 10 Met.422; Griffin

non si possono veramente riguardare v. State , 26 Ga. 498; and cases cited

comeattentati,nè si potrebbero punire infra , $$ 182, 190.

come tali . Filangieri Scienza della
• See supra , SS 125–129 .
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1

[ $ 178.

procured for publication ) takes it into his head to publish them ,

butdoes not actually publish .

§ 177. It has been further held that an attempt to commit a

mere police offence, involving no malice , is not indicta- And so as

to attempts

ble. And this principle covers the
attempting to sell at police

liquor in illegalmeasures. When an attempt is made offences.

maliciously to violate the law in this respect,and when the attempt

is put into such a shape as, by the natural course of events, to

produce a violation of such law , then the attempt is
indictable .

But when between the attempt and the
execution is

interposed

the volition of an
independent moral agent, then , by stress of the

definition just given , an indictable
attempt is not made out.

§ 178. Thedistinction between
conditions and causes has been

already largely discussed ;4 but a
recurrence to the

principles heretofore
expressed is essential to the eluci- temptmust

dation of this branch of
jurisprudence. To enable a sal relation

gunshot wound to be inflicted , an almost
innumerable

series of
conditions is

necessary.

It is necessary that the gunshould be procured by the assailant. It is necessary

The at

with act .

that that gun

offence and of an
attempt.

Jervis, C. J., Robert's case, Dears. which hasbeen already discussed ;and
C. C. 553.

in which it is plain that the party of
While there can be no such thing fending is responsible for themalicious

as a purely negligent attempt, sincean injury of the person whom he strikes.

attempt cannot exist without design, It is otherwise , however , so is it ar

itis argued that there may be a con- gued , with the aberratio ictus,in which ,

currence in a single act of a negligent through some extrinsic agency , the

A com
blow falls upon a person other thanmon illustration offered ofthis is where the one intended . A. shoots at B.,

A,strikes B., conceiving B. to be C. and C. passes in the line of the shot

Here it is said the offence is an at- and is wounded . Here the will and

tempt as to C.,and
negligence as to

the act do not coincide. The offence,B. But to this it is answered that at it is argued, is an attempt as to B.,

the moment of the injury A.'s inten- and a negligent wounding as to C.

tion to hurt was actually directed Supra, &$ 120, 128.
against B., and that if we allow his

2 Com . v. Willard , 22 Pick. 476 ;mistake as to B.'s person tochange the Dobkins v. State, 2 Humph. 424 ;

offence from malicious to negligent, Pulse v. State, 5 Humph. 108 ; Ross
wemust allow the same effect to other

v . Com . 2 B. Monr. 417. See R. v .mistakes he might make as to B., in Upton, 2 Strange, 816 ; R. v. Bryan ,

2 Stra. 866 .

conviction of a
malicious crime. The

8 Infra , $ 1529 .

case is that of the
aberratio delicti a

4 Supra , SS 152 et seq.

persona in
personam , or a re in rem ,

which case there could be
scarcely any
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.

should have been made by the manufacturer.
It is necessary

that the steel of the gun should have been properly tempered ;

that the bullet should have been properly cast ; that the mate

rials from which bullet, tube, and trigger were made should have

been dug from the mine and duly fashioned in the factory. It is

necessary that the assailed should be in a position to be shot,

and that the assailant should be in a position to take aim . All

these are necessary conditions to the shooting , without which the

shooting could not take place. No one of them , however, is in

the eye
of the law the cause .

A juridical cause is such an act,

by a moral agent, as will apparently result, in the usual course

of natural events, unless interrupted by circumstances
indepen

dent of theactor ,in the consequence under investigation . Hence

preparations, as will presently be more fully seen, unless they

are put in such a shape as by the usual course of events to pro

duce the consequence in question , are not attempts.

1 R. v. Meredith , 8 C. & P. 589. been. The fraud was detected before

See R. v. Williams, 1 Den . C. C. 39, the weighing was completed, and the

cited infra , § 185 .

prisoner absconded . The jury found

? Infra , $ 180 .

that he intended to dispose of the

8 In R. v. Cheeseman , 1 L. & C. forty -five pounds surplus for his own

140 (Roscoe's Cr. Ev. 305), the pris- purposes. Upon these facts he was

oner was servant to a contractor for convicted of attempting to steal forty

the supply of meat to the camp at five pounds ofmeat,the property of his

Shorncliffe . It was the course of busi

The Court for Crown Cases

ness for the contractor to send the Reserved sustained the conviction.

meat to the quartermaster
-sergeant, Erle, C. J. ,observed :“ It is said that

who with the assistance of the prisoner the evidence does not show any such

or some other servant of the contractor proximate overt act as is sufficientto

weighed themeat with his own weights support the conviction for an attempt

and scales, and served it out to the to steal the meat. In my opinion

a soldier attending there were several overt acts which

from each mess for the purpose of re- brought the attempt close to comple:

ceiving it; the prisoner removed one

tion . These were the preparation of

of the weights supplied by the quar- the false weight,the placing it in the

termaster-sergeant, and substituted scale, and the keeping back the sur

for it a short weight of his own. By plus meat. It is almostthe same as if

this means the quantity delivered to
the prisoner had been sent with two

the soldiers was
about forty-five articles , and had delivered one of them

pounds less, and the quantity remain

as if it had been two. To complete

ing over,which would in the course the crime of larceny there only needed

of business have been carried away to

the contractor, was about forty-five with the property.” Blackburn,di

one thing, the beginning to moveaway

pounds more than it ought to have added : « There is no doubt a dif

master.

different messes,
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[ $ 179.

Solicita

or the

Boston Law Rep . 148 ; Cox v . Peo

ple , 82 Ill. 191 ; State v . Farrier
, 1 ford , 31 L. T. (N. S.) 488 ; 13 Cox

Hawks, 487; State v . Taylor, 3 Brev. C. C. 9 , cited
at the close

of this sec

7

tion .

$ 179. Are
solicitations to commit crime

independently in

dictable ? They certainly are, as has been seen , when

their object is to provoke a breach of the public peace, ţions not

as is the case with challenges to fight and seditious ad

dresses.1
They are also indictable when their object is interfer

ence with public justice ; as where a resistance to the execution

of a judicial writ is counselled ; 2 or perjury is advised

escape of a prisoner is encouraged ; * or the corruption of a pub

lic officer is sought, or invited by the officer himself. But are

they in respect to other offences ? Of course,where the solicited

offence is
consummated, then he who solicited it is an accessary

before the fact in felony, or a principal in
misdemeanor. But

if the offence be not
consummated , or if the

solicitation be not

directed to the
procurement of some specific crime, when some

progress is made to the
commission , the question whether the

solicitation is by itself thesubject of penal
prosecution must be

answered in the negative. For we would be forced to admit,

if

we hold that
solicitations to

criminality are generally indict

able,that the
propagandists, even in

conversation, of agrarian

or
communistic theories are liable to criminal

prosecutions ; and

hence the necessary freedom of speech and of the press would be

greatly infringed. It would be hard , also, we must agree, if we

maintain such general
responsibility , to defend ,in

prosecutions

for soliciting crime,the
publishers of Byron's “ Don Juan,” of

Rousseau's “ Emile,” or of
Goethe’s “ Elective Affinities.” Lord

Chesterfield,in his letters to his son , directly advises the latter to

form illicit
connections with married women ; Lord

Chesterfield ,

on the reasoning here contested , would be indictable for solicita

ference between the
preparation ante

cedent to an offence and the actual

2 State v. Caldwell, 2 Tyler, 212.

8 See infra , SS 1328, 1329 et seq .
attempt; but if the actual

transaction

has
commeneed, which would have 160.

4 People v. Washburn, 10 Johns. R.ended in the crime if not
interrupted

,

6 Infra, $ 1857.
there is clearly an

attempt to
commit

6 Walsh v. People , 65 Ill. 58 ; con

tra , Hutchinson v. State , 36 Tex . 293.

Higgins' case , 2 East, 5 .

v . Schofield , Cald . 400. Infra , $ 225.

8 Thiswas the case in R. v . Rans

the crime."

Infra, & 1773; U. S. v.
Ravara , 2

Dallas, 297 ; Com . v.
Whitehead, 2

See R.

243; State v. Tibbs, 1 Dana, 524 .
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of every

tion to adultery . Undoubtedly, when such solicitations are so

publicly and indecently made as to produce public scandal, they

are indictable as nuisances or as libels. But to make bare solici

tations or allurements indictable as attempts,not only unduly and

perilously extends the scope of penal adjudication, but forces on

the courts psychological questions which they are incompetent to

decide, and a branch of business which would make them despots

intellect in the land. What human judge can deter

mine that there is such a necessary connection between oneman's

advice and another man's action , as to make the former the cause

of the latter ? An attempt, as has been stated , is such an inten

tional preliminary guilty act as will apparently result, in the

usual course of natural events, if not hindered by extraneous

causes, in the commission of a deliberate crime. But this can

not be affirmed of advice given to another, which advice such

other person is at full liberty to accept or reject. Following

such reasoning , several eminent European jurists have declined

to regard any solicitations as indictable, when there is interposed

between the bare solicitation , on the one hand , and the pro

posed illegal act, on the other, the resisting will of another per

son , which other person refuses assent and coöperation. To

this effect is a decision that solicitation to commit adultery is not

indictable at common law . It has also been held that a mere

effort, by persuasion, to produce a condition of mind consenting

to incest, without any act done towards actual consummation, is

not an attempt.3

To the same purport is the reasoning of other

tribunals in reference to soliciting to sell liquor. On the other

hand, we have from the Supreme Court of Connecticut
a direct

decision to the contrary, on the question of soliciting adultery,

which in that State is a statutory felony. We must, however,

remember that such solicitations
,when in any way attacking the

body politic, either by way of treason , scandal, or nuisance, are,

as has already been seen ,under any view of the case, indictable

1 Mittermaier ,in noteiii.to Feuer- See also Kelly v.Com .1Grant(Penn.),

bach , 42 ; Berner , Strafrecht, 1871, § 484 , and infra, § 1738 .

102; Schwarze, Commentar. SS 43–46 .
3 Cox v. People, 82 Ill. 191.

See also an elaborate work by Bar,

Zur Lebre vom Versuch . And see Infra , $ 1529.

4 Com . v. Willard , 22 Pick. 476.

infra , § 1738.

2 Smith v . Com . 54 Penn . St. 209.

• State v . Avery , 7 Conn. 266.
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[ $ 180.

not indict

as independent offences. And we must also keep in mind that

if the solicitation involves the employment of means to effect the

illegal end, it may become substantively indictable.1

$ 180. In answering the interesting question whether themere

preparations for a crime are indictable, we must first Mere prep

put aside those preparations which by statute or oth- arztindir

erwise are substantive crimes ( delicta sui generis) ; able.

among which we may mention the carrying of concealed weap

ons, the unlawful concoction or secreting of poison or powder,

and the collection of materials for forging. These acts, when

prosecuted, should be charged as consummated offences. Their

punishability is independent of the existence of any subsequent

conditions. For instance, the carrying of concealed weapons,

under the statutes, is equally indictable, whether or no the weap

onswere used for unlawful purposes. So, also, as to the posses

sion of implements of forgery, and preparations for treasonable

acts,

Butif the preparation is not of itself indictable, or will not of

itself,if uninterrupted extraneously, result in crime, the weight

of reasoning is that it cannot be made per se indictable as an

attempt. For, first, there is no evidence, as a general rule, -

1 Collins v. State , 3 Heisk . 12; R. is a misdemeanor. The case in 2d

v. Hickman, 1 Moody, 34 ; R.v. Clay- East's R. is an authority for that

ton,1 C. & K.128; Penns. v. McGill, point.” But in this case the person

Add. 21. It has,however, been ruled solicited was a boy of twelve, and there
that to solicit a servant to steal his

wasthe overt act of the publication ofmaster's goods is a
misdemeanor, a scandalous letter .

though it be not charged in the in

2 Com . v . Newell, 7 Mass. 245 ; Casdictment that the servant stole the sels v. State, 4 Yerger, 149. Pecul

goods, nor that any other act was iarly is this the case with the pro

done except the soliciting and incit- curing and retaining dies and other

ing Higgins' case, 2 East R. 5. R. machinery for
counterfeiting. It is on

v.Ransford, 31 L. T. (N. S.) 488 ; 13

this ground we may sustain both the
Cox C. C. 9, was a case of solici- conclusion and the reasoning in R.

tation of a man to a boy to commit

v . Roberts, 33 Eng. Law & Eq. 539;sodomy, and Kelly, C. B., affirming Dears. 553; in which itwas held that

a conviction, said: " I am 'of opinion the procuring of dies wherewith to

that to incite or even solicit another forge coin is an indictable offence. It

to.commit a felony, or to do any act undoubtedly is; but it is so because it

with intent to induce another person is an independent misdemeanor, and

to commit such offence, is a misde- not an attempt.

meanor.” Brett, J., said : “ The in

8 R. v . Eagleton, Dears. 515; R. v.eiting a person to commit a felony Meredith, R. & R. 46; 8 C. & P.
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that can prove that a particular preparation was designed for a

particular end. Thus a gun may be bought as well for hunting

as for homicide. Nor can we lay down any intelligible line be

tween preparations which betray more clearly and those which

betray less clearly a felonious purpose. Secondly, between prep

aration and execution there is a gap which criminal jurispru

dence cannot fill up so as to make one continuous offence. There

may be a change of purpose , or the preparation may be a vague

precautionary measure, to which the law cannot append a posi

tive criminal intent, ready to ripen into guilty act.

Yet wemust again recur to the fact that some preparations for

crime are of themselves of such a character, from their inher

ent illegal perniciousness, as to afford the subject matter for

independent indictment, such , for instance, as the procuring of

dies for the purpose of coining bad money, and procuring inde

cent prints with intent to publish them . And eminently is this

the case when , as has been said, the preparations in question, by

themselves, by force of ordinary natural laws, will, if undisturbed ,

result in crime. When such an attempt, if not interrupted by

extraordinary natural occurrences, or by collateral human inter

vention , is likely to result in crime, then the defendant is indict

able .

§ 181. Certainly mere preliminary preparations, in character

indifferent, cannot, as has been seen , be regarded as

temptmust

have gone guilty attempts. Thus, walking down a street to a

the crime druggist's where poison is sold would not be indicta

ble as an attempt to poison ; but purchasing the poi

pleted but son and putting it in the way of other human beings

would be so indictable. So purchasing a gun is not

589 ; R. v . Heath , R. & R. 184 ; R. v .
4 Dugdale v. R. 1 E.& B.435; R.

Woodrow , 5 M. & W.404 ; Com . v .
v . Dugdale, Dears. C.C.64.

Morse, 2 Mass. 138 ; Randolph v. Com .

6 S. & R. 398 ; People v. Brockway, 2

6 Mullen v . State, 45 Ala. 43. See

Hill N. Y. 558; People v . Lawton ,

R.v. Dale , 6 Cox C.C. 14 ; R.v. Mere

dith , 8 C. & P. 589; R. v . Simmons,

56 Barb, 126 ; Clarke's case, 6 Grat.
1 Wils. 329; R. v. Roberts, 33 Eng.

675; Cunningham v . State, 49 Miss. Law & Eq.589; Dears.553.

" If a

man intends to commitmurder,” says

1 See Rossi, Traité de droit pénal, Jervis, C. J., in the last cited case,

1855 , t. ii. 121.
" the walking to the place where he

2 Supra , § 179.

intends to commit it would not be a

8 Roberts' case , Dears. C. C. 553.

sufficient act to make it an indictable

The at

would have

been com

for extra

neous in

tervention .

685 .

.
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Field , in
People v . Murray, 14 Cal. cient overt act in an indictment

for

66

sending for a
magistrate to contract of this nature. "

to
constitute an

attempt to contract attempt to shoot; and the proof was

8 R. v .
Cheeseman , L. & C. 140, ger of a loaded fire -arm with the in

[ $ 181.
indictable as an attempt,1 but aiming it is. So owning a

false weight is not itself indictable, but using it as a means of

cheating is evidence, when connected directly with the pro

posed act, of an attempt to cheat. So to purchase iron to use

in making false keys is not an attempt at a particular larceny ;

but it is otherwise when an impression
is taken of a particular

warehouse key, and a key ,
counterfeiting

it, made, with the in

tent to steal from such warehouse
, and the larceny is begun.4

In other words, to makethe act an indictable attempt, it must be

a cause as distinguished from a condition . And it must go so

far that it would result in the crime unless frustrated by extra

neous
circumstances

.

offence.” So also said Lord Abinger, R. v. Roberts, 7 Cox C. C. 39; Dears.

in R. v. Meredith , 8 C. & P. 589 : C. C. 559.

" Suppose a man intended to carnally

Supra , $ 178.
abuse a child , and was to take his 6 In R. v . Taylor, 1 F. & F. 511 ,

horse and ride to the place where the cited infra, § 187, Pollock , C. B.,

child was, that would be a step towards said : “ It is clear that every act

the commission of the offence, but committed by a person with the view

would not be indictable.” See an in- of committing the felonies therein

teresting extension of this principle in mentioned is not within the statute ;

R. v.McCann, cited infra, $ 187; and as, for instance, buying a box of luci

also R. v. Taylor, 1 F. & F. 511; fer matches with intent to set fire to

Roberts' case, Dears. C. C.556. So, a house. The act must be one imme

under a statute prohibiting entering diately and directly tending to the ex

a building, climbing up a roof, and ecution of the principal crime, and

then making a hole, is an attempt. committed by the prisoner under such

R.v. Bain, L. & C. 129; 9 Cox C. c.
circumstances as that he has the

of carrying his intention into execu? Itwould be otherwise if the gun tion. If two persons were to agree

were used under any
circumstances to commit a felony, and one of them

were, in execution of his share in the

transaction , to purchase an instrument
See argument of Chief Justice for the purpose, that would be a suffi

159,160; a case,however, in which conspiracy, but not in an indictment

On the other hand,
an incestuous marriage, followed by in R.v. St.George, 9 C. & P.483, the

was held , by

an undue prisoner was indicted under the 7extension of the above doctrine, not will. 4 and 1 Vict. c. 85, 8. 4, for an

that he had put his finger on the trig

5

98 .

power

prohibited by law.
Dears. C. C.539.

Roberts' case,

elopement,

such
marriage.

stated supra, $ 178.

* Griffin v. State , 26 Ga. 493. See from doing so .tention of shooting,but was prevented

This was held by
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Means

must be ap

suitable.

of any

agencies necessary for the execution served that there is no agency of

4. Acts conducing to the perpetra- will produce necessarily the intended

$ 182. If the means are apparently adapted to the end , then

the public peace, so far as the attempt is concerned, is

parently

as much disturbed as if they should be so actually ;

and hence the indictment for the attempt on such evi

dence can be sustained.1 Were it otherwise, we would be forced

to penetrate to regions beyond the range of practical jurispru

dence . For how can we say that any particular means will cer

tainly effect any particular end ? The best laid plans, we all

know , are frustrated. The best of rifles loaded , capped , primed,

and well aimed,may miss fire ; or the party shot at may wear

a coat of impervious mail, or, as was once suggested by Chief

Justice Gibson ,when discussing a parallel point, may fall down

and die of apoplexy from fright before the ball pierces his heart.

How can we under any circumstances do more than say

particular agency,

that it is 66 apparently ” adapted to pro

duce the end ? If so, the application of an agency apparently

-adapted to produce a crime is an indictable attempt, which, as

wehave seen, is a deliberate crime begun, but, through circum

stances independent of the will of the actor, left unfinished. If

the means employed appear both to assailant and assailed ade

quate, then the offence is complete. Indeed, the very fact that

Parke, B., not to be an attempt to the offence.

Zachariae in Meyer,

shoot within the statute. But how- $ 39.

ever this may be under the peculiar

1 In Schwarze's essay on “ Versuch

statute , the ruling cannot be sustained und Vollendung
," incorporated

in

Holtzendorff's
Strafrecht, i. 270 , we

Preparations
, which , unless made have an elaborate examination of the

substantive crimes by statute, are pot objective and of the subjective theo

indictable as attempts, have been clas- ries of attempt. By the first of those

sified by a high authority as follows: theories an attempt derives its pun:

1. Acts whose object is to ward off ishability from the real character of

contingent discovery, or to secure to

the instrument
used; by the second

the perpetrator
the undisturbed

en- theory, from the intent which the in

joyment of the fruits of the crime.

strument was employed to effectuate.

2. Acts undertaken
by the perpe- From a condensed

translation
of this

trator as experiments
to determine

the essay, published by me in the Central

possibility
of the crime, or to arrange Law Journal for July 18 , 1879, I re

an opportunity
for its commission

. duce the following
:

3. Acts consisting
in securing the

As to this distinction , it may be ob

which it can be absolutely said that it

L

at common law .

of the crime.
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:

Schwarze's
compendium of the argu-

to an apothecary
to buy arsenic

in or

ments on both sides of this
interesting

der to poison
another

.

question , that the use of an instru- cary , suspecting
the object, gives

the

[ $ 182.

gave another
sugar,be

aman, when assaulted , is entitled to ward off by blows an at

tempt at violence, which is apparent only, but not real, is deci

and the lip there may not be a slip . ment in itself obviously unfit leaves

There can be no certainty that the us nomeans of determining what was

means will operate until there has the intention of the party charged.

been a trial of the means. The at What right have we to assume that a

tempt which is made with unsuitable person aiming a broom at another is

means,and that which is made with attempting to shoot ? To prove the

inadequatemeans, are,objectively con- criminal intention it is necessary to

sidered, of the same character. Nei- put in evidence acts consistentwith

ther is adapted to effect the desired such intention, not acts to which the

end . Neither is actually “ danger- hypothesis of such an intention is re

ous." An insufficient dose of poison pugnant.

A mere confession of themay be not only innocent, but bene- party cannot convict when it is a con

ficial, and hence not a poison at all . fession that plainly shows there is no

An insufficient dose of arsenic may be offence. If A. says, “ I meant to

as ineffective as a sprinkling of sugar, shoot B. with the broom -stick ,” this

and hence, not merely “
inadequate ," confession is a confession of something

but unsuitable." If, therefore, an that whatever it is is not an attempt

attemptwith “ inadequate ” means is

to shoot with a gun . A person conindictable , so must be an attempt fessing that he

with “ unsuitable” means; if an at- lieving it to be such or notknowing it

tempt with " unsuitable ” means is to be poison , cannot, on his confession ,

not indictable , neither should be an be convicted of an attempt to poison.

attempt with “
inadequate "

To this it is replied that the exist
The same observation is extended to ence of a criminal will, and of an act

means whose failure is imputable to performed with the intention to ef
the defective action of the offender fectuate this will, as much present

himself. The ball, which fails be- when unsuitable means are used as

cause thegun is badly aimed ,is as in- when inadequate meansare used . The
effective as the ball aimed from too former

an error as to quality, the
great a distance. A false belief that latter as to quantity . Want of accu

the powder with which a gun is loaded racy of perception in the one case is

is sufficient to make the ball effective

no more a defence than defective apis as potent in defeating the offender's preciation of the quantity required is

purpose as is the false belief that an a defence in the other case. It is

gun is loaded . An error as

true that from the use of absolutelyto the length of a ladder to be used unsuitable means we may infer that

in entering a house, or as to the fitness the intention charged did not exist.

of a skeleton key, operates to defeat This exception, however, does not

the criminal purpose as effectively as apply to cases in which the means

does an error as to the explosive ca- used, though really unsuitable, did

pacity ofa powder to be used to burst not appear so to the party employing

them , as where sugar is used suppos
To this it is replied, to follow ing it to be arsenic. A person goes

means.

unloaded

open a gate .

The apothe
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sive of the issue. A. levels an unloaded gun at B.; and B. is

justified in using violence to prevent an injury to himself, which

purchaser, instead of the arsenic , a fore poison proof? The answer is ,

harmless drug . Is not the purchaser, that in such cases the intent to kill is

supposing an intent to kill to be es that which makes up the offence. But

tablished, indictable for the attempt ? is not this abandoning the objective

Whether,when the means are utterly stand -point,upon which theadherents

unsuitable to the end, we may infer of this view rest ? It is arguing in a

a want of intent to hurt, is a question vicious circle to say, as do the advo

as to the amount of evidence requisite cates of the objective theory ,that the

to prove the offence; it assumes that attempt is only indictable when the

the attempt with unsuitable means object is attainable ; and yet that

may be proved , the dispute being as whether the object is attainable de

to the evidence necessary to prove it . pends upon what was the intent.

Even assuming that at the outset Suppose that the defendant,with in

means for the realization of the object tent to kill, used a poison which has

are not wanting,this is the case with lost its strength by time. He will not

all kinds of attempts.
succeed in poisoning, and if the ob

It is further objected that it is ab- jective theory be strictly carried out,

surd to assume that there can be a cannot be convicted. If it be replied

beginning ” of an undertaking of that because he intended to kill he

which there cannot possibly be a

must be convicted, then the objective

" completion .” But of many human theory must be abandoned .

actionsmust wenot say that they can

Other practical difficulties stand in

have no “ completion ? ” yet can we the way of this view. A gun is loaded

say of these that they have no “ be with a charge of powder too slight to

ginning ? ” It is of the very essence

carry the ball the required distance.

of an attempt that the initiatory act
not this an attempt? If not,how

has not worked the intended result.
many additional grains of powder are

The reason of the non -occurrence of necessary to make the offence ? If it

the result is indifferent ; the only be, why is not shooting without pow .

requisite is that the result should not
der (supposing the offender believed

have occurred . The opposite view
the gun to be loaded ) an offence,and

would establish the immunity of all if shooting without powder be no of

attempts, since the interruption of the fence, and shooting with inadequate

offender's purpose in all cases of at- powder be an offence, at what point

tempt shows the inadequacy of the between the two is the line to be

A shot which fails because
drawn ? Or an attempt to poison

the intended victim is cased in armor

with an insufficient dose is said to be

is on this reasoning as little of an at no offence, though
the dose be re

tempt as is a shot which fails because peated day after day the poison would

the gun is unloaded . It is said , in

be fatal. Hence, three or four times

deed,thatwhen there is no possibility administering
poison in doses,each by

of success in the attempt, then the at

itself insufficient to hurt, would be an

tempt is not indictable . Buthow as to

the shot at the man in armor, or as

attempt, though neither particular ad

ministration would constitute an at

to poisons administered to a person tempt.

In other words, four zeros

who has taken antidotes, and is there would constitute a unit. Where, also,

means.
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invoked , it being left
discretionary fra , $S700 et seq . In apparent

conflict

[ $ 182.

case ?

In

Shall we

ATTEMPTS .

after all is unreal though apparent. But why ? Simply because

the levelling of an unloaded gun at another person in such a way

as to produce terror in the latter is a breach of the public peace,

as well as an invasion of the rights of the individual. The law ,

therefore, declares the attempt which is the subject of legal in

tervention to include that which is made with means appar

ently adequate, whether or no these means are actually such

as to be
necessarily successful if employed. The same dis

tinction is
applicable on principle to

indictments for
attempts to

poison.3

are we to find a test as to the efficiency theory concede that it is not an in

of the poison ? Suppose that, with dictable attempt for a person , intend

intent to sweep away a whole family, ing thereby to kill another, to resort

poison is introduced into a tureen of to
incantations or

invocations of sup

soup ofwhich the family in common is posed magicians or
malevolent spirits.

about to partake. The poison would 1 See fully infra , SS 606, 642 ; and

be sufficient to kill the children of the see Com . v. White, 110 Mass. 407.

family, but not the adults.

2 Assustaining the argument of thesay, supposing the attempt to be frus- text, see R. v. St. George, 9 C. & P.

trated , that the offender is indictable 483 ; R. v .
Lallemont, 6 Cox C. C.

for an attempt to kill the children,but 204 ; R. v . Cluderay, 1 Den . C. C.

not for an attempt to kill the adults ? 515 ; 2 C. & K.907; U. S. v. Bott, 11

Orat what age of a child does an at Blatch . 346 ; Com . v. McDonald , 5

tempt to poison it cease to become in- Cush . 365 ; Com . v . Jacobs, 9 Allen,

dictable ? Or how can we determine, 274 ; O'Leary v. People, 4 Parker C.

if the test be capacity to resist poisons, R. 187 ; Slatterly v. People, 58 N.

what is the capacity in any particular Y. 354 ; People v. Lawton , 56 Barb .

126 ; Mullen v. State , 45 Ala . 43 ;The true theory , it is therefore in- Tarver v . State, 43 Ala . 354; Kun

sisted,is the relative subjective ; that is kle v. State , 32 Ind. 220 ;
overruling

to say,the test is ,did the offender in- State v. Swails , 8 Ind. 524; State v .

tend to hurt, and did he take means Shephard , 10 lowa, 126 ; Allen v.

apparently calculated to effect his end . State, 28 Ga. 395 ; Tyra v. Com . 2

If so,the
unsuitableness of the means Metc. (Ky.) 1; State v.Hampton , 63

makes no defence. To this rule an ex

N. C. 13; State v . Davis, 1 Iredell,
ception is to bemade,

excluding cases

125 ; State v . Rawles, 65 N. C. 334 ;
where unsuitable

superstitious agencies People v. Yslas, 27 Cal.630 ; Long v.

areemployed . And the validity of this State, 34 Tex. 566 .

See also infra ,

exception is
conceded in cases in which § 606 . We have a parallel rule

the agency of
supernatural beings is laid down in cases of forgery.

with such beings to
intervene or not.

with the text is a group of English
Hence the

adherents of the
subjective cases on statutes.

In one of theseSee R.v. Cluderay, 1 Den. C. C. 515 ; 2 C. & K. 907 ; State v. Clarissa,
11 Ala , 57 .
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If means

is no at

31 Tex . 170 ; Smith v . State, 32 Tex . fois de faire un acte impossible. An

§ 183. But if the means are both absolutely and apparently

inadequate , as where a man threatens another with

are appar- magic,or aims at him a child's pop-gun, then it is plain

absolutely that an attempt, in the sense of an apparent invasion

unfit, there of another's rights, does not exist. For to constitute

tempt. such an attempt there must be such a preliminary overt

act as may, by the course of usual natural laws, apparently re

sult, if not interrupted , in crime. It is the appearance of such

connection between the attempt and the consummation that pal

liates violence on the party assailed in arresting the assailant

before he goes
further ; and it is this appearance which the law ,

when there is guilty intent,makes indictable, in order to prevent

breaches of the peace. But when the means used are so prepos

terous that there is not even apparent danger, then an indictable

attempt is not made out. This distinction is apprehended by

several thoughtful German commentators,2 who hold that abso

lute inadequacy of means is a defence, while relative inadequacy

is only a plea in writigation of sentence .

§ 184. Whether there must be physicalability to complete the

attempt on the part of the attemptor is a question which has al

it was held that “ shooting at another

? See summary in Geib, ut supra,

person ” does not take place when § 102.

the “ other person ” is not in the
3 See the following from an eminent

place shot at ; R. v. Lovel, 2 M. & French jurist : Rossi, Traité, ii. P.

R. 39 ; and that there can be no

310-313 : D'ailleurs où est le danger

shooting with “ loaded arms ” when a pour la société ? où est le malmaté

gun is so stuffed that it cannot be riel ? Que lui importe qu'on essaie

fired. R. v. Harris, 5 C. & P. 159. des actes impossibles ?

Ces actes

See R.v. Lewis, 9 Ć. & P. 523 ; R. prouvent,dira-t-on, une perversité qui

v.Carr, R.& R.377; R.v. Whitley, est à craindre. On veut donc fran

1 Lew . C. C. 123 ; R. v. James, 1 c. chir les bornes de la justice pénale,

& K. 530; R. v. Gamble, 10 Cox C. poursuivre
et punir la perversité en

C.545. These decisions may be right ; général, sous le prétexte d'un acte qui

but they do not touch indictments
for n'a produit aucun mal matériel, pas

attempts to kill. See, as open to

même une danger, une alarme raison

more general exception, R. v. Shep- nable ? Dès lors,

pard, 11 Cox C. C. 302 .

raison encore à punir les hommes no

1 Blake v.Barnard , 9 C. & P. 626 ; toirement vicieux et livrés à de funes

R. v. James, 1 C. & K. 530 ; Tarver v .

tes habitudes. Ils sont plus à craindre

State, 43 Ala. 354 ; Robinson v. State, qu'une espèce de fou qui essaie une

analogous
rule is laid down in forgery.

Infra, $ 695.

y aurait plus de

593.
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cess .

ready been touched upon in its general relations. It is enough

now to view it simply in relation to rape. If there be Must be

juridical incapacity for the consummated offence (e.g. physical

infancy), there can be no conviction of the attempt; capacity.

and therefore, a boy under fourteen cannot be convicted of an at

tempt to commit a rape. It is otherwise when the incapacity is

merely nervous or physical. A man may fail in consummating

a rape from some nervous or physical incapacity intervening

between attempt and execution . But this failure would be no

defence to the indictment for the attempt. At the same time

there must be apparent capacity.2

§ 185. That capability of success is essential to an attempt has

been proclaimed by high English authority, Lord Chief Need not

Justice Cockburn saying “ that an attempt to commit a
be capabil

ity of suc

felony can only be made out when, if no interruption

had taken place, the attempt could have been carried out suc

cessfully, and the felony completed of the attempt to commit

which the party is charged." This limitation , however, has

already been shown to be erroneous, it being clear that apparent

adaptation may constitute the attempt.4 And in conflict with

the above expressions of Chief Justice Cockburn is a subsequent

case, in which the same court held that an attempt to produce

miscarriage can exist when the attempt was made on a woman

not pregnant. Certainly an attempt to suborn a witness would

be indictable, though such witness was of a character so high as

to make success impossible , or though the witness was incompe

tent.' And so has it been ruled expressly that the taking a null

false oath before an incompetent officer is an indictable attempt,7

* R.v. Eldershaw , 3 C. & P. 396 ; Cox C.C.40; S. C., 1 Den .C. C. 187,

R. v. Philips, 8 C. & P. 736. See, and under name R. v. Goodchild, 2

however, contra, Com . v. Green , 2 Car. & K. 293 ; Wilson v. State, 2

Pick. 380 ; People v. Randolph, 2 Ohio St. 319 ; State v.Howard, 32 Vt.

Parker C. R. 213 ; Williams v. State , 380 ; though see Com . v. Wood , 11

14 Ohio, 222. And see supra, SS 69, Gray, 85 .

8 Infra , SS 1254, 1271.

? Infra, § 1328.

In New York, on the trial of an in

dictment under the statute for an at

tempt to commit arson, it was shown

that the prisoner solicited one K. to

set fire to a barn, and gave him ma

175 .

? Infra , § 554 ; State ». Elick , 7

Jones N. C. 68 ; Lewis v. State, 35

Ala . 380 .

3 R. v. Collins, L. & C.471 .

Supra, § 182.

• Infra, § 596 ; R. v. Goodall, 2

4
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Must be

reach .

5 See R. v . M'Pherson , Dears . could have succeeded , as the goods

& B. C. C. 197, where the pris- which the indictment charges the pris .

$ 186.)

and that destroying a ship with intent to defraud the insurers

is indictable though the vessel was not insured.1

// $ 186. Weturn next from the actor to the object in view ,

and

take
up the question whether it is essential to an at

probable tempt that the object really exists. In England , in

object
within 1846 , in a case just noticed, it was held that it was

error to convict of an attempt to steal from the pocket,

without proof that there was something in the pocket to steal; 3

but this decision is not in accordance with the line of American

authority,4 nor with the reason of the thing, for the offence is

not private simply , against merely the person whose goods are

imperilled ; but public, indictable as a scandal and breach of

public peace, irrespective of the question of personal loss. In

dependently of this consideration, who can say that the object

of the thief was exclusively to take one particular article ? If

the pleading, indeed , so put it to the court, as was the case in R.

v . Collins, and if it appear that the object thus stated is want

ing , then this argument fails ; but in ordinary cases, when a

thief attempts to go to a place to steal, then the presumption is

that if he cannot get the object primarily in view ,he will con

tent himself with another. This presumption was invoked in a

terials for the purpose : it was held the time the house was being broken

sufficient to warrant
a conviction , into the goods specified were not in

though the prisoner did not mean to the house, but there were other goods

be present at the commission of the there belonging to the prosecutor :

offence, and K. never intended to The jury found the prisoner guilty of

commit it. People v. Bush, 4 Hill N. breaking and entering the dwelling

Y. 133.

house and attempting to steal the

1 U. S. v . Cole , 5 McLean, 513.

goods therein . But the Court ofCrim

2 See supra , § 136 .

inal Appeal held that the conviction

8 R. v . Collins , L. & C. 471.

could not be supported. Cockburn,

Sir J. Stephen, Dig. C. L. art. 49 , C. J., said : “ I think attempting
to

argues that in such case there is an

assault with intent to commita felony. able from intending
to commit it. An

commit a felony is clearly distinguish

* Com .v. McDonald
, 5 Cush. 363 ; attempt must be to do thatwhich,if

State v. Wilson, 30 Conn.500; Rog: successful
,would amount to the felony

ers v . Com . 5 S. & R.463.

charged . Here the attempt never

oner with stealing had been removed."

oner was indicted for breaking and

entering a dwelling-house and steal- Compare R.v. Collins, L. & C. 471;

ing therein certain goods specified in Roscoe's Cr. Ev. § 364 .

the indictment. It appeared that at
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Stephen. Dig. Cr. Law , art. 49. But lieving
it to be genuine

, intending
to

of
forgery,

which ceases to be indict
able

when the
person

whose paper
is Den . C. C. 187 ; 2 C. & K. 293.

ATTEMPTS.

[ $ 186 .German case, in which the
assumption was that the object the

thieves had in view , in an
attempted entrance in a building , was

some grain they believed to be stored there, which grain had

been previously removed. It was held , however, that the at

tempt was to steal, and that when there is such an attempt the

thief would look forward to taking whatever he could get.

But more difficult
questions arise when the object is

absolutely

non-existent. Suppose a man takes aim at a shadow or a tree,

imagining it to be an enemy. The guilty intent here exists ;

but is there such an overt act as to make up an
attempt ? AC

cording to the definition of attempt
heretofore given (a deliber

ate crime which is begun , but through
circumstances indepen

dent of the will of the actor is left
unfinished ), we must answer

this question in the negative. To shoot at a shadow or a tree

is not an
indictable offence, unless under

circumstances disturb

ing public peace.

This reasoning , however, does not apply where there is an

actual injury
attempted to the person or

property of another,

though, from
circumstances exterior to the actor's will, this

injury does not produce its
immediately

contemplated result .

Thus,as has been seen , an
attempt at

miscarriagemay be proved ,

though it turns out the
woman was not

actually
pregnant ; 4 and

See Schwarze, ut supra ; and see forged is
absolutely and

notoriously
remarks of

Coleridge, J., in R. v .

non -existent. Infra , $$ 693-696 .

Clarke, 1 C. & K. 421, as
sanctioning

Lady Eldon , when travelling with
this ; and Spears v. State, 2 Ohio St. her husband on the

Continent, bought

585; Hamilton v. State, 36 Ind. 280; what she supposed to be a quantity
and cases cited infra , $ 820.

of French lace , which she hid , con* See R.v. Lovel, 2°M . & R. 39. cealing it from Lord Eldon in one of
See supra,SS 107-111.

the pockets of the coach . The packIn R. v.
M'Pherson,D. & B. 201, age was brought to light by a custom

Bramwell, B., argued that if A.mis- officer at Dover. The lace turned out

takes a log of wood for B., and in- to be an English
manufactured article,

tending to murder B., strikes the log of little value, but of course not sub

with an axe,this is not an attempt to ject to duty. "LadyEldon had bought

murder B. This is adopted by Sir J. it ata price vastly above its value, be

bow if A.had shot at thelog. See, for smuggle it into England. Here wascriticisms on the
conclusions in the

text, Cent.Law Jour. July 18 , 1879.

an attempt to smuggle, though the ob
: An analogy maybe found in cases smuggled .

ject was one not susceptible of being

4 R.v . Goodall, 2 Cox C. C. 40; 1

1 /

VOL . 1.

15
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person. “ In R. v . Williams, 1 Den . 1 Hale, 618 ; though see R. v . Mul

under the last-mentioned section for McCann, 28 Up. Can. Q. B.516 ; Goff

$ 187. ]

so, no doubt, an attempt at forgery could be sustained, although

the forged paper attempted to bemade could not by any possi

bility defraud . And so, if the shooting be at a shadow suffi

ciently near another person as to put the latter in peril ; or if

the shooting be at an empty carriage, the offender supposing it

to be occupied , then the attempt is made out, on the ground that

it is a misdemeanor
to shoot into any place usually frequented by

human beings. It need scarcely be added that where a person

shoots at a crowd generally , intending to hurt any one who may

be hit , he

may be indicted for an attempt to hurt A., one of the

crowd. So where A. shoots at B.mistaking him for C., if there

is an actual assault on B., though under a mistake as to who he

is, A.may be indicted for attempting
to kill B.4

§ 187. Of abandoned attempts we have, in our criminal prac

tice, few illustrations ,unless it be in cases of attempts at treason,

of which the English state trials give instances,where the defence

was that the defendant withdrew from the traitorous conspiracy

before an overt act. This defence, however, has been more than

once overruled , for though it constitutes an appeal to clemency,

it is no defence to the charge of traitorous combination."

The true line of distinction is this : If an attempt be vol

untarily and freely abandoned before the act is put in

tempts not process of final execution , there being no outside cause

indictable. prompting such abandonment
, then this is a defence;

R. v. Nash, 2 Den. C. C. 493 ; R. appeared that hehad delivered poison

v . Dodd , 18 Law Times N. S. 89 .

to V., and desired him to put it into

2 See supra, § 120 ; infra, SS 319 , B.'s beer; V. delivered the poison to

B. and told him what had passed . It

8 R. v. Fretwell, L. & C. 443 ;

was held that the prisoner could not

Cox C. C. 471. See supra, $ 111; be convicted on this indictment
. But

infra , $ 319.* R. v. Holt, 7 C.& P.518. See able at common law . See the case of

quære if this is not an attemptindict

R. v . Lallament
, 6 Cox C. C. 204 .

See infra , $S 317, 318 ; and particu- Ev. 303.

R. v. Higgins, supra.” Roscoe's Cr.

The difficulty
in such case,

larly supra , SS 107–111.

at common law , would be removed by

interesting
question

arises averring
the attempt to be to induce

whether
an indictment

lies when ca- such third person to administer
poi

pability of success depends
upon the

intervention
of an independent

third

6 Stephens
v.Myers,4 C. & P. 349;

C. C. 39, the prisoner
was indicted

cahy, L. R.'3 H. L. Ap. 317; R.

attempting
to administer

poison . It v.Prime, 26 Ind. 196. Infra,$ 228.

Aban

doned at

820 .

An

son .
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SO

has been
discovered . Suppose

that
communicate

intelligence
, or to fur

instead ofbeing caught by the police-
nish supplies

to an enemy) the proper

man he sees
somebody in the

distance , course
is to indict for the attempt.

but it is otherwise when the process of execution is in such a

condition that it proceeds in its natural course, without the

attemptor's agency, until it either succeeds or miscarries.1 In

such a case , no
abandonmentof the attempt, and no

withdrawal

from its
superintendence, can screen the guilty party from the

results.?

? In the issue of
voluntariness we inspecting him . Certainly we cannot

may consider the following contin- consider his withdrawal under such

gencies:
circumstances voluntary , AndSuppose that a burglar finds that speak the cases cited .

the window he expected to enter has

But suppose the hindrance whichbeen blocked up during the night. Or caused the offender to back out was

suppose, as wasthe case in one of the imaginary. It was not a cause outside

attempts on the life of William III., of himself. It was a cause inside of

the assassins, as they approach , see himself. Here, again , we are entan

in the distance a regiment of cavalry gled in a
metaphysicaldiscussion. Are

encircling their intended victim . Or what we see in any case real exist

suppose that the pickpocket, just as he ences, or can our
impressions of them

is inserting his hand , is arrested by be at the utmost anything more than

a police officer. No one would doubt mirrors within ourselves ? But if all

that in all these cases the consumma- abandonment is voluntary when pro

tion of the offence was hindered by duced by
impressionswithin ourselves,

causes outside of the will of the of- there can be no
involuntary abandon

fender. Hewas physically prevented ments, since there are no abandon

from effecting the purpose. He could ments not so produced . Such is the

not have penetrated the wall, or broken reply we may make, taking even the

through the line of cavalry, or picked most realistic
metaphysical theorists

the pocket when in the
policeman's as our guides, to those who argue that

an unreal impression of danger is not
But a much more difficult question

an effective condition. It is enough ,arises when the attempt is not physi- however, to say that as in other cases

cally interrupted by
extraneous condi- (e. g. self-defence) unreal

impressions
tions, but where these

conditions are

are regarded as effective conditions,
suchas to induce the offender to with- they may be so regarded in this case.

draw . Suppose that instead of find

ing the window walled up he sees

2 See R. v. Taylor , 1 F. & F.511;
some slight

disarrangement in the State
R. v. Sharpe, 3 Cox C. C. 288 ;

Blair , 13 Rich . 93. Thus in
premiseswhich leads him to suspect treason , which is a high grade of at

that he is watched . Suppose that in- tempt,where the attempt is
frustrated

stead of seeing the line of cavalry in by
extraneous interruption,then such

bis way, he finds a change has taken frustration is no defence. U. S. v.

place in the
appointments of the pal- Pryor, 3 Wash. C. C. 234. But in

ace,from which he infers that the plot such case (e. g. an abortive attempt to

But see contra , U.-S. v. Pryor , supra ,

grasp .

agood deal like a
detective,

curiously
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ensue .

in which it was held that such attempt actum : si quidem consummatum est

Ld. Kenyon , 366 ; 1 Burr. 642 ; and nitere ut evitet poenam . Si autem

1 See 1 Hale , 618 ; Goff v . Prime, fectum : si quidem quia noluit, sed

8 The Roman law strikes at this est ad bonos mores via : Quem poeni.

same distinction : Gloss. ad L. 67. D. tet peccasse , paene est innocens. See

§ 187.]

CRIMES .

But how , if in addition to abandoning the attempt, the guilty

party takes means to cause it to effectually miscarry,as when

he informs a person to whom a poisoned dish has been sent that

the dish is poisoned ; and the mischief is stopped ? Here, 50

far as concerns the actor, the attempt is abandoned before it

has been virtually put in process of final execution ; and hence

this abandonment is a defence.1 The offender has retreated in

such a way as to render it impossible for evil consequences to

For the doctrine that abandonment of an attempt not yet put

in process of final execution is a defence , two reasons are given.?

First, the character of an attempt is lost when its execution is

voluntarily abandoned . There is no conceivable overt act to

which the abandoned purpose could be attached. Secondly,the

policy of the law requires that the offender, so long ashe is ca

pable of arresting an evil plan , should be encouraged to do so,

by saving him harmless in case of such retreat before it is pos

sible for any evil consequences to ensue.

Neither society, nor

any private person, has been injured by his act. There is no

damage, therefore, to redress. To punish him after retreat and

abandonment
, would be to destroy the motive for retreat and

abandonment.3

It is to be noticed , however, that as the attempt is only prova

ble by some overt act, so the abandonment of the attempt cannot

be proved by mere conjectural tests orby declarations of mental

change. As declaring an intention to do a thing is not an in

dictable attempt, so declaring an intention to give up an attempt

is not an abandonment of the attempt. If it were otherwise,

criminal attempts, especially political,would cease to be indicta

ble, for there are few cases in which such criminal attempts,

was treason ; compare R. v. Hensey, 2

et perfectum
, non potest postea poe

see infra , $ 225 .

actum non consummatum
est nec per

26 Ind . 196 .

2 Berner, Lehrbuch d . Strafrechts, in poenam .

potuit, licet poenitere
, et non incidit

See also Seneca Aga

mem . v . 242 sq. Nam sera nunquam

p . 176 .

de furt. (47. 2.) Si processum est ad infra, § 225 .
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when in process of execution , are not disavowed. There must

be substantive acts showing that the abandonment was real,

just as theremust be substantive acts showing the attempt was

real.

It should be remembered , also, that if such abandonment is

caused by fear of detection it is no defence, if the attempt pro

gress sufficiently towards execution to be per se indictable before

such abandonment. Thus if a thief, when moving his hand to

wards a pocket, desists on seeing a detective, the offence is made

out. To the same effect, perhaps,may be cited two American

decisions,in which attempts at rape, abandoned before consum

mation, were held indictable. It is true that it may be observed

that in these cases the offence of felonious assault was complete ,

prior to the period of abandonment. More exactly illustrative

of the principle is an English case tried before Chief Baron Pol

lock, in which it appeared that the defendant, having lighted a

lucifer match to set fire to a stack , desisted on discovering he was

watched. It was held, and properly , that this abandonment of

purpose was no defence.2 It must also be remembered that if an

attempt - e. g. an assault is frustrated by force , such frustra

tion is no defence.3

Infra, 8 604 .

Lewis v. State, 35 Ala .380; State there was a small gate, but there was

v. Elick , 7 Jones N. C. 68. See also no proof that they came nearer the

State v. McDaniel, 1 Winston, 249. house than twelve or thirteen feet,nor

And see, as qualifying above, Kelly v .
did they pass the picket gate . They

Com . 1Grant ( Penn.),484. See infra, went,as it was supposed , to the rear

$ 779.
of the house , and were not seen after

* R. v. Taylor, 1 F. & F. 511. See wards. It was held by the Queen's

supra , $ 181.
Bench that there was not sufficient

Stephen v. Myers, 4 C. & P. 349. establishment of a persistence in the

attempt to justify a conviction, the

In an Upper Canada prosecution attempt appearing to have been vol

for an attempt to commit burglary, it untarily abandoned before any mis

was proved thattwodefendants agreed chief was done. It was added, how

to commit the offence on a certain ever, that if it appeared that such aban

night,together with C.,who, however, donmentwas not voluntary, but caused

was detained at home by his father, by surprise and interruption from

whosuspected the design. The de others, and that but for such surprise

fendants were seen about midnight and interruption they would have

entering a gate fifty feet from the carried out their burglarious design,

house;they came towards the house there was ground for a conviction.

to a picket fence in front,in which R.v.McCann, 28 Up. Can .Q. B. 517.
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When at

resisted it

may be in

consumma

tion is

cence

fraud or

dictment, charging that the defendant did “ attempt” to feloni

§ 188. Where the attempt is resisted at first, but the consum

mation of the crime is assented to , the offender may be

tempt is indicted for the attempt. In rape and robbery we can

dependent

conceive of cases of this class. A man assaults a wo

ly tried ,

though

man with intent to ravish . She resists ; but ultimately

yields. Here, if his intention was to use force to the

yielded to end, he is indictable for the attempt, though it is

otherwise where he did not intend to use force.?

§ 189. Where the attempt is acquiesced in by the party in

Acquies- jured , through fraud or incapacity, the acquiescence

does not bar the prosecution .

through It is clear that when the person injured is incapable

incapacity of giving assent, such assent cannot be set up as a de

fence.

II. INDICTMENTS.

$ 190. In indictments for attempts the laxity permitted in as

saults will not be maintained. No doubt it is enouglı

ment, the
to charge that A. did “ make an assault

laxity per
the reason is that " assault ” is a term which describes

an act easily defined ; which asserts a consummated

hold good. offence ; and which is always indictable, no matter in

what sense the term may be used.

But " attempt ” is a term

peculiarly
indefinite

. It has no prescribed
legal meaning. It

relates from its nature to an unconsummated
offence. It covers

acts some of which are indictable
and some of which are not.

§ 191. Nor do decisions
under statutes rule the question at

common law . It is within the power of the English

statutory

rulings af

parliament, and , as it has frequently been ruled, of

the legislatures of our American States, to pass statutes

declaring a particular act to be indictable, and provid

ing that it shall be enough to describe such act in the

statutory terms. When this is done by direction or implication,

it is proper for the courts to hold, as has been done, that an in

no bar.

In indict on B. But

mitted in

assaults

does not

Nor do

fect ques

tion at

common

law .

4 R. v. Mayers, 12 Cox C. C. 311.

i See infra , § 577; State v . Harti

gan, 32 Vt. 607. For other cases see Supra , $ 146.

supra , $ 141.

5 See Whart. Crim . Plead . & Prac.

$ 90 .3 Ibid .; Taylor v . State, 50 Ga. 79.

8 See supra, $ 146.
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on

must aver

circum

ously steal from the house of A. B.,1 or “ to commit a rape

A. B., is good . But this does not touch the question at common

law ,

§ 192. At common law such facts must be set forth as show

that the attempt is criminal in itself . Attempts may Indictment

be merely in conception , or in preparation , with no

causal connection between the attempt and any partic- stances of

attempts .

ular crime ; in which case , as has been seen , such at

temptsare not cognizable by the penal law . On the other hand,

when an attempt stands in such connection with a projected , de

liberate crime, that the crime, according to the usual and likely

course of events, will follow from the attempt, then the attempt

isan offence for which an indictment lies. Now it is a familiar

principle of criminal pleading ,that when an act is only indict

able under certain conditions, then these conditions must be

stated in the indictment in order to show that the act is indict

able. Nor does it make any difference that the offence is made

so by statute. Thus statutes make indictable revolts and ob

taining goods by false pretences ; yet an indictment, charging

simply that the defendant " made a revolt,” or “ obtained goods

under false pretences,” would be scouted out of court. On the

same reasoning , in an indictment for an attempt to commit a

crime, it is essential to aver that the defendant did some act,

which,directed by a particular intent, to be averred , would have

apparently resulted , in the ordinary and likely course of things,

in a particular crime.

1 R. v. Johnson, 1 L. & C.489. State, 35 Ala . 380 (under a special

See Lewis v. State , 35 Ala. 380.

statute ) ; State v. Johnston, 11 Tex.: Whart. Crim . Plead . & Prac. § 22.

The question , it should be remem

bered, depends largely on the conSee,as sustaining the conclusions struction of the statute. In Massa

of the text, R. v. Marsh , 1 Den. chusetts, it is not necessary, in an

C. C. 505; R. v. Powles, 4 C. & P. indictment for an attempt to commit a

571; U. S. v. Ulrici, 3 Dillon, 532; crime, within the Rev. Stat. c. 133, §

Statev. Wilson , 30 Conn. 500 ; Ran- 12, that it should be directly charged

dolph v. Com. 6 S. & R. 398; Mears that the act attempted was a crime

v. Com . 2Grant, 385; Clark's case, 6 punishable by law , provided it appear

Grat. 675; State v. Brannan, 3 Nev. to be so from the facts alleged . In an

v. State, 29 Ala. 27; indictment for an attempt to burn a

Beasley v. State, 18 Ala.585 ; Trex building,it is not necessary to describe

ler v. State, 19 Ala . 21; Lewis v. the combustible materials used for the

151.

4 Ibid. SS 151-2 . Infra , § 1227.

238;
Anthony
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tion of

facts not

$ 193. The cumulation of facts, therefore , to show the criminal

Cumula

character of the intent, is not duplicity. Thus a Mas

sachusetts indictment under Rev. Stat. 133, § 12 , is

duplicity not bad for duplicity, when , besides setting forth an

“ attempt " to set fire to a building, it avers a breaking and en

purpose. Com . v. Flynn, 3 Cush . 529. night-time of the said day aforesaid ,

See Com . v .McDonald , 5 Cush . 365 ; at, & c., did attempt to commit an

Com . v. Sherman , 105 Mass. 169. An offenceprohibited by law , to wit: with

indictment has been sustained which force and arms, with an axe, & c.,with

charged that the defendant, with in a wicked intent on the dwelling-house

tent to steal the personal property of of D. H., & c., in the night- time, fe

a certain woman ,
the property “ being loniously and burglariously did break

in her pocket and on her person,"

and enter, and with the intentwith the

did “ thrust, insert, put, and place said axe to open and enter," & c., and

his hand upon the dress, near and steal, “ but said S. H. did then and

into the pocket of the said woman , there fail in the perpetration of said

without her knowledge, and against offence,” was held good as an indict

her will," & c . Com . v . Bonner , 97 ment for an attemptto commit burglary

Mass. 587. The Supreme Court of at common law . Hackett v. Com . 15

the United States (U. S. v . Simmons, Penn . St. 95 .

But see Mears v . Com .

96 U. S. § 360) held that in an indict 2 Grant, 385 .

ment for soliciting or inciting to the

In England an indictment stated

commission of a crime, or for aiding that the prisoner “ did unlawfully at

or assisting in its commission , it is not tempt and endeavor fraudulently,

necessary to state the particulars of falsely, and unlawfully to obtain from

the incitement or solicitation, or of the the Agricultural
Cattle Insurance

aid or assistance. Harlan , J.,citing Company a large sum of money, to

Wh. C. L. 7th ed . § 292 ; U. S. v .

wit, the sum of £ 22 10s., with intent

Gooding,12 Wheat. 460 ; Ú . S.v. Ul- thereby then and there to cheat and

rici,3 Dillon, 535. See, to same effect, defraud the said company,” & c. It

State v . Dent, 3 Gill & J. 8 .

was held : 1st. That the nature of the

In Virginia , an indictment simply attempt was not sufficiently set forth ;

averring that the defendant “ did at

2d . That the indictment did not con

tempt feloniously to maim,” &c., C. tain facts amounting to a statement of

R., was said to be not sufficiently a misdemeanor
, as the money was not

precise. Clark's case , 6 Grat. 675. laid to be the property of any one.

The indictment “ should allege,” said R. v.Marsh, 1 Den. C. c. 505. See

Leigh, J., “ some act done by the de- also R.v. Cartwright, R. & R. 106.

fendant, of such a nature as to consti

tute an attempt to commit the offence that the defendant " the goods and

It is enough in England to charge

mentioned in the indictment.” And chattels of C. D., in the dwelling

in Pennsylvania
, the same rule exists house of the said C.D., situate in the

in reference to common law indict- borough of B.,did attempt feloniously

ments for attempts. Randolph v . Com .

to steal, take, and carry away." R.

6 S. & R. 398 .

v. Johnson, 1 L. & C. 489. See R. v.

In Pennsylvania
, an indictment

Bullock, Dears. 653; R. v. Marsh, 1

charging that s. A., on, & c., " in the Den. C. c. 505 ; 3 Cox C. C.570. So
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tering of the building." Hence the attempt may be alleged to

be to commit more offences than one.2

III .
JURISDICTION .

$ 195. The question of
jurisdiction , when an attempt is pur

sued through two or more distinct
sovereignties, is elsewhere dis

cussed.3

It is clear that such attempt is
cognizable in the place where ,

if not
interrupted , it would have been executed ; 4 and Attempts

from the very nature of things, it must be
cognizable in place of

in the place where the
preliminary overt acts consti- consumma

tuting the attempt are committed .

IV . EVIDENCE .

Intent to

from facts.

§ 196. As in
consummated crimes the intent, which is here

essential,may be inferred by the jury from facts.5 Thus

when an
indictment alleges that a party

attempted to be inferred

set fire to a dwelling -house, with intent to burn it, by

attempting to set fire to another building, the jury are author

ized to infer the alleged intent from the evidence of the attempt

to set fire to the other building. It has been ruled , however,

where a prisoner burned a hole in the guard-house where he

was confined , in order to escape, and with no intent to con

sume or generally injure the building , that this was not an at

tempt to burn the house.8

Whether when the intention is to hurt B., and the hurt falls

on C.,the
defendant is

indictable for an attempt to hurt C., has

been already
incidentally noticed ."

§ 197. If the
instrument by which an

attempt is ef Adaptation

fected is
apparently adapted to the end (e. g. a gun to

shooting), this is a
sufficient prima facie case.

The facie case .
also in New York. People v. Bush ,

4 R. v. Collins, L. & C. 471 ; 9 Cox4 Hill, 133. Contra, State v. Wilson , C.C. 497.

30 Conn. 500 ; Clark's case , 6 Grat.

6 See supra , § 176 .

675.

0 Com . v. Harney, 10 Met. 422.
1 Com . v. Harney, 10 Met. 422.

? Jenkins v . State , 53 Ga. 33.
Ibid.; R. v.Fuller, 1 B. & P. 180.

8 But see Luke v . State ,49 Ala . 30.
• See infra, & 288; and see Griffin

9 Supra , &$ 109–120 .

People, 26 Ga. 493.

makes a

prima

2

v .
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§ 199.]

defendant must prove that the gun was not loaded and known

not to be so.1

9

All confed

erates are

At com

mon law

no verdict

of an at

V. PRINCIPALS AND ACCESSARIES.

§ 198. All confederates in the attempt, whether present or

absent at the overt acts, are responsible as principals,

when the attempt is a misdemeanor.2

principals.
Hence an averment that three joint defendants, in

an indictment for an attempt at larceny, “ put their hands”

into the prosecutor's pocket,may be sustained by evidence that

while all participated in the act only one put his hand in the

pocket.3
If the attempt is a felony, co -defendants are responsible ac

cording to the laws of principal and accessary.4

VI. VERDICT.

$ 199. The topic of verdict, in cases where an assault or at

tempt is proved on an indictment for a greater offence

( e.g. felony ), is elsewhere noticed. It may now be

specially stated, that while by the old common law

tempt on
there can be technically no conviction of an attempt on

completed a count for felony, this power is given to juries in

many jurisdictions
by statute. But unless the attempt

be averred in the indictment, there can be no conviction of the

attempt on statutes which simply give power to convict of minor

offences enclosed in major.7

It has been held in England, that under an indictment charg

ing H.with rape, and U. with aiding and abetting , H.could be

convicted under the stat. 32 & 33 Vict. c. 29 of attempting to

commit the rape, and U. of aiding him in the attempt.s

i Caldwell v. State, 5 Texas, 18.

o Wharton Crim . Plead . & Evid .

Supra, § 182 .

SS 249–50, 465–7. See R. v . Bird , 2

2 R.v. Wyatt, 39 L. J., M. C.83 ; Den . C. C. 94; R.v. Reid, 2 Den. C.

R. v. Hapgood , L. R. 1 C. C. 221; C. 89 ; State v. Wilson , 30 Conn.

Uhl v. Com . 6 Grat.706. Infra , $223. 500 ; Hill v. State , 53 Ga. 125; Wolf

8 Com . v . Fortune, 105 Mass . 592.
v . State , 41 Ala. 412.

4 See R. v . Hapgood , L. R. 1 C. C.
7 Infra, SS 249–50.

221 ; Collins'v. State , 3 Heisk . 14 .

8 R. v. Hapgood
, L. R. 1 C. C.

6 Wharton
Crim . Plead . & Prac .

§ 261.

an indict

ment for

crimes.

221.
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CHAP. VIII.] ATTEMPTS .

[ $ 200.

pentimento ." So Rossi Traité de droit encore d'autre
mal objectif que le

VII.
PUNISHMENT OF ATTEMPT.

§ 200. For the reasons heretofore given , the
punishment of an

attempt should be less than that of the
consummated Punish

crime. The attempt involves neither the duration of should be

premeditation , nor the obduracy of purpose, which be- that of

long to the crime when complete. And the policy of consum

the law is, by assigning more lenient
punishment to the crime.

incomplete offence, to arrest offences in the process of comple

tion . This view , so long neglected in English law , and which

English and American judges, acting on what is called the pre

ventive policy, even now sometimes lose sight of,2 is essential

to a sound ethical
jurisprudence.?

* Supra, § 10 .

pénal, ii . pp. 318-334; iii. pp. 7–12 :? See Geib,ut supra , $ 99. Plato de
La tentative est suspendue par un

legg. ix. p.876 , sq. : táv tiç dlavonleis événement fortuit; mais sans cet évé

τη Βουλήσει κτεϊναι τινά φίλιον, πλήν ών ο

nement le crime aurait - il été con
vóluos épinci, Tpúon mèv, ároxTeivai visommé? Cela est possible ; si l'on

áðuvarnon, Tòv davonjévra te kai tpú- veut, probable ; mais rien de plus :

σαντα ούτως ούκ άξιον ελεειν, ουδε αιδευ car, si c'est une vraie tentative, l'au

μενον άλλως η καθάπερ αποκτείναντα, υπέ

teur pouvait aussi se désister . Cereartudirnu dóvov åvayráčelv. tiny dè oi surplus de volonté, de degré ultérieur

navránaoe KAKTU túxnú aúrou gepówevov, de
persévérance, et

d'iniquité com

και τον δαίμονα, ος αυτόν και τον τρωθέντα ment Pimputer ? Point de fait reνό

thehoaç úrósportos avrois éyéveto, ) TV lateur. Ainsi toute la partie de l'im

μεν ανίατον έλκος γενέσθαι , το δε επάρατον

τύχη και ξυμφοράν, τούτω δή χάριν το putation qui dépasse instant de la

dai pove dugóvra, kai kvavrioíuevov, rà suspension de la tentative,est une im

lety dávarov idegeiv toj Tpútavros, peráo- putation hasardée; c'est imparter ce

Taolv dè eis tio yeírova nóv avtû yiyver- que l'on ignore ; c'est punir la pen

θαι,δια βίου καρπούμενον άπασαν την αυτού σόο par conjecture. Cependant si la

kthov. So Beccaria dei delitti e delle peine doit être la même que celle du

pene,3 37.($ 14.) p. 139: “ Perchè le crime consommé, il faut la même cer

leggi non puniscono l'intenzione, non

titude non -seulement sur la volonté deè però che un delitto, che cominci con l'agent,mais sur la
persévérance de

qualche azione, che ne manifesti la cette volonté. Sans cela , on peut

non meriti una croire faire une loi utile ; mais il ne
pena, benchè minore

all'esecuzione faut point parler de justice. .... De

medesima del delitto .
L'importanza l'autre côté, si l'on prend en considér

di prevenire un attentato autorizza ation le mal matériel produit par la

una pena;masiccome tra
l'attentato tentative,

comment en conclure qu'elle

e
l'esecuzione vi può essere un inter- doit être punie comme

crimemême ?tallo, cosi la pena maggiore riserbata La violation du droit menacé n'estpas

al delitto consumato può dar luogo al accomplie ; peut-être même n'y a-t-il

volontà di
eseguirlo,
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danger et l'alarme. Ainsi, soit qu'on humaine laprétendue parité de la ten

considère la partie morale, soit qu'on tative et du crime. La loi qui la sanc

s'arrête à la partie matérielle de l'acte, tionne n'est donc plus qu'unemesure

rien ne justifie aux yeux de la justice d'utilité etde convenance.
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CHAPTER IX .

ACCESSARYSHIP, AGENCY, MISPRISION .

$ 222 .

I. STATUTORY CHANGES.
trial of principal in second degree,

Common law recently modified by

statutes, $ 205. In misdemeanors all are principals ,
II. PRINCIPALS.

$ 223 .

Principal in first degree is actual per And so as to treason at common law ,

petrator, $ 206 . $ 224 .

Presence is not necessary when causal III. ACCESSARIES BEFORE THE Fact .

connection is immediate, e . g . when Commanding and counselling consti

agent is irresponsible , § 207. tute accessaryship before the fact,
Accessary before the fact cannot be § 225 .

convicted as principal, $ 208. Several instigators may becombined ,

Non -resident party may be liable for $ 225 a .

agent's acts, $ 209 . Must be causal connection , $ 226 .
Wife not ordinarily co-principal with Silent acquiescence is not counsel

husband, $ 210 . ling , $ 227.

Principals in the second degree are Countermanded advice does not im

those present aiding and abetting, plicate , $ 228.
$ 211.

Accessary not liable for collateral

If principal is irresponsible, indict crime, $ 229 .
ment should not be for aiding and

Relative guilt of accessary and prin
abetting, $ 212 .

cipal, $ 230.
Confederacy with constructive pres Assistance must be rendered know

ence may constitute principal, $ ingly and really , $ 231.

May be accessary before the fact to
But actmust result from confederacy ,

manslaughter, $ 232 .
$ 214 .

Accessary before the fact need not be
In duels all are principals , $ 215 .

originator, $ 233.
Persons abetting suicide are princi

Quantity of aid immaterial, $ 234.

pals in murder, $ 216 .
Conditions of time immaterial, $ 235 .

Persons executing parts of crime sep
Grade of guilt not necessarily the

arately are principals , $ 217 .

Persons outside keeping watch are
Conviction of principal no longer a

principals, $ 218 .
prerequisite, $ 237 .

An abettor must be near enough to
Indictmentmust particularize offence,

give assistance, $ 219. $ 238 .
Persons confederating

for wrongful
Verdict must specify grade, $ 239 .

purpose are chargeable with inci
Attempts, $ 240 .

IV . ACCESSARIES AFTER THE FACT.

essential when punishment varies,
An accessary after the fact is one who

subsequently assists or comforts

$ 221.
the felon , $ 241.

Conviction of principal in the first
Knowledge of principal's guilt is es

degree not a condition precedent to
sential, $ 242 .

213 .

same, $ 236 .

dental felony, $ 220 .
Distinction between two degrees only
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$ 207. ]

Wife is not so liable , $ 243.

Conviction of principal primâ facie

evidence of guilt , $ 244.

Indictmentmust be specific , $ 245 .

V. PRINCIPAL'S LIABILITY FOR AGENT.

Where the agent acts directly under

principal's commands, principal lia

ble , $ 246 .

So when agent is in lineof principal's

business, $ 247.

Non -resident principal infra-territo

rially liable, $ 248.

VI. MISPRISION.
Misprision of felony is concealment of

felony, $ 249.

Common

law recent

I. STATUTORY CHANGES.

§ 205. By the English common law , whenever there is a stat

utory distinction of punishment between principals in

lymodified the first and principals in the second degree, a party

by statute.
charged as principal in the first degree cannot be con

victed on evidence showing him to be principal in the second de

gree . By the same common law , there can be no conviction of

an accessary on an indictment charging him as principal. The

obstructions of justice caused by these subtleties have long been

deplored ; and while in several of the States of the American

Union it is already provided by statute that accessaries before

the fact are to be proceeded against as principals, in other States ,

and in England , the change will probably not be long delayed.

So far as concerns principals in the first and principals in the

second degree, the distinction is now almost universally oblit

erated . In the present chapter, however, in view of those juris

dictions in which the common law in this relation remains, the

topic will be discussed as at common law .

II . PRINCIPALS.

Principal

in first de

gree

ual per

petrator.

$ 206. A principal in the first degree, at common law ,

is act- is one who is the actual perpetrator of the act .

§ 207. To constitute , however, this grade of offence ,

it is not necessary that the party should have com

mitted the act with his own hands, or be actually pres

ent when the offence is consummated ; for, if one lay

nection is poison purposely for another,who takes it and is killed,

immediate,
he who laid the poison, though absent when it was

agent isite, taken, is a principal in the first degree. Such, also, is

the case with a party who maliciously turns out a wild

Presence

not neces

sary when

causal con

e . g . when

1 i Hale, 233, 615 ; Stephen's Dig .

art. 35 .

? Vaux's case, 4 Co. 44 b ; Ste

phen's Dig . art. 35; Fost. 349; R. v.
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CHAP. IX. ]
ASSISTANCE : INSTIGATION . [ $ 207.

do , you

beast, intending to kill any one whom the animalmay attack .

A party, also , who acts through the medium of an innocent ? or

insane medium , or a slave,4 is guilty as principal in the first

degree. Thus, in Sir William Courtney's case, Lord Denman,

C. J., charged the jury : “ You will say whether you find that

Courtney was a dangerous and mischievous person ; that these

two prisoners knew he was so , and yet kept with him , aiding and

abetting him by their presence, and conferring in his acts ; and

if
you will find them guilty , for they are then liable as

principals for what was done by his hand.” 6 If a child under

the age of discretion , or any other person excused from the re

sponsibility of his actions by defect of understanding, ignorance

of the fact, or other cause, be incited to the commission of mur

der or any other crime, the incitor, though absent when the act

was committed , is ex necessitate liable for the act of his agent,

and a principal in the first degree.? So if A., by letter, desire

B., an innocent agent, to write the name of " W.S.” to a receipt

on a post-office order, and the innocent agent do it, believing

that he is authorized so to do, A. is a principal in the forgery ;

and it makes no difference that by the letter A. says to B. that

he is " at liberty " to sign the name of W. S., and does not in

express words direct him to do so.8 But if the agent be aware

of the consequences of his act, he is a principal in the first de

Harley, 4 C. & P. 369; R. v. Kelly, 2 v. Giles, 1 Moody C. C. 166 ; R. v .

C.& K.379; R.v. Holloway , 2 Den . Tyler, 8 C. & P. 616 ; Blackburn v.

287; R. v. Williams, 1 C. & K. 589 ; State , 23 Ohio St. 146.

1 Den. C. C. 39 ; People v. Bush , 4
4 Berry v . State , 10 Georgia , 511.

Hill, 133. See Pinkard v . State , 30
5 Supra, § 161.

Ga. 757; Green v . State, 13 Mo. 382 ;
6 Hawk . c. 1, s. 7 ; R. v . Mears, i

Collins v. State , 3 Heisk . 14 .
Boston Law Rep. 205.

1 Fost.349; 1 Hale , 514.
7 Fost. 340 ; 1 East P. C. 118 ; 1

Supra,§ 161; R.v.Mazeau, 9 C. Hawk. c. 31, s. 7; R.v. Palmer, 1 N.

& P.676; R. v. Michael, 9 C. & P. R. 96 ; 2 Leach, 978 ; R. v. Giles, 1

356; S. C., 2 Moody C. C. 163; R. v.
Mood . C. C. 166 ; R. 2. Michael, 2

Clifford, 2 Car. & Kir. 201; Com . v. Mood. C. C. 87 ; 9 C. & P. 356 ; R.v.

Hill,11 Mass. 36 ; People v. Peabody, Manley, 1•Cox C. C. 104; Com . v.

25 Wend. 472 ; Adams v. People, i Hill, 11 Mass. 136; Collins v. State, 3

Comstock, 173; Collins v. State, 3 Heisk . 14. Supra, $ 161.

Heisk. 14 ; State v. Fulkerson, Phil
8 R. v. Clifford , 2 C. & K.201. See

also R. v. Palmer, 1 Russ. Cr. 53 ;

• 1 Hale , 19 ; 4 Bla. Com . 23; R. Stephen Cr. Law , art. 36.

lips N. C. 233 .
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before the

be cony ct

dent party
may be

liable for

acts .

See for Smith , 8 Cox C. C. 27; R. v . Ward

$ 211.]

gree, and the employer, if he be absent when the act is com

mitted , is an accessary before the fact.1

Accessary § 208. At common law , one indicted as principal can

fact cannot not be convicted on proof showing him to be only an

ed as prin- accessary before the fact, nor the converse 3

cipal.
§ 209. A non-resident party , though at the time an

Non resi inhabitant of a foreign State ,may be liable as principal

for his agent's criminal acts in a particular jurisdic

agent's tion . And a party who, thirty miles off, and in an

other county, signals to another, by fire on a mount

ain , when to commit a highway robbery , is principal in the

robbery.5
$ 210. If a husband and wife commit a murder jointly, they

Wife not

may be regarded , so it has been held , as co-principals,

ordinarily
on the ground that the doctrine of presumed coercion

co -princi
does not apply to murder.6 And so a wife may be con

victed , it is said , as an accessary before the fact to the

husband. But the weight of opinion is to require proof of in

dependent consent on part of the wife.8

III . PRINCIPALS IN THE SECOND DEGREE.

§ 211. Principals in the second degree are those who are pres

Principals ent aiding and abetting the commission of the offence.

degree are

As has been elsewhere shown, the assistant (principal

those pres in the second degree) is distinguished from the princi

ly aiding
pal in the first degree in this, that the latter directs the

couraging. unlawful act, the former assists it ; the action of the

latter is primary, that of the former is subsidiary. Hence the

principal in the first degree is spoken of by the old writers as

1 R. v. Soares, R. & R. 25 ; R. v. kin, 49 N.H.39. See State v. Dewer,

Stewart, R. & R. 363 ; or, if he be

65 N. C.572; Hately v. State, 15 Ga.

present, a principal in the second de- 346 .

gree. Fost. 349.
4 Infra , SS 278–280 .

2 R. v . Fallon , 9 Cox C. C. 242;

6 State v . Hamilton ,13 Nev.386.

State v. Wyckoff, 2 Vroom , 65 ;

* R. v.Manning , 2 C. & K.887.

Hughes v . State, 12 Ala . 458 ; Jose 7 Ibid .

phine v. State , 39 Miss. 613; Wal
Supra, SS 78 et seq .

rath v . State, 8 Neb . 80 .

other cases infra , $ S 238–245 .
roper, 8 Cox C. C. 284.

8 1 Leach ,515 ; 1 East P. C. 352 ; R.
99 Cent. L. J. 205 .

v . Plant, 7 C. & P. 575 ; State v. Lar

pal with

husband .

and en

See R. v.
8
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all
physical help is

intellectual
. A reason

to believe
that he has a friend

shown to him by a person
who is in- 9 Cent. L. J. 206 .

causa principalis, while the principal in the second degree is

spoken of as causa
secundaria , or

secondary cause.

The principal in the second
degree, or assistant, is

distinguished
from the

accessary
before the fact, not merely

because the former is pres

ent, the latter absent, at the
commission of the offence , but

because the accessary
before the fact, or

instigator, acts
deliber

ately, and so, with
premeditation

, though it may be not so cool

and long , does the
principal in the first

degree ; while the idea

of such
extended

premeditation
is not

necessary to the
principal

in the second
degree, or

assistant, who is not
supposed , as is the

instigator, to exercise an
organizing

influence on the
principal in

the first degree, and who may be
employed or induced to assist

the latter
without any previous

conception of what the
criminal

act is intended to be. It is, of course, possible for a person to be

at once
instigator and

assistant in the
perpetration of a particu

lar crime. But
ordinarily the action of the

assistant is subordi

nate to that of the
principal. He is present at the

perpetration ,

but present only as an
auxiliary.

The
distinction however, under our present mode of pleading, is one that goes only to the ad

justment of
punishment,when that is

discretionary with the court.

Merely witnessing a crime, without
intervention , does not

make a person a party to its
commission , unless his

interference

was a duty , and his non-
interference was one

the conditionsof the
commission of the crime. A person , for

instance, in or

der to produce a collision on a railroad, starts a car on the top of

a high grade. A switch-tender,
appointed to watch and adjust

a particular switch, could avoid a collision by turning the switch ,

but
intentionally refuses to do so. In such case he is an

assistant

in the
homicide, if a

homicide ensue. A
watchman appointed to

guard a bank sees
burglars approach , and lets them pursue their

work without
interruption. By so doing he becomes assistant in

1 Infra, $ 227.

visible . Here is physical aid in itsA distinction is taken between most naked shape, since the person

physical and
intellectual help, the lat- offering the aid is not even seen.

ter being supposed to be help purely it is at the same time
intellectual aid

It should be observed,however, that term ), since it gives the combatant

But

participant in a fight, for
instance, to

take an extreme case,sees a weapon
encouragement as well as

assistance.
near ready to see him through. It is

VOL . I.

16
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3 R. v . Taylor, L. R. 2 C. C. 147 ; 401 ; R. v . Gray, 7 C. & P. 164 ; R. v .

§ 212. ]

the felony. But unless this abstention from interference removes

a check which would otherwise prevent the commission of the

crime, and is therefore equivalent to a positive act of assistance,

the person so abstaining does not become a party to the crime.

He may be indicted for his neglect in not assisting the officers

of the law in arresting the offenders. But he is not indictable

as concerned in the offence which the offender in question com

mits. Hence , although a man be present while a felony is com

mitted, if he take no part in it , and do not act in concert with

those who commit it, he will not be a principal in the second

degree merely because he did not endeavor to prevent the felony

or apprehend the felon . Something must be shown in the con

duct of the bystander , which indicates a design to encourage,

incite, approve of, or in some manner afford aid or consent to the

particular act.2 It is not necessary, however, to prove that

the party actually aided in the commission of the offence ; if he

watched for his companions in order to prevent surprise, or re

mained at a convenient distance in order to favor their escape,
if

necessary , or was in such a situation as to be able readily to come

to their assistance, the knowledge of which was calculated to give

additional confidence to his companions, in contemplation of law

he was aiding and abetting.3 Nor is it necessary that the prin

cipal in the second degree should be personally capable of com

mitting the offence. Thus a person legally incapable of rape

may be principal in the second degree to rape ;4 and an unmar

ried man may be principal in the second degree to bigamy.

§ 212. We have already seen that he who acts through an ir

If princi- responsible agent is liable as principal. It follows,

sponsible , therefore, that a person so acting is not liable as princi

11 Hale , 439 ; Fost. 350 ; Con

v. State, 1 Wis . 169; People v . Wood

naughty v. State, 1 Wis. 169 ; But- ward, 45 Cal. 293.

ler v. Com . 2 Duvall, 435 ; Plummer
8 Jery. Arch. 4 ; Thompson v. Com .

v . Com . 1 Bush (Ky.) , 76; People v . 1 Metc. (Ky.) 13 .

Ah Ping, 27 Cal. 489.

4 Audley's
case , 3 How . St. Tr.

• Boggus v. State , 34 Ga. 275.
R. v. Cruse, 8 C. & P. 541; R. v . At- Crisham , C. & M. 187.

kinson , 11 Cox , C. C. 330 ; King v.

State , 21 Ga. 220. See White v . Peo- Supra , § 69.

ple , 81 Ill . 333; Clem v . State, 33 Ind .

418 ; State v . Farr, 33 Iowa, 553 ; Wal- ler, 8 C. & P. 616 .

rath v . State , 8 Neb. 80 ; Connaughty

6 Supra , $ 206. See also R. v. Ty
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Confeder

ence may

confederates unlock the door of a room sibility
for anything

not fairly within

pal in the second , but as principal in the first degree. indictment

Hence, if a principal in a transaction be not liable un- be for aid

der our laws, another cannot be charged merely for aid- abetting.

ing and abetting him , unless the other do acts himself which

render him liable as principal.1

§ 213. Any participation in a general felonious plan , provided

such participation be concerted , and there be construc

tive presence, is enough to make a man principal in acy with

the second degree, as to any crime committed in exe- tive pres

cution of the plan . Thus, if several act in concert to constitute
principal.

steal a man's goods, and he is induced by fraud to trust

one of them in the presence of others with the possession of the

goods, and then another of the party entice the owner away that

he who has the goods may carry them off, all are guilty as prin

cipals.8 So, it has been ruled, that to aid and assist a person to

the jurors unknown , to obtain money by ring-dropping, makes

the party principal in the second degree, if the jury find that the

prisoner was confederate with the person unknown to obtain the

money by means of this practice.4

$ 214. But the act must be the result and in execution of the

confederacy ;5 and if the crime is committed by a con- But act

federate as collateral to an escape ; or if several are must re

out for the purpose of committing a felony, and upon

an alarm run different ways, and one of them maim a

* U. S. v. Libby , 1 W.& M. 221. in which a larceny is to be completed ,

See U. S. v. Crane, 4 McLean , 317. and then go away, and the other con

2 Infra, § 1404 ; Stephen's C. L. federate comes and steals the goods,

27; Sissinghurst's case, 1 Hale P. C. the former is not a principal in the

462; R. v.Manners, 7 C. & P. 801; theft. This, however, is disapproved

Com.v.Knapp, 9 Pick. 496 ; Norton in State v. Hamilton , 13 Nev. 385, and

v.People,8 Cow. 137; Breese v. State, is in conflictwith cases above stated.

5 See infra, § 397 ; R. v. Hodgson,

* R.v. Standley, R. & R. 305; 1
1 Leach, 7 ; Duffey's case , i Lew .

Russ. 24 ;R.v. Passey, 7 C. & P. 194 ; R.v. Cruse, 8 C. & P. 541 ; R.

282 ; R.v.Lockett, Ibid . 300.
v . Taylor, L. R. 2 C. C. 147; People

* R. v. Moyre, 1 Leach , 314 ; R. v.
v . Knapp, 26 Mich. 112 ; People v.

Standley ,R. & R. 305; R.v. Passey, Woodward , 45 Cal. 293.

7 C. & P.282;R.v. Lockett, Ibid . 300 .
6 R. v . Collison , 4 C. & P. 565 ; R.

In R. v. Jefferies, 3 Cox C. C. 85, v. Howell, 9 C. & P. 437; People v.

Cresswell, J., after conferring with Knapp, 26 Mich. 112.

" There can be no criminalrespon

6

sult from

confeder

acy .

12 Oh . St. 146 .

Patteson , J., held that if one of two
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In duels

all are

$ 215.]

pursuer to avoid being taken ; the others are not to be considered

principals in such act. Persons, also, interfering in hot blood in a

fight, which was started by the immediate parties deliberately,

may be guilty only of manslaughter
, while the immediate parties

are guilty of murder. And when H.and S. broke open a ware

house and stole thereout thirteen firkins of butter, & c., which

they carried along the street thirty yards, and then recalled the

prisoner, who was apprised of the robbery , and he assisted in

carrying the property away ; he was held not a principal, the

felony being complete before he interfered.3

Even confederates in a riot, as will presently be seen more.

fully,are not responsible for crimes which are the result of col

lateral collisions, in no way within the purview of the confed

eracy , and in no sense encouraged by the parties charged. And

mere mental approval or sympathy does not make a person an

accomplice or confederate.5

§ 215. In the case of murder by duelling , in strictness, all

parties, as will bemore fully seen , are technically prin

cipals. And all persons present at a prize-fight, having

principals.
gone thither for the purpose of seeing the prize-fighters

strike each other,are principals in the breach of the peace.?

the common enterprise, and which

1 R. v . White, Russ. & R.C.C.99;

might be expected to happen if oc

R. v. Skeet, 4 F. & F. 931; R. v. Col

casion should arise for any one to do lison, 4 C.& P. 565; R.v. Howell,9

it. In other words, the principle is C. & P. 437.

quite analogous to that of agency,

3 State v. King, 2 Rice's S. C. Dig.

where the liability is measured by the

express or implied authority . And

8 R. v. King, Russ. & R. C. C.

the authorities
are quite clear, and

332; R. v . McMakin, Russ. & R. C.

reasonable
, which deny any liability C. 333.

for acts done in escaping, which were

4 See infra, $ 220 ; citing R.v.Mur

not within any joint purpose or com- phy, 6 C. & P. 103 ; R.v. Skeet, 4

bination .” Campbell, J. , People v.

F. & F.931 ; R. v. Price, 8 Cox C.C.

Knapp, 26 Mich . 112.

B.is indicted for inflicting on C. an

96 ; U. S. v. Jones, 3 Wash. C. C.

209;.Com . v. Campbell, 7 Allen, 541;

injury dangerous
to life, with intent

Watts v . State, 5 W. Va. 532 ; Peo

to murder. A.is indicted for aiding ple.v.Knapp, 26 Mich . 112; State is

and abetting B. A. must be shownto Stalcup, 1 fred. 30. See R.v.Colli

have known that it was B.'s intent to

murder C., and it is not enough to

son, 4 C. & P.565; and see infra, $ 397.

6 State v. Cox, 65 Mo. 29; Con

show that A. helped B. in what he naughty v. State, 1 Wis. 169. Infra,

did . Steph . Crim . Dig. art. 37, citing § 1400.

R. v . Cruse , 8 C. & P. 546.
• See fully infra, § 614.
7 R. v. Perkins, 4 C. & P.537; R.

106 .
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, 9 Cox C. C. 152 ; There
was also

evidence

of a mutual

79 ; R. v . Russell
, 1 Moody

C. C. 356.
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of murder
in the second

degree
,
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[ $ 216 .

§ 216. If one encourage another to commit suicide, and is

present aiding him while he does so , such person is

Persons
guilty of murder as a principal ; and if two

encourage abetting

each other to murder
themselves, and one does so, the principals

in murder.

other being present, but the latter fail in an attempt

upon himself,heis principal in the murder of the first. Whether

the influence of the defendant was the exclusive cause of the sui

cide is
immaterial. All present at the time of

committing the

offence are principals ,although only one acts , if they are con

federates , and engaged in the common design of which the of

fence is a part.3 Where, however, the act is done in the absence

of the party who incites it , the latter has been held in
England

not to be amenable to
indictment as a principal, because he was

not present ; nor as an accessary before the fact at common law ,

because the principal cannot be convicted ; nor as guilty of a

substantive felony under 7 Geo . 3, c. 64, s. 9, because that stat

ute is to be
considered as

extending to those persons only who,

before the statute, were liable either with or after the
principal,

and not to make those liable who before could never have been

tried. But by
subsequent statutes the English law in this re

spect is
materially changed. That an attempt to commit sui

cide
may be indictable at common law is

elsewhere seen.7

A party who compels another to take poison, so as to produce

death, is
responsible for the murder as

principal in the first de

v. Murphy, 6 C. & P. 103 ; R. v.

? Supra , $ 175.

Young, 8 C. & P. 645. See Com . v.

8 Thus, in a case tried in 1872 in

Dudley, 6 Leigh, 613.

Ohio (where suicide is not a crime,See more fully infra, ss 448 et there being in that State no common

seq.; R. v. Dyson, Russ. & R.C. C. law crimes), the evidence was thatthe

523 ; R. v. Russell, 1 Moody C. C. defendant,
Blackburn, gave to the de

356; R. v. Allison, 8 C. & P. 418 ; ceased , Mary Jane Lowell, poison, toBlackburn v. State ,23 Oh. St. 165.

be taken by her; and there was evi2. Com v. Bowen , 13 Mass. 356; dence tending to show that the de

fendant, by threats of violence or oth• Green v. State, 13 Mo. 382. See erwise, forced her to swallow the poi
supra, SS 206–208.

son , or forced it down her throat.

• See R.v. Leddington, 9 C. & P. mit suicide. Thedefendant was conagreement between the parties to com

under the Ohio statute making killing

gree,

Whart. Prec. 107.

L. & C. 161.

o See infra , SS 448 et seq.
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§ 218. ]

Persons

crime sep

§ 217. If part of a crime be committed in one place and part

in another, each person concerned in the commission of

partes ting either part is liable as principal. Hence if severalcom

arately are

bine to forge a document, and each executes, by him

principals. self, a distinct part of the forgery , and they are not

together when the instrument is completed , they are neverthe

less all guilty as principals. And if A. counsel B. to make the

paper, C. to engrave the paper, D. to fill up the names of a

forged note, and they do so, each without knowing that the

others are employed for that purpose , B., C., and D.may be in

dicted for forgery , and A. as an accessary ;

for if severalmake

distinct parts of a forged instrument
, each is a principal, though

he do not know by whom the other parts are executed , and

though it is finished by one alone in the absence of the others.

§ 218. It has been already seen that actual immediate pres

ence at the injury is not necessary : ( 1. ) when the

defendant acts through an irresponsible agent (e. g.

keepingwatch are through a lunatic or infant ) ; and ( 2.) when he acts

principals .
through a material agent, such as poison , which does

not require the presence of a guilty director to make it effective.

Nor is it necessary that the party should be actually present,an

ear or eye-witness of the transaction , in order to make him prin

cipal in the second degree ; he is, in construction of law , present

Persons

outside

by administering poison murder. This them in his absence and died from

was sustained in the Supreme Court. their effects. On
an indictment

“ To force poison down one's throat,” against him for manslaughter
, it was

said Welch , J., “ or to compel him by objected
that hewas only an accessary

threats of violence
to swallow

it, is an

before the fact, and that in law there

administering
of poison. Neither de- cannot be an accessary before the fact

ception nor breach of confidence is a

to manslaughter
. It was held that a

necessary ingredient
in the act. It conviction

for manslaughter
was prop .

matters not whether the poison be put er.

R. v . Gaylor, 7 Cox C. C. 253 ;

into the hand or into the stomach of Dears. & B. C. C. 288 .

the party whose life is to be destroyed

by it." Blackburn
v. State, 23 Oh. R.v.Lockett,"7 C. & P. 300 ; R. V.

1 R. v. Kelly, 2 C. & K. 379. See

St. 146 .

Whittaker, 1 Den. C. C. 310 .

In a reserved case before the Eng
lish judges,the evidence showed that 446 ; R. v. Kelley, Russ. & R. C.C.

2 R. v. Bingley , Russ. & R. C. C.

the prisoner had procured certain 421.

drugs and gave them to his wife, with

intent that she should take them in

8 R. v . Dale , 1 Moody C. C. 307.

order to procure abortion. She took See R. v. Kelly, 2 Cox C. C. 171.

* R.v. Kirkwood , 1Moody C. C. 304.
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Hale,555; R. v. Gogerly
, Russ. & R.

Selvidge
v . State

, 30 Texas
, 60.

2

aiding and abetting , if , with the intention of giving assistance,he

be near enough to afford it should the occasion arise. Thus, if

he be outside of an enclosure, watching , to prevent surprise, or

for the purpose of keeping guard , while his
confederates are in

side committing the felony, such
constructive presence is suffi

cienttomake him a principal in the second degree. No matter

how widemay be the
separation of the

confederates, if they are

all engaged in a common plan for the execution of a felony , and

all take their part in
furtherance of the common design, all are

liable as
principals. Actual presence is not

necessary if there

is direct connection between the actor and the crime. Turning

out a wild beast with intent to do mischief, so that
thereupon

death ensues, involves, as we have seen, the guilt of a principal ; 3

and the same grade of guilt is
imputable to him who, intending

to kill, sets a spring -gun,or explosive machine. A person, how

ever, is not
constructively present at an overt act of treason ,

unless he be aiding and abetting at the fact, or ready to do so

if
necessary.5

tor must
be near

give assist

$ 219. But persons not actually assisting are not
principals,

conjointly with parties by whom the act is consum- An abet

mated. Thus,where Brighton uttered a forged note

at Portsmouth, the plan was concerted between him enough to

and two others, to whom he was to return , when he ance.

passed the note, and divide the proceeds. The three had before

been concerned in uttering another forged note ; but at thetime

this note was being uttered in
Portsmouth, the other two stayed

at Gosport. The jury found all three guilty, but, on a case re

served, the judges were clear that as the other two were not

present, nor
sufficiently near to assist , they could not be deemed

principals, and,
therefore, they were

recommended for a pardon.

... Fost. 347, 350. See R. v. Borth- 12 Ohio St. R. 146 ; Tate v. State, 6

wick et al.1 Doug. 207; 1 Leach,66; Blackf. 110 ; Doan v. State , 26 Ind.

2.Hawk.c.29,88.7, 8;'1Russ. 31; 1 495; State v. Squaires, 2 Nev. 226 ;

Supra ,SS 209-213; R. v. Standley,

C. C. 343; R. v. Owen , 1 Mood. C.

C. 96; Com .v. Knapp, 9 Pick.496 ; Russ. & R. C. C. 305.
Com .v. Lucas, 2 Allen, 170 ;

Ruloff v.

People,45 N. Y. 213 ; State v. Har

din , 2 Dev. & Bat.407; State v. Cole

man , 5 Porter, 32; State v . Town, 492.

Wright's Ohio R. 75 ;
Breese v . State,

8 Fost. 349; 1 Hale , 514.

4 See supra , SS 161, 166.

6 United States v . Burr, 4 Cranch,

6 R.v. Soares, Atkinson & Brighton,
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4

Going towards the place where a felony is to be committed, in

order to assist in carrying off the property , and assisting ac

cordingly, will not make a man a principal, if he were at such a

distance at the time of the felonious taking as not to be able to

assist in it. And although an act be committed in pursuance

of a previous concerted plan between the parties, those who are

not present, or so near as to be able to afford aid and assistance

at the timewhen the offence is committed , are not principals

in cases where the felony is immediately executed by responsible

agents, but are accessaries before the fact.2 Presence, however,

during the whole of the transaction , is not necessary ; for, as we

have already seen , if several combine to forge an instrument, and

each execute by himself a distinct part of the forgery, and they

are not together when the instrument is completed , they are,

nevertheless, all guilty as principals. And presence is not to

be determined by mere contiguity of space. A man who, on a

mountain top at a distance of thirty miles, assists a highway rob

ber, by a signal, in making an attack , is a principal in the rob

bery.
§ 220. All those who assemble themselves together, with an

intent to commit a wrongful act, the execution whereof

erating involves in the nature of things the commission of a

for purpong- felony ; and continue together abetting one another,till

chargeable they have actually put their design into execution ;

and also all those who are present when the felony is

committed, and abet the doing of it, are principals in

the felony. Thus, if several persons come armed to a house

with intent to commit an affray (such affray having bloodshed as

a probable incident ) ; and a homicide ensues while the assailants

are engaged in riotous or illegal proceedings, then even those

2 East P. C. 974 ; Russ . & Ry. C. C.

8 R. v. Bingley , R. & R. 446. See

25, S. C.; and see R. v . Stewart and 2 East P. C. 768. See supra, $ 217.

others, Russ . & R. C. C. 363; R. v .

* State v. Hamilton, 13 Nev. 386.

Badcock and others , Russ. & R. C. C. Infra , $ 280.

249 ; R. v . Manners , 7 C. & P. 801.

6 Fost. 351, 352 ; 2 Hawk. c. 29,

Infra , $ 710.

8. 9 ; R. v . Howell, 9 C. & P. 437 ;

1 R. v . Kelly , R. & R. 421.

Brennan v. People, 15 Illinois , 511 ;

* R. v. Soares, R. & R. 25; R. v. Carrington v.People, 6 Parker C.R.

Davis, Ibid . 113 ; R. v. Elsee , Ibid . 336. Infra , $ 1536.

142; R. v. Badcock , Ibid . 249; R. v .

Manners, 7 C. & P. 801.

Persons

confed

pose are

with inci

dental fel

ony .
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9
R.v.

Howell
, 9 C. & P.437 ; Com . C. C. 266 ; R. v . Caton

, 12 Cox C. C.

who are in different rooms will be principals in the murder.1

And where persons combine to stand by one another in a breach

of the peace, with a general resolution to resist to the death

all opposers, and in the execution of their design a murder

is committed, all of the company are equally principals in the

murder, though at the time of the fact some of them were

at such a distance as to be out of view.2 Thus where a num

ber of persons combine to seize with force and violence a vessel,

and run away with her,and, if
necessary, to kill any person who

should oppose them in the design, and murder ensues, all con

cerned are principals in such murder. It is not necessary that

the crime should be part of the original design ; it is enough if

it be one of the
incidental probable

consequences of the exe

cution of that design, and should appear at the moment to one

of the
participants to be

expedient for the common purpose.

Thus where A. and B. go out for the purpose of robbing C., and

A., in pursuance of the plan , and in execution of the robbery,

kills C., B. is guilty of the murder. In such cases of
confederacy

all are
responsible for the acts of each, if done in

pursuance of

the common design. This doctrine may seem hard and severe,

but, as has been well argued, has been found
necessary to prevent

persons engaged in riotous
combinations from

committing mur

der with impunity. For where such illegal
associates are numer

ons,it would scarcely be
practicable to establish the identity of

the individual actually guilty of a specific wrong. Where,how

ever,a
homicide is

committed
collaterally by

one or more of abody unlawfully associated, from causes having no
connection

with the common object, the
responsibility for such homicide

attaches exclusively to its actual
perpetrators.? And if the of

2 Dalt. J. c. 161; 1 Hale, 439; v. Tyler, 8 C. & P.616 ;R.v. Bernard,

1 F. & F. 240 ; R. v . Cooper, 1 Cox

4. Hare,4 Penn. L. J.257; Ruloff v. 624 ; Ferguson v. State,32 Ga. 658 ;

People,45 N. Y. 213;
Williams v.

Beets v . State, Meigs, 106 .

6 R. v. Jackson, 7 Cox C. C. 357.

6 R. v. Murphy, 6 C. & P. 103;

Com . v . Daly, 4 Penn. Law Journal,

156 ; Com . v . Neills, 2 Brewster, 553 ;deM. S. v. Ross, 1 Gallison, 624. Peoplev.Knapp,26 Mich. 112;Moody

v . State , 6 Coldw . ( Tenn.) 299.

* Ibid .; supra , $ 214 ; R. v. Mur

Hawk . b. 2 , c. 29, s. 8 .

State, 54 III.422 ; Miller v. State , 25

Wis.384. See,
however,

qualification

stated by Bigelow , C. J. , Com . v.
Campbell, 7 Allen, 541.

See
Brennan v.People,15

Illinois, 511.

- See cases cited infra ; and see R.
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two de

fence is only manslaughter in the person striking the blow , it is

only manslaughter in those engaged with him with the like tem

per and purpose ; 1 though if there be malice proved as to any

one party , hemay be found guilty of murder.2 It must also be

remembered that a rioter is not responsible, on an indictment

formurder, for a death accidentally caused by officers engaged in

suppressing the riot ; 3 nor, in an affray, are the original parties

responsible for a death caused by strangers breaking indepen

dently into the ring.4

§ 221. The distinction between principals in the first and sec

Distinction ond degree, it has been said , is a distinction without a

difference ; and , therefore, it need not be made in in

erentially dictments. Such is only the case, however, where the

phy, 6 C. & P. 103; R. v . Collison, children , in their houses, should be

4 C. & P. 565 ; R. v. Skeet, 4 F. & F. killed by some of the missiles dis

931 ; People v. Knapp, 26 Mich . 112. charged ; shall the violators of the

See R. v . McPhane, C. & M. 212 .

public peace, whose unlawful acts have

1 R. v . Murphy, 6 C. & P. 103. produced the death of the unoffending
,

? R.v . Caton , 12 Cox C. C. 624 .

escape, because from the manner and

8 Com . v. Campbell, 7 Allen, 541.

time of the fire it is impossible to tell

* R.v.Murphy, 6 C.& P. 103. See from what quarter the implement of

fully supra , $ 214, and infra , $ 397. death was propelled ? Certainly not.

If, as it was laid down in another The law declares to such outlaws,You

case, during a scene of unlawful vio

are equally involved in all the conse

lence, an innocent third person is quences

of your assault on the public

slain ,who had no connection
with the peace and safety. Is there any hard

combatants
on either side, nor any ship in this principle ? Does not a

participation
in any of their unlawful

just regard to the general safety de

doings, such a homicide
would bemur mand its strict application

? If men

der, at common law , in all the parties are so reckless of the lives of the in

engaged in the affray. “ Itwould be nocent as to engage in a conflict with

a homicide
, the consequence

of an

fire-arms in the public highway of a

unlawful act,and all participants in thickly populated city, are they to have

such an act are alike responsible for the benefits of impracticable
niceties,

its consequences
. If the law should in order to their indemnity from the

be called upon to detect the particular consequences
of their own conduct?"

agents by whom such a slaying has Com . v. Hare, 4 Penn . Law Journ.

been perpetrated , in a general combat 257.

of this kind, it would perpetually de

5 R. v. O'Brien , 1 Den . C. C. 9; 2

feat justice and give immunity to C. & K. 115 ; R.v. Crisham , C.& M.

guilt. Suppose, for instance, a fight 187; State v. McGregor,41 N. H.

with fire -arms between two bodies of 407; Com . v. Chapman, 11 Cush.422;

enraged men should take place in a

Com . v. Fortune, 105 Mass. 592 ;

public street,and,from a simultaneous
State v. Hill, 72 N. C. 345 ; State v.

fire, innocent persons, their wives or Jenkins, 14 Rich. S. C.215 ; State v.

1
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? 1 East P.C.348, 350 ; R.v . Home, son v . Offey, 2 Shaw , 270 ; 3 Mod .

1
Leach, 473. See

Rasnick's case, 2 121 ; R. v . Wallis , Salk . 334 ; R. v.

Virg. Ca. 356 ; Hoffman v. Com . 6 Towle , R. & R. 314 ; 3 Price, 145 ;

Randolph , 685 ;
Warden v . State , 24 2 Marsh . 463 ;

Archibald's
C. P. 6 ;

1

ishment

varies .

4
Strobhart, 128 ; Hately v . State, 15 Mairs , 1 Coxe's

R.453 ; State v. Fley,

Infra, $ 522; Whart. Crim . Ev . § Ross , 29 Mo. 32.

punishment is the same for both degrees. But where, when pun

by particular statute, the
punishment is different, then

principals in the second degree must be indicted specially , as aid

ers and abettors. Where no such statute exists, in an indict

ment for murder, if several be charged as principals, one as

principal
perpetrator, and the others as aiding and abetting, it

is not material which of them be charged as principals in the

first degree, as having given the mortal blow ; for the mortal in

jury given by any one of those present is, in
contemplation of

law , the injury of each and every of them . An exception to

the rule just stated , however, may be found in rape, in which

assistants, though present, can be charged only as principals in

the second degree.

§ 222. If the actual
perpetrator of a murder should escape by

flight, or die, those present, abetting the
commission of

Conviction
the crime,may be indicted as principals ; and though ofprincipal

the indictment should state the mortal injury was com- degree not

mitted by him who is absent or dead , yet if it be sub

stantially alleged that those who were indicted were

principal
present at the

perpetration of the crime, and did kill in second

degree .

and murder the deceased by the mortal injury so done

by the actual
perpetrator, it shall be sufficient. So the party

charged as principal in the second degree may be convicted ,

though the party charged as principal in the first degree is ac

quitted. And on an
indictment for murder the court may, in

their discretion,try the
principal in the second degree before the

principal in the first degree.?

Anthony, 1 McCord , 285; State v.

R. v . Gutch, M. & M. 433 ; R. v .Fley,2 Brevard, 338 ; State v.Green,
Borthwick, í Doug. 207 ; State v.

Ga. 346 ; State v. Davis, 29 Mo. 391; 2 Brevard , 338 .

v. Ah Fat, 48 Cal. 61.

See 4 Infra, § 553 a .

6 State v . Fley, 2 Rice's S. C. Di1.2Hawk. c. 25,s. 64;
Mackally's gest, 104 ; 2 Brevard, 338.

8 R. v . Taylor, 1 Leach, 360 ; Ben

Brown v . State, 28 Geo . 216 ; State v.

Boyd v . State , 17 Geo . 194.

& condition

precedent
to trial of

People

infra , $ 522.

case, 9 Co.67 b ; Fost. 345.

Oh . St. 143.

102; Foster, 551 ; 1 East P. C. 350;
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In misde

meanors

all are

§ 223. At common law , in misdemeanors
, there are no acces

saries, all concerned being principals. Thus, the mas

ter who knowingly permits bis servant,while under his

principals.. control, to retail liquor, in a house belonging to the

master, is himself guilty of the offence of keeping a tippling

house , and liable to the penalty .? If A. counsel and encourage

B. to set fire to a malt-house, and B. attempt to set it on fire,

both
may

be jointly indicted as principals in the misdemeanor

of attempting to set the malt-house on fire, although A. was not

present at the time of the attempt.3 · A ' man who, though at a

distance, is concerned in the furnishing of lottery tickets to an

other, to be sold in a place where their sale is prohibited , is

guilty as principal in such sale. So , in New York , it is ruled

that there are no accessaries in petit larceny ; but all concerned

in the commission of the offence are principals. From this doc

trine it follows that an averment of the commission of a misde

meanor by a principal is sustained by proof of its commission by

an agent. An exception to the rule is taken in liquor cases, in

which it is held that a vendee is not indictable under the stat

utes.? And , generally, accessaries to police offences are not in

dictable .8
§ 224. The old text writers above cited unite in holding that

613 ;

13 Inst. 21, 438 ; i Hale, 233, Bailey, 132; State v.Goode,1 Hawks,

Dalt. J. c. 161; Fost. 341; 12 463 ; State v. Bardon, 1 Devereux,

Co. 812 ; Co. Lit. 57 ; Hawk. b. 2, c. 518 ; State v. Cheek, 13 Ired . 114 ;

29, s. 1 ; 4 Bla. Com . 34 ; Cro. C. C. Schmidt v. State, 14 Mo. 137 ; Wil

49; R.v. Greenwood , 9 Eng. Law & liamsv. State, 12 S. & M.587; Whit

Eq. 535; 2 Den. C. C. 453; R. v.Wil ney v. Turner, 1 Scam . 253 ; Sanders

liams, C. & M.259 ; R .: v . Dyson, R.
v. State , 18 Ark . 198 .

& R. 523 ; U. S. v . Morrow , 4 Wash .

2. Com . .v. Major, 6 Dana's Ken

C. C. 733 ;U. S.v.Mills, 7 Peters, 138; tucky R. 293. See infra, $$ 247,1503;

U. S. v. Hartwell
, 3 Cliff. 221 ; U. S.v . ' supra , S:135 .

Harries, 2 Bond, 311; Com . v .Macom
8 R. v. Clayton , 1 Car. & Kir . 128.

ber, 3 Mass. 254 ; Com . v . Nichols, 10

:: 4 Com . v.Gillespie, 7 Serg. & Rawle,

Met. 259; Lowenstein
v . People, 54

Barb. 299; Com . v .Gillespie, 7 S. & R.

6 Ward v. State, 6 Hill, N. Y. R.

469 ; Stratton v. State; 45. Ind. 468 ; 144 ; and see State v.Goode, 1 Hawks,

Stevens v . People, 67 Ill. 587 ; Cur- 463.

lin v . State , 4 Yerger, 143 ; Com . v .
6. Infra , $ 1792.

McAtee, 8 Dana, 28 ;.Com . v. Major,
7 Infra , § 1529 .

6 Dana, 293 ; Com . v. Burns, 4 J. J.
8 See supra , § 23 a.

Marshall , 182 ; State v: Westfield , 1

469.
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the
principal

having
been

convicted
, cessary

for
receiving

'stolen
goods

,

fact ,
generally in

Massachusetts
, 101.

principal
felon , 113. Against

acces
Against

accessary
before

the fact in saries
in homicide

, 132, 156. Against

1
at common

law .

an

in treason , also, there are no 'accessaries. Under the Constitu

tion of the United States, however, it has been argued And so as

that the reason of the common law doctrine,that in trea- to treason

son all are principals, fails, and therefore that a per

son counselling or advising treason against the United States is

accessary before the fact. The principle, on the other hand,

is said by an elementary writer of much learning to be in force

in the several States ; and he
consequently argues that, in treason

against the State of Virginia, accessaries do not exist.3 But where

the
Constitution

provides, as does the
Constitution of the United

States, that treason shall consist only in levying war against the

State, or adhering to its enemies,
accessaryship after the fact,

which contains neither the element of levying war nor that of ad

hering to a public enemy, which is construed to mean
exclusively

a foreign power, cannot be claimed to constitute treason .

III.
ACCESSARIES BEFORE THE FACT.5

§ 225. An accessary before the fact is one who, though absent

at the
commission of the felony , procures, counsels, or Command

commands another to commit said felony
subsequently consells

counselling

Jr., 139 ;
charge

Jr. 134 .

See 1Hale P. C.233,613; 3 Inst.
Massachusetts, 103. Against an ac

138 ; though see 2 Hale P. C. 223 .

cessary for harboring a principal felon* U. S. v.Burr, 4 Cranch, 472, 501; in murder, 104. Against an accessary

though see U. S. v.
Hanway,

2 Wal. afterthe fact in burglary , 105. Against

on treason , 2 Wal. principal and accessaries before the

fact in same, 106. Against accessaryDavis's Criminal Law , 38. Infra, before the fact to suicide. First count,

$ 1812.

against suicide as principal in the first

degree, and against party aiding him

as principal in the second degree, 107.see Wharton's Precedents as follows : Second count, against defendant for

Against accessary before the fact, to
murdering suicide, 108. Against a

gether with principal,97.
Againsta

defendant in murder, who is an accesaccessarybefore the fact,the principal sary before the fact in one county to

a murder committed in another, 109.saryafter thefact,with the principal , Against principal and accessary before

39. Against accessary after the fact, the fact in larceny, 111. Against ac

4 See infra , $ 1793.

5 For
indictments

under this head

an

being
convicted , 98.

Against

acces

99. Against
accessary before the

112. Against accessary for receiving

murder,at common law ,102. Against
accessary to piracy, 1080, 1081.

accessary before the fact in
murder, in
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a ccessary

the fact.

before the fact to such murder. Steph. lishers of bad books, but we cannot

Crim . Dig . citing R. v . Fretwell, L. & charge him with doing an act atwhose

C. 161 ; compare R. v . Cooper, 5 C. commission he was not present, which

& P. 535 ; R. v .Gordon , 1 Leach , 515 ; he had no power to order, but whose

§ 225. ]

constitute perpetrated in consequence of such procuring , counsel,

ship before

or command.1 To constitute such an accessary, it is

necessary that he should have been absent at the time

when the felony was committed ; if he was either actually or con

structively present, he is, as has been seen , principal. The acces

sary is liable for all that ensues as incident to the execution of

the unlawful act commanded ; as, for instance, if A.command B.

to beat C. so as to inflict grievous bodily harm , and he beat C.

so that C. dies, A. is accessary to the murder, if the offence be

murder in B.2 So if A. command B. to burn the house of C.,

and in doing so the house of D. is also burnt, A. is accessary to

the burning of D.'s house. And if the offence commanded be

effected , although by different means from those commanded ;

as, for instance, if J. W.hire J. S. to poison A., and instead of

poisoning him he shoot him , J. W. is , nevertheless
, liable as ac

cessary .As we have already seen , the common law has recently been

changed in several States so as to treat accessaries before the fact

as principals. In many jurisdictions, however, the offences con

tinue distinct, so that acquittal as a principal does not bar a

prosecution asaccessary.6

1 i Hale ,615. The meaning of the

6 See Wh. Crim . Pl. & Pr . $ 458;

word " command " will be more fully Com . v . Pettes, 126 Mass. 242.

considered in note to § 226 . See
As is observed in another place

State v. Mann, 1 Hayw . N C. 4 .

(see article in 9 Central L. J. 183),

A. supplies B. with corrosive sub- the law of accessaryship
involves one

limate , knowing that B.means to use

of the most difficult metaphysical

it to procure her own abortion, but problems. If the will is free,how can

being unwilling that she should take

we punish the instigator of a crime as

the poison, and giving it to her be equally guilty with the perpetrator ?

cause she threatened
to kill herself if The latter,it is assumed,acted with

he did not. B. does so use it, and perfect freedom ; we may therefore

dies. Even if B. is guilty ofmurder- punish the instigator for giving bad

ing herself, A. is not an accessary counsel, as we would punish the pub

4

1 East P. C. 352.

2 4 Bl. Com . 37 ; 1 Hale , 617.

8 Ibid .; Fost. 370 .

4 Fost . 369.

6 Supra , $ 205 .

performance
is imputable

to the free

and independent
will of another per

On the other hand, if the will is

necessitated
, we certainly cannot pun

ish the agent whose action is deter

son .
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:

INSTIGATION
.

tion is
accepted by us in all other

necessitarian
side of the

controversy
.

18

[ $ 225 a .
§ 225 a . As has been elsewhere noticed ,1 cases

frequently oc

cur in which two or more
instigators cooperate in pro- Several

curing one or more agents to act in the
perpetration of instigators

a crime. Such cases may be classified as follows : 2 (1.) combined .

The instigators may act
concurrently with the

perpetrator. In

such case the ordinary law of
conspiracy applies. The parties

must be intentional
participants in a common unlawful design.

It is not enough that they are casual,
incidental

coöperators.

Tocharge a party with an
intentional

coöperation, he must know

that the others are working with him for the same criminal pur

pose, and he must contribute
something to the common effort.

If this is not done, he cannot be regarded as an
instigator,or

accessary before the fact. ( 2.)
Instigation may not be con

current, but
successive. In other words, A. may instigate B.

to instigate C. In such case, supposing the causal relation be

established, and C. is really induced to act by A., through B.'s

mined by another. But,
illogical as it

we condemn the tempter on themay be,we punish both. Each, we ground that he caused the yielding.

say, is responsible for the act, and by Sir W. Hamilton treats this as one of

no other view could public justice be the illustrations of the practical har

subserved . Unless the
perpetrator is mony between necessity and free

responsible, there is no law by which will. If we reject
determinism , there

injuries can be redressed ; unless the is no law by which man can be ruled ;

instigator is
responsible, there is no if we reject free agency, there is no

can be vindicated . man to be ruled by the law . And in

In otherwords,if the perpetrator is our doctrine as to principal and ac

not made
responsible, there can be no

cessary , we treat the principal both asTetribution for wrong acts ; if the in- free and as coerced ; as free when we

stigator is not made responsible, there prosecute him
individually ,as coerced

can be no retribution for wrong agents. when we prosecute his instigator.

In the one case there would be no re

The topic, in this connection , has been
sponsibility for conduct, in the other discussed by Volkmann ,Grundriss der

there would be no
responsibility for

Psychologie, 1856, pp. 374, 397 ;

impulse. We therefore punish the Wahlberg, das Princip der
Individual

instigator as if he were free while the isierung in der
Strafrechtspflege; and

perpetrator was coerced, while we by Drobisch , in die
moralische Statis

punish the
perpetrator as if he were

tik und die
menschliche Willensfreifreeand the instigator did not exist. heit, p. 28. See Geyer in Holzen

Nor is this strange,for the same solu- dorff Strafr.ii. 340, who takes the

law by which right

lines of moral
judgment. We con

demnthe
tempted, when he yields on

the ground that he yields
voluntarily ;

19 Cent. L. J. 205 .

2 See Holtz. Strafr. ii. 377.
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Must be

nection .

is the first term used in the ordinary of counsel ' may be included advice

$ 226.]

agency, A. is as much responsible as if he induced C. to act by

letter.
When procurement is by an intermediate agent, the accessary

leaving it to such agent to find a perpetrator, it is not necessary

that the accessary should be cognizant of the name of the per

petrator .
§ 226. The procurement need not be tactual, it being sufficient

if one or more persons become the medium through

causal con- whom the work is done.2 It makes no matter how

long a time or how great a space intervenes between

the advice and the consummation
, provided that there is an

immediate causal connection between the instigation and the

act.4

i R. 2. Cooper, 6 C. & P. 535 ; R. before the fact.
The most obvious

v . Williams, 1 Den . C. C. 39.

mode of procuring is by hiring. The

? Fost. 125 ; R. v. Somerset, 19 instigator takes the agent into his ser

St. Tr. 804 ; R.v. Cooper, 5 C. & P. vice, and engages him for a reward

535. Supra, § 225 a .

to commit the proposed crime. The

8 See infra , $ 280.

procuring,' however, must be before

R. v. Sharpe, 3 Cox C. C. 288; R. the act. It has been much discussed

v . Blackburn, 6 Cox C. C. 333; Com . whether promising a reward to a per

v . Glover, 111 Mass. 395.

son already resolved on the act con

In Saunder's case , Plowd. 475 ; 1

stitutes an instigation. Butthe better

Hale P. C.431, as condensed by Sir opinion is that it does in cases where

James Stephen ( Steph . Dig. art. 41): the perpetrator
is strengthened

in his

" A. advises B. to murder C. (B.'s purpose by the reward .

wife ) by poison. B. gives C. a poi

Counselling
,' to come up to the

soned apple,which C. gives to D. (B.'s definition , must be special. Mere

child). B. permits D. to eat the ap- general counsel, for instance, that all

ple,which it does, and dies of it. A. property should be regarded as held

is not access ry to the murder of D.” in common, will not constitute the

“ This decision," adds Sir James party offering it accessary before the

Stephen, “ is of higher authority than fact to a larceny ; 'free-love 'publica

Foster's dicta , and marks the limit to tions will not constitute their authors

which they extend, if it does not throw technical parties to sexual offences

doubt upon them .” The proper solu- which these publications
may have

tion in such case is that A. is indict- stimulated . Several youthful high

able for an attempt to kill C .; but way robbers have said that they were

that there is no causal connection be- led into crime by reading Jack Shep

tween his act and the killing of D. pard; but the author of Jack Shep

See Whart. on Neg. SS 90,91; supra, pard was not an accessary before the

S $ 160 , 161.

fact to the robberies to which he thus

Modes of Instigation
. — Procure' added an impulse. Under the head
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Next to this may be
enumerated

the for a sum of money ; A., knowing
their

obligation of child to parent, of ser- intention
, acts as stake-holder

. B. and

[ $ 227.

§ 227. Counselling is said in the old books to be either direct

or indirect ; direct consisting in express counsels, indi

rectin the intimation of approval or desire. But con- quiescence

cealment of the knowledge that a felony is about to counsel

ling .

be committed does not
constitute such

accessaryship ,

nor does mere
momentary

acquiescence in the proposed
felonious

plan. But any specific
contribution of advice, afterwards

acted

Silent ac

committing particular crimes, e. g . compulsiva , - or unless the command

pocket-picking. General instruction , generatesin him an error offact which

it is true, could not be
counselling ' induces him to regard the act as in

in the sense before us ; though it is nocent. Military command, also,may

otherwise with special
instructions as be an excuse to the subaltern , when

to the management of a particular he acts bonâ fide under the command ,

case. — Persuading and tempting to a and not in
satisfaction of any special

particular crime falls under this head. private malice of his own. Supra,

Themodes in which this kind of coun- § 94. A police officer is in the same

selling may be
manifested are numer

way protected , provided heacts withinous. The counsel need not be exclu- the range of his office, and executes

sively in words. Itmay consist,at least what he believes to be an official duty

in part(e.g. Faust and Mephistoph- for a public end . It is otherwisewhen

eles), in the exhibition of some ob- heknowingly executes a command is

ject of desire. It is possible, also, to sued for extortionate or other unlaw

conceive of cases in which there is no ful purposes. A command need not

immediate
communication between the be in words. It may be in signs. See

seducer and the seduced. Third per- Holtzen. Strafr. ii. 353.

sonsmay be used as innocent or com • Advising ' may be by a process of

pulsory go-betweens. Infra , $ 231. deception , by a
misrepresentation of

Command ' is a term borrowed facts. A. contrives to induce B. to

from the Roman mandatum , which is believe he has received an injury from

frequently used in this connection . C.,which it is B.'s duty to avenge by

Viewing the term nakedly,itdescribes taking C.'s life.
Supposing A. to act

few cases of
accessaryship. Men are in this way with the malicious purpose

rarely to be found who would commit of killing C. by the agency of B., A.

acrime because "
commanded ' to by is guilty at common law as accessary

another,unless they are under special before the fact, or, under our recent
obligations to such other.

such
obligations wemay

primarily noAmong statutes, as principal. 9 Cent. L. J.
tice that of wife to

husband, which

1 1 Hale , 616 .

3 1 Hale ,616 ; 2 Hawk . c . 29, s. 23.

B.and C. agree to fight a prize-fight

6

204.

the law
recognizes in some cases as a

defence to the wife when on trial.

stitute a
legal

vant to master, of
subordinate to su

perior. These
obligations do not con- present at the fight, and has no conC. fight, and C. is killed. A. is not

excuse unless the per- cern with it exceptbeing stake-holder.

- vis Even if in such a case there can be an

petrator acts under
compulsion ,

VOL . I.

17
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Counter

manded

advice

does not

constitute

offence.

centagent who is led by the protracted nal act is not imputable to the alleged

phisticated and comparatively
inno- from the expression . If so, the crimi

$ 228.]

on , constitutes the offence. It is necessary , as has been seen ,

that the solicitation be made, either directly or indirectly , to the

person committing the act. But knowingly to iv vite a person

to a place so that he may be there murdered constitutes,when

he ismurdered accordingly, the offence.2 Accessaryship
cannot

be based on negligence.3

§ 228. If the advice of the accessary be countermanded
before

it operates in any way, he is relieved from responsi

bility ; 4 and if an instigator, when withdrawing, not

merely expresses his disapproval of the crime, but

takes all the measures in his power to prevent its con

summation , and such measures fail because of casus, or some

new intermediate impulse , then his criminality ceases. But it

does not cease simply because, after starting the ball, he changes

his mind , and tries, when too late, to stop it. To emancipate

him from the consequences, not only must he haveacted in time,

and done everything practicable to prevent the consummation,

but the consummation , if it takes place,must be imputable to

some independent cause . On the other hand, it is plain that

accessary before the fact, A. is not ac in Holtz. Straf. ii . 353. A distinction ,

cessary before the fact to the man also , is to be made between a single

slaughter of C. Steph. Dig. art. 39, hasty and ill-considered word (as was

citing R. v. Taylor, 1.R. 2 C. C. R. alleged by Queen Elizabeth to bave

been the case with her order for the

1 R. v . Blackburn , 6 Cox C. C.333.

execution of Queen Mary), and a

2 R. v .Manning, 2 C. & K.887. chain of cool and deliberate directions.

8 Supra , § 129.

But these distinctions
do not gomere

When the question of punishment ly to the question of degree of punish

comes up, it is not unimportant
to in ment. The amount of potency with

quire to what extent the perpetrator
which the instigation was

wasoverborne by the superior will of much to do with determining
whether

the instigator, and how far the latter there was really a causal relation be

is to be considered as the exclusive

tween the instigation
and the criminal

contriver
of the crime. As has been act. The former may have been mere

well said,when a bandit,whose trade ly a strong expression
of enmity, ora

is assassination
, offers himself for this strong opinion as to the righttodo a

purpose to a rich signior ,the case is particular
thing,without any intention

very different from that of an unso

that the criminal act should result

147.

applied
has

and subtile wiles of a Mephistopheles instigator. Cent.L. J. 1879,p. 184.

into a path of guilt he never would
4 Supra, § 187; 1 Hale,618.

otherwise
have approached

. Geyer ,
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[ $ 229.

dictments for
negligence . But it can- ble

consequences

will be death , A., as

mit a
specific crime. B., in

commit-
Supra , $ 214 .

when the
perpetrator changes his mind, after having gone as far

as an attempt,and
abandons a further

prosecution of the design ,

he is indictable for the attempt. It has been argued that if the

frustration of the attempt is due to his
interposition,

consequent

upon his
repentance, he is relieved from all

prosecution . But

it is hard to see how his
repentance,

subsequent to the
attempt,

can cancel his
responsibility for the guilt of the attempt; though

it would be
otherwise if he

intervened prior to the
attempt.1

§ 229. While an accessary before the fact ( or
instigator ) is

responsible for all crimes
incidental to the criminal

Accessary
misconduct he counsels, it is

otherwise as to collat- not liable

eral crimes.3

eral crimes.

Cent. L. J. 1879, p. 203. For ting this crime,
maliciously commits

further views see supra, § 187.

another collateral crime, not within* See supra, 120 ; Steph. Dig. the scope of A.'s counsel, and , it may
art. 41.

be, forbidden by A. A. cannot, at8 Supra, § 214 ; People v .Knapp, common law , be convicted of doing

26 Mich. 112; Watts v. State, 5 W.
intentionally and

maliciously this col

Va. 532. See Foster, 370 ; 1 Hale, lateral act, which he never intended ,

687 ; 3 Inst. 51.

and which he had even forbidden . OfThe question in the text is consid- negligence in putting these powers in

ered by me in the Central Law Jour- his agent's hands, or negligence as

nal for 1879,where the views of the
incidental to the working ofthe illegal

later German authorities are given .
instrumentality he put in motion,he

From this I condense the follow- may be convicted , but not of design

ing :

ing something he did not design. OfSuppose the
perpetrator,

undertak- negligence he may be certainly con

ing to execute the purpose of the in - victed,if the crime, though unforeseen

stigator, commits acts,while perform- by him , is
incidental to one procured

ing his mandate,in excess of such pur- by him : as when he sends a servant

pose. Is the instigator responsible for out to steal property in the night, and
the excess ?

the servant, in striking a match, sets
If we relied solely on the analo- fire to the house.

gies from the civil side of the law , we

Quantitative variations in the modewould say that the principalor master of
executing a crime are not to be

is liable for all such acts when done viewed as excesses in the sense above

in the
discharge of the agency or ser

stated . A homicide, for instance , isrice,though these acts were expressly imputable to the instigator , though
forbidden by the

principal or
master.

executed with a cruelty in excess of
This rule holds good on the criminal that

commanded. So if A. directs B.
side of the law , so far as

concernsin

to inflict on C. an injury whose proba

we have seen, is as chargeable, if death

ensues, as is B., with the homicide

As to minor crimes ,

not be
extended to

indictments for

malicious acts.
A.counsels B. to com
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volve accessaryship to the offence of duce. It is in this sense that James

Relative

accessary

cheating by cards, though part of the II. and Louis XIV . are chargeable

§ 230. ]

$ 230. The question of the relative guilt of the accessary be

fore the fact and the instigator has been elsewhere dis

guilt of

cussed . It is argued on the one side that instigation ,

and prin from the nature of things, involves more design , pre

cipal..
meditation , coolness, and intelligence than does perpe

tration . The instigator bears to the perpetrator the relation of

the seducer to the seduced . The instigator would have perpe

trated the crime anyhow ; the perpetrator would not have per

petrated it without the instigation . To this it is answered that

instigation does not necessarily involve premeditation , but that

premeditation
is necessarily involved in perpetration . Instiga

tion may consist in the expression of a momentary petulant de

sire, as was the case with Henry II., when saying he wished he

was rid of Becket, or of advice which the adviser himself never

expected to have embodied in action . Perpetration,on the other

hand, when in obedience to a plan previously entertained, in

volves not merely premeditation
, but action as a realization of

this premeditation
. Not only is the criminal design harbored,

but it is unflinchingly
matured and executed . Nor is the rela

tion of instigator and perpetrator always that of seducer and se

duced. The relation may be that of confederate with confeder

ate. Each enters into the partnership of crime; and the chief

difference between the two is that the instigator is not presentat

the act which the perpetrator commits. The perpetrator may

be

as much the seducer
of the instigator

, as the instigator
of the

perpetrator
. Henry's

barons in taunting
him with Becket's in

sults, and offering
themselves

as the avengers
of those insults,

instigation
to commit a greater crime malicious

excursions
made,outside of

covers instigation
to commit a lesser the range of the employment

,by the

crime. If A., for instance, counsels perpetrator
. It should be remem .

B. to commit highway robbery,which bered, however, that the instigator

results in larceny, A. is accessary
be- may often use ambiguous

terms:•Get

fore the fact to the larceny. But it me this thing anyhow ;' or,'Bring me

is otherwise
as to minor offences "not this man alive or dead. If so, the

included in the major. Thus counsel- instigator
is chargeable

with any mis

ling to commit larceny would not in- constructions
the ambiguity

may pro

1

with instigation
in the attempted

as

same transaction .
Asis seen above, the accessary be- sassinations of William III.

fore the fact is not liable for any

See Central L. J. for 1879, p. 183.
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may have been the tempters who led Henry to utter the fatal

wish, and thus have been the original planners as well as the

final perpetrators of the crime to which he gave a hasty inter

mediate assent. Instigation ” does not nece

cessarily involve* origination." The accessary before the fact may be really the

agent of the principal. To this it is rejoined that what we have

to do with is instigation in its logical sense, as the origination of

a crime to be effected through another ; and that this involves a

double criminality, that of the instigator himself and that of the

perpetrator ; that the instigator is in this respect a free agent,

bringing into effect an act doubly criminal as infringing the

rights of the object of the crime, and as steeping in guilt its

agent. At common law , the assumption was that the guilt of

the perpetrator (principal) was imputable to the instigator (ac

cessary before the fact) , and hence the conviction of the latter

was to depend on the conviction of the former, as a condition

precedent, and must be of the same grade of offence. Where

under recent legislation , however, the instigator (accessary be

fore the fact) is treated as principal, there principaland acces

sary before the fact (or
instigator and

perpetrator
) may, as we

will presently see more fully, be convicted of different grades.

§ 231. The assistance must be rendered
knowingly . It is not

necessary, indeed , that the principal should know all

the conditions of the help rendered to him , but it is nec- mustbe

essary for the accessary to know the guilty purpose he knowingly

contributes to help . The chief of a plot, for instance,

and really
is not bound to know a

coöperator in order to implicate the lat

ter as accessary ; but the
coöperator cannot be convicted unless

he is shown to have been
acquainted with the character of the

A detective entering into a
conspiracy to commit a crime for

purpose of exploding it is not an accessary before the fact.3

For it should be
remembered that

detectives,when acting as de

or provoke the crime ; but the essential ele
ment of dolus, or malicious

determination to violate the law , is

And it is only the formal and not the

1

Assistance

plot.?

the

coys,may
instigate

wanting in their case.

1 Infra, $S 232, 236 .

2 Supra, § 129. 8
Campbell v . Com . 84 Penn. St.

187. Supra , $ 149. See Wh. Cr. Ev.

$ 440.
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cessary be

fore the

fact to

man

substantial part of the crime that they provoke. They provoke,

for instance, in larceny, the asportation of the goods, but not

the ultimate loss by the owner. They may be actuated by the

most unworthy of motives, but the animus furandi in larceny

is not imputable to them ; and it is in larcenous cases or cheats

alone that their employment can be conceived . For, should they

act as instigators of an irreparable crime ( e.g. murder), they

may become liable as accessaries to the crime. They may also

become liable for negligence in their conduct, when it leads to

injuries which prudence on their part might have avoided ; as

when they instigate an ambush which results in a homicide.

$ 232. It has been doubted whether there can be an accessary

May be ac- before the fact to manslaughter, since accessaryship

presupposes premeditation , and premeditation is in .

compatible with manslaughter. But, as will be seen,

slaughter . an instigator may stimulate a person incensed with an

other to execute a deed of vengeance on such other, when the

offence of the perpetrator would be only manslaughter ; and we

may also hold that an instigator may be guilty of murder in in

stigating another to commit manslaughter by the rash use of

dangerous instrumentalities. A fortiori there may be an acces

sary before the fact to murder in the second degree.3

§ 233. It is not material that an accessary should have origi

Accessary nated the design of committing the offence. If the

before the principalhad previously formed the design, and the al

leged accessary encouraged him to carry it out by stat
originator .

ing falsehoods, or otherwise, he is guilty as accessary

before the fact.4

§ 234. The quantity of aid rendered is of no consequence. A

Quantity of counterfeiting raid , for instance, may have a hundred

persons concerned as accessaries, some contributing

very little aid . All, however, are technically guilty.

1 See R. v. Taylor, L. R. 2 C. C. R. accessaries after the fact to mana

147. Compare 2 Hawk. P. C. p. 444, slaughter, see R.v. Greenacre, 8 C. &
P. 35 ; R. v. Richards, 13 Cox C. C.

? See, to same effect, Steph. Dig . 611.

C. L. art. 229, citing R. v.Gaylor, D. 4 Keithler v. State , 10 S. & M.192.

& B. 288; R. v. Taylor, L. R. 2 c . See R. v. Tuckwell,C. & M. 215.
C. R. 147 .

6 See supra , $ 217.

8 Infra , $ 546. That there may be

not be

aid imma

terial.

S. 24 .
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[ $ 236 .

diminish ,

punishability . As to the first , the personal

relations

fender is to be
judged

according
to his own peculiar

relations
.

Hence, to take up the last case, an accessary
to a murder

,

What distinguishes the actof the accessary from that of the prin

cipal is that the accessary ,while concerned in facilitating the

execution of the guilty purpose , takes no part in this execution,

leaving it to the principal.1

§ 235. There is no particular period of time to which acces

saryship is limited . It may take place when the guilty Conditions

of time

act is concocted , when it is prepared , or when it is exe

immatecuted , provided that in the latter case there is not act- rial.

ual presence. And it may be coupled with
accessaryship after

the fact.?

§ 236. A question of
considerable interest has arisen as to the

extent to which the principal's personal relations are to Grade of

be imputed to the
accessary .

A public officer, for in- guilt not
necessarily

stance, committing a specific act, is liable to a severer

the same.punishment than would be a private citizen . Is a private cit

izen,who is an accessary to an officer in such an offence , charge

able with the same grade of guilt ? Or is an accessary to a

trustee, who is guilty of
embezzlement, to be charged with the

same grade of guilt as would the trustee ? On this question we

have the
following possible theories :

(1.) The accessary is absorbed in the principal, so that the

principal's personal relations, in respect to the crime, are imput

(2.) Each offender is
chargeable only for what he really is.

Thus,the non-public officer cannot be punished as a public offi

cer,and the non-trustee cannot be punished as a trustee. Hence,

according to this view ,where a principal in a homicide, from

the fact of his bearing a particular relation to thedeceased ,would

be guilty of murder in the first degree, an
accessary not bearing

this relation would be guilty only of murder in the second de

(3.) Wemay distinguish, as do several codes, between those

qualities which establish or cancel, and those which increase or

are the standard . As to the second , each of

8 Berner, $ 111.

3

able to the
accessary .

gree.

of the
principal

1 See supra , $ 206.

9 R.v.
Blackson, 8 C. & P.43.
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2

21

Y. 229 ; Mask v . People, 32 Miss. People, 1 Parker C. R. 246; Sampson

§ 237.]

whose grade is determined by the personal qualities of the per

petrator, is to be judged from his own and not his principal's

relations. A non -officer, also, who aids an officer in an offence,

whose grade is increased by the official relation , is liable only

for the lower grade of the offence. On the other hand , a non

officer who aids in a purely official crime (e. g. acceptance of

a bribe by a judge ) is, by the force of the distinction before us,

liable as accessary to the crime.

Another question arises in homicides when the accessary and

the principal are acting under different degrees of passion . Un

der the old law , the defendant was first convicted , and then the

accessary was charged with being accessary to the offence which

the conviction covered . But now that instigation is a substantive

offence, it must be remembered that the offence of the instigator

is not necessarily of the same grade as that of the perpetrator.

The instigator may act in hot blood , in which case he will be

only guilty of manslaughter, while the perpetrator may act

coolly, and thus be guilty of murder. The converse , also, may

be true : the instigation may be cool and deliberate, the execu

tion in hot blood by a person whom the instigator finds in a

condition of unreasoning frenzy. A person desiring coolly to

get rid of an enemy, for instance, may employ as a tool some

one whom that enemy has aggrieved and who is infuriated by

his grievance. Hence an accessary before the fact ( or to adopt

the terms of recent codes, an instigator ) may be guilty of mur

der, while the principal (or perpetrator ) may be guilty ofman

slaughter ; or the acccessary before the fact ( instigator),acting

in hot blood ,may be guilty of manslaughter, while the perpe

trator (principal), acting with deliberate malice, may be guilty

of murder.1

§ 237. At common law , the conviction of some one who bas

committed the crimemust precede that of one charged

of princi

pal no

as accessary.2 A prisoner does not waive his right to

1. That joint participants may be 317; Com .v. Andrews,3 Mass.126;

guilty of different degrees, see Fost.
106, 129 ; Whart. Er. Pl. & Prac. Phillips, 16 Mass.423; Com.v.Wood

Com . v. Briggs, 5 Pick. 429 ; Com . v.

$$ 307, 753 ; Klein v. People, 31 N. ward, Thacher's C. C.63; Baron va

.

Conviction

1

v. Com . 5 W. & S. 385; Com .v. Wil

1

405 .

· See U. S. v. Crane, 4 McLean, liamson , 2 Va. C. 211.
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indictmentagainst himself is founded . ute of 7 Geo. 4 , c . 64 , s . 9 , which sey

call for the record of such conviction , by pleading 1 longer
prerequi

Conviction of the principal is not admissible evidence , site.

until judgment has been rendered on the verdict. The record

must be proved in the usual mode. But even at common law ,

where there are two principals,and only one convicted , the other

being dead , the accessary must answer notwithstanding the non

conviction of the second. By statutes, however, now almost

universally adopted, the offence of an accessary is made substan

tive and independent, and consequently the accessary may be

tried independently of the principal, though in such case the

guilt of the principalmust be alleged and proved.5

1 Fost. 360 ; 1 Hale , 623 ; U. S. v . Even in a case where the principal

Burr , 4 Cranch , 502.
was indicted for burglary and larceny

In North Carolina , the principle in a dwelling -house,and the accessary

has been somewhat expanded, it hav- charged in the sameindictment as ac

ing been there held that the aceessary cessary before the fact to the said

is not liable to be tried while the prin- " felony and burglary,” and the jury

cipal is amenable to the laws of the acquitted the principal of the bur

State and is still unconvicted. State glary, but found him guilty of the

v. Groff, 1 Murphy's R. 270. See larceny, the judges, it is said ,were of

State v.Goode, 1 Hawks, 463 ; Harty opinion that the accessary should have

v. State, 3 Blackford , 386 . been acquitted ; for the indictment

? State v. Duncan, 6 Iredell, 236 . charged him as accessary to the bur

People v. Gray, 25 Wend. 465. glary only , and the principal being

* Com . v. Knapp, 10 Pick.477.
acquitted of that, the accessary should

• See State v.Ricker, 29 Me.84; be acquitted also. R.v. Dannelly, R.

Pettes v. Com . 126 Mass. 242; People & R. 310 ; 2 Marsh. 571.

v. Gray, 25 Wend. 465 ; Holmes v. When principal and accessary are

Com .25 Penn.St. 221; Brown v. State, tried separately, conviction of the

18 Oh. St. 496; Noland v. State,19 principal is primâ facie evidence of

Oh.131; Ulmer v. State, 14 Ind. 52; his guilt, on the trial of the accessary ,

Baxter v. People, 3 Gilman, 368; Yoe and may be collaterally disputed when

v. People,49 III.410 ; State v. Com- the issue is the guilt of the accessary .

stock, 46 lowa, 265 ; Ogden v. State, R. v. Turner, 1 Moody, 347; U. S. v.

12Wis. 532; Jordan v. State, 56Ga. Hartwell, 12 Int. Rev. Rec.72; S. C.,

82; People v.Campbell, 40 Cal. 129 ; 3 Cliff. 221; State v. Ricker, 29 Me.

Statev.Cassidy, 12 Kans. 550. As 84; State v.Rand,33 N.H. 216; Com .

to English statute,see R.v. Hughes, v.Knapp, 10 Pick.477; Com .v. Stow ,

Bell C. C. 242; R.v.Gregory, L. R. 1 Mass. 54 ; People v. Buckland, 13

Wend. 592 ; State v . Duncan , 6 Ire

Atcommon law an accessary isdis- dell, 236 ; Keithler v. State, 10 Sm .

charged by the acquittal of his prin- & M.192. Infra, $ 244.

cipal on those charges whereon the
It should be observed that the stat

eral American statutes copy , only ap

8

1 C. C. 77 .

U. S.v. Crane, 4 McLean, 317.
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Indictment

ticularize

offence.

sary ; but if they find the principal 532. See , as taking a less restricted

$ 238. ]

Under the recent statutes, which treat principals and accessa

ries before the fact as confederates, the declarations and acts

of the one, in furtherance of the common plan, are admissible

against the other. It is otherwise when the conspiracy is termi

nated ,2 the accessary being tried for a substantive offence, and

the principal's confessions, after the joint action is closed, not

being receivable against him.3

§ 238. At common law it is not necessary , in an indictment

against an accessary before the fact in a felony, to set out the

conviction or execution of the principal. It is enough to aver

the latter's guilt.
The indictment must show the commission of the offence as

particularly as is necessary in an indictmentagainst the

must par- principal. In States where it is provided by statuto

that an accessary before the fact shall be deemed and

plies where the accessary might at act of accessaryship was committed

common law have been indicted with elsewhere. Com . v. Pettes, 114 Mass.

or without the conviction of the prin- 307. See infra , $$ 279, 287.
cipal; and, therefore , where a defend In Tennessee, where a principal to

ant was indicted as accessary before

a murder was sentenced to imprison

the fact to the murder of s. N., she ment for life, in accordance with the

having, by his procurement, killed statute of 1838, c. 29,an accessary be

herself, it was ruled that the statute fore the fact, subsequently tried and

did not apply. R. v. Russell, 1 Mood . convicted (the jury bringing in a gen

C. C. 356 ; R.v.Gaylor, 7 Cox C. C. eral verdict of guilty,without finding

253 ; Dears. & B. C. C. 288 .

mitigating circumstances
),was held to

At common law where the principal be properly sentenced to imprison

and accessary are tried together,if the ment for life . Nuthill v. State , 11

principal plead otherwise than the Humph. 247.

general issue, the accessary is not

An accessary
cannot take advan

bound to answer, until the principal's
tage of an error in the record against

plea be first determined
. 9H. 7, 19; the principal

. State v.Duncan,6 Ire

1 Hale, 624 ; 2 Inst. 184. Where the dell, 236 ; Com . v.Knapp, 10 Pick.477.

general issue is pleaded , however, the 1 See infra , § 1405 .

jury must be charged to inquire first

2 R.v . Turner, 1 Moody C. C. 347;

of the principal, and if they find him State v.Newport , 4 Harring. 567,

not guilty , then to acquit the acces

3 Ibid . ; Ogden v. State, 12 Wis.

1 Hale, 624 ; 2 Inst. 184. well, supra; R.v. Blick, 4 C.& P. 377.

See Holmes v . Com . 25 Penn. St. 221.

4 State v . Sims, 2 Bail . S. C. Rep.

In Massachusetts
an accessary be- 29; State v.Evans, Ibid.66; Holmes

fore thefactmay be tried in the county v. Com . 25 Penn. St. 221.

of the consummated
act,though the

5 Com . v . Dudley, 6 Leigh's Va. R.

v .

accessary .
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[ $ 241.considered as principal and punished accordingly, an
accessary

may be indicted and convicted as a
principal.1 It is otherwise at

common law , and in States where this law prevails, an accessary

before the fact, though by statute punishable as principal,must

nevertheless be indicted , not as principal, but as
accessary before

the fact.3

§ 239. At common law , the verdict must specify the grade,

and under a verdict of “ guilty as
accessary,” the de

fendant cannot be
sentenced as

accessary before the must spe

fact. As has just been seen, accessary and principal cify grade.

(or instigator and
perpetrator ) may, under recent codes, be con

victed of
different grades .

$ 240. If the felony is not
committed , he who counsels or com

mands its
commission is not liable as

accessary before

Attempt.

the fact,but hemay be
convicted for the

attempt as a

substantive
misdemeanor, if steps were taken to

consummate the
offence.

Verdict

Jordan v. State, 56 Ga . 92;
Baxter $ 245 .

People, 47 Ill. 323 ; Yoe v . People , pra , § 173 .

550. See
infra, $ 245 ; and see Wh. the fact is punished

in Germany
and

Pl. & Pr.$ 458 ; Ward v . Com . 14 France
as an

independent

offence
, in

9 R. v. Fallon , 9 Cox C. C. 242; Breach
. See

Berner
, Lehrbuch

, 1877
,

R.v.
Plant, 7 C. & P. 575 ; State

v . pp . 196 , 197.

State, 12 Ala. 458 ;
Josephine

v . State
, has

been
modified

by stat
. 24 & 25

In England, the old common law

VI.
ACCESSARIES AFTER THE FACT.

§ 241. Although in other
jurisprudences he who directs or

counsels a specific offence is
involved in the same penalty as the

actual
perpetrator, the English common law stands alone in as

signing the same grade of guilt to those who conceal or protect

the
perpetrator after the

commission of the offence. That such

614 ; Jordan v. State, 56 Ga. 92. See 39 Miss. 613 ; Walrath v. State, 8

People v.Schwartz, 32 Cal. 160 ;Peo- Nebr. 80. For other cases see infra,

ple v.
Crenshaw ,46 Cal. 65; People § 245.

. Thrall, 50 Cal.415.

8 Pettes v. Com . 126 Mass. 242 ;Cathcart v. Com . 37 Penn. St. People v.
Campbell, 40 Cal. 129. See

108; Campbell v.Com . 84 Penn. St. People v.
Gassoway,28 Cal. 404 ; Peo

182 ; Raiford v. State, 59 Mich. 106 ; ple v.
Shepardson,48 Cal. 189. Infra,

0 .

v. The People, 3
Gilman , 368; State

v.Zeibart,40 Iowa, 169;
Dempsey v .

49 II.410; State v.
Cassidy, 12 Kans.

4 State v. Rose , 20 La. An. 143.

62 East R. 5 ; Ch . C. L. 264. Su

• What we call
accessaryship after

Bush, 232.

the nature of our Escape, or Prison

Wyckoff, 2 Vroom , 65;
Hughes v .
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after the

fact is one

assists or

comforts

the felon .

§ 241. ]

persons should be punished is eminently just ; but it is eminently

unjust that they should be punished in the same way as the crim

inal whom they shelter.
By the English common law , however, a person who, when

Accessary

knowing a felony to have been committed by another,

receives, relieves, comforts, or assists the felon, whether

whon subse- be be a principal or an accessary before the factmerely,

is an accessary after the fact, involved in the same pen

alty as the principal. Any assistance given to one

known to be a felon , in order to hinder his apprehension , trial, or

punishment, is sufficient, it is held , to make a man an accessary

after the fact ; as, for instance, that he concealed him in his

house, or shut the door against his pursuers, until he should

have an opportunity of escaping, or took money from him to

allow him to escape, or supplied him with money, a horse,or

other necessaries, in order to enable him to escape, or that the

principal was in prison , and the defendant, before conviction,

bribed the jailer to let him escape, or supplied him with mate

rials for the same purpose, or in any way aided in compass

ing bis escape.8 Merely suffering the felon to escape, being

but an omission, however, it is held will not impute the guilt of

Vict., which limits the punishment to although he himself did no act to re

imprisonment for four years. See R. lieve or assist the principal. R.v.Jar

v . Fallon , L. & C. 217 ; 9 Cox, 242.

vis, 2 Moo. & R. 40. So it appears to

Receiving stolen goods does not, at

be settled that whoever rescuesa felon

common law , constitute accessaryship
imprisoned

for the felony,

after the factto the larceny. It was rily suffers him to escape,is guilty as

otherwise by the statute 3 Will. & accessary. Hawk. P. C.b.2,c.29,8;

Mary. In most jurisdictions
, how

27. See Roscoe's Cr. Ev. 184 ; and

ever , the reception of stolen goods is

now an independent
crime. See infra, ing

constitutes
accessaryship

after

the fact, White v. People, 81 III. 333.

Receiving
money, knowing that it

9 Wren v . Com . 26 Grat. 952; Tay

was obtained by robbery, does notcon

lor v. Com . 11 Bush, 154; 2 Hawk. c.

stitute accessaryship
after the fact at 29, s. 1 ; P.Wms. 475 .

common law . Williams
v. State , 55

8 Dalt . 530, 531. Infra , $ 652.

Ga. 391 . 4 1 Hale, 619.

1 i Hale, 618 ; 4 Bl. Com . 37 ; Ros
B 9 H. 4 , 1.

coe's Cr. Ev. 184 ; R. v . Lee, 6 C. & P.

• Hall's Sum . 218 ; 2 Hawk. c. 29,

536 . S. 26 .

A man who employs
another

person

to harbor the principal
may

i Hale, 621; Hawk. b. 2, c.29, s.

be
26 ; Archbold , by Jervis, 9.

victed as an accessary after the fact,
8 See infra , $ 1677.

or volunta

see generally
as to how far “ conccal

SS 982 el seq.

con
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Hawk. c. 29 , s. 35 ; Harrol
v . State, is thus acting

, he is an accessary

1 Hale,622 ; Hawk. b . 2, c. 29 , s. his reception
is in consequence

of a

2

32; Com . Dig .
Justices, T. 2. See R. previous

engagement
. If he should

[ $ 242.
accessaryship to the party so doing. And it is conceded that if

a person supply a felon in prison with victuals or other necessa

ries, for his sustenance
; or succor and sustain him if he be

bailed out of prison ; 3 or
professionally attend a felon sick or

wounded, although he know him to be a felon ; 4 or speak or

write in order to obtain a felon's pardon or deliverànce
, or ad

vise his friends to write to the witnesses not to appear against

him at his trial,and they write accordingly
;6 or even if he him

self
agree, for

money, not to give evidence against the felon ; 7

or know of the felony and do not disclose it ; 8 these acts will

not be sufficient to make the party an accessary after the fact.

In fact, the harshness of the old doctrine which subjected ac

cessaries of this class to the same
punishment as the principal

offender has caused it to be so much restricted as to be virt

ually obsolete. Even
interference with public justice by pro

moting the escape of a criminal is now tried as an
independent

offence.

§ 242. Two things are laid down in the books as Knowl

necessary to
constitute a man accessary after the fact to principal's

the felony of another .

guilt essen
1. The felony must be

complete.10

2. The defendant must know that the felon is guilty ; 11 and

this,therefore,is always averred in the
indictment.12 And though

Greenacre, 8 C. & P. 35 ; Wren v.

State , 26 Grat. 952.

12 Hawk. b . 2 , c . 29 , s. 33 .

It is sometimes said that the incep

tion of the offence of accessaries after

the fact must be subsequent to that of

* 3 Inst. 139; 1 Hale, 620 . the principal offence. This, however,

is not necessarily the case .Moore,8. See Wren v. Com . 25 ceiver, for instance, may make his

arrangements to receive the goods ob

tained by a projected larceny. If heInfra, § 1677; Com . v. Miller, 2 does not act in concert with the prin

cipal offender, in other words, if
101 Ch.C. L. 264; 1 Hale,622; 2 the principal does not know that he

after the fact. But it is otherwise if

say, “ Go ahead ; I will stand by you ,

tial.

1
Hale, 619 ; Wren v . Com . ut su

pra ; Taylor v. Com . 11 Bush, 154.

? 1 Hale , 620. See R. v.
Chapple,

9 C. & P. 355.

8 1 Hale , 620.

+ 1 Hale, 332.
Ibid .

7

A reGrat. 789.

8 1 Hale, 371, 618 .

Ashm .61.

89 Miss. 702.

11

v.
Butterfield , 1 Cox C. C. 93; R. v .
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Wife is not

so liable .

4

In Massachusetts this is 12 Ala . 458 ; Josephine v . State, 39

Miss. 613 ; People v . Campbell, 40

it has been intimated that constructive notice of the felony will,

in some cases, suffice : as where a man receives a felon in the

same county in which he has been attainted , which is supposed

to have been a matter of notoriety ; 1 yet the better opinion is

that there should be laid such a basis of inculpatory facts as

properly to raise the presumption of knowledge.?

§ 243. The only relation , so it is said , which excuses the har

boring a felon is that of a wife to her husband , because

she is considered as subject to his control, as well as

bound to him by affection . But by the English common law

no other ties, however near, will excuse ; for if the husband pro

tect the wife, a father his son , or a brother his brother, they con

tract the guilt,and are liable to the punishment, of accessaries to

the original felony
§ 244. At common law , as we have seen ,5 the conviction of the

Conviction principal is a necessary prerequisite to the conviction

of princi

pal prima

Where the principal and accessary

facie evi
are joined in an indictment, and tried separately , the

dence of

his guilt.
record of the principal's conviction is prima facie evi

dence of his guilt, upon the trial of the accessary ; and as the

burden of proof is on the accessary , he must show clearly that

the principal ought not to have been convicted . But the acces

sary , in such case, is not restricted to proof of facts that were

shown on the former trial, but may prove others which are in

compatible with the guilt of the principal.

§ 245. An accessary after the fact cannot be convicted

specific on an indictment
charging him as principal.

and take care of the things after you
5 Supra, $ 237.

get them ,” he is accessary before the
• Com . v . Knapp, 10 Pick, 484 ;

fact , or instigator, and hence , by re

State v. Chittem , 2 Devereux, 49;

cent legislation
, principal. He en

State v. Duncan, 6 Iredell, 236. See

courages the thief, and becomes there- supra, § 237.

fore a party to theft.

Com . v. Knapp, 10 Pick. 484.

1 Dyer , 355 ; Staunf. 41 b .

See State v. Sims, 2 Bail. S. C. Rep.

2 1 Hale, 323, 622 ; R.v. Burridge, 29 ; State v. Crank, Ibid. 66.

3 P. Wms. 475; Tully v . Com . 13

Bush , 142.

C. C. 242; R. v. Soares, R. & R. 25;

8 i Hale, 621 ; Hawk. b. 2.c. 29, State v. Wyckoff, 2 Vroom ,65; Rey

8. 34 ; 4 Bla. Com . 39; Com .Dig. Jus nolds v. People, '83 III. 479; McCoy

v. State,52 Ga. 287; Hughes v. State,

expanded
by statute .

of the accessary.

Indictment

must be

8 Supra, $ 238; R. v. Fallon, 9 Cox

T. 2 .

4 Ibid .
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The question of jurisdiction is hereafter considered.

V. LIABILITY OF PRINCIPAL FOR CRIMINAL ACT OF AGENT.

The cases under this head may be classed as follows:

3

(a.) Where the Agent acts directly under the Principal's Com

mands.

§ 246. In this case there is no doubt as to the principal's lia

bility. In misdemeanors the act may be charged to Principal

liable for

have been done by the principal himself, without refer agent's

ence to an agent.2 Such, also, is the case in felonies, act.

where the agent is innocent, insane, or a slave, in which case the

party commanding the felony to be done, though absent at the

timeof its commission , is principal in the first degree.

( 6.) Where the Agent is acting at the Time in the Line of the

Principals Business, but without Specific Instructions.

$ 247. A principal is prima facie liable for the alleged acts of

an agent done in a general course of business authorized by the

principal,4 and this is eminently the case in indictments for nui

sances, which could not be abated if the master was not liable

for the servant's acts, if in general furtherance of the master's

plan." And the rule applies to all cases where a master inflicts

indictable injury through a servant.
Thus, where a bar-keeper

in a hotel sells liquor, or a salesman in a bookstore in the usual

course of business sells a libellous book , or where a clerk pub

lishes a libel in a newspaper, the principal is responsible,and , if

there be no other evidence,may be convicted. Even the fact

that the principal,who was the publisher of a newspaper, was

Cal. 129. Under statutes, see supra ,

erts v. Preston , 9 C. B. (N. S.) 208 ;
$ 238.

Com . v . Nichols, 10 Met. 259.

1 Infra, § 287.
6 R. v. Stephens, L. R. 1 Q. B.

· Sloan v. State, 8 Ind. 312. For 702–10.

master's liability for servant's negli
6 R. v . Almon , 5 Burr . 2686 ; R.

sont act,see supra, 135 ; infra, ss v. Dodd, 2 Sessions Cases, 33 ; R. v.
341, 1422, 1503.

Gutch, Moody & M. 433 ; U. S. v .

Supra, $ 223; infra, § 341; R. » Nunnemacher, 7 Biss. 111 ; Com . v.

Michael,2 M. C. C. 120 ; 9 C. & P. Park, 1 Gray, 553; Com . v. Nichols,

350 ; R.v. Spiller , 5 C. & P.333 .
10 Met. 259 ; Com . v . Morgan , 107

* R.v. Dixon, 3 M. & S. 11 ; Rob- Mass. 199; Com . v. Met. R. R. 107

8
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R. v. Bennett , Bell C. C. 1 ; 8 Cox C. L. art. 156 , “ Every onewho knows

C. C. 74 ; Com . v . Nichols , 10 Met. thatany other person has committed

As to liability of to a justice of assize or a justice of

$ 249.]

living at the time one hundred miles distant from the place of

publication , was sick and entirely ignorant of the libel's being

published, is at commo law no defence. A master, also, may

be liable for the negligence of a servant whom he negligently

appoints or negligently controls. But it is otherwise if theagent

be without authority, express or implied , and the act be not in

the range of the agent's business, and against the principal's ex

press and bona fide commands.3 It should be added that, at

common law , a master who commands a servant to perpetrate a

felony is indictable, in case of perpetration , as accessary before

the fact, while as to misdemeanors
he is principal.*

(c.) When the Principal resides out of the Jurisdiction .

Non -resi

$ 248. When the principal resides out of the juris

ident prin- diction of the court trying the offence, he is chargeable

in the particular venue for his acts done in it, notwith

ally liable .
standing his non -residence.5

VI. MISPRISION .

$ 249. At common law a party is guilty of misprision of felony

Misprision

who stands by at the commision of the felony without

co felany is endeavoring
to prevent it, and who, knowing of its

commission , neglects to prosecute the offender. Mis

prision , as a substantive offence,however, is practically

Mass. 236 ; Com . v . Boston R. R.126 4 Supra , SS 223, 225.

Mass. 61 ; State v . Smith, 10 R. I.

6 See infra, SS 279, 280, 287; R. v.

258; Com . v.Gillespie, 7 S. & R.469 ; Garrett, 22 Law & Eq.607; 6 Cox C.

State v.Mathis, 1 Hill S. C. 37 ; Brit- c. R. 260; U. S. v. Davis, 2 Sumn.

ain v. State, 3 Humph. 203; Com . v. 482 ; Com . v. Pettes, 114 Mass. 307 ;

Major, 6 Dana, 293; 1 Bennett & People v. Adams, 3 Denio, 190

Heard Lead. Cas. 241. Infra, SS 341, Adams v. People, 1 Comstock, 178;

1422, 1503.

Com . v. Gillespie, 7 S. & R. 469.

1 R. v. Gutch , Moody & M.433.

6 Hawk. P. C. b . 1. c . 59, s. 2; 1

Supra , $ 135 .

Hale P. C. 431-448 .

8 See supra , § 135 ; infra , $ 1503;

According
to Sir J. Stephen , Dig."

259 ; Barnes v. State, 19 Conn. 398 ; high treason, and does not within å

State v. Dawson , 2 Bay, 360 ; Hipp v .

reasonable
time give information

there

State , 5 Blackf. 149.

for co -conspirators
, see infra, § 1405.

territori

ment of

felony.

the peace, is guilty of misprision
of
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obsolete. The same end, so far as is consistent with the general

policy of society, is reached by the rule noticed in another

ork ,which makes it incumbent on all persons present when

an unlawful act is attempted to take part with the officers of

the law in the prevention of such act.1

treason, and must, upon conviction offender, if a sheriff, coroner, or their

thereof, be sentenced to imprisonment bailiff,“ shall have one year's imprison

for life, and to forfeit to the queen all ment and after make a grievous fine,'

his goods and the profits of his lands at the discretion of the court, and if

during his life. they have not whereof they shall have

" Every one who knows that any imprisonment of three years.' In

other person has committed felony and other cases the offender is guilty of a

conceals or procures the concealment misdemeanor."

thereof, is guilty of misprision of fel 1 See Whart. Crim . Plead . & Prac.

ony, and, upon conviction thereof, the $$ 10 et seq .
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CHAPTER X.

IN WHAT COURTS INDICTMENTS
ARE COGNIZABLE .

I. JUDICIAL POWERS SETTLED BY FED- | IV . CONFLICT AND CONCURRENCE OF JU

ERAL CONSTITUTION .
RISDICTIONS.

Summary of federal judicial powers
1. Offences at Sea .

given by Constitution
, $ 252.

Offences at sea cognizable in country

Prevalent view is that federal judi of flag, $ 269.
ciary has no common law criminal Federal courts have jurisdiction of

jurisdiction , $ 253.

crimes on high seas out of state

Conflict of early rulings on this topic ,
jurisdiction , $ 270 .

$ 254.

Sovereign has jurisdiction of sea

Rulings do not shut out common law

within cannon shot from shore,

as a standard of interpretation
,

$ 270 a .

$ 255.
Conclusion is that no jurisdiction is

2. Offences by Subjects abroad.

Subjects may be responsible to their

given of exclusively
common law

own sovereign for offences abroad,

offences, $ 256 .
$ 271.

Statutory jurisdiction
of federal

Apportionment
of this sovereignty

courts, $ 257 —

between federal and state govern

Includes offences against law of ments, $ 272.

nations, $ 258.

Also offences
against federal sover

Also over political offences abroad,

$ 274 .

eignty , $ 259 .

Political extra -territorial offences by

Also offences against individuals
subjects are punishable, $ 275.

on federal soil or on ships, $ 260 .

Also offences against property of

Perjury and forgery before consular

federal government
, § 261.

agents punishable
at home, $ 276.

Homicide by subjects abroad punish

Also against public federal justice ,
able in England, 277.

$ 262.
II . IN WHAT COURTS OFFENCES AGAINST

3. Liability of Extra-territorial
Prir

cipal.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
ARE TO

Extra-territorial principal may be in

BE TRIED .

State courts have not concurrent
ju

tra -territorially
indictable

, $ 278.

risdiction unless given by statute,

Agent's act in such case imputable

$ 264.

to principal, § 279 .

Conflict of opinion as to state juris

Doubts in cases where agent is inde

diction , $ 265 .

pendently
liable, $ 280.

As to offences distinctively
against

4. Offences by Aliens in Country of

Arrest .

U. S. the States are independent

sovereigns, $ 266.

Aliens indictable in country of arrest

III . CONFLICT
AS TO HABEAS CORPUS.

by Roman law , $ 281.

Right of the courts to discharge
from

So in English and American
law,

$ 282 .

federal arrests, § 267.

Federal courts have statutory
power

So as to Indians, $ 282 a .

of habeas corpus in federal cases,

But not so as to belligerent
insur

8 268 .

gents, $ 283.
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word
necessary has

been
construed

to implied
as necessary

and proper
to

mean
needful,

requisite
,

essential
, and the

sanction
of the laws

, and
the exer

[ $ 252.

of federal

conducive to, and gives
Congress

the cise of the
delegated

powers
. M'Cul

JURISDICTION .

5. Offences by Aliens abroad.

In
continuous offences each place ofExtra -territorial offences against our

overt act has cognizance, $ 288.rights may be intra -territorially in
Adjustment of punishment in such

dictable, $ 284.

cases, $ 289.
Jurisdiction claimed in cases of per Offences in carriages and boats, $ 290.

jury and forgery before consuls, In larceny, thief liable wherever

$ 285.

goods are brought, $ 291.
Punishment in such cases , $ 286 .

In homicide, statutory jurisdiction is
6. Offences committed part in one Juris

given to country of death , $ 292.
diction and part in another .

7. Offences against two Sovereigns.
Accessaries and co -conspirators liable The first prosecuting an offenco ab

in place of overt act, $ 287.

sorbs it, § 293.

I. JUDICIAL POWERS SETTLED BY FEDERAL
CONSTITUTION .

§ 252. The powers given to
Congress under this head are:

To provide for the
punishment of

counterfeiting the

Summary

securities and current coin of the United
States.1

judicial

To define and punish piracies, felonies committed on powers

the high seas,and offences against the law of nations. Constituye

To make rules for the
government of the land and

naval forces.3

To provide for
organizing , arming, and

disciplining the militia,

and for
governing such parts of them as may be

employed in the

service of the United States.

To exercise
exclusive

legislation in all cases
whatsoever over

such district (not
exceeding ten miles square ) as may, by ces

sion of
particular States and the

acceptance of
Congress, be

come the seat of the
government of the United States ; and to

exercise like
authority over all places

purchased , by the consent

of the
legislature of the State in which the same shall be, for

the erection of forts,
magazines,

arsenals, dock -yards, and other

needful
buildings ; 6 and to make all laws which shall be nec

essary and proper, for
carrying into

execution the
foregoing

powers, and all other powers vested by the
Constitution in the

government of the United States, or in any
department or offi

cer thereof.

choice of themeans best calculated to

exercise the powers they possess ; and

under this
construction it has been

held that Congress bave power to in

flict
punishment in cases not specified* Ibid. cl. 18. In this section the by the

Constitution, such power being

tion .

1 Art. 1, § 8, cl. 6 .

Ibid . cl. 10 .

8 Ibid . cl. 14 .

4 Ibid . cl . 16 .

6 Art. 1 , § 8, cl. 16 .
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1

view is

that fed

ers .

§ 254. ]

§ 253. It is said in a case which will presently be more fully

Prevalent noticed, and which is assumed to have settled the law

on this important question , that although it may be

eral judi

ciary has

that the Supreme Court possesses jurisdiction derived

no common immediately from the Constitution , of which the legis

lative power cannot deprive it, all other courts created

by the general government
possess no jurisdiction but what is

given them by the power that creates them , and can be invested

with none but what the power ceded to the general government

authorizes Congress to confer. Certain implied powers, it is ad

mitted ,must necessarily result to courts of justice from the nat

ure of their institution ; as to fine for contempt, to imprison for

contumacy, and to enforce obedience to order ; but jurisdiction

of crimes against the State, it is held , is not among these pow

ers. Before an offence can become cognizable by the United

States courts, so it is concluded , the legislative authority of the

Union must first recognize it as such , affix a punishment to it,

and declare the court that shall have jurisdiction of the offence.?

§ 254. The first case which involved the question of the com

mon law criminal jurisdiction of the federal courts was

ingsin this that of Henfield ,tried for illegally enlisting in a French

privateer ; a case tried in 1793 , but for the first time

fully reported in 1850. In this case Chief Justice Jay , Judge

Wilson , and Judge Iredell, of the Supreme Court, and Judge

Peters of the District Court, concurred in holding that all viola

tions of treaties, of the law of nations, and of the common law ,

so far as federal sovereignty
is concerned , are indictable in the

federal courts without statute.

Almost at the same time before

Judge Iredell, Judge Wilson, and Judge Peters, an American

citizen was convicted
, at common law , for sending a threatening

letter to the British Minister
3

Then came Isaac Williams's

case, where the same law was held by Chief Justice Ellsworth
.

Such was the state of the law when Judge Chase, in Worrall's

loch v . State of Maryland , 4 Wheat. Wheat. 416 .

413 ; U. S. v . Bevans, 3 Wheat. 336 ; risdiction of U. S. Courts.

Martin's Lessee v . Hunter, 1 Wheat.

Wharton's
State Trials, 49.

304 ; Ex parte Bollman , 4 Cranch, 73 ;

U. S. v . Fisher, 2 Cranch, 358 , 396 .

3 U. S. v. Ravara, Wharton's
St.

Tr . 91; 2 Dallas, 297.

1 U. S. v . Hudson and Goodwin , 7

4 Wharton's
State Trials, 651.

Cranch, 32; U. S. v. Coolidge, 1

Conflict of

relation .

See Duponceau
on Ju
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case ( Chief Justice Jay, Judge Wilson , and Judge Iredell be

ing no longer on the bench , and Chief Justice Ellsworth being

abroad), without waiting to learn what had been decided by his

predecessors, startled both his colleague and the bar by an

nouncing that he would entertain no indictment at common law .

No reports being then , or for some time afterwards, published ,

of the prior rulings to the contrary, it is not to be wondered that

the judges who came on the bench after Judge Chase supposed

that he stated the practice correctly . In this view Judge Wash

ington seemsto have held that there could be no indictment for

perjury at common law in the courts of the United States ; 2 and

Chief Justice Marshall,3 in more than one case, treats the same

point as if settled by consent. But in a case which occurred in

the Circuit Court of Massachusetts 6 in 1813 , on an indictment

for an offence committed on the high seas, the question arose

whether the Circuit Court had jurisdiction to try offences against

the United States, which had not been defined , and to which

no punishment had been affixed. Judge Story, admitting that

the courts of the United States were of limited jurisdiction ,

and could exercise no authority not expressly granted to them ,

contended that when an authority was once lawfully given , the

nature and extent of that authority, and the mode in which it

should be exercised, must be regulated by the rules of the com

mon law ; and that, if this distinction was made, it would dissi

patethewhole difficulty and obscurity of the subject. Congress,

he said, might, under the Constitution, confide to the Circuit

Courts, jurisdiction of all offences against the United States,

and they had conferred on them jurisdiction of almost all; that

by the judiciary act the Circuit Courts have exclusive cogni

zance of all crimes and offences cognizable under the authority of

the United States,exceptwhere that or another statute of the

United States otherwise provides ; that in order to ascertain

what are crimes and offences against the United States, recourse

must be had to the common law , taken in connection with the

12 Dall. 297 ; Wharton's St. Tr.
8 U. S. v. Burr, 4 Cranch, 500 .

4 U. S.v . Bevans, 3 Wheat. 336 ; U.

* See 1 W.C. C.R.84; the report S. v. Wiltberger, 5 Wheat. 76.

of which case appears to be defective

6 U. S. v. Coolidge, 1 Gall. 488.

189.

in the conclusion of Judge
Washing

ton's
opinion.
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3

ciple as those of U. S. v . Hudson and v . Scott, 4 Bis . 29 ; U.S. v . Babcock ,

that the Constitution had given to the wise as to offences on high seas and

courts no jurisdiction in such cases ; places within exclusive jurisdiction.

$ 255.]

Constitution ; and that Congress has provided for the punish

ment of many crimes which it has not defined, an explanation

and definition of which can only be found in the common law .

The inference, he urged , was plain , that the Circuit Courts have

cognizance of all offences against the United States ; that what

these offences were depended upon the common law , applied to

the powers

confided to the United States ; that the Circuit Courts ,

having such cognizance, might punish by fine and imprisonment

where no punishment was specially provided by statute ; that

the admiralty was a court of extensive criminal as well as civil

jurisdiction ; and that offences of admiralty were exclusively cog

nizable by the United States, and punishable by fine and impris

onment, where no other punishment was specially prescribed .

The district judge dissenting , the case came before the Supreme

Court of the United States ; and it is evident, from the report1

that a strong desire existed in the minds of the judges to hear

the whole question of the extent of jurisdiction reargued. The

attorney general, however, declining to do so, being unwilling to

attempt to shake The United States v. Hudson and Goodwin,

by the authority of that case the court felt themselves bound,

and so certified to the Circuit Court.3

§ 255. But even assuming ,as was said on another occasion,

of
that the doctrine that the common law , as a source

Rulings do jurisdiction , does not controlthe federal courts is now

finally established, it by no means followsthat the com

mon law , as a rule for the exercise of a jurisdiction

pretation . previously given, does not apply undiminished, except

11Wheat. 415 .

courts seem to have a generaland ex

27 Cranch , 32 .

clusive jurisdiction
. Kent's Comm .

8 Chancellor
Kent does not seem to vol.i. p. 338. As following U. S. v.

think that the case of U. S.v. Coolidge Coolidge, and denying jurisdiction
,see

should be governed by the same prin- u . s. c.Maurice, 2 Brock. 96; U.S.

U. S.v.Worrall, – the one a libel and 4 McLean, 113; U. S. v. Taylor, 1

the other an attempt to bribe a com- Hughes , 514.

missioner
of the revenue,

latter being decided on the ground Cruikshank
,92 U. S. 564. But othera

the two argument of Clifford, J., in U. S. v.

not shut

out com

mon law as

a standard

of inter

To same effect, see

whereas the case of Coolidge was one

of admiralty , over which the federal

U.S.v. Shepherd , 1 Hughes, 520.

4 Wharton St. Tr. 87.
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so far as interferes with positive statutes. Thus it may be ar

gued, that as Congress has power to " define and punish offences

against the law of nations,” the jurisdiction of the States is

thereby divested of the particular subject matter ; and that, con

sequently ,as the jurisdiction exists somewhere, it exists in the

federal courts, ready to be exercised through the statutory me

dium ,when Congress specifies the procedure, but when no legis

lation has taken place , through the agency of the common law

forms. Marbury v . Madison 1 tends to the doctrine that the fed

eral jurisdiction in this and kindred cases is exclusive ; and such

is the express ruling of Com . v. Kosloff,2 where Chief Justice

Tilghman refused to take cognizance of a suit respecting a con

sul. The pregnant inquiry pressed home in the latter case, “ Is

the Constitution to be so construed as to exclude the jurisdiction

of all inferior courts , and yet suffer the authority of the Supreme

Court to be dormant until called into action by law ? ” gives no

obscure intimation of the leaning of that wise and clear-beaded

judge on this very point. It is not inconsistent, therefore, with

the doctrine discarding the common law as an origin of jurisdic

tion to the federal courts, to hold that where an express subject

matter is ceded to the federal government by the Constitution,

that subject matter is to be acted upon through the medium of

common law forms.3

may be said indeed to be a part of the

law of every civilized nation ; but it

* This distinction is dwelt upon by stands on other and higher grounds

the late Mr. Duponceau, in his notice than municipal customs, statutes,

edicts, or ordinances. It is binding

" Judge Wilson, who presided at
on every people and on every govern

this trial, in his charge to the jury, ment. It is to be carried into effect at

took the ground of its being also an
all times, under the penalty of being

offence at common law, of which the thrown out of the pale of civilization

law of nations was a part, and main
or involving the country in a war.

tained the doctrine that the common Every branch of the national admin

law was to be looked to for the defi- istration, each within its district,and

nition and punishment of the offence. its particular jurisdiction , is bound to

This ground has not been adverted administer it. It defines offences and

top in the argument,or, at least, very affixes punishments, and acts every

slightly. But itwould seem that the where proprio vigore,whenever it is

common law,considered as amunicipal not altered or modified by particular

system, had nothing to do with this national statutes or usages not incon

case. The law of nations, being the sistent with its great and fundamental

common law of the civilized world , principles. Whether there is or not

1 Cranch , 137.

2 5 S. & R.545 .

of
Henfield's case.
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1

fences.

ant was indicted for an infraction of fence to be cognizable at common law .

Hence we may hold that the court may draw from the com

mon law system of the State where it sits the meaning of the

penal terms with which it deals.1

§ 256. Supposing that Henfield's case is in such direct conflict

Conclusion with United States v. Coolidge and United States v.

jurisdiction Hudson, that either the former or the two latter must

is gives meof fall, the question arises, which is to be considered as

ly common law ? Henfield's case , it is true, was not reviewed by

the court in banc, but the ruling of the court at the

trialwas made after a full and ample discussion by counseldis

tinguished for their learning and sagacity,and received the assent

both of Judge Peters, as the district judge, and of all the judges

of the Supreme Court but one. Chief Justice Jay , to whom

of all the judges who sat on that bench the character of a con

temporaneous expositor most properly belongs, announced the

jurisdiction in advance with great solemnity , in a charge which

exhibits grave deliberation. Judge ·Wilson and Judge Iredell,

both of whom sat in the constitutional convention, proclaimed

the same doctrine at the trial. The prosecution was instituted

by Mr. Edmund Randolph certainly not of that class which

leaned to an enlarged view of the judicial power,and his offi

a national common law in other re
that at common law alone any offence

spects, this universal common law can against the sovereignty of the United

never cease to be the rule of executive States is indictable. There are, how .

and judicial proceedings until man

ever, great difficulties in the way of

kind shall return to the savage state. giving the federal courts criminal ju

Judge Wilson therefore, in my opin- risdiction over infractions of treaties,

ion, rather weakened than strength or of the law of nations, and at the

ened the ground of the prosecution
in

same time refusing them such jurisdic

placing the law of nations on the same

tion over common law offences. If the

footing with the municipal or local

common law is inadmissible
to execute

common law ,and deriving its authority the jurisdiction
in the latter case,the

exclusively
from the latter .

It was question is a critical one, whether the

considering
the subject in the narrow

former can be taken in to help out the

est point of view .” Dup. Jur. 3.

jurisdiction
of the latter; and such, in

A distinction
of a parallelcharacter fact,appears to have been the view of

is taken by Mr. Dallas,in his speech Judge Wilson,who,declining to place

in Worrall's case,where he argues the case on the narrow ground of the

that in the case in question the defend - law of nations alone,declared the of

* See U. S.v. Shepard, 1 Abb. U. S.

a treaty , which is the supreme law of

the land, and that, consequently, that 431.

case is no authority for the position

? Wharton's St. Trials , p . 49.
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13

risdiction
being accepted as a matter 431; U. S. v . Barney

, 5 Blatch
. C. C.

[ $ 257 .

cialopinion as attorney general was given beforehand, that the

offence was one which the federal courts have power to punish .

Mr. Jefferson, almost at thesamemoment, in substance directed

Mr. Morris to explain to the British court, that the acquittal

arose, not from want of power to punish , but a doubt in the

minds of the jury as to the guilty intent ; 1 and Chief Justice

Marshall, many years afterwards, lamented the verdict of the

jury, not as the necessary result of a lack of jurisdiction , but as a

melancholy exhibition of party zeal. By none of these is there

the least intimation of a doubt as to the jurisdiction of the court ;

and when the character of the men themselves is recollected , —

the sound,wary,and experienced judgment of Chief Justice Jay ;

the singular sagacity of Mr. Jefferson in every branch of our

system , and his peculiar sensitiveness to judicial encroachments
;

and the excellent capacity and long experience of Judge Iredell,

Judge Wilson , and Judge Peters, - it cannot now be said that

the jurisdiction was assumed inconsiderately
or acquiesced in

blindly. It
undoubtedly was exercised in conformity with the

then unquestioned construction of the Constitution
. It was exer

cised in conformity with the opinion announced by
Washington in

his proclamation of neutrality, - a paper unanimously adopted

by the cabinet as a correct exposition to foreign States of the

of the federal government
,

that the federal

governmentin such cases could,through its courts, punish the offender. But

Whatever maybe our opinion as to the principle involved ,the line

of recent decisions puts it beyond doubt that the federal courts

will not now take jurisdiction over any crimes which have not

been placed directly under their control by act of Congress.

§ 257. It remains to consider such offences as are brought

within the
jurisdiction of the federal courts by act of Statutory

Congress. The offences thus
particularly

enumerated
erinedietkon

by Congress may be collected under five general heads:

courts .

4 U. S. v. Babcock, 4 McLean , 113;

Anon. 1 Wash . C. C. 84 ; U. S. v .• 10 Wash.Writ. by Sparks,535; Maurice, 2 Brock. 96; U. S. v. New

Wharton's St. Trials, pp. 87, 88. An- Bedford Bridge, 1 Woodb. & Minot,

other remarkable instance of this ju- 401; U. S. v. Lancaster, 2 McLean ,

294 ; U. S. v. Scott, 4 Bis. 29; and

cited to $ 254

power

1
Wharton's St. Trials, p . 89.
Ibid .

of course is found in United States v .

Meyer, cited Whar. Prec. 955, note.
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Includes

offences 1

§ 259.)

first, those against the law of nations ; secondly , those against

federal sovereignty ; thirdly , offences against the persons of in

dividuals ; fourthly, offences against property ; and fiftbly , of

fences against public justice.

§ 258. (a .) Under the first head, namely, offences against the

law of nations, may be classed , the accepting and ex

against law ercising, by a citizen , a commission to serve a foreign

of nations. State against a State at peace with the United States ;'

fitting out and arming, within the limits of the United States,

any vessel for a foreign State to cruise against a State at peace

with the United States ;? increasing or assisting, within the

United States, any force of armed vessels of a foreign State at

war with a State with which the United States are at peace ;; 8

setting on foot, within the United States,any military expedi

tion against a State at peace with the United States ;4 suing

forth or executing any writ or process against any foreign minis

ter, or his servants, the writs being also declared void ;5 and vio

lating any passport ; or in any other way infracting the law of

nations, by violence to an ambassador
, or foreign minister, or

their domestics.6

§ 259. (6.) Under the second head, namely, offences against

federalsovereignty , may be classed , treason against the

United States and misprision of treason ;7 holding any

treasonable correspondence with a foreign government;&

eignty .

recruiting soldiers to serve against the United States ;º

enlisting by a citizen within , or going out of the United

States with intent to enlist in the service of any foreign State ;10

fitting out and arming a vessel by a citizen of the United States ,

out of the United States, with intent to cruise against citizens of

the United States ; 11 illegally holding office ;12 false personation

in naturalization ;13 offences against the elective franchise ;

false personation of owners of stock or other claim against the

8Also of

fences

against

federal

sover

14

i Rev. Stat. U. S. 1878 , 5281.

2 Ibid . 5286 .

8 Ibid . 5285 .

4 Ibid . 5286 .

6 Ibid . 4062.

6 Ibid . 4064.

7 Ibid ., 5331–8. As to subsequent

statutes, see infra, “ Treason ."

8 Ibid . 5335 .

• Ibid . 5337.

10 Ibid . 5287.

11 Ibid .

12 Ibid . 1787.

18 Ibid . 5424.

14 Ibid . 5425-9, 5506, 5511–19,

5520, 5529, 5532.
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14 Ibid. 5389.
This

jurisdiction

is Holmes
, 5 Wheat

. 412.
But a shipexclusive, unless

there
is a reserva-

lying
at

anchor
between

Boston
and

U.S. v. Bevans , 3
Wheat . 336 ; U. S. the

distance
of one

fourth
or one third

[ $ 260.
United States ; 1

obstructing officers
executing warrant under

civil rights law ; conspiring to prevent a person from holding or

accepting federal office ; 3 injuring a person so holding office ; 4

offences against Indians; 5 offences on Guano Islands; & political

offences against the federal
government committed by subjects

abroad ;' perjury and forgery abroad ; 8 and the various offences

defined in the statutes relating to the post-office ; 9 to counter

feiting,10 to piracy, revolt , and the slave -trade.11

§ 260. (c.) Under the third head,namely, offences against the

persons of
individuals, may be classed ,

subjecting any Also of

person to deprivation of rights under color of law ;

against in
depriving any person of equal protection of law ;

der, or
manslaughter, in any fort, dock-yard, or other soil,or on

place or district of country under the sole and exclusive depriving

jurisdiction of the United States ; causing death on of civil

ship by explosive substances ; 15 murder,
manslaughter

, rights.

or rape, upon the high seas, or in any river, haven, basin , or other

like place out of the jurisdiction of the United States, & c.;18 the

offences covered by the statutes protecting persons on the high

seas, or arms of the sea , or river or bay within the admiralty ju

risdiction of the United States, and out of the
jurisdiction of par

ticular States ;17 and kidnapping persons with intent to enslave.18

18
mur

dividuals

on federal

14

1 Rev. Stat. U.S. 1878, 5435–8.

v . Cornell, 2 Mason, 60 ; U. S.v . Davis,

5 Mason , 356. Butthe U. S., by buy

ing lands for other than the purpose

of governing the same, do not ex

clude state jurisdiction . See Wills v .

State, 3 Heisk . 141.

16 Rev. Stat. U. S. 1878 , 5355 .

16 Infra , $ 269. See R. S. of U. S.Rev. Stat. U. S. 1878,5463 et seq. SS
5339-40.

17 Rev. St. U. S. 1878, 5346 et seq.;
See Rev. Stat. U. S. 1878, 5413– R. S. U. S. SS 5339–40. An offence

at sea within cannon shot of the shore

is cognizable in the federal courts.

U. S. v . Grush , 5 Mason , 290; U. S. v .

? Ibid . 5516.

8 Ibid . 5518.

4 Ibid . 5518.

5 Ibid . 2128 , 2146 , 2150 .

6 Ibid . 5576 .

7 Infra , $ 274 .

8 Infra, $ 276 .

10 Ibid . 5457.

80.

12 Ibid . 5510.

18 Ibid. 5519.

tion to the State in the act of cession. Chelsea, off
Constitution Wharf, at

18 Rev. St. U. S. 1878, 5525 .
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3

Also of-

fences

federal

ment, or
on federal

§ 261. (d .) Under the fourth head , namely, offences against

property, may be classed , embezzling or purloining any

arms or other ordnance belonging to the United States,

property of by any person having the charge or custody thereof, for

purposes
govern

of gain , and to impede the service of the United

States ; 1 custom -house frauds ; 2 frauds in stealing im

soil, or on plements used in printing obligations, or papers of im

ships. portance ; 3 burning , or aiding to burn , any dwelling

house, store,or other building, within any fort, dock-yard , or other

place under the jurisdiction of the United States ; 4 setting fire

to, or burning , or aiding to set fire to, or burn , any arsenal,

armory , & c., of the United States,or any vessel built or building:

or any materials, victuals, or other public stores ; 5 taking and

carrying away, with intent to steal, the personalgoodsofanother ,

from within any of the places under the sole and exclusive cog

nizance of the United States, or being accessary thereto ; and

the various forms of robbery and larceny on the high seas.

$ 262. (e.) Under the fifth head ,namely,offences against pub

lic justice, may be classed , bribing any United States

judge or legislator with intent to obtain any opinion,

public federal justice judgment, or vote, in any suit depending before him ;"

and policy. receiving such bribe ;8 extortion of any kind ;' embez

zlement by public officers ; 10 other formsof officialmisconduct;!

obstructing any officer of the United States in the service of any

legalwrit or process whatsoever ; demanding and receiving,by

reason of his office, any greater fees than those allowed by law,

by a public officer, or his deputy ; 12 endeavoring to impede,in

timidate, or influence any juror, witness, or officer in any court

Also

against

of a mile from said wharf, in water of

the depth of four or five fathoms at

low tide, and between one third and

half a mile's distance from the navy

yard in Charlestown, is within the

body of the county of Suffolk ; and an

offence so committed on board a mer

chant ship so situate , owned by a cit

izen or citizens of the United States ,

is exclusively cognizable by the courts

of the State. Com . v . Peters, 12 Met.

387. See infra , & $ 270, 270 a .

1 Rev. Stat. 1878, 5439, 5456 .

2 Ibid . 5441.

8 Ibid . 5453–4.

4 Ibid . 5385

6 Ibid . 5386 .
6 And see Com . v. Gaines, 2 Va.

Cas. 172 .

Rev. Stat. 1878, 5451 .

8 Ibid . 5500-2.

9 Ibid . 5481-7.

10 Ibid . 5486 .

11 Ibid . 5482 et seq .

12 Ibid . 5481.
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3
en

of the United States in the discharge of his duties, or by threats

or force obstructing or impeding, or
endeavoring to impede the

due
administration of justice therein ; 1

committing perjury, or

causing another to do so, in any suit or
controversy

depending

in any of the courts of the United States, or in any deposition

taken in pursuance of the laws of the United States ; 2 taking

other forms of false oaths forbidden by'acts of Congress ;

deavoring to defeat the course of justice ; 4 circulating obscene

literature through the mail or custom -house.5

§ 263. By clauses in several of the acts referred to , it is ex

pressly declared that nothing therein shall be construed to de

prive the courts of the
individual States of

jurisdiction under

the laws of the several States, over offences made cognizable by

these acts. Such is the case, as has been noticed , with the crimes

of forging, coining, and
counterfeiting. By the act establish

ing and
regulating the Post-office

Department, authority is given

to the federal officers to prosecute in the state courts offences

against the
department.7

II. IN WHAT COURTS OFFENCES
COGNIZABLE BY THE UNITED STATES

ARE TO BE TRIED .

When the State and the
Federal Courts have

Concurrent Juris

diction .

§ 264. Under the Federal
Constitution ,

exclusive
jurisdiction

is vested in the federal courts of all offences cogniza- State ,

ble under the authority of the United States, unless courtshave

where the laws of the United States shall
otherwise rent juris

direct. In the language of Judge
Washington, in de- less given

livering the opinion of the
Supreme Court in a leading gress.

case,“ Congress cannot confer
jurisdiction upon any courts but

such as exist under the
Constitution and laws of the United

States, although the state courts may exercise
jurisdiction in

cases authorized by the laws of the State,and not
prohibited by

the exclusive
jurisdiction of the federal courts.” 9

6 See infra , $ 748 .

7 Rev. Stat . U. S. 1878, 3833.

8 Houston v . Moore, 5 Wheat. 27.

9 Houston v. Moore, 5 Wheat. 27.

See U. S. v . Ames, Boston L.Rep.

1 Rev. Stat. 1878,
5404-6.

Ibid . 5392.

3 Infra, $ 276 .

* Rev. Stat. 1878, 5407.

6 lbid . 1785 .
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1

8 The propositions in the text are accept any jurisdiction conferred on

dependent upon principles of consti- them by the federal government, un

tutional construction , which it is out less the right to impose this jurisdic

§ 266.]

§ 265. Statutes having been enacted by Congress giving, as to

Conflict of several lines of offences, concurrent jurisdiction to the

opinion as

to state ju

state courts, it has been held in several of the States ,

risdiction . not without the sanction of repeated intimations of the

Supreme Court of the United States, that although the state

courts may exercise jurisdiction in cases authorized by the laws

of the States, and not prohibited by the exclusive jurisdiction of

the federal courts, yet it cannot be considered obligatory on the

state tribunals to exercise such jurisdiction . On the other hand,

as will be seen, we have cases in which state courts of high au

thority have accepted this jurisdiction .

§ 266. Of the vexed questions here involved we may venture

to accept the following solutions:

1. Congress cannot constitutionally
confer on a state court

jurisdiction over offences against the federal govern

fences dis- ment. Statutes conferring such jurisdiction do not

tinctively and cannot bind the state courts as such .

against the

United

States, the

2. Offences which are directed against the sover

eignty of a State are punishable in such State , notwith

independent sover- standing the fact that such offences are also directed

eigns.
against the sovereignty of the federal government.

Whether one sovereign, by prosecuting an offence thus indiet

able both by itself and by another sovereign, bars a prosecution

by such other sovereign , is elsewhere discussed.?

3. Offences exclusively against the United States are exclu

sively cognizable in the federal courts ; and offences exclusively

against the States are exclusively cognizable in the state courts.

vol. ix . p . 295 .

As to concurrent sumed , each State is sovereign as to

jurisdiction, see Whart. Crim . Plead. all powers not ceded to the federal

& Pr. § 242.1 Prigg v. Com . 16 Peters, 539, 630. Of all crimes committed within its

2 Infra , SS 273, 293.

And see par- borders unless the exclusive jurisdic

ticularly Wh. Cr. Pl. & Pr.§ 441. As tion of such crimes is ceded to the

to treason, see infra, $$ 812–18. As federal government
. And if each

to coining , in addition to points in State is sovereign as to its own func

note, see infra, $ 749.

As to of

States are

government
, the State has jurisdiction

tionaries
, these functionaries

cannot

Otherwise
the

of the range of the present treatise to tion is ceded by the States to the

discuss. If, however, as is here as- federal government.
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courts to

rests .

u.
Harrison, 11 Mass. 63 ; Com . v. Camac, 1 S. & R. 87 ; Com . v . Fox , 7

Downes, 24 Pick . 227 ;
Sanborn v . Penn . St. 336 ; Com . v . Wright

, 3

Carlton , 15 Gray , 399 ;
McConologue's

Grant, 437 ; Mason , ex parte
, 1 Mur

vol. ii. 563, § 22 ; 3 Hall's L. J. 206 ; St. 256 ; Higgins
' case, 16 Wis. 351;

case, 107 Mass. 154 ; New York R. S. phy , 336 ; Disinger's
case, 12 Ohio

5
Hall's L. J. 497 ;

Lanahan v . Birge, though
see

Spangler's
case, 11 Mich .

30
Conn.438;

Husted's case, 1 Johns. 298 ; Willis, in re, 38 Ala . 429.

III. CONFLICT AS TO HABEAS CORPUS.

§ 267. For many years after the adoption of the Federal Con

stitution the state courts claimed to have the right to

Right of

issue writs of habeas corpus to examine the validity of state

commitments under federal process. Wehave had , it discharge

is true, rulings by federal judges, that they have exclu- eral ar

sive jurisdiction on habeas corpus, whenever the appli

federal legislature could appropriate implied in Com . v. Tenney (97 Mass.

to itself the time, the duty, and the al- 50), and in fact is conceded by the

legiance of state officials, and there- learned attorney general in the argu

by put them under its immediate con ment of this case. " Com . v . Felton,

trol.

101 Mass. 204. See Com . v . Fuller,Among the rulings bearing on this 8 Met. 313 ; State v . Tuller, 34 Conn.

topic may be cited the following : - 280. Infra , $ 1041.

In
Massachusetts, it is said that the Hence even an accessary to an em

enactment of a federal statute direct- bezzlement of the funds of a national

ing the
punishment of a crime, as bank by one of its officers cannot be

against the United States, excludes tried in
Massachusetts, even though

all state
jurisdiction ,unless the con the offence of an accessary is not pro

current jurisdiction of the States be vided for by the federal statutes.

saved in the statute. “ By the terms

Com . v. Felton, 101 Mass . 204 .of the Judiciary Act,” said Ames, J.,

On the other hand , it has been heldin the Supreme Court of Massachu- in the same State (Com . v. Barry, 116

setts, in reference to this point, “ the Mass. 1) that a larceny committed by

courts of the United States are vested

an officer of a national bank of thewith the exclusive cognizance of all

property of thebank may be punishedcrimes that are made punishable by in a state court,
notwithstanding that

act of Congress, except where the act

hemay also be subject to punishmentof Congressmakes other provision : and for
embezzlement under the United

it would therefore seem that the crime States statute. “ The fact,” so it is

of
embezzlement by a cashier of a argued in the opinion of the court,

national bank located within our ter

" that Hine was teller of the bankritory is taken out of the jurisdiction subjects him to the
punishment im

of ourcourts. This is at least strongly posed for his breach of trust in that

See Sergeant's Const.Law , 236, Cas. 136 ; Stacy, in re, 10 Johns. 328;

287; Statev.Dimmick,12 N.H. 194 ; U. S.v.Wyngall,5 Hill,16; Barlow's

Com,v.Chandler,11 Mass. 83; Com . case, 8 West. Law J. 567; Com . v.
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cant s restrained , illegally or otherwise, under authority of the

United States, whether by virtue of a formal commitment or

capacity, under the statute of the property of an individual deposited in

United States ; it does not relieve him the bank , under a state statute making

from his liability to punishment for such fraudulent conversion “ larceny."

the larceny at common law , or under Perjury in naturalization proceed

statutes of the State . There is no ings, no matter what may be the court

identity in the character of the two in which the false oath is taken, is

offences, although the same evidence held to be an offence against the gen

may
be relied

upon to sustain the proof eral government, and not punishable

of each . An acquittal or conviction in state courts. People v. Sweetman ,

of either would be no bar to a prose- 3 Parker C. R. 358; State v. Adams,

cution for the other . " See Com . v . 4 Blackf. 146 ; People v . Kelly, 38 Cal.

Carpenter, 100 Mass. 204 ; Morey v. 145; State v. Kirkpatrick , 32 Ark. 117.

Com . 108 Mass. 433. To the same See infra , $s 1041, 1275. By other

effect is State v. Tuller, 34 Conn . 280, courts, however, for the reason that

where it was held that while the state perjury in such cases strikes at state

courts cannot exercise jurisdiction of as well as federal integrity, this view

the offence of embezzlement by an is denied. Infra , $ 1275 ; State v.

officer of a national bank of the prop- Whittemore, 50 N. H. 245; Rump v.

erty of a bank, they have jurisdiction Com . 30 Penn. St. 475. See U. S. v.

of the larceny or purloining by such Bailey, 9 Pet. 238. Yetwemay agree

officer of the property of others left that the state courts have no juris

with the bank for safe-keeping.

diction of perjury before federal land

“ It is theft by our law ,” so speaks officers (People v. Kelly, 38 Cal. 145;

the court, " to steal from a national
see also State v. Pike, 15 N. H. 83 ;

bank ; it is burglary to break into one State v. Adams, 4 Blackf. 146); and

for the purpose of stealing ; and it is of perjury in federal judicial investi

cheating to obtain money from one by gations. Bridges,ex parte, 2 Woods,

false pretences. As a corporate being, 428 .

located in the State, its property and

In Ohio, on an information
for sell.

interests and business are protected ing distilled liquors without a license,

by state laws and subject to state leg- contrary to the act of Congress,it was

islation, and so it is competent
for the held by all the judges thatthe United

legislature
to protect its customers,the States could not prosecute in the state

citizens of the State, in their business courts. In a previous case,on asim

dealings with it,whatever they may be, ilar question, the court had been

whether constituting
the relation of equally divided . U. S. v.

borrower and lender, or special or gen
6 Hall's L. J. 113 .

eral depositor and bailee ; and they
may be controlled and protected by that the courts of that State haveno

penal enactments without interference jurisdiction of stealing packages from

with the laws of Congress.”

the mail, that being an offence created

In Com . v. Tenney, 97 Mass . 50, it by act of Congress; Com . v. Feely,1

was held that a state court has juris- va. Cases, 321; and the same view

diction of an indictment
against an

was taken in an action brought to re

officer of a national bank for fraudu

lently converting
to his own use the revenue laws," notwithstanding

such

Campbell
,

In Virginia , it has been decided

cover a penalty for a breach of the
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against

the
federal

government

136 .

1
Farrand , in re, 1 Abbott

U. S. Reg. 662 ; Ferrand
v . Fowler

, 2 Am .

140 ;
McDonald , ex parte, 9 Am . L. L. J. Rep . 4 .

JURISDICTION .

[ $ 267.otherwise. But such claim was not
recognized by the state

courts,and cases are not infrequent in which by the latter tri

penalty being expressly made recov- otherwise provided . State v. Tuller,

erable in the state courts. Serg. Cons. 34 Conn. 280. See infra , § 1041.

Law ,280.

In Missouri, it has been even saidIn
Kentucky (Haney v. Sharp , 1 that the power to punish

counterfeit

Dana, 442), in an action to recover a ing current coin is,
notwithstanding

penalty under an act of Congress, for the statute, vested
exclusively in Con

a refusal to make return to the mar- gress ; that the States have no con

shal of a list of the
defendant's fam- current legislation on the subject; and

ily, it was held that, as no tribunal of that a statute of a State providing for

the State had an inherent or concur the cognizance and
punishment of

rent jurisdiction in such cases, the ju- such crimes is void . Mattison v. State,

risdiction of the courts of the federal 3 Mo. 421. See State v.
Shoemaker,

government must
necessarily be ex 7 Ibid . 177 . As to coining, see gen

clusive, and that the state courts could erally infra , $ 748 .

take no
cognizance.

Of coining and
counterfeiting, how

In
Connecticut ( Ely v . Peck , 7

ever, the state courts, it is generallyConn. 240), upon an action brought agreed, have
concurrent jurisdiction ,

to recover damages under an act of the offence being one which , at least

Congress for the
government and reg- in some of its aspects, is directed

ulation of seamen in the merchant ser- against the
sovereignty of the particu

vice, against the mate, for a deser- lar States, and the
jurisdiction origi

tion, the court felt
themselves bound nally existing in the state courts, and

by the case ofMartin v. Hunter's Les- not being formally ceded to the gen

see, 1Wheat. 304 ; and declared that eral
government. Prigg v. Com . 16

Congress could not vest any portion Pet. 630; Fox v. Ohio, 5 How . (U.

of the judicial power of the United S.) 410 ; State v. Randall, 2 Aikens,

States except in a court ordained and 89; Com . v. Fuller, 8 Met. 313; Man

established by itself, and that no part ley v. People, 3 Seld. 295 ; U. S. v.

of the criminal jurisdiction of the Smith, 1 Southard , 33;
Buckwalter v.

United States could ,
consistently with U. S. 11 S. & R. 193; Rump v.Com .

the
Constitution,be

delegated to state

30 Penn. St. 475 ; Sutton v . State , 9
tribunals. On a writ of error to the Oh . 132;

Hendrick v. Com . 5 Leigh,

Superior Court of the same State,from 707; Jett v.Com . 18 Grat.933 ; State

a decisionof a county court awarding v. Pitman, 1 Brev. 32; State v. An

a penalty for a violation of an act re- tonio , 3 Brev . 562; Waldo v. Wal

lating to the Post-office
Department lace, 12 Ind . 569 ; Chess v. State, 1

( Act of March 3, 1825), the case was Blackf. 198; Snoddy v. Howard, 51

reviewed and confirmed. Ibid. And Ind.411; Harlan v. People , 1 Dougl.

in this state,aswellas in
Massachu- Mich. 207; Sizemore v. State,3 Head ,

setts,it is now held that
criminal of- 26; though see Rouse v. State, 4 Ga.

are
exclusively cognizable in

federal

In South Carolina, the courts at

one time went the extreme length of

courts ,unless by
federal

statutes it is

VOL . I.

19
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how this conflicts with the Constitu- of the United States, and the case

venience may be considered, and it ciding upon an elaborate argument

i Reynolds, ex parte , 6 Parker C. 5 McLean, 92; U. S. v. Rector, Ibid.

R. 276. See also Hamilton
, ex parte, 174 ; Veremaitre's

case, 13 Am . Law

1 Ben . 455 ; but see Norris v. Newton , Rep : 608.

§ 267. ]

bunals persons held by the military authorities of the United

States, under color of illegal enlistments, have been discharged .?

saying that every offence against the would be an intolerable inconvenience

laws of the United States is an offence and grievance in an action for a pen

against the laws of South Carolina, alty to drag a man from the most re

and that she has a right to punish all mote corner of the State to the seat

violations of her law , unless the ex of the federal judiciary.' The re

clusive power to punish it has been mark of Justice Strong in Huber

delegated by the Constitution of the v. Reily , 3 Smith, 118 ,was not in

United States to the judiciary estab- tended to overrule Buckwalter's case ,

lished by it. State v. Wills, 2 Hill S. but to distinguish it, as shown by his

C. 687. Such, however, seems now no

own language, that the latter was an

longer the law in that State. State action for penalties declared to be re

v . McBride, Rice , 400 .

coverable as other debts ; while he was

In Bletz v. Columbia Bank , 87 treating of the disfranchisement
of a

Penn . St. 87, we have the following deserter, and the necessity of convic

from Agnew , C. J.: “ We may now

tion by a court-martial, before the dis

refer to some of our own decisions ability could be enforced .

and laws. Thus it was held that our

“ The case of Houston v. Moore has

courts had jurisdiction
of a forgery of been already cited, where a penalty

power of attorney to obtain a pension was inflicted under an act of Con

under an act of Congress . Common- gress by a state court-martial. The

wealth v. Shaffer ,4 Dallas, App. xxvi. legislation
of our State has run in the

In White v. Commonwealth
, 4 Bin

same direction . In 1829, Judge King,

ney,418, this court decided that pass- Thomas I. Wharton , and Judge Sha

ing a counterfeit
note of the Bank of ler reported the penal act of that

the United States was indictable under year. The Act of 230 April, 1829,

the Act of 22d April, 1794, specially provided for forging and uttering any

including the notes of that bank. gold or silver coin then or thereafter

Buckwalter
v. United States, 11 S. & passing or in circulation in this State,

R. 193, was the case of penalty un

and for forging, counterfeiting
, or ut

der an act of Congress sued for in tering a counterfeit
note of the Bank

the name of the United States. Jus- of the United States. In 1860 the

tice Duncan said : On the matter of

same great criminal lawyer, Judge

jurisdiction
it is sufficient

to observe King,with Judge Knox and another,

this court has often sustained
actions

was upon a commission
to codify the

on penal acts of Congress
,where the criminal

law , and reported the new

penalty is recoverable
in the state sections

of the Act of 31st March,

courts ; and though convenience
is no

1860, from 156 to 163 inclusive, puu

justification
for the usurpation

of ishing offences relating to the coin;

power, yet as the court does not see and in the report referred to the laws

tion of the United States,the incon- of Fox v.Ohio, 5 Howard ,410,de

:
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was

of
passing

counterfeit
coin of the 34 ; S. P., Anderson

, ex parte, 16

be
sustained as to the

question of ju- 659 ; Kelly , ex parte, 37 Ala . 474 .

JURISDICTION .

On the other hand, it was at one time held in New York that a

state court will not, on habeas corpus, review the legality of the

arrest of an alleged deserter by a provost marshal of the United

States; 1 though this point was
subsequently

reconsidered , and

it held that the court would issue the writ to direct a pro

vost marshal to produce an infant, under eighteen years, whom

he claimed to hold as a soldier and
deserter.2

In 1867 a case of collision arose in New York between the

federal and state courts on this issue, under the following cir

cumstances : A
commander in the army of the United States

made return to a writ of habeas corpus issued by the state court,

that he held the petitioner as a recruit in the United States

army, and pursuant to laws of the United States regulating en

listments. The state court examined the validity of the enlist

ment,
determined it to be invalid , and directed the recruit to be

discharged . The officer refused to
discharge him , and the state

court committed the officer for contempt. The
commander sued

out a habeas corpus in the District Court of the United States,

who discharged him , holding that the state court exceeded its

jurisdiction in
examining the validity of the

enlistment ; and

that it had no power to proceed beyond ascertaining that the

officer held the recruit by color of
authority from the United

States. It is, no doubt, clear that a habeas corpus issued by a

state judge has no
authority within the limits of the

sovereignty

assigned by the
Constitution to the United States ; 4 but at the

same time each court, on
application made to it for this writ, is

that the clauses of the
Constitution of risdiction . This, however, does not

the United States, relating to the touch the present inquiry,which con

power to coin money and regulate its

cerns only the civil
jurisdiction of the

value, do not prevent the State from state courts.”

enacting a law to punish the offence

1 Hopson , in re, 40 Barb . (N.Y.)
United States. These laws have re- Iowa , 595.

mained
unquestioned , yet I do not as

2 Barrett, ex parte , 42 Barb..479.
sert that none of the

provisions ap- See People v. Gaul, 44 Barb. 98 ;

plied to the coin of the United States Martin, in re, 45 Barb. 142.

can be
questioned . In view of Fox v .

Farrand, in 1 Abbott United
Ohio,and other cases, there may be States, 140.

adoubtwhether the
provisions against

4 Ableinan v . Booth , 21 Howard ,

making and
debasing these coins can

506 ; Sifford , ex parte, 5 Am . L. Reg .

3

re ,
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Federal

powers of

habeas cor

pus in fed

eral cases.

parte McCardle, 6 Wall. 318 ; Ibid . 7 Thomas, 12 Blatch . 370 ; In re Giac

§ 268.)

compelled to determine where the limits of such sovereignty are

to be placed. It is conceded on all sides that the state courts

cannot, on habeas corpus, examine whether a particular offence,

charged in an indictment found in a federal court, is or is not an

offence against the United States, or go beyond such indictment.?

And in 1871 the question was settled, so far as concerns enlist

ments,by an express ruling of the Supreme Court of the United

States to the effect that state courts have no jurisdiction to dis

charge in such cases by habeas corpus, the exclusive jurisdiction

being in the federal courts.3

§ 268. In the Revised Statutes of the United States ( edition

1878), compiling the previous statutes on this subject

courtshave the following provisions are made as to writs of habeas

corpus :( 751.) “ The Supreme Court and the Circuit and

District Courts shall have power to issue writs of ha

beas corpus.
(752.) “ The several justices and judges of the said courts,

1 Though see Farrand , in re, 1 Ab- son , 3 Am . L. Rep. 729 ; Bennet v.

bott U. S. 140.

Bennet, 1 Deady, 299 ; Ex parte

2 Hill, ex parte , 5 Nev. 154.

Evarts, 7 Am . L. Rep. 79 ; Norris v.

8 Tarble's case, 13 Wallace, 399.

Newton, 5 McLean, 22; U. S. v. Rec

* Under this provision are cited the tor, 5 McLean, 174 ; Veremaitre's

acts of Sept. 24 , 1789; April 10 ,

case, 13 Am. Law Rep.608; Ex parte

1869; March 2, 1833; Feb. 5, 1867 ; Sifford , 5 Am. Law. Rep. 659; Ex

Aug 29, 1842, and the following parte McCan,14 Am . L. Rep. 158;U.

cases : U. S. v. Hamilton, 3 Dall. 17; S. v. French , 1 Gallis. 1 ;U. S. v.An

Ex parte Burford , 3 Cr. 448 ; Ex derson, Cooke, 143 ; Ex parte Chee

parte Bollman, 4 Cr. 75; Ex parte ney, 5' Law Rep. 19 ; Ex parte Des

Wilson , 6 Cr. 52; Ex parte Kearney, Rochers, 1 McAllis. 68 ; Ex parte

7 Wh. 38 ; Ex parte Watkins, 3 Pet. Pleasants, 4 Cr. C. C. 314 ;

Ex parte

193 ; Ibid . 7 Pet. 168; Ex parte Mil- Turner , 6 Int. Rev. Rec . 147; Ex

burn , 9 Pet. 704 ;Holmesv.Jennison, parte Jenkins, 2 Wall. Jr. 521; Ex

14 Pet.540 ; Ex parte Barry, 2 How . parte Robinson, 6 McLean,355; Ex

65; Ex parte Dorr, 3 How . 103;Bar- parte Smith, 3 McLean, 121; Meade's

ry v. Mercein, 6 How. 108; In re case, 1 Brock. 324 ; Fisk v.Un, Paco

Metzger,5 How . 176 ; In re Kaine, R. R. 10 Blatch. 518 ; In re Joseph

14 How .103; Ex parte Wells, 18 How . Stupp, 11 Blatch. 124; In re Maco

307;Ex parte Milligan, 4 Wall.2 ; Ex Donnell, 11 Blatch. 79, 170; In re

Wall..506.; Ex parte Yerger, 8 Wall. amo, 12 Blatch.391; In re Stupp,12

85; Ex parte Lange, 18 Wall. 163; In Blatch. 501; In re Bird, 2 Saw.88;

re Heinrich, 5 Blatch.414 ; Ex parte In re Bogart, 2 Saw . 396.

Keeler, Hemps. 306 ; U. S.v . William

4
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Woods, 428. See Rev. Stat . U. S. 506. And hence
the Supreme

Court

held
under arrest, by order of a state by a district

court. Yerger
, ex parte,

United
States ,may be

released
by a

federal court.
Seymour, ex parte, 1

Meade's
case , 1 Brock

. 324 ; Keeler
,

JURISDICTION .

[ $ 268.
within their respective

jurisdictions, shall bave power to grant

writs of habeas corpus for the purpose of an inquiry into the

cause of restraint of liberty .

(753.) “ The writ ofhabeas corpus shall in no case extend to

a prisoner in jail, unless where he is in custody under or by color

of the authority of the United States, or is committed for trial

before some court thereof ; or is in custody for an act done or

omitted in pursuance of a law of the United States, or of an

order, process , or decree of a court or judge thereof; or is in

custody in violation of the
Constitution or of a law or treaty of

the United States ; or, being a subject or citizen of a foreign

State, and domiciled therein, is in custody for an act done or

omitted under any alleged right, title, authority, privilege, pro

tection , or exemption claimed under the
commission, or order, or

sanction of any foreign State, or under color thereof, the validity

and effectwhereof depend upon the law of nations; or unless it

is necessary to bring the prisoner into court to testify.” ?

The courts of the United States have , it is ruled,
jurisdiction

to inquire ,on habeas corpus, not merely into the legality of all

commitments under federal process, civil or military, but may

Under this provision are cited the parte, 2 Wall. Jr.521 ; Des Rochers,
acts of Sept. 24, 1789; April 10 ,

ex parte , 1 McAllist. 68.1869; March 2, 1833; Feb. 5 , 1867 ;

The Act of March 27, 1868, taking
Aug. 29, 1842.

away an appeal to the Supreme Court* Under this provision are cited the of the United States, has been held

acts of Sept. 24, 1789 ; March 2, 1833 ; only to apply to
proceedings under the

Feb. 5, 1867; Aug. 29, 1842, and Act of February 5, 1867. See Rev.

cases : Ex parte Dorr , Stat. U. S. 1878, 763. The prior ap

3 How . 103 ; Ex parte Barnes, i pellate
jurisdiction in habeas corpus

Sprague, 133 ; Ex parte Bridges, 2

remains. McCardle,ex parte, 7 Wall.
1878, 763.

of the United States has appellate
By the Act of March 27, 1868, the

jurisdiction , on habeas corpus, to reappeal to the Supreme Court of the lieve from unlawful
imprisonmentone

committed for trial by a military triUnder the Act of 1867, a person bunal, and remanded , after a hearing

the
following

United States was
restricted .

tribunal, in
violation of any law of the

8 Wall. 85.

8
Milligan , ex parte, 4 Wallace, 2 ;Ben . 348.

See also
Robinson , ex

parte, 6
McLean , 355 ;

Jenkins, ex
ex parte, Hemp. 306.
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writ on habeas corpus, was doubted . tor, 5 McLean , 174. See, as to ex

$ 269. ]

CRIMES .

issue the writ to discharge a federal officer arrested on state

process, for his conduct in executing a federal writ.1

The writ, however, will be refused when the object is to review

commitments
under state penal process conflicting with no fed

eral law . And the federal courts, on habeas corpus, will not

inquire into the validity of convictions and sentences of state

courts acting de facto, though not de jure.3

IV . CONFLICT AND CONCURRENCE
OF JURISDICTIONS

.

1. Offences at Sea.

§ 269. As a rule, a ship is viewed as part of the country

Offenceson whose flag she bears ; 4 and in conformity
with this prin

cognizable ciple, all offences committed
on shipboard are regarded

1 Jenkins, ex parte, 2 Wall. Jr. jurisdiction to issue the writ of habeas

521 ; Robinson , ex parte, 6 McL. 355 ; corpus when parties are held in cus

Sifford , ex parte, 5 Am . L.R.659; tody under state laws, for acts done

Farrand , in re , 1 Abbott U. S. 140. by virtue of requisitions by the ex

2 Dorr, ex parte , 3 Howard U. S. ecutive of one State upon the execu

103; Norris v. Newton , 5 McLean, 92 ; tive of a sister State. In such cases

U. S. v . Rector, Ibid . 174.

it is said that it is proper to allow the

3 Chase, C. J., giving unanimous relators to go behind the indictment

judgment of Supreme Court U. S., for the purpose of showing : 1. The

Richmond, April, 1869; Griffin, in re, identity of the parties; and 2. That

25 Texas (Sup.) 623.

the relators were indicted for acts al

In 1842 in the United States Cir- leged to have been done under a requi

cuit Court for Illinois,upon a habeas sition of the executive of one of the

corpus, where the party had been ar

States of the Union ; but it is incom

rested by the sheriff of Sangamon petent in such cases to show that the

County upon a warrant by the gov- indictment
, upon which the requisi

ernor of Illinois, on a requisition
by tion was issued ,was procured improp

the governor of Missouri, demanding
erly, or upon insufficient

evidence. U.

him as a fugitive from justice, the S. v. McClay, Dundy, J.,Cent.L.J.

court held that the courts ofthe United 1878, 255; citing U. S. ex rel. Rob

States have jurisdiction
in the prem

erts v . Jailer of Fayette County, 2

ises, and may order a person so ar

Abb. U. S. 265 ; Ex parte Robinson,

rested to be discharged
; but whether U. S. Marshal, 1 Bond, 39 ; Ex parte

the state courts have jurisdiction
, or Jenkins et al. 2 Wall. Jr. 521; In re

whether it is competent
for either Neill, 8 Blatch.156; Ex parte Joseph

court to inquire into facts behind the

Smith , 3 McLean, 121 ; U. S. v. Rec

tradition
generally

, Whart. Crim . Pl.

Ex parte Joe Smith , 3 McLean , 121;

6 Law Rep. 57. And the federal & Prac. $ S 34 et seq.

courts, it may be generally said , have
4 Wh. Con . of L. § 356 .
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3

as cognizable by the sovereign to whom the ship be- in country

longs, no matter to what nationality belongs the of- of flag.

fender. In England , it is true , all rivers in the country , until

they flow past the furthest point of land next the sea , are held

within the jurisdiction of the courts of common law , and not of

the Court of Admiralty ; ? and where the sea flows in between

two points of land in the country , a straight imaginary line be

ing drawn from one point to the other, the common law is held

to have jurisdiction of all offences committed within that line ;

the Court of Admiralty of all offences without it.4 But of crimes

notmerely on the high seas, but on creeks, harbors, ports, & c.,

in foreign countries, the Court of Admiralty is held to have

undoubted jurisdiction ,and such offences may
consequently be

piracies. Thus, where on an indictment for larceny out of a ves

sel lying in a river at Wampu , in China, the prosecutor gave

no evidence as to the tide flowing or otherwise where the vessel

lay; the judges held that the admiralty had jurisdiction, it being

a place where great ships go. As to offences committed on the

coasts, the admiralty is ruled to have exclusive
jurisdiction of

offences committed beyond low -water mark ; and between that

and the high-water mark , the admiralty
jurisdiction is asserted

over all offences done upon the water when the tide is in ; it

being admitted that courts of common law have jurisdiction over

offences committed upon the strand when the tide is ont. All

the other parts of the high sea are
indisputably within the ju

risdiction of the
admiralty.

Since the passage of the Merchants' Shipping Act, in 1854,

British jurisdiction is pushed so far as to embrace offences com

mitted by British seamen abroad , in port as well as on ship.

Since this act ,also , it has been held that the English common

law courts have jurisdiction of offences committed on British

ships in foreign rivers, or at sea, though the offenders be for

eigners.?

;

6 R. v. Allen , 1 Mood. C. C. 494.

6 Wharton's Prec ., notes to form

1 R. v. Lopez; R.v. Sattler, Dears.

& B. C. C. 525 ; 7 Cox C. C. 431.

· See 1 Co. 175 ; 3 Inst. 113 ; 3 T. 1067.
R.113 ; 1 Hawk.C. 37, s. 11.

• See as to the U. s., 1 Kent Com . C.R. 161; 11 Cox C. C. 198.

30; Com . v.Gaines, 2 Va. Cas. 172.

Lewis on For. Jur. p . 25.* But see R. v.Bruce, R. & R. 242.

. R. v . Anderson, Law Rep . 1 C.

See
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Federal

of crimes

Beas and

out of

diction .

The same general principles are admitted in German and

French jurisprudence.

$ 270. In the United States, by statute, the federal courts

have jurisdiction not only of all piracies, revolts , homi

courtshave cides ; robberies, and malicious injuries to vessels, and

jurisdiction
of other crimes, on the high seas, by all persons with

on high out regard to nationality, but of offences committed in

state juris. American ships in foreign ports ; " and the trial of

crimes committed on the high seas, or in any place out

of the jurisdiction of any particular State , shall be in thedistrict

where the offender is apprehended , or into which he may be first

brought.” 3
.” 3. And this act gives concurrent jurisdiction to the place

of arrest, and that in which the defendant is first brought.*

In connection with the text may be clude claims under Lord Campbell's

noticed the much discussed case of Act. The appeal was dismissed .

The Franconia , 36 L. T. (N. S.) In has been also ruled in England

640 ; a case also reported in 2 L. R. that the Court of Criminal Appeal

Adm . Div. 163; 46 L. J. Adm . Div. has no jurisdiction to try a foreigner,

33 ; 25 W. R. 796 . In this case the who, in a foreign ship , is chargeable

admiralty branch of Pr. & Adm . Di- with a negligent collision, producing

vision had refused a motion to set death in the colliding English ship,

aside so much of a writ of summons though the collision was within three

in rem as claimed compensation for the miles of the English coast. R.v.Keyn,

loss sustained by the plaintiff in con

13 Cox C. C. 403; aff. Cockburn, C.

sequence of the death of a person of J., Kelly, C. B., Bramwell, J. Ang

whom she was administratrix, and Lush, J., Pollock, B., Field, J., and

who,whilst serving on board a Brit- Sir R. Phillimore; diss. Lord Cole

ish ship,had lost his life through a ridge, C. J., Brett , J., Amphlett, J.

collision between his vessel and a for- A.,Grove, Denman, and Lindley,JJ.

eign ship on the high seas, caused by i Wh. Con . of L. & 861.

the negligence of those on board the

2 Brightly, pp . 207–209 ; Rev. Stat.

foreign ship . On appeal, it was held U. S. 1878, 5372.

by James and Bagallay , L. JJ. (ap

8 Wh. Con. of L. & 862, citing Boll

proving the decision of the court be- man, ex parte , 1 Cranch, 373; U. S.

low ), that the judge of the Admiralty v. Magill, 1 Wash. C. C. 463; U. S.

Division has jurisdiction to entertain

v. Thompson , 1 Sumner, 168. In this

a suit in rem under Lord Campbell's
country a vessel lying in an open

Act. It was,however,ruled by Bram- roadstead of a foreign country is beld

well and Brett, L. JJ. (disapproving
to be on the high seas,

the decision of the court below ),that rates, 5 Wheat. 184 ; U. S.v.Gor

the jurisdiction
given by the Admiral- don,'5 Blatch . C. C. 18; and so, also,

ty Court Act, 1861, s. 1,does not in- of a vessel lying in a harbor, fast

ened to the shore by a cable, and

U. S. v . Pi

U. S. v . Baker, 5 Bl. C. C. 6 .
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Lawrence's

Wheat. 321, 715 , of a South
Sea

Islander
, charged

with
note. See Com . v. Peters , 12 Met . the

murder
on shore

of an English

JURISDICTION .

[ $ 271.

$ 270 a . What is the
jurisdiction of a State over the ocean ?

To this question , which is of
importance in view of the

Sovereign

distinction noticed in the last section, we may reply has juris

that a sovereign has
jurisdiction of the sea bounding sea within

his coast to the distance of a cannon shot from low- shot from

water mark 1

shore.

2. Offences by Subjects abroad .

§ 271. It is generally conceded that subjects should be held

responsible to the courts of their country for offences Subjects

committed in
barbarous or

unsettled lands.2 In Eng- responsible

land, the right to exercise extra -
territorial

jurisdiction

over subjects is assumed to be an essential attribute ereign for

of
sovereignty.3 Mr. Wheaton states the

principle very

own soy

abroad .

communicating with the shore by But the authorities go beyond this

boats, and not with any enclosed dock, limit . “ Where an act,” said Judge

or at any pier or wharf. U. S.v. Sea-
Vredenburgh (State v. Carter, 3

grist,4 BI. C. C. 420. With us it is Dutch . 501), in 1859, in the Supreme

not necessary, to give the federal Court of New Jersey, “ malum in se,

courts jurisdiction, that the vessel is done in solitudes, upon land where

should have belonged to citizens of there has not yet been formally ex

the United States; it is enough if she tended any supreme human power, it

had no national character, but was may be that any regular
government

held by pirates, or persons not law- may feel, as it were, a divine commis

fully sailing any foreign flag. And sion to try and punish.

It may, as in
the offence is equally cognizable by cases of crime committed in the soli

the United States courts, if
committed tudes of the ocean , upon and by ves

on board of a foreign vessel by a citi- sels belonging to no
government, pro

zen of the United States, or by a for- hac vice arrogate to itself the preroga

eigner on board of an United States tive of
omnipotence , and hang the

vessel; or by a citizen or foreigner on pirate of the land aswell as of the

board of a
piratical vessel. U. S. v .

water . ”
Furlong,5 Wheat. 183 ; Ex parte Boll

8 Lewis on Foreign Jurisdic. & c. p .man,1 Cranch,373; U. S. v. Kessler, 14 , citing acts of 6 & 7 Victoria, c.

1 Baldwin, 20. But it is
otherwise 94. As to bigamy, see infra , SS 1685–

with actsof piracy
committed by citi- 1696 .

zens of a foreign country in foreign

In 1878 the British
government

vessels. Ibid . , U. S. v .
Palmer , 3

went so far as to sustain the execu

tion , on board the ship Beagle, at sea,

Wheat. 632 .

387, cited supra , § 260 ;
Manley v .

People, 3 Seld. 295.

? See Wh. Con . of L. & 71.

man . See Sat. Rev. Aug. 10, 1878,

169. And see this case discussed by

me in 4 South . Law Review , 676 , and
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also infra , $ 284, note . The jurisdic- denying state extra -territorial juris

tion is doubted in Rosc. Crim . Ev.pp. diction, Tyler v. People , 8 Mich. 320;

6 See Stubbs in re, 11 Blatch.

§ 273.]

largely . “ This " (the territorial) “ principle is peculiar to the

jurisprudence of Great Britain and the United States ; and even

in those two countries it has been frequently disregarded by the

positive legislation of each , in the enactment of statutes by which

offences committed by a subject or citizen , within the territorial

limits of a foreign State, have been made punishable in the

courts of that country to which the party owes allegiance, and

whose laws he is bound to obey.” 1 Mr. Wheaton does not

here notice the provision of the Federal Constitution , which guar

antees to each accused party a trial in the State and district

where the crimewas committed . But it is easy to reconcile his

statement as above given with this provision , by adopting the

view of the Federal Supreme Court, that the Constitution has

application only to offences committed on the soil of the United

States.2

§ 272. With regard to the particular States of the American

Union , complicated constitutional questions may here

Apportion arise. Is a domiciled citizen of Massachusetts, for in

eignty be stance, when travelling abroad , responsible, on the gen

tween fed- eral hypothesis of extra-territorial penal power of sov

Station entre ereigns over subjects abroad , to the United States, or

to Massachusetts
, or to both ? The better opinion is

that he is responsible to them penally , when he is abroad, under

the same conditions and limitations as he was when he was at

home.3
§ 273. By the Revised Statutes 4 the ministers and consuls of

the United States, in pursuance of treaties with China,

States stat- Japan, Siam , Egypt, and Madagascar,

powered to arraign and try , in the manner herein pro

vided , all citizens of the United States charged with

offences against law , committed in such countries." s

By a subsequent section the same jurisdiction is ex

State v. Knights, 2 Hayw. 109. Asa

i Dana's Wheaton , $ 113 .

nisi prius decision ,compare People v.

3. U. S. v. Dawson, 15 Howard, 467. Merrill, 2 Parker C. R.590. For big.

3 Com . v. Macloon, 101 Mass. 1; amy, see infra, $$ 1685–1698.

Com . v . Gaines, 2 Virg. Cas. 172;
4 Ed. of 1878, 4084.

State v . Carter, 3 Dutcher, 501; State

v . Main , 16 Wis. 398 ; though see, as

ment of

this sover

United
are “ fully en

utes give

jurisdic
tion over

offences in

non -civil

ized lands.

246 , 247.

124 .
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See 11
Opinions

Att'y
Gen.

474. 3 , 1798 ; Mr.
Jefferson

to Mr.
Madi

abroad.

8 Wh. Con. of L. & 866 ; Felix , ii . Jefferson
, iii. p . 467.

[ $ 274.

tended to consuls and commercial agents of the United States

at islands or in countries not inhabited by any civilized people, or

recognized by any treaty with the United States.” 1 This, it will

be seen, is a positive claim of the United States government to

exercise extra-territorial jurisdiction over its own citizens in un

civilized countries,
independent of any treaty authorization . The

jurisdiction , however, is limited to persons owing allegiance to

the United States.?

A similar jurisdiction is asserted by both German and French

jurists over their subjects in barbarous or desert lands.3

$ 274. The Act of January 30, 1799, provides that if any

" citizen of the United States, whether he be actually Also over

resident or abiding within the United States, or in any offences

foreign country , shall, without the permission or au

thority of the government of the United States,directly or indi

rectly commence or carry on any verbal or written
correspondence

or intercourse with any foreign
government, or any officer or agent

thereof,with an intent to influence the measures or conduct of any

foreign government, or of any officer or agent thereof, in relation

to any disputes or
controversieswith the United States," he shall

be guilty of a high
misdemeanor, and subjected to a fine not ex

ceeding five thousand dollars, and
imprisonment for not less than

six months or over three years.

This act still remains among
the statutes of the United States ; 4 and its continued

existence

is the strongest of all
illustrations that the power of Congress to

define and punish offences against the law of nations ” is main

tained by the
government of the United States to authorize it

to punish at home political offences
committed by its citizens

The Act of February 25, 1863,5 making
correspondence with

rebelsa
misdemeanor, declares that " where the offence is com

mitted in a foreign country, the District Court of the United

States for the district where the offender shall be first arrested

shall have
jurisdiction thereof."

5335. See President'sMessage of Dec.
As to bigamy,see infra,ss

1685–1696.

son , Jan. 3, 1799 ; Randall's Life of

5
Brightly, Fed. Stat. ii . 154.

abroad .

1 Rev. Stat. 4088.

p . 294. See Bar, $ 138 .

* Brightly, p. 201; Rev. Stat. 1878 ,

T
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$ 276.]

Political

extra -ter

ritorial of-

able.

§ 275. By the English law , all offences by subjects against the

government are cognizable by English courts,no matter

where the defendantmay have been at the time of the

fences by offence resident, and by the jurists of continentalEu

subjectsare punish- rope this view is accepted as universally authoritative.?

Nor does it exclude the jurisdiction of the offended

State, that a foreign country , within whose bounds the of

fence was organized , had concurrent jurisdiction of the offence.

It is a fundamental principle of international law that each State

is primarily authorized to punish offences against itself. Of

course it cannot invade the territory or the ships of another coun

try in order to arrest the offender. But the arrest may be made

whenever the offender is found in the territory of the offended

sovereign.
$ 276. The Act of Congress of August 18, 1856,4 authorizes

Perjury
secretaries of legation and consular officers to adminis

before con- ter oaths and perform notarial duties, and makes per

jury or subornation of perjury abroad before such offi

abroad ,

punishable

cers punishable “ in any district of the United States,

in the samemanner, in all respects,as if such offence

had been committed in the United States.” This act

is not confined to persons owing allegiance to the United States,

but includes aliens committing the designated offences. The

same act makes penal the forgery abroad of consular papers.

And at common law it is argued that a State may punish perjury

committed before one of its own commissioners to take testimony

in a foreign State.

The same view is taken by German and French jurists. In

England , in indictments for administering or taking unlawful

oaths, the venue may be laid in any county in the realm , though

the offence was committed abroad. In indictments for forgery,

and forgery

gular

agents

in the

home

couris .

8 See this discussed in the Kozta

case , and Trent case, in Woolsey, $ 81.

4 Brightly, 180. See Rev. Stat.U.

1 Wendell's Blackstone, iv . p . 305 ;

R. v . Azzopardi, 1 C. & K. 203 ; R. v.

Anderson , 11 Cox , 198; L. R. 1 C. C.

161. Infra, &$ 276–284. See Sir Geo. S. 1878 , 4083–4130.

Cornwall Lewis's work on Foreign

Jurisdiction , & c. p .20. As to bigamy, 20. Infra , § 1264 .

see infra , SS 1685, 1696 .

2 Bar, p . 530, § 138; Ortolan, No. Laws, $ 874 .

880 .

300 c. 104 , $ 7 .

• See Phillipi v. Bowen, 2 Bart,

• Infra, § 284. See Wh. Con. of

? 37 Geo. 3, c. 123, $ 6 ; 52 Geo.3,
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because
Mexico holds

that we
have jurisdiction

, and that there

such
countries, the local

community
gains

greatly
by the

fraud,

3 R. v. Sawyer, Rus. & Ry. C. C. for
1868, p . 124.

For subsequent

stat
294 ; R.v.

Azzopardi
, 1 C. & K. 203 ; ute see supra

, § 269.

[ $ 278.

the venue may be laid , and the offence charged to have been com

mitted , in any county where the offender was
apprehended or in

custody.

§ 277. In England, in
indictments for murder or

manslaugh

ter, or for being accessary before or after the fact to Homicide

murder or
manslaughter, the offence being committed by subjects

by a British subject on land out of the United King- punishable

dom , the venue may by statute be laid in any county land .

appointed by the Lord Chancellor in the
commission issued for

the trial of the offender. This provision applies to homicides

committed by British subjects within the
dominions of a foreign

sovereign ;: but, until
afterwards amended, not to offences by

foreigners,though committed on
Englishmen ,and on board Eng

lish ships.

Extra -ter

dictable.

3. Liability of Extra -territorial Principal.

$ 278. Cases can easily be conceived in which a person, whose

residence is outside a territory ,may make himself, by

conspiring extra-
territorially to defeat its laws, intra- ritorial

territorially
responsible . If a forger, for instance, may be

should establish on the Mexican side of the
boundary torially in

between the United States and Mexico a
manufactory

for the forgery of United States securities, for us to hold that

when the mischief is done he would not be liable to arrest on

extradition process,and thathe could even take up

with impunityhis residence in the United States, would not merely expose us

to spoliation , but bring our
governmentinto

contempt.

To reply that in such case the
Mexican

government can be

relied upon to punish, is no answer : because, first, in countries

of such
imperfect

civilization penal justice is
uncertain ; secondly ,

fore she will not exert it ; thirdly, because in cases where, in

and suffers by it no loss, the chances of
conviction and punish

4 R. v . Depardo, 1 Taunt. 26 ; Rus.

& Ry. C.C.134 ; R.v .Mattos, ut

See article in London Law Magazine

11 Will.4 , c. 66 , § 44; Rus. & Ry.

C. C. 112 ; 7 C. & P. 558 .

9 9 Geo. 4 , c. 31, $ 7.

supra .

R. v.
Anderson , 11 Cox C. C. 198.

See R.v.
Mattos, 7 C. & P. 458 .
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acts in

such case

B. & A. 175 , 176 ; Bulwer'scase, 7 Co. the principle , but ruled an acquittal

4 R. v . Johnson , 7 East, 65 ; Com . Chief Justice Beasley, of New Jersey,

$ 279.]

mentwould be slight ; and fourthly , because all that the offender

would have to do to escape justice in such a case would be to

walk over the boundary line into the United States, where on

this hypothesis he would go free. In political offences there is

this consideration to be added, that it is now an accepted doctrine

of international law that no government will punish a refugee

for treason against his sovereign ; 1 and hence a government, on

the hypothesis here disputed, would have no redress for offences

directed abroad by refugees against its sovereignty, even though

the offenders were its own subjects, and should, after the com

mission of the offence , return to its soil.

$ 279. The principle is now generally accepted in England

and the United States, that a non -resident principal is

Agent's penally liable for acts committed by his agent. Thus,

imputable

it has been held that the originator of a nuisance to a

to princi

pal.

stream in one country, which affects such stream in an

other country , is liable to prosecution in the latter coun

try ; 3 that the author of a libel uttered by him in one country

and published by others in another country , from which he is

absent at the time, is triable in the latter country ; 4 that such

is also the case when a man in one country incites an agent in

another country to commit perjury ; 5 that he whoon one side of

a boundary shoots a person on the other side is amenable in

the country where the blow is received ; 6 that he who in one

State employs an innocent agent to obtain goods by false pre

tences in another State, is amenable in the latter State ;7 thata

1 Wh. Con . of L. SS 876, 910. The

5 Com . v. Smith , 11 Allen (Mass.),

universality
, as well as the humanity 243.

of this last point, are elucidated by

1 Hale P. C. 475 ; U. S. v. Da

Bluntschli
, DasModerne Völkerrecht

, vies, 2 Sumn.482,cited and approved

Nördlingen
, 1868, $S 394–404. See, in State v. Wyckoff, 2 Vroom, N. J.

to the same effect,Holtzendorf
, Leip- 68, and the same point taken in Com .

zig , 1870, p . 540.

v . Macloon, 101 Mass. 1.

2 Supra , § 248 ; infra , $ 1207. See

People v. Adams, 3 Denio, 190 ;

Wh.Con. of L. $$ 877-921 ;Wh. Cr. aff. 1 Comstock
, 173, and authorities

Ev. § 112.

cited infra , § 280. S. P. held in R.

8 Stillman v . White Rock Co. 3

Wood. & M.538. See R. v. Burdett, 4

2 b , 3 b ; Com . Dig . Action , N. 3, 11.
on other grounds.

6

V. Garrett, 6 Cox C. C. 260, infra,

$ 279, where Lord Campbell
affirmed

“ The rule," said

v. Blanding, 3 Pick. 304.

in 1864 (State v. Wyckoff, 2 Vroom ,
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and to be
deserving of

signal
repudia-

held
that L. was a principal

. The

1 Com . v .White , 123
Mass . 430 .

[ $ 279.

thief who sends goods by another person , not an
accomplice in

the theft, to a foreign State for sale, is indictable in the latter

State ; ? that he who sells through agents, guilty or innocent,

lottery tickets in another State , is amenable in the State of

the sale, though he was absent from such State
personally ;

that he who gives poison in one
jurisdiction which operates in

another is
responsible in the latter jurisdiction ; 8 and that so

is a person who in one county advises another, by signals, when

to commit a highway robbery in another county . In England

we have the same principle affirmed by the highest judicial

authority. Thus, in a case for
obtaining money by false pre

2

69)," appears to be firmly established , 8 The overt act of homicide by ad

and upon very satisfactory grounds, ministering poison within the meaning

thatwhere the crime is committed by of the law , consists not simply in pre

a person absent from the country in scribing or furnishing the poison, but

which the act is done, through the also in directing and causing it to be

means of a merely material agency, taken ; so that if the poison be pre

or by a sentient agent who is inno- scribed and furnished in onecounty to

cent, in such cases the offender is pun- a person who carried it into another

ishable where the act is done. The county, and there, under the directions

law implies a constructive presence given , takes and becomes poisoned,

from the necessity of the case ; other- and dies of the poison, the adminis

wise the anomaly would exist of a tering is
consummated , and the crime

crime but no responsible criminal.” committed, if committed at all, in the

The Connecticut courts , it is ruled in county where the person is poisoned .

that State, in 1867, will take cogni- Robbins v. State, 8 Oh . St. 131.
zance of an offence

committed in that

4 State v. Hamilton, 13 Nev. 386 .
State by the

procuration of a resident

In this case it was proved thatthere
of another State ,who does not person

was a conspiracy between Lawrie andally come here to commit the offence, others to rob the treasure of Wells,

whether committed by a guilty agent Fargo & Co., on the road between

or not, and whether a
misdemeanor or Eureka and some point in Nye Coun

a felony . The doctrine that a resi- ty; that L.was to ascertain when the

dentof one Statewhoprocures a felony treasure left Eureka, and signal his

to be committed in another State, by a
confederates by a fire on the top of a

guilty agent,without being personally mountain in Eureka County, which

present to assist in the
commission of could be seen by them in Nye County,

the offence, cannotbe punished in the thirty or forty miles distant; that the

State where the offence is
committed, signals were given by him ,and hiscon

was declared to have never been rec- federates attacked the stage and at

ognized by the
Connecticut courts, tempted to rob the treasure. It was

tion. State’v.Grady, 34 Conn . 119.

same rule would apply to telephone
communications across a boundary .* Com .v.

Gillespie, 7 Serg. & R.469.
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tences in England, the offender being at the time in Russia, this

absence was in itself held to be no ground for acquittal ; and

Lord Campbell, sustained by Baron Parke, declared , " that a

person may, by the employment as well of a conscious as of an

unconscious agent , render himself amenable to the law of Eng

land when he comes within the jurisdiction of our courts ;

Baron Parke saying, that “ person, though personally abroad,

might commit a crime in England, and be afterwards punished

here : as, for instance, if he, by a third party, sent poisoned food

to one in England, meaning to kill him , he would be guilty of

murder, if death ensued , although he could not be amenable to

justice till he was personally within the jurisdiction ." I " It was

a monstrous thing," Sir R. Phillimore is reported as saying at a

meeting of the Law Amendment Society, in 1868,2 “ that any

technical rule of venue should prevent justice from being done in

this country on a criminal for an offence which was perpetrated

here , but the execution of which was concocted in another coun

try.” Hence wemay hold that personal presence is not an es

sential condition of indictability:

§ 280. Somedoubt,however,has been expressed as towhether,

when the agent who thus intra -territorially consum

cases where mates the guilty act is personally responsible,the prin

dependent- cipalwho extra-territorially plans it, is intra-territorially

liable in cases of felony , he being absent from the ju

risdiction at the time of the commission of the offence. That a

foreign principal is so liable is expressly denied by the Supreme

Court of New Jersey ," in a case in which it was ruled that un

less the agent was innocent, so as to be a mere tool, the party

employing him could not be regarded as a principal; and that if

such employing party was simply an accessary before the fact,

and absent from the State, he could not, by the principles of

the English common law , be tried in New Jersey . The same

view has been maintained as to felonies, in New Hampshire,'

Doubts in

1 R.v. Garrett, 6 Cox C. C. 260; S. P., R. v.Manley,1 Cox C.C. 104;

S.C., Dears. 232 ; and see R.v. Jones, R. v. Ball, 1 Cox C. C. 281.

4 Cox C. C. 198 ; 1 Den. C. C. 551.

2 U. S. Dip . Cor. 1868, pt. ii, p . 147. (1864).

8 Com . v. White, 123 Mass. 430 ;

* State v. Wyckoff, 2 Vroom , 65

• State v . Moore , 6 Foster, 448.
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6 Infra, SS 287, 1397. See this dis-
Warren

&
Costello's

case, see U. S.
tinction well

stated in State v. Chapin , Diplomatic

Correspondence

, 1868, pt.

17 Ark . 561. See also R.2. Johnson
, i. pp . 51, 129.

For a report
of these

Ind.421; State v.
Hamilton , 13 Nev.

concerning
the

same, see same
volume

,
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North Carolina, and
Arkansas, though it is

conceded that by

statute the accessary may be made triable in the place of the

overt act. It is to be noticed , however, that this view , growing

from the
distinction between an

innocent and a guilty agent in

case of felony , is purely technical, based on an arbitrary fiction

of the old common law relating to felonies alone , and not

touching the question of general
jurisdiction. Thus, in treason

and
misdemeanors, in which all

concerned are
principals, and in

which , therefore, the rule that an
accessary can only be tried in

the placewhere he is
accessary , if there be such a rule, does not

obtain , all parties
concerned are liable to

punishment in any

country where an overt act is
performed . This is

expressly ruled

as to treason ; 4 and in
misdemeanors the result is

demonstrable,

as it is in those States in which all
accessaries before the fact

are by statute
principals. If, in such cases, the extra-

territorial

offender acts through an
innocent agent, he is on all sides re

garded as intra-
territorially liable. If he acts through a guilty

agent,heis
indictable for

conspiracy,when
jurisdiction vests in

any country in which an overt act is
performed ;5 or, on the same

reasoning, hemay be so indicted as
principal in

misdemeanor,

or as inciter,

or accessary before the fact, in felony, in those
States in which the

distinction between
accessaries before the

fact and
principals is retained . Even as to felonies, the rule

that the absent accessary before the fact may be indicted in the

country of the
commission has been properly affirmed in Con

necticut," and is good in all those States in which
accessaries are

by statute
principals. That it has been applied to

principals in

the second degree has been just seen.8

* State v.
Knight, 1 Taylor, 65 .

243. See R.2.Murdock , 2 Den. C.C.
See Smith, ex parte, 6 Bost. Law 298.
Rep.57.

? State v . Grady, 34 Conn. 118.
2 State v. Chapin, 17 Ark . 561 .

See R. v . Brisac, 4 East, 164 ; Bennett

& Heard's Lead . Cas. 2d ed . ii. p .

151; Bishop's C. L. i. $ 80. As to

3 Infra , § 287.

4 Ibid .

6 East R. 583 ; Johns v . State , 19

386 . cases, and also for
correspondence

Com. v. Smith, 11 Allen (Mass.),
VOL . 1.

8

20

pp . 341-348.

See State v. Hamilton, 13 Nev. 386.
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effect is Heffter , Strafrecht, $ 264, Peltier's case, 28 Ibid .530, and cases
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66

Aliens in

Brewster v . State, 7 Vt. 118; Dow's authorizing removalof alien enemies,

§ 282. ]

It is conceded that to secure the trial of a subject in a foreign

land, the offended sovereign must obtain possession of the person

of such offender by process of extradition . This is elsewhere

fully discussed.1 To arrest such offender in a foreign sovereign's

territory, either by force or stealth , is a violation of the law of

nations. Yet though so , it is a violation of which the offended

sovereign alone has a right to complain . The person so arrested

cannot plead the unlawfulness
of the arrest in bar.2

4. Offences by Aliens in Country of Arrest.

§ 281. By the modern Roman law , all residents are bound by

the territorial law . Whoever,” says Berner, in his

dictable in authoritative work on the territorial bounds of penal

try of the jurisdiction ,3 “ enters our territory, juridically binds

himself to submit to the laws of this territory. This

duty is the more imperative
as the lawswhich exact

obedience
are the more stringent

. It is absurd to suppose
that

this obedience
diminishes

or ceases in respect to those laws on

which the very existence
of the community

is staked .” 4 And

it is even held in Prussia
that a foreigner

who lingers in a coun

try with which the sovereign
of his allegiance

is at war,may be

tried for treason to the country
of his residence

, if he aids in

any warlike
designs

against
it.

§ 282. “ Local allegiance,” says Blackstone
, “ is such as is

So in Eng- due from an alien or stranger born , for so long time as

he continueswithin the king's dominion and protection;

and it ceases the instant the stranger transfers himself

from the kingdom to another.” 6

Indictments
for political of

fences of all grades have been based on this form of allegiance
.?

In Guinet's
case,which was a prosecution

in the United States

1 Whart. Crim . Plead. & Prac. $$ 39 and Holtzendorff
, Leipzig, 1870, P

582.

2 Kraus, ex parte, 1 B. & C. 258;

4 For the United States Alien Act,

crime.

Roman

law .

lish and

American

law .

et seq.

see Brightly
, i. p. 33 ; Rev. Stat. U.

case , 18 Penn . St. 37; Scott, ex parte ,
9 B. & C. 446 ; 4 M. & R. 361. See S. 1878, SS 4067 et seq.

fully Whart. on Cr. Plead . & Prac.

6 Preussiches
St. G. B. $ 70.

§ 27.

6 Comm . ii. 377.

8 Berlin , 1853, p . 83. To the same

7 See 27. Howell's
St. Tr. 627;

cited infra , $ 1805 .
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2,
1868,2 says :

Circuit Court in
Philadelphia in 1795, for fitting out in Phila

delphia a French armed vessel, to cruise against England , the

United States and England being then at peace, the point that

the defendant, a
Frenchman by birth , had entered into the ser

vice of the French republic, was made by the defence, butwas

treated by the court as without weight, and the
defendant was

convicted . In the trial of the Fenian
conspirators in

England

and Ireland in 1868, several of the
defendants set up

alienage

and
citizenship in the United States as a defence, but in vain .

Mr. Adams, speaking of this in a letter to Mr. Seward , of May

“ The only question he,” one of the
defendants,

raises, is that of
citizenship ; but even that relates rather to

the form of trial, as, on the merits, even his being
admitted to

be an alien would not shield him from the
consequence of acts

dangerous to the peace of the realm .” The same view was taken

by Mr. Buchanan , when
Secretary of State.3 Such , also , is the

tenor of a speech by Lord
Lyndhurst in the House of Lords, in

March, 1853. Nor can such an alien divest himself of the penal

incidents of his acts against the
governmentwhich he attacks, as

those incidents are defined by the lex delicti
commissi. Ofthis

we have, in 1870, an English
illustration . An alien was in

dicted for high treason, in
compassing to depose the Queen , and

war against the Queen . The
material overt acts of

compassing to depose the Queen were : ( 1.)
Conspiring at Dub

lin ,to raise
rebellion and levy war within the realm ; and ( 2.)

levying war within the realm at various places. There was evi

dence that he was a
member of the

directing body of a treas

onable
conspiracy having for its object the

overthrow of the

Queen's
government,and the

establishment of a
republic in Ire

land. There was also
evidence that he had planned an attack

upon the castle of
Chester, in

England, for the purpose of seizing

arms there, and
conveying them to Ireland, with the view of

in
levying

1
Wharton's St. Tr. 93 ; U. S. v .

Wiltberger,5
Wheaton , 97 ; Wh. St. C. 603.

Tr. 185. The Act of 31 July, 1861, p . 192; R. v. McCafferty , 10 Cox C.

3 See Cockburn on Nationality, Lon
to " persons within any State or Ter

ritory of the United States,”
embrac

ing all
residents .

Diplomatic Cor. U. S. 1868, pt. i.

2

to this effect.

4 124 Hansard's Parl. Deb . 1046 ,

cited Wh. Con . of L. S 904 .
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So as to

Indians.

v . Cisna, 1 McLean, 254 ; U. S. v . Sa- Walker on Indian Quest.Pamp. 1874;

§ 283.]

raising an insurrection there. Evidence was also given that the

directing body had, in February , 1867, given orders for a rising

in Ireland . On the 23d of February , 1867, he was arrested while

attempting to land in Dublin . On the 5th of March , 1867,he

being in custody, an insurrectionary
movement, the result of the

commands of the directing body of the conspiracy , broke out in

several places in Ireland, and various acts of war were com

mitted. It was held that these acts of war were admissible

against him on the indictment in England.1

Foreign ambassadors
and their retinues, it should be added ,are

not indictable for crimes committed in the country to which they

are officially deputed . The only remedy is to send them home.?

§ 282 a . An Indian , who is not, under the Federal Constitution ,

the member of an independent
community, relieved as

such from state jurisdiction , is indictable in a state

court for an offence committed in such State, a violation of the

laws of the State, in the same way as would any
other foreigner

residing in the State. Whether he is so indictable for an of

fence committed by him within the territory in which his tribe,

under the Federal Constitution
and treaties, is sovereign,is a

question not within our present limits to discuss. The federal

government
, it is asserted , under the constitutional

authority to

regulate commerce with the Indian tribes," may sup.

press the sale of liquor to Indian tribes, whether within or with

out the boundaries of a State.5

§ 283. Where a person bearing arms commits illegal acts

But not so within our territorial limits,by command of his own

ligerent

sovereign or pretended sovereign , then our quarrel

insurgents. is with the sovereign and not with the subject, pro

1 R. v. McCafferty , 1 Ir . R. C. L.

64 N. C. 614 ; State v. Foreman, 8

363; 10 Cox C. C. 603.

Yerg. 256 ; State v.

2'1 Kent Com . 39; U. S. v.Lafon- 229 ; Caldwell v. State,1 St.& P.327;

taine, 4 Cranch C. C. 173 ; Resp . v .

Clay v. State , 4 Kans. 49 ; Reed v.

DeLongchamps
, 1 Dall. 111 .

State, 16 Ark . 499 ; People v .

8 Worcester
v. Georgia , 6 Pet. 518; 27 Cal. 404.

U. S. v . Holliday , 3 Wall. 407 ; U. S.

4 Whart. Confl. of Laws, 7;

coo-da-cut,1 Abb. U. & C. C. 377; N. Am. Rev. Ap. 1873; Inter. Rer.

U.S. v . Stahl, 1 Woolworth
C. C. 192; vols. 1 & 2 .

State v . Doxtater
, S. C. Wis. 1879 ;

6 U. S. Shaw -mux , 2 Sawy. 118.

20 Alb . L.J. 356 ; State v . Tachanatah
,

.

as to bel

Tassels, Dudley,

Antonio
,
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Wh. Con . of L. § 909 ; 1 Hale, places. This theory
has few advo

vided we recognize such sovereign as a
belligerent. In time

of war this is clear ; it being conceded that we then can treat

such offender, if captured in the illegal act, only as a prisoner

of war. In time of peace , the better opinion is that the same

rule prevails. If our laws be in this way infringed , we must

seek redress from the invading sovereign , and not from the sub

ject who acts as the latter's
subaltern.1 But this only applies to

cases where the subject is an officer or
functionary of the foreign

sovereign , or when the foreign sovereign adopts his act. On

the same reasoning,when , as in the case of our late civilwar,

insurgents are recognized as
belligerents, then such insurgents, if

in arms, are not punishable in the civil courts for acts done when

on military duty, but are
responsible solely to military law , ac

cording to the rules of war.3

5. Offences by Aliens abroad .

$ 284. As we have already seen ,4 a principal
organizing

abroad a crime which is
executed within our territory

is indictable in our courts for the crime. We will ritorial

presently see that by statute aliens forging our govern- against

ment securities abroad, or
committing perjury before may be

our consuls, are made indictable in our courts. We

torially in
may therefore hold that offences against our rights may

beindictable though extra-
territorially designed.

1 The Emulous, 1 Gallis. 563. 433 ; 3 Inst. 50 ; Coleman v . State , 97

2 Infra, $ 310 ; Wh. Con. of L. § U.S.509; Com . v. Holland, 1 Duvall,

911; The Emulous, 1 Gall. 563 ; Com . 182 ; Hammond v. State, 3 Cold .

v. Blodgett , 12 Met. 56 ; People v .

( Tenn.) 129 ; though see U. S. v.McLeod, 1 Hill N. Y. 377; 25 Wend. Greathouse, 2 Abbott U. S. 364 ; in

483,where the principle was denied fra , S$ 310, 1801.

by the New York SupremeCourt,and 4 Supra , $ 278.

asserted by the federal
government.

5 In my work on Conflict of Laws, ISee review in 4 Bost. Law Rep. 169 ; used
expressions in this relation which

and 1 Am . Law Mag . 348, and com

I now desire to modify. The several
pare John Quincy Adams's Diary , in

theories of criminal
jurisdiction mayloco, 6 Webster's Works, 244. For be classified as follows:

review of debate in Senate on this

I. SUBJECTIVE, or those based on
case, see 18 Alb . L. J. 506 et seq.

the conditions of the offender.
Compare opinion U. S.

Attorney Gen

eral in the Modoc case, June, 1873.
1. Universality of jurisdiction which

assumes that every State has jurisdicAnd see Phillips v. Eyre, L. R. 6 Q. tion of all crimes against either itself

or other States by all persons at all

Extra -ter

offences

intra - terri

dictable .

B. 1, 24 ; 1 Op. Atty. Gen. 81.
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.

Jurisdic

tion

claimed in

cases of

and per

consular

officers.

to its citizens in every part of the duty is to attach to crime committed

world .” Cited by Blatchford , J., within our borders its retribution .

3. Territorial jurisdiction which as- ish , when we obtain control over the

territory ; but that it has jurisdiction But the term our own rights,' in

of no other offences. This has been this sense, is susceptible of a double

§ 285. ]

§ 285. Jurisdiction over aliens abroad is expressly claimed by

the United States, in cases of perjury and forgery be

fore its consular officers ; nor, as has been seen , can

there be serious doubt that an alien who, when abroad ,

forgery plans violations of the laws of a foreign State, is amen

jury before able to the laws of such State , should he be arrested on

its soil after the commission of an overt act. Of course

cates in England or the United States. the prevalent English and American

It has, however, the high authority of theory.
Taney, C. J., who said in Holmes II. OBJECTIVE ,which assumes that

v . Jennison , 14 Peters, 540, 568, 569, each State has jurisdiction of all of

that the States of the Union “ may, fences which assail its rights , or the

if they think proper, in order to de- rights of its subjects,no matter where

ter offenders from other countries the offender was at the time of the

from coming among them ,make crimes commission of the offence. This view ,

committed elsewhere punishable in which appears to bethe one best cal

their courts, if the guilty party culated to reconcile our adjudications

shall be found within their jurisdic- on the vexed question before us, Ihave

discussed at some length in the South

2. Personal jurisdiction which as

ern Law Review for December, 1878

sumes that a State has jurisdiction over (vol. iv. p. 676). From this article I

all crimes committed by its subjects, condense the following :

nomatter whatmay be their residence The real theory of jurisdiction, as

at the time of the offence, or the sov- it is called by its advocates, rests, as

ereignty whose rights they invade. has been seen, on the objective,rather

This theory has little support in our

than on the subjective, side of crime.

jurisprudence
. It is otherwise in Eng- Jurisdiction

is acquired , not because

land . In the case of Tivnan ( Tirnan ), the criminalwas, at the time of the

5 B. & S.645,679, Chief Justice Cock- crime within the territory of the of

“ An offence may be cog- fended sovereign, nor because he was

nizable, triable , and justiciable in two

at the timea subjectof such sovereign,

places, - e. g. a murder by a British but because his offence was against

subject in a foreign country . A Brit

the rights of that sovereign or of his

ish subject who commits a murder in subjects. The real theory is,there

the United States of America may be fore, valuable as an adjunct to the

tried and punished here by our mu

territorialtheory. Wepunish all who

nicipal law , which is made to extend offend on our own soil because our

Stubbs' case , 12 Blatch. 124 .

But, in addition to this, we must pun

sumes that each State has cognizance
person of the offender, offences.com

of all offences when the offender at mitted abroad, by either subject of

the time of the offence was on its foreigner, against our

tion . "

burn says :

own rights.
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it would be a defence to him that he committed such acts in obedi

ence to his own sovereign , on whom the responsibility then shifts.1

meaning. It may mean the sum of all forges our securities abroad knows

the possible objects of crime found forgery to be a crime as well as does

within our territory ; or it may mean the most expert counterfeiter who has

the sum of all the possible objects of never left our shores . Neither the

crime belonging to the State or any of domestic nor the foreign counterfeiter

its subjects. The first, therefore, con is familiar with the letter of our stat

fines the real theory to attacks upon utes ; and if ignorance of the letter

objects existing within our territorial excuses, it would excuse the most vet

bounds. The second expands this eran homemalefactor. In other words,

theory so as to include attacks upon the presumption of knowledge of the

our citizens and their property abroad. unlawfulness of crimes mala in se is

Or, to illustrate this distinction : by not limited by state boundaries. The

the first of these theories — the ' ter unlawfulness of such crimes is as

ritorial-real,' as it might be called sumed wherever civilization exists .

the execution of a murderer of a sub Another and more serious objection

ject on a savage island would not be is that the real theory assails the pre

justified ; by the second — the per- rogatives of foreign sovereignties.

sonal- real ' — it would . A foreigner,

To this it may
replied that theto takeanother illustration,who forges objection proves too much . If a for

abroad American coin, by the first eign sovereign has exclusive jurisdic

theory, is liable only in case the false tion over his own subjects, then we

coin circulates in this country; while

any circumstances, punby the second theory he is liable for ish the subjects of a foreign sovereign .
the circulation of such coin abroad .

But this no one, even among the sturTwo objections, however, may be diest advocates of the personal theory,

made to the real theory of jurisdiction pretends. It is conceded on all sides
just stated :

that the moment a foreigner sets footThe first is that it renders for

on our shores, we hold him liable toeigners liable for
disobedience to a

our penal system in all its details.law with which they are unfamiliar. Nor is this all. There is no civilized

But if thisobjection is valid,it would State that has not passed statutes

relieve foreigners intra-territorially as making it a criminal offence, punish

well as extra-territorially. If a for- able in its courts,for foreigners , even

eigner can set up the defence of ig- in their own country, to forge its se

norance of our laws abroad , he can curities, or to make false and fraudu

up the defence of
ignorance of our

lent oaths before its consuls. We do
laws on our own shores. The for- not , it is true, attempt to arrest them

eigner who,when arriving in one of in their own land, unless as a prelim

our cities, passes counterfeit United inary to a demand for extradition ;

we are restrained from making unmore familiar with our statutes than conditional arrests by the counter

he who executes the forgery abroad . vailing principle of the inviolability

Butin point of fact nosuch ignorance of the soil of foreign States.

But
can be set up. The foreigner who when such offenders come volun

Supra, $ 283 ; Inf. § 310 ; Whart. Confl. of L. SS 871-7.

cannot, under

set

States coin, is not likely to be any

1
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Punish

ment in

such cases.

§ 286. Is the punishment to be assigned to an alien , for po

litical offences committed abroad, to be the same as

would be inflicted by the offended sovereign for similar

offences by his own subjects ? This subject is hereafter

tarily, or involuntarily , within our tion , and to maintain that the place

borders, we try them as justly subject where the crime takes effect, and not

to our laws,on the ground that they the place where the offender at the

have criminally assailed our rights. time stood , is the place of the com

Nor is this all. Among the numerous mission of the crime. The history of

cases of piracy which have been ad- the federal government, in its several

judicated in our courts,where is the departments, abounds with cases in

case in which the defence of foreign which personswere put on their trial

allegiance was ever set up ? What in districts in which they were not

counsel would have the audacity to present at the time of the commission

claim that because a pirate was the of the offence.
Wemust, in fact,

subject of a foreign prince, therefore take the amendment before us in con

he could not be tried for his piracy in

nection with the second section of the

the courts of the United States ? third article of the Constitution,which

What, however, are our own dis- provides that criminal trials ' shall

tinctive rulings as to the important be held in the State where the said

question which has been just discuss- crimes shall have been committed ;

ed ? At the outset, in answering this but when not committed in any State,

question , we are arrested by the sixth the trial may be at such place or places

amendment to the Constitution of the
as the Congress may by law have di

United States : " In all criminal prose- rected.' That the place of the com

cutions the accused shall enjoy the right mission of the crime is not necessarily

to a speedy and public trial,by an impar- the place where the offender stood at

tial jury of the State and district where- the time when the crime was com

in the crime shall have been committed , mitted , in the opinion of those con

which district shall have been previously
cerned in the early construction ofthe

ascertained by law , and to be informed
Constitution , is further illustrated by

of the nature and cause of the accusa
the fact that Congress, in execution

tion ; to be confronted with the wit
of the power given by the Constitution

nesses against him ; and to have the
to define and punish piracies and fel

assistance of counsel for his defence.'
onies committed on the high seas,and

Does this clause control state pros
offences against the law of nations,'

ecutions? Does it preclude any pros- proceeded, in one of its earliest ses

ecution of an offender except in the sions, to provide for the punishment

State and district where he was when

on land of offences committed at sea .

the offence was committed ?

does where the offence was commit- and more conspicuous
attention from

What Few questions, in fact,claimed earlier

ted ' mean ?

the executive than those which con

Waiving the first question , as to

cerned the arrest and punishment at

whether crimes cognizable by the home of offences against our sover

States are subject to the limitation eignty,or against the law of nations,

just stated , we are obliged to give a

abroad. And for the purpose of pro

decided negative to the second quesa viding a specific placeof trial in such
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noticed,
passed during

the
administra-

eign
government

, or any
officer

or

senator of the
United States from

foreign
government

, or of any officerPennsylvania ,
inspired by philan- or agent thereof

, in relation
to any

thropic
sentiments, which , if

chimeri-
disputes

or controversies

with the

[ $ 286 .
discussed , but it may be here mentioned that it is argued with

great justice, by Bar, an eminent German jurist, that the pun

cases,itwas prescribed by statute that started in 1798 on a self-constituted

*the trial of crimes committed on the mission to France. Dr. Logan was a

high seas, or in any place out of the ju- democrat, aswell as a Quaker ; and

risdiction of any particular State, shall he united the peace -loving tastes of

be in the district in which the offender is his religious sect with the political

apprehended, or into which he may be liberalism of his party. He thought

first brought.' That this limitation , he would be able, by personal inter

however, refers exclusively to the viewswith leading French politicians,

federal government and to federal to avert the war which he conceived

sovereignty, is indicated, not merely to be impending between France and

by the considerations we have already the United States. Had it not been

noticed, but by the exclusive use of for his political attachments, his mis

the word " district,' and the avoidance sion might have been regarded with

of the word “ state,' in the statute . the indifferentcynicism which marked

But it is not only of cases in which the attitude of the British govern

the offender was, at the time of the ment to the various Quaker deputa

offence, on the high seas that we have tions which from time to time have

thus claimed jurisdiction. By an act visited European sovereigns in the in

of Congress passed June 22 , 1860, as

terests of peace .
But the federalnoticed in the text, we have in-

administration , then justly incensed

vested with criminal
jurisdiction our

at the reckless disrespect with whichconsuls and
commercial agents at isl- it had been treated by the French ne

andsor in countries not inhabited by gotiators, and suspicious of anything

anycivilized people, or recognized by that savored of French cosmopolitan

any treaty with the United States.'
philanthropy, took alarm at Dr. Lo

By the prior Act of August 11, 1848, gan's mission , and a statute was hur

consuls in China and Turkey were

ried through to stop his negotiations.charged with power to "arraign and This statute , passed on January 30,

try,' in pursuance of treaty stipula- 1799, made it a high
misdemeanor,

tions, all citizens of the United subject to fine and
imprisonment, for

States charged with offences against any citizen of the United States,

law ," "which shall be committed in whether he be actually resident or

the dominions of China ' « and Tur- abiding within the United States or

in any foreign country ,' to ' directlyA stillmore remarkable assertion of or indirectly , without the permis

jurisdiction over offences in which the sion or authority of the
government

offender,at the time of the commis- of the United States,'
commence or

sion of the offence , is resident abroad, carry on any verbal or written corre

is to be found in the statute already spondence or
intercourse with any for

tion of Mr. John Adams. Dr. George agent thereof, with an intent to influ

Logan,of
Philadelphia,

afterwards a

ence the measures or conduct of any

cal,were at least honest and earnest, United States.'

This act still re

key.
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was at the time in another land. The in all probability, followed in similar

diction assumed in most of our States the United States - establish such

15

abroad, and forgery of our securities And there can be no question that

fender at the time stood outside of the tution , our statutes, and our judicial

boundary. Statutory, if not common decisions, repeated affirmations of the

§ 286.]

ishment a sovereign can thus inflict can be only that which he

would impose upon offences of the same grade committed by his

mains unrepealed ; and it was several law , jurisdiction is in like manner

times invoked by Mr. Seward , during claimed over larcenies and embezzle

the late civil war, as giving to the ments effected intra -territorially by an

home government jurisdiction in cases agent at the time extra- territorially

of political offences committed by resident. And it is now settled that

citizens of the United States when he who organizes abroad an offence

resident abroad. And it is strong consummated within our borders is

proof that, in the contemplation of responsible to us though hemaynever

statesmen who were virtually contem- have trod our soil. Thus, he who

poraneous expounders of the Consti- abroad employs an agent to obtain by

tution, the clause in the constitutional false pretences goods in one of our

amendment before us, requiring trials States is responsible to such State for

to be in the • State and district obtaining the goods by false pretences;

wherein the crime shall have been People i. Adams, 3 Denio, 190 (af

committed ,' was not understood to firmed i Comst. 173); S. P., R. v.

require that at the time of the com- Garrett, 6 Cox C. C. 260 ; see State

mission of the crime the offender

v. Grady, 34 Conn. 119 ; and he who

should have been corporeally
present abroad incites an agent to commit

in such district. It is the place of the perjury in one of our States is liable

commission
of the offence (in other to indictment

in such State for the

words, where the crime takes effect), perjury. Commonwealth
v. Smith, 11

and not that of the immediate
resi

Allen , 243. It is true that in some

dence of the offender , that the Con

cases we have intimations
that this

stitution contemplates
.

jurisdiction
is only to be exercised

That at common law this principle where the agent is ignorant of the

holds good is illustrated
by the nu

character of the offence he is em

merous cases which hold that corpo- ployed to perpetrate, or at least is

real presence at a crime is not neces innocent of any guilty purpose as to

sary to convict an accessary before such perpetration
. Statev.Wyckoff

the fact, or even the principal in the 2 Vroom , 65.
second degree. Nor can we by any any way touch the question before us,

other mode of construction
explain which is, whether a person who at

the jurisdiction
already mentioned as

the time of the concoction and perpe

assumed by us in cases of offences tration of an offence was not present

against our sovereignty
committed

by in the State where it was committed

false swearing before our consuls is penally amenable to such State,

But this does not in

whose author

abroad. The crime takes effect in the rulings before us –

this country though the perpetrator ity is undisputed,and which will be

same reasoning applies to the juris- cases hereafter arising in England and

over homicide where the death was amenability. See supra ,$ 278,

within the boundary, though the of

We have, therefore
, in our Consti
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§ 90, and
Heffter, § 26 , note 3. To be committed

by a subject against
his

conformity with the text by Henke, i. jestatis
, in its high sense, could only

x .] JURISDICTION
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[ $ 286 .

own subjects against a foreign sovereignty
. For there is a great

difference in the degree of guilt between treason by a subject,

and invasion of neutrality by an attack on the government
of a

foreign State.1

principle,thatwhere an offence takes regard to the principle of jurisdiction,

effect within our borders, or is di we must hold that where the offence

rected against our laws, then we have was consummated
, there was the law

jurisdiction to punish it, irrespective outraged , there was the injury in

of the residence ofthe offender at the flicted , there was sovereignty assailed

time of
consummation

. We find our- by an overt,appreciable act, and there

selves, therefore, adopting what has resides jurisdiction over the offence .

been described in prior pages as the

The analogies of private internaobjective theory of jurisdiction . The tional law , on its civil side, are strong

place of the commission of an offence , to the same effect. What State has

in other words, is the place in which jurisdiction over a contract? In other

the offence operates. It makes no words, to adopt Savigny's metaphor,

matter where the offender is at the in what State has a contract its seat ?

time when he aims the shot, or organ- Not the State, it is now universally

izes the cheat, or sets on foot the con- agreed, in which the contract was

spiracy. The effect is all that the law signed , unless for other reasons than

can take cognizance of. Cogitationis that of the mere locality of signing.

poenam nemo patitur. A man who on The place of signing is a mere mat

our soil conceives a plan for a fraud ter of accident, which does not enter

to be executed in a foreign State is into the essence of the engagement.

not liable to us. For thought noman

The place, on the other hand, in viewcan be punished. Acts alone are cog- of which a contract is made, is the

nizable by the law . And these acts, place of
performance; and the condi

when criminal, are the crimes which tions of the place of
performance -

alone we can punish; and the place not those of the place of signing-

of their consummation is the place the parties have in mind when the

which has jurisdiction of the offence, contract is framed. Hence, as has

although of the attempt other court's been settled by several
adjudications,

may have jurisdiction. Where the when a contract is signed in New

offender was atthe time has nothing York to deliver in Maine, for sale,

to do with the question of jurisdic- articles the sale of which in Maine is

tion. It hasa good deal to dowith illegal, then the contractitself is ille

the question of arrest. If he is in a gal; while, on the other hand, the
foreign land at the time, and there

same contract , if signed in Maine,
we may have a difficulty in would be legal if the place of its per

arresting him ;but this difficulty exists formance is in New York. So is it

in caseswhere the offender, after the with respect to marriage. The laws

offence, flies from justice. But, with that affect maritalrights are not those

seems to declare that the crimen ma

remains,

1 This latter point is
decided in

the same effect is the
Roman law , L.

4. D. ad. leg. Jul. Maj.48. 4, which
own sovereign.
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liable in

overt act.

2 See Wendell's Blackstone, iv . p . 246 ; Tully v . Com . 13 Bush, 142;

305 ; Com . v . Pettes, 114 Mass . 307. though see 1 East P. C. 361, intimating

Under the 2 & 3 Ed. 6 , an accessary that the trial maybe in the place of

after the fact, it is said , is triable in vicinage, or in that of the principal

the county in which hewas accessary , crime. And to that effect see State

§ 287. ]

§ 287. As has been seen , accessaries, in treason and in misde

meanors, are principals. The old rule was that the

Accessariesand co-con- accessary is to be tried at the place where his guilty

spirators
act took place ; though now , by statutes in most of the

place of
United States, he may be tried in the place having ju

risdiction of the principal act, and by more recent

of the place where the marriage is extradition, it is a treaty of very

solemnized , but those of the place recent adoption , and of capricious ap;

of performance i. e. those of the plication ; while the state of municipal

marital domicil. The same rule runs law in Mexico is such that it is hope

through the whole civil side of the less to look to Mexican courts to pun

law ; and the reason is one of prin

ish offences concocted in Mexico for

ciple, which applies to criminal juris- execution in our own land. Even if

prudence as well as to civil. Where
weshould ask for justice in such cases ,

a party doing a thing may happen to the answer would be: Take care of

be when it is done is a matter indiffer- yourselves. The crimewas tobe done

ent. Where the thing is to be done, on your territory; it was,therefore,a

on the other hand , is vital. It is to crime on your soil; how canwepunish

that place that the actor's intention is

a man for something
done in another

directed . It is to that place his force State ?' Even should this pretext

turned . It is to that place his hand fail, corruption, or national prejudice,

is stretched . The length the

or common interest, would succeed in

weapon

he uses is of no consequence rendering abortive any prosecution

in the eye of either law or ethics. It that might be instituted . In the mean

may or may not extend over the time, if we announce the principle

boundary which separates two sover

that Mexico alone has jurisdiction in

eign States. In either case he touches, such cases,what would become of us?

by physical agencies, the thing injured , The Mexican side of our boundary

as much as if he grasp it in the palm would be the undisturbed
abode of

of his hand . And it is in the place hordes of depredators
, who would

where the injury is wrought that the make our country a desert for many

sphere of another's rights is invaded , miles deep. Parties of armed ma

public security disturbed, and public rauders could come down in a swoop,

law outraged .

pillage, ravish , and murder in every

To the United States these consid- village or farm -house,as far as swift

erations are peculiarly
important

. On horses could travel, and then return

our southwest
boundary

lies Mexico, over the line unmolested
,and there,

with whom , if we have a treaty for in their security, laugh insolentlyat

1 Supra , SS 223-4.

623 ; Baron v. People, 1 Parker C.R.

but not in that where the principal v.Grady, 34 Conn. 118.

offence was committed , 1 Hale P. C.
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assail its
rights. Nor do I dispute

the apply
the same reasoning

to wrongs

right of the State to
exercise penal

inflicted
on our citizens

in foreign

[ $ 287.

statutes, making all accessaries before the fact principals, the

accessary before the fact, or instigator, is triable in the place of

at the cries of their victims for ven- borders; all that I claim is that the

geance. The plea of necessity was right of the State to exercise such dis

considered by England sufficient to cipline is not limited to those who

justify the destroying the Caroline , an were corporeally within its borders at

insurgent steamer, in a port of the the time of the commission of any

State of New York ; and we did not, offence for which it is incumbent on it

at the time, hesitate to admit that if to exact retribution . What I say is

the case had not been one in which that the right of the State to exact

redress could have been obtained by such retribution , whenever its rights

application to our own courts, the ne have been invaded , is not limited by

cessity set up would have been a justi- the corporeal presence of the invader
fication of the act. But if so , there at the time of the invasion . And that

can be no question of the application this is the true view the following sum

of the same plea of necessity to mary may be adduced to show :
Mexico, so that, under its protection , It is the duty of the State to pro

we could cross the boundary line, ar- tect, not merely its territory, but its

rest the criminals,and try them in the rights. These rights are:

place of the
consummation of their 1. Its political integrity .

crime within our borders.

2. The life, safety , and propertyAnother interesting application of of its subjects.

the same principlemay be drawn from When these rights are assailed on

our relations to Indian tribes. With our own soil by offenders who either

several of these tribes we have ex remain at the time of the offence on

ecuted treaties
conceding to them

foreign soil, or return to such soil whensovereignty over certain tracts of land. the offence is committed ,wemay exer

Within this sovereignty, crimes per- cise our jurisdiction over the crime

petrated by Indians upon Indians are in two ways. We may say to the

tried by Indian authorities, in con- foreign State within whose boundaries
formity to Indian laws. But no one the offenders lurk, .Execute justice

has ever claimed that,even within his for us in this case. Be our agent in

ownterritory ,an Indian can assail the trying , in your own courts, these of

rights of United States citizens with- fenders.' If such an appeal would

out making himself liable to United be fruitless, then we have one of two

remaining remedies. We may resortI have thus attempted to show the to a demand for extradition ; or, in a

inadequacy of the personal and of the case of necessity, where redress can

territorial theories as limits of crim- in no other way be had , we can enter

inal jurisdiction. Of course, I do not the State where the offenders are

mean to say that the State hasnot a harbored, destroy their engines of de

claim to theobedience of its subjects, struction, and arrest the offenders

wherever they may be; all that I here themselves, with a view to their trial

argue is that the State can prosecute in our own courts.

Wemay even go a step further,and

States laws. Supra , $ 282 a .

others than its
subjects when they

discipline

over all abiding within its lands. To each of these citizens we
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1

It would be upon himself their prosecution. If

strange if their citizenship should the crime is committed in a barbarous

them for aid , and should disappear mand for extradition is not recog .

whenever they callupon the State for nized , and where justice is not in

protection . But this anomaly does not flicted in accordance with civilized

which may be assailed , then the State to execute justice ourselves, by seiz

has rights to defend; and the rights ing the offenders and trying them ac

State of which he is a constituent which these laws embody crimes

perpetration . In conspiracies,by the common law , each conspira

tor is responsible in any place where any overt act by any of his

owe protection , no matter where he part. Even if we waive the question

may be. He pays us, in fact, for this of duty based upon constructive con

protection . Taxes, it is said , form the tract, we must remember that the

price paid by the subject for the pro- commonwealth is but the aggregation

tection given to him by his sovereign ; of its citizens, and that when the

and these taxes we exact from our cit- rights of one of these are invaded,

izensresident abroad . When we have then the rights of the aggregate State

an income tax , that income tax we are invaded . We stand therefore, in

assess on them during their temporary this relation , on a higher, instead of a

non -residence; and no matter how lower, ground than is occupied by

long they may have remained absent, those who hold that the relation of

they find, when they return, that their the citizen to the State is merely that

county and state taxes have been run of the subject to the prince. With us

ning on against them while they are the citizens make the State; the State

away, and that these taxes they have with us is not a king, nor a sentiment,

to pay. Their status when they are but an aggregation of citizens, living

abroad is settled by the law of their together under a constitutional gov

domicil; what this law says they ernment, to which government they

are, — married or single, legitimate or cede the duty of punishing invasions

illegimate, — that they must continue of their individual rights. We have,

to be wherever they are. When they therefore, to rest this jurisdiction on

die, their estate is remitted to the the duty, not merely of the sovereign

courts of their domicil, to be distrib
to protect the subject who pays

uted according to its laws. It would be for this protection , but of the com ;

a strange thing if they should thus be monwealth to protect the rights of

enveloped by their domicil with du- which it is itself the aggregate. Hence,

ties , but should not be enveloped by if an American citizen ismurdered or

it with rights. It would be strange plundered abroad, it is the duty of his

if, when travelling lawfully abroad,in country to exact redress and retribu

connection , for instance, with that tion . If the crime is committed in a

very commerce which by such multi- civilized country,the exaction is by

tudinous statutes it regulates and val- requisition on the sovereign within

idates, their relation to the State whose boundaries the offence wascom

should be wholly one-sided, consisting mitted, and the requisition is either to

entirely of their duty to it , and not at deliver the offenders to us or to take

them .

emerge whenever the State calls upon

or semi-barbarous land, where a de

exist. Whenever
the State has rights jurisprudence

,then we have a right

him

4
1

.
1

its duty

ینعم
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was
constitutional, and the convic- C. 489 ; Com . v . White , 123 Mass .

[ $ 287.

co-conspirators is done. It is so, also, according to the English

common law , with treason.2 “ Taken most literally," it was said

by Chief Justice Marshall, in Burr's case , “ the words • levying

of war 'are perhaps of the same import with the words raising

or creating war; but as those who join after the
commencement

are equally the objects of
punishment, there would be probably

a general admission that the terms also
comprehended making

war, or carrying on war. In the construction which courts would

be required to give these words, it is not
improbable that those

who should raise, create, make, or carry on war, might be com

prehended . The various acts which would be considered as com

ing within the term would be settled by a course of decisions ;

and it would be affirming boldly to say , that those only who

actually constitute a portion of the military force appearing in

arms could be
considered as levying war. There is no difficulty

in affirming that there must be a war , or the crime of levying it

cannot exist ; but there would often be
considerable difficulty in

againstmen, irrespective of local lim- prescribes that in “ criminal prosecu

itations. Ignorance of law would , in- tions the verification of facts in the vi

deed,avail as a defence as to offences cinity where they happen is one of the
not mala in se.

But as to offences greatest securities of the life, liberty ,
mala in se, wherever the rights of a and property of the citizen .”

This
citizen are assailed, then it is the pre- would seem to favor the objective

rogative of this State to require re- rather than the subjective theory ; in
dress.

other words, the theory that the venue
For the distinction above given be- is the place of the act done, rather

tween Real and Personal jurisdiction than the place where the agent was at

I am indebted to Rohland's Interna- the time of the act. See, as to this

tional Strafrecht, Leipzig, 1877. Com-
interpretation , Com .v. Parker, 2 Pick.

pare Bar's treatise on Privat Inter- 550; and see R. v. Jones, 1 Den . C.

national Recht, and Schwarze's Es- C.551 ; T. & M.270 ; Com . v . Corlies,

say, Der Werkung's Kreis des Straf- 3 Brewst.575 ; Mooney v.State,8 Ala .

gésetzes,inthe second volume of Holt- 328 ; and cases cited infra, $S 288,

zendorff's Strafrecht, 1871. See also 1206.

Ham v. State , 4 Tex . App . 645 , in

In the United States we have actswhich the Supreme Court of Texas of Congress expressly asserting juris

held thatastatute of Texas providing diction over offences on the Indian

persons forging land titles to territory and on Guano Islands. Rev.

that State should be liable to Stat. U. S. 1878, 2128 , 2150, 5576 .indictment whether the offence should

1 Supra, SS 205–248, 279 ; infra , §becommitted in or out of the State, 1997; R. v. Ferguson , 2 Stark. N.P.

tion of one who committed a forgery 430; Whart. Crim . Ev. $ 111.

9 Infra, § 1793.
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6 Ibid .; supra, § 280 ; R. v . Gird

4 See as to last pointU. S. v . Davis, Wend. 533 ; Com . v . Gillespie, 7 S. &

§ 288.]

affirming that a particular act did , or did not, involve the person

committing it in the guilt and in the fact of levying war. If,

for example, an army should be actually raised for the avowed

purpose of carrying on an open war against the United States,

and subverting their government, the point must be weighed

very deliberately , before a judge would venture to decide that an

overt act of levyingwar had not been committed by a commissary

of purchases who never saw the army, but who, knowing its ob

ject, and leaguing himself with the rebels, supplied that army

with provisions ; or by a recruiting officer, holding a commission

in the rebel service, who, though never in camp, executed the

particular duty assigned to him ." The same view was taken by

the English and Irish courts in dealing with the Fenian prison

ers in 1868.1 But whatever may be the technical rule in this

respect in particular States, it is clear that where the offence

can be divided into successive stages,any participant may be

prosecuted for his particular act in the place of such act.?

This, in reference to homicides, is in several States affirmed by

statute, 3

§ 288. Conflicts of jurisdiction may be claimed when an of

fence is begun in one country to take effect in another.

Supposing a libellous or forged writing be mailed in one

place to be published in another, or an explosive pack

has cogni- age be expressed in one place to be opened in another,

or a gun shot in one place and the shot takes effect in

another,4 which is the place of the commission of the offence ?

Arguing by analogy from the law which makes the place of per

formance the seat of a contract, we would conclude that the

place of consummation
is the peculiar seat of the crime. So, in

fact, under the common law , it has frequently been decided,

though it is settled that a concurrent jurisdiction exists in the

1 U. S.Diplom . Cor. 1868, pt. i. pp.

51, 193, 342 ; Wh. C. of L. S 878.
2 Whart. Crim . Ev. $S 111-12. East, 65; People v. Griffin , 2 Barb;

Infra , SS 292, 512.

8 Ibid .

In continu

ous of

fences each

place of

overt act

zance .

wood , 1 Leach , 169; R. v. Johnson,7

Sup. Ct. 427 ; Com . v. Blanding, 3

Pick . 304 ; People v. Rathbun, 21

R.469. As to libel, see Dana's case,

7 Ben . 1 .

2 Sumner, 482.

5 Wh. Con. of L. & 397. See infra ,

$ 1621 ; Whart. Cr. Ev. $ 113.
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letter
containing a fraudulent

non -ac

place of the starting the offence. The position that the place of

reception , or the situs of the object of the crime, has jurisdiction ,

is strengthened by the accepted doctrine that an act designed in

one State, and consummated in another, exposes the perpetrator

to an action for damages only when the act is unlawful in the

place of execution . The same distinctions apply to obtaining

goods by false pretences by letter.3 As has been already seen ,

attempts to commit crimes are cognizable in the place of the

attempt, and such , also , is the case with conspiracies, where the

conspiracy is the gist of the offence. But there can be no ques

tion that all parties concerned are also responsible at the place

where the offence is consummated .

Since, however, a crimemay be organized in one country, ad

vanced in a second, and executed in a third , it is necessary to

conceive of the crime in question as broken up into several sec

tions, committed in distinct jurisdictions, and severally cogniza

ble in each . That such is the case is the opinion of several

eminent jurists ; 7 and such would , no doubt (e . g. under indict

ments for treason or conspiracy, where every overt act would

give the local court jurisdiction ), under similar circumstances, be

the practice of the English common law . And the same reason

ing applies to all offences which are carried on in two or more

jurisdictions. At the same time it must be kept in mind that

an attempt to commit in a foreign State an act lawful in such

U. S. v. Worrall, 2 Dall. 388 ; ceived by his employers in M. County,

Whart. St. Tr. 189 ; R. v. Burdett, 4 the latter county has jurisdiction of

B.& A. 95 ; Perkins's case, 2 Lewin, the offence. R.v. Rogers, 14 Cox C.

150; 2 East P. C. 1120 ; 1 Campb. C. 22; L. R. 3 Q. B. D. 28 ; cited

215; 2 Campb . 506; Wend. Blackst. fully infra , $ 291. See R. v . Tread

ix.p. 305. See R. v. Jones, 4 Cox gold , 14 Cox C. C. 220.

C. C. 198; 1 Den. C. C. 551; Johns

4 Supra, § 195 .
v. State, 19 Ind.421; State r. Chapin ,

6 See infra , $ 1397.

17 Ark. 561. Compare Whart. Crim .
Supra, $ 280.

? Cited Wh. Con. of L. § 927 ; P.

Voet, xi. c . i. note 8 ; Ortolan, No.

951; Jul. Clarus, Sent. v . § fin . qu. 32,

note 9 ; Pütter, $ 98 ; and see also

presently be more fully seen,where a reasoning of court in Pearson v.Mc

Gowran, 3 B. & C. 700 ; 5 D. & R.

616 .

Ev. $ 113 .

2 Wh.Con. of L. $$ 482-488, 929.

• Infra, $ 1206 ; R. v. Jones, 1

Den. C.C.551 ; T. & M. 270. As will

counting of goods by an agent is re

VOL . 1.
21
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10 Infra, § 293 ; Whart. Crim . Pl.

11 7 Geo . 4 , c . 64, § 13 ; 1 Vict. c.

State, though unlawful in the place of the attempt, may not be

punishable in the latter State.1

The jurisdiction in cases of embezzlement
is hereafter spe

cially noticed.2

Whether when a nuisance is created in one jurisdiction and

operates in another jurisdiction , the courts of the latter jurisdic

tion bave cognizance of the offence, has been the subject of con

flicting rulings. In New Hampshire, it is held that the venue

may be laid in the place where the injurious effects are pro

duced , but the contrary view has been maintained in New Jer

sey,4 and in Wisconsin . In Pennsylvania , jurisdiction in the

county of the creation of the nuisance has been maintained,

though the injurious effects were exclusively in another county.

Bigamy in this relation is hereafter discussed .?

§ 289. It has been held that in such cases, in adjusting the sen

Adjust

tence , the grade of the consummated
offence will be

taken into consideration , and a punishment adequate

punish to the whole imposed, allowing for whatmay have been

inflicted by other tribunals. But on this point there

is some conflict.

Foreign jurists have, and not without reason,

held , that when an illegal transaction
has been carried on in sev

eral territories, each territory can only punish for that segment

of the crime committed within its own bounds. In the United

States this is a question of growing importance, as will be else

where seen.10
§ 290. In England, by statute, wherever a felony or misde

meanor is begun in one county and completed in an

riages and other, the venue may be laid in either county ;

1 See Wh. Con. of L. § 482-489,
Infra , $ 1685.

925. To this effect are decisions ren

8 Wh. Con. of L. & 920. See par

dered in 1856 by the Supreme Court ticularly, as to concurrent
jurisdic

at Berlin . See Bar, § 142, note 3 a ; tions, Whart. Plead . & Prac. $$ 441

and see infra, § 1621; Whart. Crim . et seq.

Ev. § 113.

? Infra, § 1040.

8 State v . Lord , 16 N. H. 357 .

4 State v . Babcock, 1 Vroom , 29.

6 Eldred , in re , 46 Wis. 530 ; 19

Alb . L. J. 392. & Pr. SS 441, 453.

6 Com . v . Lyons, 1 Penn.L. J. Rep .

497.
36 , $ 37.

ment of

ment in

such cases.

Offences

in car
and 11

boats.

9 Ibid., citing Carpzov, Prac. iii. qu.

110, n. 23; Pütter, p. 203 ; Holtzen

dorff, 1870, p .548.” As to Massachu

setts, see special statute .
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L. R. 3 Q. B. D. 28 ; 14 Cox C. C. People
v . Schenck

, 2 Johns
. 479 ;

22. See Com . v.
Uprichard

, 3 Gray, State v . Le Blanche
, 2 Vroom

, 82 ;

3
People v . Burke

, 11
Wend . 129 ; v . Rennels

, 14 La . An . 278 .

CHAP
. X

JURISDICTION

.

[ $ 291.
offences committed when travelling , may be laid in any county

through which the passenger , carriage, or vessel passes. Em

bezzlement or larceny can , therefore, in England be tried in

any county into which the spoils of the offence are brought.1

And similar statutes exist in most of the United States.

$ 291. As will be hereafter more fully seen , when goods are

stolen in one country and brought by the thief into an- In larceny

other country, the latter country by the English com- liable

wherever

mon law has no
jurisdiction . In the United States,

goods are

however, it has been ruled to be within the constitu- brought.

tional province of each State to pass statutes giving the place

of arrest , in which the goods are so brought,
jurisdiction. And

as between the several United States, this
jurisdiction has been

in Maine,
Massachusetts,

Connecticut, North Carolina, Illinois,

Michigan,Maryland, Kentucky ,
Mississippi, Missouri, Iowa ,Or

egon, and Nevada, ruled to exist at common law . In other

States, such jurisdiction is held not to exist without a statute ;

1 See infra , $ 1040.

Hemmaker v . State, 12 Mo. 453 ; State
2 Butler's case, 13 Co. 55 ; 3 Inst . 1. Williams, 35 Mo. 229 ; Cummings

113; R. v. Prowes, 1 Moody C. C.

v . State , i Har. & Johns. 340; Mc349; R.v. Debraid, 11 Cox C. C. 207. Farland v . State, 4 Kans. 68; State v.

See infra, § 930; and see Whart. Levy, 3 Stew . 123; La Vaul v. State,
Crim .Ev. 111. In an English case

decided in 1875, it was the
prisoner's

4 State v .
Underwood , 49 Me. 181;duty as country traveller to collect Com . v. Andrews, 2 Mass. 14 ; Com .

moneys and remit them at once to his

v. Holder, 9 Gray, 7 ; State v. Brown,
employers. On the 18th April he re

i Haywood, 100 ; Cummings v . State,ceived money in county Y.; on the 1 Har. & J.340; Ferrillv.Com . 1 Du

19th and 20th he wrote to his employ- vall, 153; State v. Ellis, 3 Conn. 186;

ers from Y., not mentioning that he Watson v. State, 36 Miss.593 ; State

had received the money; on the 21st

v . Williams, 35 Mo. 229; People v .April he wrote to them again from Y.,
Williams, 24 Mich. 156 ; Meyers v.

thereby intendingthem to believe that people, 26 III. 173 ; State v. Bennet,

he had not received the money. The 14 Towa, 479; State v. Johnson, ?

letters were addressed to and received Oregon, 115 ; State v. Newman, 9

by his
employers in county M.,and Nev. 48.

See infra , $ 930.
written and posted in county Y. It Ohio, see Hamilton v. State, 11 Ohio,

te is held that the prisoner must be 435; Stanley v. State, 24 Ohio St.
tried in county M.for the offence of 166 .

6 People v . Gardner, 2 Johns. 477

Simmons v . Com . 5 Bin . 619 ; State

40 Ala . 44 .

As to

embezzling themoney . R.v.
Rogers,

434.
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In homi

cide statu

diction

Edw . 6 ,

Simpson v . State, 4 Humph . 461 ; S. C., 7 Cox C. C. 277. See Co. Lit.

49 Me. 181 ; State v . Williams, 35 C., 1 Wash . C. C.463; U. S. v. Arm

Com . 2. White, 123 Mass . 433 ; Stan- Dutch .) 499 ; Com . v. Linton, 2 Va.

4 Simpson v . State, 4 Humph. 456 ; Miss. 684 ; Riggs v. State, 26 Miss 51.

State , 15 Ind. 378 ; People v. Long- 116. See Rev. Stat. 1042–1047.

$ 292.]

CRIMES .

and a statute conferring the jurisdiction
has been held to be con

stitutional.1
By several courts it has even been held thatwhen

the goods are stolen in Canada and brought into a State,the

state courts have jurisdiction
, but this view is rejected in Massa

chusetts and Ohio ,3 as well as in those States which hold that at

common law there is no liability for a larceny in a sister State.

§ 292. Murder, like all other offences, must regularly, accord

ing to the common law , be inquired of in the county in

which it was committed . It appears,however, to have

tory juris
been a matter of doubt at the common law , whether,

given to

country of when a man died in one county of a stroke received

in another, the offence could be considered as having

been completely
committed

in either county ; but by the 2 & 3

c. 24, s. 2 , it was enacted that the trial should be in

the county where the death happened. By the statute of 8 & 9

Geo. 4, the English jurisdiction
of persons dying in England

from wounds received abroad is assumed . This statute, how

ever, has been held not to apply to the case of a foreigner dying

in England from injuries inflicted by another foreigner on a for

eign vessel on the high seas. In this country it has been held

that without a special statute the jurisdiction
does not exist in

the federal courts, nor in the courts of the particular States.

An act of Congress conferring
the jurisdiction

has been adopted.

In Michigan, an analogous
statute was held in 1860 to be consti

tutional, and a prosecution
sustained in a case where the blow

was struck on a river in Canada and the death occurred in Mich

i Simmons v . Com . 5 Bin . 619 ;

5. R. v . Lewis, Dears. & Bell, 182 ;

Beal v . State, 15 Ind. 378 ; State v.

74 b ; 3 Inst . 48 ; 1 Hale, 426, 500;?

Butler, 67 Mo. 59.

Hale P. C. 20 , 163.

2 Infra , $ 930 ; State v. Bartlett, 11
Crim . Ev. $ 110 .

Vt. 650 ; S. P., State v. Underwood,

6 U. S. v. McGill, 4 Dall. 427; S.

Mo. 229 .

8 Com . v . Uprichard, 3 Gray, 440;

léy v. State , 24 Ohio St. 166 .

State v . Brown, 1 Hayw . 100 ; Beal v . N

bridge, 1 Neb. 11.

See Whart .

strong, 2 Curt. C. C. 446.

? State v. Carter, 27 N. J. L.(8

Cas. 205. See Turner v. State, 28

8 U. S. St. 1825, c. 65; 1857, C.
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3
Hunter v . State , 40 N. J. L. 495.

for bigamy
in any other

than the

4 Com .v.
Macloon, 101 Mass. 1. In county

of the
bigamous

marriage
. SeeWalls v. State , 32 Ark . 565 , it was infra

, § 1685
.

[ $ 293.

igan. In New Jersey, in 1859, in a case where the constitu

tional power to pass such a statute did not on the record arise ,

it was declared thatthere is no common law jurisdiction to this

effect, that the New Jersey statutes did not cover the case of

manslaughter, and that an indictment charging a felonious as

sault and battery in New York , and that the party injured

cameinto and died in New Jersey, charged no crime in New

Jersey. In the same State, in 1878 , it was held that where

a mortal blow is given within the jurisdiction of that State,

and the death of the victim occurs within the jurisdiction of

another State , the courts of New Jersey have cognizance of

the crime by force of the statute to that effect, which was held

constitutional.3 In
Massachusetts, the

constitutional question

was elaborately discussed by the Supreme Court, in 1869, upon

the following facts : The defendants, one a citizen of Maine,

and the other a British subject, were convicted in the County

of Suffolk of the
manslaughter of a man who died within the

county of injuries inflicted by them on board a British merchant

ship on the high seas.

The
Massachusetts statute, under which

the defendants were convicted, provided, that “ if a mortal

wound be given , or other violence or injury inflicted , or poison

is
administered, on the high seas, or on land either within or

without the limits of the State, by means of which death ensues

in any county thereof, such offence may be prosecuted in the

county where the death happened .” It was held by the Su

preme Court that there is nothing in the
Constitution or laws

of the United States, the law of nations, or the
Constitution of

the
commonwealth , to restrain the

legislature from enacting such

a statute; and
consequently there being no other ground for re

versal, the
conviction was

sustained.4

7. Offences committed against two
Sovereignties.

$ 293. Where a
particular offence as an entirety is

cognizable

bytwosovereigns, the first
sovereign that takes posses . Thefirst

sion of the defendant, and
undertakes the

prosecution prosecut

Tyler v. People , 8 Mich. 326 .

held that the legislature has no con
* State v. Carter, 3

Dutcher, 500.

stitutional power to appoint a venue
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§ 293. ]

ing the

offence ab

sorbs it.

of the offence, absorbs the case,as a general rule,which

action , if bona fide and complete, is a bar to the ac

tion of the other sovereign . But as to offences partly against

one and partly against another sovereign, if the defendant is

convicted and sentenced under one sovereign , the better opinion

is that this is to be taken into account in adjusting the sentence

under the other sovereign .

1 Whart. Cr. Pl. & Prac. $S 441, since occurred has diminished that

453. In Coleman v . State , 97 U. S. authority or impaired the efficacy of

309, it was held that a prior con that judgment. In thus holding, we

viction by a United States Military do not call in question the correctness

Court in Tennessee , in 1865 , of a

of the generaldoctrine asserted bythe

soldier in the federal army,

murder , Supreme Court of Tennessee, that the

with a sentence that he should be same act may, in some instances, be

hung, which sentence, however , was an offence against two governments,

never executed, divested the state and that the transgressor may be held

court of jurisdiction. Of a subse- liable to punishment by both when the

quent prosecution in the state court, punishment isof such a character that

Field , J., giving the opinion of the it can be twice inflicted, or by either

Supreme Court of the United States, of the two governments if the punish

thus speaks : “ The judgment and ment, from its nature, can be only

conviction in the criminal court should once suffered . It may well be that

have been set aside and the indictment the satisfaction which the transgress

quashed for want of jurisdiction . or makes for the violated law of the

Their effect was to defeat an aet done United States is no atonement for the

under the authority of the United violated law of Tennessee. But here

States, by a tribunal of officers ap- there is no case presented for the ap

pointed under the law enacted for the plication of the doctrine. The laws

governmentand regulation of the army of Tennessee with regard to offences

in time of war,and whilst that army and their punishment, which were al

was in a hostile and conquered State. lowed to remain in force during its

The judgment of that tribunal at the military occupation,did not apply to

time it was rendered, as well as the the defendant, as he was at the time

person of the defendant,were beyond a soldier in the army of the United

the controlof the State of Tennessee. States,and subject to the articles of

The authority of the United States war.”

was then sovereign , and their jurisdic

2 Whart. Cr. Pl. & Prac. $S 441,

tion exclusive . Nothing which has 453. Supra, $ 289.
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BOOK II.

CRIMES.

PART I. -
OFFENCES

AGAINST THE PERSON .

CHAPTER I.

HOMICIDE .

I.
DEFINITIONS.

Murder is killing with malice afore

thought, $ 303.

Manslaughter is non -malicious kill

ing, $ 304.
Involuntary

manslaughter is negli

gent killing, $ 305 .
Excusable homicide is either non

negligent, non-malicious killing,

orkilling in self-defence, $ 306 .
Justifiable homicide is homicide in

discharge of a duty , $ 307.
In verdict there is no distinction

between excusable and justifiable
homicide, $ 308 .

II. CERTAIN
REQUISITES OF

HOMICIDE

IN
GENERAL

Deceased must have been living at

mortal blow , $ 309.

Death must be
imputable to defend

ant's
act, $ 309 a .

The homicide must not have been

in legitimate public war, $ 310 .

There must be proof of corpus de

licti , $ 311.

Death musthave been within a year

and a day, $ 312 .
Malice is to be inferred from circum

stances , $ 313 .

When there is
deliberate,

unlawful

killing,malice is inferred , $ 314 .

If intent be only to inflict a slight

offence, killing is but man
slaughter , $ 315 .

Killing when intending to produce

miscarriage is murder, $ 316 .

When wrong person hasbeen killed

by mistake, it has been ruled
that offence is the same as if in

tended person had been killed ,

§ 317 .

Objections to this view , $ 318.
Malice to a class covers malice to

an individual, $ 319 .

By older writers killing with intent

to commit collateral felony is

murder, § 320 .

This conclusion is incompatible

with reason , $ 321.

Proper course is to indict for at

tempt and for manslaughter,

$ 322.

Unintentional homicide incidental

to an unlawful act is manslaugh

ter , $ 323 .

So in respect to assaults , $ 324.

So in respect to miscarriages, § 325 .

So as to riots, $ 326 .

So as to illicit intercourse, § 327.

So as to suicide, $ 328 .
III. NEGLIGENT HOMICIDE .

Omission in discharge of lawful

duty is indictable, $ 329.

Omission to perform acts of charity

not indictable, $ 330 .

Otherwise to lawful duties ;

father and child , § 331.

Husband and wife, § 332.

as
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Keepers, jailers , & c., § 333.

Incapacity a defence , $ 334.

So is capacity on part of per

son neglected, $ 335.
Conscientious opinion as to

duty when a defence, $ 336 .

Engineers and other officers liable

for omissions, $ 337 .

So of persons employed to give

warning as to danger, $ 338.
No indictment lies for failure in

discretionary duty , $ 339.
Must be causal connection between

the negligence and the injury ;

contributory negligence , $ 340.

Master liable for servant, $ 341.

No defence that business was law

ful, $ 342 .

Negligent use of dangerous agen

cies indictable , $ 343.

Fire -arms and powder, $ 344.

Poison, § 345.

Intoxicating liquors, $ 347.

Officers of railroads liable for death

ensuing from their want of care ,

$ 348 .

When there is duty there is liabil

ity , $ 349.

But duty must be specific, § 350.

Killing by negligently dropping

articles is manslaughter, $ 351.

Liability of steamboat officers ,

$ 352.

Death produced by careless driving

is manslaughter, $ 353.

Rapidity which puts horse out of

control is negligence, $ 354.

Care to be that of prudent drivers,

$ 355.

All concerned liable as principals,

$ 356 .

Letting loose noxious animals ,

$ 357.

Killing of helpless person by negli

gent act is manslaughter , $ 358.

Death of child by parent's negli

gentact is manslaughter, $ 359.

So as to master and apprentice and

master and servant, § 360.

So of jailers and other guardians,

$ 361.

Physicians responsible for lack of

ordinary diligence and skill ,

§ 362.

Not responsible if patient were di

rect cause of injury , $ 363.

No difference between licensed and

unlicensed practitioner, $ 364.

Culpable ignorance imposes liabil

ity , § 365.

Careless or ignorant use of danger

ous agencies is negligence, § 366.

Gratuitousness does not affect case,

§ 367.
Apothecaries

and chemists liable on

same principles, $ 368.
By persons running machinery care

must be exercised in proportion

to danger, $ 369 .
So when death is caused by negli

gent desertion of post, $ 370 .

IV . KILLING IN ATHLETIC SPORTS.

Prize-fighters liable formanslaugh

ter in cases of non -malicious kill

ing, $ 371 .
And so of participants in unlawful

sports, $ 372.
Butnot so in lawful athletic sports,

§ 373.
In practical jokes responsibility

at

taches, § 373 a .
V. CORRECTION BY PERSONS IN AU

THORITY.
Killing by undue correction isman .

slaughter, § 374 .
VI. STATUTORY DISTINCTIONS

.

Old English law indifferent to

grades of guilt , $ 375 .

Analysis of statutes, $ 376 .
Pennsylvania

and cognate statutes

leave distinction between murder

and manslaughter
untouched ,

making specific intentto takelife

the general feature of murder in

first degree, $ 377.
" Wilful ” means specificallywilled ,

§ 378.
“ Deliberate

" to be regarded as

qualifying • killing ,” $ 379.

“ Premeditated
"

from facts, $ 380.
Facts from which premeditation

may be inferred , $ 381.
Killing B. when intentwas to kill

C. is murder in first degree,

$ 382.Grade of homicide
when the indi

vidual killed is one of a group

generally attacked is determined

by the general intent, $ 383.
Killing in perpetration

of enumer

ated felonies not necessarily mur

der in the first degree, $ 384.
And so of homicide by poison and

lying in wait, $ 385 .Homicide incidental to unenumer

may be inferred
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ated felony is manslaughter, §
386 .

Under the statutes " attempt ”

must be a substantive offence ,

$ 387.

Murder in second degree includes

cases where there wasno specific

intent to take life, § 388 .

Murder in drunkenness is murder

in second degree , $ 389.

Killing woman with intent to pro

duce abortion may be murder in

second degree , $ 390.

Murder in second degree a com

promise courts unwilling to dis

turb, $ 391.

In cases of doubt presumption is

for murder in second degree ,

$ 392 .

Common law indictment for mur

der sufficient to sustain either de

gree , $ 393.

Verdict should specify degree,

§ 394 .
VII. RIOTOUS HOMICIDES .

In cases of killing in war against

government for private purposes
indictment should be for murder,

$ 395 .

Co-rioters principals in riotous kill

ing , $ 396 .

But not in collateral crimes, § 397.

Presence without intent to kill

involves
manslaughter, $ 398 .

Killing by lynch -law is murder in

first degree, $ 399.

If there be cooling-time offence may

bemurder, $ 399 a .

Private persons may kill in sup

pression of riot, $ 400 .
VIII . HOMICIDE BY OFFICERS OF Jus

TICE

Killing in obedience to warrant jus

tifiable, $ 401.

And so when necessary to effect an

arrest, $ 402.
Murder for officer

intentionally to

kill a person flying from civilar

rest, $ 403.
Otherwise in respect to felonies,

$ 405 .

Killing by officer in
prevention of

escape justifiable, $ 406.

So when necessary to preserve

peace, $ 407 .

Lawful arrest unlawfully executed

imposes
responsibility , $ 408.

Legal warrant
necessary , $ 409 .

Private persons interfere at their

own risk , $ 410 .

So as to military and naval officers ,

§ 411.

Officer in danger of life may take

life, $ 412 .
IX . HOMICIDE OF OFFICERS OF JUSTICE

AND OTHERS AIDING THEM .

Intentional killing of officer law

fully arresting is murder, $ 413 .

But manslaughter when arrest is

illegal, $ 414 .

Constables and policemen have au

thority to arrest when public or

der is threatened , § 415.

Bailiff's powers limited to arrest,

$ 416 .

Officer executing process must be

within jurisdiction , $ 417.
Notice may be inferred from facts,

§ 418.

If there be no notice, killing in self

protection is not murder, $ 419.

Warrantmust be executed by party

named or his assistant, $ 420 .

Warrant continues in force until

executed , $ 421.

Erroneous or blank warrant inoper

ative , $ 422 .

Falsity of charge no alleviation ,

§ 423.

Warrant without seal is void , $

424 .

But not so as to informality not

amounting to illegality , § 425 .

Warrant need not be shown, $ 426 .

Arrest on charge of felony unlaw

ful without warrant, § 427 .

Arrest may bemade during offence

without warrant, § 428 .

For past offences limited to felo

nies and breaches of the peace ,

$ 429.

Killing of officer arresting on prob

able felony is murder, § 430 .

Military and naval officers subject

to same rules, $ 431.

Persons aiding officers entitled to

protection of officers, $ 432.

So as to private person lawfully ar

resting independently of officer,

$ 433.

Pursuer must show that felony was

committed , & c ., $ 434.

Private person may interfere to

prevent crime, $ 435 .

Indictment found, good cause of ar

rest by private person, $ 436 .
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Railway officer may arrest miscon

ducting passenger, § 437 .

Arrest for breach of peace illegal

without corpusdelicti, § 438.

In cases of public disorder officers

may enter houses to arrest, $ 439 .

Private persons interfering to quell

riots should give notice, § 440.

Must be reasonable grounds to jus

tify arrest of vagrants, $ 441.

Time of execution of arrest, § 442.

Manslaughter when officers take

opposite parts, § 443.

A. aiding B. in resisting is in the

sameposition as B., $ 444.

X. INFANTICIDE.

When death occurs before child has

independent circulation , offence

is not homicide ; otherwise when

the child is born alive and dies

after birth , $ 445 .

Birth a question of fact, $ 446 .

Negligent exposure of children is

manslaughter, § 447.

XI. SUICIDE .

Surviving principal in suicide in

dictable for murder, § 448.

At common law no conviction of

accessaries before the fact , $ 449 .

Killing when assisting in producing

abortion , $ 450.

Consent of deceased no bar to pros

ecution , $ 451.

Killing another with his consent to

avoid greater evil, $ 452.

Killing another incidentally to sui

cide is manslaughter, $ 453.

Attempt to comınit suicide is a mis

demeanor, $ 454.

XII. PROVOCATION AND HOT BLOOD .

Loss of self - control essential to of

fence, $ 455 .

Words of reproach no adequate

provocation for an assault with

intentto kill, $ 455 a .

When person is touched with ap

parent insolence , then provoca

tion reduces degree, $ 456 .

Interchange of blows induced by

insulting words reduces to man

slaughter, $ 457.

A slighter provocation extenuates

when intent is only to chastise ,

§ 458 .

Husband in hot blood killing adul

terer, guilty of manslaughter,

§ 459.

Same principle to be extended in

cases of punishment, when in hot ·

blood, of attacks on the chastity

of persons under the rightful pro

tection of defendant, $ 460 .

Killing to redress a public wrong is

murder, $ 461.

A bare trespass on property not an

adequate provocation in cases of

intentional killing, $ 462.

Exercise of a legal right no just

provocation , $ 463.
Spring - guns illegal when placed on

spots where innocent trespassers

may wander, $ 464.

For master of house knowingly to

kill visitor is murder, $ 465.

When such killing is in hot blood

it ismanslaughter, $ 466 .

When such killing is in self-defence

it is excusable, $ 467.
Manslaughter to kill master of

house expelling defendant with

unnecessary violence, $ 468.

Killing a person having legal right

to enter room ismurder, $ 469.

A blow is sufficient provocation

when parties are equal, $ 470.

In sudden quarrels immaterial who

struck the first blow , $ 471.

But the blow must have been ap

parently intended , and naturally

calculated to arouse the passions,

§ 472.
Cool and deliberate

use of disparity

to kill is murder, $ 473.
Malice implied from concealed

weapon , $ 474 .
Where mortal blow was given after

deceased was helpless, offence is

murder, $ 475 .And so where attack was sought

by person killing, $ 476.
Question of continuance

of old

grudge is for jury, $ 477.

Malicious killing in another's quar

rel is murder, but killing in hot

blood is manslaughter
, $ 478.

In interference by friends, hot

blood extenuates in proportion to

the nearness of the relationship,

§ 479 .Cooling time dependent upon cir

cumstances
, $ 480 .

Restraint or coercion is adequate

provocation
, $ 481.

Killing in duel is murder, $ 482.
And this extends to the seconds,

$ 483.
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XIII. EXCUSE AND
JUSTIFICATION .

1. Repulsion of Felonious Assault, 484.

Force of defence to be propor

tioned to force of attack , $ 484 .

Conflict provoked by defendant is

no defence, $ 485 .

But where defendant withdraws

from such conflict then his right

of self-defence revives, § 486 .

Retreat is necessary when practica

ble, $ 486 a .

Attack cannot be anticipated when

the law can be resorted to, $ 487.
Otherwise when there is no organ

ized government, § 487 a.
Whether the danger is apparent is

to be determined from the de

fendant's stand-point, $ 488 .

Impracticable to take ideal “
sonable man " as a standard ,

$ 489 .

Analogy from cases of interference

in others' conflicts, $ 490 .

On principle, the test is the defend

ant's honest belief, $ 491 .

But although the defendant be

lieves he is in danger of life, he

is guilty of
manslaughter if this

belief is imputable to his negli

gence, $ 492.
Apparent attack, to be an excuse ,

must have actually begun , and

must be violent, $ 493 .

Right may be exercised by sery

ants and friends, $ 494.

2. Prevention of Felony, $ 495 .

Bona fide non -negligent belief that

a felony is about to be perpe
trated excuses homicide in its

prevention , $ 495.

Right cannot usually be exercised

when there is an
opportunity to

secure offender's arrest, § 496.

If felonious attempt is
abandoned

and offender escapes, killing him
without warrant in pursuit is

murder, $ 497.

No killing is excusable if the crime

resisted could be
prevented by

less violent action, $ 498.

Felonies and riots may be thus pre

vented , $ 499.

Trespass no excuse for killing tres

passer , $ 500 .
Owner may resist violent removal

of property, or attack upon his

rights, but not attack on his

honor, $ 501 .

3. Protection of Dwelling-house,

$ 502.

A person when attacked in dwell

ing -house need retreatno further,

$ 502.

House may be defended by taking

life, $ 503 .

But right is only of self-defence and

prevention , $ 504 .

Friends may unite in such a de

fence, $ 505.

Right does not excuse killing in

truder in house, $ 506.

Killing by spring-guns, when nec

essary to exclude burglars, ex

cusable, $ 507.

4. Execution of Laws, $ 508.

Killing under mandate of law jug

tifiable, $ 508.

5. Superior Duty , $ 509.

Risk of killing another to be, in ex

treme cases, preferred to certain

death , $ 509.

6. Necessity, $ 510 .

Defence only good when danger is

immediate, and when the life of

the defendant can only be saved

by the sacrifice of the deceased,

§ 510 .

Self-preservation in shipwreck,

$ 511 .
XIV . INDICTMENT

.

Venue must aver jurisdiction,

§ 512 .

Averment of relationship between

deceased and defendant when

such is necessary , § 513 .
When variance as to intent to kill

is fatal, $ 514 .

“ In the peace of God," & c., is not

a necessary averment, § 515 .
Deceased must have been living at

time of blow , $ 516 .

“ Feloniously ' and " of malice

aforethought ” are necessary at

common law , $ 517 .

Allegation of assault necessary in

violent homicides, $ 518 .

At common law general character

of instrument of death must be

correctly given , $ 519 .

Variance in this respect is fatal,

$ 520.

When death is alleged to have

been
by compulsion, circum

stancesmust be averred, $ 521.

Acts of agent or associate may be
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So far, however, as this definition is distinctive it is in

$ 303. ]

averred as acts of principal,

averred, either may be proved,

$ 522.
$ 535.

Variance in description
of poison

Death must be averred, $ 536 .

not fatal, $ 523 .

Must have been within a year and

Scienter requisite in poisoning ,
a day, $ 537 .

$ 524 .

Place of death must be averred,

Unknown instrument need not be $ 538 .

averred, $ 525.

Omission of " malice aforethought"

When counts are inconsistent, ver

and " murder " reduces offence

dict should be taken on good
to manslaughter, $ 539.

counts, $ 526.

Varying counts may be joined,

Value of instrument need not be § 540.

proved , $ 527.

XV . VERDICT.

Allegation of hand of defendant
Conviction or acquittal of man

need not be made, $ 528 .

slaughter acquits of murder,

Averment of time need not be re $ 541.

peated , § 529.

Jury may convict ofminor degree,

Word " struck " is essential wher $ 542.

there has been a blow , $ 530 .

Verdict must specify degree, $ 543.

But not necessary in cases of poi

At common law can be no convic

soning, $ 531.

tion of assault on indictment for

General description of place of
murder, $ 544.

wound is sufficient, $ 532.

In excusable homicide verdict is

Term " wound " to be used in a
not guilty , $ 545.

popular sense , $ 533 .

May be accessary to murder in sec

Exactness no longer necessary in
ond degree , $ 546 .

description of wound , $ 534.

When requisite verdict must desig

When two mortal wounds
nate punishment, $ 547 .

§ 302. HOMICIDE, at common law is divided into the follow

ing heads :

I. Murder.

II. Manslaughter.

III. Excusable Homicide.

IV . Justifiable Homicide.

I. DEFINITIONS.

§ 303. Murder, as defined at common law, is where a person

Murder is

of sound memory and discretion unlawfully kills any

killing

with mal

human being , in the peace of the sovereign , with mal

ice afore
ice prepense or aforethought

, either express or implied.?

thought.

conclusive. Murder is distinguished
from other kinds of killing

by the condition of malice ; butmalice is a term which requires,

as has been already seen, peculiar exposition and limitation. Nor

1 3 Inst. 47, 51 ; 2 Ld. Raymond, Com . 198 ; Lewis C. L. 394. As to

1487 ; 1 Hale, 425 ; 1 Hawk. c. 31, malice, see supra, § 106.

sg. 3 , 8 ; Kel. 127 ; Fost. 256 ; 4 Blac. 2 Supra, SS 106 et seq.

are
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do the words 66" prepense or “ aforethought ” relieve the defini

tion from ambiguity. What is " prepense " or " aforethought ” ?

Can the mental processes by which conclusions are reached be

measured by the flow of time ? Does not intention itself log

ically include prior thought ? Under these circumstances we

must hold that the definition just given , authoritative as it is,

does not exhaustively describe the offence of murder. And we

must reach , also, a second conclusion : if the sagacity of our ju

rists working on this important topic for so long a series of years

has been unable to construct a terse, satisfactory definition of

murder, this is because such a definition cannot, from the nature

of the thing to be defined , be constructed . In order, therefore,

to understand what murder is, we must study the subject in the

concrete. When each particular case is presented to the jury ,

terms can readily be found, in aid of the common law or statu

tory definition , to reach the merits of such case. But a defini

tion which is large enough to cover all cases in advance must be

necessarily so general that each of its leading terms requires a

new definition to make it exact.1

$ 304. Manslaughter is the unlawful and felonious killing of

another, without any malice either express or implied. Volun

1 See Whart.on Homicide, $ 2 ,and
“ (c .) An intent to commit any fel

notes; and see Firty v . State, 3 Bax. ony whatever.

“ (d .) An intent to oppose by force

According to Sir J. Stephen,“ Mal- any officer of justice on his way to , in ,

ice aforethought means any one or or returning from the execution of the

more of the following states of minds duty of arresting, keeping in custody,

preceding or coexisting with the act or imprisoning any person whom he is

oromission by which death is caused , lawfully entitled to arrest, keep in

and it may exist where that act is un- custody, or imprison, or the duty of
premeditated

.
keeping the peace or dispersing an

" (a.) An intention to cause the unlawful assembly, provided that the

death of,or grievous bodily harm to, offender has notice that the person

any person, whether such person is killed is such an officer so employed .

the person actually killed or not.
“ The expression officer of justice'

“ (b.) Knowledge that the actwhich in this clause includes every person

causes death will probably cause the who has a legal right to do any of the

death of,or grievous bodily harm to, acts mentioned, whether he is an of

Some person,whether such person is ficer or a private person.” Dig. C. L.
the

person actually killed or not, al- art. 223 .

2 1 Bl. Com . 194 ; 1 Hale, 449 ; 1
byindifference whether death or griev- Hawk. c. 30, ss . 2, 3.

by a wish that it may not be caused . 333

358 .

though such knowledge is accompanied

ous bodily harm is caused or not, or
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Man

is non

malicious

unlawful

3

Involun

tary man

is negli

gent kill

dence to have been committed with ner, Wright, 20 ; State ». Smith, 32

malice aforethought, and was, there . Me. 369; State v . Center, 35 Vt. 378 .

tary manslaughter differs from murder in this, that though the

act which occasions the death be unlawful, or likely

slaughter to be attended with bodily mischief, yet the malice,

either express or implied , which is the very essence of

killing. murder, is presumed to be wanting ; and the act being

imputed to the infirmity of human nature , the punishment is

proportionately lenient.1

§ 305. Involuntary manslaughter, according to the old writers,

is where death results unintentionally, so far as the de

fendant is concerned , from an unlawful act on his part,

slaughter not amounting to felony , or from a lawful act negli

ing .

gently performed . Hence it is manslaughter where the

death of another occurs through the defendant's negli

gent use of dangerous agencies ; 2 and so where death incidentally

but unintentionally results in the execution of a trespass .:

It is proper, however, to observe that the distinction between

voluntary and involuntary manslaughter is now , so far as con

cerns the common law , obsolete . Unless it should be required

by statute, the terms “ voluntary ” and “ involuntary” are not

now introduced either in indictment, verdict, or sentence. In

each of the cases just specified the offence is simply charged as

“ manslaughter ; ” and “ manslaughter ” is the term used by the

jury in case of conviction . But where the distinction is made by

1 R.v.Mawgridge,Kel.124; Lord such case may, notwithstanding, be

Cornwallis's case, Dom . Proc. 1678; properly convicted of the offence of

2 St. Tr. 730; Parker, J., Selfridge's manslaughter. Com . v. M'Pike, 3

case , 158 ; Ex parte Tayloe , 5 Cowen, Cush . 181.

51; Com v. Bob , 4. Dall. 125 ; Penn .

2 R. v. Murray, 5 Cox C. C. 509 ;

v . Levin , Addison , 279 ; Com .
R. v . Chamberlain

, 10 Cox C. C.486;

Drum , 58 Penn . St. 9 ; Erwin v .

R. v . Rigmardon
, 1 Lewin, 180 ; R. v.

State, 29 Oh. St. 186 ; Com . v. Mit- Timmins, 7 C. & P.499; R.v. Dallo

chell, 1 Va . Cases, 716 ; State v .

2 Cox C. C. 273 ; R. v. Swindall,

Smith, 10 Rich. (Law ) 341 ; Stokes 2 C. & K. 229; R. v. Pargeter, 3 Cox

v. State, 18 Ga. 17; Perry v. State, C. C. 191 ; R. v. Love, 4 Cox C.C.

43 Ala. 21; Murphy v. State, 31 Ind . 449 ; R.v. Smith, 11 Cox C. C. 210;

511; People v . Freel, 40 Cal. 436.

State v. O'Brien, 3 Vroom , 169. In

It is no defence to an indictment
fra , § 343.

for manslaughter
, that the homicide

81 Hale, 449; Fost. 270 ; R. v.

therein alleged appears by the evi- Archer, 1 F. & F. 351; Statev. Tur:

fore , murder; but the defendant
in

v .
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Excusable

defence .

statute , there can be no conviction of involuntary manslaughter

on an indictment for voluntary manslaughter.1

§ 306. Excusable homicide is of two kinds: 1st. Where a man

doing a lawful act, without any intention of hurt, by

accident kills another; as, for instance , where a man homicide is

is hunting in a park , and unintentionally kills a person negligent,

concealed . This is called homicide per infortuniam , or cious kill

by misadventure . 2d . Se defendendo, or in self-de- ingenieria

fence,which exists where one is suddenly assaulted , and in self

in the defence of his person ,where immediate and great

bodily harm would be the apparent consequence of waiting for

the assistance of the law , and there is no other probable means

of
escape, he kills the assailant. By the older text writers this

species of homicide is sometimes called chance medley or chaud

medley,words of nearly the same import. As will in another

chapter be explained more fully, the same right of self-defence

is extended to the relations of master and servant, parent and

child, and husband and wife ; and to those cases where homicide

is unavoidably committed in the defence of the possession of one's

dwelling-house against a trespasser,who, having entered , cannot

be put out otherwise than by force ; and where no more force

is used and no other instrument or mode is employed than is

proper for that purpose. Under the same general

head of excusable homicide may also be enumerated that class of

caseswhere two persons are reduced to the alternative, that one

or the other or both must perish ; as where two shipwrecked per

sons are on one plank which will not hold them both , and one

thrust the other from it , so that he is drowned, the survivor is

necessary and

excused .

ecuting
Justifiable

§ 307. Justifiable homicide is that which is committed , either ,

Ist. In discharge of a duty, such as by an officer ex

a criminal pursuant to the death warrant and homicide is

in strict conformity to the law ; 3 2dly . In prosecution in dis

of public justice, as where officers or their assistants chargeof

as a necessary incident to an arrest ; or 3dly . For

the prevention of any atrocious crime,attempted to be committed

kill a duty .
4

Com . v. Gable, 7 S. & R. 423 ;
Walters v. Com . 44 Penn . St. 135 ;

Bruner v. State, 58 Ind . 159.

2 Infra, $ 510.

8 Infra , $ 401.

4 See infra , SS 401 et seq .
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In verdict

there is no

distinction

between

excusable

1 United States v . Wiltberger, 3 As to assaults on a dead body supposed

by force ; such as murder, robbery , house -breaking in the night

time, rape, mayhem , or any other act of felony against the

person . But in such cases the attempt must be not merely

suspected but apparent, and the danger must be apparently im

minent, and the opposing force or resistance necessary to avert

the danger or defeat the attempt.2

$ 308. The distinction , in result, between justifiable and ex

cusable homicide is now practically abandoned. In

former times, in the latter case, as the law presumed

that the slayer was not wholly free from blame, he was

and"justifi. punished , at least by forfeiture of goods. But in this

able homi- country such a rule is not known ever to have been

recognized ; it having been the uniform practice here,

as it now is in England , where the grade does not reach man

slaughter, for the jury , under the direction of the court, to acquit

of the homicide.3

II. CERTAIN REQUISITES OF HOMICIDE IN GENERAL.

§ 309. It is essential in all cases to show that the deceased

was living at the time when the alleged mortal blow

was struck . Thus where it was doubtful, in a case

been living where a mother was charged with throwing her child

overboard, whether it was living or dead at the time, it

was held that it rested on the government to show it was living

at the time, it appearing that the mother was laboring under

puerperal fever, and the idea of malice being thereby excluded."

The presumption that a person proved to have been alive at a

particular time is still so , holds until it is rebutted by the lapse

of time, or other satisfactory proof.6 Hence it follows that in

cases of infanticide it must be shown that the child was born

alive.?
And for this purpose proof of an independent circulation

on the part of the child is necessary .

8

Deceased

must have

at mortal

blow .

Wash . C. C. 515 ; and see State v .

Rutherford , 1 Hawks, 78 , 457 ; State

v . Roane, 2 Dev. 58.

24 Bl. Comm . 182 ; 1 Russ . on

Crimes, 657–660. Infra , § 484 .

8 See infra , § 545.

* See supra, § 155 ; infra , § 516 ;

and see Whart. on Crim . Ev. § 327.

to be alive, see supra , § 128.

5 U.S. v. Hewson , 7 Boston Law

Reporter
, 361, per Story, J.

• Com . v. Harman, 4 Barr, 269;

Whart. on Crim . Ev. SS 324, 810 .

? See Whart. on Crim . Ev. § 327.

8 State v. Winthrop
, 43 Iowa, 519.

See infra, § 445.

--
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Supra, § 283 ; Smith v.
Brazelton , army, is a question

that will be decided

Heiskill, 261 ;
Sequestration cases, 30 itary

tribunals
of the army

thus as

Texas, 700 ; and other cases cited in sailed , and another
way if it comes up

an
interesting

review of this topic in before a jury of the
country that in

act.

The homi

[ $ 310.

§ 309 a. As has been already fully illustrated , the Death must

death must be traced to the blow charged to the de- ble to de

fendant.1

§ 310. The words, “ in the peace of God and the said Common

wealth , then and there being,” as used in the indict

ment, and in the definition of murder, mean merely cidemust

that it is not murder to kill an alien enemy in timeof

war ; 2 at the same time it must be
remembered that legitimate

public war .

killing even an alien enemy, unless such killing occur

in the actual exercise of war, is
murder.3

The plea of an Indian war with the United States cannot

avail as an excuse for murder
committed by “ friendly ” Indians ,

of " Indians at war,” and in a part of the country not involved

in
hostilities.

But homicide by any person forming part of a
belligerent

army, recognized as such , is notmurder when committed in due

course of war. In such case the rule
respondeat superior ap

plies.

not have
been in

1 Supra, SS 153 et seq., 159 ; and see

Supra , § 283.
infra, $ 310 .

The right to kill in war is limited? Whart. Confl. of Laws, § 911 ; to
combatants in

contending armies.

3 Inst. 50 ; 1 Hale, 433. Supra, § None but a
recognized soldier can ex

271 ; infra, $ 575.

ercise it, and only against recognized* i Hale , 433 ; 3 Inst. 50 ; State v. soldiers in arms. It is therefore homi
Gut, 13 Minn. 341.

cide for a soldier to kill a citizen un* Jim v. Territory, 1 Wash . Ter. armed , or even a disarmed enemy ;and

76; and see
proceedings in the Mo on the other hand , it is homicide for

docs' case , June, 1873. In Penns. v .

a private citizen to kill a soldier beRobertson, Addis. 246,the defendant, longing to a hostile army. Butwhen a

who was charged with killing an In- nation is roused to guerilla resistance

dian, was
permitted to set up , as

to an invader, and when the publicshowing that he had apparent ground passion is in
continuous excitement,

for self-defence, that the Indian be- the offence may be but
manslaughter.

longed to a hostile tribe .
Whether a

Whether or no a State can call forthsubject of a foreign State is
indictable its citizensas

individuals to resist an

for hostile acts directed by his sover- invasion or rebellion , so as to justify

eign is elsewhere considered . Supra, such citizens in killing,otherwise than

$S 94, 283.

in open battle, members of the hostile
1 Heiskill, 44 ;

Gunter v . Patton, 2

one way if it comes up before the mil

Southern Law Rev. Ap. 1873, 337.

VOL . I.

22
vokes this private warfare. On gen
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corpusde

licti.

The death

been with

in a year

from the

bunals , unless personal malice be and see Meyers 2. Com . 83 Penn. St.

§ 314.]

§ 311. The corpus delicti, in all cases of homicide, must be

There must proved as an essential condition of conviction. To the

be proof of

corpus delicti, as is elsewhere seen, it is requisite : 1st,

that the deceased should be shown to have died from

the effect of a wound ; 2dly , that it should appear that this

wound was unlawfully inflicted . The evidence on these points

will be discussed in another volume.

§ 312. By the English common law the death must

must have have occurred within a year and a day from the date

of the injury received ; 2 and hence, an indictment

and a day
which does not aver the death to have occurred within

injury . this limit is fatally defective.3.

§ 313. The old distinction between express and implied mal

ice cannot be logically maintained . There is no case

of malicious homicide in which the malice is not in

ferred from the circumstances
of the case ; no case in

which it is demonstrated as express. We have no

power to ascertain the certain condition of a man's heart. The

best we can do is to infer his intent,more or less satisfactorily,

from his acts.5
Malice in this sense may be considered under the following

heads :

1. Intent to kill.

2. Intent to do bodily harm .
§ 314. Where there is a deliberate intent to kill, unless it be

eral principles, it has been argued, such

1 Whart. on Cr. Ev. SS 324–25.

killing is felonious homicide, though as

? 3 Inst. 53. Infra , $ 537.

committed in hot blood, not murder

8 State v . Orrell, 1 Dey. 139; State

unless it were the cover for the wreak

v. Mayfield , 66 Mo. 125 ; People v.

ing of private revenge. But the bet- Aro, 6 Cal. 207 ; People v. Kelley,6

ter opinion, as is shown by Holtzen-
Cal. 210. See Whart. on Hom . § 15

dorff, is, that however a State may for notes.

violate the law of nations by calling

As to causal relations see supra ,

all its subjects to join in destroying
an $$ 153, 157–58.

invader by private as well as by pub

lic warfare,yetas the subject is bound is see supra , SS 106 et seq.

to obey its sovereign , and as the home

law overrules, intra-territorially
, the question , Whart on Crim . Ev.$ 734;

law of nations, such command is an
absolute defence before the home tri- other crimes, Whart. Crim. Ev.$30;

Malice to

be in

ferred from

circum

stances.

:

* Supra , $ 113. As to what malice

5 See, for a full discussion
of this

and as to inference
to be drawn from

131.
shown. Holtz . Straf. iii. 423.
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When

or se

in the discharge of a duty imposed by the public authorities, or

in self-defence, or in necessity , and killing follows, the

offence is murder at common law . And as will here- there is de
liberate,

after be more fully seen , an intermediate provocation unlawful

just prior to the offence forms no defence. The rea- malice is
inferred .

son of this is obvious. If all that was necessary for a

man to do to relieve himself from the guilt of murder were such

provocation , there would rarely be a case of homicide without

such provocation being intentionally provoked .?

Themode of proving malice,as is elsewhere more fully seen , is

that of the ordinary inductive syllogism : from .certain facts,

malice is to be inferred ; here these facts exist ; hence here mal

ice is to be inferred .

· § 315. At common law , the intent to do “ enormous

vere " bodily harm , followed up by homicide, constitutes mur

der; though, as will be seen hereafter, such an offence falls in

those States where this distinction exists, under the head ofmur

der in the second degree. Homicides of this character are nu

merous ; and it is easy to suppose of homicide in a duel that may

be so ranked , e. g . where the intention was to maim , not to kill.

The distinction in a case of this kind is often slight; and where

a statutory line is to be followed , it has been held that when

the damage intended was such as would probably result in death ,

it is murder in the first degree, even though death may have

been but incidental to the offender's purpose. In all cases of

such outrageous hurt as to make the death a natural conse

quence ,we have a right to infer such an intent; 5 but it is other

wise when the hurt was less serious,and the presumption of an

intent to kill less violent. Independently of the statutes, it has

been said that though A. intend only to severely beat B. in an

ger, from preconceived malice,and happen to kill him , it will

be no excuse that he did not intend all the mischief

that followed ; for what he did was malum in se, and beonly to

he must be answerable for its consequences. He beat slight burt,

B.with an intention of doing him great bodily harm , butman

and is therefore answerable for all the harm he did .

4 Com . v . Green, 1 Ashm . 289.

5 See Wellar v. People , 30 Mich.

16 .

6 Fost. 259. See supra, SS 108–122.

If intent

. 1 Infra , $ 476 .

2 Mason's case, Fost. 132; East P.
C.c. 5, s. 53.

8 Whart, on Cr. Ev. $ 734 .
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2

when in

tending to

miscar

enough to consent, may be sustained Fost. 261; R. v . Plummer, 12 Mod.

on the ground of Volenti non fit in- 627 ; R. V. Holt, 7 C. & P. 519 ; 1

otherwise. R.1. Cox , R. & R. C. C. Green N. J. 381; Com . v . Dough

as seriously to interfere with comfort State v . Fulkerson, 1 Phil. (N. C.) L.

§ 317.]

So if a large stone be thrown at one with a deliberate intent to

seriously hurt, though not to kill him , and by accident it kill

him , this is murder . But the nature of the instrument, and the

manner of using it, as calculated to produce great bodily harm

or not, will vary the offence in such cases. If the intent be

merely to inflict a slight chastisement,and death arises from some

peculiarity in the deceased's constitution (e. g. inflammation from

a scratch) , then the offence is but manslaughter
; and so where

the injury is only mischievously
inflicted , with no intention se

riously to hurt.2

316. Under this head wemay class attempts to produce mis

Killing

carriage, resulting in the death of the mother. Kill

ing of this character, when incidental to great bodily

produce

harm to the mother, or death to the child , has been

riage is held murder at common law . It is otherwise, as will

hereafter be seen , when there was no intent to do a se

vere injury, or where the result is attributed merely to negli

§ 317. Where A.aims at B. with a malicious intent to kill B.,

but by the same blow ,unintentionally
strikes and kills

sonisk med C., this has been held by several authoritative
courts

bymis

to be murder, though if A.'s aim at B. was without

1 1 Hale, 491.

or health , the allegation
is sustained.

2 Infra , § 323.

R. v. Ashman , 1 F. & F. 88.

In Vermont, in a case showing

3 Smith v . State, 33 Me. 48 ; Com .

peculiar depravity of guilt , where a

v. Jackson , 15 Gray , 187; Chauncey,

a man , in order to have unlawful sex

ex parte, 2 Ashmead , 227; State v.

ual intercourse
with a girl, used arti- Moore, 25 Iowa, 128. See R.v. Gay

ficial means,with her consent,to make lor, D.& B. C. C. 288 ; 7 Cox C. C.

such connection
practicable

, as a re

253; and see infra , $ 390 .

sult of which the girl died , the killing 4 Infra , &$ 325 , 390.

was held butmanslaughter
. State v .

• Supra, SS 107–111, 121, 128 ; 1

Center, 35 Vt. 378 .

This case, sup- Hale, 379, 439, 466 ; Dyer, 128 ; Kel.

posing the girlwas old and intelligent
111, 112 , 117; Pult. de Pace,124bi

juria . See supra, § 141.

But not Hawk. c. 31, 542; State v. Cooper, 1

362; 1 Leach, 71. For to constitute erty, 7 Smith's Laws, Penn. 696:

grievous bodily harm , it is not neces

Callahan
v. State, 21 Ohio St. 306 ;

sary that the injury should be either Wareham
v. State, 25 Ohio St. 601;

permanent
or dangerous

; if it is such State v. Benton , 2 Dev . & Bat. 196 ;

murder .

gence.

When
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intended

party has
been killed .

malice, the offence would have been but
manslaughter. take, it has

Thus A. gives poison to B., intending to poison her, and that of

B., ignorant of it, gives it to a child , who eats it and sume as if

dies ; this is said to be murder in A., but no offence in

B .; and this, though A. who was present at the time

endeavored to dissuade B. from giving it to the child . So

where A., a policeman , is lawfully
endeavoring to arrest B., and

B. shoots at the policeman, and
accidentally kills C., this has

been held to be murder in B.3 The same rule has been applied ,

as will be hereafter seen , to cases of killing in riots. A rioter

intends to kill an enemy, butkills a friend. The killing in such

case, according to some
authorities , is to be treated as of the same

grade as it would have been if the person killed was the one

whom the defendant intended to kill. Even where the intent

was to inflict only serious bodily harm , this rule has been en

forced . Under the present usual statutory provisions, such of

fence in this view would be murder in the second degree.5

§318. The decisions just given may be too firmly settled to

be shaken ; but it is not to be denied that in
principle. Objections

they are beset by serious
difficulties. The reason given view .

233 ; Galliher v . Com . 2 Duvall, 163 ;

as the prisoner was upon an unlawfulAngellv. State, 36 Tex. 542 ; State v. design, if he had in pursuance thereof
Raymond , 11 Nev. 98. Infra , $ 382. discharged the fusee against any of

Supra, $$ 120, 121, 128 ; Levett's the king's officers that came to resist

case, Cro . Car. 538 ; Fost. 262; 1 him , in the prosecution of that design,

Hawk. c. 31,s.44 ; Leach, 151; R. v. intending to kill such officer, and by

Connor,7 C.& P.438; Morris v. Platt, accident had killed one of his own

32. Conn. 75; Com . v. Dougherty, 1
accomplices, it would have been mur

Smith's Laws, Penn. 696; Bratton v .

der in him ; the reason being that ifState, 10 Humph. 103 ; Aaron v. State, a man out of malice to A. shoot at

him , but miss him and kill B., it is no2 1 Hale, 230; R. v. Saunders, 2 less a murder than if he had killed

Plowden Com . 474 ; R. v. Jarvis, 2 the person intended .

12 Mod . 627 ;
M.& R.40; State v. Fulkerson, Phil- Kelyng, 111 ; Lord Raym . 1581 ; 9

lips N.C. 233. Supra, § 120; infra, St. Tr. 112. See also Higgins's case ,

$ 346 .

Dyer, 128 ; Pl. 60, 474 ; Cromp. 101;
In

Plummer's case , where Plum

9 Co. 81; Agnes Gore's case ; Wilmer and seven others opposed the liams's case, cited in the R. v.Maw

king's officers in the act of seizing gridge, Kelyng, 131, 132 ; 9 St. Tr.

wool, one of the prisoners shot off 61; supra , Š 120 ; infra , $ 346.
a fusee and killed one of his own

8 Angell v . State, 36 Tex. 542.
party. The court held , in giving

4 State v. Smith , 2 Strobh. 77.
judgment upon a special verdict, that

6 See infra , SS 375 et seq .

31 Ga. 167 .
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Bar, in his treatise on Causalzusam- Holt, 7 C. & P. 518; R. v . Lallement,

§ 318.]

is that in the killing C. was substituted for B., and that killing

C. is to be treated , on the basis of this substitution, just as

we would treat the killing of B.1 But, as has been argued ,

we cannot positively affirm that B. would have been killed had

not C. intervened . It may be, for instance, in a case of shoot

ing of this class, that the very faltering which led to the miss

shot was caused by a'want of resolute purpose ;
it

may
be that

the taking so great a distance at which to shoot at B. was a re

sult of an unwillingness to make a sure shot. Atall events,so it

is objected , we have here the spectacle of an attempt, an offence

which has a milder punishment, visited with the severe punish

ment of the consummated offence, simply because the defendant

has accidentally committed a distinct offence. When A. sees

C. approaching, whom he mistakes for B.,and says, “ This is B.,

whom I will kill,” and then kills C. thus intervening, A. is

guilty of murder as to C., since it was at C. that he aimed.3

But if he did not aim at C., but C. was killed by a glance

shot, then the offence is but negligent homicide as to the person

killed, and an attempt as to the other person . To attempts a

milder punishment is assigned , on the ethical ground that as a

usual thing a consummated crime supposes greater care in prep.

aration , and greater firmness in execution , and therefore involves

a higher degree of criminality , than does an unconsummated

crime. The question is not to be confounded with thatof dolus

alternativus, which exists when A., intending to shoot either B.

or C., shoots C.,and which is murder, for in such case there is

at once a killing and an intent to kill the person killed . Nor

can we fall back, it is insisted, on a priori reasoning on the basis

of the defendant's intent; and hold that because the defendant

intended to kill and a killing followed, therefore the intent to do

one thing and the doing another are to be fused into one mali

cious killing. A., for instance,manufactures an explosive ma

chine, and is filling a shell intending to kill B.,when the shell

explodes and kills C. This, on the principle here contested, is

1 See this discussed more fully in

Whart. on Homicide, $$ 48–9 ; and by

8 See supra, $ 120.* See supra, § 186 ; and see R.v.

6 Cox C. C. 204 .
menhange.

? See supra, &$ 107–14-120–128 .
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murder, and there is no way, so it is argued , on this hypothe

sis, of preventing an attempt to kill from coalescing with any

collateral accidental homicide which may occur through the in

strumentality put in motion to carry out the intent. Yet it is

not only possible that in themean time the defendantmay have

repented and abandoned his intent, but the law , until the intent

is consummated , always assumes such a repentance and aban

donment as possible, and hence assigns a lighter punishment to

the attempt. Supposing the actual homicide to be a mere acci

dent, to which no blameis imputable, we thus use this accident,

which occurs to an object wholly collateral, to change an attempt

into a murder. The defendant is convicted of killing C. with

malice to C. of which he was not guilty, and is not prosecuted

for that of which he was guilty , the attempt on B.

Such are some of the points which are raised in reply to the

doctrine that in cases of aberration , as they are called , the kill

ing of one person is to be tacked to the intent to kill another, so

as to form one complete murder. Were the question still open we

might hold it to be the true view that so far as concerns B., the

person whom A. intends to kill, but does not actually kill, A. is

guilty only of an attempt to kill. What A.'s offence is as to C.,

who is not seen by A., butwho accidentally interposes,and re

ceives a fatalwound, depends upon whether the shooting was of

such a character (e. g. from the place of firing being one in which

persons are accustomed to pass) as implies either malice or neg

ligence in A.1 If killing C. was within the range of the instru

ment A. set in motion in order to effectuate his evil intent, the

case is murder ; if not, but the killing arose from the negligent

use of the instrument by A., the case is manslaughter. That

the intent to kill B.and the actualkilling of C. cannot be lumped

$0 as to make one offence, when the death of one does not ensue,

as a natural consequence, from the attack on the other, is illus

trated by the fact that supposing B. to have been killed , and the

shot to have pierced him and then killed C., then the killing of

B.and C.are distinct offences, to be separately tried. Wemay

1 See supra, &$ 107 , 121 , 128.
State v . Standifer, 5 Porter, 523. See

* R. .Champneys, 2M.& R. 26 ; also cases cited Whart. on Cr. Ev.

State,v. Benham, ' Connect. 414; $ 587 ; Whart. Crim . Plead. & Prac.

People v. Warren , 1 Parker C. R. § 468.

338 ; Vaughan v. Com . 2 Va. Ca. 273; 343
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Malice to a

class cov

ers malice

vidual.

State , 54 Ala . 86. See this question powder in a crowded street, and kills

4 1 Hale , 476 ; 4 Black . Com . 200 ; may hope that they will escape in

further illustrate the difficulties attending the prevailing doctrine

by the case of an executioner, who, when intending to kill a con

demned prisoner on the gallows, negligently kills a bystander.

On principle, such killing ought to be manslaughter. But on

the rulings before us it is justifiable homicide in execution of the

law . On the other hand, if A. kills C., whom he mistakes at the

time of the attack for B., this,as we have seen , is murder as to C.

§ 319. When an action unlawful in itself is done with deliber

ation , and with intention of killing , or inflicting griev

ous bodily harm , though the intention be not directed

to an indi- to any particular person , and death ensue, it will be

murder at common law . But if such an original in

tention does not appear, which is matter of fact, and to be col

lected from circumstances given in evidence, and the act was

done heedlessly and incautiously , it will be manslaughter, not

accidental death ; because the act upon which death ensued was

unlawful. Thus if a person breaking in an unruly horse wil

fully ride him among a crowd of persons, the probable danger

being great and apparent, and death ensue from the viciousness

of the animal, it is murder at common law.4 If, also, a man reck

lessly and maliciously throw from a roof into a crowded street,

where passengers are constantly passing and repassing, a heavy

piece of timber, calculated to produce death to such as it might

strike, and death ensue, the offence is murder at common law .”

It is also murder to kill by firing maliciously into a crowd, orby

1 See to this effect Barcus v. State, Laws (Penn.), 696; Boles v. State,9

49 Miss. 17 supra, SS 109, 120.
S. & M. 284 ; infra , $ 351.

2 1 Hawk . c. 29 , s. 12 ; R.v . Fret

6 Galliher v. Com . 2 Duvall, 163 ;

well,L.& C. 443 ; 9 Cox C. C. 471 ; R. v.Fretwell, L. & C.443; 9 Cox C.

Hopkins v. Com . 50 Penn . St. 9 ; C.471. Infra , $ 344 .

Com . v . Drum , 58 Penn . St. 9 ; Herrin
' A., for the purpose of rescuing

v. State,33 Texas, 638; Robinson v. prisoner, explodes a barrel of an

discussed supra, $S 111-113. Infra, a number of persons,intending to ex:

SS 382–83.

plode the barrel of powder in the

8 Infra, $ 344 ; 1 Russ. on C. 539; crowded street. A. commits murder,

Foster, 261; Galliher v. Com . 2 Du- although he may have no intention at

vall, 163.

all about the people in the street, or

1 East P. C. 231. Infra , § 353.

jury ." R. v. Desmond, cited by Sir

o Com . v. Dougherty
, 7 Smith's J. Stephen, Dig . Cr. L. art.223. On

this Sir J. Stephen thus comments:

a

66
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maliciously putting an obstruction on a railway track . And

upon the same principle, if a man, knowing that people are pass

ing along the street, maliciously throw a stone likely to kill, or

shoot over a house or wall with intent to do serious harm , and

one is thereby slain , it is murder on account of previous malice ,

though not directed against any particular individual ; it is no

excuse that the party was bent upon mischief generally.2

Where, however, the injury is inflicted negligently, without

such
recklessness as implies malice, as in

negligently But when

letting a piece of timber fall from a roof,3 or in negli liceis nego

gently driving in the public streets, or in negligently fence is

driving a locomotive engine;5 then the offence is but slaughter.

manslaughter.

§ 320. So far as the intent to commit a collateral felony con

cerns the homicide of one person where the intent was

By older
to slay another, the subject has been already discussed ; writers

and so far, also, as concerns homicide committed in the killing

perpetration of arson , rape, robbery,or burglary, it will to commit

be discussed under the head of statutory homicide. felony is

Independently
of these points, it is declared by the old

English text writers,as a general rule, that if the act on which

death ensues be malum in se, it will be murder or
manslaughter

,

according to the
circumstances

; if done in prosecution of a felo

nious intent, but death ensued against or beside the intent of the

party, it will be murder ; but, on the other hand, if the intent

went no further than to commit a bare trespass, it will be man

slaughter. The illustration usually given is that where A.shoots

with intent

" In this case Lord Chief Justice dence not the least worth reporting.

Cockburn said :“ If a man did an act, See 11 Cox , 146.”

more especially if that were an illegal

1 Presley v . State , 59 Ala . 98.
act, although its

immediate purpose

2 1 Hale, 475 ; 3 Inst. 57; 1 Eastmight not be to take life, yet if it P. C.231; Boles v. State, 9 Sm . &
were such that life was necessarily M.284.
endangered by it -- if a man did such

8 R. v . Hull,Kel. 40; R. v. Rigmaral act, not with the purpose of taking don , 1 Lewin , 180. Infra , $ 351.

or belief
4 R. v. Timmins, 7 C. & P. 499; R.

that life was likely to be
sacrificed by

v . Grout, 6 C. & P. 629; R. v. Dallo14, that was murder. Times Report, way, 2 Cox C. C. 509. Infra , $ 353.
April 28, 1868. It is singular that

6 See infra , 348 .
this case is noticed in Cox's Reports

6 Infra , $ 384.
only for the sake ofa point about evi

life,but with the
knowledge
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2

At com

this doc

trine is un

Hale,475 ; 3 Inst. 56 ; Kel. 117; 6 St. N. J. 381; State v . Smith , 2 Strobh .

at the poultry of B., and, by accident, kills B. himself ; if A.'s

intent were to steal the poultry , which must be collected from

circumstances, it will be murder, by reason of that felonious in

tent ; but if it were done wantonly and without that intent, it

will be merely manslaughter. And frequently has this rule

been announced as unquestioned law by courts in the United

States, incompatible as it is both with logic and with humanity.

§ 321. Where a legislature thus creates a statutory offence,

the statutory definition is absolute ; but when there is

mon law , no statutory enactment, the doctrine that the intent

to commit a felony, when collateral to an accidental

sustainable homicide, constitutes murder,must be rejected for the

by reason . following reasons : A man who does not intend to

commit murder is held guilty of murder, an offence to which a

malicious intent to take life or to do grievous bodily harm is

essential. The indictment avers a malicious intent to kill the

deceased , and a conviction is directed although the case on both

sides shows that there was no such intent, but that the blow was

given with an intent entirely different. The only excuse to be

given for this is that when all felonies were capital, it made no

difference to the defendant what was the felony he was charged

with committing. But this reason, such as it is, no longer ex

ists. Larceny and murder have assigned to them distinct pun

ishments ; and it is no longer a matter of indifference to the

defendant for which he is to be tried . Nor is it a matter of in

difference to juries. A jury must feel itself far more willing to

convict aman of larceny than to convict him of murder simply

because he intended to steal a tame fowl. Of course this assumes

1 Fost. 258–9; Plummer's case, 1 Laws, 696 ; State v Cooper,1 Green

Tr. 222 ; 1 Hawk. c. 29, s. 11 ; c. 31, 77; State v. Shelledy, 8 Iowa, 477

8. 41. In Barrett's case we have the State v. Moore, 25 Towa, 128 ; Wel

rule affirmed by Cockburn, C. J., lar v. People, 30 Mich. 16.

cited Stephen's Dig. C. L. art. 223;

3 See note to Whart. on Hom . & 56.

and Sir J. Stephen tells us that if “ A. Thatthe English rule in this respecti

shoots at a domestic fowl, intending founded on a mistake of the early au

to steal it , and accidentally
kills B., thorities is shown by an article in the

this is murder . lbid .

London Law Timesfor Aug. 24 , 1878.

2 See particularly
Smith v. State, 33

Me. 48 ; State v. McNab, 20 N. H. rule is practically
evaded see R. .

160 ; Com . v. Dougherty
, 7 Smith's Horsey, 3 F. & F. 287.

As illustrating
the way in which the
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course is to

indict for

and for

that the killing of the owner of the fowl was purely accidental,

and that so far from it being intended , it was an act against the

offender's will. If so, a jury will revolt at conviction ; and the

testimony of the judges examined by the English Homicide

Amendment Committee shows that rather than permit such a

conviction , judges who persist in holding the old rule “ contrive "

to find for the jury some collateral excuse for acquittal.

§ 322. Wherever the question is still open, the true course,

when a homicide negligently takes place in the attempt Proper

to commit a felony, is to indict the defendant for an

attempt to commit the felony, in one indictment, and attempt

for manslaughter in another indictment. Two offences man

slaughter .

have been committed by him . He must be indicted

for them separately. A part of one cannot be broken off and

joined to a part broken off from the other, so as to make a new

offence. No such new offence can be constituted ; for intend

ing to do one thing and then doing another cannot make up

one intentional crime. But the negligent homicide , which is

manslaughter, may be properly prosecuted in one indictment,

and the attempt to commit the felony in another. To join these

in one indictment is not permissible ; and a fortori it is not per

missible
join pieces of the two so as to make up one offence.1

§ 323. None of the difficulties which beset the last topic at

tend that which we are now about to notice. Man

slaughter necessarily excludes the hypothesis of delib- tional hom

erate malicious killing , and includes all cases where dent to an

killing takes place in execution of an unlawful design, act is man

not involving such deliberate malicious intent to kill. slaughter.

We

therefore, properly hold that where a homicide is unin

tentionally committed when in the performance of an unlawful

act, the offence is manslaughter. Under this head the following

Uninten

may,

cases may be noticed :

is
manslaughter.

assaults.

§ 324. Death unintentionally happening from a mere assault

Thus, where the defendant violently So in re

struck A.'s horse, which started and killed B., the de- spect to

fendant was held liable for the manslaughter of B.2

See on this topic supra, SS 109-11. 2 1 Hale, 475 ; 1 Hawk. c. 29, s.

11 ; c. 31, s. 41.
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So in re

miscar

v . Mink , 123 inal, kills another , though not intend

So where the defendant, having the right to the possession of a

gun, which gun he knew to be loaded, carelessly attempted to

snatch it from the hands of the deceased, and during the process

the gun was discharged and killed the deceased , this was held

manslaughter , and rightfully, for to seize carelessly a dangerous

weapon from another is an unlawful act.1

§ 325. Supposing a miscarriage be attempted in a way not to

inflict serious injury on the mother, and the mother dies

spect to
from negligence in the operation, there being no intent

riages.
to kill, or to inflict serious injury , and no likelihood of

such result, the offence, on the reasoning above given , is but

manslaughter.2
It is otherwise when the intent is to seriously

injure the mother, or the act is likely seriously to injure her. In

this case her killing is murder.3

§ 326. Homicide in riots, when there is no intent to kill, or

to inflict serious bodily harm , is in like manner man

slaughter .

§ 327. The same rule applied where a man, in order to have

sexual intercourse with a girl, used artificial means,

with her consent, to make such intercourse practicable,

in consequence of which she died.5

$ 328. It has also been held that whoever, in attempting to

commit suicide, unintentionally
kills another, is guilty

of manslaughter.

1 R. v . Archer, 1 F. & F. 351.

unlawful and criminal. Every one

? Yundt v. People,65 III. 372. See has the same right and duty to inter

Willey v. State, 46 Ind. 363; People pose and save a life from being so un

v. Olmstead, 30 Mich. 431; State v. lawfully and criminally taken,that he

Glass, 5 Oreg. 73.

As to Massachu- would have to defeat an attempt un

setts statute see Com . v.Brown, 121 lawfully to take the life of a third

Mass. 69; Com . v . Blair , 123 Mass.

242; S. C., 126 Mass. 40.

pl. 10; Marler v . Ayliff, Cro . Jac.

3 See infra , SS 316 , 450.

134 ; 2 Rol. Ab. 559; 1 Hawk. c. 60,

4 See infra , $ 395 .

$ 23. And it is not disputed that any

6 State v. Center, 35 Vt. 378. See person who,in doing or attempting to

supra , $ 315-16.

6 Commonwealth

Mass. 422.
“ Suicide,” said Gray, C. J.,“ being homicide, and, at the least, of man

unlawful and criminal as malum in se, slaughter.” See infra,$ 458.

any attempt to commit it is likewise

So as to

riots .

So as to

illicit sex

ual inter

course .

So as to

suicide.

person. Fairfax, J., in 22 E. 4, 45,

do an act which is unlawfuland crim

ing his death, is guilty of criminal
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Omission

dictable .

acts of

mercy not
indictable .

Chrystal v . Com . 9 Bush , 669, and C. 449. Supra , $$ 152–169
.

Supra , $ 132. See
Connaughtry

C. C. 82. Supra , SS 152–169
; infra ,

[ $ 330.

III. NEGLIGENT HOMICIDE .

§ 329. We have already seen 1 that an omission is not the

basis of penal action unless it constitutes
a defect in the

discharge of a
responsibility specially imposed . And in dis

theconverse is true, that when a lawfulduty is imposed charge of

upon a party, then an omission on his part in the dis- duty in

charge of such duty, when acting injuriously on the

party to whom the duty is owed , is an indictable offence .?

§ 330. As, in conformity with the definition just stated , the

responsibility must be one especially assumed by the

Omission
defendant, the omission to perform acts of mercy, even to perform

though death to another result from such omission , is

not within the rule. One man, for instance, may see

another starving, and may be able, without the least inconven

ience to himself, to bring food to the sufferer, and thus save the

latter's life ; but the omission to do this is not indictable, unless

therebe a special
responsibility to this effect imposed on the de

fendant. Thus it has even been ruled that where the defendant

permits an idiot brother, residing in his house, to die from want

of food , the defendant, on this evidence alone, is not penally re

sponsible, he not having
undertaken the special support of the

deceased ;4 and the same
reasoning has been applied to a mother

who neglects to supply the wants of a lunatic
illegitimate child."

But the law would be otherwise if it should appear that the de

fendant,no matter what was his relation to the deceased ,

hadsecluded the deceased that he could be relieved by no one else.

Sir J. Stephen states the rule as follows: " Every person un

der a legal duty, whether by contract or by law, or by the actof

Supra, $ 130.

v . State , 1 Wis. 159 ; Burrell v . State ,* See this discussed in Whart. on

18 Tex. 713 .Hom . $ 73, in notes. For
negligence

4 R. v . Smith , 2 C. & P.449. It isgenerally see supra,SS 125, 130. Com- otherwise if the control be exclusive.

pare U.S.v. Knowles,4 Sawyer, 517 ; R.v. Porter, L. & C. 394; 9 Cox C.

See

also State v . Preslar , 3 Jones N. C.

421.

6 R. v. Pelham , 8 Q. B. 959.

6 R.v . Smith , L. & C. 607; 10 Cox

SO

1

cases in
following

sections.

An
omission to

discharge a duty as

to
drainagemay be

indictable. R. v.
Wharton , 12 Mod . 510 .

8

SS 447, 1563.
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Otherwise

as to law

ful duties.

Parent and

child .

sible for this omission. R. v . Shep- Shepherd, 9 Cox C. C. 123; L. & C.

taking charge, wrongfully or otherwise, of another person, to

provide the necessaries of life for such other person , is criminally

responsible for the neglect of that duty if the person to whom

the duty is owing is, from age, health , insanity , or any other

cause , unable to withdraw himself from the control of the person

from whom it is due ; but not otherwise.)

§ 331. By the distinction before us we are able to support the

decisions making the father or the master penally re

sponsible for omission to supply food and clothing to

child or apprentice ; 2 but holding that the mother,un

less she assumes such exclusive charge, is not so re

sponsible.3 Thus, an unmarried woman, eighteen years of age,

who usually supported herself by her own labor, being about to

be confined, returned to the house of her stepfather and her

mother. She was taken in labor (the stepfather being absent at

his work ), and in consequence of the mother's neglect to use or

dinary diligence in procuring the assistance of a midwife, the

daughter died in her confinement. There was no proof that the

mother had any means of paying for the services of a midwife.

1 Dig . C. L.art. 213 .

infirm woman, to live in his house,

Hegives the following illustrations
: and causes her death by neglecting to

( 1. ) A.neglects to provide proper supply her properly with food and

food and lodging for her servant, B. fire, she being incapable of providing

(who is of weak mind , but twenty- for herself from age and infirmity.

three years old); B.'s life is shortened A. is criminally responsible for bis

by such neglect. A. is criminally re- neglect. R.v. Marriott, 8 C. & P.

sponsible if B. was in such an enfee- 425.

bled state of body and mind as to be

2 R. 1. Waters, T. & M.57; 1 Den.

helpless and unable to take care

C. C. 366 ; R. v. Edwards, 8 C. &

herself, or was under the dominion P. 611; R. v. Middleship, 5 Cox C:

and restraint of A., and unable to C. 275 ; R. v. Squire, 1 Russ.on Cro

withdraw herself from A.'s control ; 621; R. v.Lowe, 4 Cox C.C.449;;

otherwise, not. R. v. Smith , L. & C.

C. & K. 123 ; R.v. Ryland , L. R. 1

C. C. 99 ; 10 Cox C. C. 569 ; 1 Ben.

( 2.) B., a girl of eighteen , comes

& H. Lead . Cas. 49; State v. Hoit, 3

from service to the house of her Foster, 355 .

mother, A., and is there confined of child , see supra, $ 156; infra, $$ 359,

a bastard child . A. does not provide 447, 1563–67.

a midwife , in consequence
of which

B. dies. A. is not criminally
respon- R. v.Edwards, 8 C. & P.611 ;8. C.

607.

As to parents'duty to

1
_

• R. v . Saunders
, 7 C. & P. 277 ;

111

147. Infra, SS 359 et seq .
herd , L. & C. 147.

(3.) A persuades B., an aged and
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Huggins, 2 Stra . 882 ; 2 Ld. Ray. E. 596 ; 2 Den . C. C. 325 .

[ $ 334.

Husband

and wife.
a

It was held that no legal duty was cast upon the mother to pro

cure a midwife, and therefore that she could not be convicted of

the
manslaughter of her

daughter.1

It should be
remembered that when food is wilfully withheld

from a helpless person , under the
defendant's special charge, with

the intention to kill, the offence is murder.2 And the same rule

applies where a child is
unjustifiably exposed to the

weather.3

§ 332. A husband is
responsible for his wife’s death caused by

her want of
necessaries ; though to support such an in

dictment it should appear that the wife was in such

helpless state as to be unable to appeal elsewhere for aid , and

thatthe death was the natural and likely
consequence of the hus

band's
withdrawal of aid.4

§ 333. The keeper of an asylum or prison , who
undertakes ,

to the exclusion of others, to take care of a pauper, Keepers,

or lanatic, or prisoner, is penally
responsible for the jailers,& c.

death of such pauper, lunatic , or prisoner naturally resulting

from the
defendant's reckless neglect. And a person who ac

cepts the
guardianship of another is bound

adequately to dis

charge such
guardianship, and is

indictable for death caused by

his
reckless neglect.?

§ 334. In cases, however, where the party charged is unable

to supply the necessary succor, he ceases to be

Incapacity
ble. But this

responsibility is not divested , in coun

tries where poor-houses exist, by poverty ; for in such cases the

person owing the duty is bound to report the case to the public

R.v.Shepherd , 9 Cox C.C. 123; R. v. Barrett, 2 C. & K. 343 ; R.v.
L.& C. 147. Infra , § 359.

Porter, L. & C. 394 ; 9 Cox C. C.449 ;* R.v. Conde, 10 Cox C. C. 547; R. v. Pelham , 8 Q. B. 959 ; 1 W.&

R.v.Bubb, 4 Cox C. C. 455. Infra , S. Med . J. & 242.

6 See R. v . Bubb, 4 Cox C. C.455 ;• Infra,§ 1562. As to neglect of R. v. Hook, 4 Cox,455.
child by mother in birth , see infra ,

? R. v . Nicholls, 13 Cox C. C. 75.

8 R. v . Hogan, 5 Eng. L. & E.553 ;
Infra, &$ 358, 1563 ; R. v. Plum- 2 Den . C. c. 277; 5 Cox C. C. 255 ;

mer, 1 C.& K. 600 ; State v. Preslar,
Saunders's case, 7 C. & P. 277 ; R. v.

• Infra, ss 333, 1585. See R. v . Phillpot, 20 Eng. L. & E.591; 6 Cox

C. C. 140 ; R. v. Vann, 8 Eng. L. &

See infra,
1574; R.v. Treeve, 2 East P. C.821; $$ 359 et seq.

responsi

a defence .

$$
359–1563-67.

§ 445.

4

3 Jones Law (N. C.), 421.
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So is capac

4
ance ;

Conscien

C. C. 356 ; 2 C. & K. 864. Supra , 4 Cox C. C. 449, and see cases cited

Smith , 8 C. & P. 153; R. v . Smith , 4 Cox C. C. 449 ; butmerely to leave

authorities for their relief.1 And in an indictment against a

parent for neglecting to provide sufficient food and clothing for a

child of tender years, for whom he is bound by law to provide, it

is not necessary to aver that the parent was, at the time of the

alleged offence, of sufficient ability to perform the duty so im

posed upon
him .

§ 335. A parent is not indictable
for the death by starvation

of a child competent to assist itself,3 unless the parent

jy per part in some way shut the child off from obtaining assist

neglected .

nor a master under like conditions for the death

of a servant.5

§ 336. Where from a conscientious conviction that God would

heal the sick , and not from any intention to avoid the

tious opin- performance of their duty, the parents of a sick child

duty, when refused to call in medical assistance, though well able to

a defence. do so, and the child consequently died , this was held at

common law not culpable homicide, though, otherwise under

statute.7

§ 337. When we come to omissions by those in charge of

Engineers

machinery, ships, and railways, the question arises was

the defendant specially charged with a particular of

fice ? Did injury to another ensue as a regular and

usual consequence from his omission ? If so, the de

fendant is to be held penally responsible. Hence such responsi

bility has been held to attach where an engineer leaves a steam

engine in charge of an incompetent person ;' where the officers

1 R.v. Mabbett, 5 Cox C. C. 339 ; L. & C. 607 ; 10 Cox C. C. 82;infra,

R. v. Chandler, Dears. C. C. 458 ; $ 360 ; though see R. v. Ridley, ?

though see R. v . Shepherd , Leigh & Camp. 650.

C. 147 ; 9 Cox C. C. 123. See infra,

6 R. v. Wagstaffe
, 10 Cox C. C.

530; R. 1. Hines, cited Whart. on

2 R. v. Ryland , L. R. 1 C. C. 99 ; Hom . $ 131. See supra, § 156.

10 Cox C. C. 569.

8 R. v . Friend, R. & R. 20 ; R. v .

R. v. Downes, L.R. 1 Q. B.D.

25 ; 13 Cox C. C. 111 .

Shepherd , 9 Cox C. C. 123 ; L. & C.

8 Supra, § 133 ; R. v. Hughes, D.

* R. v. Waters, T. & M.57; 1 Den. K. 368; R. v. Lowe, 3 C. & K. 123

& B. C. C. 248; R. v .Haines, 2 C. &

§ 156 ; infra , $ 459. infra , 343, 369, 1586.

5 Anon . 5 Cox C. C. 279 ; R. v .

See supra, $S 152-69 ;R. v. Lowe,

and other

officers lia

ble for

omissions.

SS 359 et seq .

147.
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of a vessel omit to keep a proper lookout; ? where a pilot omits to

make himself properly understood by a foreign helmsman ;? where

the officer in charge omits to ventilate a mine ; 3 where a railway

tender omits to give the proper signal ; 4 where an iron -founder, in

stead of recasting a piece that had burst fills up the crevice with

lead ; 5 where a mechanic, employed for the purpose in a colliery,

omits to plank up a shaft ; 6 where a switch-tender omits prop

erly to turn a switch ; 7 and where a conductor of a street car,

whose duty it is to look out and to stop the car if it is likely to do

damage, neglects to keep a proper lookout. And the same lia

bility attaches to the omission of the captain of a vessel to stop

or lower boats so as to save the life of a seaman falling from a

ship. But, as has been seen , the duty of the defendant which

he thus fails to discharge must be one to which he is specifically

subject.10 A stranger, who sees that unless a railway switch is

turned or the car stopped an accident may ensue, is not indict

able for not turning the switch or stopping the car.11

§ 338. The test as to giving warning of danger is , is such no

tice part of an express duty with which the defendant

is specifically charged ? If so he is responsible for injury plored to

which is the regular and natural result of his omission ; give notice

but if not so bound he is not so responsible.12
of danger .

A man

So of per

156 .

a machine at rest does not per se con
R. subalterns, R. v . Ledger, 2 F. & F.

fer responsibility . Hilton's case, 2 857; R.v. Trainer, 4 F. & F. 105 ; R.

Lewin,214 .
v . Smith, 11 Cox C. C. 210 ; R. .

R. v.Lowe, 4 Cox C. C. 449; 3 Birchall, 4 F. & F. 1087; R.v . Gray,

C. & K. 123 ; R. v. Spence, 1 Cox C.
4 F. & F. 1098.

C. 352; correcting R. v . Allen, 7 C. 9 U. S. v. Knowles , 4 Sawyer,

& P. 153 ; and R. v. Green, Ibid . 517.

10 R. v. Gray, 4 F. & F. 1098 ; R. v .
2 R.v. Spence, 1 Cox C. C. 352.

Barrett, 2 C. & K. 343.

* R.v. Haines, 2 C. & K. 368. In
11 See Whart. on Homicide, $ 80.

12 R. v. Smith , 11 Cox C. C. 210.

* R.v.Pargeter, 3 Cox C. C. 191.
It is the duty of A. to put up air

• R.v.Carr ,8 C. & P. 163. Infra, headings in a colliery where they are
$ 359.

required. It is the duty of B. to give
* R. v. Hughes, 7 Cox C. C. 301.

A. notice where an air heading is re

State v. O'Brien , 3 Vroom , 169. quired . But A. has means, apart

See R.v. Pardenton,6 Cox C. C. 247. from B.'s report, of knowing whether

such air headings are required or not.
• Com. v. Metr. R. R. 107 Mass. A. omits to put up an air heading. B.

omits to give A. notice that one is

fra, § 360 .

Infra , § 369.

236. See also as to
negligence of R.

VOL . 1.

23
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1

wanted . An explosion follows, and perierit, etsi in legem non incurri, in

1 Archbold's C. P. 9th ed . 9 ; 3 Benge, 4 F. & F. 504. Infra, $$ 348

$ 340.]

for instance,working with snow or shingles on a roof, may
throw

such snow or shingles on a street, if he give proper notice to the

passers-by , and he is indictable for injury accruing from failure

to give notice. The reason is that, from the very nature of the

work in which he is engaged , such warning can only be accu

rately given by himself. A stranger, on the other hand, who

sees the snow or timber about to fall, is not so indictable,because

on him rests no special responsibility
. By the same process may

we solve other questions which not unfrequently arise. A rail

way subaltern neglects to give the proper signal, and a colli

sion results ; and here, if the subaltern in question was specially

charged with the duty of signalling, he is criminally responsible;

otherwise not.? A light-house keeper permits his light to go out

and a vessel is consequently
wrecked . Is hepenally responsible ?

Certainly so , if he is specially charged with the office of light

house keeper at that point, and if this is the kind of light on

which seamen depend for guidance. But supposing a number

of persons volunteer, in order to warn vessels, to keep lights in

their windows, the omission of one of these persons to light his

windows, from which serious mischief ensues, would not be in

dictable . The same distinction may be applied to parties em

ployed to give fire-alarms.3

$ 339. If the duty is onemerely discretionary
,

indictment

No indict- lies for its non -performance
. Hence, trustees

having

power to repair roads are not criminally responsible

tionary

for the death of a person resulting from an omission on

duty . their part to repair.

§ 340. Thedistinction in this respect between a condition and

Theremust a cause has been already discussed. A condition is a

connection prior act without which a subsequent act cannot exist.

C. is killed. Both A. and B. have metallum damnatur.”

killed C. R. v. Haines, 2 C. & K. 368,

as cited Steph. Dig .art. 220.

no

ment lies

for failure

in discre

· R. v. Pargeter , 3 Cox C. C. 191;

R.v . Spence, 1 Cox C. C. 352; R.v.

Inst. 70 ; Foster, 263. So also the 9 , 1585.

case in Pauli Rec. Sent. v . 23. § 12 .

“ Si putator ex arbore, cum ramum

dejiceret,non proclamaverit,utvitaretur, C. C.172. Supra, $ 130.

atque ita praeteriens ejusdem ictu homo

8 See Whart. on Hom . $ 81.

4 R. v. Pocock, 17 Q. B. 34 ; 5 Cox

6 See supra , &$ 130, 153 et seq.; and

see also R. v. Pelham , 8 Q.B. 959.
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gence and

A. sells to B. an explosive oil, which afterwards, from between
the negli

omission on B.'s part to take due care, explodes. The

sale from A. to B.is a condition of the subsequent ex
the injury

plosion,but A. is not the cause of the explosion , if it be shown

that the oil when sold was in the condition in which oils of the

same class are regularly brought to market. On the other hand ,

if the oil was not in such condition , but was of such a character

that it would explode unless precautions unusual and unneces

sary in regular business were undertaken by the purchaser ; then

A. by his misconduct in selling the oil in such a state is the

cause of the explosion , and is penally responsible for its results.

So the city of B. distributes unwholesome water which it obtains

from C. under a contract made with the latter. C. is the con

dition of the distribution , but he is not the cause, unless the

water which he supplied the city was unwholesome at the time

of the supply .
1

Contribu

gence .

A husband and a wife, to take another illustration , disagree,

and she subsequently , when he has left her, wanders from the

house and perishes in the woods. Here the disagreement may

be the condition of the wife's death but not its cause, if she

leaves the house of her free will and not paralyzed by terror

produced by his violence.2

A physician acts negligently in the treatment of a wound .

The person wounding is responsible for the death , if

the physician's negligence was such as is ordinarily in- tory negli

cidental to medical practice.3

Contributory negligence is elsewhere considered.

§ 341. In all that relates to the management of the master's

business the servant is to be regarded as the master's

instrument ; and as the master is responsible for the liable for

defective or mischievous action of his machine, so is he

responsible for the defective or mischievous action of his servant.5

Stein v. State, 37 Ala. 123. Su- 1422, 1503; Com . v. Metrop . R. R.

107 Mass. 236 ; Com . v. Boston R.

* State v. Preslar, 3 Jones N. C. R. 126 Mass. 61,

421. Supra , § 334; and see as to special statute making corporations

indictable for negligence of servants.

And see R. v. Medley, 6 C. & P. 292 ;

R. v . Dixon, 3 Maule & S. 11 ; Tu

• See supra,$$ 135, 247; infra, ss berville v. Stampe, 1 Ld.Ray. 264;

Master

pra , &$ 153 et seq .

cases under a

causalrelation supra, SS 152–69.

3 Supra, $ 164 .

Supra, $ 163.
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4 Infra , $ 359. See R. v. Bennett, spring-guns and man -traps see infra,

7 See supra , &$ 133, 161, 166 ; and State v . Roane, 2 Dev . 58 ; Studstill

v . Carr, 8 C. & P. 163; R. v . Hutchin- Ga. 31 ; Bizzell v . Booker, 16 Ark .

§ 344. ]

When , however, the servant leaves the orbit prescribed by his

master and undertakes excursions on his own motion, then the

master's responsibility ceases. Wehere fall back on the princi

ple elsewhere invoked , that there must be a direct causal connec

tion between the defendant's malfeasance or nonfeasance and the

injury. The interposition of a human will acting independently

of the defendant and in an eccentric orbit, or the interposition

of some extraordinary natural phenomenon , breaks this causal

connection . Hence where A., through his servants, makes fire

works in his house, contrary to statute, the master is not respon

sible for an injury caused by an independent culpable misman

agement of the fireworks by one of the servants.2

§ 342. To an indictment for negligence it is no defence that

No defence the defendant's business was lawful. If he acts negli

gently, and from his negligence , as a natural, usual,

and likely result, death follows, it is undoubtedly man

slaughter. Such also is the law with regard to manufacturers

and workmen ;4 to persons having charge of children or depend

ents, and to officers of steam and other vessels.

§ 343. Whoever possesses a dangerous agent must take such

Negligent

care of it as good business men , under such circum

use of dan- stances, are accustomed
to apply ; and if from his neg.

agencies lecting to exercise such care death ensue to another, he

indictable.
is liable for manslaughter

.? Illustrations
of this princi

ple will be given in the following sections.

$ 344. Wantonly, though without malice, to discharge fire

Negligent arms so that the shot will pass a place where persons

are likely to be, is negligence whose consequences are

putable .

imputable to the person offending. Where a gentle

Com . v. Nichols, 10 Met. 259 ; Com . son , 9 Cox C. C. 555; U. S. U.

v . Morgan , 107 Mass. 199.

Warner , 4 McLean , 463; U. S.v. Free

1 Supra , § 246.

2 Bennett's
case , Bell C. C. 1 .

3 Vroom , 169; State v. Hoover , 4

8 Supra, SS 152–169.

Dev. & Bat. 365. As to the use of

Bell C. C. 1 ; 8 Cox C. C. 74 .

6 Infra , SS 351, 1563 et seq.

8 Infra , $ 352 et seq .

see R. v. Sullivan , 7 C. & P. 641 ; R.

v . State , 7 Ga. 2 ; Collier v.

that busi

pess was

lawful.

gerous

use of fire

arms im

man, 4 Mason , 505 ; State v. O'Brien,

$ 507.8 People v. Fuller, 2 Parker C. R.

16 ; Sparks v. Com . 3 Bush, 111 ;

State, 39
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rush into the
standing corn ; and upon

though
done in sport, and

without
any

the owner
rushing into the corn in

felonious
intent; and , therefore

, if a

fired and killed him . In the first killing
will be manslaughter

. Fost .

amounted to
manslaughter, for

want person
who

unlawfully
keeps

powder

[ $ 344 .
man came to town in a chaise, and before he got out of it fired

his pistols in the street, which by accident killed a woman,

the
offence was ruled

manslaughter
, the act being likely to produce

death, and manifestly improper, and we may hold generally

that it is
manslaughter

in the common law if one negligently

discharge a gun in a public place or street, and kill one whom he

does not see. Where the shooting is malicious the offence is

murder. Of course if the discharge was in
performance

of any

legal duty the law is otherwise.4

308; State v. Vance, 17 Iowa, 138 ; of due diligence and care in the ser

State v. Hardie, 47 Iowa, 647. See vant in shooting upon such a token as

supra,$$ 161, 166. In State v. Hardie, might befall a man as well as a deer ;

47 Iowa, 647, a revolver was fired however, he says, itwas a question of

playfully for the object of
frightening great difficulty. But in a

subsequent

a lady. The revolver turned out to part of his work, as is noticed by Mr.

be loaded , and she was killed . This East, the learned author relating the

was held
manslaughter

.

same case , which had been determined1 Burton's case, 1 Stra. 481. See by himself at
Peterborough, says, that

also State v . Vance, 17 Iowa, 138. he had ruled it only to be misadven

? Supra , § 161; R. v.
Campbell, 11 ture ; for the servant was misguided

Cox C. C. 323; R. v . Jones, 12 Cox by his master's own direction,and was

C. C.628; People v. Fuller, 2 Parker ignorant that it was anything else but

C. R. (N. Y.) 16 ; Sparks v. Com . 3 the deer. But it seemed to him that

Bush, 111; State v. Vance, 17 lowa , if the master had not given such di

138. See R. v.
Hutchinson, 9 Cox C. rection,which was the occasion of the

C.555 ; R.v. Archer, 1 F. & F. 351, mistaké, it would have been man

- a case of unlawful snatching of a slaughter; because of the want of due

loaded gun,when it
accidentally went caution in the servant to shoot before

off. Whart.on Neg. 8$ 92, 836, 853. he
discovered his mark . So in the

See Haack v. Fearing, 5
Robertson ,

case above cited , where a gentleman

528 .

on alighting from a chaise fired his pis• See supra, 319 ; Galliber v. Com . tols in the street,which , by accident,

2 Duvall (Ky.) 163.

* R.v .
Hutchinson

, supra .
killed a woman , it was ruled man

Where deer had entered a corn
slaughter ; for the act was likely to

field, and were beatingdown the corn , breed danger, and manifestly improp

er.
the owner went with his servant to

1 Hale ,475 ; Burton's case , 1 Str .

481.
watch at nightwith a gun ,and

charged

Shooting at deer in another's park ,him to firewhen he heard anything without leave, is an unlawful act,

another part of the field ,the servant bystander be killed by the shot, such

passage wherein Lord Hale
mentions

258 .
this case, he seems to think that it

It has, however, been held that a
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exposure

of poison

So of neg

ministra

tion of

in his house is not responsible for ister poison through an unconscious

1 See supra, SS 133 , 161 , 166 ; 1 441, 853, and supra, SS 107, 111, 128,

6 Ann v . State , 11 Humph. 159.

§ 348. ]

§ 345. Whoever negligently exposes poison in such a way that

Negligent as an ordinary consequence it produces death is guilty

of manslaughter
; 1 though as has been already seen,

indictable. his penal responsibility ceases if the poison was taken

through the negligence of the deceased , or of that of an indepen

dent responsible third person.2

§ 346. It is also settled that he who administers poison negli

gently to another, causing death , is guilty of man

ligent ad- slaughter ; and it is sufficient to establish negligence in

this respect that he ought to have known the pernicious

poison .
character of the drug he administered . Cui facile est

scire, ei detrimento esse debet ignorantia sua. This principle

has been frequently recognized in our criminal jurisprudence."

Thus, it is manslaughter
in a nurse to produce the death of a

child by negligently administering
to it laudanum with the in

tention of quieting it ;5 and for an apothecary negligently to

label “ laudanum " as “ paregoric,” thereby causing death. To

make a person liable, however, for the consequences of communi

cating poison , or other deleterious matter, hemust either be cog

nizant of its dangerous properties, or be in a position in which

he ought to be so cognizant.?

§ 347. When an overdose of intoxicating liquors is negligently

So as to in- administered , producing death in the recipient, the per

toxicating

liquors .

son administering is guilty of manslaughter.

§ 348. Those conducting or driving a locomotive engine are

Oficers of bound to show in their calling the diligence that good

and prudent officers in such departments are accus

mischief caused by negligentmeddling agent.

with it by his servants. R. v . Bennett,

Bell C. C.1 ; 8 Cox C. C. 74 .

8 See Whart. on Neg . $$ 91, 440,

Hale, 431; R. v. Chamberlain
, 10 Cox 317; infra , $ 369.

C. C. 486. When a man lays poison

to kill rats, and another man takes it

and it kills him , if the poison was laid

in such a manner and place as to be See supra, ss 107, 111, 128,317.

mistaken for food , it is manslaughter
;

7 Infra, $ 524.

if otherwise , misadventure
only .

Hale , 431. See R. v. Michael, 9 C.

& P. 356 ; 2 M. C. C. 120 , where it Whart. on Hom . $ 93.

is held murder to maliciously admin

railroads

liable for

2 See supra , SS 152–169.

1

4 Tessymond's
case, 1 Lew . 169.

6 Tessymond's
case, 1 Lew . 169.

8 R.v . Martin , 3 C. & P. 211; R.

v . Packard , 1 C. & M.236. See fully
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approaching train , in
consequence

of elling in a preceding
train , by the

When there is
malice , it is murder . them , which

in somerespects
differed

[ $ 349.

tomed to exercise . If, from lack of such diligence, death ensu

death ensues either to a passenger in the train or a their want

traveller on the road , the officer guilty of the neglect is of care.

liable for manslaughter. In carrying out this principle, where

the switch-tender of a railroad was indicted in New Jersey for

manslaughter in neglecting properly to move a switch whereby

loss of life ensued , it was held not necessary to prove that the

neglect was wilful or of purpose, and that the question whether

due care was shown was for the jury .?

§ 349. When a collision occurs on a railroad , and death is

caused, the person responsible, by the English rule, is Where

the man actually in charge of the engine, and whose there is

negligence caused the accident at the time of the col- is liability.

lision ; : and he is
responsible if he leave the engine in charge

of an
incompetent person. But it has been ruled in England ,

that unless the law imposes a duty on the owners of a railroad

to watch the crossing, they are not
responsible for injuries which

might have been avoided by having a guard at the crossing.

Thus, the private servant of the owner of a tramway , crossing

a public road, was intrusted to watch it ; while he was absent

from his duty an accident happened ,and a person was killed .

The private act did not require the owner to watch the tramway.

It was held that there was no duty between the owner and the

public, and therefore his servant was not guilty of
negligence,

80 as tomake him guilty of
manslaughter. But it is otherwise

when a railway tender,
undertaking to act as such , to the exclu

sion of others, neglects to give the proper signal.”

See topic discussed at large in See Galliher v. Com . 2 Duvall (Ky.),
Whart. on Neg. SS 645, 798.

163.? State v. O'Brien , 3 Vroom , 169.

4 R. v. Lowe, 4 Cox C. C. 449.In the Hudson County (New Jersey )

6 R. v. Smith , 11 Cox C. C. 210.
Court of Quarter Sessions, on Tues

6 Supra , SS 125, 130 et seq.day, January 12, 1875, John S.Mc On an

indictment in England
a telegraph operator, was against an engine driver, and a fire

man of a railway train , for the manwrong signalto the conductor of an slaughter of persons killed while trav

which a collision and death ensued. prisoners' train running into it,it ap
See N. Y. Times, Jan. 13, 1875.

peared that on the day in question
R.v. Birchall, 4 F. & F. 1087. special instructions had been issued to

Clelland ,

convicted of
negligence in giving a
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Butmust

ing bound to obey the directions of the slaughter. R. v. Pargeter, supra ; in.

engine driver, and , so far as appeared , fra , $ 1586. But the indictmentmust

$ 351. ]

$ 350. Yet in all cases a specific personalduty must be proved .

Thus,where the prisonerwasthe driver and thedeceased

be specific
was the fireman of a steam - engine on a railway, and

duty the death of the latter was caused by the engine com

ing into collision with a train standing on the same line of rails ,

owing to a neglect on the part of the person in charge of the en

gine to keep a sufficient lookout, and there was evidence that it

was the duty of the prisoner or of the deceased to keep a look

out, but there was no evidence as to which of the two was

charged with the duty at the time of the collision ; it was held

that as there was no specific duty imposed on the defendant,

he was entitled to an acquittal.1

§ 351. It is manslaughter negligently to drop articles on a

from the generalrules and regulations, Infra , § 1586. As to causal relation ,

and altered the signal for danger , so
see supra, SS 152–169, 338.

as to make it mean not " stop," but Where a fatal railway accidenthad

“ proceed with caution; " that the been caused by one train running off

trains were started by 'the superior the line, at a spotwhere rails had been

officers of the company irregularly, at taken up , without allowing sufficient

intervals of about five minutes; that time to replace them , and also with

the preceding train had stopped for out giving sufficient, or, at all events,

three minutes, without any notice to effective warning to the engine driver;

the prisoners except the signal for cau

and it was the duty of the foreman of

tion ; and that their train was being the plate-layers to direct when the

driven at an excessive rate of speed ; work should be done,and also to di

and that then they did not slacken rect effective signals to be given; it

immediately
on perceiving the signal, was held, that though he was under

but almost immediately
, and that as the general control of an inspector of

soon as they saw the preceding train , the district, the inspector was not

they did their best to stop, but with- liable, but that the foreman was,even

out effect. It was held, first, that the although there had also been negli

special rules,so far as not consistent gence on the part of the engine driver

with the general rules , superseded in not keeping a sufficientlookout. R.

them ; secondly, that if the prisoners v. Benge, 4 F. & F.504. And clear

honestly believed they were observing ly where an officer charged with the

them ,and they were not obviously ille- duty neglects to give the proper signs,

gal,they were not criminally respon- whereby a collision occurs, causing

sible; and ,thirdly, that the fireman be- death , such officer is guilty of man.

having done so , there was no case

against him . R.v . Trainer, 4 F. & F.

105 . See as to engineer, Com . v .

Kuhn, 1 Crumrine (Pittsburg), 13. Mass. 472.

aver the omission to give due signals ,

to make evidence to this point admis

sible. Com . v. Fitchburg R. R. 126

1 R. v. Gray, 4 F. & F. 1098.
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2

5
McLean , 242 ; S. P. , R. v. Green , fire to the boat was

thenecessary
or

boats is
undoubtedly

meant the
omis- charge

in U.S.v . Farnham
, MSS .

[ $ 352.

thoroughfare by which a person passing is struck and killed . Of

this a pointed illustration is given in a case tried in the Killing by

Old Bailey, in 1664. The defendant was employed dropping

upon a building, thirty feet from the highway, and articles

threw down a piece of timber, having first cried out to slaughter.

stand clear. The timber fell upon a person who happened to go

out of the way to pass underneath
, and killed him . It was held

misadventure only, though it was said that if the house had been

on a constant thoroughfare
, it would have been manslaughter

,

supposing the warning given to have been imperfect.1

On the same view a merchant, who was raising a cask of wine

to a third story, over a crowded street,and who let the cask slip ,

whereby two women were killed , was guilty of
manslaughter,

as, under the
circumstances, the method taken of raising the cask

was not sufficiently guarded and no due notice was given.?

$ 352. By the Act of Congress of July 7, 1838, § 12, it was

provided that “ every captain , engineer, pilot, or other Liability of

steamboat

person employed on board of any steamboat or vessel

officers forpropelled in whole or in part by steam , by whose mis- negligence.

conduct ,negligence, or
inattention to his or their respective duties

the life or lives of any person or persons on board such vessel

may be destroyed , shall be deemed guilty of
manslaughter, and

upon conviction thereof before any Circuit Court of the United

States, shall be sentenced to
confinement at hard labor for a

period not more than ten years.” Under this act it has been

held that there must be a causal connection between the neg

ligence and the injury, and that the formermust appear to be

cause of the latter. Intent, in accordance with

the principles already stated , does not enter into the issue; it is

enough if the defendant, being an officer charged with the par

ticular duty ,
neglected such duty.4

A part owner, assuming the1 R. v. Hull, Kel. 40.

may naturally lead to the consequences? R.v.
Rigmardon, 1 Lewin , 180 .

made criminal ; and it is no matter
* U. S.v. Collyer, Appendix Wh. what may be the degree of miscon

on Hom .; and see also U. S. v.War- duct, whether it is slight or serious,

ner, 4 McLean,463; U. S.v. Taylor, if the proof satisfy that the setting

9.C.& P. 156. " By negligenceor in- most probable cause of it.” Inger

attention in the management of steam- soll, J., in U. S. v. Collyer, citing

4 U. S. v . Warner, 4 McLean, 463.

the
proximate

;

sion or
commission of any act which
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Death pro

careless

is man

6 R. v . Taylor, 9 C. & P. 672; R. Mastin , 6 C. & P. 396 ; R. v. Tim

$ 354.]

duty of an officer, is responsible under the act ; 1 but one officer

is not liable for another's negligence, unless participating in or

promoting such negligence. Casus, or inevitable accident, is, of

course, a good defence.3 If the death is imputable to the impru

dence of the deceased, the defendant is not liable unless such im

prudence was a natural result of the defendant's negligence.

The responsibility of steamboat officers for collisions is guaged

by the same tests as that of other persons wielding dangerous

agencies.

§ 353. Independently of the principles just announced,which

bear with equal force upon land as upon water colli

duced by
sions, it must be remembered that there are cases in

driving
which the driving of an unsafe horse, like the navigat

slaughter. ing of an unsafe ship ,makes the offending party guilty

of manslaughter if death ensue. Thus if a person , breaking

an unruly horse, ride him amongst a crowd of people, and death

ensue from the viciousnessof the animal, and though this appears

to have been done heedlessly and incautiously, and not with an

intent to do mischief, the crime will be manslaughter ;6 though

it would be murder if the rider intended to divert himself with

the fright of the crowd,? or to have seriously injured any one

whom he might strike.8

§ 354. Certain particular requisites, however,must be adhered

Rapidity

to in driving, which it is well to keep in mind . Any

en el colorpats degree of rapidity on a thoroughfare, inconsistent with

outofcon- the degree of check with which the horsesmay be held ,

bility .

may make the owner responsible ; and this rule applies

though it appear that prior caution by the person struck

might have kept him out of danger, unless such want of caution

was the immediate cause of the disaster.!

See Steamboat New World v. King, v. Allen, 7 C. & P. 153;R.v.Green,

16 How . U. S. 469.
7 C. & P. 156 .

1 U. S. v . Collyer, ut supra.
61 East P. C. 231.

3 Ibid .; S. P., R. v . Allen , 7 C. &

7 i Hawk. P. C. c . 31 , s. 68.

P. 153; R. v. Gregory, 2 F. & F. 153;

8 1 Hale, 475 ; Foster , 263 ; Lee v.

R. v . Birchall, 4 F. & F. 1087.

State, 1 Cold . ( Tenn.) 62. Supra, $$

8 U. S. v. Warner, 4 McLean, 463. 111, 113, 319 .

4 Whart. on Hom . $ 105 ; U. S. v .

Warner, 4 McLean , 463.

trol im

poses lia

9 Whart. on Neg . $$ 306 , 323, 388;
R. v. Walker, 1 C. & P. 320 ; R.v.
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man ,
conducted

himself in such a way
horses suddenly

, in order to avoid
any

as not to put in
jeopardy the limbs person who could not get out of the

[ $ 355 .

that usual

$ 355. The care to be exercised is that which careful drivers

are accustomed to use . Hence, a driver who fails to Care to be

exercise such care and thereby injures another 'is pe

to prudentnally
responsible. As a rule , care is to be

proportioned drivers.

to danger. To drive rapidly on an open country highway, where

the danger of collision is slight, is not negligence. On the other

hand , rapid driving in a thronged street invokes a peculiar de

gree of caution.3

a car

mins, 7 C. & P. 499 ; R. v. Swindall, and lives of his majesty's subjects.

2 Carr. & Kir. 229; 2 Cox C. C. If they thought he had conducted
273.

himself properly , they would say he
Wh.on Neg. SS 31–46. Compare was not guilty ; but if they thought

R.v.Huggins, 2 Stra.882 ; 2 Ld.Ray. that he acted carelessly and negli

1574 ; 1 Hale P. C. 486 .

gently , they would pronounce him
2 R.v. Murray, 5 Cox C. C.509 ; guilty of

manslaughter. R.v. Grout,

R.v. Grout, 6 C. & P. 629; Pitts v . 6 C. & P.629.

Gaines, 1 Str. 635 ; 2 Ld . Ray. 1402; 8 R. v. Swindall, ut supra ; Com . v.

Hallv.Pickard, 3 Camp. 184 ; Barnes Metrop. R. R. 107 Mass. 236 ;Whart.

v.Hurd, 11Mass. 57. Supra , SS 133 et

on Homicide, $ 111, where the au
seq. A foot-

passenger

England is thorities are given at large.not excluded from the use of the car

A. was driving a cart with fourriage way, though there be a foot- path , horses in the highway at Whitechapel,

and hence the killing of him by

and he being in the cart, and theriage is
manslaughter in the owner, if horses upon a trot, they threw down

reasonable care was not used . Thus

a woman , who was going the samea tradesman was walking on a road , way, with a burden upon her head ,

about two feet from the foot-path , and killed her. Holt, C. J., Tracy, J.,

after dark, but there were lamps at Baron Bury, and the Recorder, Lovel,

certain distances along the line of held this to be only
misadventure.

road , when the prisoner drove in a But by Holt, C. J., if it had been in

one horse , at the rate a street where people usually pass, it

of from eight to ten miles an hour, had been
manslaughter. 1 East P.

according to some witnesses, and from C. 263. But upon this case Mr. East

six to seven miles an hour, according remarked : “ It must be taken for

to other witnesses ; the prisoner sat granted , from this note of the case,

on somesacks, laid on the bottom of that the accident happened in a high

the cart, and he was near-sighted.

way, where people did not usually pass ;
Other persons, who were walking

for otherwise the
circumstance of the

along the same road, had with con- driver's being in the cart and going

so much faster than is usual for carof the prisoner's cart. Bolland, B., riages of that construction , savored

told the jury that the question was much of negligence and impropriety ;

whether the prisoner,having the care for it was extremely difficult, if not

of thecart,and being a near-sighted impossible, to stop the course of the

cart drawn by

siderable
difficulty got out of the way
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j

concerned

liable as

2

loose nox

ious ani

mals .

§ 356. When two drivers were negligently racing with their

All parties respective carts on a public road , and one of the carts

killed a traveller on the road, both drivers were held

principals. responsible for manslaughter. And this rule holds

good in respect to all cases where an injury is produced to an in

nocent third person by a collision between two parties who are

both negligent.
§ 357. He who lets loose a dangerous animal is responsible for

Letting death caused by such animal, provided he either knew

of the animal's dangerous tendencies, or was in such

a position that he should have known of such tenden

cies.4
If the mischief was undesigned by the defendant, the

offence is manslaughter ; if designed ,murder.5

§ 358. The doing an act, or imperfect performance of a duty

Killing

towards a person who is helpless, which naturally and

of helplessperson by ordinarily leads to the death of such person , is mur

way in time. And indeed such con- horse's head , and while he was sitting

duct, in a driver of such heavy car

there the cart went over a child ,

riages, might, under most circum- who was gathering up flowers on the

stances, be thought to betoken a want road . Bayley, B., held that the pris.

of due care, if any, though but few , oner, by being in the cart instead of

persons might probably pass by the

at the horse's head or by its side,was

sameroad. The greatest possible care guilty of negligence;and death having

is not to be expected , nor is it re

been caused by such negligence, be

quired ; but whoever seeks to excuse

was guilty ofmanslaughter
. Knight's

himself for having unfortunately
0C

case , i Lew.168. Cf. Repsher v.Watt

casioned , by any act of his own, the
son, 1 Phila . 24 ; 7 Penn. St. 365.

death of another, ought at least to

1 R. v . Swindall, 2 C. & K. 229; 2

show that he took that care to avoid Cox C. C. 141. Supra, § 353.

it which persons in similar situations

2 Colegrove
v. N. Y. & N. H. R.

are accustomed
to do." 1 East P. C.

R. 20 N. Y : 492; aff. S. C. 6 Duer,

382 ; Lockhardt
v . Lichtenthaler

, 46

Carter must stand at horse's head. Penn. St. 151; Barrett v. The Third

– A carter, who is supposed not to Ave. R. R. Co. 45 N. Y. 628; Thor

have the means of controlling
his oughgood v. Bryan ,8 C. B.115; Cat

horse when standing in the cart, is lin v. Hills, 8 C. B. 123; R.v. Haines,

bound to keep at his horse's head or

2 C. & K. 368. For further distinc

side, and if in consequence
of his neg- tions see Whart. on Neg. (2d ed.)?

lect in this respect death follows,he 395; Armstrong
v. R. Ř. L. R. 10

is guilty of manslaughter
. Upon an Exch . 477 .

indictment
for manslaughter

, the evi

8 R. v. Dant, L. & C.567; 10 Cox

dence was that the prisoner, being C. C. 102.

employed
to drive a cart, sat in the

inside instead of attending
at the

6 See fully Whart. on Hom . $ 125.

263.

4 Supra, § 207, Wh. on Neg.$ 904.
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likely to
impose upon the mother the 10 Cox C. C.569.

[ $ 359,

act is man

der if death or grievous bodily harm is intended ; and negligent

manslaughter if the cause is negligence.?

slaughter.§ 359. So far as concerns the neglect of a mother to properly

attend to a bastard child after birth , statutes exist Death of

child by

in which the common law offence is absorbed . Inde

parent'spendently of these statutes, it may be generally stated neglect

that for a parent, having special charge of an infant slaughter.

child, to so culpably neglect it that death ensues as a conse

quence of such neglect, is
manslaughter if death or grievous

bodily harm were not intended ; and murder if there was an in

tent to inflict death or grievous bodily harm . To constitute

murder theremust be means to relieve, and wilfulness in with

holding relief. If the parent has not the means for the child's

nurture, his duty is to apply to the public authorities for relief ;

and failure to do so is itself culpable neglect, wherever there

are public authorities capable of affording such relief. Hence ,

as we have seen , it is not necessary to aver in the indictment

possession ofmeans by the parent."

When a child grows to
sufficient age to be capable of apply

ing for aid himself, and is at full liberty so to do, then the

R.v.Walters, C. & M. 164 ; R. v. having been almost
exterminated in

Smith, L. & C.607; 10 Cox C. C. 82. England, their habits are forgotten.
See

supra, § 156 ; U. S. v . Knowles , 4 But to lay a child on the ground in

Sawyer,517. Sir J. Stephen (Dig. Calcutta would be to expose it to al

C.L.art. 223) thus states thepoint in most certain and speedy death from

A., recently delivered kites and other birds of prey . I have

of a child, lays it naked by the side of myself been struck by a kite which

theroad,and wholly conceals its birth. had just struck at one ofmy children.”

It dies of cold . This is murder or

Supra , SS 156, 331, 374 ; infra , sp
manslaughter ,

according as A. had or

1563–8 ; R. v . Chandler, Dears. C. C.had not reasonable ground for believ- 453; R.v.Mabbett, 5 Cox C. C. 339;

ing that thechild would be preserved. R. v.Bubb, 4 Cox C. C. 455; R. v.
On this he

comments as follows:

Conde, 10 Cox C. C. 547; R. v . Ry
" This case appears to me to illus- land , L. R.1 C. C. 99; 10 Cox C. Ć.

trate the true doctrine on the subject 569. See,however , R. v. Knights, 2

better than the old and often quoted F. & F. 46 .

the woman who left her child

8 R. v . Saunders , 7 C. & P. 277.
in a place where it was struck by a

4 Supra, § 335 ; R. v . Mabbett, 5kite and killed. The point of that cox c. C. 339; R. v. Bubb, 4 Cox C.
case I take to be that the striking by C.455 .

6 R. v. Ryland , L. R. 1 C. C. 99 ;

Walters' case :

2

case

a kite was an
occurrence

sufficiently

duty of
guarding against it. Kites
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27 Vt. 715 ; Brush v . Blanchard , 18 491 ; R. v. Crumpton , 1 C. & M.597.

parent's neglect to supply his wants is not the subject of indict

ment.1 Nor can the parent's conscientious errors of judgment

in matters of medical treatment be at common law punished.?

Much doubt exists as to the legal obligation of a father to sup

port an illegitimate child, though as to the fact of the moral

duty there can beno question.3 Puffendorf tells us * that “ main

tenance is due not only to legitimate children , but even to incest

uous issue." But be this as it
may,

it is clear that when a party

assumes the guardianship of a child , whether as putative or step

parent, he becomes responsible for mismanagement or neglect.

A married woman, however, cannot be convicted of the mur

der of her illegitimate child , three years old , by withholding

from it proper food , unless it be shown that her husband sup

plied her with food to give the child , and that she wilfully

withheld it.6

To place a helpless infant child in such a position that it can

not live is murder if the intent be to kill ; and manslaughter if

the desertion be negligent.7

§ 360. The same general principles are applicable to

apprentice prosecutions against masters for neglect of their ser

vants and apprentices, resulting in death.8

§ 361. Whoever assumes thespecialcharge ofa help

So candil less person is indictable for manslaughter if he cause

diensguar- the death of such person by withholding the necessa

1 Supra , § 335 ; R. v. Shepherd, 9

v. Ridley, 2 Camp. 640, 653; R. v.

Cox C. C. 123 ; L. & C. 147.

Waters, T. & M. 57; 1 Den. C. C.

2 Supra , $ 336 .

356 ; 2.C. & K.864; R. v. Philpott,

8 Nichole v . Allen , 3 C. & P. 36 .

Dears. C. C. 179; 6 Cox C. C. 140.

4 Book 4 , c . 11, s. 6 . Supra, $$ 156, 331, 335 , 358.

6 Stone v . Carr, 3 Esp. 1 ; Cooper v .

8 Self's case , 1 East P. C. 226; 1

Martin , 4 East, 77 ; Williamsv.Hutch- Leach C. C. 187; R. v. Squire,1 Russ.

inson, 3 Comst.312; Sharp v.Crop- on Cr.491;R.v. Ridley,2 Camp.650;

sey, 11 Barb. 224 ; Murdock v. Mur: Anon. 5 Cox C. C. 279; Sellanv.Nor

dock , 7 Cal. 511 ; Gillett v. Camp, 27

man, 4 C. & P. 80; R. v. Smith , 8 C.

Mo. 541 ; Hussey v . Roundtree
, Bus

& P. 153; R. v. Smith , L. & C. 607;

bee Law (N. C.), 110 ; Lantz u. Frey, 10 Cox C.C.82;R.v. Porter,L.& C.

14 Penn. St. 201; Davis v.Goodenow
, 394 ; R. v. Davies, 1 Russ. on Cr.

So as to

master and

and ser

vant.

See these cases detailed in Whart. on

Hom . SS 137-8. Comp. supra, $ 335;III. 46 ; Schouler Dom . Rel. 378 .

6 R. v . Saunders, 7 C. & P. 277.

? R. v. Walters, C. & M. 164 ; R. infra, § 1585.
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and skill.

Williamson , 3 C. & P. 635 ; Webb's
Compare

supra , § 157.

CHAP. I.

ries of life. This rule undoubtedly

applies
to jailers

and alms

house keepers
, and persons

undertaking

the voluntary
charge

of

lunatics
.? It has been correctly

extended
in England

to a person

who undertakes
the special

nursing
and care of another

, who is

sick or otherwise
helpless.3

But it is necessary that the guardianship should be special.

And,as has been already seen, a brother , omitting to supply

his idiot brother with food , is not, in default of proof of such

obligation , indictable for the omission . It is otherwise if the

control be exclusive and absolute.

§ 362. Onewho professes to be a physician ,and is called in as

such, is bound to apply to his patient the care and skill Physician

which good physicians of his particular school are ac- lack of

customed to apply under similar circumstances. If he ordinary

does not possess the skill or apply the care usual among

good practitioners of his school under the circumstances, and his

patient dies in consequence of his neglect, then he is chargeable

with manslaughter.

The burden is on the prosecution to prove negligence.10

§ 363. If the patient, by refusing to adopt the rem- Notre

edies of the physician, frustrates the latter's endeavors, patientwas

or if he aggravates the case by his misconduct, he direct

cannot charge to the physician the consequences due injury.

distinctively to himself.11

Supra, § 333 ; infra , $ 1585 . C. & P. 398; R. v. Whitehead , 3 C.

* R.v. Porter, L. & C.394; 9 Cox & K. 202. See R.v. Chamberlain , 10

C. C. 449; R.v. Treeve, 2 East P. C. Cox C. C.486; R.v. Spencer, 10 Cox

821; R. v.Warren, R. & R. C. C. C. C.525 ; R. v. Markuss, 4 F. & F.

48 n; R.v. Booth, R. & R. C. C.47n, 356 ; R. v. Macleod , 12 Cox C. C.

534 ; State v Hildreth , 9 Ired . 440;

8 R. v.Marriott, 8 C. & P. 425 .
Mattheson's case, 1 Swinton , 593; 2

* R. v. Pelham , 8 Q. B. 959. Wh. St. Med . J. $ 1058. For cases

Supra, $ 331; infra, SS 1563 et seq.
at large see Whart. on Hom . SS 143–4 .

• R.v. Smith , 2 C. & P. 449.
10 R. v . Bull, 2 F. & F. 201 ; R. v .

R.v.Porter, L. & C. 394; 9 Cox Spencer, 10 Cox C. C. 525.

C.C. 449; R.v. Edwards, 3 C. & P. Brown v. State, 38 Tex. 482,that rea

sonable doubtmust acquit .

11 Supra, $S 162–3 ; McCandless v.

toquestion of causal relation, supra , McWha, 22 Penn. St. 261; S. C., 25
$ 157 .

Penn . St. 95. See the qualifications

R. v.Spiller,6 Car. & P.333;R. in Hibbard v. Thompson, 109 Mass.

286 ; Brown v. State , 38 Tex . 482.

9

cause of

1

and other cases cited supra, § 333.

5

See

611. Supra, SS 330-1.

*Whart. on Neg. § 730. See as

v. Senior, i Moo. C. C. 346 ; R. v.

case, 1 M. & R. 405 ; R. v . Long, 4
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No differ

ence be

tween li

tioner.

view im

and skill. He does not undertake, if 4 F. & F.356 ; R. v . Chamberlain, 10

surgeon undertake that he will per- rant and rash , was charged with man

form a cure, nor does he undertake slaughter upon an indictment which

to use the highest possible degree of alleged that he undertook , as a man

skill. Theremaybe personswhohave midwife, the care and charge of B.

§ 364. It was once said in England, that if a physician or

surgeon give his patient a potion or plaster, intending

to do him good , and, contrary to the expectation of such

censed and physician or surgeon , it kills him , this is neither mur

practi der normanslaughter, butmisadventure. It was also

held that if themedicine were administered or the op

eration performed by a person not a regular physician or sur

geon , the killing would be manslaughter at the least . But the

English and the American law now is , that the want of a degree

( unless there be a special statute on the subject ) adds nothing

to the grade of the offence if there be a bona fide and honest

attempt by the defendant to do his best.3

§ 365. It is obvious that the position just taken depends upon

Culpable

the honesty and bona fides of the practitioner. Where

ignorance he is pursuing a plan of bold imposture, the case is

otherwise, and the defendant is liable for injuries pro

bility . duced by his ignorance, and this whether he be with

or without a degree.
§ 366. Proof of the use or administration of danger

useofdan- ous agencies by an incompetent person is evidence

agent is

from which culpable negligence can be inferred.

negligence. § 367. It matters not whether themedical man is deal

14 Black . Com . 197; 1 Hale , 429.

higher education and greater advan

2 Brit. c. 5 ; 4 Inst. 251 ; R. v. tages than he has ; but he undertakes

Simpson, Willcock’s
L. Med. Prof.

to bring a fair, reasonable, and compe

Append . 227.

tentdegree of skill.” See R.v. Simp

3 R.v . Van Butchell, 3 C. & P. 629;

son i Lew . C. C. 172 ; R. v . Ferguson,

R. v . Williamson
, 3 C. & P.635 ; R. v .

1 Lew . C. C. 181. To the sameeffect

Spiller, 5 C. & P. 333, coram Bol- is Com . v. Thompson , 6 Mass. 134.

land, B., and Bosanquet, J. See also

4 R.v . Long, 4 C. & P. 398; R.

Lamphier v. Philpot, 8 C. & P. 475, Long, 4 C.& P. 423; Com . v. Thomp

where Tindal, C. J. , said : " Every son, 6 Mass. 134 , cited at large in

person who enters into a learned pro- Whart. on Hom . SS 148 et seq.

fession undertakes
to bring to the ex

5 R. v . Crick, 1 F. & F.519 ; R.".

ercise of it a reasonable
degree of care Crook, 1 F. & F. 521; R.v.Markus,

he is an attorney, that at all events Cox C. C. 486.

you shall gain your cause ; nor does a

Where the prisoner , a person igno

poses lia

Careless or

gerous

v .
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undertaken to perform , he is proved
misconduct

, or by
concurrent

diseases
,

HOMICIDE .

[ $ 369.

affect case .

ing with a patient as a feed physician or as a volunteer friend .

Thus in a case tried before Denham , J., in 1874 , the Gratui

defendant, a physician , was charged with
negligently does not

killing his wife by an overdose of muriate of
morphine.

Judge Denman correctly charged the jury " that it made no dif

ference whether a medical man was dealing with a patient, or,

as a volunteer, dealing with a friend , or with his wife.”

“ If the drug was
administered without want of skill and intend

ing to do for the best, doing nothing, in fact, that a skilful

man might not do , – then if the jury merely thought it was

some error of judgment which anybody might have
committed ,

the prisoner should be
acquitted .” 1

$ 368. An
apothecary's

apprentice who is guilty of
negligence

in delivering medicine, when death ensues in conse

Apothe
quence, is guilty of

manslaughter. But if the mistake caries and

bemade under such
circumstances as would perplex an liable on

same prin

ordinarily prudent man , there should be, it seems,an ciples

acquittal.

§ 369. It has been already stated that in the use of
dangerous

instruments care must be applied in
proportion to dan

ger. This principle applies both to
manufacturers, by maching

whom defective
material is used or

defective
workman- caremust

By persons

sistance , by

K.,and to do
everything needful for rant of the proper steps to be taken ;

ber during and after the time of her

no evidence is stated in Lewin . See
delivery, and that after B. K.was de- 1 Russ. on Cr. 503, 504 ; and see

livered he neglected to take proper also R.v.Webb, 1 M. & R. 405 ; 2
care of and to render her proper as

Lew . 196 ; R. v. Spilling, 2 M.& Rob.
means whereof she died ; 107.

Tindal,C. J., said to the jury : “ You

1 R. v . Macleod, 12 Cox C. C. 534.are to say whether, in the execution The question how far the
physician's

of that duty which the prisoner had liability is affected by the patient's

to have shown such a gross want of is
discussed supra, &$ 153–169.

care, or such a gross and
culpable

2
Tessymond's case , 1 Lev . 169.iant of skill,as any person undertak- Supra , s 346. For an

indictment

ing such a charge ought not to be against à druggist for
manslaughter,

guilty of; and that the death of the through
negligently

compounding a

person named in the
indictmentwas

prescription, see State v. Smith , 66

Mo. 92 .

8 R. v . Noakes, 4 F. & F.920. S11

caused
thereby.”

Ferguson's case, 1

Lew . 181. If this be the case
stated

in
Long's Cases, the

prisoner

blacksmith, drunk, and
wholly ignowas a

VOL . I. pra , $ 346 .

4 Supra , $ 337.24
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be exer

cised in

use. 1

So when

death is

of post.

agent.

away the scaffolding , and that if the the deceased was killed. Thedefend

sequence would be that the corf strik- rightfully convicted of manslaughter.

sion death or injury . Tindal, C. J. , Cox C. C. 301. See supra, $ 337.

the party who commits it can neither slaughter. R.v . Haines, 2 C. & K. 368.

§ 370. ]

ship applied , and to workmen who are guilty of negli

proportion gence in their application of such powers to practical

to danger.

The jury will be directed , however, to acquit, if the care usual

with good workmen under similar circumstances was shown.?

§ 370. For a person charged specially with dangerous ma

chinery to desert without notice, and leave an incom

caused by petent substitute in his place, makes him liable for

negligent death caused by the incompetency
of such substitute.

But a person so leaving machinery is not liable for in

juries caused by the interposition
of an independent

responsible

1 R.v . Carr, 8 C. & P. 163.

stances which show an intent to kill,

2 Rigmardon's
case, 1 Lew. 180 ; or do any serious injury in the partic

Fenton's case , 1 Lew . 179.

ular case , or any general malice, the

An indictment
charged that there offence becomes that of murder. In

was a scaffolding
in a certain coal the present instance the act was one

mine, and that the prisoners, by throw- of mere wantonness
and sport, but

ing large stones down the mine, broke still the act was wrongful, it was a

the scaffolding
; and that in conse- trespass. The only question there

quence of the scaffolding
being so fore is, whether the death of the party

broken, a corf, in which the deceased is to be fairly and reasonably consid

was descending
the mine, struck ered as a consequence

of such wrong.

against a beam ,on which the scaffold- ful act; if it followed from such wrong

ing had been supported, and by such ful act, as an effect from a cause,the

striking the corf was overturned
, and offence is manslaughter

; if it is alto

the deceased precipitated
into the gether unconnected

with it,it is acı

mine and killed . It was proved that cidental death ."

Fenton's case, 1

scaffolding
was usually found in the Lew. 179.

mines in the neighborhood
, for the

The deceased was with others em

purpose of supporting
the corves, and ployed in walling the inside ofashaft.

enabling the workmen
to get out and The defendant

was engaged to put a

work themines; that the stones were stage over the mouth of the shaft,but

of a size and weight sufficient
to knock from his omission to perform this duty

beam only was left, the probable con

ing against it would upset, and occa- R. v. Hughes, D.& B. C.C. 248;

said : “ If death ensues as the conse

Homicide
from negligent

omission to

quence of a wrongful
act, an actwhich ventilate

a mine is in likemannerman

justify nor excuse, it is not acciden

tal death, but manslaughter
. If the C. C. 449.

wrongful
act was done under circum

ant was held on this evidence to be

8 R. v. Lowe, 3 C. & K. 123; 4 Cox

* R. v. Hilton, 2 Lewin C. C. 214 .
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men fight on until
they are so weak 293 ; 14 Cox C. C. 226 , the

evidence

Court,that there is
nothing

unlawful
R. v . Bradshaw

, 14 Cox C. C. 83.

result of the
continuance of thegame. sembled

in a room , entrance
money

Therefore,
except in the

latter case, being paid , to witness a fight
between

HOMICIDE .

[ $ 372.

Prize

;

non -mali

cious kill

IV . KILLING IN ATHLETIC SPORTS.

§ 371. On the same principle that parties engaged in a duel

are guilty of murder if death ensue , persons engaged

in prize-fighting with the same result are guilty of man- fighters

slaughter. The
difference between the cases is simply for man

that of intent. In the first instance, there is an intent shaughter

to take life ; in the second, an intent merely to do an

unlawful act not
amounting to felony. But if, in prize- ing ofan

fighting, a party goes out with an original intent to do

grievous bodily harm to his
antagonist and slays him , the offence

ismurder at common law , or murder in the second degree under

the American statutes. And so if he goes with the intention to

kill, no matter what may have been the motive, the offence is

murder. If, however, the guilty intent arises in hot blood , in

the
excitement of the struggle, and without the

intervention of

cooling time, the offence is but
manslaughter ; and under ordi

nary
circumstances, all persons

encouraging a prize-fight in which

death ensues are
accessaries to

manslaughter.?

§ 372. When death occurs as an
incidental

consequence of an

unlawful sport,it is
manslaughter in all

concerned in

promoting the act which
immediately caused the death . partici

This principle has been applied in
England to all pres- unlawful

ent
encouraging not only boxing matches, but other

sports of a similar kind, which are
exhibited for lucre, on the

ground that they tend to
encourage idleness by drawing

together

a number of disorderly people, and hence involve a criminal re

sponsibility. In such cases the
intention of the parties is not

R.v.Murphy, 6 C. & P. 103; R. death caused by an injury received

5. Young,8 c. & P. 844 ; and see $$ during a sparring match does not

232,451. As to liability for assault in amount to
manslaughter. On the

other hand, even in an innocent game,·Fost. 260. In R. v. Young, 10 killing
consequent on an attempt to

Cox C. C. 371, it was held by Bram- seriously hurt, or on
negligence in use

hell, B., at the Central Criminal of undue strength, is
manslaughter.

in a sparring
exhibition unless the

In R. v. Orton, 39 L. T. (N. S.)

And so of

sports .

such cases see infra , $ 636 .

that a
dangerous fall is likely to be the

was that a number of persons as
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$ 373.]

innocent in itself, each being careless of what hurt may be given ,

provided the promised reward or applause be obtained ; and

meetings of this kind have also a strong tendency in their nature

to a breach of the peace. Nor does provocation operate to ac

quit. Thus in a case of old date, where the prisoner had killed

his opponent in a boxing match, it was held that he was guilty

of manslaughter ; though he had been challenged to fight by his

adversary in public trial of skill in boxing , and was also urged

to engage by taunts ; and the occasion was sudden . Hence the

English custom of cock -throwing, at Shrovetide, has been con

sidered unlawful and dangerous ; and accordingly, where a per

son throwing at a cock missed his aim , and killed a child who

was looking on , Mr. J. Foster ruled it to be manslaughter ; and,

speaking of the custom , he says : “ It is a barbarous, unmanly

custom , frequently productive of great disorders, dangerous to

the bystanders, and ought to be discouraged .” 3 So throwing

stones at another wantonly in play, being a dangerous sport,

without the least appearance of any good intent, or doing any

other such idle action as cannot but endanger the bodily hurtof

some one or other,and by such means killing a person , will be

manslaughter.4

§ 373. Persons who take part in lawful athletic games, and

fairly follow the rules belonging to such games, are

not responsible for deaths accidentally resulting there

from.5 But in such cases, if the
weapons

used are of

a dangerous
and unsuitable

character
, and are employed with

recklessness
which leads to death, the offender, in case ofdeath,

is guilty of manslaughter
. Thus, in an early English case, the

two persons. The combatants
fought a breach of the law and a prize-fight,

in a ring with gloves, each being at- whether the combatants
fought in

tended by a second, who acted in the gloves or not.
at prize- fights. The 11 East P. C. c. 5 , s. 42, p . 270.

combatants fought for about forty

9 Ward's case , 1 East P. C. 270.

minutes with great ferocity , and se
8 Fost. 261.

verely punished each other.

* 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 29, s. 5. See

police interfered and arrested the de- infra , $ 636.

fendants, who were among the specta

6 See Penn. v. Lewis, Addison , 270 ;

It was held that if thiswas a and see fully argument in Whart. on

mere exhibition of skill in sparring, it Hom . § 163; as to assaults, infra,

was not illegal ; but ifthe parties inet 636 ; Fenton's case, 1 Lew. 179. In

intending to fight tillone gave in from fra , $ 636 .

exhaustion
or injury received, it was

But not so

in lawful

athletic

sports .

same way as

The

tors.
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evidence was that Sir John Chichester made a pass at his ser

vant with a sword in the scabbard , and the servant parried it

with a bed -staff, but in so doing struck off the chape of the scab

bard , whereby the end of the sword came out of the scabbard ;

and the thrust not being effectually broken , the servant was

killed by the point of the sword . This was adjudged man

slaughter : and Mr. J. Foster thinks, in conformity with Lord

Hale, that it was rightly so adjudged , on the ground that there

was evidently a want of common caution in making use of a

deadly weapon in so violent an exercise, where it was highly

probable that the chape might be beaten off, which would neces

sarily expose the servant to great bodily harm . But, notwith

standing these high authorities, it may now be questioned

whether, in this case, the application of the principle is as cor

rect as the principle itself. If the practising of this kind in

fencing — which was the sport in which Sir John Chichester

was engaged — is lawful, it would seem that the bursting of the

sword through the chape of the scabbard wasmere misadvent

ure. The design of the scabbard is to render the sword harm

less,and a man who carries his sword about his person assuredly

gives the best evidence in his power of his confidence in the

sufficiency of the guard. If it is lawful carry such a weapon ,

it assuredly is lawful to use it when properly guarded from mis

chief. The whole question ,therefore, turns on the point,whether

the particular exercise in which Sir John Chichester was engaged

was one likely to disengage the sword from the scabbard .

§ 373 a. But where the death occurs not as incident to a game

whose risks all the participants know in advance, but as
In practi

the result of a practical joke which was a surprise on cal jokes

the deceased , then, though there was no malice, the bility at

defendant is responsible for manslaughter, when the

death is imputable to physical agencies put in motion by himself.

In accordance with this view it has been held manslaughter to

cause death by ducking another ; 3 by building a fire round a

drunken man in order to frighten him ,he afterwards rolling into

the fire, which was not placed so near as to endanger him if he

had laid still ;4 by shooting with a gun, though for the mere

taches .

1 1 Hale, 472.

? 1 Hale,473 ; Fost. 260 .

8
1 East P. C. 236 .

4 R. v . Errington, 2 Lew . 217.
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correc

8

deceased was thrown out on his back 5 ; 1 Leach , 378 ; R. v . Conner, 7 C.

shot out of the sacks, and fell on and P. 455 ; State v . Harris, 63 N. C. 1.

$ 374. ]

purpose of alarming ; 1 by throwing stones into a coal pit in

sport ; 2 by upsetting a cart as a joke ; 8 by administering
, as a

joke, excessive quantities of intoxicating
liquor.!

V. CORRECTION BY PERSONS IN AUTHORITY.

§ 374. When death ensues, in consequence of correction by

parents, masters, and others having lawful authority,

Killing
by undue and such correction is considered only reasonable,the

tion , man

death will be treated as accidental.5 Where, however,

slaughter. the correction exceeds the bounds of due moderation ,

either in themeasure of it, or in the instrument made use of for

the purpose, it will be either murder or manslaughter, according

to the circumstances
. If done with a cudgel, or other thing not

likely to kill, though improper for the purpose of correction ,it will

be manslaughter
; ? if with a dangerous weapon , likely to kill or

maim , and with cruelty, it will bemurder ; due regard being had

in both instances to the age and strength of the party. So, as

was said in a case already cited , if a seaman is in a state of great

debility and exhaustion , so that he cannot go aloft without dan

ger

of death or enormous bodily injury, and the facts are known

to the master,who notwithstanding
compels the seaman, by moral

or physical force, to go aloft, persisting with brutalmalignity in

1 State v.Roane, 2 Dev. 58. Supra, sequence of the injuries then received.

§ 344. And so when the pistol was it was held that as the intent was to

shot only as a frolic. State 0. Hardie, commit a mere trespass, the boy was

47 Iowa 647.
guilty of manslaughter

.

? Fenton's case, i Lewin , 179. Infra ,

* R. v. Martin, 3 C. & P. 211; R.

§ 631 ; supra, $ 259.

v . Packard, 1 C. & M. 246. Supra, $

8 R.v . Sullivan, 7 C. & P. 641. In

this case a carman was in the front
5 1 East P. C. 261. Supra, $ 259.

part of a cart, loading it with sacks of

• R. v. Griffin , 11 Cox C. C. 402,

potatoes, and a boy pulled the trap- where death from a blow given by a

stick out of the front of the car, but father to a child,two and a half years

not with intent to do the man any old, was held negligent
; and seeR.V.

harm , ashe had seen it done several Conner, 7 C. & P. 438.

times before by others ; and in conse

7 Anon . 1 East P. C. 261.

quence of the trapstick
having been

& Fost. 262; Kel. 28, 133; 1 Hale,

taken out,the care tilted up, and the 454, 457,473 ,474; 1 Hawk.c. 29. 8

on the stones, and the potatoes
were

covered him over, and he died in con. For other cases see infra, $$ 631-4.

347.

& P. 438 ; R. v. Cheeseman
, 7 Car. &
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1

such course , and the seaman falls from the mast and is drowned

thereby, and his death is occasioned by such misconduct in the

master ; under such circumstances it is murder in themaster. If

there be no malice in the master , the crime is reduced to man

slaughter. So if a father , withoutmalice, beats his son for theft

80 severely with a rope that he dies, it is only manslaughter ; if

with malice, it is murder ; 2 and so for a person in loco parentis

to cruelly overwork or maltreat a child , producing its death.3

A schoolmaster who, on a boy's return to school, wrote to his

parents, proposing to beat him severely , in order to subdue his

alleged obstinacy, and on receiving his father's reply, assenting

thereto, beat the boy for two hours and a half secretly in the

night, and with a thick stick , until he died, was held guilty only

of manslaughter , no malice being proved.4

to grada

tions of

VI. STATUTORY DISTINCTIONS.

§ 375. According to the older common law authorities, not

only was it murder to kill another,though the intent Old Eng

was merely to severely hurt,but it was considered mur- indifferent

der if homicide were unintentionally committed by a

person when engaged in a collateral felony. It is true, guilt.

that so long as all killing incidental a felonious purpose was

punishable with death, there was no practical call for a classifi

cation of such killings. But when under humaner auspices it

was felt that death should only be assigned as a punishment to

homicides,specifically and maliciously intended , it was found nec

essary to distinguish between this class of murders and murders

in which there was no such intent. It was for this purpose that

legislative action was invoked .

$ 376. Bythe following analysis the distinctive feat- General

ures of the statutes of several States can be seen at a statutes.
analysis of

glance :

U. S. v. Freeman, 4 Mason C. C. See 2 Twiss's Lord Eldon , 36 ; State

R. 505. See U. S. v . Knowles, 4
v . Harris, 63 N. C. 1. Supra, § 360.

Sawyer,517, cited supra, § 337. 4 R. v. Hopley, 2 F. & F. 202. Infra ,

1 Anon. 1 East P. C. 261. Infra, § § 630-2. See Com . v. Randall, 4 Gray

(Mass.), 36. And as to schoolmaster's

• R.v. Cheeseman , 7 C. & P. 455. right to chastise, see infra, § 632.

631.
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MURDER IN THE FIRST DEGREE.

ENUMERATED INSTANCES. GENERAL DEFINITION

exMaine Murder “ in perpetrating or attempting to Murder with 16

perpetrate any crime punishable with death , press malice afore

or imprisonment in the state prison for life , or thought."
for an unlimited term of years.”

New Hampshire Murder by “ poison , starving , torture," or Murder by “ deliber

" in the perpetration or attempt at the perpe- ate and premeditated
tration of arson , rape, robbery, or burglary.”

Massachusetts .
killing."

Murder " in the commission of or in an at Murder “ committed

tempt to commit any crime punishable with with deliberately pre
imprisonment for life, or committed with ex- meditated malice afore

tremeatrocity or cruelty . "
New York

thought."

Murder “ when perpetrated without any de Murder “ first, when

sign to effect death by a person engaged in the perpetrated from a de
commission of any felony ." liberate and premeditat

ed design to effect the

death of the person kill

ed , or of any human

being. Second, when

perpetrated by an act

imminently dangerous

to others, and evincing a

depraved mind regard

less of human life, al

though without any pre

meditated design to ef
fect the death of any

particular individual."

Such killing, unless it
be murder in the first

degree, ormanslaughter,

or excusable or justifi

able homicide, shall be

murder in the second

degree when perpetrated

intentionally, but with

out deliberation and pre

Pennsylvania

meditation ." 1

Murder “ by means of poison , or by lying , Murder

in wait,” or in the perpetration or attempt by any other kind of

to perpetrate any arson, rape, robbery, or bur- wilful, deliberate, and

glary.
Connecticut

premeditated killing."

Ibid . Ibid .

Ibid . Ibid .

Michigan Ibid .
Missouri

Ibid .

Murder " by means of poison , or by lying in Ibid .

wait,” or “ in the perpetration or attempt to

perpetrate any arson , rape, robbery , burglary,

Virginia
or any other felony."

Murder by “ poison , by lying in wait , im
Ibid .

prisonment, starving , or by wilful, deliberate,

and premeditated killing , or other cruel treat

ment or torture, " or in " the commission of or

attempt to commit any arson, rape, robbery, or

burglary."

Murder committed " bymeans of poison , or Murder

by lying in wait," or " in the perpetration or " by any (other) kind

attempt to perpetrate any arson, rape, robbery, of wilful,deliberate,ma

burglary, or larceny ."
licious, and premeditat

ed killing."

1 Act of May 29 , 1873.

perpetrated

New Jersey

Tennessee perpetrated
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murder and

Com . 6
Randolph, 721;

Burgess's
case, ell, 48 Cal. 85 ; Milton v . State, 6

[ $ 377

The earliest of these statutes was that of
Pennsylvania, at

tributed to the first Mr. William Rawle and to Mr. William

Bradford , jurists as distinguished for their humanity as for their

legal capacity. As the
Pennsylvania statute has been repro

duced in a majority of the States in the Union, it forms the

basis of most of the adjudications which have been given under

this head .

$ 377. The generaldefinition of the
Pennsylvania and cognate

statutes does not touch the common law distinction be

Pennsylva

tween murder and
manslaughter ; it simply divides nia and

murder into two classes : murder with a specific ,delib- centres

erate intent to take life being murder in the first de- leave dis

gree ; murder without such an intent to take life being between

murder in the second degree. The statutes, it has manslaugh

been held , in requiring murder in the first degree to ed,making

be deliberate, do not change the common law doctrine specific intens

in that respect with regard to murder ; the existence lifethe gen.

of deliberation being necessary to both degrees. The of murder

distinctive peculiarity attached by the statutes to mur- first de

der in the first degree, however, is that it must nec

essarily be
accompanied with a

premeditated intention to take

life. The" killing " must be
premeditated.” Wherever, then ,

in cases of deliberate homicide, there is a specific intention to

take life, the offence, if
consummated, is murder in the first de

gree ; if there is not a specific intention to take life, it is murder

Resp. v. Bob, 4 Dallas, 146 ; Penn. 2 Va. Cas. 483 ; Com . v . Jones, 1

v.Honeyman, Addison, 148; Penn. v. Leigh, 610; Dale v. State, 10 Yerger,

Lewis, Addison, 283 ; Com . v. Green , 551; Mitchell v. State, 5 Yerger,340 ;

1 Ashmead, 289; Com . v. Murray, 2 State v. Anderson , 2 Tenn. R. 6 ;

Ashmead , 41; Com . v. Daley, App. Dains v. State, 2 Humph . 439 ; An

Whar. Hom .; Com . v. Hare, Ibid .; thony v. State, 1 Meigs, 265 ; Swan

Com . v. Gable, 7 Serg. & R. 428 v. State, 4 Humph. 136 ; Clark v.
Kelly v. Com . 1 Grant, 484 ; Com . v .

State , 8 Humph. 671 ; Riley v. State,Drum ,58 Penn. St. 9; Com . v. Dough- 9 Humph. 646; Bratton v. State,

erty, 1 Browne, App. p . 18; Com . v .

10 Humph. 103; Warren v. State, 4
Crause,4 Clark (Phil.),500; State v .

Cold . 130 ; State v . Shoultz, 25 Miss.Spencer, 1 Zabriskie, 196 ; Bennett 128 ; People v. Potter, 5 Mich. 1 ;

D. Com. 8 Leigh , 745 ; Slaughter v. People v. Barry, 31 Cal. 357 ; Peo

Com.11 Leigh ,618; Com . v. King, 2 ple v. Josephs, 2 Cal. 129 ; People

Va. Cas. 78, in note ;
Whiteford v.

v . Haun , 44 Cal. 96 ; People v. Doy

gree.

in the second
degree.

1
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willed .

“ believed from the evidence that quoted in State v. Jenningsmay indi

cerned in lynching Willard to kill him , tion of a felony, or by poisoning or

$ 378.]

§ 378. The doubt which arises from the term “ wilful ” has

" Wilful ” already been noticed . Can an unintended act be said

means spe- to be wilful, and if so, can the homicide of one party

when another was intended be such ? It has been

Neb. 136 ; Palmore v. State , 29 Ark . but that they did intend to do bim

248 .

great bodily harm , and that in so do

See particularly
remarks of King, ing death ensued , such killing is mur

P. J., in Com . v . Daley, Whart. on der in the first degree, by the statute

Hom . App., afterwards
adopted by of this State.” The Supreme Court

Rogers, J., in the Supreme Court, in on this point say : " The sixth instruc

Com . v. Sherry, Ibid . Appendix . tion is correct under the statute of

A criticism on the conclusion in the this State. Homicide (sic. ‘murder'

textmay be found in Atkinson v.State, is the statutory term ), committed in

20 Texas, 522,where , under a similar the attempt to perpetrate any arson ,

statute, it was held that to constitute rape, robbery, burglary, or other fel

murder in the first degree, some de- ony, shall be deemed murder in the

gree of prior deliberation must be first degree . The thirty -eighth sec

shown. This subject has been already tion makes the person by whose act

discussed in its general bearings. See

or procurement
great bodily harm has

supra , S $ 106–122.

been received by another guilty of

As to Alabama, see Fields v. State, what is by our law called a felony."

52 Ala . 348 ; Simpson v . State, 59 To the same effect is State v. Nueslin,

Ala , 1. The distinction between the 25 Mo. 111. See State v. Joeckel,

Alabama and the Pennsylvania
stat- 44 Mo. 234 .

utes is given in Mitchell v. State , 60 In State v . Green , 66 Mo. 631,

Ala . 26 .

was held that under the statute the

In Missouri, which follows in the intent to inflict great bodily harm

main the Pennsylvania
precedents

, upon the defendant
, such act, if con

the rule given in the text is qualified summated, being a felony in Missouri,

by the insertion , after "

arson, rape, made homicide murder in the first de

robbery, or burglary,” in the statute, gree, although such bomicide was not

of the words, or any other felony.'

wilful, deliberate
, or premeditated

.”

The infliction of great bodily harm on

In State v. Wieners, 66 Mo. 13 ;

another, though such injury does not

aff. in State v. Green, Ibid . 647, it is

amount to mayhem , being regarded a

said that “ such a killing,” i. e. one

felony in Missouri, it was at first held in the attempt to perpetrate any fel

that a murder committed
incidentally

ony, " was murder, although not spea

to the infliction of such injury is cifically intended,for the law attaches

murder in the first degree, though in the intent to commit the other felony

Pennsylvania
, from the lack of a spe- to the homicide.”

cific intent to take life , it would be

These rulings have been reviewed

murder in the second degree. Thug in a series of thoughtful
articles in the

in State v. Jennings
, 18 Mo.438,the Central Law Journal for 1878. Ifthe

court below charged
the jury that if Missouri

Supreme
Court,as the words

theyit was not the intention
of those con- cate, hold that a homicide

in perpetra
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" Deliber

murder which shall be
committed by $$ 55, 56 , 57 , 58, 62.” .

[ $ 379.
seen that on this point there exists some conflict of authority .

Keeping in view the severity which the construction of a penal

statute requires,and recollecting that the term as used in this

case was meant to be restrictive, the better view seemsto be, that

in order to bring a homicide within the act, it must have been

specifically willed by the perpetrator
.

It is difficult to see how ,if an
unintended homicide be within the terms of the act, any

other kind of homicide with a collateral felonious intent can be

excluded.1

$ 379. That species of homicide, which is the result of justly

provoked passion , falls at common law under the head

of
manslaughter, and of course is out of the question ate” to be

here. But there are many cases of murder at common qualifying,

killing.

law which are
indeliberate . Putting aside homicides

perpetrated in pursuance of a collateral felonious intent, which

have already been considered , we have those cases where the in

tellect is so confused by drink or
stimulants, or by undue and yet

not homicidal passion, as to be incapable of
deliberation . These

cases are all murder at common law , but it is plain that they

want the essential features of
deliberation to make them murder

rape, would be murder under the stat

or by any other kind of wilful, delibute ,when it would not be murder at erate, or
premeditated killing ;

common law , this position cannot be which shall be committed in the per

reconciled with the words of the stat- petration or attempt to perpetrate any

ute, or the rulings of other courts.

arson , rape , robbery , burglary, orInfra, $$ 382–84. If, on the other other felony, shall be murder in the

hand,what ismeant is that a murder first degree.” The terms “

wilful,”
at common law , perpetrated incident- & c., do not qualify the enumerated

ally to another felony,need not bewil

cases with which the section closes.ful or
premeditated

or deliberate, the In Shock v. State, 68 Mo. 352, itquestion is open to doubt. See infra,

was said by the court: “ We are of
$ 384 , and Souther v . Com . 7 Grat. 673 .

the opinion that the words ' other felThe question here dependson the stat

ony ' used in the first section refer toute, “ Other kind of wilful,deliberate, some collateral felony , and not to

and
premeditated killing " may seem

those acts of personal violence to thetoindicate that all killing, under the deceased which are necessary and

statute , in order to be murder in the constituent elements of the homicide

first degree,must be wilful, deliber- itself, and are, therefore, merged in

ate, and
premeditated .” But the stat- it,and which do not, when consum

ute, if closely read, does not sustain

this view . The words are , “ Every
mated , constitute an offence distinct

from homicide. Whart. on Hom .

meansof poison , or by lying in wait,

1 See Felton v . U. S. 96 U. S.699 .

or
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$ 380.]

1 Premed

itated "

may be in

facts.

under the statutes before us. Under these statutes the deliber

ative intentmust be “ to take life .” 1

§ 380. It has been said that a positive previous intent to take

life must be shown ;? but this opinion has since been

recalled by the court that delivered it,3 and is opposed

ferred from to the weight of authority elsewhere. And it has also

been said that when the fact of death alone is proved,

the presumption is that it is murder in the second degree, it be

ing incumbent on the prosecution to rebut this by something,

however slight, from which premeditation can be inferred . But

be this as it may

and when analyzed the position varies very

little from that of the crown writers on murder , who draw the

presumption of malice aforethought , not from the fact of death,

but from the nature of the wound , instrument, & c .
there is a

general concurrence of authority on the generalmeaning of pre

meditation . It involves a prior intention to do the act in ques

tion . It is not necessary that this intention should have been

conceived for any particular period of time. It is as much pre

1 State v. Mitchell, 64 Mo. 191 ; murder to manslaughter, a fortiorithe

Nye v . People , 35 Mich. 16 . As to total absence of all provocation ,and

N. Y. statute see People 2. Batting, the mere rapidity with which the ex-.

49 How . Pr. 392.

ecution of a cruel and wicked design

Mitchell v. State, 5 Yerger, 340.

follows on its conception , cannot have

8 State v. Andrews, 2 Tenn. 6 ; Dale that effect.” To this it may be added

v. State, 10 Yerg.551. Supra, $$ 116-7. that we can be on the guard against

4 Hill's case , 2 Grat. 594 ; State v. malice which exhibits itself in prior

Turner, Wright, 30. See infra, $ 392 ; overt acts, but not against that which

supra, SS 116–17.

is concealed .

Sir J. Stephen (Dig. art. 218) says:

6 State v . Wieners, 66 Mo. 13.

“ A man who wantonly , or on a slight

6 Supra, § 117; Keenan v. Com .44

cause, intentionally
and violently kills Penn. St. (8 Wright) 55; Warren v.

another, shows by that act, not indeed Com . 36 Penn. St. (1 Wright) 45;

the existence of hatred of long stand- Kilpatrick
v. Com . 31 Penn. St. 198;

ing, but the existence of deadly ha- Green v. Com . 83 Penn. St. 75; Don

tred instantly conceived
and executed , nelly v. State, 2 Dutch. (N. J.) 463;

which is at least as bad , if not worse.

Whiteford
v. Com . 6 Rand. Va. 721 ;

This, in the strict sense of the words, Miller v. State, 54 Ala.155; McKenzie

is malice aforethought
.well observes: " It is malice fore- 18 Mo. 419; State v. Jennings, 18 Mo.

As Hobbes v. State, 26 Ark . 334 ; State v. Dunn,

thought,though not long forethought. 435 ; State v. Hays, 23 Mo. 287; State

Dialogue of the Common Laws, v. Holmes,54 Mo. 153 ; State v.Mitch

Works, vi. 85. And it is not by law ell, 64 Mo. 191; People v. Cotta, 49

necessary that it should be long. If Cal. 166. In Indiana, the statute is

a slight provocation
does not reduce construed to require that an inten

1
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meditation , if it be entered into the mind of the guilty agent a

moment before the act, as if it entered ten years before. And

the reason of this is obvious. In the first place , if in order to

make murder in the first degree it be necessary the idea should

be proved to have been conceived a week or a day ahead , there

willbenomurder in the first degree at all, for the guilty party

will take care that the conception be concealed until the limita

tion is passed . In the second place, all psychological investigation

shows that the process of mental conception lies beyond the scru

tiny of exact observation . Hence judges have generally united

in holding that while there must be some sort of premeditation ,

i. e. the blow must not be the incident of mania or a sudden

paroxysm of passion , such as suspends the intellectual powers,

whether there has been such premeditation is for the jury ; and

they are to be governed , in their determination of this question ,

under the instructions of the court, by a logical examination of

all the facts in the case .
The question, in other words, is one of

fact, not of arbitrary technical law.3

$ 381. There are, however, certain facts which , when proved ,

justify instructions to the jury that from them a de- Facts from

liberate intent to take life may be inferred . Where

tion should be proved or inferred held that the intention to kill is the

to have been formed by the defend essence of the offence. Therefore, if

ant prior to the act ; Fahnestock v . an intention to kill exists , it is wilful.

State, 23 Ind. 231 ; but this does not If this intention be accompanied by

differ from the view of the text. In such circumstances as evidence a mind

Texas,the view of the text is vigor- fully conscious of its own purpose and

ously combated. Atkinson v . State , design , it is deliberate ; and if suffi

31 Tex . 440; Ake v. State , 30 Tex. cient time be afforded to enable the

466 ; S. C., 31 Tex . 416. But see mind fully to frame the design to kill,

Duebbe v. State, 1 Tex. Ap. 159. So and to select the instrument, or to

also Craft v. State, 3 Kansas, 450.
frame the plan to carry this design

For cases under N. Y. statute see su
into execution , it is premeditated.”

pra, § 117. Agnew , C. J., Com . v . Drum , 58

People v. Clark, 3 Selden, 385 ; Penn . St. 9. See also McCue v. Com .

Com . v. Daley, 4 Penn. L. J. 150 ; 78 Penn . St. 185 ; State v . Holme, 54

Dains v. State, 2 Humph . 439 . Mo. 162.

2 " In this case we have to deal
8 Resp. v. Mulatto Bob , 4 Dallas,

only with that kind of murder in the 145; Green v. Com .83 Penn. St. 75;

first degree described as wilful, de- Quigley v. Com . 84 Penn . St. 18 ;

Many Whart. on Crim . Ev. SS 734 et seq.

cases have been decided under this Supra, SS 116, 117.

clause, in all of which it has been + See Whart. on Cr. Ev. SS734 et

which pre

meditation

1

liberate , and
premeditated .
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ferred .

$ 381. ]

may be in- a man intelligently
and maliciously

makes use of a

weapon likely to take life ; 1 where he declares his in

tentions to be deadly ; where hemakes preparations
for the con

cealing of the body ; where, before the death , he lays a train of

circumstances
which

may be calculated to break the surprise, or

baffle the curiosity which would probably be occasioned by it ;

where, in any way, evidence arises which shows a harbored de

sign against the life of another ;? where the act is part of a con

spiracy to destroy persons of a particular class ; 8 where the facts

indicate peculiar cruelty ; 4 such evidence, when standing by it

self, entitles us to hold , as a presumption of fact, that the inten

tion to take life was deliberate.5 The same view was taken

where the defendant loaded a pistol, took aim at, and shot the

deceased ; 6 where he deliberately procured a butcher's knife and

sharpened it for the avowed purpose of killing the deceased ; ?

where he concealed a dirk in his breast, stating, shortly before

the attack, that he knew where the seat of life was; 8 where he

thrust a handspike deeply into the forehead of the deceased.

1

127.

seq.; and see supra, SS 313, 314 ; monwealth , 1 Wright, 112. ' If the

Green v. Com .83 Penn . St. 75 ; Lan- killing was not accidental,then malice

ahan v . Com . 84 Penn. St. 80 .

and a design to kill were to be pre

Kilpatrick v. Com . 31 Penn. St. 198. sumed from the use of a deadly weap

2 Campbell v. Com . 84 Penn . St. on ; for the law adopts the common ,

187.

rational belief that a man intends the

3 Ibid .; Carroll v . Com . 84 Penn. usual, immediate, and natural conse

St. 107 ; Kehoe v. Com . 85 Penn. St. quences of his voluntary act. Human

reason will not tolerate the denial that

4 State v . Mahly, 68 Mo. 315 .

a man who intentionally
,not accident

6 Resp. v.Mulatto Bob, 4 Dal.145; ally, fires a musket ball through the

Com . v. Williams, 2 Ashmead, 69. body of his wife, and thus inflicts a

See State v. Spencer, 1 Zab. 196 .

mortalwound ,has a heart fatally bent

6 Com . v. Smith , 7 Smith's Laws,

on mischief,and intends to kill.' " Ag

C. J., McCue v . Com . 78 Penn .

? Com .v. O'Hara , 7 Smith's Laws, St. 185 ; S. P., Quigley r. Com . 84

App. 594. See Green v. Com . 83 Penn. St. 18. ButseeWhart. Cr.Ev.

Penn . St. 75 ; Lanahan v . Com . 84 88 734–764 .

Penn . St. 80; Com . v . Burgess, 2 Va.

8 Bennett's case, 8 Leigh, 749.

Cases,484; Whart. Crim . Ev. SS 734

• Swan v. State , 4 Humph. 139 ;

and see generally Whart. Crim .Ev. $S

" Without adopting all the language 764 et seq.; U. S.v.Cornell, 2 Mason,

of Chief Justice McKean in that case 94 ; Com . v. Whiteford
, 6 Randolph,

(Com . v. O'Hara ), I may use that of 721 ; Woodside
v. State, 2 Howard

Judge Strong in Cathcartv. TheCom- (Miss.),656; State v. Tooby,2 Rice's

382
Digest, 104.

696 .
new ,

764 .
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7

But it is not necessary, to warrant a conviction of murder in the

first degree, that the instrument should be such as would neces

sarily produce death . Thus where the weapon of death was a

club not so thick as an axe-handle, the jury, under the charge of

the court, rendered a verdict of murder in the first degree, it ap

pearing that the blow was induced by a deliberate intention to

take life, though it was otherwise when the weapon was a crow

bar, suddenly caught up.? The same inference of premeditation

is drawn with still greater strength from the declared purpose of

the defendant, as where the defendant said he intended “ to lay

for the deceased , if he froze, the next Saturday night," and where

the homicide took place that night; 4 where he said : “ I am

determined to kill the man who injured me ; " 5 where he de

clared, the day before themurder, that he certainly would shoot

the deceased ; 6 where, in another case , the language was : “ I

will split down any fellow that is saucy ; " 7 and where a grave

had been prepared a short time before the homicide , though the

deceased was not ultimately placed in it, the whole plan of ac

tion being changed .

§ 382. Where A., with intent to kill C., shoots at C. and

kills B., without particular intent to kill B., the of Killing B.

fence has been held murder at common law.9 Is it when ihe

murder in the first degree under our statutes ? Suppos- to kill C. is

ing the case to be one in which we can legitimately the firstde

infer deliberation and intent, the answer , at the first gree.

1 Com . v. Murray, 2 Ashmead, 57. prisoner was addicted to drink , and

? Kelly v . Com . 1 Grant, 484.
when drunk was quarrelsome. It also

& Stewart v. State, 1 Ohio State R. appeared that his wife occasionally

66; Whart. Cr. Ev. $$ 756 et seq.
drank too much , and on the day of

* Jim v. State, 5 Humph. 145.
the fatal occurrence they had fallen

• Com . v. Burgess, 2 Va. Cases, into a drunken squabble. During the

484; Whart. Crim . Ev. $$ 756 et seq .
quarrel the wife threw several stones

• Com . v. Smith, 7 Smith's Laws, at him , one of which struck him on

the arm . A few moments after they

? Resp. v. Mulatto Bob, 4 Dallas, were seen struggling together, but

soon after the wife was discovered

• Com .v.Zephon,MS., Phil. 1844. fleeing with her infant in her arms,

See supra, &$ 110-120, 317. Cal- the prisoner pursuing her with an axe

lahan v. State,21 Ohio St. 306 ; State in his hand . When he camewithin

v. Raymond, 11 Nev . 98 . reach of her he aimed a blow at her

In Com . v. Dougherty, 7 Smith's which fell on the head of the child as

Laws, 698 , the evidence was that the it lay upon the wife's shoulder, and

intent was

696 .

146 .
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view , would be in the affirmative . It is objected, however, that

in such case there is no intent to take the life actually taken .

But is this essential to murder in the first degree ? If it be

necessary to a conviction of murder in the first degree that such

an intent should be exactly proved , could there be ever such a

conviction ? A., for instance, thinks that he is injured by B.,

and A., therefore, shoots B.under the impression that he shoots

one by whom he has been injured . But is this impression ever

coincident with the truth ? Can we recall any case of malice in

which the defendant's passions did not,more or less, create an

ideal object of enmity ? Would it be any defence to the shooting

of B. that A. supposed B. to be a different character from what

he really was, and that therefore his shooting B. was a mistake ?

If we negative these questions,we can only do so by assuming

the position that the grade of a malicious homicide is not re

duced by the fact that the defendant acted under a mistake as to

the person whom he killed. And there are several collateral

reasons, supposing that the person killed was the one whom the

defendant aimed at, why we should not limit this principle by

excluding from it cases where A. kills C. by mistaking C. for B.

First, in such a killing we have the constituents necessary to the

guilt of murder in the first degree, deliberation , intent, malice,

and killing. Secondly, the policy of society eminently requires

that life should be protected by the application of this principle;

for while I may elude the attack of one with whom I know my

caused a mortal wound of which the The verdict was manslaughter. In

child died. The prisoner soon recov

this case, as will be observed , thever

ered himself and showed many signs dict having been manslaughter
, and

of repentance
, and manifested

much
distress at the manner of the child's vising the charge, the authority of the

no opportunity
having existed of re

death . Rush , P. J., who tried the

case is limited by the fact of its hav

case, in his charge to the jury, said : ing been made in the hurry of nisi

“ We now come to this point: what prius, and by a single judge. Such

was the intention
of the prisoner in also is the case with a subsequent

the bar,when he killed Daniel Dough- charge in the same court,where the

erty , his child ? for if his intent was

same point was announced
by Judge

to kill his wife, and killing her would Parsons
of Philadelphia

. Com.v. Fla

have been murder in the first degree , vel, MS., 1846 .

killing his child will also be murder

For a contrary
opinion, see Bratton

in the same degree ; as much as if he
v. State, 10 Humph . 103.

had prepared
a cup of poison for his

wife and his child had drunk it."
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Grade of

self to be at enmity, no prudence on my part can ward off from

me an attack which mistakes me for another, and to prevent

such attack Imust rely exclusively on the protection of the law .

Thirdly, the question of particular intent is one as to which it is

difficult to apply an exact gauge ; and if it is necessary to prove

in each case an exact intent to kill the particular person , just

prosecutions must often fail, because in most cases, from the in

herent imperfection of evidence , no such proof can be supplied.

At the same time we must remember, as we have already ob

served,1 that were the question still open , the true course, in cases

where the intent was to kill B.,and C. was negligently killed by

the blow meant for B., C. not having been aimed at by A., is to

indict for an attempt to kill B., and for the negligent man

slaughter of C.2

$ 383. Where A. maliciously shoots at a body of men, intend

ing to kill any one of them , and kills B., the offence is

murder in the first degree ; if he intends only to hurt se- homicide

riously , it is murder in the second degree. The first of individual

these propositions is settled by the reasoning of the last

section. If A., intending maliciously to kill C., kills group agen

B. instead ofC., is guilty of murder in the first degree, tacked de

a fortiori is this the case where A.,when killing B., by the gen

kills one of a group of persons, someof whom he in

tended to kill. On the other hand, if his intent was only to do

serious bodily harm , his offence, thoughmurder at common law ,

is only murder in the second degree under our statutes, it not

containing the necessary constituent of an intent to kill.

§ 384. It has sometimes been said that a homicide in the per

petration, or attempt to perpetrate any arson, rape, Killing in

robbery, or burglary is, under the Pennsylvania and tion, or at

cognate statutes, murder in the first degree . But it
tempted

must be remembered that the statutes under criticism tion, of ar

do not say that “ Homicide," when so committed, shall robbery,

bemurder in the first degree,but that “ Murder," when (orother

s0 committed, shall be murder in the first degree. specified in

Nothing,therefore, that is not murder at common law nection in

Supra, &$ 120 ,319 ; and see Pliem
8 See supra, $$ 119, 319; Presley

v . State , 59 Ala. 98 .

killed is

one of a

eral intent.

perpetra

ling v. State, 46 Wis. 516 .

Supra,SS 109-111 , 120 .
VOL. I.
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against a master for whipping a slave first degree. Infra , § 610 ; Bechtel

CRIMES .

$ 385. ]

statute ),
not neces

sarily mur

der in the

first de

gree .

Homicide

the first

can be murder either in the first or second degree; and

we have first to inquire, in determining
the grade of

any particular homicide under the statutes, whether it

is murder at common law . If it is not, then such hom

icide cannot bemurder in the second degree under the statutes,

although it is a homicide committed in perpetration
of one of the

specified felonies.1
§ 385. The same observation applies to the agency

committed of poison. A homicide by poison is not necescessarily

by means

of poison

murder at common law . If it is not, it is not murder

orlying in in the first degree. At the sametime, where the evi

necessarily dence shows that the death was effected by intentional

and malicious poisoning,it is the duty of the court to tell

degree .

the jury that the offence is murder in the first degree.*

So also as to lying in wait. A man may lie in wait for another

merely to commit a trespass ; and if so, in case of an accidental

killing , the offence being only manslaughter
at common law is

1 State v. Dowd, 19 Conn . 388 ; that the intent was to do only bodily

Com . v. Hanlon , 3 Brewst. 461 ; S. harm . It should be observed , how

C., 8 Phil. R.401 ; Chauncy, ex parte ,

ever, that in the Virginia act the

2 Ashm . 227. See Com . v . Jones, 1

term " other " is omitted before the

Leigh, 610 , and comments in Whart. phrase “ kind of wilful, fc.,killing,"

on Hom . $ 184. As to Missouri, see

so that to some degree the bearing of

Shock v . State, 68 Mo. 352; Supra, § the latter definition
on the enumerated

instances is weakened . Souther u.

In People v. Vasquez , 49 Cal. 560, State, 7 Grat. 678 .

it was held that where several are en

A homicide
, to be murder in the first

gaged in the commission
of a robbery

, degree under this clause,must be one

and one of the associates
does not in- emanating

from the felony; not one

tend to take life, and prohibits
the

to which the felony was collateral.

others from taking life, yet he is guilty Pliemling
v, State, 46 Wis. 516 .

of murder in the first degree if one of
2 See supra , $ 346 .

them take life in furtherance
of the

8 State v. Dowd, 19 Conn. 388;

plan to rob. See also Singleton
v. Chauncy

, ex parte, 2 Ashmead
, 227,

State, 1 Tex. Ap. 501.

See Rhodes v . Com . 15 Penn .

As to what is extreme
atrocity

and St. 396 ; Lane v. Com . 59 Penn. St.

cruelty, under Massachusetts
statute ,

371 ; Com . v. Jones, 1 Leigh, 610;

see Com . v . Devlin , 126 Mass. 253.

Souther v . Com . 7 Grat. 678. When

In Virginia
,where “ wilful and ex- poison is administered

in order to ex

cessive whipping
” is among the enu

cite sexual passion , and death ensues,

merated
instances

, a verdict of mur
der in the first degree was sustained

poisoning
so as to be murder in the

to death, though it was maintained
heimer v. State, 54 Ind . 128.

386

377.

391.

this is not death through intended

* Shaffner
v. Com , 72 Penn. St.60.
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Homicide

only manslaughter under our statutes. But if an intentionalhom

icide by lying in wait be proved , then such homicide is ordinarily

murder in the first degree.

§ 386. Where A., intending to commit a felony, the execution

of which is not enumerated in the statutes as contribut

ing to the definition of murder in the first degree, unin- incidental

tentionally kills B., the offence is manslaughter. A., merated

for instance, shoots a tame fowl, and in so doing unin- islomiya

tentionally and accidentally kills B. Is A.guilty in slaughter .

this of murder in the second degree under our statutes ? No

doubt we have several obiter dicta of our judges answering this

question in the affirmative, though no case exists in which the

point has been directly affirmed . But if we are to hold, as we

may justly do, that such an offence is only manslaughter at com

mon law , then it is only manslaughter under our statutes.

§ 387. An “ attempt” to commit one of the enumerated felo

nies,under the statutes, must consist of a substantive

indictable offence. The word " attempt,” as thus used statutes,

“ attempt "
in the statutes, must be construed strictly , as describ

ing such an attempt as is indictable. Hence it is not asubstan

sufficient, in order to bring the case under the statutes, fence.

that the homicide should have been committed while in pre

paring to commit the felony in question ; 2 nor is it enough that

the offence consists in mere solicitation ; or in purpose without

distinctive overt act.3

“ An attempt to commit a rape, in which

killing occurs, is necessarily an overt act, indicating the intent

and
purpose

of the assault, of which clear proof, sufficient to

place the case beyond reasonable doubt, should be given . A

mere intention to commit the offence is nothing, unless accom

panied by acts directed towards its accomplishment. The kill

ing, to constitute the crime of murder, without the specific in

tent to take life, must be already shown by the prosecution to

have occurred in the performance of such acts as should estab

lish the independent substantive crime.” 4

§ 388. Murder in the second degree includes all cases Murder in

of common law murder where the intention was not to degree in

Under the

must be

1 See this point examined supra,

320 et seq.
4

See supra, § 180.

8 Supra, $ 179.

Thompson , C. J., Kelly v. Com .

1 Grant, 486 .
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cludes all

common

law mur

ders in

which the

intention is

as to be in

intent.

Murder in

drunken

ness is

murder in

the second 66

1 Com . v . Dougherty, 7 Smith's ual or attempted arson , rape, robbery,

3 Com . v . Hare, 4 Penn . Law Jour. sent ; where the mind, from intoxica

257 ; and see Com . v . Sherry , App. tion or anyother cause, is deprived of

Wharton on Hom .; Com . v . Neills , 2 its power to form a design , with de

40 Conn. 136 ; Com . v . Jones , 1 Leigh, it on the list of capital crimes; and

“ Except in the case of murder, bly requires.” Lewis C. L.405. And

§ 390. ]
take life , of which murder, when the intent was only

to do great bodily hurt,may be taken as a leading il

lustration . There may, also , be cases where death

not to take ensues during a riotous affray, under circumstances

life,includ- which would constitute murder at common law , but

ing cases in
which the which , in consequence

of the want of a specific intent

such a state to take life being shown, amount but to murder in the

capable of
second degree.

specific

§ 389. When the defendant
is in such a state of

drunkenness
as to be incapable of forming a specific

intent to take life, then the offence , if murder at com

mon law , is murder in the second degree under the

degree.

statutes.3
Implied malice is sufficient

at common

law to make the offence murder, and under our statute to make

it murder in the second degree ; but to constitute
murder in the

first degree actual malice must be proved . Upon this question

the state of the prisoner's
mind is material

. In behalf of the

defence, insanity, intoxication
, or any other fact which tends to

prove that the prisoner
was incapable

of deliberation
, was com

petent evidence
for the jury to weigh. Intoxication

is admissi

ble in such cases, not as an excuse for crime, but as tending to

show that the less and not the greater offence was in fact com

mitted .”

" 4

§ 390. As has been already noticed, if a pregnantwoman be

killed in an attempt to produce abortion in her, and it appears

Laws (Penn.), 698; Whiteford v. Com .

or burglary
,” says Judge Lewis,of the

6 Rand. ( Va.) 721; State v. Deck- Supreme
Court of Pennsylvania

,“ 3

lotts, 19 Iowa, 447.

See Washington
deliberate

intention to kill is the es

v. State, 53 Ala. 29 ; Caldwellv. State, sential feature of murder in the first

41 Tex . 86 .
degree.

When this ingredient
is ab

Brewst. 553. Supra , SS 47, 118 .

liberation
and premeditation

, the of

8 See cases cited supra , SS 47, 52.

fence is stripped
ofthemalignant

feat

4 Carpenter
, J., State v. Johnson

,

ures required
by the statute to place

Com . v. Haggarty
, Lewis c. L. neither

courts nor juries can lawfully

403 ; Pirtle v . State, 9 Humph . 664.

dispense
with what the act of assem

610 ;

see Haile v. State, 11 Humph. 154.

which happens in consequence of act

1 388
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Supra, $$ 316 , 325 ; infra , § 450 ; Ostrander
, 30 Mo. 18 ; State v . Mew

Chauncy, ex parte, 2 Ashm . 227 ; Clem v . State, 42 Ind . 420 ; Pliem

HOMICIDE .

the second

Murder in

gree a com

courts are

to disturb .

[ $ 392 .
that the design of the operator was not to take the life of the

mother, the offence has been held murder in the sec- Killing a

ond degree. And on the principles already expressed , an attempt

this may be defended in all cases where the intent was

to produce

abortion ,

to do the mother serious bodily harm . Where there is murder in

no such intent, the proper course is to indict separately degree.

for the
manslaughter of the mother, and for the

perpetration of

the abortion .

$ 391. Aside from murder in the
commission of

enumerated

felonies, the rule is that where the deliberate intention

is to take life, and death ensues, it is murder in the second de

first degree ; where it is to do serious bodily harm , and promise

death ensues, it is murder in the second degree ;

while
unwilling

the common law definition of
manslaughter remains

unaltered . This
distinction , however, cannot always be pre

served. In those
jurisdictions where the juries are entitled to

take control of the law , it of course gives way to other tests

more agreeable to the prejudices of the particular case . And

even where the court assumes its proper province, and where it

lays down the law with precision and fulness, a jury is apt to

seize upon

murder in the second degree as a
compromise , when

they think murder has been
committed , but are

unwilling, in

consequence of
circumstances of

mitigation , to expose thedefend

ant to its full
penalties. In such cases courts are not disposed

to disturb verdicts, but permit them to stand, though
technicallyincorrect.2

$ 392. The
character of the

presumption to be drawn in cases

of malicious killing is
elsewhere

independently dis- In cases of

cussed. It is scarcely
necessary here to repeat that

sumption is
such a

presumption is an inference of fact to be drawn for murder

from all the
circumstances

of the
particular case.

If a degree .killing be shown with a deadly weapon ,
intentionally, deliber

ately, and
unjustifiably used , then the inference, as we have just

seen, is that of an intent to take life, and the case is murder in

the first degree. The burden,
however, of proving this is on the

doubt

State v. Moore , 25 Iowa, 128 .

? Whart. on Hom . § 193 ;
Slaughter

v. Com . 11 Leigh , 682 ; State v.

ling v. State, 46 Wis. 516.

8 See Whart. Crim . Ev. SS 734, 764.
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grudges, previous threats , lying in Wicks, 2 Va. Cas. 387 ; Livingston's

§ 393.]

prosecution . Stripping the case of these incidents, however, and

supposing that simply a malicious killing be proved, then the

inference is of murder in the second degree.2

§ 393. Under the statutes, a common law indictment for mur

Common

der is sufficient to sustain a verdict of guilty ofmurder

law indict- either in the first or the second degree. It being held,

ment formurder as has already been seen fully, that the line separating

sustainseither de murder from manslaughter
is in no way changed by our

degree .

statutes ; and it being further seen that murder in the

second degree is simply murder at common law with certain ag

gravating features discharged , it follows that on a common law

indictment for murder a verdict of murder either in the first or

in the second degree can be sustained . So, indeed , have our

courts, in

many instances, ruled . The same principle has been

1 Murray v. Com . 79 Penn. St.311; or burglary , and these evidences of

Kehoe v . Com . 85 Penn . St. 127.

express malice , or some one them ,

2 Supra, $ 118 ; Whart. on Cr. Ev.

must be proven as directly as the hom

SS 334, 721 ; Com . v. Drum , 58 Penn. icide, before the jury are authorized

St. 9 ; O'Mara v. Com . 75 Penn . St. in finding a verdict for murder in the

424 ; Brown v . Com . 76 Penn . St. 319 ; first degree.

Laros v . Com . 84 Penn . St. 230 ;

" The distinction
between murder in

State v . Walters , 45 Iowa, 389 ; Hill the first and second degreeshasbeen so

v. Com . 2 Grat. 594 ; Mitchell v. often discussed by this court that we

State , 5 Yerg. 340 ; Witt v . State , 6 deem it necessary here only to refer

Cold. 5 ; Davis v. State, 10 Ga. 101; to a few cases deciding this question :

State v . Holme, 54 Mo. 153; State v. McCay v. The State, 25 Texas, 33;

Evans, 65 Mo.574 ; State v. Gassert, Maria v. The State, 28 Texas, 698•

65 Mo. 352; State v . Winge, 66 Mo. Ake v. The State, 30 Texas, 473

181 ; State v. Testerman
, 68 Mo. 408 ; Lindsay v . The State, and Williams v

Hamby v. State, 36 Tex. 523 ; Preuit The State, decided at this term .” Ogo

v. People, 5 Nev. 377 ; Milton v. State, den , J., Hamby v. State ,36 Texas,523

6 Neb . 136 .

8 State v. Verrill,54 Me. 408 ; State

In a Texas case it is said : " When

v . Pike, 49 N. H. 399; Green v.Com .

a homicide
has been proven ,that fact 12 Allen , 155 ; Fitzgerald

v.People,37

alone authorizes
the presumption

of N. Y. 413 ; Kennedy
v. People,39 N.

malice, and unexplained
would war. Y.245 ; Com . v.White,6 Binney,188;

rant a verdict for murder in the sec

Com . v. Flannagan
, 7 Watts & S.415;

ond degree .

But express and pre- McCue v. Com . 18 Penn. St. 185;

meditated malice can never be pre- Com . v. Miller, 1 Va.Cas. 310; Com .

sumed ; it is evidenced by former

v . Gibson , 2 Va. Cas. 70; Com . v.

wait, or some concerted
scheme to

case, 14 Grat. 592; State v. Lessing ,

kill, or do some bodily harm , as poi- 16 Minn. 75 ; Hines v. State,

soning, starving
, torturing

, or the at- Humph. 597 ; Mitchell
v. State, s

tempted
perpetration

ofrape, robbery, Yerger, 340; Poole v. State,2 Bax

390
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recognized in cases where murder is committed in the attempt to

commit arson, rape, robbery, & c., in which cases the specific in

tent need not be alleged . These rulings were first made in

Pennsylvania, a State which was the earliest to legislate on this

subject ; and it needs but a glance at the statutes and their his

tory to see that the interpretation then given to them by the

courts is correct. The object of the statutes in Pennsylvania ,

and in the States that adopted the same legislation , was to pro

vide that when a defendant's mind is not capable of a specific

design to take life , then he is not to be capitally punished. In

subsequent Pennsylvania statutes, it was provided that when the

defendant's mind is disturbed to the further extent of being act

ually insane, then the jury is to acquit of the felony, but find the

insanity, upon which the defendant is to be imprisoned as a dan

gerous lunatic. Analogous statutes have been adopted through

out the United States. Now it is no more reasonable to require

a " specific intention to take life ” to be specially averred to

meet the first class of statutes,than it is to require “ sanity to

be specially averred meet the second class of statutes. The

legal scope of murder,as a generic term , is unchanged by either

of the statutes. All that the statutes say is that when the jury

find that the murder was committed in certain conditions of

ter, 288 ; People v. Lloyd , 9 Cal. 54 ; 54 ; People v . Steventon, Ibid . 273 ;

People v. Bonilla, 38 Cal. 699 ; State People v. Dolan , Ibid.576 ; People v .

1. Millain, 3 Nev. 409 ; State v. Murray, 10 Cal. 309 ; People v. Choi

Thompson , 12 Nev. 140 ; Gehrke v. sier, Ibid . 310 ; People v. Urias, 12

State , 13 Tex . 568; White v. State , Cal. 325 . As to Iowa, rejecting the

16 Tex. 206 ; Wall v. State , 18 Tex. viewsof the text, see State r. McCor

682; Henrie v. State, 41 Tex. 573 ; mick , 27 Iowa R. 402 ; State v. Wat

Evans v. State, 6 Tex. Ap. 513 ;Mc- kins, Ibid. 415. In Indiana,murder

Adams v.State, 25 Ark. 405 ; Leschi in first degree must be averred to

v. Territory, 1 Wash . Ter. 23. See have been done “ purposely.” Sny

Statev.Cleveland,58 Me.564 ; Hogan der v. State ,59 Ind . 105.
v . State, 30 Wis. 437 ; Davis v . State ,

1 Com . v. Flannagan, 7 Watts &

39Md. 353. In Missouri, however, Serg. 415 .

it is held necessary to specify the
2 See supra, § 376 ; and particularly

murder to have been wilful and delib

1 Whart. & St. Med . J. SS 181, 214 ,
erate, and to state the circumstances

making it such . Bower v . State , 5
8 This has been even held when the

Mo. 364; State v . Jones, 20 Mo. 58.
statute makes a “ sound mind ” a con

As to California, see People v. Wal- stituent of murder. Fahnestock v .

lace, 9 Cal.30 ; People v. Lloyd, Ibid. State, 23 Ind . 231.

227 .
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Verdict

should

gree .

§ 394. ]

mind , then the punishment shall not be death ,but imprisonment.

We cannot reject this reasoning without holding that in all

cases where a jury are, by statute or otherwise , authorized to

find a diminished responsibility, the indictment must specially

negative the facts implying such diminished responsibility. But

this is absurd ; and we must therefore fall back on the position

established above, that an indictment for murder at common law

is sufficient in case of murder in the first degree .

By the same reasoning , it has been held in Pennsylvania not

necessary to aver “ against the statute ” in the conclusion , the

offence being at common law and only the punishment statutory.

§ 394. Under an indictment for murder at common law , there

may be, as has just been incidentally noticed, a convic

tion of either murder in the first or of murder in the

specify de second degree, as well as a conviction of manslaughter.3

Hence , under such an indictment, if there be a conviction for

manslaughter , or of murder in the second degree, themore cor

rect course is to find “ not guilty of murder, but guilty of

manslaughter
," or “ of murder in the second degree.'

" 3 In

1 Com . v . White, 6 Bin. 183. In murder in the second degree,though

Maine, under the Act of 1865, c. 339, the conviction was only for murder in

it is necessary only to charge that the the second degree. See State v.Mc

defendant “ feloniously,wilfully, and Nally, 32 Iowa, 581 ; State v. McCor

of his malice aforethought,” did kill mick , 27 Iowa, 402.

As to Missouri,

the deceased
. State v . Verrill, 54

see State v. Phillips, 24Mo. 475.

Me. 408. As to New Hampshire
,see

In Kansas, the indictment
to con

State v. Pike, 49 N. H.399 ( Smith, J. stitute murder in the first degreemust

1869).

charge that the assault and the killing

In summing up the adjudications
werewith the deliberate

and premedi

on this point,wemay say that in Mas- tated intention of killing the deceased.

sachusetts
, New York , Virginia , In- State v. Brown, 21 Kans. 38.

diana, Wisconsin
, Arkansas, Texas,

In Connecticut
, a statute was passed

Nevada, Minnesota
, California

, and in 1870 declaring that in alt indict

Washington
Territory, as well as in ments of murder the degree shall be

Pennsylvania
,Maine, and New Hamp- charged. This, however, does not

shire, which have been specially cited touch indictments
found prior to its

above , an indictment
for murder at passage, in which

is not necessary

common law will sustain a verdict of to allege the degree. State v.Smith,

murder in the first degree.
38 Conn . 397.

In Iowa, it has been held by the

2 See Com . v. Herty ,109Mass .348;

Supreme Court error to put the de- Keefe v.People,40 N.Y.348; Davis

fendant on trial for murder in the first v . State , 39 Md. 355.

degree, on an indictment
charging

8 See infra , § 541.
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Maryland this has been held essential.1 But such a degree of

particularity is inconsistent with the practice which has been

generally sustained. And in any view , an acquittal or convic

tion of the minor degree on an indictment good for the major is

an acquittal on the major. But the verdict must specify the

degree. And defendants, whether joint principals,or principals

and accessaries,may be convicted of different degrees.

VII. RIOTOUS HOMICIDES.

is levied

against

cide.

§ 395. When an unlawful assemblage takes place for the re

dress of a supposed public wrong, and particularly When war

where its object is the extinction of government, the

destruction of judicial process, or the resistance of ex- governor

ecutive authority as such , participation in it, to the ex- private

tent of levying war against the government for these and killing

public purposes, becomes treason. Where, however, dictment

the intention is to redress a private or social grievance, forhomi

and to incidentally resist process merely so far asmay

be necessary to effect the private or social end , the offence

amounts not to the dignity of treason , and if during its commis

sion life is lost, the offendermust be tried for homicide. Two

observations, however,may properly be made in this connection .

(1.) Even supposing treason exists, the felony of murder or

manslaughter does not merge in it. Merger only exists where a

misdemeanor and a felony form a constituent part of the same

act, as where an attempt to commit a larceny and the larceny

itself unite. In such cases it is the felony alone that can be

prosecuted . But two felonies cannot thus coalesce , for being

each of equal dignity neither sinks into the other. (2.) The

domains of treason have become restricted within limits which

7 Md. 445 .

736 et seq.

1 State v. Flannigan , 6 Md. 166 . express acquittal of the defendant for

See infra, $ 541; Weighurst v. State , murder in the first degree, and the

defendant could successfully plead the

? Whart. Crim . Plead. & Prac. ss proceedings in this case in bar of any

subsequent prosecution against him

See authorities given more fully for the same offence.” McMillan , C.

infra, $ 541 ; Whart. Crim . Plead. & J. , State v. Lessing, 16 Minn. 80, 187.

4 Infra , $ 543.

A verdict of guilty ofmurder in the
6 Supra , § 236 .

second degree “ is equivalent to an

Prac.$$ 465 , 742.
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sons,” says Hawkins, “ resolve generally to resist all opposers in

the commission of a breach of the peace, and to execute it in

$ 396. ]

exclude the great mass of those cases of general riot, which were

formerly included within the term . It has already been noticed

that during the necessities of civil war in England, each govern

ment for the time in power, acting on the principle that self

preservation is the duty of all governments, followed its prede

cessors in pushing the law of treason to its extremest verge, both

as regards principle and temper. But in more recent days, when

the crown no longer feels it to be a contest for life between it

and the state prisoner at the bar, the old policy has been re

laxed , and “ levying war," in the definition of treason , is shorn

of the constructive element, and restricted , as the term suggests,

to the actual making of war against theState. The same amelio

ration of judicial construction has taken place, also, in our own

country. In the earlier treason cases in Pennsylvania
, those of

Roberts and Carlisle , which were tried in revolutionary
times,

the early English precedents were cited with approbation and

applied with rigor. In Fries's trial, which took place during

the administration
of John Adams, when the government was

scarcely settled , the same general views were expressed which

obtained in England during the civil wars, and a local opposition

to the execution of the window tax was construed to be a “ levy

ing war" against the government of the United States. But in

Hanway's case, the Circuit Court of the United States, sitting

in Philadelphia in 1851, after noticing the fact that the better

opinion in England now is that the term “ levying war ” should

be confined to insurrections
and rebellions for the purpose of

" overturning the government by force and arms,” went on to

say that a combination on the part of certain citizens, in a par

ticular neighborhood
, to aid fugitive slaves in resisting their cap

ture, even though such resistance results in murder and robbery,

is not treason.1
§ 396. Individuals who, though not specifically parties to the

Co-rioters killing, are present and consenting to the assemblage

principals by whom it is perpetrated, are principals when killing

killing
is in pursuance of common design.

" When divers per

such a manner as naturally tends to raise tumults and affrays,

* U.S.v . Hanway, 2 Wall. Jr. 139. 1
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[ $ 398 .
and in so doing happen to kill a man, they are all guilty of mur

der, for they mustat their peril abide the event of their actions

who unlawfully engage in such bold
disturbances of the public

peace, in opposition to, and defiance of, the justice of the na

tion .” 1

But not in

crimes.

§ 397. It should be observed , however, that while the parties

are
responsible for collateral acts growing out of the

general design , they are not for
independent acts grow- collateral

ing out of the particular inalice of
individuals. Thus

if one of the party, on his own hook , turn aside to commit a fel

ony foreign to the original design, his
companions do not partic

ipate in his guilt.2 It must be
remembered that to make out

the
corpus delicti in such cases it is essential to show that the

party charged struck , either actually or
constructively, the fatal

blow ,and consented to the common design . Thus it has been

correctly held in England that when two ormore, one of whom

has received a
provocation (as a blow ) which would reduce hom

icide to
manslaughter, are all charged with murder, and it can

not be proved which of them inflicted the fatal blow , neither of

them can be convicted of murder ,without a proof of a common

design to inflict the
homicidal act ; nor of

manslaughter, without

proof of a common design to inflict unlawful
violence.3

$ 398. Where a sudden popular
movement is got up for the

purpose of
redressing some supposed

grievance, the Presence

temper of those
concerned is aroused by the outrage tent tokill

they believe
themselves to have suffered, and in this involves

view a homicide
committed by one of the parties so slaughter.

affected would be but
manslaughter. We must,

however, re

member that the common law treats at least as
manslaughter all

killing when in
performance of an unlawful act, and the “

lawful act ” in this case is the riotous
assemblage, of which all

11 Hawk . P. C. c . 31, s. 51 ;

? Supra, SS 214-220 ; R. v . Skeet, 4
Staundf. 17; 1 Hale, 439 et seq.; 4 F.& F. 931 ; R. v. Hawk, 3 C. & P.

Black. Com . 200 ; 1 East P. C. c. 55, 394; R. v. Collison , 4 C. & P. 565 ;

8. 33, p. 257; R.v. Archer, 1 F. & F. R. v. Warner, 5 C. & P. 525 ; R. v .

351; U. S. v. Ross, 1Gallis. 624; Ru- Price, 8 Cox C. C. 96 ; R. v. Man

loffv. People, 45 N. Y. 213; Huling ning, 2 C.& K. 887; U. S. v. Gibert,

State , 17 Oh. St. 583 ;
Washington 2 Sumn. 19.

v. State, 36 Ga. 222;
Brennan v . Peo

3 R. v . Turner, 4 F. & F. 339.
ple, 15 Ill.511; State v .

Simmons, 6

un

0 .

Jones (Law ) N. C. 21.
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is murder

in the first

Sloan v . State, 9 Ind. 565 ; Brennan this point is discussed in its general

$ 399 a .]

present, passive or active, are component parts. It should be

added that a rioter is not responsible for an accidental homicide

caused by an officer engaged in suppressing the riot ; 2 nor for a

death caused by a stranger independently
interfering for his

own ends.3
§ 399. When the object is to inflict capital punishment by

what is called lynch -law , all who consent to the design

Killing bylynch -law are responsible for the overt act. It is not necessary

to say that under our laws this is murder in the first

degree .

degree when not executed in hot blood . Of all species

of homicide it is among those that most strikingly combine the

two distinctive features of that type, — namely, deliberation and

a specific intent to take life.

$ 399 a . Even though the original assailants in a riotous bom

icide are guilty ofmurder, a person who in hot blood rushes in to

aid them is responsible only for manslaughter
for a killing which

takes place after he joins them . Whether a particular party

in such a homicide is guilty of murder, supposing hot

cooling blood to have been proved, depends upon whether there

has been cooling time. A person who is secure from

further personalaggression has no right to return armed

to the scene of conflict, and voluntarily
engage in a new conflict

with the aggressor. If he do, and slay his assailant, the offence

will be murder or manslaughter
, according to the particular cir

cumstances
.? Where thewhole proceeding

is infected with a con

tinuous public excitement, and where the return to the conflict is

so immediate and so associated in sentiment as to form part of the

same transaction
with the original assault,the law applies the

See supra, SS 213 et seq.; R. v .

* State v . Wilson, 38 Conn. 126.

Murphy
, 6 C. & P. 103; R. v . Colli- Infra, SS 461, 487.

son , 4 C. & P. 565 ; R. v. Jackson,

6 Supra, &$ 115 , 397. Thompson

7 Cox C. C. 357 ; R. v . Skeet, 4 F.

v. State, 25 Ala. 41; Frank v. State,

& F. 931; Patten v. People , 18 Mich . 27 Ala . 38 .

314; People v. Knapp, 26 Mich. 112;

6 See infra , ss 455 et seq., where

v . People, 15 Ill. 511; State v. Jen- relations
.

kins, 14 Rich. S. C. 213.

Infra, $$ 478-482 ; and see supra,

2 Com , v. Campbell
, 7 Allen ,541.

$ 114 ,

8 R. v. Murphy
, 6 C. & P. 103. See

supra, Ss 214 , 220 .

If there be

time, of-

fence may

be murder.
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original provocation to the fatal blow . What interval of time

is necessary to exclude the hypothesis of continuousness is , of

course, dependent upon the circumstances of the case and the

temperament of the individuals. But a good test is the interpo

sition of other subject matters in the mind, and its intermediate

voluntary adoption of different topics. Thus it has been ruled

that if, between the provocation received and themortal blow

given, the prisoner fall into other discourse or diversion , giving

him a reasonable time for cooling ; or if he take up and pur

sue any other business or design not connected with the imme

diate object of his passion , nor subservient thereto, so that it

may be reasonably supposed that his attention was called off

from the subject of the provocation , any subsequent killing of

his adversary , especially where a deadly weapon is used , is mur

der. It is obvious, therefore , that no measurement of time can

be adopted in this respect. In periods of great public excite

ment, when men's minds have been so absorbed with a particular

topic as to be incapable of considering anything else, it takes a

much greater period to cool after a supposed provocation than

under ordinary circumstances. Care, however, should be taken

in this as well as in all similar cases, lest the public excitement

be used as a cloak for private cupidity or revenge.?

$ 400. The law , as we will hereafter observe,3 is that private

citizens may, of their own authority , lawfully endeavor

to suppress a riot, and for that purpose may even arm persons

themselves, and that whatever is honestly done by them suppression

in the execution of that object will be supported and

justified by the common law.4

Private

of riot.

VIII. HOMICIDE BY OFFICERS OF JUSTICE .

§401. Homicide committed by the sheriff in execution of a

warrant to that effect is of course justifiable, entitling Killing in

him to an acquittal. It is important to observe, how- obedience

ever,that the judgment and sentence must be strictly justitiable .

followed, since if death is inflicted otherwise than directed the

officer will be guilty of felony, at least, if not of murder. If

* Com . v .Green, 1 Ashm . 289.

? See infra, SS 476–478 .

3 Infra , SS 404-406 .

4 Infra , $ 404 ; State v . Roane, 2

Dev. 58. Infra, SS 404, 405.

61 Hale, 501 ;-2 Hale , 411 ; 3 Inst.
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the judgment be to be hanged , and the officer behead the party ,

this is said to bemurder ; 1 and if there be no jurisdiction in the

court by whom the warrant is issued , the offence is murder, even

though the officers charged honestly believed in the validity of

the warrant, though it is otherwise when the warrant is irregular

from somemerely formaldefect.2

§ 402. As a general principle, officers of the law , when their

authority to arrest or imprison is resisted , will be justi

fied in opposing force to force even if death should be

the consequence
; 3 yet they ought not to come to ex

tremities upon every slight interruption
, without a rea

sonable necessity. If they should kill where no resistance is

made, it will be murder ; and the same rule will exist if they

should kill a party after the resistance is over and the neces

sity has ceased, provided that sufficient time bas elapsed for the

blood to have cooled.5

And so

when nec

essary to

effect an

arrest.

See supra ,

179.

52, 211 ; 4 Bl. Com . 179.

Gordon by a court martial in Jamaica

SS 94 , 307 ; infra , $ 508 .

in 1865. An elaborate history of the

11 Hale , 433, 454 , 466 , 501 ; 2

case has been published by Mr. Fin

Hale, 411; 3 Inst. 52 ; 4 Black . Com . lason , and the charge to the grand

jury , delivered at the Central Crimi

3 Sir J. Stephen (Dig. C. L. art. nal Court by the Lord Chief Justice of

197) gives the following illustrations
England , has been published in a sep.

of the rule in the text:

arate form . I know not whether the

" ( 1. ) A. sits under a commission
of charge to the grand jury of Middle

jail delivery. The officer forgets to sex, delivered by Lord (then Mr. Jus

adjourn the court at the end of the tice ) Blackburn
, has been published

first day's sitting . This determines
or not. Much information

on the sub

the commission
. On the following ject will be found in Forsyth's Cases

day A. sits again, sentences
a felon to and Opinions on Constitutional

Law ,

death , who is duly executed by B. pp.484-563. Mr. Forsyth prints,inter

Neither A. nor B. is guilty of murder alia, an opinion given by the late Nr.

or manslaughter
, though the proceed- Edward James, Q. C., and myself,in

ings are irregular
. Per Lord Hale , 1866; see pp. 551-563; and see Phil

1 Hale , P. C. 499.

lips v. Eyre, L. R. 6 Q. B. 11. "

( 2.) A., a lieutenant
or other hav

8 Compare
Inf. § 411 ; R. v. Dad

ing commission
of martial

authority
son, 2 Ven. C. C. 35 ; U. S.v. Rice,

in time of peace , causes B. to be 1 Hughes
, 560; Wolff v. State, 18

hanged by c., by color of martial
law . Ohio St. 298; State v. Garrett,Win

This is murder in both A. and C. ston N. C. 144 ; State v .

Coke, 3d Inst. 52 ; 1 Hale. P.C.499, 1 Hill s. C. 327; Clements
v. State ,

500. The whole subject of martial
50 Ala . 117.

law underwent
full discussion

in con
4 1 East P. C. 297.

nection with the execution of Mr.
5 i Hale, 481; Fost. 291.

Anderson
,
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Officer in

der.

The cases under this head may classed as follows :

1. Civil.

2. Criminal.

1. Civil

§ 403. In civil suits, if the party against whom the process has

issued fly from the officer
endeavoring to arrest him , or

if he fly after an arrest actually made, or out of custody tentionally

in
execution for debt, and the officer, not being able to person fly

overtake him , make use of any deadly weapon , and by civil arrest

so doing, or by other means, intentionally kill him in chargeable

the pursuit, it has been said that it will amount to mur

der. But this is an extreme case, for the same
authorities in

form us that if the officer, in the heat of the pursuit, and merely

in order to
overtake the party , should trip up his heels, or give

him a strokewith an
ordinary cudgel, or other weapon not likely

to kill, and death should
unhappily ensue, this will not amount

to more than
manslaughter, if, in some cases, even to that of

fence ;2 and if there be
resistance , and an affray ensue, during

which the party sought to be arrested is slain , the offence will

be but
manslaughter.3

If a party liable to a civil arrest put in
jeopardy the lives of

those seeking lawfully to arrest him ,his
homicide will be excus

able .

2.
Criminal.

§ 404. Unless it be in cases of riots, it is not lawful for an

officer to kill a party accused of
misdemeanor if he fly And so in

from the arrest, though he cannot
otherwise be over

taken. Under such
circumstances (the

deceased only will mis

being charged with a
misdemeanor ) killing him inten- demeanor.

tionally is murder ; but the offence will
amount only to man

slaughter if it appear that death was not
intended ."

Where
resistance ismade, yet if the officer kill the party after

the
resistance is over, and the

necessity has ceased , the crimewill

pursuit of
criminal

6

at least be

manslaughter.

11 Hale , 481; Fost. 291. Infra ,

$ 416 .

2 R.r.
Tranter, 1 Stra . 499.

Fost. 293, 294 .

* State v.
Anderson , 1 Hill S. C.327.

8

6 1 East P. C. 302; R. v. Smith , 4

Black . Com . 201 , note. See State v .

Oliver, 2 Houst. (Del.) 585. Infra,

§ 429.

6 1 East P. C. 525 . See Clements

v . State , 50 Ala . 117.
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Otherwise

in respect

to felonies.

$ 406.)

$ 405. An honest and non-negligent belief that a felony is

about to be perpetrated
will extenuate, so it has been

declared , a homicide committed in prevention of it ,

though the person interposing be but a private citizen," but not

a homicide committed in pursuit, unless special authority be

given , or the pursuit be conducted according to law . So far

as concerns officers, where a felony has been committed , or a

dangerous wound given , and the party flies from justice,hemay

be killed in the pursuit if he cannot otherwise be overtaken .

But the slayer in such cases , especially if he be a mere pursuer,

must not only show that a felony was actually committed, but

that he avowed his object, and that the felon refused to submit,

and that the killing was necessary to make the arrest.3 Such is

the old law ; but in States where the distinction between felonies

and misdemeanors
is done away with , the cases resting on this

distinction are no longer authoritative
. The reasonable rule is

thatwhere a man flies from arrest, the charge being a mere tres

pass or an offence equivalent to a trespass, to kill him in pre

vention of an escape is at least manslaughter
. It is otherwise

supposing the arrest be duly authorized and notice duly given,

where the offence is of high grade, assailing life or public safety .

§ 406. When a felony,or offence of high grade in States where

Killing by

the distinction
as to felonies is abolished ,has been com

mitted and the offender is in duress, the officer is bound

prevention to make every exertion to prevent an escape ; and if

in the pursuit the felon be killed , where he cannot be

otherwise
overtaken

, the homicide
is justifiable

. This rule is

not confined to those who are present, so as to have ocular proof

of the fact, or to those who first come to the knowledge
of it;

officer jus

of escape.

1 Infra , $$ 426–429, 440, 488 , 497 ,

v . Travers, 2 Wheel. C. C. 510 ; State

537 ; Pond v. People , 8 Mich . 150 ;

v. Roane, 2 Dev. 58 ; Whart. Crim .

Oliver v . State , 17 Ala. 487; Dill v .
Pl. & Prac. $S 8, 9, 13.

State, 25 Ala . 15 ; 1 East P. C. 259.

4 Fost. 321. See R. v. Huggins, ?

See Whart. Cr. Pl. & Prac. $ 8 .

Stra . 882 ; 2 Ld. Ray. 1574; R. v.

2 State v. Rutherford
, 1 Hawks, Treeve, 2 East P. C.821; R.v. Bar

457; Selfridge's
Trial, 160; R. v. rett, 2 C. & K. 343; R. v.

Haworth
, 1 Mood. C. C. 207; R. v.

& C. 394 ; 9 Cox C.

Williams
, Ibid .387; R. v. Longden

, Pelham , 8'Q. B. 959. See Wharton

R. & R. 228 .

Cr. Plead. & Prac. $S 1-17.

8 R. v . Hagan, 8 C. & P. 167; U. S.

Porter
, L.

449 ; R. v.
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tifiable

when nec

preserve

for if , in these cases, fresh pursuit be made, and a fortiori if hue

and cry be levied , all who join in aid of those who began the

pursuit are under the same protection of the law . The same

rule holds if a felon , after arrest, break away as he is carried to

jail, and his pursuers cannot retake without killing him . But

if he may be taken, in any case, without such severity, it is at

least manslaughter
in him who kills him ; and the jury ought to

inquire whether it were done of necessity or not.1

§ 407. As bas been already observed, if officers of the law ,

when engaged in the preservation of the peace, find it Killing jus

necessary to take life, such homicide is justifiable . The

rule is not confined to the instant the officer is on the essary to

spot, and at the scene of action engaged in the busi- peace.

ness which brought him thither, for he is under the same pro

tection going to, remaining at, or returning from the same; and,

therefore, if he come to do his office , and meeting great opposi

tion , retire, and in the retreat is killed , this will amount to mur

der . He went in obedience to the law , and in the execution

of his office, and his retreat was necessary to avoid the danger

which threatened him . And upon the same principle , if he

meet with opposition by the way, and is killed before he come

to the place, such opposition being intended to prevent his doing

his duty , which is a fact to be collected from the circumstances

appearing in evidence , this will amount to murder. He was

strictly in the execution of his office, going to discharge the duty

the law required of him . It follows from this that if such an

officer successfully resists those who seek to obstruct and hinder

him from proceeding to the lawful execution of his duty, he is

justified , even should the lives of the assailants, their aiders and

abettors, be taken , from the necessary extent of the resistance
so made.2

$ 408. An arrest ,not unlawful in itself,may be performed in

a manner so criminal and improper, or by an authority Lawful ar

so defective, as to make the party who, while perform- fully exe

1 Ibid .; R.v. Allen , 7 C. & P. 153;

R. v.Green, 7 C. & P. 156 ; U. S. v .

Jailer, 2 Abb. U. S. 280 ; Wright v.

State , 44 Tex .645. As to escape see

infra , § 1672; supra, $ 361.

2 Infra , § 1555 ; King, P. J. -

Penn . Law . Jour. 29. See Wharton

Crim . Plead . & Prac. & 16 .

VOL. 1.
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rant neces

sary .

C. C. 209 ; Com . v . Blodgett, 12 Met.

cuted im- ing it, in the prosecution of his purpose causes the death

sponsibility . of another person , guilty of murder. And as the cir

cumstances of the case may vary, the party so killing another

may be guilty only of the extenuated offence of manslaughter.

In all cases, the officer should proceed with due caution ; and al

though it is not necessary that the officer should retreat at all,

yet he ought not to come to extremities upon every slight inter

ruption , nor unless upon a reasonable necessity, in order to exe

cute his duty.?
§ 409. An officer who makes an arrest out of his proper dis

trict, or without any warrant or authority, and pur

Legalwar posely kills the party for not submitting to such illegal

arrest, will, generally speaking , be guilty of murder in

all cases where an indifferent person , acting in the like manner,

without any such pretence, would be guilty to that extent. The

offence is manslaughter
if the arrest is without malice.4

§ 410. As has already been observed, in the case of private

persons using their endeavors to bring felons to justice,

persons in- caution must be used to ascertain that a felony has act

actattheir ually been committed, and that it has been committed

by the party arrested or pursued upon suspicion ; since,

if the suspicion be not supported by the fact, the person endeav

oring to arrest or imprison, and killing the party in the prosecu

tion of such purpose , will be guilty ofmanslaughter
.

§ 411. The distinctions just announced apply to military and

naval officers killing without authority. Unless there

military
be such authority, killing by a military or naval officer

is at least manslaughter
. And a subaltern cannot de

fend himself, if he act maliciously
,by his superior's commands."

1 See supra, $ 139.

& S. 329 ; Roscoe's Cr. Ev. 7th ed .

1 East P. C. 297 ; 1 Hale, 481, 767; Warder v. Bailey, 4 Taunt. 77 ;

488, 494 ; 2 Hale, 84 ; Caffe's case, i R. v. Thomas, 1 Russ. on Cr. 614.

Ventr. 216 ; State v. Roberts, 52 N. See, as to the killing of Midshipman

H. 492; State v.Hull, 34 Conn. 132. Spencer for mutiny , Letters by Mr.

Supra , $ 139.

Sumner in the second volume of Sum

8 1 East P. C. 312. Infra, § 432; ner's Life .

Whart. Crim . Plead . & Pract. SS 1–17.

? Ibid . See U. S.v. Jones, 3 Wash.

4 R. v . Carey, 14 Cox C. C. 214 .

0 Fost. 318. Infra , SS 431, 497.

57. Compare cases cited supra , $$ 401

Infra , § 431 ; Clode's Military et seq.

Law , 167. See R. v . Vaughan , 9 B.

Private

risk .

So as to

and naval

officers.
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U.S. v . '
Travers, 2

Wheeler's
C. C. Russ , on Cr. 535. Supra , SS 219, 236 .

life may

kill person

to escape .

Intentional

murder.

[ $ 414 .

§ 412. Although an officer must not kill for an es- Officer

cape where the party is in custody for a
misdemeanor, đanger of

yet if the party assault the officer with such violence

that he has reasonable ground for believing his life to charged

be in peril, he may justify killing the party . The case demeanor

attempting

is then one of homicide in self-defence.

IX. HOMICIDE OF OFFICERS OF JUSTICE AND OTHERS AIDING THEM.,5.9

§ 413. When a party who having authority to arrest or im

prison uses the proper means on a proper occasion for

such a purpose, and in so doing is
assaulted and killed , killing of

it will be murder in all
concerned if the intent be to officer is

kill or inflict grievous bodily hurt. And it has been

decided that if in any quarrel, sudden or
premeditated, a justice

of the peace , constable, or
watchman, or even a private person be

slain in
endeavoring to keep the peace and suppress the affray ,

hewho kills him will be guilty of
murder.3 But in such case the

person slain must have given notice of the purpose for which he

came, by officially
commanding the parties to keep the peace, or

by otherwise showing that it was not his intention to take part

in the quarrel, but to appease it ; 4 unless, indeed , he were an

officer within his proper district, and known, or generally ac

knowledged , to bear the office he had
assumed.5 Thus if A., B.,

and C.be in a tumult together, and D., the
constable, come to

appease the affray, and A., knowing him to be the constable, kill

him ,and B.and C., not knowing him to be the constable, come in ,

and finding A. and
D.struggling ,assist and abet A.in killing the

constable, this is murder in A., but
manslaughter in B.and C.6

§ 414. If an innocent person be
indicted for a felony ,

and an attempt be made to arrest him for it, without slaughter

warrant, and he resist and kill the party
attempting to rest is il

arrest him ; if the party
attempting the arrest were a

legal.constable, it is said in England that the killing ismurder ; 7 if a

State v. Anderson, 1 Hill S. C. Angell v. State , 36 Tex . 542. See

327. Infra, $ 454 ; and see Forster's Com . v. Drew , 4 Mass. 391.
case, 1 Lew . 187 ; cited Whart. on

3 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 31 , ss. 48, 54 .

4 Fost. 272. Infra , & 418 .

1 Hawk. P. C. c . 31, ss. 49, 50 .

6 i Hale, 438. See 1 Hale, 446 ; 1

But man

when ar

Hom . $ 220 .

2 Whart. on Hom . § 225 ; Fost.

270–271; 1 Hale, 494 ; 2 Hale, 117–8 ;
6

495; State 1. Green , 66 Mo. 631;

1 1 Hawk. c. 28, s. 12; 2 Hale, 84 ,
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private person, manslaughter ; ? the reason given being that the

constable has authority, by law , to arrest in such case, but a

private person has not. The same rule is applied in all the

cases where a person is arrested , or attempted to be arrested ,

upon a reasonable suspicion of felony . But if an arrest, under

color of legal authority , be illegally attempted , the better opinion

now is that the killing of the person arresting , not in malice, but

in resisting the arrest, is but manslaughter. And where A.

unlawfully attempts to arrest B., B. is justified in resisting ; and

if A. so presses B. as to make it necessary for him to choose be

tween submission and killing A., then the killing A. is not even

manslaughter. So if A.'s assault on B. has mixed in it a felo

nious intent, then B., if necessary to avert the danger, may take

A.'s life. In other cases, where the intent of B.was not to kill

or inflict serious bodily harm , then the offence is butmanslaugh

ter, though the arrest was legal, while under a statute such case

may be murder.8 And a malicious and deliberate killing of an

officer is murder , to which it is no defence that the officer was at

the time endeavoring to arrest, on defective or void procedure,

the defendant or his friends.?

87, 91 ; and see R. v. Ford , R. & R. Tex. 128 ; State v. Anderson, 1 Hill

329; Drennan v. People, 10 Mich . S. C.327. See Whart.Crim . Plead.&

169. Prac. SS 5 et seq.

1 See 2 Hale, 83, 92. o Supra , $ 412.

2 See, as to arrest, Whart. Crim .
7 R. v. Porter, 12 Cox C. C. 444 ;

Plead . & Prac. SS 1-17. 1 Green's C. R. 155.

8 See Samuel v. Payne, 1 Doug .
8 State v. Green , 66 Mo. 631.

359. • Rafferty v. People , 72 III. 73.

4 Tooley's case , 2 Ld. Raym . 1296 ;
Wehave an elaborate discussion of

R. v. Phelps, 1 C. & M.180; S. C., 2 the topic in the text in the argument

Mood. C. C. 240 ; R. v. Patience, 7 C. of counsel and the opinion of Black

& P. 775 ; R. v. Thompson, 1 Moody burn and Mellor, JJ., in R.v. Allen,

C. C. 80; Com . v. Carey, 12 Cush. reported in the appendix to Steph,

246 ; Com . v. Drew , 4 Mass. 391 ; Dig. C. L.
From the opinion of

Tackett v. State, 4 Yerg. 392 ; Galvin Blackburn , J.,which is concurred in

-v. State , 6 Cold. 291; Noles v. State, by Mellor, J.,and as to which he con

26 Ala . 31; Roberts v. State , 14 Mo. sulted the other judges,we take the

146; State v. Oliver , 2 Houst. 585 ; following : -

Rafferty v . People , 69 Ill. 111 ; S. C.,
“ When a constable ,or other per

72 Ill. 37 ; State v. Belk , 76 N. C. 10 .
son properly authorized, acts in the

See Tiner v . State , 44 Tex . 128.
execution of his duty, the law casts a

Infra, $$ 646-8; State v. Oliver, peculiar protection around him,and,

2 Houston, 585 ; State v. Tiner, 44 consequently,if he is killed in the ex
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man have

threatened .

by
circumstances affording reasonable See R. v . Porter , 12 Cox C. C. 444 .

CHAP . I.
1. ] HOMICIDE .

[ $ 416 .

$ 415. As has already been incidentally noticed , constables,

policemen, and other peace officers, as stated by Sir W.

Constable

Russell, while in the execution of their offices, are un- and police

der the peculiar protection of the law , a protection

authorityfounded in wisdom and equity , and in every principle of thermresti

political policy ; for without it the public
tranquillity lic order is

cannot possibly be
maintained , or private

property se

cured ; nor in the ordinary course of things will
offenders of any

kind be amenable to justice. For these reasons the killing of

officers so employed has been deemed murder of malice
prepense,

as being an outrage wilfully
committed in defiance of public jus

tice. This rule is not confined to the instant the officer is upon

the spot and at the scene of action, engaged in the business that

brought him thither ; for he is under the same
protection of the

law eundo,morando, et redeundo. If known to be a peace offi

cer, about to repair to a scene of public disorder in the exercise

of his duties, it is murder to kill him in order to prevent him

from
discharging his duties ; and it is also murder to kill him

after he leaves the spot in retreat or
otherwise.?

A policeman or other officer appointed by the municipal au

thority for the
preservation of order and the prevention of crime

is entitled to the sameprotection which we have just stated to be

long to a
constable.3

§ 416. As a general rule, in civil cases, though an officer may

repel force by force, where his authority to arrest or imprison is

resisted , and may do this to the last extremity in cases of reason

ecution of his duty , it is, in general, provocation.” If, however,the crime

murder, even though there be such was committed
intentionally, during

circumstances of hot blood and want deliberate attempt to rescue, the irreg

of premeditation as would, in an or- ularity of the warrant does not con
dinary case,reduce the crime to man- stitute any defence.

slaughter. But where the
warrant,

1 Russ. or Cr. 535 et seq.; R. v.under which the officer is acting, is Gardner, 1Mood. C. C. 390. On the

not sufficient to justify him in arrest- general question may be consulted

ing or detaining prisoners, or there is People v. Pool, 27 Cal. 572.

no warrant at all , he is not entitled to

· R. v. Thompson, 1 Mood. C. C.this peculiar protection, and, conse

78. Supra, $ 407 ; infra , § 430.
quently, the crime may be reduced to

8 R. v. Hems, 7 C. & P. 312 — Wilmanslaughter when the offence is com- liams, J.; R. v. Hagan, 8 C. & P.
mitted on the sudden , and is

attended

167 — Bolland, B., and Coltman, J.
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Bailiff's

powers
limited to

arrest.

Officer ex .

process

must be

risdiction .

457-9 ; 1 East P. C.c. 5, s. 80 , pp. 312, B .; R. v . Taylor, 7 C. & P. 266 —

§ 419. ]

able necessity ; yet, if the party against whom the process has

issued fly from the officer endeavoring to arrest him , or

if he fly after an arrest actually made, or out of cus

tody, in execution for debt, the officer has no authority

to kill him , though he cannot overtake or secure him by any

other means. 1
§ 417. As is stated by Sir William Russell,2 the party taking

upon himself to execute process, whether by writ or

ecuting

warrant, must be a legal officer for that purpose, or his

assistant ; and if an officer make an arrest out of his

within ju

proper district, or have no warrant or authority at all,

or if he execute process out of the jurisdiction of the

court from whence it issues, he will not be considered as a legal

officer entitled to the special protection of the law ; and there

fore if a struggle ensue with the party injured ,and such officer

be killed , the crime will be only manslaughter.3

§ 418. Where a party is apprehended in the commission of a

felony, or on fresh pursuit, notice of the crime is not

ferred from necessary, because he must know the reason why he is

apprehended
. So far as concerns riots and affrays,it

is ordinarily considered enough for an officer of justice who is

present at a riot or affray within his district, in order to keep

the peace, to produce his staff of office, or any other known

ensign of authority, in the daytime,when it can be seen ; and

if resistance be made after this notification ,and he or any of his

assistants be killed , this has been held to be murder in every

one who joined in such resistance.5

§ 419. If the defendant, being placed in a position in which

his life is imperilled , slay an officer of whose official character

11 Hale , 481; Fost. 279 ; State v .

R.v . Payne, 1 M.C. C. R. 378. See

Moore, 39 Conn. 244 .

Supra , $ 402. R. v. Fraser, R. & M.C.C. R. 419;

1 Russ. on Cr. 532–592; í Hale, R. v. Davis, 7 C. & P. 785 — Parke,

Notice

may be in

facts .

Vaughan
, J.; R. v. Howarth, 1 M. C.

C. R. 207; 1 Russ. on Cr. 603.; R. .

on Cr. 598 ; Wolf v. State, 19 Ohio

314 .

8 1 Russ. on Cr. 4th ed. 614 ; R.v .
Chapman, 12 Cox C. C. 4 ; R. v. Woolmer,'1 M. C. C. R. 334; 1 Russe

Lockley, 4 F. & F. 155 ; R. 2. Mead ,

2 Stark . 205 ; Rafferty v. People , 69
St. 248.

Ill. 111. See Whart. Plead . & Prac .

SS 5 et seq . ; infra , $ 648.

4 Whart. Crim . Plead. & Prac. $ 8 ; Prac. $ 16.

6 Fost. 311; 1 Hale, 315, 583. In

fra , § 1555; Whart. Crim . Plead . &
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CHAP 1.]
HOMICIDE . [ $ 422.

tion is not

he has no notice, this is homicide in self-defence, if the killing

was apparently necessary to save the defendant's life ; If there be

no notice ,

nor does it matter that the officer was legally seeking killing in

self protec

to arrest the defendant, the defendant having no no

tice of the fact." Nor should it be supposed that this murder.

exemption from distinctive liability , in cases where the officer's

official character is not known, is founded on technical reasoning.

Not only is it essential to the rights of the citizen that he shall

be required to submit to arrest only when the official character

of the demand is made known to bim , but it is essential to the

dignity of the State that its servants should be sheltered by

these official prerogatives only when they are acting legally, and

give notice that they so act.

It should , however, be remembered that if the defendant knows

the
person apprehending to be an officer, he cannot set up as a

defence his erroneous belief that the proceedings are irregular.?

$ 420. The English rule is that the warrant must be Warrant

executed by the party named or described in it, or by executed

some one assisting such party , either actually or con- named or

structively.3

§ 421. There is no time at common law at which an Warrant

unexecuted warrant ceases to have effect ; even after

a party is brought before a magistrate, it is of force untilexe

until judgment.

§ 422. If a constable, having a warrant to apprehend A. B.,

arrest C. B. under the warrant, such arrest is illegal, Warrant in

although C. B. were the person against whom the mag- name or

istrate intended to issue the warrant, and although uffence in

the
person

who made the charge before the magistrate operative.

pointed out C. B. as the man against whom the warrant was
issued.5

his assist

ant.

continues

in force

4

* R.v. Ricketts, 3 Camp. 68 ; Yates

v. People, 32 N. Y. 509; Logue v.

Com . 38 Penn . St. 265. See Com . v .

Kirby, 2 Cush . 577; Com . v . Cooley,

6 Gray, 350 ; People v. Muldoon , 2

Parker C. R. 18; Johnson v. State, 26 307; R.v. Williams,R. & M. 387.
Tex. 117. Compare supra, $ 87. As

to rightto resist illegal acts of officers

see generally infra , SS 646–8 .

R. v . Bentley, 4 Cox C. C. 406 .

8 R. v . Whalley, 7 C. & P. 245, 795;

Whart. Crim . Plead. & Prac. $ 1 ; R.

v . Patience, 7 C. & P. 775 .

4 Dickenson v . Brown, Peake N.P.

6 Hoye v . Bush , 1 Man. & Gr. 775 ;

so also Com . v . Crotty , 10 Allen, 403,

where a warrant specifying the de
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CRIMES.

alleviation .

Warrant

without

seal void .

Informal

It has also been held that a warrant omitting to state an

offence is illegal.1
$ 423. As has already been noticed, the falsity of the charge

Falsity of

contained in such process will afford no matter of alle

charge no viation for killing the officer, for every man is bound

to submit himself to the regular course of justice ; 2 and

therefore, in the case of an escape warrant, the person executing

it was held to be under the special protection of the law , though

the warrant had been obtained by gross imposition on the mag .

istrate , and by false information as to the matters suggested

in it.3
§ 424. At common law , if a warrant commanding the arrest

of an individual in the name of the State have no seal,

it is void . If an officer attempt to arrest the party

named upon such authority , he proceeds at his peril,

and is a wrong-doer ; and if he be killed in the attempt by the

party , the slayer is guilty ofmanslaughter
and not murder.*

§ 425. Where, bowever, a warrant is merely in

ity not

formal, but not illegal, its informality will be no palli

amountingto illegalº ation for the killing of the officer intrusted with its

ity .
execution .

§ 426. It is not necessary that a warrant be shown to the

party to be arrested , provided its substance be men

tioned . Indeed, as is elsewhere stated, if reading the

warrant to the defendant is a prerequisite to an arrest,

fendant's nameas John Doe or Rich- Allen, 17 L. T. N. S. 222. And see

ard Roe , whose other name is to com

Sandford v. Nichols, 13 Mass. 210;

plainant unknown, is held void . See Com . v. Martin, 98 Mass. 4; Boyd v.

Whart. Crim . Plead . & Prac. $ 5. R. State, 17 Ga. 194. Under English

v . Hood , 1 Mood . C. C. 281.

statute, see R. v. Roberts , 4 Cox C.

1 Money v . Leach , 1 W. Bl. 555 ; C. 145.

Omission
to state in assault

Nisbett,ex parte, 8 Jurist, 1071; Cau- that an assault had been committed
is

dle v. Seymour
, 1 Q. B. 889.

fatal. Caudle v. Seymour, 1 Q. B.

2 1 East P. C. c . 5 , s . 8 , p . 310 .

889. See, as to other informalities
,

8 Curtis's case, Fost. 135 ; and see

Jones v . Johnson , 5 Exch. 862; S. C.,

Fost . 312 .

7 Exch . 452; R.v . Downey, 7 Q. B.

4 Stockley's
case, 1 East P. C. c. 5, 281; State v. Oliver, 2 Houst. 585.

See Housin v. Barrow , 6 T.R.

8 2 Hawk. P. C. c. 13, s. 28; though

122, and cases there cited ;' Steven see State v. Garrett, 1 Wins. N. C.

son's case, 19 St. Tr. 846 ; R. v. Har- 144 ; Gen. Stat. Mass. c. 158, $ 1.

ris, 1 Russ . on Cr. 621.

7 Whart. Crim . Plead . & Prac. $ 7.

R. v . Ford, R. & R. 329 ; R. v.

Warrant

need not

be shown .

8. 58 .
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CHAP. I. ] HOMICIDE . [ $ 429.

Arrest on

warrant.

Arrest may

out war

the defendant might never be arrested , for he might decline to

wait to hear the warrant read.1

§ 427. Asis elsewhere seen , not only officers of justice but

private persons are empowered to make arrests in cases
charge of

where felonies can in no other way be prevented . In- felony

dependently of this principle, which is not now under without

discussion , an officer, though without a warrant, has a

right to arrest on charge of felony ; and if the fact of his being

an officer be known to the party attempted to be arrested ,killing

by the latter of the former will bemurder, though no felony was

in fact committed.3

§ 428. A class of statutes exist both in England and in this

country which give authority not only to constables

bnt also to private persons to apprehend parties found during of

committing certain offences specified in such statutes. fence with

In these cases it is requisite that the authority to ap- rant.

prehend should be strictly pursued , and the party supposed to

be guilty must be apprehended either committing the offence or

upon immediate and fresh pursuit.4 Independently of this stat

ute, it is held that an officer can arrest for all offences committed

in his presence; 5 though it is said in New York that this right

is limited to felonies and breaches of the peace.

$ 429. But however itmay be with offences committed in the

presence of the officer, it is clear that the officer's right for past

to arrest without warrant is limited to felonies which offences,
right lim

the defendant is reasonably suspected to have commit- ited to fel

ted , and to breaches of the peace of which a renewal breachesof

may be expected. But where a serious assault is

See R. v. Allen , 17 Law T. N. S. way v. Boultbee, 1 Moo. & Rob. 14 ;

222; Com . v. Cooley, 6 Gray, 350; R.v. Fraser, R. & M. C. C. R. 419;

Arnold v. Steeves, 10 Wend. 514 ; R.v. Phelps, C.& M. 180 ; 1 Russ. on

State v. Townsend, 5 Harring.487 ; Cr.605 ; Wolfv. State,19 Oh. St. 248.
Wolf v. State, 19 Oh. St. 248 ; Dren

Supra, $$ 391–2; Derecourt v . Cor

nan v. People, 10 Mich. 169. See, bishley , 5 E.& B. 188 ; R. v. Mabel,
however, under English statute, R. v.

9 C. & P. 474 ; Com . v . Deacon , 7 S.
Davis , L. & C. 64.

& R. 47; State v. Brown , 5 Harring.
2 Whart. Crim . Plead . & Prac. SS 8

505. See R. v. Light, 7 Cox C. C.
16. Supra, $ 405 ; infra, § 495.

389 ; D. & B. 332.

• R. v. Woolmer, 1 Mood . C. C.
6 Butolph v . Blust, 5 Lansing, 84 ;

334 ; Boyd v . State , 17 Ga. 194.
Boylston v . Kerr , 2 Daly , 220 .

* R.v.Curran, 3 C. & P. 397 ; Han ? Supra, 88 404–5 ; Whart. Crim .

the peace.

5
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officer ar

murder.

and naval

officers

5

threatened , and there is a probability of its execution , then the

officer may arrest without warrant.1

§ 430. Where there is a reasonable suspicion that a felony has

Killing of been committed, and a charge has been made against a

resting on

particular defendant connecting him with it, killing in

reasonable cool blood the officer who arrests the defendant will be

suspicion is murder, though he has no warrant, and though the

charge does not in terms express all the particulars necessary to

constitute the felony.?
Whatever would amount to probable cause in an action for

malicious prosecution is reasonable suspicion to justify an arrest.

$ 431. Military and naval officers,when acting without author

Military ity , are to be treated as private citizens, and are re

sponsible as such . Hence , where an officer of a Brit

governed

ish ship of war, in the year 1769, attempted without a

by thesame rules. special warrant to impress several seamen in a Massa

chusetts merchant vessel, and was killed in the attempt, it was

held butmanslaughter
, the deceased acting without authority.

§ 432. As has already been generally observed ,every one com

ing to the aid of the officers of justice, and lending his

aiding offi
assistance for thekeeping of the peace, or attending for

tedito pro- that purpose, whether commanded or not, is under the

same protection as the officer hinself.6 One aiding a

policeman in conveying a person suspected of felony to the sta

tion -house is entitled to the same protection eundo,morando, et

redeundo as the policeman . The deceased having been required

Plead . & Prac. $ S 1-10; Galliard v . 4 Supra, $ 411.

Laxton , 2 B. & S. 363; R.v . Walker,

6 Case of the crew of the Pitt

Dears. C. C. 358. Roscoe's Cr. Ev. Packet, 4 Boston Law Reporter,369.

(ed. of 1874) declares this the “ better

6 i Hale, 462, 463; Fost. 309;

opinion.” See to same effect R. v .

Brooks v . Com . 61 Pa. St. 352 ; Gal

Marsden , L. R. 1 C. C. R. 131 ; R. v .

vin v. State , 6 Colu . (Tenn .) 233.

Chapman
, 12 Cox C. C. 4 ; State v. In such case the private persons so

Oliver, 2 Houst. 585 ; Tiner v. State, assisting
are under the officer's com

44 Tex . 128 .

mands. R. v. Patience, 7 C. & P.

1 R.v. Light, D. & B. C. C. 332; 775; People v. Moore, 2 Douglass

Baynes v. Brewster, 11 L. J. M. C. 5. (Mich .) 1. And the officer

2 Supra , $ 427;R.v. Ford,R.& R. special private assistants. Coyles u.

329 ; R. v. Thompson, 1Mood. C. C. 80. Hurten , 10 Johns. 85. See State v.

8 Supra, § 411. See Whart. Crim . Alford,'80 N. C. 445; Whart. Crim.

Plead. & Prac. SS 1-10 ; R.v . Dadson, Plead . & Prac. $S 8, 10 et seq.

T. & M. 389 ; 2 Den . C. C. 35 .

Persons

cers enti

officers.

may
have
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CHAP.
HOMICIDE .

1. ]

persons

[ $ 434.

by a policeman to aid him in taking a man , whom he had appre

hended on suspicion of stealing potatoes, to the station-house ,

did so for some time, and then was going away, when he was at

tacked and beaten to death , and it was objected that he was not

at the time aiding the policeman ; Coltman , J., said , “ He is en

titled to protection eundo, morando, et redeundo.” 1

§ 433. The same sanction is, with certain
restrictions herein

after stated , extended to the cases of private persons so as to

interposing to prevent mischief from an affray, or using

private
their endeavors to apprehend felons, or those who have lawfully

given a dangerous wound, and to bring them to jus- indepen,

tice ; such persons being likewise in the discharge of a officer.

duty required of them by the law . The law is their warrant,

and they may not
improperly be considered as persons engaged

in the public service, and for the
advancement of justice, though

without any special
appointment ; and being so considered , they

are under the same protection as the ordinary ministers of jus

tice. And it is inurder for the defendant to kill one whom he

knowsto be pursuing him for a felony of which he is the perpe

trator.3

§ 434. But while it is clear that a private person is not only

justified but obliged to do his best to bring felons to

justice, aswell as to prevent felony,4 a party interfer- must show

ing on this principle should be clear, first, that a felony

has actually been
committed , or that an actual attempt that the

to commit a felony is being made by the party ar

rested. In the former case it must appear that the fel- guilty.

Pursuer

was com

mitted and

person fly

ing was

1 R.v. Phelps, 1 C. & M.480; R. Com . v. Daily , Com . v. Hare, Appen

v. Porter, 12 Cox C. C. 444 ; State v. dix Whart. Hon.; Dill v. State, 25

Oliver, 2 Houst. 585.

Ala . 15. Infra , &$ 1542–1555 .? Fost. 309;
Jackson's case, 1 East 6 2 Inst. 52, 172 ; Fost. 318 ; Samuel

P. C. 298 ; Brooks v . Com . 61 Penn .

v . Payne, Dougl. 359 ; and in Coxe v .St. 352. See, however,supra, &$ 410 , Winan, Cro. Jac . 150, it was holden

432 ; infra , $ 497.

that, without a fact, suspicion is no• Ibid .; Holly v.Mix , 3 Wend. 350 ; cause of arrest ; and 8 Ed . 4 , 3 ; 5

Reuck v. McGregor , 3 Vroom (N. Hen. 7,5; 7 Hen . 4, 35,are cited. To

J.), 70; Com . v. Deacon, 8 S. & R. same effect see Burns v. Erben, 40 N.

48 ; State v. Roane, 2 Dev. 58. See Y. 463; Hawley v. Butler , 54 Barb .
Galvin v. State, 6 Cold ( Tenn.) 283.

490. See supra , § 410 ; infra , § 497 ;* Ex parte Kraus, 1 B.& C. 261; 1 Whart. Crim . Plead . & Prac.S 13.

See more fully

Russ. on Cr. 535 .
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§ 438.]

.
.

Private

person
may inter

ventcrime.

ony was committed by the person intended to be pursued or ar

rested ; for, supposing a felony to have been actually committed,

but not by the person arrested or pursued upon suspicion, this

suspicion , though probably well founded , will not bring the per

son endeavoring to arrest or imprison within the protection of

the law , so far as to excuse him from the guilt ofmanslaughter if

he should kill ; or , on the other hand, to make the killing of him

amount to murder. It seems that, in either case, it would only

be manslaughter
: the one not having used due diligence to be

apprised of the truth of the fact ; the other not having submitted

and rendered himself to justice.1

§ 435. Where a felony is in the process of commis

sion , a private person is authorized
to interfere and ar

fere to pre- rest without a warrant.2

§ 436. An indictment found is a good cause of arrest

Indictment by private persons, if it may be made without the death

found ,

good cause

of the felon ; but it is said that if he be killed , their

by private

justification
must depend upon the fact of the party's

guilt, which it will be incumbent on them to make

out ; otherwise they will be guilty of manslaughter
.

§ 437. A railway officer has a right to put out of thecars,in

Railway

a careful way, so as not unnecessarily
to hurt, a per

son who is disorderly in the cars, or who refuses to obey

the rules of the company. But if the railway officer

guilty of
exact conditions which are unjust or illegal, then he

is liable for any injury he or his assistants may indict.

And so if his mode of arrest or detention be unnecessarily

severe. The same principles govern the rights of the assailed

Arrest for party in resisting the assault.

§ 438. To sustain an arrest for a breach of the peace

gal without an actual breach of the peace at the time of the arrest

must be proved .

of arrest

persons.

officers

may arrest

passengers

miscon

duct.

breach of

peace ille

corpus de

licti .

i i Hale, 490 ; Fost. 318. See State

v . Rutherford , 1 Hawks, 457.

2 Infra , § 495 ; R. v . Hunt, Ry. &

M.93; R. v . Price, 8 C. & P. 282 .

8 Dalt. c. 170 , s. 5 ; 1 East P. C. c.

5, s. 68, p . 301.“ There is this distinction
between

a private individual
and a constable :

6 R. v. Mann, 6 Cox C. C.461.

• R. v. Bright, 4 C. & P. 387.4 Infra , § 623. See Wharton on

Negligence, § 646, and cases there

cited .
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CHAP. I. ] [ $ 439.HOMICIDE.

In case of

arrest.

§ 439. Questions not unfrequently arise, says Sir William

Russell," as to the authority of constables and other

officers to interfere with persons in inns or beer-houses. public dis

It is no part of a policeman's duty to turn a person out cers may

of an inn , although he may be conducting himself im- houses to

properly there, unless his conduct tends to a breach of

the peace. Neither is it the duty of a policeman to prevent a

person from going into a room in a public house, unless a breach

of the peace was likely to be committed by such person in that

room . But if a person make such a noise and disturbance in a

public house as would create alarm and disquiet the neighbor

hood , this would be such a breach of the peace as would justify a

policeman in taking the party into custody,provided it took place

in the presence of the policeman , or the policeman was attracted

by the uproar in the house, or was called in by the landlord .+

And unless the peace of the neighborhood be disturbed , or there

be danger of the perpetration of a felony, the officer interferes at
his own risk.5

An officer may also interfere in cases of flagrant breaches of the

peace and attempted felonies in private houses, in which cases,

if the danger be apparently urgent and extreme, he may enter,

notifying his office, without a warrant ; 6 and when he is armed

with a warrant he may break open the doors to arrest, if he

previously notify his business and be refused admittance.? But

in order to justify the former in caus 4 Howell v . Jackson, 6 C. & P. 723

ing theimprisonment of a person , he – Parke, B.

must not only make out a reasonable 6 R. v . Preble, 1 F. & F. 325 .

ground of suspicion , but hemust prove 6 2 Hawk. P. C. c . 14 , s . 7 ; Shaw

that a felony bas actually been com v. Charitie, 3 C. & K. 21.

mitted ; whereas a constable, having
Fost. 320 ; 1 Russ. on Cr. 627 ; El

reasonable ground to suspect that a see v . Smith , 1 D. & R. 97 ; and see also

felony has been committed , is author- the excellent notes of Messrs. Hare &

ized to detain the party suspected un
Wallace to Semayne's case , 1 Smith's

til inquiry can be made by the proper Leading Cases, 164.

authorities.” Beckworth v . Philby, 6
Compare Lannock v. Brown, 2 B. &

A. 952; State v. Hooker , 17 Vt. 659 ;
11 Russ . on Cr. 602.

Hooker v . Smith , 19 Vt. 659 ; Glover

* Wheeler v. Whiting, 9 C. & P. v. Whittenhall, 6 Hill, 597, 599; Cur
262.

tis v . Hubbard , 1 Hill N. Y. 337; Peo

* R. v. Mabel, 9 C. & P. 474 ple v . Hubbard, 24 Wend . 369; Kneas

Parke, B.

B. & C. 638 .
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Private

notice of

their pur

Must be

rest of ya .

cer,

P. C. c. 14 , s . 7 , where it is said that 12, s. 20 ; and it has been held that

dangerous wound, is pursued , either Poph . 208; State v.Maxcy, 1 McMul.

§ 441.]

as to civil suits, the defendant in his own house is privileged

from arrest .
$ 440. Private persons interfering in riots, for the

persons in

terfering to

furtherance of public justice, should expressly avow

quell riots

should give

their intention, or their killing will be but manslaugh

ter.1 If there be a malicious intention to kill, however,

pose. the case is murder.2

§ 441. To justify the arrest of street-walkers and vagrants,

there must be reasonable ground of suspicion . The

reasonablegrounds to present and more humane opinion in this respect is ,

justify ar

that the taking up of a person in the night, as a night

grants . walker and disorderly person , though by a lawful offi

would be illegal if the person so arrested were innocent, and

there were no reasonable grounds of suspicion to mislead the

officer.3

v . Fitler , 2 S. & R. 263 ; State v . 1 Fost. 310 , 311; U. S. o. Travers,

Oliver, 2 Houst. 585.

2 Wheeler's C. C. 510 ; 1 East P. C.

Specifications
of notice, however, c. 5, s. 58, p. 510. See supra,$$ 418,

may be waived by the house-owner et seq.; infra , § 494.

not asking for them . Com . v . Rey

2 State v. Ferguson, 2 Hill S. C. R.

nolds, 120 Mass. 190 .

619. See R. v . Bourns, 5 C. & P. 120.

Where a party arrested escapes into

8 Tooley's case, 2 Lord Raym. 1296.

his own house, the officer may,without It is said that watchmen and beadles

notice, break the outer door, if the have authority , at common law, to

pursuit be immediate
, and the de- arrest and detain in prison, for exan

fendant's conduct such as to imply a ination, persons walking in the streets

waiver of notice. Allen v . Martin , 10

at night, whom there is ground to

Wend. 300 ; Com . v. McGahey, 11 suspect of felony, although there is

Gray, 194.Where a felony has been commit- mitted. Lawrence v.Hedger,3 Taunt.

no proof of felony having been com

ted, or a dangerous
wound given , the 14. And it hasbeen said by Hawkins

party's house is no sanctuary for him ; and others that every private person

and the doors may be forced after may, by the common law , arrest any

the notification
, demand , and refusal, suspicious

night-walker , and detain

which have been mentioned
. Fost: him till he give a good account of

320 ; 1 Hale, 459. And see 2 Hawk. himself; 2 Hawk. P. C. c. 13, s.6; C:

doors may be broken open , where one

a person may be indicted for being a

known to have committed
a treason

common night-walker, as for a misde

or felony, or to have given another a

2 Hawk. P. C. c. 12, s. 20;

with or without a warrant, by a con

503. But this prerogative
is liable to

stable or private person. And see great abuse, and should be keptwithin

DeGondouin v. Lewis, 10 A. & E. 120. strict bounds. See article in 20 Alb.

meanor .
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CHAP. [§ 444.1. ]
HOMICIDE .

Time of

excution

of arrest.

1

cers take

§ 442. The officer must also be careful not to make an ar

rest on a Sunday, except in cases of treason, felony, or

breach of the peace ; as, in all other cases, an arrest on

that day will be the same as if done without any au

thority. But process may be executed in the night-time as well

as by day.1

§ 443. Where officers accidentally , and without malice, take

opposite parts in an affray , and one of them is killed , Man

slaughter

this, says Lord Hale, seems but manslaughter, and not when offi

murder, inasmuch as the officers and their assistants opposite

were engaged one against the other, and each bad as parts.

much authority as the other ; 2 but upon this it has been re

marked , that perhaps it had been better expressed to have said ,

that inasmuch as they acted not so much with a view to keep

the
peace as in the nature of partisans to the different parties,

they acted altogether out of the scope of their characters as peace

officers, and without any authority whatever. If the sheriff,

says the same authority, have a writ of possession against the

house and lands of A., and A. pretending it to be a riot upon

him gain the constable of the vill to assist him , and to suppress

the sheriff or his bailiffs, and in the conflict the constable be

killed , this is not so much as manslaughter ; but if any of the

sheriff's officers were killed, it would be murder, because the

constable had no authority to encounter the sheriff's proceeding

when acting by virtue of the king's writ.4

§444. Whoever joins with a defendant in resisting process is

in the same position, if he have notice, as the defend- A. aiding

anthimself.5 Butmalice in such case is imputable only arrested is

L. J. p. 215; Roberts v. State, 14 in R.v. Davis, L.& C.64. And see

Mo. 138; Whart. Crim . Plead. & also R. v.Hunt, 1 Mood. C. C. 93;

R. v . Curran, 3 C. & P. 397; R. v.

19 Co. 66 a ; 1 Hale, 457; 1 Hawk. Price, 8 C. & P. 282 ; R. v. Wier, 1

P. C. c. 31, s. 62. See Whart. on B. & C. 261 ; Kel. 87 ; R. v . Whit

horne, 3 C. & P. 394 ; Jackson's case ,

1 Hale, 464, 465 ; 1 Hawk . c . 31 ; 4

1 East P. C.c . 5 , s. 71, p . 304. Co. 40 b ; R. v . Luck , 3 F. & F. 483 ;

1 Hale, 460 ; Anon. Exeter Sum . R.v. Dadson, 2 Den. C. C. 35 ; State
Ass. 1793 ; 1 East P. C. c. 5 , s. 71, v . Murray, 15 Me. 100 ; Wolf v. State ,

p . 305; 1 Russ . on Cr. 627 . 19 Oh. St. 248 ; State 1. Garrett,

• Hugget's case , Kel. 59. See 1 Winston N. C. 144 ; Boyd v. State,

Hale,456 ; Cro. Car. 378 ; Fost. 312 17Ga. 194 ; State v . Hilton , 26 Mo.

R. v.Warner, R. & M.C.C. R. 199 .

385. See remarks of Pollock , C. B.,
415

Prac . $ 80.

Hom . & 281 .

2 1 Hale, 460.

8

4
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CRIMES .
[ BOOK II.

B.

When

death oc
curs before

child has

fence not

when the

child is

born alive

and dies

isfactory, unless it be supposed that by two surgeons that it had never

§ 445. ]

in the same to those who knew the officer was acting in an official

position as
capacity.

Persons interfering to release prisoners cannot take advantage

of the informality of the warrant.2

X. INFANTICIDE .

§ 445. To kill a child in its mother's womb is nomurder ; but

if the child be born alive, and die after birth through

the potion or bruises received in the womb, it is mur

der in the person who administered or gave them.3

independent circu- Where, also, a blow is maliciously given to a child

lation , of while in the act of being born , as, for instance, upon

homicide;

otherwise,

the head as soon as the head appears, and before the

child has breathed , it will be murder if the child is

afterwards born alive, and dies thereof.4 If the child

after birth has been killed by the mother wilfully and of malice

ries prior aforethought
while it is alive, and has an independent

circulation of its own, this is murder, although the child

be still attached to its mother by the umbilical cord, supposing

it does not derive its power of existence from its connection with

its mother. But it must be proved that the child has actually

been born into the world in a living state ; and the fact of its

having breathed, as will be in a moment seen , is not a conclu

sive proof thereof. It has also been held that if a person intend

i State v . Zeibart, 40 Iowa, 169.

6 R. v. Trilloe , 1 Car. & Mars. 650;

· R.v. Allen , 17 L. T. N. S. 222. Evans v. People, 49 N. Y. 86; Com.

See infra , SS 1672 et seq .

v . Donahue, 8 Phila . R. 623. See in

3 3 Inst. 50 ; R. v. Poulton , 5 C. & fra, $ 446.

P.329 ; R. v. Wright, 9 C. & P. 754 ;

• R.v . Handley, 13 Cox C. C. 79.

Evans v. People , 49 N. Y. 86 .

? R. v. Sellis, 1 Mood. C. C. 850 ;

* R.v. Senior, 1 Mood . C. C. 346 ; S. C., 7 C. & P.850. Infra, $ 446,

3 Inst. 50; 1 Hawk. P. C. c . 31, s. 16 ;

It is ruled , however, if a child be

4 Bl.Com . 198; supra, $ 331; 1 East actually wholly produced alive,it is

P. C. c. 5 , s. 14 , p . 228 ; contra , 1Hale, 432; and Staundf. 21. But the breathed
to make it the subject of

reasons on which the opinions
of the murder. Upon an indictment

for the

two last writers seem to be founded, murder of a child,where it appeared

namely, the difficulty
of ascertaining

that the dead body of the child was

the fact, cannot be considered
as sat found in a river, and it was proved

lished .

child must be actually wholly in the

to birth .

not necessary
that it should have

16



CHAP . I. ]

[ $ 447 .

HOMICIDE .

ing to procure abortion does an act which causes a child to be

born so much earlier than the natural time that it is born in a

state much less capable of living, and
afterwards dies, in con

sequence of its exposure to the external world , the

person whoby this
misconduct so brings the child into the world , and puts

it thereby in a situation in which it cannot live, is guilty of mur

der if the
misconduct was meant to kill ; and the mere exist

ence of a possibility that something might have been done to

prevent the death would not render it the less murder.1 If the

misconduct was merely reckless, without an intent to kill, the

offence is
manslaughter.2

§ 446. Whether the child was born alive is a question of fact

to be
determined by all the

circumstances of the case.

Thus where the evidence went to prove that the child question of

was dropped from the mother when she was at a privy,

and was smothered in the soil, it was held a question to be de

termined in the first place by the jury whether the child was

alive at the birth.3

$ 447. A principle of much
importance bearing on this ques

tion , and one that has been more fully discussed in a

previous chapter in its general relations, is , that if a child by

Killing of
person do or omit any act towards another who is help- negligent

less, which act or omission in usual natural sequence

slaughter.

leads to the death of that other, the crime amounts to

murder if the act or omission be
intentional ; but if the circum

stances are such that the person would not or could not have

been aware that the result would be death , that would reduce

the crime to
manslaughter, provided the death was occasioned

by an unlawful act , but not such an act as showed a malicious

mind.4

Birth is a

fact.

is man

world in a living state to be the sub- & P. 814 ; R. v. Reeves, 9 C. & P. 25 ;

ject of a charge of murder; but if it R. v. Enoch, 5 C. & P. 539 ; R. v.

has been wholly born,and is alive, it Wright, 9 C. & P. 754 ;R.v. Poulton ,

is not essential that it should have 5 C. & P. 329, cited atlarge in Wbart.
breathed at the time it was killed , as

on Hom . § 446.
many children are born alive , and yet

1 R. v . West, 2 C. & K. 784 .
do not breathe for some time after

2 R. v. Handley , 13 Cox C. C. 79.

their birth.” R. v. Brain, 6 C. & P.

8 R. v . Middleship, 5 Cox C. C.
349. See also R.v. West, 2 C. & K. 275 .

784. Compare R. v.
Crutchley

, 7 C.

4 R. v. Walters, C. & M. 164 ; 2

VOL. I.

27
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$ 450.]

formur

der.

proc

At com
mon law

there can

be no con

viction of

accessaries

before the

cide.

XI. SUICIDE .

§ 448. Whoever is present, actually or constructively
, encour

Surviving aging the violent and illegal death of another, is re

principale sponsible for such death ,even though it was voluntarily

indictable submitted to by the deceased . Thus, if two persons

encourage each other to commit suicide jointly,and one

succeeds and the other fails in the attempt upon himself,he is a

principal in the murder of the other. Nor is it necessary to

prove that the deceased would not have killed himself without

the defendant's
coöperation

; nor does it make any difference

that the deceased was at the time under sentence of death.3

§ 449. As at common law the principal must
convicted

before a conviction
of the accessary

, there can be at

common
law no conviction

of an accessary
before the

fact to suicide , because the suicide is beyond the

ess of the courts. But by statutes in England and

fact to sui- several of the United States, the advising another to

commit suicide is made a substantive
indictable offence."

§ 450. A woman desires to miscarry of a child with which

she is pregnant, and assents to an operation for this

murder

purpose ; and dies from the operation . Her assent, as

we have already seen , is no defence to an indictment

ducing an against the person performing
the operation. If the

intent was to kill or grievously
injure her, the offence

is murder ; it is manslaughter
if the intent was only to produce

the miscarriage
, the agency not being one from which death or

great injury would be likely to result.? But suppose the opera

Lew . 220 ; R. v. Middleship, 5 Cox C. See comments in Com . v. Dennis, 105

C. 275. See fully supra, SS 56, 331, Mass. 162 ; Com . v. Mink, 123 Mass.

359; infra, SS 1563 et seq.

422; and see supra, &$ 216, 326.

1 R. v. Sawyer , 1 Russ. Cr. & M.
670; R. v. Dyson, Russ. & Ry. C. C. R.v.Russell, 1 M.C. C. 356; R.v.

528.

Fretwell
, 1 Mood. C. C. 356 .

2 Supra , § 216 ; R. v . Dyson , Russ.& Ry. C. C. R. 528 ; R. v. Allison, 8 Asto Ohio,see Blackburn
v. State,23

C. & P. 410; R. v . Sawyer, 1 Russ. Oh. St. 165.

Cr. & M. 670; Blackburn
v . State, 23

6 See supra , &$ 325, 390.

Oh. St. 165 .

8 Com . v. Bowen, 13 Mass. 359 ; 2
7 Cox C. C. 288.

Wheel. C. C. 321; Pamph. Tr. 1816 .

Killing
may be

when inci

dentto pro

abortion .

* R.v. Leddington
, 9 C. & P. 79;

6 See supra , § 142; infra, § 451.

? R. v. Gaylor, D. & B. C. C. 288;
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CHAP. I. ]
HOMICIDE . [ $ 452.

deceased

no bar to

" 2

tion be one which is essential to the preservation of the mother's

life ? In this case the fact of such necessity is , as will be pres

ently shown in fuller detail, a defence , should the operation ter

minate fatally .

$ 451. That consent in such cases is no bar is an axiom ac

knowledged by all schools of jurisprudence , and rests Consent of

on the maxim , Jus publicum privatorum voluntate mu

tari nequit. Of this we may recur to an illustration prosecu

given in Pennsylvania in 1826 , in which it was held homicide.

that an agreement not to bring a writ of error in a criminal case

of high degree does not preclude the defendant from bringing

such writ . “ What consideration ,” said Chief Justice Tilgh

man, in words that may be here repeated as touching the imme

diate point before us, can a man have received , adequate to

imprisonment at hard labor for life ? It is going but one step

further to make an agreement to be hanged. I presume no one

would be hardy enough to ask the court to enforce such an

agreement, yet the principle is , in both cases, the same.

§ 452. It has just been seen that the consent of the deceased

is no defence to an indictment for murder ; for no one
Killing an

can by consent validate the taking of his owu life. But other with

suppose A. is assailed by a fatal disease from which the in order to

only escape is a dangerous surgical operation ; and that

this operation is skilfully performed by B. at A.'s re

quest, but that A. dies under the knife ? 3 On this point, Lord

Macaulay, in his Report on the Indian Penal Code, says: " It is

often the wisest thing a man can do to expose his life to great

hazard. It is often the greatest service that can be rendered to

him to do what may very probably cause his death. He may

labor under a cruel and wasting malady which is certain to

shorten his life ,and which renders his life, while it lasts,useless

to others and a torment to himself. Suppose that under these

circumstances he, undeceived , gives his free and intelligent con

sent to take the risk ofan operation which in a large proportion

of cases has proved fatal, but which is the only method by which

his disease can possibly be cured , and which,if it succeeds, will

See supra,$$ 142, 372 . ing, “ I know of no authority for these

? Smith v. Com . 14 S. & R. 69.
propositions, but I apprehend they re

Sir J. Stephen , Cr. L. art. 203, quire none The existence of surgery

takes the view given in the text, say- assumes their truth.”'

avoid

greater

evil.
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Man

& c .

§ 455 a .]

restore him to health and vigor. We do not conceive that it

would be expedient to punish the surgeon who should perform

the operation , though by performing it he might cause death,

not intending to cause death , but knowing himself likely to

cause it. Again , if a person attacked by a wild beast should

call out to his friends to fire, though with imminent hazard to

himself, and they were to obey the call, we do not conceive that

it would be expedient to punish them , though they might by

firing cause his death , and though when they fired they knew

themselves to be likely to cause his death .” The same rule ap

plies, as hasbeen argued by Bar, an able German jurist, in cases

where consent, on account of mental incapacity, cannot be given .

Suppose a dangerous operation is required as the last hope of

resuscitating
an unconscious

person. If the operation is per

formed with the skill usual to surgeons under such circum

stances, this is a good defence if death ensue.

$ 453. Killing another, though unintentionally
, when aiding

in the effort to commit suicide, is at least manslaugh

slaughter ,
ter.2

Attempts,

§ 454. At common law , as we have already seen , an

attempt to commit suicide has been held to be a mis

demeanor.3
XII. PROVOCATION

AND HOT BLOOD.4

§ 455. To sustain provocation
as a defence it must be shown

that the defendant, at the time of the fatal blow ,was

deprived of the power of self-control by the provoca

tialto this tion which he had received ; and, in deciding the ques

tion whether this was or was not the case, regard must

be had to the nature of the act by which the offender causes

death, to the time which elapsed between the provocation and

the act which caused death, to the offender's conduct during that

interval, and to all other circumstances
tending to show the state

of his mind .” 5§ 455 a . It has been held that where the evidence shows an

intent on the part of the defendant
to kill,no words of reproach,

1 See infra, SS 509, 510.
2 Com . v."Mink, 123 Mass. 422, Mink,supra. Comp.supra ,$ 115,

247; cited with approval
in Com . v.

cited supra , 328.

4 As to burden of proofas to prove

8 R. v. Doody, 6 Cox C. C. 463; R. ocation, see Whar. on Cr. Ev.$ 884.

Burgess, L. & C. 258; 9 Cox C. C.

6 Stepb. Dig. C. L. art. 225.

& c .

Loss of

self -con

trol essen

defence .
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CHAP. 1.] HOMICIDE .

[ $ 456 .

When the

gree .

no matter how grievous soever, are provocation sufficient to

free the party killing from the guilt of murder ; nor Words of

are indecent provoking actions or gestures expressive nepadech

of contempt or reproach without an assault upon the quate prov

person .

Atthe same time it must be
remembered that an assault, too

slight in itself to be a sufficient
provocation ,may become such

by being coupled with insulting words.?

§ 456. Themoment, however, the person of the
defendant is

touched with apparent insolence, then the

provocation
is one which, ordinarily speaking, reduces the offence person is

to
manslaughter. Thus it has been held that if A. be then prov

passing along the street,and B.meeting him (there be- duces de

ing a
convenient distance between A. and the wall)

take the wall of him , and thereupon A.kill B., this is murder ;4

but if B. had jostled A., this jostling , if made with such appar

ent insolence as to provoke a quarrel, and if hastily resented by

A., in hot blood, reduces the grade to
manslaughter.5

( A fortiori, where an assault is made with violence or circum

stances of indignity upon a man's person ,as by pulling him by

the nose, and the party so assaulted kills the
aggressor, the crime

will be reduced to
manslaughter , in case it appears that the as

sault was resented
immediately, and the

aggressor kil'ed in the

heat of blood , the furor brevis,
occasioned by the

provocation .

? 1 Hale P. C. 456 ; Foster, 290 ; ley, 50 Cal. 469; State v. Shippey ,

U. S.v.
Wiltberger, 3 Wash .C. C. R. 10 Minn . 223 ; Martin v . People, 30

515; U. S. v. Travers, per Story, J.,

Wis. 216 ; Johnson v . State, 27 Texas,2 Wheeler's C. C. 504 ; Com . r . York , 758 ; State v. Anderson, 4 Nev . 265;

9Metcalf, 93 ;Green v. Com.83 Penn. State v. Crozier, 12 Nev. 300. See

St. 75; State v. Tackett , 1 Hawks,
qualifications of this stated in R. v.

210 ; State v. Merrill, 2 Dever. 269 ; Rothwell, 12 Cox C. C. 145.
State v. Carter, 76 N. C. 20; Ray v.

2 R. v . Sherwood , 1 C. & K. 556 ;State, 15 Ga. 223; Jackson 4. State, R.v. Rothwell, ut supra ; R.v. Smith ,

45 Ga. 198; Malone v. State,49 Ga. 4 F. & F. 1066 ; Hurd v. People, 25

210; Bird v. State, 55 Ga. 17; Tay- Mich.405; Nye v. People, 35 Mich .
lor v. State, 48 Ala . 180 ; Rapp

16 ; State v . Keene, 50 Mo. 357 ; and
State, 14 B. Monroe, 614 ; State v .

see cases cited infra , SS 468 et seq.
Starr, 38 Mo. 270 ; State v. Evans, 65

8 See Erwin v . State , 29 Oh. St.
Mo. 574 ; Preston v. State , 25 Miss.

383;
Williams r . State , 3 Heisk . 376 ;

People v.
Freeland, 6 Cal. 96 ; People

4 See State v. Smith , 77 N. C. 488.

61Hale , 455. Infra , $ 472 ;
Felix

v. Butler, 8 Cal.435 ; People v. Tur

v . The State , 18 Ala . 720.

v .

186 .
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Inter

change

of blows

reduces

to inan

provoca

tion exten

1 ; Com . v . Biron , 4 Dall. 125 ; State State , 55 Ga. 87 ; R. v . Freeman, 1

C. & P. 274 ; Wigg's case, 1 Leach,

$ 458.]

And so it was considered that where A. was riding on the road

and B. whipped the horse of A. out of the track , and then A.

alighted and killed B., it was only manslaughter.1

$ 457. Though words of slighting , disdain , or contumely will

not of themselves make such a provocation as to lessen

the crime to manslaughter
; yet it seems that if A.

give indecent language to B., and B. thereupon strike

slaughter. A., but not mortally, and then A. strike B.again, and

then B. kill A., this is but manslaughter
. The stroke by A.

was deemed a new provocation , and the conflict a sudden fall

ing out ; and the killing was therefore considered only man

slaughter.§ 458. A large class of cases occur in practice where slight

A slighter

provocations
, as has been already incidentally

noticed ,

have been considered as extenuating
the guilt of homi

uateswhen cide, upon the ground that the conduct of the party

only to killing upon such provocations
might fairly be attrib

uted to an intention to chastise, rather than to a cruel

and implacable
malice. But, in cases of this kind, it must ap

pear that the punishment
was not urged with brutal violence,

nor greatly disproportionate
to the offence ; and the instrument

must not be such as, from its nature, was likely to endanger

life. Thus where it appeared that the prisoner, having em

ployed her step -daughter, a child ten years old , to reel some

yarn , and finding some of the skeins knotted threw at the child

a four-legged stool, which struck her on the right side of the head

on the temple, and caused her death soon after the blow so

given ; and it was also shown that the stool was of sufficient size

and weight to give a mortal blow , but that the prisoner did not

intend, at the time she threw the stool, to kill the child ; the

matter was considered of great difficulty, and no opinion was

ever delivered by the judges. The doubt appears to have been

principally
upon the question whether the instrument was such

1 Kel. 135 ; 1 Hale , 455 .

Com . v. Green , 1 Ashmead
, 289; State

2 1 Hale, 455 ; R. v . Ayes, R. & R.

v . Tackett, 1 Hawks, 210 ; State v.

166; U. S. v. Mingo, 2 Curtis C.C. Roberts , Ibid. 349 ; Thompson
;

v . Massage
, 65 N. C. 480 ; State v .

Abarr, 39 Iowa, 185. Infra , $ 471.

8 Fost. 291 ; 4 Black . Com . 200 ; 378 .

intent is

chastise .

Russ. on Cr. 518 ; R. 1. Howlett, 7
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HOMICIDE .

[ $ 459.

as would probably , at the given distance , have occasioned death

or great bodily harm.1

$ 459. Whether a homicide
committed by a man smarting

under a sense of dishonor is murder or
manslaughter Husband

depends upon the question whether the killing was in

the first transport of passion or not. In the latter case

ing adul
the offence is murder ; in the former ,

manslaughter. guilty of

Thus, where a man finds another in the act of adultery slaughter.

in hot

blood kill

terer,

1 Hazel's case , 1 Leach, 368 ; 1 ground from which malice could be
East P. C. 236 .

inferred . See infra, $ 477.Where a man , who was sitting Where A., finding a trespasser on

drinking in an alehouse , being called his land, in the first transport of his

by a woman “ a son of a whore,” took passion beat him , and unluckily hap

up a broomstaff and threw it at her pened to kill him , it was holden to be

from a distance, and killed her, after
manslaughter ; but it must be under

conviction of murder, a pardon was stood that he beat him , not with a

advised ; and the doubt appears to

mischievous intention , but merely to
have arisen upon the ground, that the chastise for the trespass, and to deter

instrumentwas not such as could prob- lim from committing it again. Fost.

ably ,at the given distance, have oc 291 ; 1 Hale , 473.

casioned death or great bodily harm . The prisoner's son having fought

1.Hale, 455 , 456 . See Felix v. State , with another boy and been beaten,

18 Ala . 720 .

ran home to his father all bloody,andA master having struck his servant, the father presently took a cudgel, ran

whowas a lad , with one of his clogs, three quarters of a mile, and struck

because he had not cleaned them , it the other boy upon the head , upon

was held to be only manslaughter, be- which he died . The case was held

cause the master could not, from the to be
manslaughter, on the ostensible

size of the instrument he had made ground of hotblood ;but the authority

use of,have had any intention to take is only supportable on the ground that
away the boy's life. Turner's case , the accident happened by a single

Comb. 407; i Ld . Raym . 143 ; 2 Sid. stroke given in heat of blood , with

a cudgel, not likely to destroy , andThe keeper of a park , finding a boy that cleath did not immediately ensue.

stealing wood in his master's ground , Rowley's case, 1 Hale, 453; Fost. 294,

tied him to a horse's tail and beat 295. Yet such a palliation would not

him, upon which the horse running be allowed if the punishment was de

away,the boywas killed . It was said, liberately cruel. Infra, § 475. And
that if the

chastisement had been more

hence in Virginia , where a man whomoderate, it had been but manslaugh- had whipped a boy very severely was

ter; Halloway's case, Cro. Car. 131; the next daykilled by the boy's father,

1 Hale,434; 1 East P. C. c. 5, s. 22, who fell on him and beat him violent

p. 239 ; but on the evidence, the of- ly, cruelly, and continuously with his

fencewasmurder,since death ,through fists, the killing was held murder.

a process so cruel and
dangerous, was

Com . v . McWhirt, 3 Grat. 594.

1498 .
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had been an abundance of time for which was partially composed, but

§ 459.]

with his wife , and kills him or her 1 in the first transport of pas

sion , he is only guilty of manslaughter, and that of a nature en

titled to the lowest degree of punishment, for the provocation is

grievous, such as the law reasonably concludes cannot be borne

in the first transport of passion. But it has been already shown

that the killing of an adulterer deliberately, and upon revenge,

would be murder. And evidence of the adultery is only ad

missible when the time of the husband's discovery of it is

brought so near to the homicide as not to allow space for cool

ing. The same reason makes it murder for a man deliberately

to kill his wife whom he has found in adultery , if the intent to

take life be shown.5

1 Pearson's case , 2 Lew . 216 . be supposed to arise on being first ap

2 Manning's case, 1 Ventr. 212 ; prised of the fact, to subside.....

Raym . 212; People v. Horton , 4 Mich. It is sufficient to say that if the facts

83; Com . v. Whitler, 2 Brewst. 388 ; offered to be proven were established,

Maher v. People, 10 Mich . 212 ; State they would in no way excuse or miti
v. John, 8 Ired. 330; State v. Samuel, gate the offence." See also State v .

3 Jones (N. C.) Law , 74 ; State v. Samuel, 3 Jones (N. C.), 74 ; State v.

Neville , 6 Jones (N. C.) Law , 433. John, 8 Ired . 330. It is, however, ad

See People v. Cole , Cent. Law J. July missible for the defendant to prove a

30, 1874 .

conspiracy of late date to carry off his

8 1 Russell on Crimes, 525; R. v. wife, which had only come to defend

Fisher , 8 Car . & P. 182 ; State v.

ant's notice immediately before the

Holme, 54 Mo. 153 ; State v. Samuel, homicide, the deceased being in the

3 Jones (N. C.) Law, 74 ; State v. conspiracy. Cheek v. State, 35 Ind .

Avery, 64 N. C.608 ; State r. Neville, 492. See R. v. Kelly, 2 Car. & K.

6 Jones (N. C.) 433 ; State v. Har- 814; State v. Holme, 54 Mo. 153.

man, 78 N. C. 515 ; Sawyer v . State,

In a famous case tried in Philadel.

35 Ind . 80 .

pbia , in 1816 , the facts were that the

4 See Biggs v. State, 29 Ga. 723. deceased , after being married for some

Comp. infra , $ 496 .

years, left the country ; and A., his

6 Shufflen u . People, 62 N. Y. 229.

wife, not hearing from him for two

Itwas therefore
rightly held by the years, married the defendant, acting

Supreme Court of

diana, in 1871, under a Pennsylvania
statute, which

that it is incompetent
for the defend provided that persons so marrying

ant to prove that for a long timehe should notbe indictable for adultery,

had been cognizant of the adulterous although, as it was afterwards held,

intercourse
of his wife with the de- the second marriage was not in other

ceased . Sawyer v. State , 35 Ind. 80 respects valid. The deceased returned,

(1871). " If,” said the court, he after a lapse of a year from the second

had been thus for a long time appris- marriage, and found A.livingwith the

ed of her guilt in that respect, there defendant, upon which a quarrel arose,

the ebullition of passion which might which ended in the defendant delib
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1. ]

[ $ 461.

of attacks

on the

of the de

§ 460. A man cannot, indeed , thus avenge the adultery of his

paramour," for the
connection is not merely unau- Same prin

thorized by law but in defiance of law . But where ciple to be

there is a legal right and natural duty to protect, there to cares of

an assault on the chastity of the ward (using this term ment,

in its largest sense ) will be a sufficient
provocation to hot blood,

make hot blood thus caused an element which will re

duce the grade to
manslaughter. That this is the law chastity of

when a father is incensed at an unnatural offence at- der the

tempted on his son , and acts in hot blood , is
conceded.2 protection

There is no sound reason why a similar allowance fendant.

should not be made for a father's or a brother's
indignation at a

sexual outrage
attempted on a daughter or sister. To impose

a severer rule would be a departure from the analogies of the

law ,and would bring the court in conflict, not only with the jury ,

who under such
circumstances never would convict of murder,

but with the common sense of the
community.

Supposing the

injury to female chastity to be avenged in hot blood by a

brother, a father, or other person having a right to protect the

person injured , the offence is but
manslaughter. But a brother

cannot, after his sister has been
apprehended in adultery, set up

the
provocation as a defence to an

indictment against him for

killing the
paramour.

§ 461. Persons laboring under a sense of wrong , public or

erately shooting the deceased at the
maintaining his own rights in hisown

house of A. This was held murder house , the malice necessary to consti

in the first degree. Com . v . Smith , 7 tute murder in the first degree was

Smith's Law , App. ; 2 Wheeler C. C. not imputable to him .

A husband suspecting his wife of anBut the propriety of this ruling has adulterons intercourse with A., em

since been gravely questioned, on the ployed B. to watch them . While so

ground that Judge Rush,who presided, employed B. killed A. It was held ,

charged that no prior intention to kill that testimony that A.had committed

was necessary to murder the first adultery with the wife was not rele

degree. See comments of Ch . J. Ag- vant in the trial of B. for the murder

new , in Jones v. Com . 75 Penn. St. of A., whatever might have been the

103. Another ground for exception law if the husband had killed him .

is, that as the defendant acted under People v. Horton, 4 Mich . 67.

legal advice (
mistaken though it was)

1 Parker v . State, 31 Texas, 132.
that his

marriage was valid , and that

2 R. v . Fisher, 8 C. & P. 182.
as lie

therefore,
according to his own

8 Lynch v . Com . 77 Penn . St. 205.
view , was at the time of the conflict

80 .
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redress a

wrong is

murder .

§ 462.]

private, real or imaginary ,must apply to the law for redress. If

Killing to

there is opportunity to apply for such redress, he who

supposes himself aggrieved is guilty of a criminal of

public fence if he undertakes to inflict violent punishment ;

and he is guilty of murder if he deliberately and

coolly kills the person by whom he supposes himself aggrieved .

In the highest of all injuries, that of adultery , this, aswe have

just seen , is the law ; and a fortiorimust this rule be applied in

cases of injuries less crushing. That such grievances exist, con

stitutes a defence that will not, as a bar to the indictment, be re

ceived by the court. Thus on an indictment against a convict

for the homicide of his keeper, evidence was properly held, by

the Supreme Court of Connecticut, in 1870, to be inadmissible

for the purpose of showing that the food supplied by the de

ceased to the defendant was tainted and unwholesome
.?

So a supposed public grievance will not excuse a riot under

taken for its removal ; 3 though, as has been seen, the excitement

and tumult produced by a movement of this class may be put in

evidence for the purpose of showing such a confusion of mind as

prevented the participants
from entertaining

a deliberate design

to take life .4
§ 462. A bare trespass against the property of another, not

his dwelling -house, is not a sufficient provocation to

trespass on warrant the owner in using a deadly weapon in its de

not an ade- fence, and if he do, and with it kill the trespasser,

it

will be murder
, and this, though

killing were actually

necessary
to prevent the trespass. On the other hand,

killing.

if the object of the violence is to drive off the tres

passer, or even to chastise him , and no blows likely to produce

grievous bodily harm are inflicted, the offence, if death ensue,is

butmanslaughter
.

A bare

quate prov

ocation , in

cases of in

tentional

State, 8

1 See supra , $ 399.

3 Iredell , 186 ; M'Daniel
v.

2 State v . Wilson , 38 Connect. 126 .

S. & M. 401; Hayes v. State, 58 Ga.

See, also, Territory
v. Drennan, 1 Mon- 35; Oliver v. State, 17 Ala. 588;

tana, 41.

Simpson v. State, 59 Ala . 1; State v.

3 Supra , SS 397–399
.

Shippey, 10 Minn. 223. Supra, $ 98;

4 See supra, $ 388.
infra , $ 473.

6 R. v. Scully , 1 C.& P.319; Lang

staffe's case , 1 Lew . 162; Com . v .

* Fost. 291; 1 Hale, 473; Hawk. c.

31, s. 34 ; Kel. 132; Halloway's
case ,

Drew , 4 Mass.391; State v. Morgan, Cro. Car. 131; 1 Hawk.c.31,s.42.
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[ $ 466 .

ocation .

spots where
inocent
trespassers

may wan
der.

§ 463. It should be
remembered that the mere exer- Exercise

cise of a legal right, no matter how offensive, is no such right no

just prov

provocation as lowers the grade of homicide.)

$ 464. A land -owner has no right to plant in it spring -guns

by which ordinary
trespassers may be wounded, and

Spring
if lie does so , and death ensues, he is

responsible for sunsille

the
consequences.? If such weapons are erected incon- placed on

siderately, the killing of a mere heedless trespasser on

an open country is
manslaughter ; if the weapons are

erected maliciously, the offence is murder. But if the

weapons are erected at the door of a place where valuables are

kept, and to which in the ordinary course of things none but a

burglar would penetrate, then the killing is
excusable.4

§ 465. The law as to defence of dwelling -house is discussed

in future sections. In the present
connection we may state the

following
propositions:

1. For the master of a house to kill, in cool blood , a person

seeking entrance into a house, is murder, unless the Formaster

person killing , according to his own lights, honestly, knowingly

and without
negligence, believes that the person enter- tokismur

ing the house is
attempting to

perpetrate a felony, and der.

that killing is the only way to prevent the felony ; in which

case there should be an
acquittal.

§ 466. 2. For the master of a house to kill, in hot blood , a

The defendant, having been greatly Yorkshire R. C. 3 B. & S. 244 ; Houn

annoyed by persons trespassing upon sell v. Smyth, 7 C. B. N. S. 731 ;

his farm , repeatedly gave notice that Hardcastle v. South Yorkshire R. C.

he would shoot any one who did so ,

4 H. & N. 67; Gray v. Combs, 7 J. J.and at length discharged a pistol at Marsh. 478 ; Simpson v. State, 59

a person who was trespassing, and Ala. 1.

With Barnes v. Ward, supra ,wounded him in the thigh ,which led compare Stone v. Jackson, 16 C. B.

to erysipelas, and the man died ; being 199 ; Holmes v. North Eastern R. C.

indicted for murder, the defendant L. R.4 Ex. 234 ; Indermaur v. Dames,

was found guilty and executed . R. v.

L. R. 1 C. P. 274 ; R. R.v . Stout, 17
Price, 7 C. & P. 178.

Wall. 657; Bird v. Holbrook , 4 Bing.See State v.Craton, 6 Ired. 164; 628,cited 1 Q.B. 37; Wooton v.Daw

State v. Lawry, 4 Nev. 161; R. v. kins, 2 C. B. N. S. 412 . See also
Longden, R. & R. C. C. 228.

Judgm ., Mayor of ColchesterInfra, $ 507; State v. Moore, 31 Brooks, 7 Q. B.339.

Conn. 479; Barnes v . Ward , 9 C. B.

Simpson v . State, 59 Ala . 1.392, 420 ; In re
Williamsv.

Groucott,

4 See infra, $ 507.4 B. & S. 149, 157 ; Binks v. South

6 See infra , & $ 506 , 507.

1

v .

8
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in hot

blood it

is man

When such

in self -de

fence it is

excusable .

Man

to killmas

defendant

with un

violence .

$ 470.]

person forcing his way into the house , ismanslaughter
, unless the

When such person killing, according to his own lights, honestly,

killing is
and without negligence, believes that the person enter

ing the house is seeking to perpetrate a felony, and that

slaughter. killing is the only way to prevent the felony ; in which

case there should be an acquittal.
§ 467. 3. When a person in danger of his life takes refuge in

his own house , then , the attack being unlawful, he is

killing is excused for taking his assailant's life ; and he may as

semble his friends for the same purpose, who stand, as

to this defence, in the same position as himself.1

§ 468. As a man has a right to order another to

slaughter
leave his house, but has no right to put him out by

terofhouse force until gentle means fail, if he attempt to use

expelling violence at the outset and is slain , it will be only

necessary manslaughter
in the slayer, if there is no previous

malice.2

§ 469. If A. stands with a weapon in the doorway of a room ,

Killing a

wrongfully to prevent B. from leaving it and others

having a

from entering , and C., who has a right to the room ,

legal right struggles with A. to get his weapon from him , upon

which D., a comrade of A., stabs C., this is murder in

is murder. D. if C. dies.3

$ 470. Any assault, in general,made with violence or circum

stances of indignity upon a man's person, by one not

Pauties are greatly his inferior in strength, if it be resented imme

diately by the death of the aggressor, and it appear

that the party acted in the heat of blood upon that

provocation
, will reduce the crime to manslaughter

.

1 As authority for these points see

C. R. 34 ; Lyon r. State, 22 Ga.

infra , ss 506-7, and Levett's
case , 397 ; Carroll v. State, 23 Ala. 28 ;

Cro. Car. 438 ; 1 Hale P. C. 43, 474, McCoy v. State, 3 Eng. (Ark.) 451;

cited supra, § 38; State v. Patterson
, Hinton v. State, 24 Tex. 454; Terr.

45 Vt. 308 ; Com . v . Clarke, 2 Met.

v . Drennan
, 1 Mont. 81. See also an

23 ; State v. Ross, 2 Dutcher, 226 ; article in Albany Law J. for October

People v . Caryl, 3 Parker C. R. 326 ; 14 , 1874 .

Harrington
v . People , 45 Barb . 262;

McCoy v. State, 3 Eng. (Ark.)

Greschia
v. People, 53 III. 295; Pond 451; Hinton v. State, 24 Tex. 454;

v . People, 8 Mich . 150 ; Patten v. Peo- Lyon v. State, 22 Ga. 399.

ple , 18 Mich. 314 ; State v . Martin , 30

Wis. 216; State v . Lazarus
, 1 Const.

person

to the use

of a room

Where the

blow is

sufficient

provoca
tion .

8 R.v . Longden
, R. & R. C.C. 228.

* R. v. Thomas, 7 C. & P. 817; R.
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In sudden

immaterial

who struck

blow .

But the

must have

been calcu

sions.

§ 471. In a sudden and equal quarrel, when both parties strike

in the heat of blood , it is immaterial by whom the first

blow is struck . Thus, if A. uses provoking language quarrels,

or behavior towards B., and B. strikes him , upon which

a combat ensues, in which A. is killed , this is held to the first

be manslaughter ; for it was a sudden affray, and they

fought upon equal terms; and in such combats, upon sudden

quarrels, it matters not who gave the first blow.2

§ 472. An unintentional and trivial assault is no palliation.3

Thus in a case in South Carolina , where it was argued

by the defendant's counsel that the passions of the de- assault

fendant were excited by an unintended jostle of the

prisoner or his wife by the deceased , the position was lated to

said to be equally unsupported by proof, and unavail- the pas

ing if true. “ In a city like Charleston ,where many

persons are constantly passing until a late hour of the night, the

accidental impinging of one upon another in thedark would not

authorize such a murderous attack upon him . Such an act of

itself would be a sure indication of a depraved and wicked heart,

void of all social duty , and fatally bent on mischief.” 4 The

assaultmust be of a character from which hot blood might be

expected to ensue.5

§ 473. Though an assault made with violence or circumstances

of indignity upon a man's person , and resented immedi

ately by the party acting in the heat of blood upon that and cruel

provocation, and killing the aggressor, willreduce the perior

crime to manslaughter, yet it must by no meansbe un- implies

derstood that the crime will be so extenuated by any

trivial provocation which in point of law may amount to an as

sault ; nor in all cases even by a blow. Violent acts of resent

ment, bearing no proportion to the provocation or insult, particu

larly where there is a decided preponderance of strength on the

Deliberate

malice .

v. Taylor, 2 Lew . C. C. 217 ; R. v .
? Fost. 295 ; 1 Hale , 456 ; R. v .

Snow , 1 Leach C. C. 151; R.v. Ran- Ayes, R. & R. 166.

kin, R. & R.C. C. 43; Allen v. State ,
8 R. v . Ayes, R. & R. 166 .

5 Yerger, 483. Supra, § 455, and
* State v. Tooky , 2 Rice's Digest,

cases hereafter cited .
104 .

6 Nichols v . Com . 11 Bush , 575 .

6 R. v. Lynch , 5 C. & P. 324 .

1 Supra , § 457.
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the face with an iron patten, and drew ing-cane, and drew a little blood .

CRIMES.

$ 478.]

part of the party killing, and where the punishment is deliberate

and cruel, constitute murder, if death ensue from the attack.

1 Keates's case, Comb. 408 ; R. v. clearly to be no more than man

Snow , 1 Leach, 151; 2 Lord Raym . slaughter. The smart of the man's

1498; R. v. Lynch, 5 C. & P. 324 ; wound, and the effusion of blood ,

Royley's case, 12 Rep. 87 ; S. C., i might possibly havekepthis indigna

Hale, 453; R. v. Shaw , 6 C. & P. tion boiling to themoment of the at

372; R. v. Thomas, 7 C. & P. 817. tack . Stedman's case, Fost. 292.

See also Fost. 294 ; Cro. Jac. 296 ; But even on this evidence, as it thus

Godb. 182 ; R. v. Willoughby, 1 East stands, the case has been very much

P. C. 288; McWhirt's case, 3 Grat. doubted . Thus, in Pennsylvania,Gib

594; State v. Craton, 6 Ired . 164 ; son , C. J., said : “ If a man should

State v . Hildreth , ? Ired. 429 ; State kill a woman or a child for a slight

v . Hargett, 65 N. C. 669; State v. blow, the provocation would beno jus

Christian , 66 Mo. 138 ,and authorities tification ; and I very much question

hereafter cited .

whether any blow inflicted by a wife

This distinction applies to the case on a husband would bring the killing

already cited , where the keeper of a of her below murder. Under this view

park , finding a boy stealing wood in of the law I have always doubted

his master's ground , tied him to a Stedman's case ." Com . v. Mosler,

horse's tail and beat him , upon which 4 Barr , 268.

the horse running away, the boy was

Much doubt, also, has been ex

killed ; the case being held murder. pressed ,as we have already seen, as

Supra, § 462.

to the following case : Mr. Lutterel,

There being an affray in the street, being arrested for a small debt, pre

one Stedman, a foot soldier, ran hast- vailed on one of the officers to

ily towards the combatants
. A wo

him to his lodgings, while the other

man , seeing him run in that manner ,

was sent to fetch the attorncy's bill,

cried out, “ You will not murder the in order, as Lutterel pretended, to

man, will you ? ” Stedman replied , have the debt and costspaid. Words

“ What is that to you , you bitch ?” arose at the lodgings about civility

The woman thereupon
gave him a box money, which Lutterelrefused to give;

on the ear,and Stedman struck her on and he went up- stairs , pretending to

the breast with the pommel of his fetch money for the payment of the

sword. The woman then fled ; and debt and costs, leaving the officer be

Stedman , pursuing her, stabbed her low. He soon returned with a brace

in the back . It seemed to Holt, C. J., of loaded pistols in his bosom ; which,

that this was murder, a single box on

at the importunity
of his servant, he

the ear from a woman not being a suffi- laid down upon the table , saying

cient provocation
to kill in such a man

“ He did not intend to hurt the offi

ner, after Stedman
had given her a

blow in return for the box on the ear ;

The officer who had been sent for the

and it was proposed
to have the mat- attorney's

bill soon returned to his

ter found specially
; but it afterwards

companion
atthe lodgings

;and words

appearing
,in the progress

of the trial, of anger arising, Lutterel struck one

that the woman struck the soldier in of the officers on the face with a walk

a great deal of blood, it was ruled Whereupon
both of them fell upon

430
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[ $ 476 .

up a concealed

§ 474. If , after an
interchange of blows on equal terms, one

of the parties, on a sudden , and without any such inten- Malice im

tion at the
commencement of the affray, snatches

plied from
deadly weapon and kills the other party with it, such weapon .

killing will be only
manslaughter. But if a party, under color

of fighting upon equal terms, uses from the beginning of the

contest a deadly weapon without the knowledge of the other

party ,and kills the other party with such weapon ; or if at the

beginning of the contest he prepares a deadly weapon , so as to

have the power of using it in some part of the contest, and uses

it accordingly in the course of the combat, and kills the other

party with the weapon ; the killing in both these cases will be
murder.2

1. § 475. Where a party, after he has got the better of the other,

holds him prostrate and
defenceless, the reception of a

prior blow will not reduce the grade to
manslaughter. mortal

This
proposition, in fact, is a corollary of that which

liberatelymakes a blow no mitigating
provocation when there is given after

a manifest disparity of strength between the parties. ceased is

For even where no such disparity at first exists, the offence is

principle holds good when by the result of the conflict

one party is disarmed , or becomes otherwise helpless.3

$ 476. The plea of
provocation will not avail where it appears

Where the

blow is de

murder.

The case ,

him : one stabbed him in nine places, slight strokewith a cane."

he all thewhile on the ground begging however, is explained by the fact,

for mercy, and unable to resist them ; heretofore noticed , that Lutterel was

and one of them fired one of the pis- killed when resisting an arrest.

tols at him while on the ground , and 1 R. v. Anderson , 1 Russ. Cr. 731;

gave him his death wound. And this R. v. Kessal, 1 C. & P. 437; Davis v .

is reported to have been holden man- People, 88 111. 350 ; State v. Ramsay ,
slaughter by reason of the first assault 5 Jones N. C. 195 ; Judge v. State ,

with a cane. R.v . Tranter, 1 Stra.449.

58 Ala. 408 ; Preston v. State, 25 Miss.
Supra, § 403 .

Mr. Justice Foster, 383 ; State v . Christian , 66 Mo. 138 ;
viewing the case as thus reported, is State v. Alexander, 66 Mo. 148.
surprised “ that all these circum

? R. v. Anderson , i Russ. on Cr.
stances of

aggravation

- two to one,

731; R. v . Taylor, 5 Burr . 2793 ; R.
he helpless and on the ground , beg

v . Smith , 8 C. & P. 160; Macklin's
ging for mercy,stabbed in nine places,

case, 2 Lew . 225.
and then

dispatched with a pistol

As
8 R. v . Shaw , 6 C. & P. 372.

that all these
circumstances

, plain in

to burden of proof, see Whart. on Cr.
dications of a deadly revenge or dia- Ev. $ 334.
bolical fury, should not

outweigh a
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$ 477. ]

Case is

murder

where the

attack is

the party

continu

ance of old

of fact.

that the provocation was sought for and induced by the act of

the party in order to afford him a pretence for wreaking

his malice ; and even where there may have been pre

vious struggling or blows, such defence will not be sus

sought by
tained where there is evidence of prior malice. And

killing .
where a combatant enters into a contest dangerously

armed and fights under an undue advantage, though mutual

blows pass, it is not manslaughter, butmurder, if he slays his

adversary pursuant to a previously formed design, either general

or special, to use his weapon in an emergency.? A partý has in

this way no right, even on the plea of self-defence, to execute

private vengeance.3
§ 477. It has been said that when the existence of deliberate

Question of

malice in the slayer is once ascertained , its continuance,

down to the perpetration of the meditated act,must be

grudge one presumed , unless there is evidence to repel it ; and that

there must be some evidence to show that the wicked

purpose had been abandoned . If by this we are to understand

that the defendant is in such case to prove by witnesses that he

had abandoned his old grudge, the position cannot be sustained.

It is otherwise, however , if we understand the conclusion to be

that the presumption
(which is exclusively one of fact) of the

continuance
of the old grudge may be inet and overcome by the

presumption
of its abandonment

, which may be drawn from the

lapse of time, from the circumstances
of the encounter, and from

1 1 Vent. 159 ; 1 Hale, 452; One- v. Christian, 66 Mo. 138 ; Atkins v.

by's case, 2 Ld. Raym . 1490 ; R. v. State, 16 Ark. 568 ; State 1. Rogers,

Smith , 8 C. & P. 160 ; R. v. Mason, 18 Kans. 78 ; People v. Stonecifer, 6

1 East P. C. 232 ; 1 Russ. on Cr. 521, Cal. 405 ; McCoy v. State, 25 Tex.33;

585 ; Stewart v. State, 1 Ohio St. 66 ; Murray v. State, 36 Tex.642. As to

State v. Stoffer, 15 Ohio St. 47; burden of proof, see Whart.on Crim.

Slaughter v. Com . 11 Leigh, 681 ; Vai- Ev. § 334 .

don v . Com . 12 Grat. 717 ; Bristow 1 .

2 R. v . Thomas, 7 C. & P. 817 ;

Com . 15 Grat. 634 ; Dock v. Com . 21 State v. Craton, 6 Ired. 164; Nettles ,

Grat. 909 ; State v. Neeley, 20 Iowa, ex parte,Sup.Ct. Ala. 1878; St. Dig.

108 ; State v. Johnson , 1 Ired . 354 ; C. L. art. 224 et seq.

State v. Lane, 4 Ired . 113 ; State v .

8 Ibid . Infra ,$$ 485, 496. For a

Tachanatah
, 64 N. C. 614 ; State v. laxer view see Wray,

Ferguson
, 2 Hill S. C. 619 ; Lyon v .

Miss.673 ; Moore v. State,36 Miss. 137.

State, 22 Ga. 399; State v. Green, 37
Mo. 466; State v. Linney, 52 Mo. 40; son, i Tred . 354; State v. Tilly, 3

State v. Underwood
, 57 Mo. 40; State Ired . 424.

ex parte, 30

* Supra , $$ 114 , 399 ; State v. John
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[ $ 477.
the character of the parties. Thus it has been properly held

that if a person , upon meeting
unexpectedly his adversary , who

had intercepted him upon his lawful road and in his lawful

pur
suit, accepts the fight where hemight have avoided it by passing

on , the provocation being sudden and
unexpected , the law will

not presume the killing to have been upon the old grudge,

but upon the insult given by stopping him on the way, and it

will be
manslaughter. And after a

reconciliation ,the motive

will be presumed to be the recent
provocation , not the old

grudge.
3

On the other hand , if one seek another, and enter into a fight

with him , with the purpose, under the pretence of fighting , to

stab him ; if a homicide ensue it will bemurder in the assailant,

no matter what
provocation was

apparently then given , or how

high the assailant’s passion rose during the combat. Thus if A.

from previous angry feelings, on meeting with B., strike him

with a whip, with the view of inducing B. to draw a pistol, or,

believing he will do so in
resentment of the insult, and deter

mines if he do so to shoot B. as soon as he draws, and B. does

draw ,and A.
immediately shoots and kills B., this is

murder.5

But if there has been a quarrel between A. and B. and a recon

ciliation between them , and
afterwards, upon a new and sudden

falling out, A. kills B., this is not murder ; though if it appear

that the
reconciliation was but

pretended or
counterfeit,and that

the hurt done was upon the score of the old malice,a conviction

of murder will be
sustained.

Supra,§ 114. SeeWhart.on Crim . 5 State v. Marten , 2 Ired . 101.

Ev. § 735 ; Murray v . Com . 79 Penn. Supra, § 114 ; 1 Hale , 451; Ma

St. 311; State v. Savage, 78 N. C. son's case, i Fost. 132.

Where a sufficient
provocation at

Copeland v. State,7 Humph. 479. the time to extenuate thehomicide is

See State v.
Tachanatah , 64 N. C. proved , it is not competent for the

614. As to grudge, see Whart. Crim . prosecution , in order to show that the

Ev. $ 784 ; and see Wellar v. People, act of killing was not by reason of

30 Mich. 16. As to
continuance of the immediate

provocation , but of a

preëxisting malice, to prove that a• State v. Barnwell, 80 N. C. year before the prisoner declared his

intention to kill two or three men , it
R. v. Smith, 8 C. & P. 160 ; 1 being admitted that the deceased was

Hale,451; State v. Lane,4 Ired .113; not one of the men referred to. State
State v.

Ferguson , 2 Hill's S. C. R.

v . Barfield , 7 Ired . 299.619; State v. Harris, 59 Mo. 550 .

1

6

520 .

2

malice see supra , § 114 .

466 .
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Malicious

but in

hot blood

is man

Hot blood

to the

of the rela

the party

478. When one person interferes in the quarrel of others,

and kills one of the participants from malice, and not

killing in
from negligence or passion , the party killing is guilty

another's
quarrel is of murder. Thus if a master maliciously intending to

murder ; kill another take his servants with him , without ac

quainting them with his purpose, and meet his adver

slaughter .
sary and fight with him , and the servants, seeing their

master engaged, kill the other, they would be guilty of man

slaughter only, but the master of murder. If they take part

coolly and knowingly in the killing , it would be murder in all.

§ 479. A distinction may be taken between the interference of

servants and friends, and that of a mere stranger, and

extenuates there may be cases in which a jury would properly in

proportion fer hot blood in the interference of a friend or servant,

closeness when there could be no such inference as to the inter

tionship of ference of a stranger. A stranger may interfere from

pity or sense of fairness ; a friend or servant, in addition

ing .

to such motives, from affection or duty. At the same

time, it has been properly observed that the nearer or more re

mote connection of the parties with each other seems to be more

a matter of observation for the jury as to the probable force of

the provocation , and the motive which induced the interference,

than as furnishing any precise rule of law grounded on such a

distinction.2

Hot blood is naturally to be expected in the case of a friend

taking the side of a friend who is apparently maltreated ; and

hence if a third
person

should take up

the cause of a friend who

has been worsted
in mutual combat, and should attack the con

queror and be killed by him , the killing would , it seems,

beman

slaughter.
$ 480. Whether there has been cooling time is eminently a

question of fact, varying with the particular case and

Cooling with the temperament of the party. There are some

interfer

-
-
-

1.

timede

Infra, SS 490,494 ; 1 Russ. on Cr.

1 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 31, s. 55 ; State
v. Roberts, 1 Hawks, 341; Thompson 592; Irby v. State, 32 Ga.496,

-v. State, 25 Ala . 41 ; Frank v . State,
27 Ala . 38 . See 1 Russ. on Cr. 590. R.v. Harrington , 10Cox C. C.370.

And see 12 Rep. 89; 1 Russ. on Cr.

8 State v . Roberts, 1 Hawks, 351;

* See , as to presumptions
, supra,

S 114 .592 .
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provocations which , with persons of even temperament, pendent on

lose their power in a few moments ; while there are stances.

others which rankle in the breast for days and even ks, pro

ducing temporary insanity. Men's temperaments
, also, vary

greatly as to the duration of provocation
; and it must be remem

bered that we must determine the question ofmalice in each case ,

not by the standard of an ideal “ reasonable man,” but by that

of the party to whom the malice is imputed . A man may be

chargeable with negligence in not duly weighing circumstances

by which his passion would not have been aroused , or, when

aroused , would have been more speedily abated . But he is not

chargeable with malice when he was acting wildly and without

malice, in hot blood . Hence , whether there has been cooling

time, so as to impute to the defendant malice, is to be decided ,

not by an absolute rule, but by the conditions of each case.]

§ 481. It has been already shown that an illegal attempt to

restrain à man's liberty, even under color of legal

process, is such provocation as to reduce the offence to or coercion

manslaughter. This holds where a man is injuriously provoca

restrained of his liberty, as where a creditor stood at

the door of his debtor with a drawn sword, to prevent him from

escaping while he sent for a bailiff to arrest him ; or where a

sergeant put a common soldier under arrest,who thereupon killed

Restraint

tion .

Y

Supra, &$ 114-5 ; Whart. on Hom . 151; Moore, ex parte, 30 Ind. 197;

$$ 451 et seq . ; 1 Hawk. c . 31, ss. State v . Decklotts, 19 Iowa, 447 ;

22, 29 ; 4 Black . Com . 191; 3 Inst. State v . Spangler, 40 Iowa, 365 ; Ga

51; 1 Bulst. 86 ; Ld. Morley's case, 7 vin v. State, 30 Ga. 67 ; State v . Mc- .

St. Tr. 421; Kel. 56 ; Cromp. 23 ; i Cants, 1 Speers, 384 ; State v. Hill,

Sid. 287 ; Oneby's case, 2 Stra. 766; 4 Dev. & B. 491; Cates v. State, 50

2 Ld. Ray. 1485. See R. v. Taylor, Ala. 166 ; Field v. State,52 Ala. Poti

3 Burr. 2793; R.v. Kessal, 1 C. & P. Judge v. State, 58 Ala. 405 ; Gladden

437; R.v. Lynch , 5 C. & P. 324 ; R. v. State, 12 Fla. 562 ; Underwood v.

v. Hayward, 6 C. & P. 157; R. v. State, 25 Tex . Suppl. 748 ; Johnson v.

Fisher, 8 C. & P. 182; R. v. Eagle , State, 30 Tex. 748. See, as differing

2 F. & F. 827; R.v. Selten , 11 Cox from text, State v. Sizemore, 7 Jones

C.C. 674; McCann v. People, 6 Par- N. C. 206'; State v.Moore, 69 N. C.
ker C. R.629; People v. Sullivan, 3 267. As to burden of proof seeWhart.

Selden,396 ; Com . v.Green, 1 Ashm . Crim . Ev. § 334. For an interesting

289 ; Com . v. Lenox, 3 Brewst. 249 ; collection of cases on this point see

Kilpatrick v. Com . 31 Penn. St. 198 ; Mr. Townsend'sModern State Trials,

S.C.,3 Phil. R. 237;McWhirt'scase, i. 151 et seq. As to cooling time in

3 Grat. 594; Creek v. State, 24 Ind. riots see supra, $ 390 a .
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duel is

murder.

4 1 Hale,452,480,whosays: “ Thus list so declining to fight,proceedsthus:

$ 482.]

the sergeant with a sword , and upon the trial the articles of war

were not produced , nor any evidence given of the usage of the

army, and so no authority in the sergeant appeared . )

§ 482. Cool and deliberate homicide in a duel is murder in

the guilty party, and this, though the latter had re

Killing in ceived the provocation of a blow , or had been threat

ened with dishonor.3 It is the deliberation which con

stitutes the grade of guilt. Thus if A. and B. meet deliberately

to fight, and A.strike B., and pursue B. so closely that B., to

protect his own life, kills A., this is murder in B.; because their

meeting was a compact, and an act of deliberation , in pursuance

of which all that follows is presumed to be done.*

If the agreement to fight be cool and deliberate, no subse

quent hot blood will be a defence. Thus where B. challenged

A., and A. refused to meet him , but in order to evade the law ,

A. told B. that he should go the next day to a certain town

about his business, and accordingly B. met him in the road to

the same town,and assaulted him , whereupon they fought, and

1 Buckner's case , Styl. 467 ; With

out A. to kill him , it would be murder.

er's case, 1 East P. C. 233; R. v. Cur- This quære of Lord Hale’s is discussed

1 Moody C. C. 132; R. v. Wil- in 1 East P. C. c. 5, s. 54,pp. 284 et

loughby, 1 East P. C. 288.

seq., and it is observed that Mr. J.

2 R. v . Young, 8 C. & P.644; Smith Blackstone
(4 Black . Com . 185) ex,

v. State, 1 Yerger, 228 ; R.v.Cuddy, pressly puts the same case of a duel

1 Car. & Kir. 210; R. v . Selten , 11

as Lord Hale, but without subjoining

Cox C. C. 674 ; State v. Underwood
, the same doubt; and that it was con:

57 Mo. 40. Supra, $ 215. As to duel- sidered as settled law by the chief

ling as a substantive
offence see infra , justice in Oneby's case . Lord Raym .

1489. Mr. East, after reasoning in

3 1 Hale, 452. Supra, § 101.

favor of the extenuation
of the duel

is Mr. Dalton , cap . 93, p . 241 (new

“ Yet still itmay be doubtfulwhether,

ed . c. 145, p . 471) , to be understood
."

admitting
the full force of this reason

But a qu. is added in 1 Hale, 452, ing, the offence can be less than man

whether, if B. had really and truly slaughter
, or whether in such case the

declined the fight, ran away as far as
hecould ,and offered to yield, and yet upon the foot of necessity in self-de

A.. refusing to decline it had attempted
fence, because the necessity which was

his death,and B. after this had killed induced from his own faulty and illegal

A. in his own defence , it would excuse

act, namely, the agreement
to fight,

him from the guilt of murder; admit

was in the first instance deliberately

ting clearly that if the running away

foreseen and resolved upon in defiance

were only a pretence
to save his own

of the law .” 1 East P. C. c. 5 , s. 54,

life, and was really designed
to draw p . 285.

wan ,

$S 1767 et seq .

party can altogether
excuse himself
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;

A. killed B., it was held that A. was guilty of murder ; but the

same conclusion would not follow if it should appear by the

whole circumstances at he gave B. such information accid

tally,and not with a design to give him an opportunity of fight

ing.? On the other hand, where upon a sudden quarrel the

parties fight upon the spot, or if they presently fetch their

weapons
and

go into a field and fight, and one of them be

killed , it will be but manslaughter, because it may be inferred

that the blood never cooled . It is to be supposed, with regard

to sudden rencounters, that when they are begun the blood , pre

viously too much heated , kindles afresh at every pass or blow ;

and in the tumult of the passions, in which the instinct of self

preservation has no inconsiderable share, the voice of reason is

not heard ; therefore the law , in condescension to the infirmi

ties of flesh and blood , has extenuated the offence.3

$ 483. Not only the principals, but the seconds, in a deliber

ate duel, are guilty of homicide. And with regard to Seconds

other persons who are present, the question is , did sponsible

11 Hawk. P. C. c . 31, s . 22 ; 1 den and momentary frays; and then ,

Hale, 453 ; R. v. Byron, 11 St. Tr. if the blood has not had time to cool,

1177 ; R. v. Walters, 12 St. Tr. or the reason to return , the result is

113. Reference may also be made termed manslaughter. Such is the

to Bromwich's case, 1 Lev . 180 ; 1 law of the land, which undoubtedly

· Sid . 277; 7 St. Tr. 42. Bromwich the unfortunate gentleman at the bar

was indicted for aiding and abetting has violated , though he has acted in

Lord Morley in the murder of Haste conformity to the laws of honor. His

ings. whole demeanor in the duel, according

For a valuable collection of cases on to the witness whom you are most to

this point see Mr. Townsend'sModern believe, Colonel Stanwid ,was that of

151 et seq. The Eng- perfect honor and perfect humanity.

lish judges, though generally laying Such is the law , and such are the

down the law with becoming precision, facts. If you cannot reconcile the

sometimes go beyond our American latter to your conscience, you must re

authorities in mawkish sensibility with turn a verdict of guilty. But if the

the accused. Thus on the trial of contrary, though the acquittal may

Purefoy,for killing Colonel Roper in trench on the rigid rules of law, yet

a duel,at Maidstone, in 1794, Baron the verdict will be lovely in the sight

Hotham thus charged the jury : “ The both of God andman . 1 Townsend's

oath by which I am bound obliges me
Modern St. Trials, 154.

to say that homicide,after due interval ? 1 Hale, 453 ; 1 Hawk. P. C. c.

of consideration, amounts to murder. 31, s. 29 ; 3 Inst. 51. See State v .

The laws of England, in their utmost Underwood , 57Mo. 40.

lenity and allowance for human frailty ,
8 Fost. 138, 296 .

extend their compassion only to sud

State Trials,
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for mur

der .

$ 484.]

they give their aid and assistance by their countenance

and encouragement
of the principals in the contest ?

Mere presence is not sufficient ; but if they sustain the princi

pals by their advice or presence, or if they go for the purpose
of

encouraging and forwarding the unlawful conflict, although they

do not say or do anything, yet if they are present, and assisting

and encouraging at the moment when the pistol is fired , they

are guilty of murder.1

XIII. EXCUSE AND JUSTIFICATION.2

fence may

be propor

tioned to

force of

attack , CG

1. Repulsion of Felonious Assault .

§ 484. Vim vi repellere licet is a cardinal doctrine of the Ro

Forceof de- man law . A crime is threatened ; and it is my right

to repel it, whether such crimebe levelled at others or

myself. But the offence threatened must be a crime.

Felony ” has, in our law , been used to express the

1 R. v . Young, 8 C. & P. 644. See them sustained the principal by his

R. v . Cuddy, 1 C. & K. 209.

advice or presence; or if you think he

In R. v. Young, 8 C. & P. 644, the went down for the purpose of encour

prisoners were indicted for the murder aging and forwarding the unlawful

of Charles Flower Mirfin, who was conflict, although he did not say or do

killed in a duel by a Mr. Elliott. anything, yet if he was present and

Neither of the prisoners acted as a

was assisting and encouraging
at the

second on the occasion , but there was

momentwhen the pistol was fired, he

evidence to show that they and two will be guilty of the offence imputed

other persons went to the ground in by this indictment.” The prisoners

company with Mr. Elliott, and that were found guilty. R. v. Young, 8 C.

they were present when the fatal shot & P. 644 ; Roscoe's Cr. Ev.

was fired. Vaughan, B., told the

As to responsibility
of surgeonsas

jury , “ When upon a previous arrange- sisting at duels see Cullen v. Com .

ment, and after there has been time 24 Grat. 624 .

for the blood to cool, two personsmeet

2 As to burden of proof see Whart.

with deadly weapons, and one of them Crim . Ev. § 335 .

is killed, the party who occasions
the

8 Supra, SS 98-101, 140. That this

death is guilty of murder; and the right exists to repel a felony is well

seconds also are equally guilty. The established
. 1 East P. C. 259, 271;

question then is,did the prisoners
give U. S. v. Wiltberger

, 3 Wash .C. C.

their aid and assistance
by their coun- 515; Dill v. State, 25 Ala. 15; Oliver

tenance and encouragement
of the v. State, 17 Ala .15 ;Mattison v. State,

principals
in this contest ? ” After 55 Ala. 224 ; Kingen v. State,45 Ind.

observing
that neither prisoner

had 518 ; Pond v. People, 8 Mich. 150;

acted as a second, the learned judge People v. Doe, 1 Mich.451;People o:

continued
: “ If, however

, either of Campbell
, 30 Cal. 312; Murphy v.

p . 754.
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distinction ; but this is not sufficiently exact, because a private

person is authorized to take life to stop a riot, and a riot,

though likely to involve felonies in its development, is techni

cally but a misdemeanor.1 Certainly a mere assault, not directed

at life or chastity , or other high right, cannot excuse homicide.2

If a deadly weapon be not used by the assailant, or other cir

cumstances do not exist to indicate a felonious attempt, for the

assailed to take life is at least manslaughter.3 6. The intent,"

as is said by Judge Washington,4 “ must be to commit a felony .

If it be only to commit a trespass, as to beat the party , it will not

justify the killing of the aggressor.” 5 If, however, such intended

beating is of a character to imperil life, or to maim , or to deprive

the assailed of some essential right, then the assailed is excused

in taking life when necessary to repel the assault. It is also to

to be observed thatthe killing of an assailant under such circum

stances, the design of the assailant being to beat and not to com

mit a felony , is not murder, and at the highest is manslaughter.?

It should at the same time be remembered that the privilege

does not continue when the defendant retreats to a place of

safety, arms himself, and renews the conflict.8

$ 485. If the defendant in anyway challenged the fight, and

went to it armed , he cannot afterwards maintain that A conflict

in taking his assailant's life he acted in self defence.9 provoked

People 37 Ill. 447 ; State v. Savage, v. State,52 Ala. 322; Field v. State,

78 N. C. 520; Levells v. State, 32 Ark. 52 Ala. 348 ; Judge v. State, 58 Ala .

405 ; McPherson v . State , 22 Ga. 478 ;

2 See Pond v. People , 8 Mich. 150 ; Floyd r. State, 30 Ga. 91; Chase v.

Com .v. Daley, 4 Pa.L. J. 150, quoted State , 46 Miss. 683; Stewart v. State,

Wh. Hom . App. ; 4 Bla. Com . 179.
1 Ohio St. 66 ; Kingen v . State , 45

Infra, $ 501; Com .v. Daley, Penn. Ind. 518 ; Burden v. People, 26 Mich.

L. J. 154 ; Com . v. Drum , 58 Penn .

St. 9 ; Claxton v. State , 2 Humph. 6 Supra , § 98; infra, § 501; State

181 ; State v . Benham , 23 Iowa , 154. v . Benham , 23 Iowa, 154 ; State v .

8 That theremay be circumstances Burke, 30 Iowa, 331; Com . v. Drum ,

inwhich a deadly weapon may be used 58 Penn. St. (8 P. F. Smith ) 1; Kin

in self-defence by a party who is only gen v. State,45 Ind. 518 ; Young v.

struck by the hand , see Davis v. Peo- State, 11 Humph. 200 ; Williams v.

ple, 88 Ill. 350 ; Judge v. State , 58 State, 44 Ala.41.

7 Copeland v. State , 7 Humph. 479.

* U. S. v. Wiltberger, 3 Wash. C. 8 Whart, on Hom . § 481.

o Supra, $ 476 ; infra, $ 496 ; Fost.

See, to same effect, infra, $ 500; 277 ; Com . v. Drum , 58 Penn. St. 9 ;

Pierson v. State, 12 Ala. 149; Eiland Dock v. Com . 21 Grat. 912 ; Vaiden

by

585 .

162.

Ala. 405 ; and see supra , § 441.

C. 515 .
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fendant

cannot be

him as a

defence.

Self-de

fence ex

ists when

peace.

§ 486 a . ]

“ A man has not,” as is properly said by Breese, C. J.,

set up by “ the right to provoke a quarrel and take advantage

of it , and then justify the homicide.” Self-defence

may be resorted to in order to repel force, but not to inflict

vengeance. “ Non ad sumendam vindictam ,sed ad propulsan

dam injuriam ." 3 “ There is certainly no law to justify the prop

osition that a man may be the assailant and bring on an attack,

and then claim exemption from the consequence of killing his

adversary on the ground of self-defence. While a man may act

safely on appearances, and is not bound to wait until a blow is

received , yet he cannot be the aggressor and then shield himself

on the assumption that he was defending himself." 4

§ 486. But though the defendant may have thus provoked the

conflict, yet if he withdraws from it in good faith , and

clearly announces his desire for peace, then if he be

the defend- pursued his rights of self-defence revive. Of course

ant thoughaggressor there must be a real and bona fide surrender and with

retreats,
asking for drawal on his part, for if there be not, then he will

still continue to be regarded as the aggressor. But if

A. really and evidently withdraws from the contest, and resorts

to a place of security , and B., his antagonist,knowing that he is

no longer in danger from A., nevertheless attacks A., then A.'s

rights in self-defence revive.6

§ 486 a. In cases of personal conflict ,it must appear, in order

to establish excusable homicide in self-defence, that the party kill

v . Com . 12Grat. 717 ; Roach v. State, v. Green, 37 Mo. 466. See other

34 Ga. 78 ; State v. Rogers, 18 Kans. cases cited supra , $ 476.

78. See State v . Stoffer , 15 Oh. St. 8 See supra , $$ 96 , 97.

47; Hayden v. State, 4 Blackf. 547;

* Wagner, J., State v. Linney, 52

People v. Stonecifer
,6 Cal.407 ; Eiland Mo. 40; s. P., Williams v. State, 3

v . State , 52 Ala . 322 ; Evans v . State , Heisk . 376 .

44 Miss . 762 ; State v . Starr , 38 Mo.
6 See Hodges v. State, 15 Ga. 117;

270 ; State v. Linney, 52 Mo. 40 ; State v. Hill, 4 Dev. & B. 491 ; State

Hays, 23 Mo. 287 ; State v .

v. Howell, 9 Ired . 485; State v. Smith ,

Hudson, 59 Mo. 135; White v. Maxey, 10 Nev. 106. See supra, s$ 95–102.

64 Mo. 552; Dawson v . State, 33 Tex .

• Stoffer v. State, 15 Ohio St. 47;

491.

Vaidon v . Com . 12 Grat. 717 ; Hitt

i Adams v. People , 47 Ill. 208.

ner v . State , 19 Ind. 48 ; Evans v.

2 Stewart v. State , 1 Ohio St. 66. State, 33 Ga. 4 ; Evans v. State, 44

See also State v. Neely , 20 Iowa, Miss . 762; State v. Linney ,52 Mo.

208 ; Roach r. State, 34 Ga. 78; State 40; People v. Stonecifer
,6 Cal.407;

State v . Conally, 3 Oregon,69.

State v .
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Retreat is

ing had retreated , either as far as he could, by reason of some

wall, ditch , or other
impediment, or as far as the fierce

ness of the assault would permit him . The last qualifi- necessary

cation is worthy of particular
consideration . “ Retreated ticable .

to the wall ” is
sometimes given by the old text writers as the

exclusive test ; but even if we accept this test
exclusively,we

must
remember that it is to be taken in a figurative sense , as in

dicating a retreat to the limits of personal safety. First, the

word “ wall ” is
sometimes used

interchangeably with “ ditch ;

showing that what is meant is that when the assailed cannot fur

ther recede without exposing him to great peril (e. g . as in cross

ing a ditch ), then he may turn and assume the
aggressive.

Secondly, “ walls ” and “ ditches " are not always accessible ; and

to make them
prerequisites to the initiation of those offensive

acts which are the
conditions of self-defence would be to declare

that there should be no self-defence when there are no 66 ditches

or “ walls.” The true view is, that a “ wall ” is to be presumed

whenever retreat cannot be further
continued without probable

death ,and when the only
apparent means of escape is to turn

and attack the pursuer. And retreat need not be
attempted

when the attack is so fierce that the assailed , by
retreating, will

apparently expose himself to death.2 Nor is retreat required

from a party who at the time is
standing on his rights.3

11 Hale, 481, 483; Gilleland v. Iowa, 188; State v . Hill, 4 Dev. &
State, 44 Tex . 356.

Bat. 491; Oliver v . State, 17 Ala .Supra, $ 100; Fost. 273; 1 Hawk. 587.

c. 29, s. 14 ; R. v . Smith , 8 C. & P. The assailed must retreat as far as

160 ; 4 Black . Com . 185; Runyan v .

the assault will permit. Dock v. Com .State, 57 Ind. 80; State v. Tweedy, 21 Grat. 909; Evans v. State, 33 Ga.

5 lowa, 433; State v. Thompson, § 4 ; McPherson v. State, 22 Ga. 478 .

8 Supra, § 99 ; Pfomer v. State, 4 his life, in such case it is agreed that

Parker C. R. 558 ; Dock v . Com . 21

the party thus attacked need not reGrat. 909 ; State v. Thompson,9 lowa, treat in order to bring his case within

188; State v. Maloy, 44 lowa, 104 ; the rule of necessity in self-defence ;
Aaron v. State , 31 Ga. 167.

or if , in the assault, B. fall to theThe distinction between this kind ground, whereby he could not fly, in

of homicide and
manslaughter is,that such case if B. Kill A. it is in self-de

here the slayer could not otherwise fence upon chance-medley . i Hawk.

escape although he would ; in man

c. 29, s. 14 ; 4 Black. Com . 185 ; 3
slaughter, he would not escape if he Inst. 56 ; State v. Dixon, 75 N. C.

could. Thus if A.assault B.so fierce- 275; Holloway v. Com . 11 Bush, 344.
ly that going back would endanger

2
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Attack can

not be an

is an op

§ 487. It has been sometimes said that if A.'s life is made

wretched by the reckless and desperate enmity of B.,

and if there is good reason to believe that B. is intend

when there ing to assassinate A., A. is not obliged , forsaking his

portunity

usual employments, to hide from B., but may arm him

to restrain self, and on meeting B. shoot B. down without wait

by law . ing to receive B.'s shot. No doubt, supposing a com

munity to be without an authoritative police government, and

supposing B.to be a ruffian actually seeking A.'s life ,whom no

other process can be used to check , then A. is excused in taking

this violent but only possible way of saving his own life, by sac

rificing that of B. But it is otherwise where there is opportu

nity to invoke the interposition of the law .? A man who believes

Seeremarks of Thurman , J., in Stew- them on very slight provocation. In

art v. State , 1 Ohio St. 66 .

such a case it might reasonably be re

In Kentucky the right of self-de- garded as the duty of the person as

fence has been pushed still further. saulted to retreat rather than draw

Philips v . Com . 2 Duvall,328 ; Carico his own sword ; but I cannot think

v . Com . 7 Bush , 124 ; Bohannon v . that Hale meant to say that a man

Com . 8 Bush , 481; Luby v. Com . 12 who , in such a case , closed with his

Bush , 1; and see , to same effect, assailant and took his sword from him

State v. Kennedy, 7 Nev. 374. These would be acting illegally, or that if,in

cases are criticised in Whart. on Hom . doing so , the assailant were thrown

§ 489.

down and accidentally killed by the

Sir J. Stephen states the law to be fall, the person causing his death

thatwhen the assailant assails with a would be guilty of felony. Themi

deadly weapon , it is the duty of the nuteness of the law contained in the

assailed “ to abstain from the intention- authorities, on which this article is

al infliction of death or grievous bodily founded, is a curious relic of a time

harm until he has retreated as far as
when police was lax and brawls fre

he can with safety to himself." To quent, and when every gentleman wore

this he appends as a note the follow- arms, and was supposed to be familiar

ing : -

with the use of them .” Steph . Dig.

" If this were not the law it would C. L. art. 200 .

follow that any ruffian , who chose to

He proceeds to say in the textthat

assault a quiet person in the street, “ any person unlawfully assaulted may

might impose upon him the legal duty defend himself on the spot by any

of running away, even if he were the force short of the intentional
infliction

stronger man of the two.

The pas- of death or grievous bodily harm.”

sage of Hale appears to me to be ap- Supra , $ 100.

plicable only to cases where deadly

1 See Bohannon v. Com . 8 Bush,

weapons are produced by way of bra- 481.

vado or intimidation
, - a case which ,

2 State v. Martin , 30 Wis. 216 ;

no doubt, often occurred when people Edwardsv.State,47 Miss. 581. Com

habitually
carried arms, and used pare

distinctions
taken supra, $ 97a.

(
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his life is in danger, but whose rights are not as yet attacked ,

ought, if he have access to a tribunal clothed with the ordinary

powers of a justice of the peace , to apply to such tribunal to in

terpose . If he have ground enough to excuse him in killing

the person from whom he believes himself in danger, he has

ground enough to have that person bound over to keep the peace,

or committed in default of bail. And wherever this process can

be applied , the endangered party is not excused in taking the

law into his own hands and proceeding to attack his expected

assailant. He cannot himself seize on his antagonist in advance

of the attack he fears ; and if he wishes thus to anticipate the

attack , hemust resort to the law . Where the conflict can be

'avoided , the law must be resorted to for redress. When, how

ever, a right is actually attacked, the person possessing the right

isnot bound to yield in order to appeal to the law . He is en

titled to repel force by force. Nor is he precluded from repel

ling an attack actually made by the fact that he had such prior

notice of the attack that he might have called upon the public

authorities to intervene. When the attack is actually made on

him , heis entitled to repel it, no matter for how long a time he

may have anticipated it. If self-defence could only be resorted

to in cases in which the attack is entirely unexpected, the right

would cease to exist in the cases in which it is most important to

society that it should be preserved. If I choose to become a

sheep, so runs a pregnant German proverb, I will be devoured

by thewolf. The social wolf is the product of the social sheep.

§ 487 a . Of course the rule just stated, that an attack cannot

beanticipated by a private person who could have re- Otherwise

course to the law for this purpose, presupposes the law there is no

gives machinery by which, if my life is threatened , I organized

can cause the arrest of my expected assailant. Sup- ment.

pose,however, the law gives no such machinery ? Am I to be

shot down without the means of prevention, by an assassin who

1 R. v. Howarth , 1 M. C. C. 207;
? People v . Sullivan, 3 Selden , 396 ;

R.v. Williams, 1 M.C. C. 387; R.v. Shippey v. State, 10 Minn. 223. And
Langdon , R. & R. 228 ; State v. Ruth

see Com . v . Drum , 58 Penn. St. 1 .

erford, 1 Hawks, 457; Com . v . Drum ,
8 Supra, $ 97.

58 Penn. St. 1 ; Dock v . State, 21 4 Wer sich zum Schaafmacht, den

Grat.909; Stewart v. State, 1 Ohio frisst der Wolf. See fully supra, § 97.

St. R. 66 ; and see supra , &$ 399, 461.
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183; Wesley v . State, 37 Miss. 327 ; Crim . Ev. § 335. As to question in

will fire at me on sight ? Am I to wait to receive the shot, in

order to comply with the technical requisite that before I can

fire an attempt should bemade on my life ? In a state of nature,

where there is no law to which I can appeal to have such a villain

restrained , I am entitled , in order to save my life, to take the

law into my own hands ; though I do this at my own risk . On

this principle may be explained a remarkable case in California ,

where a party of persons were on an island belonging to the

United States, engaged in gathering wild birds' eggs,and where

another party attempted to land for the same purpose. It was

held that if the first party resisted the landing by force, the

second was justified in using force, and that if one of the occu

pants was killed in the encounter, this was excusable homicide.1

But if there be any tribunal to which a party believing his life

to be in dangermay resort for protection ,hemust claim this pro

tection ; and for him to take the law in his own hands,and to

kill a supposed assailant, unless under the honest belief of an

actual attack , is murder.

§ 488. It is conceded on all sides that it is enough if the dan

ger which the defendant seeks to avert is apparently

is apparent imminent, irremediable, and actual. Butapparently as

isto be de- to whom ? Here three theories meet us: The first is,

that the stand-point is that of the jury. No doubt,in

a primary sense, this is correct. The jury must judge

point. whether the danger was apparent, but it is absurd to

1 People v . Batchelder, 27 Cal. 69.

v. People , 23 Ill. 17 ; Roach v. People,

See this doctrine illustrated in the Vir- 77 III. 25 ; Creek v.State, 24 Ind.151;

ginius case, as detailed in Whart. on West v. State, 59 Ind. 113; Holloway

Hom . & 490 ; and see also supra , § 271.

v. Com . 11 Bush , 344 ; Taylor v.

3 To the effect that apparent

” State, 48 Ala. 180; Eiland 1. State,

imminent danger be enough if there is 52 Ala. 322; Fortenberry
v. State, 3;

“ reasonable ” and honest belief in Miss. 403 ; Kendrick v. State, 55

its existence, see U. S. v. Wiltberger, Miss. 436 ; People v. Williams, 32

3 Wash.C.C.515; People v. Austin , Cal. 280; People v. Anderson, 44 Cal.

1 Parker C.R. 154 ; Murray v. Com . 65; State v. Bohan , 19 Kans.28. See

79 Penn. St. 311 ; Pistorius v. Com . Hicks v. State, 51 Ind. 407 ; Teal u;

84 Penn. St. 158 ; Darling v. Wil- State, 22 Ga. 75 ; Long

liams, S. Ct. Ohio, 1879 ; Stoneman v. Miss. 23; State v. O'Connor, 31 Mo.

Com . 25 Grat. 887; State v. Abbott, 389; May v. State, 6 Tex. Ap. 191.

8 W.Va. 741; Stiles v. State , 57 Ga. As to burden of proof see Whart.

State v. Brown ,64 Mo. 367; Schnier relation to insanity see supra,$ 39.

Whether

from the

defend

ant's

stand

a

v . State, 52
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case ,

say that it is necessary that the danger must have been such as

to be apparent to
themselves as they

deliberate finally on the

If this were true, an unloaded pistol would cease to be an

apparent danger, for the jury , when they come to decide the

case, know that the pistol was not loaded , and know that there

was no real danger. Hence,what the jury have to decide is, not

whether the danger was apparent to themselves, but whether it

was apparent by some other standard . What is the other stand

ard which the jury are thus to apply ? 1

The answer given by several of our courts to this question is,

that if a “
reasonable man would have held that the danger

was apparent, then the danger will be treated as apparent. In

other cases it is varied ; it being said that when the danger is

“ reasonably apparent," then it is to be treated as apparent.

Weare therefore to infer that if a man of ordinary reason would

consider an apparent though unreal danger to be imminent and

real, then this is a good defence; but that to constitute a good

defence it is necessary that the danger should have been such as

to have been
considered as imminent and real by a man of or

dinary reason .

§ 489. But who is the
reasonable man who is thus in

voked as the standard by which the " apparent danger Imprac

is to be tested ? What degree of " reason ”.

he to be
supposed to have ? Ifhe is aman of peculiar coolness a redeam

and
shrewdness, then he has capacities which we rarely

discover among persons fluttered by an attack in which ard.

life is assailed ; and we are applying, therefore, a test about as

inapplicable as would be that of the jury who deliberate on

events after they have been interpreted by their results. Or, if

wereject the idea of a man of peculiar reasoning and
perceptive

powers, the selection is one of pure caprice, the ideal reasonable

man being an
undefinable myth , leaving the particular case un

governed by any fixed rule. And that this ideal reasonable man

is an inadequate standard is shown by a conclusive test. Sup

Thus aiming an unloaded gun may opinion pronounced in 1864 by the

justify self-defence,when the defend- Supreme Court of North Carolina.

ant believed the gun to be loaded. State v. Bryson , 1 Winst. Law , pt. ii.

People v.
Anderson, 44 Cal. 65.

See Whart. on Hom . § 493 .· As
illustrating this view see an

ticable

to take

ble man

as stand

86 .
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pose the ideal reasonable man would at the time of the conflict

have believed that a gun aimed by the deceased was loaded ,

whereas in point of fact the defendant knew the gun was not

loaded ; would the defendant be justified in shooting down an

assailant approaching with a gun the defendant knows to be un

loaded , simply because the ideal reasonable man would sup

pose the gun to be loaded ? No doubt that in such case no honest

belief of the ideal reasonable man would be a defence to the de

fendant who knew that the belief was false , and that he was not

really in danger of his life. And if thebelief of the ideal reason

able man is not admissible to acquit, a fortiori is it inadmissible

to convict.1

1 For a discussion of the authorities States leave the question open. The

on this point see Whart. on Hom . § “ fear," it is declared , in language

495 . And as to admissibility of evi- substantially the same, though with

dence of deceased's bad character see incidental variations, must be the

Whart. Crim . Ev. § 69 ; and see “ fear of a reasonable person ," or must

Adams v. People , 47 Ill. 208 ; Schnier be a “ reasonable fear," and the kill

v . People, 23 11. 17 ; State v. Swift, ing must have been " under the influ

14 La. An . 827 ; Gladden v . State , 12 ence of these fears," and " not in re

Fla . 562 ; R.v . Smith, 8 C. & P. 160 ; venge.” So it ispresented by statute,

R.v. Forster, 1 Lewin C. C. 187. As though in language exhibiting much

to admissibility of evidence of threats diversity, in New York,2 California,

of deceased seeWhart. Crim . Ev. $ 75. Arkansas, Illinois, Georgia, Kansas,

Other cases exist in which a stand- Mississippi, and Minnesota. Butin

ard outside of the defendant is ap- no statute do we find a determination

parently set up , but in which the view of the question whether this “ reason

actually taken is that the standard is ableness ” is to be tested by the de

to be the defendant's own conscious- fendant's lights, or those of an ideal

ness ; but that, as is elsewhere shown, reasonableman. Undoubtedly,courts

if his error of fact is attributable to have read the statutes so as to include

his own negligence , and if his appre- the latter view.?

But this is not a

hension of danger springs from this necessary implication
of the statutes,

error in fact, then he is guilty of which leave it open to determine in

negligent
homicide, that is of man

what way the term " reasonable " is to

slaughter. That this is correct, see be defined .

infra , § 492.

The leading maxim on this point is

The penal codes of many of the one which Mr. Broom , in his Legal

1 Morris v . Platt, 32 Conn. 75 ; Shorter v .

3 People v. Hurley , 8 Cal. 390 ; People r.

People, 2 Comst. 193; People v. Austin, 1 Williams
, 32 Cal. 280.

Parker C. R. 154 ; Creek v . State , 24 Ind .
4 Gen. Stat. 1868, p . 319.

151, and cases cited in Whart. on Hom . $

5 Dyson v. State, 26 Miss. 362.
6 Stat. 1867, p . 598. I am indebted for

2 2 R. S. 660, § 3, sub. 2, declared by these citations to Hor. & Thomp. Cas. P.

Bronson , J., Shorter v. People , 2 Comst. 193, 268 .

to be only declaratory
of the common law .

7 See cases cited to $ 488 .

500 .
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$ 490. As showing that it is the

defendant's stand -point that

is the test,we may appeal to a class of cases already Analogy

noticed , where A.
interferes to protect B., whom A. ofinterfer

conceives to be unjustly and unfairly attacked by C. encein the

Now it does notmatter whether A.'s
impressions were others.

Maxims, tells us Lord Erskine relied Thompson, of
Pennsylvania , speaking

on as of controlling importance , and for the whole supreme bench of that

which is adopted in a well known State.5

opinion of Baron Parke : 1 " The rule In
Massachusetts, if we are to judge

oflaw founded in justice and reason from cases in which evidence of the

is,that Actus non facit reum ,nisi mens deceased's ferocity and brutality is de

sit rea ; the guilt of the accused must clared
inadmissible , the view here de

depend upon the
circumstances as fended is rejected ; yet we must not

they appear to him .” To the same forget that in Selfridge's case, which

effectmay be cited the following ex- has always been held law in Massa

pressions of Garrow , J., in a much chusetts, evidence was received of the

earlier case : 2 " Here the life of the
defendant's debility and of his expec

prisoner was threatened , and if he tation of being attacked by “ some

considered his life in actual danger,he bully ; ” and Judge Parker expressly

was justified in shooting the deceased told the jury that these were among

as he had done; but if, not consider- the chief points for them to consider

ing his own life in danger, he rashly in
determining whether the danger to

shot this man who was only a tres the
defendant was apparent.

And

passer , he would be guilty of man- the present tendency of the Massa

slaughter."

chusetts Supreme Court is to return ,This test has been maintained , with though with the reservation that the

only slight
occasional and probably in- impression must be reasonable, to the

advertent departures, by the Pennsyl-
subjective tests established in Self

vania courts. It was
uniformly ap- ridge's case .

Thus under the statutesplied in all homicide cases by Judge authorizing the defendant to be ex
King, a great master of criminallaw.8 amined in his own behalf, when the

Following Judge King's lead , we defendant has
introduced

evidence

find Judge Brewster,
afterwards pre- tending to show that,at the time he

siding in the same court, declaring struck the blow , he had
reasonable

that" The attack musthave been such

cause to apprehend an attack uponas in the belief of the prisoner rendered and serious bodily harm to himself

it necessary to defend himself, even to from the man he killed , he is now al

the taking of the lifeof the deceased .” lowed to testify that at that time he

To the same effect may be cited did in fact
apprehend such an attack.

an opinion of the late Chief Justice Judge Thurman, in a capital case

2 R. v. Thurborn , 1 Den . C. C. 388-9 .

4 Com . v . Carey, 2 Brewster , 401.
2 R.v. Scully , 1 C. & P. 319 .

6 Logue v. Com . 38 Penn . St. 265.
8 This view runs through the charges of

also Com . v. Seibert, quoted at large in

this great jurist in the
homicide cases grow

Whart. on Hom . $ 507.
ing outof the riots of 1844-5 , as given in

6 Com . v. Woodward, 102 Mass. 155. For

prior pages. Itwas accepted by him , as a
matter of

unquestioned law , in Flavel's case ,
the rule in Michigan see Pond v. State, 8cited in

Wharton's Crim . Law , 7th ed . $

See

1027.
Mich . 150 .
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right or wrong . If they were honest, and not negligently

adopted, then A.'s offence is not higher than manslaughter."

in Ohio , in 1852 (Stewart v. State, 1 upon that thought and take life ; but

Oh. St. 66 ) , says : “ Whether a per- if he does it, it is atthe risk of a jury

son assaulted is or is not bound to saying , when all the facts are devel

quit the combat, if he can safely do oped before them , whether hewas justi

so , before taking life, it will not be fied in forming that opinion or not.21E

denied that in order to justify the you are satisfied from the evidence

homicide , he must, at least, have rea that the circumstances did not war

sonably apprehended the loss of his rant the conclusion that he arrived at,

own life, or great bodily harm , to pre- and that he took life, it is no justifica

vent which, and under a real, or an tion , and you have a right to convict.

least supposed necessity , the fatal blow It is not his impressions alone,but the

must be given .” But “ reasonably ” question is ,whether those impressions

by what standard, and “ supposed at the time he formed them were cor

by whom ? That the defendant was rect. If they were correct, it is a

the person thus taken as a standard protection ; if they were incorrect,

appears from a succeeding passage , in then it affords him no immunity or

which Judge Thurman ,when inquiring protection .” This is certainly very

whether there wassuch a bonâ fide sup- loosely put; and we can only recon

position by the defendant, says, “ We cile the last statement with the first

find no evidence tending to prove that three by supposing that " correct,"

Stewart (the defendant), when he saw

in the last sense, is to be understood

Dotey (the deceased
), was in danger as “ correct according

to the defend

of loss of life or limb, or of great ant's own opportunities
of judging.".

bodily harm , or that he apprehended
But however this may be,we learn,

such danger.” It is clear, therefore ,

on examining
the opinions of the ap

that “ reasonably
” is used by Judge pellate judges, that the charge was,

Thurman in antithesis
to

negli- in the opinion of Davies, C. J., Smith,

gently." If the defendant “ reason- J., and Morgan , J., not erroneous,

ably ," i. e. in due exercise of his rea when taken as a whole ; and that

believed himself in danger, this Smith, J., and Morgan, J., were of

is a defence .

opinion that there were no facts

In New York, the opinion of Judge proved towhich a charge on the law

Bronson in Shorter's case, as already of self-defence was applicable
, and

cited , has been frequently
referred to ,

hence that it was not, if erroneous,

in succeeding
trials, as properly ex

calculated
to prejudice the defendant.

pounding the law . Atthe sametime, People v.Lamb, 2 Abb. Pr. N. S. 148 ;

in Lamb's case, in 1866, the judge 2 Keyes, 360; S.C., 54 Barb.342. See

trying the case charged the jury as Temple v. People, 4 Lans. 119.

follows : « A man is not bound, if his

As cases adopting
the subjective

test

life is in imminent
peril or danger , to

see Grainger
v. State , 5 Yerger, 459;

wait until he receives
a fatal wound, State v. Rippy, 2 Head, 217 ; State...

or has some great bodily injury , in- Williams
, 3 Heisk . 376; Tealv. State,

flicted on him . If he think his life is

22 Ga. 75 ; State v . Sloan, 47 Mo.

in imminent
peril , he has a right to act

1 Fost. 262; 1 Hawk. c. 31, § ++ ; and see supra, $$ 395 etseq.

66

son ,

604 ; State v. Bryant, 55 Mo. 75 ;
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§ 491. Viewing the law in this respect on principle, we are

compelled to hold that the question of apparent neces- On princi

sity can only be determined from defendant's stand- ple, the test

point. Take the question , first, in its simpler rela- fendant's

tions. A. is assaulted by B. with what appears to be lief.

a loaded pistol in his hand. A. kills B., believing the pistol to

be loaded , when it is not. This, it is agreed , may constitute a

good case of self-defence. When we come to analyze A.'s be

lief, however,we find that it is an ordinary conclusion of induc

tive reasoning ; a conclusion which is erroneous, because itsmi

nor premise is false. Putting this process in syllogistic form , it

stands as follows :

Whoever assaults me with a loaded pistol endangers my
life .

B.assaults me with a loaded pistol, & c .

Supposing ,however , we substitute for the subject of the major

premise the term “ Garroter," — slightly varying the predicate,

the
process may be then thus stated :

A garroter taking me by the throat is likely to do me great

bodily harm .

B. is a garroter taking meby the throat, & c.

Now , in the first case, it is enough if I honestly , though erro

neously,believe that B.'s pistol is loaded ; and in the second case

it is enough if I honestly, though erroneously , believe that B. is

a garroter. In both cases the error of the conclusion is one of

the apprehensive powers. I err in my apprehension ; I do not

see aright ; or I have been misinformed ; or I have not heard

aright. But in each case the error for which I am to be put on

trial is my error, not somebody else's error. It is no excuse to

me, if I resort to self-defence, that some “ reasonable ” looker-on

believes the pistol to be loaded, when I know that it is unloaded .

Oliver v. State, 17 Ala. 587; Carroll 887. In divergence from the text, it

v.State, 23 Ala . 28 ; Noles v. State , was held in State v. Shoultz , 25 Mo.

26 Ala.31; Wesley v. State, 37 Miss. 128, that evidence of defendant's pe

327; aff. in Evans v. State,44 Miss. culiar nervousness was inadmissible.

262; Gladden v. State, 12 Fla . 562; As rejecting the distinction taken in

State v. Neeley , 20 lowa, 108; Colling the text, see Wesley v. State, 37

v. State,32 Iowa, 36 ;Murphy v. State, Miss. 327. See this question dis

33 Iowa, 270; State v. Potter,13 Kans. cussed in its relation to insanity, su

v. State, 6 Tex. App.424. pra , § 38.

And see Stoneman v. Com . 25 Grat.

449

414 ; Bode

VOL. I.
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us, that " whether
the defendant

actually
transcended

the lim

its of self -defence
can never

be determined

without
reference

1 See supra, SS 37 et seq. That the would be, that as he (the defendant)

State v . Harrington , 12 Nev. 125 ; Wh. he would be liable as for negligent

$ 491. ]

So it is no excuse to me, if I shoot down a person suddenly hust

ling me, that some “ reasonable " looker -on believes the supposed

assailant to be a garroter, when I know him not to be a garroter.

So if I, according to my own lights, conclude the pistol to be

loaded , or the assailant to be a garroter, then I am to be ac

quitted of malice if I act upon this belief, though I cannot be

acquitted of manslaughter
if I arrive at this belief negligently.

In other words, I cannot be convicted of murder, which involves

a malicious intent, unless I have such a malicious intent; though

I may be convicted of manslaughter
if I have killed another by

aiming at him a dangerous weapon without due consideration.

Nor does it make any difference that my conclusion as to the im

minency of the danger is not that which a cool observer of ordi

nary capacity would have reached . In the first place,wemust

remember that whoever puts me in a position of dangerwhich

so disturbs or futters me that I act precipitately and convul

sively, is liable for the consequences
of such precipitate and con

vulsive action . In the second place, even supposing my intel

lect is so disordered as to be incapable of logical action,it is by

this disordered and illogical intellect,and not by the intellectsof

saner and more logical observers, that I am to be judged . To

this effect may be cited the observations of one of the most vig

orous of contemporaneous
English commentators

.

“ Partial in

sanity," says Sir J. Stephen
, “ may be evidence

to disprove
the

presence
of the kind of malice

required
by the law to constitute

the particular
crime of which the prisoner

is accused
. A man is

tried for wounding
with intent to murder

. It is proved that

he inflicted
the wound under a delusion

that he was breaking
a

jar. The intent to murder
is disproved

, and the prisoner
must

be acquitted
; but if he would have no right to break the sup

posed jar, he might be convicted
of an unlawful

and malicious

wounding
." ? So Berner,an authoritative

German
jurist,"tells

defendant
may testify to his belief see

used a dangerous
weapon negligently

,

wounding
. Infra , $ 492.

8 Lehrbuch
d . Straf. 1871, p. 147.

Cr. Ev. § 431.

2 CriminalLaw of England, London,

1863, p . 92 . The better conclusion
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[ $ 491.

" 1

HOMICIDE.

to his
individual character. An abstract and universal standard

is here
impracticable. The

defendant should be held guiltless

(of malicious homicide ) if he only defended himself to the ex

tent to which , according to his honest
convictions as affected by

his particular
individuality, defence under the

circumstances ap

peared to be
necessary .

1 As
illustrations of this

important In the same line may be noticed

principle the following cases may be cases in which , under the influence

here cited : To larceny a felonious of public
excitement, the mind be

intent is necessary ; a person who comes so disturbed as to be incapable

takes another's goods honestly, though of a specific intent. During the Phil.

erroneously
believing them to be his adelphia riots of 1844 several cases of

own, is not guilty of larceny. See this characterwere brought before the

R.v. Reed , i C. & M. 306 ; Merry courts. In such a whirlwind of terror

v. Green , 7 M. & W. 623 ; Com . v . and fanaticism as then swept over the

Weld , Thacher's C. C. 157.

Irish residents of
Philadelphia , divid

A specific
punishment is assigned ing them intotwo hostile camps, it was

to assaulting an officer: A., an officer, not strange that men of weak minds

is assaulted by B., who is honestly should lose their balance, and , mad

and innocently ignorant that A. is an dened by fear,with their powers of

officer; B. is not liable for assaulting
discrimination paralyzed or frenzied ,

an officer, though
chargeable with as should use wildly and

mischievously

saulting a private person . Com . v. any dangerous
instruments they might

Logue, 38 Penn . St. 265 ; Yates v.

seize. Were such men to be heldPeople, 32 N. Y. 509. See U. S. v. guilty , under the old common law

Ortega, 4 Wash. C. C. 531; U. S. v. rule, of murder, if it appeared that

Liddle, 2 Wash. C. C. 205. See su- by them , or by those with whom they

pra , S $ 87, 419 ; infra , $ 649.

acted, others were killed ? NeitherA cruiser, under the innocent and Judge King,who tried the cases on

honest belief that a merchant vessel is their first
presentation , nor Judge

a pirate,captures the merchant vessel; Rogers, of the Supreme Court, to

this is not piracy in the cruiser. The which body one of the cases was sub

Mariana Flora, 11 Wheat. 11.

See sequently removed , so thought. These
Clow v.Wright, Brayt. 118.

clear-headed judges held that the deSo is it in cases of
drunkenness. fendant could not be convicted of mur

Drunkenness isitself negligence, and der in the first degree, unless a specific

ifa drunken man without prior malice intent to kill could be proved ; and

kills another, it is
manslaughter. But that this intent could not be supposed

unless there be such prior malice, to have been harbored by men who

such killing is not murder,
because

were so overcome by excitement as tothe drunken man, supposing his mind be incapable of knowing what they

to be stupefied by drink , is incapable were about. Hence the
convictions

of a specific intent to take life. Kee

were for murder in the second degree
nan v. Com . 44 Penn. St. 55 ; State

or
manslaughter .

v. Garvey, 11 Minn. 154 ; Jones v .

Whether threats uttered before aState,25 Ga.595 ; Shannahan v. Com . fatal collision , not
communicated to

8 Bush, 463; and other cases cited the defendant, are admissible, is dis

supra , $ 51.
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of man

if this be

lief is im

his negli

gence.

§ 492. ]

§ 492. A man who deals with deadly weapons is bound to act

Butthough considerately ; and if he kill another person by his neg

believes he ligent use of such weapons, such killing , as is elsewhere

is in dan- fully shown, is manslaughter.
ger of life ,he is guilty That this view underlies the English common law

slaughter on this point a scrutiny of the preceding cases will de

monstrate. In Levett's case , for instance , which is the

putable to
crucial case in this branch of the law , we find a man,

who, suddenly aroused from sleep, under information

wholly false, kills another whom he supposes to be a burglar,

acquitted on the ground that in the circumstances he acted under

an innocent error of fact. But Foster 2 tells us that " possibly it

( the case in question ) might have better been ruled inanslaugh

ter at common law , due circumspection
not having been used."

Judge Bronson, in commenting on this passage, says, “ He,"

(Foster) " calls it nothing more than a case of manslaughter,

when , if a man may not act upon appearances,itwas a plain

case of murder.” In other words, when a man kills another in

an honest error of fact, murder is out of the question. The only

issue is, was this error negligent or non -negligent ? If negli

gent, the killing is manslaughter
. If non -negligent, excusable

homicide.
cussed in another volume. Whart. from the rulings with regard to the

Crim . Ev. $ 757.

It is clear, how- character of the deceased. As is

ever, that the very courts which hold elsewhere seen , the better opinion is

the defendants
,on the question of in- that it is competent for the defendant,

tent, to the strictest accountability
, in cases of self-defence, to show that

have been the most reluctant to ad- the deceased was a person of great

mit evidence of the deceased having physical strength, and of brutal and

threatened the defendant, unless it lawless character. No doubt this is

could be proved that those threats admissible on general grounds,for the

were known to the defendant. But purpose of showing the deceased's at

why should proof of threats when titude. But it is eminently proper, for

known to the defendant be received ? the purpose of proving that the de

Simply because when known to the fendant, according to his lights, had

defendant they go to explain his mo

reason to believe that the attack on

tive when the question of self-defence him endangered
his life. SeeWhart:

comes up. They are therefore
admit- Crim . Ev. $ 757. For a discussion

of

ted ; and when admitted
are deemed this topic in its general relations see

of peculiar weight,because they tend supra, § 102.

to show that danger was imminent
to

1 See supra , $ 343.

the defendant's
apprehension

.
Another illustration

may be drawn discussed supra, $ 38.

-452

8 Shorter's
case, 2 Comst. 193.

2 Crown Law, p. 299. See this case
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to be an

excuse,
must have

The same distinction is taken by Judge Bronson in the opin

ion last cited ; and on this distinction rests the whole of Judge

Bronson's argument, an argument which, as has been seen, has

been subsequently adopted by several American courts . With

peculiar clearness is this brought out by Judge Campbell, of

Michigan , in his opinion in Pond's case.1 “ The law ," so he cor

rectly states, “ while it will not generally excuse mistakes of law

(because every man is bound to know that) , does not hold men

responsible for a knowledge of facts, unless their ignorance arises

from fault or negligence." 2

§ 493. “ The belief that a person designs to kill me,” says

Ruffin , C. J.,: “ will not prevent my killing him from Appar

being murder, unless he is making someattempt to ex

ent attack ,

ecute his design , or at least is in apparent situation so

to do, and thereby inducesme to think that he intends actually

to do it immediately.” 4 “ The situation spoken of,” and must

however, as is well observed by Chilton, C. J., when be violent.

citing the above passage,5 " is not that he (the deceased) has the

means at hand of effecting a deadly purpose, but that by some

act or demonstration he indicates, at the time of the killing, a

present intention to carry out such purpose, thereby inducing a

reasonable belief, on the part of the slayer, that it is necessary

to deprive him of life in order to save his own.” It is true that

a person who insanely believes himself to be attacked ,and strikes

down the supposed assailant, is not responsible for murder. But

if a man is sane, he is not justified in repelling by force an at

tack which is not at least apparently imminent.
And this is for

In the first place, if the attack is not apparently

imminent, his duty is, as has been seen , to appeal to the law to

1 See supra, § 489. v . State, 51 Ala . 1 ; Evans v . State, 44

See also other cases cited supra, Miss. 762 ; Colton v. State, 31 Miss.

504 ; State v. Hayes , 23 Mo. 287 ;

8 State v . Scott, 4 Ired. Law , 409. Creek v . State, 24 Ind. 151; Farris v .

* S. P.in R.v. Thurston, i Den. Com . 14 Bush, 362 ; State v.Horne, 9

C.C. 387; People v. Shorter, 2 Comst. Kans. 119 ; Lander v. State, 12 Tex.

193; People v. McLeod , 1 Hill, 420; 462 ; Gonzales v. State, 31 Tex. 495 ;

People v.Lamb, 54 Barb.342; Patter- Hinton v. State, 24 Tex .454 ; Munden

son v. People, 46 Barb . 625 ; Com . v . v. State, 37 Tex. 353 ; State v .Williams,

Drum , 58 Penn. St. 9 ; Stoneman v .

Com .25 Grat.887; Pond v . People , 8

3 Heisk . 376 ; People v . Campbell , 30

Cal. 212 .

Mich . 150 ; State v. Morgan , 3 Ired .

186 ; Stiles v. State, 57Ga. 183; Lewis

6 Harrison v. State, 24 Ala . 67.

453
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Where in an affray A.knocked down B., and C., a bystander,

Bull, 9 C. & P. 22; Com . v . Drew , 4 ference in hot blood see supra, &$ 478 ,
Mass. 391 ; People v . Shorter, 2 Comst. 490. That friends may interpose to

arrest the supposed offender and to hold him to keep the peace.?

In the second place, a person who undertakes to use a dangerous

weapon, to repel an attack which is not at least apparently im

minent, cannot relieve himself of the imputation of negligence.

For he has used a dangerous weapon without due circumspection,

and thusmakes himself responsible for the consequences. As

one negligently killing another, he is guilty of manslaughter. A

violent and perilous defence, also, can only be employed in cases

where there is an apparently violent and perilous attack. To

constitute a defence, however, the actual striking of a blow is

not necessary, or even that the assailant be within striking dis

tance ,4 if the attack be apparently imminent.

§ 494. The right of self-defence in cases of this kind is founded

on the law of nature, and is not, nor can be, superseded

by any law of society. Where a known felony is at

tempted upon the person , be it to rob or murder,
the

party assaulted may repel force by force,and even his

servant attendant on him , or any other person present, may in

terpose for preventing mischief ; and if death ensue, the party so

interposing will be justified . If A., B., and C.are walking to

gether in the field , and C. assaults B., who flies ; and C. pur

sues him , and is likely to kill him , unless there be help ; and A.

thereupon kills C., in defence of the life of B.; it seems that in

this case there is such an inevitable danger of the life of B.that

the killing of C. by A. is in the nature of se defendendo. But

then it must appear plainly by the circumstances
of the case,

as the manner of the assault, the weapon with which C. made

the assault ,

-that the imminent danger of the life of B. is bonâ

fide apparent to A.

believing the life of B. to be in danger, B. having retreated as

far as he could with safety , gave B. a knife to defend himself, to

1 See supra , SS 99, 487.

2 Supra, § 102 ; infra , $ 498 ; R.v .

193 ; State v . Zellers, 2 Halst. 220.

protect houses see infra , $ 505 .

8 State v. McDonald
, 67 Mo. 13 .

7 1 Hale P. C. 484. See supra, &

4 Fortenberry
v. State, 55 Miss.403. 478 ; infra , $ 505.

6 See Irby v . State , 32 Ga. 496 .

Right may
be exer

cised by
servants

and

friends.

6 1 East P. C. 271; Com . v. Daley,

4 Penn. L. J. 153 .

As to such inter
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prevent further mischief, it was held that C.was justified in giv

ing B. the knife.1

The right thus to assist applies with peculiar force to the rela

tions of parent and child , of husband and wife, and of guest

and host.3

A person interposing, particularly if he be a stranger, should

act with much caution . If, indeed , in cases of affrays, he inter

fere with a view to preserve the peace , and not to take part with

either combatant, giving due notice of his intention, and is under

the necessity of killing one of them in order to preserve his own

life or that of the other combatant, it being impossible to pre

serve it by other means, such killing will be justifiable ; 5 but,

in general, if there be an affray and an actual fighting and striv

ing between persons, and another run in and take part with one

party, and kill the other, it will not be justifiable homicide, but

manslaughter.

6

in progress

sistance .

2. Prevention of Felony .

§ 495. A bona fide belief by the defendant that a felony is in

the
process of commission , which can only be arrested

Bonâ fide

by the death of the supposed felon ,makes the killing and non

excusable homicide, though if such belief be negligently belief that

adopted by the defendant, then the killing is man
a felony is

slaughter. Levett's case, which has been already dis- willexcuse

cussed , rests on this principle.8 Levett, under the erro- in its re

neous but honest belief that A. was attempting a bur

glary,killed A. It was adjudged excusable homicide in Levett,

though if it had appeared that Levett had been negligent in ar

riving at this conclusion it would have been manslaughter. No

doubt we frequently meet with expressions to the effect that to

1 Com . v. Riley , Thach. C. C.471. Hubbard , 1 Hill N. Y. 336 ; S. C., 4

·Handcock v. Baker, 2 B. & P. 260; Hill N. Y. 437; De Forest v. State ,

Sharp v. State, 19 Obio St. 387; 21 Ind. 23. Infra, $ 505.

Cheek v. State, 35 Ind . 492 ; Pond v .
4 See supra, § 440.

People, 8 Mich. 150 ; Connaughty v. 5 1 Hale, 484.

State, 1 Wis. 165; Staten v. State, 30 61 East P. C. c. 5 , s. 58, p . 290 ;

Miss. 619. See supra, SS 460, 478. Johnson's case, 5 East, 660.

See R. v. Harrington, 10 Cox C. C.
? Asto burden of proof see Whart.

370; Waybright v. State , 56 Ind. 123. on Crim . Ev. § 335 .

Cooper's case, Cro . Car. 544 ; 8 See supra, SS 38 , 405, 427, 467.

Semayne's case, 5 Co. 92 ; Curtis v.
9 Supra, $ 492.

3
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People v . Payne, 8 Cal. 341; Payne non ad sumendam vindictam , sed ad

v . Com . 1 Metc. (Ky.) 370 ; Mc- iniuriam propulsandum , non videtur

excuse homicide in such cases it must be shown that an offence

was in fact about to be committed . But such expressions are

not to be strained to mean more than that a felony is apparently

about to be committed. In what case can more be shown ?

Even supposing we see a known pickpocket seizing a purse, is it

not possible that in such case, even at the last moment, the thief

may hesitate ? Can we, as to a future event, reach to anything

more than a high probability ? If so, we may correctly accept,

in this aswell as in the analogous case of self-defence, the posi

tion that if A., honestly and without negligence on his part, be

lieves that B. is in the process of committing a felony which can

only be arrested by B.'s death , A. is excused in killing B.2

§ 496. Wemust repeat, however, that this principle cannot be

extended so as to justify anticipating the attack in cases

Right cannot usually where there is an opportunity to secure the prevention

of the offence in due course of law . It is on this

ground that wemust refuse assent to a Georgia case, in

opportunity to se which it was ruled excusable in A. to shoot in the morn

offender's ing B., who on the previous night had attempted to

have carnal intercourse with A.'s wife. No doubt had

B.'s conduct in the morning amounted to a renewal of the at

tempt, showing that force was intended, then A. would have

been excused . But as the evidence showed that B.'s offence in

the morning consisted simply in taking his seat at the same

breakfast table, at a public house , with the wife, there was no

such evidence of the imminency of the danger as justified A. in

1 East P.C. p. 300 ; Adamsv.Moore, Roman law is clear to this point: L.

2 Selw . N. P. 934; Burns v . Erben , 5. pr. D. ad L. Aquil. (9. 2.) .

40 N. Y. 463; Hawley v. Butler, 54 sin autem , quum posset apprehendere

Barb. 490; Brooks v. Com . 61 Penn. (furem ), maluit occidere, magis est,

St. 352 ; Mitchell v . State, 22 Ga.

ut iniuria fecisse videatur, ergo et

211 ; State v. Morgan , 3 Ired. 186 ; Cornelia tenebitur .cap. 18. de homi

State v . Roane, 2 Dever. 58 ; Staten cid. (5. 12.) ..

v. State,30 Miss.619; Parker v. State, repellere omnes leges et omnia iura

31 Tex. 132.
2 See Ruloffv. People, 45 N.Y.213; cum moderamine inculpatae tutelae,

be exer

cised when

there is an

cure the

arrest .

· quamvis
vim vi

permittant
: quia tamen id debet fieri

idem sacerdos a poena homicidiipeni

tus excusari .

Pherson v . State , 22 Ga. 478 .

8 Supra, SS 97 a , 487.

4 Biggs v . State , 29 Ga. 723.
The
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[ $ 497 .

Of course,

But this

having recourse to arms. It is otherwise , however,when A.dis

covers B. entering the
bedchamber of A.'s wife with the appar

ent intention of ravishing the latter. And it is also otherwise

when the appeal to the law would be ineffective.3

hot blood could be set up by the husband, even after a day's de

lay, but this,which would sustain a conviction of
manslaughter,

is very different from a defence of excusable homicide, ending in

an acquittal.

§ 497. If the felonious attempt is abandoned and the offender

escapes, the killing of the offender without warrant, on

a pursuit organized after such escape, is murder. In does not

such case the supposed offender is guilty only of an at- pursuit

tempt at felony, an attempt qualified and reduced by when dan

the fact of abandonmentmore or less voluntary. The ser is over.

right of pursuit, heretofore touched upon, does not therefore ap

ply to such case ; and even if it did , it will not avail to defend a

pursuer who has the opportunity of recourse to the law .

well grounded belief,” says Henderson, J., in a North Carolina

case, “ that a known felony was about to be committed , will ex

tenuate a homicide committed in prevention of the supposed

crime — and this upon a principle of necessity ;? but when that

necessity ceases and the supposed felon flies , and thereby aban

dons his supposed design, a killing in pursuit, however well

grounded the belief may be that he had intended to commit a

felony ,will not extenuate the offence of the prisoner.” So in a

subsequent case, it was justly said by the same learned judge,

that “ the law authorizes the killing of one who is in the act of

committing a forcible felony,and even one who appears to be in

the act of doing so, for the purpose of prevention ,not by way of

punishment.” This is of course consistent with the position that

a person detected in an attempt to commit a felony may be

arrested at once, for the purpose of being carried before a magis

" A

1 State v. Samuel, 3 Jones (Law ),

4 See supra , 484.74; State v . Neville, 6 Jones (Law ),

5 See supra , SS 410, 432, 434 .432. See Parker v. State , 31 Texas,

6 State v. Rutherford, 1 Hawks,
132 .

457 .
2 Staten v. State, 30 Miss. 619 ; and

7 See to this point Ruloff v. People,see State v. Craton , 6 Ired . 164. Infra , 45 N. Y. 213. See supra, $ 102.
$ 499.

8 State v . Roane, 2 Dev. 58.
a ,

• Supra, SS 97
487 a .
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Nor an un

necessary

Violent

and fla

grant of

sisted .

into the bed -room of B.'s wife with State v . Vance, 17 Iowa, 144 ; Priester

$ 499. ]

trate ; and if arrested in the night-time may be lawfully detained

without warrant until access to a magistrate may be had.

§ 498. Nor is killing excusable if the crime resisted could be

apparently prevented by less violent action . Thus, if

a party attempting a felony is not armed (either actually

killing or apparently ) with a deadly weapon, or does not pos

sess ( either actually or apparently ) such superior strength and

determination as to enable him to effect his purpose unless he be

killed, then killing him by a deadly weapon is not excusable.»

$ 499. It has already been seen that a person when assailed

is excused if , under the honest and non -negligent belief

that an assailant is about to kill him or inflict on him

Deneness may some grievous bodily hurt, he kill such assailant as the

only way of preventing the immediate commission of

the offence. It has been seen , also, that this same excuse applies

to the prevention of any other forcible and atrocious crime. It

certainly applies to attempts to commit a felony on a third per

son ; 4 and although generally the right is limited to the preven

tion of felonies, yet as riots are productive of felonies, and asit

is the duty of a private citizen to interfere for the suppression of

riots, so if a riot can only be apparently suppressed by the tak

ing of life, taking of life, even by a private citizen ,will under

such circumstances
be excusable. It would seem ,

the right does not authorize the killing of persons attempting

secret felonies, not accompanied
with force.

1 R. v. Hunt, 1 Moody C. C. 96. the latter, is an attempt at felony ex.

See supra, SS 461, 487.

cusing B. in killing A. Staten v.

2 That self -defence does not justify State, 30 Miss. 619.

See supra, s

vindictive excessive counter-blows, see 460, 494.

R. v . Blow , 14 Cox C. C. 1.

man law is clear to this point. “ D.

8 R. v. Scully , 1 C. & P. 319 ; R. v.

Hadrianus
rescripsit, eum , qui stru

Howarth, 1 M. C. C. 207 ; R. v. Wil- pram sibi vel suis per vim inferentem

liams, 1 M. C. C. 387 ; R. v.Longden , occidit , dimittendum
.” L.I. $ 4,ad

R. & R. 228 ; McDaniel v . State , 8 leg. Corn. de sic . D. 48. 4,

Sm . & M.401 ; State v. Roane, 2 Dev.

6 Res.e. Montgomery
, 1 Yeates,421.

58; State v.Rutherford
, 1 Hawks, 457. Supra, ss 407, 428; infra, $ 1555

See R. v . Bull , 9 C. & P. 22 ; and see

Whart. Crim . Plead . & Prac. § 16 ;

supra , SS 102, 493.

4 Supra , § 495 ; Dill v . State , 25
3. People, 8 Mich. 150.

Ala . 15. Thus the entrance by A.

the apparent
intention of ravishing

v.Augley, 5 Rich . (Law) 44; Fost

however
, that

In respect to rape,the Ro

Phillips v. Trull, 11 Johns. 486; Pond

• See R. v. Murphy, 2 C.& P. 20;
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[ $ 501.

no excuse

$ 500. Wehave already seen 1 how far trespass is a palliation.

We
may here repeat that it is murder for A.to deliber

Trespass
ately kill B. for merely trespassing on A.'s property.?

for killingWhen the act is the unduly violent assertion of a claim trespasser.

to property , the result is the same. Where A., having a right

to the possession of a gun which was in the hands of the de

ceased , and which he knew to be loaded , attempted to take it

away by force , and in the struggle which ensued the gun went

off
accidentally and caused the death of the deceased ; it was

held , that as the death was caused by the discharge of the gun,

which was the result of the unlawful act of A., he was guilty of

manslaughter ; while if the shooting had been
intentional, the

offence would have been murder.3 The principle is that if such

killing take place in the passion and heat of blood , the killing is

manslaughter, but under no circumstances can it be less.4

$ 501. The owner of property has a right to use asmuch force

as isnecessary to prevent its forcible illegal removal, or Owner

his exclusion from its use. But to kill a mere tres- mayenesist

passer, not attempting the removing of the property or violentre

any felony , is at least
manslaughter ; and if the killing property,

1

274 ; 1 Hale P. C. 488 ; and see Pond Com . v. Power, 7 Met. (Mass .) 596 ;

v. People, 8 Mich . 150.

Johnson v . Patterson, 14 Conn. 1 ;
Supra, $ 162.

People v. Hubbard , 24 Wend. 369 ;
2 R.v. Archer, 1 F. & F. 351; Com . Curtis v. Hubbard, 1 Hill, 336 ; S. C.,

v. Drew ,4 Mass. 391; People v. Cole, 4 Hill, 434 ; People v. Payne, 8 Cal.

4 Parker C. R. 35 ; People v. Horton , 341. It is true that we have cases

4 Mich. 67; State v. Vance, 17 Iowa, intimating that only a dwelling -house

138 ; State v. Kennedy, 20 Iowa,569; can be defended by taking the assail

State v. Shippey , 10 Minn. 223; State ant's life. State v. Zellers, 2 Halst.

v. Lambeth , 23 Miss. 322 ; State v .

220 ; Kunkle v. State , 32 Ind. 220 ;Morgan, 3 Ired. 186 ; State v .McDon- Carroll v. State , 23 Ala. 28 ; Rob

ald, 4 Jones Law (N. C.), 19; Stateerts v. State, 14 Mo.138. But this is

v. Brandon, 8 Jones ( N. C.), 463 ; true only so far as concerns the old

Oliver v. State, 17 Ala. 588 ; Carroll

common law right of making housesv. State, 23 Ala . 28 ; Noles v . State , “ castles or fortifications. A dwell

26 Ala. 31; Harrison v. State, 24 Ala . ing house has prerogatives of this class

67; Keener v. State, 18 Georgia, 194 ; belonging to no other property. But
Monroe v. State, 5 Georgia , 95 .

this must not be so construed as to
8 R. v. Archer, 1 F. & F. 351.

abridge the right to defend all other* Supra, $ 462; and see Claxton v .

See
valuable rights to the utmost.

State, 2 Humph. 181.

6 See Com .v . Kennard, 8 Pick. 133 ; supra, $ 100.
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or attack
be not in hot blood , is murder.1 The question is mainly,

rights ;

is an essential right of the party forcibly assailed ? If

so, he is entitled , in absence of adequate legal remedy,

to use such force as is necessary to repel the attack.?

But he is not entitled to use such force for the defence of honor.3

upon his

but

not at

tack on

honor.

Person at

tacked in

not retreat.

5
Felonious

attack on

house may

be resisted

3. Protection of Dwelling-house.

§ 502. When a person is attacked in his own house he need

retreat no farther. Here he stands at bay, andmay

turn on and kill his assailant if this be apparently nec

dwellinghouse need essary to save his own life ; nor is he bound to escape

from his house, in order to avoid his assailant. In this

sense, and in this sense alone, are we to understand the maxim

that 66

Every man's house is his castle .” An assailed person , so

wemay paraphrase the maxim , is not bound to retreat out of

his house, to avoid violence, even though a retreatmay be safely

made. But he is not entitled , either in the one case or the

other, to kill his assailant unless he honestly and non -negligently

believes that he is in danger of his life from the assault.

$ 503. A felonious attack on a house or its inmates may
be

resisted by taking life. This may be when burglars

threaten an entrance,
or when there is apparent

by taking

ground to believe that a felonious assault is to bemade

on any of the inmates of the house . In the first case

there can be no question that a person who, according to his

lights, bonâ fide believes that a burglar is breaking into the

house, can take the life of such burglar, if this be apparently the

only way of preventing the offence ; and the bona fide belief is

a defence, if not negligently adopted , even though an innocent

person be killed. And the same rule applies to a felonious at

tack on any of the inmates of the house.

1 U. S. v . Williams, 2 Cranch C. C. 3 Supra , $ 101.

439 ; Com . v . Drew , 4 Mass. 391 ;

4 Supra , $ 98 ; 1 Hale P. C.486 ; 3

State v. McDonald
, 4 Jones (Law ) Greenl.Ev. s 117; Pond v.People,8

19; State v. Morgan, 3 Ired . 186 ; Mich. 150; Carroll v. State, 23 Ala .

Priester v.Augley,5 Rich. (Law ) 44 ; 28 ; Haynes v. State, 17 Ga. 483

State v . Vance, 17 Iowa, 144.

Com . v . Smith , as discussed in Jones

See Pond v . People, 8 Mich . 150 ;

v . Com . 75 Penn. St. 403.

Roach v . People, 77 Ill. 25. Supra,
6 See supra, $ 495 .

SS 98-100, 484.

• See supra , $$ 489 et seq.

life .
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§ 504. But this right is only one of prevention . It cannot be

extended so as to excuse the killing of persons not But this

actually breaking into or violently threatening a house.1 does not

Nor is killing justifiable for the prevention of a tres- kilin

pass or non -felonious entrance.?

mere tres

passers.

1 Patten v. People, 18 Mich. 314 ; sued ; and this being proved , it was

R. v . Meade, 1 Lew . 184. held by Nelson, C. J., and Cowen , J.

2 R. v. Meade, 1 Lew . 184 ; R. v. (Bronson, J., dissenting) , that testi

Bull, 9 C. & P. 22 ; Patten v . People, mony that threats had been made a

18 Mich . 314 ; People v . Walsh , 43 week before by a party of rioters, who

Cal.447; Carroll v. State, 23 Ala. 28. had broken into the house and abused

See comments in Whart. on Hom . SS the inmates, that they would return

543-4 . someother night and break in again ,

In Patten v. People, 18 Mich . 314, might be received and submitted to

a riotous approach was made towards the consideration of the jury under

the defendant's house, where his the instruction of the court ; although

mother was living in bad health . It it was intimated that for the rejection

was ruled that if, from the defendant's of such evidence , where it was not

knowledge of his mother's peculiar shown that the deceased was one of

physical condition , he had reason to the party who made the threats, a

believe that her life was endangered new trialwould not be granted. Peo

by the riotous proceedings, and if the ple v. Rector,19 Wend. 569. Meade's

rioters were informed of her condition, case was cited by Cowen , J., who

or if all reasonable or practicable ef- said , “ there " ( in Meade's case ) “ the

forts had been made to notify them of death was occasioned by firing a loaded

the fact, it was sufficient to excuse his pistol. The case at bar presents the

conduct toward them to the same ex same circumstance of alarm one step

tent as though the danger to her life more remote, the assailant not being

had resulted from an actual attack identified with the previous rioters.

upon her person , or asthough he was That, per se, however, would not so

in the like danger from an attack absolutely remove apprehension that

upon himself ; and he was justified the killing could not be referred to it.

in using the samemeans of protection The jury might have laid no stress
in the one case as in the other See upon the circumstance ; but I think it

Whart on Hom . $ 545 ; and see su should have been received, because we

pra, $ 98 .
cannot say they would not. The light

Still more indulgently, so far as con ness of a relevant circumstance is no

cerns the right of a person apparently argument for withholding it from the

defending his own house, was the law jury.”

interpreted by the Supreme Court of In Vermont, in 1873, the doctrine
New York in 1838. The evidence was of Meade's case was affirmed , it being

that the deceased and two compan- expressly declared that the use of

ions sought to gain admittance into deadly weapons is permissible to avert

a house of ill-fame by violence, and
an impending apparent felonious as

against the will of the keeper thereof, sault on the defendant or his house

who ran out and struck the deceased hold. State v. Patterson ,45 Vt. 308 ;

with a door bar,from which death en-. 1 Green's C. R.490. See supra, $ 98.
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Friends

$ 505. When there is resistance to a felonious attempt ( e. g.

burglary or arson , or felonious assault on the person ),

may unite the question of the ownership or of the purposes of the

in defence building does not arise. If such a felony is apparently

attempted, and if it cannot be apparently prevented except by

taking the life of the assailant, then any person interested is jus

tified in taking such life . Hence , not only the owner of the

house, but his friends, neighbors, and a fortiori his servants and

guests,may arm themselves for this purpose.2

Wemust remember that there are two distinct aspects in

which the relation of the “ house ” to the topic before us comes

up. The first is that of defence of property , which has been

already noticed . The second is that of self-defence ; and it

would seem to be clear that not only is an attacked person ex

cused from further retreat when he is in his own house, but that

he has the same excuse when he is pursued into any building

out of which he cannot escape without exposing himself to seri

ous bodily harm when escaping. The difference between the two

cases is this : that when in his own house he is not bound to es

cape, even though he could do so conveniently ; but that if in

the house of another it is his duty, if he can conveniently and

safely escape, to do so, and is not excused , if he can make such

escape, in taking his assailant's life. But wherever his property

is situate, he is entitled to use violent means to repel from it

a violent attack.4

In California , in 1872, People v. there was a backway, of which the

Walsh , 43 Cal. 447, the same point prisoner was ignorant, it being the first

was affirmed .
night he had lodged at the house, and

1 Supra, $ 494.

some persons split open the door of

2 Cooper's case , Cro. Car. 544 ; Se- the house in order to get the prisoner

mayne's case, 5 Co. 92 ; R.v . Tooley, out and ill-treat him ; Bayley, J., is

11 Mod . 242; Com . v. Drew , 4 Mass. reported to have said : “ If the pris

391 ; Curtis v . Hubbard , 4 Hill N. Y. oner had known of the backway, it

437; Temple v. People, 4 Lansing , would have been his duty to have gone

119; McPherson v. State, 22 Ga. 478 ; out backwards, in order to avoid the

Pond v . People, 8 Mich. 150; De For- conflict."
R. v . Dakin , 1 Lew. 166 .

rest v. State, 21 Ind. 23 ; People v. But the true view is, that the protec

Walsh , 43 Cal. 447 .

tion of the house extends to each and

8. See supra , $ 502.

every individual dwelling in it ; and

4 Com . v. Daley, 4 Penn. L. J. 145. it has been held that a lodger might

In an English case, where the pris- justify killing a person endeavoring

oner was a lodger at a house to which to break into the house where he
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truder

when in

§ 506. But when an intruder is in the house, the owner can

not kill him simply for refusing to leave. A man has Right does

a right to order another to leave his house, but has no killing in

right to put him out by force till gentler means fail

and if he attempt to use violence in the outset and is house.

slain , it will not be murder in the slayer if there be no previous

malice. So it will be at leastmanslaughter if the owner of the

house kills a visitor who has come in peaceably, though forbid

den , and who refuses to leave when ordered out.?

Yet it must not be forgotten that if an intruder refuses to

leave, he may be ejected by the employment of as much force as

is requisite for the purpose. At the same time we mustremem

ber that no greater force than is necessary to repel an intruder

can be employed .

§ 507. The use of spring-guns has been already incidentally

noticed. Wemay here repeat the general principle,

Killing by
that a man is not justified in using instruments of de- spring

struction (e. g . spring-guns) for the defence of his prop- when nec

erty in any case in which he would not be justified in essary to

taking life if his house was actually assailed by a per- burglars, is

son with felonious intent. Such guns may be used in ble ; when

a house to protect valuables there stored ; 6 but when

lodged ,with intent to commit a felony tomary outbuildings. Pond v. People ,

in it. R. v. Cooper, Cro. C.544. See 8 Mich . 150 . See SS 495 , 499.

1 East P. C. c. 5 , s. 57, p . 289; Fost. 1 McCoy v. State, 3 Eng. (Ark .)

274 ; and Ford's case , Kel. 51. 451 ; State v . Sloan, 47 Mo. 604 ;

So as parts of the dwelling -house Greschia v. People, 53 III. 295. See

are to be considered such out-houses supra , SS 465–6.

as are kept for the use of the family . 2 State v . Smith , 3 Dev. & Bat. 117;

Thus in a Michigan case, elsewhere McCoy v. State , 3 Eng. (Ark.) 451 ;

fully cited , it was ruled that a build R. v . Sullivan , C. & M. 209. See su

ing thirty -six feet distant from a man's

house, used for preserving the nets
8 Penns. v . Robertson , Addison , 246 ;

employed in the owner's ordinary oc
Reins v . People, 30 Ill. 356 . See

cupation of a fisherman, and also as a Greschia v . People, 53 Ill . 295; Lyon

permanentdormitory for his servants,
v. State , 22 Ga. 399 ; McCoy v. State,

is in law a part of his dwelling,though 3 Eng. (Ark.) 451; Hinton v. State,

not included with the house by a fence.
24 Tex. 454.

A fence, it was properly said, is not
4 See supra , SS 465–6.

necessary to include buildings within 5 See supra , § 464 .

the curtilage, if within a space no
• State v . Moore , 31 Conn . 479 ;

larger than that usually occupied for Grayv. Combs, 7 J. J. Marsh. 478.

the purposes of the dwelling and cus

such guns
are set bona

pra, SS 465-6 .
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fide but
they are negligently planted in a place where theynegligent

ly , it is
may be reasonably expected to injure ordinary trespassman

slaughter; ers accustomed and likely to frequent such place, the

liciously, killing of such a trespasser is manslaughter. And

where the intent is to kill any person entering, and no

due notice is given , the offence is murder.2

murder .

der man

date of law

4. Execution of the Laws.

§ 508. The execution of malefactors, by the person
whose

Killing un- office obliges him , in the performance of public justice ,

to put those to death who have forfeited their lives by

justifiable. the laws and verdict of their country, is an act of neces

sity , where the law requires it.3 But the act must be under

the immediate precept of the law , or else it is not justifiable ;

and, therefore , wantonly to kill the greatest of malefactors with

out specific warrant would be murder. And a subaltern can

only justify killing another on the ground of orders from his

superior in cases where the orders were lawful.4

1 Bird v. Holbrook, 4 Bing. 628 ; son , passing with his dog through a

Johnson r . Patterson, 14 Conn. 1 ; wood, in which he knows dog -spears

State v . Moore, 31 Conn. 479. See are set, has no right of action against

Wharton on Negligence, § 347; Town- the owner of the wood for the death

send v. Wathen , 1 East, 277. And or injury to his dog,who, by reason of

see a striking article by Sydney Smith , his own natural instinct,and against

in the Edinburgh Review , 1821, re the will of his master,runs off thepath

printed in his essays, Am . ed . p. against one of the dog -spears, and is

227. killed or injured ; because the setting

In England it was originally held of dog-spears was not in itself an ille

that the plaintiff, if he had notice of gal act, nor was it rendered so by the

the spring-guns, could not recover 7 & 8 Geo . 4 , c . 18. The cases are

for injury received by him . Ilott v . reviewed in able opinions by Sherman,

Wilkes, 3 B. & A. 304 ; Deane v . J., in Johnston v. Patterson , 14 Conn.

Clayton, 7 Taunt. 518. Statutes fol- l ; and by Doe, J., in Aldrich v .

lowed making culpable injury by Wright, 53 N. H. 398, reported in

spring -guns or man-traps a criminal Am . Law Times for February , 1875 ,

offence. See, as to construction of 49.

statutes, Wootton v . Dawkins, 2 C. B. 2 Simpson v. State, 59 Ala . 1.

(N. S.) 412. Supra, SS 94, 307, 401.

In Jordin 0. Crump, 8 M. & W. * U. S. v . Carr, 1 Woods, 480 .

782, the rule is laid down that a per
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And so

5. Superior Duty .

§ 509. It has already been observed that there are cases in

which a surgeon,when called upon to determine wheth

er a critical operation is to be performed,may under- may kill.

ing undertake such operation , though the prospects of success are superior

duty .slight, if the alternative is a certain miserable death , in

the natural progress of the disease. The same view
may

cepted when the alternative is the sacrifice in childbed of the life

of a mother or that of a child , and the life of the child is taken.2

Once more, supposing that the safety of a city requires that a

house should be destroyed by gunpowder, and supposing there be

no time to rescue all the inmates of the house , the killing of one

of such inmates, under the circumstances, would be excusable.3

be ac

$

Sacrifice of

another's

life excusa

necessary

die,4

6. Necessity .

§ 510. The canon law , which lies at the basis of our jurispru

dence in this respect, excuses the sacrifice of the life of

one person , when actually necessary for the preserva

tion of the life of another, and when the two are re- ble when

duced to such extremities that one or the other must to save

quoniam necessitas legem non habet. Si one's own.

quis propter necessitatem famis, aut nuditatis furatus fuerit ci

baria, vestem , vel pecus ; poeniteat hebdomadas tres, et, si red

diderit,non cogatur ieiunare. Quod non est licitum in lege,

necessitas facit licitum . So an eminent French jurist : 7 En un

mot, l'acte ne peut-être excusable que lorsque l'agent cède à l'in

stinct de sa propre conservation , lorsqu'il se trouve en présence

d'un péril imminent, lorsqu'il s'agit de la vie. In the same view

leading German jurists unite.8

But it should be remembered that necessity of this class must

be ptrictly limited . Hence it has been held by the canon jurists,

th the right can only be exercised in extremity, and in subor

dination to those general rules of duty to which even such a

1 Supra , SS 95-6, 139, 144.
7 Rossi, Traité ii. p . 212.

8 Berner, De impunitate propter
8 See supra , SS 95-6 , 139.

summam necessitatem , & c. (1861) ;
* Can . 11. Dist. i. de consecrat.

Geib , Lehrbuch, ii. 225 ; and an in
Cap . 3. x . de furt. (5. 18.)

teresting compendium in Holtzendorff,
* Cap. 4. X. de reg . iur. (5. 41.)

ii. 180 .

2 Ibid .

5

VOL . I.
30
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vation in

$ 511. ]

necessity as that before us must be subordinate. Hence when

the question is between an unborn infant's life and a mother's,

the mother is to be preferred ; and between a sailor and a pas

senger, supposing there are more than enough sailors for the

purposes of navigation, the passenger , as will presently be seen ,

must be preferred . So where there is an opportunity to draw

lots, lots must be drawn. How far culpability precludes this

defence has been already discussed .?
$ 511. Upon the great authority of Lord Bacon, it has been

Self-preser

held that where two shipwrecked persons get on the

same plank , and one of them finding it not able to

shipwreck .
save them both , thrusts the other from it, whereby he is

drowned, it is excusable homicide.3 Lord Hale , however, doubts

this, on the ground that a man cannot ever excuse the killing of

another who is innocent, under a threat, however urgent, of losing

his own life if he do not comply ; and that if oneman should as

sault another so fiercely as to endanger his life, in order to com

pel him to kill a third person , this would give no legal excuse for

his compliance. To this Mr. East remarks, that if the commis

sion of treason may be extenuated by the fear of present death ,

and while the party is under actual compulsion, there seems to

be no reason why homicide may not also be mitigated upon
the

like consideration
of human infirmity ; though, in case the party

might have recourse to other means for his protection in his ap

parent necessity, his fears will certainly furnish no excuse for

killing.
i Holmes's case , infra , $ 511. Court for the Eastern District of Penn

2 Supra, $ 96.

sylvania, before Baldwin , J., for map

8 4 Black . Com . 186; Ruth. Inst. c. slaughter. From the evidence it ap

16 , pp . 187–190 ; Puffendorf's Law of peared that the ship William Brown

Nature, 204 ; Herbert's Legal Max- left Liverpool on the 13th day of

ims, 7 .

March, 1841, having on board sixty

4 1 Hale, c . 28 , s. 26 .

five passengers and a crew composed

61 East P. C. c. 2 , s. 15 .

of seventeen seamen, the whole nym

6 Ibid . c . 5 , s. 61.

ber amounting to eighty -two, most of

In this country this topic has under the passengers being Irish and Scotch

gone the test of a judicial investiga- emigrants. The voyage was very fa

tion , in a court and under circum- vorable until the evening of the 19th

ştances peculiarly favorable to its care of April, at which time,while all were

ful consideration
. In March , 1842, in their beds except the watch , con

Alexander William Holmes was in- sisting of seven persons, among whom

dicted , in the United States Circuit was Alexander William Holmes, the
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XIV . INDICTMENT.

Under this head it is practicable to notice only such points of

pleading as are peculiar to homicide. Other points of pleading

are elsewhere discussed.1

prisoner, a Swede by birth , the vessel safety . Relief shortly afterwards

struck an iceberg, and immediately came, but great conflict of evidence

commenced leaking. The sails were existed as to whether the boat could

shortened , and resort was had to the have held out in its original crowded

pumps. Upon examination , it was state even during that short period.

found that the injury the vessel had The question, therefore, whether, with

received rendered her loss inevitable, no prospect of aid , acting under the

and that the crew could only be saved, circumstances which surrounded the

if saved at all, by taking refuge to defendant at the time the act was

the boats at once. The boats were committed , such necessity existed as

immediately launched ; in the long would justify the homicide, was one

boat were crowded thirty -two passen- of great doubt. But a new principle

gers, besides a portion of the crew , in was introduced into the case by the

all forty -two persons; in the jolly boat learned and able judge who presided .

were placed nine persons. The two Holding that in such an emergency

boats pushed away from the ship , and there was no maritime skill required

the ropes by which they were attached which would make the presence of a

to her were cut just before the ship sailor of more value than that of a

went down. They remained together passenger, he maintained, with great

until the next morning when they power of argument that in such case ,

separated. During the first day the it being the stipulated duty of the

weather was moderate and the sea sailor to preserve the passenger's life

calm . From the moment the long at all hazards, if a necessity arose in

boat reached the water it was neces
which the life of one or the other

sary to bail ; she was leaky, and the must go, the life of the passenger

plug was insecure and insufficient for must be preferred . If, on the other

the purpose . She was so loaded that hand, the crew was necessary, in its

the gunwale was but a few inches from full force, for the management of the

the water. Towards evening the sea vessel, the first reduction to be made

became rough, and at times washed ought to take place from the ranks of

over the sides of the boat. On the the passengers. But under any cir

second night, not much more than cumstances, it was held the proper

twenty-four hours after the abandon- method of determining who was to be

ment of the ship, the sea becoming the first victim out of the particular

more and more tempestuous, and the class was by ballot. The defendant,

danger of destruction imminent, the under the charge of the court, was

defendant, together with the remain- convicted , but was sentenced to an

ing sailors, proceeded to throw over- imprisonment of light duration. U ..

board those passengers whose removal S. v. Holmes, 1 Wall. Jr. 1.

seemed necessary for the common On this case Sir J. Stephen (Dig. C.

1 See Whart. on Cr. Plead . & Prac. SS 90 et seq.
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Venue

must aver

tion .

Averment

of relation

is neces

sary to

offence .

Variance

as to intent

to kill the

individual

killed .

§ 512. The venue must aver jurisdiction in conformity with

the statute law of the particular jurisdiction. The

conflict as to jurisdiction in cases where the mortaljurisdic

blow was struck in one State and the death occurs in

another has been already discussed.2

§ 513. If a constable, watchman, or other minister of justice

be killed in the execution of his office, the special mat

ship be ter need not be stated , but the offender may be in

tween de

dicted generally for murder. Butwhere the case restsceased and

When such upon a neglect to provide sufficient food for the de

ceased , it must show that it was the duty of the pris

oner to provide it.4

§ 514. Where A. shoots into a crowd, intending to hurt or

kill any one whom hemay hit, and B. is killed, then A.

may be indicted for the murder of B., and the indict

particular
ment may aver such intent. And where A., malic

iously intending to kill B., shoots at and kills C.,mis

taking him for B., then A.may be indicted for the intentional

murder of C. For if A.intends to kill C., under a false impres

sion who C.is,then malice to C. (however mistaken it may be)

is made out, supposing that the intent is malicious. But if A.

shoots at B. under circumstances in which it would have been

excusable homicide to have killed B., then it is excusable homi

cide in A.by this act to kill (without negligence ) C., supposing

C. to be B.? Whether when A.,intending to shoot B., shoots C.

by a glance shot, without seeing him , A. is indictable for shoot

ing C., is elsewhere considered .

L. art. 32) thus comments : “ I doubt Greene , Iowa, 286 ; People v. Aro, 6

whether an English court would take Cal. 207.

this view . It would be odd to say 2 Supra , SS 289-292.

that the two men on the raft were 8 R. v. Mackally, 9 Co. Rep . 68;

bound to toss up as to which should i Hale , 460 ; 12 Rep . 17 ; Boyd v.

State , 17 Ga. 194; Wright v. State,

1 Hawk. b . 2 , c. 25 ; 1 Ch. C. L. 18 Ga. 383.

178 ; 3 Ibid . 732; 1 Stark . C. P. 5 , 4 See R. v. Waters, 2 C. & K. 862;

6 ; Com . v . Linton , 2 Va. Cas. 205 ; R. v.Goodwin , 1 Russ. C.& M.563.

State v . Orrell, i Dev. 139 ; State 5 Supra, $ 319 ; R. v. Fretwell, L.

. Haney, 67 N. C. 467 ; State v. & C. 443 ; 9 Cox C. C.471.

Toomer, 1 Chev. ( S. C.) 106; Stough • See supra , $ 317 ; and also R. v.

ton v. State, 13 Sm . & M. 255 ; Riggs Holt, 7 C. & P.519.

.v. State , 26 Miss. 51 ; Riley v . State, ? Supra, SS 317–20.

9 Humph. 646; Nash v . State, 2 8 Supra, SS 107-111,

go .”

317.
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at time of

blow .

" Feloni

and es
"" malice

§ 515. It is not necessary to allege that the party killed was

“ in the peace of God and of our lord the king ,” & c., “ In the

though such words are commonly inserted, for they are God," & c.,

not of substance , and perhaps the truth may be that not anec

the party was at the time actually breaking the peace.1 averment.

The omission of the words is no ground for arrest of judgment.2

§ 516. As has been already seen , it is essential in all Deceased

cases to show that the deceased was living at the time been living

when the alleged mortal blow was struck .

§ 517. It is necessary to state that the act by which

the death was occasioned was done feloniously ,
ously '' and

pecially that it was done ofmalice aforethought,+ which, afore

as we have already seen , is the great characteristic of necessary

the crime of murder ; and it must also be stated that law .

the prisoner murdered the deceased . If the averment respect

ing malice aforethought be omitted , and the indictment only al

lege that the stroke was given feloniously, or that the prisoner

murdered, & c., or killed or slew the deceased , the conviction can

only be for manslaughter ."

§ 518. Where the killing is alleged to have been caused by a

battery , it is necessary to allege an assault. In indict- Allegation

ments for neglect, however, where no violence is al

leged , the 66
may be omitted .? But the term necessary

“ assault ” does not vitiate the indictment, though it homicides.

at coinmon

of " as

sault ”
assault

in violent

3

4

and “ are

1 2 Hawk . P. C. c. 25 , s. 73 ; 2 deliberate, and premeditated. State

Hale, 186 ; 1 Hale, 433. Supra, § 310. v . Knouse , 39 Iowa, 118. In Wiscon

2 Com . v. Murphy, 11 Cush. 472. sin , under statute, “ malice afore

See R. v. Sawyer, R. & R. 294. thought ” need not be here used. State

Supra , $ 309.
r . Duvall, 26 Wis. 415. In Louisiana ,

2 Hale, 186, 187; Bradley v . wilfully " “ felonionsly '

Banks, Yelv. 205 ; Com . v . Gibson , 2

necessary to murder . State v . Thomas
Va. Cas. 70 ; Sarah v . State, 28 Miss. 29 La. An. 601. See State 1. Harris,

268 ; Edwards v. State, 25 Ark. 444 ; 27 La. An. 572. In Texas, “ malice

Witt v. State, 6 Cold. ( Tenn.) 5. In aforethought ” is enough. Henrie v.

Massachusetts the termsmay be omit- State, 41 Tex. 573. See Wh. Cr.

ted as to the assault, if given after- Plead . & Prac. & 269.

wardsas to the killing. Com . v . Chap 5 Infra , § 539 ; Wh. Prec. 7, 8 ;

man, 11 Cush . 422. See also R. v. though see Anderson v. State, 5 Pike,

Nicholson, 1 East P. C. 346 ; Maile v .
444. As to " strike " see § 530.

Com . 9 Leigh, 661. In Iowa, the in 0 Lester v . State , 9 Mo. 666 ; Reed

dictment, under the statute,must aver

v . State, 8 Ind. 200.
both assault and killing to be wilful,

7 R. v . Plummer, 1 C. & K. 600 ;
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At com

should appear

that the deceased consented to the injurious act

being done.1

§ 519. The common law rule, in pleading the instrument of

death , is , that where the instrument laid and the in

mon law

general

strument proved are of the same nature and character ,

character there is no variance ; where they are of opposite nature

of instru

ment of
and character, the contrary. Thus evidence of a dag

death mustbe correct- ger will support the averment of a knife, though evi

ly given . dence of a knife will not support the averment of a pis

tol. But where the species of death would be different, as if the

indictment allege a stabbing or shooting, and the evidence prove

a poisoning or starving, the variance is fatal; 3 and the sameif the

indictment state a poisoning, and the evidence prove a starving .

Thus, where an indictment stated that the defendant assaulted

R. v. Crumpton , C. & M. 597 ; R. v. slaughter, to charge thatthe defendant

Hughes, 7 Cox C. C. 301 ; R. v . did feloniously kill and slay the de

Friend, R. & R. 20 .

ceased. Rev. Act, 1860, Pamph. p .

1 R. v . Ellis, 2 C. & K.470. 435. As to New York statute to same

2 R. v. Martin , 5 C. & P. 128 ; R. effect see People v. Colt, 3 Hill, 432.

v . Warman , 1 Den. C. C. 183 ; State Under the Massachusetts statute ,

v. Smith , 2 Reding . (32 Me.) 369; an indictment which alleges that the

State v. Fox, 1 Dutch. (N. J.) 566 ; death was caused by a wounding, an

People v. Colt, 3 Hill N. Y. 432 ; exposure, and a starving, is not bad for

Dukes v . State, 11 Ind . 557; West v. duplicity, nor for failure to allege that

State, 48 Ind. 483 ; State v . Smith , the wounding, exposure, and starving

Phil. (N. C.) L. 340 ; Witt v. State, 6 were mortal, or of a mortal nature ;

Cold . ( Tenn.) 5 ; Miller v . State, 25 and may be sustained by proofofdeath

Wis. 384 .

by any of the specified means. Com .

Statutory provisions.
v . Macloon , 101 Mass. 1 .

States the instrument of death need In Ohio a similar provision exists as

not be specified .

to indictments for manslaughter. Act

In Pennsylvania, the Revised Acts of May 6, 1869, § 7; Warren's Ohio

provide :
Cr. L. p . 180 .

Indictments for murder and man In Tennessee, neither weapon nor

slaughter. — In any indictment for wound need be described. Alexan

murder or manslaughter, it shall not der v. State , 3 Heisk , 475.

be necessary to set forth the manner 8 R. v. Briggs, 1 Mood . C. C. 318 ;

in which , or the means by which , the R. v. Martin, 5 C. & P. 128. Where

death of the deceased was caused ; but

an indictment describes the instrument

it shall be sufficient, in every indict- which caused the death by two names,

ment for murder , to charge that the it is sufficient if
be proved to be

defendant
did feloniously , wilfully, either. The prisoner was indicted for

and of his malice aforethought
kill and manslaughter

, in causing the death of

murder the deceased ; and it shall be a female by negligently
slinging a cask,

sufficient, in every indictment
for man which was described in the indictment

In many
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[ $ 520.

HOMICIDE .

the deceased , and struck and beat him upon the head, and

thereby gave him divers mortal blows and bruises of which he

died , and it appeared in evidence that the death was by the de

ceased falling on the ground in consequence of a blow on the

head received from the defendant; it was ruled that the cause

of the death was not properly stated . But if it be proved that

the deceased was killed by any other instrument, as with a dag

ger, sword , staff, bill, or the like, capable of producing the same

kind of death as the instrument stated in the indictment, the

variance will not bematerial. The same view is taken where one

kind of shot is averred and another proved.3 But under an in

dictment for shooting with a pistol loaded with gunpowder and

a leaden bullet, it appeared that there was no bullet in the room

where the act was done, and no bullet in the wound ; and it was

proved that the wound might have been occasioned by the wad

ding of the pistol ; Bolland, B., Park and Parke, JJ., held the

indictment not proved.4 The same principle was applied where

an indictment charged that the defendant struck the deceased

with a brick , and it appeared that he knocked the deceased

down with his fist, and that the deceased fell upon a brick

which caused his death . At common law , proof of striking with

a gun will not sustain an averment of shooting..

§ 520. As we have already seen , the evidence must show that

the death was caused by the particular blow described Variance

and proved. Thus in a case remarkable for the

flict of opinion among the assembled judges on other fatal.

a cask and puncheon ; " and it was 318. See R.v. Culkin , 5 C. & P. 121 ;

objected to the indictment on the R. v . Grounsell, 7 C. & P. 788 ; R. v .

ground that it was so described ; but Tye, R. & R. 345 ; R.v . Edwards, 6 C.

Parke, J., held , that if it was either it & P.401; R.v . Waters, 7 C. & P.250.

was sufficient. Rigmardon's case, 1 8 Goodwin v . State , 4 S. & M.520 .

Lew . 180. See Whart. on Cr. Ev. 4 See R. v. Hughes, 5 C. & P. 126 .

$ 91.

6 R. v . Kelly , 1 Mood . C. C. 113.
An indictment charging the death See R. v. Wrigley, 1 Lewin C. C.127;

to have been occasioned by two co- R. v. Martin , 5 C. & P. 128 ; Peo

operating causes, if the evidence fail ple v . Tannan , 4 Parker C. R.514;

to support one of the causes, is insuf- Gibson v . Com . 2 Va. Cases, 111. See

ficient. R.v . Sanders, 7 C. & P. 277. Edwards v . State, 25 Ark. 444.

1 R. v . Thompson, 1 Mood. C. C. o Guedel v. People, 43 Ill. 226 .

139.

See infra , $ 530 .
R. v. Mackally , 9 Co. 67 a ; Gilb . See supra, SS 153 et seq.; White

Ev. 231; R. v. Briggs, 1 Mood. C. C. v. Com . 9 Bush , 178.

in this re
con

spect is

as
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When

death is

have en

sued from

stances

must be

averred .

points, as well as for the public interest excited by the trial, all

the judges concurred in the opinion , that where certain assaults

were put in evi nce ,and relied on by the prosecution as being the

cause of death ,but where the clear surgical testimony wasthat the

death was caused by a blow on the head , of which there was no

evidence whatever, the defendants were entitled to an acquittal.1

$ 521. When death is alleged to have been produced by the

deceased being led by fright to self -injury, then it must

alleged to appear that there was the apprehension of immediate

violence , and well grounded , from the circumstances by

compulsion which the deceased was surrounded ; and it need not
or fright,
circum appear that there was no other way

of
escape ;

but it

must appear that the step was taken to avoid the threat

ened danger, and was such as a reasonable man might

take. But if the charge be that the prisoner “ did compel and

force” another person to do an act which caused the death of a

third party , this allegation will require the evidence of personal

efficient force applied to the person in question . Thus where

it was stated in the indictment that the prisoner “ did compel

and force ” A.and B. to leave working at the windlass of a coal

mine, by means of which the bucket fell on the head of the de

ceased , who was at the bottom of the mine, and killed him ; and

the evidence was that A. and B. were working at one handle of

the windlass and the prisoner at the other, all their united

strength being requisite to raise the loaded bucket, and that the

prisoner let go his handle and went away, whereupon the others,

being unable to hold the windlass alone, let go their hold ,and so

the bucket fell and killed the deceased ; it was held that this

evidence was not sufficient to support the indictment.3

§ 522. In accordance with the reasoning already given,* poison

administered by an agent, or injuries done by an agent,

under the defendant's direction ,may be laid , under re

cent statutes, as administered by the defendant himself.5

1 R. v . Bird , T. & M. 437; 1 Den . 8 R. v . Lloyd, 1 C. & P. 301.

C. C. 94 ; 5 Cox C. C. 11; 15 Jur. 4 Supra, $ 161.

193 . As to variance in this respect 6 R. v. Michael, 2 M.C. C. 120 ; 9

see Whart. Crim . Ev. & 91 . C. & P. 350 ; R. v. Spiller, 5 C. & P.

Supra , § 164 ; R. v. Pitts, 1 C. 333. See supra , § 218, where the

& M. 284 ; R. v . Evans, 1 Russ. C. & cases are given at large ; and see Wh.

M.489 ; R. v. Waters , 6 C. & P. 328. Cr. Ev. & 102.

Acts of

agent or

associate

may be
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( S 524.

son not

fatal.

Scienter

Where several are charged as principals, one as prin- averred to

cipal in the first degree and the others as present, aid- principal.

ing and abetting, it is not material which of them be charged as

principal in the first degree, as having given the mortal blow ,

for the mortal injury done by any one of those present is, in

legal consideration , the injury of each and every one of them .

It is otherwise when there is a local statute assigning distinct

penalties to the degrees. But an averment that the defendant

was principal cannot, at common law , be supported by proof that

he was accessary before the fact. An accessary before the fact,

under the statutes making such principals, may be indicted as

principal.4

§ 523. It may be generally stated that when one Variance

kind of poison is averred and another proved , the vari
in descrip :
tion of poiance is not fatal.5

§ 524. A special scienter in cases of poisoning is

proper, though in Pennsylvania , at a time when grant- requisite in

ing an allocatur for review was at the discretion of the poisoning.

court, the omission of the scienter (the indictment containing

the averment “ knowingly " ) was held, after conviction , not

ground for an allocatur.7 In
Massachusetts it is not necessary

to aver in poisoning a specific intent to kill when there are other

allegations from which the scienter is inferrible.8

1 Supra , $ 221 ; Foster,551; 1 East Yoe v . People, 49 Ill. 410 ; State v.

P. C. 350 ; R. v. Culkin , 5 C. & P. Zeibart,40 Iowa, 169 ; Jordan v. State,

121; R. v. O'Brien, 1 Den . C. C. 9 ; 2 56 Ga. 92. See supra , § 238.

Car. & Kir. 115; Com . v. Chapman, 5 2 Hale P. C. 485 ; R. v. Tye, R.

11 Cush . (Mass.) 422; State v. Mairs, & R. 345 ; R. v. Culkin , 5 C. & P.

1 Coxe, 453 ; State v . Fley , 2 Brev. 121 ; R. v . Waters, 7 C. & P. 250; R.

338 ; State v. Jenkins, 14 Rich . (S.C.) v . Grounsell, Ibid. 788 ; R. v. Martin ,

L. 215; Brister v. State, 26 Ala. 107; 5 C. & P. 128. And see R. v . Hick

People v. Cotta , 49 Cal. 166 ; Whart. man, 1 Mood . C.C. 34 ; R. v . O'Brien ,

Cr. Ev. § 102.

2 C. & K. 115 ; R. v. Warman , Ibid .
Supra, $ 221.

195 ; Carter v . State, 2 Carter, Ind .8 R. v. Soares, R. & R. 25 ; R. v.

617; State v. Vawter, 7 Blackf. 592.Fallon , 9 Cox C. C. 242; State v . As to ambiguous description of poi

Wyckoff, 2 Vroom , 65 ; Hughes v .

son see R.v . Clark , 2 B. & B. 473 .State, 12 Ala.458 ; Josephine v . State, o State v . Yarborough, 77 N. C.

39 Miss. 613. See supra , $ 208.

524. See forms in Whart. Prec. 125
4 Cathcart v . Com . 37 Penn . St.

108 ; Campbell v. Com . 84 Penn St. ? Com . v . Earle, 1 Whart. R.525.

187; Baxter v. People , 3 Gilman, & Com . v . Hersey, 2 Allen , 173.

368 ; Dempsey v. People, 47 Ill. 323 ; In Fairlee v. People, 11 Ill. 1, it

2

et seq.
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$ 526. ]

Unknown

averred .

When

counts are

inconsis

tent, ver

dict should

be taken

counts .

§ 525. If the instrument by which the homicide was committed

be not known, it is enough for the indictment to aver

need not be such fact ; and under the circumstances the want of

specification will be excused on the same principles as

allow the non -setting out of a stolen or forged paper,when such

paper is lost or in the prisoner's possession . There will be no

variance if the indictment in this respect conforms to the infor

mation before the grand jury.2

§ 526. In one count of an indictment for murder , the death

was stated to be by a blow of a stick , and in another ,

by the throwing of a stone. The jury found the pris

oners guilty of manslaughter generally, on both counts,

and the judges held the conviction right, and that

on good judgment could be given upon it ; and it was said that

these are not inconsistent statements of the modes of death, but

that, if they had been so, no judgment could have been given

on the verdict.3 In this country, the practice is to take a
verdict

of guilty if either count is sustained by the evidence, nomatter

how inconsistently
the instrument may be stated in other counts.*

The proper course , no doubt, is to take the verdict on the count

sustained by the evidence. Yet, in most jurisdictions
, after a

general verdict of guilty, the counts containing the misdescrip

washeld that to sustain an indictment ment charges the defendant in one

against A.for designedly communicat- count with killing by a certain weap

ing an infectious disease to B. through on , and in another count with killing

C., it must be shown that the defend- bymeans and instruments to the grand

ant was aware of the infectiousness
jurors unknown; and at the trial the

of the disease and communicated
it in- killing by the defendant is proved be

tentionally .

yond a reasonable doubt, and there is

1 Whart. Cr. Ev. § 93 ; State v . no evidence of the particular means

Wood, 53 N. H. 484 ; Com . v . Web- of death ,the jury may convict on the

ster, 5 Cush. 295; State v. Williams, latter count.

7 Jones N. C.446 ; People v . Cronin ,
2 Ibid .

34 Cal. 191 ; aff . in People v . Martin ,

8 R. v . O'Brien , 2 C. & K. 115 ; 1

47 Cal. 96 .
Den . C. C. 9 .

In State v. Burke, 54 N. H. 92, it

4 Infra , $ 540; Lanergan v. People,

was held sufficient to aver that the 39 N. Y. 39 ; State v. Baker,63 N.

defendant, “ in some way and man

C. 276. See People v. Davis, 56 N.

ner, and by some means, instrument, Y. 95. And as to varying the agency

and weapon, to the jurors unknown ," of defendant, R.v . O'Brien, ut supra ;

killed and murdered the deceased. 's. People v. Valencia, 43 Cal. 552. In

P., Com . v . Martin , 125 Mass. 394 , fra, $ 540.

where it was held that if an indict 6 Wh. Cr. Pl. & Pr . $ 907.
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[ $ 530 .

Value need

proved .

of hand of

need not

bemade .

Averment

tion may be removed by nolle prosequi, and judgment entered

on the good count.

§ 527. The allegation of value of instrument is now immate

rial, and need not be proved.1 In England,where deo

dands are still recognized , it may be necessary to intro- not be

duce it ; though as this provision does not exist in this

country the reason fails.?

§ 528. Though the hand in which the instrument Allegation

was held is set out in the old forms, it is now not neces- defendant

sary either to make or to prove the allegation.3

$ 529. The time need not be formally repeated :

" then and there ” carries the averment back

the of time

need not beoriginal date . Even if the “ then and there " be omit- repeated.

ted , it would seem that the court will still give judg

ment on the indictment, if the grammatical construction be such

as to apply the time at the outset to the subsequent allegations.

But where two distinct periods have been averred , the statement

" then and there is not enough ; one particular time should be

averred.5

§ 530. Wherever death is caused by a blow , it is essential to

the indictment that it should allege that the defend: int

struck the deceased ; 6 and this must also be proved ; " struck,"

though in Virginia it has been ruled thatwhere the in- where

strument was a dagger , “ stab, stick ,and thrust” would

be held equivalent to strike ; and such is no doubt the

general rule. It is not necessary , however, as has been seen, to

prove that the defendant struck the deceased with the particular

instrument mentioned in the indictment ; and therefore , although

Word

there has

been a

blow .

1 1 East P. C. s. 108, p . 341.

An indictment against two which
2 Hale's Pleas of the Crown, by charges an injury doneby one of them

Messrs. Stokes & Ingersoll, i. 424.

on one day, and another injury done
8 2 Hawk. c. 23, ss. 76-84; 1 East by the other on another day, and that

P. C. 341; 1 Stark . Crim . Plead . (2d the death arose from both , is bad ,

ed .) 92 ; 1 Russ. on Crimes ( 3d ed.) when there is no averment that the

558; Archb . Crim . Plead . (10th ed .) one was present when the act was

407; Com . v . Costley, 118 Mass. 1; done by the other. R.v . Devett, 8 C.

Coates v . State, 72 Ill . 303.
& P. 639.

4 Whart. Crim . Plead . & Pr. SS 6 See 5 Co. 122 a ; 2 Hale, 184 ; 2

120 et seq. , 134 .

Hawk. c. 23, s. 82; and see Edmond
6 See for authorities, Whart. Crim . son v. State, 41 Tex. 496 .

Plead. & Prac . SS 131–2.

7 Gibson v. Com . 2 Va. Cases, 111.
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§ 533.]

92
" 3

ing ;

" Strike "

not neceg

sary when

other

modes of

death , not

wounds,

are used .

General

the indictment allege that the defendant did strike and thrust,

proof of a striking which produced contused wounds only will

maintain the indictment.1

• Firing ” is not a sufficiently exact mode of averring " shoot

nor is “ striking."

§ 531. Where the nature of the injury does not ad

mit of the averment of a stroke, it is enough if the spe

poison or cial instruments themselves are correctly enumerated.4

§ 532. In the old practice it was held that the in

involving

dictment must show in what part of the body the wound

was inflicted , though it was said that if the wound be

stated to be on the right side, and be proven to be on

description the left, the variance is not fatal. It is now , however,

of place of
wound suf- generally conceded that " upon the body '

" is a suffi

cient averment of location , though if the description

be inconsistent
, this may be bad on demurrer.7

$ 533. The term “ wound ” has had two distinct interpreta

tions given to it : the first, under the ordinary common law

indictments for homicide ; the second, under the English and

American statutes, making

“ wounding ” specifically indieta

ble .
When the term " wound ” is used in an indictment for homi

cide (i. e. in the clause, giving unto the deceased one

mortal wound, & c. ), the term is used in a popular

sense, and is understood to include bruises,8 & c.

Where , however , the indictment is under a statute

making “ wounding ” specifically indictable, the construction

ficient.

Term

" wound "

to be used

in a popu

lar sense .

1 Arch . C. P. 10th ed . 486. See 6 Sanchez v. People, 8 E. P. Smith ,

supra , § 520. As to averment of 147; Whelchell v . State, 23 Ind . 89 ;

throwing stones see R. v. Dale, 1 R. Thompson v. State, 36 Tex .326. See

& M. C. C. 5 ; and see White v. Com . People v. Davis, 56 N. Y. 95 ; State

6 Bin . 179, 183 ; Turns v . Com . 6

v . Draper, 65 Mo. 338 . Even when

Met. (Mass.) 224 .

a part of the body is described , this is

Shepherd v . State, 54 Ind . 25. to be taken in a popular and not scien

8 Guedel v . People , 43 Ill . 226 .
tific sense.

R. v. Edwards, 6 C. & P.

4 R. v . Webb , 2 Lew . 196 ; S. C., 1
401 .

M. & Rob . 405 ; R. v . Tye, R. & R.
7 Dias v . State, 7 Blackf. 20.

345 .

8 R. v . Warman, 2 C. & K. 195 ;

• 2 Hale, 186 ; Archb. C. P. 384 ; 1 Den . C. C. 185 ; State v. Leonard ,

Dias v . State, 7 Blackf. 20 ; Nelson v . 22 Mo. ( 1 Jones) 449.

State , 1 Tex. Ap. 41 .
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" 1

varies with the terms of the statute. Under 7 Will. 4 and 1

Vict., which make it indictable to “ stab, cut, or wound ,” & c ., it

was held by Lord Denman, C. J., and Park , J., in 1837, that a

blow given with a hammer on the face, whereby the skin was

broken internally but not externally, was a “ wounding." But

in 1838, Coleridge, J., Bosanquet, J., and Coltman , J., held that

a blow with a stone bottle, which did not break the skin , was

not a wounding ; and the court said , “ to constitute a wound,

that the skin should be broken , it must be the whole skin , and

it is not sufficient to show a separation of the cuticle only.” 2

But under the statutes the injury must be inflicted by “ some

instrument, and not by the hands or teeth ; ” and hence biting

off the joint of a finger, and biting off the end of the nose , have

been held not “ wounding ” within the statutes. And so of in

juries inflicted by throwing oil of vitriol on the face. But it is

otherwise with an injury inflicted by a kick from a shoe.

§ 534. It was formerly held to be necessary to insert a full

description of the wound. The present rule, however, Exactness
no longer

is to require no such particularity .

Where the death was occasioned by a bruise, a de- in descrip

scription of its dimensions is not necessary.8

necessary

1 R.v . Smith , 8 C. & P. 173. See, Turner's case , i Lewin , 177 ; R. v.

to same effect, R.v. Waltham , 3 Cox Mosley, 1 M.C. C. 97; Com .v . Wood
C. C. 442 .

ward, 102 Mass. 155 ; West v . State ,

? R. v. McLoughlin , 8 C. & P. 635; 48 Ind . 483.

S. P., R. v .Wood, 1 Mood. C. C. 278 ; 8 State v . Owen, 1 Murph. 452. See

4 C. & P. 381. See R. v. Jones, 3 State v . Moses, 2 Dev. 452, contra,

Cox,442; Moriarty v. Brooks, 6 C. & afterwards corrected by statute.

P. 684 . Where an indictment merely al

8 Jennings’s case, 2 Lewin C. C. leged the giving of " one mortal

130 ; R.v . Harris, 7 C. & P. 446 ; R. bruise," and it was urged that the di

v . Stevens, Ibid . mensions of the bruise ought to have

* R. v. Murrow , 1 M. C. C. 456 ; been described , Mr. J. Parke said :

Henshall's case , 2 Lewin's C. C. 135. “ I am disposed to go further than

6 R.v. Briggs, 1 M. C. C. 318. the judges in Mosley's case , and to

º 2 Hale, 185, 186; 2 Hawk. P.C.C. say that it is not necessary to describe

23, ss. 80, 81; Trem . Ent.10; Staundf. the bruise at all, such rule being, in

78 b, 79 a ; 4 Co. 40, 41; 5 Co. 120, my judgment, most consistent with

121 b , 122; Cro. Jac. 95 ; Stark . Cr. common sense. " Turner's case , 1

L.375, 380. Lew . 177.

7 R. v . Tomlinson, 6 C. & P. 379 ;
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$ 536.]

When two

averred

either may

“ Death "

must be

averred.

Even of an incised wound, the dimensions need no longer be

set forth.1

§ 535. Where an indictment for murder charged the defend

ant with having shot the deceased in the head , breast,

wounds are and side, giving to him one mortal wound, of which

mortal wound he then and there instantly died , it was

be proved . held , that if either of the wounds described proved

mortal, the indictment would thereby be sustained ;2 and this re

sults from the principle that proof of either mortal wound is suf

ficient. Thus, on the trial of an indictment for murder, charging

the killing to have been effected by shooting the deceased in the

head, it being proved that there were two bullet wounds, one in

the head and the other in the body, either of which would pro

duce death , the refusal of the court to charge, that “ if the proof

fails to show which wound it was that actually killed, the case is

not made out according to the indictment,” is not error.3

§ 536. The wound must be alleged to have been

“ mortal,” and death therefrom must be distinctly

averred.4

The averment of “ languishing ” is a matter of surplusage,

and may be stricken out as such.5

1 State v . Conley, 39 Me. 78 ; Com . Addison, 171, 175 ; State v. Conley,

v . Chapman , 11 Cush . (Mass.) 422; 39 Me. 78 .

Com . v . Woodward , 102 Mass. 155 ; The causal relation between wound

Dillon v . State, 9 Ind . 408 ; Jones and death must be stated . Waybright

v . State, 35 Ind. 122; Stone v . Peo v . State, 56 Ind. 122. An indictment

ple , 2 Scam . 326 ; Lazier v. Com . which charges that the prisoner did

10 Grat. 708; Smith v. State,43 Tex . administer the poison to the deceased,

643.

who took and swallowed it , by means

An indictment which states the of which taking and swallowing the

death to have been caused by means deceased became mortally sick , and

of ravishing an infant, but omits to " of the said mortal sickness died,”

aver that a mortal wound or bruise is good , without also stating that the

was given , is defective. R. v . Lad, 1 deceased died of the poisoning. R.v .

Leach , 38 ; S. C., 1 C. & Mars. 345. Sandys, 1 Car. & Mars. 345; 2 Mo.

2 Hamby v . State, 36 Texas, 523 .
C. C. 227. It is enough to allege that

See supra , $ 519 ; Wh. Cr. Ev. S 134. the deceased died of the wound. It

8 Real v. People, 3 Hand (42 N. is not necessary to aver that he died

Y.) , 270 .

of the stroke. State v . Conley , 39 Me.

4 R. v. Lad, 1 Leach , 96 ; State v . 78. Where an indictment charged a

Conley, 39 Me.78 ; Shepherd v. State, prisoner with having inflicted upon

57 Ind. 25 .

the deceased a mortal wound,of which

• See supra, § 154 ; Penn . v. Bell, mortal wound he did languish, and
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HOMICIDE .

§ 537. The death must appear to have been within a year and

a day of the wound. The date of the death, therefore, Must have

as well as that of the stroke, must distinctly appear, bean meath

and for this purpose “ immediately is insufficient.3 and a day .

Variance as to either, however, with the qualification just an

nounced , is not fatal.4 The averment that the defendant

“ killed ” the deceased on a certain day implies that the latter

died on such day, and it is enough to say that the deceased

" then and there " died .

“ Instantly died " does not sufficiently aver time of death ,

though it is otherwise when “ then and there ” are added.8

The general effect of the averment “ then and there ” is con

sidered in another work.9

§ 538. The indictment at common law should also aver that

the deceased died in the county in which the indict- Place must

be averred .ment is found. 10

languishing did live, “ on which said result of two different injuries in

20th day of June, in the year afore- flicted by each of the defendants sep

said , the said Richard O'Leary , in arately, on different days, is bad . R.

the county aforesaid , died ,” it was v . Devitt, 8 C. & P.639.

held ,that it sufficiently charged that 1 See supra, § 312; State v . Orrell,

the deceased then died of the mortal i Dev. 139; People v. Aro , 6 Cal. 207;

wound inflicted by the prisoner. Lutz People v . Kelley, 6 Cal. 210; Edmon

v . Com . 29 Penn. St. 441. But death son v. State, 41 Tex. 496 .

after the “ languishing ” must be 2 State v. Conley, 39 Me. 78 ; State

averred. State v . Sides, 64 Mo. 383. v . Huff, 11 Nev. 17 ; Lester v . State , 9

An indictment stated thatthemor- Mo. 658; State v. Mayfield , 66 Mo.

talwound was inflicted on the 7th No- 125, and cases cited to § 536. See

vember, 1845, and that the deceased Wh. Cr. Pl. & Pr. § 131.

languished on until the 8th November 3 Wh. Cr. Pl. & Pr . § 132; State v .

in the year aforesaid , and then said : Testerman, 68 Mo. 408.

“ On which 8th day of May, in the
4 Whart. Crim . Plead . & Prac.

year aforesaid , the deceased died .” § 139 ; State v . Haney,67 N. Car. 467.

To this indictment the prisoner 6 State v . Ryan, 13 Minn. 371.

pleaded not guilty. It was held , that State v. Haney, 67 N. Car . 467.

the insertion of May for November 7 R. v . Brownlow , 11 A. & E. 119 ;

was a mistake, apparent on the face State v. Lakey, 65 Mo. 217 .

of the indictment, and would not ex

8 State v. Steeley, 65 Mo. 218. See

clude proof of the death subsequent Com . v. Ailstock , 3 Grat.650.

to the 7th November, or be cause for
9 Wh. Cr. Pl. & Pr. § 132. Supra ,

arresting the judgment. Com . v . Ail- $ 529.

stock , 3 Grat. 650.

10 2 Hawk. b . 2, c . 25 , s. 36 ; 1 Ch.

An indictment against two defend- C. L. 178 ; 3 Ibid. 732; Com . v. Lin

ants, which states the death to be the ton , 2 Va. Cases, 205 ; State v. Orrell,
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Omission

of terms

" malice

afore

and

der " re

duces the

case to

man

Where the stroke was at one time or place , and thedeath at

another, if the day be specially alleged , it should be that on

which the party died , and not that on which he was stricken ;

for until he died it was no murder.1

§ 539. Where the bill of indictment is found by the grand

jury a true bill for manslaughter, and ignoramus as to

murder, it is stated to have been the English course

to strike out, in the presence of the grand jury , the
thought"

mur- words “ maliciously ” and “ of malice aforethought,"

and “ murder,” and to leave only so much as makes the

bill to be one for manslaughter ; 2 and this appears to

slaughter. be the practice at the present time upon some of the cir

cuits ; but the usual course in this country is, unless the emer

gency of the case prevents it, to present a new bill to the grand

jury for manslaughter. And in England a learned judge went

so far as to say that this should be done where the grand jury

have returned manslaughter upon a bill for murder, saying , he

thought it the better course to prefer a new bill, although the

usual course on the circuit had been to alter the bill for murder,

on the finding of the grand jury . The omission of the terms

“ malice aforethought ” and “ murder ” makes the indictment in

capable at common law of sustaining a conviction of murder. If

there are proper averments of killing, however, there can be a

conviction of manslaughter under such an indictment.

§ 540. The joinder of counts, being common to indictments

Varying generally, is discussed at large in another work. It is

seuponeday sufficienthere to repeat that counts varying the state

1 Dev. 139. See this point discussed convicted as accessary after the fact

supra , § 292 ; People v. Cox, 9 Cal. 32 ; to manslaughter , if the offence of the

Riggs v . State , 26 Miss. 51. principal turns out to be manslaugh

11East P. C. c . 5 , s. 117, p . 347. ter. R. v . Greenacre, 8 C. & P. 35.

2 2 Hale, 162. Either assisting the party to conceal

3 1 Turner's case , 1 Lew . 176. the death, or in any way enabling him

4 R.v. Nicholson , 1 East P. C. 346 ; to evade the pursuit of justice, will

Com . v. Chapman,11 Cush. 422; Com . render a party, who knows the offence

v . Gibson , 2 Va . Cas. 70 ; Maile v . to have been committed , an accessary

Com . 9 Leigh, 661. See for other after the fact. Ibid .

cases supra, $ 517.
6 Whart. Crim . Plead. & Prac. $

If a person be indicted as accessary 297 .

after the fact to a murder, he may be
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1

ments of the mode of death are constantly sustained ; 1 and that

an indictment for murder charging in one count A.as principal

and B. as accessary before the fact, and in another count B. as

principal and A. as accessary before the fact, charges but one

offence, and such counts are not repugnant.2

convict of

minor de

XV. VERDICT.

§ 541. Where the jury convicts of manslaughter ( or ofmur

der in the second degree ) , the verdict, in order to be Con iction

technically correct, should be, “ Not guilty of murder, talof man

but guilty of manslaughter (or of murder in the second slaughter

degree ).” In Maryland this exactness is held to be es- murder.

sential. But in most jurisdictions such nicety is not required.4

And where the indictment includes murder , and is itself valid ,

either a conviction or acquittal of manslaughter,as has been seen ,

is an acquittal of murder. The same effect attends a conviction

or acquittal of murder in the second degree, on an indictment

for murder at common law.5

§ 542. On an indictment for murder the jury may Jurymay

find a verdict of manslaughter or of murder in the sec

ond degree, but not, in some jurisdictions, of the mis- gree.

1 Supra , § 525 ; Com . v. Webster, 348; State v . Flannigan, 6 Md. 167 ;

j Cush . 295 ; Hunter v. State, 40 N. Davis v. State, 39 Md. 355 ; Com . v.

J. L.495 ; State v. Baker, 63 N. C. Livingston , 14 Grat. 592 ; Wroe v.

276 ; Dill v. State, 1 Tex. App. 278 . State, 20 Ohio St. 460 ; Barnett v.

2 Whart. Crim . Plead. & Prac . $ S People , 54 Ill . 325 ; Gordon v. State,

290–97 ; People v. Valencia, 43 Cal. 3 Iowa, 410 ; State v . Lessing, 16

552. Minn. 80 ; State v . Martin , 30 Wis .

8 State v. Flannigan, 6 Md. 166 ; 216 ; Jordan v. State, 22 Ga. 545 ;

Weighurst v. State , 7 Md. 445. Bell v . State , 48 Ala..685 ; Hurt v .

4 See Whart. Crim . Pl. & Pr. 88 465, State, 25 Miss. 378 ; Watson v. State,

5 Mo. 497; State v. Sloan, 47 Mo.

• See fully cases cited in Whart. 604; State v. McCord, 8 Kans. 232 ;

Plead . & Prac. $$ 465, 742; Com . v . People v. Gilmore, 4 Cal. 376 ; and

Herty, 109 Mass. 348; People v. see other cases cited Whart. on Crim .

Knapp, 26 Mich . 112; State v. Les- Ev. § 145. As sustaining murder in

sing, 16 Minn. 80 , 187; but see State the second degree, see State v. Dowd,

v . McCord , 8 Kans. 232. 19 Conn. 388 ; Johnson v . State , 17

6 2 Hale, 246 ; Fost. 329 ; State v . Ala . 618 ; State v. Smith , 53 Mo. 139 ;

Dearborn,54 Me. 442; State v. Burt, McPherson v. State, 29 Ark. 225. See

25 Vt. 373; McNevins v. People, 61 other cases cited Whart. on Crim . Ev.

Barb. 307; Keefe v. People, 40 N. Y. § 144 .
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demeanor of involuntary manslaughter. And on an indictment

for murder in the second degree there can be a conviction ofman

slaughter.2

Joint defendants may be convicted of different degrees.3

§ 543. In New York, on an indictment for murder at common

law , a verdict of guilty , without specifying the degree,

must speci- is a verdict of guilty of murder in the first degree.

fy degree . But as a general rule, established in many States by

statute ( e. g. Maine , Massachusetts, Pennsylvania , Ohio, and

California ), in others as a common law principle, the degree must

be designated . In Missouri it is only necessary, by statute, to

Verdict

1 Com . v . Gable, 7 S. & R. 423; 447 (by statute) ; McPherson r . State,

Walters v. Com . 44 Penn. St. 135; but 9 Yerg. 279 ; Johnson v. State, 17

see Whart. Crim . Plead . & Prac. § Ala .618 ; Hall v. State, 40 Ala. 698 ;

261; and Hunter v . Com . 79 Penn. St. Robertson v . State, 42 Ala . 509 (by

503 ; Bruner v . State , 58 Ind . 159. statute ) ; Levison v. State, 54 Ala .

In Kentucky, there can be such a con 520 (a case of poisoning ) ; McGee v .

viction . Buckner v . Com . 14 Bush , State , 8 Mo.495; State v. Upton , 20

60 .

Mo. 397 ; People v. Campbell, 40 Cal.

Under murder, in Kentucky, de- 129; Isbell v . State, 31 Tex. 138; State

fendant cannot be convicted of wil v . Rover, 10 Nev. 388. As to Georgia ,

fully striking. Conner v . Com . 13 see McGuffie v. State , 17 Ga. 497 ;

Bush, 714 .

Washington v. State , 36 Ga. 222.

2 State v. Smith , 53 Mo. 139.

In Massachusetts, in a celebrated

8 Whart. Crim . Plead. & Prac. § case which has been the subject of

755 ; Mickey v. Com . 9 Bush , 593. much discussion,in 1865–6, it was held

Supra, § 236.

that a plea of “ guilty ofmurder the

* Kennedy v. People, 39 N. Y. 245. first degree, ” to the ordinary indict

6 State v. Verrill, 54 Me.408 ; State ment for murder, was, at common law ,

v . Cleveland, 58 Me. 564 ; Com . v . a plea of guilty of murder in the first

Herty , 109 Mass. 348; State v. Dowd, degree, and that on this a capital sen

19 Conn . 388 ; Ford v . State , 12 Md. tence could be imposed . Green v.

5:14 ; State v . Oliver , 2 Houston, 585 ; Com . 12 Allen , 155 .
State v. Town, Wright, 75 ; Dick v . In Missouri only the minor degrees

State , 3 Oh. St. 88 ; Parks v. State, need be specially found. State v.

Ibid . 101 ( in Ohio , however , the in- Brannon, 45 Mo. 329.
dictment must be special under stat See, further , as to verdicts, State v .

ute , as there are common law Potter, 16 Kans. 30 ; State v . Bowen ,

crimes.) ; Fouts v. State, 8 Oh. St. 98 ; 16 Kans. 475 .

Hagan v. State , 10 Oh. St. 459; State

In Pennsylvania
, on an indictment

v. Moran, 7.Clarke (Iowa), 236 ; State for murder by poisoning, a verdict of

v. Redman , 17 Iowa, 329; Tulley v. guilty in manner and form as indicted

People , 6 Mich . 273; Hogan v. State, is a verdict of guilty ofmurder in the

30 Wis. 437 ; State v. Reddick , 7

first degree. Com . v . Earle, 1 Whart.

Kans. 143 ; State 4. Huber, 8 Kans. 525. But if the indictinent is one

no
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homicide

specify the degree when a minor offence is found. In Georgia ,

a verdict of " guilty of manslaughter " is regarded as a verdict

of guilty of voluntary manslaughter, the highest grade of that

offence by statute.?

Aswe have seen ,3 a common indictment for murder will sus

tain a verdict ofmurder in the first degree.

§ 544. As a general rule, at common law , there can be no

conviction for an assault under an indictment for mur No verdict

der. In what respect this rule has been varied by for assault.

statute or otherwise, has been discussed elsewhere.4

§ 545. Where the jury find the homicide is excusable, the

practice in this country is not to find so specially , but Excusable

to acquit. acquits.

§ 546. A person may be legally convicted as acces- Accessary
to second

sary before the fact of murder in the second degree. degree.

§ 547. In several States, it is incumbent on the jury to desig

nate the punishment to be inflicted . In such case the Designa

tion of pun

statute must be followed in the verdict. ishment.

which fits equally to murder in the the defendant was accessary to mur

second degree, then a general verdict der in the first or second degree. The

of guilty carries only the second de- principal had been convicted of mur

gree . Johnson v. Com . 24 Penn. St. der in the first degree, which appeared

386. But now the verdict, by statute, by the record . It was ruled that the

must state the degree. Lane v. Com . verdict was equivalent to guilty of
59 Penn. St. 371. being accessary to murder in the first

In Indiana,where there are no com- degree .

mon law crimes, it is held that the · State v. Brannon , 45 Mo. 329.

indictment must specially designate 2 Welch v . State, 50 Ga. 128 .

the grade under the statute ;and hence 8 Supra, $ 393.

a general verdict of guilty under an 4 Whart. Crim . Plead. & Prac . & 742;

indictment for the first degree con Whart. Crim . Ev. § 132.

victs of the first degree. Kennedy 6 See supra, $ 308.

v . State , 6 Ind . 485. See Fahnestock 6 Jones v . State , 13 Tex . 168.

v . State, 23 Ind. 231; Snyder v . State , 7 Walston v . State , 54 Ga. S 242.

59 Ind . 105 . See Whart. Crim . Plead . & Prac. SS

In State v . Buzzell, S. C. N. H.

1879, which was an indictment against See , as to specification of punish

an alleged accessary before the fact ment, Buster v. State, 42 Tex . 315;

to a murder, the jury returned a ver- People v. Welch , 49 Cal. 67.

dict of guilty , without finding whether
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CHAPTER II .

RAPE.

DEFINITION .

IV . PARTY AGGRIEVED AS A WITNESS .

Intent to use force necessary , $ 550 .
Testimony of prosecutrix should be

I. DEFENDANT'S CAPACITY TO COMMIT corroborated, $ 565.

OFFENCE.
Shemay be corroborated by her own

Under fourteen, boy presumed to be
prior statements, $ 566 .

incapable of offence, $ 551.

Such evidence to be confined to cor

Impotency a defence, $ 552.
roboration, $ 567.

Husband may be indicted as acces Prosecutrix may be impeached by

sary , § 553 .
proof of bad character for chastity ,

All aiders may be principals in second
and in some States by proof of prior

degree, $ 553 a .
immoral acts, $ 568.

II. IN WHAT CARNAL KNOWLEDGE CON V. PLEADING .

SISTS .
Two defendants may be joined as

Penetration must be proved, but not principals, $ 569.

emission , $ 554.

Rape may be joined with assault,

III . IN WHAT WANT OF WILL CONSISTS . § 570.

“ Against her will " is equivalent to Allegation of assault is unnecessary,

“ without ber consent," $ 556.
§ 571.

Acquiescence
through fear is not con Age need not be averred , $ 572.

sent, $ 557.

“ Ravish ," and " forcibly and against

Nor is acquiescence of infant, $ 558.
the will," are essential, $ 573 .

Nor is acquiescence through fraud, Sex need not be averred , $ 574.

§ 559.

Defendantmay be convicted of minor

Nor acquiescence through mental dis offence, $ 575 .

order, $ 560.

VI. ASSAULT WITH INTENT TO RAVISH .

Nor acquiescence of married woman Assault may be sustained when rape

under mistake, $ 561.
is not consummated , $ 576.

Nor acquiescence obtained by artifi Force to be inferred from circum

cial stupefaction, $ 562.
stances, § 576 a .

How far fraud is equivalent to force, Assentbars prosecution if knowingly

§ 563.

given by person capable of assent

Prior unchastity of prosecutrix no ing, $ 577 .

defence , $ 564.

DEFINITION .

$ 550. RAPE is the act of having carnal knowledge of a wo

man without her conscious permission , such permission

Intent to

use force not being extorted by force or fear of immediate bodily

necessary .
harm . How far, if such permission is given , the fact

that it was obtained by fraud,or through the woman's ignorance,

affects the case, is hereafter discussed . “ Forcibly ” is frequently

1 Steph. Dig. Cr. L.C. xxix. 2 Infra , $ 559.
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introduced as essential to the offence ; 1 but it is not (except so

far as force is an ordinary incident of the act of coition ) requi

site in those cases in which acquiescence is caused by fraud or

stupefaction . But " forcibly ” must be alleged in the indict

ment; though in the cases just referred to the allegation is sat

isfied by mere proof of penetration . The intent to use force,

however, in case fraud or stupefaction should fail, is essential to

the offence.3

offence .

I. DEFENDANT'S CAPACITY TO COMMIT OFFENCE .

$ 551. At common law a boy under fourteen is irrebuttably

presumed to be incapable of committing a rape. In Under

fourteen ,

New York and Ohio this presumption is held to be re boy pre

buttable. Whether a boy under fourteen is indictable sumed to
be incapa

at common law for an assault with intent to ravish , has ble of

been disputed . The affirmative has been maintained in

Massachusetts ; 6 and in New York it has been held that while

there is a presumption of incapacity , this presumption may be

overcome by counter proof.? In England and in North Caro

lina , the presumption of incapacity is irrebuttable.8

1 1 East P. C. 434; 4 Bl. Com . 210; ton (N. C. ), 300 ; State v. Pugh , 7

1 Russ. on Crimes, 676-7 ; Bradley v. Jones (N. C.) , 61; Stephen v. State,

State, 32 Ark. 704 . 11 Ga. 225. See supra, $ 69.

2 Infra, $ 573. See Com . v. Fogerty, 5 People v. Randolph , 2 Parker C.

8 Gray, 489; State v . Johnson, 69 N. R. 174 ; Williams v. State , 14 Oh. R.

C. 55 . 222.

3 Infra, $ 563 ; R. v. Lloyd , 7 C. & The section in the Code of Crim

P.318 ; R. v. Stanton, 1 C. & K.415 ; inal Procedure ( 74 0. L. 349, § 31) ,

R. v. Case, 1 Den , C. C. 580 ; 4 Cox C. dispensing with proof of emission , has

C. 220 ; R.r .Wright, 4 F. & F. 967 ; no relation to capacity ; and hence it

Com . v. Merrill, 14 Gray, 415 ; Smith does not so enlarge the meaning of

v . State, 12 Ohio St. 466 ; State v . the statutory provision in relation to

Hagerman , 47 Iowa, 151 ; State v . rape (74 O.L. 245, $ 9 ) as to include

Erickson, 45Wis.86; Taylor v. State, persons not theretofore amenable to

50 Ga. 79; McNair v. State, 53 Ala . that provision . If it appear , on the

453; Dawson v. State, 29 Ark. 116 ; trial of one charged with rape , that

Bradley v. State, 32 Ark . 704 ; Hull he is a boy under fourteen years of

v . State, 22 Wis. 580. For other age, the burden is on the State to

cases see infra , $ 563. prove capacity to commit the crime.

4 1 Hale, 631 ; Lewis C. L. 558; Hiltabiddle v. State, S. C. Ohio , 1879.
R. v. Eldershaw , 3 C. & P. 396 ; R.v . 6 Com . v. Green , 2 Pick . 380.

Groombridge, 7 C. & P. 582; R. v. ? People v. Randolph , 2 Parker C.

Philips, 8 C. & P. 736 ; R. v. Jordan , R. 174 .

9 C. & P. 118 ; State v. Sam , Wins 8 R. v . Eldershaw , 3 C. & P. 396 ;
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$ 554. ]

is a de

fence.

But whatever may be the limits of the defendant's capacity

as a direct agent, it is clear that when concerned with others

hemay be convicted as principal in the second degree ; 1 or of a

simple assault, even on evidence of rape.2

Impotency

§ 552. Impotency is a sufficient defence to an indict

ment for the consummated offence, though not for an

assault with intent. The subject of impotency is fully

considered in another work.4

§ 553. Though a husband cannot be convicted of the offence,

he 'may be tried as the accessary of another therein ,

may beasin- and the wife is a competent witness against both to

prove
the violence.6

$ 553 a . All concerned as assistants may be convicted as prin

Allassist- cipals in the second degree ; though only the actual per

principals petrator can be charged as principal in the first de

degree. gree.?

Husband

accessary

ants are

in second

Penetra

tion must

II. IN WHAT CARNAL KNOWLEDGE CONSISTS .

$ 554. “ A very considerable doubt,” remarks Mr. East, " hav

ing arisen as to what shall be considered sufficient evi

dence of the actual commission of this offence, it is

be proved,
necessary to enter into an inquiry which would other

wise be offensive to decency. Considering the nature

of the crime, that it is a brutal and violent attack upon the

honor and chastity of the weaker sex, it seems more natural

and consonant to those sentiments of laudable indignation which

induced our ancient lawgivers to rank this offence among felo

but not

emission .

R. v . Groombridge, 7 C. & P. 582; 8 See supra , § 184; Nugent v . State,

R. v . Philips, 8 C. & P. 736 ; R. v . 18 Ala . 521..

Jordan, 9 C. & P. 118 ; R. v . Brimi 4 2 Whart. & St. Med . Jur . SS 181

low , 9 C. & P. 366 ; State v . Sam , et seq .

Winston N. C. 300 ; State v. Pugh ,

6 See on this point remarks of Sir

7 Jones N. C.61; State v. Handy, 4 J. Hannen , in S. r. A. 39 L. T. (N.

Harring . 566 ; and see supra, § 69. S.) 128.
Whether absolute legal capacity bars 6 i Hale , 629 ; Lord Audley's case ,

an indictment for an attempt
12 Mod . 340 , 454 ; 1 St. Trials, 387 ;

sidered elsewhere. Supra , SS 183-4. 1 Stra . 633 .

1 R. v . Philips, 8 C. & P. 736 ; 1

7 Infra , $ 569; Kessler v. Com . 12

Russ. Cr. 676 et seq .

Bush , 18. See State v . Comstock , 46

2 R. v. Eldershaw , supra; State v . Iowa, 265.

Pugh , supra.

con
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nies, if all further inquiry were unnecessary after satisfactory

proof of the violence having been perpetrated by actual pen

etration of the unhappy sufferer's body. The quick sense of

honor, the pride of virtue, which nature, to render the sex amia

ble, hath implanted in the female heart, as Mr. Justice Foster

has expressed himself , is already violated past redemption , and

the injurious consequences to society are in every respect com

plete. Upon what principle and for what rational purpose any

further investigation came to be supposed necessary, the books

which record the dicta to that effect do not furnish a trace. "

The doubts, however, that existed in England have been put

to rest by the 9 Geo. 4 , c. 31, making the least penetration

enough ; and in this country the proof of emission seems never to

have been required . In several instances, in fact, it has been

held , that as the essence of the crime is the violence done to

the person and feelings of the woman, which is completed by

penetration without emission, it will be sufficient to prove pene

tration . In Ohio proof of emission was once but is no longer

required . In New York , by statute, penetration alone is made

sufficient to support conviction , without emission .

§ 555. But while the slightest penetration is sufficient, there

must be specific proof of some,2 though the proof of this may

be inferred from circumstances aside from the statement of the

party injured . It must be shown, to adopt the phraseology of

1 Williams v. State, 14 Ohio , 222; 9C. & P. 118; Penn. v . Sullivan, Add.

Blackburn v . State , 22 Ohio St. 102. 143; Stout v . Com . 11 S. & R. 177;

See State v . Hargrave, 65 N. C. 466. Com . v . Thomas, 1 Va. Cas. 307; State

This proof is now dispensed with by v . Leblanc, 3 Brev. 339 ; Waller v .

statute . Supra, $ 551. State , 40 Ala. 325 ; Davis v . State,

When , on an indictment for forni 43 Tex. 189 ; Thompson v . State, 43

cation and bastardy, the witness tes Tex . 583. See W. & S. Med . Jur.

tified , “ He forced me; he worked vol. ii. § 282.

himself under me, and in that way 8 See State v. Hodges, Phill. (N.

forced me; I did not give myconsent;” C.) L. 231, overruling State v. Gray ,

upon a demurrer to this evidence, it 8 Jones, 170 ; Brauer v . State , 25 Wis.

was held that it was not such as would 413 ; R.v. Lines, 1 C. & K. 393; State

merge the offence charged in the crime v . Tarr, 28 Iowa, 397. Very ques

of rape, butthat the defendantmight tionable is the ruling on this point in

be legally convicted of fornication. the remarkable case of Com . v. Beale,

Com . v . Parr, 5 W. & S. 345 . Phila . Q. S. Nov. 1854. In this case ,

2 R. v. Russen , 1 East P. C. 438; the court said on this point, on dis

R.v. Allen, 9 C. & P. 31; R.v. Jordan , charging a motion for a new trial :
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Tindal, C. J., and afterwards of Williams, J., that the private

parts of the male entered at least to some extent in those of the

" The only remaining question is, shows no legal evidence of penetra

whether the evidence given by the tion .

prosecutrix was sufficient, if believed , “ It is impossible to lay down any

to sustain the verdict. It is true that generalrules regulating thenature and

the Commonwealth failed to produce amount of proof required to establish

the corroboratory evidence, which an the commission of such an offence.

inspection of the person of the witness Each case must be viewed under its

and of her garments might possibly own circumstances, and legitimate

have afforded ; and it is equally true, inference drawn from all the facts

that we should have been more fully proved. Here the witness states the

satisfied had such evidence been pro- preparation made by the defendant:

duced . There is no rule of law , how- her feet, which had been crossed, were

ever, which imperatively demands that spread apart, one on each end of the

the witness shall be corroborated by stool; her body was drawn down to

such evidence. The want of such the edge of the chair, the defendant

corroboration is a circumstance to be was before her , she felt his breath

considered by the jury ; and, after upon her face, which shows that the

being carefully advised on this point position of his body must have been

by the court, if they regard the evi- leaning over her ; and at that timeshe

dence produced as satisfactory, the felt the pain which enabled her to say

court should not interfere, unless sat that she had no doubt that the defend

isfied that their decision was clearly ant entered her person . If this evi

unjust . This we are not prepared to dence as to sensation and position is

say. The witness, it is admitted , was believed , upon such an issue as here

an innocent, pure -minded girl; she presented, of the condition and knowl

told her sad story with apparent can- edge of the witness,may not the jury

dor, detailed all that occurred from the determine from it whether the pen

time that the ether was adininistered : etration sworn to was such as the law

the feeling of her pulse , her arm , her requires to constitute a rape?

bosom , her person, the fixing of her " It is true, that she can only state ,

feet, the drawing down of her body to from the pain and from the defendant's

the edge of the chair, and finally the breath ,what part of his person he ap

pain she suffered . It is not strange plied to hers; but if the jury under

that the jury believed her ; for the stood her to mean that she believed

question might well be asked, — How her person was actually penetrated in

could an innocent girl detail such oc
the manner necessary to constitute a

currences, and with such precision , if rape, and if, judging from her po

ithad not really occurred ? There is sition upon the chair and the position

nothing that appears so inconsistent which the defendant,being before her,

in her story, or so apparently devoid must have occupied so as to bring his

of probability , that a jury should be breath upon her face, they were

instructed to disregard it, or that the convinced that her belief was well

court should interfere with their de- founded , we cannot say that the jury

cision upon it . But it is said that, were not authorized to draw the infer

even if her statement be believed , it ence which they have drawn from all

the evidence. Upon this subject great
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female.1 At one time it was even thought that there must be

proof that the hymen was ruptured, though this is no longer

considered necessary. The law may now indeed be considered

as settled that while the rupturing of the hymen is not indispen

sable to a conviction, there must be proof of some degree of en

trance of the male organ “ within the labia of the pudendum ;" 4

and the practice seems to be, to judge from the cases just cited ,

not to permit a conviction in those cases in which it is alleged

violence was done, without medical proof of the fact, whenever

such proof is attainable. It seems but right, both in order to

rectify mistakes and to supply the information necessary to con

vict, that the prosecutrix should be advised of this at the out

set, so that she can take the necessary steps to secure such an

examination in due time. If this test be generally insisted

upon , there is no danger of any conviction failing because of non

compliance with it ; and on the other hand many mistaken pros

ecutions will be stopped at the outset.5

never exe

care was taken by the court to warn held that an introduction of an aver

the jury against making a strained or ment that the prosecutrix was gotten

hasty inference, and the requirements with child does not vitiate the indict

of the law were so fully explained ment. U. S. v. Dickinson, Hempst.

that the jury could not have mistaken C. C. 1. This case was tried before

the fact which they are required to the territorial court of Arkansas, in

determine." See this case fully ex 1820. A very extraordinary feature

amined, 2 W.& S. Med . Jur. $ S 245, about the case is, that this defendant

282. was sentenced to be castrated . He

In Connecticut a conviction has was pardoned, however , and the sen

been sustained on the uncorroborated tence consequently was

testimony to this point of a young cuted.

child . State v . Lattin , 29 Conn . 389. 1 Ibid .

See R. v. Reardon, 4 F. & F. 76 ; Peo ? R. v. Gammon, 5 C. & P. 321 .

ple v . Tyler , 36 Cal. 522 . See 2 W.& S.Med. Jur . $S 249–280.

It was formerly thought that if the 8 R. v. Hughes, 9 C. & P. 752. See

female conceived, this was evidence R. v. McRue, 8 C. & P.641.

of consent which negatived rape. 4 R. v. Lines, 1 C. & K. 393 ; R. v .

This notion,however, has long since Jordan 9 C. & P.118. See 2 W.& S.

been exploded. i Hale , 631; i Haw- Med . Jur. 1873, SS 249, 280; Stephen

kins, c . 41, s. 8 ; State v . Knapp, 45 v. State , 11 Ga. 225 .

N. H. 148. On the other hand , in 6 See W. & S. Med. Jur. ( 1873) ii.

this country, it has been expressly $ 282.
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III. IN WHAT WANT OF WILL CONSISTS.

» 1 and it

" Against
her will "

lent to

" without

her con

sent."

3

cence

consent.

§ 556. The term “ against her will ” was used in the old stat

utes convertibly with “ without her consent ;

may now be received as settled law that rape is proved

is equiva when carnal intercourse is effected with a woman with

out her consent, although no positive resistance of the

will can be shown. Such being the law , the cases will

be now considered specifically.

$ 557. Consent, however reluctant, if free, negatives rape ;

but where the woman is insensible through fright, or

Acquies
where she ceases resistance under fear of death or other

through
fear is not great harm , the consummated act is rape. Thus,

where a father by his ferocity established " a reign of

1 That the jury must be satisfied having connection with a woman whilst

beyond reasonable doubt that there asleep, or by a power which induces the

was no consent, see Com . v . Mc woman to suppose that it is her husband,

Donald , 110 Mass. 405 ; Brown v . amounts to an assault .” R. v . Lock ,

People, 36 Mich . 203; State v. Burg- 27 L. T. N. S. 661. According to

dorf, 53 Mo.65; People v . Brown, 47 another report (L. R. 2 C. C. R. 10),

Cal. 447. the language of the Chief Baron was :

2 R. v. Fletcher, Bell C. C. 63; 8 " It is much like the case of an act

Cox C. C. 131; R. v. Camplin , infra ; done to a person while asleep . And

and see an able exposition of the law although I do not say that connection

to this effect by Judge Gray, in Com . with a woman in that state would be

v . Burke, 105 Mass. 376, and cases rape, it would be an assault." And

cited infra , $ 855. See also R.v. Jones, see particularly infra , $ 577.

4 L. T. N. S. 154 ; as to robbery, §
8 Infra, § 577 ; People v. Dobring,

1 Hawk. c. 41; and on the gen- 59 N. Y. 374 ; State v . Burgdorf, 53

eral question of estoppel by consent, Mo. 65. See People v. Morrison, 1

supra , SS 141 et seq. Kelly, C. B., in Parker C. R. 626 ; Anderson v. State ,

1873, on a crown case reserved , said : 41 Wis. 430 ; State v. Murphy, 6 Ala .

“ Ithink that when a child submits 765 ; Charles v. State, 6 Eng. (Ark.)

to an act of this kind in ignorance, 389; Anshicks v. State, 6 Tex. Ap.524.

the offence is similar to that perpe
4 See supra , &$ 41 et seq.; Dalt. c.

trated by a man who has connection 105, 607 ; i Hawk. P. C. c. 41; W.

with a woman while asleep. If that & S. Med . Jur. vol. ii. § 264 ; R. v .

were not an assault, our law would be Rudland, 4 F. & F. 967; State v.

very defective. In such a case, con- Ruth , 21 Kans. 138; Pleasant v. State,

sent is out of the question , for a woman
8 Eng. (3 Ark .) 360 ; Wyatt v . State,

whilst asleep is in such a state that she 2 Swan ( Tenn.) , 394 ; Lewis v . State ,

cannot consent, and the act of connec
30 Ala .54. Whether resistance ceased

tion with her under the circumstances is because it was useless and dangerous,

quite sufficient lo constitute an assault. or because the prosecutrix ultimately

There are many cases which show that consented , is for the jury to decide;

855 ;
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terror ” in his family, and under this power his daughter remains

passive while he has carnal intercourse with her , this intercourse ,

effected by terror, and without consent, is rape . Nor is it neces

sary that there should be force enough to create “ reasonable "

apprehension of death.2 – But it is necessary to prove in such

case that the defendant intended to complete his purpose, in de

fiance of all resistance.3

It is admissible for the prosecution on this head to give evi

dence of the defendant's bodily strength , and of the prosecutrix's

bodily weakness.
+

While the degree of resistance is an incident by which consent

can ' be determined, it is not in law necessary to show that the

woman opposed all the resistance in her power, if her resistance

was honest, and was the utmost, according to her lights, that she

could offer.5

§ 558. The consent of a female of very tender years, or even

her aiding the prisoner in the attempt, is no defence ; Nor is ac

quiescence

and in a case before the Court of Criminal Appeal, it of infant.

and in the last case to acquit of the 2 Walter v . State, 40 Ala . 325.

rape. R. v. Hallett, 9 C. & P. 748 ; 3 Supra , § 550 ; R. v. Wright, 4

Turner v. People, 33 Mich. 363; F. & F. 967; Strang v . People, 24

Wright v . State, 4 Humph. 194 . See Micb . 1 .

supra, SS 140 et seq.; infra, $ 576 . 4 State v. Knapp, 45 N. H. 148 .

“ It is submitted that the true rule 6 Com . v . McDonald , 110 Mass.

must be, that where the man is led 405 ; Crockett v. State, 49 Ga. 185.

from the conduct of the woman to be- See Jenkins v . State , 1 Tex. Ap. 346 ;

lieve that he is not committing a çrime that rape implies force in the man and

known to the law , the act of connec resistance in the woman , see Mills v .

tion cannot under such circumstances State , 52 Ind. 187; though see People

amount to a rape. In order to consti v . Dohring, 59 N. Y. 374 .

tute rape there must, it would appear, R. v . Martin , 9 C. & P. 213 ; 2

be an intent to have connection with Moody, 123 ; R. v. Johnson, L. & C.

the woman notwithstanding her re 632; 10 Cox C. C. 114 ; but see, as

sistance. In a case of R. v. Urry, qualifying this, R. v. Read, i Den . C.

tried at Lincoln Spring Assizes, 1873, C. 377; 2 C. & K. 957; Hays v . Peo

the above passage was approved of ple, 1 Hill N. Y. R. 351; Smith v.

by Denman, J. See also case cited State , 12 Ohio St. 466 ; O'Meara v .

where Parke, B., says that the guilt State, 17 Ohio St. 515 ; Moore v.

of the accused must depend upon the State , Ibid . 521 ; State v. Handy, 4

circumstances as they appear to him .” Harring. 566 ; Davenport v. Com . 1

Roscoe's Cr. Ev.ed. of 1878 , p. 648. Leigh, 588; State v. Cross, 12 Iowa,

1 R. v . Jones, L. R. 2 C. C. 10 ; 4 66; People v. McDonald , 9 Mich . 150;

L.T. N. S. 154. See also R.v. Wood- Stephen v. State, 11 Ga. 225; Daw

hurst , 12 Cox C. C.443. son v . State , 29 Ark. 116 .

6
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So of ac

fraud .

was held rape by Lord Campbell, C. J., and all the judges,

where a man bad carnal knowledge of a girl of thirteen , of im

becile mind , and the jury found that it was by force, and without

her consent, she being incapable of giving consent, but it was

not found to be against her will.1 In Virginia and Louisiana

the rule is applied to girls under twelve.2

$ 559. As to how far acquiescence produced by surprise or

fraud will be a defence has been the subject of some

quiescence fluctuation of opinion in the English courts. At one

time it was ruled that it was not an assault with an in

tent to commit a rape for a medical man , under the pretence of

administering an injection , to induce a woman to kneel down

with her face on the bed , and then to attempt sexual connection

with her by surprise, there being nothing to show an intent to

use force ; but it was said that it would have been rape had the

defendant intended to have connection with the prosecutrix by

force , and had succeeded . It was afterwards held that, when

connection with a girl is obtained by inducing her to believe she

is at the time submitting to medical treatment, such consent is

no defence to an indictment for an assault ; nor to an indict

ment for a rape. But it must be a clear case of ignorance and

simplicity in the prosecutrix to justify a conviction of rape when

connection was obtained by the defendant by this process with

her acquiescence
. The effect of artificial stupefaction will be

1 R. v . Fletcher , 8 Cox C. C. 131. 36 L. T. (N. S.) 32 ; L. R. 2 Q. B.

So also State v . Tarr, 28 Iowa, 397; D.410 .

S. P., Stephen v . State, 11 Ga. 225 . In R. v. Flattery, the defendant

2 Lawrence v. Com . 30 Grat.845 ; kept a stall in a public market, and

State v. Tilman , 30 La. An. pt. ii. professed to give medical and surgical

249. Ignorance by defendant that a advice. Heobtained possession of a

girl had not reached the statutory age girl's person by pretending that he

is, on statutory prosecutions for abus was going to perform a surgicalopera

ing female child, no defence. Supra, tion to cure her of her illness. She

$ 88. was nineteen years old , and made a

8 R. v. Stanton, 1 Car. & Kir. 415. feeble resistance , and only acquiesced

See to same effect R. v. Flattery, 13 under the belief that the prisoner was

Cox C. C. 388 ; Don Moran v. People, treating her medically, and performing

25 Mich . 356 . a surgical operation. The court held

4 R. v . Case , 4 Cox C. C. 220 ; 1 that there was no consent to the act of

Den . C. C. 580; 1 Eng. L. & Eq. 544. sexual intercourse, and that the pris

6 R. v. Flattery , 13 Cox C. C. 388 ; * oner was guilty of the crime of rape.

6 Walter v . People, 50 Barb . 144.

4
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So of ac

considered under another head. That an unconscious submis

sion during sleep is rape is now settled.1

§ 560. In respect, also , to unconsciousness through mental dis

ease must again be invoked the position , that in cases

" without her consent is to be treated as con- quiescence

vertible with “ against her will.” 2 From this it fol- mental dis
through

lows that carnal intercourse with a woman incapable,

from mental disease (whether that disease be idiocy or mania ),

of giving consent, is rape. But the question as to whether the

of rape,

order .

· R. v. Mayers, 12 Cox C. C. 311 ; think that the correct rule was laid

W. & S. Med . Jur. vol. ii. SS 246, 264 , down in that case . I do not think

275. See infra , § 562. that the court, in the second case of

Supra , $ 556. Reg. v. Fletcher, intended to differ

8 As to idiocy see this affirmed in from the decision in the first case of

R.v . Pressy , 10 Cox C. C. 635 ; R. v. Reg . v . Fletcher. In all these cases

Fletcher , 8 Cox C. C. 134 ; R. v . Bar- the question is whether the prosecu

rett, 12 Cox C. C. 498 ; L. R. 2 C. trix is an imbecile to such an extent

C.81 ; Stephen v . State , 11 Ga. 225 ; as to render her incapable of giving

State v . Tarr , 28 Iowa, 397 ; State v . consent or exercising any judgment

Crow , 2 Wh. & St.Med . Jur. ( 1873), upon the matter , or, in other words, is

§ 271; as to mania , R. v. Charles, 13 there sufficient evidence of such an

Shaw's J. P. 746 ; as to stupefaction , extent of idiocy or want of capacity .

infra , $ 562.
In the first case of Reg. v. Fletcher ,

In R. v. Barrett, 12 Cox C. C. 314 ; and also in the present case, there

L. R. 2 C. C. 81, Kelly , C. B., said : was evidence of such an extent of

“ I am of opinion that the prisoner, in idiocy in the girl as to lead the jury

point of law , was guilty of the crime to believe that she was incapable of

of rape in this case. I entirely con- giving assent, and that therefore the

cur in the definition of the crime of connection was without her consent.

rape, as given by Willes, J., in his In the second case of Reg.v. Fletcher,

direction to the jury, ' that if the jury the evidence of that was much less

were satisfied that the girl was in such strong, and the point reserved for the

a state of idiocy as to be incapable of court was whether the case ought to

expressing either consent or dissent, have been left to the jury at all , there

and that the prisoner had connec- being no evidence except the fact of

tion with her without her consent, connection and the imbecile state of

it was their duty to find him guilty .' the girl ; and all that the court said

In this case the poor creature was not was, that some evidence of its being

capable of giving her consent. As to against her will and without her con

the cases of Reg . v . Fletcher, I cannot sent ought to be given in these cases,

see the distinction between them in and that there was not in that case the

principle.” sort of testimony on which a judge

Blackburn, J.:"I am of the same would be justified in leaving it to a

opinion. agree with the decision in jury to find a verdict. Upon the au

the first case of Reg. v. Fletcher, and thority of the decision in the former
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married

woman

defendant

for her

no defence

mental disease is such as to incapacitate the patient from assent

ing, is one to be examined with great care. There are many

persons laboring under mitigated insanity who are capable of

making contracts, and who, in a modified degree , are responsible

for crime. For a man knowingly to have criminal intercourse

with a woman of intellect thus impaired is no doubt peculiarly

wrongful ; yet if she is capable of consenting, and does consent,

it is not rape. And a fortiori is this the case when the man has

no knowledge that the woman's intellect is disturbed . Hence,

in such cases, if there be consent, a prosecution for rape cannot

be sustained.2

§ 561. In England, having carnal knowledge of a woman un

der circumstances which induce her to suppose it is her
Acquies

cence by
husband was once held by a majority of the judges not

to amount to a rape ; but several of the majority inti
mistaking

mated that, should the point again occur, they would

husband is direct the jury to find a special verdict.3 In two sub

sequent cases, where the defendants were indicted for

rapes under similar circumstances, Gurney and Alderson , BB.,

directed an acquittal for the rape, but held that the defendants

might be convicted of the assault, under the stat. 7 Wm. 4 &

case of Reg. v. Fletcher, it is enough were satisfied that the girl was incapa

to say in this case that the evidence ble of expressing consent or dissent,

here wasthat the connection waswith- and that the prisoner had connection

out the girl's consent.” with her without her consent, they

1 See 1 Wh. & St. Med. Jur. ( 1873) should find him guilty ; but that a con

SS 50, 122, 242. sent produced by mere animal instinct

In R. v. Fletcher, L. R. 1 C. C. R. would be sufficient to prevent the act

39, the prosecutrix was an idiot girl from constituting a rape. The jury

with one side and a foot paralyzed . found the prisoner guilty ; and the

The prisoner admitted the fact of hav- court were unanimously of opinion

ing had connection with her, alleging that some evidence that what was

consent, and that he had had connec- done to the girl was against her will

tion with her before, also with her or without her consent ought to have

consent. The evidence, if it showed been given, and that in the absence of

anything, went rather to confirm the such evidence there was no case to go

prisoner's account. Themedical evi- to the jury. See also the report of

dence was to the effect that strong this case, 35 L. J. M. C. 172 ; Ros

animal instinct might exist, notwith- coe's C. P.878.

standing the imbecile condition of the 2 Crosswell v . People, 13 Mich .426 .

girl. It was left to the jury, in the See R. v. Fletcher, L. R. 1 C. C. 39 ;

terms used by Willes, J., in R. v . State v. Crow , 10 West. L. J. 501.

Fletcher, 8 Cox C. C. 134, that if they 8 R. v . Jackson , R. & R.487.
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1 Vict. c. 85, s. 11 ; and the judges afterwards held , that upon

such conviction hard labor might be added to the sentence of

imprisonment.1

In 1854 , in a case where the finding was that the defendant

got into bed with a married woman and had criminal connec

tion , she believing him to be her husband, but where at the same

time it was found the intention on his part was not to consum

mate the act by force in case of discovery, but if detected to de

sist, it was held by Jervis, C. J., Coleridge, J., Alderson , J.,

Martin , B., and Crowder, J., in a case reserved, that this was

not rape .?

In 1878, a conviction was sustained by the English Court of

Criminal Appeal in a case where the act was partially completed

with a married woman , she not consenting, or giving the de

fendant any reason to believe she consented , the connection

being found by the jury to be against her will.3

1 R. v . Saunders, 8 C. & P. 265 ,and " she being at thetime asleep. When

R.v . Williams, Ibid . 286. she awoke ” at first the prosecutrix

2 R. v . Clark , 29 Eng. L. & Eq. thought that it was her husband , but

542 ; Dears. C. C. 397 ; 6 Cox C. C. on hearing the prisoner speak she

412 ; S. P., R. v . Sweenie , 8 Cox C. looked round, and seeing her husband

C.223 ; R. v . Barrow , L. R. 1 C. C. by her side, she immediately flung the

156 ; 11 Cox C. C. 191. prisoner off her, and called out to her

3 R.v . Young , 38 L.T. (N.S.) 540 ; husband.

S. C., 14 Cox C. C. 114, Lord Cole “ The prisoner ran away, but before

ridge, C. J., Mellor and Lush , JJ., he could make his escape he was se

Cleasby, B., and Lopes, J.,assenting. cured by a police-constable. None

In this case , Huddleston, B., re of the parties had ever seen the pris

ported as follows: “ The evidence oner before.

proved that the prosecutrix , a married In answer to questions put by methe

woman, being partially under the in- jury found that the prosecutriz did not

fluence of drink on the 2d Feb. 1878 , consentbefore, after , or at the time of

went to bed in her lodgings in the the prisoner's having connection with

Seven Dials with her youngest child her, that it was against her will, and

about nine o'clock ; her husband with that the conduct of the prosecutrix did

another child came home about mid- not lead the prisoner to the belief that

night. she did consent.

“ About four o'clock in the morning, “ I put the last question to the jury

when allfour were asleep, the prisoner in consequence ofwhat fell from Den

entered the room , the door not having man , J., in R. v. Flattery, 2 Q. B.

been locked , got into bed, in which Div. 410-414; 13 Cox C. C.388 .

were the prosecutrix , her husband ,and Upon these findings I directed a

the two children , and proceeded to verdict of guilty, but reserved the

have connection with the prosecutrix, question as to whether the conviction

66
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In 1858, in the High Court of Justiciary in Scotland , it was

held (two judges dissenting) not to be rape, when the carnalin

tercourse was effected by the same fraud, there being nothing in

the fact to show whether or no the defendant intended to use

force.1

In Virginia, in a case where the evidence was that the defend

ant, not intending to have carnal knowledge of a white woman

by force, but intending to have such knowledge of her while she

was asleep, got into bed with her, and pulled up her nightgar

ment, which waked her, using no other force, it was held that

this was not an attempt to ravish within the meaning of the

statute. In New York it was determined that when the offence

was consummated before the prosecutrix , a married woman,

found out that the defendant was not her husband , the rape was

complete. And so it is said to have been determined in an

anonymous case before Thompson , C. J., in Albany, at a court of

oyer and terminer. So in an early case, it seemed to be assumed

in Connecticut that a stealthy connection with a woman, under

the impression on her part that it was her husband, was rape.

A contrary view , however, is taken by the Supreme Courts of

Tennessee,ø Alabama, and North Carolina.8

§ 562. In England, in a crown case reserved, it was proved

that the prisoner made the prosecutrix drunk, and that

acquies

when she was in a state of insensibility took advantage

And so of

cence ob

was right, the Court of Criminal Ap- when she could not have given assent.

peal in R.v.Flattery having expressed See R. v. Mayers, 12 Cox C. C. 311.

a desire that the case of R. v . Bar R. v . Sweenie , 8 Cox C. C. 223.

row (L. Rep . 1 C.C. R. 156 ; 28 L.J. 2 Com . v . Fields, 4 Leigh , 648. It

M. C. 20 ; 11 Cox C. C. 191) should would be otherwise if the intent was

be reconsidered . ” to use force. Carter v. State , 35 Ga.

Lord Coleridge, C. J., said : “ Weare 263.

all of opinion that the addition made 8 People v. Metcalf, 1 Wheel. C. C.

by the learned baron to the state 378 . See Walter v. People, 50 Barb.

ment of this case puts an end to any 144 .

doubt as to the case , under the cir 4 1 Wheel. C. C. 381.

cumstances,being clearly one of rape.” 6 State v. Shephard , 7 Conn. 54.

The rest of the court concurred . 6 Wyatt v . State, 2 Swan, 394.

It may be, however , that this case ? Lewis v . State, 30 Ala . 54 .

may be distinguished from R. v . Bar 8 State v. Brooks, 76 N. C. 1 , rest

row, by the fact that in R. v. Young ing in part on the overruled case of

the connection was at least partially R.v . Barrow , L. R. 1 C. C. 156.

had when the woman was asleep, and
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of it, and violated her . The jury convicted the pris- tained by

oner, and found that the prisoner gave her the liquor stupefia.

for the purpose of exciting her , and then having sex

ual intercourse with her, and not with the intention of rendering

her insensible. The judges held that the prisoner was properly

convicted of rape.

A similar decision was given in Massachusetts in 1870 in a

case in which the evidence went simply to the fact that the prose

cutrix was at the time of the act unconscious through intoxica

tion , though there was no allegation that she was made so by

the defendant.2 On the other hand, in New York , where such

intoxication was proved , but where there was no evidence that

the original intent was to use force, it was held that rape was

not made out under the particular statute. To rape, it is essen

tial,we should remember , that the act should be intended to be

done with force and against the woman's will.4 In all cases of

alleged unconsciousness, however, we should keep in mind the

old caution : Non omnes dormiunt qui clausos et conniventes

1 Supra, § 559; R. v . Camplin, 1 her consent at the last moment she was

C. & K. 746 ; S. C., 1 Den . C. C. 90. capable of exercising her will, because

In a letter to Mr. Denison , by Mr. he had attempted to procure her con

Baron Parke (1 Den. C. C. Add. p . sent, and failed , the offence of rape

1), that learned judge, in commenting was committed . See also comments

on Camplin's case , says: “ Of the on this case in R. v. Page, 2 Cox C. C.

judges who were in favor of the con 133.

viction several thought that the crime ? Com . v . Burke, 105 Mass. 376 .

of rape is committed by violating a See State v. Stoyell, 54 Me. 24 .

woman when she is in a state of in 3 People v . Quin , 50 Barb. 128. In

sensibility, and has no power over her this case, although Judge Johnson,

will, whether that state is caused by who gave the opinion of the Supreme

the man or not ,
the accused know- Court, threw out intimations as to the

ing at that timeshewas in that state." soundness of the ruling in R. v . Camp

And Tindal, C. J.,and Parke, B., re- lin, the decision was put on the single

marked , that in Stat. West. 2 , c. 34, ground that the legislature having

the offence of rape is described to be madecarnal knowledge of an intoxi

ravishing a woman “ when she did not cated woman an independent offence,

consent, and not ravishing against her it must be so treated by the courts.

will." But all the ten judges agreed 4 Supra , $ 550. For cases of con

that in this case, where the prosecu- viction for rape committed on a woman

trix wasmade insensible by the act of under the influence of ether see State

the prisoner, and that by an unlawful v. Green, 2 Wh. St.Med . Jur. 3d

act, and where also the prisoner must ed . § 267 ; Com . v. Beale, Ibid . SS

have known that the act was against 245–282.
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§ 562.]

habent oculos . It is at the same time clear, as wehave seen , that

connection secured when a woman is bona fide asleep , and known

to be such by the defendant, is rape. Force is incident to the

physical character of the act ; against the will must be inferred

from all the circumstances of the case, to secure a conviction.2

1 R. v . Mayers, 12 Cox C. C. 311; form , thus introduced through the key

R. v . Young, supra, $ 561.

hole — though I regard it impossible .

a Carter v . State, 35 Ga. 263, cited But how is the operator, especially if

infra , § 576. See R. v . Cockburn, 3 he be an ignorant hotel waiter, with

Cox C. C. 543; Com . v. McDonald, out the slightest knowledge of chloro

110 Mass. 455 ; People v . Bransby, form , to know when unconsciousness

32 N. Y. 525 ; and cases cited supra, is effected ? How is he to tell when

§ 550 .

the victim is ready for the breaking

In an interesting pamphlet by Dr. open of the door ? Would the most

Stephen Rogers on chloroform (N. Y. skilled administrator of chloroform

Harper & Bros. 1877), it is argued venture to fix the moment that the

with much force that for the purposes occupant of any given room would be

of attack chloroform cannot be effec- anæsthetized by chloroform thus intro

tively used.

The following are ex duced into it ? Would he dare to in

tracts:

dicate the time which divides the pe

“ The first case is to the effect that riod of unconsciousness to all outward

a California hotel waiter has been ac- impressions and violence, or perfect

cused, tried , and condemned to years anæsthesia , from that of fatal poison

of imprisonment, for rape committed , ing from chloroform ? Could he tell

as is alleged, under the following cir- the moment that it should be discon

cumstances: A waiter girl at the hotel tinued in order to avoid this fatalcon

slept in a small room , and the alleged sequence ?
criminal, having learned from a drug I apprehend that such as could

gist that chloroform introduced into would be difficult to find .

the room through the key-hole, by “ It is therefore obvious that, if this

means of a spray apparatus, would hotel servant committed the crime al

render the girl insensible, proceeded leged , under the circumstances sworn

to practise upon this assurance. It is to , it must have been brought about

alleged that she was rendered insensi- by a most extraordinary combination

ble by that means, and that the crime of accidents, leaving out the question

was committed . An empty bottle , how he himself breathed, and consum

labelled chloroform , found in the ac mated his crime, in the same atmos

cused's room , completed the circum- phere , or rather chloroform -vapor,

stantial evidence. The totally absurd which rendered his victim insensible,

character of this allegation is appar- and kept her insensible for an indefi

ent to every one instructed and expe- nite time.
rienced in the use and in the effects “ There are other considerations

of chloroform . We will suppose, by and physiological facts involved in

way of illustration, that the occupant this history which make it, to my

of such a room as this girl is said to mind , so improbable that I should

have slept in may be anæsthetized need much more than circumstantial

unconsciously , by the vapor of chloro
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fraud is

§ 563. It has often been ruled , in cases where acquiescence

was obtained by fraud, that the offence, though an as- How far

sault, is not rape, unless there was an intention to re

equivalentsort to force should fraud fail.1

§ 564. The fact of the woman being a common Prior un

strumpet, or the mistress of the defendant, is no bar, chastity of

prosecutrix
though such fact undoubtedly would prejudice her tes- no defence.

timony.

to force .

2

evidence to convince me that there is credited , and he would be glad to see

a particle of truth in it.
more of them thoroughly sifted , inas

“ The second case comes to me much as he has never heard of a well

upon the authority of the late presi- authenticated case of robbery in which

dent of this society, Mr. J. F. Miller, chloroform was used ; and adds that

and, though the crime alleged was not the common narratives to this effect

effected by chloroforming the human are often of those people who went

subject, it is interesting as showing into bad company of their own ac

the application of the agent to facili- cord , and , having suffered conse

tate robbery . The circumstance is quences which involve some disclos

stated as follows : A watch -dog, hav- ure, have had recourse to imagination

ing been shut up in a small room in order to conceal the truth . "

which contained a safe, was rendered In Com . v. Beale, ut supra, the

insensible and harmless by throwing rightness of the verdict was much

towels saturated with chloroform into doubted at the time, and shortly af

the room from a high window , and, terwards, after a careful reëxamina

after thus securing the dog , the safe tion , and on the express ground of

was robbed .

the doubts entertained , a pardon was

“ The London Lancet for February granted by Governor Pollock.

of the present year (1871), in its edi 1 Supra , § 550 ; R. v. Case, 4 Cox

torial comments upon the newspaper C. C. 220 ; 1 Den. C. C. 580; R. v .

story about a lady who went to her Lock , 27 L. T. (N. S.) 661; S. C., L.

bedroom , and was seized by a man R. 2 C. C. R. 12 ; R. v . Williams, 8

and a lad, who , applying a wet hand- C. & P. 286 ; R. v. Jackson , R. & R.

kerchief to her nose and mouth , and 487; R. v. Barrow , L. R. 1 C. C. R.

rendering her insensible, completed a 156; Walter ». People, 50 Barb. 144 ;

robbery , and escaped ,leaving the lady Don Moran v. People, 23 Mich . 356 ;

to recover from her insensibility, which Com . v. Fields, 4 Leigh, 648 ; Stephen

she did slowly, goes on to state that v . State, 11 Ga. 225 ; Pleasant v .

although two medical men are stated State, 3 Ark . 360 ; Clark v. State, 30

to have concurred in the opinion that Tex . 448; and other cases cited supra,

she had taken chloroform , it is far $ 550.

more likely that the lady in the case Qucere, whether in England this

simply fainted from terror. The well- qualification is now to be insisted on .

founded belief, he thinks, among the R. v. Flattery , ut supra ; R.v . Young ,

best-informed membersof the profes- ut supra.

sion , is so completely opposed to all 2 1 Hale , 629; Arch . by Jerv. 453 ;

such stories, that they are not to be R. v. Barker, 3 C. & P.589; Higgins
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orated .

To what extent evidence impeaching the prosecutrix's charac

ter may be received will be presently considered .

§ 565. The party aggrieved is always competent as a witness

for the prosecution, and in the case of an indictment

Testimonyof prosecu- against B., a husband , for assisting another man in rav

be corrob- ishing B.'s wife, she is admitted as a witness against

the husband. If the witness be of good character ; if

she presently discovered the offence, and made search for the

offender ; if the party accused fled for it, these and the like are

concurring circumstances, which give greater probability to her

evidence . But, on the other side, if she be of evil fame, and

stand unsupported by the testimony of others ; if she concealed

the injury for any considerable time after she had opportunity to

complain ; if the place where the fact was alleged to have been

committed were such that it was possible she might have been

heard , and she made no outcry , these and the like circumstances

justify strong, but not conclusive, inferences that her testimony

is false.3

While no unreasonable suspicion should be indulged against

her on trial, courts and juries should be cautious in scrutinizing

her testimony , and guarding themselves from the influence of

sympathy on her behalf. It is no excuse, as has been said , that

the woman consented after the fact, nor that she was a common

strumpet, for she is still under the protection of the law , and

may not be forced ; nor that she was first taken with her own

consent, if she was afterwards forced against her will ; nor that

she was a concubine to the ravisher ; for a woman may
forsake

her unlawful course of life, and the law will not presume her in-

capable of amendment
. All these latter circumstances

,however,

are material to be left to the jury in favor of the party accused ,

more especially in doubtful cases, and where the woman's testi

mony is not corroborated
by other evidence. In Iowa, there

v . People, 1 Hun, 307. See Pleasant 8 4 Black. Com . 213 ; 2 Wh. & St.

v . State, 8 Eng. ( 3 Ark.) 360 ; Wright Med . J. & 279.

v . State , 4 Humph. 194 .

4 People v . Hulse, 3 Hill (N. Y.)

1 Whart. on Crim . Ev. $$ 393,

309 ; State v. Hagerman , 47 Iowa,

394 .
151.

? Lord Audley's case , Hutt. 116 ;

61 Hale, 628, 631; 1 Hawk. c. 4 1

1 State Tr. 387 ; 1 Stra .633; 1 Hale, s. 2. Thus where the prosecutrix did

629 ; 12 Mod . 340, 354 .

not disclose the offence till interro
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statements.

can by statute be no conviction on the sole testimony of the

prosecutrix . And in California the court has gone so far as to

say that no rape case should ever go to the jury on the sole testi

mony of the prosecutrix, unsustained by facts and circumstances,

without the court warning them of the danger of conviction on

such testimony. It is true that convictionshave been sustained

when resting exclusively on the testimony of a young child , or

of a woman who, at the time of the alleged act, was under the

influence of ether ; 4 but these are dangerous precedents ; and

when corroborative testimony can be procured , its non-produc

tion should tell seriously against the prosecution .”

§ 566. In prosecutions for rape, when the party injured is a

witness, it is admissible to prove that she made com May be

plaint of the injury while it was recent; 6 but the par corrobo

rated by

ticulars of her complaint have been held not to be her own

evidence, except to corroborate her testimony when

gated , and continued her intercourse of prison inspectors tell us that with

with defendant after the act, this was men convicted of rape the criminal

held to preclude conviction. Whit- intent is far less persistent and ob

ney v. State , 35 Ind. 503 ; 4 Black . durate than it is with fashionable se

Com . 213 ; Cro . Car. 485. ducers,whose profession it is to betray

1 State v. McLaughlin , 44 Iowa, female innocence, whose desires are

82. But credibility in such cases is focalized to this object, which they

for a jury . Boddie v. State, 52 Ala. continuously pursue. We are not, so

wemust conclude, to punish rape the

2 People v . Benson , 6 Cal. 221; less, but seduction the more.

People v . Hamilton, 46 Cal. 540 ; Peo 6 Whart. Crim . Ev. § 273 ; R. v .

ple v . Ardaga, 51 Cal. 371. Brazier, 1 East P. C.444 ; R. v . Clarke,

3 State v . Lattin , 29 Conn. 389. 2 Stark . 241; R. v . Guttridge, 9 C. &

See 1 Russ. on Cr. by Greaves, 695 . P. 471; R. v. Megson, 9 C. & P.420 ;

4 Com . v . Beale, supra, § 555. R. v . Walker, 2 M. & Rob. 212; R.

Supra, $ 555; and see Barney v . v . Osborne, C. & M. 622 ; R. v .

People , 22 III. 160. Mercer, 6 Jurist, 243 ; State v . Niles ,

Berner ( 9th ed . p . 430 ) remarks, 47 Vt. 82 ; People v . Croucher , 2

that although rape involves a brutal Wheel. C. C.42; People v. M'Gee, 1

oblivion of human rights, and a fear- Denio, 19 ; Baccio v. People, 41 N. Y.

ful destiny to the injured woman , 265; Johnson v . State , 17 Ohio, 593;

there are sometimes palliating circum- Laughlin v. State, 18 Ohio, 99; Burt

stances to be kept in mind. The of v . State, 23 Oh. St. 394 ; Stephen v .

fence is usually committed under the State, 11 Ga. 225 ; McMath v. State ,

influence ofstimulants; temptation and 55 Ga. 303; Hogan v . State, 46 Miss.

crime are coincident; and the reports 274 ; Lacy v . State, 45 Ala . 80 ; Nu

7 Ibid . ; State v. Knapp, 45 N. H. Pefferling v. State, 40 Texas, 486 ;

148; State v. Jones, 61 Mo. 232 ; State v. Gruso, 28 La. An. 952.

395 .

5
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attacked.1 And in any view , such statements cannot be received

as independent evidence to show who committed the offence.

91

gent v . State, 18 Ala . 521 ; State v . by the prosecutrix of the prisoner's

Jones, 61 Mo. 232. The witness proy- conduct to her, leaving the counsel of

ing the complaintmay be asked wheth- the latter to bring before the jury the

er the prosecutrix named the offender, particulars of the complaint by cross

but not what name she gave. R. v. examination ."

Osborne, C. & M. 622 ; R.v . Alexan In Roscoe's Cr. Ev. p . 26, the fol

der, 2 Craw . & Dix, 126 ; R. v. Mc- lowing distinction is made: -

Lean, 2 Craw . & Dix , 350; People v . " It thus appears that these cases

M'Gee , 1 Denio , 19. See Whart. Cr. are unanimous, that where the person

Ev. § 492.
who makes the complaint is called as

1 Pleasant v . State, 15 Ark . 624 ; a witness and is competent, the fact

contra, Phillips v . State, 9 Humph. that the complaint was made, and the

246,where greater latitude is allowed ; bare nature of it,may be given in evi

State v. De Wolf, 8 Conn. 93, where, dence. Where the person who makes

after an attempt to discredit her story the complaint is not called as a wit

on cross-examination , it was held ad ness, or, on being called, is found to

missible, as part of the evidence in be incompetent, the decisions are some

chief, to corroborate her by proving what conflicting. On the one hand ,

she told the story in the same way, it has been sought in this case to in

after the event; S. P., State v .Laxton, troduce the whole statement; on the

78 N. C. 564 ; and see Conkey v . Peo- other, attempts have been made to ex

ple, 5 Parker C. R. 31, where the clude, under these circumstances, all

rule was extended, under peculiar cir- evidence about the statement what

cumstances, to the husband's declara
Both contentions have some

tions. countenance of authority, but it is con

In State v . Kinney, 44 Conn. 153, ceived thatneither is strictly accurate ;

State v. De Wolf was affirmed. In the true rule being, as is submitted, to

Ohio and Michigan the prosecution is admit evidence of the fact of com

permitted to give the details of what plaint in all cases, and in no case to

the prosecutrix said immediately after admit anything more . The evidence,

the event. McCombs v. State, 8 Oh. when restricted to this extent, is not

St. 643 ; Johnson v. State , 17 Oh. St. hearsay, but, in the strictest sense ,

593; Burt v . State, 23 Oh. St. 394; original evidence; when , however,

Brown v . People, 36 Mich. 203. In these limits are exceeded, it becomes

R. v. Walker, 2 M.& R. 212, Parke, hearsay in a very objectionable form .

B., said :
There is every reason, therefore, why

“ The sense of the thing certainly it should be admitted to the extent

is thatthe jury should , in the first in- indicated, and none why it should be

stance,know the nature of the com- admitted any further.” See People

plaint made by the prosecutrix , and
v. Graham , 21 Cal. 261; and see Wh.

all that she said ; but for reasons Cr. Ev. § 492.

which I never could understand, the
In R. v . Wood , 14 Cox C. C. 46 ,

usage has obtained that the prosecu- the particulars of the complaint were

trix's counsel should only inquire gen- received .

erally whether a complaint was made

ever .
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They are admitted simply as part of the proof of the corpus de

licti,1 and in this view the reply as well as the statement, when

part of the res gestae, is received.2

Delay, when accounted for , does not exclude such statements,3

though when unaccounted for it throws suspicion on the case of

the prosecution .

§ 567. Since such evidence is admissible merely as corrobora

tion , it cannot be used to patch out the case of the such evi

prosecution by supplying new facts. Thus on a trial dence is to

for
rape, which came before the Virginia Court of Ap- fined to

peals, themain question was as to the identity of the tion .

prisoner. The female was examined, and although she swore

1 R.v . Megson, 9 C. & P. 420 . for the prosecution every latitude in

· R. v. Eyre, 2 F. & F. 579. their examination. R. v. Stroner , 1

8 State v. Knapp, 45 N. H. 149; C. & K. 650.

State v . Niles, 47 Vt. 82. See State Where , on an indictment for rape,

v . Marshall, Phill. (N. C.) 49; State the judge trying the case admitted

v . Peter, 8 Jones N. C. 19 . evidence of the declarations of the

In several American jurisdictions injured party immediately after the

it has been said that “ the substance event, though she herself had not

of what the prosecutrix said,” or the been brought as a witness, being at

“ declarations ” made by her imme- the time incapable of testifying, such

diately after the offence was com- admission was held error by the Su

mitted ,may be given in evidence, in preme Court of New York ; People

the first instance, to corroborate her v . M'Gee , i Denio , 19 ( see Com . v .

testimony. State v .DeWolf, 8 Conn. Gallagher, 4 Penn. L. J. 511) ; and

93 ; McCombs v. State, 8 Oh . St. Such is the general rule. R. v . Nich

R. (N. S.) 643 ; Laughlin v. State, olas, 2 C. & K. 246; 2 Cox C. C.

18 Ohio, 99; State v. Peter, 14 La. 139; R. v . Guttridge, 9 C. & P. 471 ;

An. 521; Phillips v. State, 9 Humph . People v. Graham , 21 Cal. 261. See
246 .

State v . Emigh , 18 Iowa, 122. Hence

Where the prosecutrix, a servant, when the prosecutrix is incapable of

stated that she made almost immedi- testifying on account of her imma

ate complaint to hermistress, and that ture age, her statementsmade in the

on the next day a washerwoman defendant's absence, in answer to

washed her clothes, on which was questions put to her by her parents,

blood; but neither the mistress nor the immediately after the alleged act, are

washerwoman was under recognizances not admissible as independent evi

to give evidence , nor were their names dence of the crime. Weldon v. State ,

on the back of the indictment, but 32 Ind . 81.

they were at the assizes attending as 4 Higgins v. People , 58 N. Y. 377;

witnesses for the prisoner ; the judge State v . Peter, 8 Jones N. C. 19 ;

directed that both the mistress and Topolanck v. State, 40 Tex. 160.

the washerwoman should be called by 6 Scott v . State , 48 Ala . 420; State

the counsel for the prosecution , but
v . Shettleworth , 18 Minn . 208.

said that he should allow the counsel
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Prosecu

positively that the prisoner was the person who committed the

outrage upon her, she declined to give a description of him as at

the time of the outrage. The Commonwealth then introduced a

witness to prove the particulars of the description of the person

who committed the outrage, given by the prosecutrix to the wit

ness on the morning after the rape was committed. This, for

the reason just given , was properly held inadmissible.1

§ 568. Whether in a prosecution for rape, the prosecutrix can

be compelled to answer as to prior sexual relationswith

other persons than the defendant has been the subject

peached by of conflicting rulings. In England, and in several of

proof of

our own courts, the conclusion is that while such ques

acter, and
tions

may be asked , answers to them will not be com

States, by pelled.2 On the other hand, in New York and other

States the prosecutrix will be compelled to answer

questions as to such acts of illicit intercourse with

others than the defendant.3 As to whether , upon denying such

intercourse, she can be contradicted , there is the same difference

of opinion. The real question in such cases is, is it material

to the issue whether the prosecutrix had previously such illicit

trix may

be im

bad char

in some

proof of

immoral

acts .

1 Brogy v. Com . 10 Grat. 722. State v. Reed, 39 Vt. 417; People v .

The admissibility of such declara- Abbott, 19 Wend . 192 (though see

tions is not affected by the fact that People v. Jackson, 3 Parker C. R.

on a prior occasion a rape had been 391, and see question left open in

committed by the defendant on the Woodsv. People ,55 N. Y.515) ; Bren

prosecutrix . Strang v . People , 24 nan v. People, 7 Hun ( 14 N. Y.Supr.

Mich . 1 .
Ct.) , 171; State v. Murray, 63 N. C.

? R. v. Clarke, 2 Stark . R. 241; R. 31; overruling State v. Jefferson , 6

v. Hodgson, R. & R.211 ; aff. in R. v . Ired . 305; Rogers v. People, 34 Mich .

Holmes, 12 Cox C. C. 137 ; L. R. 1 345 .

C. C. 334 ; R. v. Clay , 5 Cox C. C. In Shirwin v . People, 69 Ill. 55, it

146 ; State v . Knapp, 45 N. H. 148 ; was held admissible for the defendant

Com . v. Reagan, 105 Mass. 593; Mc- to prove that the prosecutrix, prior to

Combs v. State , 8 Oh. St. 643 ; Mc- the alleged rape, had carnal inter

Dermott v. State, 13 Oh. St. 332 ; course with other men , the case rest

Wilson v . State, 16 Ind. 392; State v. ing mainly on the testimony of her

White , 35 Mo. 500 ; Pleasant v . State, medical attendant that her person

15 Ark . 624 ; Dorsey v . State, 1 Tex. showed marks of recent sexual inter

Ap. 33 ; People v . Benson , 6 Cal. 221 ; course , she swearing that she was un

People v . Hamilton , 46 Cal. 540. See conscious at the time of the alleged

Com . v . Kendall, 113 Mass. 210 , and rape.

see Whart. Crim . Ev. § 473.
4 As holding her answers to be

8 State v . Johnson , 28 Vt. 512; final, see R. v. Cockcroft, 11 Cox C.

!
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intercourse ? That it is no defence to an indictment for rape
that

the prosecutrix was a woman of loose character there can be no

question , and if the fact of a forcible connection against the

prosecutrix's will be established , her prior looseness would have

nothing to do with the issue. On the other hand , when the

issue is consent on part of the prosecutrix, her prior history as

to chastity would seem to be material, and if so she should be

compelled to answer such questions, and is open to contradic

tion should she answer the questions in the negative . Hence ,

evidence may be received as to the woman's prior connection

with the defendant, which is regarded as material to the question

of consent,2 and she may be compelled to answer such questions.3

Tomeet the question of assent, it may also be shown that she

was a common prostitute, or of loose character. For this pur

pose her reputation for chastity may be attacked , though this

reputation must have been acquired before the act on trial.6

It has also been considered relevant to prove that the prose

cutrix was a woman of drunken , dissipated habits, and that she

was in the habit of receiving men at her dwelling-house for the

purpose of promiscuous intercourse.

C. 410 ; R. v . Holmes, 12 Cox C. C. 5 R. v . Barker, 3 C. & P. 589 ; R.

137; L. R. 1 C. C. 334; overruling R. v . Hodgson , R. & R. 211 ; State v.

v. Robins, 2 M. & R. 512 ; People v. Forshner, 43 N. H. 89; State v .

Jackson , 3 Parker C. R. 391. As Knapp, 45 N. H. 148 ; Com . v . Ken

permitting such contradiction , see dall, 113 Mass. 210 ; People v. Ab

Brennan v. People, 7 Hun, 171; bott, 19 Wend. 192; Woods v. Peo

Strang v. People ,24 Mich . 1 ; People ple,55 N. Y. 515 (but see People v.

v. Benson , 6 Cal. 221; and see R. v . Jackson , 3 Parker C. R. 391) ; Mc

Robins, 2 M. & R.512 ,overruled by Combs v . State , 8 Oh. St. 643 ; Mc

R. v . Holmes , supra .
Dermott v. State , 13 Oh. St. 332 ;

1 See supra, $ 484. State v. Jefferson, 6 Ired . 305; State

2 R. v . Martin , 6 C. & P. 562, v . Henry, 5 Jones N. C. 65 ; Camp v .

adopted by Kelly , C. B., in R. v. State, 3 Kelly, 417; Shirwin v. Peo

Holmes, supra ; R. v. Clarke, 4 ple, 69 Ill. 56 ; Pleasant v. State, 15
Starkie N. P. 241. Ark . 624 .

8 Ibid .; People v. Abbott. 19 Wend. 6 State v. Forshner, supra.

192 ; State v. Forshner, 43 N. H. 89 ; ? Brennan v . People , 7 Hun, 171.

State v . Knapp, 45 N.H. 148; State 8 Woods v . People, ut supra.

v . Jefferson , 6 Ired. 305 ; Pleasant-v. That for the purpose of identifica

State, 15 Ark. 624 ; People v. Benson, tion prior sexualassaults by defendant

6 Cal. 221. may be put in evidence for the prose

* R. v. Martin , 6 C. & P.562; but cution , see State v. Walters, 45 Iowa,

see Richie v. State , 58 Ind . 355 . 389; and see Wh. Cr. Ev. § 47.
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§ 570.]

Two de

fendants

may be

V. PLEADING.1

$ 569. Two defendants may be joined as principals in rape; 2

and an indictinent has been sustained , which in one

count charges G. as principal in the first degree, and

joined as W. as present,'aiding and abetting, and in another

principals. count charges W.as principal in the first degree, and

G. as aiding and abetting 3

§ 570. It is the practice to join a count for an assault with an

Rape may

intent to commit the rape with a count for rape itself,4

and a general verdict of guilty carries the greater of

fence.5

be joined
with as

sault.

The prosecution may of course in- cused , prior to the act, had not made

troduce rebutting evidence to sustain improper propositions to her. People

the prosecutrix's character for chas v . Manahan , 32 Cal. 68 ; R. v . Rear

tity . People i . Tyler, 36 Cal. 522; don , 4 F. & F. 76 .

McCain v. State, 57 Ga. 390; and see 1 See Wh. Prec. for Forms, as fol

Turney v. State, 8 S. & M. 104,where lows :

this was permitted as evidence in (186.) General forms.

chief .

( 187.) For carnally knowing and abus

On a trial for rape, or for assault ing a woman child under the age

with intent to commit a rape, the acts of ten years. Mass. Stat. 1852, c.

and declarations of the husband of 259, $ 2.

the woman on whom the offence is (188.) Rape. Upon a female other

alleged to have been committed are than a daughter or a sister of the

not admissible to discredit the wife defendant, under Ohio Stat. p . 48,

examined as a witness . McCombs § 2 .

v. The State, 8 Ohio St. R. (N. S.) (189.) Rape. Upon a daughter or sis

643.

ter of the defendant, under Ohio

A., being indicted for committing a Stat. p . 48, § 1.

rape on B., it was held that evidence (190.) Rape. Abusing female child

showing bad character on the part of with her consent, under Ohio Stat.

B.'s parents is inadmissible. State v . P. 48, § 2 .

Anderson
, 19 Missouri (4 Bennett), [For assaults with intent to ravish ,

241.
see 253, & c. ]

As has been already seen, the infer ? R. v . Burgess, 1 Russ.on Cr. 687;

ence arising from a long silence on Strang v. People, 24 Mich . 1.
See

the part of the prosecutrix is a pre- R. v. Črisham , 1 C. & M. 187; Kessler

sumption not of law , but of fact, to v . Com . 12 Bush , 18 .

be passed on by the jury. Supra, 8 R. v. Gray, 7 C. & P. 164. See

$ 566; Whart. Crim . Ev. SS 376-384. Folke's case, i Mood. C. C. 354.

It has been ruled that the prosecu
4 Whart. Plead . & Prac. SS 285–90 ;

trix may be asked whether the ac- Harman v . Com . 12 S. & R. 69; Burk

6 Cook v. State, 4 Zabr. (N. J.) 845 .

will
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necessary

§ 571. The allegation of “ assault is said to be un . Allegation

necessary ; 1 but without it there cannot be a conviction sault ” not

for the assault.

§ 572. Age need not be averred , either in respect to the wo

man, nor to the man, so as to exclude impuberty ,3

Age need
unless the punishment varies with the age of the pros- not be

ecutrix. Hence, in the statutory offence of abusing

infant children, age is an essential averment. It is otherwise,

however, under the Ohio statute, as to a “ female child ,” 6 and

when improperly used , the description may be rejected as sur

plusage.7

§ 573. The words, “ ravish ,” 8 and “ forcibly and against the

will,” 9 have been held necessary in the indictment ;

though in Pennsylvania it was held that the omission ibly " are

of the latter words was not fatal when it was charged

“ Ravish "
and forc

essential.

v . State, 2 Har. & John . 426 ; State v . v . Ah Yek , 29 Cal. 575 ; Wh. Prec .

Coleman, 5 Porter, 32 ; State v .Mon- 186.

tague, 2 McCord, 257 ; State v . Gaff 4 State v. Erickson, 45 Wis. 86.

ney, Rice, 431 ; Stephen v. State , 11 5 Wh. Prec . 187, 190 ; R. v . Mar

Georgia, 225 ; People v . Taylor , 36 tin , 9 C. & P. 215 .
Cal. 253 .

Under the Mass. Stat. of 1852, c .

A count charging that the prisoner, 250, $ 2, by which rape of any female

a slave, “ with force and arms, in the of the age of ten years or more, or

county aforesaid , in and upon one A. abuse of any woman child under the

(then and there being a free white age of ten years, is prohibited , an in

woman) feloniously did make an as dictment is sufficient without stating

sault, and her, the said A., then and the age of the female. Com . v. Sug

there feloniously did attempt to ravish land, 4 Gray (Mass.), 7.

and carnally know , by force and • O'Meara v . State, 17 Ohio St.

against her will, and in said attempt 515.

did forcibly choke and throw down 7 Mobley v. State , 46 Miss. 501.

the said A.," is not bad for duplicity

8 Gougleman v . People, 3 Parker

or uncertainty . The last allegation C. R. (N. Y.) 15 ; Christian v . Com .

is but a minute description of the 23 Grat. 954 ; Davis v. State, 42 Tex .

manner of the assault, and may be re 226 .

jected as surplusage. Green v . State, 9 Whart. Plead . & Prac. § 263 ;

23 Miss. (1 Cush.) 509. Whart. Plead . State v. Jim , 1 Devereux , 142. Un

& Prac. $ 907.
der the laws of Maine, the acts nec

1 R.v. Allen, 2 Moody, 179; O'Con- essary to constitute the crimeof rape
nell v . State , 6 Minn . 279.

must be done “ by force," and these
2 Wh. Prec. 186 ; State v. Storkey, words, or something equally signif

63 N. C. 7 .

icant, cannot be dispensed with in an
8 Com . v. Scannal, 11 Cush . 547 ; indictment. The word “ violently ”

Com . v. Sugland , 4 Gray , 7 ; People does not fulfil the demands of the
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§ 576.]

Sex need

not be

averred .

that the defendant “ feloniously did ravish and carnally know

her ; ” 1 and it would seem that “ ravish implies force.2 Un

lawfully may be dispensed with.8

§ 574. Sex need not be expressly eo nomine averred. Thus,

where an indictment for a rape charged that the defend

ant, “ with force and arms, & c., in and upon Mary Ann

Taylor, in the peace of the State, & c ., violently and

feloniously did make an assault, and her, the said Mary Ann

Taylor, then and there violently and against her will, felo

niously did ravish and carnally know ,” the court can and must

see with certainty that Mary Ann Taylor was a female.5

An indictment for rape need not allege that the female was,

not the wife of the defendant.6 Without such averment, how

ever, there can be no conviction under the count for adultery or

fornication .?

May be

§ 575. How far the defendant may be convicted

of minor offences in a count for rape is elsewhere con

sidered.8

conviction

of minor

offence .

may be

VI. ASSAULT WITH INTENT TO RAVISH ."

§ 576. A conviction on an indictment for assault with in

Assault tent to ravish will be sustained when there is an as

sustained sault with intent to ravish , but the offence is not con

statute. State v. Blake, 39 Maine (4 S. P., State v. Hussey, 7 Iowa, 409.

Heath) , 322. Otherwise as to carnal See Taylor v. Com . 20 Grat. 825.

knowledge of child . State v . Black, 6 Commonwealth v. Scannal, 11

63 Me. 210. For Georgia practice Cush. (Mass.) 547; Com . v . Fogerty,

see McMath v . State , 55 Ga. 303. As 8 Gray, 489.

to Texas see Williams v. State , 1 Tex. 7 Com . v . Murphy, 2 Allen, 163.

Ap. 90 ; Gutierrez v. State , 44 Tex. 8 Whart. Cr. Plead . & Prac. $ 247.

587.

Infra, § 641 a ; R.v.Dawson, 3 Stark .

1 Harman v. Com . 12 S. & R.69. 62; Com . v. Fischblatt, 4 Met. 355 .

See Com . v. Bennett, 2 Va. Cases, That in Massachusetts a defendant

235 .
See Whart. Plead . & Prac . § may be convicted of incest on an in

261.

dictment for rape, see Com . v. Good

2 Com . v . Fogerty , 8 Gray , 489 ; S. hue, 2 Met. 93. So in several States

P., State v . Johnson , 67 N. C. 55. there can be convictions of assault.

8 Weinzorpflin v. State, 7 Blackf. Richie v. State, 58 Ind. 355 ; Richard

186. See supra, $ 269.
son v . State , 54 Ala. 158.

4 See Com . v. Sullivan , 6 Gray
º As to joinder of counts see Plead.

(Mass.) , 477 ; Greer v. State , 50 Ind. & Prac. SS 245 , 287, 293. As to con

267.

viction of minor offence see Plead . &

State v. Farmer, 4 Iredell, 224 ; Prac. & 742.
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is not con
summated . If there is an assault without an intent to when rape

ravish by force, then it has been doubted whether a summated .

conviction for assault with intent to ravish can be sustained.2

In such case , if the indictment contain the allegation, there can

be a conviction for an assault with intent to have an improper

connection ; 3 or in any view , there may be a conviction for

assault.4 Touching is not necessary to sustain such an indict

ment.5

§ 576 a . The intent to use force , however, may be inferred

from the circumstances. Thus in a case where, when Force to be

the prosecutrix awoke, she found the defendant in bed

with her,holding her by the wrist,and he escaped when cumstances.

she called on the family for help, it was held that he might be

convicted of an assault with intent to commit a rape.

Administering drugs with intent to inflame the passions has

been held in this country to be an assault, though in England

otherwise at common law.8

§ 577. The question of constructive estoppel by consent of

the party injured has been already discussed in its gen- Assent

eral bearings, and it will be sufficient now to state the

conclusions already reached , blended with the decisions knowingly

inferred
from cir

6

bars prose
cution if

1 R. v . Stanton, 1 Car. & Kir. 415 ; 8 Carter v . State , 35 Ga. 263. See

R. v. Case , 1 Den . C. C. 580 ; 4 Cox State v. Neely, 74 N. C. 425 .

C. C.220; Hays v . People, 1 Hill, 351. A prisoner may be convicted of an

See infra, § 612; and see Com . v . assault with intent to commit a rape,

Thompson , 116 Mass . 346 ; State v . without the testimony of the party in

Vadnais , 21 Minn . 382. jured. People v . Bates, 1 Parker C.

? R. v. Stanton , 1 Car. & K. 415 ; R. (N. Y.) 27. Supra , $ 555.

R. v . Case, ut supra ; R. v. Lloyd, 7 An indictment charging an assault

C. & P. 318; Com . v .Merrill, 14 Gray, and an “ attempt to ravish ,” & c., has

415 ; Smith v . State, 12 Ohio St. 466 ; been held insufficient to support a

Hull v. State, 22 Wis. 580 ; Garri- charge of an assault with intent to

son v . People, 6 Neb. 274. See Preis- commit rape. State v. Ross, 25 Mo.

ker v . People, 47 Ill. 382. (4 Jones) 426. See People v . O'Neil,

8 R. v. Stanton, 1 C. & K.415 ; R. 48 Cal. 257 . As to indictment see

v. Saunders, 8 C. & P. 265 ; R. v. further Green v . State , 50 Ind. 267;

Williams, 8 C. & P. 286 ; R. v. Case, Joice v. State, 53 Ga. 50 .

1 Den . C. C. 580 ; 4 Cox C. C. 220 ; 7 Com . v. Stratton, 114 Mass. 303 ;

1 Eng. Law & Eq. 544 . People v . Carmichael, 5 Mich. 10 .

4 See R. v . Dungey, 4 F. & F.99. 8 See infra , $ 610.

Infra , $ 641 a .
Supra, § 146 .

6 Hays v . People, 1 Hill, 351.
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given by of he courts on the particular questions now before us.

person ca

pable of Volenti non fit injuria is the maxim generally applica

assenting .

ble ; but in this relation with qualifications which will

now be detailed .

of ( a.) In rape itself, of which an essential element is the want

of consent of the woman , proof of consent necessarily, as has

been seen, destroys one of the conditions of the offence. Hence,

there can be no assault with intent to commit a rape in cases

where consent, by a person capable of consenting, is given. +

(6.) In the statutory crime of sexual abuse of a child under

ten years, non -consent is not an essential element ,and hence con

sent is no defence to an indictment for this offence.2 And so at

common law , to an indictment for rape of a child of such ten

der years as to be incapable of consenting, consent, or even as

sistance , is no defence.3

(c.) An indictment for assault with intent to ravish may
be

sustained , when the object of the assault was incapable of assent.

And this applies to cases where such incapacity arises from ex

treme infancy,4 or from idiocy or mania , or from intoxication ,

whether by alcoholic liquor or by opiates. With young girls it

is for the jury to consider whether the supposed assent was not

the result of fear, or, in cases of assault, of confusion.

( d .) It seems, also , that consent is no defence to assault if

1 R. v. Martin , 9 C. & P. 215 ; 2 Den . C. C. 377; 3 Cox C. C. 266 ; R.

Moody C. C. 123 ; R. v. Johnson , L. v. Cockburn , 3 Cox C. C. 543 ; People

& C. 632 ; 10 Cox C. C. 114 ; R. v . v . McDonald , 9 Mich. 150 ; and R. v .

Wollaston , 12 Cox C.C. 180 ; People Martin , R. v . Johnson, supra , as to

v. Bransby, 32 N. .Y. 528 ; State v. children not positively incapable of

Pickett, 11 Nev. 255 ; Richardson v . assent.

State, 54 Ala . 158. Supra, § 188. * Supra , $ 562 ; and see particularly

2 R. v. Beale, 10 Cox C. C. 157; R. v . Lock, L. R. 2 C. C. 10 ; State

L. R. 1 C. C. 10 ; R. v. Connolly, 26 v . Johnston , 76 N. C. 209; though see

Up. Can. Q. B. 323. Supra, SS 146 , State v. Pickett, 11 Nev . 255.

188. Ignoranceby the defendantthat 6 Supra , $ 560. See R.v . Connolly,

the prosecutrix was under the stat 26 Up. Can. Q. B. 323, where Hag

utory age is no defence. Supra , $ 88. arty, J., argues thatmere animal con

3 Hays v. People, 1 Hill (N. Y.) sent in such case defeats prosecution .

351 ; O'Meara v . State , 17 Ohio St. o Supra , SS 150, 562.

515 ; Stephen v . State , 11 Ga. 225 ; 7 R. v. Day, 9 C. & P. 722 ; R. v.

State v. Johnston, 76 N. C. 209 ; but McGavaran , 6 Cox C. C. 64 ; R. v.

see, as qualifying this, R. v. Read , 1 Fick , 16 Up. Can. C. P. 379 .
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RAPE .
]

the act is perpetrated with unnecessary violence, or if the woman

does not know that what is proposed to her is the sexual act; 2

as in the case of the patient who supposed that the act was one

simply of medical treatment.3 In such cases there can be a con

viction for the assault ; but there can be no conviction of the

assault with intent to ravish , unless the jury believe that the in

tent was to use force if fraud failed.4

(e.) If the defendant intended to use force to the end, and

the woman, who for a time resisted, ultimately assented, the de

fendant may be convicted of an assault with intent to commit a

rape , or of an attempt.5

(f.) And so , also, where the defendant, before consummating

his purpose, was driven or frightened off.6

1 Infra , § 636 . Eng. ( 3 Ark .) 360 ; Clark v. State, 30

? But see State v . Brooks, 76 N. C. Tex. 448 . As to fraud see R. v .

1, where it was held that an attempt Bennett, 4 F. & F. 1105.

to induce a woman to consent to sexual 6 Supra, SS 141, 181, 188; People v.

intercourse , under the belief that the Bransby, 32 N. Y.525 ; State v. Cross,

defendant was her husband, was not 12 Iowa, 66 ; Joice v . State , 53 Ga.

an assault with intent to commit a rape. 50 ; State v. Montgomery , 63 Mo. 296 ;

8 R. v . Case , 4 Cox C. C. 220 ; R. R. v . Hallett, 9 C. & P. 748.

v . Flattery, 13 Cox C. C. 388 ; R. v. • See supra, ss 141, 181, 188 ; State

Stanton , 1 C. & K.415. Supra, $ 559. v . Elick , 7 Jones N. C. 68 ; Lewis v .

4 Ibid . Supra, § 550 ; Walter v. Sta 35 Ala . 380 . See R.v . Wright,

People , 50 Barb. 144; Com . v. Fields, 4 F. & F. 967.

4 Leigh, 648 ; Pleasant v. State, 8
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CHAPTER III.

SODOMY.

In sodomy proof of penetration is required , Consent is no defence ; but accomplice alone

not sufficient to convict, $ 580.

$ 579.

$ 579. SODOMY consists in sexual connection with any brute

In sodomy, animal, or,
in sexual connection , per anum , by a man ,

proof of
with anyman or woman. Penetration of the body is

penetrationrequired. essential to the offence. The act committed in a child's

mouth is not enough.2

$ 580. Consent is no defence ; 3 but the evidence of a party

consenting to the act is not sufficient to procure a con

defence ; viction without confirmation ; it being held that such

plice alone party is an accomplice, upon whose unsupported tes

timony a conviction would not be sustained . In any

convict. view , consent cannot be regarded as given by a child

who, by reason of infancy, is incapable of understanding the nat

ure of the fact.5

Consentno

but accom

not suffi

cient to

i Steph . Dig . C.L.art. 168 ; 2 Russ. be convicted. R. 1. Allen, 1 Den .

on Crimes ,698 ; R. v . Jacobs, R. & R. C. C. 364 ; T. & M. 55 ; 2 C. & K.

331. See R. v. Jellyman, 8 C. & P. 869 ; 3 Cox C. C. 270.

604 .

The allegation “ had a venereal af

? Ibid . See generally 1 Hale, 669; fair,” is not essential. Lambertson v.

2 Inst. 58, 59 ; 1 Hawk. P. C. 4 ; People, 5 Parker C. R. 200.

Com . v. Thomas, 1 Va . Ca. 307.

It is said in Texas not to be enough

8 R. v. Jellyman , 8 C. & P. 604; R. to charge the offence in general

v . Allen , 1 Den. C. C. 364 ; 2 C. & K. terms. The acts constituting the of

869; 3 Cox C. C. 270 .

fence should be charged. State v .

4 2 Russ. on Crimes, 6th Am . ed . Campbell, 29 Texas,44. And the of

698.
As to corroboration see Com . fence is no longer indictable in Texas.

v . Snow , 111 Mass. 411.

Frazier v. State , 39 Tex. 390. In

• See R. v. Lock , supra, $ 556 , Iowa, it has been ruled not to be in

577.

dictable at common law . Estes v .

Where an adult and a boy oftwelve Carter , 10 Iowa, 400.
years of age commit an unnatural of An indictment was held bad in Eng

fence, the adult, being the pathic,may land for uncertainty which charged
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Attempts to commit the offence, and assaults with intent, are

indictable at common law.2

R. v .

that the two defendants being persons of divers of the liege subjects, in the

of wicked and unnatural dispositions, said public place there passing, divers

did in an open and a public place un such practices as aforesaid .

lawfully meet together, with the in- Rowed, 2 G. & D.518 ; 3 Q. B. 180 ;

tent of committing with each other, 6 Jur. 396. See Davis v . State, 3 H.

openly, lewdly , and indecently in that & J. 154.

public place, divers nasty, wicked, 1 See R. v . Lock , L. R. 2 C. C. 12 ;

filthy, lewd, beastly, unnatural, and 12 Cox C. C. 244; R. v. Eaton, 8 C.

sodomitical practices, and then and & P.417; R. v . Hickman, 1 Mood. C.

there unlawfully, wickedly, openly, C. 34; R.v . Rowed , ut supra .

lewdly, and indecently did commit 2 See supra , SS 173 et seq.

with the other, in the sight and view

513
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CHAPTER IV .

MAYHEM.1

Mayhem is inflicting wound diminishing | Intent to be inferred from facts, $ 582.

capacity for self-defence, $ 581.
Offence is felony, $ 583.

wound di

fence .

§ 581. MAYHEM , at common law , says Mr. East, is such a

Mayhem is

bodily hurt as renders a man less able in fighting to de

inficting. fend himself or annoy his adversary ; but if the injury

minishing be such as disfigures him only, without diminishing his

capacity
for self-de- corporal abilities, it does not fall within the crime of

mayhem . Upon this distinction , the cutting off, dis

abling, or weakening the man's hand, or finger, or striking out

an eye, or fore -tooth , or castrating him , or, as Lord Coke adds,

breaking his skull, are said to be maims ; but the cutting off his

ear or nose are not such at common law . By statutes, however ,

in England and in the United States, the offence has been ex

tended, so as to cover all malicious disabling injuries to the per

son 3

1 For indictments in mayhem see (197.) Maliciously breaking prosecu

Wh. Prec. as follows:

tor's arm with intent to maim him ,

(192.) Indictment on Coventry Act, under the Alabama statute .

22 & 23 Car. 2, c. 1, for felony by 91East P. C. 393. See R.v . Hagan,

slitting a nose, and against the aider 8 C. & P. 167.

and abettor.

8 1 East P. C. 393 ; Co. Litt. 126 ,

(193.) Mayhem by slitting the nose , 288 ; 3 Inst. 62, 118 ; Staundf. 38 b ;

under the Rev. Stat. Massachusetts, 1 Hawk. c. 44, ss. 1 , 2 ; 2 Hawk. c .

ch . 125 , § 10.

23, s. 16 ; 3 Blac . Com . 121; 4 Blac.

( 194.) Mayhem by cutting out one of Com . 205 ; State v . Danforth, 3 Conn.

the testicles,under the Pennsylvania 112 ; Foster v . People, 50 N. Y. 598 ;

statute .

Godfrey v. People, 63 N. Y. 207 ;

(195.) Against principal in first and Scott r. Com . 6 S. & R. 224 ; Rifle

second degree for mayhem , in bit- maker v. State, 25 Oh . St. 395 ; Com .

ing off an ear, under the statute of v . Hawkins, 11 Bush , 603 ; State v .

Alabama.

Vowels, 4 Oreg. 324 ; State v. Brown,

(196.) Biting off an ear, under Rev. 60 Mo. 141 ; Eskridge r. State , 25

Stat. N. C. 34 , c. 34 .
Ala . 30 .

The distinction
between
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Intent to

from facts.

$ 582. Where maiming is proved to have been done, the in

ference from facts indicating design is that the act was

done on purpose , and with an intent tomaim ; 1 and no be inferred

sudden rencontre shall be deemed sufficient to excuse

the party maiming, unless it be done in necessary self-defence

against some great bodily barm attempted by the person maimed,

and where there are no other means of preventing it ; or under

circumstances of like kind.2 And under the statutes, while a

specific intent to inflict the particular injury must be shown, the

duration of this intent is not material, if such antecedent spe

cific intent be proved.3

$ 583. All mayhemsin England are felony, because anciently

the offender had judgment of the loss of the samemem

ber which he had occasioned to the sufferer ; but now felony.
Offence is

the English and the New York statute hem at common law . Chick v. State ,

is given in Tully v. People , 67 N. Y. 7 Humph. 161; Com . v . Reed , 3 Amer .
15 .

Law Jour. 140. And an indictment

To constitute a mayhem , under the under the 55th section of the Ten

North Carolina statute , by biting off nessee Penal Code, for putting out an

an ear, it is not necessary that the eye, must aver that the party was

whole ear should be bitten off. It is thereby “ maimed.” Chick v . State ,

sufficient if a part only is taken off, 7 Humph. 161.

provided enough is taken off to alter The biting off a small portion of the

and impair the natural personal ap ear, which does not disfigure the per

pearance, and, to ordinary observa- son , and could only be discovered on

tion, to render the person less comely . close inspection or examination , when

State v. Girkin , 1 Iredell, 121. In an attention is directed to it , is not may

indictment for cutting off an ear in hem under the statute of Alabama.

that State, it need not be alleged State v . Abram , 10 Ala. 928 .

whether it was the right or the left i State v. Simmons, 3 Ala. 497 ;

ear. State v . Green, 7 Iredell, 39. In State v. Girkin , 1 Ired . 121.

an indictment under the same statute , 2 State v . Danforth , 3 Conn . 112 ;

an intent to disfigure is primâ facie to State v. Evans, 1 Hayw. 281 ; State

be inferred from an act which does v . Crawford, 2 Dev. 425 . In New

fact disfigure, unless that presumption York , however, lying in wait, or some

be repelled by evidence on the part of other actshowing premeditation ,must

the accused of a different intent, or at be proved . Godfrey v . People, 63

least of the absence of the intentmen
N. Y. 207 .

tioned in the statute . State r .Girkin , 8 See Foster v . People , 50 N. Y.

1 Iredell, 121. It is not necessary in 598 , Godfrey v. People, 63 N. Y. 207;

such case to prove malice aforethought, S.C., 5 Hun, 369; Burke v. People, 4

or a preconceived intention to commit Hun, 481; Molette v. State, 49 Ala .

the maim . Ibid .

18; Slattery v. State , 41 Tex. 619.
The putting out an eye is a may
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the only judgment which remains at common law is of fine and

imprisonment; from whence the offence seems to have been con

sidered more in the nature of an aggravated trespass. Lord

Coke accordingly classes it as an offence “ under felonies deserv

ing death , and above all other inferior offences.” 1

i Co. Litt. 127 ; 1 Hawk. c. 44, s. In Pennsylvania , the practice is to

3 ; 2 Hawk. c. 23, s. 18 ; 4 Blac. Com . charge it as a felony. Com . v. Reed ,

205 , 206 . 3 Amer. Law Jour. 140; Whar. Prec.

The technical offence of mayhem 162. See Scott v. Com . 6 S. & R. 224 ;

hasnever, in Massachusetts,been con and see Wh. Pl. & Pr. § 260.

sidered a felony, either by statute or To same effect see Canada v . Com .

at common law . Com . v . Newell, 7 22 Grat. 899 ; State v. Thompson , 30

Mass. 244 . The words “ feloniousas Mo. 470 ; State v . Brown, 60 Mo. 141.

saulter," in the statute , do not make As to New York practice see Fos

it felony. Ibid .; State v . Danforth , 3 ter v. People , 50 N. Y. 598. The in

Conn. 112. dictment in New York must aver pre

In Georgia, maybem is said not to meditated design . Tully v. People,

be felony at common law ,except when 67 N. Y. 15 .

by castration . Adams v . Barratt, 5

Georgia, 404.
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CHAPTER V.

ABDUCTION AND KIDNAPPING .

Indictmentmust conform to statutory con Indictment must be in county of offence ,

ditions, $ 586.
§ 588.

Woman in such case may be a witness, Original actors are all principals, $ 589.

§ 587 .
Kidnapping is an offence at common law ,

$ 590 .

Indictment

§ 586. UNDER the old English statute, from which most of

the American statutes of abduction are taken , the in

dictment must allege that the taking was for lucre, in must con

order to show which , it must be proved that the woman statutory

had substance, either real or personal, or was heir ap conditions.

parent ; and it must be further alleged and proved that she was

taken against her will, and afterwardsmarried to the misdoer, or

to some other by his assent, or that she was defiled , that is, car

nally known ; because no other case is within the preamble of

the statute , to which the enacting clause clearly refers, for it

does not say that “ whatsoever person or persons shall take any

woman against her will,” but, “ whatsoever person or persons

shall take any woman so against her will.” 2

1 " That whereas women , as well will, shall be felony ; and that such

maidens as widows and wives,having misdoers, takers, and procurers to the

substances, some in goods movable, same, and receivers knowing the said

and some in lands and tenements,and offence in form aforesaid , shall be re

some being heirs apparent unto their puted and judged as principal felons ;

ancestors, for the lucre of such sub- and upon conviction thereof shall be

stances, have been oftentimes taken sentenced to undergo a confinement

by misdoers contrary to their will, and in the penitentiary not less than two

afterwards married to such misdoers, normore than ten years; provided al

or to others by their consent, or de- ways that this act shall not extend

filed : " 6. That whatsover person or
to any person taking any woman, only

persons shall take any woman so claiming her as his ward or bond

against her will, unlawfully, that is to woman ." 3 H. 7, cap. 2 ; 1 Hale,

say maid , widow , or wife, such taking 660. As to seduction see infra, $

and the procuring and abetting to

the same,and also receiving wittingly 2 Davis's Criminal Law , 137 ; 1

the samewoman , so taken against her Hale, 660.

1756 .
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§ 589. ]
CRIMES. [ BOOK II.

Woman

in such

case may
be a wit

ness.

The offence of seduction will be hereafter considered.1

§ 587. A woman thus taken against her will and married

may be a witness against the offender, if the force were

continued upon her till the marriage ; because then he

is no husband de jure, or of right, and she may her

self prove such continuing force. It has been doubted

whether , in cases in which the actual marriage is good by the

consent of the inveigled woman, obtained after her forcible ab

duction , her evidence should be allowed . But the opinion ap

pears to have prevailed , that it should even then be admitted ;

because otherwise the offender would be permitted to take ad

vantage of his own wrong ; and the very act of marriage, which

is a principal ingredient of his crime, would , by a forced con

struction of the law , be made use of to stop the mouth of the

most material witness against him . There can be no doubt of

her competency , where the marriage was against her will at the

time, notwithstanding her subsequent assent. For if she were

a competent witness at any time after the crime committed,

no subsequent assent can incapacitate her ,much less can any

mere lapse of time; though these circumstances may affect the

credit of her testimony 3

§ 588. If a woman be forcibly taken in one county , and after

wards go voluntarily into another county, and be there

must be in married or defiled with her own consent, it has been

argued that the captor is not indictable in either ; for

the offence, which consists in the forcible taking and subsequent

marriage or defilement, is not complete in either. But if the

force is continued upon her at all in the county into which she

was so taken , the offender, so it is said ,may be indicted there,

although the actual marriage or defilement afterwards took place

with her own consent.4

$ 589. Though not only the misdoers themselves, but the pro

It need not be alleged or shown 52 Ind. 426 ; Osborn v. State, 52 Ind.

that the taking was with an intention

to marry or defile her, for the words 1 Infra, $ 1756 .

of the statute do not require such an
2 4 Bl. Com . 209; East P. C. 454.

intent, nor does the want of it in any See Whart. Cr. Ev. § 394.

way lessen the injury . 1 Hawk . c. 16 , 8 East P. C. 454. Infra , $ 1710.

ss. 4 , 5 , 6 ; 1 East P. C. 453. As to 1 Hawk. C. 16 , s. 11; 1 East P. C.

Indiana statute see Lyons v . State,
453 ; 1 Russ. on Cr. 716.

Indictment

offence .

526 .
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CHAP. v . ] [ $ 590 .
ABDUCTION AND KIDNAPPING .

actors are

all princi

curers and
any who wittingly receive the woman so taken against

her will, are made principals by this statute, yet he Original

who only receives the offender himself is but an ac

cessary after the fact. And those who are only privy cipals.

to the marriage, and not to the forcible taking , she consenting

thereto (which must be inferred where the woman is under no

constraint at the time of the marriage), are not within the stat

ute.1 It is no excuse that the man who marries her was not the

author of the original force.2

§ 590. Kidnapping is an offence at common law ,8 consisting

in seizing a person and carrying him to a place where Kidnap

he will be out of the protection of the law . It is the ping is an

mostaggravated kind of abduction , and is punished by

fine and imprisonment.4

Consent, of course , will be a defence to the indictment; but

it must be consent by a person of sufficient age to exercise an

intelligent and free choice.5

offence at

common

law .

11 Hawk. c. 16 , ss. 9, 10 ; 1 East State , with the intention that he

P. C. 452-53. should be carried into that State, and

2 Hawk . c. 16 , ss. 7, 8 ; 1 East P. held in servitude until he arrived at

C. 454. Infra , § 1710 . the age of twenty-one years, and he

8 State v . Rollins, 8 N. Hamp. 550 ; carried the boy into another town and

People v. Ebner, 23 Cal. 158 ; 1 East delivered him there, it was held that
P. C. 430 .

he was guilty of kidnapping. Moody

4 4 Bl. Com . 219.
v . People, ut supra. See State v.

In order to constitute, under sev- Whaley, 2 Harring. 538 ; and for stat

eral statutes, the offence of kidnap- utory cases see Com . 1. Nickerson , 5

ping a child under ten years of age, Allen , 518 ; Hamilton v. Com . 3 Pen .

it is not necessary that actual force & W. (Penn.) 142 ; Thomas v . Com .

and violence should be used ; nor is a 2 Leigh , 741.

transportation to a foreign country The requisites in an indictment

necessary to the completion of the of- would seem to be, an averment of an

fence. State v. Rollins, 8 New Hamp. assault, and the carrying away, or

550. It is enough to show fraud or transporting the party injured , from

undue influence, amounting to a coer his own country into another, unlaw

cion of the will. Moody v. People , fully and against his will. Click v .

20 III. 315 . See Redfield v . State , 24 State, 3 Texas, 282. It is not suffi

Tex . 133.
cient to charge the defendant with

Where a person having in his cus- kidnapping generally ; the indictment

tody a mulatto boy, six years of age, should state specifically the facts and

who had been placed with him by the circumstances which constitute the

overseers of the poor of a town, sold offence .

him to a person residing in another Supra , SS 146, 150 .
6
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CHAPTER VI.

ABORTION .

Producing an abortion is an offence at com

mon law , $ 592 .

Woman a witness for the prosecution, s

593 .

Consent no defence , $ 594 .

Otherwise as to necessity , $ 595.

Non -pregnancy no defence to indictment for

attempt, $ 596 .

Indictmentmust be special, s$ 597 .

Abortion

an offence

at common

law .

$ 592. THERE is no doubt that at common law the destruc

tion of an infant unborn is a misdemeanor, and at an

early period it seems to have been deemed homicide.1

If the child dies subsequently to birth from wounds re

ceived in thewomb, it is clearly homicide, even though the child

is still attached to the mother by the umbilical cord.3 Destruc

tion of the infant after quickening is agreed on all sides to be

an offence at common law ; though whether it is so before the

infant has quickened has been doubted at common law . In de

termining this question we must remember that the civil rights

of an infant in ventre sa mere are equally respected at every pe

riod of gestation ; and it is clear that no matter at how early a

stage, he may be appointed executor ; 5 is capable of taking as

legatee, or under a marriage settlement ;' may take specifically

1 1 Russ. on Cr. 671 ; 1 Vesey, 86 ; 2 R. v . Senior, 1 Mood . C. C. 346 ;

3 Coke's Inst. 50 ; 1 Hawk. c. 13, 3 Inst . 50. See supra , § 445.

s. 16 ; 1 Hale, 434 ; 1 East P. C. 8 R. v . Trilloe, 2 Moody C. C. 260.

90 ; 3 Chitty C. L. 798. See W. & 4 Com . v. Bangs, 9 Mass. 387; Com .

S. Med . Jur. tit. Abortion ; and El- v. Jackson , 15 Gray, 187 ; 2 W. & S.

well's Med . Jur. & 243, & c. For stat- Med . Jur. § 84;Guy's Med . Juris. tit.

utory cases see Com . v . Wood, 11 Abortion ; 1 Beck , 172 , 192 ; Lewis

Gray , 86 ; Com . v. Brown , 14 Gray, C. L. 10 . See 1 Russ. on Crim . 661 ;

419; Com . v. Jackson , 15 Gray, 187; 1 Vesey, 86 ; 3 Coke's Inst. 50; 1

People v. Lohman, 2 Barbour, 216 ; Hawk. C. 13, s. 16 ; Bracton, 1. 3,

S. C., 1 Comst. 379 ; People v. Stock

ham , 1 Parker C. R. 424 ; Moody v. 5 Bac. Ab . tit . Infants.

State , 22 Ohio St. 110 ; Wilson v . 8 2 Vernon, 710 .

State , 22 Ohio R. 319; Robinson v . 7 Swift v. Duffield , 5 S. & R. 38 ;

State , 8 Ohio St. 132. Doe r . Clark , 2 H. Bl. 399 ; 2 Ves. Jr.

c . 21.
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CHAP. yı. ]
[ $ 592.

ABORTION .

673;

under a general devise as a “ child ;" 1 and may obtain an in

junction to stay waste . That the destruction of an infant before

quickening is a misdemeanor at common law , has been held in

Pennsylvania.3 A contrary view , at common law has been ex

pressed in Massachusetts,4 in New Jersey, and in Iowa,

Thellusson v . Woodford, 4 Vesey, entitled to protection, and society is

Jr. 340.
as likely to be injured by its destruc

1 Fearne, 429. tion , a week before it quickens as a

2 2. Vernon , 710. week afterwards. But if the common

8 Com . v . Demain , & c . 6 Penn . Law law, in making fæticide penal, had in

Jour. 29; Brightly, 441; Mills v . Com . view the great mischief which would

13 Penn. St. ( 1 Harris) 631; Lewis C. result from even its qualified tolera

L. 13 .
tion , - e.g. the removal of the chief

4 Com . v. Bangs, 9 Mass . 387; Com . restraint upon illicit intercourse, and

v . Parker, 9 Met. 263 . Otherwise the shock which would thereby be

by statute , see Com . v . Wood , 11 sustained by the institution of mar

Gray, 85 ; Com . v . Jackson , 15 Gray, riage and its incidents, — we can have

187.
no authority now for withdrawing any

5 State v . Cooper, 2 Zabriskie, 57. epoch in gestation from the operation

• Abramsr . Foshee, 3 Clarke, 274; of the principle. Certainly the re

and see Hatfield v . Gano, 15 Iowa, straints upon illicit intercourse are

177 ; Evans v. People , 49 N. Y. 386. equally removed the inducements

For a discussion of the term “ miscar to marriage are equally diminished

riage see Smith v . State , 33 Me. 48. the delicacy of the woman is as ef

For a notice of medical authorities fectually destroyed - no matter what

see 7th edition of this work , ss 1223 may be the period chosen for the

operation . Acting under these views,

The weight of medical authority is the legislatures of Massachusetts and

that quickening is a mere circum- New Jersey, in order to fill up the

stance in the physiological history of supposed gap , passed acts making

the fætus, which indicates neither the ante-quickening fæticide individually

commencement of a new stage of ex- penal. If, however, as has been ar

istence , nor an advance from one gued , no such gap exists , it will be

stage to another ; that it is uncertain worth while for the courts of those

in its periods, sometimes coming at States wbich have not legislated on

three months, sometimes at five, some the subject to consider how far an

times not at all; and that it is depend exploded notion in physics is to be

ent so entirely upon foreign influences allowed to suspend the operation of a

as even to make it a very incorrect settled doctrine of the common law .

index , and one on which no practi It is remarkable that both in Mas

tioner can depend, of the progress of sachusetts and New Jersey a leading

pregnancy . See R. v. Wycherly, 8 English case on this point was not re

C. & P. 265. There is asmuch vital- ferred to , where , in an investigation

ity , in a physical point of view , on before a jury of matrons, Gurney, B.,

one side of quickening as on the said , after taking medical counsel,
other ; and in a social and moral Quick with child , is having con

point of view , the infant is as much ceived ; with quick child is when the

et seq.
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CRIMES .
[BOOK II.

$ 593. ]

Woman a

§ 593. The woman on whom the abortion has been performed

is a competent witness against the defendant, even

the pros or though she be regarded as an accomplice. But in

cases of force or undue influence the law regards her
cution .

meanor.

child is quickened.” R.v .Wycherly, By the Pennsylvania Act of May

8 C. & P. 265. This view disposes of 31, 1781, any person who counsels,

all the common law authorities against advises, or directs a woman “ to kill

the indictability of the offence. the child she goes with , and after she

In New York , where one statute is delivered of such a child she kills

makes it a misdemeanor to administer it, is to be deemed accessary to such

drugs, & c ., to a pregnant female, with murder." Purdon, 9th ed . 531.

intent to produce a miscarriage ; and Under 1 Vict. c . 85 , it is immaterial

another statute declares it manslaugh- whether or not the woman was preg

ter to use the same means with intent nant at the time. R. v. Goodhall, 1

to destroy the child , in case the death Den . C. C. 187. For forms of indict

of such child should be thereby pro- ments in abortion see Whar. Prec., as

duced ; an indictment charging all the follows:
facts necessary to constitute man- (204.) Production of abortion atcom

slaughter under the latter statute, ex mon law . First count. By assault

cept the intent to destroy the child , and thrusting an instrument in the

and alleging only an intent to produce prosecutor's womb, she being “ big,

miscarriage, is fatally defective as an quick , and pregnant.”

indictment for manslaughter, but is (205.) Second count, averring prose

good as an indictment for a misde cutrix to be “ big and pregnant."

Lohman v. People, 1 Comst. ( 206.) Third count, merely averring

379 ; People v . Lohman , 2 Barb. 216.
pregnancy in same.

See People v. Stockham , 1 Parker C. (207.) Assault on a woman with quick

R. 424. A conviction for a misde child , so that the child was brought

meanor,

for administering drugs to a forth dead . (At common law .)

pregnant woman with intent to pro- ( 208.) Against A., the principal, for

duce miscarriage, would , it seems, be producing an abortion by using an

a bar to a subsequent indictment for instrument on the person of a third

manslaughter for administering the party , and B., an accessary before

same drugs to the same female, with the fact, under the English statute .

intent to destroy the child, by which ( 209.) Administering a potion at com

means the death of the child was pro mon law with intent to produce

duced. Ibid .
abortion .

If the mother dies in consequence (210.) Producing abortion in New

of the operation , the offence is mur York , 2 R. S. 550, 551, § 9, 2d

der or manslaughter. If the intent ed .

was to kill or to do grievous bodily (211.) Administering medicine under

harm , the offence is murder. If other the Indiana statute , with intent to

wise , it is manslaughter. See supra,
produce abortion .

§ 325 .

(212.) Attempt to procure abortion by

1 Whar. Crim . Ev. § 440 ; Com . v . Briggs, 9 R. I. 361; People v. Josse

Wood, 11 Gray , 86 . See State v. lyn , 39 Cal. 393.
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CHAP. VI. ]
[ $ 596 .

ABORTION .

Consent no

defence.

defence .

rather as a victim than an accomplice. And it is not admis

sible to cross-examine her , when a witness, as to illicit inter

course with third parties.2

§ 594. Consent of the woman , to apply a rule al

ready fully illustrated ,3 is no defence.

§ 595. It is a defence that the destruction of the Necessity a

child's life was necessary to save that of the mother.5

§ 596. Whether if the child was dead, at the time of the at

tempt at the abortion , the offence is indictable, depends Non-preg

in part on the construction of the statutes. We have nancy no

already seen that it is no defence to an indictment for indictment

an attempt that the thing attempted did not exist, if tempt.

the object was apparently within reach . This position applies

peculiarly to attempts to produce miscarriage, since in such cases

we have, in addition to the intended injury to the child , the real

injury to themother. Hence it has been held that an attempt

to produce miscarriage is indictable, though the woman was not

pregnant at the time.6

for at

administering a drug, under Ohio than the person supplying it. R. v .

statute .
Hillman, L.& C. 343 ; 9 Cox C. C. 386 .

“ Causing,” under the statute, is Pregnancy ceases after the child

satisfied if the noxious injurious drug has come forth from the womb of the

was supplied knowingly by the pris- mother, though still attached by the

oner, though he was not present at umbilical cord . Com . v . Brown, 14

the time it was taken. R. v . Wilson, Gray, 419.

37 Eng. Law & Eq. 605; Dears. & B. The instrument or drug when un

C. C. 127 ; 7 Cox C. C. 190 ; R. v. known need not be described. State

Farrow , Dears. & B. C. C. 164 ; 40 v. Wood , 53 N. H.484; State v. Vaw

Eng. Law & Eq. 550. See Davis r . ter, 7 Blackf. 592. See Whar. Crim .

People, 56 N. Y. 95 ; Weed v.People, Plead. & Prac. 156.

56 N. Y. 628 .
1 Com . v . Boynton, 116 Mass. 343;

It is necessary to prove that the Dunn v. People , 29 N. Y. 523; State
thing supplied is “ noxious." The v . Hver, 39 N. J. L. 598 ; Rafferty v .

supplying “ an innoxious " drug, what People, 72 III. 37.

ever may be the intent of the persons
? Com . v. Wood, 11 Gray, 86.

supplying it, is not an offence against Supra , SS 142–3–4 .

that enactment. R. v . Isaacs, L. & 4 Crichton v . People, 6 Parker C.

C. 220 ; 9 Cox C. C. 228 . Noxious, R. 363; though see Smith v. State , 33

ness may be inferred from the effects. Me. 48.

R. v . Hollis, 12 Cox C. C. 463. 6 See supra , S $ 95, 510 . As to in

It is not necessary that the inten- dictment averring exception in such

tion ofemploying a noxious drug should
case see Bassett v . State, 41 Ind . 303.

exist in the mind of any other person

6 R. v. Goodhall, 2 Cox C. C. 40 ;

8
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$ 598. ]

[BOOK II.CRIMES .

Evidence

Indictment § 597. The indictment must conform to the statute

must be

special.
limiting the offence.1

§ 598. The evidence of the offence is usually drawn

inferential. from the circumstances of the case ; and eminently so

when the person on whom the offence was perpetrated was an

accomplice, or is dead. It has consequently been held admissi

ble to prove that the defendant had in his possession instruments

which he admitted were suitable for the purpose, and that the

body of the woman operated on showed the effects of such in

struments. There must be a causal relation established between

the act charged and the miscarriage. The character of the

house where the offence was committed may be shown in order

to throw light on the intent."

On an indictment under a statute for administering medicine

to procure abortion , it is admissible to prove that ergot, a drug

shown to have been administered to the deceased , was popularly

supposed to produce abortion , the object being to prove intent.

1 Den . C. C. 187 ; S. C. under name at a time and place named, “ with

of R. v . Goodchild , 2 C. & K. 293; force and arms, did unlawfully use a

State v . Howard, 32 Vt. 380 ;
Com . v . certain instrument, a more particular

Wood, 11 Gray, 86 ; Wilson v . State, description of which is to said jurors

2 Ohio St. 319. Supra , SS 185-6 . unknown, by then and there forcing

1 U. S. v .May, 2 McArthur, 512 ; and thrusting said instrument into the

Com . v. Snow , 116 Mass. 47; Com . body and womb of one C. D., being

v . Brown, 121 Mass. 69 ; State v . then and there pregnant with child ,

Owens, 22 Minn. 238 ; State v . Mc- with the intent of him , said A. B.,

Intyre , 19 Minn. 93 ; Willey v. State, thereby then and there to procure the

52 Ind . 246 . Under N. Y. statute miscarriage of the said C. D.,” was

see Davis v . People, 2 Th. & C. 212 ; sustained in Com . v. Brown, 121Mass.

Mongeon v . People , 54 N. Y.613, and 81.
other cases cited § 592, note. Under 2 Com . v . Brown, 121 Mass . 81; R.

Wisconsin statute see State v . Dick- v . Hollis, 12 Cox C. C. 463.

inson , 41 Wis. 299. That indictment 8 Ibid . ; Com . . Blair , 123 Mass.

need not negative exceptions of stat- 242 ; S. C., 126 Mass. 40.

ute see State v. Rupe,41 Tex . 33. 4 Slattery v. People, 76 Ill. 217.

An indictment under the Gen. Sts . 5 Hays v . State , 40 Md. 633.

c . 165, § 9 , which alleged that A. B., 6 Carter v . State , 2 Ind . 617.
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CHAPTER VII .

CONCEALING DEATH OF BASTARD CHILD .

Concealment to be inferentially shown, | Indictmentmust conform to statute , $ 601.

$ 600.

§ 600. UNDER the English and American statutes, now obso

lete or modified , imposing severe penalties on the con- Conceal

cealing the death of a bastard child , the question of inferendible

concealment is one of fact, to be determined by the ly shown.

jury , under the guidance of the court, from all the circumstances

of the case .1

The corpus delicti, in such case , which involves the intent to

conceal, must be substantively proved by the prosecution. It

must appear that the child was born alive ; 3 but the age of the

fætus is immaterial, if it was capable of being born alive.*

§ 601. The indictment need not state the time of

death . It is sufficient if it conform to the statute.6 must con

But it must be special as to the facts.?

1 R. v . Cornwall, R. & R.336 ; R. v. v . Joiner, 4 Hawks, 350 ; State v .

Coxhead, 1 Car. & K.623; R. v. Hig- Love, 1 Bay, 167. See R. v. Berri

ley, 4 C. & P. 366 ; R. v.Opie, 8 Cox man, 6 Cox C. C. 388 ; R.v. Hewitt,

C. C. 332 ; R.v. Sleep, 9 Cox C. C. 4 F. & F. 1101.

4 R. v . Sleep, 9 Cox C. C.559.

2 R. v. Douglas, 1 Mood. C. C. 6 R.v . Coxhead , i C. & K.623 .

480 ; R. v. Turner, 8 C. & P. 755. 6 Ibid .

8 State v. Kirby , 57 Me. 30 ; State 7 Foster v. Com . 12 Bush , 373.
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CHAPTER VIII.

ASSAULTS .

Passenger disobeying rules may be

expelled from car, $ 623.

Persons refusing to leave may be ex

pelled from house, $ 624.

Inn -keeper has this rightas to visit

ors, $ 625 .

I. ASSAULTS GENERALLY .

1. Incidents of Prosecution .

An assault is an apparent violent

attempt to do hurt to another, s

603 .

There must be some movement to

wards physical violence, $ 604.

Frustration no defence, $ 605.

Apparent ability to hurt sufficient,

$ 606 .

Conditional threat of force may be

an assault, $ 607.

Assault on a mass of people is assault

on the individuals, $ 608.

Assault may be inferred from facts,

$ 609.

Administering poison may be an as

sault , $ 610 .

Violence provocative of a breach of

the peace may be an assault, $ 611.

And so of injurious physical at

tempts on persons ignorant of act,

$ 612

Wrongful abuses of authority may

be assaults, $ 613 .

Apparent effect must be injurious,

§ 614 .

No defence that act was secret, §

615 .

All concerned are principals, $ 616 .

Any tactual application of force is a

battery , § 617 .

2. Defence.

Pendency of civil prosecution no de

fence , $ 618 .

Nor are words of provocation , § 619.

Otherwise as to misadventure and

casus, § 620 .

Attacks on property may be forcibly

repelled , $ 621.

Intruders may be expelled from de

pot, $ 622.

And so has person controlling ceme

tery , $ 626 .
Agent may eject trespassers, § 627 .

Prior assault a defence , § 628.

Defence of relative is in like manner

justifiable, $ 629.
Exercise of legal rightis no sufficient

provocation , $ 630 .

Parents have right of proper correc

tion , $ 631.

And so have school-masters, $ 632 .

Husband at common law may coerce

wife, $ 633.
So of master as to servant, and so as

to officer of justice , $ 634.

Alms and poor-housekeepers may re

strain inmate , $ 635.

Assent a defence, $ 636 .

3. Indictment and Verdict .

Enough to aver assault, $ 637.

All concerned are principals, $ 638 .

When double blow is given both par

ties struck may be joined , $ 639 .

Battery may be discharged as sur

plusage, $ 610.
II. ASSAULTS WITH FELONIOUS INTENT.

Intent to kill essential to indictments

for assaults with intent to murder,

§ 641.
Defendant may be convicted of as

sault, $ 641 a .

There must be apparent ability to

consummate attempt, $ 642 .

Touching not necessary to offence,

§ 643.

In indictment particularity of speci

fication is not required, $ 644.
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CHAP. VIII. ]
[ $ 603.

ASSAULTS .

Right of self-defence same as in

homicide, $ 645.

Indictment for shooting with intent

to kill must conform to statute ,

§ 645 a .

III. ASSAULTS ON OFFICERS WHEN IN

EXECUTION OF DUTY .

Illegal official action may be forcibly

resisted , $ 646 .

Oppressed party in such case not

confined to a resort to law , $ 647 .

To justify arrest process must be

legal, and must be notified, § 648.

Ignorance & defence to indictment

for resistance, $ 649.
Indictment need not set forth proc .

ess in detail, $ 650.

Municipal and police officers under

samesanctions, $ 651.

And so of officers charged with proc

ess, $ 652.

Officers are entitled to call in aid ,

8 652 a .

I. ASSAULTS GENERALLY .

An assault

1. Incidents of Offence.

$ 603. An assault is an apparent attempt, by violence, to do

corporeal hurt to another. It must be apparent; for

if it can be collected , notwithstanding indications to is an ap

the contrary, that there is not an apparently real ap- tempt to do

proaching injury , there is no assault. Thus, where a poreal hurt

man laid his hand on his sword , and said , “ If it were

not assize time, I would not take such language from you,

to another.

"
the

1 Com . v . White, 110 Mass. 407 ; liberty: in either case without the con

Hays v. People, i Hill N. Y. 351; sent of the person assaulted, or with

State v . Davis, 1 Ired. 128 ; Richels v. such consent if it is obtained by fraud.

State , 1 Sneed, 606 ; 1 Hawk. c. 62, ss. " A battery is an assault whereby

1 , 2 ; 1 East's P. C. 406. Judge any the least actual force is actually

Washington, in U.S. c. Hand, 2 Wash . applied to the person of another, or

C. C. 435, introduces " intentional ” to the dress worn by him , directly or

in the definition . S. P., Jarnigan v. indirectly .

State, 6 Tex. Ap. 298. But a negligent • Provided , that such acts as are

attack may be an assault. See cases reasonably necessary for the common

cited supra, SS 329 et seq. Compare intercourse of life are not assaults or

Com . v. Adams, 114 Mass. 323 ; John- batteries if they are done for the pur

son v . State, 43 Tex. 576 .
pose of such intercourse only , and

According to Sir J. Stephen (Dig. with no greater force than the occa

C. L. art. 241) , “ An assault is (a .) an sion requires.

attempt unlawfully to apply any the " No mere words can , in
any case ,

least actual force to the person of amount to an assault.”

another, directly or indirectly ; (b .) For definition of battery see infra,

the act of using a gesture toward an- § 617.

other, giving him reasonable grounds 2 Com . v. Stoddard , 9 Allen , 280 ;

to believe that the person using that State v. Mooney , Phill. (N. C.) L.

gesture meant to apply such actual 434 ; Tarver v. State , 43 Ala. 354 ;

force to his person as aforesaid ; (c.) Smith v. State, 39 Miss. 521 ; Rain

the act of depriving another of his bolt v. State, 34 Tex . 286.
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$ 605.]

court agreed that it was not an ass
issault, as intent to injure was

disavowed.1 The same conclusion was reached in a case in

which it appeared that the defendant, as he raised his whip ,

and shook it at the prosecutor, though within striking distance ,

made use of the words, “ Were you not an old man , I would

knock you
down.” 2 So if a man raise his hand against another ,

within striking distance , and at the same time say ,
- If it were

not for your gray hairs, I would tear your heart out," it is no

assault, because the words explain the action , and take away
the

idea of an intention to strike. And so where the attempt is to

obtain carnal connection with a woman , with her consent.4

$ 604. “ It must also ," to adopt the language of the late

Judge Gaston,
,5 « amount to an attempt ; for a purpose

to commit violence, however fully indicated , if not ac

companied by an effort to carry it into immediate exe

physical cution , falls short of an actual assault. Therefore it is

that, notwithstanding many ancient opinions to the contrary, it

is now settled that no words can , of themselves, amount to an

assault. It is difficult, in practice, to draw the precise line

which separates violence menaced from violence begun to be

executed , for until the execution of it is begun, there can be no

assault. We think, however, that where an unequivocal pur

pose of violence is accompanied by an act which , if not stopped

or diverted , will be followed by personal injury, the execu

tion of the purpose is then begun, the battery is attempted."

Thus, riding after a person so as to compel him to run into a

garden for shelter, to avoid being beaten , has been adjudged to

be an assault. But there must be some hostile demonstration .'

$ 605. Nor does it matter that the attack was frustrated or

Theremust

be some

movement

towards

violence .

1 Tuberville v . Savage, 1 Mod. 3 .

Comyn, Bat. C. And see Warren v .

2 State v. Crow , 1 Iredell, 375. State , 33 Tex. 517.

8 Com . v. Eyre , 1 S. & R. 346. ? See also supra , SS 181–187; Cut

4 People v. Bransby, 32 N. Y. 465, ler v . State, 59 Ind. 300 .

525. See Smith v . Com . 54 Penn . St. 8 Morton v . Shoppee , 3 C. & P. 873;

209. Supra, SS 141,577 ; infra, $ 636. 14 Eng. C. L. 355.
5 State v . Davis, 1 Ired . 128. See 9 Cutler v . State , 59 Ind. 300 ; State

State v . Church , 63 N. C. 15 .
v . Painter, 67 Mo. 84.

81 Hawk . c . 61, s . 1 , p . 110 ; 2
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Frustration

intercepted by extrinsic means.1 Where the defendant was ad

vancing in a threatening attitude, with intent to strike

the plaintiff, so that his blow would in a second or two no deſence.

have reached the plaintiff, if he had not been stopped, although

when stopped he was not near enough to strike , it was held an

assault was committed.2

$ 606. An offer to strike by one person rushing upon another

will be an assault, although the assailant be not near Apparent

enough to reach his adversary , if the distance be such ability to

as to induce the latter, under the accompanying cir- ficient.

cumstances, to believe that he will instantly receive a blow , un

less he strike in self-defence. And one reason for this is , that

an attack apparently likely to hurt is as provocative of a breach

of the peace as one actually capable of hurting. Hence draw

ing a gun or pistol on another with threat to use it is an as

sault ,although the weapon is not pointed. Whether, when the

weapon is not loaded, there is an assault has been doubted .

But, as will be soon more fully seen , when the attitude is threat

ening , and the effect is to terrify, the offence is complete.?

Where, however, there is wanting apparent and real ability to

hurt in any way, there is, generally , no assault.8 Thus the mere

pointing of an unloaded gun is said not to be an assault,without

action indicating intention to attack . And it has been ruled

not to constitute an assault if a gun or pistol be aimed at the

2

1 State v. Vannoy, 65 N. C. 532; 6 See Com . v . White , 110 Mass. 407 ;

State v . Adams, 20 Kans. 311. People v . Anderson , 44 Cal. 65 .

Stephens v. Myers, 4 C. & P. 349 ; ? Supra , SS 183-4 , 488 ; R. v . St.

19 Eng. C. L. 414. See fully supra , George, 9 C. & P. 483; Com . v .

$ 187; infra , SS 636-8. White, 110 Mass. 407 ; State

8 State v . Davis, 1 Ired . 128 ; State Smith , 2 Humph. 457; State v . Shep

v. Hampton , 63 N. C. 13; People v. herd , 10 Iowa, 130 ; State v. Myer

Yslas, 27 Cal. 630 ; State v. Rigg, 10 field, Phill. (N. C.) L. 108 ; State v.

Nev. 284. Supra , SS 182, 488. Mullen , 45 Ala . 43 ; Smith v . State , 32

4 See West v . State, 59 Ind . 113 ; Tex. 593. See Agitone v . State, 41

Cutler v . State , 59 Ind . 300 ; State v . Tex . 501.

Hampton , 63 N. C. 13 . Contra under 8 See supra, § 183.

Indiana statute , McCulley v . State , 62 9 Blake v . Barnard , 9 C. & P. 626 ;

Ind. 428. R. v . James , 1 C. & K. 530 ; Robin

6 People v. McMakin , 8 Cal. 547; son v. State, 31 Tex. 170 ; McKay v.

State v. Epperson , 6 Jones (Mo.), 255; State, 44 Tex .43; though see contra,

State v. Church,63 N. C. 15 ; State R. v. St. George, 9 C. & P. 483 ; R.

v . Taylor, 20 Kans. 643. v. Baker , 47 Eng. C. L. 253.

34 529
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A condi

tional

threat of

force is an

assault.

party assaulted at a distance at which it cannot do execution .?

The true rule is , that there must be some adaptation of the

means to the end, and it is enough if this adaptation be ap

parent, so as to impress or alarm a person of ordinary reason .?

Thuswhere the prosecutor was at a place where he had a right

to be, and four other persons,having in their possession a manure

fork , a hoe, and a gun , by following him , and by threatening

and insulting language, put him in fear , and induced him to go

home sooner than, or by a different way, from what he would

otherwise have gone; it was held that these persons were guilty

of an assault upon him , though they did not get nearer to him

than seventy -five yards, and did not level the gun at him.3

$ 607. A conditional threat of force may be an assault. Thus

where the appellant drew his pistol, cocked it, pointed

it towards the breast of F., and said , “ If you do not

pay memymoney I will have your life,” the parties

being close together, it was held that this was an as

sault. So when A., being within striking distance, raises a

weapon for the purpose of striking B., and at the same time

declares that if B. will perform a certain act he will not strike

him , and B. does perform the required act, in consequence of

which no blow is given, this is an assault in A.5

people is § 608. Recklessly shooting into a crowd is an assault,

and an assault on several indiscriminately is an assault

on each individual.?

$ 609. Striking at another with a cane, stick , or fist , although

the party striking misses his aim ; 8 drawing a sword

or bayonet, or throwing a bottle or glass with intent to

wound or strike; presenting a gun at a man ,and be

ginning to move towards him ; ' assuming a threatening attitude

1 Tarver v. State , 43 Ala . 354 ; 4 Keefe v . State , 19 Ark . 190 .

Smith v . State, 32 Tex . 593. 5 U. S. v. Richardson , 5 Cranch C.

2 Kunkle v. State, 32 Ind. 220 ; C. R. 348 ; State v. Morgan ,

State v. Pinkman, 81 N. C. 613; 186 ; Crow v. State, 41 Tex.468 .

Mullen v. State , 45 Ala . 43 ; Tarver
• Supra, $ 112; State v. Myers, 19

.v. State, 43 Ala. 354 ; Crow v . State ,41 Iowa , 517.

Tex . 468. And see Com . v . McDonald , 7 State v. Merritt, Phill. (N.C.) L.

5 Cush. 365 ; Johnson v. State , 26 Ga. 134.

611; Allen v . State , 28 Ga. 395. 8 Ro. Abr. 545 , 1. 45 .

3 State 1. Rawles, 65 N. C. 334. 9 Richels v . State , 1 Sneed, 606 .

Supra, SS 183, 488 .

Assault on

.a mass of

an assault

on the in

dividuals .

Assault to

be inferred

from facts.

Ired .
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an assault .

and hurrying towards him ; or any other act indicating an

intention to use violence against the person of another, com

pletes the offence. And words may be received to indicate

intent.2

Evidence of false imprisonment and of riotous acts will sustain

an indictment for assault and battery.3 Striking a horse, how

ever, on which A. is riding, has been held not to be an assault

and battery on A. ;4 though this may be doubted .

$ 610. It is permissible to charge the administering Adminis

of poison as an assault ; and the samereasoning applies tering pobe

to the malicious application of injurious drugs.

In England, however, it has been ruled that to put canthar

ides into liquor with intent to excite and inflame, and to give

it thus to another , is not an assault ; 6 but this is open to

doubt.? There are cases of poisoning which clearly involve as

saults , - e. g. throwing vitriol at another, injecting poison by

force . Here there can be no question . The difficulty arises

when we take into view those cases of poisoning in which the

person poisoned voluntarily accepts the poison , supposing it to be

something else . Can there be in such case an assault upon a

consenting party , if such person be capable of consent ? Does

fraud , or mistake as to the nature of the act consented to, nul

lify such assent ? If so, assent to administering poison , under

the impression that it was something else, does not bar the

prosecution . It is otherwise if the assent was to the particular

act, and the particular act did not go to deprive the party as

senting of inalienable rights.

1 1 Hawk. c. 62, s. 1 ; Stephens v. ruling R. v. Button, 8 C. & P. 660.

Myers, 4 C. & P. 349. See Bechtelheimer v . State , 54 Ind .

? State v. Rawles, 65 N. C. 334. 128 ,

See Com . v . Eyre, 1 S. & R. 346 . 7 See Com . v . Stratton, 114 Mass.

Infra , $ 611. 303. In England this ruling was cor

8 Long 1. Rogers, 17 Ala. 540; rected by statute. See R. v. Wilkins,

State v . Dineen, 10 Minn . 409. 9 Cox C. C. 20 ; supra, § 576 a ; R.

4 Kirland v. State , 43 Ind. 146. v . Bennett , 4 F. & F. 1105 ; infra , $

But see supra , § 167.
612. In Texas it is said that to ad

5 See People v. Blake, 1 Wheeler minister poison is not to assault. Gar

C. C. 490 ; Com . v . Stratton , 114 Mass. net v . State , 1 Tex . App. 605.

303 ; Whart. Prec. in loco . 8 Supra, &$ 141-150.

6 R. v . Walkden, 1 Cox C. C. 282 ; Ibid .

R. v . Hanson , 2 C. & K. 912 ; over
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Violence

provoca
tive of a

breach of

the peace

may be an

assault.

And so of

$ 611. Threats of great bodily harm , accompanied by acts

showing a formed intention of putting them into exe

cution , if intended to put the person threatened in fear

of their execution , and if they have that effect and are

calculated to produce that effect upon a person of ordi

nary firmness, constitute a breach of the public peace

punishable by indictment. And detaining another by threats

in a particular place may be an assault,2 though it is not so when

a mere passive resistance is offered without any threats or other

indications of intended violence.3

§ 612. It is no defence that the attack was made upon an un

conscious person , or upon one ignorant of the nature of

injurious the act. Thus, to expose an unconscious child is an
physical

attempts assault. The same rule applies where the party as

on persons saulted does not know what the act is . Thus one de

coying a female under ten years of age, and detected

standing before her in a state of indecent exposure, is properly

convicted of an assault with an attempt to commit a rape , though

there is no evidence of his actually touching her. And even

non -resistance is no defence to an indictment for an assault with

intent to take indecent liberties, when the defendant is a school

master and the person assailed a female pupil.6

Where a medical practitioner had sexual connection with a

female patient of the age of fourteen years, who had for some

time been receiving medical treatment from him , it was held

that he was guilty of an assault, the jury having found that she

was ignorant of the nature of the defendant's act, and made no

resistance, solely from a bonâ fide belief that the defendant was

(as he represented ) treating her medically , with a view to her

act .

i State v . Benedict, 11 Verm . 236 ; • Hays v. People , 1 Hill, 351. See

State v. Baker,65 N. C.332. Supra , R.v. Lock , L.R. 2 C. C. R. 10 , and

$ 197; infra , $ 1553.
cases cited supra, SS 558–9, 576 .

? Long v. Rogers, supra ; Smith v. 6 R. v . Nichol, R. & R. 130 ; R. v .

State, 7 Humph. 43; Bloomer v. State, McGavaran, 6 Cox C. C. 64. See

3 Sneed , 66 ; Bird v . Jones, 7 Q. B. As to
supra , 576 ; infra , $ 636 .

general defence of assent see supra,

3 Inness v. Wylie , 1 C. & K. 257; § 141. As to special relations, infra,

People v . Lee, 1 Wheeler C. C. 364. $ 636 .

4 R. v . March , 1 C. & K. 496. See

supra, $ 359.

742.
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CHAP. VII . ] ASSAULTS .
[ $ 615.

may be

assaults .

ous.

cure ; and the intimation of the judges was, that hemight have

been indicted for rape.

In England, under the statute , it has been held an assault for

a man to communicate a syphilitic disease to a woman who con

sented to sexual intercourse with him.2

§ 613. An assault has been held to be proved where a medi

calman unnecessarily stripped , with his own hands, a

Wrongful
female naked , under the pretence of examining her ; 3 abuses of

where a parish officer, against the will of a pauper, cut
authority

off her hair ; 4 where an alms-house keeper applied un

necessary severe chastisement ; 5 and where the captain of a ves

sel compelled seaman, in an exhausted state, to go aloft, to

which the latter , in terror, assented . But where there is consent,

by a person capable of consenting, there is ordinarily no assault.

§ 614. Where a parent exposes a young child to the inclem

ency of the weather, and no injury results, it seems Apparent

this is not an assault ; 8 and to constitute a neglect by be injuri

the parent to supply food , & c., a misdemeanor at com

mon law , there must be a positive injury to the health.9

But where C. was delivered of a child , at the house at which

A.and B. resided , and they, telling her that the child was to be

taken to an institution to be nursed , put it into a bag , and hung

it on some park palings at the side of a foot-path , and there left

it ; it was held that this was an assault on the child.10

§ 615. No matter how private or secret the assault may be ,

it does not thereby cease to be an indictable offence if No defence

there be injury done, or even if the party assailed be was secret.

reasonably put in fear.11

1 R. v . Case , 1 Eng. L. & Eq. R. U. S. v . Freeman, 4 Mason C. C.

544 ; 1 Den. C. C. 580 ; 4 Cox C. C. 505. Supra , $ 360 ; infra , § 1585 .

220; R. v . Flattery , 13 Cox C.C. 388. ? See infra , $636 ; and particularly

Supra , SS 141, 559, 597 ; infra , $ 636 . supra , &$ 141 et seq.

See also People v. Bransby, 32 N. Y. 8 R. v . Renshaw , 20 Eng. Law &

Eq. 593; 2 Cox C. C. 285. See Wh.

2 R. v. Bennett, 4 F. & F. 1105. Prec . 916. Infra , ss 1564 et seq.

See R. 3. Sinclair , 13 Cox C. C. 28 ; º R. v. Philpott, Dears. C. C. 179 ;

and infra, § 636 .
6 Cox C. C. 140 ; 20 Eng. Law & Eq.

3 R.v . Rosinski, 1 Mood. C. C. 12. 591. Infra , &$ 1563–70.

See supra , $ 576 . 10 R. v. March , 1 C. & K.496 — Tin

4 Ford v . Skinner , 4 C. & P. 239. dal. Infra, &$ 1563-70.

See R. v . Miles, 6 Jur . 243. Infra, 11 Com . v. Simmons, 6 J. J. Mar

$ 1633.
shall, 615.

Infra , $ 635 . 533
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[ BOOK II.CRIMES .

All con

cerned are

§ 616. All concerned in any assault are principals. Hence,

one who incites others to commit an assault is guilty,

and may be punished as a principal, if the offence be

principals. actually committed , although he did not otherwise par

ticipate in it ; as whatsoever will make a man an accessary be

fore the fact in felony willmake him a principal in misdemea

nors.

If two parties go out to strike one another and do so , it is an

assault in both , and it is quite immaterial which strikes the first

blow . And consequently, when a number of persons meet to

gether, and there is evidence tending to show a common design

to commit an assault upon another, they may all be properly

found guilty, though only one of them used threatening and in

sulting language to him.4

§ 617. A battery is an assault in which force is applied , by

Any tact

material agencies, to the person of another. Thus it is

ualappli a battery to spit at another ; 6 to push a third person

against him ; 7 to set a dog at him which bites him ; 8

battery
to cut his dress while he is wearing it, though without

touching or intending to touch his person ; 9 to shoot him ; 10 and

to cause him to take poison.11 On the other hand , it is not a

battery to lay hands on another to attract his attention , or in a

party falling to seize another for support.12

cation of

force is a

2. Defence.

§ 618. A prosecutor in an indictment for an assault and bat

tery , who has commenced a civil suit for the injury ,

Pendency
of civil will not be compelled to abandon either the civil suit

prosecu
tion no de or the prosecution ; both may be sustained ; the first

fence.
for damages to the injured individual, the second to

1 Supra, § 223. Dunman v . State , 6 Steph. Dig . C. L. art. 241.

1 Tex. Ap . 593.
6 6 Mod . 142.

2 Com . v. Hurley, 99 Mass. 433 ; 7 Bul. N. P. 16. Whether striking

State v.M'Clintock , 8 Iowa, 203; State horse is striking driver see Kirland v.

v . Lymburn , 1 Brevard, 397. All thus State , 43 Ind. 146. Supra, $ 609.

concerned may be charged jointly with 81 Russ. Cr. 958 .

the assault. Ibid. See Whart. Plead . 9 R.v . Day, 1 Cox C. C. 207.

& Prac. $ 301.
10 State v . Prather, 54 Ind. 63.

8 R. v . Lewis, 1 Car. & Kir. 419. 11 Supra, $ 610 .

4 State v . Rawles, 65 N. C. 334 . 12 Steph . Dig. C. L.art. 241.

See supra, SS 223 et seq .
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CHAP. VIII. ]
[ $ 621.

ASSAULTS .

words of

provoca

Misadven

avenge the public
wrong. The court, however, will not give a

severe judgment upon the criminal conviction , unless the prose

cutor will agree to relinquish his civil remedy.2

§ 619. No words will justify an assault. Every assault will

not justify an enormous battery ; but such beating Nor are

must be in one's defence, and proportioned to the nat

ure of the injury offered , otherwise the defendant him- tion.

self becomes the aggressor.3 Yet an assault, involving an ap

parent attack , may justify a battery.

§ 620. Whatever would be a defence on ground of misadven

ture to an indictment for homicide is equally a defence

to a charge of battery. Thus if a horse run away with ture of

his rider and run against a man, it is no battery, nor gond de

is it a battery if a soldier, in his ranks , discharge

gun, and a man unexpectedly pass before him at the time, and

be hurt by it .? It is also a good defence that the alleged battery

was merely an amicable contest ; as that the defendant wrestled

with the prosecutor for a wager ; 8 or that it happened by accident

whilst the defendant was engaged in some sport or game, which

was neither unlawful nor dangerous.

$ 621. The owner of property, as we have seen , may by force

resist an attempt to take it from him , and may rescue

it from another's grasp.10 A tenant, who had left the property

premises, entered for the purpose of removing fixtures forcibly re

pelled .placed by him in the dwelling-house, and had obtained

fence .

Attacks on

1 Wh. Pl. & Pr. § 453 ; State v . 7 Moor, 864 ; Hob. 134 ; and see R.

Blennerhasset, 1 Walk . 7 ; State v . v . Gill, 1 Stra . 190 .

Gibson, 10 Ired . 214 .
8 Com . Dig . Pleader , 3 M. 18. Su

2 Buckner v. Beek , Dudley (S. C.) pra , SS 141 et seq., 371.

168 ; Richardson v. Zuntz, 26 La. An. 9 See supra, $$ 141 et seq., 371-73.

313. As to continuance see Wh. Cr. 10 Supra, &$ 100, 501 ; State v. Mil

Pl. & Pr. § 599 a .
ler, 12 Vt. 437. See Com . v . Lake

8 State v . Wood, 1 Bay, 351; State man, 4 Cush . 597; Filkins v. People ,

v. Lawry, 4 Nev. 161; Cushman v . 69 N. Y. 101; Harrington v. People ,

Ryan, 1 Story, 91. But see, under 6 Barb. 608.

Alabama statute , Riddle v. State, 49 “ It is not disputed that a man may

Ala . 389. Supra, SS 455-484. justify an assault and battery in de

* Supra, § 603. Allen v. State , 28 fence of his lands or goods, or of the

Ga. 395. Infra , § 628.
goods of another delivered to him to

5 Supra , § 169.
be kept, and whether he resist with

• Gibbons v. Pepper , 2 Salk . 637. greater force than isnecessary, or than

Supra , $ 169.
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Intruders

possession of them , and was leaving with them . It was held

that the owner of the property , or his agent,might retake the

property by seizing upon the fixtures and forcing them from

such person , using no unnecessary violence ; and that a com

plaint for assault and battery for such retaking could not be sus

tained.1

But a party thus vindicating his rights is guilty of an assault

if he use an excess of force. Nor can he punish an assailant

after the latter has retreated . He can defend, but not punish.3

$ 622. A superintendent of a railroad depot has authority to

exclude therefrom persons who persist in violating the

may beex- reasonable regulations prescribed for their conduct, and

force from thereby annoy passengers or interrupt the officers and

depot.

servants of the corporation in the discharge of their

duties. Hence an innkeeper may be ejected from a depot when

his conduct, in soliciting passengers to go to his inn , is an annoy

ance to passengers, or a hindrance and interruption to the rail

road officers in the performance of their duties, he having due

notice that he is a trespasser, and there being no more force ap

plied than is necessary to eject him.4

§ 623. A passenger on a railway car, refusing to com

disobeying ply with the reasonable rules of the company, may be

be expelled ejected without subjecting the officer who attempts it to

an indictment, provided undue force be not used.5

§ 624. Force is generally excusable where a person , after re

quest, refused to leave another's premises. Where

fusing to
there has been , however, a trespass in law merely,

be expelled without actual force, the owner of the close, & c.,must

first request the trespasser to depart, before he can

is proportioned to the violence of the 6 Supra , § 437. See Whart. on

trespasser, will be for the jury under Neg . $ 646 ; R. v. Mann, 6 Cox C. C.

the instructions of the court.” Allen, 461; People v. Caryl, 3 Parker C. R.

J., Filkins v. People , 69 N. Y. 106. 326 ; State v . Ross , 2 Dutcher , 226 ;

i State v . Eliot, 11 N.H.540 . See State v . Chovin , 7 Iowa, 204 ; Robin

Overdeer v . Lewis, 1 W. & S. 90 ; and son v . State , 54 Ala . 86 .

supra , § 97 ; infra , SS 1083 etseq. 6 Com . v . Clarke, 2 Met. 23 ; Har

2 Supra, § 102. Golden v. State, 1 rington v. People, 6 Barb.608; Corey

So. C. 292 . v . People, 45 Barb. 262. Sce 2 Ro.

3 Supra , § 102.
Abr. 549, l. 7; Com . v. Kennard , s

4 Supra, § 197 ; Com . v. Power, 7 Pick . 133. Supra, &$ 97, 502 et seq.

Met. 596 .

from car.

Person re

leave may

from

house.
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ASSAULTS.

man may

4

justify laying his hand on him for the purpose of removing him ;

and even if he refuse , he can only justify so much force as is

necessary to remove him . But if the trespasser use force, then

the owner may oppose force to force ; 2 and in such a case if he

be assaulted or beaten, he may justify even a wounding or may

hem in self-defence, as above mentioned . In answer , however,

to a justification of defence of his possession , the other party

may prove that the battery was excessive ; 3 or justify the al

leged trespass on the defendant's possession , by proving that he

had a right of way over the close, or the like. But though a

in such a case put another out of his house , who per

sists in remaining against the will of the occupant, yet he may

not inflict a violent battery.

$ 625. The proprietor of a public inn has a right to request a

person who visits it, not as a guest, or on business with Innkeeper

a guest, to depart ; and, if he refuses, the innkeeper tight'asto

has a right to lay his hands gently upon him , and lead visitors.

him out, and if resistance be made, to employ sufficient force to

put him out. And for so doing he can justify his conduct on a

prosecution for assault and battery.5 !

$ 626. The sexton of a church cemetery, charged by its own

ers with its exclusive control, has a right to eject by And so has

force any trespasser who insists in interring a body prolling

contrary to the rules governing the cemetery.
cemetery .

$ 627. A person lawfully in possession of a building , Agentmay
eject tres

as agent,may eject trespassers.7

§ 628. It is a good defence in justification even of a wound

ing, to prove that the prosecutor assaulted or beat the

defendant first, and that the defendant committed the sault a de

alleged battery merely in his own defence ; 8 though

Supra, § 102 ; Weaver v . Bush , 5 Com . v. Mitchell, 2 Pars. Phil.

8 T. R. 78 . See 2 Rolle Abr. 548 , l. 431. As to duties of innkeepers see

35, 45; 2 Salk .641; Territory v . Dren- infra , $ 1587.

nan , 1 Mont. 41; Jones v. Jones, 71 6 Com . v . Dougherty, 107 Mass.

Ill. 562 ; Abt v. Burgheim , 80 III . 92.

See Low v . Elwell, 121 Mass. 309. 7 Com . v. Clark , 2 Met. 23 ; Com .

2 Salk . 641 ; 8 T. R. 78 ; 1 C. & P. v . Power, 7 Met. 596 .

6. Supra, § 502. 8 1 Sid . 246 ; 1 Co. Rep. 19 ; 2

3 Skin . 387; Lutw . 1436. Salk . 642; 3 Salk . 46 ; Com . v . Mann,

* State v. Lazarus, 1 Mill's Const. 116 Mass. 58; State v. Fraunburg, 40

R. (S. C.) 34 . Iowa, 555. Supra , § 619.

passers.

Prior as

fence .

1

243 .
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§ 631. ]

proof that the prosecutor struck the first blow will not justify

an enormous battery.1
It is not the defendant's mere notion that he is about to be

attacked that justifies ; but there must be circumstances leading

the defendant, according to his lights, to expect an attack.2

If the defendant prove an assault merely , as, for instance, that

the prosecutor lifted up a cane or staff, and offered to strike

bim , this is sufficient to justify the defendant's striking the pros

ecutor ;

for a party seriously threatened need not, in such a case,

stay till the other has actually struck him.3

Nor is a party in such case precluded from self-defence if it

appears that he could have previously invoked the interposition

of the public authorities for his protection .*

§ 629. A husband may justify a battery in defence of his wife,

a wife in defence of her husband, a parent in defence

of his child , a child in defence of his parent, a master

ner justi in defence of his servant, and a servant in defence of

his master, whenever this is necessary to avert a blow.5

It is otherwise, however, when the object of interference is

merely to take part in a fight.6

Exercise of § 630. Generally , the exercise of a legal right is not

legal right

no provo
a provocation that excuses an assault.7

$ 631. It is admissible for the defendant to show

have right that the battery was merely the correcting of a child

of proper by its parent ;8 but if the parent chastising the child

exceed the bounds of moderation and inflict cruel,mer

ciless, or unnecessary punishment, he is subject to indictment.S

Defence of

relative in

likeman

fied.

cation .

Parents

i State v . Quinn, 3 Brevard, 515 ; c. 60, ss. 23, 24. Supra , SS 97 et seq.,

Cotton v. State , 4 Texas, 260 ; Floyd 494.
v . State , 36 Geo. 91. See Com . v. 6 State v. Johnson , 75 N. C. 174 ;

Ford , 5 Gray (Mass.) , 475; Allen v . Waddell v . State , 1 Tex . Ap. 720.

State, 52 Ala . 391. Supra , $ 619. 7 State v . Lawry, 4 Nev. 161.

2 Supra , § 491. See Whart. on 8 Com . Dig . Pleader, 3 M. 19 ; 1

Crim . Ev. $s 69 et seq.; State v. Lull, Hawk. c. 60, s. 23; c. 62, s. 2; and

48 Vt. 581; State v . Bryson , 1 Wins see 2 B. & P. 224 ; Reeve's Dom . Rel.

ton (N. C.) , No. 2 , 86.

288 ; 1 Kent Com . 204 .

3 Bull. N. P. 18; 2 Ro. Abr. 547, § 359; infra , $ 1563. As to guardian

1. 37. See supra , SS 455 et seq. and ward see Stanfield v . State, 43

4 Evers v . People, 6 Thomp. & C. Tex. 167.

156 ; 3 Hun , 716. Supra, § 97 a . 9 Com . v. Coffey, 121 Mass. 66 ;

6 2 Ro. Abr. 546 (D.) ; 1 Hawk. Com . v. Blaker , 1 Brewst. 311; Neal

See supra,
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CHAP. VIII. ] ASSAULTS .
[ § 633 .

ers .

The same doctrine applies to persons standing in loco paren

tis.1

§ 632. The law confides to schoolmasters and teachers a dis

cretionary power in the infliction of punishment upon And so of

their pupils, and will not hold them responsible, unless school

the punishment be such as naturally to occasion per- and teach

manent injury to the child , or be inflicted merely to

gratify their own evil passions. The teacher must be governed ,

when chastisement is proper, as to the mode and severity of the

punishment, by the nature of the offence, the age, size, and ap

parent powers of endurance of the pupil. It is for the jury to

decide whether the punishment is excessive.3

$ 633. By the common law , the husband possessed the power

of chastising his wife , though the tendency of criminal

courts in the present day is to regard the marital rela- at common

tion as no defence to a battery . “ Perhaps, however,” coerce

it has been argued by the Supreme Court of Missis

sippi, “ the husband should still be permitted to exercise the

right of moderate chastisement in cases of great emergency, and

to use salutary restraints in every case of misbehavior, without

subjecting himself to vexatious prosecutions, resulting in the

discredit ang ame of all parties concerned.” And where a

husband is indicted for an assault and battery on his wife, he

may show in mitigation that he was provoked thereto by her

immediate bad behavior and misconduct. Nor, it has been said ,

can he at common law be convicted of a battery on her, un

less he inflicts permanent injury on her, or is guilty of malig

Husband

law may

wife.

v . State ,54 Ga. 281 ; Johnson v . State , State v . Alford ,68 N. C. 322; Reeve's

2 Humph. 283 ; Anderson v . State, 3 Dom . Rel. 288. See R.v . Hopley, 2

Head, 455; Fletcher v. People , 52 Ill. F. & F. 202. That a teacher has a

395; Smith v. Slocum , 62 Ill. 354 ; right judiciously to chastise a pupil, is

State v. Bitman, 13 lowa, 485. Su- recognized also in 2 Kent, 265 ; 1

pra, SS 331 , 359, 374 ; infra , § 1563. Black. Com . 453; Starr v. Liftchild ,

· R. r. Cheeseman , 7 C. & P. 455; 40 Barb. 541 ; State v. Williams, 27

State v.Harris, 63 N. C. 1. Supra , Vt. 755 ; and supra, SS 332, 374 ,

8 Com . v. Randall, 4 Gray (Mass.),

2 Com . v. Randall, 4 Gray , 362; 36 ; State v. Mizner, 45 Iowa, 248.

State v. Mizner , 45 lowa, 248 ; State Supra, SS 359, 360.

v . Pendergrass , 2 Dever. & Bat. 365 ; 4 Bradley v . State, 1 Walker, 156.

Com . v . Seed , 5 Penn . L. J. R. 78 ; 5 Robbins v. State , 20 Ala. 36. See

Com . v. Fell, 11 Haz. Pa. Reg. 179 ; Fulgham v. State, 46 Ala. 143.

§ 374 .
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ter as to

of jus

tice.

§ 635.]

nant cruelty . Nor is this view modified by the fact that the two

are at the time living apart. But the better opinion is that

while a husband has no right to inflict corporal punishment on

his wife, he may defend himself against her ,and restrain her from

acts of violence towards himself or others.2

§ 634. A master, it is said , may chastise his apprentice mod

So of mas- erately ; 3 though a master, not standing in loco paren

tis, cannot chastise a servant.4 Themaster of a vessel,

servant,
and officer unless restrained by statute, has the same power under

the same checks. Where an officer of justice is charged

with assault and battery , it is a good defence that the offence was

committed in the discharge of his official duties. No greater

force, however, can be used , nor any further duress imposed,8

than is necessary to effect the immediate object. So a man may

justify laying his handsupon another to prevent his fighting, or

committing a breach of the peace ; 9 or to prevent him from res

cuing goods taken in execution ; the like.11 A coroner, 12 and

a magistrate upon a preliminary inquiry, 13 may justify a forcible

exclusion of a person from the justice room , even though he be

the attorney of the party accused ; but if the inquiry be final

and of a judicial nature all persons have a right to be present.14

§ 635. Persons having charge of poor and alms-houses have the

Alms and right to restrain by force, if necessary to the preserva

poor-house tion of order, those under their charge. But where the

keeper of a town alms-house seized and chained to the

floor a pauper, who was at the time quietly reading , it

10 or

may re

strain in

mate .

1 State v. Black , 1 Wins. (N. C.) & Prac. SS 1–20. As to homicide in

Law , No. 1, 266 . See Wh. Con. of such cases see supra , SS 333, 374 .

L. & 166.

? Harrison v. Hodgson , 10 B. & C.

2 Com . v.McAfee, 108 Mass.458 ; 445 ; Rusberry v . State, 1 Tex . Ap.

People v. Winters, 2 Parker C. R. 664 ; Skidmore r. State , 43 Tex. 93 .

(N. Y.) 10 ; State v. Buckley, 2 Har 8 State v. Parker , 75 N. C. 249.

ring. 552; State v . Mabrey , 64 N. C. • Com . Dig . Pleader, 3 M. 16.

592; State v . Oliver , 70 N. C. 60. 10 3 Lev . 113.

8 R. v . Keller , 2 Show . 289.
11 See 1 Mod. 168 ; 2 Ro. Abr. 546 .

4 See Penns. v . Kerr, Add. 324 ;
12 Garnett v. Ferrand , 6 B. & C.

Com . v . Conrow , 2 Barr, 402 ; Com , v . 611.

Baird , 1 Ashm . 267 ; Davis v . State , 6 13 Cox v . Coleridge, 1 B. & C. 37.

Tex. Ap. 133; 2 Kent Com . 261.
14 Daubney v. Cooper, 10 B. & C.

5 Supra , $ 374 ; infra , SS 1871-85. 237.

6 2 Ro. Abr. 546 a ; Whart. Plead .
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CHAP. VII . ] [ $ 636 .
ASSAULTS.

Assent a

.was held to be no defence to an indictment for an assault that

the
pauper had been turbulent and unruly on prior occasions,

and had been guilty of various prior destructive acts in thehouse,

there being no impending necessity for such violent action .

And it has been ruled that where a master of a union inflicts

personal chastisement on a female pauper in an indecent man

ner, he is guilty of an assault, even though the extent of the

correction is within the limits of moderation.2 And in Alabama

the hirer of a convict has no right to inflict personal chastise

ment on him.3

$ 636. As a general proposition , if the prosecutor assented

this is a good defence. Thus, if it be proved that the

struggle was an amicable contest, voluntarily continued defence.

on both sides ;5 or that the blow was given at the prosecutor's

request, to save him , as was supposed , from a prosecution of a

felony ; the defence is good . It may also be argued that per

sons engaging by agreement in a general free fight are indictable ,

indeed , for affray, but not for assault . On the other hand, if

the fight has anything of the character of illegality ,this reason

ing does not apply. But in any view , consent obtained through

fraud, by stupefaction, or through the ignorance or incapacity of

the party assaulted , is no defence.9 Mere submission, without

assent, is no defence.10 And assent to something different from

i State v . Hull, 34 Conn. 132 . See 8 That parties fighting with their

State v. Hawkins, 77 N. C.494. That fists at a prize-fight by consent, with

in a proper case chastisementmay be out ill-will, are guilty of assault has

inflicted , see State v. Neff, 58 Ind . been ruled in R. v. Lewis, 1 C. & K.

516 .
419; Adams v. Waggoner, 33 Ind .

3 R. v . Miles, 6 Jur. 243 Gurney. 531; Com . 2. Collberg, 119 Mass. 350 ;

Ford v. Skinner, 4 C. & P. 239. Su- contra Champer v. State, 14 Ob . St.

pra , § 612; infra , $ 1585. 437 ; State v . Beck , 1 Hill S. C. 363 ;

3 Prewitt v . State , 51 Ala. 33. and see supra, $$ 372 et seq.

4 Supra, § 141; R. v . Wollaston , 9 See particularly supra , $$ 141 ,

12 Cox C. C. 180 ; and other cases 144-45 , 577 , 612, and remarks of

cited supra , SS 556–577. Kelly , C. B., in R. v . Locke, 12 Cox

• Com . Dig. Pleader, 3 M. 18. See C. C. 244 , cited supra , $ 146.

Fitzgerald v . Cavin , 110 Mass. 153. 10 R. v . Case , 1 Eng. Law & Eq.

6 State v. Beck, 1 Hill S. C. 363. 544; 4 Cox C. C. 220 ; 1 Den . C. C.

? See supra, $ 371; Duncan v. Com . 58; R. v. Nichol, R. & R. 130 ; R.v .

6 Dana, 295 ; though see R.v. Hunt, McGavaran, 6 Cox C. C.64. Supra ,
1 Cox C. C. 177.

SS 141, 577.
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$ 638.]

that actually done is no defence. Thus consent on a woman's

part is no defence to an indictment for a sexual assault when the

consent was simply given to medical treatment ; and consent to

take certain food is no defence to an indictment for taking such

food when infected by poison . It has been even held that con

sent on a woman's part to illicit intercourse is no defence to an

indictment for an assault in communicating to her a venereal

disease ; 4 or to excessive force in the act.5

aver as

sault.

All con

cerned are

3. Indictment and Verdict.

$ 637. It is enough if the indictment charge an assault of the

defendant on the prosecutor. It is not necessary that

Enough to the word “ unlawfully ” should be used in the indict

ment ; nor is " wilfully " or " maliciously " essential; $

nor is it necessary to allege that the assault and battery were

committed in public, or to the terror of the citizens of the Com

monwealth.9

§ 638. As has been seen , all concerned , whether as inciters,

aiders, or agents, are principals, and may be charged

principals. jointly with the assault.10

Hence indecent fondling of a child 8 Ibid . ; U. S. v. Lunt, Sprague,

without consent is an assault . Ridout 311.

v . State, 6 Tex . Ap. 249.

9 Com . v. Simmons, 6 J. J. Mar

i Supra, § 141.
shall, 615 .

? R. v . Case , 4 Cox C. C.220 ; R. 10 Supra , § 616. See State v. Dal

v . Flattery, 13 Cox C. C. 388; Don ton, 27 Mo. 13.
Moran v . People , 25 Mich. 356. Su An indictmentwhich avers that the

pra , S $ 559,
612.

defendant “ in and upon the body of

8 Com . v . Stratton, 114 Mass. 303. I. S., deceased , in the peace of the

4 R. v . Bennett , 4 F. & F. 1105 ; Commonwealth then and there being ,

R. v . Sinclair, 13 Cox C. C. 28 ; did make an assault, and him the said

though see Hegerty v. Shine, 12 Irish I. S. did strike divers grievous and

L. T. R. 100, cited in 18 Alb . L. J dangerous blows, upon the head of

202 ; 14 Cox C. C. 124 , 142. him the said I. S., whereby the said I.

5 Richie v . State, 58 Ind . 355 .
S. was cruelly and dangerously beaten

6 State 1. Trulock , 46 Ind. 289; and wounded and his life greatly en

Martin v . State , 40 Tex. 19 .

dangered,” sufficiently shows that the

7 Whart. on Cr. Plead . & Pr. § 269 ; assault was upon a living person.

State v. Bray, 1 Mo. 126 ; Bloomer v . Com . v. Ford , 5 Gray (Mass.), 475.

State, 3 Sneed ( Tenn.), 66. See State See R. 2. Mulroy, 3 Craw . & Dis.,

v . Munco, 12 La. An. 625 ; State v .

Hays, 41 Tex. 526.

An indictment against a medical
318 .
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CHAP. VII . ] ASSAULTS .
[ $ 640.

When

The injured party may be charged as unknown.

§ 639. Two or more persons assaulted may be prop- double

blow is giv
erly joined in the same count, when the assault was a

single act, though if the act was not strictly single , parties

such a joinder is bad for duplicity.3
be joined .

§ 640. The “ battery ” and other aggravations can be Battery

discharged as surplusage, and a conviction sustained charged as

surplusage.
for the assault.

en both

struck may

practitioner charged that hemade di peace,with commencement and con

vers assaults on the deceased, a pa clusion .

tient, and applied wet cloths to his (217.) Assault and battery in New

body, and caused him to be put in York , with commencement and con

baths. It was held that this was a clusion .

proper mode of laying the offence, (218., Assault and battery in New

although all that was done was by the Jersey, with commencement and

consent of the deceased ; and that conclusion .

the indictment need not charge an (219.) Assault and battery in Penn

undertaking to perform a cure, and a sylvania , with commencement and

felonious breach of duty. R. v . Ellis,
conclusion .

2 C. & K. 470 — Tindal and Rolfe. (220.) Threatening in a menacing

1 Wh. Cr. Pl. & Pr. § 111 ; State manner, under Ohio statute .

v . Snow , 41 Tex. 596 .
(221.) Assault and encouraging a dog

2 See cases cited in Whart. on to bite .

Crim . Ev. § 590.

( 222.) Assault and tearing prosecutor's
3 Ibid . ; State v . McClintock , 8 hair.

Iowa, 203.
(223.) Assaulting the driver of a

4 See Greer v . State, 50 Ind . 267 ; chaise ,and overturning the chaise

Ryan v. State , 52 Ind. 167 ; Fulford with the wheel of a cart.

v. State, 50 Ga. 591; Hansford v. (224.) Assault and beating out an

State ,54 Ga. 55 ; Bard v . State , 55 Ga. eye.

319 ; Wood v. State, 50 Ala . 144 ; Be- (225.) Assault and riding over a per

dell v . State , 50 Miss. 492; State v . son with a horse.

Cass, 41 Tex . 552; Young v. State, (226.) [ For assaults on a pregnant

44 Tex. 98 ; People v. O'Neil, 48 Cal. woman, 204, & c .]

257, For indictments for assaults (227.) Assault by administering can

see Wh. Prec., as follows: — tharides to prosecutor .

(213.) Indictment for a common as (228.) Assault with intent to kill an
sault .

infirm person, by throwing him on

(214.) Assault without battery. the ground and beating him .

(215.) Assault and battery. Massa- (229.) For throwing corrosive fluid
chusetts form .

with intent, & c .

( 216.) Information in Connecticut for (230.) [ See for “ Assaults with in

assault and battery and breach of tent,” Wh. Prec. No. 242, & c ., and

also 1046, & c. ]
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§ 641. ]

II. ASSAULTS WITH FELONIOUS INTENT.1

§ 641. In an indictment for an assault with intent to murder,

the intent is the essence of the offence . Unless the of

Intent to fence would have been murder , either in the first or

tial to in second degree, had death ensued from the stroke, the
kill essen

dictment

$ 4 .

(231.) Assault with beating and (251.) Assault with intent to rob,

wounding on the high seas.
against two.

(232.) Assault on high seas, by bind- (252.) Another form for same.

ing the prosecutor and forcing an (253.) Assault with intent to ravish .

iron bolt down his throat.

(254.) Same, under Revised Statutes

(233.) Stabbing with intent to wound, of Massachusetts
, c. 125, § 19.

under Ohio statute, p . 49, $ 6 .

( 255.) Assault with intent to commit

(234.) Shooting with intent to wound, rape, under Ohio statute, p . 48,

under Ohio statute , p . 49, § 6 .
( 235.) Assault on high seas with dạn- (256.) Another form for assault with

gerous weapon .

intent to ravish .

(236.) Another form for same. ( 257.) Sameagainst two.

(237.) Same in a foreign port, the (258.) Sameagainst a person of color,

weapon being a Spanish knife.

in North Carolina, under the stat

(238.) Second count, same as first, ute .

charging the instrument differently. (259.) Indecent assault .

(239.) Third count -Assault with in- ( 260.) Indecent assault with intent to

tent to kill.
have an improper connection .

(240.) Assault and false imprisonment (261.) Indecent assault by stripping:

at common law .

(262.) Assault with intent to commit

( 241.) Assault and false imprisonment
,

rape . Attempting
to abuse a fe

with the obtaining of five dollars. male under ten years of age, under

( 242.) Assault with intent to murder Ohio statute , p . 48 , § 4 .

at common law .

( 263.) Assault with intent to steal.

(243.) Another form for same.

1 For decisions on statutes see U.

(244.) Assault with intent to drown.

S. v . Small, 2 Curtis C.C. 241; U.S. v.

(245.) Assault with intent to murder, Gallagher, 2 Paine C. C.447; Com .v.

under the New York Revised Stat- Barlow , 4 Mass. 439; Com . v. Newell,

ute .
7 Mass. 244 ; Com . v . Squire, 1 Met.

(246.) Second count — With intent to 258 ; Com . Chapman , 7 Bost. Law

maim .
Rep. 155 ; Com . v. Cunningham , 13

( 247.) Assault with intent to commit a

Mass. 245 ; Com . v . Goddard, 13 Mass.

felony generally .

455 ; People v. Shaw, 1 Parker C. R.

(248.) Felonious assault, under the 61; People v. O'Leary, Ibid. 187;

Massachusetts
statute .

Stewart v . State , 5 Ohio, 242; Sharp

(249.) Assault with intent to murder
v. State , 19 Ohio , 379; Bowles v .

in South Carolina.
State , 7 Ohio , 599 ; Wilson v. State,

( 250.) Felonious assault with intent to 18 Ohio , 145 ; Smith v. State, 12 Ohio

rob , being armed. Rev. Stats. of St. 511.

Massachusetts , c. 125, § 14 .
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CHAP. Vill. ] [ $ 641a .
ASSAULTS .

1

defendantmust be acquitted of this particular charge.1 for assault

And as a general rule, in all cases of assaults with in- tomurder .

tent, the intent forming the gist of the offence inust be specifi

cally averred and satisfactorily proved . The same rule is appli

cable to indictments for malicious shooting with intent to kill.3

The prosecution , as to the intent to murder, fails if it appear

that the wound was given under such circumstances as would , had

death ensued therefrom , have mitigated the offence from murder

to manslaughter or excusable homicide.4

An assault with intent to commit manslaughter in hot blood

is included in an assault with intent to commit murder.5

Whether a person who, intending to murder A., and supposing

B. to be A., shoots at and wounds B.,may be convicted of wound

ing B. with intent to murder him , is elsewhere discussed.6

§ 641 a . As has already been observed , the defendant, when

the felonious intent is not proved , may be convicted of the as

sault.7

1 State v. Neal, 37Me. 468; People assaulting, and beating with intent to

v. Vinegar, 3 Parker C. R. 24 ; Nich- disfigure, it has been said that stronger

ols v . State, 8 Oh. St. 435 ; People circumstances of malice aforethought

v . Scott, 6 Mich. 287; Wilson v . Peo- must be proved than on an indictment

ple, 24 Mich . 287 ; Campbell v. Peo- for murder. It seemsexpress proof of

ple, 16 Ill. 17 ; Hopkinson v. People, the intent to disfigure must be made.

18 III. 264 ; McCutcheon v . People ,69 Penn . v. McBirnie, Add. 30 .

Ill . 601 ; State 1. White , 41 Iowa, 4 Wright v. State , 9 Yerg. 342; Col

316 ; Rapp v . Com . 14 B.Monr. 615 ; lier v. State , 39 Ga. 31; Vandermark

State v . Anderson, 2 Tenn . R. 6 ; v. People, 47 III, 122. Infra, $ 645 .

Meredith v. State , 60 Ala . 441. See , 5 State v . White, 45 Iowa, 325 ;

however, Bonfanti v . State, 12 Minn . and see State v. Waters, 39 Me. 54 ;

123, to the effect that the intentmust State v. Phinney, 42 Me. 384 ; State v .

be murder in first degree. Butman , 42 N.H. 490 ; State v . Reed ,

2 State v. Neal, 37 Me. 468; State 40 Vt. 603; State v. Nichols, 8 Conn.

gro Bill, 3 Harr. 571; Seborn v. 496 ; Beckwith v . People , 26 Ill. 500;

State, 51 Ga. 164 ; Smith i. State,52 People v. Congleton, 44 Cal. 92 ;Wall

Ga. 88 ; State v . Johnson , 35 Ala . v . State , 23 Ind . 150 .

363 ; Morgan v. State , 34 Miss. 54. 6 Infra, $ 645 a ; supra, SS 107, 111,

See U. S. v . Tharp , 5 Cranch C. C. 318 ; R. v. Smith , 33 Eng. Law &

390 ; State v . Johnson , 9 Nev. 175 . Eq. 567 ; Dears. C. C. 559.

3 Reed v . Com . 22 Grat. 924. As 7 R. v . Dawson , 3 Stark . 62; R. v .

to construction of N. Y. statute see Dungey, 4 F. & F. 99; State v. Reed ,

People v . Kerrains, 1 Th. & C. 333 ; 40 Vt. 603 ; Com . v. Fischblatt, 4

Slattery v . People, 58 N. Y. 354. Met. 354 ; Francisco v . State, 4 Zabr.

On an indictment for feloniously 30 ; Stewart v. State, 5 Ohio, 242;

545

v .
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$ 644.]

Must be

consum

mate at

§ 642. Where the ability to commit a felonious attack is both

apparently and really wanting, the offence is not com

apparent

ability to

plete. This position was pushed to an extremein an

early Indiana case, where a man was indicted for shoot

tempt. ing at another with intent to murder. On trial it ap

peared that the gun contained in it nothing but powder and cot

ton wad (though the man shooting believed it contained a bul

let ), and theman shot at was forty feet distant; and it was held

that he was not guilty as charged . This ruling , however, was

afterwards reconsidered by the court that advanced it, and the

true view is undoubtedly that, assuming the necessary intent to

exist, it is enough if the act be apparently adapted to accomplish

the particular thing intended .

Touching
§ 643. An assault with intent to kill may

be commit

ted without actualstriking or wounding
.

§ 644. In an indictment for an assault with intent to

ment, par

commit an offence , the same particularity is not neces

ticularity

of specific

sary as is required in an indictment for the commission

of the offence itself. It is true that in indictments for

quired . attempts it is requisite to set forth the mode of at

tempt. But an assault (herein differing from an attempt) is

per se indictable ; and hence it is not necessary to go into details

as to the mode.7 Thus an indictment for an assault with in

tent to steal or to rob, without stating the goods or money

in

tended to be stolen , is good. In an indictment for an assault

with intent to murder , at common law , or where the statute

5
not neces

sary to of

fence.

In indict

cation is

not re

;

Clark v. State, 12 Ga. 350 ; State v. danger. McCulley v. State, 62 Ind.

Stedman , 7 Port. 495 ; Gardenhier v . 428 .
State , 6 Tex. 348 ; Dickerson v . Com . 4 Mullen v. State, 45 Ala . 43. Su

2 Bush (Ky.), 1 ; State v. Bowling , pra, &$ 606-8; and see supra, $$ 183,

10 Humph. 52; McBride v. State , 2 184, for authorities at large .

Eng. 374 ; People v . McDonald , 9 5 State v . M'Clure , 25 Mo. (4

Mich . 150 ; State v. Vadnais,21 Minn. Jones) 338; Stockton v. State, 25

382. Supra , § 27 . And see fully Tex. 772.

Whart. Cr. Plead . & Prac. § 247. 6 Supra , § 192.

i See supra , SS 183–4 , 606 .

? See Whart. Cr. Plead . & Prac.

2 State v . Swails, 8 Ind . 524. See $ 159.

supra , SS 182–3.

8 Com . v. M'Donald , 5 Cush . 365;

8 Kunkle v. State ,32 Ind . 220. But Com . v. Rogers, 5 S. & R.463; Dick

- see subsequent
statute requiring real

erson v . Com . 2 Bush (Ky.), 1; Tay

lor v . Com . 3 Ibid . 508.
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does not specify the instrument, it is not necessary to state the

instrument or means made use of by the assailant to effectuate

the murderous intent.1 The means of effecting the criminal in

tent, or the circumstances evincive of the design with which the

act was done, are considered matters of evidence to the jury to

demonstrate the intent, and not necessary to be incorporated in

an indietment. It is sufficient, unless the statute impose special

conditions, if the use of a deadly weapon be averred , and the in

tent be specifically stated .

1 U. S. v . Herbert, 5 Cranch C. C. An indictment for an assault with a

R. 87; State 1. Daley, 41 Vt. 564 ; deadly weapon, e. g . a pistol, need not

State v . Dent, 3 Gill & J. 8 ; Rice v . aver that the pistol was loaded. Al

People , 15 Mich . 9 ; Kilkelly v. State , len v . People, 82 Ill. 610.

43 Wis . 604 ; State v . Franklin , 36 In an indictment for assault with

Tex . 155 ; Wall v . State , 23 Ind. 150 ; intent to kill, the person intended to

State v . Hubbs, 58 Ind. 415 ; State v . be killed must be named or desig

Chandler, 24 Mo. 371 ; State v . Sew- nated. A charge “ with intent, in so

ard , 42 Mo. 206. But see Trexler v. striking and beating him , the said J.

State, 19 Ala . 21 ; People v . Jacobs, W., with the club, & c ., feloniously,

29 Cal. 579. Compare Whart. Cr. Pl. & c., to kill and murder , against," & c.,

& Pr. SS 158 , 159.
is bad for uncertainty, J. W. being

? Ibid .; Williams v . State, 47 Ind. only named as the person assaulted .

568; Harrison v . State, 2 Cold . State v . Patrick , 3 Wis. 812.

( Tenn.) 232 ; Martin v. State, 40 Tex . Where, in a case in Maine, the

19 ; Bittick v. State , 40 Tex . 117; first two counts charged an assault,

Meredith v. State, 40 Tex. 480; State in different forms, with intent to mur

v . Rigg, 10 Nev. 284. But see con- der; and the last two charged an as

tra, Wood v . State, 50 Ala . 144; State sault with intent to kill; it was held ,

v. Johnson, 11 Tex. 22; State v. Jor- that they all charged but one sub

dan, 19 Mo. 213. See Ash v. State, stantive offence ,and the verdict might

56 Ga. 583; Mayfield v. State , 44 Tex. be, guilty of an assault simply , or of

59.

an assault with intent to kill , or of

8 State v. Davis, 26 Tex . 201; Peo- one with intent to murder. State v .

ple v . English , 30 Cal. 214 ; People v . Phinney, 42Me. 384 .

Congleton, 44 Cal. 92 ; State v . Gar In some jurisdictions the indictment

vey , 11 Minn . 154. See Whart. Cr. must charge that the proposed act was

Pl. & Pr. § 159.
done feloniously , with malice afore

An indictment which charges the thought; it is not sufficient that this

accused with “ an assault and battery allegation is made in the first part

with a deadly weapon, with intent to of the indictment, where the assault

commit manslaughter,” cannot be con
is charged. See Wh. Cr. Pl. & Pr.strued to be an indictment for an as

§ 260 ; State v. Howell, Ga. Decis.
sault with intent to kill, which is un- part i. 158 ; State v. Wilson , 7 Ind.

derstood, and has been held to be an 516 ; but see U. S. v. Gallagher , 2

intent to commit murder . Bradley v . Paine C. C. 447,

State, 10 S. & M. 618 .

The object must be stated to be fe
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Self-de

as in cases

of homi

cide.

$ 645. Whatever provocation or mitigation would be a defence

to an indictment for homicide is a defence to an indict

fence same ment for an assault with intent to kill. If there is an

aggression a going out of the line of defence for the

purpose of attack self-defence ceases.1 It is neces

sary that the danger should have been personal, imminent,and

immediate ; though, when the assault with intent to kill is nec

essary, according to the defendant's lights, to prevent the com

mission of one of the higher felonies, it is justifiable. Yet this

violent action is not permissible in order to prevent such larce.

nies or trespasses as are not made with force.2

An assault with intent to commit a felony is, at common law ,

considered a misdemeanor only ; and at common law can only be

punished as such .

The subject of assault with intent to ravish has been already

distinctively considered.4

Wherever aggravation can be discharged as surplusage, the

defendant may be convicted of the minor offence .

§ 645 a . Shooting with intent to kill is in many jurisdictions

a statutory offence, and is regulated by the rules we

have already noticed as applying to assaults. An intering with

esting question arises, however,when the person shot is

conform to not the person whom the defendant intended to shoot.

Under a statute which makes it simply indictable to

lonious, e. g. feloniously to kill, & c. “ unlawfully " should be used. State

Whart. Crim . Plead . & Prac. § 260 . v . Williams, 3 Foster (N. H.) 321 ;

“ Malice aforethought” is an essen Whart. Plead. & Prac. $ 269.

tial averment in such an indictment. 1 See State v. Boyden , 13 Ired .

State v . Fee, 19 Wis. 562; State v. 505. Supra , SS 95 et seq .

Wilson, 7 Ind . 516 ; Milan v. State, ? Supra, $ 484. See State v . Mor

24 Ark . 346. See supra , § 517 ; gan, 3 Ired . 186 ; Field v . State, 50

Whart. Plead. & Prac. $ 258. Ind. 15 ; Harris v. State, 53 Ga. 640 ;

It is, however, otherwise with an as Brown v . State , 55 Ga. 169; Curry v .

sault with intentto kill. State v. New- State , 4 Neb. 545 ; Williams v. State,

berry, 26 Iowa, 467. “ Feloniously ” 43 Tex . 382.

is essential in an assault to commit a 3 State v . Scott, 24 Vt. 127; Stout

rape. Mears v. Com . 2 Grant, 385. v . Com . 11 S. & R. 179 ; though see

Whether it is necessary in other as- Curtis v. People, 1 Breese, 199 ; State

saults with felonious intent is else- v . Boyden, 13 Ired. 505.

where considered . Whart. Cr. Plead . 4 Supra , $ 576.

& Prac. § 260. Supra, $ 644 ; Whart. Cr. Plead .

It is not necessary that the term & Prac. &$ 249, 251, 261, 742.

Indictment

for shoot

intent to

kill must

statute.

5
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shoot at a person maliciously, there may be a conviction without

regard to whether the person shot was the one the offender had

in view . But where the statute makes the offence the shooting

a person with intent to kill him , then we have an important dis

tinction to observe. If A. shoots B., intending to shoot B., yet

mistaking B. for C., then the conviction may be sustained under

the statute for reasons already given . But if the shooting of B.

was entirely inadvertent and accidental, then an indictment un

der the statute, averring B. to be the person intended to be shot,

cannot be sustained.3

tion may

III . ASSAULT ON OFFICERS, ETC., WHEN IN THE EXECUTION OF THEIR

DUTIES.4

$ 646. The right of resistance to illegal official action , it must

be remembered , is essential, not merely to all free gov- Illegal

ernment, but to any government whatsoever. The official ac

Roman law has been charged with being despotic ; but be forcibly
resisted .

by the Roman law this right is repeatedly and unre

1 R. v. Smith , Dears. C. C. 559; 7 (876.) Rescuing goods distrained for

Cox C. C.51; 33 Eng. L. & E. 567 ; rent of a house .

R.v . Jarvis , 2 M. R.40; R.v. Stop- (877.) Riot, and rescue of fugitive

ford , 11 Cox C. C. 643; Callaban v . slaves from their masters.

State, 21 Ohio St. 306 ; Walker v. (878.) Prison breach .

State, 8 Ind. 290 ; People v. Torres, (879.) Assault on a constable , & c.

38 Cal. 141. See supra , SS 107, 119. (880.) Another form for same.

2 Supra , $ 387. (881.) Second count. Averring ar

8 R. v. Hewlett, 1 F. & F.91 ; Com . rest of defendant by said constable,

v. Morgan, 11 Bush, 601 ; Barcus v. & c ., and proceedings before a jus

State , 49 Miss. 17 ; Morgan v. State , tice of the peace, upon which de

13 Sm . & M. 242. Supra, $ 120. fendant was committed in default of

4 See Wharton's Precedents, as fol bail, charging resistance by defend

lows: ant to the officer when detaining

(872. ) Assault and rescue. him in custody.

(873.) Against two for a rescue, one (882.) Resistance to a constable em

of them being in custody of an offi ployed in the arrest of a fugitive

cer of the marshal's court, upon charged with larceny.

process , & c . (883.) Resistance to a peace officer in

(874.) Assault, and rescuing goods the performance of his duties; form

seized as a distress for rent after a used in New York .

fraudulent removal. (884.) Resisting constable,while serv

(875.) Assault on an officer of justice , ing State warrant, under Ohio stat

and taking from him goods which

had been seized by him on execu- (885.) Resistance to the marshal of
tion .

ute .
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" 2

servedly recognized . If there be no jurisdiction in the officer ,

then issues the terse command , “ Vim vi repellere licet.” When

an officer transcends his powers, obedienc to him may become

even an offence .
“ Extra territoriam ius dicenti impune non

paretur. Idem est, si supra iurisdictionem suam velit jus di

cere ." With sharp emphasis does the same law summon the

citizen to resist acts of oppression and extortion attempted by

government officials : “ Sancimus licere universis, obiicere manus

his, qui ad capienda bona alicuius venerint, qui succubuerint legi

bus; ut etiam si officiales ausi fuerint, a tenore datae legis desis

tere, ipsis privatis resistentibus a facienda iniuria arceantur.”

government agents attempt to extort illegal taxes, the party on

whom the attempt ismadehad what is quaintly called the “ Jus

eum propulsandi.” 4 Even to the remotest provinces is this right

reserved .
“ Contra nostra praecepta si quis vetito et temerario

ausu exactionem audebit licebit provinciali, temeritatem legit

ime repellere." 5 Nor was it from any popular impulse that the

" 3 If

the United States in the service of a (894.) Resisting an officer of the cus

writ of arrest.
toms in the discharge of his duty .

(886.) Refusal to aid a constable in By the federal Act of April 9, 1866

the service of a capias ad respon- (Civil Rights Act), penalties are at

dendum , issued by a justice of the tached to the violating the provisions

peace.

of that act, and for obstructing officers,

(887.) Assault, with intention to ob- & c., in their duties, & c. St. 1866, 27,

struct the apprehension of a party 28. There is nothing,however,in this

charged with an offence.
statute to prevent the arrest of a fed

(888.) Assault on a deputy jailer in eral officer , though in execution of his

the execution of his office .

duties, on a state warrant for felony

(889.) Resisting a sheriff in execution ( U. S. v. Kirby, 7 Wall. 482) or mis

of his office. First count, assault demeanor. Penny v. Walker, 64 Me.

on sheriff at common law . 430 .

(890.) Second count. The same un
1 L. 12. 4. Cod . si a non compe

der statute, specially setting out tente iudice. (7. 48.) L. 170. D. de

the execution which the sheriff was

serving, & c.
3 L. 20. D.

( 891.) Assault on police officer of the 8 L. 5. Cod . de iure fisci ( 10.1) .

city of Boston.
4 L. 4. Cod . de discussoribus.

(892.) Assaulting a person specially 5 L. 5. Cod . de executor . et exact.

deputized by a justice of the peace See, for a summary of these and other

to serve a warrant.
statutes, Berner's Lehrbuch, $ 211,

(893.) Assaulting peace or revenue who shows that even the canon law ,

officers in the execution of their which accepted the jure divino claims

duties.

of government in their highest sense,

took the same view : “ Auch das Ka

reg . iur.
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Roman law thus spoke. Except for the preservation of the due

symmetry of government, and the maintenance of each member

of the body politic , subject as well as officer, in his due orbit, the

Roman law had nomission . But that each member of the body

politic should be so kept in his due orbit, its concern was great.

If each subordinate official — each tax collector or each deputy

of a deputy prefect — is recognized as jure divino impeccable

until his proceedings are by law reversed , then all the gradations.

of government will be destroyed . Not merely will the subject

have to submit to spoliation without redress, not only will the

coffers of subalterns be gorged with the spoils of the wrecked

industry of the laborer, but the pettiest policeman will have the

same jure divino claims to irresistibility as the prince, and in

case of collision the prince can claim no higher infallibility than

the policeman . Instead of government this would be chaos.

§ 647. Nor could it be justly replied , so said the old jurists,

that the subject, in case of oppression , could have re

Oppressed
dress by a suit at law . Wbat redress could he have if party in

the injury suffered by him be irreparable ? What com

fort is it to a man who has been insulted , plundered , or

wounded, that the officer who has done him the injury

is removed or imprisoned ? And how poor a compensation is

money to one who has had his family rights invaded, or his per

son maimed , or his business destroyed ? And can even such rep

arations as these be secured ? Is it sure that the law will punish

the officer for his illegal acts ? Is not the idea of the irresist

ibility of an official so far blended with that of infallibility that

the same superstitious reverence for authority which saved him

from being resisted when he outraged another may save him

from being convicted when sued for the outrage ? Is it certain

that the offending officer will allow an appeal ? Is it not likely

that the violence that outrages will interpose to prevent the

party injured from making complaint ? So argued the old ju

rists in support of the position thatwhen an officer transcends

his jurisdiction, or illegally encroaches on a subject's rights, then

resistance to him is not only lawful but meritorious. The old

nonische Recht, das gewiss dem Straf- stätigt diese Grundsätze.” C. 5. x.

baren Widerstande gegen die Obrig- de regulis juris. C. 6 de sentent. ex

keit keinen Vorschub leisten will, be

comm . in VIto.

such cases

not con

fined to a

resort to

law .
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English common law writers argued from another stand -point.

The theory of due and symmetrical official gradation , which so

much fascinated the jurists of Rome, had no charms for those of

England at the time the English common law took shape. To

them feudalism was the true governmentalmodel, and in feudal

ism the mesne lord , or the lord of the manor, or the lord of the

manor's bailiff, was as absolute as the lord paramount. Un

doubtedly the mesne lord was responsible to the lord paramount

if the lord paramount was strong enough to exact such respon

sibility . But the vassal was bound to iniplicit obedience to the

lord whom he immediately served , or to any representative that

lord might depute. To this principle of feudalism may we trace

that line of early English decisions which hold , that when offi

cers of justice transcend their powers the remedy is not resist

ance but submission , and subsequent appeal to the law for re

dress. No doubt this view has been , in recent years, as we have

just seen ,much modified. But it may still be a question whether

a sound and free jurisprudence does not recommend modifica

tions still more liberal, and a still closer approximation to the

principles of the jurists of Rome.

§ 648. But even by the English common law it is settled that,

to constitute the offence of resisting an officer, it must

Torejustific be shown that the process is legal.1 The officer must at

be legal

the time be engaged in executing his duties, and the de

fendant must be notified thereof ; 2 and unless there be

notification or knowledge to this effect, the killing of

ess must

and must

be notified .

1 Supra , $ 414 ; Com . v . Newton , any complaintwas subsequently made

123 Mass.420 ; People v. Muldoon , 2 against him . The defendant requested

Parker C. R. (N. Y.) 13 ; Com . v. a ruling that the failure to complain

Bryant, 9 Phila. 595 ; State v. Zeibart, against and prosecute him for the of

40 Iowa, 169; Barbour's Cr. Treatise, fence for which he was arrested made

82; Roscoe's Cr. Evid. 625,656. See the officer a trespasser, and the de

State v. Cassady, 52 N. H. 500; Com . fendant had a right to resist him .

v. Tobin , 108 Mass. 426 ; State v. This was affirmed by the Supreme

Moore, 39 Conn. 244.
Court. See fully supra , SS 402–444;

In Com . v . Tobin (108 Mass. 426 : and Whart. Crim . Plead . Pr. SS 1

1871) the defendantwas indicted for 17.
assaulting an officer in the discharge 2 1 Hale, 470. Infra , $ 650 ; supra,

of his duty. It appeared that the $S 402-444 ; Whart. Crim . Plead. &

defendant was arrested for a breach Prac . SS 1-11; Codd v. Cabe, 13 Cox

of the peace. It did not appear that C. C. 202.
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1

354 .

the officer in resisting the arrest will not be murder. Thus,

where a bailiff pushed abruptly and violently into a gentleman's

chamber early in the morning in order to arrest him , but not

telling his business or using words of arrest, and the party not

knowing that the other was an officer, in the first surprise

snatched down a sword which hung in his room and killed the

bailiff, this was ruled to be only manslaughter.1

An officer making an arrest by virtue of a warrant, however ,

is not bound to exhibit his warrant and read it to the prisoner

before securing him , if he resists. And there is a current of

authority to the effect that the legality of an officer's appoint

ment cannot be tested by a forcible resistance to his acts. This

1 1 Hale, 470. Supra, SS 402–444. tion is necessary ; and commanding

2 Com . v. Cooley , 6 Gray , Mass. the peace , or using words of the like

See Johnson v . State, 30 Ga. import notifying his business, will be

426 ; Whart. Crim . Plead . & Prac. sufficient. These kinds of notifica

SS 1-11.
tion , by implication of law , hold also

With regard , saysMr.East, to such in cases where such officers, having

ministers of justice as, in right of warrants directed to them as such to

their offices, are conservators of the execute , are resisted in the attempt.

peace , and in that right alone inter- See supra, &$ 402-444 ; Whart. Crim .

pose in the case of riots and affrays, Plead . & Prac . $ S 1-11. But even

it is necessary that the parties con when the officer is properly author

cerned should have some notice of ized, this protection does not shelter

the intent with which they interpose ; him in case of any irregularity in his

otherwise the persons engaged may, procedure. Thus where the defend

in the heat and bustle of an affray, ant was indicted for assaulting a con

imagine that they come to take a part stable in the execution of his office ,

in it. But in these cases a small mat it appearing that the prosecutor had

ter will amount to a due notification . an execution issued by a magistrate

It is sufficient if the peace be com- against the goods of a Mrs. Craig,

manded , or the officer in any other who lived as tenant in the house of

manner declare with what intent he the defendant; and that when the

interposes. Or if the officer be within constable attempted to remove the

his proper district, and known,or but goods, the defendant resisted the re

generally acknowledged to bear the moval of them until hisrent was paid ,

office he assumes ; or if, in order to and that resistance was the assault

keep the peace,he produce his staff complained of; it was held , that the

of office, or any other known ensign defendant was justified in resisting

of authority , the law will presume the removal of the goods until his

that the party killing had due notice rent was paid , using no more force

of his intent, especially if it be in the than was necessary. State v . Dunn,

daytime. In the night, indeed, when 1 Rice's Digest, 49.

such ensigns of authority cannot be

8 See Pearce v . Whale , 5 B. & C.
distinguished , some further notifica- 38; R. v. Gordon , 1 Leach , 516 ; R.
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a defence

to indict

ment for

resistance.

may be sound law when the defendant, by his conduct, or by the

issue presented by him , admits that the party resisted holds the

office in question . But the rule ought not to be extended to

cases where the object is to test the right of the party resisted

to hold the office. 1

§ 649. If the defendant, indicted for resisting an officer, can

prove that he was ignorant that the party resisted was

Ignorance an officer, this is a defence to the indictment for resist

ance ;2 but not to that for an assault, if undue violence

was used. So persons interfering in an arrest by an

officer under criminal process, not knowing that he is an officer

and acting in the discharge of his duty, but interfering with the

intention of quelling a fight, if they use more force than is neces

sary for that purpose , are liable to an indictment for an assault.3

On the other hand, a defendant who aggressively assaults an

officer in ignorance of the latter's official rank is said to be liable,

from the fact that he voluntarily perpetrates an unlawful act, to

conviction for the aggravated offence.4 But this exception is

to be jealously limited . It is against the policy of the State to

clothe its servants with official immunities, except when engaged

in official acts. The immunity belongs not to the individual but

to the office ; and if the immunity is to be vindicated, the office

must be proclaimed . To punish resistance to a secret officer as

v . Newton , 1 C. & K. 469 ; Jones v . 265 ; State v. Belk , 76 N. C. 10; John

Stevens, 11 Price, 235 ; U. S. v . Wood , son v . State , 26 Tex . 117. See Com .

2 Gall. 361 ; Com . v. Dugan , 12 Met. v. Kirby, 2 Cush . 577, and cases su

233 ; Com . v . Cooley , 6 Gray, 354 ; pra, &$ 419 , 491.
People v . Hopson, 1 Denio , 574 . That the indictment must aver such

1 See Smith v. Taylor, 1 New Rep. knowledge -see State v. Maloney, S.

196 ; 11 Mod . 308 ; 4 M. & S. 548 ; 1 C. R. I. 1879, citing Com . v . Kirby,

Ad. & El.695 ; R. v. Curvan, 1 Mood. 2 Cush . 577 ; Com . v . Cooley, 6 Gray ,

C. C. 132; Com . v . Carey, 12 Cush. 354; State v. Downer, 8 Vt. 424,429 ;

246; People v. Gulick, Hill & Denio , Kernan v . State , 11 Ind. 471; United

229; McQuoid v. People, 3 Gilman , States v . Tinklepaugh, 3 Blatchf. 425 ;

76 ; Cantrill v. People , Ibid . 356. United States e . Keen, 5 Mason , 453 ;

In Com . v. Sheriff, 3 Brewst. 343, Com . v . Israel, 4 Leigh, 675 ; State v .

it was held that remonstrance was not Hilton, 26 Mo. 199. Supra, $S 87–8 .

resistance. And see Whart. on Crim . 3 Com . v. Cooley, 6 Gray, 350.

Plead . & Prac. § 5 , and infra, § 1617. 4 U. S. u. Liddle, 2 Wash . C. C.

2 Supra , $ 87 ; R. v . Ricketts, 3 531; U. S. v . Ortega , 4 Wash . C. C.

Camp. 68; Yates v. People, 32 N. Y. 531; U. S. v. Benner, Baldwin, 234 .

509; People v. Muldoon , 2 Parker C. Supra, $ 87.

R. 13; Logue v. Com . 38 Penn . St.
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into a
1

Indictment

set forth

process in

detail.

a crime turns first the officer into a spy, and then the spy

despot.

It should at the same time be remembered that though an

officer attempting to execute process be unauthorized , and there

fore a trespasser, yet he is not bound to submit to unreasonable

and unnecessary violence, and may defend himself against the

same without being guilty of an assault.2 Nor is a blow neces

sary to constitute the offence . There must, however, be some

actual overt act of obstruction.4

$ 650. An indictment for resisting an officer while attempting

to serve a lawful process need not describe particu

larly the nature of the process, or the mode of the re- need not

sistance . But the indictment must set forth that such

process was legal, or so describe it as to show it to be

so ; and if issued from a court of limited jurisdiction , it must

appear that the court, in issuing it, acted within the sphere of

their authority. It is not enough to say that the defendant

“ resisted ” the officer ; for this is a mere conclusion of law .?

1 It is no defence to an indictment H. 44 ; State v . Beasom ,40 N. H.367 ;

for forcibly obstructing an officer of Cantrill v. People, 3 Gilm . 356 ; Bow

the customs in the discharge of his ers v . People , 17 Ill. 373 ; State v.

duties, that the object of the defend- Hailey, 2 Strobh.73; Slicker v . State,

ant waspersonal chastisement, and not 8 Eng. (13 Ark.) 397. See State v .

to obstruct or impede the officer in the Henderson, 15 Mo. 486 ; State v. Burt,

discharge of his duties, if he knew 25 Vt. 373 . And see contra, State v .

the officer to be so engaged . U. S.v . Belk . 76 N. C. 94 .

Keen , 5 Mason, 453.
7 Lamberton v . State, 11 Ohio , 282;

2 People v. Gulick , Hill & Denio though see U. S. v. Batchelder, 2

(N. Y.), 229. Gallis. 15 ; State 1. Hooker, 17 Vt.

3 Roddy v . Finnegan, 43 Md. 490; 658.

Woodworth v . State , 26 Ohio St. 196 . An indictment for assaulting and

Under Wisconsin statute see State v. obstructing an officer in the discharge

Welch , 37 Wis. 196 . Under Texas of his duties as such averred that

statute see Hill v . State , 43 Tex. 329 . the defendant made an assault upon

4 Com . v . Sheriff, 3 Brewst. 343. the officer, and , while the latter was

In U. S. v. Lukins , 3 Wash. C. C. in the due and lawful execution of his

335,(it was said obiler that refusal to office , did • unlawfully, knowingly ,

obey an officer is indictable resistance . and designedly hinder and oppose

This is disapproved in State v . Welch, him ," & c.; this was held to be a suf

37 Wis. 196 ,as without authority and ficient allegation that the defendant

knew that the person assaulted was an

6 McQuoid v. People, 3 Gilm . 76 . officer. Com . v . Kirby, 2 Cushing,

6 U. S. v . Stowell, 2 Curtis C. C. 577–8 .

153; State v. Scammon, 2 Fost. N.

reason .
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der same

sanction .

officers

ess.

Municipal § 651. Municipal and police are, equally with state
and police

officers un- officers, under the protection and subject to the limita

tions of this branch of the law.1

$ 652. Officers charged with process are eminently under the

And so of protection of the law , and to forcibly resist them is

therefore not only an indictable offence, but, if amountcharged

with proc- ing to an obstruction of process, is a contempt of court,

summarily punishable as such . If a party assists in re

sisting a criminal arrest, he may become thereby an accessary

after the act, by endeavoring, if the case be one of felony, to

shelter the accused.3

$ 652 a . The converse of what has just been stated is true in

regard to the duty imposed upon citizens to aid officers

when in the lawful discharge of their duties. As is

noticed more fully in another work ,4,4 " This duty of the

citizen is absolute. . . . . His obligation to come to the aid of

the sheriff (or other officer ) is just as imperative as that imposed

on the latter to see that the community suffer no harm from

licentiousness."

1 Johnson v . State, 30 Ga. 426 . 425 ; McQuoid v . People , 3 Gilm . 76;

? See supra, $ 414 ; Whart. Crim . Slicker v. State, 13 Ark . 397.

Plead . & Prac. SS 1-5 .
4 Whart. Plead . & Prac. & 17, note.

8 Supra , § 241 ; 4 Bl. Com . (Wend. 5 King, J., cited bid.; and see

ed .) 129–30 ; Dalt. 530 , 1 ; 1 Hale , infra, $ 1584 ; R. v. Brown, C. & M.

619; 2 Hawk. c . 29, s. 26 ; R.v.Mars- 314 ; Res. v . Montgomery, 1 Yeates,

den, L. R. 1 C. C. 131; 11 Cox C. C. 419; Comfort v. Com . 5 Whart. 437 ;

90 ; U. S. v . Tinklepaugh, 3 Blatch . Anon . 1 Haz . U. S. Reg. 263; State

v. Littlejohn, 1 Bay, 316 .
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PART II .

OFFENCES AGAINST PROPERTY.

CHAPTER IX .

FORGERY.

I. DEFINITION .

Forgery is the fraudulent falsifying

of an instrument to another's

prejudice, $ 653.

Is a misdemeanor at common law ,

and as such cognizable in state

courts, $ 654.

II . MODES OF PERPETRATION.

All concerned in are principals,

$ 655 .

Partner may be guilty of against

partner, $ 656.

Party signing his namewhen such

name is another's may be guilty

of forgery, $ 657.

Otherwise when names are slightly

variant, $ 658.

Forgery to sign under an assumed

name, $ 659 .

Forgery to sign name of non -ex

istent person , $ 660 .

Forgery to alter writer's name

when effect is to defraud, $ 661.

And so to falsely alter one's own

executed deed , $ 662 .

Fraudulently executing deed with a

false date may be forgery, $ 663.

Forgery to make false entry in

pass-book , $ 664.

So as to entries in book settlements,

§ 665.

So as to books of original entry,

$ 666.

So when clerk makes false entries

in book he is employed to keep ,

§ 667 .

Signing another's name without

authority is forgery , $ 668 .

Agent having bona fide belief that

he is authorized to sign is not

guilty of forgery , $ 669.

Fraudulently using a man of straw

as acceptor to charge a responsi

ble person of the same name is

forgery, $ 670 .

Forgery to fill up blank with terms

other than authorized , § 671.

So to fill up without authority

check already signed , $ 672.

So for an agent fraudulently to

alter terms he was employed to

write, $ 673 .

But it is not forgery fraudulently

to induce another to sign a docu

ment, § 674 .

Forgery may be by writing , print .

ing , or engraving, $ 675 .

An erasure may be a forgery, $

676 .

And so ofmutilations, $ 677 .

An addition must be specifically

pleaded, $ 678.

False personation is not forgery ,

$ 679 .

III. WHAT INSTRUMENTS ARE THE OB

JECTS OF FORGERY.

Necessary that instrument should

support a prima facie case , $ 680.

But instrument need not be in

writing or in words, $ 681.

Bonds, deeds, commercial paper,

receipts, " other writing," $ 682.
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Judicial or political records, $ 683 .

Book entries , $ 684 .

Railway and other tickets, $ 685.

False making of another's signa

ture to a statement exposing the

latter to suit is forgery , $ 686 .

So of certificates of character,

§ 687 .
But not, it seems, of diplomas or

pictures, $ 688 .
Certificate as to negotiable paper is

forgery, $ 689.
So of trade-marks or labels when

party issuing is liable to action

for deceit, $ 690.
Instrument must be capable , if

genuine, of being proof in legal

process, $ 691.
But such process need not be

against the party whose name is

forged , $ 692.
Nor need the party injured have a

local legal existence, $ 693.

Nor need there be ay immediate

personal injury, $ 694.
Nor need the instrument be more

than primú facie proof, $ 695.

But an instrument that in no pos

sible case can be sued on cannot

be the object of forgery, $ 696 .

Defects as to seals, stamps, and at

testations, may not destroy legal

efficacy , $ 697 .
Forgery of void bank note not in

dictable, though otherwise when

the object is to impose upon

third person, $ 698.
Notes of a prohibited denomina

tion may be forged , $ 699 .

A forged bank note must be such

as to support a primâ facie case ,

$ 700 .
Fraud on public at large is suf

ficient to sustain indictment,

$ 701.
Not forgery to induce another to

sign his name, $ 702 .

IV . UTTERING .

Uttering and publishing is passing

an instrument as good, $ 703.

Uttering forged notes is indictable

at common law , $ 704.
To uttering an intent to defraud is

necessary, $ 705.

Uttering may be inferentially

proved , $ 706 .
No defence that instrument was

obtained by a trap, $ 707 .

But there must be an exhibition of

the instrument lucri causa , 9708.

When offence is felony, parties

counselling are accessaries be

fore the fact, $ 710 .
Venue is place where forged in

strument was passed , $ 711.

Uttering is an independent offence ,

§ 712 .Intent to defraud to be inferred

from facts, $ 713.
Nodefence that there wasno party

at the timeto be defrauded , $ 714 .

Scienter may be proved by other

forgeries and utterings, $ 715.

V. PROOF OF CHARTER OF BANK .

When bank is defrauded, existence

of bank must be proved or judi

cially noticed , § 716 .

VI. INTENTION .
Intention to defraud necessary to

offence , $ 717.
No defence that the party intended

no harm , or that the claim was

just, $ 718.

VII. HANDWRITING
, § 719.

VIII. HAVING COUNTERFEIT
MONEY IN

POSSESSION .

Having counterfeit money in pog

session with intent is a statu

tory offence , $ 720 .
Indictment

in such case must de

scribe as in forgery, $ 721.
Scienter in such case is material,

$ 722 .

Intent to be inferred
, $ 723.

Having in possession
several kinds

of notes is one offence, $ 724 .
IX . INFERENCES

OF FORGERY FROM Ex

TRINSIC Facts.
Collateral mechanical

evidence of

forgery , $ 725 .
Presumption

of forgery from utter

ing, $ 726 .X. INDICTMENT
IN FORGERY AND UT

TERING
Not duplicity to state the offence

in varying phases, $ 727 .
Variance as to general designation

of instrument fatal, $ 728.

Instrument must be accurately set

forth , $ 728 a .
Of a foreign language translation

must be given , $ 729.
Setting forth of non- producible in

struments may be excused , $ 730.

Vignettes and mottoes need not be

given, $ 731.
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Nor stamps, $ 732.

Indorsements need not be given ,

nor surplusage, $ 733.

Otherwise as to dates , $ 734.

Altered and inserted words, when

material, must be averred, $ 735 .

Sewing to indictment is not suf

ficient, $ 736 .

" Tenor ” means words ; pur

port, " character, $ 737 .

Purporting to be " not essential,

§ 738 .

Indictment must show instrument

to be capable of being used in

legal process, $ 739.

Must aver extraneous facts when

necessary for this purpose, $ 740 .

In setting forth charters of banks

indictments must conform to

statute, $ 741.

Intent to defraud must be specially

averred , $ 742 .

Possibility of fraud is enough to

sustain averment, $ 743.

Party to be defrauded must be spe

cified , $ 743 a .

When notes of fictitious bank are

forged, party on whom notes are

passed should be averred , § 744 .

Actualdamage need not be averred

or proved, § 745.

Not always necessary to aver per

son on whom paper is passed ,

$ 746.

Place of uttering may be laid as

place of forgery, $ 747.

XI. COINING .

State courts take jurisdiction of,

§ 748.

Counterfeit must be likely to de

ceive, $ 749.

All participants are principals,

$ 750.

General description of coin is

enough , $ 751.

Offering with intent to defraud is

uttering, $ 752 .

Guilty knowledge is to be inferred

from facts, $ 753.

Existence of genuine original need

not be proved , $ 754 .

Fraudulent diminution is coining,

$ 755.

I. DEFINITION .

§ 653. FORGERY at common law is defined by Sir Wm. Black

stone as the fraudulent making or alteration of a writing to the

prejudice of another's rights, and by Mr. East as the false mak

ing or altering, malo animo, of any written instrument for the

purposes of fraud and deceit.2

According to Sir J. Stephen,3 "“ every one commits a misde

meanor who forges any document by which any other person may

be injured , or utters any such document knowing it to be forged ,

with intent to defraud, whether he effects his purpose or not.” 4

1 4 Blac. Com . 247 . As to intent 4 Of this he gives the following il

to defraud see infra , $ 717.
lustrations :

? See 2 Russ. on Cr . 6th Am . ed . An order from a magistrate to a

317 , & c ., for a full examination of the jailer to discharge a prisoner as upon

English cases ; and see also 2 East bail being given . R. v. Harris, R. &

P. C. 852; State v . Kimball, 50 Me. M.393.

411 ; Com .
v . Chandler, Thacher's A certificate of character to induce

C. C. 187; Penn. v. McKee, Add. 33 ; the Trinity House to enable a seaman

Van Horne v. State , 5 Pike, 349 . to act as master . R. v . Toshack , 1

Dig . C. L. art. 366.
Den . C. C. 592. Infra , § 687.

Testimonials whereby the offender

8
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In 1865 , in a remarkable case which will be hereafter criti

cised , Cockburn , C. J., declared that forgery, " by universal ac

ceptation , is understoood to mean " the making or altering

writing so as to make the alteration purport to be the act of

some other person , which it is not." But this definition was

soon found too scant, and afterwards, in 1869, we hear it an

nounced on a crown case reserved , by Kelly, C. B., with the

concurrence of all his associates, that the offence consists in the

fraudulent making of an instrument, in words purporting to be

whatthey are not, to the prejudice of another's rights.?

By Blackburn, J., in the same case, the following definition

from Comyn is adopted : “ Forgery is where a man fraudulently

writes or publishes a false deed or writing to the prejudice of

another .” This definition comes nearer than the two previous

towards satisfying the cases which will appear hereafter. As,

however , it is too limited in its description of the instrument of

forgery (" deed ” or “ writing " ), the following definition is now

proposed :

AN INSTRU

is the

of an in

strumentto

FORGERY IS THE FRAUDULENT FALSIFYING OF

MENT TO ANOTHER'S PREJUDICE .

Forgery The offence is consummated by the false making of

fraudulent the instrument,with intent to defraud , without any ut
falsifying

tering.3

another's § 654. By the common law , forgery is a misde

prejudice.

By statutes passed in England and the United States,

various kinds of forgery are made felonies. Whether

in particular cases the statute has absorbed the offence

is a matter of special statutory construction . It may be gener

ally stated that unless the statute, in its terms, undertakes to be

meanor.

Is a misde

meanor at

common

law .

obtained an appointment as a police 1 Windsor, in re, 6 B. & S. 522;

constable . R. v . Moah , D. & B. 550. 10 Cox C. C. 118 ; the latter report

The like with intent to obtain the being the fullest ; and see infra , $ 667.

office of a parish schoolmaster. R. 2 R. v . Ritson, L. R. 1 C. C. 200.

v . Sharman, Dear. C. C. 285 . Infra , $ 663.

A certificate that a liberated con 8 R. v. Crocker, 2 Leach, 987; R.

vict was gaining his living honestly, & R. 97; Com . v. Ladd, 15 Mass.

to obtain an allowance. R. v. Mitch- 526 ; Com . v. Chandler, Thacher's

ell , 2 F. & F. 44 . Crim . C. 187 .
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absorptive, establishing a statutory offence coextensive with the

offence at common law , forgery may still be pursued as a com

mon law misdemeanor, in cases to which the statute does not

reach , in those States where a common law criminal jurisdiction

exists. On the other hand , when the statute in its terms is coex

tensive with the common law , then the statutory remedy must

be exclusively followed ; and eminently important is it for the

pleader to recollect this in cases where by statute the offence is

made a felony. Yet as a rule, in those States in which there is

a common law criminal jurisdiction , the legislature has not at

tempted to absorb the common law in one sweeping statutory

enactment, but has simply (as in England) declared that certain

kinds of forgery shall be felonies, or shall be subject to special

penalties. Where this is the case, other kinds of forgery , not

enumerated in the statutes,may be prosecuted at common law .

That forgery of federal securities is cognizable in state courts

we have already seen.2

II. MODES OF PERPETRATION .

§ 655. Where forgery is a misdemeanor, all concerned , by

force ofthe general rule as to misdemeanors, are princi- Parties

pals. Where, however, the offence -e . g . in counter

feiting — is a statutory felony,those counselling and ad- principals.

vising are accessaries before the fact, in those States in which the

distinction between principal and accessary is maintained ,while

in other States such persons are principals. But all actually con

tributing to the work are principals.3 Nor is it necessary that

they should be cognizant of each other's action. Thus in trials

for forging bank paper, the maker of the paper,the engraver of

the plate, the filler up of the instrument, have been held prin

cipals, though no one knew that the others were concerned .4

A fortiori is this the case with principal and agent, the prin

cipal present and commanding , and the agent executing.5

$ 656. Forgery may be committed by a partner, in Partner

falsely altering the books of the firm , when the intent guilty of

is to defraud his partners.
as against

partner .

1 See supra, SS 25–8 . R. v . Kirkwood, Ibid . 304. Supra,

2 Supra, $ 266 .

8 See Gregory v. State, 26 Oh. St. 6 R. v. Bingley, R. & R. 446 ; Com .

v . Stevens, 10 Mass . 181.

4 R. v . Dade, 1 Mood. C. C. 307 ; R. v . Smith , 9 Cox C. C. 162 ;
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name is

another's

may be

same name.

§ 657.]

Party

$ 657. When a person writes his own name,though it

signing his be on a false affirmation of procuration from another,

when such this is not forgery , unless, as will presently be seen ,

the name written is used in such a way as to throw the

guilty of onus of the obligation on another person bearing the

forgery.
But if the name signed is common to two

persons, one of whom signs it, or causes it to be signed 2 in such a

Leigh & C. 168; R. v . Moody, 9 Cox, without his authority , whether such

166 ; Leigh & C. 173 ; R. v . Dodd, 18 name is or is not the same as that of

L. T. (N. S.) 89. These are cases the person signing ;
of forgery by the treasurers of volun ' (ii. ) In the name of any fictitious

tary societies to defraud their associ- person alleged to exist, whether the

ates; but the reasoning applies to all fictitious person is or is not alleged to

partnerships.

be of the same name as the person

1 R. v . White, 2 C. & K. 413 ; 1 signing; 4

Den . C. C. 208. Infra , $ 669.

(iii.) In a name represented as

2 So in a case where an innocent being the name of a differentperson

person was induced to sign his name from that of the person signing it, and

as accepting a bill, and the defendant intended to be mistaken for the name

introduced a false address, it was held of that person ;

forgery. R. 1. Blenkinsop, 2 C. & ' (iv.) In a name of a person per

K. 531 ; S. C., 1 Den . c. 6. 276 ; R. sonated by the person signing the

v . Mitchell, 1 Den. C. C. 282. Infra, document, provided that the effect of

SS 670, 713.

the instrument depends upon the iden

Sir J. Stephen ( Dig. C.L. art. 356) tity between the person signing the

gives the following analysis of cases document and the person whom he

of " making false documents ” under professes to be.

the English statute:

“ But it is notmaking a false doc

" To make a false document is ument

' (a .). To make a documentpurport

“ To procure the execution of a doc

ing to be what in fact it is not; 1 ument by fraud ;
(6.) To alter a document, without " To omit from a document being

authority, in such a manner that if drawn up matter which would have

the alteration had been authorized it altered its effect if introduced , and

would have altered the effect of the which might have been introduced,

document; 2

unless the matter omitted qualifies the

“ ( c.) To introduce into a document, matter inserted ;

without authority , whilst it is being

“ To sign a document in the name

drawn up ,matter which, if it had been of a person personated by the person

authorized,would have altered the ef- who signs it, provided that the effect

fect of the document ; 3

of the instrument does not depend

• (d .) To sign a document
upon his identity with that person .

“ (i.) In the name of any person

“ It is not essential to themaking of

1 R. v . Hart, R. & M.486 .
Griffiths, D. & B. 584 .

2 See, to this effect, State v .Maxwell, 47 4 Infra , $ 670.

Iowa, 454.

66

8 R. v .
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1

Otherwise

names are

variant.

way (e. g. by adding or even implying a wrong address ) as to

make the writing purport to be by that other , this is forgery.

And so when one of these two, having obtained possession of a

bill, check , or order payable to another, indorses it , knowing he

is not the person to whom the bill or check was payable. This

is falsely personating another, and signing that other's name,

which is indictable as forgery ; 8 and it is no defence that the two

parties have the same name.

§ 658. But it is said to be otherwise when names are not iden

tical (e . g. Storer and Story ), and when the defendant,

by signing his true name ( Story ), obtains from the when

post-office a money order addressed to Storer. This slightly

may be indictable as a false pretence , but not as a forg

ery at common law.4

§ 659. It is forgery to sign a money order in an assumed

name, if the namewas assumed to defraud the person Forgery to

to whom such order was given , though the prisoner sig assumed

was known to the prosecutor only by the assumed name.

name.5

§ 660. It may be forgery to sign the nameof a non -existent

person , if under such circumstances as are likely to de- Itmay be

fraud ; 6 and consequently it may be forgery to fraudu- sign name

a false document that the false docu- which it is intended to resemble as to

ment should be so framed that, if be likely to deceive a common per

genuine, it would have been valid or son ."

binding, provided that, in cases in 1 R. v. Webb , Bayl. Bills , Bar

which the forgery of any particular field v. State , 29 Ga. 127 .

instrument is made a specific offence 2 R. v . Aickles, 2 East P. C. 988 ;

by any statute , the false document 1 Leach C. C. 438 ; R. v . Bontien , R.

must, in order that the offence may be & R. 260; People v . Peacock, 6 Cow

completed, fall within the description en, 73. Infra, $ 670 .

given in the act . 3 R. v . Epps, 4 F. & F. 81; Mead

" The fact that a document ismade v . Young, 4 T. R. 28. Infra , $ 680.

to resemble that which it purports to 4 R. v . Story , R. & R. C. C. 81.

be, and is not, is evidence, for the con 5 R.v . Francis, R. & R. C. C. 209.

sideration of the jury, of an intent to See fully infra , $ 660.

defraud, but is not essential to the 6 R. v . Lewis, Foster, 116 ; R. v .

making of a false document. Wilks, 2 East P. C. 957 ; R. v . Bol

“ Provided that, in cases in which land , 2 East P. C. 957 ; R. v. Lockett,

the forgery of any particular instru 1 Leach , 94 ; R. v . Parks et al. 2

ment is made a specific offence by any Leach , 775 ; 2 East P. C. 963 ; R. v.

statute, the false documentmust have Froud, 1 B. & B. 300 ; R. & R.389;

such a resemblance to the document R. v. Sheppard, 1 Leach , 226; R.v .

432 ;
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istent per

son .

§ 661.]

of non-ex- lently use the name of a fictitious firm .? If, however,

the fictitious name be one which the defendant had

been accustomed to employ, and under which he had done busi

ness, a conviction cannot be sustained.2

It is forgery at common law to forge the name of an imaginary

child as representative
of a childless person.3

:3 So, also, is it in

dictable, on the same reasoning, to forge the name of a non-ex

isting corporation , when the object is to defraud another person.*

This principle is of much use in cases where a corporation alleged

to be defrauded is incorrectly described, or when the bank is

extinct, or is prohibited from issuing the notes in question. In

such case it is sufficient to aver as the party defrauded the per

son on whom it is attempted to pass the forged note.

§ 661. Where the drawer of a paid check on a bank , after it

Forgery to was returned to him , altered his signature so as to give

it the appearance
of forgery , in order to defraud the

namewhen bank and criminate the payee, this has been held in

England not to be forgery.? But as an action , suppos

ing the altered signature to be what it purported to be after

alteration , would lie against the bank in favor of the alterer, this

decision cannot be sustained.8

The test is, could such an action primâ facie lie on such fraud

ulently altered paper, by means of such alterations, against the

person intended to be defrauded ? If it could not, the offence,

alter

writer's

defraud .

Whiley, 2 Leach , 983; R. & R. 90 ; R. ant fraudulently, or that it was not a

v. Francis, R. & R. 209 ; and see R. v. probable instrument of fraud.

Webb , 3 B. & B. 228 ; R.v. Watts, R. 2 R. v . Bontien , R. & R. 260 ; R.v .

& R.436 ; State v. Hayden, 15 N. H. Aickles, 1 Leach C. C. 438 ; 2 East

355 ; Com . v. Costello , 119 Mass. 214 ; P. C. 968.
Sasser v. State, 13 Ohio , 453 ; State 8 R. v. Lewis, 2 East P. C. 957.

v . Givens, 5 Ala . 747; Henderson 4 Infra , SS 698 , 716 ; U. S. v . Mitch

v. State, 14 Texas, 503. As to in- ell, Baldwin C. C. 367; White v .Com .

tent see R. v. Bontien, R. & R. 260; 4 Binn . 418 ; Buckland v. Com . 8

R. v . Peacock , Ibid . 273. See infra , Leigh , 732.

5 Infra , $ 698.

1 R. v. Rogers, 8 C. & P. 629 ; R. 6 Infra , $ 744.
v . Ashby, 2 F. & F. 560 ; contra , Com . 7 Brittain v . Bank of London, 3 F.

v . Baldwin , 11 Gray, 197,

& F. 465 ; 11 W. R. 569.

which it is hard to sustain except on

8 See 2 Russ. Cr. & Mis. 719. In

the hypothesis either that the firm fra, $ 695.

name was not assumed by the defend

$ 698 .

a case
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And so to

alter one's

cuted deed .

no doubt, is not forgery.1 But if it would sustain such an

action , forgery is made out.

§ 662. Is it forgery to alter one's own deed, so as to make it

purport to be what it is not, and thus, if it be sus

tained as altered, to prejudice the rights of another ? falsely

Now if A., engaging with B. to convey to the latter own exe

certain land, and undertaking, after the terms are set

tled , to draw the deed, omits or introduces a material item in

defiance of his agreement, this may be forgery, in accordance

with principles hereafter laid down in another relation.2

And it is clear that if after a vendor, by an instrument duly

executed , has conveyed land to another, he should falsely alter

the date of the deed , so as to cut out intermediate incumbrances,

this would be forgery. The deed has become a muniment of

title ; a false alteration is made in it in such a way as to preju

dice prior vendees or mortgagees, if the alteration be sustained ;

and hence it is forgery to make the alteration.3

§ 663. Still further has this principle been pushed in England,

in a decision sustained by the judges in 1869 in a crown

case reserved . A., the vendor of lands, after duly con- lently exe

veying them to B., who entered into possession, leased deed with a

them to C. (A.'s son ), by a deed antedating that to B.,

and C. produced this lease in an action against B. Was forgery .

the introduction of this false date forgery in A. and C.? So was

it held by the judges, relying on the definition already given ,

that making an instrument fraudulently purporting to be that

which it is not is forgery. This has been doubted in Massachu

setts ; 5 and indeed, under our registry laws, it is difficult for a

fraud of this kind to be made effectual in reference to real estate .

It could arise, however, in all cases where a fraudulent subse

quent assignment of chattels is set up with a false date to defeat

an intervening bonâ fide attachment or sale. It was said by

Kelly, C. B., in sustaining the conviction in the case above cited ,

Fraudu

false to

may be

1 People v . Fitch , 1 Wend. 198 ; maker in People v. Fitch was not a

People v. Cady, 6 Hill, 490. muniment of title, but an exhausted

2 Infra , $ 671. draft .

People v. Fitch, 1 Wend. 198, 4 R. v. Ritson , 39 L. J. M. C. 10 ;

may seem to conflict with this prin- L. R. 1 C. C. 200.

ciple ; but the paper altered by the 6 Com . v. Baldwin , 11 Gray, 197.

8
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that it was impossible to distinguish the case from those in which

deedsmade in false names were held to be forgeries. To fabri

cate a deed with a false date issuing from a prior deceased

grantor, with intent to cut out a subsequent grantee, would be

clearly forgery ; why not a falsely antedated deed emanating from

the forger himself ? Now the position that executing a deed in

a fictitious name is forgery is too well and too justly settled to

be shaken ; and as in the case before us the material point in the

deed is date and not name,we may accept as authoritative
the

decision on which we here comment. The deed is a forgery, be

cause it is a fictitious deed , emanating from a person who in the

eye of the law is dead as to the particular property , but who

falsely claims to be alive as to such property , and capable of dis

posing of it.1
§ 664. Is the entry of a false item in a pass-book forgery ?

Forgery to Asillustrating this, we may take pass-books with gro

cers or other tradesmen , the book being kept by the

entry inpass-book. customer, and the vendor entering, from time to time,

sales ; or, as another instance , a banker's pass-book , in which

the banker enters from time to time cash received or paid out

by him . Is it forgery for either party falsely and fraudulently

to make or alter entries in such books, to the prejudice of the

other party ? Now such books are the joint property of the

two parties ; and each acts as the agent of the other in making

entries. Hence if one makes an entry, contrary to the instruc

tions either express or implied of the other, this is equivalent to

an agent fraudulently filling up a blank intrusted to him with a

wrong sum , which , as will presently be more fully seen , is forg

ery . A fortiori is this the case when either party fraudulently

alters a prior entry.8

make false

1 As analogous cases, see R.v. Blen- false deposit was made in the pass

kinsop , 2 C. & K. 531 ; 1 Den . C. C. book with intent to defraud a society

276 ; R. v . Mitchell, 1 Den. C. C.282; of which the defendantwas treasurer,

and R.v. Epps, 4 F. & F.81, in which and by showing them the false entries,

the name was genuine, but the forgery to be continued in office as treasurer ;

was in making the address .

S. P., R. v. Moody, 9 Cox , 166 ; L. &

2 See infra, $ 671. As to bankers' C. 173; Harrison's case, 1 Leach, 180.

pass-books, this has been frequently the same reasoning applies to other

held : R. v . Smith , 9 Cox C. C. 162; pass -books.
Leigh & C. 168, where the entry of a See Biles v . Com . 32 Penn. St.
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tlements.

So as to

§ 665. It may be also forgery , as we shall soon see so of en

fully, to fraudulently affect settlements of book ac- book set

counts by the subsequent introduction of false items.1

§ 666. Wemust extend this reasoning to such books of orig

inal entry as by the lex loci contractus are evidence

against a vendee. A. goes to B.'s store to purchase booksof

goods under such a law . He buys his goods, and the entry .

price is fixed ; and B. becomes A.'s agent for the purpose of

entering the sale in B.'s books of original entry. Now if B.

enters fraudulently wrong articles or sums, this is equivalent to

filling up a blank in A.'s check for a larger amount than A.

directs. A.authorizes B.to charge him with a particular amount

in a writing that binds A. B. enters fraudulently a larger

amount. This, on the principle just stated , is forgery in B.2

It is true that this was apparently denied in New Hampshire, in

1865, in a case where it was held not forgery for a man to make

a false entry in his own account book,3 a proposition which is

correct in those cases where the accountant, in accounting, acts

exclusively on his own behalf, and where his entries do not bind

another. But the rule is not law in respect to an accountant

who acts as agent to another whom he thus binds, nor is it law

in those States in which a forged book accountmay be legal evi

dence in support of a plaintiff's claim . Perbaps, however, we

may trace the decision of the court in this case to the peculiar

structure of the New Hampshire statute. “ In examining our

statute,” said Sargent, J., who gives the opinion of the court,

“ it will be seen that almost every form of writing or instrument

known to the law is specifically enumerated as the subject of

forgery, but no mention ismade of accounts or books of account.

Is it not probable that if the law was intended to apply to so

common a thing as accounts, they would have been mentioned

with the other things specified ? ”

$ 667. Is a clerk guilty of forgery in making a false entry in a

book he is employed to keep ? If he is directed by his Forgery for

principal to enter one sum , and with intent to defraud

the principal he enters another sum , then this is forg- entries in

529 ; Barnum v . State, 15 Ohio , 717 ; 1 Barnum v . State , 15 Ohio, 717,

R. v . Smith , 9 Cox C. C. 162 ; Leigh 2 See infra, $ 671.

& C. 168 ; R. v. Moody, Ibid . 166. 8 State v . Young , 46 N. H. 266 .

clerk to

make false
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book he is

employed

to keep

But suppose

§ 667.]

ery. The case is in fact the same as those elsewhere

cited ,' where it is properly ruled to be forgery for a

person employed to fill up a blank to fill it up with a sun larger

than his principal authorizes.2

the clerk is not directed by his employer to enter

simply a particular statement in his books, but has a general dis

cretion allowed him as to the mode of keeping the same, and

suppose there are no specific commands from his employer as to

the particular item alleged to be charged ? Here we cometo

an apparent conflict of authorities, the first of which in point of

time is a case in Pennsylvania , decided in 1859, where it was

held that it was forgery for a confidential clerk to “ make a false

addition of one figure in the amount of cash received from bills

receivable, in the month of August, 1856, and in the alteration

of another true figure in said addition. The true addition was

$6,455.63 ; while the false addition was $5,955.63, the first figure,

5 ,being an alteration of the original figure in the addition,which

was a 6. The result of this forgery was to represent the cash

received five hundred dollars less than the actualamount; and

of course, to enable their clerk to abstract that sum from the

funds of the firm .” This was held forgery , first in the Philadel

phia Quarter Sessions, and secondly , in the Supreme Court of the

State . “ The act in question,” said Judge Ludlow , in the course

of a lucid and well-argued opinion delivered by him in the court

was not only prejudicial to the rights of the prosecutors,

but the writing , if genuine, might have been the evidence of

their rights. True, the journal' would not be received as evi

dence for the prosecutors in a suit of law , but in equity, for col

lateral purposes, it might have been evidence of their rights ; and

then , by the adjudged cases, the offence committed would have

been forgery.” “ Again , the entry in question is, in substance,

an acquittance, or in the nature of a receipt from the firm to the

defendant ; as confidential book -keeper, he receives the amount

of the bills receivable; to discharge himself from liability , he

enters the several items in the journal as the agent of the firm ;

and then , not as the agent of the firm , but as an individual and

for his own wicked gain , so erases or alters, or makes a figure or

figures in the sum total representing the addition of the entire

i See infra , $ 671.

? See Biles v . Com . 32 Penn. St. 529 .

below ,

.
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entry, as to deceive and thereby defraud his employers.” This

opinion was accepted and affirmed by the Supreme Court, and

in both points the ruling can be sustained on the reasoning

above given. The books, as altered , could , in several aspects,

be made the basis of civil action against the defendant's em

ployer. And they were sufficiently the books of such employer

as to make any false entry in them by the defendant forgery.1

But in 1865, on a habeas corpus in an extradition case before

the English Queen's Bench, that court, under the leadership of

Cockburn , C. J., uttered a different view of the law from that

which has just been expressed . The cases, indeed, were by no

means identical. Charles Windsor, the party petitioning the

English court in the case now before us, had been paying teller

in the Mercantile Bank of New York , and as such had charged

himself on the books, on October 28, 1864, with nearly $ 250,000

more assets than were deposited in the vaults to his credit ; this

sum having been embezzled by him . Was this forgery ? No

doubt the entries could , if genuine, have been used as evidence

in a suit against the bank, and no doubt they were false , and

made with intent to lull the suspicions of the bank until the

work of embezzlement was complete, and the offender had safely

absconded . But were they false in the sense of being a false re

ceipt from the bank to the forger, aswas the case in the Penn

sylvania prosecution just cited ? In one sense they were, because,

if they were true, the bank could have no claim against the

clerk making them . And if so the latter was indictable for

forging what was a receipt from his employers.3 These points,

however,were not argued before Chief Justice Cockburn ,nor,in

deed , permitted to be argued . At the very outset he perempto

rily announced a definition of forgery which expressly excluded

the case before the court.

Forgery," he declared , " was in
universal acceptation,' the making or altering a writing so as to

Biles v. Com . 32 Penn. St. 529, which on an indictment for forging an

534, 537. To the same effect is an entry on a banker's pass-book ,Mar

unreported decision of Judge King , a tin , B., said : “ The forged document,

master of this department of law , in if genuine, would have been evidence
Com . v. Nicholson, Phil. 1842. that the bank had received themoney,

2 Windsor, ex parte, 10 Cox C. C. and was accountable for it.
Then

118 ; 6 B. & S. 522.

why is it not an accountable receipt? ”
8 See R. v . Moody, L. & C. 177, in

66
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make the alteration purport to be the act of some other person ,

which it is not.” 1 Of course, after this summary disposal of the

case , the counsel for the United States could say but little . They

suggested , however, that the case before the court mightbe put

on the same footing as that of R. v. Hart, where it was held

forgery for an agent fraudulently to fill up a blank acceptance

with a larger sum than was directed . To this, however, Chief

Justice Cockburn replied : “ There a man passed off as the ac

ceptance of the acceptor a different sum from that the acceptor

meant. This is a statement to the bank, not a statement put

forward by the bank .” Upon the reasoning above given two

criticismsmay be ventured . First, the definition proclaimed by

Chief Justice Cockburn as ruling the case was afterwards rejected

by the judges sitting in 1869 on a crown case reserved, and a

definition adopted which would have included the case now be

fore us. Secondly , the position that a false statementmade to

the party defrauded is not forgery, when it might be if it pur

ported to be made by the party defrauded, is in conflict with no

less than three English cases, in which it is ruled that it is forg

ery for the treasurer of a benevolent or trades union society to

make upon

his banker's pass-book false entries of deposits ; this

book to be exhibited by him to his principals, for the purpose of

covering his embezzlements and of retaining for a time his posi

tion as treasurer.3

§ 668. To sign the name of another, without authority, it need

Signing

scarcely be repeated , is forgery at common law ,4 pro

name with- viding something like deceptive similitude is attempted.

1 In this, as in other English deci- the New York rule , see People v.

sions in which the United States were Phelps, 49 How . Pr. 462.

concerned during the late civil war,

2 See supra, § 653; R. v. Ritson ,

there is a hardness of tone towards L. R. 1 C. C. 200.

the United States, which may be ex

8 R. v . Smith , 9 Cox C. C. 162;

plained by the critical relations in Leigh & Cave, 168 ; R. v. Moody, 9

which thetwo governments
then stood . Cox C. C. 166 ; Leigh & C. 173 ; R.

How far the ruling of the court here v. Dodd, 18 L. T. (N. S.) 89.

criticised was thus unconsciously
af

4 R. v . Forbes, 7 C. & P. 224 ; R.v .

fected need not now be discussed . It Hill, 8 C. & P. 274 ; Dixon's case,

is enough for the present purpose to Lewin,178 ; Com . v.Henry, 118 Mass.

announce that, as will be seen , this 460. Infra , $ 680.

ruling, in its distinctive peculiarities
, 6 Abbott v. State , 59 Ind . 70.

was afterwardsrepudiated . Asgiving

another's

2
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out au

thority is

belief he

was au

thorized

not so in

dictable .

Even where a person , relying on the kindness of an

other ( e. g. a near relative ), puts the latter's name to forgery.

an obligation, this is forgery . Nor is it any defence that the

party. forging intended to pay the obligation before maturity.

It is also forgery in A. to induce C. (an innocent agent) to

forge B.'s name, on the pretence that B.had authorized C. to

do so.3

§ 669. When the signature is made by an agent it should ap

pear that the act was without authority ; and where, Agent

from the course of dealings between the parties, the bona fide

agent has reached the bona fide belief that he is enti

tled to act for the principal, a case of forgery cannot

be made out. So where a person for a series of years

forged the name of his friend as the indorser of his notes and

bills, with the knowledge of his friend, who, although judgments

were obtained and executions issued against him in suits on such

forged indorsements, never disavowed such acts until the person

committing the forgeries had absconded and fled from justice, it

was held , in a case where the indorser was sued and suffered a

default, and attempted no defence until after the escape of the

maker of the notes, that proof of these facts was admissible in

evidence, and that from them the jury might imply an authority

from the indorser to the maker thus to use his name,

To show authority from the prosecutor, a letter left unan

swered from the defendant to the prosecutor has been held to be

evidence sufficient for the jury. And where the person whose

namewas used was informed of it at the time, and did not at

once repudiate it , although upon the trial he was a witness, and

denied all authority, this is a defence.7

1 R. v . Beard , 8 C. & P. 143 . 6 R. v . Beardsall, 1 F. & F. 529 .

2 Infra , § 718 . ? R. v . Smith , 3 F. & F. 504 .

8 Gregory v. State , 26 Ohio St.510 . It has been said in England not

4 R. v . Forbes , 7 C. & P. 224 ; R. to be forgery to indorse a bill in the

1. Parish , 8 C. & P. 94 ; R. v. Watts, writer's own name “ per procuration ,”

3 B. & B. 197; S.C., R. & R. 436 ; for another, under a false assumption

Parmelee v . People, 8 Hun, 623; of authority. R. v. White, 2 C. &

Shanks v . State, 25 Tex . Sup. 326. K. 404; S. C., 1 Den . C. C. 208 ; 2

Supra, $ 87. Cox C. C. 210. This , however, was

6 Weed v. Carpenter, 4 Wend. 219. subsequently corrected by statute.

See R. v . Beard , 8 C. & P. 143.
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Fraudu

person of

the same

name is

66

66

§ 670. It has been already stated that when there are two per

sons of the same name, it is forgery in one of them to

lently us

ing a man use his name in such a way as to fraudulently charge

of straw as another. This rule properly applies to cases where
acceptor to

charge a the forging is done by the defendant as agent for the

responsible

man of straw , or where the latter signs his nameat the

former's direction , and the former (the defendant) uses

forgery . the signature so obtained to prejudice a responsible

person bearing the samename.2 Even when the names are not

precisely identical, a conviction may be sustained . Thus, in an

English case, P.M., the defendant, undertook to get his mother

in - law C. W.'s " name to two notes. Taking the notes to his

wife, he induced her to sign them in her maiden name, A.

W.," and handed them over, saying, “ Here are the notes."

The jury convicted him on the ground that when he got his

wife's name to the notes bis intention was to use them as his

mother- in - law's ; and it was held by the judges, on a case re

served , that the conviction was right.3

It is admissible for the prosecution to introduce circumstantial

evidence to prove that a nominal acceptor was a fiction , ormere

man of straw.4

§ 671. We are now led to an important position which tends

Forgery to to rule many collateral questions in forgery. It is this :
fill with

When an agent has authority to fillwith a particular

sum a blank in a paper signed by his principal, it is

forgery to fill the blank with a larger sum .
This has

been held to be the law even in cases where the writer believed

that the larger sum was due him . And an unauthorized filling

of blanks falls generally under the same rule. But it is not

forgery for a party,after an agreement is executed, to extend

the bonâ fide termsagreed to by the other party."

Supra, § 657. 6 R. v. Hart, 1 Mood. C. C. 486 ;

2 R. v. Epps , 4 F. & F. 81; Mead 7 C. & P. 632; R. v. Wilson, 2 C. &

v. Young, 4 T. R. 28; R. v.Webb, 6 K.527; 2 Cox C. C. 426; 1 Den. C.

Moore, 447, n .; R. & R. 405 ; R. v. C. 284; State v . Flanders, 38 N. H.

Mitchell, 1 Den . C. C. 282 ; Com . v .
324; State v . Kroeger, 47 Mo. 552.

Foster , 114 Mass. 311. 6 Wilson v . Commis . 70 Ill. 46 ;

8 R. v. Mahony, 6 Cox C. C. 487. State v . Maxwell, 47 Iowa, 454.

4 R. v. White , 2 F. & F. 554 ; R. v. ? Pauli v . Com . 7 Weekly Notes of

King, 5 C. & P. 123. Cas. 396 .

termsother
than au

thorized .

1
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( heck

without

§ 672. A fortiori is it forgery to fill up without au- So to fill

thority a check already signed.

§ 673. It has also been held that a person employed authority .

to draw a legal instrument is guilty of forgery if he so for an

fraudulently alters a provision in it ; and clearly would fraudu

this be the rule in cases of wills or deeds signed in alter terms

blank ;2 and on this principle may be justified the rul- ployed to

write .ings already given , that a clerk is guilty of forgery in

making particular entries in his master's book contrary to his

master's specific instructions.3

§ 674. It is not forgery fraudulently to induce a person to ex

ecute a document on a misrepresentation of its con- But it is

tents ; 4 nor to obtain such signature to a document the to fraudu

contents of which have been altered without the signer's dance an

knowledge.5 The defendant in such case has written other to

sign a doc
nothing, and ordered nothing to be written . If it were ument.

otherwise, then the case might be forgery. But in Maine, though

on reasoning it is difficult to receive , it has been held forgery for

a party, after obtaining from a grantor assent to a correct deed ,

afterwards (but before signature ) to substitute for it a deed that

is incorrect.6

§ 675. Independently of pen and ink , forgery may be com

mitted by printing ; ? by the use of another's seal ; by Forgery

pasting one name in a note over another name; 8 by writing,

photographic process ;9 and by engraving, or preparing priening

materials for engraving ; 10 but not, it is said, by paint- ing.

ing, though with intent to defraud,the name of a famous painter

i Flower v. Shaw , 2 C. & K. 703 ; 6 R. v . Chadwick , 2 M. & Rob .

Wright's case , 1 Lewin C. C. 135 . 545 .

See apparently contra , dictum of Par 6 State v . Shurtliff, 18 Me. 368.

sons, C. J., in Putnam v . Sullivan, 4 7 Com . v . Ray, 3 Gray,441; and see

Mass. 45.
R. v . Smith , D. & B.567; 8 Cox C.

· See Combe's case, Noy , 101 ; C. 32, and cases cited infra ,

Moore, 760 ; Wilson v . Commis . 70 8 State v . Robinson, 1 Harring. 507.

Ill.46 ; State v .Maxwell, 47 Iowa,454. 9 R. v. Rinaldi, Leigh & C. 330 ; 9

8 See supra, § 667.
Cox C. C. 391.

4 R. v. Collins, 2 M. & Rob . 461 ; 10 R. v . Dade, 1 Mood . C. C. 307;

Putnam v. Sullivan , 4 Mass. 45 ; Com . R. v. Kirkwood, Ibid . 304 ; People v.

v . Sankey , 22 Penn . St. 390; Hill v .
Rhoner, 4 Parker C. R. 166 ; R. v .

State , 1 Yerger, 76.
Closs , Dears. & B. 460 ; 7 Cox C. C.

494 .
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§ 677. ]

upon a picture, so as to secure its sale ; the reason given being

that forgery is limited to the false making of a document or

paper.1

An erasure

or a muti

lation may

be a forg

ery:

§ 676. It has just been said that materially to alter a deed

or will, or to erroneously fill up a blank in a note, is ,

when fraudulently done, forgery . There can be no

doubt that the erasure by a clerk or agent of a figure,

in an account kept by him as such , is as much forgery

as is adding a figure. In either case the offence is fraudulent

alteration of a writing, which is forgery. The same principle

may be extended to every fraudulent abrasion , mutilation, or

severance, which materially changes the terms of an
instrument.

Thus it has been held forgery to fraudulently sever from an in

strument a memorandum attached to it, forming with it an entire

contract,and investing it with an important qualification . But

it has been said not to be forgery of the main paper to obliterate

a receipt from a bond ; 8 or an indorsement from a note,4 these

being independent obligations or assurances, in no way affecting

the original qualities of the instrument alleged to be forged .

§ 677. It is forgery to fraudulently alter any part of an in

strument when the alteration is capable of working in

jury to another. Thus, it is forgery to alter the dates,

names, or any other material parts of an instrument,

when the alteration gives it a new operation . Consequently, it is

forgery fraudulently to alter the sum in a note ; 5 to erase one

signature or indorsement and insert another ;6 to insert after a

And so of

altera

tions.

1 R. v. Closs, Dears. & B. 460 ; 7 ward , 10 Mass. 34 .

And no doubt

Cox C. C.494. See infra , $ 681. it would now so be held .

3 State v . Stratton , 27 Iowa, 420 .

8 Thornburg v . State, 6 Ired . 79.

So, in a case tried in Massachusetts 4 State v . McLeran, 1 Aiken, 311.

in 1813, where the defendant was
6 R. v. Elsworth , Bayley on Bills,

charged, not with forgery, but with a 430 ; 2 East P. C. 986 ; R. v. Teague,

misdemeanor
, in cutting and piecing 2 East P. C. 979; S. C., R. & R. 88;

bank notes, so as outof seven notes to R.v. Post, R.& R.101 ; R.v. Atkin

manufacture
eight; the court said , in

son , 7 C. & P. 669 ; Goodman v . East

arresting judgment:
4 N. H. 455; Haynes

descript offence. If the defendant had 15 Ohio St. 455; State v. Wooderd,

completed what may be presumed to 20 Iowa, 541.

have been his intent, and had made
6 R.v . Birkett, Bayley on Bills, 63,

an eighth bill, perhaps this would 430 ; R. & R. 251; State v. Hitchens,

have been forgery." Com . v. Hay- 2 Harrington, 527; Com . v. Ladd, 15

v . State ,

« This is a non man ,
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5

10

party's name a false address ; 7 to alter the date of a promissory

note or order ; 2 to antedate a deed , though by the grantor him

self, to cut out a prior sale ;3 to insert a solvent banker's name

in place of one who had failed ;4 to change the vignettes or mar

ginal emblems of a bank note when the effect is to defraud ;

to add to a copy of a receipt, offered to supply a lost original,

the words, “ in full for all demands ; ” to alter book accounts

and pass-books; i to fill up fraudulently blank checks or accept

ances ; 8 and to alter a receipt on a note, though such receipt was

without signature. It is even forgery for a person fraudulently

to alter an instrument previously forged by himself ;
or after

his check has been paid to alter his own signature so as to charge

his banker with forgery.11 But the mere addition of surplusage

to an instrument ( e. g . a witness to a paper not requiring a wit

ness, or a mere insensible description ) is not forgery.12

§ 678. It should be remembered, however, that the forgery

of an addition to an instrument cannot, as in the case An addi

of the alteration of a substantial integral part, be laid tegeist

as a forgery of the whole. It must be specially alleged , cablja

pleaded .
and proved as laid.13

The forgery of the obligor's name or of any material integral

items, it need scarcely be repeated , may be laid as the forg

ery of the whole obligation.14 And if one signature be shown

Mass. 526 ; State v. Waters, 3 Bre 6 Cox C. C. 533 ; 29 Eng. L. & E.

vard , 507; 2 Tr. Con. R. 569; State 558 ; though see State v. Waters, 3

v . Robinson , 1 Harr. (N. J.) 507.
Brevard , 507.

1 R. v. Blenkinsop , 1 Den . C. C. 6 State v. Floyd, 5 Strobh. 58; Up

296. Supra, $ 657.
fold v . Leit, 5 Esp. 100.

2 Master 1. Miller, 4 T. R. 320; S.

? Supra , SS 664-6 .
C., 2 H.Bl. 140 ; Henfree v . Bromley ,

8 Supra, $ 671.
6 East, 309 ; Powell v . Devett, 15 9 Kegg v . State , 10 Ohio, 75.

East, 29 ; R. v. Atkinson , 7 C. & P. 10 R. v . Kinder, 2 East P. C. 856.

669; U. S. Bk . v . Russell, 3 Yeates, Supra , § 661.

391; Miller v . Gilleland, 19 Penn. St. 11 2 Rus. Cr. & Mis. 719; though see

119 ; People v. Graham , 6 Parker C. contra , Brittain v. Bank of London, 3

R. 135; State v. Kattleman, 35 Mo. F. & F. 465. Supra , $ 661.
105 .

12 State v . Gherkin , 7 Ired . 206 ;
3 See supra, § 663.

State v. Cilley, 1 N. H. 97 ; R. v .

* R.v. Treble, 2 Taunt. 328 ; R. & Treble, 2 Leach, 1040 ; 2 Taunt. 328 .

R. 164 ; State v. Robinson , 1 Harr. 13 R. v. Birkett, R. & R. 251. See

(N. J.) 507.
fully, infra, $ 735.

6 See R. v. Keith , Dears. C. C. 454 ;
14 Jervis's Archbold C. P. 9th ed .
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to be forged, it is not necessary to prove the forgery of the

rest. 1

§ 679. False personation of another, unless accom
not forg

panied by false writing, is not forgery.2

False per

sonation is

ery .

strument

one on

which suit

could be

III . WHAT INSTRUMENTS ARE OBJECTS OF FORGERY.

§ 680. To sustain an indictment for forgery it is generally nec

Necessary essary that the instrument alleged to be forged should

that the in- be one which would expose a particular person to legal

forged process.3

should be

Apparent legal efficiency, however, is enough. It is

not necessary that such suit should have in it the ele

brought .
ments of ultimate legal success. It is enough if the

forged instrument be apparently sufficient to support a legal

claim . It is sufficient, also , if the claim be indirect. Thus,

forging of legal records or writs is indictable, though the only

suit that could be brought on the forged instrument, supposing

it to be genuine,would be one against the officer issuing it , for

negligence.

$ 681. In a prosecution already cited, for falsely painting an

artist's name on the corner of a picture, so as to make

the picture pass for an original by such artist, it was

writing or held that the offence was not forgery at common law ,

in words.
as forgery must be of a document or writing. The de

cision can be rested on the ground that the false name thus

painted could not under any circumstances be the ground of a

suit against the artist who bore the name. If , however, the rea

soning of the court rests on the position that there can be no

But instru

ment need

not be in

365 ; R. v. Dunn , 1 Leach, 57; R. v . dorsed ; and an indictment for forgery

Bigg , 1 Stra . 18 . which charges, in separate counts,the

1 People v . Rathbun, 21 Wend. making and uttering of such a prom
509 . issory note , without setting out the

2 See R. v. Hevey , R.& R. 407, n.; indorsement by I. S., cannot be sus

2 East P. C. 556 ; i Leach C. C. 229; tained, it appearing in evidence atthe

R. v . Story, R. & R.81. trial that there was but one I. S. See

8 Infra , SS 692–695. Com . v. Henry , 118 Mass. 460; Com .

In Com . v . Dallinger, 118 Mass . v. Costello , 120 Mass. 358 ; Thompson

439, the court held that an instrument v . State, 49 Ala . 16 .

purporting to be signed by I. S., which 4 Infra, SS 691 et seq.

is made payable to the order of I. 6 R. v . Closs, Dears. & B. 460 ; 7

S., is not a promissory note until in- Cox C. C. 494.
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11 and

forgery except of a document, limiting a document to a mere

form of words, this reasoning cannot be sustained . A baker's

tally, in some parts of the United States, consists simply of a stick

of wood, deposited with the customer, on which the baker on the

delivery of a loaf makes a notch as a voucher of such delivery .

There can be no question that, in accordance with the cases here

tofore cited,1 a false notch by the baker, fraudulently made, is

forgery. So, taking a “ positive " impression of a note, as a

preliminary photographic process, is forgery , though the impres

sion is but a picture on glass. And the false making of the or

namental border of a bank note has been held to be virtually

forging a note , though no words were filled in.4

§ 682. It need scarcely be said that whatever falls under the

head of bonds, deeds, commercial paper, or receipts, and Bonds,

kindred writings,may be the object of forgery at com- commer

mon law . For the purpose of detailed enumeration, receipts,paper,

however, it may be mentioned that the principle has & c.

been specifically applied to bonds, to deeds, to commercial

paper of all kinds, to wills ; 8 to receipts ; 9 to orders for deliv

ery of money or things ; 10 to entries in book accounts ;

in fine to all written or other instruments which may be the

foundation of a suit against another.

Statutes, we should at the same time remember, have been

passed in England and in most jurisdictions in the United States ,

making it felony to forge writings of the general class just men

tioned ; and under these statutes forgeries of “ bills of ex

1 See supra , $ 675 . v . Ward , 2 Mass. 397 ; Com . v.Henry,

? See Rowland v . Burton , 2 Harr. 118 Mass. 460 ; Com . v . Dallinger,

(Del.) 288 ; Kendall v. Field , 14 Me. 118 Mass. 439 ; Ames's case , 2 Greenl.

30 . 365 .

8 R. v . Rinaldi, L. & C. 330 ; 9 Cox 8 R. v . Sterling, 1 Leach, 99 ; R. v .

C. C. 391. Coogen, 1 Leach, 449 ; 2 East P. C

4 R. v. Keith , Dears. C. C. 454 ; 948 ; R. v . Tylney, 1 Den . C. C. 319.

6 Cox C. C. 533 ; 29 Eng. L. & Eq. 9 R. v . Gade, 2 Leach, 732; 2 East

558 . P. C. 874 ; Barnum v. State , 15 Ohio,

6 Com . v . Linton, 2 Va. Cas. 205 ; 717.

Penns. v . Misner, Add. 44. 10 R. v . Ward, 2 East P. C. 861;

6 See R. v . Ritson, L. R. 1 C. C. U. S. v . Green, 2 Cranch C. C. 520 ;

200 .
Harris v. People , 9 Barb . 664 ; Com .

? See R. v. Kinnear, 2 M. & Rob. v . Ayer, 3 Cush . 150.

117; R. v . Morton, 2 East P. C. 955 ;
11 Supra , $$ 666-7.

Com . v . Butler , 12 S. & R. 237; Com .

37 577
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Judicial or

records

$ 684.]

change,

," " promissory notes," of " deeds,” of “ bonds," of " or

ders,” of “ receipts,” of “ warrants,” and of “ requests,” have

been made specifically indictable.1

§ 683. It is forgery at common law to forge any judicial writ.?

Hence it is a forgery to forge an order from a magis

political trate for the discharge of a prisoner ; 3 or a deposition

may be the to be used in the trial of a cause . From this we may

subject of

forgery.

rise to the general position , accepted from the earliest

days of the English common law , that the forgery of any matter

of judicial or executive record is indictable at common law .”

Hence to fraudulently alter a marriage register is forgery. But

it has been ruled otherwise as to political documents of no possi

ble legal effect .?
It has been said , indeed , that offences of this kind, to be

technically forgeries, must have the tendency to be prejudicial

to the rights of others. But it should be observed ( 1.) that in

most cases of forged writs the officer issuing the writ, if it were

genuine,would be liable for misconduct in an action on the case ;

(2.) that in cases of forgery of records, there is usually a party

to be injured by the production of the record ; and (3.) that in

any view the prejudice to others is enough even if it be contin

gent and remote. But if the alleged record is on its face inop

erative, it does not fall under this head . Hence it is not forgery

to make falsely a document purporting to be a decree of divorce,

which does not on its face purport to be a copy from the record.10

§ 684. The law as to book entries has been already discussed

in another connection.11 It is enough now generally to

state that it is forgery for the treasurer of a society to

1 For the meaning of these terms

8 Ibid.; R. v . Fawcett, 2 East P. C.

see Whart. Crim . Plead . & Prac . $ S 862.

185-199 .
4 State v . Kimball, 50 Me. 409.

Under the term “ other writing,” in
6 1 Hawk. P. C. by Curwen , 262,5.

the United States Revised Statute, S
6 R. v . Dudley, 2 Sid . 71 .

5418, a custom -house oath is included .

? State v . Anderson, 30 La. An.

U.S.2. Lawrence , 13 Blatch . 211.
557 ; 1 South. L. J. 183.

9 R. v . Harris , 1 M. C. C. 393 ; 6

* People v. Cady, 6 Hill N. Y. 490.

C. & P. 129 ; R.v . Collier , 5 C. & P.

• R. v. Nash , 2 Den. C. C. 493; R.

160; Com . v. Mycall, 2 Mass. 136 .

v . Dodd, 18 L. T. N. S. 89. See in

See People v. Cady, 6 Hill N. Y.490, fra, & $ 693 et seq., 701, 743.

a case where the intent to defraud 10 Brown v . People, 86 Ill. 239.

was held not to be proved. 11 See supra, &$ 666, 667.

And so of

book en

tries.
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make entries in his banker's pass -book of false deposits purport

ing to have been made by him as treasurer of such society ; 1

for a vendor to make false . entries in his book of original en

tries when such books are legal evidence against a vendee ; 2

for a clerk to make a false statement in his journal of the sum

of money received by him for his employers ; 3 and for a person

keeping his own books, falsely to alter a joint settlement of ac

counts between him and a customer.4

§ 685. A ticket, when used in the present relation , is an order

from the treasurer or ticket agent of an institution ,ad And so of

dressed to a doorkeeper, conductor, or other working railway:

agent, requiring him to admit the holder to certain tickets.

rights. Hence the ticket, resolved into its elements, is an obliga

tion which , if genuine, subjects the obligor to legal process ; and

hence the forgery of a ticketwhich possesses this characteristic

is forgery at common law . This applies to all tickets on which

the obligor may be held responsible ; e. g. railway tickets, tick

ets to exhibitions, concerts, theatres, and lottery tickets, when

the latter are not forbidden by law .

But suppose the ticket be free, or consist simply of a free

pass ? This question has arisen in England and in the United

States ; and it has been properly held that, as there is always

some consideration , greater or less, received for such tickets, and

as, at all events, the issuers of such tickets are liable for gross

negligence to the holders in case of accident, the forgery of such

tickets or passes is indictable at common law.6

Yet, at the same time, it must be remembered that, to make

any ticket appear to be an obligation which it is forgery to falsify ,

something more than the mere words of the ticket must usually

be set out in the indictment. The ticket, on its face, rarely , if

ever ,sets out a legal obligation . It is very briefly expressed, and

sometimes the salient words given only in signs and initials.

These gaps and breaks the indictment must supply , so that the

1 R. v . Smith , 9 Cox C. C. 162 ;

Leigh & C. 168; R. v . Moody, 9 Cox

C. C. 166 ; L. & C. 173 ; R.v . Dodd,

18 L. T. (N. S.) 89.

2 Supra , SS 666, 667.

People v. Phelps, 49 How . (N.

Y.) Pr. 462; Biles v . Com . 32 Penn .

St. 529.

4 Barnum v . State , 15 Ohio , 717.

6 See R. v . Fitch , 9 Cox C. C. 160.

o R. v. Boult, 2 C. & K. 604 ; Com .

v. Ray , 3 Gray, 441.
8
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$ 688.]

False mak

nature to

any state

ment ex

obligation may appear to be one on which the obligor is respon

sible. And if such description be erroneous, it is fatal, for the

description , being material, cannot be rejected as surplusage.

It was once thought in England that, while the forging of a

railway pass was indictable at common law , such was not the

case as to uttering. This distinction , however, cannot be main

tained , and it may now be said to be acknowledged that in all

cases where it is forgery to make an instrument, it is indictable

at common law to utter such forged instrument.3

§ 686. The false making of the signature of another

ing of an
other's sig- as authority for any statement which , if the writing

were true, would expose that other to an action of as

posing the

sumpsit, or a suit for damages for deceit, will subject

the person falsely writing or printing such signature to

an indictment for forgery.4 But the statement must be

one in some way calculated to expose to suit the party whose

name is forged.
§ 687. Forging and uttering a certificate of good character,

with intent to defraud and with a capacity for defraud

tificates of ing, is indictable at common law , if there be anything

in the recommendation on which a suit could be brought

if it were valid.7

§ 688. But there must be an intent to defraud a particular

person . Hence, the false making of a diploma, and

hanging it up in the defendant's house, without the in

diplomas. tent to commit any particular fraud , has been held not

to be forgery.8 And it has been held so of painting a picture,

intending to represent that it was painted by an eminent artist,

and writing that artist's name in the corner.9

latter to

buit is for

gery

5

So of cer

character.

But not, it

seems, of

1 Com . v . Ray , 3 Gray, 441.

C. C. 312; R. v. Mitchell, 2 F. & F.

2 R. v . Boult, 2 C. & K.604 .

44; R. v. Moah, 7 Cox C. C. 503 ;

8 R. v . Sbarman, Dears. C. C. 285 ; Dears. & B. 550.
6 Cox 312; 24 Eng. L. & Eq. 553. 7 Hence a mere complimentary

let

* Ames's case, 2Greenl. 365 ; though ter of introduction does not fall with

see State v . Givens, 5 Ala . 747. in the rule. Waterman v. People, 67

6 Ibid .; Jackson v. Weisiger, 2 B. Ill . 91.

Monroe, 214. Infra, $ 691.

8 R. v. Hodgson, Dears. & B. 3; ?

6 R. v . Toshack , T. & M. 207; 1
Cox C. C. 122. Infra , ss 709, 718,

Den . C. C. 592 ; 4 Cox C. C. 38 ; R. 1139 et seq .

v . Sharman , Dears. C. C. 285 ; 6 Cox

9 R. v. Closs, D. & B. 460. Su

580 pra , $ 681.
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Certificate

pa

So oftrade

mark or

labelwhen

deceit .

§ 689. Of course, when a certificate as to negotiable paper

takes the technical form of an indorsement, its false

making is forgery, if the instrument is one which would as 10 nego

sustain primâ facie a suit.? And so must it be as to per is the
subject of

the marking good of checks ; though this, in respect to forgery.

the guaranty of a note, has been doubted in Alabama, under the

peculiar statute of that State.3

§ 690. A trade-mark or label is the subject of forgery when it

could found a suit against the alleged issuer in an ac

tion for deceit. For if so , to falsely make and appro

priate such trade-mark or label is forgery ; otherwise party issu

not. Thus, if a false certificate from A. is made by B. to action of

as to the value of certain papers or goods, this is forg

ery in B., because A. would have been liable on this certificate,

if genuine, in an action for deceit. But if there be no guaranty

implied or expressed , then forgery does not lie. Thus, in a trial

in England, it appeared that the prosecutor sold powders called

“ Borwick's Baking Powders," and " Borwick's Egg Powders,"

wrapped in printed papers ; and that the defendant procured

10,000 wrappers to be printed similar to Borwick's, except that

the name of Borwick was omitted on the baking powders, in

which wrappers were sold by the defendant,as Borwick’s pow

ders, powders of his own. The jury found that the wrappers so

far resembled Borwick's as to deceive a person of ordinary obser

vation ,and that they were prepared by the defendant for the pur

poses of fraud. The court, however, held that there was no forg

ery, for no suit of any kind could have been maintained against

Borwick on the wrappers as reproduced by the defendant.

§ 691. It has been already stated that an instru- The instru

ment, to be the subject of forgery ,must be such that be capable,

* R. v. Lewis, Foster, 116 ; Poage the offence was the intent to defraud

v. State, 3 Oh. St. 229; Penns. v . Mis- by means of the document, rather

ner, Add . 44. than the absence of a document ca

2 Com . v. Dallinger , 118 Mass. 439. pable of being forged ; the offence lay

8 State v. Givens, 5 Ala . 747. in selling spurious as real powders .

* R. v. Smith , 8 Cox C. C. 32; The wrappers without the powders

Dears. & B. C. C. 566. Sir J. Stephen could have no effect whatever. The

(Dig . C.L.357), speaking of this case, essence of forgery is that the docu

says : “ It would seem as if in this ment itself should be made the in

case theelement wanting to complete strument of fraud.”.
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$ 693. ]

ess .

But such

process
need notbe

person

whose

name is

if genuine, it can be used as proof in a suit with another. Upon

of being

proof in
this qualification several observations may now be

legal proc
made.

§ 692. It is not necessary that such process should be against

the party in whose name the forged instrument is made.

It is enough if, in a suit brought by such party, such

against the
forged paper may be used by the defence. Thus it is

forgery at common law to falsely make or alter a re

forged . ceipt, though such receipt, ordinarily speaking, could

only be used in proof as evidence for the defence in a suit

brought by the person whose name was forged . And hence in

cases heretofore noticed , it is ruled to be forgery for a clerk to

make an entry on his books charging himself with a less amount

of cash than he has actually received , though such entry, suppos

ing it to bind the employer,would be viewed mainly as evidence

against the employer on a suit brought by him against the clerk

for a sum greater than that entered on the books.

§ 693. Nor need the party injured be one who by the lex de

licti commissi has a local legal existence . It does not

injured

follow that because a party is incapable of local legal

local legal

existence he is incapable of being sued , either civilly or

existence. criminally, for deceit. Hence it is that prosecutions for

forgery have under these circumstances been sustained. Thus

where, in cases already cited , the treasurers of certain English

societies which the law held incapable of legal existence forged

entries in banker's pass-books in order to defraud such societies,

it was held that this was forgery . So, no doubt, an indictment

for forgery would lie for forging the note of a married woman ,

though by the lex delicti commissi she is incapable of being civilly

sued . And the reasons for this are twofold. First, shemight be

liable to a prosecution for false pretences, supposing the note to

be good , for obtaining money or goods on the false pretence of

being capax negotü . Second, shemightbe sued extra-territorially

in jurisdictions where coverture is no defence . And hence it is

Nor need

the party

have a

1 Supra , $ 680.

C. C. 162; R. v.Moody, Leigh & C.

2 See infra, SS 714 , 739.

173; 9 Cox C. C. 166. Supra , s

8 R. v. Dodd, 18 L. T. (N. S.) 89 ; 680 .

R. v. Smith , Leigh & C. 168 ; 9 Cox
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Nor need

any imme

3

Nor is it

forgery to counterfeit the notes of a banker who is by law pro

hibited from issuing genuine notes of the forged class.1

§ 694. Nor need there be any person capable of being imme

diately defrauded by the forgery . It is enough if in

jury may be possibly inflicted in the future. This is there be

strikingly illustrated in the cases to be presently cited diate possi

ble injurywhere it was held to be forgery to falsely make a will

for a living person.

§ 695. It is enough if the party on whom the forgery is ex

ecuted should be exposed to apparent risk . Thus an

instrument purporting on its face to be issued by a spe- that the

cific corporation or body politic is subject of forgery, instrument

though the names of the officers of such corporation or any more

than prima

body politic are given erroneously in the forgery. No facie

matter how defective may have been the forgery, it is proof.

enough if there be a possibility of fraud . Thus though a bill

can only be negotiated by the indorsement of two payees, the

false making of the indorsement of one of them is forgery. And

so a man may be convicted of forging the will of another who is

still alive , as upon the latter's death the will, if genuine, would

be the basis of legal procedure. Yet, on the other hand, as will

presently be seen , where a will is forged to devise lands,without

the formalities which the lex rei sitae prescribes as necessary

to the validity of such an instrument, the offence is held not

forgery at common law.9 But, generally , no matter how good

i See infra , SS 698-700, and see R. v . Pike, 2 Moody C. C. 70. See

Whart. Confl. of L. SS 101, 110. infra , $$ 743–4 ; and as to fictitious

2 Infra , ss 714 , 739, 1200 ; R. v . banks, supra, $ 660. Infra, $ 746 .

Nash, 2 Den . C. C. 493; R. v. Ster 6 R.v . Elliott, 1 Leach , 175 ; R. v .

ling , 1 Leach, 99; though see R. v. Fitzgerald , 1 Leach , 20 ; U. S. v .

Hodgson, D. & B. 3 , 36 ; 7 Cox C. C. Turner, 7 Peters, 132; Com . v . Cos

122, where it was held there must be tello, 120 Mass. 358 ; Kegg v . State ,

some individuation of the person. 10 Ohio, 75 ; State v. Dennett , 19 La.

Infra, $ 709. An. 395; Harding v. State, 54 Ind . 359.

3 Infra , $ 697 .
7 R. v. Winterbottom , 2 C. & K.37;

4 Supra , $ 680; R.v. Pike, 2Moody S. C., 1 Den. C. C.41.

C. C. 70; Com . v. Costello , 120 Mass. 8 R. 1. Sterling, 1 Leach , 99; R.

358 ; Harding v . State, 54 Ind . 359; v . Coogen, 1 Leach , 449; S. C., 2 East

State v . Fisher ,65 Mo.437. See Rem- P. C. 948 .

bert v. State, 53 Ala . 467. Supra , 9 R. v. Wall, 2 East P. C. 953 ; R.

SS 182–5 .
v . Moffatt, 1 Leach , 481. Infra , $ 697 .

6 U. S. v . Turner, 7 Peters, 132 ;
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But an in

case be

sued on

cannot be

may be the defence that the party whose name is forged may

have to the forged writing (e. g . payment in case of a promissory

note) , if the forged writing is primâ facie capable of legal use,

it is forgery. And parol evidence is admissible to show that a

document, when its ambiguity is latent, or when it is part of a

general parol arrangement, is capable of sustaining a suit.?

$ 696. But where an instrument is so palpably and absolutely

invalid that it can under no circumstances be proof in a

that can in legal procedure, then falsely to make it is no forgery.

no possible Thus a mere nudum pactum cannot be the subject of

forgery ;4 nor an instrument so incomplete as to be ob

the object viously incapable of enforcement, as a promissory note

of forgery. which has no signature ; 6 nor a navy bill payable to

— or order ; ? nor a certificate of acknowledgment which does

not state that the grantormade the acknowledgment; 8 nor a sig

nature on its face so absurd a copy as to show that it was not

intended to deceive. As will be noticed in the next section,

the same rule applies where the instrument forged has not the

number of witnesses required by the applicatory law .

$ 697. Defects as to legal formalities, e. g. seals or stamps,or

due attestations,may not preclude such a prosecution .

seals,
But when the law to which an instrument is subject

atidnattest- makes it absolutely and everywhere inoperative without

certain formalities, then falsely to make it without such
destroy le

gal efficacy. formalities is not forgery.10 Thus if certain witnesses

are necessary to make a deed or will, falsely making a deed or

will without such witnesses is not forgery, if the law requir

ing such witnesses be as to realty the lex rei sitae , and as to per

sonalty , the lex domicilir.13 But it is otherwise when the law

Defects in

stamps,

may not

1 See R. v . Teague, R. & R. 33. Wheeler, 19 Minn. 98; Howell v.

See Whart. on Ev. $$ 937 et seq.; State , 37 Tex . 591.

and see R. v . Kay, L. R. 1 C. C. 257. 6 R. v . Richards, R. & R. 193; R.

3 Com . v. Dallinger, 118 Mass. 439; v . Randall, R. & R.195 ;
R. v . Pate

Brown v . People , 86 III . 239; Roode man , R. & R.455.

v . State, 5 Neb . 174. 7 R. v . Burke, R. & R.496 .

4 Henderson v . State, 14 Tex . 503 ; 8 People v . Harrison , 8 Barb. 560.

People v . Tomlinson, 35 Cal. 503 ; 9 Abbott v . State , 59 Ind. 70.

State v . Humphreys, 10 Humph . 442. 10 Cunningham v. People, 4 Hun,

5 Abbott v . Rose,62 Me. 194 ; Peo 455 .

ple v . Shall, 9 Cow . 778 ; Water 11 R. v . Wall, 2 East P. C. 953; R.

man v . People, 67 Ill. 91; State v . v . Rushworth , R. & R. 317 ; R. v .
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otherwise

when the

intent and

simply provides that without such formalities such instruments

shall not be the foundation of a suit. In such case , according to

the accepted doctrines of private international law , the instru

ment could be sued on in a foreign land, without such formalities.

Hence, falsely to make or alter such instrument, though without

the due legal formalities, e. g . stamps, is forgery.2

§ 698. Making a bank note in the name of a non -existent bank,

when there is no such similitude to any valid existent
Forgery of

bank paper as would impose on a person of ordinary void bank

prudence , is not forgery,8 though , as is elsewhere seen , indictable,

though
to pass such a note renders the party concerned liable

to an indictment for obtaining money by false pre

tences. So it is not forgery to counterfeit a bank note effect is to

which, from the law to which it is subject, is null and upon third

void . If, however, a bank note is forged in the name

of a bank purely fictitious, but with such skill and semblance to

valid bank notes as to impose upon persons of ordinary prudence ,

the forgery , if the intent laid be to defraud the party on whom

the note is passed, is indictable at common law.5

§ 699. Again , the fact that the circulation of notes below a

particular denomination is forbidden by law does not

relieve a person forging them from forgery ,even though prohibited

the intent laid be to defraud the bank. For, ( 1.) the tion may

banker
be forged .

may be made liable on such notes,the prohibi

tion going only to circulation ; and (2.) there is also a possibility

of defrauding third persons. To forge even the notes of a per

person .

Notes of a

Burke, R. & R. 496 ; State v. Smith , 8 152; State v . Mott, 16 Minn. 472;

Yerg . 150; People v. Harrison, 8 Barb. State v . Hill, 30 Wis. 416 ; though

560. see John v . State , 23 Wis. 504.

1 Whart. Confl. of Laws, $ 685. An additional reason for the posi

2 R. v . Hawkeswood, 6 T. R. 606 , tion in the text is to be found in

note ; R. v .Morton, 2 East P. C.955; those jurisdictions in which the rev

R. v . Pike, 2 Mood . C. C. 70 ; R. v . enue laws permit the stamp to be at

Teague, R. & R.33 ; State v. Young, tached by any party wishing to use

47 N. H.402; Carpenter v . Snelling, the paper. See Whart. on Evid. §

97 Mass. 452 ; Penns. v. Misner, Add . 697.

44 ; Com . v . Searle, 2 Binney, 332; 8 See infra , $ 700 ; supra, § 660 .

State v . Greenlee, 1 Dever. 523 ; Pco 4 R. v . Moffatt, 1 Leach, 431.

ple v . Frank, 28 Cal. 507 ; Horton v . 6 Supra , $ 660 ; infra , $ 749.

State, 32 Tex. 79; State v . Haynes, 6 8 State v . Vanbart, 2 Harr. (N. J.)

Cold . 550 ; Cross v. People, 47 Íll. 327 ; Butler v. Com . 12 S. & R. 237;
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bank note

must be

such as to

son prohibited by a local law from issuing notes is indictable, as

he may be made extra -territorially liable, and so , a fortiori, is

the forgery of the notes of an expired bank. As a consequence,

if the bank note is so accurately counterfeited as to deceive, in

the main , ordinary observers, it is no defence that the names of

the officers nominally issuing the note were misrecited.4

§ 700. It will be seen , therefore, that the instrument, in order

to make it primâ facie proof, must appear, upon the

A forged face of it, to have been made to resemble a true instru

ment of the denomination mentioned in the indictment,

support a

prima

so as to be capable of deceiving persons using ordinary

facie case. observation, although not those scientifically acquainted

with such instrument. Thus a person may be convicted of forg

ing a check on a bank, although the counterfeit does not so much

resemble the genuine check of the drawer as to be likely to de

ceive the officers of the bank on which it is drawn. Were abso

lute similitude required , no indictment whatever could be main

tained for forgery , for if the similitude were perfect, no forgery

could be proved .

Hence if the offence be the imposition on another of the

forged note of a fictitious bank, it is enough if the bank note be

Clary v . Com . 4 Barr, 210 ; Twitchell v . U. S. v. Morrow , 4 Wash . C. C. 733 ;

Com . 9 Barr, 211 ; Thompson v. State, State v.McKenzie, 42 Me. 392; De

9 Obio St. 354. See Hendrick v . Com .
ment v. State , 2 Head, 505. The

5 Leigh , 707; though see Van Horne bills should have the external ap

v . State, 5 Pike (Ark.) , 349.

pearance of those issued by the bank

1 Butler v . Com . 12 S. & R. 237.
named ; paper containing all the words

See Cahoon v. State, 8 Ham . 537; and figures upon a genuine bank bill,

and see Gutchins v . People, 21 III. with no other resemblance to it, can

642, which holds that the doctrine of

not be said to be in the similitude of

the text does notapply in cases where the latter,within the meaning of the

it is criminal to pass the bills whose Maine statute. State v. McKenzie,

forgery is attempted .

42 Me. 392. The “ similitude " ex

2 Whart. Confl. of Laws, ss 101, ists, even though the banks in ques

tion issued no notes of the denomina

3 White v . Com . 4 Binn . 418 ; Buck
tion forged. Com . v. Smith , 7 Pick .

land v . Com . 8 Leigh, 732.

137; State v . Carr, 5 N. H. 367; State

4 U. S. v . Turner, 7 Peters, 132 ;
v . Fitzsimmons, 30 Mo. 236 .

R. v . Pike, 2 Mood . C. C. 70.
* See R. v. Elliott, 2 East P. C.950;

6 Infra, § 749. See Jervis's Arch . Holcomb, ex parte, 2 Dillon, 392.

C. L. 6th ed . 305 ; R. 1. Collicott, 2
? Com . v. Stephenson, 11 Cush .

Leach , 1048 ; 4 Taunt. 300 ; R. & R. (Mass.) 481.

212, 219 ; R. v . Jones , 1 Leach , 204 ;

110 .
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FORGERY .

sufficient

sufficiently like others of the same class to deceive the person on

whom the note is passed , if prudent according to his lights.

§ 701. An indictmentmay be maintained for forgery when the

fraud is directed primarily against the public at large. Fraud

Several instances of this species of forgery have been
against

public at

already mentioned . To these may be added that it is large is

declared by Hawkins : to be forgery at common law to to sustain

counterfeit
a commission

under the privy seal ; and a ment.

license from the barons of the exchequer
to compound

a debt.

§ 702. As has been already shown, assent of the party injured ,

in most cases of private wrongs, bars a prosecution . In Not forg

forgery it is no answer that this assent was procured duce an

by fraud . Thus it is not forgery to induce another, by sign this

misreading papers, to sign his name to an instrument name.

he did not intend to sanction . Even the prosecutor's laches

may work an estoppel of his right to prosecute . Thus a party

who permits another to use his name frequently and without

rebuke cannot complain if the latter forges such name.5

IV . UTTERING , ETC.

§ 703. To utter and publish an instrument is to declare or

assert, directly or indirectly , by words or actions, that Uttering

and pub
it is good. Passing a paper, under the statute, it is lishing is

said, is putting it off in payment or exchange. Utter- passing an

ing it is a declaration that it is good , with an intention as good .

to pass,or an offer to pass it .? Pledging, however, a counterfeit

note, which was to be redeemed at a future day, is not a passing

withing the meaning of the act in force in Tennessee.8

§ 704. Uttering forged bank notes, as a rule, is indictable at

common law . And hence, passing a counterfeit note in the

i Supra, § 660. See R. v . Green , Jebb's C. C. 281 ;

2 Supra, $ 683. State v. Redstrake, 10 Vroom , 365 ;
1 P. C. 31.

Leonard v. State , 29 Oh. St. 408.

4 R. v . Chadwick, 2 M. & Rob . 7 U. S. v . Mitchell, 1 Bald . C. C.

545 ; R. v . Collins, 2 M. & Rob. 545 ; 367. See infra, $ 752.

Com . v . Sankey, 22 Penn. St. 390; Hill 8 Gentry v . State, 3 Yerg . 451, Ca

v . State, 1 Yerg. 76 ; Putnam v. Sul- tron, J., diss. But see R. v . Birkett ,

livan, 4 Mass. 53. See infra , § 1131. R. & R. 86.

6 See Weed v. Carpenter, 4 Wend . 9 Lewis v . Com . 2 S. & R. 551;

219. Supra, SS 147, 668. Com . v . Seer, 2 Va . Cas. 65 ; State v .

• Com . v . Searle, 2 Binney , 332. Stroll, 1 Rich . 244.

8
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law .

To utter

tent to de

fraud is

necessary

name of a fictitious person , under an assumed name, or on a

Uttering bank which never existed , is indictable. It is not nec

forged
notes is in- essary that the note, if genuine, would be valid, if , on

dictable at its face, it purports to be good ; the want of validity

must appear plainly on its face.1

$ 705. The uttering of a forged instrument, the forgery of

which is only a forgery at common law , it has been

ing an in said in England, is no offence , unless some fraud was

actually perpetrated by it ; and where, in such a case,

the indictment contained some counts for forging the

instrument and others for uttering it , and the defendant was ac

quitted on the counts for the forgery , and convicted on the

counts for the uttering , the judgment was arrested . Such , how

ever, seems no longer to be the law , when there is an intent

to defraud. And the intent to defraud is to be inferentially

proved .

$ 706. Uttering has been held to be proved by staking at a

Uttering. gaming table ; 5 paying to a woman as the price of il

Ferentially licit connection ;& leaving on a shop counter, when this

proved .
was preceded by the offer of the forged instrument in

payment for goods, and the detection of its spuriousness by the

shop-keeper; ? exhibiting to others forged testimonials of char

acter for the purpose of fraudulently obtaining an office of emol

ument ; 8 putting a forged deed on record ; º pledging with an

other a forged note payable to prisoner's order, though such note

is not indorsed, and hence not negotiable ; 10 exhibiting to an

other, for the purpose of obtaining credit, a forged receipt,

though the defendant refused to permit the paper to pass out of

his hands; 11 passing a forged instrument on a creditor, though

1 U. S. v. Mitchell , 1 Bald. C. C. ? R. v. Welch , 1 Eng. L. & Eq

367 ; Butler v.Com . 12 S. & R. 237. 588; 2 Den. C. C. 78; 4 Cox C. C.

See supra , $ 660.

2 R. v . Boult, 2 C. & K.604. 8 R. v. Sharman, Dears. C. C. 285;

8 R. v. Sharman, Dears. C. C. 285 ; 6 Cox C. C. 312; 24 Eng. L. & Eq.

6 Cox , 312; 24 Eng. L. & Eq. 553. 553.

4 R. v . Jones, 2 East P. C. 991 ; U. 9 Perkins v. People, 27 Mich . 387.

S.v.Moses, 4 Wash. C. C. 726 ; Peo- See Paige v. People,3 Abb.App.Dec.

ple v . Flanders, 18 Johns. 164 ; Com . 441.

v. Searle, 2 Binn . 332. 10 R. v. Birkett, R. & R. 86. See

5 State v . Beeler, 1 Brev . 482 . R. v . Wicks, R. & R. 149.

1 Cox C. C. 250 . 11 R. v . Radford, 1 C. & K. 707; 1

430 .

6 R. v .
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No defence

ment was

4

must be an
nor

" 6
the instru

ment lucri

only conditionally ; 1 exhibiting a forged note for the purpose of

bringing suit ; 2 and handing back to the prosecutor a bad shil

ling in place of a good one given defendant, pretending they

were the same.3

§ 707. It is not a defence that the forged instrument that instru

was obtained from the defendant by a trap , by a detec- obtained

tive employed for the purpose . by a trap.

§ 708. But uttering is not constituted by giving a forged en

graving to another as a specimen of skill, there being But there

no intention that it should be put in circulation ; 6

offering of
by giving away in “ charity ; nor by exhibiting a

forged document to another when the object is not causa.

to obtain money, but to create a false idea of wealth or profes

sional standing. But offering with intent to defraud is utter

ing 8

§ 709. Wemay therefore hold that an exhibition of a forged

instrument, lucri causa , is uttering, though possession be re

tained ;
but that the mere exhibition of a forged instrument to

another, or even passing it to another, not lucri causa , is not

uttering.

§ 710. When the offence is a felony by statute, the defendant,

to be a principal, must be either present when the act

is done, privy to it, or aiding, consenting, or procuring fence is

it to be done under his immediate direction.10 But proof parties

counsellingof passing or attempting to pass counterfeit
money, by

a guilty agent employed by the defendant for that pur- fore the

pose, is the same as proving the act to have been done fact.

When of

are acces

saries be

Den . C. C. 59. See R.v . Ion, 2 Den . itable subscription , where one party

C. C. 475 ; 6 Cox C. C. 1.
subscribes in consideration of another

1 R. v . Cooke, 8 C. & P. 582. subscribing.

2 Chahoon v . Com . 20 Grat. 734 . 7 R. v. Shukard , R. & R.200 ; R.v .

8 R.v . Franks, 2 Leach, 644. Infra , Hodgson , infra.

§ 752.
8 Infra , § 752 ; R. v. Franks, 2

4 R. v. Holden, R. & R. 154 ; 2 Leach , 736 ; R. v. Welch , 4 Cox C.C.
Taunt. 334 . See infra, SS 766 , 770, 430; 2 Den. C. C. 78.

917, 1039; and supra, $ 149, to gen 9 See supra, § 691; R. v . Hodgson,

eral question of connivance and trap. D. & B. C. C. 3 ; 7 Cox C. C.122; 36

6 R. v . Harris, 7 C. & P. 428 . Eng. L. & Eq. 626, cited supra, $ 688.

• R. v. Page, R. & R. 122. This
10 Supra , $s 206–17 ; U. S. v.Mitch

was money given to a beggar. It ell , i Bald . C. C. 367; Chahoon '.

would be otherwise on a joint char- Com . 20 Grat. 734 .
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;

Venue is

where

stru nent

an inde

6

by himself.1 But where several, by concert, are privy to the

uttering of a forged note, which is uttered by one only in the

absence of the others, he only who utters it,by the common law ,

is a principal ; while the others are accessaries before the fact.2

Under recent statutes, in many States, however, all are prin

cipals.3
§ 711. On the supposition that the crime of uttering and pub

lishing is not complete until the paper is transferred

place
and comes to the hands or possession of some person

forged in
other than the felon , his agent or servant, where a

was passed. note with forged indorsement is sent by the felon , by

mail, from one county to an individual in another county , for

the purpose of obtaining credit upon it, the crime is not consum

mated until the note is received by the person to whom it was

sent; and the proper place of trial is the county to which the

note was sent.5

Uttering is § 712. It is scarcely necessary to say that to consti

pendent

tute the offence of uttering, it is in no case requisite to

offence. show that the defendant had been implicated in the

forgery .
§ 713. The intention to defraud some one7 is at common law

an essential to the completion of the offence,8 though it is not

necessary to show that the prosecutorwas actually defrauded. If

i Supra , SS 209, 246 ; R. v . Palmer,

6 People r. Rathbun, 21 Wend. 509.

1 N. R. 96 ; R. & R. 72 ; U. S. v.

See supra ,SS 287–9. Infra , $ 747.

Morrow , 4 Wash . C. C. R. 733; Com .

• Com . v. Houghton , 8 Mass. 107;

v . Hill, 11Mass. 136; Hopkins v . Com . Brown v . Com . 8 Mass. 59.

3 Met. 466; a fortiori where the agent

7 R. v. Hodgson , 36 Eng. L. & Eq.

was unconscious
of the fraud . R. v . 626 ; 7 Cox C. C. 122. See supra , $

Giles, 1 Mood . C. C. 166. Supra , $ 206.

694, that immediate effect is not nec

2 R. v . Soares, R. & R. 25 ; R. v . essary .

Badcock , Ibid . 249; R. v . Stewart,

In Pennsylvania
, under an indict

Ibid . 373; R. v . Davis, Ibid . 113. See
ment for forgery under the Act of

R.v. Morris, Ibid .210 ; 2 Leach , 1096; March 31, 1860, $ 169, it is unneces

see also R. v. Harris, 7 C. & P. 416 .

sary to prove an intent to defraud any

Supra , $ 217 .
particular person.

8 Supra , $ 205 .
86 Penn . St. 353 .

* Supra , SS 287–9. Com . v. Searle, 2

8 R. v. Powell, 2 W. Bl. 787; R.v.

Binn.332 ; though see Perkins's case, 2 Holden, 2 Taunt. 334; State v.Red

Lew . C. C. 150, where it washeld that strake, 10 Vroom , 365.

mailing is proof of uttering in the place

• Supra , $ 695; R. v. Crook, 2 Str.

mailed ; supra , $ 706, for cases where 901 ; R. v. Goate, 1 Ld. Ray. 737;

exhibition to another was held enough. Com . v.Ladd, 15 Mass.526 ; Com .v.

McClure
v . Com .
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the jury can infer from the circumstances that it was the defend

ant's intention to defraud the party averred , there being Intent to

an apparent possibility of fraud, it is sufficient to satisfy de inferred

this allegation in the indictment, though, from circum- from facts.

stances of which the defendant is not apprised, he could not have

succeeded in the fraud ; a though the party to whom the forged

instrument is uttered believes that the defendant did not intend

to defraud hiin ; and though the object was to defraud whoever

might take the instrument, and the intention of defrauding the

person in particular liable on the instrument if genuine, did not

enter into the prisoner's contemplation. And both intents (an

intent to defraud the person whose name is forged ,and an intent

to defraud the person on whom the forgery is to be passed ) may

be laid in the same indictment, to meet either phase of proof,5

and so may the intent to defraud any party actually defrauded .

An allegation of an intent to defraud an individual may be sus

tained, also, by proof of fraud on a firm of which the individual

was a member.?

Goodenough, 1 Thach . C. C. 132; Hanson, 2 Mood . C. C. 245 ; R. v .

Penn. v. Misner, Add. 44 ; Hess v . Mazagora, R. & R. 291; People v.

State, 5 Ohio , 12 ; State v. Washing- Curling, 1 John. 320 ; Com . v. Carey,

ton , 1 Bay, 120 ; Snell v . State, 2 2 Pick . 47 ; Brown v. Com . 2 Leigh ,

Humph. 347. 769. Infra , SS 742–6 ; Whart. Crim .

1 R. v . Hill, 8 C. & P. 274 ; R. v . Ev. § 135.

Vaughan, 8 C. & P. 276 ; R. v. Cooke, 6 R. v. Hanson, ut supra ; People

8 C. & P.582, 586 ; R. v. Geach, 9 C. v . Curling, ut supra.

& P. 499 ; Miller v . State , 51 Ind. 405 ; 7 State v. Hastings, 53 N.H. 452;

Schroeder v. Harvey, 75 III.638. See Stoughton v. State, 2 Ohio St. 562.

Whart. on Crim . Ev. § 34 , as to in It must be noticed, ,however, that

ductive proof in such cases. there may be circumstances, the ex

9 R. v. Holden , R. & R. 154 ; Jer- istence of which will tend to rebut

vis's Arch . 9th ed. 370 ; R. v . Marcus, the inference of guilty intention . Thus

2 C. & K. 356 . a coöbligor may be guilty of forgery ,

8 R. v. Sheppard , R. & R. 169. See in assigning a bill given by himself

R. v.Harvey , 2 B. & C. 257 ; 3 D. & and another ; but his having it in his

R. 464. That fraud in such cases is possession may be evidence of author

to be inferred from facts see Whart. on ity over it , and if there be no inten

Crim . Ev. § 53 ; and see People v . tion to defraud , it is not forgery.

Marion, 29Mich.31. Infra ,SS 718 , 743. Penns. v.Misner, Add.44.

* R. v. Mazagora , R. & R. 291; U. Where a forged bill of exchange,

S. v. Shelmire, 1 Bald . C. C. 371. payable to the order ofthe defendant,

Supra , $ 695. while given as a pledge only , was

6 R. v. Hill, 8 C. & P. 274 ; R. v. given to obtain credit, it was holden
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No defence

that there

was no

Scienter

may be

§ 714. The fact that no person is at the time legally

in a situation to be defrauded by the act is no defence,

party atthe time if there is a possibility of such fraud .

to be de

frauded .

§ 715. As has been elsewhere shown, if a party is

charged with knowingly making, holding, or passing

proved by

forged instruments, and the fact of his possession of the

other forg- instruments is shown, but his knowledge of their char

utterings. acter is disputed , it is admissible to prove that about

the sametime he held or uttered similar forged instruments to

an extentwhich makes it improbable that he was ignorant of the

forgery. Nor , as it is now ruled , does it exclude such evidence

if the offence thus-introduced has been the subject of another

indictment ;4 nor that it occurred subsequently to that under

trial, if the two appear to be part of a common system . But

when the illustrative offence was a forgery of another class, per

petrated several years before , it is inadmissible. It is not, how

ever, made inadmissible , if it were part of the same system ,by

the fact that it is different as to parties injured from that on

that there was a fraudulent intent, U. S. v. Craig , 4 Wash . C. C. 729 ;

within the meaning of the statute. U. S. v . Hinman , 1 Bald . 292 ; U. S.

R. v. Birkett, R. & R. 86 .

v . Doebler, 1 Bald . 519 ; State v.Mc

A forged check,drawn on Worcester Allister, 24 Me. 139; Com .2. Stearns,

Old Bank , was presented by the pris- 10 Met. 256; Com . v. Hall, 4 Allen ,

oner to Rufford's Bank , at Stour 305 ; Com , v . Edgerly, 10 Allen, 184 ;

bridge, and refused ; and, upon an in- Spencer v . Com . 2 Leigh, 751; Hen

dictment for forging and uttering a

dricks v. Com . 5 Leigh, 708 ; Wash

check , with intent to defraud the v. Com . 16 Grat. 530; State v. Twitty,

Messrs. Rufford , it was objected , that
2 Hawks, 248 ; State v. Odel, 3 Brev.

as it was not drawn upon them , it 552; State v. Williams, 2 Rich. 418 ;

could not defraud them ; but Bosan- Mason v. State, 42 Ala . 532 ; Reed

quet, J., held , that as it was presented v. State , 15 Oh. 217 ; McCartney v .

at their bank for payment, it was evi- State, 3 Ind. 353 ; Steele v. State,45

dence of an intent to defraud them . III. 152 ; Peek v. State, 2 Humph. 78 ;

R. v . Crowther, 5 C. & P. 316 . People v . Frank, 28 Cal. 507.

1 Supra, SS 693 et seq.; R. v. Nash ,

* R. v. Forster, Dears. C. C. 456 ;

2 Den . C. C. 493 ; R. v . Dodd , 18 L.

6 Cox C. C. 521 ; Com . v. Stearns, 10

T. N. S. 89 ; R. v. Crowther, 6 C. & Met. 256 ; Hoskins v. State, 11 Ga.

P. 316 .

92 ; though see R. v . Smith , 2 C. &

2 Wbart. Cr. Ev. § 39.

P.633; R. v. Smith , 4 C. & P. 411.

8 R. v . Ball, R. & R. 132; 1 Camp.

6 R. v. Forster, ut supra ; Com . v.

324; R. v . Hough, R. & R. 120 ; R. Price, 10 Gray, 472.

v. Balls, 1 Mood . C. C. 470 ; R. v . 8 Morris v. State , 8 S.

Fuller, R. & R. 308 ; R. v . Moore, 1
See R. v. Salt, 3 F. & F. 834 .

F. & F. 73 ; R. v. Salt, 3 F. & F.834 ;

: M. 762.
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trial. The same inference is to be drawn from the possession

of the machinery for forgery or coining by the defendant or his

confederates.?

V. PROOF OF CHARTER OF BANK .

When

bank is de

noticed .

§ 716. So far as concerns pleading , this question is discussed

in other volumes. On the topic of evidence, the fol

lowing points may be regarded as established : –
frauded,

If the indictment charge the intent to be simply to existence

defraud the bank, and if by the statutes delicti com- must be

missi the bank must be one duly incorporated , then judicially

not only must the indictment aver , but the evidence

must show the bank to have been so incorporated . So far as

concerns home banks, this is done by implication of law . Each

court takes notice of the statutes of its particular legislature as a

matter of law ; each jury takes notice of them as a matter of

fact.4

With regard to foreign banks, however, the divergence of

opinion is marked . Can the charters of such banks be proved

by parol ? To this incline some courts, though in States where

the statutory exactions on this point are not stringent. But by

strict practice it is necessary to prove such foreign charters by

certified copies of the acts of incorporation ;6 though in many

States the authorized statutes of other States are admissible evi

dence.?

But if the intent be laid to be to defraud some third per

son , then all this strictness vanishes ; and even though on the

1 R. v. Harris, 7 C. & P. 429 ; R. v. analogy of larceny see Smith v. State,

Oddy, 2 Den . C. C. 429 ; 5 Cox C. C. 28 Ind . 321.

210 .
6 People v. Davis, 21 Wend. 309 ;

? R. v . Fuller, R. & R. 308 ; U. S. People v. Peabody, 25 Wend. 472 ;

v . Hinman, i Bald . 292 ; U. S. v. Dennis v . People, 1 Parker C. R.469 ;

Craig , 4 Wash . C. C. 729 ; People v . Reed v. State , 15 Ohio , 217 ; Sasser

Thomas, 3 Parker C. R. 256 ; People v. State, 13 Ohio , 458 ; Cady v. Com .

v . Farrell, 30 Cal. 316; People v. Page, 10 Grat. 776 ; People v. Hughes, 29

1 Idaho, 114 . Cal. 257.

8 Wh. Cr. Pl. & Pr. $$ 110, 167 ; 6 Stone v . State, i Spencer, 401 ;

Wh. on Cr. Ev. § 102 a . Jones v. State, 5 Sneed , 346 ; State v .

* See Com . v. Carey, 2 Pick . 47; Morton, 8 Wis. 352.
See State v .

Calkins v. State, 18 Oh. St. 236 ; Newland, 7 Iowa, 242.

Owen v. State, 5 Sneed , 493. 7 Wharton Confl. of Laws, $ 779.
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Intention

to defraud

necessary

1 Supra, § 660 ; infra, § 742; and 6 Supra , § 119 ; R. v . Forbes, 7 C.

7 R. v . Hodgson , D. & B. 3 ; cited

$ 718.]

face of the record the bank is a myth ; even though the prosecu

tion fails to prove that any such bank exists ; yet, if the bank

note be correctly described and proved according to the descrip

tion , and if the person intended to be defrauded be also accu

rately described and adequately proved, then the prosecution can

be sustained . For, if these two last conditions hold good , it

matters not that the bank was extinct, or even that such a bank

never existed at all.1

VI. INTENTION .

§ 717. As has been already seen, it is not forgery for a party

to insert in a contract executed by the other side as

well as by himself, a clause he understood the other

to offence. side to have agreed to.3 It is the essence of forgery

that it should be with fraudulent intention . It has also been

shown that such intention is to be inferred from facts ; 4 and

that scienter may be shown by other forgeries and fraudulent

utterings.§ 718. When the intention to defraud is established , it is no

No defence defence that the party intended to pay the forged paper

or to save barmless the injured party,5 or that the claim

tended no
to support which the document was forged was just.

harm , or
But the intention must in someway

be

just. in an English case already noticed , A. forged a diploma

of the College of Surgeons, intending to induce a belief that the

document was genuine, and that he was a member of the College

of Surgeons, and showed it to two persons with intent to induce

that belief in them . This was held not to be an intent to de

fraud, though there was an intent to deceive .?

see also generally U. S. v. Foye, 1 & P. 224 ; R.v. Cooke, 8 C. & P.582;

Curtis C. C. 364 ; State v. Hayden ,

R. v . Geach, 9 C. & P. 499; Perdue

15 N. H. 355; People v . Davis, 21

v. State , 2 Humph . 494. As to lar

Wend. 309-; People v . Peabody, 25 ceny, infra, $ 906.

Wend. 472 ; Com . v . Smith , 6 S. & R.

6 State v . Cole, 19 Wis. 129 ; R.v.

568 ; State v . Jones, 1 McM . 236 .

Wilson , 1 C. & K. 527. See R. v.

2 Supra, ss 653, et seq.; and see Forbes, 7 c. & P. 224; R.v. Cooke,

Com . v. Henry, 118 Mass. 400 .

8 C. & P. 582; State v. Kimball, 50

8 Pauli v. Com . 7 Weekly Notes, Me. 409.

396 .

Supra , $ 713.

Steph. D. C. L.art. 356. Supra, $ 688.

that the

party in

proved
. Thus,

that the

claim was

See supra, $ 119.
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[ $ 721.

FORGERY .

VII. HANDWRITING .

$ 719. The subject of Handwriting is discussed in an inde

pendent treatise , to which reference is now made.1

with intent

offence .

( e. g .

VIII. HAVING COUNTERFEIT MONEY IN POSSESSION .

$ 720. Having counterfeit money in possession with intent to

pass the same is a statutory offence in several States, Having

and has in some jurisdictions been held an offence at counterfeit

common law . To constitute this offence , it is not ordi- possession

narily necessary to prove that the intent in keeping the
a statutory

notes or coin is to pass them as genuine. It will be

enough if it appear that the ultimate object is fraud ; though the

intermediate object may have been the supply of a co -conspira

tor.3 But when the statute contains the words, “ as true,” the

intent to utter as true must be averred and proved.4

§ 721. Coin , it has been said , may be generically described

a false and counterfeit coin , so in the simili

Indictmenttude of the good and legal silver coin , & c., current in in such

this Commonwealth by the laws and usages thereof, describe as

in forgery.called a dollar ” ) ; 5 but if the indictment undertake to

describe notes (without giving any reason, such as possession by

the defendant, to excuse generality ), it must describe the notes

accurately , as in an indictment for forgery.

Of course, when the forged money remains in the defendant's

hands, or has been disposed of by him , this may be averred in

1 See Whart. on Cr. Ev. SS 546 et

4 People v . Stewart, 4 Mich . 655.
seg.

o Com . v . Stearns, 10 Met. 256 ;

2 R.v. Sutton , 2 Stra. 1074 ; 1 East Fight v . State, 7 Ham . 180 ; Peek v .

P. C. 170 ; R. v. Willis, Jebb . 48, State, 2 Humph . 78. Still more lib

note ; but see contra , R. v. Stewart, R. eral are State v . Williams, 8 Iowa ,

& R. 288 ; Dugdale v . R. 1 E. & B. 534 , and State v. Griffin , 18 Vt. 198 ;

435; Dears. C. C. 64; Com . v . Morse, and see infra , § 751. In Com . v .

2 Mass. 138. As cases on the statu- Stearns, it was held that under the

tory offence, in addition to those cited term “ dollar," a Mexican dollar could

below , see Com . v. Price, 10 Gray , be proved .

472 ; State v . Benham , 7 Conn . 414 ;
o Wh. Cr. Pl. & Pr. SS 167 et seq.;

Sasser v. State, 13 Oh . 453; People State v. Callendine, 8 Iowa, 288 ;

v . Ah Sam , 41 Cal. 645 .

and see McMillin v . Slate, 5 Ohio ,
8 Hopkins v. Com . 3 Met.460; State 268.

v. Harris, 5 Ired . 287. See Bevington

v . State , 2 Ohio St. 160 .
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Scienter in

such case

ismaterial.

Intent to

be inferred .

several

kinds of

notes is

one of

$ 725. ]

the indictment; 1 and secondary evidence may then be offered at

the trial. As is elsewhere seen , there are authorities to indi

cate that in such case the indictment is by itself notice to pro

duce. But by strict practice, notice to produce is necessary.8

Where the notes are of a fictitious bank , it would seem that close

description and proof of the bank are unnecessary ;
and so has

it been beld.4

§ 722. The scienter is material, and should , independently
of

the statute, be both alleged and proved. It is a good

defence that themoney was received innocently in the

course of business.6

§ 723. Intent may be inferred in the sameway as intent in

cases of uttering.? Mere possession of the document as

a curiosity will not sustain a conviction.

§ 724. It has been ruled that having in possession several

Having in forged bank notes, of different banks, at one time, with

possession intent to pass them , and thereby to defraud the person

taking them , constitutes but one offence ; and that the

defendant cannot be pursued severally on each note.

IX . INFERENCES OF FORGERY FROM EXTRINSIC FACTS .

§ 725. It need scarcely be repeated , that collateral mechanical

evidences of forgery are always to be received for what

they are worth. Thus it is admissible to show by an

of forgery
expert that the writing was traced over pencil ;10 that

the water mark of the paper is repugnant ; or that other cir

cumstances exist which make it improbable that the writing is

genuine. 11

1 Whart. Cr. Pl. & Pr. § 176 .

8 R. v. Harris, 7 C. & P. 429.

? Ibid ; infra, $ 730.

• State v. Benham , 7 Conn. 414 ;

• See Whart on Cr. Ev. $$ 212 et People v. Van Keuren, 5 Parker C.

seq.; People v. Stewart, 4 Mich. 655 ; R. 66. See State v. Egglesht, 41 lowa,

Armitage v. State, 13 Ind. 441. 574 ; Wh. Cr. Pl. & Pr. 85 468 et seq.

4 People v. Peabody, 25 Wend.

10 R. v. Williams, 8 C. & P. 434.

472 ; Sasser v. State, 13 Ohio , 453.

See Wharton on Cr. Ev. $$ 844 et

8 Owen v . State , 5 Sneed , 494 .

6 U. S. v. Kenneally , 5 Biss. 122.

11 Whart. Crim . Ev. $ S 764 et seq.,

See supra,&$ 713 et seq. See Hop- 844 et seq .; Crisp v.Walpole, 2 Hagg.

kins v . Com . 3 Met. 460 ; Hutchins v . 52; Warren's Miscell. 256 ;

State, 13 Oh. 198 ; Miller v. State,51 Circ . Ev. 111; Mossam v. Joy, 10 St.

Ind. 405 ; Perdue v . State, 2 Humph. Tr. 666.

fence .

Collateral

mechanical

evidences

seg.

Wills

494 .
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.

§ 726. Does the uttering of a forged instrument by a particu

lar person justify a jury in convicting such person of Presump

forgery ? This question , if put nakedly,must, like the tion of forg

kindred one as to the proof of larceny by evidence of uttering.

possessing stolen goods, be answered in the negative. The de

fendant is presumed to be innocent until otherwise proved. In

larcenythis presumption is overcome by proof that the possession

is so recent that it becomes difficult to conceive how the defend

ant could have got the property without being in some way con

cerned in the stealing. So it is with uttering. The uttering

may be so closely connected in time with the forging, the utterer

may be proved to have such capacity for forging , or such close

connection with the forgers, – that it becomes, when so accom

panied , probable proof of complicity in the forgery.1

X. INDICTMENT IN FORGERY AND UTTERING.2

§ 727. A crime which may be committed by the agency of

several means is well described if charged to be by Notduplic

the agency of any one. Thus the indictment which ity to stato

charges a prisoner with the offences of falsely making , in varying
phases.

forging , and counterfeiting , of causing and procuring to

the offence

same.

i Supra , 713–5 ; infra, SS 747, 848. ican army, in 1777 , to the effect

See, as in the main substantiating this that he had received certain stores,

view , U. S. v . Britton , 2 Mason , 464 ; & c .

Spencer v . Com . 2 Leigh, 751; State ( 266.) Second count. Publishing the

v . Morgan, 2 Dev. & Bat. 348. In

Massachusetts, the mere fact of utter- (267.) Forgery. Altering a certificate

ing is properly held not to be proof of of an officer of the American army,

forging. Com . v . Parmenter , 5 Pick. in 1778, to the effect that he had

279. In England, the presumption received for the use of the troops at

of complicity is even more severely Carlisle certain articles of clothing.

guarded . R.v . Parkes, 2 East P. C. Offence laid at common law , the

993. intent being to defraud the United

? See, for forms of indictment, Wh. States.

Prec., as follows : (268.) Forgery . Altering and defac

(264.) General frame of indictment at ing a certain registry and record,

common law . & c., under the Pennsylvania Act of

( 265.) Forging, at common law , a cer 1700 .

tificate of an officer of the Amer- (269.) For forging, & c., a bill of ex

3 See Wh. Cr. Pl. & Pr . SS 243 et

seq. Compare State v. Haney, 2 Dev.

& Bat. 381, 390 ; Hoskins v. State, 11

Ga. 92; Perkins v . Com . 7 Grat. 651.
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same.

sory note ,

be falsely made, forged ,and counterfeited
,and of willingly acting

and assisting in the said falsemaking, forging,and counterfeiting
,

change, an acceptance thereof, and (291.) Forgery of a note which cannot

an indorsement thereon .

be particularly described in conse

(270.) Second count, for uttering. quence of its being destroyed .

(271.) Third count, for forging an ac- (292.) Forgery of a note whose tenor

ceptance .

cannot be set out on account of its

(272.) Fourth count, same stated dif being in defendant's possession .

ferently .

(293.) Forgery of bond when forged

(273.) Fifth count, for forging an in instrument is in defendant's
posses

dorsement, & c.

sion .

(274.) Sixth count, for publishing a ( 294.) Forgery atcommon law in pass

forged indorsement
, & c .

ing counterfeit bank notes.

( 275.) For forgery at common law in (295.) Forgery of the note of a for

antedating a mortgage deed, with eign bank as a misdemeanor at

interest, to take the place of a prior common law .

mortgage.

(296.) Forging a bank note, and ut

(276.) At common law . Against a tering the same, under English

member of a dissolved firm for forg statute .

ing the name of the firm to a prom- (297.) Second count. Putting away

issory note.( 277.) Forging a letter of attorney at (298.) Third count. Forging promis

common law .(278.) Forgery of a bill of exchange. (299.) Fourth count. Putting away

First count. Forging the bill.(279.) Second count. Uttering the (300.) Fifth count. Same as first,

with intent to defraud J. S.

( 280.) Third count. Forging an ac- (301.) Sixth count. Putting away

ceptance on the same.(281.) Fourth count. Offering, & c., (302.) Seventh count. Same as sec

a forged acceptance .

ond, with intent to defraud J. S.

( 282.) Sixth count. Offering, & c ., (303.) Eighth count. Putting away

forged indorsement.(283.) Forging and publishing a re- (304.) Attempt to pass a counterfeit

ceipt for payment of money.

bank note under Ohio statute.

( 284.) Second count, for uttering. (305.) Forging a certificate granted

(285.) Forging a receipt under the by a collector of the customs.

North Carolina statute.

( 306.) Causing and procuring forgery,

(286.) Forging a fieri facias at com & c .

mon law .

(307.) Altering generally.

( 287.) Second count. Uttering same. (308.) Altering, & c., averring spe

( 288.) Forgery of a bond at common cially the alterations.

(309.) Same in another shape.

(289.) At common law ,by separating (310.) Uttering certificate as forged.

from the back of a note an indorse- (311.) Uttering certificate as altered.

ment of part payment.

(312.) Forging a treasury note.

(290.) Forgery in altering a pedlar's (313.) Causing and procuring, & c.

license at common law ,
(314.) Altering same.

same.

same.

same.

same .

law .
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FORGERY .

is a good indictment, though all of those charges are contained in

a single count, the words of the statute being pursued ; and where

there is a general verdict of guilty, judgment ought not to bear

rested on the ground that the offences are distinct.1 The de

scription , also , of a bank note as “ false, forged , and counter

feited ” is not repugnant. But where two distinct offences,

requiring different punishments, are alleged in the same count,

as where the forging of a mortgage, and of a receipt indorsed

thereon, are both charged in the same count,and the defendant is

convicted , the judgment must be arrested.3 It is otherwise when

the severalterms used are such as may each severally describe the

instrument,as in the case of “ bond and obligation ,” or “ warrant

and order ." 4

note .

same.

(315.) Passing note, & c .
(330.) Forging an instrument for pay

(316.) Same in another shape.
ment of money, under the New

(317.) Feloniously altering a bank York statute .

( 331.) Second count. Uttering the

( 318.) Having in possession forged

bank notes, without lawful excuse, (332.) Having in possession forged

knowing the same to be forged . notes , & c., with intent to defraud

( 319.) Uttering and passing a coun under the New York statute.

terfeit bank bill, under s. 4 , c. 96, (333.) Forgery of a note of a bank in

of Revised Statutes of Vermont. corporated in Pennsylvania, under

(320.) Uttering forged order under the Pennsylvania statute .

Ohio statute .
(334.) Second count. Passing same.

(321.) Another form for same. (335.) Forgery of the note of a bank

( 322.) Uttering a forged note pur in another State , under the Virginia

porting to be issued by a bank in statute .

another State, under the Vermont 1 R. v . Middlehurst, 1 Burr. 399 ;

statute .
State v. Hastings, 53 N. H. 452;

( 323.) Having counterfeit bank note State v. Morton, 1 Williams (Vt.) ,

in possession, under Ohio statute . 310 ; Com . v . Thomas, 10 Gray, 483 ;

(324.) Having in possession counter- Rasnick v. Com . 2 Va. Cas. 356; Hos

feit plates, under Ohio statute . kins v . State, 11 Ga. 92. See Whart.

(325.) Secretly keeping counterfeiting Crim . Ev. SS 134, 138; Whart. Plead.

instruments, under Ohio statute . & Prac. SS 251, 742.

(326.) Having in possession counter · Mackey v. State , 3 Oh. St. 362,

feit bank notes, under Ohio statute. overruling Kirby v. State, 1 Ibid . 185 .

( 327.) Having in possession forged Whart. Plead . & Prac. SS 243, 283.

notes of United States Bank, under 8 People v . Wright, 9 Wend. 193.

the Vermont statute .
See Page v. Com . 9 Leigh, 683 ; Wh.

(328.) Forgery , & c., in New York. Cr. Pl. & Pr. § 243.

Having in possession a forged note 4 R. v. Dunnett, 2 East P. C. 985 ;

of a corporation .
State v. Jones, 1 McMull. 236. For

(329.) Second count. Uttering the other cases see infra , § 728.
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$ 728. ]

as to gen

nation of

instrument

fatal.

§ 728. If the indictment declare the instrument to be of a

Variance particular class, a variance between the evidence and

eral desig

the indictment in this respect is, it seems, fatal. In

another volume themeaning of the designations in most

general use is considered as follows :

( a .) “ Purporting to be,” Whart. Cr. Pleading & Practice,

§ 184. Compare infra, $ 737.

(6.) “ Receipt,” “ Acquittance
," Ibid. $$ 185-6 .

( c.)

“ Bill of exchange,” Ibid . § 187.

(d .) “ Promissory note,” Ibid . § 188 .

( e.) “ Bank note ,” Ibid . § 189.

( f.) “ Money,” Ibid . § 190 .

(9.) “ Goods and chattels,” Ibid . § 191.

(h .) “ Warrant, order, or request for the payment of money,"

Ibid . $$ 192—3—4.

( i.) Deed,” Ibid . § 196 .
(5.) “ Obligation ,” “ Undertaking

,” “ Guaranty ,” Ibid. 85

198–200 .
Where a full setting out of the instrument is given, a technical

designation of its character may, at common law , be dispensed

with, and when several designations
are given , one of which is

correct, those which are incorrect may be rejected assurplusage.

1 Whart. Plead. & Prac. SS 183 et indictment, the description of its legal

seq.; Hart v. State, 20 Ohio,49. See, character became immaterial. Parke,

as indicating extent of this rule , Peo- B., suggested that the correct course

ple v . Marion , 29 Mich. 31 ; State v . would have been , to have alleged the

Maupin , 57 Mo. 205 .

uttering of one warrant, one order,

2 Whart. Plead. & Prac. & $ 184–198 ; and one request. " The principle of

People v . Ah Woo, 28 Cal. 205. this decision seems to be," says the

8 State v. Crawford, 13 La. An. reporter, “ that where an instrument

300 ; R. v . Williams, 2 Den . C. C.61; is described in an indictment by sev

1 T. & M. C. C. 382; 4 Cox C. C.256 ; eral designations, and then set out

2 Eng . L. & Eq. 533 (1850). The according to its tenor, either with or

indictment here charged the defendant without a videlicet, the court will treat

with having forged “ a certain war

as surplusage
such of the designations

rant, order , and request, in the words as seem to be misdescriptions
, and

and figures following,” & c . It was

treat as material only such designa

objected that the paper, being only a tions as the tenor of the indictment

request, did not support the indict- shows to be really applicable. And

ment,which described it as a warrant, where the indictment is so drawn as

order, and request. But it was held to enable the court to treat as mate

that there was no variance, as the rial only the tenor of the indictment

document being set out in full in the itself, all the descriptive averments
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tion must

struments .

But when a statute makes the forgery of a particular kind of

instrument indictable , the indictment must aver the instrument

to be such, if it is intended to bring the case within the statute.1

§ 728 a . The indictment should not only set forth the tenor of

the instrument forged , but should profess to do so. Instrument

must be ac

And the setting forth must be in words and figures, so curately

that the court may be able to judge from the record set forth.

whether it is an instrument which can be forged.3

§ 729. If the instrument forged be in a foreign language, it

must be set out in that language , and with it a com- of a for

plete and accurate translation. But in California , when eign lan

the writing is in Chinese , it is sufficient to set forth the transla

translation .
be given .

§ 730. If the forged writing is not set forth , a sufficient rea

son should be given in the indictment why such is not Lost or

done ; e.g. that the instrument has been destroyed , or ducible in

is in the possession of the defendant.6

may be treated as surplusage. The v . Wilson, 2 Gray, 70 ; State v .M'Mil

case seems reconcilable with R. v . len , 5 Oh . 269 ; Dana v. State, 2 Oh.

Newton, 2 Mood. C. C. 59, but to St. 91 ; State v. Twitty, 2 Hawks,

overrule R. v. Williams, 2 C. & K. 248.

51." See Bristow v. Wright, Doug. 8 U. S. v . Fissler , 4 Biss . 59 ; Bur

665 ; 1 Smith's Leading Cases (Am . ress v. Com . 27 Grat. 934 ; Brown v.

ed . 1852), 620. In R. v . Charretie, 3 People, 66 III. 344 ; State v . Cook , 52

Cox C. C. 503 (1849 ), Davison, amicus Ind. 574 ; Sharley v. State, 54 Ind.

curiæ ,mentioned that Cresswell, J., in 168 ; State v. Jones, 1 M'Mullen , 236.

a subsequent case , had declined to act As to pleading see Whart. Plead. &

upon the authority of R. v . Williams, Prac. SS 167 et seq . As to variance see

2 C. & K. 51. See Tr . & H. Prec. Whart. Crim . Ev. $$ 114 et seq. And

222 ; Whart. Plead. & Prac. $S 183 see, as to undecipherable inscriptions,

U. S. v. Mason, 12 Blatch . 497; Whart.

11 Stark . C. P. 104 ; R. v . Hunter, Crim . Ev. § 117.

R. & R.511 ; R. v . Birkett, R. & R. 4 See R. v. Szudurskie, 1 Mood . C.

251. See U. S. v . Trout, 4 Biss . 105. C. 419 ; R. v . Warsbaner, Ibid . 466 ;

And a variance is fatal. Whart. Crim . R. v. Goldstein , R. & R. 473; R. v .

Ev. § 114 ; Sharley v. State, 54 Ind . Harris , 7 C. & P. 416, 429 ; Whart.

168 ; State v . Bean , 19 Vt. 530 ; State Plead. & Prac. $ 181.

v. Farrand , 3 Halst. 336 ; State v . 6 People v. Ah Woo, 28 Cal. 205.

Houseall, 2 Brev. 219 ; People v . 6 R. v . Haworth , 4 C. & P. 254; R.

Marion , 28 Mich . 255 . v . Hunter, Ibid . 128 ; Com . v . Hough

2 As to pleading of instrument see ton, 8 Mass . 107 ; Com . v . Ross, 2

Whart. Crim . Plead. & Prac. $S 168 Mass. 373; Com . v. Hutchinson, 1

et seq.; Whart.Crim . Ev. $ 114 ; State Mass. 7 ; People v. Badgeley, 16

v .Morton , 1 Williams ( Vt.),310 ; Com . Wend.53; State v. Potts, 4 Halst. 26 ;

et seq.
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$ 733. ]

and mot

toes need

not be

Nor

Indorse

not be

But an omission to set forth the names of the signers of an

uncurrent bank bill is not cured by a mere averment that the

jurors cannot give a more particular description ."

$ 731. The number of a bank bill or note, its vignettes, mot

toes, and devices, and the words and figures in the mar

Vignettes gin ,need not be set forth in the indictment. When,

however, descriptive devices are given , a variance is

given.
fatal.3 The copy of a bank bill must give the nameof

the State on the margin of the bill.4

$ 732. Stamps, though required by the local government to be

affixed , need not, it would seem , be copied in the indict

stamps. ment, for the reason that their omission does not de

stroy the legal capacity of the instrument.5

§ 733. Matter purely extraneous need not be set forth. Thus

in setting forth a counterfeit bank note literally , in an

ments need indictment for feloniously passing the same, it was held

given ; nor

that the omission of an indorsement appearing to have

surplusage. been made on the note after it was issued wasno vari

ance. And so of the omission of the indorsement on a prom

issory note 8 And the reason of this is obvious. As each obligor

on a note is suable independently
on his particular obligation,

so an indictment for forgery lies for the forgery of each such ob

ligation , all the rest of the note being surplusage. The same

rule applies to the forgery of one of several obligors of a bond.”

And whatever is surplusage need not be set out.10

Pendleton v. Com . 4 Leigh, 694 ; See Buckland's case, 8 Leigh, 732;

State v . Davis , 69 N. C. 313 ; U. S. Whart. Crim . Ev. § 114 .

v . Doebler, 1 Baldw . 519. See fully 4 Com . v . Wilson , 2 Gray, 70.

Whart. Plead . & Prac. & 176 .

• Supra , $ 697. See Com . v . Mc

1 Com . v. Clancy , 7 Allen, 537. Kean , 98 Mass . 9.

2 Whart. Crim . Plead . & Prac. S

6 Whart. Crim . Plead. & Prac. $ 180.

167 ; Whart. Crim . Ev. § 114 ; State

? Com . v. Ward , 2 Mass.397; Buck

v . Flye, 26 Me. 312 ; State v . Carr , 5

land's case, 8 Leigh, 732 ; Whart.

N.H. 371; State » . Wheeler, 35 Vt. Plead . & Prac. $ 180.
261 ; Com . v . Bailey, 1 Mass.62; Com . 8 Com . v. Ward, 2 Mass. 397; Per

v. Stevens, 1 Mass. 203 ; Com . v. Tay- kins v. Com . 7 Grat. 651 ; Hess v.

lor, 5 Cush. 605; People v. Franklin , State, 5 Ohio, 5 ; Buckland v. Com . 8

3 Johns.Cas. 299 ; State v. Van Hart, Leigh, 732 ; Cocke v. Com . 13 Grat.
2 Harrison , 327; Com . v . Searle, 2 750. See Com . v . Adams, 7 Met. 50 ;

Binn. 332 ; Griffin v. State , 14 Oh . Whart. Plead . & Prac . $ 180.

St. 55 ; Butler v . State , 22 Ala . 43.
• State v . Davis, 69 N. C. 313.

3 Griffin v . State , 14 Oh. St. 55.

10 State v. Ballard , 2 Murphy, 186 ;

602
State v. Gardiner, 1 Ired . 27.
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FORGERY .

Otherwise

as to date .

Altered

and insert

§ 734. An omission of part of the date is fatal.1

§ 735. Where the forgery is charged to consist in the

insertion of words in a genuine instrument, the indict

ment must distinctly set forth the position of the in- ed words,

serted words, so that their effect upon the original terial,must

meaning of the instrument may appear. Of course,

the pleader may charge the whole instrument as a forgery , when

this particularity is not required . The same distinction is appli

cable to alterations in an instrument.3

§ 736. Sewing to the paper on which the indictment is writ

ten impressions of forged notes taken from engraved Sewing to

plates is not a legal mode of setting out the notes in

the indictment.4

§ 737. “ Tenor " binds the pleader to the severest accuracy,

though mere clerical variations, if the sound be retained ,

do not vitiate.6 · Purport ” means the legal title of means

the instrument as a whole . Whenever it is declared " purport ,”

that a certain paper “ purports ” to be a “ bill ” or a

bond,” then if, on giving its tenor, it is not shown to possess

this legal character, there is some authority to declare that the

variance is fatal. But the preponderance of authority in such

case is that where the tenor is exact and complete , and suffi

ciently showsthe purport, then the “ purporting " clause may be

rejected as surplusage. But even when the courts are disin

clined to reject the " purporting " clause as surplusage, they will

the paper
not suffi

cient.

5

" Tenor "

character.

1 Com . v . Stow , 1 Mass. 54 . 168, 173 ; Whart. Crim . Ev. $ 114 ; R.

2 Supra , § 678 ; R. v. Birkett, R. v . Harris, 7 C. & P. 429 ; R. v. War

& R. 251; State v. Flye, 26 Me. 312 ; shaner, 1 Mood. C. C. 466.

State v. Bryant, 17 N. H. 323 ; Com . 5 R. v. Powell, 2 East P. C. 976 ;

v . Butterick , 100 Mass. 12 ; Bittings State v . Morton , 1 Williams (Vt.),

2. State , 56 Ind. 101 ; State v. Fisher, 310 ; Com . v . Parmenter, 5 Pick . 279;

58 Mo. 256. See Com . v. Shissler , 9 State v . Weaver , 13 Iredell, 491.

Philad. 587. As to Virginia statute,
8 See Whart. Plead . & Prac. SS

see Coleman v . Com . 25 Grat. 865 . 167, 173 ; Whart. Crim . Ev. $ 114 .

8 State v . Flye, 26 Me. 312 ; Com .
Supra , § 728. See Chamberlain

v . Butterick, 100 Mass. 12; State v . v . State , 5 Blackf.573 ; State v . Craw

Weaver, 13 Ired . 491; State v . Row- ley , 13 La. An. 300. But where a

ley, Brayton, 76 ; State v. Greenlee, single designation only is indictable

1 Dev. 523 ; Kahn v. State, 58 Ind. by statute, then this must be accurate

168 ,

ly given . Supra , $ 728.
4 Whart. Crim . Plead . & Prac. $ S
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not essen

tial.

must show

instrument

legal proc e . g . ac
ess.

not be strict, in a purely arbitrary matter, in holding to an exact

accordance between the “ purport ” and the “ tenor.” 1

§ 738. If we look at the point closely , there is a repugnancy

“ Purport- on the face of an indictment which avers that the de

ing to be " fendant “ forged ” the “ note of A. B.,” for, if the note

is forged , it is not the note of A. B .; and if it is the

note of A. B. it is not forged . Hence, in the old practice, there

have been cases in which the courts, following a strict logical ne

cessity , have declared that the omission of “ purporting to be ”

is fatal. Yet this sharpness of criticism is not now pressed ;

and the present rule is, that if “ purporting to be” is omitted,

yet the court, assuming it to be meant, will intend it, if the ques

tion of repugnancy be raised . And it is now settled that “ As

follows " is a sufficient averment of citation in an indictment.*

§ 739. It has been already seen that it is necessary, in order to

Indictment make an instrument the subject of an indictment for

forgery , that it should be capable of being used as a

bieber capa- proof in a legal action . We are not, however, to con

ing used in fine such capacity to suits in which the person whose

name is forged is summoned as defendant,

tions on bills ,bonds, & c. It equally answers the question if the

forged instrument is, primâ facie, capable of being used as a de

fence (e. g . as a receipt) in a suit against the forger by the per

son whose receipt is forged . But unless the instrument forged

appears by the indictment to be capable of being used as legal

proof, at some time, or in someway, or at some place, the in

dictment is bad.

At some time.
It is not necessary , therefore, to the validity

i State v. Jones, 1 M'Mullen, 236 ;

6 See supra, SS 680–696 ; R. v. Wil

Fogg v. State, 9 Yerg. 392.

cox , R. & R.50 ; Com . v.Ray, 3 Gray,

2 See R. v. Carter, 2 East P. C. 441 ; People v. Shall, 9 Cow . 778;

Williams v. State, 51 Ga. 535 .

8 R. v. Birch , 1 Leach , 79; 2 W.
An indictment for the forgery of an

Bl.790 ; State v.Gardiner, 1 Ired. 27. indorsement upon a notemust contain

See Whart. Crim . Plead . & Prac. § an averment that thewords alleged to

4 Clay v. People,86 III. 147;Whart. to the note as to be the subject of

have been forged bore such a relation

Crim . Plead . & Prac, § 168.
forgery; and the nece ssity of such

5 See also State v . Cook, 52 Ind. averment is not obviated by an aver

574 ; and see generally Whart. Crim . ment that the note is lost. Com . v.

Plead & Prac. SS 184–8 . Spilman, 124 Mass. 327.

986 .

184 .
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FORGERY.

In some way.

2

of the indictment that the forged instrument should
appear to

be one which could be used immediately
as legal proof. It is

enough if it can be so used at some future period . Thus, ar

indictment is good which charges the forgery of a will of a liv

ing person , although such will could not be the foundation of

legal process until after the death of the person whose name is

forged .1

- Nor need the indictment set out an instrument

which is capable of being used against the party whose name is

forged in an ordinary suit at common law . It is enough, as has

been seen , if the instrument be one ( e. g . a receipt) which can

be used against such party when suing for a debt; or if by any

process of equity it can be used against bim directly or indi

rectly .

At some place. — And even if it appear that the instrument

is one which could never be used by the lex fori against the

prosecutor, yet the indictment will be sustained if the instru

ment is one which , in any foreign jurisdiction , could be sued

upon .

§ 740. Where an instrument is incomplete on its face, so that

as it stands it cannot be the basis of any legal liability , Must aver

then , to make it the technical subject of forgery, the facts when

indictment must aver such facts as will invest the in- necessary

strument with legal force . Thus where an indictment purpose.

charged that A. did feloniously and fraudulently forge a certain

writing, as follows : “ Mr. Bostick's charge A.'s account to us,

B. and C.,” with intent to defraud B. and C., it was held that

the indictment was not valid without charging that A. was in

debted to Bostick , as there could be no fraud unless a debt ex

isted.5 The same rule applies to a forged railway pass, when

the alleged pass itself does not distinctly state its object, and

to a forged indorsement, which the indictment must aver to have

for this

pra , 695.

1 R. v. Sterling, R. v. Coogen , su 6 State v . Humphreys, 10 Humph .

442. Supra, &$ 695 et seq .

See remarks of Ludlow , J., in 6 Com . v . Ray, 3 Gray, 441. Supra,

Biles v. Com . 32 Penn. 529. Supra, § 685 ; and see Clark v. State, 8

$ 667.
Ohio St. 630. Infra, § 745 ; and see

Supra, § 693 ; Wharton's Conf. o :her cases as to receipts, Whart

of Laws, $ 685.
Plead . & Prac. SS 85-6.

• See fully, Whart. Plead. & Prac.

SS 184-190.
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been put on a document in such a way as to have a primâ facie

binding effect.1

But if the meaning of the transaction can be sufficiently ex

tracted from the instrument itself, it will not be necessary to state

matters of evidence so as to make out more fully the charge.

Thus it is not necessary , in an indictment for forging an indorse

ment, to aver the maker's name, nor the qualities of the orig.

inal note ; ? nor, in averring the causing “ uttering ,” to aver how

the uttering was caused ; 3 nor, in an indictment for forging a

receipt, to aver indebtedness of the defendant to the person

whose name was forged ; 4 nor need the indictment, in case of

acquittance , aver presentation or delivery to any person as a

genuine acquittance for goods delivered, and in consideration

thereof ; 5 nor, in case of sale of counterfeit bank notes, need it

be averred that the sale was for a consideration , or to the injury

of any one, or that the notes were indorsed . And where the

indictment sets forth the instrument or writing alleged to have

been forged , averring it to have been falsely made, with the in

tent to injure or defraud some person or body corporate, it is not

necessary that the facts and circumstances of the case showing

the intent should be specially set forth in the indictment.?

§ 741. As general rules, subject to modification in local prac

In setting tice by the applicatory statutory law , the following

may be here announced :

banks, in

(1.) When the object is to charge the forgery of a

bank note as a statutory offence, to be visited by the

statutory penalty, and where the statute includes with

in its range only certain classes of banks (e. g. banks duly incor

porated ) , then the indictment must aver the bank whose notes

have been forged to have been duly incorporated . This allega

tion is material, and any variance in this respect is fatal.8

i Com . v . Spilman, 124 Mass. 327. See, as to general pleading of intent,

Cocke v . Com . 13 Gratt. 750. Whart. Plead. & Prac. $$ 164-5.

But see Com . v . Spilman, supra , § 8 Supra , $ 716 ; State v.Wilkins, 17

739. Vt. 151 ; Com . v . Simonds, 11 Gray,

8 Brown v. Com . 2 Leigh, 769. 306 ; People v . Stearns, 21 Wend.409 ;

4 Snell v . State, 2 Humph. 347 ; State r . Van Hart, 2 Harrison , 327;

though see Rice v. State, 1 Yerg. 432. Murray's case, 5 Leigh, 720; Cady º;

6 Com . v . Ladd , 15 Mass. 526. Com . 10 Grat. 776 ; State v. Ward , 2

6 Hess v . State , 5 Ohio , 5 . Hawks, 443 ; Jones r . State , 5 Sneed ,

? People v. Stearns, 21 Wend. 409. 345 ; Owen v. State , Ibid. 493.

forth chur

ters of

dictments

must con
form to

statute .
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( 2.) Where, however, the statute does not thus make incorpo

ration an essential requisite in the case of the prosecution , then

it would seem that it is enough to describe the bank, if a home

institution , simply as a bank by its title . This, however, is loose

pleading, and by strict practice would be condemned. And of

foreign banks, if the intent be laid to defraud the bank , the char

ter should be averred.1

(3.) But if the pleader elects to pursue the defendant on a

count charging the offence to be the forging or uttering a certain

bank note with the intent to defraud A. B., then it is not nec

essary to aver the incorporation of the bank . The bank may

be no bank at all, either technically or potentially , and yet the

offence is made out.2

How the incorporation of a bank may be proved has been

already shown.

§ 742. Intent to defraud is necessary to be averred even under

statutes not prescribing such requisite.4

At common law , to constitute forgery , the intent to defraud

defraud must either be apparent from the false making, specially

or become so by extrinsic facts. Therefore an indict

ment which charged the false making to have been in the altera

tion of an order given by the defendant, without charging that

the alteration was made after it was circulated and had been

taken up by him , bas been held to be fatally defective.5

§ 743. Possibility of fraud, as has been heretofore shown, is

enough to complete the offence. Thus, even the forg- Possibility

ery of a name to an assignment of a bond is indictable, of fraud is

though there is no seal to the bond , as there still is a sustain the

chance of fraud.8 As has already been mentioned , it is

not essential that an actual fraud should have been committed ; 9

if, from circumstances, the jury can presume that it was the de

Intent to

averred .

averment.

i State v . Van Hart, 2 Harrison , 6 State v. Greenlee, 1 Dev. 523 .

327 ; Owen v. State, 5 Sneed, 493; Supra, $$ 696 , 739–42 ; Whart. Crim .

Jones v . State , 5 Sneed, 346. Plead. & Prac. SS 164-5.

2 Infra, § 749 ; supra, $ 716. • Supra, SS 695 et seq .

8 Supra , § 716 . 7 People v . Rathbun , 21 Wend. 509.

4 Whart. Plead. & Prac. SS 164-5 ; 8 Penns. v . Misner, Add. 44 .

Whart. Crim . Ev. & 135 ; R. v. Pow 9 R. v. Crooke, 2 Strange, 901 ; R.

ner,12 Cox C. C. 235 See infra,s v.Goate,1 Lord Raym. 187. Supra,
746 .

SS 653, 694 .
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§ 743 a . ]

frauded

must be

fendant's intention to defraud V., or if, in fact V. might have

been defrauded if the forgery had succeeded , it is sufficient to

satisfy this allegation in the indictment ; for where the intent

to defraud exists in the mind of the defendant, it is sufficient,

though, from circumstances
of which he is not apprised , he could

not in fact defraud the prosecutor ; 1 and this even though the

party to whom the forged instrument is uttered believes that

the defendant did not intend to defraud him.2 On the other

hand, if the instrument is one which could not possibly be used

for fraud, the indictment cannot be sustained.3

§ 743 a . At common law , indictments for forgery or uttering

Party de- forged instruments must charge the offence to have

been done with intent to defraud some particular per

specified.

son or corporation . How this averment is sustained

has been already seen . Although the party actually defrauded

was a firm , yet, under the rule just stated, it is enough to aver

an intent to defraud a member of the firm . It is not necessary

that the person primarily defrauded should be averred in the in

dictment. It is enough if a party be averred as the one intended

to be defrauded who is in the scope of the fraud, and who may

possibly be defrauded if the forgery succeeds.7

1 R. v . Holden , R. & R. 154 . Smith , 6 S. & R. 568; People v. Davis,

? R. v. Sheppard, R. & R. 169. See 21 Wend. 309; People v. Peabody, 25

R. v. Harvey, 2 B. & C. 261.
Wend . 472.

8 See supra, SS 696 , 759 et seq.; and 6 Supra , $ 713.
also People v. Stearns, 21 Wend. 409 ; 6 R. v . Hanson, C. & M. 334 ; Peo

S. C.,23 Wend. 634 ; Penns. v. Misner, ple v. Curling, 1 Johns. 320. Infra,

Add. 44 ; West v. State , 2 Zab. 212; § 1226 .

Clarke v . State, 8 Oh. St. 630 ; Colvin ? Supra, SS 713, 743.

v . State, 11 Ind . 361.

Thus in U. S. v. Morris, before

* Infra, § 746 ; 3 Ch. C. L. 1042; Benedict, J., 1879, 19 Alb. L. J.,

R. v . Marcus, 2 C. & K. 356 ; State v. 403, the prisoner was indicted un

Odel, 2 Tr. Con. Rep. S. C. 758; 3

der section 5443 of the Revised Stat

Brev. 552; State v. Greenlee , 1 Dev. utes offices, charged with having

523 ; State v . Harrison , 69 N. C. 143 ; forged a material indorsement
upon a

Cunningham
v. State, 49 Miss. 685; post-office money -order with intent to

West v . State , 2 Zab. 212; Buckley v . defraud C. M. Cady. A verdict of

State , 2Greene, 162. See, as to gen- guilty was rendered, and thereupon

eral averment of intent,Whart. Plead. the defendant moved in arrest of

& Prac. SS 164–5. Asto practice un- judgment, upon the ground that inas

der Georgia statute see State v. Cal- much as the indictment charges the

vin, Charlton, 151. And see generally intent to have been to defraud C. M ,

State r . Jones, 1 McM . 236 ; Com . v .

Cady , no offence against the United
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When

whom

§ 744. If a bank whose notes are forged be fictitious or extinct,

the indictment must aver the person on whom the at

tempt is made to pass the notes as the person whom it notes of

was intended to defraud . Any variance as to the name bank are

of the person intended to be defrauded being fatal,. it party on

is essential, if the bank whose name is forged is extinct notes are

or fictitious, to aver the fraud to be intended upon the museo

person on whom the note was attempted to be passed.2 averred.

In fact, in view of the danger of the misrecital of the names of

corporations, it is always expedient to insert a count of this

character. The party thus sought to be defrauded , if unknown,

may be so described . The intent may be cumulatively varied

in separate counts.

§ 745. It is not necessary to aver or prove damage

or injury to have accrued . It is enough if the instru- need not be

ment was calculated to defraud . proved .

Actual

damage

averred or

States was stated . The motion was In Iowa, under statute, it is not nec

overruled , the court saying : “ If the essary to specify the person intended

United States has power to issue to be defrauded . State v. Maxwell,

money-orders, which has not been 47 Iowa, 454.

doubted, it has, as an incident to that In Pennsylvania under the 19th

power, authority to protect such or- section of the Act of 31st of March,

ders against fraud. It would doubt- 1860, in an indictment for forgery

less, therefore, be competent for Con- under the 169th section of the same

gress to make it an offence against act, it is not necessary to prove an in

the United States to forge a money- tent to defraud any particular person,

order, whether done with or without but it is sufficient to prove a general

an intent to defraud. This statute intent to defraud. McClure v. Com

makes the intent to defraud one of monwealth , 86 Penn. St. 353.

the elements of the offence ; but the 1 SeeWhart. Plead. & Prac. $$ 164

fact that in this instance the intent 65 ; Whart. Crim . Ev. SS 94-102.

charged was to defraud C. M. Cady 2 Supra , &$ 660, 698. See People v.

does not change the character of the Curling , 1 Johns. 320 ; Com . v. Carey ,

act. It was still an act wbich the 2 Pick . 47; U. S. v. Shellmire, Bald .

United States has the authority to 370 .

punish , for the better protection of 8 See supra , $ 716 ; Buckley v .

money -orders lawfully issued by the State, 2 Greene (Iowa), 162; 1 East
United States. In United States v . P. C. 180.

Shellmire, Bald . 377, it is said that * Supra , $ 713 ; R. v. Hanson, C. &

an indictment for forging an order M.334; People v. Curling, 1 Johns.320.

upon the Bank of the United States, 5 R. v . Crooke, 2 Str. 901; R. v .

with intent to defraud a private per- Goate, 1 Ld. Ray. 737; R.v. Holden,

son, would lie in the courts of the R. & R. 154 ; Com . v. Ladd , 15 Mass.
United States. " 526 ; People v . Rynders, 12 Wend.

39 609
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necessary

to aver per

son on

whom

paper is

$ 748.]

$ 746. As a general rule, unless otherwise required by stat

utory construction , it is sufficient, when the party

Not always whose name is forged is in existence, to aver that the

defendant uttered the instrument as true, without say

ing to whom . When, however , an intent to defraud a

passed .
particular person is a part of the case of the prosecu

tion , the indictment must specify such person , or excuse his non

specification by theaverment that he was unknown.

The name of a corporation , when pleaded ,must be accurately

given.3
§ 747. To the general discussion of venue heretofore given it

is now requisite to add a single observation as to the

uttering inference to be drawn in forgery , as to venue, from the

laid to be
proof of uttering in a particular place. Does uttering

place offorgery. in a particular county justify a conviction of forging in

such county ? As thus baldly put, certainly not ; and so has it

been judicially held. A naked utterance in a particular county

is not per se proof of forgery in such county. But, as has been

already shown, there are inculpatory incidents which so strongly

intensify in such cases the presumption of guilt as to compel a

conviction of forgery ; and when so, the conviction may be had

for forgery as committed in the venue of the uttering:

Place of

may be

6

XI. COINING.7

$ 748. Congress, as already has been noticed , has given the

state courts concurrent jurisdiction in all cases of counterfeiting

347 .

425 ; People v. Stearns, 21 Wend. the defendant passed it in payment to

409 ; S. C., 23 Wend. 634 ; West v. B., through A., who was the innocent

State, 2 Zabr. 292 ; Hess v. State , 5 agent of the prisoner in the transac

Oh. R. 5 ; Snell v. State, 2 Humph. tion. Rouse v. State, 4 Ga. 136.

4 Supra, $ 711.

1 R. v . Trenfield , 1 F. & F. 43 ; U.
5 R. v . Parkes , 2 East P. C. 993 ;

S. v . Bejandio , 1 Woods, 294. Com . v. Parmenter, 5 Pick. 279.

2 Buckley v . State , 2 Greene • See supra , $ 726.

(Iowa ), 162. Supra, $ 743 a .

? See, for forms of indictment,Wb.

8 Whart. Cr. Plead . & Prac. § 110. Prec., as follows :

Charging the defendant with pass- (386.) For making, forging, and

ing counterfeit coin in payment to A.

counterfeiting
, &c., American coin,

will not be sustained by evidence that under act of Congress.

8 See supra , § 266.
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United States coin ; and in exercise of the authority thus de

puted , several legislatures have passed acts making the State
courts take

offence highly penal.1 Waiving the question of the con
jurisdiction

stitutionality of such statutes, coining bad money, of of coining.

(337.) Second count. Same, aver (354.) Having in possession ten coun

ring time of coining. terfeit pieces of coin , with intent to

(338.) Third count. Passing, & c . pass the same, under Rev. Stats. of

(339.) Fourth count. Same, in an Mass. c . 127, § 15 .

other shape. ( 355.) Having in custody less than

(340.) Fifth count. Same, specify ten counterfeit pieces of coin , under

ing party to be defrauded . Rev. Stats . of Mass. c . 127, § 16 .

( 341.) Counterfeiting half dollars, un- (356.) Utteringand publishing as true

der act of Congress. a forged promissory note . Rev.

(342.) Passing counterfeit half dollars Stats . of Mass. c . 127, § 2 .

with intent to defraud an unknown (357.) For forging a promissory note .

person, under act of Congress. Rev. Stats. of Mass. c . 127, § 1 .

(343.) Second count. Samewith in- (358.) For counterfeiting a bank bill.

tent to defraud R. K. Rev. Stats . of Mass. c . 127, § 4 .

(344.) Having coining tools in posses- (359.) For having in possession at

sion , at common law . the same time ten or more coun

( 345.) Making, forging, and counter terfeit bank bills, with intent to

feiting, & c ., foreign coin , quarter utter and pass the same as true.

dollar, under act of Congress. Rev. Stats . of Mass. c. 127, § 5 .

( 346.) Second count. Procuring forg- ( 360.) Passing a counterfeit bank bill.

Rev. Stats. of Mass. c . 127, $ 6 .

(347.) Passing , uttering, and publish- (361.) Having in possession a coun

ing counterfeit coin of a foreign terfeit bank bill , with intent to pass

country, under act of Congress,spe the same. Rev. Stats . of Mass.

cifying party to be defrauded. c . 127, S 8 .

(348.) Debasing the coin of the (362.) Making a tool to be used in

United States, by an officer em counterfeiting bank notes. Rev.

ployed at the mint, under act of Stats. of Mass. c . 127, $ 9 .

Congress. ( 363.) Having in possession a tool to

( 349.) Fraudulently diminishing the be used in counterfeiting bank

coin of the United States , under notes, with intent to use the same.

act of Congress. Rev. Stats. of Mass. c . 127, § 9 .

(350.) Uttering a counterfeit half (364.) Counterfeiting current coin.

guinea , at common law . Rev. Stats. of Mass. c. 127, § 15.

(351.) Passing counterfeit coin , sim- (365.) Uttering and passing counter

ilar to a French coin , at common feit coin . Rev. Stats . of Mass. c .

law .
127, § 16 .

( 352.) Counterfeiting United States (366.) Coining , & c., under the North

coin , under the Vermont statute . Carolina statute.

(353.) Having in possession coining i See Com . v. Fuller , 8 Met. 313 ;

instruments, under the Rev. Stats . State v. Tutt, 2 Bailey , 44 ; Chess v.

of Massachusetts , c . 127 , § 18. State , 1 Blackf. 198. Supra, $ 264.

ery :
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$ 750. ]

Counter

feit must

deceive.

5

whatever class, is an offence at common law in the State where

the bad money is coined.1
§ 749. In a prosecution for coining, the jury should be satis

fied that the resemblance of the forged to the genuine

be likely to piece is such as might deceive a person using ordinary

caution . Thus in an English case, where the defend

ant had counterfeited
the resemblance of a half guinea upon a

piece of gold previously hammered , but it was not round, nor

would it pass in the condition in which it then was, the judges

held that the offence was incomplete. In a later case,where

the defendants were taken in the very act of coining shillings,

but the shillings coined by them were then in an imperfect

state, it being requisite that they should undergo another process,

namely , immersion in diluted aquafortis, before they could pass

as shillings ; the judges held that the offence was not yet con

summated.4 The same general view has been taken in this

country.

All partici

$ 750. All participants
in the work of coinage are

pants are

principals.
principals.

1 Supra , § 266 .

ing and imitating such coin. He was

2 U. S. v. Morrow , 4 Wash. C. C. apprehended
before he had obtained

733; U. S. v. Burns, 5 McLean, 24. the metal and chemical preparations

Supra, $ 700.

necessary for making counterfeit
coins.

8 R. v. Varley, 2 W. Bl. 682; 1 It was held that the procuring the

East P. C. 164.

dies was an act in furtherance
of the

4 1 Leach , 175.

criminalpurpose sufficiently proximate

6 U. S. v . Burns, 5 McLean , 24 . to the offence intended , and sufi

• A person who takes base pieces ciently evidencing the criminal intent

of coin , which are brought to him

to support an indictment
founded on

ready made, having the impression
it for a misdemeanor

, although the

and appearance
of real coin, though same facts would not have supported

of different color, and brightens
them an indictment

for attempting
to make

so as to give them the resemblance
counterfeit

coin . R. v. Roberts , 33

of real coin and render them fit for Eng. L. & Eq. 553 ; 7 Cox C. C. 39;

circulation
, is guilty of counterfeiting

. Dears. C. C.539.

See R. v. Weeks,

He completes
the offence ,and subjects

8 Cox C. C. 455. Supra, $S 152 et

thereby to the penalties
of the law seq.not only himself , but all who acted The jury also found that the pris

a part, and were present assisting
in oner intended

to make only a few

the transaction
. Rasnick v . Com . 2 counterfeit

coins in England
, with a

Va. Cas. 356. See supra , § 213 .

view merely of testing the complete

The prisoner , with intent of coin

ness of the apparatus
before he sent

ing counterfeit
half dollars of Peru, it out to Peru. It was held , that even

procured dies in England for stamp- to make a few coins in England with
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CHAP. IX . ]
[ $ 752.

FORGERY .

§ 751. As a rule, coin , in an indictment for forgery , General

is to be described by general designation. description
enough .

§ 752. Any offering of counterfeit coin with intent

Offering
to defraud is uttering.2 Thus, where a good shilling with intent

was given to Jew boy for fruit, and he put it into his is uttering .

mouth , under pretence of trying whether it was good, and then

taking a bad shilling out of his mouth instead of it, returned it

to the prosecutor , saying it was not good ; this (which is called

ringing the changes) was holden to be an uttering within the

meaning of the statute 16 Geo . 2 , c. 28. But the giving of a

piece of counterfeit coin in charity has been held not to be ut

tering within the statute, although the party knew it to be a

that object would be to commit the ute of 1834–35, c. 66, charging that

offence of making counterfeit coins the prisoner “ did knowingly have in

within the statute. Ibid .
his custody, without lawful authority

An indictment does not lie for forg- or excuse , one die or instrument, for

ing a Spanish head pistareen, as it is the purpose of producing and impress

not a coin of Spain made current by ing the stamp and similitude of the

law in the United States. U. S. v . current silver coin called a half dol

Gardner, 10 Pet.618 .
lar ” (not further describing the die

Under the Connecticut statute , aid or instrument), is sufficient. Scott's

ing in the act of couuterfeiting is case, 1 Robinson, 695.

within both the letter and reason of An indictment charging the de

the law , asmuch as assisting in mak- fendant with having passed counter

ing the implement. State v . Stutson , feit “ dollars” describeswith sufficient

Kirby, 52.
certainty the character of the coin

1 Whart. Cr. Plead. & Prac. $ 218; counterfeited . Peek v. The State, 2

Whart. Crim . Ev. § 122 ; State v . Humph. 78 .

Griffin , 18 Vt. 198 ; Com . v . Stearns, An indictment which alleges that

10 Met. 256 ; State v. Williams, 8 the defendant had in his possession a

Iowa, 534 ; Daily v. State, 10 Ind. coin , counterfeited in the similitude

536 ; Peek v . State, 2 Humph. 78 ; of the good and legal silver coins of

State v. Shoemaker , 7 Mo. 177. this Commonwealth , called a dollar,

In an indictment for uttering coun with intent to pass the same as true,

terfeit coins, it is sufficient to de- knowing it to be counterfeit, is sup

scribe them as “ made and counter- ported by proof that the defendant

to the likeness and similitude had in his possession a coin counter

of the good , true, and correct money feited in the similitude of a Mexican

and silver coins currently passing in dollar, with such intent and knowl

the State and commonly called Span- edge. Com . v. Stearns, supra .

ish dollars. Fight v. State, 7 Ham .
2 Supra, $ 705. State v . Horner,

180. And the description would be 48 Mo. 520.

good without the term “ Spanish .”
8 R. v . Franks, 2 Leach , 644. SuCom . v . Stearns, supra.

An indictment on the Virginia stat

feited ”

pra, § 706 .
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counterfeit ; for there must be some intention to defraud. On

the other hand the staking counterfeit coin at a gaming table

as good money is an attempt to utter or pass the same; and

losing it at play is a passing of the same against law , and so

is the giving of counterfeit coin to a woman, as the price of con

nection with her. And it is an “ uttering and putting off,” as

well as a “ tendering,” if the counterfeit coin be offered in pay

ment, though it be refused by the person to whom it is offered.

Guilty § 753. The presumption to be drawn from other at
knowledge

tempts to pass counterfeit coin , or its possession on the

person, has been already noticed ."

§ 754. If the coin forged be a common coin , legal in

of genuine the United States , it is not necessary to prove that

original

there is an original which the forged coin counterfeits.

proyed. § 755. A genuine sovereign reduced in weight by

Fraudulent filing off nearly all the original milling, and fraudu

is coining. lently making a new milling, is a “ false and counter

feit coin .”

to be in

ferred from

facts.

Existence

not neces

sary to be

$ 706 .

1 R. v . Page, 8 C. & P. 122, sed v . Ion, 2 Den. C. C. 475. See supra,

quære. See 1 Cox C. C. 250. Supra , $ 706 .

6 Supra, $ 715.

2 State v . Beeler, 1 Brev, 482. 6 See Daily v. State, 10 Ind. 536 ;

8 R. v. — , i Cox C. C. 250. U. S. v . Burns, supra.

4 R. v . Welch , 2 Den . C. C. 78 . ? R. v . Hermann , 14 Cox C. C.

See R. v . Radford, 1 Den. C. C.59; R. 279.
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CHAPTER X.

BURGLARY.

I. BREAKING .

Definition , $ 758 .

Breaking must be actual or con

structive , $ 759 .

Breaking an outside disconnected

gate is notburglary , $ 760.

And so of detached outer covering

to window , $ 761.

Breaking an inside room is burg

lary , $ 762.

And so though defendant is guest

at the inn , $ 763.

Breaking chest or trunk is not

burglary , $ 764 .

Entrance by trick may be a break

ing, $ 765 .

And so of entrance by conspiracy

with servant, $ 766 .

Locks or nails not a necessary pro

tection, $ 767 .

Entrance by chimney is breaking,

$ 768.

But not entering through aperture

in wall, or open door, $ 769.

Nor entering by assent, § 770 .

Breaking out of house is not bur

glary at common law , $ 771.

Owner's opening produced by fright

is no defence, $ 772.

II . ENTRY .

Need not be simultaneous with

breaking, $ 773.

But without entry breaking is not

enough, $ 774.

Entrance of hand sufficient, $ 775 .

And so of discharging gun , $ 776 .

And so of entrance by chimney,

$ 777 .

But not so of boring hole without

felonious intent, § 778.

Nor of taking money without en

try, $ 779.

Some entrance must be effected,

$ 780.

III. DWELLING -HOUSE .

Dwelling -house is a house in which

occupiers usually reside, $ 781.

Church edifice , $ 782.

It is burglary to break into an out

building which is appurtenant to

dwelling-house, $ 783.

House not yet occupied not the sub

ject of burglary, $ 784 .

Nor building casually used , $ 785 .

Otherwise as to building occupied

by executors, $ 786 .

“ Chambers " and "“ lodging-rooms'

may constitute a dwelling, $ 787.

And so of apartments in tenement

houses, $ 788 .

And so of permanent tents and log

cabins, $ 789.

Occupation by servant may be oc

cupation of master, § 790.

Not necessary thatsome one should

be at thetime in the house, $ 791 .

IV . DEFINITION OF STATUTORY TERMS.

“ Shop ” is a place for the sale of

goods, $ 792.

“ Warehouse " is a place for busi

ness storage, $ 793 .

“ Storehouse " is a place for fam

ily as well as business storage,

$ 794 .

“ Store ” is a place for keeping and

sale of goods, $ 795 .

" Counting- house " is a building

where accounts are kept, $ 796 .

“ Out-houses ” are buildings in

proximate relation to building in

chief, $ 797.

V. OWNERSHIP .

Occupier is to be generally regarded

as owner, $ 798 .

And so of servant who occupies at

a yearly rent, $ 799.

House occupied by married woman

to be laid as husband's, $ 800 .
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$ 759.]

Public building may be described
But need not have been executed ,

as property of occupant, $ 801.
$ 812.

Transient guests' chambers are to
Possession of stolen goods sustains

be laid as the landlord's dwell inference of burglary, $ 813.

ing ; otherwise with permanent VIII. INDICTMENT.

guests, $ 802.

Proper technical terms should be

Permanent apartments are dwell used , $ 814 .

ings of occupants, $ 803.

House must be averred to be dwell

Possession is sufficient if as against ing-house, $ 815 .

burglars, $ 804 .

Ownership must be correctly stated ,

Owner may be indicted for burg
$ 816 .

lary in his lodgers' apartments ,

Offence must be averred to have

$ 805 .
been in the night, $ 817.

VI. TIME.

Intent to commit felony must be

Breaking must be in night-time, $
averred , § 818 .

806 .

Defendant may be convicted of

Night is from twilight to twilight,
burglary and acquitted of lar

$ 807 .

Time is to be. inferred from facts ,

Goods intended to be stolen need

$ 808.
not be specified , $ 820.

Time as defined by statute, $ 809 .

Counts varying intent may be in

VII . INTENTION .
troduced, § 821.

Felonious intention must be averred IX . ATTEMPTS.

and proved, § 810 .

Attempts at burglary are indictable

Is to be inferred from facts, $ 811.
at common law , $ 822.

ceny, $ 819 .

structive.

Burglary is § 758. BURGLARY, at common law , is the breaking

breaking

into an

and entering the dwelling-house of another in the

other's

house by

night, with intent to commit some felony within the

night with
same,

whether the felonious intent be executed or

felonious

intent. not.1

I. BREAKING .

$ 759. Theremustbe an actual or constructive breaking into the

Breaking
house. Every entrance into the house by a trespasser

that

mustbe act is not a breaking. Theremust be evidence to prove

the doors were shut, for , should the door of a mansion

house stand open , and the thief enter, this is not a breaking.

When the window of the house is open,and a thief,with a hook ,

or other instrument, draws out some of the goods of the owner,

this is no burglary , because there is no actual breaking of the

house. But if the thief breaks the glass of a window, and, with

a hook or other instrument,draws out some of the goods of the

1 Hale's Sum . 49 ; 1 Russ . on Cr.
31 Russ. on Cr. (6th Am . ed.)

6th Am . ed . 786 ; 4 Bla. Com . 227; 786 ; Rolland v. Com . 82 Penn. St.

Com . v . Newell, 7 Mass. 247; State v .

Clarke v . Com . 25 Grat. 908.

Wilson, Coxe, 439; Cole v. People, 37 8 State v. Wilson, Coxe, 439.

Mich . 544 .

306 ;
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BURGLARY .

9

owner, this is burglary, for there was an actual breaking of the

house. But where a window was a little open , and not suffi

ciently so to admit a person , and the prisoner pushed it wide

open and got in , this was held to be no sufficient breaking.2

Opening a latch is breaking ; 8 and if a door be closed , it is

not necessary, to constitute burglary, that the door should be

latched.4 That the door entered was closed at the time of the

attempt may be inferentially shown. And making an opening

by fire, taking glass out of a door," bursting a glass already

cracked ; 8 and breaking more fully one already partially broken,

have each been considered to constitute breaking.10

§ 760. Where the prisoner opened the area gate with a skel

eton key ,and from the area passed into the kitchen , Breaking

through a door which it appeared was open at the an.outside

time, it was ruled that opening the area gate was not a is not burg

breaking of the dwelling-house, as there was a free lary.

passage at the time from the area into the house. 11

Removing a loose plank (not fixed to the freehold ) in a parti

tion wall of a building is not a breaking.12

The breaking of the outside fence of the curtilage of a dwell

ing -house, which opened not into any building, but into a yard

only, has been held not to be the breaking of the dwelling

house.13

nected gate

$ 767.

1 3 Inst. 64 ; 1 Hale, 551. Infra , El. 827 ; R. v . Jordan , 7 C. & P. 432 ;

R.v . Wheeldon, 8 C. & P. 747.

2 R. v . Smith , Car . Cr. L. 293 ; 1 11 R. v . Davis, R. & R. 322.

Mood. C. C. 178 ; R. v. Hyams, 7 C. 12 Com . v . Trimmer, 1 Mass. 476 .

& P.441; R. v. Lewis, 2 C. & P. 628; See R. v. Paine , 7 C. & P. 135, and

R. v. Spriggs, 1 M. & R. 357 ; Com . remarks of Mr. Greaves, 1 Russ. on

v. Strupney , 105 Mass. 588. Infra , Cr. 790.

SS 767, 769. 18 In this case the premises con

8 1 Hale, 552. sisted of a dwelling-house, warehouse ,

4 State v. Boon , 13 Ired . 244; State and stable , surrounding a yard ; there

v . Reid , 20 Iowa, 413. Infra , $ 767. was an immediate entrance to the

5 People v. Bush , 3 Parker C. R. dwelling-house from the street, and a
552.

gate and gateway, under one of the

6 White v. State, 49 Ala . 344. warehouses, leading into the yard ;

7 R. v . Smith , R. & R. 417. the prisoner entered the premises by

8 R.v . Bird , 9 C. & P. 44 . breaking this gate ; the judges held

• R. v . Robinson , 1 Mood . C. C. that thiswas not burglary; that break

327; R. v . Bird , 9 C. & P. 44. ing this gate , which was part of the

10 See Pugh v. Griffith , 7 Ad. & outward fence of the curtilage, and
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And so of

detached

outer cov

Breaking,

§ 761. Cutting and tearing down a netting of twine,which is

nailed to the top, bottom , and sides of a glass win

dow , so as to cover it, and entering the house through

ering to such window , though it be not shut, constitute a suf

window . ficient breach and entry ,1 and so where a glass window

was broken but the inside shutters were not moved.2 But where

a shutter-box partly projected from a house, and adjoined the

side of the shop window , which side was protected by wooden

panelling , lined with iron , it was held that the breaking and en

tering the shutter-box did not constitute burglary.3 And where

the only covering to an open space in a dwelling-house was

a cloak hung upon two nails at the top and loose at the bot

tom , and it was removed from one of the nails, it was doubted

whether that was a sufficient breaking.4

§ 762. A burglary may be committed by a breaking on the

inside ; for though a thief enter the dwelling-house in

inton inside the night- time, through the outer door left open , or

burglary. by an open window , yet if,when within the house he

turn the key, or unlatch a chamber door, with intent to com

mit felony, this is burglary.5 Hence where a servant, who sleeps

not opening into any of the buildings, State v . Scripture, 42 N. H.485; State

was not a breaking of any part of the v. Wilson , Coxe, 439 ; Rolland v.

dwelling-house. R. v. Bennett, R. & Com . 85 Penn. St. 66. In this case,

R. 289.

while the law in the text was con

1 Com . v. Stephenson, 8 Pick . 354. ceded , it was contended that in the

See People v . Nolan, 22 Mich . 229. case of the opening of an inner door,

2 R. v. Davis, R. & R. 499 ; R. v .

itmust be accompanied with an intent

Perkes, 1 C. & P. 300 ; though see 2 to commit a felony in the very room so

East P. C. 487 .
entered .

8 R. v . Paine, 7 C. & P. 135. In To this, however, the court (Pax

Timmons v . State, 34 Ohio St. 426 ,

son , J.) replied : “ We do not assent

it was held that the force necessary
to this qualification

of the common

to push open a closed , but unfast- law rule .
a burglar, entering by an

ened, transom , that swings horizon outer door or window incautiously
left

tally on hinges over an outer door open, with the intent to commit a fel

of a dwelling-house, is sufficient to ony

a particular
room in the house ,

constitute
a breaking in burglary un

as if he intends to rob a safe, with

der a statute which requires a forcible the location of which he is familiar,

breaking . 19 A. L. J. 496; S.P., Den- and in furtherance of his design,and

nis v. People , and other cases cited to enable bim to accomplish it success

infra , § 767.

fully, opens the door of the adjoining

4 Hunter v . Com . 7 Grat. 641.

room in the same house to gag and

6 R.v. Johnson, 2 East P. C. 488 ; bind the owner sleeping therein,it is
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And so

fendant is

inn .

in an adjacent room , unlatches his master's door and enters his

apartment, with intent to kill him , or to commit a rape on his

mistress, it is burglary.

§ 763. Whether a guest at an inn is guilty of a burglary by

rising in the night, opening his own door, and stealing

goods from other rooms, was once doubted ; 3 but the when de

true rule is, that if the entrance into such other rooms guest atan

is by opening doors which are shut, this is a burglari

ous entrance. But mere opening without entering, though an

attempt, is not burglary. And it has been said not to be burg

lary but larceny, for such guest to steal from a bar-room where

he had a right to enter.

§ 764. Breaking open a chest or trunk is not in itself burg

larious ; 6 and , according to the views of Mr. Justice Breaking

Foster, the same rule holds good in relation to all other chest or

fixtures, which , though attached to the freehold , are burglary.

intended only the better to supply the place of movable de

positories. Thus,when the doors are open and the thief thereby

enters, though he afterwards break open a chest or cupboard, it

is not such a breaking as to constitute burglary.8

§ 765. In cases where the offender , with intent to commit a

felony, for the purpose of effecting it gains admission Entrance

by sometrick , the offence is burglary, for this is a con

structive breaking . Thus, where thieves, having in- breaking .

by trick

may be a

a breaking within the meaning of the 8 1 Hale , 554 . See R. v . Wheel

law defining the offence of burglary . don, 8 C. & P.747; State v. Clark, 42

Yet in such case there would be an Vt. 629 ; People v. Bush , 3 Parker C.

entire absence of an intent to commit R. 552 ; Mason v. People , 26 N. Y.

a felony in thebedroom . Thebinding 200. See infra , § 771.

of the owner, standing alone, would 4 State v . Clark , 42 Vt. 629.

be a mere assault and battery, punish 6 State v .Moore, 12 N. H.42.

able as a misdemeanor . Taken in 6 Fost. 108, 109 ; 2 East P. C.

connection with the main object it as 488 .

sumes a different character , and be 7 Fost. 109. See, on this point, 1

comes a necessary incident of the fel- Bennett & H. Lead. Cas. 531-2.

ony, as much so as the lifting of a 8 State v . Wilson , Coxe, 439.

latch or the breaking of the door of 2 East P. C.486 ; Rolland v . Com .

the safe. " See Rolland v . Com . 82 82 Penn. St. 306 ; Johnston v . Com .

Penn . St. 306 . 85 Penn. St. 54 ; Dutcher v . State , 18

11 Hale, 544 ; 2 East P. C. 488 ; Oh.St. 308; State v. Johnson, Phillips,

U. S. v . Bowen , 4 Cranch C. C. 604 . 186 ; State v . Mordecai, 68 N.C. 207.

Gray's's case , 1 Strange, 481; 2 East
“ When a person rings a door-bell

P. C. 488. 619

9
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And so of

entrance

with ser

vant.

tent to rob, raised the hue and cry , and brought the constable,

to whom the owner opened the door ; and when they came in

they robbed the owner and bound the constable ; this was held a

burglary . So if admission be gained under pretence of business ;

or if one take lodgings with a like felonious intent, and after

wards rob the landlord ; or get possession of a dwelling -house by

false affidavits, without any color of title, and then rifle the

house ; such entrance, being gained by fraud, will be burglari

ous. The entry in such case, however ,must be immediate.?

§ 766. If a servant conspire with a robber, and let him into

the house by night, this is burglary in both ; 3 for the

by con servant is doing an unlawful act, and the opportunity

spiracy
afforded him of doing it with greater ease rather aggra

vates than extenuates the guilt. But if a servant, pre

tending to agree with a robber, open the door and let him in

for the purpose of detecting and apprehending him , this is no

burglary , for the door is lawfully open .

§ 767. While there must be a breaking, removing , or put

ting aside something material, which constitutes a part

of the dwelling-house, and is relied on as a security

protection. against intrusion , yet if the door or window opened was

at the time of the attempt shut, being kept in its place only by

its own weight, it is no matter, as we have seen , that there

was no fastening by locks or bolts ; a latch to the door,

weight of the window or door, is sufficient, and, as has been

of a house, the owner has a right to ginton , 2 Leach , 913. Supra, § 141;

presume that his visitor calls for the infra, SS 770, 915.

purpose of friendship or business. If, 6 R. v. Haines, R. & R. 450. Supra,

in obedience to the summons, he with- $ 759.

draws his bolts and bars, and the vis 6 i Russ. on Cr. by Greaves, 787;

itor enters to commit a felony, such R.v. Hall, R. & R. 355 ; R. v. Rus

entry is a deception and fraud upon sell,1 Mood. C. C.377; Peoplev. Bush,

the owner, and constitutes a construc- 3 Park. C. R. 552; State v. Reid , 20

tive breaking.” Paxson, J., Johnston Iowa, 413 ; Dennis v. People, 27Mich.

151 ; State v. Boon , 13 Ired . 244 ;

1 2 East P. C.485. Supra, ss 140 Frank v. State , 39 Miss. 705 .

et seq ., 150. At one time the English judges

2 State v . Henry, 9 Ired. 463. were divided on the question whether

8 1 Hale , 553 ; 1 Hawk. c . 38 , s . when the heavy flat door of a cellar,

14 ; R. v. Cornwall, 2 Strange, 881. which would keep closed by its own

* R. v. Johnson, C. & M. 218. See weight, and would require some de

Allen v. State, 40 Ala . 334; R.v. Eg- gree of force to raise it,was opened,

Locks or

nails not a

necessary

or the

2. Com . ut supra .
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Nor enter

sent.

noticed , if a door be firmly closed , it is not necessary that it

should be latched.1

§ 768. Entrance by a thief through the chimney is a break

ing ; for that is as much closed as the nature of things Entrance

will permit. And this rule holds though the burglar bechim

were detected before a chamber was entered . It is breaking .

otherwise, however, as to holes left open by the owner in a wall.s

§ 769. If the window of a house be left open ,4 in whole or in

part, or if there be an aperture in the wall, roof, or But not en

cellar, to admit light or air, through which the entry through

is made, this is no breaking. As has been observed , wall, or

the opening of a folding or trap-door, however, cover- open door.

ing such aperture by its own weight, though itself unlatched , is

burglary.?

§ 770. If a servant,with his master's assent, pretend

to agree with a robber, and opens the door and lets the ing by as

latter in , this, as has been already seen , is no burglary.8

it was burglary ; thedoor having bolts ams, 1 Russ. by Greaves, 787; 7 C.

by which it might have been fastened & P. 441 ; Com . v . Strupney, 105

on the inside, but it did not appear Mass. 588. Supra , $ 759.

that it was so fastened at the time. 1 State v . Reid , 20 Iowa, 413. See

R. v. Callan , R. & R. 157. Formerly State v . Boon, 13 Ired . 244.

the case washeld within thedefinition Removal of an iron grating 'may be

of the offence . Brown's case , 2 East burglary as much as opening a win

P. C. 487. Perhaps, however, there dow . People v. Nolan , 22 Mich. 229.

was a difference between these two ? 1 Hawk. c. 33 , s. 4 ; 4 Bla . Com .

cases in this : that in the latter case 226 ; R. v. Brice, R. & R. 450 ; State

there were no interior fastenings, but v. Willis, 7 Jones (N. C.) , 190 ; Do

in the former there were, though not nohoo v. State , 36 Ala . 281; Walker

used. At a nisi prius case , in 1830, v . State, 52 Ala . 376.

before Bolland, J., it was held that 8 Infra , § 777.

the lifting up, from inside, of a trap 4 R. v. Smith , 1 Mood. C. C. 178.

door covering a cellar which was 6 Com . v . Strupney, 105 Mass. 588;

merely held in its place by its own White v. State , 51 Ga. 285 ; Williams

weight, and which had no fastenings, v. State, 52Ga. 580 ; Pines v . State,

is not a sufficient breaking to consti- 50 Ala . 153.

tute a burglary. R. v. Lawrence, 4 • R. v. Lewis, 2 C. & P.628 ; R. v .

C. & P. 231. But it is now held other- Spriggs, 1 M.& R. 357 ; State v . Boon ,

wise. R. v . Russell, 1 Mood. C.C.377; 13 Ired. 244. Supra , $ 759.

Timmons v . State, 34 Oh. St. 426 .

Supra , § 764.
Removing a covering constitutes 8 Supra , § 766 ; R. v. Johnson , C.

the offence, though it is otherwise if & M. 218 ; Roscoe's Cr. Ev. 345. See

there be a partial opening.
R. v. Egginton, 2 Leach, 913; Allen

Smith, 1 Mood. C. C. 178 ; R. v. Hy- v. State , 40 Ala . 334. Supra, § 141;

7

R. v.
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out of

house is

common

law .

§ 771. Doubts having been entertained whether,when a thief

Breaking

got into a house without breaking, it was burglary to

break out, the stat. 12 Anne, c. 1 , s. 7,makes such

not burg
a breaking out burglary. Under this statute it has

lary at
been held burglary to break open a door, window, or

skylight in the attempt to escape , though the prisoner

only get his head through ; 2 and even for a lodger,who enters

lawfully, to break out after committing a felony. But it was

subsequently held that it is not burglary , under the statute of

Anne, as expanded by those of 7 & 8 Geo. 4 , and 24 & 25 Vic

toria , simply to open an outside door from inside, without pass

ing through such door, when the original entrance into the house

was effected without breaking . At common law , it is held that

such posterior breaking cannot be tacked to the prior entrance

so as to make the offence burglary. Hence, a breaking out of a

house has been held not to be burglary at common law .”

§ 772. Where the owner, either from apprehension of force,

or with the view more effectually to repel it, opens the

Owner's
opening door, through which the robber enters, this is burg

produced
by fright lary.

It is otherwise, however, if money be thus ob

no defence. tained outside of the house.?

6

II. ENTRY .

Need not

be simul

taneous

with

breaking

§ 773. The entry is essential to the constitution of the offence.8

But when both entry and breaking take place in the

night, it is not necessary that both should be at the

same time. Hence if thieves break a hole in the house

infra , § 915. See People v. Collins, 49. See State v . McPherson, 70 N.

S. C. Cal. 1878.

C. 239 ; 1 Bennett & Heard Lead .Cas.

1 See similar statute in Georgia. 540; Brown v. State, 55 Ala. 123.

White v . State, 51 Ga. 285.
contra, State v . Ward , 43 Conn.

2 R. v. McKearney , Jebb’s C. C. 489.
99 ; R. v. Lawrence, 4 C. & P. 231; 6 2 East P. C. 486 ; Hawkins, C.

R. v . Compton , 7 C. & P. 139 .
38, s. 4 ; R. v. Swallow , 1 Russ. Cr.

8 R. v . Wheeldon , 8 C. & P. 747. 792. Supra, $ 150.

See supra , SS 762, 765 .

7 2 East P. C. 486. See 1 Bennett

4 R. v . Davis, 6 Cox C. C. 369. See & H. Lead. Cas. 539. Infra , § 779.

State v . McPherson , 70 N. C. 239. 8 Infra, § 774 .

6 Clarke's case, 2 East P. C.490 ;
• 2 East P. C. 508; R. v. Smith ,R.

1 Hale , 554 ; Rolland v. Com . 82 & R. 417.

Penn. St. 306 ; S. C., 5 Weekly Notes,
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CHAP. [ $ 776.x . ] BURGLARY .

But with

try break

Entrance

sufficient.

one night with intent to enter another night, and commit felony,

which they execute accordingly , it is burglary.1

§ 774. When the thief breaks the house, and his body or any

part thereof, as his foot or his arm , is within any part

of the house, it is deemed an entry ; or when he puts a out en

gun into a window which he has broken (though the ing not
enough .

hand be not in ) , or into a hole of the house which he

has made, with intent to murder or kill ; this is an entry and

breaking of the house ; but if he barely breaks the house, with

out any such entry at all , this is no burglary.2

§ 775. Where the prisoner introduced his hand through a pane

of glass, which he had broken , between an outer win

dow and an inner shutter, for the purpose of undoing of hand

the window -latch , it was considered a sufficient entry.3

The same is true of the mere introduction of the offender's

finger. On the trial of George Gibbon ,Old Bailey, June, 1752,5

indicted for burglary in the dwelling-house of John Allen , it ap

peared in evidence that the prisoner in the night-time cut a hole

in the window -shutters of the prosecutor's shop , which was part

of his dwelling -house, and putting his hand through the hole

took out watches and other things, which hung in the shop ,

within his reach , but no entry was proved , otherwise than by

putting his hand through the hole ; this was held to be burglary ,

and the prisoner was convicted . In another case, thieves came

by night to rob a house ; the owner went out and struck one of

them ; another made a pass with a sword at persons he saw in

the entry,and in so doing his hand was over the threshold . This,

also , was deemed burglary.

§ 776. It has been said that discharging a loaded gun into

a house is a sufficient entry .? And when the intent is

to effect a personal burglarious entrance , this is sound discharg
ing gun .

law.8 Otherwise the offence
may

be a felonious assault .

1 1 Hale , 551. See R. v . Bird, 9 4 R. v . Davis, R. & R. 499 ; and see

C. & P.44. Infra , § 806 . 1 Hale, 533 ; Franco v . State , 42 Tex.

2 3 Inst. 54 ; 2 East P. C. 490 ; 276.

Pines v . State , 50 Ala . 153 ; State v . 5 Fost. 107 ; 2 East P. C. 490 .

Whitby, 15 Kans. 402. 6 2 East P. C.490.

8 R.v. Bailey , R. & R. 341; R.v . 1 Hawk . c . 38, s. 11; 1 Hale, 555;

Jordan , 7 C. & P.432 ; R. v. Wheel- 4 Camp. 220 ; Pickering v. Rudd, 1

don, 8 C. & P. 747 ; R. v . Bird , 9 C. Stark. 48.

& P. 44 ; R. v . O'Brien , 4 Cox C. C. See , however, 2 East P. C. 490 .

398 ; Fisher v. State , 43 Ala . 717 . 623

And so of

7
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$ 780.]

And so of

entrance

ney .

without

intent.

§ 777. An entry down a chimney, as has been seen , is a suf

ficient entry, for the chimney is a part of the house.I

by chim An entry , however, through a hole in the roof left for

the

purpose of admitting light, is not a sufficient entry

to constitute burglary ; for a chimney is a necessary opening,

and needs protection ; whereas if a man choose to leave a hole

in the wall or roof of his house instead of a fastened window , he

must take the consequences.?
§ 778. If the instrument with which the house is broken hap

But not so pen to enter the house, but without any intention on

of merely
boring hole the part of the burglar to effect his felonious intent (as,

felonious

for instance, to draw out the goods) with it, this will

not be a sufficient entry to constitute burglary. But

it is otherwise if an intent be formed, but be desisted from

through fear.4
$ 779. In a case where the house was broken and not

entered , and the owner for fear threw out his money,

ing money
without it was holden to be no burglary ; though clearly rob

bery, if taken in the presence of the owner.5

§ 780. Where the prisoner raised a window which was not

bolted, and thrust a crow -bar under the bottom of the

shutter (which was about half a foot within the win

dow ) , so as to make an indent on the inside of the shut

ter, but from the length of the bar his hand was not inside the

house, there was held not to be a sufficient entry to constitute

burglary. And so a fortiori where he merely broke open the

outer shutter, but did not get his hand through the glass pane.?

The entrance by guests at inns has been previously discussed.8

Nor of

mere tak

entry .

Some en
trance

must be

effected .

1 R.v . Brice, R. & R. 450 ; State v .

* State v. McDaniel, 1 Wins. (N.

Willis, 7 Jones (N. C.), 190 ; Dono- C.) No. 1, 248. See supra, § 187.

hoo v. State , 36 Ala . 281 ; Franco v . 5 2 East P. C.486, 490. See supra,

State, 42 Tex . 276. Supra, $ 768 . § 187 .

2 R. v. Spriggs, 1 M.& R. 357. Su

• R. v . Rust, 1 Mood. C. C. 184 ;

Car. C. L.293 ; S. C. by the name of

8 R. v . Rust, 1 Mood . C. C. 184 ; R. v . Roberts, 2 East P. C.487.

Car. C. L. 293 ; S. C. by the name of 7 State v . McCall, 4 Ala . 643.

R. v . Roberts, 2 East P. C 487. See 8 Supra, $ 762.

R. v . Hughes, 2 East P. C. 491.

pra , $ 768 .
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CHAP. X.] [ $ 783.
BURGLARY.

which oc

reside.

Church

edifice .

into an out

nant to

III. DWELLING -HOUSE .

$ 781. The breaking and entering, to constitute a Dwelling

burglary ,must be ordinarily into the dwelling-house of house in

another; that is to say, a house in which the occupier cupiers

and his family usually reside, or, in other words, dwell usually

and lie in.1

§ 782. It has been said that a church edifice may be the sub

ject of burglary at common law ; 2 but this has been

doubted. In most States it is so by statute.

§ 783. As an introduction to the cases hereafter to be given

in detail, it may be now stated generally that no mat Burglary

ter to what use an out- building may be put, it is burg- to break

lary to break and enter it , if it is appurtenant or building

ancillary to the dwelling-house, and is within such con- appurte

venient distance from the same as to make passing and dwelling

repassing an ordinary household occurrence. What this

convenient distance is varies with the state of the neighborhood .

In a city, a store on the opposite side of a street could not be

considered as appurtenant to a dwelling-house from which it

might be only forty feet distant. In a well settled country, a

barn which no common enclosure embraced in the same cluster

as the dwelling-house, and which was a hundred feet distant

from it, would not , for the same reason, be regarded as appurte

nant.4 On the other hand , on an open prairie, neither a common

enclosure, nor close proximity, would be necessary to constitute

the offence. The question is, is it probable that the building is

under the immediate personal care of its owner ? If so , in view

of the peril to life consequent upon a nocturnal attack on it, the

offence is one against family peace and safety as well as against

property , and consequently rises to burglary.5

house .

i See 2 Russ. on Cr. 6th Am . ed . See 2 Bennett & Heard's Lead. Cas.

797; Hollister v . Com . 60 Penn . St. 54 ; 1 Russell, by Greaves, 826 .

103. See , for larger definition , Peo 8 1 Hawk. c. 38 , s . 17 .

ple v . Stickman, 34 Cal. 242. Under 4 State v . Langford, 1 Dev. 253;

N. Y. statute see Quinn v. People, 71 State v. Ginns, 1 N. & McC.583. See

N. Y. 561. Infra , $ 791. infra, $ 784 .

? 3 Inst. 64 ; 1 Hale, 556 ; R. v. 5 R. v. Westwood , R. & R.495 ; R.

Baker, 3 Cox C. C. 581 Alderson, B. v. Burrows, 1 Mood. C.C. 274 ; Pitcher

v. People , 16 Mich . 142; Hollister v .

625VOL . I. 40
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$ 783. ]

Hence , burglary may be committed in a house or shop stand

ing near enough to the dwelling-house to be used with it as

appurtenant to it, or standing in the same yard , whether the

yard be enclosed or open .' And a building used with a dwell

ing-house, and opening into an enclosed yard belonging thereto,

was deemed parcel of the dwelling -house, though it also opened

into an adjoining street, and though it had no internal communi

cation with the dwelling-house.2 In another case the prosecu

tor's house was at the corner of a street, and adjoining thereto

was a workshop, beyond which a stable and coach -house adjoined ,

all which were used with the house, and had doors opening into

a yard belonging to the house, which yard was surrounded by

adjoining buildings, & c., making altogether an enclosed yard .

The workshop had no internal communication with the house,

and it had a door opening into the street ; its roof was higher than

that of the dwelling-house ; and the street door of the workshop

was broken open in the night. It was held that this workshop

was parcel of the dwelling , and that the conviction was right.3

And so as to a barn, part of the same group of buildings as the

dwelling -house, and not separated from it by a public road .

stories.

Com . 60 Penn. St. 103 ; State v.gr immediately connected with , and part

Twitty , 1 Hayw. 102; State v .Wil- of a dwelling -house, is intended to

son, 1 Hayw . 242; Armour v. State , mean no structure, itself a building

3 Humph: 379. Shops," " store- separate from , and independent of,

house, " " store," " counting-house," the dwelling-house of the owner,
i.e.

.“ warehouse ,” and “ out-house ," as uninhabited
out-houses, isolated from

-statutory terms, are the subjects of the dwelling, and does not apply to

future distinct definition . Infra, § 792. the lower story of a dwelling used as

1 See 1 Hale, 558 ; Brown's case,

a store, although having no internal

2 East P. C. 493; Garland's case, communication
with the upper

Ibid . ; People v. Snyder, 2 Parker C. Quinn v. People, 71 N. Y. 561.

R. 23; Quinn v . People, 2 Hun, 336 ;
- Pitcher v . People, 16 Mich. 142.

S. C., 71N. Y. 561; State v . Langford,

Adjoining to the prosecutor's dwell

1 Dev. 253; State v.Wilson, 1 Hayw . ing-house was a kilo,one end of which

242 ; State v . Twitty , 1 Hayw . 102.

was supported by the end wall of the

? R. v . Lithgo, R. & R. 357.

dwelling-house ; and that adjoining to

.: R. v. Chalking, R. & R. 334 .

the kiln was a dairy , oneend ofwhich

The provision of the N. Y. Revised
was supported by the end wall of the

.Statutes ( 2 R. S. 668, § 16 ), declaring kiln. There was no internal commu

that no building shall be deemed a nication from the dwelling-house to

dwelling-house within the meaning of the dairy, and the roofs of the dwell

the provision relating to burglary, un- ing-house,kiln, and dairy were ofdif

less the samebe found to be joined to , ferent heights. It was held, that the
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§ 784. A building constructed for use as a dwelling-house ,

under repair, in which no one at the time lives, though House not

the owner's property is deposited there, is not a place in your docu

which burglary can be committed until he has taken the subject
of burg

possession ,and begun to inhabit it. If one of the work- lary.

dairy was not a part of the dwelling The goose -house was held to be a

house, and that a burglary could not part of the dwelling-bouse. R. v.

be committed by breaking into it. R. Clayburn, R. & . R. 660.

v . Higgs, 2 C. & K. 321. See Fisher A barn fifteen rods from a dwell

v . State , 43 Ala . 717.
ing-house, and separated from it by a

Again , a storehouse, two hundred highway, is not within the same cur

and fifty yards distant from the dwell tilage. Curkendall v . People, 36 Mich.

ing (in which last the owner usually 309.

slept), which was on the opposite side The breaking into a store, in the

of the road, — to which there was no night-time, when there was no fence

chimney, - in which there was no bed enclosing the dwelling-house and the

or bedstead , but in which the owner store , so as to bring them under one

sometimes slept twice a week , and at enclosure , and when the store was not

other times not once in two weeks, appurtenant or ancillary to the dwell

was held not to be a dwelling-house, ing-house, and the two were twenty

in any sense of the word, and, there- feet apart, has been held to be no

fore , that burglary could not be com- burglary . People v. Parker, 4 Johns.

mitted by breaking into it. State v . 424. See Hollister v . Com . 60 Penn .

Jenkins, 5 Jones (N. C.) , 430 . St. 103 ; State v. Ginns, 1 N. & McC .

A smoke-house, ning into the

yard of a dwelling-house , and used An area gate , opening into the

for its common and ordinary purposes, area only, is said , as we have seen ,

is, in law , a part of the dwelling- not to be part of the dwelling-house,

house , and in the breaking and enter so as to make the breaking thereof

ing it a burglary may be committed . burglary , if there is any door or fast

State v . White, 4 Jones (N. C.), 349. ening to prevent persons in the area

But it is otherwise if the smoke-house from entering the house , although

be detached , and in a distinct lot. such door or fastening might not be

State v . Jake, 1 Wins. (N. C.) No. 2 , secured at the time. R. v. Davis, R.

80 . & R. 322.

The prisoner broke into a goose In an English case, where a centre

house opening into the prosecutor's building was allotted to a variety of

yard, into which his house also trades, and there were two wings an

opened, and the yard was surrounded nexed to it, both of which were used

partly by other buildings of the home as dwelling-houses, and were occupied

stead and partly by a wall; some of by different persons,but had no inter

the buildings had doors opening back- nal communication with the building,

ward , and there was a gate in one though the roofs of allwere connected,

part of the wall opening upon a road. and the entrances of all were out of

11 Leach , 185 ; Fuller's case , 2 more v . St. Braivells, 2 Man. & R.

East P. C. 498; 1 Leach, 196; Els- 514; S. C., 8 B. & C. 461.

583 .
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$ 787.]

men engaged in the repairs sleep there in order to protect it , it

will not make any difference ; 1 nor though the house is ready for

the reception of the owner, and he has sent his property into it

preparatory to his own removal, does it become for this reason his

mansion . And where the landlord of a house purchased the fur

niture of his out-going tenant, and procured a servant to sleep

there in order to guard it, but without any intention of making

it his own residence, a breaking into the house was not consid

ered to be a burglary. It is otherwise when the house is occu

pied by servants as part of the owner's family.4

§ 785. The mere casual use of a tenement will not suffice.5

Where neither the owner nor any of his family have

ing casu slept in the house, it is not his dwelling-house, though

ally used . he had used it for hismeals and all the purposes of his

business, and so a breaking into it is not a burglary.6

$ 786. If a man die in his leasehold house, and his execu

Otherwise tors put servants in it, and keep them there at board

ing occu wages, burglary may be committed in breaking into it,

pied by and it
may be laid to be the executor's property.?

§ 787. A dwelling-house is deemed any permanent

bers" and building in which a party may dwell and lie, and as

“ lodging
such , burglarymay be committed in it. A set of cham

Nor build

as to build

executors.

Cham

11
rooms

1

the same common enclosure, the cen the rooms on the second floor, is a

tre building was held not to be the dwelling-house , both within the com

subject of burglary , being evidently a mon law definition of burglary, and

distinct tenement,theadjoining houses under $$ 3308–9 of the Alabama Code.

being the respective abodes of in- Ex parte Vincent, 26 Ala. 145.

dividuals. Egginton's case, 2 East,
1 Leach, 186 .

P. C. 494 ; 2 B. & P. 508 ; S. C.,

? R. v. Hallard, 2 East P. C. 498 ;

2 Leach , 913. But this case rests R.v . Thompson , 2 East P. C. 498 ; 2

on refinements which cannot be re- Leach, 771. Infra , $ 815 .

conciled with more recent adjudica

8 R. v. Davis, 2 Leach, 876 ; R.

tions.

v . Smith , 2 East P. C. 497 ; R. v.

A two-storied house, of which the Fuller, 2 East P. C. 498 ; 1 Leach ,

front room on the first floor was used 196 .

as a storehouse, and the back room 4 Infra , $ 790 .

(which also contained a few boxes of

6 i Hale , 557. Though see State

goods, and communicated
with the

v. Wilson, 1 Hayw . 242 ; Armour v.

front by a door in the partition ) as a State , 3 Humph. 379 .

sleeping -room by the owner ,while the 6 R. v . Martin , R. & R. 108 ;

clerks, who were unmarried men , and v . State , 48 Ala . 273 .

took their meals at a hotel, slept in 2 East P. C. 499.

Fuller

7
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bers in an inn of court or college is deemed a distinct may con

dwelling -house for this purpose. So even a loft over a dwelling .

stable, used for the abode of a coachman, which he rents for his

own use and that of his family, is a place which may be burgla

riously broken.

Burglary may be also committed by breaking into a lodging

room , even by a person who lawfully entered the house of which

such lodging-room is part ; 3 or in a garret used for a workshop,

and rented together with an apartment for sleeping ; and if the

landlord does not sleep under the same roof, the place may be

laid as the mansion of the lodger.4

When a landlord breaks and enters a guest's chamber, if the

chamber could be laid as the guest's dwelling-house, the landlord

may be indicted for burglary ; butnot otherwise.5

$ 788. What has been said with regard to “ chambers ” and

“ lodgings ” applies more strongly to apartments in

hotels or tenement houses in which families reside sep- of apart

arately as in a permanent home,though with a common tenement

street door and hall. Each " apartment” or section of

this common building is so distinct and independent that burg

lary may be committed by breaking into it. There is, however ,

a distinction between such “ apartments ” and ordinary chambers

in inns which are transiently occupied . The latter, at least ac

cording to the old authorities, must be laid as the landlord's

dwelling, though it is now safer to insert counts charging the

ownership both ways. But when the residence of the lodger is

permanent, it is now clear that theapartment must be laid to be

his dwelling-house. Nor does it make any difference in prin

ciple that the owner occupies an apartment in the same building .

The apartments of the lessees must be laid as their dwelling

And so

houses.

1 i Hale , 556 ; 1 Hawk. c. 38 , s. 11. P. C. 501 ; R. v. Ball, 1 Mood. C. C.

2 R. v . Turner, 1 Leach, 305. 30 , and cases cited infra , $ 802.

8 Supra, § 762; 1 Leach , 89; R. v . R. v. Carrell, i Leach , 237 ; R.

Wheeldon , 8 C. & P. 747; State v . v . Bailey, 1 Mood . C. C. 23 ; R. v .

Clark , 42 Vt.629 ; Com . v. Bowden , Wheeldon , 8 C. & P. 747; People v.

14 Gray, 103 ; People v. Bush , 3 Par- Bush , 3 Parker C. R. 552; People v.

ker C. R. 552 ; Mason v. People, 26 Smith, 1 Parker C. R. 329 ; Mason

N. Y. 200 .
v. People, 26 N. Y. 200 ; Houston v.

4 1 Leach , 237. Infra , § 802. State, 38 Ga. 165 ; People v. St. Clair ,

See R. v. Picket, 2 East 38 Cal. 137.6 Ibid .
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And so of

tion by ser
vant may

be occupa

tion of

master.

Not neces

$ 791.]

houses, and, as a consequence , he is indictable for burglary in

breaking into and entering the same.1

$ 789. The offence cannot be committed in a tent or booth in

a market or fair, even though the owner lodge in it;2

permanent because it is not a permanent but a temporary edifice.

log-cabins. But if it be a permanent building , though used only for

the purposes of a fair, it is a dwelling-house. And so of a log

cabin occupied by an agent.4

Occupa § 790. The occupation of a servant as such , and not

as a tenant, is the occupation of the master,and will be

a sufficient residence to render it the dwelling-house of

the master.5

§ 791. It is not necessary that any person should be actually

within the house at the time the offence is committed .

For if the owner leave it animo revertendi, though no

person reside in it in his absence, it will still be his

mansion . Hence burglary may be committed in a

house in the city , in which the prosecutor intended to

reside on his return from his summer residence in the country, to

which , on going into the country , he had removed his furniture

from his former residence in town, though neither the prosecutor

nor his family had ever lodged in the house in which the crime

is charged to have been committed , but merely visited it occa

sionally. And though a man leave his house and nevermean to

live in it again , yet if he use part of it as a shop , while his ser

vant and his family live and sleep in another part of it for fear

the place should be robbed , and lets the rest to lodgers, the hab

itation by his servant and family will be a habitation by him ,

and the shop may still be considered as part of his dwelling

house. It is otherwise where the house is finally abandoned by

sary that

some one

should be

at the time

in the

house .

i See infra, SS 801-3.
6 1 Hawk. c . 37, s. 11.

21 Hawk . c. 38 , s. 35 ; 1 Hale,

? Com . v. Brown, 3 Rawle, 207.

557.

Compare Foster, 77; 2 East P. C.

8 R. v . Smith , 1 M. & Rob . 256 .

496; R. v. Murray, 2 East P. C. 496 ;

* State v. Jake, 1 Wins. (N. C.) though see R.v. Martin,R.& R. 108 ;

No. 2 , 80.

R. v. Harris, 2 Leach , 701; 2 East P.

6 R. v . Stock , R. & R. 185 ; R. v .

C. 498 ; Vincent, ex parte, 26 Ala.

Wilson,R. & R. 115 ; State v . Wilson, 145. Supra, $ 781.

1 Hayw . 242; Armour v. State, 3
8 R. v . Gibbons, R. & R. 442.

Humph. 379. Supra , $ 786 .
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the owner, who leaves persons in it, not as domestic servants but

as care -takers. 1

the sale of

" Ware

storage .

IV . DEFINITIONS OF STATUTORY TERMS.

§ 792. ( a .) Shop . — Under the English statutes, this must be

a place for the sale of goods. A mere working apart “ Shop ” is

ment is not such “ a shop.” ? But this has been quali a place for

fied even in England, so as to make a blacksmith's goods.

workshop to be a shop ; 8 and in the United States, the term in

cludes, popularly , any place where goods are sold , or work done

for which money is on the spot received . This, however, ex

cludes a counting-room , where goods are not exhibited , nor the

work done for which the money is paid.5

§ 793. ( 6.) Warehouse. This term includes a cellar

for the storage of goods intended for removal and sale ; 6 house" is

and any place of temporary storage for commercial use business

meets the description.7

§ 794. (c.) Storehouse. This is a still wider term ,

and includes a storage for family as well as for business a place for

purposes, and for retailing, as well as for commission or wellas

wholesale business.8

§ 795. ( d .) Store, has been defined to be a place

where goods are exhibited for sale ; 9 but this is too is place for

narrow a definition , as, when used as a nomen general- and sale of

goods.issimum , the term includes " storehouse.”

§ 796. (e.) Counting-house. — This, in England, has been held

to include a building connected with a chemical factory ;

in which building is a weighing machine, where the in -house."

goods are weighed , and a book kept in which the ing where

weights are entered ; and in the samebuilding the time are kept.

of the workmen is entered, and they are accustomed to be paid ,

" Store

house " is

business

storage.

“ Store "

" Count

1 R.v . Flannagan, R. & R. 187.

9 R. v. Sanders, 9 C. & P. 79.

8 R.v . Carter, 1 C. & K. 173.

4 State v. Carrier , 5 Day , 131. See

State v. Canney , 19 N. H. 135; State

v . Brooks, 4 Conn . 446 ; People v .

Humphrey, 1 Root, 63.

6 People v . Marks, 4 Parker C. R.

153; and, as to “ school-house ,"

State v . Bailey, 10 Conn. 144. As to

place of business ” see Bethune v .

State, 48 Ga. 505 .

6 R. v . Hill, 2M. & R.458 .

Wilson v . State , 24 Conn . 57 ;

Allen v. State, 10 Ohio St. 287. See

Com . v . Pennock , 3 S. & R. 199.

8 See State v . Sandy, 3 Ired . 570.

· State v. Canney, 19 N. H. 135.
see
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11 Out

$ 799. ]

though the books for this purpose , except when so used, are kept

in the “ office,” with the general books of the concern.1

§ 797. ( f.) Out-houses. - These are defined as at common

law in another place. To constitute them , there should

be ( 1.) dependence on or ancillary relation to the build

proximate

ing in chief ; and ( 2.) relative proximity, such as con

relation to tiguity, or being placed within the same enclosure, or,

if in the open country, on the same field or lot. But

the out-house must be a house , e . g. something , though a mere

cow -house or pig -sty, complete in itself.3

houses "

are build

ings in

in chief.

to be gen

owner .

V. OWNERSHIP.4

§ 798. “ If the rule,” remarks Mr. East, " by which to as

certain the ownership may be compressed with suffi

Occupier is
cient discrimination into a small compass, I should say

erally re
garded as generally, that where the legal title to the whole man

sion remains in the same person , there, if he inhabit it

either by himself, his family, or servants, or even by his guests,

the indictment must lay the offence to be committed against his

mansion . And so it is if he let out apartments to inmates who

have a separate interest therein , if they have the same outer

door or entrance into the mansion in common with himself. But

if distinct families be in the exclusive occupation of the house,

and have their ordinary residence or domicil there, without any

interference on the part of the proper owner, or if they be only

in possession of parts of the house as inmates to the owner,
and

have a distinct and separate entrance, then the offence of break

ing, & c., their separate apartments
, must be laid to be done

against the mansion -house of such occupiers respectively
."

§ 799. Where it appeared that a servant lived in the house of

his master at a yearly rent, it was ruled the house could

not be described as the master's house, though it was

pies his on the premiseswhere the master's business was carried

1 R. v . Potter, 2 Den . C. C. 235 ; 3
4 Asto the manner of averring the

C. & K. 179 ; 5 Cox C. C. 187 .

names of owners, & c., see Whart. Cr.

2 See & 783 , and State v. Brooks, 4 Plead. & Prac. $$ 109 et seq.; Whart.

Conn . 446 ; Swallow v . State, 20 Ala . Crim . Ev. & 94 .

30 .
5 2 East P. C. 499, 500. See su

8 See R. v . Janes, 1 C. & K. 303.

And so of

servant

who occu

master's

pra, $ 787.
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married

on, and although the servant had it because of his ser- house at a

vice. It is otherwise where the servant pays no rent, rent.yearly

or is a locum tenens for the master. But whenever the servant

occupies the house for his own benefit, and not for that of his

master , then the servant is to be regarded as owner.3

§ 800. If a house be tenanted by a married woman, it is at

common law the house of her husband and not of her- House oc

self, although she live separate from her husband.4 cupied by

Even if a married woman live apart from her husband, wemaid as

upon an income arising from property vested in trus- husband's.

tees for her separate use, a house that she has hired to live in

is, at common law , properly described as the dwelling-house of

her husband, though he has never been in it, and she paid the

rent out of her separate property. And if a wife be living apart

from her husband, in a house built by him , though she be living

in adultery with another man , who paid the house-keeping ex

penses, it may be laid as the dwelling-house of the husband ;

even if the husband expected the criminal intercourse when he

placed her in the house..

son ,

1 R. v. Jarvis , 1 Mood. C. C. 7 ; partners. R. v. Stockton, 2 Taunt.

and see R. v. Smythe, 5 C. & P. 202. 349; 2 Leach, 1015 ; S. C., R. & R.

Supra, SS 789, 790 ; infra, § 803. 185 .

2 R. v . Rawlins, 7 C. & P. 150 ; R. A gardener lived in a house of his

v. Gibbons, R. & R. 442; R. v. Wil- master, quite separate from the dwell

R. & R. 115 .
ing -house of his master, and had the

8 R. v. Jobling, R. & R. 525; and entire control of the house he lived

see R. v . Smythe, 5 C. & P. 202; R. in , and kept the key ; it was held that,

v . Jarvis, 1 Mood. C. C. 7; R. v. Cam- on an indictment for burglary , the

field , 1 Mood. C. C.42 ; R. v . Witt, house might be laid either as his or

1 Mood. C. C. 248 ; R. v . Turner, 1 his master's. R. v . Rees, 7 C. & P.

Leach , 305 ; R. v. Flannagan, R. & 568.

R. 187. Infra , § 816 .
* Far's case, Kel. 43; 2 East P. C.

Where the servant of three part- 504 ; and see Bogett v. Frier, 1 East,

ners in trade had weekly wages, and 301; R. v. Smythe, 5 C. & P. 202 ;

particular rooms assigned to him , as but see contra, Dutcher v . State , 18

lodging for himself and family , over Ohio, 308. And under the married

the bank and brewery office of his woman's acts, where the statute vests

employers, with which his lodging such property in the wife, it may be

communicated by a trap-door and a so described . But see Snyder v . Peo

ladder, it was ruled by the twelve ple, 26 Mich . 106.

judges that a burglary committed in 6 R.v . French, R. & R.491.

the banking-room was well laid as R. v. Wilford , R. & R. 517.

in the dwelling-house of the three
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Public

scribed as

chambers

are to be

laid as the

otherwise

with per

manent

§ 803. ]

§ 801. A public hall may be described as the resi

maybe de- dence of the clerk of the company to whom it belongs,

and who resides in it, and the apartments occupied by

property of

occupant.
a banking corporation as the property of the bank.?

§ 802. According to the strict common law rule, where the

Transient
chamber of a guest at an inn is forced open and his

guest's goods stolen , the burglary must be laid in the dwelling

house of the landlord , 3 and in all cases where the occu

landlord's pier has the transient use merely and no interest in

dwelling , the apartments he occupies, it is the same. But if the

lodgers lease their apartments for definite periods, the

guests. old rule ceases to be applicable, and the apartmentmay

be laid as the tenant's dwelling:5

§ 803. It was once held that where lodgers have rooms of

which they keep the keys, and inhabit them severally

apartments with their families, yet if they enter at one outer door

ings of oc- with the owner , these rooms cannot be said to be the

cupants . dwelling -house of the inmates, but the indictment ought

to be for breaking the house of the owner.

On the other hand,

it was said that if the owner inhabit no part of the house, or

even if he occupy a shop or cellar in it , but do not sleep therein ,

the apartments of such inmates were to be considered as their

respective dwelling-houses. This restriction , however, as to the

owner not sleeping in the house , cannot now be maintained, and

if there be separate apartments leased on long terms to lodgers,

the ownership may be laid in the lodger.7

A fortiori, if all internal communication be cut off by an act

ual severance, the apartments become distinct houses, so that if

one house be divided to accommodate the families of two part

ners, though the rent and taxes of the whole be paid out of the

Permanent

--

1 2 Leach , 931 ; 2 East P. C.501.
R. v. Jenkins, R. & R. 23. Supra ,

? State v . Rand, 33 N.H. 216 . SS 787-8 .

31 Hale, 557; R. v . Prosser, 2

o Carrell's case, 1 Leach , 237;

East P. C. 502; R.v. Witt, 1 Mood. Trapshaw's case, i Leach, 427; and

C. C. 248 ; R. v. Wilson, R. & R. 115 ;

see 1 Hawk. c. 38, s. 26 ; R. v. Ball,

contra, Mason v. People , 26 N. Y. i Mood. C. C. 30 .

200 ; People v . St. Clair, 38 Cal. 137.

? People v . Bush , 3 Parker C. R.

Supra , $ 707.

552; Mason v. People , 26 N. Y. 200 ;

4 1 Hawk. c . 38 , s . 26 .

State v . Fish, 3 Dutch. 323. Supra ,

6 R. v . Bailey, 1 Mood . C. C. 23; SS 787–8 .
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common fund, each part will be regarded as a mansion.) But

a house , the joint property of partners in trade, in which their

business is carried on , may be described as the dwelling- house of

all the partners, though only one of the partners resides in it,2

and although the lower part of the house is occupied as a store,

which is the part entered , and the upper part,which is occupied

as a home by one of the partners, is approached only from out

side through a yard.3

§ 804. It is enough if the owners averred in the in- Possession

dictment have lawful possession as against burglars. It cient if as

is not necessary to considerwhat title they have against burglars.

the landlord or other legal claimants.

§ 805. A man cannot be indicted for burglary in his own

house. Hence it was once held that, if the owner Owner

of a house break and enter into the room of his lodger dicted for

and steal his goods, he can only be convicted of lar- burglary in

ceny. But now , where the lodger has separate and er’s apart

permanent apartments, the law is otherwise.6

is suffi

may be in

ments.

VI. TIME.

7§ 806. The breaking and entering must be in the night,

though they need not be both in the same night, for

if the defendants break a hole in the house one night, must be in
Breaking

with the intent to enter another night, and commit night-time.

1 R. v . Jones, 1 Leach , 537 ; 2 Where a lodger occupied a sleep

East P. C. 504 ; Tracy v. Talbot, Salk . ing -room on the first floor, and a
532. workshop in the attic, and the rest

2 R. v . Athea, 1 Mood. C. C. 329. of the house was occupied by other

8 Quinn v . People, 71 N. Y.561. lodgers, a burglary in the workshop

In a case where the prosecutor, was held by the judges to be well

having a dwelling- house with a shop laid to have been committed in the

adjoining, with separate entrances dwelling-house of the lodger who

from the street, but the shop having rented it. R. v. Carrell, 1 Leach,

a back door into a passage in the 237. See also People v. Smith , 1

house , let the shop to his son, who Parker C. R. 329. Supra, SS787,

used it as a place of business only , 801.

and did not reside there, a burglary 4 Houston v. State , 38 Ga. 165 .

having been committed in the shop , 6 Kel. 84 ; 2 East P. C. 502, 506 .

the judges held that it was properly 6 State v. Fish , 3 Dutch. 323. See

described in the indictment as the supra , $ 788.

dwelling-house of the father . R. v . ? Supra, $ 773.

Sefton , R. & R. 202.
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from twi.

felony, and they accordingly do so through the hole they so

made the night before , this has been held burglary. Nor is

it
any

defence that the entrance was not consummated until

daytime, if the breaking and the beginning of the entry were by

night.?

§ 807. The night-time, according to the old English common

Night is
law , extends from the termination of daylight, begin

light to

ning at the time when the countenance ceases to be

twilight. reasonably discerned and extending to the earliest dawn

of the next morning. But there are moonlightnights, in which

the countenance can be discerned far more accurately than on

some foggy days ; and besides this, what such light is depends

upon the vision of the witness. The jury must determine the

question independently of this capricions test. When twilight

has ceased , allowing for this an hour after the setting of the sun ,

night may be considered as having begun.

Themethod of averring time, in indictments for burglary , is

elsewhere stated .

§ 808. Whether the offence was committed in the night is

to be inferred from facts, and no presumption of law

be inferred will suffice for this purpose. The question of time

is for the jury.8

§ 809. Statutes have frequently been passed defining night

Time is to

from facts.

773.

1 R. v. Smith , R. & R. 417 ; R. time of sun -setting and sun -rising

v. Jordan , 7 C. & P. 432. Supra , § shall be ascertained according to the

mean time, in the place where the

2 Com . v . Glover, 111 Mass. 395 . offence was committed." Gen. Laws

8 State v . Bancroft, 10 N.H. 105. Mass. Sess. 1847, c . 13.

See Lewis v . State, 16 Conn. 32; Com . 4 Infra , $ 808 ; Thomas v. State, 5

v . Chevalier, 7 Dane's Ab. 134 ; Peo- How . (Miss.) 20.

ple v . Griffin , 19 Cal. 578. Compare 6 Whart. Plead. & Prac. & 130. In

Thomas v . State , 5 How . (Miss.) 20. fra , $ 817.

In Massachusetts, “ Whenever, in
8 State v. Bancroft, 10 N. H. 105 ;

any criminal prosecution, an offence Howser v. State , 58 Ga. 78 .

is alleged to have been committed in ? State v . White , 4 Jones ( N. C.),

the night-time, the time called night- 349 ; Waters v . State, 53 Ga. 567.

time shall be deemed and considered See People v. Schryver, 42 N. Y. 1 ;

to be the time which existed between Whart. Crim . Ev. § 106 .

one hour after the sun- setting on one
8 State v . Leaden, 35 Conn. 515.

day , and one hour before sun- rising See Adams v. State, 31 Oh . St. 462;

on the nextday ; and in all cases the People v. Burgess, 35 Cal. 115.
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Felonious

intentmust

be aver

time. When such a statute exists, it is sufficient to aver Time as

the offence to be committed in the night-time gener- statute.
defined by

ally.1

VII. INTENTION .

§ 810. The indictmentmust not only aver the breaking to be

with an intent to commit a felony, but such intentmust

be proved.?

If the breaking and entering be at different times, red and
proved .

both must appear to have been done with the same

felonious intent.3

The violent breaking into the dwelling -house of another, with

intent to disturb the peace, is indictable at common law as mali

ciousmischief, but is not burglary.4

§ 811. Intent in burglary , as in other criminal offences, is to

be inferred from facts. If the defendant actually coin- To bein

mitted a felony when in the house, this gives a strong facts.

ferred from

See supra ,1 See Com . v. Williams, 2 Cush . Newell, 7 Mass. 247.

582; People v. Burgess, 35 Cal. 115 . § 810. So, breaking into a house

2 Infra , $ 818; 1 Hawk. c. 38, s. 18 ; with intent to embezzle, but not steal

3 Inst. 65 ; 1 Hale, 561; R. v . Brice, (where embezzlement is not a felony) ,

R. & R. 450; R. v. Furnival,'R. & R. is not burglary. R. v. Dingley , 2

445 ; R. v. Cobden, 3 F. & F. 833 ; Leach , 841. Infra, $ 820 .

Jones v . State , 11 N. H. 269 ; State 4 Hackett v . Com . 15 Penn. St. 95.

v . Ayer, 3 Fost, 301, 318; State v . Supra, § 173 ; Com . v. Taylor, 5 Bin

Cooper, 16 Vt. 551; Osborne v . Peo- ney, 281.

ple, 2 Park. C. R. 583; McCourt v . Under the Ohio statute , which pre

People, 64 N. Y. 583; State v . Eaton, scribes the punishment for breaking

3 Harrington , 554 ; State v. Cody, and entering in the night a mansion

Winston N. C. 197 ; State v . Cowell, house in which any person shall re

12 Nev. 337 .
side or dwell, and committing or at

In People v . Collins, S. C. Cal. tempting to commit any personal vio

1878, it was held that if the defend- lence or abuse , the intent with which

ant acts through an agent,who is a the party enters forms no part of the

decoy, and who enters the buildin offence. Forsyth v. State, 6 Ham .

without intending to steal, the offence 22.

is not made out. Supra , § 231. 5 See Whart. Crim . Ev. SS 734

As to inference from other at- 799; R. v. Brice , R. & R. 450 ; R. v.

tempts see Whart. on Cr. Ev. $$ 31–2. Cobden , 3 F. & F. 833 ; Com . v. Wil

8 R. v . Smith , R. & R. 417. liams, 2 Cush . 582; People v . Larned ,

A breaking and entering with in- 3 Selden, 445; Osborne v. People, 2

tent to cut off an ear of a person in Parker C. R. 583 ; Hackett v . Com .

the house is not felony by the com 15 Penn. St. 95 ; Johnson v. Com . 29

mon law , nor by the Massachusetts Grat. 796 ; Franco v. State , 42 Tex .

statute of 1804 , c . 123 . Com . v. 276 ; People v. Beaver , 49 Cal. 57.
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$ 813.]

Felonious

not be exe

cuted .

inference that his entrance was with intent to commit the fel

ony."
§ 812. Whether the felonious intent be executed or not is im

material, supposing that it can be inferred . It is in

intent need this point that burglary differs from robbery, which re

quires that something be taken , though it be notmate

rial of what value.2

Where a man burglariously entered a room in which a young

lady was sleeping, and grasped her ankle without any attempt at

explanation , when she screamed and he fled, this is evidence of

an attempt to commit a rape, and must be submitted by the

court to the jury.3

It is no defence that the intent was impossible of execution ; #

or that it was frustrated by extrinsic agencies.5

§ 813. Mere possession of stolen goods, without other evi

Possession dence of guilt, is not to be regarded as primâ facie

evidence of the burglary.
goods sus

But where goods have been

tains infer- feloniously taken by means of a burglary, and they are

burglary. immediately or soon after found in the actual and ex

clusive possession of a person , who gives a false account, or re

fuses to give any account of the manner in which the goods came

into his possession , proof of such possession and guilty conduct

may sustain the inference not only that he stole the goods, but

that he made use of the means by which access to them was ob

tained. There should be some evidence of guilty conduct, be

sides the bare possession of the stolen property, before the pre

sumption of burglary is superadded to that of the larceny. But

extrinsic mechanical indications may constitute such additional

evidence.9

of stolen

State v. Squires, 11 N. H. 37;
State v . Hayden , 45 Iowa, 11 ;

Com . v. Tuck , 20 Pick. 356; People People v. Beaver, 49 Cal, 57,

v . Marks, 4 Parker C. R. 153; Stoops
? Com . v . McGorty , 114 Mass. 299 ;

v . Com . 7 S. & R. 491.
Davis v. People, i Parker C. R. 447;

2 2 East P. C.513 ; Olive v. Com . Walker v. Com . 28 Grat. 969. See,

5 Bush , 376 .

as to the presumption generally aris

8 State v. Boon, 13 Tred . 244 .

ing from the possession of stolen goods,

4 Supra , § 186; though see R. v . Whart. Crim . Ev. § 758 .

Lyons, 2 East P. C.497.

8 Ibid . ; R. 1. Coots, 2 Cox C. C.

6 Supra , § 187; State v. McDaniel, 188.

Wins. (N. C.) No. 1, 249.

9 Com . v. Williams, 2 Cush . 582 ;

People v. Larned , 3 Seld. 445 ; Knick
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It is not necessary , in order to put proof of goods stolen in

evidence, that they should be specified in the indictment.1

technical

used .

SS 764 et seq .

VIII . INDICTMENT.2

§ 814. The offence must not only be laid to be done feloni

ously , but also burglariously ; which is a term of art, Proper

and cannot be expressed by any other word or circum- terms

should belocution.3 It must be stated, also, that the offender

erbacker v . People, 43 N. Y. 177 ; ing and entering a store, and steal

State v . Harrold , 38 Mo. 496 ; Frank ing goods, under Ohio statute.

v . State, 39 Miss. 705; People v. Win- (380.) Burglary and larceny. Break

ters , 29 Cal. 658 ; Whart. Crim . Ev. ing and entering a meeting-house ,

and stealing a communion cup and

1 Infra, § 820; Com . v . McGorty, chalice, under Ohio statute.

114 Mass. 299. See Foster v . People, (381.) Burglary. Breaking and en

49 How . Pr. 69.
tering a storehouse with intent to

2 For forms of indictment, see Wh. steal, under Ohio statute .

Prec ., as follows :
( 382.) Burglary . Breaking and en

( 367.) General frame of indictment tering a shop with intent to steal,

for burglaryand larceny at common under Ohio statute .

law .

( 383.) Burglary. Breaking and en

(368.) Burglary and larceny at com tering a dwelling -house with intent

mon law . Another form .
to steal, under Ohio statute.

(369.) Second count. Receiving sto- (384.) Breaking and entering a man

len goods.
sion -house in the daytime, and at

( 370.) Burglary at common law with tempting to commit personal vio

no larceny.
lence, under Ohio statute.

(371.) Breaking into dwelling-house , (385.) Breaking and entering a man

not being armed , with intent to sion -house in the night season ,
and

commit larceny, under Massachu committing personal violence, un

setts statute .
der Ohio statute .

(372.) General frame of indictmentin (386.) Against a person for attempt

New York .
ing to break and enter a dwelling

( 373.) Burglary, by breaking out of a house at night, at common law .

house .
(387.) Breaking a storehouse with in

( 374.) Burglary and larceny, and as tent to enter and steal, at common

sault with intent to murder .
law .

( 375.) Burglary with violence . (388.) Being found by night armed,

(376.) Burglary and rape. with intent to break into a dwell

(377.) Burglary with intent to rav ing-house , and commit a felony

ish ; with a count for burglary with therein .

violence, under St. 7 Wm. 4 and 1 8 1 Hale , 550 ; 4 Co. 39 b ; 5 Co.

Vict. c . 86 , § 2 .
121 b ; State v . McDonald , 9 W. Va .

( 378.) Burglary and larceny at com 456 ; Portwood v . State, 29 Tex. 47 ;

mon law ,by breaking into a church . Whart. Plead . & Prac. & 265. As to

(379.) Burglary and larceny. Break- Illinois see Lyons v. People, 68 Ill.

271.
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House

must be

averred to

be dwell

5

broke and entered the house ; a breaking without an entry, or

vice versa , is insufficient.1

§ 815. It must be laid to be done in a mansion or dwelling

house ; and , therefore, if it be only said to be in the

house of such a one, it is not sufficient. The words

mansion -house sufficiently describe a dwelling-house.3

ing-house. 'In Ohio , under the statute, the indictment must al

lege or imply that some person resided or dwelt in the house.

Where the burglary is in any out-house, which by law is con

sidered part of the dwelling-house, it must still be laid to be

done in the dwelling -house.

§ 816. It is material to state to whom the mansion belongs

Ownership
in the indictment. The ownership , as

correctly

has already been seen ,? may be stated to be in the

occupant.

§ 817. The indictmentmust not only state the offence to have

been committed in the night, but it was once thought

that it should state the particular hour of the night ;

have been though it does not seem necessary that the evidence

night. should strictly correspond with the latter allegation.

The better opinion now seems to be, that it is enough to aver

the offence to have been in the night.1 It is also enough to say

with accuracy

must be

stated .

Offence

must be

averred to

10

1 i Hale, 550 ; R. v. Compton, 7 C. Houston v . State, 38 Ga. 165. As to

& P. 139. In Massachusetts, under occupation by tenant, see supra, $$

the Rev. Stats., the term is no longer 780, 789, 799.
necessary. Tully v . Com . 4 Met. 357. 8 Under Alabama statute see An

See Tr. & H. Prec. 67.

derson v. State , 48 Ala . 665; Mur

2 1 Hale, 550, 566; 1 Hawk. c. 38, rayv. State,48 Ala. 675. As to joint

s. 10; 4 Blac. Com .224, 225. Supra, ownership see Webb v. State,52 Ala.

§ 784,
422.

8. Com . v . Pennock , 3 S. & R. 199.
may

be
An unoccupied house of A.

4 Forsyth v. State , 6 Ham . 22. averred to be the dwelling -house of

5 2 East P. C. 512 ; McElrath v .
A., on an indictment for breaking and

State , 55 Ga. 562. entering
Com . v. Reynolds, 122

6 Supra , SS 783 et seq.
Mass. 454 .

? See supra , $$ 787, 798 , 804–7 ;

9 2 East P. C. 515. See Lewis v .

White’s case, O. B., Feb. 1783, State, 16 Conn. 32 ; Com . v.McLaugh

Leach , 216 (new ed . 286) ; Cole's lin , 11 Cush . 598 ; Com . v. Marks, 4

case, Moor, 466 ; 1 Hale , 558. See Leigh , 658.

Doan v . State , 26 Ind. 495 ; State v .
10 Whart. Plead. & Prac. $ 130.

Morrissey, 22 Iowa , 158 ; and see
This is clearly the case under statutes

People v. Van Blarcom , 2 Johns. 105; which specify simply " the night ” as
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commit

entrance .

" aboutthe hour of twelve in the night of the same day.” 1 It

is certainly insufficient to aver the offence to have been com

mitted between the hours of twelve at night and nine the next

morning.2

§ 818. It must be alleged and proved , either that a felony

was committed in the dwelling-house , or that the party Intentto

broke and entered with intent to commit some felony
felony

within the same ; and the averment of intent will be must be
averred ,

enough , without an averment of stealing.3 Where the and so of

averment of larceny is made, it is not necessary ,
it is

said , to aver the intent to be felonious, the presumption being

that it was so.4 But it is unsafe to leave out the intent, since

in such case if the consummated act be not proved the defend

antmust be acquitted.5

The same burglary may be laid to have been committed, in

several counts, each with a distinct intent.6

If, however, the indictment neglect to specify the felony which

the defendant intended to commit, the defect is fatal.7

the predicate. See Com . v . Wil 4 Jones v. State , 11 N. H. 269 ;

liams, 2 Cush. 582; People v. Burgess, State v . Squires, Ibid . 37 ; State v .

35 Cal. 115. But even at common Moore, 12 N. H. 42 ; Com . v. Brown,

law , as has been already shown, the 3 Rawle, 207 ; People v. Shaber, 32

reason of the law is to the same effect. Cal. 36. See Edwards r . State , 62

1 State v . Seymour, 36 Me. 225 ; Ind. 34. Supra , § 810.

Methard v . State, 19 Oh. St. 363. 6 R. v . Furnival, R. & R. 445;

State v. Mather, Chipman, 32. Jones v . State , 11 N. H. 269 ; State v .

An indictment charging that the Ayer, 3 Fost. 301 ; State v. Brady, 14

goods were feloniously and burgla- Vt. 353 ; Com . v. Tuck, 20 Pick . 356;

riously taken from a dwelling-house, Stoops v. Com . 7 S. & R. 491. See

without charging that this was done supra, SS 811-12 .

in the night-time, is not a good in 6 1 East P. C. 515 ; State v . Eaton ,

dictment for burglary , but is only an 3 Harring.554 ; Whart. Plead. & Prac.

indictment for a larceny. Thompson SS 386–90. Infra, $ 821.

v. Com . 4 Leigh, 652. The noctanter 7 State v. Lockhart, 24 Ga. 420 ;

must be expressly alleged. Lewis v . Portwood v . State , 29 Tex. 47. If

State, 16 Conn. 32; Mark's case, 4 the larceny be defectively averred , it

Leigh ,658; Whart. Plead. & Prac. ß may be rejected as surplusage, suppos
130 . ing the intent to be well laid . Larned

• Supra , $ 810 ; 2 Hale , 513; State v . Com . 12 Met. 240 ; State v. Dooly ,

v.Moore, 12 N. H. 42; State v. Brady, 64 Mo. 146 ; and see infra, § 820.

14 Vt. 353 ; Com . v. Tuck, 20 Pick . But a general verdict in such case is

356; Murray v. State , 48 Ala . 675; bad . State v. Dooley, supra.

Snow v . State, 54 Ala . 138, and cases

next cited .
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$ 819. ]

seen .
Defendant

and con

;

Entrance, as well as breaking,must be averred.1

§ 819. That burglary and larceny may be joined is elsewhere

When larceny is joined to burglary , the defend

may be ac- ant may be acquitted of one, and found guilty of the

quitted ofburglary other. Thus if the prisonerbe charged that he feloni

victed of ously and burglariously broke and entered the dwelling

larceny.
house of J. S., and then and there certain goods of J. S.

feloniously and burglariously did steal, & c.; the indictment com

prises two offences, namely, burglary and larceny ; and there

fore he may be acquitted of the burglary if the case be so upon

the evidence, and found guilty only of the larceny. But in

such case, if the prisoner be acquitted of the larceny, he cannot,

as has been seen , be found guilty of the burglary, unless there

be an intent to steal charged ; because, unless intent be charged,

the larceny constitutes part of the burglary. And if larceny be

not charged , there can be no conviction of larceny.5
Whether

the sentence, in case of a conviction
of the double offence, can be

for burglary
plus larceny, depends upon local practice and some

times statutory
prescription

.

1 Supra, § 773, 818; Pines v . State , 4 See Whart. Crim . Plead . & Prac.

50 Ala. 153 ; State v. Whitby, 15 SS 465–8 ; R. v. Furnival, R. & R.

Kans. 402; Whart. Plead. & Prac . 445; Jones v. State , 11 N.H. 269.

S $ 243, 465 .

6 State v. Warner, 14 Ind. 572 ;

2 Supra , § 27 ; R. v. Vandercom , 2 Fisher v. State, 46 Ala. 717 ; Roberts

East P. C. 519 ; State v. Squires, 11
v . State , 14 Ga. 8 .

N. H. 37 ; Com . v . Hope, 22 Pick. 1 ; 6 See Kite v . Com . 11 Met. 581;

Crowley v. Com . 11 Met. 575 ; Stoops State v. Henley, 30 Mo. 509, sustain

v. Com . 7 S. & R. 491; Com . v . ing double sentence ; and Breese v.

Brown, 3 Rawle, 207 ; State v. Hay- State, 12 Oh. St. 146,declaring for

den, 45 Iowa, 11; Clarke v. Com . 25 burglary alone; and see Lyons v. Peo

Grat..908 ; Berry v. State, 10 Ga.511 ; ple,68 Ill. 271. When the conviction

Bell v. State , 48 Ala . 684 ; State v .

is for larceny, the grade is determined

Alexander
,56 Mo. 131 ; State v. Tur- by value, as in other cases of larceny.

ner, 63 Mo. 436 .
State v . Barker, 64 Mo. 282.

In Mississippi it has been ruled that On a conviction for breaking and

on an indictment for burglary and lar- entering a store, and stealing there

ceny a general verdict of guilty is a from , the prosecuting officer may en

verdict of guilty of burglary alone.

ter a nolle prosequi as to the breaking

Roberts v . State, 55 Miss. 421.

and entering, and thereby leave the

8 See also State .v. Brady, 14 Vt. defendant punishable for the simple

353 ; State v. Cocker, 3 Harring . 554 ; larceny alone. Anon. 31 Me. 592.

Shepherd v . State , 42 Tex. 501.
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Petit larceny, it has been held , cannot be joined with burg

lary.1

§ 820. If the indictment charges generally an intent steal

the goods “ in the said dwelling-house then and there Goods in

being ,” this is good , and may be sustained by proof be stolen

of stealing the goods of C. D., a stranger in said house,3 need not

or by proofof general felonious intent; 4 and this holds fied.

good even though the indictment should aver, besides the in

tent, an actual stealing of the goods of E. F., which goods be

longed only to E. F. as joint owner with G.H. For the aver

ment of stealing may be rejected as surplusage,and the burglary

left to stand supported solely by the intent, and it is enough to

aver the intent to be generally to steal the goods which are in

the house. In this case the particular stealing may be tacked to

the general intent. But if the pleader, descending from this

safe generality, particularizes the intent, then the intent as thus

narrowed must be specifically proved . Thus, if the indictment

aver an intent to steal the goods of A. B., it is a fatal variance

if no goods of A. B. are proved to be in the house.6

It is not necessary, however, to aver what specific goods were

stolen , to sustain a conviction of burglary, nor their value.8

§ 821. It has been already seen that if the intent is proved to

be to commit a misdemeanor ( e . g . assaulting instead

of killing, or embezzlement instead of larceny) , an ac- varying

quittal must be had, not merely on account of vari- be intro

ance, but because no felonious intent is proved . To

avoid such variances, it is important to have several counts in

1 Adams v . State , 55 Ala . 143. ? Spencer v. State , 13 Oh. 401;

? Com . v . McGorty, 114 Mass . 299 . State v . Beckworth , 68 Mo. 82. See

8 R. v . Lawes, 1 C. & K. 62 ; but State v. Bartlett, 55 Me. 200 ; Com .

see Wilburn v . State , 41 Tex . 237. v . Williams, 2 Cush . 582; Hunter v .

* Osborne v . People, 2 ParkerC.R. State, 29 Ind. 80 ; Boose v. State, 10

583 ; State v. McDaniel, Wins. (N.C.) Oh. St. 575.

249; Olive v . State , 5 Bush , 376 ; and 8 Spears v . State , 2 Oh. St. 585 ; con

fully $s 101 et seq . tra , People v. Murray, 8 Cal. 519 ; the

6 See supra, SS 120, 186 ; R. v . reason given being that petit larceny

Clarke, 1 C. & K. 421 ; Larned v . is a misdemeanor only. But if the

Com . 12 Met. 240; State v. Brady, 14 intent is to steal the goods of A. B.,
Vt. 353.

this intent is irrespective of value,

6 R. v. Jenks, 2 Leach , 774 ; 2 East and hence this distinction is not good .

P. C. 514. See a parallel case , R.v. 9 Supra , § 810 ; R. v. Dingley , 2

Parfitt, 8 C. & P. 288. Leach, 841 ; R. v . Knight, 2 East

Counts

intentmay
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cases of doubt, so as to adapt, as has been already observed , the

intent to any contingency of the trial.1

Attempts

IX . ATTEMPTS.

§ 822. An attempt at burglary is indictable at com

at coramon mon law , and breaking the yard of a dwelling-house

with intent to commit burglary is such an attempt.
law .

P. C.510; R. v. Dobbs, 2 East P. C. 2 Supra, $ 185 ; R. v. Spanner, 12

513 . Cox C. C. 155 ; R. v . Bain , L. & C.

1 2 East P. C. 515 ; 2 Leach C. C. 129 ; 9 Cox C. C. 98.

1105, note. See Bell v . State, 48 Ala . 8 Com . v . Smith , 6 Phila. 305.

684 .
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CHAPTER XI.

ARSON

IV . OWNERSHIP .

Ownership at common law must be

established , § 836 .

Possession is the test, $ 837 .

Husband and wife not guilty of arson

in burning their common house ,

§ 838.

Arson is the malicious burning of

another's house or out-house, $ 825.

1. BURNING .

Any appreciable burning is sufficient,

$ 826 .

Must be causal connection between

ignition and combustion , $ 827.

Means of ignition are immaterial,

$ 828 .

II . INTENT,

Burning must be malicious, $ 829 .

Maliciously burning one's own house

and thereby burning another's is

arson , $ 830 .

Intent to be inferred from facts, $ 831.
III. PROPERTY BURNED .

Arson to burn house and contiguous

warehouses, $ 833.

And so of barn , § 834.

But not a deserted or unfinished

dwelling, $ 835 .

V. INDICTMENT.

Indictment must contain technical

terms, § 839.

At common law building may be laid

as house, § 840.

Ownership must be laid and proved

as laid , $ 841.

Intent to defrand should be correctly

stated , $ 842.
VI. BURNING WITH INTENT TO DEFRAUD

INSURERS.

Such burning is statutory arson , $ 843.
VII. ATTEMPTS .

Indictable at common law , § 844.

other's

ARSON AT COMMON LAW .

§ 825. ARSON is the malicious and wilful burning of the house

or out-house of another man . Whatever appurtenance

Arson is

to a house is so near to it that flames in one might be the mali

cious burn
communicated to another is an out-house under this ing of an

definition . It is also said to be arson , at common law , house or

to burn a barn stored with hay or grain .
out-house .

1 See Wharton's Precedents, 389- C. 308 ; State v. Stewart, 4 Conn. 47 ;
409 .

State v. Terry , 4 Dev. & Bat. 185 ;

2 4 Blac . Com . 220. See People v .
Overstreet v. State , 46 Ala . 30.

Fisher, 51 Cal. 319 ; Young v . Com . 4 1 Hale P. C. 567 ; R. v. Reader,

12 Bush , 243.
1 Mood. C. C. 239 ; Sampson v . Com .

8 R. v. Cooper, 5 C. & P. 535 ;Gage 5 W. & S. 385. Infra, $ 834. But see

v . Shelton, 3 Rich. 242. See 2 East contra , Creed v . People, 81 Ill. 565 .

P. C. 1020 ; R. v . Jones, 2 Mood. C.
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I. BURNING .

Any appre

sufficient.

Must be

causal

connection

and com

bustion .

§ 826. The offence is consummated by the least burning of

the house . The charring of floor or wall is sufficient,

ciable and it makes no matter how soon the fire be extin

burning is

guished . “ The burning necessary to constitute arson

of a house at common law ," says Sir William Russell,3 “ must be

an actual burning of the whole or some part of the house ;4

but it is not necessary that any part of the house should be

wholly consumed , or that the fire should have any continuance ;

and the offence will be complete though the fire should be put

out, or go out of itself. ” 5

To burning it is not necessary that there should be a flame.6

Whether a board , produced in court, is burned , is a question

for the jury ?

§ 827. As has been already shown, there must be a causal

connection between the ignition and combustion . The

defendant is not responsible if the combustion takes

between place from the agency of extraordinary and incalculable

ignition
natural causes, or from the interposition of the inde

pendent, self-determining agency of another person, or

by means other than physical.9

The jury may be taken to view the house.10 Experiments are

admissible to show the character of the burning.

How far a watchman , appointed to watch for fires, is respon

sible, if by negligence on his part he omits to give notice that a

fire has begun , has been already discussed.12

1 R. v . Russell, C. & M. 541; Com .
6 R. o . Stallion, 1 Mood. C. C. 398 .

la Tucker, 110 Mass. 403; People
7 Com . v . Betton , 5 Cush. 427.

v . Cottrell, 18 Johns. 115; State r .
The corpus delicti in a case of arson

Sandy, 3 Ired . 570; State v. Mitchell, is the criminal burning of the house;

5 Ired. 350 ; People v. Haggerty , 46 and this should be abundantly estab

Cal. 354 ; People v. Simpson , 50 Cal. lished before confessions of an accused

party should be received to show that

? 1 Hawk. c. 39, s. 17 ; 3 Inst. 66 ; he was the incendiary. Whart. Crim .

1 Hale , 569 ; Dalt. 606; 2 Russ. on Ev. SS 439 et seq.
See Sam v . State ,

Cr. 558 ; Hester v . State , 17 Ga. 130. 33 Miss. 347.

8 2 Russ. on Cr. 548 . 8 Supra, § 153.

4 See R. v . Judd , 2 T. R. 255 .
9 McDade v . People, 29 Mich .50.

5 3 Inst. 66 ; Dalt. 506 ; 1 Hale ,568,
10 Fleming v . State , 11 Ind. 234 ;

569; 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 39, s. 16, 17 ; 2 Whart. Cr. Plead . & Prac. $ 707.

East P. C. c. 21 , s. 4 , p. 1020 ; Com . v .
11 R. 2. Heseltine, 12 Cox C. C. 404.

Van Shaack, 16 Mass. 105. 12 Supra , $ 130.

11

304 .
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ignition
are imma

§ 828. The agency of burning is immaterial. To set on fire

by hot shot would , no doubt, be arson ; and so of kind- Means of

ling a fire in a stack , likely to communicate to the

dwelling, and which does so communicate. Burning terial.

a series of houses by one ignition , though the periods of the

conflagration of each were successive, may be charged as one

act.2

II. INTENT.

§ 829. The burning must be malicious 3 and voluntary , other

wise it is not felony, but only a trespass, and therefore
Burning

no negligence or mischance amounts to it. Thus, in must be
malicious.

England, if a person not properly qualified , by shooting

at game, happen to set fire to the thatch of a house, or if a man

shooting at the poultry of another do the same, the offence is

not arson . And it has been held that the setting fire by a

prisoner to his cell is not arson, if the intent were merely to

effect his own escape by making a hole, and not to burn down

the building. It has, however, been argued that if a man , in

tending to commit a felony, by accident set fire to another's

house , this is arson at common law , and also within the statute ; 6

and so if, intending to set fire to the house of A., he acciden

tally set fire to that of B.? But in the former case the better

course is to prosecute the defendant, not for the arson , but for

an attempt to commit the felony ; and in the latter for attempt

at arson , unless the burning of B.'s house was a natural conse

quence of the firing of A.'s house.8

· R. v. Cooper, 5 C. & P. 535. See ens v. Com . 4 Leigh, 683; Luke v.

infra, $ 834 ; supra, § 152. State, 49 Ala . 30.

9 Woodford v . People, 62 N. Y. 117. 6 See Foster, 258, 259; 1 Hale,

8 2 East P. C. 1033; Jesse v . State , 567-9; R. v. Regan , 4 Cox C. C.335,

28 Miss. 100 . ed supra, § 120. But see R. v.

4 i Hale, 567 , 569 ; 3 Inst. 67. Faulkner, 11 Irish L. T. 13 ; 13 Cox

6 People v. Cottrell, 18 Johns. 115. C. C. 550, where it was held not ar

See also State v . Mitchell, 5 Ired . 350 ; son for a sailor to set fire to a ship by

Jenkins v. State, 53 Ga. 33 ; Delany lighting spirits which he was trying

v . State, 41 Tex. 601. But as a jail is to steal; and see Jesse v . State, 28

a house in the sense in which the term Miss. 100 .

is used in arson , this view cannot be 71 Hale , 569. See Woodford v .

harmonized with other recent cases. People, 62 N. Y. 117.

See Com . v. Posey , 4 Call, 109; Stev 8 See supra, SS 317–18, 322.
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house and

another's

is arson .

§ 830. The prevalent view is that if a man, by wilfully set

Malicious- ting fire to his own house , with a felonious intent, burn

ly burning also the house of one of his neighbors, it will be arson.1

This is no doubt true, if the defendant's house were so

thereby
burning situate that the probable consequence of its taking fire

was that the fire would communicate to the houses in

its neighborhood, and if there were grounds from which an intent

to produce a general conflagration , or a burning of the neighbor's

house, could be inferred.2

Subject to the above qualifications, it is no felony at common

law , as will presently be seen , for a lessee to burn the premises

in his possession under the lease,4 nor for a mortgagor in pos

pra , $ 829.

i See R. v . Probert, 2 East P. C. not sufficient to support a declaration

1031 ; R. v .Isaac, Ibid .; R. v. Scofield , in slander without a proper innuendo

Cald . 397. And see cases cited su or colloquium . It may be conceded

that, without a felonious intent, the

3 See supra , $ 120 .
offence is not felony at common law .

Although not arson at common law R. v. Spalding, 1 Leach, 258 ; R. v .

it is without doubt a high misdemean- Probert, 2 East P. C. 1031; Roberts

or to set fire to one's own house in a v . State, 7 Cold. 359. It is otherwise

populous city , where the danger of the when the intent is felonious, as to

communication of the fire is necessa burn a neighbor'shouse, or to produce

rily great ( Ball's case, 3 City Hall a general conflagration ; R. v. Scofield ,

Rec. 85 . See State v. Elder, 21 La. Cald . 397; Holmes's case, Cro. Car.

An . 157. In New Hampshire it has 376; or , when supposing there are

been held that one's own dwelling- persons dwelling in the house, to ma

house falls under “ any dwelling- liciously imperil their lives. In the

house,” in the statute, State v . Hurd, latter case , the elements of a felonious

51 N. H. 176 ),though no such commu assault are made out; and the firing

nication actually takes place. 1 Hawk. of the house might, under some stat

c . 39, s. 1 ; Hale, 568, 569 ; Holmes's utes,be arson. It would be monstrous

case , Cro. Car. 376 ; 4 Bl. Com . 321. to hold that a man could defend him

As to statute , see infra , § 843. In self on the charge of burning an in

Massachusetts, it is true, in an action habited house by proving the house

of slander , where the defendant was was his own. Hence, when the pur

charged with having said of the plain- pose is unlawful, burning one's own

tiff that he had set fire to his own house is held to be statutory arson in

house, it was held that such an offence New York and Ohio. Shepherd v.

was not per se indictable; Bloss v. To- People, 19 N. Y.537; overruling Peo

bey , 2 Pick . 320 ; but it is clear that ple v. Henderson , 1 Parker C. R. 560;

the courtmeant to go no farther than Allen v . State, 10 Ohio St. 289. See

to say that a charge of such burning, also State v. Toole, 29 Conn. 342.

unless alleged to have been accom 8 Infra , SS 836–37.

panied with wantonness or malice, was 4 2 East P. C. 1029. Infra , §
$ 837.
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ARSON .

session to burn his own house, nor for either husband or wife

to burn the house of the other, though in these cases the offence

would undoubtedly be indictable as a misdemeanor.

§ 831. The intent may be inferred , when the building fired

is another's, from the conditions of the act ; 3 or from

threats, or even from other attempts bearing upon the be inferred

arson under trial. In the statutory offence of setting

fire to one's own house , with intent to defraud the insurers, the

intent must be proved as laid ; and if the policy of insurance or

the defendant's knowledge of it cannot be proved , the case falls.6

Intent to

from facts.

III. PROPERTY BURNED .

§ 833. At common law the offence was considered to reach

not only to the dwelling-house, but to all out-houses Arson to

burn house
which are parcel thereof, though not adjoining thereto , and con

from which fire could be caught.6 tiguous

out-houses,

§ 834. The burning of a barn , though no part of the mansion ,

if it have corn or hay in it, is held arson at common And so of

law . And it is said 8 that at common law arson ex barn .

1 Ibid . 1025. See Roberts v. State , claims on two other insurance com

supra .
panies in respect of fires which had

2 Infra , $ 838 .
occurred previously and in succession ,

8 R. v. Farrington, R. & R. 209 ; was admitted for the purpose of show

State v. Watson, 63 Me. 128; Com . v . ing that the fire which formed the

Harney, 10 Met. 422; Com . v . Mc- subject of the trial was the result of

Carthy, 119 Mass. 354 ; Brooks v . design and not of accident. But it is

State, 51 Ga.612 ; Brown v. State ,52 not admissible to prove the distin

Ala. 345 ; Tullis v . State,41 Tex . 598; guishing features of such fires. R.v .

People v. Shainwold , 51 Cal.468. Gray, 4 F. & F. 1102. See Whart.

As to mixture of intents see R. v . Cr. Ev. § 36 .

Regan , 4 Cox C. C. 335.
0 1 Hale, 567–70 ; 3 Inst. 67, 69 ;

1 Hawk . C. 39, ss. 1, 2 ; 4 Bl. Com .

4 See Whart. Crim . Ev. § 36 ; R. v . 221. The test is, liability to commu

Dossett, 2 C. & K. 306; 2 Cox C. C. nicate fire . R. v. Cooper, 5 C. & P.

243 ; R. i . Taylor, 5 Cox C. C. 138 ; 535 ; State v. Shaw , 31 Me. 523; Peo

State v. Rohfrischt, 12 La. An. 382. ple v. Taylor, 2 Micb. 250 ; Gage v .

See McDonald v . People, 47 Ill. 533, Shelton, 3 Rich . 242. As to what is

as to statutory offence of firing with the correct distinction between the

intent to defraud insurers .
domus of arson , and the domus man

6 R. v. Gilson , R. & R.138 ; Martin sionalis of burglary , see a curious ar

v. State , 28 Ala. 71. Infra, § 843. ticle in 13 Boston Law Rep. 157.

Upon a trial for arson , with intent I Supra , 825 .

to defraud an insurance company, evi
1 East P. C. 1020. Supra, § 825.

dence that the prisoner had made

See supra ,

$ 119.

8
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But not a

deserted

or unfin

ished

tended to the burning of a stack of corn ; though the common

law in th's respect is now superseded by statutes.

§ 835. Temporary absence of the occupants does not cause a

building usually inhabited to cease to be a dwelling

house, though the building must be usually dwelt in.

Where the indictment charges burning a “ dwelling

building :
house,” which is the statutory term , a building which

was built for a dwelling -house and had been occupied as such, but

not within somemonths previous to its being burned , nor was so

occupied at that time, is not a dwelling-house under the statute,

and a building designed for a dwelling -house, constructed in the

usual manner, not entirely painted or glazed,and not yet occu

pied , is not a “ house ” to be the subject of arson at common

law.4 It is otherwise under statutes, however, making indict

able the burning of " buildings.'

" 5

IV . OWNERSHIP .

at common

law must

be estab

lished .

§ 836. At common law it was once thought essential to aver

Ownership

the possession to be that of the person at the time the

legal owner, but this is now modified, partly by stat

ute and partly by judicial revision . Thus in New

York , after an elaborate examination of the author

ities, it was held that, under the Revised Statutes, the house or

building set fire to or burned must be described as the barn or

building of the person in possession ; and it was accordingly de

cided , when the building burned was alleged in the indictment

as the building of the owner, and the proof was that, at the time

1 Johnson v . State, 48 Ga. 116 . But what remains of a wooden

2 Dick v . State, 53Miss. 384. dwelling-house, after a previous fire,

8 Com . v. Barney , 10 Cush . 478 ; which left only a few rafters of the

Hooker v. Com . 13 Grat. 763 ; Mc- roof, and injured the sides and floors

Lane v. State , 4 Ga. 335 ; State v .
so as to render it untenantable, and

Sutcliffe, 4 Strobb, 372.
which was being repaired, is not a

Under the New York statute it is building , within sec. 7 of 32–33 Vict.

enough if a human being be within c. 22 , so as to be the subject of arson .

thehouse, irrespective of the liability R. v. Labadie, 32 Up. Can.Q. B. 429 ;

of such person to danger. Woodford 1 Green C. C. 257.

v . People, 62 N. Y. 117.
6 See Glandfield's case, 2 East P.

4 State v. M'Gowen , 20 Conn. 245.
C. 1034 ; Com . v . Wade, 17 Pick .

6 R. v. Edgell, 11 Cox C. C. 132; 395.
R. v . Manning, L. R. 1 C. C. 338 ; In Glandfield's case it appeared

12 Cox C. C. 106 .
that the out-houses burned were the
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of the offence , it was in the possession of a tenant, that the ac

cused could not be convicted . In England by statute 7 Wm . 4 ,

and 1 Vict . c . 89, s. 3 , it is immaterial whether the house be

that of a third person or the defendant himself, for that stat

ute applies, whether the house be in the possession of the of

fender, or in the possession of any other person. Under these

statutes it has been held that a house, in part of which a man

lives, but lets other parts to lodgers, may be described as his

house, even though he be an insolvent debtor, and have assigned

the house to his assignee, if the assignee have not taken posses

sion ; at all events the room in which he lives may
be described

as bis house. If the possession of a house be obtained wrong

fully , it may be described as the house of the wrongful occu

pier.3 Since at common law , as we have seen , a man cannot

commit arson of his own house, it has been held that a tenant

(occupancy being the test) cannot be guilty at common law of

arson in burning the property he occupies on lease. On the

other hand, a landlord , it would seem , may be guilty of arson in

burning his house in a tenant's possession .

property of Blanche Silk , widow , but beer being used in the family, to the

were only made use of by John Silk , expenses of which themother in part

her son , who lived with her after his contributed , though without any par

father's death in the dwelling-house ticular agreement as to the proportion ,

adjoining the out- houses, and took that the same should be laid in their

upon him the sole management of the joint occupation. The prisoner was

farm with which these out-houses were afterwards convicted on a second in

used , to the loss and profit of which dictment ( 2 East P. C. 1034) , drawn

he alone stood, though without any agreeably to this opinion, the first

particular agreement between him and having improperly laid the whole

his mother ; that he paid all the ser- premises as in the sole occupation of

vants, and purchased all the stock; the mother; and he was executed .

but that the legal property , both in · People v . Gates, 15 Wend . 159.

the dwelling-house and farm , was in 2 R. v . Ball, 1 Mood . C. C. 30.

the mother , and she alone repaired Wallis, 1 Mood . C. C.344 .

the dwelling-house and the out-houses 4 2 East P. C. 1029; R. v . Spald

in question. Heath , J., held that, as ing, 1 Leach, 258 ; R. v. Pedley, 1

to the stable, pound , and hog -sties, Leach , 242. See Sullivan v . State,

which the son alone used , the indict 5 Stew . & P. 175. Supra, S 830.

ment must lay them to be in his oc 5 Ibid .; Fost. 114 . See Com . v .

cupation ; and as to the brew -house Erskine, 8 Grat. 635 .

(another of the out-houses burned) Where a parish pauper set fire to a

the mother and her son both occa house in which he was put to reside

sionally paying for ingredients, the by the overseers,and it wasnot known

8 R. .
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Possession

Husband

and wife

§ 837. Although there is some confusion in the earlier cases,

the authorities now concur in accepting the position, to

isthe test. adopt the language of Cooley , J., in a Michigan case de

cided in 1872,1 that “ arson is an offence against the habitation,

and regards the possession rather than the property . The house,

therefore, must not be described as the house of the owner of the

fee, if in fact at the time another has the actual occupancy, but

it must be described as the dwelling-house of him whose dwell

ing it then is , even , it seems, though the occupation be wrong

ful. It follows that a lessee could not be guilty of the felony

in burning the premises occupied by him as such , while the

landlord, during such occupation,might be.” 6

§ 838. The law with regard to the statement of ownership by

married women is generally the same as in burglary.7

not guilty
It must be remembered, however, that arson touches

burning in distinctively the rights of possession rather than of

own house. property ; and hence it has been held in Michigan,

that a husband living with his wife, and having a rightful pog

session jointly with her of a dwelling -house which she owns and

they both occupy, is not guilty of arson in burning such dwell

ing-house. It was further said that the Michigan statutes for

who the trustees were in whom the 243; Davis v . State, 52 Ala. 357 ;

legal ownership was vested , it was People v. Wooley , 44 Cal.494.

holden that it might be described as 3 2 East P. C. 1034 ; 4 Bl. Com .

the house of the overseers, or of per- 220 ; Holmes's case, Cro. Car. 376 ;

sons unknown. R. v. Rickman , 2 Spalding's case , 1 Leach, 258; Com .

East P. C. 1034. v . Wade, 17 Pick . 395 .

Where a part of the house is oc 4 Rex v. Wallis, 1 Mood. C. C. 344 ;

cupied by a tenant habitually lodging State v. Toole, 29 Conn . 344 .

therein at night, and the residue by 5 2 East P. C. 1029 ; 2 Russ. on Cr.

the owner, the building is well de- 550; McNeal v. Woods, 3 Blackf. 485 ;

scribed in the indictment as the dwell- State v. Lyon, 12 Conn.487 ; State v.

ing-house of such tenant. Shepherd Fish ,
Dutch. 323 ; State v. Sandy,

v . People , 19 N. Y. 537. See infra, 3 Ired . 570. Otherwise under stat

SS 841-3.
ute. State v . Moore, 61 Mo. 276 ;

i Snyder v . People, 26 Mich . 106 ; People v . Simpson , 50 Cal. 304.

1 Green C. R. 547.
6 2 East P. C. 1023-4 ; Sullivan

2 State v . Toole , 29 Conn . 344 ; and
v . State, 5 Stew . & P. 175. Supra ,

see Shepherd v. People, 19 N. Y.537; § 830.

People v . Van Blarcum , 2 Johns. 105 ; See supra , SS 800, 816.

State v. Sandy , 3 Ired . 570 ; State
8 Snyder v. People, 26 Mich. 106 ;

v . Gailor, 71 N. C. 88 ; State v .Moore, 1 Green C. R. 547.

61 Mo. 276 ; Young v. Com . 12 Bush ,
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the protection of the rights of married women have not changed

the common law rule as to arson when the burning is by the hus

band of the house of the wife, occupied as a dwelling or residence

by both . So a wife cannot be convicted of arson in burning her

husband's house , though at the time living separate from him.1

Indictment

terms.

V. INDICTMENT.2

§ 839. The indictment for arson at common law must lay the

offence to have been done wilfully (or voluntarily ) and

maliciously, as well as feloniously. The word wilfully must con

may be implied from other fit epithets. “ Burn ” at nical

common law is essential. If it appears, expletory terms

i R. v. March , 1 Mood. C. C. 182. pany. Rev. Sts. of Mass. c. 126,

For forms of indictment see Wh. $ 8 .

Prec., as follows: (399.) Setting fire to stacks of bay.

(389.) General frame of an indictment Rev. Sts. of Mass. c . 126 , $ 6 .

for arson at common law . (400.) Burning a dwelling-house in

(390.) Burning unfinished dwelling the night-time. Mass. St. 1852, c.

house , under Mass . Rev. Sts. c . 259, $ 3 .

126, § 5 . (401.) Burning a flouring-mill, under

(391.) Setting fire to a building, Obio statute .

whereby a dwelling-house was burnt (402.) Burning a dwelling -house, un

in the night-time. Mass. St. 1852, der Ohio statute .

c . 258, § 3. (403.) Burning a boat, under Ohio

(392.) Burning a dwelling-house in statute.

the daytime. Rev. Sts. of Mass. (404.) Attempt to commit arson . Set

c. 126 , § 2 . ting fire to store, under Ohio statute .

(393.) Setting fire to a building ad- (405.) Burning a stack of hay, under

joining a dwelling -house in the day Ohio statute .

time, whereby a dwelling-house was (406.) Burning a meeting-house, un

burnt in the daytime. Rev. Sts . der the Vermont statute .

of Mass. c. 2, $ 2 . (407.) For burning one's own house

(394.) Burning a stable within the with intent to defraud the insurers .

curtilage of a dwelling-house. Rev. (408.) Burning a barrack of hay, un

Sts. of Mass. c . 126 , § 3 . der Pennsylvania statute .

(395.) Burning a city hall in the (409.) Burning stable, under same.

night-time. Rev. Sts. of Mass. c. 8 R. v . Turner, 1 Mood . C. C. 239;

126 , § 3 . Jesse v . State, 28 Miss. 100 ; Kellen

(396.) Burning a meeting-house in beck v. State, 10 Md. 431. Though

the daytime. Rev. Sts. of Mass. see Chapman v. Com . 5 Whart. 427.

c . 126 , $ 4 . • 1 Hawk. c. 89, s. 5 ; 2 East P. C.

(397.) Burning a vessel lying within 1036. See Whart. Cr. Plead. & Prac.

the body of the county. Rev. Sts. § 269.

of Mass. c . 125 , $ 5 . 6 Cochran v. State , 6 Gill, 400 ;

(398.) Burning a dwelling-house with Mary v. State, 24 Ark . 44 ; Howell v.

intent to injure an insurance com Com . 5 Grat. 664.
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At com

mon law

may be

laid as a

house .

may be rejected as surplusage. In Maine, however, " set fire

to " has been held to be equivalent to “ burn .” 2

§ 840. Laying the burning to be of a house is sufficient even

at common law , without saying a dwelling -house. But

building
where the statutory term is “ dwelling-house,” the lat

ter term should appear in the indictment. In Gland

field's case the indictment, which was framed on the

stat. 9 Geo. 1, stated the burning to be of out-houses gener

ally , which was ruled by Heath , J., to be sufficient, without

stating of what denomination of out-houses, such being the de

scription in the statute 9 Geo. 1.5

§ 841. The house must at common law ordinarily be laid to

be the house of another.6 Ownership must be laid ,

Ownership
and proved as laid . Belonging to " is a sufficient

laid , and

proved as
averment of ownership. But a special ownership is

sufficient ; it not being necessary that the ownership

should be in fee. A mere servant, however, should not be laid

as owner,10 though generally, as we have seen, proof of possession

will sustain averment of ownership.11 But at the same time,if

must be

ſaid .

1 Polsten v . State, 14 Miss. 463. 7 Whart. Plead. & Prac . 109. Su

See Hester v . State , 17 Ga. 130 .
pra , SS 798, 836 ; infra, § 932; State

2 State v . Taylor, 45 Me. 322, sed v . Fish , 3 Dutch. 323; Marten v. State,

qucere. As to indictment generally, 28 Ala. 71. As to corporate owners

see Woodford v . People , 62 N. Y. see McGary v . People, 45 N. Y. 153.

117; Page v. Com . 26 Grat. 943 ; 8 Com . v. Hamilton, 15 Gray, 480.

State v . Keel, 54 Mo. 182 ; State v . 9 State v . Lyon, 12 Conn . 487.

Moore, 61 Mo. 276 ; Thomas v. State , 10 Rickman's case, 2 East P. C.

41 Tex. 27 ; Wolf v . State , 53 Ind . 30 ; 1034.

Davis v. State, 52 Ala . 357 ; Mott v . 11 Supra, $ 837.

State, 29 Ark . 147 ; People v . Shain A room in a large building, sepa

wold , 51 Cal. 468.
rately leased by the owner ofthe build

8 See 1 Hale, 567; Com . v. Posey, ing to a merchant, who occupied it as

4 Call, 109.
a store, and having no direct commu

4 McLane v . State, 4 Ga.335 ; State nication with the other parts of the

v. Sutcliffes, 4 Strobh. 372. Supra, building, is properly laid in an indict

$ 835 .
ment for arson as the property of the

5 2 East P. C. 1036 . See Hester lessee. State v. Sandy, 3 Ired . 570.

v . State , 17 Geo . 130 . See Shepherd v. People,19 N. Y. 537.

6 2 East P. C. 1034 ; Martha v .
On an indictment for setting fire to

State, 26 Ala . 72.
a barn in the night-time, whereby a

§ 834; but see, as to Louisiana, State dwelling-house was burned, charging

v. Elder , 21 La. An. 157 ; and com
the barn to be the property of G.and

pare Young v . Com . 12 Bush, 243. N., it appeared that G.was the gen

And see supra ,
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there are several tenants of a building, separated in distinct

apartments, the burning must be averred to be of the property

of the particular tenant of the part burned.

The pleading of the name of the party defrauded has been

elsewhere fully considered.2

§ 842. The law in respect to fraud on insurance companies has

been already noticed . A variance in this respect is

fatal at common law . But it is no ground for arresting defraud

judgment on an indictment for arson with intent to correctly

defraud an insurance company, that the name of the

company is inaccurately stated . If the owners are a company of

individuals, their names should be given . Where the statute

makes wilful burning by itself indictable, or where the offence

is arson at common law , the intent to defraud need notbe alleged.6

Intent to

stated .

VI. BURNING HOUSES WITH INTENT TO DEFRAUD INSURERS.

§ 843. As we have already seen , it is not an indictable offence

at common law for a person to burn his own house with such burn
ing has

intent to defraud insurers.? In inost jurisdictions
, how- been made

ever; statutes are in force making this an indictable
arson by

offence. A possibility of fraud is sufficient under the statute.

statute .

eral owner of the barn, and that part der a statute, it is not necessary to

of it was in the occupancy of N., and aver who are its owners . State v .

a part of it used for the purposes of Roe, 12 Vt. 93.

a stage company, who had hired it i State v. Toole , 29 Conn. 344 ;

from G., by. parol agreement, for no State v. Tonnery, 9 Iowa, 436; Shep

specified time, G. himself being a herd r . People , 19 N. Y. 537.

member and agent of the company , 2 Wharton's Precedents (389) . Su

and exercising no different control pra , $ 816.

over this part of the premises than he 3 Supra , SS 716 , 739 ; infra , § 843.

exercised over the other way stations 4 People v. Hughes, 29 Cal. 257.

of the company. It was held that 6 People v. Schwartz , 32 Cal. 160.

the company, and not G., was occu 6 R. v. Heseltine, 12 Cox C. C.

pant of this part of the barn , and 404 .

that the allegation of the indictment ? Supra, $ 830.

that the property was N.'s and not 8 See State v. Hurd , 51 N. H. 176 ;

G.'s was not supported by the proof. Shepherd v. People, 19 N. Y. 537 ;

Com . v. Wade, 17 Pick . 395. People v . Henderson , 1 Parker C. R.

In Vermont, on an indictment for 560 ; People v. Schwartz, 32 Cal. 160.

burning a public meeting-house , un Though there are several insurers,

• R. v. Doran , 1 Esp . 127; R. v. Watson, 63 Me. 128; Jhons v. People,

Kitson , Dears. C. C. 187 ; State v . 25 Mich . 500 .
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VII. ATTEMPTS.

Indictable

law .

§ 844. Attempts to commit arson may be prosecuted when the

burning is not consummated ; ? and it has been ruled

at common that such prosecutions may be maintained when one

solicits another ineffectually to commit the offence ;2

or wilfully uses any means to communicate fire.3

the offence of burning with intent to i R. v. Taylor, 1 F. & F. 511; R. v.

defraud such insurers is but a single Clayton , 1 C. & K. 128 ; Com . v.

crime. Com . v . Goldstein , 114 Mass. Flynn, 3 Cush. 525 ; State v. Johnson ,

272. As to proving intent see supra, 19 Iowa, 230. Supra, § 173.

2 People v. Bush , 4 Hill N. Y. 133.

In an indictment for setting fire to But see supra , $ 179.

a building with intent to defraud the 8 Supra , $ 173.

insurers, the guilty intent must be The attempt, however, must have

averred, and the names of the parties causal relation to the act; supra, $ 178;

to be defrauded accurately given. and the means must be adapted to

Staaden v. People , 82 Ill. 432 ; aff. the ends; $S 180 et seq. See 187 as

Wallace v. People, 63 Ill. 451. to abandonment of attempt.
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CHAPTER XII.

:

ROBBERY .

I. FROM THE PERSON OR IN THE

PRESENCE .

Robberymust be from the person

or in the presence of prosecutor,

$ 847.

II. MUST BE ANIMO FURANDI.

Goods must be taken animo fu

randi, $ 848 .

III. TAKING AND CARRYING AWAY.

Goods must be taken and carried

VII. DEFENDANT HAVING TITLE .

Where goods are taken under claim

of title offence is not made out,

§ 853.

VIII. SNATCHING .

Snatching without struggle is no

robbery, $ 854.

IX . AGAINST THE WILL .

Taking must be against the will,

$ 855.

X. CONSENT.

Consent no defence if obtained by

fear, $ 856.

XI. INDICTMENT.

Proper technical averments must

be made, $ 857.

May be a conviction of larceny ,

§ 858.

away, $ 849.

IV . FORCE AND FEAR.

Taking must be through force or

fear , $ 850 .

V. NATURE OF THREATS.

Threat calculated to produce terror

sufficient, $ 851.

VI. CHARGING UNNATURAL CRIME.

Extortion by charging unnatural

crime is robbery , $ 852.

ROBBERY AT COMMON LAW .

§ 846. ROBBERY is the felonious and forcible taking of the

property of another from his person, or in his presence, against

his will, by violence or by putting him in fear. The property

taken must be the subject of larceny, whether common law or

statutory.1

I. FROM THE PERSON OR IN THE PRESENCE .

§ 847. Itmust appear that the taking was from the person or

in the presence of the prosecutor. Where it appeared Robbery

that with the prosecutor was a third person, who had from the

1 R. v. Cannon, R. & R. 146; R. v . Snelling, 4 Binn.379; Turner v. State,

Hemming, 4 F. & F. 50. 1 Ohio St. 422 ; Kit v . State , 11

2 R.v .Grey, 2 East P. C.708 ; R. Humph. 167; Crews v. State , 3 Cold .

v. Hamilton , 8 C. & P. 49 ; U. S. v . ( Tenn .) 350 ; Stegar v. State, 39 Ga.

Jones, 3 Wash . C. C. 209 ; Com . v .
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in the pres
ence of the

prosecutor.

person or the prosecutor's bundle, and who, when the prosecutor

was forcibly attacked by the defendant, dropped the

bundle, and ran to assist the prosecutor, when the pris

oner took up the bundle and ran off, a learned judge is said to

have doubted whether the offence was robbery. But when a

thief puts a man in fear, and then in his presence drives away

his cattle , the robbery is complete ; ? and such is the case where

a man flying from a robber drops his hat, which the robber

steals, and where by intimidation the owner is induced to open

his desk or safe.4

II. MUST BE ANIMO FURANDI.

Goods

must be

taken

animo

§ 848. The goods, also, must appear to have been taken

animo furandi, as in cases of larceny. It has been

doubted whether the offence is constituted where a

man, by force or threats, compels another to give him

furandi.
goods he has to sell, and gives him in return money to

the amount of the value of the goods, although it is said by Mr.

Archbold that it would be if the goods were of greater value

than themoney given for them . As we will presently see,

party under a bona fide impression that the property is his own

obtain it by menaces, that is a trespass, but no robbery.8

if a

purse,
Goods

mustbe

taken and

carried

away .

8 Ibid .

III. TAKING AND CARRYING AWAY.

§ 849. There must be an actual taking and carrying away. If

a robber cuts a man's girdle , in order to get his

and the purse thereby fall to the ground, and the rob

ber runs off, or is apprehended before he can take it

up, this is not robbery , because the purse is never in

1 R. v . Fallows, 5 C. & P. 508. saulted his debtor, and so forced him

? i Hale, 583. Infra , $ 851. to give him a check in part payment,

and having then again assaulted bim ,

4 U.S. v . Jones, 3 Wash. C. C. 209. in order to force him to give bim

6 Murphy v. People, 3 Hun , 114 ; money in payment of the debt,it was

Matthews v . State, 4 Oh. St. 539; held , that as there was no felonious

State v . Hollyway, 41 Iowa, 200 ;
intent, he could not properly be con

State v . Curtis, 71 N. C. 56 ; Long v.
victed of robbery . R. v. Hemmings,

State , 12 Ga. 293.
4 F. & F. 50. See R. v . Coghlan, 4

6 i Hawk. P..C . c . 34 , s. 14 . F. & F. 316 , cited infra, $ 852.

9 Archbold's C. P. 245.
In Virginia it is said that robbery

8 Infra , § 853.

need not be lucri causa . Jordan v.

A creditor having violently as Com . 25 Grat. 943.
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the possession of the robber.1 But it is immaterial whether the

taking were by force or upon delivery , supposing the delivery

be caused by fear ; and if by delivery , it is also immaterial

whether the robber compelled the prosecutor to it by a direct de

mand in the ordinary way , or upon any colorable pretence . A

carrying away must also be proved ; and where the defendant,

upon meeting a man carrying a bed , told him to lay it down or

he would shoot him ; and the man accordingly laid down the

bed, but the robber, before he could take it up to remove it

from the place where it lay, was apprehended, the judges held

that the robbery was not complete. But where the defendant

snatched out a lady's ear-ring , and succeeded in separating it

from the ear, and it was afterwards found among the curls of

her hair, the court held this a sufficient proof of asportation to

support the indictment.3

It is also held that a person travelling with the owner of goods,

and charged by the owner with their custody,may be guilty of

robbery in violently taking these goods from the owner's con

structive possession .

IV . FORCE OR FEAR.

$ 850. While there must be a felonious taking of property

from the person of another, either by actual force or Taking

by constructive force, consisting of the application of must be

threatening words or gestures ; yet, if force be used , force or

fear is not an essential ingredient. This disjunctive

fear.

1
1 Hale , 533. Com . v . Snelling, 4 Binn. 379 ; State

? R. v . Farrell, 1 Leach , 362. v . Cowan, 7 Ired . 239; State v . Burke,

8 R. v . Lapier, 1 Leach , 320. 73 N. C. 83; Bonsall v. State, 35 Ind .

Where the defendant seized the seals 460. The prisoner, when walking on

and chain of the prosecutor's watch , the public street by night with a

and pulled the watch out of its fob , stranger, seized the latter's watch

but the watch being secured around with violence enough to break a silk

the neck by a chain , he could not take guard, and exclaimed , “ Damn you , I

it until by giving two or three jerks will have your watch,” and fled with

he broke the chain, and ran off with it . This was held to be highway

the watch , the robbery was held com- robbery ,though the prosecutor could

plete. R. v . Mason , R. & R.419; R. not swear that he feared anything ex

v . Davies, 2 East P. C. 709. cept the loss of his watch . State r .

4 James v. State, 53 Ala . 380 . McCune, 5 R. J. 60. But see Bon

6 State v . Gorham , 55 N. H. 152; sall v . State , 35 Ind. 450, and infra ,

Com . v. Humphrey, 7 Mass. 242; $ 854.
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way of stating the offence has been incorporated in the statutes

of several of the States, where it is provided that if the goods

be taken either by violence or by putting the owner in fear, it is

sufficient. 1

To knock another down,and take from him his property while

he is insensible, is robbery.2

It is not necessary that the fear should be of robbery. Fear

of bodily hurt is enough.3

When the indictment elects to aver fear, fear must be proved.4

And this is sufficient without tactual force .

V. NATURE OF THREATS .

6

Threat cal

terror is

sufficient.

§ 851. Any threat calculated to produce terror is sufficient.

Thus, if a man take another's child, and threaten to

culated to destroy him unless the other give him money, this is
produce

robbery. And where the defendant, at the head of a

mob, came to the prosecutor's house and demanded

money, threatening to destroy the house unless the money were

given ; and the prosecutor thereupon gave him 58., but he in

sisted on more, and the prosecutor, being terrified, gave him 58.

more ; upon which the defendant and the mob then took bread ,

cheese, and cider from the prosecutor's house, without his per

mission , and departed ; this was also held robbery.8

1 M’Daniel v. State , 8 S. & M.401 ; Where a mob came to the house of

State v. Howerton, 58 Mo. 581; State the prosecutor, and with the mob the

v . Broderick , 59 Mo. 318 . prisoners, who advised the prosecutor

2 Foster, 128; R.v. Lapier, 1 Leach, to give them something to get rid of

320. Infra , $ 853. them and prevent mischief, by which

3 Com . v . Snelling, 4 Binn. 379. means they obtained money from the

4 Glass v . Com . 6 Bush , 436. prosecutor ; Parke, J. (after consulting

6 Com . v. Brooks, 1 Duvall, 150; Vaughan , B., and Alderson , J.), ad

State v. Howerton , 58 Mo. 581. mitted evidence of the acts of the

o See Long v. State, 12 Ga. 293 ; mob at other places, before and after ,

R. v . Reane, 2 East P. C. 734 . on the same day, to show that the ad

? Per Eyre , C. J., in R. v . Reane, 2 vice of the prisoners was notbonâ fide,

East P. C. 734 ; and see R. v. Don- butin reality a mere mode of robbing

nally , Ibid . 718, S. P. of the prosecutor. R. v. Winkworth ,

8 R. v . Simons, 2 East P. C. 781. 4 C. & P. 444.

See R. v . Brown, Ibid 731 ; S. P., R.

.v. Astley, 2 East P. C 712.
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ROBBERY.

Extortion

VI. CHARGING WITH AN UNNATURAL CRIME.

§ 852. To extort money under threat of charging the prose

cutor with an unnatural crime has in

many cases been

holden to be robbery ; 1 even where it appeared that by charg ;

the prosecutor parted with his money from fear merely uralcrime

is robbery .of losing his character or situation by such an imputa

tion . Obtaining money by such and similar means is in many

States by statute made a substantive offence.3 But to extort

1 R. v. Jones, 1 Leach , 139 ; 2 East 310 - Martin . To constitute the of

P. C. 718 ; R. v . Donnally, 1 Leach, fence , the menace or threat must be

193 ; 2 East P. C. 718; R. v . Cannon, of a character to produce in a reason

R. & R. 146 ; R. v. Stringer , 2 Mood. able man some degree of alarm or

C. C. 261; People v. McDaniels, 1 bodily fear , and such alarm must be

Parker C. R. 199 ; Long v . State , 12 of a nature and extent to unsettle the

Ga. 293 ; Britt v. State, 7 Humph.45. mind upon which it operates,and take

2 St. D.Cr.L. art. 296 ; R.v. Hick- away that free voluntary action which

man, 1 Leach , 278 ; R. v. Egerton , R. constitutes consent. R.v . Walton, 9

& R. 375. See R. v . Elmstead , 2 Russ. Cox C. C. 268; L. & C. 288 ; R. v .

Cr. 86 ; R. v . Stringer, 2 Mood. C. C. Hendy, 4 Cox C. C. 243.

261 ; Simon's case , 2 East P. C. 231 ; The guilt of the party threatened

People v. McDaniels, 1 Parker C. R. is quite immaterial as to the question

199.

of defendant's guilt ; R. v . Cracknell,

8 For cases under the English stat 10 Cox C. C. 408 - Willes; though

ute see R. v . Carruthers, 1 Cox C. C. it is material for the purpose of de

138; R. v . Miard , 1 Cox C.C. 22; R. termining whether the intention was

v . Robertson , L. & C.483 . A
person to extort money or to compound a

threatening A.'s father that he would felony. R. v . Richards, 11 Cox C.

accuse A. of having committed an C. 43. Therefore, although the pros

abominable offence upon a mare,
for

ecutor may be cross -examined with a

the purpose of putting off the mare, view to show that he is really guilty

and forcing the father, under terror of of the offence imputed to him , yet no

the threatened charge, to buy and pay evidence will be allowed to be given ,

for her at the prisoner's price , is guilty even in cross -examination, by another

of threatening to accuse with intent to witness, to prove that the prosecutor

extort money, within 24 & 25 Vict. c . is really guilty ; Ibid .; R. v . Menage,

96 , s. 47 ; R. v . Redman , 10 Cox C. 3 F. & F. 310; but see R. v. Richards,

C. 159, L. R. 1 C. C. 12. Both the 11 Cox C. C. 43. Nor on an indict

threat and the intentmay be inferred, ment for threatening to publish certain

even against the declaration of the matter,with intent to extort money, is

prisoner at the time, and in the ab- it necessary that the matter should be

sence of other proof, from a letter libellous. An intent to extort money

sent, from his previous and contem
may be implied from the circum

poraneous, and even from his subse- stances, and does not require an ex

quent conduct and expressions to third press demand ofmoney. If,however,

parties. R. v . Menage, 3 F. & F. the object be to compel the delivery of
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money ,or other valuable things, by threatening a criminal prose

cution for passing counterfeit money , or any prosecution , except

that for an unnatural crime, not at common law a robbery .

When

taken un

der claim

of title of

fence is not

made out.

VII. DEFENDANT HAVING TITLE .

§ 853. Where title is bona fide claimed by the defendant, the

case fails. Thus, in an English case, the prisoner had

goods are set wires in which game was caught. The prosecutor,

a game-keeper, took them away, while the prisoner was

absent. The prisoner demanded his wires and game

with menaces, and , under the influence of fear, the

prosecutor gave them up. The jury found that the prisoner

acted under a bona fide impression that the game and wires were

his property , and that he merely, by some degree of violence,

gained possession of what he considered his own .

no robbery , there being no animus furandi.3

Such , also, is the case when property is taken under alleged

belligerent rights.

It was held

VIII . SNATCHING .

§ 854. The snatching a thing is not considered a taking by

Snatching force, but if there be a struggle to keep it , or any vio

struggle is lence, the taking is robbery,5 the reason of the distinc

accounts of money honestly held to
see R. v. Chalmers, 16 L. J. N. S.

be due, there is no evidence of the 363.

intent. R. v . Coghlan, 4 F. & F. 316 1 Britt v. State , 7 Humph .45 ; Long

- Bramwell.
v. State, 12 Ga. 293; R. v. Edwards,

The prisoner sent to the prosecutor i M. & Rob. 257 ; R. 1. Henry, ?

a letter, the language of which was Mood . C. C. 118 .

ambiguous: It was held , that the pros
It is not necessary, in an indictment

ecutor might be asked what appeared for extortion , to set out with technical

to him to be the meaning of the let- accuracy the crime charged. Com .v.

ter. R. v . Hendy, 4 Cox C. C. 243 — Murphy, 12 Allen , 449.

Erle.
2 R. v. Hall, 3 C. & P.409; Brown

Evidence is admissible to show that, v . State, 28 Ark . 126 .

under theparticular circumstances,the

8 R.v . Hall, 3 C. & P. 409. Supra ,

words in such a letter bave not their $ 848 ; infra , § 883.

ordinary meaning, but the meaning * Com . v. Holland, 1 Duvall, 182.

imputed to them upon the record ; and See U. S. v. Durkee, McAllister, 196;

therefore the witness may be asked
Hammond v . State, 3 Cold . (Tenna)

whether he understood the meaning 129. Supra, § 283.

to be that which the record imputed .
6 R. v. Macaulay, 1 Leach, 287 ; R.

Ibid . As to interpretation of letter,
v. Baker, 1 Leach,299; R.v .Steward,
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tion being that, in the former case ,we can infer neither not rob

bery .
fear nor the intention violently to take in face of resist

ing force. If fear is proven the case is altered.1

Must be

will .

IX . AGAINST THE WILL.

§ 855. As a rule, robbery must be against the will. At the

same time, as in the parallel case of rape, against the

will, if there be force, is to be treated as convertible against the

with “ without consent ; " and hence where the defend

ant knocked the prosecutor down, and when the latter was in

sensible, robbed him , it was held that the robbery was complete.4

And so was it held , where the prosecutor was seized by the cra

vat nd forced against the wall, and when thus pinioned his

watch was taken without his knowledge. But the mere taking

goods from an unconscious person , without force, or the intent to

use force, is not robbery.

X. CONSENT.

obtained

§ 856. It makes no matter what pretences were employed to

induce the owner to surrender possession , if he was put Consent no

in bodily fear. Thus, if a man with a sword drawn defence if

ask alms of me, and I give it him , through mistrust by fear.

and apprehension of violence, it is asmuch a robbery as if he

had demanded money in the ordinary way.? So, where the de

fendant took goods from the prosecutrix of the value of eight

shillings, and by force and threats compelled her to take one

shilling , under pretence of payment for them , this was held to be

robbery.8 Where the defendant, at the head of a riotous mob ,

2 East P. C. 702; R. v . Horner, Ibid . 2 R. v. McDaniel, Foster , 121-8 ;

703; R. v. Walls, 2 C. & K. 214 ; R. Long v. State, 12 Ga. 293 ; State v.

v. Gnosil, 1 C. & P. 304 ; McCloskey Johnson, Phill. (N. C.) L. 140 .

v. People, 5 Parker C. R. 299; State 8 See supra, SS 556 , 562.

v . McCune, 5 R. I. 60 ; Mahoney v . 4 R.v . Lapier, 1 Leach , 320; Fos

People, 3 Hun, 202; State v. Trexler, ter, 128 ; R. v. Hawkins, 3 C. & P.

2 Car. L. R. 90 ; State v . Broderick , 392.

59 Mo. 318. See supra, $ 150 ; though
6 Com . v. Snelling, 4 Binn . 379.

see State v . John, 5 Jones (N. C.) , • Brennan v . State , 25 Ind. 403.

163.

74 Bl. Com . 242 ; but see State v.

1 Com . v. Snelling, 4 Binn. 379; Johnson , Phill. (N. C.) L. 186.

Mahoney v. People , 3 Hun, 202. See 8 R. v. Simons, 2 East P. C. 712;

supra , § 849.
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stopped a cart laden with cheeses, insisting upon seizing them

for want of a permit ; and after some altercation he went with

the driver, under pretence of going before a magistrate, and dur

ing their absence the mob pillaged the cart, this was also held

robbery . If thieves come to rob A., and finding little upon

him , force him by menace to swear to bring them a greater sum ,

which he does accordingly, this is robbery, if, at the timehede

livered themoney, the fear of the menace continued to operate

upon him . So where the defendant, under compulsion , consents

to draw a check or order ; 3 and where money is given to avert a

rape.4

But if the prosecutor consent to be robbed, simply to prosecute

the robber, this is a good defence.

technical

averments

must be

made.

XI. INDICTMENT.

§ 857. An indictment for the common law offence of highway

robbery , which charges the offence to have been com
Proper

mitted near the highway, is good. But an indict

ment charging the robbery to have been committed in

the highway is not supported by evidence of a robbery

near the highway.? The termini of the highway need not be

given.8

An indictment which alleges the taking of the property from

the person " feloniously and violently ," has been held to suf

ficiently allege the putting in fear. But it is safer to allege

that the prosecutor was put in fear, and that the act was done

forcibly,10 since in this case either of these allegations can be

discharged as surplusage.

and see R. v . Spencer , Ibid . 712. Su State v . Cowan , 7 Ired . 239.

pra , § 146 . 8 State v . Burke, 73 N. C. 83 .

1 Merriman v . Chippenham , 2 East • Com . v. Humphrey, 7 Mass. 242;

P. C. 709. State v . Cowan, 7 Ired . 239; 2 East

2 1 Hale, 532. Supra, § 146.
P. C. 783. Such is clearly the old rule.

8 R.v . Edwards, 6 C. & P. 521. See Whart. Plead. & Prac. & 267.

4 R.v . Blackham , 2 East P. C. 711. 10 Collins v . People , 39 Ill. 233 ; An

5 R. v . Fuller, R.& R.408 ; 1 Russ. derson v. State , 28 Ind. 22; though

Cr. 890. Supra , SS 141 et seq.
see Glass v . Com . 6 Bush , 436. As

• State v. Anthony, 7 Ired . 234 ; to Alabama see Chappell v. State, 52

State v . Wilson, 67 N. C.456. Under Ala . 359.

Missouri statute see State v . Hower

ton , 59 Mo. 91.
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Feloniously ” is at common law essential both to the robbery

and the assault.1

The rules heretofore laid down for the description of personal

property apply to cases of robbery. Robbery of a piece of

paper ” may be enough. And it is said that as the force or fear

is the main ingredient of the offence, the indictment need not

specify value.4

The name of the person robbed must be stated with the same

precision as in larceny.5

§ 858. Even at common law , if the force be not proved, the

defendant while acquitted of robbery may be convicted May be a

of larceny if there be an allegation of stealing duly set of larceny.

forth .

$ 17.

1 R.v . Pelfryman, 2 East P. C. 783; son robbed . Rev. Stats. of Mass.

Chappell v. State , 52 Ala . 359.
c . 125 .

? See Wh. on Cr. Ev. $$ 121; and (413.) Robbery not being armed .

see also Turner v. State, 1 Oh. St. 422; Rev. Stats. of Mass. c. 125, $ 15.

Brennan v. State, 25 Ind. 403 ; McEn- (414.) Attempting to extort money by

tee v . State , 24 Wis. 43.

threatening to accuse another of a

8 R. v. Bingley, 5 C. & P. 602. crime. Rev. Stats. of Mass. c. 125,

Infra, § 880.

4 State v . Burke, 73 N. C. 83. An indictment was sustained in Cal

An indictment for robbery, which ifornia which charged the defendant

alleges that the “ defendant made an with having feloniously , forcibly , and

assault upon A., and put him in fear violently stolen from the person and

of his life, and did take, steal, and control of B. and against his will,

carry away feloniously, the money of property belonging to C. It was held

said A.," is insufficient, because it not necessary to aver thatthe property

does not state tbat the money was was taken against the will of C., or

taken from the person of A., and without his knowledge and consent ;

against his will, which is an essential or to state that B. had a right of pos

averment. Kit v . State , 11 Humph. session. People v . Shuler, 28 Cal.

167 ; People v. Beck, 21 Cal. 385; 490. See, as to right of possession,

contra, Terry v . State , 13 Ind. 70. For State v . Ah Loi, 5 Nev . 99.

forms of indictment see Whart. Prec., 5 Whart . Crim . Ev. SS 94 et seq. ;

as follows:
Smedly v . State , 30 Texas, 214 ; Com .

(410.) General frame of indictment v . Clifford , 8 Cush . 216 ; Crews v .

at common law .
State, 3 Cold. 350. An averment in

(411.) Robbery — the prisoner being an indictment for robbery that the

armed with a dangerous weapon . property was feloniously taken will

Mass. Rev. Stats. c . 125 , § 15 .

not supply the want of an averment

(412.) Robbery — the prisoner being of the intent to rob or steal, under the

armed with a dangerous weapon , Ohio statute.
Matthews v . State, 4

and striking and wounding the per- Ohio St. 539.

• Supra, § 27; R. v . Birch , 1 Den .
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Attempts at Robbery, and Assaults with intent to rob, are else

where generally discussed.

C. C. 185; Hickey v. State, 23 Ind. conviction of felonious assault under

21; State v. Jenkins, 36 Mo. 372. See indictment for robbery.

Howard v . State , 25 Oh. St. 399, for 1 See supra , $$ 173 et seq., 641 et

seq.
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CHAPTER XIII.

LARCENY.

Larceny is the taking and carrying

away of a thing unlawfully and

without claim of right, with the

intention of converting it to a

use other than that of the owner,

$ 862.

I. SUBJECTS OF LARCENY .

Treasure trove, estrays, and waifs

cannot be thesubjects of larceny,

nor dead bodies, but otherwise as

to grave -clothes, skins of deer

hung up in a camp, ice , gas, and

stored water, $ 863 .

Fixtures not subjects of larceny

when unsevered from realty ,

§ 864 .

So of gold and other ore, $ 865.

So of turpentine, sap , grass, and

flowers , $ 866 .

But unfastened fixtures are sub

jects of larceny, $ 867 .

Articles attached to soil must be

first detached, $ 868 .

Animals ferae naturae not subjects

of larceny ; e. g. deer, hares ,

fish , and bees, $ 869.

And so of eggs of wild animals ,

$ 870.

Otherwise as to animals reclaimed

or confined so as to be subject to

domestic use , $ 871.

Untaxed dogs and ferrets not sub

jects of larceny, § 872.

But otherwise with oysters when

planted for use , $ 873 .

And so of flesh of dead animals,

§ 874 .

Indictment for stealing animals

must show they are the subjects

of larceny, $ 875 .

Choses in action are not subjects of

larceny, § 876 .

Deeds and mortgages are not

goods and chattels," $ 877 .

Nor are other securities at common

law , $ 878 .

Prosecutor's own negotiable paper

may be subject of larceny, $ 879 .

Larceny of “ pieces of paper » is

indictable , $ 880.

So of unissued bank bills, $ 881.

Value may be inferentially shown ,

§ 882 .

Articles illegal or contraband may

be the subjects of larceny, $

882 a .

But not an instrument of no value,

$ 882 6 .

II . INTENT.

Intentmust be to deprive possessor

permanently of things taken , s

883 .

Taking under an honest claim of

right is not larceny, $ 884 .

Taking without fraudulent intent

is not larceny, $ 885 .

And So of borrowing without

fraudulent intent, $ 886.

Returning goods does not purge

guilt, § 887.

Buying by false pretence is not

larceny ; but otherwise when

only possession of the goods, but

not the property, is obtained by

the false pretence. False per

sonation , § 888 .

Seizing weapon in self-defence is

not larceny, $ 889.

And so of taking by a belligerent,

$ 890.

Whether forced sale is larčeny de

pends upon circumstances, $ 891.

Taking the wrong thing and drop

ping it is not larceny, $ 892.

Nor is taking by accident or in

joke, $ 893.

Nor is retaking one's own goods,

$ 894.
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To larceny lucri causa is essential

by Roman law , $ 895.

And so by early English law ,

§ 896 .

Otherwise by later English cases,

$ 897.

Unreasonableness of these rulings,

$ 898 .

In the United States qualification

of lucri causa required, $ 899.

Pawning master's goods with in

tent to return is not larceny,

$ 900.

Appropriating lost goods animo

furandi is larceny, $ 901.

Otherwise when there is no means

of knowing at the time who the

owner was, $ 902.

Notice of ownership may be in

ferred from facts, $ 903.

Such inference may be refuted by

proof of bona fide attempt to

find owner, $ 904.

Where there are ear -marks, rea
sonable diligence should be

shown, $ 905.

Intent to restore only for reward

makes offence larceny, $ 906 .

Returning lost goods does not

purge felony, $ 907 .

Same rule as to cattle , $ 908.

Intent to steal coupled with belief

that owner may be found , con

stitute larceny, $ 909.

But not larceny unless belief that

owner may be found and feloni

ous intent concur, $ 910.

Larceny for railroad officer to ap

propriate things found in cars,

$ 911 .

Not larceny for persons employed

to find goods to appropriate

them , § 912 .

Nor for assignee of finder to retain

goods, § 913.

III. TAKING .

Taking must be in some way

proved . Need not be secret,

914 .

Consent of owner to taking does

not bar prosecution in

where the consent is that defend

ant should have only a bare

charge, and where the consent

was obtained by fraud or mis

take, $ 915 .

Consent cannot be given by un

authorized agent, 916 .

No defence that goods were ex

posed by owner to theft , $ 917 .

Not larceny for wife to take away

her husband's goods, or for per

son merely assisting her, $ 918 .

But otherwise for person assisting

adulterous wife , § 919 .

In such case defendant must be

connected with the taking, $ 920.

Larceny in a man to steal his own

goods from bailee to charge

bailee, $ 921.
Joint tenant or tenant in common

of chattel cannot steal chattel

unless in hands of bailee, $ 922.

Distance of moving immaterial,

$ 923 .

Taking need not be by hand,

924 .

Killing of animals not a sufficient

carrying away, $ 925 .

Enticing or trapping animals not

taking until seizure, $ 926 .

Party must be present at taking as

principal, $ 927.

A thief carrying goods from county

to county may be convicted in

either county, $ 928 .
All assenting to asportation are

principals, $ 929 .
Conflict of opinion as to whether

when goods are stolen in one

State the thief may be convicted

in another State where the goods

are brought, § 930.

When several things are taken by

one unbroken act this is a single

larceny, $ 931 .

IV . OWNERSHIP .

Ownership,absolute or special,will

sustain an indictment, $ 932.

Counts may vary ownership, s

932 a .

common

cases

Ownership may be inferentially

proved, § 933.
Variance as to may be fatal, s

934.

Of joint tenants and tenants in

must be jointly laid,

§ 935 .
General owner may be charged

with stealing from specialowner,

§ 936 .
Grave-clothes and coffins to be laid

as property of executor, $ 937.

As against strangers, property inay

be laid in either bailor or bailee,

$ 938.
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Property cannot be laid in servant

or child , $ 939 .

Nor in married woman , $ 940 .

Goods of corporation must be laid

as such , $ 941.

Goods levied on may be laid as

property of officer or owner, $

942 .

Not larceny at common law for

servant to steal goods not yet

arrived in his master's posses

sion , $ 943.

Specific ownership of stolen coin

must be shown , S 944.

Goods stolen from thief may be

laid as property of either thief

or owner, $ 945 .

Things stolen from mail may be

laid as property of owner, §

946 .

Clothes of child may be laid as

property of father, $ 947.

Stealing simultaneously goods of
different owners makes more

than one offence , $ 948.

Owner may be laid as unknown,

$ 949.

Goods of deceased person to be

averred to be property of ex

ecutor, $ 950 .

V. VALUE .

Some value must be attached to

things stolen , $ 951.

Lumping valuation insufficient

when conviction is only for steal

ing part, $ 952.

When there is a statutory limit

value must conform to statute ,

$ 953 .

Larceny may be laid of piece of

stealing goods of employer, $

960 .

Otherwise when property of goods

is in clerk , $ 961.

And where the master has not had

possession of goods, $ 962.
VII. BY BAILEES.

Bailee not chargeable with larceny

unless there be original fraudu

lent intent, $ 963.

Where bare possession is fraudu

lently obtained , subsequent con

version is larceny, § 964.

Otherwise when property in goods

is passed, $ 965.

No such property passes with pos

session fraudulently obtained

from servant or bailee as pre

cludes prosecution for larceny,

§ 966 .

Bailee liable when bulk or package

is fraudulently broken though

possession was obtained bonâ

fide, $ 967.

And so where bailment is fraud

ulently determined by bailee, $

968.

And so where bailment expires by

itself, § 969.

By statute bailees are open in other

cases to prosecution , $ 970.

VIII. BY ASSIGNEE OR VENDEE.

Sale obtained by force does not

transfer property , § 971.

Sale to bar larceny must be com

plete , $ 972.

Transfer by ring-dropping bargain

not such a sale , $ 973.

Transfer must be assent of two

minds to one thing, $ 974 .

Conditional transfer does not bar

larceny, $ 975 .

No defence that goods were ob

tained by legal process when

such process is fraudulent, §

976 .

IX . INDICTMENT.

Various counts may be joined, s

978 .

Ownership must be stated , $ 979 .

X. VERDICT, $ 980 .

XI. RESTORING ARTICLES STOLEN.

By statute stolen goods are to be

restored , $ 981.

Goods may be followed in hands

of assignees with notice, $ 981 a .

paper , $ 954 .

Valuemay be inferentially shown ,

$ 955.

VI. BY SERVANTS AND OTHERS HAV .

ING BARE CHARGE.

Larceny for servant having bare

charge to convert to his own use,

$ 956 .

So as to others having bare charge,

$ 957 .

So as to persons with or by whom

goods are inadvertently left or

obtained , $ 958 .

And so of letter-carrier stealing

letter, $ 959.

And so of clerk, without discretion ,
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1 66 are

and with

out claim

with the in

tention of

it to a use

other than

that of the

owner.

i § 862. “ THE definitions of larceny,” said Baron Parke, an

eminent judge, none of them complete ; Mr.

Larceny is

the taking East's is the most so , but that wants some little expla

and carry

ing away
nation . His definition is , ' the wrongful or fraudulent

ofa thing, taking a d carrying away by any person of the mere

personal goods of another, from any place , with a felo

of right, nious intent to convert them to his (the taker's ) own

use , and make them his own property , without the con

converting
sent of the owner.' This is defective, in not stating

what the definition of felonious ' in this definition is.

It may be explained to mean that there is no color of

right or excuse for the act ; and the “ intent' must be to deprive

the owner , not temporarily , but permanently , of his property .

Cases also show that a taking of goods with an intent to return

them is not larceny."

From this definition differ those of Coke, Hawkins, and Black

stone, in the omission of two important requisites : first, the

- conversion to the taker's own use ; and secondly,
o without

the consent of the owner .” Blackstone, for instance , contents

himself with declaring larceny to be “ the felonious taking and

carrying away of the personal goods of another.” That this defi

nition is defective in omitting “ without the consentof the owner ”

is now universally conceded . Whether it is defective in omitting

to include the lucri causa will be hereafter discussed.2

At common law , larceny is divided into grand and petit. In

England this distinction has been cancelled by statute ; and in

but few of the United States does it continue to be recognized .

I. SUBJECTS OF LARCENY.

In what way property laid in an indictment for larceny is to

be described has been elsewhere considered ; 3 it being noticed

that the proof of the larceny of a single article among many laid

will sustain a conviction .

§ 863. Larceny cannot be committed, at common law ,
of a

thing not the subject of determinate property , as treasure trove ,

4 Whart. Crim . Ev. $$ 123 , 132 ;

People v. Wiley , 3 Hill N. Y. 194.

1 R. v . Holloway, 2 C. & K. 945.

2 Infra , $ 895 .

8 Whart. Plead . & Prac. SS 206-212;

Whart. Crim . Ev. SS 124 et seq.
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otherwise

as to grave

waifs, & c ., till seized , though it would seem that the true owner,

though unknown, has still a property in them before Treasure

seizure by the lord , unless there be circumstances to trove,
waifs, and

show an intended dereliction of the property.? But estrays

it has been held in Massachusetts that articles of cloth- the sub

jects of lar

ing, taken from a dead body ashore from a wreck , are ceny; but

the subjects of larceny ; 3 and such is clearly the case at

common law with grave-clothes, and coffins in graves, slothes

though it is otherwise as to dead human beings.6 deer hung

Taking deer-skins hung up in the woods at an Indian camp, ice,

hunting-camp may be larceny, though the skins were and stored

not in the actual possession of any one at the time,?

and so of dead animals buried by the owner.8 Ice , when put

away in an ice -house for domestic use, becomes individual prop

erty, so as to be the subject of larceny, though clearly not so

when taken from the surface of an open pond or river ; 9 and so

gas is the subject of larceny , when severed from the general pipe

before it reaches the meter. 10 Whether sea -weed, left by the

waves on the shore, belongs to the owner of the land has been

questioned.11 Water,when stored ,may be the subject of larceny,

water .

It was

11 Hale , 510 ; 1 Hawk. c . 33 , s . Jur . 536 ; 20 Eng. Law & Eq. 585 ;

24. See R. v . Hore, 3 F. & F. 315 . Com . v . Shaw , 4 Allen, 308. A per

2 2 East P. C. 606 , 607. See R. v. son stole gas for the use of a manufac

Thurborn , T. & M.67; 1 Den . C. C. tory by means of a pipe, which drew

387 .
off the gas from the main without

8 Wonson v . Sayward , 13 Pick . allowing it to pass through the meter.

402. The gas from this pipe wasburnt every

* Haynes's case, 12 Co. 113 ; State day, and turned off at night. The

v. Doepke, 68 Mo. 208. Infra, § 937. pipe was never closed at its junction

5 State v . Doepke, 68 Mo. 208, with the main, and consequently al

where it was held that the ownership ways remained full of gas.

might be laid in the person furnish- held ,that as the pipe always remained

ing the coffin . full , there was, in fact, a continuous

• R. v. Haynes, 2 East P. C. 652. taking of the gas, and not a series of

See Steph. Dig. C.L. art. 292 , where separate takings. R. v. Firth , L. R.

it is queried as to anatomical prepa- i C. C. 172; 11 Cox C. C. 234. It

rations. was held , also , that even if the pipe

? Penn. v . Becomb, Add. 386 . had not been thus kept full, the tak

8 R. v. Edwards, 36 L. T. ( N. S.) ing would have been continuous, as it

30. was substantially all one transaction .

• Ward v. People, 6 Hill (N. Y.), Ibid . See infra , $ 931.

144 ; 3 Ibid . 395 . 11 R.v . Clinton, Irish R. 4 C. L. 6 .

10 R. v . White , 3 C. & K. 363 ; 17 See Com . v . Sampson , 97 Mass. 407.
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1

Fixtures

while un

severed

though it is otherwise when running. An estray when finally

abandoned may cease to become the object of larceny.?

§ 864. Larceny cannot be committed of things which savor

of the realty , though otherwise when they are sev

not subject ered . This principle is best illustrated by the hypo
of larceny

thetical case given by Chief Justice Gibbs, that though

from “ if a thief severs a copper pipe, and instantly carries it

realty.
off, it is no felony at common law ; yet if he lets it re

main after it is severed any time, then the removal of it becomes

a felony if he comes back and takes it ; " and so of a tree which

has been some time felled ; and so of a door when severed from

a house. It is otherwise, however, with articles which do not

adhere to the freehold , and which may be removed without in

jury to the freehold.6

§ 865. Gold and other ore, when still reposing in the soil, is

So of gold not the subject of larceny.? And this is the case with

even a nugget of gold , separated from the vein by nat

ural causes, until such period as by human care it is

removed from the pile of rocks. It is otherwise, however, with

ore when so removed.9

§ 866. Turpentine, when in the grain of a tree, is not the

subject of larceny ; but when it has been drawn from the

pentine, tree, and is collected in troughs excavated in the tree

itself, it is detached in such a way that larceny may be

committed by stealing it.10 The rule, that after sever

ance there may be larceny, applies to maple syrup drawn from a

maple-tree ; to fruit ; to corn ; 11 to grass or flowers ; 12 and, as

has been seen , to ice formed on open water.

and other

ore .

So of tur

sap, grass,
and flow

ers .

1
Steph. Dig . C. L. art. 289 ; John ? People v. Williams, 35 Cal. 671 .

ston v . State , 36 Tex . 375 . 8 State v . Burt, 64 N. C. 619.

Johnson v. State, 36 Tex . 375 . 9 State v. Berryman, 8 Nev. 262. In

See State v. Casteel, 53 Mo. 124 ; this case it washeld that the allegation

Debbs v . State , 43 Tex. 650. in an indictment for larceny that the

82 Russ. on Cr. 6th Am . ed . 62; defendant stole “ six hundred and ten

State v.Burrows,11 Ired. 477; People pounds of silver-bearing ore,” suffi

v . Williams, 35 Cal. 671. ciently shows that the property al

* Ibid.; Jackson v. State, 11 Oh. leged to have been stolen was personal
St. 104 . property which could be the subject of

6 Wilkie , ex parte, 34 Tex . 155 . larceny.

6 Jackson v . State, 11 Oh. St. 104. 10 State v . Moore, 11 Ired . 70.

See State v. Hall, 5 Harring. 492. 11 Holly v . State, 54 Ala . 238.
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But un

§ 867. Fixtures, when a stationary part of the freehold , are

subject to the distinction expressed above by Chief

Justice Gibbs. But if they are not fastened , so as to fastened

be permanently attached, removing them may be lar- subjects of

larceny .

ceny. This is the case with the taking of keys from

door locks ; ? of detachable sections of machinery in a mill ; 3 of

window sashes which are still unhung, and which are only tem

porarily and slightly connected with the house . When, how

ever, either door or window is permanently and finally attached ,

it becomes part of the realty , and is not the subject of larceny

until it becomes detached, and is taken while in a detached

state. Such is the law ; and however subtle and arbitrary is

the distinction , it is too deeply seated to be now obliterated.6

§ 868. Wemay therefore accept on this point the following

propositions: But things

(a .) Whatever is attached to soil or freehold is not,

when so attached , the subject of larceny ;

(6.) When not so attached , however, it becomes the tached .

subject of larceny ;

( c.) But an article of this class, to become detached so as to

have impressed upon it the character of personalty , and to be

made the subject of larceny, must be first removed from its fast

enings or original seat. It must be left in this detached state,

so as to acquire these new characteristics. If taken directly by

the thief from the house of which it was a fixture, or the soil in

which it was imbedded, or the tree of which it was the fruit, or

the field in which (as in the case of corn) it was growing, it is

a chattel real, and not the subject of larceny . If removed either

by himself or another, and left detached , no matter for how short

a time, it becomes personalty , and taking it from such detached

situation may be larceny.8

attached to

the soil

must be

first de

A R. v .

1 R. v. Nixon , 7 C. & P. 442; Wil- St. 104; State v . Burt, 64 N. C. 619 ;

kie, ex parte , 34 Tex. 155. Wilkie, ex parte , 34 Texas, 155 ; Peo

2 Hoskinsv . Tarrence, 5 Blackf. 417. ple v. Williams, 35 Cal. 671.

3 Jackson v. State , 11 Oh. St. 104. 7 Holly v. State , 54 Ala . 238.

Hedge, 2 East P. C. 590, n.; 8 See discussion in R. v. Townley,

and see R.v. Wortley, 1 Den . C. C. 162. L. R. 1 C. C. 315.

6 Wilkie, ex parte, 34 Texas, 155. “ Sir M.Hale says ( 1 Pleas ofCrown,

6 Ward v. People, 6 Hill (N. Y.), 510) : “ If a man come to steal trees, or

144 . See Jackson v . State , 11 Oh . the lead off a church or house , and
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Animals

turae not

» 3 fish in an open

bees . 5

§ 869. No larceny at common law can be committed of ani

mals in which there is no property , either absolute or
ferae na .

qualified ; as of beasts that are ferae naturae and unre

subjects of

larceny,
claimed ; such as deer, rabbits,' hares and conies in a

e . g . deer ,
forest, chase , or warren ; 2 “ coons,

hares, fish ,

river or pond ; 4 or wild fowls, rooks, for instance,

at their natural liberty. A marten caught in a trap in the

woods cannot be a subject of larceny even when it is in the

trap ; 7 and according to Sir Thomas Wilde, C. J., not only is a

wild animal itself not the subject of larceny, but it imparts its

character to the cage in which it is confined.8 Bees are ferae

naturae, and although confined to the top of a tree by the owner

of the tree, yet while they remain in the tree, and are not se

cured in a hive, they are not the subject of a felony.9 Butwhere

—

sever it, and after about an hour's time 2 See R. v. Townley , L. R. 1 C. C.

or so come and fetch it away, this hath 315 .

been held felony, because the act is not 3 Warren v. State , 1Greene (Iowa),

continuated but interpolated , and in 106 . The principle is well settled ,”'

that interval the property lodgeth in says Greene, J., " that taking from

the right owner as a chattel.' The another's possession an animal ferae

period which must elapse between the naturae, or of a base nature, in con

severance and the carrying away has templation of law will not render a

been differently stated as . a day ; ' an person liable for larceny ; though the

hour exactly ; ' any time ;' · after- right of the ownerwould be protected

wards. But the question as to whether by a civil action . As this principle

the taking be or be not larceny does applies, by common law , to monkeys,

not depend upon the lapse of time. bears, foxes, & c., it will evidently ap

If the property be detached by the ply to coons."

owner or by a person other than the 4 State v . Krider, 78 N. C. 481.

wrong-doer , it becomes eo instanti the 5 Hannam v . Mockett, 2 B. & C.

subject of larceny. If the subsequent 934 ; 4 D. & R.518.

carrying away by the wrong-doer be 6 1 Hale , 511 ; Fost. 366 ; Hannam

in pursuance of his original trespass v . Mockett, 2 B. & C. 934 ; R. v .

involved in the severance, no matter Townley , L.R. 1 C. C. 315 ; 12 Cox

what length of time may elapse be- C. C. 59; R. v . Read, L. R. 3 Q.

tween the two , then it would seem B. D. 131 ; Wallis v. Mease, 3 Binn.

upon principle not to be a larceny. 546 ; Warren v . State, i Greene

To hold otherwise is to attempt to (Iowa), 106.

avoid one subtle and unsatisfactory ? Norton v . Ladd, 5 N. H. 203.

distinction by the engrafting upon it 8 R. v. Powell, cited infra , $ 876 .

another as subtle and unsatisfactory ." 9 Gillett v. Mason, 7 Johns. 16 ;

i Green's C. C. 340. Wallis v . Mease, 3 Binn . 546; Cock

1 R. v. Read, L. R. 3 Q. B. D. 131 ; v . Weatherby , 5 Sm . & M. 333. It

37 L. T. 722. is otherwise when they are reclaimed .
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wild animals are taken by a thief and killed , and then aban

doned, they may be the subjects of larceny.1

§ 870. Eggs partake of the character of the animal laying

them . Hence an indictment for larceny, which charges And so of

that the prisoner stole “ three eggs, of the value of two esest of

pence, of the goods and chattels of S. H.,” is bad, for mals.

not stating the species of eggs, because it does not show that the

eggs stolen mightnot be such as are not the subject of larceny.2

§ 871. But when an animal is reclaimed or confined , and may

serve for food , it is otherwise ; 3 for of deer or rabbits so Otherwise

enclosed in a park or field , that they may be taken at as to ani

pleasure, fish in a trunk or net, and pheasants or par- claimed or

tridges in a mew , larceny may be committed ,4 and so of as to be

young pheasants reared by a hen, and thus reclaimed.5 subject to

Swans, it is said , if lawfully marked, are the subject use.

of larceny at common law , although at large in a public river ; 6

or whether marked or not, if they be in a private river or pond ; ?

and doves and pigeons are also the subject of larceny, when

placed in the care and custody of their owners ; 8 and so of tur

domestic

Harvey v. Com . 23 Grat. 941; State own use . It was held in a case re

v . Murphy, 8 Blackf.498 . served that the act of the keeper in

1 Blades v . Higgs, 11 H. L.C. 621; nicking the rabbits was no reduction

R.v . Townley, ut supra. of them into the possession of the

2 R.v. Cox, 1 C. & K. 494; Whart. master, so as to make the prisoner

Plead . & Prac. $ 210 . guilty of stealing them .
See R. v .

8 See Hundsdon's case , 2 East P. Read, L. R. 3 Q. B. D. 131.

C.611. In R. v . Petch , 38 L. T. 788 ; 4 i Hale , 511; 1 Hawk.c. 33, s. 39.

S. C., 14 Cox C. C. 116 , the prisoner Partridges about three weeks old , and

was employed to trap wild rabbits,and able to fly a little, which had been

it was his duty to take them when hatched and reared by a common hen ,

trapped to thehead keeper. Contrary placed under a hen-coop, and after the

to his duty he trapped from time to removal of the coop remained about

time rabbits,and took them to another the place with the hen as her brood,

part of the land and placed them in a sleeping under her wings at night,

bag, which another keeper observing, may be the subject of larceny. R. v.

went and took some of the rabbits out Shickle, L. R. 1 C.C. 158; 11 Cox C.

of the bay during the prisoner's ab
C. 189.

sence and nicked them , and put them 6 R. v . Garnham , 8 Cox C. C.451 ;

into the bag. His reason for nicking R. v . Cory, 10 Cox C. C. 23 .

them was that he might know them 6 Dalt. Just. 156 .

again . The prisoner afterwards took
7 Ibid .

away the bag and the rabbits with the 8 R.v . Brooks, 4 C. & P. 131. When ,

intention of appropriating
them to his however, they are wandering at large,
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$ 871. ]

keys ; 1 and pea -hens ; 2 and bees in hives, and their honey ,3

though it is for the jury to say whether animals ferae naturae

are tamed, so as to be the subjects of larceny. But all valuable

domestic animals, as horses, and all animals domitae naturae,

which serve for food , as swine , sheep, poultry , and the product

of

any of them , as eggs, milk from the cow while at pasture,

and nothing to designate them as re were not the subject of larceny ; but

claimed or tame, it is otherwise. Com . the jury took a better view of the

v . Chace , 9 Pick . 15.

law than the judge, and found the

I State v. Turner, 66 N. C. 618 ; prisoner guilty . Judgmentwas post

R. v . Halloway, 1 C. & P. 128. poned till the opinion of the court had

? Com . v . Beaman , 8 Gray, 497. been given as to whether the direction

See other cases cited § 869.

of the chairman was right,and whether

8 Harvey v . Com . 23 Grat. 941. See the prisoner was properly punishable.

State v. Murphy, 8 Blackf. 498. Now we think the direction of the

* R. v . Cheafor, 2 Den. C. C. 361; learned chairman was wrong, because

5 Cox C. C. 367 ; 8 Eng. Law & Eq. it comes to this : Is it possible there

598, Exchequer Chamber, sitting upon can be larceny committed of tame

Crown Cases Reserved . Present: Lord pigeons? because the pigeon from his

Campbell, Mr. Baron Alderson, Mr. nature must have egress to the open

Baron Platt,Mr. Justice Talfourd, and air, and unless it has a hole for that

Mr. Baron Martin . Lord Campbell purpose it cannot get out. According

said : “ This case was not argued, but to the direction of the learned chair

we are called upon to give judgment. man there can be no larceny committed

It was tried at the Nottingham quar- of chickens, of geese, or ducks. It

ter sessions on the 7th of July, 1851. was a pure question of fact for the jury

William Cheafor was indicted for felo- whether the pigeons were tame and

piously stealing four tame pigeons, the reclaimed ; the jury seem to have come

property of John Mansell, alleged to be
to a very proper conclusion , that they

reclaimed . The pigeons, at the time were tame pigeons and reclaimed.

they were taken,were in the prosecu- The pigeonswere the subject of lar

tor’s dove-cote over a stable on his ceny, although they had the oppor

premises,being an ordinary dove-cote, tunity of getting out and enjoying

having holes at the top , and having themselves. We shall direct that

a door on the floor, which was kept judgment be passed at the next quar

locked . The prisoner entered the ter sessions. " Conviction affirmed .

dove-cote at twelve o'clock at night, See also v. Howell, reported i Ben

and took away the pigeons. The pris- nett & H.Lead. Cases, 65; though see

oner's counsel contended that the R. v. Brooks, 4 C. & P. 131.

pigeons, being at liberty to go out at 5 Infra, $ 908. But not when aban

any time, were not reclaimed , and doned by owner. Johnson v . State ,

were not the subject of larceny. The 36 Tex . 375.
chairman directed the jury that the 6 Including pea-hens, as has been

view contended for by the prisoner's seen. Com . v . Beaman, 8 Gray , 497

counsel was correct , and the pigeons 7 Foster, 99 .

1
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Untaxed

ferrets not

6 use .

dead ani

and wool pulled from the sheep's back feloniously ; may be the

subjects of larceny.

§ 872. But as to all other animals which do not serve for food,

such as dogs and ferrets, though tame and salable,3 or

other creatures kept for whim and pleasure, stealing dogs and

these does not amount to larceny at common law . It subjectsof

larceny.

is otherwise , however, when they are taxed ."

§ 873. Oysters have been determined to be subjects But other

of larceny when planted and growing in a marked plot, oysters

itself the subject of ownership , although in such place planted for

they grow naturally.

§ 874. Flesh of dead animals, whether ferae naturae or tame,

is subject of larceny ; and it has been said that the very And so of

flesh of

fact of proffering it for sale reclaims it , and invests it

with the character of property which the law protects.7 mals.

What act reduces the flesh of a wild animal to the personal prop

erty of the reclaimer depends to some extent upon statutory en

actments. If there are no game laws, then the flesh of animals,

seized and killed upon waste lands, or on the sea , and staked or

anchored in any way that may mark the ownership , is suscep

tible of property in the reclaimer.8

§ 875. Where the question is open to doubt, the indictment,

to be good , must allege the animal to be “ tame." 9 So, Indictment

as has been seen ,
eggs must be shown to be of an ing ani

1 R. v. Martin , 1 Leach , C. R. 386. See Washington v. Meigs,

2 1 Hale, 511. 1 McArthur, 53.

8 R. v . Searing, R. & R. 350 ; State 6 State v. Taylor, 3 Dutch. 117;

v . Lymus, 26 Oh . St. 400; State v. Fleet v . Hegeman, 14 Wend . 42.

Holden, 81 N. C.527; Ward v . State , 7 R. v . Gallears, 1 Den . C. C. 501;

48 Ala . 161. See, however , State v . 2 C. & K. 981 ; T. & M. 196 ; 1 Hale ,

Latham , 13 Ired . 33. 511 ; Norton v . Ladd , 5 N. H. 203;

4 1 Hale , 512; Findley v. Bear, 8 State v. Jenkins, 6 Jones (N. C.), 19.

S. R. 571. That the owner of a See R. v. Edwards, 36 L. T. (N. S.)

dog may maintain a civil action for 30 ; 13 Cox C. C. 384 , where it was

its loss, see Hinckley v. Emmerson, 4 held larceny to stealdead pigs buried

Cow . 251; Cummings v . Perham , 1 three feet under soil.

Met. 555 ; Perry v. Phipps, 10 Ired . 8 See Pierson v . Post, 3 Caines ,

259 ; Parker v . Mise , 27 Ala . 480. 175; Broughton v . Singleton , 2 N. &

As to malicious mischief see infra, & McC . 338; as to whales, Taber v .

Jenny, 1 Sprague, 315.

People v . Maloney, 1 Parker C. 9 R. v . Cheafor , supra , $ 871; R.v .

R. 593; People v . Campbell , 4 Parker Hundsdon, 2 East P. C. 611.

for steal

205 .

1076 .

5
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show

the sub

ceny .

malsmust animal which is the subject of larceny. “ Oysters,"

they are however, may be designated generally as such .? So,

jects of lar- when the carcase of an animal ferae naturae is stolen ,

the indictmentmust aver the animal to be “ dead,” so

as to make it the subject of larceny.3 When an animal is equally

the subject of larceny whether alive or dead , it is not necessary

to aver that it is “ dead ." 4

“ One ham " is a sufficient description ,without further desig

nation.5

§ 876. Choses in action , including bondsand notes of all classes,

Choses in
according to the common law , are not the subjects of

action are larceny, being mere rights of action , having no corpo

jects of real existence ;6 though, as will presently be seen , a

larceny .
person may be indicted for stealing the paper on which

they are written .

§ 877. Hence , deeds, mortgages, and leases are not

goods and chattels ; » 7 and at common law are not

“ goods and
the subjects of larceny.

§ 878. Bonds, notes, bank notes, receipts, and bills,

being mere choses in action , and of no intrinsic value ,

were not held the subjects of larceny at common law.º.

It has been determined in England, indeed , that a rail

Deeds and

mortgages
are not

66

chattels . "

Nor are

other secu

rities at

common

law .

1
-

1 Supra , $ 870 .
L. & Eq. 575 ; 2 Den. C. C. 403; 5

2 State v. Taylor, supra.
Cox C. C. 396 .

8 R. v . Edwards, R. & R.497 ; Com . 9 Archbold's C. P. 9th ed. 165 ;

v . Beaman , 8 Gray, 498; R. v. Gal- R. v. Watts, 24 Eng. C. L. 573 ; 2

lears, supra ; State v . Jenkins, supra ; Den . C. C. 14 ; 4 Cox C. C. 336; U.

Whart. Plead . & Prac. $ 209 .
S. v . Bowen, 2 Cranch C. C. R. 133 ;

4 See R. v . Puckering , 1 Mood. C. U. S. r . Carnot, Ibid . 469 ; People v .

C. 242; State v . Pollard, 53 Me. 124. Griffin , 38 How . (N. Y.) Pr. 475;

5 R. v .Gallears, supra. See Whart. Moore v . Com . 8 Barr, 260; State v .

Plead . & Prac. $ S 208–9.
Tillery, 1 N. & McC. 9 ; Culp v . State,

6 R. v . Green , Dears. 323 ; R. v . 1 Porter, 33 . Bank notes are not ex

Johnson , 3M.& S.539; Com .v. Rand, cepted from this category because they

7 Met. 475 ; People v .Griffin , 38 How . are issued by an incorporated bank .

(N. Y.) Pr. 475; State v . Dill, 75 N. R. v . Murtagh , 1 Crawf. & Dix , 355 ;

Č . 257 ; Whart. Plead . & Prac. § 191; R. v. Pearson, 1 Moody, 313; R. v .

Archbold's C. P. 9th ed . 165 . Morrison, 8 Cox C. C. 194; Bell C. C.

7 Whart. Plead . & Prac. & 191. 158; Thomasson v . State , 22 Ga. 499.

8 2 East P. C.596 ; R.v.Westbeer, See Com . v. Rand , 7 Met. 475 ; State

1 Leach, 12 ; R. v . Powell, 14 Eng. v . Bonwell, 2 Harring. 529.
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LARCENY .

tor's own

way ticket is a chattel ; 1 but this has been doubted. By stat

utes, however, generally adopted, choses in action are recognized

as property, and the stealing of them made penal. In what

way, under the statutes of the several States, bank notes are to

be described, has been examined in another work . The mode

of proving such averments is also distinctively discussed.4

In order, under the statutes, to render bonds, notes, & c., the

subjects of larceny, they must be, at the time of taking, legally

valid and subsisting securities for the payment of money, or

some specific article of value.5

§ 879. Must a prosecution for larceny of the prosecutor's sig

nature to negotiable paper fail because it has no value Prosecu

to him ? This question has received conflicting answers. negotiable

No doubt the paper, while in the prosecutor's hands, is paperimage

of no value . But as the moment it is taken from his of larceny.

hands he is liable to be sued on it, the better opinion is that it is

under the statutes goods and chattels.

1 R. v . Boulton , 1 Den. 508 ; 2 C. $ 188; “ Bank note, ” Ş 189 ; " Treas

& K. 917.
ury note, " $ 189 a ; Money,” Ş 190 ;

2 R. v. Kilham , L. R. 1 C. C. R. “ Goods and chattels,” 191; “ War

261; Steph. Dig . C. L. art. 288. rant, order ,” & c ., SS 192-4 ; “ Deed , ”

An unstamped written agreement $ 197; “ Obligation,” Ş 198 ; “ Under

for building cottages, under which taking," § 199 ; “ Guaranty ,” ſ 200 ;

work has been , and is being, carried Property ,” ş 201 ; “ Piece of paper,"

on, is not capable of being stolen . R. $ 202.

v . Watts, Dear. 326.
5 R.v . Craven, R. & R. 14 ; R. v .

A pawnbroker's ticket is capable of Phipoe , 2 Leach, 673 ; R. 1. Hart, 6

being stolen . R. v . Morrison , Bell C. C. & P. 106 ; R. r . Clark , R. & R. 181 ;

C. 158 ; Steph. Dig . art. 268 .
2 Leach , 1036 ; Wilson v . State , 1 Por.

8 See Whart. Crim . Plead . & Prac. 118 ; Whart. Plead . & Prac. S $ 213–17.

SS 168 et seq .
6 The authorities are thus accurately

4 Whart. Crim . Ev. $$ 114 et seq. classified by Van Syckle , J., in State

See also State v. Wilson , 2 Rep. Const. v . Thatcher, 35 N. J. 445 :

Ct. 495 ; State v . Holbrook , 13 Johns. “ This question has been discussed

90.
in cases of larceny, where the thing

In cases of larceny, questions fre- stolen must be of some value to the

quently arise as to the meaning of prosecutor. In Clark's case (Russell

descriptive terms. These terms are & Ryan's C. C. 181) the defendant

considered in another volume as fol was indicted under 2 George 2 , c .

lows:
25, for stealing reissuable notes, the

Purporting to be,” Whart. Plead . property ofLarge & Son ,while in the

& Prac. § 167; “ Receipt,” § 185 ; course of transmission to them after

Acquittance," § 186 ; Bill of ex- they had been paid . It was held that

change," § 187; " Promissory note," thedrawers could not have any val

66
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$ 880. When there is any question as to the application of a

Larceny of statute to a chose in action , a count can be introduced

“ piece of for stealing a piece of paper as a common law larceny.

indictable. The practice, in fact, seems to have grown up lately in

paper " is

uable property in their own notes, and value to him , and could be the subject

the prisoner was convicted only of the of larceny. Lord Denman, C. J.,

larceny of the paper and stamps on Tindal, C. J., and Justices Gaselee ,

which they were written .
Bosanquet, Alderson , Williams, and

“ In Phipoe's case (2 East P. C. Coleridge affirmed the conviction ,

599) some of the judges held that the Justice Littledale alone doubting.

prosecutor's own note could not be And in Heath's case (2 Mood . C. C.

said to be of any value to him ; others 33) , which was in all respects like the

thought it was of value from themo one last cited , the authority of Met

ment it was drawn , but that it never calf's case was acknowledged without

was in the possession of the prosecu a dissenting opinion. The Supreme

tor, and that it was obtained by du- Court of Alabama (Wilson v. State , 1

ress, and not by larceny.
Porter , 118) ruled , that the prose

“ In Walsh's case (Russell & Ryan cutor's own note was not the subject

C. C. 215 ) the prisoner was charged of larceny . In reaching this conclu

with stealing a check drawn by the sion, Phipoe's case was relied upon by

prosecutor, and the objection that the the court, no reference having been

stolen instrument was of no value to made to the later cases of Metcalf and

the prosecutor, in his own hands, pre- Heath .

vailed , and the defendant was acquit “ In The People v. Loomis (4 Denio,

ted . 380) , where the defendant was tried

" In Vyse's case (1 Moody C. C. for the larceny of a receipt, Justice

218 ), who was convicted for receiving Beardsley said , that although a re

reissuable notes,knowing them to be ceiptwas the subject of larceny under

stolen , the conviction was sustained . the New York statute ,it must bemade

Some of the judges doubted whether effective by being issued or delivered ,

the notes were valuable securities, but before it can become a valuable private

all agreed that if they were not, they instrument. It must be, when stolen ,

were goods and chattels. an evidence of some right in action , or

“ In Aickle's case ( 2 East P. C. an instrumentby which a right or title

675 ) the conviction was for the lar- to real or personal property was in

ceny of a bill of exchange drawn by somemanner affected .' ”

the prosecutor, and accepted by an 1 Thus in an English case A.was

other . indicted in one count for stealing a

“ In Rex v. Metcalf (1 Mood . C. C. check, and in another count for steal

433) this point was directly adjudi- ing a piece of paper. It was proved

cated . The defendant having been that theGreat Western Railway Com

convicted of the larceny of a check pany drew in London a check on their

drawn by the prosecutor, the judge London bankers, and sent it to one of

was induced , by a reference to Walsh's their officers at Taunton to pay a

case, to reserve for the opinion of the poor-rate there.
He, at Taunton ,

judges the question whether the check gave it to the prisoner, a clerk of the

in the handsof the drawer was of any company,to take to the overseer, but
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England of introducing into indictments for the larceny of bank

notes counts for the larceny of “ one piece of paper, of the value

of one penny,” and in several cases such counts have been held

sufficient to support a conviction . In New York , however, it

was held that the stealing of a letter was not indictable, as it is

of no intrinsic value . And in England the law seems to be that

where a chose in action is valid and the stealing of it is indictable

by statute, the “ piece of paper " is absorbed in it, and the in

dictment must describe the thing stolen as a chose in action.

Where, however, the chose in action is a nullity , the paper
itself

may be described. At all events, if the chose in action is one

for stealing which no indictment lies, it is , for this purpose, a

nullity, and the “ piece of paper " becomes the object of lareeny.4

§ 881. Bank bills, complete in form , but not issued , are the

property of the bank , and may be so treated in crim- So of un

inal proceedings for receiving them with knowledge of issued

their having been stolen.5

§ 882. Some value must be shown to belong to paper alleged

to be stolen ;6 but this valuemay be inferentially shown . Value may

Thus, in a prosecution for the larceny of a bank note it
tially

is not necessary to prove that the note is a genuine one

and of some value, by any positive evidence. If the jury shall be

satisfied from the evidence that the prisoner feloniously stole the

bank bills .

be inferen

shown .

of paper.

instead of so doing he converted it to In Payne v. People, the indictment

his own use .
It was held by the charged “ a piece of paper on which a

judges that even if the check was void certain letter ” was written ; in Moore

under the 13th section of the stat. 56 v . Com ., simply a receipt.

Geo. 3, c. 184 , the prisoner might be 8 R. v . Watts, 24 Eng. Law & Eq.

properly convicted for stealing a piece 573; 2 Den. C. C. 14; 4 Cox C. C.

R. v . Perry, 1 C. & K. 336; R. v . Powell, 14 Eng. Law & Eq.
725 .

575 ; 2 Den . C. C. 403 ; 5 Cox C. C.

1 R. v. Perry, 1 C. & K. 727 ; S. C., 396 ; R. v. Green , Dears. 323; R. v.

1 Den. C. C. 69; R. v. Clark , R. & R. Vyse, 1 Moody C. C. 218. Infra, §

181; R. v . Bingley , 5 C. & P.602; 951.

R. v. Vyse , 1 Moody C. C. 218. In 4 See infra , $ 954 .

fra , § 954 ; and see Wh. Pl. & Pr. $ 6 People v. Wiley, 3 Hill, 194. See

202.
R. v . Ranson, R. & R. 232; 2 Leach ,

Payne v . People, 6 Johns. 103. 1090, 1093 ; R. v. Vyse, 1 M. C. C.

And see Moore v . Com . 8 Barr, 260. 218 .

But in neither of these cases was the 6 See infra, SS 951 et seq. ; U. S. v .

question of the larceny of “ a piece of Nott, 1 McLean, 499.

paper " put to the court exclusively .

2
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bank note , and afterwards passed it away as a genuine note, the

prisoner has, by those acts, precluded himself from calling on

the prosecution for further proof of the paper being genuine and

valuable. But on the trial of an indictment for stealing foreign

bank bills,when such passing is not proved , it is incumbent upon

the prosecutor to produce at least primâ facie evidence of the

existence of such banks and of the genuineness of the bills.2

Evidence that bills of the same kind have been received and

passed away in the ordinary course of business, as part of the

currency of the country , would be proof of such facts. But

the fact that a witness for the prosecution , a broker, had ex

changed the bills alleged to have been stolen , giving othermoney

for them , after the larceny, he not speaking of any former knowl

edge of such bills, or expressing any belief as to their genuine

ness,has been held to be no evidence that the bills were genuine.3

§ 882 a . Though the circulation of the bills of the banks of

other States is prohibited , and they are declared by

illegal or
local law to be worthless, yet in the hands of a bona

subjectsof fide holder they are property , and may be the subject

larceny. of larceny.

Money acquired by the illegal sale of intoxicating liquors may

nevertheless be the subject of larceny from the possessor, and

so as to the liquor itself.6

Nor does the fact that particular articles are used for gaming

purposes change the law . Thus larceny lies for stealing gaming

materials. So it is larceny to steal things stolen by the thief.8

The question whether goods and chattels include securities

has been distinctively discussed.9

Articles

contraband

may be

4

1 Com . v . Burke, 12 Allen , 182 ; 5 Com . v . Rourke, 10 Cush . 397;

Cummings r . Com . 2 Va. Cas. 128. State v .May, 20 Iowa, 305.

Infra, $ 955. 6 Com . v . Coffee, 9 Gray, 139 .

2 People v. Caryl, 12 Wend. 547; ? Bales v . State , 3 W. Va. 685 .

but see Johnson v. People, 4 Denio, 8 Infra , § 945 .

364 ; People v . Jackson, 8 Barb. 637. 9 Whart . Plead . & Prac. $ S 168-191.

Infra , $ 955 ; and see Whart. on Ev. Supra , § 848.

$ 1290 . Two or three English casesmay be

8 Johnson v . People, 4 Denio, 364. here noticed. In one of them thede

4 Starkey v. State, 6 Oh. St. 266 . fendantwas indicted for receiving cer

As to parallel case of forgery see su
tain country bankers' notes; and the

pra, $$ 698-9. As to papers actually indictment in one count charged these

valueless see infra , § 882 b . notes as " valuable securities," and in
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larcenous.

§ 882 b. If the instrument stolen is one on which a claim could

under no circumstances at any time be maintained , then An instru

even under a statute designating such instrument, it is mamentono

not the subject of larceny. Thus, where a debtor pro

cured his creditor to sign a receipt for the debt, under the pre

tence that he was about to pay him , and then took it from him

with a criminal intent, and without paying the money, it was

held that he was not guilty of larceny, the receipt never having

taken effect by delivery, and being therefore worthless.1

II. INTENT.

Intent

taken .

§ 883. To constitute larceny, it is necessary that the goods

should be taken feloniously, without the owner's con

sent. Hereafter wewill consider what the law is when must be to

deprive
such consent is obtained by fraud.? Under the present possessor

head, we limit ourselves to inquiring what " feloni- ly of thing

ously ,” or - felonious intent," in this sense means. For

it should be remembered that every taking of the property of

another, without his knowledge or consent, does not amount to

larceny . To make it such , it must be accompanied by circum

stances which demonstrate a felonious intention to deprive the

possessor permanently of the thing taken.3 Hence it is not

larceny merely to borrow.4

66another, as pieces of paper," the however, that a security which is in

goods and chattels of the prosecutor, full force , as an uncancelled bond or

and it appeared that the notes had note, does not in England fall under

been paid in London , and were in the the head of “ goodsand chattels." R.

possession of a partner of the firm , v . Powell, 14 Eng. Law & Eq. 575 ;

who was taking them to the country 2 Den . C. C. 403. See § 879.

to be reissued , when they were stolen. 1 People v . Loomis, 4 Denio , 380 .

The judges held that they were prop- See Moore v. Com . 8 Barr , 260.

erly described in the indtctment as 2 Infra , $ 964.

goods and chattels ; but some of the 8 R. v . Holloway, 2 C. & K. 942 ;

judges doubted whether they were Smith v . Shultz , 1 Scammon , 492;

valuable securities within themeaning Hart 2. State , 57 Ind . 102; Phelps v .

of the statute 8 Geo . 4 , c. 29, s . 5. People , 55 Ill. 334 ; State v . Fisher,

R. v . Vyse, 1 Moody C. C. 218 . The 70 N. C. 78 ; State v . Watson , 7 S.

halves of notes, if stolen, should be C. 67; State v . Hawkins, 8 Porter ,

described as goods and chattels. R. 461; Witt v . State, 9 Miss. 671; Hite

v . Mead , 4 C. & P. 535 . It seems, v . State , 9 Yerger, 198 ; Fulton v .

4 Infra, SS 885–6 .
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§ 884. The intent being necessary to complete the offence, if

a man , under the honest impression that he has a right

Taking un

der an hon to the property, takes it into his possession, it is not lar

right is not ceny. If the sheep of A. stray into the flock of B.,and

larceny.
B., not knowing it, drive them home along with his

own flock , and shear them , this is no felony ; but it would be

otherwise if he did any act for the purpose of concealing them ,

for that would indicate his knowledge of their being the sheep of

another. If, under color of arrear of rent, although none be act

ually due, I distrain or seize my tenant's cattle, this may
be a

trespass, but is no felony. If I take an estray, upon a claim of

right to it as lord of the manor, it is no felony, however ground

claim may
be.4

The same rule applies when a person sells property in his

possession avhich he believes he owns.5

less my

State, 13 Ark. 168 ; Johnson v. State, Infra, § 899. This,however, does not

36 Tex. 375 . See Wright v . State, 5 apply to a claim founded on an illegal

Yerger, 154 ; Long v. State , 11 Fla . usage. Com . v . Doane, 1 Cush . 5.

295. Infra , SS 961, 967.
A person gleaning corn,erroneously

In State v . Fenn, 41 Conn . 590, an believing he has a right to do so , is

officer of a bank with which a note of not guilty of larceny. Steph. Dig. C.

the defendant had been left for col- L. citing 2 Russ. Cr. 164–5.

lection called on the defendant with B., a game-keeper, takes snares set

the note for payment. The defend- by A., a poacher, and a dead pheasant

ant asked to be allowed to see the caught therein . A., honestly believ

note , and on its being handed to him ing that the snares and pheasantwere

walked out of the room with it and his property, and that hehad a legal

secreted or destroyed it. It was held right to them , forces B., by threats, to

that the court below properly charged return them . This is not robbery,

the jury , that if the defendant ob- and , if no violence were used , would

tained possession of the note with fe not be theft. R. v . Hall, 3 C. & P.

lonious intent the act was theft . 409, cited Steph . Dig . ut supra.

1 R. v . Hall, 3 C. & P. 409 ; R. v . 2 1 Hale, 506 ; Hall 1. State , 34

Halford, 11 Cox C. C. 88 ; Merry v. Ga. 208. And so if the original

Green, 7 M.& W.623; State v. Bar- taking was negligent. R. v. Riley, 6

rackmore, 47 Iowa, 684 ; McDaniel v . Cox C. C. 88 ; cited infra, $ 886 .

State , 8 Sm . & M.401; State v . Homes, 8 1 Hale , 509. See infra , § 1194.

17 Mo. 379; State v. Conway, 18 Mo. 4 1 Hale, 509. And see R. v . Hall,

321; State v. Deal, 64 N. C. 270 ; 3 C. & P. 409 ; Com . v . Doane, 1

State v . Gaither, 72 N. C. 458 ; Morn- Cush . 5 ; State v. Bond, 8 Iowa, 540.

ingstar v . State, 55 Ala . 148; State v . 5 The prisoner's wife hired a bed

Thomas, 30 La. An . 600 ; Herber v. stead at 1s. per week, and within a

State, 7 Tex . 69 ; Kay v. State, 40 fortnight afterwards the prisoner sold

Tex , 29; Smith i . State ,42 Tex. 444 . it to a broker , his wife being present
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Wemay therefore conclude i that where property is taken un

der a claim of right, if this claim be bona fide and fair , the court

should direct an acquittal : 2 for though the reason given by Mr.

East, that “ it is not fit that such disputes should be settled in

a manner to bring men's lives into jeopardy," does not hold good

here, there is a manifest impropriety , under a penal system , of

trying in a criminal court a question of property, which it is

the intention of the legislature to relieve from the incidents of

imprisonment.3. But, as we have seen , it is no defence that the

goodswere taken to pay a debt due from the prosecutor to the

defendant; nor that the article taken was liquor which the

owner illegally kept.5

885. Where a master's horse is taken by his servant with

out his knowledge, and brought home again ; 6 where a

servant, to escape from servitude, rides off on his mas

ter's horse, and leaves it on the way, not intending to intent is

appropriate the horse; ? where a person takes a horse, ceny.

with intent to return it, merely to carry off more conveniently

goods he has stolen ; 8 where goods are taken, not with intent to

steal, but simply to induce the owner, a woman, to visit, with a

view to sexual intercourse,the defendant's rooms; ' where a man

takes his neighbor's plough that is left in the field, uses it upon his

own land , and then returns it ; where an execution debtor takes

some of his goods from the sheriff , leaving enough to satisfy the

without

fraudulent

at the sale . Two days after the sale v . Homes, 17 Mo. 379 ; State v . Con

the wife paid 1s. for a week's hire, way, 18 Mo. 321.

being all that was paid . There was 4 Com . v . Stebbins, 8 Gray, 496 ;

no evidence that the prisoner knew Farrell v. People, 16 Ill. 506. See

that the bedstead had only been hired . infra , § 1194 .

It was held that a conviction for lar 51 Hale, 509; State v . May, 20

ceny could not be sustained. R. v . Iowa, 305 . See supra , $ 882 a .

Halford , 11 Cox C. C. 88 .
6 State v. Self, 1 Bay , 242. See

i Supra, § 883. R. v. Crump, 1 C. & P. 658.

? See Johnson v. State, 41 Tex . 7 State v . York , 5 Harring. 493 ;

608 . Wh. Con . of Laws, § 968.

8 See ,to same effect, 2 Russ. on Cr. 8 R. v . Crump, 1 C. & P. 658. See

11; 1 Hale, 506 ; R. v . Halford , 11 R. v . Van Muyen , R. & R. 118 ; State

Cox C. C. 88 ; State v . Barrackmore, v . Shermer , 55 Mo. 83.

47 Iowa, 684 ; State v . Deal, 64 N. C. 9 R. v. Dickinson, R. & R.420 .

270 ; Hall v . State , 34 Ga. 208 ; State
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1

And so of

$ 886.]

execution ; 1 these
may be trespasses, but are not felonies, because

the returning the thing taken sufficiently evinces that the party,

when he took it, had no intention to deprive the owner of it, or

to convert it to his own use.2

But it has been also said , that where the originaltaking was a

trespass, there a subsequent felonious intent makes the offence

larceny. Thus, when an article is obtained fraudulently and by

trespass, any subsequent conversion , no matter what may
have

been the intermediate intent, is larcenous. With this may be

coupled a case where a man, driving away a flock of lambs,negli

gently took a lamb belonging to a third party , and then subse

quently finding out the fact, feloniously converted the lamb to

liis own use. It was held that this was larceny. But, generally,

to constitute the offence there must be a fraudulent intent when

possession is obtained.5

§ 886. Wemay therefore conclude that mere borrowing, with

out fraudulent intent , is not larceny. “ If we were to

borrowing hold ,” said Lord Denman, “ that wrongfully borrow

fraudulent ing a thing for a time, with an intention to return it,

would constitute a larceny, many very venial offences

would be larcenies.” 7 As a rule, to constitute larceny, it is es

sential that there should be an intent to deprive the owner per

manently of bis property . But if the original intent was feloni

ous, then , on conversion, the larceny is complete.

i Com . v . Greene, 111 Mass. 392. 5 State v . Wood , 46 Iowa, 116 .

2 See also State v. Ware, 62 Mo. 6 Steph. Dig . C. L.art. 306 ; 1 Hale

Where a party removed a val- P. C. 509 ; R. v. Phillips, 2 East P.

uable article, part of a wreck , froin a
C.662; R. v. Addis, 1 Cox C. C. 78 .

wharf on which it had been placed, 7 R. v . Holloway, 2 C. & K. 942;

and had taken it into his own house , S. C., 1 Den. C. C. 414 , per Lord

and had afterwards denied the posses- Denman, C. J .; a case where it was

sion of it ; it was held , that the ques- beld not to be larceny to carry some

tion for the jury on an indictment for dressed skins to another part of a

larceny was, whether at the time he warehouse , and there to claim pay for

originally took it he meant to steal it. work falsely pretended to have been

R. v . Hore, 3 F. & F.315.

done on them . But see R. v. Rich

8 State v. Coombs, 55 Me. 477; ards, 1 C. & K. 532. Supra, $ 885 .

Richards v. Com . 13 Grat. 803; and 8 Supra, § 885 ; infra , $ 963; and

infra , $ S 900, 964 .
also Starkie v . Com . 7 Leigh, 752;

4 R. v. Riley, 14 Eng. L. & Eq. Richards v . Com . 13 Grat. 803; State

545 ; 6 Cox C. C. 88 ; 1 Dears. C. C. v. Bryant, 74 N. C. 124 .

intent.

597.

149.
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tence is not

but other

obtained

§ 887. Returning the goods,however, can be considered merely

as evidence of the defendant's intention when he took Returning

them ; and such evidencemay be overcome by proof of shot oudes

an original intent to defraud. And wherever it appears guilt.

that the goods were taken with the intention of depriving the

owner of them , and appropriating them to the taker's own use ,

his afterwards returning them will not purge the offence. And

even though he intended at the time to return the goods, yet if

the bailment was originally fraudulently obtained , the mere in

tent to return is no defence.2

§ 888. In respect to false personation,we strike upon another

of those subtle distinctions which are so numerous in
Buying by

this department of law . A. goes to B. and says, “ I false pre

am C., who is well known to be a man of wealth ; sell Larceny;

me these goods." If the goods are sold on this pre- wise when

tence, it is obtaining goods on false pretences, but not gely Post

larceny, because the whole property is passed in the thegoods,

sale with the vendor's consent. If, however, A. says, property , is

“ I am sent by C. to carry the goods to him ,” which is bythefalse

false ; and thus obtains possession of the goods ; this is False per

larceny , in cases in which B. intends to part only with

the possession of the goods to A.4 But here we encounter a sub

See 1 Hawk. c . 34 , s. 2 ; R.v. Phe- walking in a direction from it ; the

theon , 9 C. & P. 552; R. v.Wright, jury found the defendants guilty, but

9 C. & P. 554, n .; State v. Coombs, at the same time found, specially , that

55 Me. 477; State v. Bonwell, 2 Har- the defendants meant merely to ride

ring. 529 ; Eckles v . State, 20 Ohio St. the horses the thirty miles, and to

508 ; State v . Scott , 64 N. C. 586 . leave them there , without an inten

2 R. v . Wright, 9 C. & P. 554 ; R. tion to return for them , or otherwise

v . Trebilcock , 7 Cox C. C. 408 ; dispose of them ; and ten of the judges

Dears. & B. C. C. 453 ; State v . held that this was no felony, as there

Coombs, 55 Me. 477 ; Com . v. Coe, was no intention in the prisoners to

115 Mass. 481. Supra, $ 119. change or appropriate the property.

In an early case, it was proved that R. v . Phillips, 2 East P. C. 662.

the defendants took two horses out of 8 R. v . Atkinson, 2 East P. C. 673;

the prosecutor's stables at night,with- R. v . Adams, 1 Den. C. C. 38. See

out his leave, and having rode them infra , SS 914–6 ; State r. Anderson,

about thirty miles left them at an inn, 47 Iowa, 142.

desiring care to be taken of them ,and
Gillings, 1 F. & F. 36 ; R.

saying that they should return in v . Hench , R. & R. 163 ; State v .

three hours; the defendants were Brown , 25 Iowa, 561; State v. Lin

taken on the same day, at the dis- denthal, 5 Rich . 237. See infra, &$ 966,

tance of fourteen miles from the inn, 1142.

sonation .

4 R. v .
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92

§ 891. )

ordinate distinction . Suppose A., pretending to be C., goes to B.

and fraudulently obtains from B. certain goods of C., which are

in B.'s hands as bailee. Is this larceny in A. ? It certainly is,

because B. has no intention of passing the property in the goods

to A .; or to any one ; as he (B.) considers himself to have no

property in the goods to pass. This distinction has been vindi

cated in Massachusetts in the following case : “ Sanderson had

left his watch at a watch -maker's to be repaired ,and the defend

ant went to the shop , pretending to be Sanderson , asked for the

watch , paid for the repairing,and took the watch with a felonious

intent.” “ These acts,” said Chapman, J., “ constitute larceny at

common law . The case is like that of Rex v . Longstreeth , 1

Mood . C. C. 137. The defendant in that case went to a carrier's

servant, and obtained from him a parcel by falsely pretending to

be the person to whom it was directed. It was held to be a lar

ceny, because the servanthad no authority to deliver it to him , so

that no property passed to him ,but themere possession feloniously

obtained . So in this case the watch -maker had no authority to de

liver the watch to the defendant, and the latter obtained no prop

erty in it, not even the qualified property of a bailee, but a mere

felonious possession , which is the essence of the crime of larceny."

Seizing § 889. To seize a weapon in supposed self-defence

weapon in is not larceny , though the person so taking afterwards,

from a fraudulent subsequent purpose , converts the

weapon to his own use.3

§ 890. The samerule applies to taking by a soldier,

taking buy recognized as part of a hostile belligerent army.*

§ 891. It depends upon circumstances what offence it

is to force a man in the possession of goods to sell them .

is larceny
If the defendant takes them , and throws down more

depends than their value, it will be evidence that it was only

" 2

self- de

fence is

not lar

ceny .

And so of

ent.

Whether

forced sale

1 R. v. Robins, Dears. C. C.418; sions is based on the common law .

R. v . Wilkins, 2 East P. C.673; R. See also Com . r . Whitman , 121 Mass.

v . Longstreeth , 1 Mood. C. C. 137.
361; and Sir J. Stephen's remarks in

2 Com . v . Collins, 12 Allen , 181. fra , $ 1009.

See also Com . v . Lawless, 103 Mass . 3 R. v . Holloway, 5 C. & P. 524 ;

425 . There is a statute in Massachu- U. S. v . Durkee, 1 McAllist. 196.

setts making the obtaining of goods 4 Whart. Confl. of Laws, § 911 ;

by false personation larceny, but the Com . v. Holland, 1 Duvall, 182 ; Ham

first, if not the second, of these deci- mond v . State , 3 Cold . 129. Infra,

688 $ 1799.
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circum

stances .

trespass ; if less were offered , it would probably be re- upon

garded as felony.1

§ 892. Taking the wrong thing and dropping it is not larceny.

Thus, if a man searches the pocket of another for Taking the

money and finds none, and afterwards throws the sad- wrong
thing and

dle from his horse to the ground, and scatters bread dropping

from his packages, he will not be guilty of larceny, larceny.

though he might certainly have been indicted for feloniously

assaulting with an intent to steal, for that offence was complete.

§ 893. Larceny , also , is not constituted by a taking by mere

accident, or in joke, or mistaking another's property Nor is tak

for one's own.3 Under this rule may be cited a case cident or

decided in New York in 1876 , in which the evidence in joke.

was that the defendant, with some friends, stopped at A.'s house

in the daytime, and asked A.'s daughter for a drink of cider,

offering to pay for it. She refused it to him , whereupon he

opened the cellar door and drew some cider in the cellar, he

having been previously permitted to do this, though forbidden

at this time. It was held that this , though a trespass, was not

larceny.4

§ 894. It is said that if one man take another man's corn or

hay and mingle it with his own hay or corn ; or take Nor isre

another man's cloth and embroider it with silk or gold , one's own

such other person may retake the whole heap of corn , goods.

or cock of hay , or garment and embroidery also ; and this retak

ing is no felony, nor so much as a trespass. And this has been

extended to a case where a man seizes a note given by him in

his creditor's hands, on the ground that no title had been made

to him of the land for which the note was given.

§ 895. We now approach a question as to which there has

been a conflict of authority both ancient and modern. To larceny

Can the taking of the goods of another be larceny when is essential.

there is no intention on the part of the taker to reap laor

Roman

1 Burrows v. Wright, 2 East R. 6th Am . ed . 8. See R. v. Bailey, L.

664. Supra, § 848.
R. 1 C. C. 349.

2 2 East P. C. 662 ; R. v . Riley , 14 4 McCourt v. People , 64 N. Y.583.

Eng. L. & Eq. 545; 6 Cox C. C. 88. 5 1 Hale, 513.

See infra, $ 969. 6 State v . Deal, 64 N. C. 270. But

8 Hale , 507, 509; 2 Russ. on Cr. see Farrell v. People, 16 Ill. 506 .
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ers .

any advantage from the taking ? In other words, is it essential

to constitute larceny that it should be lucri causa ?

In answering this question , we are at the outset met by the

fact that in all jurisprudences a broad distinction is recognized

between a taking with the expectation of benefit and a taking

without such expectation . The first has two great elements :

the deprivation of another of his property , and the gain of such

property for self. This is a serious crime in any aspect, and as

such should be highly punished . On the other hand, taking the

goods of another, without the expectation of any benefit to self,

may or may not be a high crime. It may be from mere joke, as

sometimes occurs when books or clothes are hid from their own.

It may be to prevent somesupposed public mischief, as

when barrels of whiskey are opened and emptied in the streets,

or boxes of tea cast into the sea ,1 or arms are seized by a vig .

ilance committee. Or it may be from spite to the owner, as

when animals are carried away and disfigured or killed. Grave

as these offences may be, they all lack the element of expecta .

tion of gaining for one's self what is taken from another ; they

are simply taking from another without gaining for self. The

Roman law , whose justice in this respect was appealed to by

Lord Mansfield , expressly took this distinction : “ Furtum est

contrectatio rei fraudulosa , lucri faciendi gratia, vel ipsius rei,

vel usus ejus possessionisve.” 3 This definition is accepted by

the Code Napoleon, and will be recognized as substantially that

of the old English common law . The North German Code

varies but slightly . Larceny ” (Diebstahl) " is the unlawful

and intentional taking (Wegnahme) of another's goods from his

control, with the intent to appropriate the same to self ” (in der

Absicht sich dieselbe anzueignen ). This definition is adopted

.by the codes of Saxony, Bavaria , Austria , and Wurtemburg .

Nor is this because these jurisprudences do not recognizemali

cious taking not lucri causa as an offence. They do so , and spe

cifically provide for its punishment. But the punishment is

--

4

1 Even to the hard tone of English

temper at the time of the Boston tea

tumult, this appeared simply a riot.

There was no attempt to prosecute for

larceny.

? See U. S. v. Durkee, 1 McAllist.

196 .

8 L. 1. & 3. D. de furtis.

4 See Berner, Lehrbuch des Straf

rechts (1871) , § 160.
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lish law .

lighter than that assigned to the taking lucri causa , and the

crime regarded as of a less heinous grade, no doubt for the same

reason that by the English common law malicious mischief is

but a misdemeanor, while larceny, lucri causa , is a felony. And

in this concurrence of all the old if not of all modern codes we

may find the expression of a position existing in right reason,

namely, that taking from another for self is an offence of a more

flagrant type, and more perilous to society , than is simply taking

from another.1

§ 896. That this was the English common law , as accepted

originally in the American colonies, there can be no
And so by

question . The qualification lucri causa was a part of early Eng

most of the old definitions of larceny ; and repeatedly

was it decided that unless a taking was with the expectation of

advantage to the taker it was not larceny. It is true that lucri

causa was explained in a broad sense. It was considered to be

convertible with “ benefit to self ; ” and hence itwas held larceny

where a woman took and burned a letter whose contents she

feared would do her injury ; 3 where an article was taken with

the intention of giving it away, for the plain reason that before

it was given away the taker was to have it for himself ;4 and

where a post officer secreted a letter in order to escape a penalty

incurred by him for its prior non -delivery . But lucri causa was

regarded as in some shape a necessary constituent of larceny..

1 That such an offence is indictable it was held that opening and keeping

as malicious mischief see infra , $ 1067. a letter from mere curiosity was not

2 See R. v. Holloway, 1 Den . C. C. larceny. See cases cited infra, $ 966.

370 ; 2 C. & K. 942 ; T. & M. 40. • 4 R. v . White, 9 C. & P. 344. Ber

8 R. v . Jones, 2 C. & K. 236 ; 1 in justifying this, declares that it

Den . C. C. 188 . " With regard to was technically larceny even accord

larceny,” said Lord Campbell, C. J., ing to the Roman law, in St. Crispin

in a remarkable case hereafter cited to take,as he is reported to have done,

(R. v. Garrett, 22 Eng. L. & Eq. the leather of the rich to make shoes

607 ; 6 Cox C. C. 260; Dears. C. C. for the poor; for there was a moment,

232 ; infra , SS 1202–3) , wemust al- between the taking and the making ,

ways see that in the act alleged to when the saint had the leather to him

constitute the offence the person com self .

mitting had some advantage, not nec 5 R. v. Wynn, 1 Den. C. C. 365 ; 2

essarily a pecuniary advantage,but the C. & K.859.

gratification of some wish ; otherwise • Among the illustrations given by

it would not be larceny." Sir J. Stephen (Dig . C. L. art. 206)

In R. v . Godfrey, 8 C. & P. 563 , are the following:

ner ,

66
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cases.

§ 897. The earliest case in which this doctrine was invaded is

the following : A., to screen his accomplice, who was

by later
indicted for horse-stealing, broke into the prosecutor's

English stable, and took away the horse, which he backed into

a coal-pit and killed ; it being objected at the trial that this was

not larceny, because the taking was not with an intention to

convert the horse to the use of the taker, animo furandi et lucri

causa , seven of the judges held that it was larceny ; and six of

that majority expressed their opinion that, to constitute larceny ,

if the taking were fraudulent, and with intent wholly to deprive

the owner of the property , it was not essential that it should be

lucri causa ; but some of the majority thought that the object

of the prisoner might be deemed a benefit to him , and the taking

lucri causa . Certainly, as it appeared that the defendant was

to be greatly benefited by his accomplice's acquittal, the latter

view is right.
The next step was on a prosecution against hostlers for using

their master's corn to an unauthorized extent, to feed their mas

ter's horses, and incidentally to ease themselves from work . In

this “ easing ” emerged the lucri causa , and on this ground may

be sustained the opinion of the judges that the case was lar

ceny.
A further advance was made in a case which came ultimately

2

A., a servant, gets B.'s letters from servant, takes old bags, supplied by

the post-office, and destroys one of C. to B. from B.'s house , and puts

them written to B. by C., A.'s mis- them in a place outside B.'s house,

tress, making inquiries of B. as to where new bags were habitually put

A.'s character,delivering the rest. A. by C. C., by concert with A., claims

steals the letter. R.v. Jones, 1 Den . payment for the bags from B. as for

C. C. 187 .

bags newly supplied . A. is guilty of

A., a puddler, throws an iron axle theft, and C. is an accessary before the

into his furnace in order to increase fact. R. v. Manning, Dears. C. C.

the apparent amount of iron puddled 21.
therein , on which A.'s wages depend. 1 R. v. Cabbage, R. & R. 292; five

The axle, worth 53., is destroyed, of the judges held this conviction

though the iron of which it is com

wrong . And see, to same effect, R.

posed , and which is much less valua v . Jones , 1 Den . C. C. 188 ; 2 C. &

ble, remains for the owner. A. has K.236 ; R. v . Bailey, L. R. 1 C. C.

stolen the axle . R. v . Hall , 3 C. & 347.

P.409.

2 R. v . Morfit, R. & R. 307; and

B. uses many bags in his trade, and see R. v . Gruncell, 9 C. & P. 365 ; R.

is supplied with them by C. A., B.'s v. Handley , C. & M.547.
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before the Court of Criminal Appeal. It was proved that the

prisoners took from the floor of a barn , in the presence of the

thresher , five sacks of unwinnowed oats belonging to their mas

ter, and secreted them in a loft there, for the purpose of giving

them to their master's horses , they being employed as carter and

carter's boy, but not being answerable at all for the condition or

appearance of the horses. The jury found that they took the

oats with intent to give them to their master's horses, and with

out any intent of applying them for their private benefit. The

learned judge reserved the case for the opinion of the judges on

the point whether the prisoners were guilty of larceny. The

greater part of the judges ( exclusive of Erle , J., and Platt, B.)

appeared to think that this was larceny, because the prisoners

took the oats knowingly against the will of the owner and with

out color of title or of authority, with intent not to take tempo

rary possession merely and then abandon it (which would not

be larceny) , but to take the entire dominion over them ; and

that it made no difference that the taking was not lucri causa , or

that the object of the prisoners was to apply the things stolen in

a way which was against the wish of the owner, but might be

beneficial to him . But all agreed that they were bound by the

previous decisions to hold this to be larceny, though several of

them expressed a doubt if they should have so decided, if the

matter were res integra . Erle, J., and Platt, B., were of a dif

ferent opinion ; they thought that the former decision proceeded ,

in the opinion of some of the judges, on the supposition that the

prisoners would gain by the taking, which was negatived in this

case ; and they were of opinion that the taking was not felonious,

because , to constitute larceny, it was essential that the prisoner

should intend to deprive the owner of his property in the goods,

which the prisoners in this case could not if he meant to apply

it to his use .1

§ 898. If this law is good , it makes it larceny for a cook to

take without authority from her master's stores articles

to improve her master's cooking , and for a nurse to ableness of

give without authority the parent's food to be eaten by rulings.

1 R. v . Privett, 1 Den . C. C. 193 ; 2 stated in the text is no longer larceny.

Cox C. C. 40; 2 C. & K. 114. Under Steph. Dig . C. L. art. 295.

26 & 27, Vict., however, the offence

Unreason
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the child . So far as concerns the particular question of the use

of the master's corn as extra feed for horses, there are no less

than three decisions reported of German courts (in Bavaria, in

1844, in Hanover , in 1846 , and in Saxony in the same year),

prior to the adoption of the North German Code, and at a time,

therefore, when the common law which was to be construed was

the sameas that which at the time existed in England. In all

of these cases the offence was declared not to be larceny ; and

the decision is emphatically sustained by Mittermaier. And

the reasons suggested are obvious. In the first place , by re

jecting the lucri causa , we level down felonies to the grade of

trespasses. In the second place , we give a stimulus to pecula

tion by visiting appropriation to self with the same penalty of

that assigned to mere wanton injury to another's goods. We

thusnot only brutalize the public mind by doing away with the

distinction between the various phases of guilt, but we give a

premium to desperate and remunerative criminality . “ If I am

to be punished all the same, I will be punished for something

that will pay .'

§ 899. In the United States the qualification
c lucri causa

has been accepted by the courts as an unquestioned

part of the common law . Between larceny and mali

" 2

In the

United

States,

1 Mittermaier's ed. of Feuerbach, together along with him , alleging for

§ 319. Note V., “ Mit recht ist es himself that if he were the thief, these

nicht als Diebstahl angenommen .”
were the receivers, and so escaped .”

2 See , to same effect, the French The reason given by Fuller is as

law , given by Helie, vi. p . 569. sound as it is quaintly expressed . The

In Fuller's Worthies of England, appropriation of property to its own,

vol. ii. Nuttall's ed. p. 38, he says, -er's benefit, though it may be a civil

speaking of Hertfordshire : trespass, is not larceny .

“ Their teams of horses (oft-times 8 See Resp. v. Teischer, 1 Dallas,

deservedly advanced from the cart to 335 ; McDaniel v. State, 8 Sm . & M.

the coach ) are kept in excellent equi- 401 ; State v. Hawkins, 8 Porter, 461;

page, much alike in colour and stat- State v. Brown, 3 Strobh. 508 ; U. S.

ure, fat and fair ; such is their care v . Durkee, 1 McAllist. 196 , where a

in dressing and well-feeding them . I
vigilance committee” seized the

could name the place and person weapons of a mob ,and itwas lield not

(reader be not offended with an inno to be larceny. See, however, appar

cent digression) who brought his ser- ently contra, State v. Davis, 38 N. J.

vant with a warrant before a justice L. 146; Williams v. State, 52 Ala .

of the peace for stealing his grain . 411 ; State v. Ryan, 12 Nev. 401.

Theman brought his five horses tailed
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cious mischief the line is well marked . Thus it has qualifica
tion of

been frequently held to be a misdemeanor, of the nat- lucri causa
required .

ure of malicious mişchief, to kill an animal belonging

to another, though it has never been held larceny so to kill and

take unless somebenefit was expected by the taker. And by a

series of statutes, adopted more or less extensively in all the

States,malicious destructions of property are made the subjects

of criminal prosecution of which the penal consequences are ut

terly different from those attached to larceny. The legislature,

in fact, by such provisions, says : “ Injuring goods of another ,

without expectation of benefit to self, shall be one offence , called

malicious mischief, and shall be a misdemeanor, and subject to

a light punishment ; while taking goods of another, in order to

benefit self, shall be another offence , called larceny, which shall

be a felony, and infamous, and subject to a heavy punishment.”

And this distinction, on the reasoning heretofore given , is both

wise and humane. The severe penalties of larceny, as a system

of pillage which society must put down, must be maintained in

their rigor ; but it will be destructive of the humanities of life

to extend these penalties and infamies to every case where prop

erty is taken without the taint of selfish greed in the taker.2

$ 900. Where a servant pawns his master's goods, if it appear

that the servant only intended to raise money on his Pawning

master's property for temporary purposes, and had a goods with

reasonable expectation
of being able shortly to take the intent to

article out of pawn and return it, then larceny does not larceny.

exist. But to justify an acquittal, there must be not only the

intent but the ability to redeem.3

master's

1 State v. Buckman, 8 N.H.203; Dignowitty v . State, 17 Tex. 521.

State v. Wheeler, 3 Vt. 344 ; Com . 1. Compare supra , $ 896.

Leach, 1 Mass. 58 ; People v. Smith ,
8 R. v . Medland , 5 Cox C. C. 292;

5 Cow . 258 ; Loomis v . Edgerton, 19 R. v . Phetheon, 9 C. & P. 552; R. v.

Wend. 419 ; Resp . v. Teischer, 1 Dall. Trebilcock, D. & B. 453 ; 7 Cox, 408 ;

335; Henderson's case, 8 Grat. 709; 27 L. J. M. C. 103 ; 4 Jur. (N. S.) 123 ;

State v. Scott, 2 Dev. & Bat. 35 ; R. v. Poyser, T. & M. 559; 2 Den. C.

State v. Council, 1 Tenn. 305 ; Wright C. 233; 5 Cox C. C. 241. Infra , §

v . State, 30 Ga. 325 . 968 ; and see supra , $ 885.

2 See however as inclining, though
On the trial of a servant for larceny

perhaps inadvertently, to reject the in stealing his master's plate , it ap

lucri causa , Keely v. State, 14 Ind. 36 ; peared that after the plate in question

Hamilton v . State , 35 Miss. 214 ; and was missed, but before complaint was
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§ 901. Where the personal property of one is, through inad

Appropri- vertence , left in the possession of another, or a third

ating lost

goods person , and the defendant, animo furandi, knowing it

animo fu- to be the property of another, conceals it, he is guilty

larceny. of larceny, his possession being fraudulent from the

outset. In such case the goods may be said to be mislaid , not

lost. When goods are lost, - i. e. when the owner has no trace

of them , and they show no trace of the owner, - the finder has

such a special property in them that, according to the now prev

alent view , as will presently bemore fully seen , even though he

feloniously intends to appropriate them when he finds them , it is

not larceny. It is otherwise when there is anything connected

with the goods to indicate who their owner is. In this case, tak

ing them with felonious intent is larceny. In other words, the

mere subjective side is insufficient without the objective. To

made to a magistrate , the prisoner A purchaser, by mistake, left his

replaced it ; and it was proved by a purse on the prisoner's market stall ,

pawnbroker that the plate had been without himself or the prisoner know

pawned by the prisoner, who had re- ing it . The prisoner afterwards see

deemed it; but the pawnbroker also ing it there, but not at the timeknow

stated that the prisoner had on previ- ing whose it was, appropriated it, and

ous occasions pawned plate,and after- subsequently denied all knowledge of

wards redeemed it. Hallock , B. (Hol- it when inquiry was made by the

royd, J., being present), left it to the owner. It was held that the prisoner

jury to say whether the prisoner took was guilty of larceny, as the purse was

the plate with the intent to steal it, or not, strictly speaking, lost property ,

whether he merely took it to raise and, therefore, it was not necessary to

money on it for a time and then re- inquirewhether the prisoner had used

turn it ; for that, in the latter case, it reasonable means to find the owner .

was no larceny. The jury acquitted R. v. West, 29 Eng. L. & Eq. 525 ;

the prisoner. R. v. Wright, Old Bai- Dears . C. C. 402 ; 6 Cox C. C. 415 ;

ley, 1828 , Car.Crim . Law , 278–9. See State Ľ. Cummings, 33 Conn. 260;

R. r. Trebilcock , 7 Cox C.C.408; D. Lawrence v . State, 1 Humph .228 ; and

& B. C. C. 453. see particularly R. v. Moore , L. & C.

1 R.v . Riley ,14 Eng. L. & Eq.544 ; 1 ; 8 Cox C. C.416 , cited infra , § 909.

1 Dears. C. C. 149 ; 6 Cox C. C. 88 ; ? Ibid . ; R. v . Mole , 1 C. & K.417 ;

R. v. Moore, L. & C. 1 ; 8 Cox C. C. State v. Weston, 9 Conn. 527 ; Ran

416 ; R. v . West, Dears. 402; Com . v . som v . State , 22 Conn. 153 ; State v .

Titus, 116 Mass. 42; People v .McGar- Pratt, 20 Iowa, 267 ; People v. Swan,

ren, 17 Wend. 460 ; State v . Levy, 23 1 Parker C. R. 9 ; People v. Cogdell, 1

Minn. 104; State v. Williams, 9 Ired . Hill (N. Y.), 94 ; State v. Ferguson, 2

140 ; State v . McCann , 19 Mo. 249. McMul. 502 ; State v . McCann, 19

See State v. Farrow , Phil. (N. C.) Mo. 249. See 1 Hawley's Cr. Rep.418.

8 See discussion in note 1 to $ 182 .
161.
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Otherwise

constitute larceny , there must be not only the intent to steal but

something stealable.

§ 902. Hence a finder of an article lost, on which there is

no ear-mark , even though this be a purse containing

money, or a trunk containing goods lost from a stage- when there

coach , and found on the highway, or otherwise left of knowing

without ownership , is not guilty of larceny by any sub- who the

sequent act, in secreting or appropriating to his own

use the article found.1 And it may be generally held that if a

man find property which has been lost, and appropriate it to

himself, he is not guilty of larceny for failing to take steps to

discover the owner , unless there were indications which afforded

the finder an immediate means of knowing who the owner was

at the moment when he picked it up and examined it.” It has

Owner was .

1 2 Russ. on Cr. 6th Am. ed . 6 ; R. prisoner's child found six sovereigns

v . Thurborn , 1 Den . C. C. 387 ; R. in the street, which she brought to

v .Matthews, 12 Cox C. C. 489 ; R. the prisoner. The latter counted it,

v . Preston, 8 Eng. L. & Eq. 589 ; 5 and told some bystanders that the

Cox C. C. 590 ; 2 Den. C. C. 353 ; child had found a sovereign , and of

R. v.Mole , 1 C. & K.417; R.v . Shea, 7 fered to treat them . The prisoner

Cox C.C. 147; R.v. Christopher, 8 Cox and the child then went down the

C. C. 91 ; Ransom v . State , 22 Conn . street to the place where the child had

153 ; People v . Anderson , 14 Johns. found the money, and found a half

294 ; Baker v . State , 29 Oh. St. 184 ; sovereign and a bag. Two hours

Bailey v. State,52 Ind. 462; Wolfing- afterwards the owner made hue-and

ton v. State, 53 Ind. 343 ; State v . Tay cry in the vicinity . On the same

lor, 25 Iowa, 273 ; State v . McCann, evening the prisoner was told that a

19 Mo. 249 . woman had lost money ; the prisoner

Thusthe finder of a lost sovereign told the informant to mind her own

in the high road, who, at the time of business, and gaveher half a sovereign

the finding, had no reasonable means for herself. The prisoner admitted ,

of knowing who the owner was, but on arrest, that she had got the money

who at that time intended to appro
from the child : it washeld that these

priate it even if the owner should facts did not warrant a conviction for

afterwards becomeknown (see infra , larceny, as there was nothing to show

§ 909) , and to whom the next day the that at the time of the finding the

owner wasmade known , when he re prisoner had reason to think that the

fused to give it up, is not guilty of owner could be found . R. v . Deaves,

larceny. R. v. Glyde, L. R. 1 C. C. 11 Cox C. C. 227 ; 3 Ir. R. C. L.

139; 11 Cox C. C. 103; S. P., Tyler 30. As unduly extending the rule in

v. People, 1 Breese , 227; State v. the text , see Porter v . State , M. &

Conway, 18 Mo. 321. And the same Yerg. 226; Lawrence v. State, 1

doctrine has been reiterated on the Humph. 228.

following strong state of facts. The ? R. v. Dixon , 36 Eng. Law & Eq.
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$ 903.)

facts .

always been agreed that if the defendant means to act honestly

as to the goods when found, there being no such ear-marks on

the property , no subsequent felonious intent can make a conver

sion larceny. And we must now advance a step further, and

say that if, at the time of finding, he has no means of discover

ing the owner, he is not guilty of larceny, even though at the

time of finding he intended to keep the property , no matter who

the owner might be.3
§ 903. Whether the finder had , or ought to have had, knowl

edge of the true ownership is to be inferred from the

Notice ofownership facts of the case.3 Where a bureau was given to a car

may be inferred from penter to repair, and he found money secreted in it,

which he converted to his own use , this was held a lar

597 ; Dears. C. C. 580 ; Brooks v . tion was set aside. See for opinion

State , S. C. Ohio, 1879 .
of Parke, J., infra , $ 909.

1 R.v. Preston , 8 Eng. Law & Eq. As is stated in Roscoe's Cr. Ev. p .

589; 5 Cox C. C. 590 ; 2 Den . C. C. 649, the above case was fully sup

353; R. v . Christopher, 8 Cox C. C. ported in the case of R. v. Glyde, 37

91; R. v. Thurborn, 1 Den . C. C.387; L. J. M. C. 107; L. R. 1 C. C. R.

Ransom v . State , 22 Conn . 153. 139, cited supra, $ 902. See, to same

2 Supra , $ 901. In R.v . Thurborn , effect, Steph. Dig . C. L. art. 302.

1 Den . C. C. 387; 18 L. J. M. C. The question as to the larcenous

140, the prisoner found a bank note, character of goods lost without ear

which had been accidentally dropped marks is analogous to that arising in

on the high road . There was no the case of waifs already noticed . Su

name or mark on it indicating who pra, § 863. Another analogy may be

was the owner, nor were there any found in cases where a man mali

circumstances attending the finding ciously attempts to injure a non-exist

which would enable him to discover ent object. A man, for instance, may

to whom the note belonged when he inflict, with an intent to kill, a blow

picked it up ; nor had he any reason on a human body before him , but it

to believe that the owner knew where turns out that the body already

to find it again . The prisoner meant dead. No amount of malice on his

to appropriate it to his own use when part would make this homicide , be

he picked it up. The day after, and cause there was no suitable object on

before he had disposed of it, he was which the malice could act . See dis

informed that the prosecutor was the cussion supra , § 136. In other words,

owner, and had dropped it acciden we fall back upon the rule heretofore

tally ; he then changed it , and appro- stated , that to constitute a crime there

priated the money taken to his own must be an offender and an object.

The jury found that he had The object must be one on which an

reason to believe, and did believe, it offence can be committed .

to be the prosecutor's property before 3 R.v. Knight, 12 Cox C. C. 102;

he thus changed the note , and the R. v. Dixon, Dears. C. C. 580 ; R. v.

prisoner was convicted . The convic- Glyde, L. R. 1 C. C. 139 ; Com . v .

use .
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Such infer

ence may

be refuted

ceny. The same conclusion was reached where a bureau was

bought at auction , with money secreted in it ; though here the

qualification was properly introduced that it was no larceny if

the defendant had an honest belief that, in buying the bureau ,

he bought all within it. And it has been ruled that if a hackney

coachman convert to his own use a parcel left by a passenger in

his coach by mistake, it is a felony if he knew the owner , or if

he took him up or set him down at any particular place where

he might have inquired for him.3 Larceny was also held to be

made out in a case where the prosecutor accidentally left his

purse containing money on an old saddle in a livery stable, where

he had placed it while changing his clothes ; and the defendant

requested a small boy to take it and hand it to him , which he

did , when the defendant appropriated the contents to his own use

without the owner's consent.4

§ 904. Evidence of a bonâ fide attempt to discover the owner,

destroys the presumption of fraudulent intent. Thus

where a shawl, dropped in an exhibition room , was

picked up by the defendant, placed in a conspicuous sit- by proof of

uation , and afterwards, not being claimed , was appro- attempt to

priated to his own use, it was held no larceny. So the

conscientious belief of an ignorant person that a note found by

him was by law his own, may be received to disprove felonious

intent.6

$ 905. Reasonable diligence, proportioned to the capacity of

the party in discovering the owner, however, should be Where

shown by the party finding if there be any
ear-marks

ear-marks,

Titus, 116 Mass. 42; People v. Mc 1 Cartwright v. Green, 8 Ves. 405 ;

Garren, 17 Wend. 460 ; People v . 2 Leach , 952.

Cogdell, 1 Hill, 94 ; Tanner v. Com . 2 Merry v. Green, 7 M. & W.623.

14 Grat. 635; State v. Conway, 18 As to bonâ fide belief in title see su

Mo. 322. That the animus furandi pra , § 87 ; and R. v. Reed , C. & M.

may be inferred from failure to ad- 306 .

vertise , see R. v . Coffin , 2 Cox C. C. 3 R. v . Wynne, 2 East P. C. 664 ;

44 ; R.v . Reed, C. & M. 307 ; R. v . 1 Leach, 413 ; R. v. Lamb, 2 East P.

C , 1 Craw . & D. 101; State v . C.665 ; R. v. Sear, 1 Leach, 415, n .

Weston , 9 Conn. 527; State v. Jen- See 2 Russ. on Cr. (6th Am . ed.) 12 .

kins, 2 Tyler, 379 ; State v . 4 Pyland v . State , 4 Sneed ( Tenn.) ,

Ibid . 387; State v . Brick , 2 Harring. 357.

530 ; contra , People v . Cogdell, 1 Hill 6 State v . Roper , 3 Dev. 473.

(N. Y.) , 94 ; Lane v. People, 5 Gil 6 R. v . Reed, C. & M.306 .

man, 305 .

find owner.

there are
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reasonable

diligence
should be

shown .

Intent to

restore

reward

makes of

fence lar

ceny.

or other indications of ownership. Thus, on the trial

of a servant who, being indicted for stealing bank

notes, the property of her master , in his dwelling -house,

set up as her defence that she found them in the passage, and

kept them to see if they were advertised , not knowing to whom

they belonged , Park , J., held that she ought to have inquired of

her masterwhether they were his or not, and that, not having

done so, but having taken them away from the house , she was

guilty of stealing them .”

$ 906. Even the finder of a chattel on the highway, as to

which there are ear-marks, or reasonable grounds for

the discovery of ownership, if he take it away with the

only for intention of appropriating it to his own use, and only

restore it because a reward is offered , is guilty of lar

ceny. The only cases in which a party finding a chattel

of another can be justified in appropriating
it to his own use

are , where it may be fairly said that the owner has abandoned

it, or where there are no indications on it showing how the owner

can be found.3

Returning § 907. The fact that the goods were afterwards re

turned does not purge the original taking of its fel

ony.4

§ 908. It has been suggested that the rule that larceny is not

committed by one who finds goods, the owner of which

he supposes cannot be ascertained , does not apply to

one who finds cattle at large in a highway and converts

them to his own use.5 And it has been held to be larceny to

take a horse found astray on the taker's land , with intent to

conceal it until its owner shall offer a reward for its return ,

and then to return it, and claim the reward . But it is

1 2 Russ. on Cr. (6th Am . ed.) 12. 4 2 Russ. Cr. (6th Am . ed .) 7;

2 R. v. Kerr, 8 C. & P. 177. Eckels r . State, 20 Oh. St. 508. See

8 R. v. Peters, 1 C. & K. 245, per State v. Coombs, 55 Me. 477; and

Rolfe, B .; Com . v. Mason, 105 Mass. supra, § 887; infra , $ 909.
163. Sec Berry v . State, 31 Oh . St. 5 People v. Kaatz, 3 Parker C. R.

219 ; Lawrence v . State , i Humph . 129; State v. Martin, 28 Mo. 530 ;

228 ; and see also R.v. Spurgeon, 2 State v . Williams, 19 Mo. 389.

Cox , 102. Compare R. v . York , 3 6 Com . v . Mason, 105 Mass. 163.

Cox , 181 ; 1 Den. C. C. 335 ; R. v . See R. v . O'Donnell, 7 Cox C. C.

Breen , 3 Craw . & D. 30. See supra , 337. See supra , SS 864, 871.

$ 119.

does not

purge fel

ony .

Samerule

as to cat

tle .
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belief that

owner may

constitutes

otherwise when the intention to steal is subsequent to the

finding.

§ 909. If there be intent to steal on finding, subsequent con

version , on discovery of owner, is larceny in all cases Intent to

where , at the time of finding, there were indications led with

by which theowner could be found. Wehave this dis

tinction illustrated in a case already cited, where it was
be found ,

held that where the defendant subsequently discovers larceny.

the owner of lost property, he is indictable for larceny, if on

first finding his intent was to appropriate, he reasonably believ

ing the owner could be found ; but that a verdict of guilty

should be set aside in a case where the jury found specially

66 that the defendant did not know , and had not reasonable

means of knowing ” (at the time of finding ) “ who the owner

was,” though she believed at the timehe picked up the note that

the owner could be found .” ? But there must be an original

felonious intent, general or special.3

1 In R. v. Matthews, 12 Cox C. C. steal them , but that the intention to

489, the prisoner found two heifers steal came on him subsequently. ( 3.)

which had strayed, and put them on That the prisoner , when he sent them

his ownmarshes to graze. Soon after- away, did so for the purpose and with

wards he was informed by S. that the intention of depriving the owner

they had been put on his , S.'s , of them and appropriating them to

marshes and had strayed , and a few his own use .

days after that that they belonged to 2 R. v. Moore, L. & C. 1 ; 8 Cox C.

H. Prisoner left them on his marshes C.416. See infra , § 969 ; and as to

for a day or two, and then sent them intents see supra, $ 119; State v. Jen

a long distance away as his own prop- kins, 2 Tyler , 379.

erty to bekept for him . He then told “ The result of the authorities is,"

S. that he had lost them , and denied says Parke, B., in R. v. Thurborn, 2

all knowledge of them . It was held C. & K. 839; 1 Den. C. C.387; aff. R.

by the Court of Criminal Appeal that v . Matthews, 12 Cox C. C. 489, “ that

a conviction of larceny could not be the rule of law on this subject seems

sustained on a specialverdict in which to be, that if a man find goods that

the jury found : (1.) That at the time have been actually lost, or are rea

the prisoner found the heifers he had sonably supposed by him to have been

reasonable expectation that the owner lost, and appropriates them with in

could be found , and that he did not tent to take the entire domain over

believe that they had been abandoned them , really believing, when he takes

by the owner . (2.) That at the time them , that the owner cannotbe found,

of finding them he did not intend to it is not larceny. But if he has taken

8 R. v . Dixon, Dears. C. C. 580; 7 Cox C. C. 35 ; R. v. York, 2 C. & K.

841 ; 3 Cox C. C. 181.
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But not

unless be

lief that

§ 910. The converse is also true that if there is at the time

no reasonable means of discovering the owner, and nolarceny

reasonable belief that the owner can be found, then

owner may even a refusal to surrender, on the owner declaring

and feloni- himself, does not make larceny, even though there was

at finding at the finding the intention to appropriate the goods.1

§ 911. The law with regard to the finder of lost

property does not apply to the case of property of a

passenger accidentally left in a railway carriage, and
appropri
ate things found there by a servant of the company ; and such

servant is guilty of larceny, if, instead of taking it

ous intent

concur.

Larceny

for R. R.

officers to

found in

cars .

1

them with like intent, though iost, or See fully note in 2 Ben . & Heard's ,

reasonably supposed to be lost, but Lead. Cas. 18. The following author

reasonably believing that the owner ities are cited on the first point : Mel

can be found, it is larceny. In apply- bourne's case, 1 Lew . 251; R. v.

ing this rule, as, indeed, in the ap- Breen , 3 Craw . & D. C. C. 30 ; R. v.

plication of all fixed rules, questions Mucklow , 1 Mood. C. C. 160 ; R. v.

of some nicety may arise ; but it will Steer, 1 Den. C. C. 349 ; R. v . Banks,

generally be ascertained whether the R. & R. 441; R. v . Levy, 4 C. & P.

person accused had reasonable belief 241; R.v . Thristle, 3 Cox, 575 ; Peo

that the owner could be found, by ple v . Anderson, 14 Johns. 294.
On

evidence of his previous acquaintance the second point : R.v . Pope, 6 C. &

with the ownership of the particular P. 346 ; R. v . Beard , 1 Jebb, 9; R.v .

chattel, the place where it is found, Mole, 1 C. & K.417; R.v . Pierce, 6

or the nature of the marks upon it. Cox , 117 ; R. v. Peters, 1 C. & K.

In some cases it would be apparent, 245 ; State v. Weston, 9 Conn. 527;

in others appear only after examina- State v. Ferguson , 2 M'Mul. 502;

tion . It would probably be presumed Lane v. People, 5 Gilman, 305 ; Peo

that the taker would examine the ple v. Cogdell, 1 Hill, 94 ; People v.

chattel, as an honest man ought to do , M'Garren, 17 Wend. 460 ; Tyler v.

at the time of taking it ; and if he did People, 1 Breese, 227. We must

not return it to the owner the jury therefore conclude that if thedefend

might conclude that he took it, when ant reasonably believe at the timethat

he took complete possession of it , the owner may be found ,this is enough

animo furandi. The mere taking it when there is at the time an intent

up to look at it would not be a taking to steal. Com . v . Titus, 116 Mass.

possession of the chattel.” 42. See $ 909. For a full discussion

A late ingenious commentator main- of the points in the text see Round

tains that here two things must con tree v. State , 58 Ala . 382 ; Griggs v .

cur : 1st. The finder must, at the time State , 58 Ala . 425.

of the finding, have the intention of 1 R. v . Glyde, L. R. 1 C. C. 139 ;

feloniously appropriating the chattel 11 Cox C. C. 103; R. v.Knight, 12 Cox

to his use. 20. He must, at the time, C. C. 102 ; Tanner v . Com . 14 Grat.

either know the owner, or have rea 635 ; State v . Roper , 3 Dev.473 ; Ran

son to believe that he may be found. dall v. State , 4 Sm . & M.349, and cases

702 heretofore cited. See supra , SS 902–3–7.
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to the station or superior officer, he appropriates it to his

use. 1

them .

§ 912. Where the finder is employed by the owner to search

for the article, and on finding it appropriates it , this is Not lar

embezzlement, not larceny. Thus, a person having ceny for

lost a carpet bag in the street employed another to ployed to
find goods

find it. The bag was found , but, after possession bonâ to appro

priate

fide obtained , was fraudulently concealed by the finder .

This has been properly held to be breach of trust, but

not larceny.

§ 913. The same rule has been applied to retention by as

signee of finder. Thus it has been held that if A., in

expectation of a reward , withholds from the owner , assignee

whomihe knows, a lost check received from the finder, to retain
goods.

B., he is not guilty of larceny.

Nor for

of finder

III. TAKING .

must be in

some way

need not

be secret.

§ 914. Taking, as a trespass,may be inferred from the pos

session of the property ,4 but must in some shape be Taking

proved. Thus if the owner's assent to a transfer of

property is given, this is a defence. But it is not nec
proved :

essary that the taking should be secret.7

8.915. The general bearing in this connection of the

maxim Volenti non fit injuria has been heretofore abun- owner totaking does

dantly discussed . It may be now generally stated that not bar

while a prosecutor cannot maintain larceny for goods tion except

taken from him with his consent, and though it is in

cumbent on the prosecution to prove want of consent,9 consent is

Consent of

in cases

where the

1 R. v . Pierce , 20 L. J. 182 ; 6 Cox 6 Infra , § 991 ; Zink v . People, 6

C. C. 117 . Per Williams, J. Abb . New Cas. 413, reversing 16

2 State v. England, 8 Jones (N. C.), Hun, 396 .

399. See infra, $ 967. 7 State v . Fenn , 41 Conn. 590 ;

3 R. v . Gardner , 9 Cox C. C. 253 ; Johnson v . Com . 24 Grat. 555. See

L. & C. 243.
R. v. Bailey, L. R. 1 C. C. 349;

Infra, $ 923; Penn. v.Myers, Add. M’Daniel v. State , 8 S. & M. 401.

320 . See infra , $ 923.

5 2 Russ. on Cr. 6th Amer. ed . 4 ; 8 See supra , § 141.

Hite v . State, 9 Yerger, 198 ; People 9 See Wilson v . State , 45 Tex . 76 .

v . Murphy, 47 Cal. 103. As to the In Wisconsin the court has gone so

extent of moving requisite to taking far as to hold that when the owner of

see infra, $ 923. the goods could have been brought into
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§ 916.]

that de

fendant

should

have only

a bare

charge, or
where the

consent

was ob

fraud or

mistake.

yet there are two important qualifications with which

this proposition is to be received . In the first place,his

giving his goods to a servant, porter, messenger, or

other agent having bare charge, does not amount to a

consent on his part that such agent should dispose of

tained by

such goods. Secondly , his consent to a bailee taking

possession of such goods, if such consentwas obtained

from him by fraud, does not avail to protect such bailee if the

latter undertake to convert the property in the same to his own

use. And consent to pass property from one to another in this

sense must be the concurrence of two contracting minds to the

same exact act. Thus A.may apply to B. for C.'s goods in

B.'s possession ; and B., deceived by A., may consent to give

these goods to A.,supposing A.to be C. Yet notwithstanding

this consent, A. is indictable for larceny if he convert these

goods ; because B.never consented to give the property in them

to A. His intention was to give this property to C. There

was therefore no concurrence of minds as to the one to whom

the property was to pass, and hence no transfer of the property.

Consent also , given under mistake, is no defence.57

§ 916. Difficult questions may arise, when money or goods

are feloniously taken from an agent with his consent,

whether such agent has authority to bind his principal

given byunauthor- by such consent. It has been held that the cashier of

a bank has such power, and hence that a person
fraud

ulently receiving money from him on a forged check cannot

be convicted of larceny.6 But, said Blackburn, J., in the lat

ter case, if “ the servant's authority is limited , then he can

only part with the possession , and not with the property ; if he

is tricked out of the possession the offence will be larceny."

And so it was held larceny to fraudulently
, animo furandi, take

Consent

cannot be

ized agent.

court, to prove want of consent, there tration of this the opinion of cight

could be no conviction without his judges in R.v. Middleton , L. R.2 C.

testimony. State v. Moon, 41 Wis. C. R.38, that where A. gives a cab

684 .

man a sovereign for a shilling, and

i Infra , SS 956–61.

the cabman, seeing that it is a sover

2 Infra , $ 964 .
eign, keeps it, this is larceny.

8 Infra, § 974 .

R. v . Prince , L. R. 1 C. C. 150;

4 See infra , $ 974 .
11 Cox C. C. 193. Infra , $ 986 .

6 Sir J. Stephen gives as an illus
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money from a post-office clerk , on a mistake of the latter as to a

money order.1

oner.

1 R. v. Middleton, 12 Cox C. C. 188), and in Reg. v . Gillings (1 F. &

260 ; L. R. 2 C. C. 38 .
F. 36 ), were all held to be larceny.

“ In this case
(R. v. Middleton ) , The same principle has been acted

said Bovill, C. J., “ the prisoner had upon in other cases where the person

received a warrant or authority from having merely the possession of goods,

the postmaster general entitling him without any power to part with the

to repayment of 108. (being part of a property in them , has delivered them

sum of 11s. which he had deposited) to the prisoner , who has obtained

from the post- office at Notting-bill , them animo furandi; for instance ,

and a letter of advice to the same ef- such as obtaining a parcel from a car

fect was sent by the postmaster gen- rier's servant by pretending to be the

eral to that post office, authorizing person to whom it was directed , as in

the payment of the 10s. to the pris- Reg . v. Longstreeth (1 Mood . C. C.

Under these circumstances we 137) , or obtaining goods through the

are of opinion that neither the clerk misdelivery of them by a carman's

to the postmistress , nor the postmis- servant, through mistake, to a wrong

tress personally, had any power or au person, who appropriated them animo

thority to part with the five-pound furandi, as in Reg . v . Little (10 Cox

note , three sovereigns, the half- sover- C. C. 559), were in like manner held

eign, and silver and copper, amount to amount to larceny. In all these

ing to £ 8 168. 10d ., which the clerk and other similar cases, many of

placed upon the counter , and which which are collected in 2 Russell on

was taken up by the prisoner. In Crimes, 211 to 215, the property was

this view the present case appears to considered to be taken without the

be undistinguishable from other cases consent and against the will of the

where obtaining articles animo furandi owner, though the possession was

from the master of a post-office, parted with by the voluntary act of

though he had intentionally delivered the servant to whom the property had

them over to the prisoner, has been been intrusted for a special purpose.

held to be larceny, on the principle And where property is so taken by

that the postmaster had not the prop- the prisoner knowingly, with intent to

erty in the articles; or the power to deprive the owner of it, and feloni

part with the property in them . For ously to appropriate it to himself, he

instarice, the obtaining the mail-bags may, in our opinion , be properly con

by pretending to be the mail-guard, as victed of larceny. The case is very

in Reg. v. Pearce (2 East P. C. 603) ; different where the goods are parted

the obtaining a watch from the post with by the owner himself, or by a

master by pretending to be the person person having authority to act for

for whom it was intended, as in Reg. him , and where he or such agent in

v. Kay (D. & B. 231; 7 Cox C. C. 298, tends to part with the property in the

where Reg. v . Pearce was relied upon goods, for then, although the goods be

in the judgment of the court) ; the obtained by fraud or forgery , or false

obtaining letters from the postmaster pretences, it is not a taking against

under pretence of being the servant the will of the owner, which is nec

of the party to whom they were ad- essary in order to constitute larceny."

dressed, as in Jones's case (1 Den .

705
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were ex

owner to

theft .

§ 917. It is no defence that the felony was induced by the

Nodefence artifice of the owner , when that artifice was exercised
that goods

for the purpose of entrapping the thief.' Thus, in a

posed by
leading case, overtures were made by a person to the

servant of a publican , to induce him to join in robbing

his master's till. The servant communicated the matter to the

master, and the former, by the direction of the latter, some

weeks after, opened a communication with the person who had

made the overtures, in consequence of which he came to the

master's premises. Themaster, having previously marked some

money, by his direction it was placed upon the counter by the

servant, in order that it might be taken up by the party who

had come for the purpose. It being so taken up, the offence was

held larceny. And this is the generally accepted law.3 If the

chattel is given to the thief, by the owner's action or consent,

this is not larceny ; but if the owner limits himself to putting

facilities in the thief's way, and then the thief steals the chattel,

the larceny is complete .

§ 918. If a wife carry away and convert to her own use her

husband's goods, it is no larceny at common law , as

husband and wife are but one person .” And if a per

son merely assists a married woman who has not com

mitted , or intended to commit, adultery , in carrying

goods, or away the goods of her husband without the knowledge

merely as or consent of the latter, though with intent to deprive
sisting her.

the latter of his property , he cannot be convicted of

stealing the goods.

§ 919. It has been held , however, that it is a larceny for a

man who elopes with another man's wife to take his

goods, though with the consent and at the solicitation

Pigg v. State , 43 Tex. 108. 4 Supra , $ 149.

? R.v . Williams, 1 C. & K. 195 ; R. 61 Hale, 514 . See R. v. Avery,

v . Headge , 2 Leach C. C. 1033 ; R. & Bell C. C. 150; R. v . Kenny, 13 Cox

R. 160. Supra, § 149.
C. C. 398. Infra , § 992.

Under

8 2 East P. C. 494 ; R. v. Egginton , married woman's act, see infra, 940.

2 B. & P. 509 ; 2 Leach , 915 ; R. v . • R. v. Avery, Bell C. C. 150; 8

Donelly, R. & R. 310 ; R. v.Lawrence, Cox C. C. 184. See R. v. Tollett, C.

4 Cox C. C. 438 ; R. v. Lyons, C. & & M. 112 — Coleridge, J.; R. v. Glas

M.217; R. v. Johnson , C. & M.218; sie , 7 Cox C. C. 1 .

R. v . Bannen , i C. & K. 295 ; U. S.

v . Foye, 1 Curt. C. C. 364 .

Not lar

ceny for

wife to
take away

her hus

band's

for person

But other

wise for

person as

1
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a liilterous
of the wife . Even if no adultery has actually been sisting

committed, but the goods of the husband are removed wife.

by the wife and the intended adulterer , with an intent that the

wife should elope with him , this taking of the goods is in point

of law a larceny. It does not alter the case that the defendant

was in the husband's employ, and acted under the wife's direc

tion . It is said , however, to be otherwise when it is the wife's

wearing apparel only that is removed.3

1 R. v. Thompson, 1 Eng. L. & Eq. in such case to bind her husband, we

542; 2 Craw . & D.491; R. v . Clark , may accept the strong expression of

1 Mood. C. C. 376 , n.; R. v . Feather- Lord Campbell, C. J., in R.v. Feather

stone, 26 Eng. L. & Eq. 570; 6 Cox stone, Dears. C. C. 369, that when a

C. C. 376 ; R. v. Berry, 8 Cox C. C. woman becomes an adulteress, “ she

117; R. v . Harrison, 12 Cox C. C. 19; thereby determines her quality of

R. v . Tollett, C. & M. 112; People v . wife ; and her property in her hus

Schuyler, 6 Cow . 572. band's goods ceases." As is stated

The prosecutor left his wife in the by the author of a late learned note

care of his house and property, and ( 1866 ), Note to Mutters's case , L. &

during his absence the prisoner, who C.519, the wife “ thus assumes the

had lodged for some time previously position of a mere stranger, and can

in the house, took a great many boxes, no longer invoke the protection of

& c., from the house , and left them at that quality which she has herself de

a house to which he had gone a day termined .”'

or two before with the prosecutor's Where the prisoner claims that the

wife , passing her for his own, and taking of thehusband's personal prop

where he had hired lodgings. He erty was with the consent of the wife,

soon afterwards brought her with him and therefore not larcenous, it was

to the lodgings, where they lived to- ruled in New York, in 1871, that it is

gether till he was apprehended , and for the jury to say, from all the cir

thewife, who took a small basket with cumstances connected with the trans

her, swore that all of the property she action, - as the knowledge by the

had herself taken or given to the pris- prisoner of the close vicinity and near

oner to take, and the jury found that return of the husband to the place of

the prisoner stole the property jointly taking, and that the property was

with the wife ; it was held , on a case owned by the husband and not the

reserved, that this was larceny in the wife, — whether the prisoner received

prisoner, for though the wife con the property from the wife believing

sented, it must be considered that it that she had any right or authority to

was done invito domino. R. v . Tol- deliver it. And it is not necessary to

free, 1 Mood . C. C. 243; R. v. Feath- render such taking larcenous that the

erstone, 26 Eng. L.& Eq. 570; Dears. property should be appropriated to fa

C. C. 369. cilitate adulterous intercourse with the

2 R. v. Mutters, L. & C. 511 ; 10 wife. People v. Cole, 43 N. Y. 508-9

Cox C. C. 50.
(Grover, J., 1871) ; and see to same

8 R. v . Fitch , D. & B. C. C. 187 . effect R. v . Berry, Bell C. C. 95; 8

So far as concerns the wife's right Cox C. C. 117. It is enough if the
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In such

case de

fendant

must be

connected

with the

a man to

steal his

$ 920. But an adulterer cannot be convicted of stealing the

goods of the husband, brought by the wife alone to his

lodgings, and placed by her in the room in which the

adultery is afterwards committed, merely upon theevi

dence of their being found there ; though it seems it

taking. would be otherwise if the goods could be traced in any

way to his personal possession . In such case , however, there

may be a conviction for receiving stolen goods.2

§ 921. Larceny may be committed by the owner of goods

Larceny in feloniously taking them from the hands of a bailee,

when the taking them has the effect of charging the

own goods bailee. Thus where thirty bales of nux vomica, which

pays no duty on exportation , but a large duty if in

tended for home consumption , were deposited by A.

with B., who gave the usual bond to the custom -house , and were

sent by B., under the care of C., to be shipped on board a foreign

vessel for exportation , and A., by collusion with C., took the nux

vomica from the bales, substituted cinders for it, and shipped

the bales on board the vessel, this was held , by a majority of

the judges, to be larceny, because the taking rendered B. charge

able to the custom -house, and liable to a suit upon his bond.

The rule has been still more relaxed in New York , where it has

been said that larceny may be committed by a man stealing his

own property, wherever the intent is to charge another with

the value. Possession , however , in such case must be in the

bailee.5

from bailee

to charge

bailee .

.

defendant knew that the husband did
6 People v. Palmer, 10 Wend. 165 ;

not consent to the alienation of the People v. Wiley , 3 Hill, 194 ; S. P.,

goods. State v . Jernagan, N. C. Term People v. Thompson, 34 Cal.671.

R.44 ; Kemp v. State , 11 Humph. 320.
The prisoner assigned his goods to

Supra, $ 149.

trustees for the benefit of his credit

1 R. v. Rosenberg, 1 C. & 'K.233 ; ors; but before the trustees had taken

1 Cox C. C. 21, per Lord Denman , C. possession , and while the prisoner re

J., Parke, B .; and see to same effect mained in possession of them ,he re

R. v. Taylor, 12 Cox C. C. 627. moved thegoods, intending to deprive

· R. v. Deer, .9 Cox C. C. 225; his creditors of them . The jury found

Leigh & C. 240.
that the goodswere not in his custody

8 R. v . Bramley, R. R. 478 ; as agent of the trustees. It was held

Kirksey v. Fike, 29 Ala . 206 ; Com . v. that he was not guilty of larceny. R.

Tobin , 2 Brews. 570 .
v . Pratt, 26 Eng. L. & Eq. 574 ; Dears.

4 R. v . Wilkinson , R. & R.470. C. C. 360 ; 6 Cox C. C. 373.
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[ $ 923 .

Joint ten

chattel can

not steal

chattel

immate

rial.

of such space.

4

§ 922. Where there are joint tenants or tenants in common

of a personal chattel, and one of them carries away and

disposes of it, this is no larceny ; 1 there is, in fact, no ant or ten

taking, for he is already in possession ; it is merely the common of

subject of an action of account, or bill in equity . But

if he were to take it out of the possession of a person chiess in

in whose hands it was for safe custody, and the effect hands of

of the taking would be to charge the bailee, it would

be otherwise,

§ 923. The taking of another's goods out of the place where

they were put,though the taker be detected before they Distance

are actually carried away , is larceny . ) To taking it is
of moving

essential that the thing should be moved from the par

ticular portion of space which it occupied before the alleged tak

ing , although the whole of it need not be moved from the whole

To take a thing from a person it is necessary

that the taker should at some particular moment have adverse

possession of the thing.

1 1 Hale , 513; R.v . Burgess, Leigh Supra, § 914 ; R. v. Walsh, 1

& C. 299 ; R. v . Watts, 2 Den. C. C. Moody C. C. 14 ; State v . Wilson ,

14 ; Com . v . Superintendent, 9 Phila . Coxe, 439 ; State v. Carr, 13 Verm .

581; State v . Kent, 22 Minn. 41; 571 ; Harrison v. People, 50 N. Y.

Carter v . State, 53 Ga. 326 . 518; Eckels v . State , 20 Ohio St. 508 ;

2 Where a member of a benefit so State v . Henderson , 66 N. C. 627 ;

ciety entered the room of the person Garris v . State , 35 Ga . 247 ; but see

with whom a box containing the funds Wolf v. State, 41 Ala . 412.

of the society was deposited , and took 4 See Steph. Dig . C. L. art. 284.

and carried it away, this was holden Sir J. Stephen gives the following il

to be larceny, the bailee being an lustrations :

swerable to the society for the funds. ( 1.) A. removes a parcel from one

R. 14. Bramley, R. & R. 478 ; People end of a wagon to another. This is a

v. Thompson , 34 Cal. 671. See for taking and carrying away. Coslet's

other cases infra , $ 935. case, 1 Lea. 236 .

Where one got staves upon the land ( 2. ) A. lifts a vord partly out of

of another ,upon contract to have half its scabbard . A. has taken and car

for getting them , itwas held that while ried away the sword . R. v. Walsh, 2

they remained on the land undivided Russ. Cr. 153 (from MS. of Bayley ,

the manufacturer was neither a tenant J.). An odd point would arise if the

in common with the owner of the sword and scabbard were merely

land , nor a bailee of the staves ; and twisted round in the place which they

therefore he, or any other person with occupied before they were touched .

his connivance ,might be guilty of lar- I suppose this would not be an aspor

ceny in taking them . State v . Jones, tation .

2 Dev. & Bat. 544. ( 3.) A. causes a horse to be led out
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§ 924.]

§ 924. The taking need not be with the hand. Thus asporta

Taking tion was held to be complete when gas was subtracted

need not be from a main pipe by the fraudulent insertion of an

other pipe. And so , no doubt, would it be held as to

wine subtracted from a cask by means of a tube or pipe.

hand .

of a stable for him to mount. A. has watch in his waistcoat pocket, fast

led away the horse. R. v. Pitman, 2 ened to a chain which was passed

C. & P. 423.

through the button -hole of the waist

.(4.) A., a postman, instead of deliv- coat, and kept there by a watch-key

ering a letter in due course, or bring at the other end of the chain , turned

ing it back in his pouch , which would
so as to prevent the chain from slip

be his duty if he could not deliver it, ping out.
The prisoner took the

puts it in his pocket intending to steal watch out of the prosecutor's pocket,

it. This is a taking and carrying away. and forcibly drew the chain and watch

R. v. Poynton, L. & C. 247.
key out of the button -hole, but the

(5.) A. snatches a diamond car- point ofthe key caughtupon a button,

ring from a lady's ear, tearing it out and,the prisoner's hand being seized,

of the ear; it drops from his hand the watch remained there suspended.

into her hair, and is found there by It was held that the prisoner was

her afterwards. A. has taken and guilty of stealing from the person, as

carried away the ear-ring. Lapier's the watch and chain were in his pos

case , 1 Lea.320. Supra , SS 849 et seq . session , and severed from the person

To these the following cases may be of the prosecutor for the interval of

added :
time after the key was drawn out of

Where the defendant drew a book the button-hole, and before it caught

from the inside pocket of the prose- the button. R. v . Simpson, 29 Eng.

cutor's coat, about an inch above the L. & Eq.530; 6 Cox C. C. 422. But

top of the pocket, but whilst the book where the thief set a package on end ,

was still about the person ofthe prose- in the place where it lay, for the pur

cutor the prosecutor suddenly put up pose of cutting open the side of it, to

his hand, upon which the defendant get out the contents, and was detected

let the book drop ,and it fell into the before he had accomplished his pur

prosecutor's pocket, this was pose, this was held not to be larceny;

sidered a sufficient asportation to con
R. v. Cherry, 2 East P. C. 556 ; and see

stitute larceny. R. v. Thompson, 1

State v. Jones, 65 N. C. 395; and the

Mood . C. C. 78 ; State v . Henderson, same conclusion was reached where

66 N., C.627. And this was held to the thief was not able to carry off the

be the case where there was no posi- goods on account of their being at

tive evidence that the defendant's tached by
string to the counter ;

band touched the pocket-book, but Anon. 2 East P. C. 556 ; or to carry

where the prosecutrix's pocket was

off a purse , on account of some keys

torn, and the book fell to the ground. attached to the strings of it being en

Com . v. Luckis, 99 Mass. 431. In an- tangled in the owner's pocket. R. v.

other case the prosecutor carried bis Wilkinson , 1 Hale , 598 .
See 2 Russ.

1 R. v. White, Dears. 203 ; Com . v. Shaw , 4 Allen , 308; R. v. Firth,

cited supra , 8 863 ; infra , $ 931.

con

a
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animals

not a suf

ure .

§ 925. Animals, merely by being killed , are not sufficiently

carried away to sustain an indictment for larceny . Killing of

But where the defendants took away several sheep from

a field , and left them , having first killed them , and ficient car

skinned one of them under a tree in an adjoining field , it away.

was held that there was sufficient evidence of asportation, though

it would be otherwise if the animal were shot and skinned with

out being removed . And any change of site enables an asporta

tion to be presumed.*

§ 926. To entice an animal towards the thief by means of

food , & c., is not larceny until the animal is in the thief's Enticing

control.
Nor has “ trapping ” been held larceny until an inapping

the period when the animal trapped has been seized by taking,& c.,

the thief.5

§ 927. In larceny a party cannot be convicted as a principal,

unless he were actually or constructively present at the
Party must

taking and carrying away of the goods. His previous be present

consent to, or procurement of the caption and asporta- to be prin

cipal.
tion , will not, at common law , make him a principal,

nor will his subsequent reception of the thing stolen , or his aid

ing in concealing or disposing of it, have that effect.

§ 928. When a larceny has been committed in one county,

and the thief removes the stolen property into another

county (animo furandi)," he is, in the eye of the law , goodsfrom

guilty of the larceny in every county into which the county to

on Cr. (6th Am . ed.) 155 ; Com . v. 1 State v. Seagler , i Rich . 30 ;

Luckis, 99 Mass. 431. The distinction Ward v. State, 48 Ala . 161.

between the latter cases and that above 2 State v . Carr, 13 Verm . 571.

given , where the point of the watch 8 State v . Alexander, 74 N. C.

key caught in a button -hole while the 232.

watch was being withdrawn, is, that in 4 R. v . Williams, 1 Mood . C. C.

one case there was a moment when 107 ; R. v . Clay, R. & R. 387 ; R. v .

the goodswere loose , but not so in the Hogan , 1 Craw. & D. 366. See R. v .

other. Taking, also , was held not to Townley, L. R. 1 C. C. 315.

be proved where a man being com 5 State v . Wisdom , 8 Porter , 511.

pelled by fear to drop his goods, the See Kemp v . State , 11 Humph. 320 .

thief fled before taking them up . Su 6 Supra , &$ 205 et seq.; R. v . Sam

pra, § 914. The removal of a drawer ways, 26 Eng. L. & Eq.576 ; Dears. C.

containing money from a safe, leaving C. 371; State 1. Hardin , 2 Dev. &

it outside of the safe, but taking it Bat.407.

no further, a sufficient asportation . ? R. v . Simmonds, 1 Mood. C. C.

State v. Green , 81 N. C. 560.

A thief

408 .
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may be

convicted

in either

§ 929.]

county goods may thus have been carried.1 The rule applies

as well to property which is made the subject of lar

county ceny by statute, as to property which is the subject of

larceny by the common law .?

The rule, however, does not apply to cases where there has

been a transmutation of the property on its transit ; so that an

indictment describing it as it was when originally stolen would

cease to describe it as it was when it arrived at the county where

the trial takes place ; 3 nor to cases where after a joint larceny

there has been a severance before asportation ;4 nor to statutory

qualifications of larceny, as stealing from dwelling -houses.

§ 929. One aiding or abetting in a larceny in one county,

and afterward concerned in the possession and disposal of the

1 Supra, § 291; R. v . Parkin , 1 and there killed and carried dead

Mood. C. C.45; 1 Hale , 507; 1 Hawk . into another county. R. v. Edwards,

P. C. c . 33, s. 52 ; 3 Inst . 113 ; State R. & R.497. Or where a brass fur

v. Mills, 17 Me. 211 ; State v . Somer nace has been stolen in one county

ville, 21 Me. 14; State v . Underwood , and there broken up and the pieces

49 Me. 181; Com . v. Dewitt, 10 Mass. carried into another county . R. v.

154 ; Haskins v . People, 16 N. Y. Halloway, 1 C. & P. 127. In such

344 ; People v. Burk , 11 Wend. 129 ; case the indictment must describe the

Com . v . Cousins, 2 Leigh, 708 ; Mor- chattel as it was in the county where

rissey v . People, 11 Mich . 329 ; John- the indictment was found. Com . l'.

son v . State , 47 Miss. 671 ; State v . Beaman , 8 Gray, 497.

Brown, 8 Nev. 208 ; People v. Mel 4 R. v. Burnett , 2 Russ. on Cr. 174 .

lon , 40 Cal. 648 .
But if there be a joint larceny in one

? Com . v. Rand , 7 Met. 475 ; Com . county and one of the thieves carry

v . Simpson, 9 Met. 138.
the goods into the other county , and

A.took the horse, wagon, and har- they afterwards all concur in securing

ness of B. from his stable by a tres- the goods in the latter county, they

pass ,and drove to a neighboring town. may be jointly indicted in that coun

While on the way , he changed the ty. R. v . County , 2 Russ. on Cr.

horse for another, which was in a pas
329.

ture by the roadside. He then drove When there is one continuing trans

to another county , and there sold the action , though there may be several

second horse. It was held, that al- distinct asportations in law , yet the

though when he took the property he party may be indicted for the final

intended to return it, he might nev- carrying away, and all who concur

ertheless be convicted of larceny in are guilty , though they were not privy

the county where he committed the to the first or intermediate act. State

trespass. Com . v . White , 11 Cush . v . Trexler, 2 Car. L. R. 90 ; R. v .

483.
Firth , L. R. 1 C. C. 172. Infra , S

8 R. v . Halloway, 1 C. & P. 127 ; R. 931.
v . Edwards, R. & R. 497. As where 6 R. v. Thompson, 2 Russ. on Cr.

turkeys are stolen alive in one county 174 ; R. v. Millar, 7 C. & P. 665 .
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All assent

stolen in

one State

may be

convicted

in anoth

er State

stolen property in another county , though the goods were re

moved to the latter county without his agency , may

be convicted of larceny in the latter county. But for ing to as

a conviction it is essential that he should in some way are princi

have assented to the removal.2
pals.

$ 930. Asportation as between independent States has been

already considered . It may be here added that by Conflict of

the Revised Statutes of New York it is provided that opinbertas

when larceny is committed in another State, and the er when
goods are

stolen property brought into that State, the offence may

be punished to the same effect as if the original lar- thethief

ceny had been there committed.4

Similar statutes exist in Alabama, and in Texas.

In New York, however, before the passage of the where the

statute, such was not the law . Where a man stole a brought.

horse in Vermont, and afterward carried it into New York,

the Supreme Court of New York held that when the orig

inal taking was out of the jurisdiction of the State the offence

does not continue and accompany the thing stolen , as it does in

the case where a thing is stolen in one county and the thief is

found with the property in another county. Such is the rule in

Pennsylvania, as declared by a majority of the court after elabo

rate argument, it being held that in such a case the defendant

must be acquitted , and be detained to wait a requisition from the

State where the larceny was committed . And such is the law

in New Jersey , North Carolina, Indiana , Nebraska, Nevada, and

Tennessee. But in Massachusetts the opposite doctrine has

1 Com . v . Dewitt, 10 Mass. 154 ; v . Gardner, as cited above, was reëx

Tippins v. State , 14 Ga. 422. See amined, and doubts were thrown out

supra, § 291. as to its original correctness ; and Sav

2 R. v. Simmonds, 1 Mood. C. C. age, C. J., stated that he had drawn

the bill in People v. Gardner, and had

8 Supra, § 291.
always been convinced that the of

4 Rev. Stat. 694. See, as to venue, fence existed under the laws. People

Whart. Crim . Ev. § 111. Supra, § 291. v. Burk , 11 Wend. 129. See supra, $

5 State v. Seay, 3 Stewart, 123; Al- 291.

sey v . State , 39 Ala . 664.
8 Simmons 2. Com . 5 Binn . 618 ; S.

6 State v . Morales, 21 Tex. 298. P., State v. Le Blanche, 2 Vroom , 82.

? People v . Gardner, 2 Johns. 477; 9 State v . Le Blanche, 2 Vroom (N.

People v. Schenck , Ibid . 479. In J.), 82; State v. Brown, 1 Hayw . 100;

New York , in a case under the Revised Beal v. State, 15 Ind . 378; People v .

Statutes,the principle ruled in People Loughridge, 1 Neb . 11 ; State v. New

408 .
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5

10

been held , and convictions for larcenies in other States , when the

property stolen has been brought within her limits, have re

peatedly taken place. The Connecticut Court of Errors, in an

opinion which received the unanimous assent of the judges, as

serted at an early period the same doctrine ,2 and in this con

clusion other courts have joined .3 That such convictions are

good by statute, if not by common law , has been held in North

Carolina,4 and Maryland, though not without much argument,

in Mississippi, in Kentucky," in Ohio,8 in Iowa, in Oregon,

and in Michigan.11 In some jurisdictions the courts have gone

further, and , transcending the common law limits, have held that

when goodswere stolen in Canada and brought into one of the

United States, the latter has jurisdiction.12 But this view is

strongly contested.18

In England, if a larceny is committed out of the kingdom ,

though within the king's dominions (e. g. in Jersey ) , bringing

the things stolen into England will not make it larceny."

Indictments for goods thus asported , when the indictment is

held by the court to be based exclusively on statutes, in de

parture from the common law , must, it is said , aver specially

the facts of asportation , so as to bring the case within the stat

ute . 1

14

man, 9 Nev. 48 ; Simpson v . State, 4 8 Hamilton v . State, 11 Oh . 435.

Humph. 456. Supra, $ 291 .
9 State v . Bennett , 14 Iowa, 479 .

1 Com . v . Cullins, 1 Mass. 116 ; 10 State v. Johnson, 2 Oreg. 115.

Com . v . Andrews, 2 Mass. 14 ; Com .
11 People v. Williams, 24 Mich. 156 .

v. Uprichard , 3 Gray, 434 ; Com . v. See supra , § 291.

White, 123 Mass. 430. See Com . v . 12 State v . Bartlett, 11 Verm . 650;

Holder, 9 Gray , 7, where it is said State v . Underwood , 49 Me. 181 ;

that the rule applies to States “ which State v. Williams, 35 Mo. 229.

derived their jurisprudence
from the 13 Com . v. Uprichard, 3 Gray, 440;

English common law .” See § 296 ; Stanley v. State , 24 Oh. St. 166.

Whart. Crim . Ev. § 111. 14 R. v. Prowes, 1 Mood. C.C. 349;

2 State r. Ellis, 3 Conn. 185 ; S.P., S. P., R. v. Madge, 9 C. & P. 29 ;

State v. Cummings, 33 Conn . 260.
R. v . Debruiel, 11 Cox C. C. 207.

See fully supra, § 291.
See generally supra, $ 291; Whart.

8 See cases cited supra, § 291. Crim . Ev. § 111.

4 State v . Brown , 1 Hayw . 100 .
16 Alsey v . State, 39 Ala . 665; State

5 Cummings v . State, 1 H. & J.
v . Morales , 21 Tex. 298. But it is

otherwise when the offence is held to

6 Watson v. State, 36 Miss. 593. be such at common law . Haskins v .

7 Ferrill v. Com . 1 Duvall, 153. People, 16 N. Y. 344.

340 .
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are taken

tinuous act

§ 931. The first question that arises, when two or more arti

cles are taken, is, is such taking continuous, so as to when sev

eral things

form part of one transaction, and to be necessarily in

dictable as such . And the answer is, if the transac- by one con

tion is set in motion by a single impulse, and operated this is a

upon by a single unintermittent force , it forms a con- larceny.

tinuous act , and hence must be treated as one larceny, not sus

ceptible of being broken up in a series of offences, no matter

how long a time the actmay occupy. So has it been decided in

reference to gas feloniously drawn, during a long space of time,

from a main pipe, by means of a fraudulent pipe ; 1 and so is it

where a series of articles are removed by a prisoner, a few min

utes apart, evidently in execution of a general fraudulent plan.2

And when a particular shaft of coal is fraudulently opened and

quarried , in pursuance of a continuous design ,by a series of inno

cent agents, for several years, the transaction , if there be one

tapping or orifice of the vein , is single, and to be indicted as

such.3 Such is also the rule of the modern Roman law with re

gard to the subtraction of wine from vats by a tube fraudulently

applied . No matter how long the suction lasts, or how much

wine is removed, the transaction is single as long as it rests on

the original attachment of the tube.

If this reasoning be correct, there can be, when there is such

continuousness, but a single prosecution ; and one prosecution

for a section or part of the things taken absorbs the offence . If

the prosecutor elects to take such a section , he cannot spin out

the prosecution into a series of cases commensurate in number

with the particles of themass taken . Such is the reasoning by

which eminent German jurists have reached the conclusion that

for a continuous offence there can be but a single prosecution ,

unless some extrinsic force necessitates the breaking of the offence

into fragments. The same view is practically accepted in Eng

land and the United States. But if broken up, as is stated , by

1 R. v . Firth , L. R. 1 C. C. 172 ; 5 R. v. Brettel, C. & M. 609; and

11 Cox C. C. 234. Supra , SS 863, 924. see also R. v. Knight, L. & C. 378 ;

2 R. v . Jones, 4 C. & P. 217; R. v. 9 Cox C. C. 437 ; State v . Nelson, 29

Birdseye, 4 C. & P. 386. Supra, § 27. Me. 329 ; State v. Cameron , 40 Vt.

8 R. v. Bleasdale, 2 C. & K. 765. 555 ; Com . v . O'Connel, 12 Allen , 451 ;

4 See Bar, Priv. Int. § 557; Geyer , Lorton v . State, 7 Mo. 55 ; State v .

Holtz . Ency. in loco. Supra, § 27.
Morphin , 37 Mo. 373 ; State v . Wil
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§ 932.]

extrinsic action, then separate indictments are necessary. This

perhaps occurs when articles of different owners are taken by a

continuous act ; 2 and certainly when the continuous act spreads

over two or more distinct jurisdictions, or is broken by the in

tervention of other occupations.4

IV . OWNERSHIP .

§ 932. To sustain an indictment for larceny, the goods alleged

to have been stolen must be proved to be either the

special absolute or special property of the alleged owner, who

Either ab

solute or

liams, 10 Humph. 101 ; Fisher v . Com . variance in names see Whart. Crim .

1 Bush , 211 ; Jackson v. State, 14 Ind. Ev. &S 94 et seq .

327 ; State v . Johnson , 3 Hill ( S. C.) , On the subject of ownership we

1. See, however, remarks in Com . have the following from Sir J. Ste

v. Butterick , 100 Mass. 9 , showing phen (Dig. C.L. art. 281) :

that in Massachusetts there may be “ A movable thing is said to be in

separate prosecutions for each article, the possession of a person when he is

- a doctrine which cannot be recon so situated with respect to it that he

ciled with the reasoning above given . bas the power to dealwith it as owner,

Whart. Crim . Plead. & Prac. § 470; to the exclusion of all other persons,

Whart. Crim . Ev. § 589.
and when the circumstances are such

1 As to divisibility of offences see that he may be presumed to intend to

supra , $ 27 .
do so in case of need .

? See infra, § 948 ; Whart. Crim . “ A movable thing is in the posses

Plead . & Prac. $ 470 .
sion of the husband of any woman ,

8 Supra , § 291. See, for authori or the master of any servant,who has

ties on this point, Wharton's Confl. of the custody of it for him , and from

Laws, $ 931; Moore v. Illinois, 14 whom he can take it at pleasure. The

How . 13 . word · servant ' here includes any per

4 R. v. Birdseye, 4 C. & P. 386 ; son acting as a servant for any par

and see Whart. Crim . Ev. § 589. ticular purpose or occasion .

5 That either absolute or special “ The word custody ' means such

ownership will sustain indictment see a relation towards the thing as would

2 East P. C. 652 ; State v. Pettis, constitute possession if the person

63 Me. 124 ; State v . Furlong, 19 Me. having custody had it on his own ac

225 ; Com . v. Morse , 14 Mass . 217 ; count.
Com . v . Manley , 12 Pick . 173 ; Com . “ If a servant receives anything for

1. Sullivan, 104 Mass. 552 ; People v . his master from a third person ,
not

McDonald , 43 N. Y. 61 ; State v. being a fellow -servant, he has the pos

Hardison, 75 N. C. 203 ; Blackburn session , as distinguished
from the cus

v . State , 44 Tex. 457; Moseley v. tody of it , until he has put it into his

State , 42 Tex. 78 ; Jones v. Com . 17 master's possession, by putting it into

Grat. 563, and cases cited infra , ş a place or thing belonging to his mas

938 .
As to the manner of setting ter, or by someother act of the same

out the names of owners see Whart. sort, whether the servant himself has

Plead . & Prac. $S 109 et seq. As to
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cannot technically be the defendant. If the defendant willsus

had even the right to mix his money with that fraudu- dictment.

tain an in

or has not the custody of that place in B.'s possession (though the bureau

or thing. which contains it is) because B. can

“ If a servant receives anything be not be presumed to intend to act as

longing to his master from a fellow- the owner of it when he discovers

servant who has received it from their it . Cartwright v. Green , 8 Ves. 405 ;

common master, such thing continues Merry v . Green, 7 M. & W.623.

to be in the possession of the master , (5.) A. is clerk to B., a banker ;

unless the servant who delivered it money is paid to A.on B.'s account;

delivered it with the intention to pass A.keeps it for a short time,and then

the property therein to the servant to puts it into the till. The money is in

whom it is delivered , having authority A.'s possession till it is put into the

to do so from the master. till, when it passes into B.'s posses

" If a servant receives anything be- sion, though A.may have the custody

longing to his master from a fellow- of it. Bazeley's case, 2 Leach, 835.

servant who has received it on the This case led to the first act against

master's account, and has done no act embezzlement by clerks and servants.

to put it into the master's possession , No opinion was publicly delivered in

it is in the possession of the servant it, but the judges seem to have consid

who so receives it, and not in his ered that the act wasnot felony. Sev

custody merely eral similar cases are quoted in the ar

“ Illustrations. — ( 1.) A., the mas gument.

ter of a house, gives a dinner party. “ (6.) B. leaves a watch with its

The plate and other things on the maker to be regulated. A.writes to

table are in his possession , though the maker to send thewatch to B. at

from time to time they are in the cus a certain post-office. A. then goes to

tody of his guests or servants. Found the post-office, and, pretending to be

ed on 1 Hale P. C. 506 . B., gets the watch . As soon as the

(2.) A. assigns the goods in his watch reaches the post-office, ad

house to trustees for the benefit of his dressed to B., it is in B.'s possession,

creditors. The trustees leave him un as the postmaster, as regards the

disturbed and do not in any way in- letter and watch , is the servant of the

terfere with the goods. A., and not
R. v. Kay, D. & B. 236. See

the trustee, is in the possession of the Bramwell, B.'s, remarks on this case

goods. R. v. Pratt, Dears. 360. in R. v . Middleton , L. R. 2 C. C. R.

“ (3.) A. produces a receipt stamp,
58 .

and gets B. to write a receipt on it in “ ( 7.) B., being prevented by a

A.'s presence, as for money paid by A. crowd from getting near the pay -place

to B. The stamp is in A.'s, not B.'s, at a railway station, hands a sover

possession . R. v . John Smith , 2 Den. eign to A., who is close to it, to pay

449. for her ticket, and give her the change.

“ (4.) A. buys a bureau from B.at The sovereign is in B.'s possession ,

a sale , with money in a secret drawer, but in A.'s custody. R. v. Thompson ,

of the existence of which neither A. L. & C. 225.” Compare infra, $ 1009.

nor B. is aware . The money is not 1 People v. MacKinley, 9 Cal. 250.

owner.
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Counts

may vary ested ;

may be in

Variance

in owner

fatal.

§ 934. ]

lently appropriated by him , the money cannot be laid as the

property of another person.1

§ 932 a . The proper practice is to insert counts charging the

ownership in as many ways as there are parties inter

but, as a general rule, it will be sufficient if

property . either general or special ownership be alleged . Hence,

when bailed goods are stolen by a stranger, the ownership may

be laid either in bailor or bailee , or in principal or agent.?

§ 933. Ownership may be inferentially proved . It is not

Ownership necessary , however, to prove by the person whose prop

ferentially

erty is charged to have been stolen that the property

proved. belonged to him ; the testimony of other persons who

know the fact is sufficient.3 And such ownership may be in

ferred from the circumstances of the case.4

§ 934. The property of the stolen goods must be averred to

be in the right owner, general or special, if known, or

ship is in some person or persons unknown. If the owner be

misnamed ; if the name thus stated he not either his

real name or the name by which he is usually known ; or if it

appear that the owner of the goods is another and different per

son from the person named as such in the indictment, the vari

1 Infra , § 1033 ; supra , § 922.

erty in him . Com . v . Butts, 124 Mass.

2 Infra , SS 938, 978.
F., the cashier of a bank , as such 81 Archbold's C. P. 9th ed. 167;

had received a sealed package contain- Lowrence r. State, 4 Yerg. 145. Seo

ing bank-notes. The package was in State v. Morey, 2 Wis. 494 .

a bag in his hands. He, while on 4 Whart. Crim . Ev. $$ 1-20 ; State

his way to his bank , went into an eat v. Stanley, 48 Iowa, 221.

ing saloon, placed the bag on a hat Where the alleged owner of goods

rack, with his hat, and then sat down averred to have been stolen , though

at a table, a few feet from the hat- he had lost such property, would not

rack , and in such a direction from it

swear to it , nor that he had not sold

as to leave the bag behind him and the same to some other person than

out of his sight and reach while sit- the defendant, this is not sufficient

ting at the table. While there, the proof of ownership of the alleged

bag was stolen , but was not missed stolen property. State v. Furlong,

until F. arose from the table and went 19 Me. 225. See King v. State, 44

to get it, in leaving the saloon , some Ind . 285 .

ten minutes after the defendant had 5 Whart. Cr. Plead . & Prac. $ 111 ;

gone from the saloon . It was held , Whart. Crim . Ev. § 97.
As to " un

that there was evidence for the jury known "

see infra, § 949 . Com . v .

to find the possession to be in F., so Morse , 14 Mass. 217; Com . v. Man

as to sustain the allegation of prop- ley , 12 Pick . 173.

449 .
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common

must be

laid .

with steal

owner.

ance will be fatal, and the defendant, at common law , must be

acquitted . What is a variance at common law is fully discussed

in another work.2

§ 935. Joint tenants, or tenants in common, as we have seen ,

have not generally an ownership as against each other Owner

upon which an indictment for larceny can be sustained.3 ship de

And the property of such owners must at common law ants and

be laid jointly , and the names of all the owners cor

rectly given. It is otherwise when one of the partners jointly

or joint owners has a special property , in which case

the goodsmay be laid as his.5

§ 936. It has been already stated 6 that a man cannot be con

victed of stealing his own goods, but that one having the
General

property in goods may be guilty of larceny in stealing owner

them from one to whom ( e.g. a bailee ) he has given charged

them in custody as special possession. In such case
ing from

ownership must be laid in the bailee. And so , on the special

other hand, one having special property in the goods

may be guilty of larceny by converting them , and thus depriving

the owner of his property. But should it appear that his ob

ject was, not to deprive the bailor of his property , but to in

jure other parties, the indictment cannot be sustained.10 As has

been well stated ,11 theft may be committed by a general owner

to the prejudice of a special owner upon a chattel in which both

general and special ownership exist. And though this may be

1 Whart. Crim . Ev. $ 94 ; Lowrence 6 Supra, § 932 ; R. v . Wilkinson ;

v. State, 4 Yerg . 145.
R. & R. 470 .

2 Whart. Cr. Ev. SS 91 et seq. 7 2 East P. C. 654 ; and supra , §

8 2 Russ. on Cr . 6th Am . ed . 86 .

Supra , $ 922. 8 Supra, § 932 ; Palmer v. People ,

4 State v. McCoy, 14 N. H. 364; 10 Wend. 165 ; People v . Thompson,

Com . v. Trimmer, 1 Mass. 476 ; Com . 34 Cal. 671 ; and see State v. Dewitt,

v. O'Brien, 12 Allen , 183; State v . 32Mo. 571.

Owens, 10 Rich . 169; Palmer v. State, In these cases it was held that a

41 Ala . 416 ; Widner v . State , 25 Ind. man could be indicted for stealing his

234 ; State v . Cunningham , 21 Iowa, own goods when in the possession of

433; People v. Bogart, 36 Cal. 245; a constable who had levied on them .

Henry v. State, 45 Tex. 84. In most Supra, $ 921; infra, $ 942. But see

States this is remedied by statute. State v.Mazyck, 3 Rich . 291.

See Lasure v . State, 19 Oh. St. 44 . 9 Infra , SS 956 et seq.

• R. v. Burgess, 9 Cox C. C. 302; R. 10 Com , v. Greene, 111 Mass . 392.

v .Webster, Ibid . 13. See supra, $ 922. 11 Stepb. Dig. C. L. art. 301.

921.
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1

Grave

clothes and

coffins to

be laid as

executor.

it may

based on English statutes, it is generally agreed that theft may

be committed by a member of a corporation to the prejudice of

that corporation upon a thing which is the property of the cor

poration ,

§ 937. An indictment for stealing grave -clothes or coffins must

state them to be the goods and chattels of the executor

or administrator ; 2 or if there be no will or no adminis

property of

tration , it should seem that they may be laid to be the

goods of the person who defrayed the expenses of the

burial, or of the ordinary, if the shroud were not purchased with

themoney of the deceased. So, if a coffin be stolen , it may
be

described in the samemanner ; or if from length of time it be

difficult to ascertain the personal representatives of the deceased,

be laid as the property of a person unknown ; but it can

not be described as the property of the church -wardens of the

parish from which it was stolen.3

§ 938. Whenever a person has a special property in a thing, or

As against holds it in trust for another , the property may be laid in

either ;4 and “ every person to whom the general owner

of a movable thing has given a right to the possession

as against the general owner is said to be the special

owner thereof, or to have a special property therein,

and such special property is not divested if the special owner

parts with the possession under a mistake.” 5 Thus, goods left at

an inn , or intrusted to a person for safe keeping, or for sale,

1 Ibid.; citing Roscoe's Cr. Ev. 8th Y. 61 ; Phelps v. People, 72 N. Y.

ed . 652.
334 ; Huling v. State, 17 Oh. St.583;

2 2 Hale, 181; Haynes's case, 12 Yates v. State, 10 Yerg. 549 ; Owen

Co. 113. Supra , $ 863.

v. State, 6 Humph. 330 ; State v.Mul

3 Anon . 2 East P. C.652.
len , 30 Iowa, 203 ; State v. Stanley,

4 Supra , § 932; R. v. Remnant, R. 48 Jowa, 221; Moseley v. State, 42

& R. 136 ; 4 C. & P. 391; R. v.Vincent, Tex . 78 ; Langford v. State, 8 Tex.

9 Eng. L. & Eq. 548 ; 3 C. & K. 246; 115. But see State v . Washington ,

2 Den. C. C. 467; 5 Cox C. C. 537 ; 15 Rich . 39; and infra, SS 944 , 1009;

R. v . Bird, 9 C. & P. 44 ; State v.

Somerville, 21 Me. 586 ; State v .
6 Steph. Dig . C. L. art. 282; citing

Grant, 22 Me. 171 ; Com . v . O'Hara, R. v. Vincent, 2 Den. C. C. 464.

10 Gray, 469; Com . v. McLaughlin ,
6 R. v . Todd, 2 East P. C. 653.

103 Mass. 435 ; Com . v . Whitman,
* R. v. Taylor, 1 Leach, 395; Yates

121 Mass. 361; Com . v . Butts, 124 v. State , 10 Yerg. 549.

Mass. 449; People v. Bennett, 37 N.
People v. Smith , 1 Parker C. R.

Y. 117; People v . McDonald , 43 N. 329.

strangers

property
may be
laid in

either

bailor or

bailee.

8

supra, $ 932.

8
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[ $ 939.

LARCENY .

2

or to a carrier to carry ; 1 cloth to a tailor to make into clothes ;

linen to a laundress to wash ; and goods pawned for money,

may be laid as the property either of the owner or of the person

in whose custody they were at the time.3

Every person who has obtained by any means possession of

any movable thing is deemed to be the special owner thereof, as

against any person who cannot show a better title thereto.4

The bailee may be laid as owner even when the thing came

into his actual possession and control fortuitously or by mistake.5

§ 939. If the person named as owner is merely servant to the

real owner without any special trust, the defendant
Property

must be acquitted ; 6 for a mere servant has not a

special property in the goods, the possession of the ser- vant or

vant being the possession of the master. The same

distinction applies to a child left temporarily by his father in

charge of his goods. But it has been held that the property of

cannot be

laid in ser

child .

State v .

1 R. v. Deakin , 2 East P. C. 653. that in an indictment for the larceny

See R. v. Spears, 2 Leach, 825 ; 2 of it, it may well be alleged to be his

East P. C. 568.
property Jones v . State , 13 Ala .

2 1 Leach , 357, n . 153.

8 1 Hawk . P. C. c. 33, s. 47; Com . Where leather has been delivered

v . O'Hara , 10 Gray, 469. Infra , ſ to person to be manufactured into

944 .
boots, which when made are to be de

It seems, however, that goods let livered to the employer, the boots,

with a ready furnished lodging must when in the manufacturer's posses

be described as the lodger's goods, sion , may be laid as his.

and not as the original owner's . 2 Ayer , 3 Foster (N. H.), 391. See R.

Russ. on Cr. 6th Am . ed . 85. v . Mucklow , 1 Mood. C. C. 160.

Stephen's Dig . C. L.art. 283, giv Aswe have already seen ( supra, $

ing the following illustrations: 922 ), when a tenant labors on shares

(1.) A. finds a bezoar-stone in the on another's farm , the property of the

street and shows it to B., a jeweller, entire crop remains in his employer

to ascertain its value. B. keeps it. until the shares are separated ; and

A. has a right to the stone as against until then , the property must be laid

B. Armory v . Delamirie , 1 Sm . L. in the employer . State v. Jones, 2

C. 357. Dev. & Bat. 544. See State v. Frame,

(2.) A. steals B.'s watch. C. picks 4 Harring. 569.

A.'s pocket of the watch. C. steals 6 2 East P. C. 652.

from A. Founded on 1 Hale P. C. ? R. v . Hutchinson , R. & R 412 ; 2

507.
Russ. on Cr. 158 ; Heygood v . State ,

6 See People v. Phelps, 72 N. Y. 59 Ala . 49.

334 .
8 R. v . Green , 37 Eng . L. & Eq.

A
person who hires a pistol from 597; 7 Cox C. C. 186; Dears. & B.

the State has such a property therein 113.

46 721
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OK II.
[ воокCRIMES.

$ 941. )

P

Nor in

married

woman .

goods under care of an express company may be laid in the

driver of the coach from which they are taken.1

$ 940. Should the property be laid in a married woman , the

defendantmust be acquitted , because in law the wife's

goods are the property of the husband ; 2 even though

she be living apart from her husband, upon an income

arising from property vested in trustees for her separate use,be

cause the goods cannot be the property of the trustees, and, in

law , a married woman has no property. Such is even the case

with money given the wife for her support and that of her

children , her husband having been three years absent at sea.

Under recent legislation giving married women independent con

trol of their separate property, such property may be laid as

6 though the better view is that the husband , when

living with the wife, has such special property that the goods

may be laid as his.6

§ 941. Goods belonging to a corporation must be laid as the

their own ;

women
1

contra .

i State v . Nelson , 11 Nev . 334. In Massachusetts, however, it is

2 i Hale, 513; Com . v. Cullins, 1 ruled that personal property in the

Mass. 116 ; Hughes v. Com . 17 Grat. possession of a married woman is to

565 ; Lavender v . State, 60 Ala . 60.

be presumed , in the absence of other

8 R.v. French, R. & R. 491. See evidence, to be the property of the

R. 1. Wilford , Ibid . 517; Archbold's husband , notwithstanding
the statute

C. P. 9th ed. p . 29.

of 1853, c. 304 , enabling married

4 Com . v . Davis , 9 Cush . 283. See
to have property],in their

Davis v. State , 17 Ala . 415.

own right, and to their own use, and

6 Com . v.Martin , 1 Am . Law Reg. to trade on their own account; and

434; Stevens v. State, 44 Ind. 469, must be described as the property

of the husband in an indictment for

6 State v. Matthews, 76 N. C. 41; stealing it . Com . v. Williams, 7 Gray,

State v . Wincroft, 76 N. C. 38. See 337.
An indictmentcharging larceny

Thomas v. Thomas,51 III. 163, to the of property of a wife may be sustained
effect that under married women's act under the Massachusetts Gen. Sts.

the husband is not guilty of larceny c. 172, § 12, by proof of larceny of

in taking wife's property . See supra ,

property of her husband in her pos

§ 918 .
session . Com . v. McLaughlin , 103

In Louisiana, under the Roman law , Mass. 435 .

the marital goodsmay be laid as the
Where, after indictment, a single

property either of the husband or of woman marries, it is no variance that

the wife,each having a special prop- the evidence and the record in respect

erty therein, or as the property of the to her name do not correspond. Com .

two in community . State v . Gaffery , v . Brown, 2 Gray, 358.

12 La. An . 265 .
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levied on

may be

property of the corporation by its corporate name, and not as

the property of the individual corporators, though they Goods of

be all named ; 1 but where there has been no act of in- corporara

corporation , the trustees or joint owners must be named be laid as

seriatinn .? Whether incorporation should be averred is so of State.

elsewhere considered .3

A member of a corporation may be guilty of larceny in steal

ing the goods of the corporation.4 When a special interest in

goods is acquired by a state officer in the interest of the State,

an indictment for stealing the goods may aver ownership in the

State.5

§ 942. Where property is levied on by a constable or sheriff,

he acquires a special property in it, and if stolen , it Goods

may be charged in an indictment or complaint as his

property, or as that of the owner.7 But where a bailee laid as
property of

of a sheriff received from him personal chattels which officer or

had been attached , giving an accountable receipt, with

a promise to redeliver the same on demand, it was held that the

bailee had no such special property in the chattels as to support

an indictment. The receiptor of the goods taken by the sheriff

in execution has not even a special property, and in a larceny of

the goods they cannot be laid as the property of the receiptor.

§ 943. The goods, however , must have been at some time in

prosecutor's possession . It will be seen hereafter,1

that where goods are delivered to a servant or agent cenyman

for his master , and the servant or agent steals the goods

before they have come into the master's possession , this steal goods

is not larceny at common law ; 11 though it is otherwise arrived in

when the goods have reached their place of destination , ter's pos

where constructively the possession of the master be

gins. What, then , is the place of destination ? It is reached

owner.

10
Not lar

law for ser

vant to

session .

1 Wh. Cr. Pl. & Pr. $ 110 ; McGary 6 Phelps v . People , 72 N. Y. 334 .

v . People 45 N. Y. 153. 6 People v. Palmer, 10 Wend. 165.

2 2 Russ. on Cr. 6th Am . ed. 100 ; See cases cited supra , § 936.

Whart. Plead . & Pr. § 110. See 7 R. v . Easthall, 2 Russ. on Cr.

Lithgow v . Com . Va. Cas. 296 ; 158.

Smith v . State , 28 Ind. 321; Wallace 8 Com . v . Morse, 14 Mass. 217.

v. People, 63 Ill. 451. Supra, $ 716. Norton v . People , 8 Cow . 137.

8 Wh. Pl. & Pr. § 110 . 10 Infra , § 962.

* Supra , § 936. 11 Kibs v . People, 81 Ill. 599.
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§ 944.]

when the goods have been placed in the master's wagon , even

though it is driven by the servant ; and if after this the servant

steals them from the wagon , it is larceny.1 Such , also , is the

rule where money received from a customer is placed in the

master's draw or safe , and is taken from it by the servant;?

where hay is delivered to the servant for the master, and after

it is put down at the stable door is stolen by the servant ; 3 and

where the goods have been given to a common carrier for the

master's use, in which case the possession is the master's though

the goods have never been actually in his hands, and in an indict

ment against a stranger the goods may be laid as the master's.4

But where the money or goods never reach the master, or are

placed under themaster's control, then the offence is not larceny.

And this has been held to be the law where the servant sells an

article given him to sell by his master, and pockets the money ;

and where the servant appropriates the proceeds of a check

given to him to be cashed . In such case the master never had

possession of the particular thing stolen , and it cannot, there

fore , be laid as his property.

§ 944. On the same reasoning , when it is alleged coin is

Specific stolen , the specific coin charged in the indictmentmust

ownership be proved to have been stolen . It will not be enough

1 R.v. Reed, 2 C. L. R. 607; Dears. payment, the prisoner said hewould

C. C. 257 .

settle with him on behalf of A. He

? R.v .Hammon, R. & R. 221 ; R. took out of his pocket a pieceof paper ,

v. Wright, Dears. & B. 431 ; 7 Cox stamped with a sixpenny stamp,and

C. C. 413 ; Com . v. Brown, 4 Mass. put it upon the table, and then took

and cases cited infra , $ 962. out some silver in his hand .

8 R. v . Hayward , 1 C. & K. 518 .

prosecutor wrote a receipt for the sum

* See Malpica v . McKown, 1 La. mentioned , on the stamped paper,and

R.249; Penns. & Or. St. Nav. Co.v . the prisoner took it up and went out

Shand , 3 Moore P. C. 272 ; R. v. of the room .
On being asked for the

Abrahat, 2 Leach , 824 ; 2 East P. C. money, he said , “ It is all right,” but

See infra, § 961.

never paid it. It was held that this

6 R. v . Betts, Bell C. C. 90 ; 8 Cox was not a case of larceny , the prose

C. C. 140. See R. v. Brackett, 4 Cox cutor never having had such posses,

C. C. 274 .
sion of the stamped paper as would

• R.v . Sullens, Car. C. L.319; 1 M. enable him to maintain a trespass .

C. C. 129 ; Com . v.King , 9 Cush . 284 ; R. v. Smith, 9 Eng. L. & Eq. 532;

Kibs v . People, 81 Ill.599. See in- 2 Den . C. Ć . 499; 5 Cox C. C. 533;

fra , SS 956 et seq .

R.v. Frampton , 2 C. & K. 47. See

A.owed a certain sum to the prose- People v . Loomis, 4 Denio, 380.

cutor, and the latter having demanded

of stolen

The

580 ;

569.
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coin must

stolen from

be laid as

the prop
erty of

thief.

to prove that a less amount was taken ; e. g. if the in

dictment charges the larceny of a gold dollar, it will be shown.

be a fatal variance if there is proof of the larceny of only fifty

cents. But it cannot be objected that money alleged to be

stolen as the property of A. B. had been mingled by A. B.,

prior to the larceny , with certain money of a third person ; pro

vided the property alleged to be stolen of A. B. is susceptible

of identification.2

§ 945. If the goods of A.be stolen by B., and after- Goods

wards be stolen from B. by C., an indictment against thief may

the latter may allege the title to be in either A , or B.,

at the election of the pleader.3

§ 946. Bank notes or other articles stolen from the Things

mail
may be laid as the property of the

ing them.4

§ 947. Clothes or other necessaries furnished by a father to

his child may , it seems, be laid as the property either Clothes ,

of the father or of the child , particularly if the child be find on

is of tender age; 5 but when the child is of full growth , be laid as

they are more properly alleged to be his property. of father

And a saddle furnished by a father to his minor son

may be laid in the indictment either as the property of the

father or of the son. The same liberty exists, it seems, as to

money of ward stolen from guardian.8

§ 948. The stealing of several articles of property at Stealing

the same timemay be treated as one offence, and even ously
goods of

the circumstance of severalownerships of the property, different

it is intimated , cannot create two offences, though this

person forward
stolen from

mail.

or cbild .

owners

makes

1 See on this topic fully Whart. 5 R. v. Haynes, 12 Co. 113; 2 East

Crim . Ev. SS 122–3 ; Whart. Plead. & P. C. 654 ; R. v . Hughes, C. & M.

Prac. & 218 . 593 .

2 People v . Williams, 24 Mich. 156 . 6 See R. v . Forsgate , 1 Leach, 463,

3 R. v. Wilkins, 1 Leach, 522; 1 464, n.; State v. Koch , 4 Harring.

Hale, 537; 2 East P. C. 654 ; State v . 570.

Somerville, 21 Me. 14 ; Ward v . Peo ? State v. Williams, 2 Strobh. 229.

ple, 3 Hill, 395. Supra, § 882 a ; in 8 Thomasson v . State , 22 Ga. 499.

fra , $ 993. 9 See supra, $ 931; but see Com . v .

4 U. S. v. Burroughs, 3 McLean, Butterick, 100 Mass. 9 .

405 .
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more than

one of

fence.

.
Owner

may be

$ 949.]

conclusion has been stoutly contested . The verdict

may be for a part of the articles.2

§ 949. If the owner be unknown, the goods may be laid as " the

goods of a person to the jurors unknown,” for other

wise it would be impossible for felonies of this class to

be punished. So if in an indictment for receiving

stolen goods the principal felon be unknown, he may be de

scribed in like manner ; but if the name of the owner or prin

cipal felon appear in evidence before the grand jury, and his

náme is on the back of the bill, such an indictment cannot at

common law be supported.4

laid as un

known .

In R. v .

Supra , $ 931. The authorities on ously stole certain goods, and that

either side of this vexed question will Caspar feloniously incited the said evil

be found in Whar. Cr. Plead . & Prac. disposed person to commit the said

$ 470.

felony, and that C. D. and E. F. felo

2 Whart. Cr. Plead . & Prac. § 134. niously received the said goods,know

8 1 Hale,512 ; Whart. Cr. Plead. & ing them to be stolen. " This was

Prac. § 113.

held bad as against the Caspars ; for

4 See Whart. Cr. Plead . & Prac. SS though in the case of receiving stolen

111-3; Whart. Crim . Ev. § 97 ; R. goods ( first assimilated to the offence

v . Walker , 3 Camp. 264 .

of an accessary after the fact, by 3W.

Robinson , Holt's N. P. 595, the in- & M.c. 9, s. 4 , and now by 7 & 8 Geo.

dictmentwas for plundering the wreck 4 , c . 29, s. 54 ), the whole offence may

of a brig . In one count the property be brought home by tracing the goods,

of the brig was laid in persons therein without identifying the person of the

named ; in the other , it was laid in thief ; it is different in the case of an

persons unknown. The witness could accessary before the fact, where the

not recollect the Christian names of identity of the person to whom the ac

some of the owners laid in the first cession is charged must be made out

count, and on the second count Rich- by naming and showing him to the

ards, C. B., held he could not say the jurors in the indictment, or stating , as

ownerswere unknown. And the pris- an excuse for the omitting his name,

oner was acquitted. He quoted a case that he was unknown.

at Chester, where the property being But it was held good against the

laid in a person unknown, it was clear other persons charged as receivers as

at the trial that he was known, and for a substantive felony, without stat

might easily have been ascertained. ing the name of the principal felon .

Lord Kenyon directed an acquittal. The 7 & 8 Geo . 4 ,

In R. v. Caspar, 2 Mood. C. C. 101; the old law as to accessaries, though it

S. C., 9 C. & P. 289 (gold-dust case), also gives another mode of proceeding

the Caspars were indicted in different for a substantive felony. See Whart.

counts as accessaries before the fact, Crim . Ev. § 97; Whart. Plead . & Prac.

in an indictmentwhich charged “ that $ 111. Infra , § 977.

a certain evil -disposed person feloni

C. 29, s. 54, confirms
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Goods of

$ 950. Goods of a deceased person must be averred , until

distribution , to be the property of the executor or ad

ministrator by name ; though it is not necessary to deceased.

insert the words “ executor of A. deceased .” An ex

ecutor or administrator has, per se, such a special prop- erty of ex

erty as will permit the goods to be described as his

individually .

be averred

to be prop

ecutor.

V. VALUE .

Valuation

when the

conviction

is for steal

§ 951. In order to constitute the offence of larceny, Somevalue

or of receiving stolen goods, it is necessary at common tached to

law that the thing stolen or received be of some value, stolen .

however small.?

§ 952. Where the indictment gives a lumping valuation to a

series of distinct articles, of different kinds, and when Lumping

either the jury convict the defendant of stealing a insufficient

part, or the evidence only goes to a part of the articles

charged , no judgment can be legally entered . But a ing only a

conviction of stealing part, upon a gross valuation of part.

the whole collectively, will , at least in Massachusetts, be sus

tained , when the articles thus lumped are of the same class.

Thus in an indictment for stealing a quantity of bank notes

current within this Commonwealth , amounting together to one

hundred and fifty dollars, and of the value of one hundred and

fifty dollars," it was held that the defendant could be convicted

of stealing specific bank notes of a less value than that averred

in the indictment.4

When there is a general verdict of guilty, it seems a value in

gross is always sufficient. If value be given to some of the ar

ticles stolen and none to the remainder, the defendant should be

1 Cole v . Com . 5 Grat. 696 ; State v . 8 R. v . Forsyth, R. & R. 274 ; Hope

Woodley, 25 Ga. 235 .
v . Com . 9 Met. 134; Com . v . Cahill, 12

2 State v . Fenn , 41 Conn. 590 ; Peo- Allen, 540. Wh. Pl. & Pr. $S 212–216.

ple v. Wiley, 3 Hill, 194 ; State v. Wh. Crim . Ev. § 127.

Wood, 46 Iowa, 116 ; State v. Allen, 4 Com . v . O'Connel, 12 Allen , 451 ;

R.M. Charlton, 518 ; State v . Smart, and see particularly Com . v. Lavery ,

4 Ricb . 355 ; Wilson v . State, Por- 101 Mass. 207, cited Whart. Crim .

ter, 118 ; State v . Krieger, 68 Mo. 98 ; Ev. § 127.

Boyle v. State , 37 Tex . 359. See 5 See State v . Hood, 31 Me. 363 ;

Whart. Crim . Ev. § 126 ; Whart. Clifton v. State, 5 Blackf. 224 ; State

Crim . Plead. & Prac. $S213-6. v . Murphy, 8 Blackf. 498.
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When

there is a

statutory

nes must

conform

to statute .

acquitted as to the non-valued articles, or judgment must be ar

rested as to the same.2

There are cases, it should be rememembered, when a lumping

value is necessary , from inability on the part of the pleader to

attach specific and separate values, as in the case of coin or notes

stolen in a parcel and retained by the defendant. In this case ,

if the indictment excuses the non-specification by want of knowl

edge in the grand jury , the general lumping statement will be

enough3 And it has been held even precise enough to aver the

bills stolen to be “ divers bank bills, amounting in the whole to

$ 1,700 , and of the value of $ 1,700 .” 4

§ 953. When a statute (e. g. as in grand and petit larceny )

divides larceny into two or more classes, according to

the value of the thing stolen , it is not necessary to aver

limit val the thing stolen to be " of value more » or - of value

less ” than the statutory test. It is enough to state

the value at a specific sum ; and if this is found by

the jury , the court will assign such punishment as the sum ac

cording to the statute calls for. And if the indictmentaver the

value to be above the statutory test, the jury , by a special find

ing, may assess the value below the statutory test, in which case

only the minor punishment will be imposed .

The verdict in this relation is distinctively considered in an

other volume.?

§ 954. In New York a conviction was opened where the sub

May be
ject of larceny was “ a piece of paper, on which a cer

larceny of tain letter of information was written , of the value of

a piece of

$ 12.50." 8 Still, however, as has already been noticed ,

i State v . Somerville , 21 Me. 20 ; 5 Whart. Plead . & Prac. § 753.

Whart. Plead . & Prac. $S 212-216 ; See Com . v. McKenney , 9 Gray, 114 ;

Whart. Crim . Ev. § 127. People v. Winkler, 9 Cal. 234 .

2 Com . v. Smith , 1 Mass. 245 ; Peo 6 See Williamsv . People , 24 N. Y.

ple v . Wiley, 3 Hill, 194.
405 ; McCorkle v. State , 14 Ind . 39 ;

8 Com . v. Sawtelle, 11 Cush . 142; State v. Bunten , 2 N. & McC . 441.

People v. Bogart, 36 Cal. 245.
7 Whart. Plead . & Prac. $ S 736 et

4 Com . v . O'Connel, supra ; Larned seq.

v . Com . 12 Met. 240 ; Com . v . Saw 8 Payne v. People , 6 Johns. 103.

telle, 11 Cush . 142 ; State v. Taunt, See also Moore v. Com . 8 Barr, 260.

16 Minn. 109. Contra, Low v . Peo- Supra, § 880.

ple, 2 Parker C. R. 37; State v.

Hinckley, 4 Minn . 345.

paper .
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Valuemay

be inferen

counts have been sustained in England for the larceny of a piece

of paper of the value of one penny, & c., though this seems only

to be the case where the instrument is on its face invalid . When

it is valid , it is said that it must be described by its technical

name.2

§ 955. There need not be direct evidence of value of an article

stolen . The value may be inferred generally from the

facts in evidence ; 3 and with genuine bank notes mere tially

production is sufficient. Thus, on the trial of an in- shown .

dictment for larceny in stealing “ promissory notes," a witness

testified that the bills stolen “ were of the currency ordinarily

known as greenbacks.” It was held that this proof was some

evidence at least of their genuineness, and when taken in con

junction with the further fact, to which he testified, that they

were of the denomination of one hundred dollar bills of that cur

rency, there was enough evidence, also , of the value to sustain a

conviction.5 And so is it generally as to proof of currency .

for servant

to convert

VI. BY SERVANTS AND OTHERS HAVING BARE CHARGE.

§ 956. If a servant,who has merely the care and oversight of

the goods of his master, as the butler of plate, a mes- Larceny

senger or runner of money or goods, a hostler of horses, having

the shepherd of sheep , and the like, - convert such bare charge

goods to his own use , without his master's consent, this to his use.

is a larceny at common law ;6 because the goods, at the time they

1 R. v . Perry , 1 C. & K. 725; S. Com . o . Burke, 12 Allen, 182 ; State

C., 1 Den. C. C.69 ; R. v. Clark , R. & v. Smart, 4 Rich. 355, to the effect

R.181; R.v . Bingley , 5 C. & P. 602. that general proof that the bills were

See supra , § 880 .
current is enough to show value . Su

2 Ibid . ; R. v . Green , Dears. 323.

Supra , $ 880. 5 Com . v . Stebbins, 8 Gray, 492 ;

3 Whart. on Ev. § 1290 ; Com . v . Remsen v . People , 57 Barb. 324; State

Burke, 12 Allen, 182; State v . Fenn , v . Cassell, 2 Har. & G. 407.

41 Conn. 590; People v . Caryl, 12 0 1 Hale, 506 ; R. v . Robinson , 2

Wend .547 ; Cummings v. Com . 2 Va. East P. C.565 ; R. v.Harvey , 9 C.&

Cas. 128 ; Houston v. State, 8 Eng. P. 353 ; R. v. Manning , Dears. 21 ; R.

( Ark.) 66. Production of the article v . Samways, Dears. 371; R. v . Bunk

may be enough. Com . v. Burke, 12 all, L. & C. 371 ; R. v . Paradise , 2

Allen, 182; Collins v. People, 39 Ill. East P. C. 565; U.S.v. Clew, 4 Wash .

233. See supra, § 882. C.C. 700 ; Com . v . O'Malley, 97 Mass.

4 Collins v. People, 39 Ill. 233; and 584; Com . v. Berry, 99 Mass. 428 ;

see Com . v. Stebbins, 8 Gray, 492; Com . v . Davis, 104 Mass. 548 ; Com .

pra , § 880.
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ter,

are taken , are deemed in law to be in the possession of the mas

the possession of the servant in such a case being the pos

session of the master.1

Thus where A., going on a journey, left his shop in the care

of the defendant under the superintendence of A.'s brother , and

the latter, on account of the defendant's drunkenness, dismissed

him ; and A., on returning, found his goods missing, and pursu

ing the defendant overtook him with some of them in his pos

session , the court sustained a conviction. Where the defendant,

who was carter to the prosecutor, went away with and disposed of

his master's cart, the larceny was held complete ; 3 and so where

the defendant, a porter to the prosecutor, was sentby his master

to deliver goods to a customer, and, instead of doing so, sold

them . Where a person employed to drive cattle sells them , it is

larceny ;5 and so where a lighterman embezzles corn he was sent

to land from a vessel. And on the same reasoning , ifmoney
be

given by a master to his servant to carry to another, or to ex

change, and the servant apply it to his own use, it is larceny .

v. Barry , 116 Mass. 1; Phelps v . Peo- fraudulently a larger sum from the

ple , 72 N. Y. 334 ; People v. Wood, 2 cashier than was necessary, intending

Parker C. R. 22; Walker v . Com . 8 at the time to appropriate the bal

Leigh , 743 ; State v. Jarvis, 63 N. C. ance ; it was held that though the

556 ; People v. Belden , 37 Cal. 51; obtaining may have been in the first

and see R. v. Harding, R. & R. 125 . instance false pretences , yet that the

1 U.S. v. Clew , 4 Wash. C. C. 700. money while in the servant's custody

2 State v . White , 2 Tyler , 352. was the property and was in the pos

8 R. v . Robinson , 2 East P.C. 565. session of the master, and therefore

4 R.v . Bass, 2 East P. C. 566; and the misappropriation of it by the ser

see R. v . Harding, R. & R. 125. vant was larceny. R. v. Cooke, L. R.

6 R. v . M'Namee, 1 Mood. C. C. 1 C. C.R. 295 ; as stated in Roscoe's

368 ; R.v . Harding, R. & R. 125. Cr. Ev. 639. See infra, $$ 961, 1140.

6 R.v. Abrahat, 2 Leach , 824 ; R. 8 R. v. Atkinson , 1 Leach , 302; R.

v . Spear, 2 Leach , 825 ; 2 East P. C. v. Brown, Dears. C. C. 616 ; R. v .

568.
Reed, Dears. C. C. 257; R. v . Hay

? R. v. Lavender, 2 Russ. on Cr . ward , 1 C. & K. 518 ; R. v. Thomp

201 ; R. v. Reed , Dears. C. C. 257 ; son , L. & C. 225 ; R. v. Paradise, 2

R. v . Hayward, 1 C. & K. 518; R. v. East P. C. 565 ; U. S. v. Clew , 4 Wash .

Paradise, 2 East P. C. 565 ; R. v . C.C. 700 ; Com . v. O'Malley, 97 Mass.

Goode, C. & M. 582; R. v. Beaman , 584 ; Com . v . Berry, 99 Mass. 428 ;

C. & M. 595, and other cases cited Com . v. Hays, 14 Gray, 62 ; People

infra, § 963. And in a case hereaf- v. Call , 1 Denio, 120 .

ter more fully cited , where it was the The law is thus stated by Sir J.

duty of a servant to pay workmen, Stephen (Dig . art. 297) : –

and in this capacity he obtained “ Theft may be committed by con
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[ $ 959.LARCENY .

It is otherwise, however, when the property is passed to the ser

vant.1

§ 957. The rule may be amplified by saying that where one

having only the care, charge, or custody of property So as to

for the owner converts it animo furandi, it is larceny.2 other per

Thus, where the holder of a promissory note , having ing bare
charge.

received a partial payment from the maker, handed it to

him to indorse the payment, and he took it away, animo furandi,

and refused to give it up, this was held larceny. And so where

a guest at an inn converted plate set before him for his use.4

$ 958. Where personal property of one is, through inadver

tence, left in the possession of another who conceals it, So as to

animo furandi, knowing the owner, he is guilty of lar- penicon with

ceny. And so when, having intended , on finding it , goods are

to keep it, knowing the owner, he afterwards converts ently left.

it. And it is larceny to appropriate, with intent to steal, goods

obtained though the inadvertence of an expressman, carrier,

postmaster, or other bailee. But to constitute larceny, in re

ceiving an over -payment,the defendant must know at the time

of the over-payment, and must intend to steal.8

§ 959. A letter -carrier may be indicted for larceny letter -car

in stealing a letter given to him for delivery."
ing letters.

And so of

rier steal

verting, without the consent of the 6 R. 2. Riley, 14 Eng. L. & Eq.

owner, anything of which the offender 544 ; 1 Dears. C. C. 149 ; 6 Cox C. C.

has received the custody as the ser
88 . Supra , $ 901.

vant of the owner , or in order that ? Infra , § 966 ; R. v . Harvey, 9 C.

the thing may be used by the offender & P. 353; R. v . Webb, 5 Cox C. C.

for some special temporary purpose, 154 ; R.v . Little, 10 Cox C. C. 559;

in the presence or under the immedi- Com . v . Lawless, 103 Mass. 425.

ate control of the owner or his ser 8 Bailey v. State, 58 Ala. 414.

vant." 9 R. v. Poynton, L. & C. 247; 9

1 Infra , SS 960–965.
Cox C. C. 249. In this case a letter

2 R. v. Cheeseman, L. & C. 140; carrier, whose duty it was, in case he

R. v . Smith, 1 C. & K.423 ; People v. was unable to deliver any letter, to

Call, 1 Denio , 120 ; Robinson v. State, bring it to the post-office , on his re

1 Cold . (Tenn.) 120 ; Marcus v. State, turn from delivery, not having deliv

26 Ind. 101 ; State v. Schingen , 20 ered a letter containing money, gave

Wis. 74 .
no account of it,and, being asked why

8 People v . Call, 1 Denio, 120 . he had not delivered it, produced it

4 1 Hale P. C. 506 .
unopened, and the coin safe within ,

6 People v . M'Garren , 17 Wend. from his trousers pocket, stating , un

460. Supra, $ 901.

truly, that the house where it ought
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And so of

of em

$ 960. A clerk taking money or goods from his em

clerk with- ployer's safe, till, or shelves is guilty of larceny, unless

țion, steal it appear that he is specially authorized to dispose of

ing goods
such money or goods at his discretion.1

ployer . The same rule is applied where the clerk is in posses

sion , but without any discretion , under explicit directions. In

such case he is a bare servant, and the possession is that of his

employers, and if he steals the goods he is guilty of larceny.?

Thus where a confidential clerk to a merchant, who had author

ity to get his master's bills discounted , and had the general man

agement of his cash concerns, took a bill of exchange unindorsed ,

over which he had no authority, got it discounted ,and absconded

with the produce of it , the offence was held larceny.3

Where a person employed by a mercantile firm as a salesman

to have been delivered was closed . company gives him no property in it,

Upon an indictment for stealing the and that he may be indicted for steal

letter, the jury found him guilty, and ing property from the directors. R.

that he detained it with the intention v. Watts, 1 Eng. Law & Eq. 561; S.

of stealing it. It was held , that so C., 2 Den . C. C. 14 ; L. & C. 34.

dealing with the letter amounted to In a case tried at Philadelphia, in

larceny.
1848, and which received the benefit

1 R. v . Manning, Dears. 21 ; R. v. of the consideration of both the fed

Hammon , R. & R. 221 ; Walker v . eral and the state courts, the evidence

Com . 8 Leigh, 743; Cobletz v. State , was that the defendant was a clerk to

36 Tex . 353. Infra , $ 1027.
the treasurer of the United States

Thus where a cancelled check , the mint,but not charged or credited with

property of an insurance company , public moneys, there or elsewhere,and

has passed from the hands of the mes- lad abstracted a considerable amount

senger, who received it at the bank, of these moneys from the closet in

to the prisoner, a clerk in the employ- which they were kept, of which he

ment of the company, whose duty it had a key , though he had no charge

was to keep it for the directors; it was of the key to the outer vault , of which

held , first, that as the check ,when it this closet was a part. It was held by

came into his custody, had arrived at the judges of both courts that the case

its ultimate destination , it was really was not embezzlement under the fed

in the possession of thedirectors,who eral statutes, but larceny at common

had a special property in the check , law . Com . v. Hutchinson , 2 Parsons,

and therefore that the prisoner, who 384 ; U. S. v. Hutchinson, reported

had unlawfully abstracted it, was Whart. Prec. 205. Infra , $ 1027.

guilty of larceny, not of embezzle 2 R. v . Low , 10 Cox C. C. 168.

ment; secondly, that where the di 8 R. v. Chipchase , 2 Leach, 805 ;

rectors of a company have a special and see R.v. Atkinson, 1 Leach , 302 ;

property in checks or other articles, and cases cited , SS 956 et seq.

the interest of a shareholder in the
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in their store, having control for specific purposes over the goods

in the storeroom and the money in the cash drawer, abstracted

a part of the goods and money, with a fraudulent intent to con

vert the same to his own use, this was held larceny.

In fine, wherever an agent obtains from his principal bare

possession of goods for a specific object, and does notapply them

to that object, but fraudulently converts them to his own use, lar

ceny is made out.2

This was

1 Walker v. Com . 8 Leigh, 743. er's check for the sum thus falsely

So in another case, in which the placed to his credit, and paid the

same principle was involved, a ser amount of the check to himself by

vant's duty was to give out materials certain bank notes, entering the pay

to be wrought up , and pay the work- ment in the book as being made to " a

men when the work was finished ; and man ; " this was held to be a larceny of

for this purpose he received cash from the bank notes. R. v . Hammon, R. &

his masters, and at the end of each R. 221; 2 Leach, 1083; 4 Taunt. 304.

week he accounted with them for Supra , $ 892. And so where a clerk

sums so received and paid . The cash and packer took goods from his em

was kept by him , but he was not au- ployer's shop, he having keys by

thorized to apply the money in any means of wbich, at the time in ques

other way. Hepaid C. 13s. and fraud- tion , he entered the shop after it was

ulently charged his employers as hav- closed , he not being a salesman , al

ing paid 14s. 8d., and appropriated though the owners had occasionally

the 1s. 8d . to his own use. allowed him to take and sell goods for

held to amount to larceny. R.v . Low , them . Com . v . Davis, 104 Mass. 548.

10 Cox C. C. 168 . The same view In this case Morton , J., said : “ The

was taken where the defendant was instructions of the court that, " upon

foreman of a currier establishment, the undisputed evidence in the case,

and as such obtained from the cashier, Brown did not sustain such a relation

by fraudulent misrepresentation, a cer to the property in question aswould

tain sum of money to be used in pay- make his felonious appropriation of it

ing off the workmen ; and the evidence an act of embezzlement, but that his

was that on the pay-roll made out by taking of the same, if the jury found

the defendant, the sum of £ 1 10s. 4d. the other elements necessary to con

was set down as due one of the work- stitute the offence, would be larceny,'

men ; whereas, only £ 1 8s. was due; were correct. Brown was a mere ser

and the 2s. 4d. was fraudulently ap- vant of the owners of the property

propriated by him , he intending so to alleged to be stolen by him . We can

appropriate it at the timehe received not see in the case any testimony

it. R. v . Cooke, 12 Cox C. C. 10; L. which tends to show that he had even

R. 1 C. C. 295 .
the bare custody of the goods, much

2 See infra, § 963.
less the legal possession . They were

Where the defendant, a clerk and in the possession and custody of the

cashier in a banking-house,made false owners, and the felonious taking and

entries in the books to the credit of a appropriation of them by Brown was

customer, then obtained the custom- clearly larceny and not embezzlement.
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Otherwise

where

in clerk .

$ 961. It is otherwise when the property in the goods has

passed to the agent. Thus if, by means of false ac

counts, a clerk fraudulently obtains the absolute prop

property
in goods is erty in money from his employer, this, on the principle

already so often stated , is not larceny. The same rule

applies to servants obtaining money from their master to settle

for payments falsely represented to have been made by the ser

vants.2 If, however, the clerk receives the money for third

parties, and swells the amount due such third parties by false

accounts , and appropriates to himself the excess, this is larceny ,

for the owner of the money transferred to the clerk only its pos

session 3

§ 962. As we have already seen , larceny cannotbe maintained

as to goods which have never been in the master's pos

the master session , but have been delivered to the servant for the

possession master's use, and where the servant, instead of deliver

ing them , converts them to his own use . But if the

servant receive the goods in a wagon or carriage belonging to his

master,and abstracts them after depositing them in it, though he.

is driving the wagon or carriage himself, this is larceny . And

so if they have in any sense reached the place of destination ,as

where a servant steals money after he has deposited it in his

master's drawer, or it has been received previously and commit

ted to him by his master's agent.

On the same reasoning , if a servant appropriate to his own use

bank bills, obtained by him at a bank on a check drawn by his

And where

has nothad

of goods.

Upon the facts in this case an indict 8 R.v . Low , 10 Cox C. C. 168; R.

ment against him for embezzlement v. Cooke, 12 Cox C. C. 10 , cited supra,

could not be sustained .” $ 960.

It is larceny for the teller of a bank 4 2 East P. C. 568 ; R. v . Bull , 2

to open at ght a safe which he has Leach , 841; R.2.Whate, 1 Leach, 28 ;

no right to open, and to abstract R.v. Sullens, 1 Mood. C. C. 129 ; R.

money intrusted to his care during v . Walsh , R. & R. 218. See supra ,

the day. Com . v. Barry, 116 Mass. 1. $ 943.

1 R.v . Barnes, 2 Den . C. C. 59; T. 6 See supra , $ 943, for cases.

& M. 387; R. v. Green , Dears. C. C. • R. v . Hammon , R. & R. 221 ;

323 ; 6 Cox C. C. 296 ; R.v . Thompson, Com . v. Barry , 116 Mass. 1. Supra,

L. & C. 233 ; 9 Cox C. C. 222. § 943.

2 R. v. Dartnell, 20 L. T. (N. S.)
? Phelps v. People , 72 N. Y. 334.

1020. Infra , $ 1140 ; Supra , $ 956 .
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master, it is an embezzlement, and not a larceny . The bank

bills never were in the master's possession , and hence could not

have been stolen from him . And the same rule applies where

money is given to a person to change and he takes the change.2

VII. BY BAILEE.3

fraudulent

not neces

erwise as

to bailee .

§ 963. If a mere servant appropriates money given to him for

a specific purpose, it is not necessary to prove an orig- To servant's

inal fraudulent intent, as his possession is that of his subsequent.

master.4 If, however, a bailee who has a special pos
original

session of his own so convert it , it is necessary , in order intent is

to convict, to prove fraud on his part on the owner, sary ; oth

by which fraud he obtained such special possession.5

Where, however, there is an original fraudulent intent,

then subsequent conversion is larceny.

1 R.v . Walsh , R. & R. 218 ; Com . v . 4 See $ S 957–59 ; and see R. v .

King, 9 Cush . 284. See infra , § 965. Goode, C. & M.582; R. v. Beaman,

2 Infra, $ 965. C. & M.595 ; R.v .Metcalf, 1 Mood.

8 Sir J. Stephen (Dig. C. L. art. C. C.433; Com . v. Yerkes, 12 Cox C.

285) defines bailment as follows : C. 208 .

“ When one person delivers, or causes 6 Supra, SS 960 et seq .; R. v . War

to be delivered , to another any mova ren , 10 Cox C. C. 359; R. v. Bren

ble thing, in order that it may be kept nan, 1 Craw . & D.560; R. v. Small,

for the person making the delivery, 8 C. & P. 46; R. v. Thompson , L. &

or that it may be used , gratuitously C.225 ; R. v . Thristle, 1 Den . C. C.

or otherwise, by the person to whom 502; 3 Cox C. C. 573 ; Com . v. King,

the delivery is made, or that it may 9 Cush . 284 ; Abrams v . People, 6

be kept as a pledge by the person to Hun, 491 ; Com . v. Superintendent, 9

whom delivery is made , or that it may Phila. 581; Welsh v . People, 17 Ill.

be carried, or that work may be done 339. See R. v . Waller, 10 Cox C. C.

upon it, by the person to whom deliv 360.

ery is made, gratuitously or not, and 0 2 East P. C. 658 ; State v. Wat

when it is the intention of the parties son , 41 N. H. 534 ; Com . v. Barry,

that the specific thing so delivered ,or 124 Mass. 325 ; People v . McGarren ,

the article into which it is to bemade 17 Wend. 460 ; Wolfstein v. People,

shall be delivered , either to the per 6 Hun, 121; Hildebrand v . People, 56

son making the delivery, or to some N. Y. 394 ; Loomis v. People, 67 N.

other person appointed by him to re Y. 322; Thomas v. People , 67 N. Y.

ceive it , the person making the de- 218 ; State v . Jarvis, 63 N. C. 556 ;

livery is said to bail the thing deliv- State v. Williams, 35 Mo. 229; and

ered ; the act of delivery is called a cases cited infra, § 964.

bailment; the person making the de “ It is a fraud per se for a bailee to

livery is called the bailor ; the person convert to his own use the property

to whom it is made is called the bai- committed to bis care.
The conver

lee ." See fully infra, $ 1009. sion is primâ facie evidence of the
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bare pos

session is

§ 964. Again , therefore , do we revert to the principle that

When
where the owner retains the property of the goods in

himself, and only parts with the possession , he may

fraudu maintain larceny against the person who fraudulently,

lently ob
tained, animo furandi, obtaing from him such possession .

fraud. Larceny at common law in- Cas. 702; 2 C. & K. 842; T. & M.

volves something more . It requires 204 ; 1 Den . C. C. 502; S. P., R. v.

the animus furandi. There must be Levy, 4 C. & P. 241.

a felonious taking. Not so with lar Where the defendant saved some

ceny as bailee . It requires merely a of the prosecutor's goods from a fire

fraudulent conversion " under the at his house, and took them home to

Pennsylvania statute. Paxson, J., her own lodgings; but the next morn

Hutchison . Com . 82 Penn. St. 472. ing concealed them , and denied hav

The defendant, by false pretences, ing them in her possession ; the jury

induced a tradesman to send by his finding that she took them originally

servant goods of the value of 2s. 10d . solely for the purpose and desire of

to a particular house , with the change saving them for and returning them

for a crown piece . On the way he to the prosecutor, and that she had

met the servant, and induced him to no evil intention until afterwards, the

part with the goods and change a judges held that it was a mere breach

crown piece , which afterwards was of trust, and not a felony. R. v .

found to be bad. Both the tradesman Leigh, 2 East P. C. 694. So where

and servant swore that the latter had A. bonâ fide hired a horse for a par

no authority to part with the goods or ticular purpose , and after that pur

change without receiving the crown pose was accomplished sold the horse,

piece in payment, though the former it was no larceny ; for, unless he had

admitted that he intended to sell the an original felonious intention , the

goods. This was held larceny. R. v . subsequent withholding or disposing

Small, 8 C. & P. 46. And so where of the horse does not constitute a new

the defendant obtained money from felonious taking. R.v . Banks, R. &

the prosecutrix on the pretence of R. 441; overruling R. v. Tunnard , 2

buying with it a railway ticket for East P. C.687; otherwise, if original

her and returning the change. R. v . intent was felonious. State v . Wil

Thompson, L. & C. 225.
liams, 35 Mo. 229. Infra , $ 964. And

A watchmaker, to whom a watch as a general rule, when a person who

was given by the owner for the pur- is a bailee,and not a servant, receives

pose of having it regulated , disposed goods bonâ fide, and afterwards, with

of the watch, and applied the pro out breaking bulk , fraudulently con

ceeds to his own purposes. It was verts them to his own use, he is not

held that this was no larceny , as the guilty of larceny at common law . R.

watchmaker bad in the first instance v . Hey, 2 C. & K. 982, and cases cited

obtained the possession of the watch above ; and R. v. Brazier, R. & R.

rightfully , and as, unless there was a 337; R. v. Cornish , infra ; State v .

taking in the first instance animo fu- Bonwell, 2 Harring. 529 .

randi, no subsequent dishonest deal 1 See cases cited supra , $S 883,

ing with the chattel could amount to 963, and see R. v. Johnson, 2 Den. C.

larceny. R. v. Thristle , 3 N. Ses. C. 310 ; 14 Eng. L. & Eq.570 ; R.v.
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Thus it was held in an early case that hiring a horse, subsequent

on pretence of taking a journey, and immediately sell- is larceny.

ing it, is larceny ; because there is animus furandi in making the

contract, and the nature of the property has not been changed

by the parting with the possession merely. Even where a per

son hires for an indefinite period a post-chaise, fraudulently pre

tending it to be a mere hiring, and converts it to his own use ,

he may be convicted of larceny if his original intent was felo

nious. It is otherwise , however, when there was no felonious

intent at the hiring.

The same rule applies to all cases of possession obtained by

trick or fraud. Thus, in a case where a prisoner procured the

mail-bags to be let down to him by a string from the window of

a post-office , with intent to steal, under the pretence that he was

themail-guard , he was held guilty of larceny. The same distinc

Hey, T. & M. 209 ; 1 Den. C. C. 602; thall, 5 Rich . 237 ; State v. Williams,

State v. Watson, 41 N. H. 534 ; Carey 35 Mo. 229.

v. Hotailing, 1 Hill (N. Y.), 311 ; 2 R. v. Semple, 1 Leach , 420 ; 2

Thomas v. People, 67 N. Y. 218 ; East P. C.691 ; and see R. v. Charle

Smith v. People, 53 N. Y. 111; Hite wood, 1 Leach, 409; 2 East P. C. 689 ;

v. State , 9 Yerg . 198 ; State v. Wil- People v. Anderson, 14 Johns. 294 ;

liams, 35 Mo. 229 ; Starkie v. Com . 7 State v . Lindenthall, 5 Rich. 237.

Leigh, 752; Vaughn v. Com . 10 Grat. Supra , § 883. See, however , as di

758 ; Defrese v . State, 3 Heisk . 53; verging from text, Felter v. State , 9

State v . Thurston , 2 McMull. 382 ; Yerg. 397.

State v . Gorman , 2 N. & M. 90 ; State 8 R. 2. Banks, R. & R. 441 ; other

v . Lindenthall, 5 Rich. 237; Elliott v. wise if he steals after the horse is re

Com . 12 Bush , 176 . turned . Infra , 969; R. v . Charle

“ Where by fraud , conspiracy, or wood , i Leach, 409.

artifice , the possession is obtained 4 R. v. Pratt, 1 Mood . C. C. 250 ;

with a felonious design, and the title R. v. Horner, 1 Leach , 270 ; R. v.

still remains with the owner, larceny Wilson , 8 C. & P. 111 ; R. v. Wil

is established . .... Where title as liams, 6 C. & P. 390 ; R. v. Watson , 2

well as possession is absolutely parted, Leach , 640 ; State v. Thurston, 2 Mc

the crime is false pretence.” Miller, Mull. 382. Supra, § 962; infra , $S 937,

J., Loomis v. People , 67 N. Y. 329 ; 973. As to false personation see § 888.

Huber v. State , 57 Ind. 341; though 5 R. v. Pearce, 2 East P. C. 603.

see R. v . Thomas, 9 C. & P. 741. See The prisoner, in another case , was

also 2 Russ. on Cr. 6th Am . ed. 38–9, hired for the special purpose of driv

40, & c.; R. v . Cooke, 12 Cox C. C. 10; ing sheep from one farm to another,

L.R. 1 C. C. 295 ; White v . State, 11 and instead of so doing drove them ,

Tex. 769. Infra , $ 973 .
the day after he had received them ,

1 R. v . Pear, 2 East P. C. 685; S. a different road , and sold them ; the

C., 1 Leach , 212; State v . Linden- jury having found that at the time

737
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tion exists where the defendant fraudulently obtains possession

of money from the prosecutor, on the false statement that he

lives near to H., to whom he is to pay it ; or upon any other

false trust ; 1 where a gun is borrowed by a guest from a land

lord , on the pretence that it is to be used in shooting robins, and

is then sold ; 2 where a gypsy or other pretended witch obtains

the possession though not the property ofmoney on the pretence

of fortune telling ; : where goods are obtained by a common car

rier, as the jury find , with an original fraudulent intent to con

vert, but on the pretence that they will be delivered at the place

of destination , and are on the road appropriated to the carrier's

use ; + where the owner is fraudulently induced to deposit goods

in the hands of a third person for sale , which are then fraudu

lently obtained from such third person ; 5 where a watch and

somemoney are deposited by the prosecutor with the defend

ant, induced by the fraud of “ ring-dropping ;
" 6 where the

goods are simply deposited , under fraudulent inducements, for

the defendant's inspection , who then steals them ; 7 where money

is deposited , also under fraudulent inducements, as security for

a pretended bet, and then stolen by the party obtaining such

money ; and where a person falsely personates another, and

obtains goods belonging to such other from a bailee.

Even when on borrowing the intention is to return , the fact

8

the prisoner received the sheep he in 6 Infra ; § 973.

tended to convert them to his own 7 Infra , $ 974 .

use , instead of driving them to the 8 Ibid .

specified farm , the judges were unan • Supra , § 888.

imously of the opinion that he was In a remarkable case decided by the

rightly convicted of larceny. R. v . Philadelphia Common Pleas in 1872 ,

Stock , 1 Mood . C. C. 87. and reported in England in the twelfth

1 R. v. Brown, 36 Eng. L. & Eq. volume of Mr. Cox's reports,with a

610 ; Dears. C. C. 616 ; R. v . John- note stating that the case is reprinted

son , 2 Den . C. C. 310. “ because of its copious and exhaust

1 Richards v . Com . 13 Grat. 803 . ive review of the nice distinctions be

See supra , § 886. tween larceny and false pretences,”

8 R. v. Bunce, 1 F. & F. 523. the evidence was that the defendant,

4 R.v . Hey , T.& M. 209; 1 Den. C. an agent, authorized to purchase city

C.602; R. v. Stock , 1 Mood . C. C. bondsfor the sinking fund of the city

87; State v. Thurston, 2 McMull. 382 ; of Philadelphia, obtained through his

People v. Smith , 23 Cal. 280. clerk , by falsely alleging that he had

6 R.v. Campbell, 1 Mood. C. C. 179. purchased $ 33,000 of the city loan, a
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that the bailment was fraudulently and falsely obtained satu

rates the whole transaction with felony, and makes the subse

quent conversion larceny.1

$ 965. If, however, the property in the goods is passed, not

conditionally but absolutely, then a prosecution for lar
Otherwise

ceny must fail. Thus, when a check is given to a ser

property invant by his master, to be handed to a third party , and goods is

passed .
the servant appropriates the check , this is larceny ;

but if the check be given to the defendant absolutely, as agent

for a creditor to whom it is to be handed, the property passes out

of the master, and larceny cannot be maintained.4 And where

money is given to A. to have changed , the property of the

money being surrendered by the owner, A. cannot be convicted

of stealing the money, because no property in it was retained

by the owner, nor can he be convicted of stealing the change,

for this the owner of the money never had. If, however, the

property is not passed to the party taking , he is indictable for

larceny.6

§ 966. Where a servant or bailee has bare possession of goods,

not being authorized to pass the property in the same, No such

then itmay be larceny for a third person fraudulently passes

to obtain from bim such possession . Thus larceny
with pos
session

check for that amount. This check calf, 1 Mood . C. C. 433; R. v. Essex,

was obtained animo furandi, and was Dears. & B. 371; 7 Cox C. C. 384 .

then fraudulently converted. It was 8 R. v. Metcalf, i Mood. C. C.

held by a majority of the court, that 433.

as the owner of the check (the city 4 R. v. Essex, utsupra.

treasurer ) did not intend to part with 5 R. v . Reynolds, 2 Cox C. C. 170 ;

the property of the check ,but only its R. v . Jacobs, 12 Cox C. C. 151. Su

possession, the defendant was rightly pra , $ 956.

convicted of larceny. Com . v. Yerkes, 6 See Hildebrand v. People , 56 N.

12 Cox C. C. 208. See supra, § 963; Y. 394, where a customer laid down a

infra , $ 971. note on the counter which the clerk

· State v . Coombs, 55 Me. 477. seized. This was held larceny . Su

Supra , § 887, as to effect of returning pra , $ 956.

in purging offence. Supra, $ 956; R. v . Campbell, 1

? R. v. Davenport, Arch. Peel's Mood. C. C. 179 ; R. v. Simpson , 2

Acts, 5 ; Lewer v. Com . 15 S. & R.93; Cox C. C. 235; R. v. Gillings, 1 F.

Ennis v. State, 3 Greene (Iowa), 67 ; & F. 36 ; R. v. Harvey , 9 C. & P.

Welsh v. People, 17 Ill. 339; Wilson 353 ; R. v. Hornby, 1 C. & K. 305;

r. State, 1 Porter , 118; Kellogg v . State v. Brown, 25 Iowa, 561.

State, 26 Ohio St. 15. See R. v . Met
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frauiiu .

lently ob

tained

from ser

vant or

bailee as

precludes

ceny .

was held to be consummated in a case where some

wheat, not the property of the prosecutors, but which

had been consigned to them , was placed in one of their

storehouses in the care of a servant, E., who was to

prosecution deliver the wheat only to the orders of the prosecutors

or their managing clerk , C., when the defendant, who

was in the employ of the prosecutors, obtained the key of the

storehouse from E., and was allowed to remove a quantity of

the wheat, upon the fraudulent representation to E. that he had

been sent by C., and was to take the wheat to the Brighton rail

way station ; 1 and it has been held larceny for a person to take

animo furandi from a post-office clerk a larger sum than he is

entitled to, knowing the money not to be his. But it is oth

erwise when absolute property is transferred by an authorized

agent or bailee. This being the case, as the cashier of a bank

has authority, arising from the nature of his employment, to pay

the money of the bank to persons presenting genuine orders,

and to judge of their genuineness, it is not larceny but false pre

tence to obtain money on a forged check from such cashier.8

1 R. v . Robins, 29 Eng. L. & Eq. the attention of the baggage -master

544 ; 6 Cox C. C. 420 ; Dears. C. C. was called away by B., A. changed

See supra, § 888. Compare the checks on the valise and a trunk ,

R. v. Aickles, 2 East P. C. 675; S. which was standing underneath the

C., 1 Leach , 294 ; R. v . Wilson , 8 valise , and immediately passed out of

C. & P. 114 ; State v . Watson, 41 N. the room . By means of this substitu

H.533; Cary v. Hotailing, 1 Hill N. tion of checks, the trunk was carried

Y. 311. Supra, § 892.

to a station other than that intended by

9 R. v . Middleton , 12 Cox, 260 , its owner.

B. went on the same train

cited at large supra, § 916 ; and see with it, and on arrival at the station

R. v. Oliver , cited 4 Taunt. 274; and received it, took it with him , and ap

see comments in London Law Times, propriated its contents. Itwas held

Sept. 21, 1878, p . 347. As distin- that A. was guilty of larceny of the

guished from text, see R. v . Walsh , trunk and its contents.

R. & R. 215 ; R. v . Metcalf, 1 Mood . 8 R. v . Prince, L. R. 1 C. C. 150 ;

C. C. 433 .
11 Cox C. C. 193. Supra § 916.

In Com . v. Barry , 125 Mass . 390,

Where a letter addressed to J. M.,

the evidence was that, in pursuance St. Martin's Lane, Birmingham , en

of a preconcerted plan with B., A. closing a bill of exchange, drawn in

• entered the baggage-room of a R. R. favor of J. M.,was delivered to the

station,where B. had a valise checked , defendant, whose name was J. M.,

and presenting a check corresponding and who resided near St. Martin's

with the one on the valise, obtained Lane, Birmingham , but, in truth, the

permission from the baggage-master to letter was intended for a person ofthe

place a package in the valise. While
name of J M., who resided in New

418 .
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Bailee lia
$ 967. When the possession by a bailee is obtained

bona fide, the mere fact of the subsequent existence of ble when

the animus furandi does not make the offence lar- package

ceny, unless by somenew and distinct act of taking, ulently

as by severing some part of the goods from the rest broken

with intent to convert them to his own use, the of- possession

fender thereby determines the privity of the bailment, tained.
bonâ fide.

and so the special property thereby conferred upon

him.2

was ob

Hall Street ; and the prisoner who, when he has done an act to determine

from the contents of the letter, must the privity of contract. The cause of

have known that it was not intended the distinction is to be found in the

for him , applied the bill of exchange necessity of an accurate distinction

to his own use ; the judges held that between a breach of trust and an act

itwas no larceny,because , at the time of felony; and the principle is , that

when the letter was delivered to him , felony cannot be committed by a per

the defendant had not the animus fu- son having a legal possession of goods;

randi. R. v. Mucklow , 1 Mood. C. C. as, for instance, under a contract.

160 ; R. v. Godfrey, 8 C. & P. 563 ; See R. v . Charlewood , 1 Leach, 409.

R. v . Davis, 36 Eng. L. & E. 607; The contract must be put an end to

Dears. C.C. 640. Supra , $ 806. If, before felony can be committed ; for

on the other hand , the original taking during its existence the person hav

of the letter had been fraudulent, and ing possession under it has, primâ fa

with knowledge that it was not meant cie, a legal possession ; therefore, al

for the defendant, the case is larceny . though by selling the goods without

R.v . Gillings, 1 F. & F. 36 . breaking he, in fact, destroys the

1 R.v. Thristle, 1 Den . C. C. 502; privity of the contract, still that act is

R. v. Banks, R. & R. 441 ; People v . executed in respect of goods which

Anderson, 14 Johns. 294 ; Wilson v . are atthe time in his legal possession ,

People, 39 N. Y. 459; Com . v. Perry , the termination of the contract and

8 Phil. Rep. 616 ; Com . v . Franz, the act of conversion being contem

Ibid . 612. (Cases of pawning by poraneous; there is not, therefore, a

bailees.) caption and asportation of the goods

2 1 Hawk. c . 33, s. 1; 2 East P. of another, which is essential to the

C. 554; 1 Hale, 504 ; 2 Russ. on Cr. offence of larceny. And upon this

6th Am . ed . 56 . principle R. v. Madox, R. & R. 92,

Mr. Collyer, in his collection of was decided . The prisoner was mas

statutes , remarks: “ This latter po ter and owner of a ship , and stole

sition has been disputed, and much some of the goods delivered to him to

stress has been laid upon the unrea
carry . It was held not larceny, be

sonableness ofmaking a man guilty of
cause he did not take them outof their

a felony for stealing part of that of packages. But if the package ofgoods

which, if he had taken it all, he would be first broken , the contract is deter

be only guilty of a misdemeanor; but mined by that act; the legal possession

a man is equally guilty of a felony in of the carrier is at an end ; and , al

taking the whole as in taking a part, though the actual possession is still
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And so

ment is de

termined

-

lent sever

ance .

of the owner,

§ 968. A bailment may be also determined by a fraudulent

severance by the bailee, so as to make him guilty of

where bail- larceny. Thus, in an English case that came up be

fore all the judges, the prisoner was sent out by a tailor

by fraudu
to sell clothes in a particular county ; the price of each

article was fixed , and the clothes were intrusted to the

in him , the property revests in the a distinct load . Without the consent

owner , and any subsequentact of con
he separated a portion

version is strictly an act committed of them from the rest, and converted

upon the goods of another , and the them to his own use . It was held

larceny is complete. It may be ob- that the offence was larceny and not

served that, in the latter case , the of- embezzlement. Nichols v . People , 17

fence is the same, whether it be com N. Y. 114— Denio and Comstock , JJ.,

mitted upon the whole or upon part.” dissenting ; reversing People v. Nich

Burn's Justice (29th ed.), tit . Larceny. ols, 3 Parker C. R. 579 ; S. P., R. v.

Where a miller having received ba- Howell, 7 C. & P. 325; though see R.

rilla to grind fraudulently abstracted v . Pratley, 5 C. & P. 533. But merely

part of it, returning a mixture of ba to take one article away from a col

rilla and plaster of Paris, it was con lection of articles not massed in any

sidered larceny.
Com . v . James, 1 common tactualunion is not breaking

Pick . 375. See 1 Hawk . 33, s. 56 ; bulk . R. v. Glass , 1 Den. C. C. 215 ;

State v . Fairclough , 29 Conn . 47. 2 C. & K. 395 .

Compare Cartwright v . Green , 8 Ves. In a crown case reserved (Dec.

405. Where a carrier, to take a case 1854), the prisoner was convicted of

commonly given in the books, while larceny under the following circum

his contract is in the course of com stances : He had been a common car

pletion , opens the pack and takes out rier, and was employed by the prose

part of the goods, he commits a lar- cutor to carry a cargo of coals from a

ceny; but if he run away with the ship to a coal-yard , and from thence

whole it is a breach of trust, and no to another yard belonging to the prose

larceny. But if, after arriving at the cutor. The prisoner carted the coals

place where he should deliver his to the first-mentioned coal-yard , and

charge,he steal a part or the whole, it was engaged for several days in cart

is a larceny. 1 Hale , 504 ; Staundf. ing them from thence to the prosecu

25. And in Massachusetts , the court tor's coal-yard .
He left the first

has gone so far as to hold thatwhere mentioned coal-yard on one of those

several connected packages of goods days, with two carts and a wagon all

are delivered to a common carrier , to laden with coals; before he arrived at

be transported in a body,an abstrac- the other yard , he delivered the two

tion of one package from the mass is cart-loadsto a third person on his own

larceny. Com . v . Brown, 4 Mass.580 ; account; but he duly delivered the

Dame v. Baldwin , 8 Mass. 518 ; but wagon load to the prosecutor's other

see R. v.Madox, R. & R. 92; R. v. yard . Itwas held that the conviction

Jenkins, 9 C. & P. 38.
was wrong, the coals having been de

In a New York case, a carrier had livered to the prisoner as a carrier,

intrusted to him for transportation a and there having been no breaking of

number of bars of pig -iron ,massed in bulk , or other determination of the
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1

where the

bailment

itself.

prisoner on the arrangement that he was to sell them at the

price fixed , he receiving 38. in the pound on the amount received

for them , and being bound to bring back the remainder of the

clothes which were unsold . The prisoner received from the

prosecutor a parcel of clothes on these terms, but, instead of sell

ing them , he fraudulently pawned a portion of them for his own

benefit , and afterwards fraudulently misappropriated the residue

to his own use. It was held , that the original bailment of the

goods to the prosecutor was determined by the unlawful act of

pawning part of them , and that the subsequent fraudulent mis

appropriation of the remainder amounted to larceny.

§ 969. It need scarcely be added that where a bail
Exception

ment has expired by its own limitations, and the prop

erty reverts to the master's possession , it is larceny for expires of

the ex -bailee to steal any article it may
have included.2

In illustration of this rule may be noticed an English case ,

where certain coals were delivered to the prisoner, who had been

sent for them by his master, and deposited in the master's cart,

their price being entered to the master's account. On the road

home the prisoner disposed of a portion of the coals. It was

held that this was larceny of the coals and not embezzlement,

the prisoner having determined his exclusive possession of the

coals when they were deposited in the cart, and the possession

from that time being in themaster.3

bailment. R. v . Cornish, 33 Eng. L. was held that the prisoner was guilty

& Eq. 527 ; Dears. C. C. 425 ; 6 Cox of larceny in taking the wheat out of

C. C. 432. the bag. R. v. Brazier , R. & R. 337;

Where the prosecutor sent forty and see R. v. Madox, R. & R.92.

bags of wheat to the prisoner, a ware Under the special statutes, to sus

houseman, for safe custody, until they tain a charge of larceny by a bailee ,

should be sold by the prosecutor, and it is necessary to prove some act of

the prisoner's servant, by direction of conversion inconsistent with the pur

the prisoner, emptied four of the bags, pose of the bailment. R. v. Jackson,

and mixed their contents with other 9 Cox C. C. 505. See infra , $ 1009 .

inferior wheat, and part of the mixture 1 R. v . Poyser, 2 Den . C. C. 233;

was disposed of by the prisoner ,and T. & M.559 ; 5 Cox C. C. 241.

the remainder was placed in the prose 2 R. v . Charlewood , 1 Leach, 409;

cutor's bags, which had thus been emp- R. v. Stear, 1 Den. C.C. 349; 2 East

tied , and there was no severing of any P. C.689. See supra , $ 892.

part of the wheat in any other bag, 8 R. v: Reed , Dears . C. C. 257 ; 18

and the intent was to embezzle that Jur. 67. See also R. v. Hayward, 1

part only which was so severed ; it C. & K. 518. Supra , $ 892.
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bailees

§ 970. It is proper to say , that by English statutes (20 & 21

By statute Vict. and 24 & 25 Vict.) the common law , in this

respect, has been changed , and stealing by bailees is

other cases made larceny, irrespective of the limitations imposed

by the common law . Similar statutes have been

adopted in several of the United States. These will hereafter

be discussed . 1

open in

to prose
cution .

Sale ob

not trang

fer prope

413.

VIII. BY ASSIGNEE OR VENDEE .

§ 971. A party obtaining goods from another by sale is not

liable , as we shall have frequently occasion to see, to

tained byforce does a prosecution for larceny, no matter how fraudulent

may have been the pretences by which the sale was ob

erty tained . This rule, however, does not apply when the

goods were obtained by force.3

i See infra , &$ 1049 et seq.; and see the defendant against her will, and

R. v. Aden , 12 Cox C. C. 512. because she was afraid . R. v . Mc

2 Supra , SS 914 , 965 ; R. v. Jones, Grath , L. R. 1 C. C. 205 ;.18 W. R.

C. & M. 611; R. v . Wilson , 8 C. & 119 ; 37 L. J. M. C. 7. It was held ,

P. 111 ; Smith v . People , 53 N. Y. also , that under the circumstances it

111; Lewer v . Com . 15 S. & R. 93 ; was not necessary that the jury should

State v . Shoaf, 68 N. C. 376.
be asked whether B. paid the money

3 Zink v. People, 6 Abb. New Cas. against her will, as from the evidence

it was clear that there could have been

The defendant acted as auctioneer no doubt in the minds of the jury that

at a mock auction, and knocked down the money was so paid . Ibid. See

some cloth for 26s. to B., who had not infra , § 973.

bid for it, as the defendant knew , In another case the prisoners, pre

and B. refused to take the cloth or tending that one of them was a sea

pay for it ; upon which the defendant captain , and a Frenchman unable to

refused to allow her to leave the room speak English, offered to the prose

unless she paid. Ultimately she paid cutrix a dress for sale at 258. , saying

the 26s. to the defendant and took that if she would give that price for

the cloth . She paid the 26s. because it, she should have another dress,

she was afraid . The defendant was which was produced , worth 12s.,
into

indicted for, and convicted of, feloni- the bargain . The prosecutrix agreed

ously stealing these 26s.; and it was to this, and took a sovereign and a

held by the English judges in banc shilling from her pocket. Whilst she

that the conviction was right, because , was holding the money , one of the

if the force used to B. madethe tak- prisoners opened her hand and took

ing a robbery , larceny was included in it out, though not forcibly. He then

that crime; if the force was not suffi- declined to take the other 4s., but

cient to constitute a robbery, the taking laid down the dress first produced ,

of the money nevertheless amounted and refused to let the prosecutrix have

to larceny, as B. paid the money to the other. The dress proved to be of
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Sale must

or trick

not such a

§ 972. The sale, to bar larceny,must becomplete . Thuswhere

the defendant, having bargained for goods, for which ,

by the custom of trade, the price should have been paid becom

before they were taken away, took them without the
plete.

consent of the owner, and at the timehe bargained for them did

not intend to pay for them , but meant to get them into his own

possession and dispose of them for his own benefit, this was

ruled to be larceny. And where the defendant put goods into

a cart upon the express condition that they should be paid for

before they were taken out of the cart, and then took them out

of the cart without paying for them , and converted them , his

intention being from the beginning to get the goods by fraud ,

larceny was in like manner held to be proved.2

§ 973. A transfer obtained by a fraudulent trick does not shield

the taker.3 The defendant, in the presence of the pros- Transfer

ecutor, picked up a purse in the street, containing a dropping

receipt of £ 147 for a “ rich brilliant diamond ring,”

and also the ring itself ; it was then proposed that the sale.

ring should be given to the prosecutor, upon his depositing his

watch and some money as a security that he would return the

ring as soon as his proportion of the value of it should be paid to

him by the defendant ; the prosecutor accordingly deposited his

watch and money, which were taken away by some of the de

fendant's confederates ; but the ring turned out to be of the value

of 108. only , and the watch and the money were never returned ;

it was left to the jury to say whether this was not an artful and

preconcerted scheme to get possession of the prosecutor's watch

and money ; and the jury being of that opinion convicted the

little value. It was held that the in the absence of the shopkeeper, he

prisoners were properly convicted of asked to see the chattel. When it was

larceny. R. v. Morgan, 29 Eng. Law shown him by the clerk , he took it

& Eq. 543; Dears. C. C. 395 ; 6 Cox from the counter , told the clerk that

C. C. 408 . he had made it all right with the

On the same reasoning the follow- shopkeeper, and carried it away. Com .

ing washeld to constitute larceny: The v . Wilde, 5 Gray, 83.

defendantwent into a shop and asked i R.v . Gilbert, 1 Mood . C. C. 185.

to buy a chattel, and was referred by 2 R. v. Pratt, 1 Mood . C. C. 250.

the clerk to the shopkeeper, who re- Compare R. v. McKale, L. R. 1 C. C.

fused to let him have it except upon 125 ; cited infra, $ 974.

his father's order . Afterwards, with 3 Supra, § 964 ; Hall v. State , 6

out having obtained such order, and Bax. 522.
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$ 974.]

Transfer

sent of two

minds to

defendant. In another case , the defendant being convicted of

larceny under the same circumstances , and the case being re

served for the opinionof the judges , nine of them were of opin

ion that this practice of ring -dropping amounted to larceny ;

and they distinguished it from the case of a loan ; for here, al

though the possession was parted with , the property in the goods

was not.2

§ 974. Where a defendant offered to give the prosecutor

gold for bank notes, and upon the prosecutor's laying

must be as- down some bank notes for the purpose of having themi

changed , the defendant took them up and wentaway

onething with them , promising to return immediately with the

gold , but in fact never returned , and was indicted for stealing

them : Wood , B., left it to the jury to say whether the de

fendant had the animus furandi at the time he took the notes ;

and said , that if they were of that opinion , the case clearly

amounted to larceny. To adopt the language of the same judge,

“ A parting with the property in goods could only be effected by

contract,which required the assent of two minds ; but that in this

case there was not the assent of the mind either of the prosecutor

or of the prisoner, the prosecutor only meaning to part with his

notes on the faith of having the gold in return , and the prisoner

never meaning to barter, but to steal.” 4 And where money is

1 R. v . Patch, 1 Leach, 273. See defendant clearly obtained possession

Defrese v . State, 3 Heisk . 53 .
of the goods animo furandi, and as the

2 R. v. Watson , 2 Leach , 730 ; S. prosecutor did not assent to the sale.

C., 2 East P. C. 680. Supra, $ 964. R. v . Sharpless, 1 Leach , 108; 2 East

8 R.v . Oliver, cited 4 Taunt. 274 ; P. C. 675.
2 Russ . 122, S. C .; 2 Leach , 1072 ; R. In another case, one of the defend

& R. 215 , S. C. Supra, § 971. ants persuaded the prosecutor, by a

* See R. v. Rodway, 9 C. & P. 784. preconcerted plan, to deposit bis

See supra , $ 964.

money with another of the defendants

Where hosier, by the desire of as a deposit upon a pretended bet, and

the defendant, took a parcel of silk the stakeholder afterwards, upon pre

stockings to his lodgings, outof which tence that oneof his confederates had

the defendant chose six pairs, which won the wager, handed the money

were laid on the back of a chair; and over to him ; it was left to the jury to

thedefendant then sent the prosecu- say whether, at the time the money

tor back to his shop for some articles, was taken , there was not a plan that

and while he was absent absconded it should be kept, under the false

with the stockings; the judges held color of winning the bet, and the jury

that this amounted to larceny, as the found that there was.
The offence
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was he

passed conditionally to another, who before the condition is per

formed steals it , the case , as we will next see, is one of larceny.1

to be larceny ; because, at not pay, but, on receiving a bill from

the time the defendants obtained the the prosecutor, put a cross on it , de

money from the prosecutor , he parted clared that they had a receipt, and

with the possession only , and the hurried off with the onions. The

property was to pass eventually only jury found that the defendants never

if the other party won the wager. R. intended to pay. It was ruled to be

v. Robson, R. & R.413. See also R. clear that there was not such an agree

v . Horner, 1 Leach, 325 ; Cald . 295. ment between the prosecutor and the

Aliter, if money was absolutely parted defendants to the same exact thing as

with . R. v. Nicholson , 2 Leach, 698.
made out a sale . " If in this case,”

So where S., induced by the subter said Kelly , C. B., “ it had been in

fuges of three fellow -passengers in a
tended by the prosecutor to give credit

railway car, made a wager with one for the price of the onions, even for a

of them and deposited his stake with single hour, it would not have been

P., another of them . The opposite larceny, but it is clear that no credit

stake turned out to be only waste pa
was given or ever intended to be

per ; but P., after detection, refused given. If the seller delivers first before

to give up S.'s money. This washeld themoney is paid, and the buyer fraudu

larceny in P. and his associates. Stin- lently runs off with the article , or if, on

son v . People , 43 Ill. 397. See R. v . the other hand , the buyer pays first, and

Robson, R. & R.413.
the seller fraudulently runs off with the

Where the prisoner went into a money, without delivering the thing sold ,

shop and asked for change for half -a- it is equally larceny." R. v. Slowly,

crown, and the shopman gave him 12 Cox C. C. 269; 27 L. T. N. S.

two shillings and sixpence ; the pris- 803. See R. v. McGrath , 11 Cox C.

oner held out the half-crown, and the C. 347; L. R. 1 C. C. 205.

shopman just took bold of it by the 1 R. v . McKale , L. R. 1. C. C. 125 ;

edge , but never actually got it into 11 Cox C. C. 32. Supra, ss 972 .

custody, and the prisoner ran away
“ In two recent cases the prisoner

with the change and the half-crown: was charged with stealing nineteen

upon an indictment for stealing the shillings. In both the prosecutor gave

two shillings and sixpence , Parke, J., the prisoner a sovereign , under the

held it to be larceny, but doubted expectation that nineteen shillings

whether an indictment would lie for change was to be given. In the first

stealing the half-crown. R. v . Wil case the chairman of Quarter Sessions

liams, 6 C. & P. 390.
amended the indictment to one for

Another illustration is found in a stealing a sovereign, and directed the

crown case reserved decided in Feb. jury that if they believed that the

1873. The prosecutor agreed to sell a prisoner at the moment of obtaining

load of onions to the defendants for the sovereign intended by a trick felo

cash . The defendants pretended to niously to deprive the prosecutor of

agree to this, and said , “ You shall the sovereign , they were to find a ver

have your money directly the onions dict of guilty , and it was held that the

are unloaded ." The onions were un
direction was right. R. v . Gumble ,

loaded ,and the prosecutor asked for 42 L. J. M. C. 7; L. R. 2 C. C. 1.

his money, which the defendants would In the second case the indictmentwas
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Condition

al transfer

does not

bar lar

ceny.

§ 975. Hence a transfer of property, so as to bar larceny, does

not exist when there is a condition which still reserves

a property in the vendor. Thus, as we have just seen,

if a sale is for cash , the taking of the goods without

paying cash is larceny.2

$ 976. Where a replevin was fraudulently sued out, and by

that means another man's horse was obtained and car

that goods ried away, it was held that larceny would lie.3 And so

tained by where one, having no cause of action , sues out a writ

legal proc

for a fictitious demand, and thus gets possession of the

property of another, which he converts to his own use,

and with intent to defraud the owner.4 But it may be

questioned whether such cases are not more properly extortion

ate abuse of process as an offence at common law .

No defence

ess, where

such proc

ess is

fraudulent.

IX . INDICTMENT.

§ 977. The indictment in larceny is considered in other works

to which reference is made, as follows :

Name and addition of defendant, Whar. Cr. Plead. & Prac.

§ 96 .

Name and addition of owner, & c ., Whart. Cr. Plead . & Prac.

§ 109 ; Whart. Crim . Ev. § 94 .

Description of written instrument in, Whart. Cr. Plead . &

Prac. § 167.

Proof of same, Whart. Crim . Ev. § 114.

Description of articles stolen , Whart. Cr. Plead . & Prac. § 206.

Evidence of same, Whart. Crim . Ev. § 121.

Averment of value, Wbart. Cr. Plead . & Prac. $ 213.

Proof of, Whart. Crim . Ev. § 126 .

Description of money or coin , Whart. Cr. Plead . & Prac. § 218.

Proof of same, Whart. Crim . Ev. § 122.

not amended, and therefore the pris 1 Supra , SS 888, 972, 974. See Peo

oner could not be convicted , as she ple v. Hildebrand , 56 N. Y. 394 .

had never taken nineteen shillings at ? R. v. Cohen , 2 Den . C. C. 249; R.

all, but the majority of the judges v. Campbell, 1 Mood. C.C. 179; R. v.

thought that she might have been Gilbert, 1 Mood. C. C. 185; R. v.

convicted on an indictment for steal- Slowly , 12 Cox C. C. 269; Ross v.

ing one sovereign if the issue had been People, 5 Hill (N. Y.), 294.

properly left to the jury. R. v . Bird, 8 1 Hale, 507 ; 1 Hawk. c. 83, s. 12;

12 Cox C. C. 257; C. C. R.42 L. J., 3 Inst . 108 ; R. v. Farr, Kel.43.

M.C. 44." Roscoe's C. P.
p . 4 Com . v . Low , Thach. C. C. 477.633,
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Joinder of articles in , Whart. Cr. Plead. & Prac. SS 243 et seq .

Joinder of counts in , with receiving stolen goods, Ibid . SS 285

et seq .

Technicalaverments in , Ibid . § 266.1

§ 978. As is elsewhere seen , counts for larceny can Various

be joined with those for embezzlement, and receiving be joined .

1 For forms, see Wh. Prec., as fol- (436.) Breaking and entering a stable

lows: - in the night-time, and committing a

(415.) General frame of indictment larceny therein . Mass. Stat. 1851,

at common law . c . 156 , § 1 .

(416.) Stealing the property of differ- (437.) Breaking and entering a shop

ent persons. in the night-time, adjoining to a

(417.) Larceny at a navy-yard of the dwelling-house, with intent to com

United States. mit the crime of larceny, and act

(418.) Larceny on the high seas. ually stealing therein . Mass. Stat.

(419.) Larceny on the high seas. 1839 , c . 31.

Another form . (438.) Entering a dwelling-house in

(420.) Larceny in an American ship the night-time without breaking,

at the Bahama Islands. some person being therein , and be

(421.) Second count. Receiving, & c. ing put in fear. Mass. Rev. Stats.

(422.) Larceny. Form in use in New c. 126 , § 12.

York . (439.) Breaking and entering a dwell

(423.) Same in Pennsylvania .
ing-house in the daytime, the owner

(424.) Second count. Receiving sto being therein , and being put in

len goods. fear. Mass. Rev. Stats. c . 126 ,

(425.) Same in New Jersey. $ 12.

(426.) Same in South Carolina. (440.) Breaking and entering a city

(427.) Same in Michigan .
hall, and stealing therein in the

(428.) Bank note in North Carolina. night-time. Mass. Rev. Stats. c.

(429.) Bank note in Pennsylvania. 26 , § 14.

(430.) Bank note in Connecticut. (441.) Stealing in a building that is

(431.) Bank note in Tennessee.
on fire. Mass. Rev. Stats. c . 126 .

(432.) Larceny in dwelling-house in (442.) Larceny from the person . Rev.

daytime. Mass. Rev. Stats. c. 126, Stats. of Mass. c . 126 , § 16 .

$ 14 . (443.) Larceny of real property .

(433.) Breaking and entering a vessel Mass. Stat. 1851, c. 151.

in the night-time, and committing a (444.) Larceny and embezzlement of

larceny therein , under Mass. Rev. public property, on the statute of

Stats. c . 126 , § 11 .
the United States of the 30th April,

(434.) Breaking and entering a shop
1790, S 26 .

in the night,and committing a lar- (445.) Against an
assistant post

ceny therein , under Mass. Rev. master, for stealing money which

Stats . c . 126 , § 11.
came into his hands as assistant

(435.) Larceny by the cashier of a postmaster, on the Act of 3d March,

bank . Mass . Stat. 1846, c . 171, 1825, § 21.

$ 1 .
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i

must be

stated .

stolen goods. In Ohio this is settled by statute. Property

may be stated in different ways in different counts.3

§ 979. Ownership must be specifically averred.4 " Of the

goods and chattels ” of the owner is a sufficient aver

Ownership
ment of ownership . When required by statute, the

taking must be averred either directly or inferentially

to be without the owner's consent.6

It is not sufficient, at common law , to aver ownership in a

partnership without giving the names of one or more of the

partners.?
X. VERDICT.

$ 980. The subject of verdict, when there are lumping valua

tions, is elsewhere fully discussed . It has been also seen that a

verdict may go to a part of the articles alleged to be stolen, when

each has a specific valuation . Whether a valuation of the goods

in the verdict is requisite is also elsewhere noticed . 10

XI. RESTORING ARTICLES STOLEN .

$ 981. The statute 21 Hen. 8, which is part of the common

law brought with them by the American colonists, de

By statute

articles clares that the person robbed, & c., “ shall be restored

stolen are

to be re to his money," and directs judges on conviction to

stored .
award from time to time - writs of restitution for the

said money, goods, and chattels.” The statutes 7 & 8 Geo. 4

and 24 & 25 Vict. add provisions which will hereafter be par

tially noticed. Statutes on the same topic have been enacted in

several of the United States. 11 The statute 21 Hen . 8 extended

1 Whart. Plead. & Prac . $S 291 et Tex .693. See Gadson v. State36 Tex .

seq .

350 ; Whart. Plead . & Prac . $ 218.

2 Code of Crimn . Proc. O. L. vol. 66 , 5 State v. Bartlett, 55 Me. 200 ;

Fisher v . State , 40 N. J. L. 169 ;

8 Supra, $ 932 b .
Whart. Plead. & Prac. § 191.

An indictment alleging that the de 6 Com . v . Smith , 116 Mass. 40. See

fendant " did unlawfully obtain from Johnson v. State, 39 Tex. 393.

the said C. C. a check for the sum of i Supra, $ 935.

£ 8 14s. 6d . of themoneys of the said
8 Supra, § 951; Whart. Plead . &

W.W.,” is a sufficient allegation of Prac. $$ 736 et seq.

the ownership of the check . R. v . 9 Whart. Plead. & Prac. $S 252,470,

Godfrey, Dears. & B. C. C. 426 ; 27

L. J. M. C. 151. See Whart. Plead . 10 Whart. Plead . & Prac . $ 753.

& Prac . &$ 191, 218.
11 See as to Massachusetts , Com . v.

* Supra, § 932 ; Garner v. State, 36 Smith , 1 Mass. 245 ; Com . v. Boudrie,

301 .

736 et seq.
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2

Goodsmay

only to felonious and not to fraudulent takings ; and hence has

been held not to include embezzlements. If there be any gross

neglect in prosecuting , the prosecutor is stopped from asserting

his right.

$ 981 a . The statute 21 Hen . 8 limits the restoration to the

money, goods, or chattels,” robbed or stolen , and under

this statute it is part of the sentence of a convicted befollowed

thief that he “ restore the property stolen , if not al- of assign

ready restored .” Two points of difficulty here arise. notice.

The first is whether the goods can be followed into the hands of

innocent assignees. The statute of 21 Hen . 8 warranting this

interpretation , the statutes 7 & 8 Geo. 4 and 24 & 25 Vict.

were passed to protect bonâ fide purchasers. Unless, however , a

clear case of bona fides is made out, the court will order a writ

to issue to restore the goods wherever they may be found.3 And

the general principle is that property in a stolen chattel reverts

to the owner on conviction of the thief, and hemay follow the

chattel wherever it may be, unless it be in the hands of bonâ fide

innocent purchasers.* But can the owner, by this process, ob

tain the price of the goods in case the goods have been sold by

the thief ? Certainly not, under 21 Hen . 8 , which gives title to

the stolen goods in specie, wherever they may be, and which ,

until limited by 7 & 8 Geo . 4 , authorized the writ to follow the

goods even in the hands of bona fide purchasers. Hence , if the

goods cannot be found in the thief's possession , the court cannot

assess upon the thief their price. So , indeed , has it been decided

in Massachusetts. And in England it has been ruled that the

court has no power, either by statute or common law , to direct

the disposal of chattels in the possession of a convicted felon , un

less such chattels specifically belong to the prosecutor.

4 Gray, 418. As to New Hampshire , 8 See R. v. Macklin , 5 Cox C. C.

Locke v. State, 32 N. H. 106. As to 216 ; and also R. v. Stanton , 7 C. & P.

Virginia , Com . v. Henley, 1 Va. Cas. 431.

145 . 4 Scattergood v. Sylvester; 15 Q.

1 R. v. De Veaux , 2 Leach , 665; 2 B. 506 ; R. v. Wollez , 8 Cox C. C.

East P. C. 789, 839. It is otherwise 337.

with the 24 & 25 Vict. See generally 6 Com . v . Boudrie , 4 Gray, 418.

Parker v . Patrick , 5 T. R. 175.
6 R. v. Pierce, Bell C. C. 235 ; 8

? i Hale P. C. 540; 2 Hawk . c. 23, Cox C. C. 344. See El., Bl. & El.

509. But see Golightly v. Reynolds,S. 59
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Goods stolen from a servant may be thus recovered by the

master, if the goods be laid in the indictment as the master's

property .1

Lofft, 88; R. v. Powell, 7 C. & P. 11 Hale P. C. 542.

640 .
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CHAPTER XIV .

RECEIVING STOLEN GOODS.

I. OFFENCE GENERALLY.

Receiving is a substantive offence ,

$ 982.

Fact of stealing may be proved by

testimony of thief, but not by his

confessions, $ 982 a .

Guilty knowledge must be proved ,

$ 983.

Such knowledge may be inferred,

$ 984.

Inference may be derived from pos

session , $ 985 .

If larceny be proved defendant can

not be convicted of receiving, $

986 .

Claim of title is a defence, $ 987 .

Honest intent is a defence, $ 988 .

If charge be joint, joint act of recep

tion must be proved, $ 989.

Receiving must be substantively

proved, $ 990.

✓ Reception must be from thief, $

990 a .

Receiving goods with intent to re

ceive reward is within rule , $ 991 .

Wife cannot be convicted of receiv

ing goods stolen by husband ; but

husband is responsible for conniv

ing at his wife's guilty reception ,

$ 992

Reception against will of thief is not

within rule , $ 993 .

Conflict as to whether indictment lies

in one State for receiving goods

stolen in another , $ 994.

Place of reception to be inferentially

proved , $ 995.

Reception after statutory larcenies

indictable , $ 996 .

II. INDICTMENT.

Name of thief need not be given,

$ 997.

Not necessary to aver conviction of

thief, $ 998.

Scienter is necessary , $ 999.

Time and place need not be stated,

§ 1000 .

Taking " or stealing " must be

averred , § 1001.

Goods must be accurately described,

$ 1002.

Valuemust be averred , $ 1003.

Counts may vary with ownership ,

$ 1004.

Counts for larceny and receiving

may be joined , $ 1005.

Simultaneous reception of goods of

different owners not one offence,

$ 1006.

66

offence .

I. OFFENCE GENERALLY .

§ 982. RECEIVING stolen goods is no longer to be Receiving

considered as an accessary offence . It is now a sub- stantive

stantive offence , if not by common law , at least by stat

ute.

§ 982 a . The first point to be shown, in an indictment for re

ceiving stolen goods, is that the goods were stolen , and to prove

Infra, SS 997 et seq .; Com . v. 2 O'Connell v. State , 55 Ga. 296.

Berry, 116 Mass. 1. See Owen v . State, 52 Ind. 379.
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§.983. ] [BOOK II.
CRIMES.

Fact of

may be

confes

sions.

6

this fact the thief is a competent witness." His testimony ,how

ever, like that of all other accomplices, is to be scru

stealing
pulously weighed , and upon it , if uncorroborated , a

proved by conviction should not be permitted to rest. And
testimony
of thief, bare possession of the stolen property is not sufficient

not by his

corroboration . Unless confederacy be proved aliunde,

and unless the confession be made during the contin

uance of the confederacy, the confession of the thief himself,

being the principal, is not admissible against his accessaries.5

But it is receivable when the admission of guilt is made by the

thief in the receiver's presence, even though the thief was at the

timein custody.

§ 983. Guilty knowledge on the part of the defendant is es

Guilty sential to the constitution of the offence. This may

knowledge be shown either by the evidence of the principal felon ,

proved . supported by corroborating facts, or inductively by

proving that the defendant bought them very much under their

value, or denied their being in his possession, or the like. To

show a guilty knowledge, other instances of receiving may be

proved ; even though they be the subjects of other indictments

1 R. v. Haslam , 2 Leach , 467. only paid for the clothing about one

Vhart. Crim . Ev. § 439. third of its value, it is error to refuse

8 R. v. Robinson , 4 F. & F. 43; to permit the defendant to provethat,

Whart. Crim . Ev. § 441. according to usage, dealers in second

• R. v. Pratt, 4 F. & F. 315. See hand clothing do not generally pay

Com . v. Savory, 10 Cush. 535; Durant full prices for clothing, but purchase

v.People, 13 Mich . 351 ; Whart. Crim . it at a reduction, and, from the char

Ev. § 442. acter of the business, they are com

6 R.v. Turner, 1 Mood . C. C. 347; pelled to sell new clothing for the

Whart. Crim . Ev. S 698 . price of second-hand goods, and hence

6 R. v. Robinson , 4 F. & F. 43; they must purchase out of season and

Whart. Crim . Ev. $ 679. at reduced prices. It was said by the

? See May v. People, 60 Ill. 119; court that such evidence would tend

Andrewsv. People, 60 III. 254 ; State to rebut the inference of guilty knowl,

v . Caveness , 78 N. C.484. edge drawn from the fact that accused '

8 Com . v . Savory, 10 Cush . 535. had purchased the goods at very low

1 Hale, 619.

In Andrews v . People , 60 Ill. 354, 10 R. v. Dunn , 1 Mood. C. C. 146 ;

it was held that where a second -hand R. v. Oddy, 2 Den. C. C. 264 ; R.v.

retailer of clothing was indicted for Nicholls, i F. & F. 51; People v.

receiving stolen goods,and, as tend- Rando, 3 Parker C. R. 335 ; Shriedly

ing to prove guilty knowledge, evi v . State, 23 Oh. St. 130 ; Yarborough

dence was introduced that he had v . State, 41 Ala. 405 ; Devoto v . Com .

10

2

9
rates.
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CHAP. xiv . ] RECEIVING STOLEN GOODS .

[S 986 .

may be de

rived from

antecedent to the receiving in question . But where there is a

marked difference in time and character in the receptions, one

cannot be received to prove the other.?

§ 984. Belief, without actual knowledge, is sufficient to sus

tain the charge. But it has been said that, to justify Such

a conviction in the case of goods found , it is not suffi- knowledge

cient to show that the prisoner had a generalknowl- ferred .

edge of the circumstances under which the goods were taken ,

unless the jury is also satisfied that he knew that the circum

stances were such as constituted a larceny.4 The proof in any

case is to be inferential.5

§ 985. When goods, shown to have been stolen , are retained

by a party in his hands, under suspicious circumstances, Inference

the burden may rest on him to explain how he came

into their possession . But mere possession of stolen possession .

goods will not sustain a conviction.7

§ 986. As an elementary principle, if larceny by the defend

ant be proved , though the offender appear only to be
If larceny

a principal in the second degree, the charge of receiv- be proved

ing falls, because the offences are substantially distinct, cannot be

and because there can be no guilty reception unless of receiv

ing
there be a prior stealing by another. But this reason

3 Metc. (Ky.) 417. See on the point to presumption to be derived from

generally Whart. Crim . Ev. § 44; and, possession of stolen goods, see Wh.

as indicating limits to this, see Com . Crim . Ev. $ 758, where the question

v . Hills, 10 Cush . 530. is discussed at large.

1 R. v . Davis, 6 C. & P. 177 ; 2 8 R. v. Perkins, 12 Eng. L. & Eq.

Russ. on Cr. 251.
587; 5 Cox C. C. 554 ; 2 Den . C. C.

2 R. v . Oddy, ut supra ; Coleman v . 459; R. v. Gruncell, 9 C. & P. 365;

People, 55 N. Y. 81 ; S. C., 58 N. Y. State v. Ives, 13 Ired . 338 ; State v .

Smith, 37 Mo. 58; but see R. v . Smith ,

3 R. v . White, 1 F. & F. 665 33 Eng. L. & Eq. 531; Dears. C. C.

Bramwell. See State v. Scovel, 1 496 ; 6 Cox C. C. 554 ; R. v. Dyer, 2

Rep. Const. Ct. 274. East P. C. 767 ; R. v. Atwell, Ibid .

4 R. v . Adams, 1 F. & F. 86. See

Rice v. State, 3 Heisk . 215. In R. v . Coggins, 12 Cox C. C. 517;

6 Adams v. State, 52 Ala. 379; Col- 1 Green C. C. 48, where an indict

lins v . State , 33 Ala . 434. ment charged T. with stealing 188. 6d.,

• R. v. Langmead , L. & C. 427; and R. with receiving the same, the

State v. Brewster, 7 Vt. 118; State v . facts were : T. was a bar-man at a re

Weston , 9 Conn . 527. freshment bar, and R. went up to the

Durant v. People, 13 Mich. 351 ; bar, called for refreshments, and put

State v. Emerson , 48 Iowa, 172. As down a florin. T. served R., took up

555 .

768 .
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$ 989.]
CRIMES. [BOOK II.

Claim of

title a de

fence,

Honest in

tent a de

fence.

causa .

ing fails, when on an indictment for receiving proof transpires

to show that the defendant was also an accessary before the fact.

The offences are so distinct that one can neither be said to merge

in the other, nor is commission of the one in any way incompat

ible with conviction of the other. Hence , in defiance of such

testimony the defendant, if there be sufficient evidence of guilty

receiving , may be convicted of such receiving.1

§ 987. Evidence that the thief had at one time been lawfully

employed to sell such articles to the prisoner will war

rant an acquittal, in the absence of any evidence that

the prisoner knew that the authority had been with

drawn.2

§ 988. If the intent be honest (e. g . to receive goods for owner

or to entrap and detect the thief) , of course the offence

is not constituted . But on the other hand , it is not

necessary , as in larceny,that the offence should be lucri

It is enough if the object be to shelter or accommodate

the thief.4 And an intent to get by the receiving a reward is a

fortiori sufficient to satisfy the statutes.5

When the statute requires an intent it must be laid.6

§ 989. If two defendants be indicted jointly for receiving, a

If charge
joint act of receiving must be proved in order to convict

be joint,joint act of both . Proof that the goods were found in their joint

the florin , and took from his employ- conviction of R. for receiving could

er's till some money, and gave R.as not be sustained .

his change 18s. 6d ., which R. put in 1 State v. Coppenburg , 2 Strobh.

his pocket and went away with it. 273.
On leaving the place he took some 2 R. v . Wood , 1 F. & F.497 ; and

silver from his pocket and was count

see supra, $ S 884-85 ; but see Cassels

ing it when he was arrested . On en v . State , 4 Yerg. 149; Wright v.

.tering the bar signs of recognition State , 5 Yerg . 154.

took place between T. and R., and 3 Supra, SS 88, 226–230 .

R. was present when T. took the 4 R. v . Richardson, 6 C. & P. 335;

money from the till. The jury con R. v . Davis, 6 C. & P. 177; Com . v .

victed T. of stealing and R. of re- Bean , 117 Mass. 141 ; State v. Rush

ceiving. It was ruled that this was ing, 69 N. C.29.

evidence which the judge ought to
• Supra, $ 119 ; infra , SS 991, 1416 .

have left to the jury as reasonable Pelts v . State , 3 Blackf. 28.

evidence upon which R.might have
7 R. r. Messingham , 1 Mood . C. C

been convicted as a principal in the 257.

second degree ; and that therefore the
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CHAP . XIV . ]
[ $ 990.

RECEIVING STOLEN GOODS .

must be
possession may give an inference which will support reception

this conclusion , 1
proved .

But although a joint act of receiving must, under a joint in

dictment, be proved to sustain a joint conviction , yet, even with

out this, the indictment, it seems, is good under the English

statute , against the one who first received.2 Nor is it necessary

that all the alleged joint receivers should have bad actual pos

session . The possession may be constructive. A master and

servant may be convicted of joint reception on evidence of a

receiving by the servant under the master's orders, but in the

master's absence.4

§ 990. Reception must be substantively proved . Manual pos

session or touch is unnecessary in order to sustain con Receiving

viction ; it is sufficient if there is a control by the re

ceiver over the goods.6 A person is said to receive tively

proved .

goods improperly obtained as soon as he obtains con

trol over them from the person from whom he receives them .?

When the goods were unlawfully received by a servant or wife

of the party charged , it is necessary , in order to make him a re

ceiver, that he should have done some act in the way of joining

in the reception.8

must be

substan

i State v . Brewster, 7 Vt. 118 ; 7 Steph. Dig . C. L. art. 353; citing

State v . Weston, 9 Conn. 527. See R. v. Wiley, 2 Den . 37.

R. v. Langmead, L. & C. 427.
8 Ibid . A.'s wife , in A.'s absence,

2 R. v . Dovey, 4 Cox C. C. 428 ; receives stolen potatoes, knowing them

15 Jur. 230 ; R. v. Messingham , 1 to be stolen . The jury find that A.

Mood . C. C. 257; Whart. Plead. & " afterwards adopted his wife's re

Prac. $S 314 , 755, 940. The neces- ceipt.” This finding is not sufficient

sity ofan election is removed by Stat. to sustain a verdict of guilty, as it is

14–15 Vict. under which there can be consistent with A.'s having passively

a conviction of defendants severally . consented to what his wife had done

• R. v. Rogers, 37 L. J. M. C. without taking any active part in the

83. matter . R. v . Dring, D. & B. 329.

4 R. v . Parr, 2 M. & Rob . 346 . A.'s wife, in A.'s absence, receives

6 R. v. Wiley, 2 Den . C. C. 37; 1 stolen goods, and pays the thief 6d .

Eng. L. & Eq. 567.
on account. The thief then tells A.,

• R. v.Miller, 6 Cox C. C.353; R.v. swho strikes a bargain with the thief,

Smith, 33 Eng. L. & Eq.531; Dears. and pays him the balance. A.has re

496 ; 6 Cox , 554; State v . Turner, 19 ceived stolen goods, knowing them to

Iowa, 144 ; State v . Scovel, 1 Rep. be stolen . R.v . Woodward, L. & C.

Const. Ct. 274 . See R. v. Hill, 2 C. 122. These cases are cited from Steph .

& K. 978. Supra, § 924. Dig . C. L. art. 353. Infra, $ 992.
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$ 990 a .] [BOOK 11.
CRIMES.

must be

from thief.

§ 990 a . If the owner resume possession of the goods before

they reach the receiver, there can be no conviction of
Reception

the receiver. Thus where T., who had stolen goods,

was caught by the owner , who sent for a policeman ,

and the policeman took the goods out of T.'s pocket, but after

wards, in concert with the owner, gave them back to T., who

was told by the owner to go and sell them where he had sold

others ; upon which T. took and sold them to R., and R. bought

them believing them to have been stolen ; it was held that R.

could not be convicted as a receiver , the possession of the goods

having been previously resumed by the owner.

i R. v . Dolan, 29 Eng. L. & Eq. tel, it having been previously restored

533 ; Dears.436 ; 6 Cox C.C.449 ; S. to his master and given back to Han

P., R. v. Hancock & Baker, 38 L. J. cock for a specified object. The fact

(N. S.) 787 ; 14 Cox C. C. 111. See that five other cigars along with the

London Law Times, Nov. 1878, p . 39. one Hancock had taken were given

In R. v . Hancock & Baker , already to him to take to Baker showed that

cited, the evidence was that Hancock Hancock was then acting under the

was detected by his employer taking master's instructions.
a cigar, who, having missed goods, Cockburn , C. J .: " At the time the

sent for a detective,who, on coming cigarwas received by the prisoner it

to the shop , searched the boy and had been reduced into the possession

found the cigar in his pocket. The ofthe master, or, if you please, of the

boy then admitted that he took this police , and Hancock was then em

cigar, as he had taken others, at the ployed as an instrument to detect Ba

instigation of Baker , who promised to ker. "

give him something for the cigars. Huddleston , B .: “ The cigar was

Hancock was then supplied with five taken by the policeman, and the in

other cigars by his master and the structions to Hancock what to do with

officer, the one he had first taken it were given by the policeman, but

having been marked by the detective, then the master was present all the

and when he gave them to Baker , time. In R. v. Dolan, Cresswell, J.,

the officer being sufficiently near to said : “ If it were necessary to hold

see the act, charged Baker with in- that the policeman by taking the sto

citing Hancock to rob his master, and len goods out of the pocket of Rogers

arrested him and the boy Hancock. restored the possession of them to the

Hancock pleaded guilty. Baker was owner, I should dissent. The goods

convicted and the case was reserved . in the policeman's hands were in the

Baggallay, for the prisoner Baker, custody of the law , and the master

submitted , on the authority of R. v . could not have brought trover for

Dolan , 24 L. J. M. C. 59; Dears. C. them ; butwhen they were given back

C. 436 ; 6 Cox C. C. 449, that the to Rogers , and the master desired him

conviction was wrong. At the time to go and sell them , the master, I

Baker received the cigar from Han- think ,may be sa'd to have employed

cock it had ceased to be a stolen chat- Rogers for that purpose. Thatlearned
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CHAP. XIV . ] [ $ 992.
RECEIVING STOLEN GOODS.

rule.

not be con

victed of

§ 991. If a stranger , pursuant to an arrangement with one

whom he knows has stolen goods, invite an interview
Receiving

with the owner, and afterward receive the goods under goods with

the mere color of an agency, but in fact to make a receive re

profit out of the larceny, he is guilty of receiving un- within

der the statute.1

§ 992. A wife cannot be convicted of feloniously receiving

goods stolen by her husband. Nor can she in England Wife can

be convicted jointly with her husband of receiving.3

A husband is responsible for his wife's guilty recep- goods
receiving

tion , he knowing and afterwards adopting the same. stolen by.

But it is otherwise when the reception is without his but hus
band is re

knowledge and apart from him . This, of course,
does sponsible

not in any way impinge on the principle that a hus- ing at his

judge treated the thief as the agent of pany, from information
he bad re

themaster, for the purpose of detect- ceived, examined the parcel at the

ing the receiver.” railway station at its place of destina

Cockburn , C. J.: “ In R. v. Dolan , tion, and stopped it. It was called for

Lord Campbell evidently assumed that by one of the thieves on the day of

what was done in that case by the its arrival, and refused to him . A

police was done in concert with the porter of the company, the next day,

master. I should infer the same in by the direction of the policeman , took

the present case.” it to a house which the thief who had

Lilley, for the prosecution : “ The called for it designated , and it was

conviction was right. When the cigar there received by the prisoner. It

was taken from the prisoner Hancock was held , that the conviction was

by the police, it was in the custody of wrong, as the goods had ceased to be

the law , and the policeman was not stolen goods, within the statute, at

bound to restore it to the master . the time of the receipt by the pris

Here the master gave no authority to
R. v . Schmidt, 10 Cox C. C.

the policeman to act as he did . [Cock- 172; L. R. 1 C. C. 15 .

burn , C. J.: Who gave the other 1 People v. Wiley, 3 Hill N. Y.

five cigars to the policeman to give to 194. Supra, § 119 ; infra , $ 1416 .

2 R. v . Brooks, Dears. C. C. 184 ;

Cockburn, C. J.: “ The present 6 Cox C.C. 148 ; R. v . Kenny, 36 L.

case is undistinguishable in principle J. (N. S.) 36 ; S. C., 13 Cox C. C.

from R. v . Dolan, and the conviction 398. Supra , $ 83.

must be quashed .”
8 R. v. Mathews, 1 Den . C. C.

In another case, a prisoner was con- 596 ; 1 Eng . L. & Eq. 549.

victed of feloniously receiving stolen 4 R. v . Woodward , L. & C. C. C.

goods under the following circum- 122; 9 Cox C.C. 95. Supra, $ 990.

stances : The goods were stolen , and 5 R. v . Dring, Dears. & B. C. C.

sent by the thief in a parcel by rail- 329 ; 7 Cox C. C. 382. Supra, $ 83.

way, addressed to the prisoner. A po

liceman belonging to therailway com

759
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$ 997.]
CRIMES . [ BOOK 11.

will of

rule .

Conflict as

indictment

lies in one

State for

wife's band
may be convicted of feloniously receiving prop

guilty re
ception . erty which his wife has stolen voluntarily and without

any constraint on his part, if he received it knowing that she

had stolen it.1

Reception
$ 993. When a second thief takes goods from a first

against thief without the latter's will, this is larceny.2 But if

thiefis not the reception is with the first thief's assent, this is re

ceiving stolen goods.3

§ 994. A person receiving , in Massachusetts, goods stolen in

another State is indictable at common law in Massa

to whether chusetts for the receiving.*

In England, the practice is different. Thus where a

receiving
person had stolen goods in Guernsey and brought them

goods to England, where he was taken and committed for

trial, it was held, that Guernsey not being a part of the

United Kingdom , he could not be convicted of larceny for having

them in his possession in England, nor of receiving in England

the goods so stolen in Guernsey.

§ 995. The place of reception, like the place of steal

to be infer- ing, is to be inferred from all the circumstances in the

entially

proved

Reception
§ 996. When a taking is by statute made larceny, re

after statu- ceiving goods so taken is indictable under the statutes

against receiving . By the same reasoning it is indicta

ble to receive goods embezzled when such embezzlement

is indictable, and even were this not so by statute , it would be so

at common law.7

stolen in

another.

Place of

-
-

case.6

cenies in

dictable .

585 .

II. INDICTMENT.8

§ 997. The indictment need not set forth the nameof any per.

1 R. v. McAthey, L. & C. 250 ; 9
? R. v. Frampton, Dears. & B.

Cox C. C. 251. Supra, § 83.

2 See supra , $ 945.
8 See Wharton's Precedents, as

8 R. v. Wade, 1 C. & K. 739. follows:

• Com . v. Andrews, 2 Mass. 14. (450.) General frame of indictment.

See supra, $S 290, 930, for a full dis- (451.) Receiving goods stolen by a

cussion of this topic. slave.

• R.v. Debruiel, 11 Cox C. C. 207 (452.) Against receiver of stolen

– Byles .
goods. Mass. Rev. Stat. c. 126, $

6 Wills v. People , 3 Parker C. R.

473; Wh. Cr. Ev. § 108. (453.) Same in New Yo.k.

20 .
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CHAP. [ $ 1000.xiv .] RECEIVING STOLEN GOODS.

son from whom the goods were received ,1 nor, according to the

preponderance of authority , that they were received Name of

from some person or persons unknown. When, how- thief need

ever, the principal felon is named , a variance is fatal.3 given .

It is not fatal to the averment of “ unknown " that the grand

jury have found an indictment against a named person for steal

ing the samegoods.

$ 998. It is not essential, in any case, to aver that Not neces

the principal felon or thief has been convicted.

§ 999. It is fatal to omit the scienter, which in some Scienter is

shapemust be averred.

§ 1000. The time and place when and where the Time and

goods were stolen need not be stated in the indict- not be

ment. ?

An indictment, which avers that the defendant received on a

sary to aver

conviction

of thief.

necessary

stated .

(454.) Same in Pennsylvania .
8 R. v . Woolford , 1 M. & Rob .

(455.) Against a receiver of embez- 384 ; U. S. v. De Bare , 6 Biss. 358 ;

zled property. Mass. Stat. 1853, Com . v . King, 9 Cush . 284 ; though

c . 184 . see State v . Coppenburg , 2 Strobh .

(456.) Receiving stolen goods from 273.

some unknown person in Pennsyl 4 Com . v . Hill , 11 Cush . 137. As

vania . to this point, see Wh. Cr. Ev. $ 97.

(457.) Same in South Carolina. 6 Com . v . King, 9 Cush . 284 ; R. v .

(458.) Same in Tennessee . Woolford, 1 M. & Rob . 884 .

(459.) Soliciting a servant to steal, 6 Wh. Cr. Ev. § 164 ; R. v . Larkin ,

and receiving stolen goods. 26 Eng. L. & Eq. 572 ; Dears. 365 ;

1 R. v . Wheeler , 7 C. & P. 170; R. 6 Cox 377. As to averring scienter,

v. Pulham , 9 C. & P. 280 ; R. v. see Huggins v. State, 41 Ala . 393; and

Thomas, East P. C. 781 ; Com . v. see Com . v . Cohen, 120 Mass. 198 ;

State, 11 Gray , 60 ; State v . Hazard, Pelts v. State, 3 Blackf. 28. S r.b

2 R. I. 474 ; People v. Caswell, 21 $ 164. The reception must be averred

Wend. 86 ; Schriedley v . State, 23
to have been felonious or fraudulent.

Oh. St. 130 ; State v. Coppenberg , 2 People v. Johnson, 1 Parker C. R.

Strobh. 273; State v. Murphy, 6 Ala. 564

845 ; State v . Smith , 37 Mo. 58. In Tennessee, an indictment for re

? In some jurisdictions, however, it ceiving stolen goods must charge the

is necessary to aver the name of the defendant with receiving them with

thief; State v. Beatty , Phil. (N. C.) intent to deprive the true owner there

L. 52; State v . Ives, 13 Ired . 338 ; and of. Hurell v. State, 5 Humph .68.

hence it is safer to give this, or state 7 State v . Holford, 2 Blackf. 103 ;

the thief to be unknown. Compare State v.Murphy, 6 Ala. 845; 1 Leach ,

R. v . Jervis, 6 C. & P. 156 ; Com . 109, 477 .

v. King , 9 Cush . 284; Swaggerty v .

State, 9 Yerg . 338 .
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[BOOK II.CRIMES.

or " steal 2

Goods

described .

be averred .

specified day goods “ before then ” stolen , may be sustained by

proof of bis receiving after the theft goods stolen on a later day.

$ 1001. It has been ruled that when it is charged that the

" Taking ” goods were feloniously stolen ,” it is not necessary to

add the words “ taken and carried away.”
But

ing " must

be averred . merely “ carry ” without being followed by " away ” is

defective.3

§ 1002. The indictment should describe the goods with ac

curacy, and a variance in this particular will be fatal.

mustbe ac- If, however, as in larceny, the crimebe established in

respect to only a single article, though the indictment

describe several, the defendant may
be convicted.5

It is not necessary to allege that the goods were received upon

any consideration passing between the thief and the receiver.6

§ 1003. The rule of value laid down as to larceny applies

Value must equally to receiving stolen goods. It mayhere be spe

cially recalled that no judgment can be pronounced in

either offence except for specific articles as charged in the in

dictment.8

§ 1004. Separate counts may be introduced averring separate

It has been held that there may be asmany

counts, under the statute, for receiving as there are

ownership. counts for stealing, and that the prosecutor ought not

to be put to elect.9 Ownership , when known,must in some way

be averred . 10

i Com . v. Campbell, 103 Mass.436. defendant with receiving various arti

See Com . v . Cohen , 120 Mass. 198. cles of stolen property, knowing them

2 Com . v . Lakeman , 5 Gray, 82. to be stolen , and specifically describes

8 Com . 1. Adams, 7 Gray, 43 . each article, and avers the value

4 People v . Wiley, 3 Hill (N. Y.) , thereof, and he pleads that he is

194 . As to how goods are to be set
' guilty of receiving fifty dollars'

out see Whart. Plead . & Prac. $ 200 worth of said property , in manner

Whart. Crim . Ev. § 121 ; and as to and form as set forth in the indict

the designation of written instruments, ment,” no valid judgment can be

Whart. Plead . & Prac. & 167 ; Whart. rendered against him on such plea .

Crim . Ev. § 114 .
O'Connell v . Com . 7 Met. 460.

5 People v . Wiley, ut supra ;Whart. º R. v . Beeton, 2 C. & K.960 ; S.

Plead . & Prac. SS 250, 470, 736 . C., 1 Den . C. C. 414. See Com . v.

6 Hopkins v. People , 12 Wend. 76. Cohen, 120 Mass. 198 ; Whart. Plead.

? See supra, $ 952; and see also & Prac. & 293.

State r. Watson , 3 R. I. 114 .
10 State v . McAloon , 40 Me. 133 ;

8 Where an indictment charges a Whart. Crim . Ev. § 97. Supra, $ 932.

owners.Counts

may vary
with
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and for re

may be

$ 1005. Larceny and receiving stolen goods may be joined ; 1

and a count for receiving may be tacked to one for Counts for

stealing, so as to be dependent on the latter for its larceny

sense, and yet to stand independently in case of an ac
ceiving

quittal on the stealing. This is the uniform practice joined.

in Pennsylvania. In England, this practice was sustained on an

indictment in which the first count charged the prisoner with

larceny, on which the jury found a verdict of not guilty ; in a

subsequent count, the prisoner was charged with having received

the article, “ so as aforesaid feloniously stolen ,” on which the

jury found a verdict of guilty. It was held that there was no

repugnancy ; for that, although the word " aforesaid " in a sub

sequent count virtually incorporates in that count all the pre

vious averments as to time and place, the words “ so as aforesaid

feloniously stolen ” did not necessarily mean that the article had

been stolen by the person named in the first count, but only that

it had before then been feloniously stolen by some person.2

A thief and a receiver of stolen goods may be jointly indicted.3

§ 1006. A conviction and sentence for having received the

goods of A.B., knowing them to be stolen, is no bar to Simultane

a further indictment for having received the goods of tion of

C. D., at the same time and place, knowing them to the metreof

have been stolen , though the acts of receiving were one

and the same. Whether the prosecution can waive fence.

this , and include such double receiving in one count, is elsewhere

discussed.5

ous recep

owners not

one of

1 Whart. Plead. & Prac. & 291. Su- charges the defendant with aiding in

pra , $ 978. the concealment of the goods, he may

2 R. v. Craddock , 2 Den . C. C. 31; be legally sentenced, although the

T. & M. 361; 1 Eng. L. & Eq. 563. charge of receiving the goods is in

8 Com . v . Adams, 7 ray, 43.
sufficiently made. Stevens v. Com . 6

In Massachusetts, when a defend- Met. 241.

ant is convicted on an indictment 4 Com . v. Andrews, 2 Mass. 409.

which charges him with receiving and See supra , § 948 ; Whart. Plead. &

aiding in the concealment of stolen Prac. $ 471.

goods, he is convicted of only one of 6 Supra, $ 948.

fence, and if the indictment properly
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CHAPTER XV .

EMBEZZLEMENT.

I. AGAINST SERVANTS AND OTHERS AP

PROPRIATING GOODS NOT YET COME

TO THEIR MASTER.

Statutes pot designed to overlap the

common law . Larceny at common

law cannot be embezzlement under

statute , $ 1009.
Statutes make it embezzlement for

servant or clerk to appropriate

master's goods before he receives

them , § 1010.

Employment need not be permanent,

$ 1011.

Mere volunteer not within the stat

ute, $ 1012.

Servant employed to change note or

sell produce is within statute ,

§ 1013 .

Compensation is requisite to consti

tute service , 1014.

Members of societies or partners not

servants within statute, $ 1015 .

Goods may be followed through suc

cessive reinvestments , $ 1016 .

The " servant " need not be the ser

vant of the prosecutor, $ 1017

Servant includes employees of all

kinds, $ 1018 .

But not those invested with fiduciary

discretion, $ 1019 .

Middleman is not a servant, $ 1020.

" Clerk " includes commercial tray

eller, $ 1021.

Agent " is wider in meaning than

clerk , $ 1022.

“ Virtue of employment " as test in

old statutes, $ 1023.

Not necessary that thing embezzled

should have been received in direct

conformity with employer's direc

tions, $ 1024 .

Prosecutor's title not material as

against third person , $ 1025 .

No defence that money received was

under restricted limit, $ 1026 .

If case is larceny at common law , it

is not embezzlement, e. g. where

goods are taken after reaching

master , § 1027.
Embezzlement

covers only cases

which common law larceny does

not include, 1028 .

Diverging views in New York , $

1029 .

Fraud is to be inferred from facts,

§ 1030.
No defence that money was received

from another servant, § 1031.
Goods must have been received on

account of master, $ 1032.

Goods must not belong to the de

fendant, $ 1033.

Middleman may be prosecutor, $

1034 .

Corporation may be prosecutor, but

not illegal corporation, $ 1035 .

No defence that a worthless security

was given in place of that embez

zled , § 1036 .
Conversion of produce enough, s

1037 .

No defence that principals have no

title to money, $ 1038.
No defence that a trap was laid for

the defendant, § 1039.
Defendant may be tried in any place

of embezzlement, $ 1040.

Embezzlements created by federal

statutes must be tried in federal

courts, $ 1041.
Simultaneous

embezzlements
may be

joined , § 1042.
Fiduciary relations must be averred,

§ 1043.
Goods embezzled must be accurately

stated, $ 1044.
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When a felony, term feloniously "

must be used , § 1045.

Servant of joint masters may be

averred to be servant of either,

$ 1046 .

Embezzlement may be joined with

larceny, § 1047 .

Bill of particulars may be required ,

§ 1018.

II. AGAINST TRUSTEES, AGENTS, Bar

LEES, AND OTHERS APPROPRIATING

GOODS RECEIVED BONA FIDE .

Statute covers cases of trustees or

agents fraudulently appropriating

goods received bona fide for prin

cipal, $ 1049.

If case is larceny at common law ,

prosecution fails, $ 1050.

" Officer " may be a nomen general

issimum , $ 1051.

** Trustee may include treasurer of

bank , $ 1052

Fraud to be inferred from circum

stances, $ 1053 .

Agents," $ 1053 a .

Copartners and members of common

society not “ agents, " § 1054.

" Bailee " to be used in restricted

sense , $ 1055 .

Person not capable of contracting

may be bailee, $ 1056 .

Goods need not have been received

from prosecutor, $ 1057.

Conversion must be inconsistent with

bailment, $ 1058.

Some act of conversion must be in

jurisdiction , $ 1059.

Indictment must conform to statute

§ 1060.

Special conditions of particular stat

utes must be satisfied, § 1061.

At common law , indictment for lar

ceny is not enough, § 1062.

Evidence inferential, § 1062 a .

III. PUBLIC OFFICERS .

Embezzlement by, a statutory offence,

$ 1063.

IV . RECEIVING EMBEZZLED GOODS.

Indictable at common law , $ 1064.
66

common

I. AGAINST SERVANTS AND OTHERS APPROPRIATING GOODS NOT YET

* COME TO THEIR MASTER .

$ 1009. EMBEZZLEMENT is an intentional and fraudulent ap

propriation of the goods of another by a person in Statutes

trusted with the property of the same. In the common not der

law definition of larceny, we must remember, there are overlap

two gaps through which , in the expansion of business, mon law .

many criminals escaped. The first of these gaps is
Larceny at

caused by the position that to maintain larceny it is hox baner

necessary that the stolen goods should have been at bezzlement
by statute .

so metime in the prosecutor's possession . The second

1 See U. S. v . Conant, U. S. Dist. these phrases occur in works of au

Ct. 1879, Bost. Daily Adv. June 17, thority. Some of them , indeed, are

absolutely contradictory. Thus it is

? See supra, $ 943. said that the taking in larceny must

Sir J. Stephen , in a note (No. be a taking out of the possession of

xvii .) to his Digest of Cr. Law, the owner.
It is also said that the

says : -
owner retains the legal possession not

" I do not think it would be possi withstanding the larceny. If both of

ble to assign to the expressions “ pos
these propositions were true, it would

session ,' actual possession ,' con follow that larceny could never be

structive possession,' • legal posses
committed at all. Again, we are told ,

sion,' senses which would explain and on the other hand, that the taking in

reconcile all the passages in which
larceny must be a taking out of the

1879 .
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results from the assumption that when possession of goods is ac

quired bona fide by a bailee, no subsequent fraudulent conversion

1
1

possession of the owner , the inference there are five different ways in which

from which would naturally be that theft can be committed, namely : –

when a thing is out of the owner's “ 1. By taking and carrying away

possession it cannot be stolen . We goodswhich do not belong to the thief,

are then told , in order to avoid this from any place where they happen to

conclusion, that a thing is always in be.

its owner's possession ; so that a box “ 2. By converting property intrust

of plate at the bottom of the Thames, ed by the owner to a servant.

things of the existence of which the " 3. By obtaining the possession of

owner is not aware , as money vested property (as distinguished from the

in him as executor, and which , with- right of property) from the owner, by

out his knowledge, is in the actual fraud , with intent to convert it.

custody of another person , or a dead " 4. By converting property given

rabbit in his wood, are all in the own- by the owner to the thief, under a

er's possession, and capable of being mistake.

taken out of it . This way of stating “ 5. By converting property bailed

the matter makes the assertion that to the thief.

the taking in larceny must be a tak “ It will be found , upon considera

ing out of the owner's possession in tion , that the distinctions between

significant. If, from thenature of the these cases all arise out of the doctrine

case, everything must be a taking out of possession , but it is, think, less

of the possession of the owner, it is generally perceived that the important

impossible to see how the takings which point is, not the taking out of the pos

do, differ from those which do not, session of the owner, but the taking

constitute larceny. All men being into the possession of the thief. The

mortal, it is useless to define an Eng five cases in question may be thus ar

lishman as a mortalman living in Eng ranged:

land. However , though it is impos In No. 1 (common larceny) the

sible either to justify the manner in thief has neither the possession nor

which the word possession ' is used , the custody of the stolen property at

or to free it entirely from the fictions the time when the theft is committed,

with which it has been connected, it and it is immaterial whetherthe owner

is, I think, not imposs.ble to define it has it or not.

in such a manner as to express all the “ In No. 2 (larceny by a servant)

distinctions which it is intended to the thief at the time of his offence

mark in language differing very slight may have either the custody or the

ly , if at all, from that which has gen possession. If he hasthe custody, his

erally been used upon the subject. offence is theft. If hehas the posses

“ As I have shown in the articles sion, his offence is embezzlement.

on theft, and in the notes upon them , “ In No. 3 (larceny by trick ) the

1 A. put 900 guineas in a secret drawer sold it to D., who gave it to E. to repair,

in a bureau, and died. B., her son and ex who found the money. This was held to

ecutor, lent the bureau to his brother , C., be such a taking by E. out of the possession

who took it to India , kept it there for ser of A. as to constitute larceny. Cartwright

eral years, and brought it back . B. then v . Green , 8 Ves. 405 .
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( unless there be breaking of bulk or some other rupture of the

conditions of bailment) can be larceny while the bailment lasts.1

ers.thief obtains the possession by a mis It would , however, I think , be

take caused by his own fraud . felt by every one that neither actual

“ In No. 4 (larceny by taking ad- bodily contact with an object, nor

vantage of a mistake) the thief re even exclusive bodily contact with it,

ceives the possession by a mistake not was essential to what, in the common

caused by his own fraud . use of language, is meant by posses

* In No. 5 (larceny by a bailee) the sion . No one would think of using

thief receives the possession under a differentwords to express the relation

contract of bailment. of a man to a coin clinched in his

“ Besides this view of the subject, fist, to a pocket-book in his pocket, to

the doctrine of possession is important a portmanteau of which ie carried

in relation to procedure, and in that one end and a railway porter the other,

case the matter to be considered is, to a carriage in which he was seated

not the possession of the thief, but the whilst his servantwas driving it, to a

possession of the owner. It is neces book on the shelves of his library,

sary, in indictments for theft , that the and to the plate in his pantry under

ownership of the stolen property should the charge of his butler. He would ,

be correctly stated, and as possession in the common use of language, be

constitutes special ownership (at all said to be in possession of all these

event ', as against a thief) it is im- things, and noo e would feel any dif

portant, with a view to this subject, ficulty in perceiving the correctness

to understand what possession im- of the expression , even if it were

plies. added that he was not the owner of

“ Passing from the law upon this any one of them — that some bad

subject, let us examine the facts to been lent, and others let to hire to

which the law applies the different him . On the other hand , any one

relations which , as a fact, exist be- but a lawyer would be surprised at

tween men and things in reference the assertion that a man , whether the

to the common use of language. owner or not, was in possession of a

“ The most obvious case of posses- watch which he had dropped into the

sion is that of a person who holds Thames , of sheep which had been

something in his hand. But it must stolen from his field and driven to a

appear, upon the slightest considera- distance by the thief, of a dead grouse

tion, that neither this nor any other which , having been wounded at a dis

physical act whatever can be accepted tance from his moor, had managed to

as more than an outward symbol of reach it and to die there , without his

the state of things which the word de- knowledge or that of any other per

Unless the article possessed son.

is very small, part of it only can be “ The common feature of all the

held in the hand , trodden on by the cases to which the word ' possession '

foot, or so dealt with by any other would obviously be applicable is eas

part of the possessor's body as to ex- ily recognized . It is to be found in

clude a similar dealing with it by oth- the fact that the person called the

notes .

1
Supra, $ 971.
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To cure these defects were passed the embezzlement statutes of

England and of most of the United States. These statutes were

ever ,

possessor has, in each instance , the has a plain meaning ; nor would that

power to act as if he were the owner meaning be altered or obscured if the

of the thing possessed, whether he factwere added that the plate did not

actually is the owner or not. Sev- belong to the master of the liouse, but

eral of the illustrations given , how- was hired by him for the occasion.

show that, though this is one of Indeed , if he had stolen the plate, or

the things which the word conveys, received it knowing it to be stolen,

it is not the only thing conveyed by the fact denoted by the word “ posses

it. The butler in charge of the plate, sion ' would remain . These illustra

the porter helping to carry the port- tions, which might be multiplied to

manteau, the coachman who is driv- any extent, appear to me to show

ing the coach ,havethe physical power clearly that possession means, in the

of acting as the owner of those things common use of language, a power to

as much as their master or employer. act as the owner of a thing, coupled

Indeed, in two of the three cases their with a presumable intention to do so in

physical control over the object is case of need ; and that the custody of

more direct than his . The difference a servant, or person in a similar posi

is, that the circumstances are such as tion , does not exclude the possession

to raise a presumption that their in- by another, but differs from it in the

tention is to act under the orders of presumable intention of the custodian

their superior, and that he (at least, to act under the orders of the pos

for the present) has no definite supe sessor with reference to the thing

rior whose orders he intends to obey. possessed , and to give it up to him if

Take, for instance, the case of a din- he requires it. Thus far, I think, my

ner party ; there is no visible differ- definitions correspond with the com

ence between the master of the house use of language, though , of

and his guests; each uses the article course, popular language upon such a

which he requires for the moment, subject is not, nor is there any reason

and they are, from time to time, re- why it should be, minutely exact."

moved from place to place by the " I will now compare it with the

servants ; as, however , the master re way in which the word is used by

tains throughout, not merely the legal legal authorities. I know no set dis

right to dispose of them absolutely, sertations on the subject of the use

but the immediate means of enforcing of the word “ possession,' in English

that right if , from any strange cir- law, like those which are to be found

cumstance, it should become neces in abund nce upon the corresponding

sary to do so , the assertion that the word in Roman law . It would be an

plate is in his possession, and that bis endless and a useless labor to go

guests and servants have merely a through the cases in which the word

permission to use it under his control, has been used, - endless on account

1 " This view was suggested by a study of uities, contains the substance of Savigny

Savigny's Recht des Besitzes, which, how
in a very convenient form . Mr. Hunter's

ever, deals with many topics to which Roman Law , pp. 195-222,may also be con

nothing in English law corresponds. Mr. sulted . It is a pleasure to me to refer to

George Long's article on “ Possessio," in this excellent book . "

the Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiq

mon

-
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intended simply to establish two new cases of larceny. If a

servant (and this is the first of the two) steals his master's

of their great number , useless because . ( 2.) The purely fictitious posses

it is the characteristic of English sion which the owner of goods is sup

judges to care little for technical posed to have, although they are , in

niceties of language in comparison reality, possessed by no one at all.

with substantial clearness of state “ The phrase thus appears to me to

ment in reference to the actual mat- be objectionable, not only because it

ter in hand. Upon such a matter as is ambiguous, but because in the first

this, accordingly, it is better to con of its two senses it conceals a truth ,

sider the different authorities in whilst in the second it needlessly con

groups than individually. veys a false impression . The truth

“ Possession (in reference to the concealed is that a man may have,and

subject of theft) is usually divided may intend to use, the power implied

into two branches; actual possession in the word ' possession,' although he

and constructive possession . acts through a servant. The false im

“ It seems to have been pretty gen- pression conveyed that things can

erally assumed that the words actual not be out of possession, or that, if

possession ’ were sufficiently plain for they are , they cannot be stolen.

practicalpurposes, without further ex “ I avoid this by abstaining alto

planation; but it would be easy to gether from the use of the expression

show , by a multitude of cases, that constructive possession.' In “ posses

actual possession differs from posses- sion ’ I include that which has to be

sion as I have defined it only in one exercised through a servant, and my

point. It is usual to say that a thing language implies that a person may

in the possession of a servant on ac commit theft on objects which are not

count of his master is only construc- in the possession of any one at the

tively in the possession of the master. time of the theft. The existing law

But the expression constructive pos- may , by these means,be expressed in

session ’ has another meaning besides well-recognized and established phra

this. Asit was considered necessary seology , without any resort to legal

that a thing stolen should be taken out fictions.

of the possession of the owner, and " The point upon which the most

as in very many instances goods are subtle questions as to possession arise

stolen which are not in any natural is the distinction between theft and

sense in the possession of any one embezzlement, a perfectly useless

whatever, it has become a maxim that distinction , no doubt, and one which

goods are always in the possession of the legislature has, on two separate

the owner; if not in his actual, then occasions, vainly tried to abolish. So

in his constructive possession, or, as it long ,however,as it is allowed to ex

is sometimes called , in his legal pos- ist , it is necessary to understand it.
session . " I have already explained how a

“ Thus, constructive possession man may retain the possession of a

thing of which he gives his servant

( 1.) The possession of goods in the custody. He retains a power over

the custody of a servant on account of the thing which is not the less real or

his master; and ,
effective because he has to exercise it
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goods before they have come into his master's possession , he, the

servant, shall be guilty of larceny. / And the second is , that it

through the will of another person, illustration of this singular doctrine

who has undertaken to be the instru- which can be given occurs in the case

ment of his will. Suppose , however, of R. v. Reid , Dears. 257. B. sent

that instead of the master's having A., his servant, with a cart to fetch

given his horse to his groom , or his coals. A. put the coals into the cart,

plate to his butler, a horse-dealer has and, on the way home, sold some of

delivered the horse to the groom , or them and kept the money. A. was

a silversmith has delivered plate to convicted of larceny, and the question

the butler for his master ; I should was whether he ought to have been

have thought that there was no real convicted of embezzlement. It was

difference between these cases ; that, held that the conviction was right,be

inasmuch as the servant in each case cause, though A. had the custody of

was acting for the master , in the dis- the cart all along , yet the possession

charge of a duty towards him , and of it and its contents was in B., and

under an agreement to execute his though A. had the possession of the

orders, the master would come into coals whilst he was carrying them to

possession of the horse or the plate as the cart, that possession was reduced

soon as his servant received it from to a mere custody when they were de

the dealer or the silversmith , just as posited in the cart, so that A.'s offence

he remains in possession of the horse was larceny, and not embezzlement,

or the plate when he gives the custody which it would have been if he had

of it to his groom or his butler. I misappropriated the coals before they

should also have thought that the ser
were put into the cart.

vant who appropriated his master's “ These explanations will, I hope,

property to his own use , after receiv- render the article in the Digest intel

ing it from another on his master's ligible. In order to justify it legally,

account, was, for all purposes, in pre- it is necessary to state the manner in

cisely the same position as the servant which I arrived at it . I examined a

who did the same thing after receiv- large number of cases, of which I

ing it from his master. The courts, have put eleven in the form of illus

however, decided otherwise. They trations to the article. In some of

have held on many occasions that, these cases it was decided that the

though the master's possession con- offence was theft; in others that the

tinues when he gives the custody of a offence was embezzlement. I have

thing to his servant, it does not begin assumed (as I was entitled to do, as

when the servant receives anything on
appears from the explanations given

account of his master ; on the con- above) that, whenever an offence was

trary, the servant has the possession , held to be theft, the property stolen

as distinguished from the custody, un
was in the possession of the owner or

til he does some act which vests the master, although it might be in the

possession in his master,though it may custody of a guest or servant ; and

leave the custody in himself. If ,dur- that,whenever the offence was held

ing that interval, he appropriates the to be embezzlement, the property em

thing,he commits embezzlement. It bezzled was in the possession, as dis

afterwards, theft. The most pointed tinguished from the custody, of the
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shall be larceny for a trustee or bailee to fraudulently convert

to his own use his master's goods he may have bonâ fide re

ceived . / Now , as neither of these cases is larceny at common

law , the statutes of embezzlement in no way overlap the old

domain of larceny. They were passed solely and exclusively

to provide for cases which larceny at common law did not in

clude. Hence, nothing that is larceny at common law is lar

ceny under the embezzlement statutes ; and nothing that is lar

ceny under the embezzlement statutes is larceny at common law .

It is important to keep this in mind, as from missing this point

some confusion in construing the embezzlement statutes has been

produced . And by applying this test we will find that the em

bezzlement statutes fall into two distinct and widely different

classes : first , those meeting the case of servants and clerks ap

propriating their master's property before it reaches his posses

sion ; and secondly, those meeting the case of trustees and bail

ees appropriating goods of which they obtained possession bona

fide. It should at the same time be kept in mind that it is

within the power of the legislature, as has been recently done in

servant. I might easily have enlarged Kentucky statute provides that “ if

the number of illustrations to any any carrier, porter , or other person

conceivable extent; but, if those given to whom money or other property or

are not enough to make the matter thing which may be the subject of lar

plain , I despair of making it plain or ceny may be delivered to be carried

understanding it, and I do not wish to for hire, or any other person whomay

make it darker than it is. It is , per- be intrusted with such property, em

haps, just worth while to add , once bezzle, or fraudulently convert to his

more, that I am in this work merely own use, or secrete with intent to do

stating, and not attempting to justify, so, any such property , either in mass
the law . The technicalities on this or otherwise, before delivery at the

subject appear to me to be altogether place, or to the person to whom the

superfluous, and I think they might samewere to be delivered , he shall be

easily be dispensed with by redefining confined in the penitentiary not less
the offence of theft, or even by re than one nor more than five years."

moving the distinction of theft, em This statute has been held to embrace

bezzlement, and false pretences.” the case of servants receiving their

See more fully infra , $S 1027, master's property, and embezzling the

1028 . same before it reaches him . Johnson

The statutes, it is true , do not v . Com . 5 Bush, 430. The New York

always retain the distinctive features view , diverging from that of the text,

of the English statutes; and in many will be found infra, § 1029. As to

cases the two classes of embezzle- California, see Hedley, ex parte, 31

ment are merged in one. Thus, the Cal. 108.
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.

Statutes

make it

embezzle

ment for

servant or
66

master's

goods be
fore he re

ceives

them .

ment need

notbe per
mapent.

England, to provide, that under an indictment for larceny, or for

larceny in one count and embezzlement in another, there may be

conviction for either offence.1

§ 1010. In those of the embezzlement statutes which were

passed to meet the case of servants, or persons having

a bare charge, appropriating their master's goods be

fore such goods have reached him , the terms “ servant,"

clerk to ap
clerk ,” and “ agent,” are used to designate those on

propriate

whom this species of embezzlement may be charged.

Servant,” in the English statute, is the first term

used , and is that which is invested with the most gen

eral signification . Some of the decisions made in this

connection will now be noticed .

§ 1011. To bring a servant under the operation of the stat

Employ ute the employment need not be permanent. Thus,

where the prosecutor, having agreed to let the defend

ant carry out parcels when he had nothing else to do,

for which the prosecutor was to pay him what he pleased, gave

him an order to receive two pounds, which he received and em

bezzled , he was held to be a servant within the meaning of the

act.3 And a drover who was employed to drive two cows to a

purchaser and receive the purchase money, and embezzled the

money, was ruled to be a servant within the meaning of the

act. A single transaction may be enough to constitute service.

The test is subordination to a master.6

§ 1012. It has, however, been determined , that where the

treasurer of a charitable institution , in his individual

not within capacity, directed the defendant (the school-master of

the charity-school, appointed by a committee of which

the treasurer was a member, and whose sole duty was

confined to the instruction of children ) in one single instance to

receive a voluntary contribution , for which he was to have no

remuneration, the defendant was not a clerk or servant, or per

son employed for the purpose, or in the capacity of a clerk or

Butmere

the stat

ute .

1 R. v . Cooper , L. R. 2 C. C. 123.

? Com . v . Foster , 107 Mass. 221.

8 R. v. Spencer, R. & R. 299. See

R. 0. Smith , Ibid . 516 ; R. v. Carr,

Ibid . 198 ; R. v. Hoggins, Ibid . 145 ;

R. v . Tongue, Bell C. C. 289.

* R.v . Hughes, 1 Mood. C. C. 370.

6 R. v . Negus, L. R. 2 C. C. 34.

- Gravatt v. State, 25 Ob .St. 162.
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nor

servant. We may therefore conclude that a mere volunteer ,

permitted specially to collect a particular sum , is neither “ clerk

servant. " 2

§ 1013. It has been already seen that if a servant, who, hav

ing bare charge, is employed to change a note or to Servant

sell goods, steal the note or the goods, this is larceny, to change

1 R. v . Nettleton, 1 Mood . C. C. own motion , to pay or give it to the

259. defendant. But he had no authority

2 R. v. Mayle , 11 Cox C. C. 150 ; from Heberling to do so. The defend

R. v. Tyree , L. R. 1 C. C. 177; 11 ant, in this respect, was the agent,

Cox C. C. 241. See R. v. Freeman, servant, or employee of the warden .

5 C. & P. 534. But see Ricord , ex As Heberling never authorized the

parte , 11 Nev . 287. warden to pay the money to the de

In State r. Johnson , 48 Iowa, 370, fendant he was not responsible there

itwas held that under the Iowa statute for , nor was the defendant bound to

the servant or employee must have account to him therefor . Under the

been authorized to receive the prop- statute there must exist the relation of

erty, or the nature, scope, and extent master and servant, or employer and

of the employment must have been employee, and the property stolen or

such as to warrant the receipt of the converted must have been received

property embezzled . by virtue of such employment.' The

Seevers, J., after stating the facts, servant or employee must have been

said : “ That the defendant was the authorized to receive the property, or

agent or servant of Heberling, and the nature, scope, and extent of the

that he was authorized to receive the employment must have been such as

prisoners, may be conceded ; but the to warrant the receipt of the property

point is, was the nature and scope of embezzled . The fact that themoney

his employment such as to embrace belonged to the prisoners makes no

therein the receipt of money , and is difference ; therefore, suppose the de

it essential such should have been the fendant had been employed to receive

case ? A careful examination of the . of the warden a horse, and the latter

evidence satisfies us that the defend saw proper to give him not only the

ant was not authorized by Heberling horse but sum of money to be de

to receive any money , nor was it em- livered to Heberling, it could not, we

braced within the nature, scope, or think , be successfully claimed that the

extent of the employment. The re
money was received by virtue of the

ceipt of money was not contemplated employmentof the defendant by He

by either party at the time of the em- berling. The views herein advanced

ployment.
Because the defendant are supported by cases adjudicated

had authority to receive the prisoners under an English statute identical

the money was paid him by the war in substance with ours. Roscoe's Cr.

den. The latter had taken the money Evid. 438 , 441, 442.
The embezzle

from the prisoners, and was account ment of money by a servant not au

able to them therefor; and as they were thorized to receive it is not within the

being transferred or taken out of his statute, although the party paying it

custody, the warden, instead of giving to him supposes that he is authorized .

the money to them , saw fit, and on his 2 Am . Cr. Law , $ 1942."
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is within

the stat

ute.

note or sell as his possession is the possession of his master. If,

however, he obtain change for the note or sell the

goods, and then secrete or abscond with the produce,

this is not larceny, but embezzlement, as the owner never was

in possession . But a person employed specially , merely to get

a check cashed , “ for which he was to receive sixpence,” is not a

servant under the statute 3 And the same view has been taken

as to a broker undertaking ,on a particular occasion , to purchase

a certain bill.4

$ 1014. It is essential to constitute a servant that his services

should be for some consideration . Yet this considera
Compensa

tion is req- tion need not be money ; for if it consists in clothes,

constitute food , or home, it is, on general principles, sufficient to
service.

sustain an action against the servant for neglect, and

hence a prosecution for embezzlement. Even a right given to

the servant to receive the gratuities and fees of an office is

enough ; 5 and a fortiori is this the case with commissions on a

proportion of the profits, when such are fixed by rule. There

must, however, be wages or compensation in someshape, or else

the prosecution fails.8

§ 1015. A prosecution cannot be maintained against members

of societies or against partners for embezzlements of

or partners this class : because ( 1.) the possession of the particular

member or partner is the possession of the whole society .

pants with- or firm ;' and (2.) such members or partners cannot be

servants under the act to the firms or societies to which

they belong . 10 For the same reason a city officer, having a

1 Supra, SS 956 et seq. Adey, 1 Den. C. C.571;

? R. v. Sullens, 1 Mood. C. C. 129; R. v. White, 8 C. & P. 742.

R. v . Winnall, 5 Cox C. C. 326 ; R. v. 6 R. v . McDonald , L. & C. 85 ; 9

Hartley, R. & R. 139; R. v. Keena, Cox C. C. 10.

11 Cox C. C. 123 ; L. R. 1 C. C. 113 ; ? R. v. Hartley , R. & R. 139; R.v .

R. v. Gale , 13 Cox C. C. 340; State Thomas, 6 Cox C. C. 403.

v . Foster, 37 Iowa, 404 ; Johnson v . 8 R. v. Tyree , L. R. 1 C. C. 177 ;

Com . 5 Bush (Ky.), 430. 11 Cox C. C. 241. See R. v . Stainer,

8 R. v. Freeman , 5 C. & P. 534. L. R. 1 C. C. 231 .

See R. v . Mayle, 11 Cox C. C. 150. 9 See supra, $ 935; infra , § 1054 .

See People v . Dalton, 15 Wend. 10 R. v. Marsh , 3 F. & F. 523; R.v .

Bren , L. & C. 346 ; 9 Cox C. C. 398 ;

4 Com . v. Davis, 7 Bost.Law Rep. R. v. Taffs, 4 Cox C. C. 169. See

94, per Allen, J. Com . v. Berry, 99 Mass. 428 , and see

infra , $ 1054 .

Members

of societies

in firms

not ser

statutes .

5 See R. v .

581.
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distinct status, is not the servant of the municipal corporation ; 1

though it is otherwise when the officer is subordinate to the cor

poration ; ? in which case the relation ofmaster and servantmay

exist though the appointing power be elsewhere. It is also

otherwise in cases where the government of a society is vested

in trustees, to whom the defendant, as treasurer, is distinctively

subject.4

§ 1016. Of course , in larceny, where it is necessary that the

thing stolen should , in specie, have been at some time Goods may

in possession of the prosecutor, it is fatal to the pros- through

ecution if it appear that the money charged as stolen successive

was not that which had once been in the prosecutor's ments.

possession , but its produce. But it is not so in the present

form of embezzlement, since the very essence of this offence is

that the thing stolen should not have been once in the prosecu

tor's possession . Hence a prosecution for embezzlement may

follow money embezzled through a dozen reinvestments, so long

as it is in the embezzler's hands. Themoney which has flowed

into the defendant's hand by virtue of his employmentmay have

become mixed with other moneys of the defendant, or may have

been turned into other shapes or forms of security , and this with

the employer's permission. Yet still the defendant after all this

may be prosecuted for embezzling the funds received .

$ 1017. An officer, it should be remembered, may be a servant,

and
may embezzle money as such , and yet not bear the

relation of an immediate servant to the prosecutors in vand

an indictment. Thus the treasurer of a society may be be the ser

a servant of the society, and as such may be guilty of

embezzling the funds of the society; but if he is elected

by the society, and governed by rules prescribed by the society,

he is to be described as their servant, and not as the servant of

The " ser

need not

vant of the

prosecu

tors .

1 R. v. Burton, 1 Mood . C. C. 237 ; C. C.22; R. v. Hall, 1 Mood. C. C.

Williams v . Stott, 3 Tyrw . 689.
474 ; R. v. Carr , R. & R. 198 .

2 R.v . Carpenter, L. R. 1 C. C. 29 ; 6 See R. v . Hall, 3 Stark . 67 ; R. v .

though see Coats v. People, 22 N. Y. Gale, L. R. 2 Q. B. D. ( C. C. R.) 141,

245. Infra, $ 1035.
cited infra , $ 1033.

8 R. 1. Callahan , 8 C. & P. 154. • But see apparently contra, Com .

See R. v . Jenson, 1 Mood . C. C. 434. V. Libbey , 11 Met. 64 ; Com . v .

* R.v . Proud , L. & C. 97; 9 Cox Stearns, 2 Met. 343; and see infra ,

$ 1037.
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all kinds.

the board of directors or trustees.1 Nor does it make any dif

ference that the appointment was in the trustees. The appoint

mentmay be in a principal officer, and the mastership in a sub

ordinate , or vice versa.2 In this respect, as will be hereafter

seen, the New York statute varies from the English.3

§ 1018. The term “ servant,” in the statutes, has been held to

include :

Employees in general, in respect to the particular

ployees of master by whom they are paid and to whom they are

accountable ; 4 female house servants or domestics ; 5

apprentices ; 6 day laborers employed to take vegetables to mar

ket for sale and to bring back the price ; ? cashiers and collectors

of business concerns, although admitted to a share of the profits ,

if they are not liable for losses, nor entitled to any control of the

business ; 8 commercial travellers; 9 managers of insurance com

panies ; 10 stage drivers ; 11 treasurers of railway corporations ; 12

treasurers of townships and other bodies corporate ;
13 solicitors

appointed to collect debts for a salary ; 14 and tax collectors.18

1 R. v. Tyree, L. R. 1 C. C. 177 ; 11 People v. Sherman, 10 Wend .

11 Cox C. C. 241. In this case, how- 298 .

ever, there was another ground for 12 Com . v. Tuckerman, 10 Gray ,

acquittal, viz ., thatthe treasurer was 173.

a volunteer , with no salary. 18 R. v. Squire, R. & R. 348; 2

See R. v. Salisbury , 5 C. & P. Stark. 349 ; R. v. Welch , 2 C.& K.

155; R.v . Thorpe, Dears. & B. 562; 296 ; 1 Den . C. C. 199 ; 2 Cox C. C.

8 Cox C. C. 29. 85 ; R. v . Guelder, Bell C. C. 284 ; 8

8 Infra , SS 1029, 1033. Cox C. C. 372; R. v . Carpenter, L.

4 Per Bayley, J., in Williams v . R. 1 C. C. 29. See R. v. Tyers, R.&

Stott , 1 Cr. & M.675; R. v. Dixon , R.402 ; R. v. Beacall, 1 Mood. C. C.

11 Cox C. C. 178 ; R. v. Thomas, 6 16 .

Cox C. C.403; R. v. Foulkes, 13 Cox 14 R. v . Gibson , 8 Cox C. C.436 .

C. C. 63. 15 R. v . Adey, 1 Den. C. C. 571 ;

6 R.v. Smith , R. & R. 267 ; R. v. though see R.v. Truman, 2 Cox C. C.

Williams, 7 C. & P. 338 .

6 R. v . Mellish , R. & R. 80 . Sir J. Stephen (art. 309), thus

7 R. v . Winnall, 5 Cox C. C. 326 . states the law :

8 R. v . McDonald , L. & C. 83 ; 9 " A man may be a clerk or servant

Cox C. C. 10 ; R. v. Turner , 11 Cox although he was appointed or elected
C. C. 552.

to the employment in respectof which

• R. v. Tite, L. & C. 29 ; 8 Cox C. he is a clerk or servant by some other

C. 458 ; R.v. Carr , R. & R. 198. In- person than the master whose orders

fra, $ 1025 . he is bound to obey ;

10 R. v . Gale , L. R. 2 Q. B. D. (C. “ Although he is paid for his services

C. R.) 141.

306 .
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But not

§ 1019. But fiduciary discretion to be exercised by the agent

according to his judgment, unshackled by fixed rules, is

inconsistent with the character of a servant ; and where those in

such discretion exists the party cannot be a servant fiduciary

under the statute . Thus the relation of servant and

rested with

discretion .

by a commission or share in the prof- though by section 22 he is bound be

its of a business ; fore seven days, after being required

by the trustees (in whom the money

“ Although he is the clerk or servant is vested by section 18), to account to

of more masters than one ;
the trustees. R. v. Tyree, L. R. 1 C.

Although he acts as clerk or ser C. R. 177. A treasurer would appear,

vant only occasionally, or only on the as a rule , to be rather a banker than

particular occasion on which his of a servant, but every case depends on

fence is committed . its special circumstances. In R. v."

“ But an agent or other person who Murphy, 4 Cox C. C. 101, the pris
undertakes to transact business for oner was both clerk and treasurer.

another, without undertaking to obey See the explanation of this case given

his orders, not necessarily a servant in R. v . 'Tyree. In R. v . Welch (1

“ Because he receives a salary, or Den. 199) , the circumstances were

“ Because he has undertaken not to very similar to those of R. v. Tyree,

accept employment of a similar kind and Coleridge, J., appears to have

from any one else, or been satisfied that the prisoner was a

“ Because he is under a duty (stat- servant, and did not reserve the point.

utory or otherwise) to account for It is singular that this case is not re

money or other property received by ferred to in R. v. Tyree .

him .
“ A parish clerk is not a servant,

“ It seems that in order that a clerk because he is not under the orders of

or servant may be within the mean any particular person . R. v . Burton ,

ing of this article, it is necessary that i M. C. C. R. 237, explained in Wil

the objects of his service should not liams v . Stott, 3 Tyrw . 688 ; 1 Cr. &

be criminal, but a man may be such a M.675.

clerk or servant although the objects 6. The chamberlain of the commons

of his service are in part illegal, as of a corporation , chosen and sworn in

being contrary to public policy." at a court, but whose duty it is to

These points he illustrates as fol superintend the commons, and to re

lows: ceive certain duties, which he kept

" A.was engaged by B. to solicit or till the end of the year, when his ac

ders. He was to be paid by commis counts were audited and the balance

sion . He was at liberty to apply for
paid over to his successor, is not a

orders whenever he thought most con
servant, because he holds a distinct

venient, but was not to employ bim office , and is not bound to pay at any

self for any other person than B. A. time. Williamsv. Stott, 3 Tyrw .688 ;

was not B.'s servant. R. v . Negus, i Cr. & M.675 .

L. R. 2 C. C. R. 34 .
“ The servant of a trade union may

" The treasurer of a friendly society, be convicted of the embezzlement of

under 18 & 19 Vict. c.63, is not the its funds, although some of its rules

servant of the trustees of the society ,
are void , as being in restraint of trade.
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master is held not to exist where A., being insolvent, assigns his

estate to assignees for the benefit of creditors, and is appointed

by them as agent to collect the debts due the estate ; 1 nor where

the bailiff of a county court in England receives funds for the

high bailiff ; 2 nor where a person employed to get orders for

goods and to receive payment for them is at liberty to get the

orders and receive themoney when and where he thinks proper,

being paid by a commission on the goods sold ; nor where there

is nothing but an illusory salary , and where the whole business

is left verymuch to the agent's discretion ; 4 nor where the prose

cutors decline to appoint B. as an “ agent,” but say,
" For all

business you do for us we shall be happy to pay you a commis

R. v . Stainer, L. R. 1 C. C. R. 230 . no salary ; he was not obliged to be at

In the argument on this case both my office at any particular time, ex

sides assumed that, if the society was cepting on Friday and Saturday, to

criminal, the conviction could not be account for what money he had re

sustained . Cockburn, C. J., said : ceived for me; I did not give the

It is unnecessary to consider how prisoner directions to go to any par

far the criminal purpose of a society ticular place for orders; he went where

might affect its title to property. As he pleased, it was held that he was

stolen property may be stolen from not a clerk or servant. R. v . Mar

the thief who stole it ( 1 Hale P. C. shall , 11 Cox C. C. 490 , C. C. R. But

507) , the question might deserve con where the prisoner was bound by the

sideration if it ever R. v . terms of his agreement, diligently

Hunt, in the next illustration , is in to employ himself in going from town

point, yet it is only a nisi prius deci- to town and soliciting orders,'he was

sion . ruled by Lush, J., to be a clerk or

“ The servantof a society, themem servant. That learned judge, in re

bersof which took an unlawful oath markably clear language, thus states

under 37 Geo. 3 , c. 123, and 52 Geo . the law : " If a person says to another

3, c. 104, cannot be convicted of em- carrying on an independent trade,

bezzlement for misappropriating the If you get any orders for me I will

funds of the society. R. v . Hunt, 8
pay you a commission, — and that per

C. & P. 642, by Mirehouse ( Com . son receives money and applies it to

Serj.),after consulting Bosanquet and his own use , he is not a ' clerk or ser

Coleridge, JJ.” vant ; ' but if a man says, I employ

1 R. v . Barnes, 8 Cox C. C. 129 . you and will pay you, not by salary,

? R. v .Glover, L. & C. 466; 9 Cox but by commission ,'
- then the person

C. C. 500 . employed is a servant.' R. v. Turner,

8 R.v . Bowers, L. R. 1 C. C. 41.
11 Cox C. C. 551," Roscoe's Cr. Ev.

Infra, § 1021. See, to same effect, R. p .

v . Negus, 42 L. J.M. C. 62; L. R. 2 C. 4 R. v . Walker , Dears. & B. 600 ;

C. 34. • Where the prosecutor said : 8 Cox C. C. 1. See R. v. Mayle, 11

* I paid the prisoner commission but Cox C. C. 150.

arose .

447.
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sion ;
" 1

A middle

man is not

a servant.

A " clerk "

ler .

" clerk or

nor where the defendant, without any agreement as to

remuneration , is simply to collect debts as he pleases ; ? nor

where a broker is employed specially to purchase a particular

draft ; 3 nor where the business of the defendant is to receive

stock from the prosecutor to be worked up into shoes in the de.

fendant's shop ; 4 nor where a constable is employed with discre

tionary powers to collect or sue. In fine, unless there is a set

tled arrangement that the agent in the particular matter acts for

pay in obedience to a particular line prescribed by the employer,

he is not a “ servant " under the statutes.

§ 1020. A person employed as middleman or go-between be

tween a manufacturer and operatives, to have work

done by the latter on the former's material, is not a

servant of the operatives under the statute.?

§ 1021. The term clerk , as used in the statutes, has been held

to include persons acting as commercial travellers, even

though their compensation is by commission ; 8 and includesa

though representing several distinct houses ; 9 but if cialtravel

there be unlimited discretion given , neither the term

“ servant ” applies.10

§ 1022. As used in the Massachusetts statute, the term

· agents is much wider in its signification than “ Agent "

vants ? “ clerks. " The latter are restricted to the
in meaning

performance of specific acts in a specific way ; the for- than clerk.

mer may or may not be restricted , and may, in fact, be clothed

with full powers to represent their principal with the same dis

cretion as he might exercise himself.11 But under the English

statute, there must be an employment in a line of agency to con

stitute an agent.12

1 R.v .May, L. & C. 13; 8 Cox C. 9 R. v. Carr , R. & R. 198 ; R. v .

Tite , L. & C. 29 ; 8 Cox C. C. 458.

9 R. v. Hoare, 1 F. & F. 647. See R. v. Bailey , 12 Cox C. C.56.

s Com . v. Davis, 7 Bost. Law R. 10 R. v . Mayle , 11 Cox C. C. 150.

See R. v . Bowers, L. R. 1 C. C. 41;

4 Com . v. Young , 9 Gray, 5 .
R.v. Negus, L.R. 2 C. C. 34 ; 12 Cox

6 People v. Allen , 5 Denio, 76 . C. C. 493; R. v. Hall, 13 Cox C. C.

! Williams v. Stott, 1 Cr. & M.675. 49. Supra, $ 1019.

7 R. v . Gibbs, Dears. C. C. 448; 6 11 See Com . v. Young , 9 Gray, 5 ,

Cox C. C. 455 . See Com . v. Young, and see Com . v . Libbey, 11 Met. 64.

9 Gray , 5 .
19 R. v . Cosser , 13 Cox C. C. 187,

8 R. v. Turner, 11 Cox C. C.552.

ser

is wider
or

C. 421.

94 .
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" Virtue

Bailees, trustees, and officers are terms to be hereafter dis

cussed.1 In these cases, also, the offence is supplementary to

common law larceny.?

§ 1023. It was necessary to the constitution of the offence,

under the English statute as originally framed , that

of employ- the defendant should have received the money, by vir

tue of his employment, for the embezzlement ofmoney

by a servant not authorized to receive it was not within

the statute ; 4 although the party paying it to him supposes that

he is so authorized . Under the more recent statute, in which

“ virtue of employment ” is left out, the goods must have been

received in the name and on account of the master..

ment as

test in old

statutes.

· Infra , SS 1051, 1055-6.
be committed. The first is that class

2 See infra , §. 1049. found in c . 3, title 6, of the Penal

8 See R. v. Prince, M. & M. 21. Code, P. Dig. art. 1854 (art. 235 of

See R. v. Batty, 2 Mood. C. C. 257; the Code) et seq., under the bead,

People v. Sherman, 10 Wend. 298 ; • Embezzlement or Misapplication of

People v. Hennessey, 15 Wend. 147 ; Public Money .' To this class be

Hedley, ex parte, 31 Cal. 108 . longed the case of State v. Brooks,42

R. v. Thorley, 1 Mood. C. C. 343; Tex. 62, where it was held thata dep

R. v. Arman , Dears. C. C. 575; 7 Cox uty sheriff is an officer within the

C. C. 45 ; R.v. Mellish, R.& R. 80 ; R. meaning of the law punishing embez

v.May, L. & C. 13; 8 Cox C. C.421; zlement of public money, which see

R. v . Harris, 6 Cox C. C. 363; Dears. for an indictment held sufficient. The

C. C. 344 . As to Iowa see supra , other class is found in c. 10,of title

§ 1012. 20 , P. Dig. art. 2421 (art. 771 of the

6 R. v . Hawtin , 7 C. & P. 281. Code), under the head of ' Embezzle

o R. v. Cullum , 12 Cox C. C. 469. ment of Property by Private Persons,'

As construing phrase by - virtue of which was amended by act of the fif

employment," see R. v. Beechey , R. teenth legislature. Gen.Laws of 1877,

& R. 319 ; R.v. Smith , R. & R. 516; p. 9. It is to the latter class that the

R. v. Barker, 1 D. & R. N. P. 19. present case belongs. State v. John

R. v. Mellish , R. & R. 80 ; R. v. Net- son , 21 Tex. 775, furnishes an inter

tleton , 1Mood. C. C. 259 ; R.v. May, pretation of the statute under consid

L. & C. 13 ; 8 Cox C. C.421; People eration , and indicates not only that &

v . Dalton, 15 Wend. 581 : Com . v .
trust relation must exist as to the fund

Hayes, 14 Gray, 62, – a case which embezzled , but that that relationmust

is on another branch of the law , but exist between the owner of the sub

is by analogy applicable to this. ject embezzled and the party accused .

In Griffin v . State, 4 Tex. Ap. 390, Wise v. State, 41 Tex . 139.

we have the following from Winkler, “ Theft may include degrees,and is

J.: one of the offences enumerated in the

“ There are two separate classes of statute which does include different

cases defined in the Penal Code in degrees,whilst embezzlement is not;

which the crime of embezzlementmay and whilst one indicted for theft might
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Not neces

should

have been

§ 1024. It is not, however, necessary that the thing embezzled

should have been received by the defendant in con

formity to the employer's express directions. While sary that

the reason of the thing requires that the money embez- embezzled

zled should have been received by the defendant within

the orbit of his employment, yet where he succeeds in received in

getting money on the basis of such employment from formity

third parties, and when there is a legal duty resting on ployer's di

him to pay over such money to his employers, then the

embezzlement of such money is within the statute. It is other

be convicted of any degree of fraud- belonging to such principal, or the

ulent acquisition of personal property proceeds arising from sale ,which shall

punishable by the Penal Code inferior have come into his possession ,or shall

to that charged in the indictment, just be under his care by virtue of such

as one indicted for murder might be agency , and consists of two elements :

convicted of any lesser degree of cul- first, the property , money, or other

pable homicide, on the ground that thing charged to have been embezzled

murder includes such other degrees, or otherwise misapplied , must be the

yet embezzlement is a separate of- property of the principal ; and sec

fence, dependent upon its own cir- ondly, that it be in the possession, & c.,

cumstances, and does not include dif- of the agent by virtue of his agency .

ferent degrees, as do murder, arson , This is the clear import of the words

burglary, and theft. We consider employed in the statute. The aver

Riley v . State , 32 Tex. 763, as over ment in the indictment makes the

ruled so far as it holds that an indict- Texas Express Co. the bailee or car

ment for embezzlementwill support a rier of the money, and not the de

conviction on proof of theft.
fendants. Because the indictment

" The amended article under con fails to charge any fiduciary relation

sideration declares, with reference to between the owners of themoney and

the offence charged in the indictment, the appellants,and because it fails to

that if any agent of any incorporated charge that the money belonged to

company or institution, or of any city , the principal of the agent accused , or

town, or county, or of any private that the Texas Express Co. had any

person or copartnership, shall embez- property or interest in the money

zle or fraudulently misapply or con- charged to have been embezzled, it is

vert to his own use , without the con defective and insufficient to support

sent of his principal, any of the arti- the offence defined in the statute.

cles enumerated in the amendment, This defect in the indictment disposes

as money, property , & c., belonging to of the case as to both the defendants ,

such principal, and which shall have and necessitates the reversal of the

come into his possession, or shall be judgment and the dismissal of this

under his care by virtue of his agency, prosecution."

shall be punished ,'& c. The control · Hedley , ex parte, 31 Cal. 108;

ling words of the statute , so far as
R. v . Beechey, R. & R. 319 ; R. v. Or

they relate to agents, are, that the
man, 36 Eng. L. & Eq. 611 ; Dears.

article or thing embezzled , & c., and C. C.575 ; 7 Cox C. c. 45, — which
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1

Not mate

rial as to

prosecu
tor's title

third par

ties,

wise, however , when the thing embezzled was taken out of the

orbit of employment, and without authority.

§ 1025. It has been held that the servant cannot, as is else

where seen ,- defend himself on the ground that his em

ployer is not entitled in law to receive the money em

bezzled . For if, as between the master and servant,

against
the servant holds the money for the master, the ques

tion whether the master could have claimed the money

from a third party is irrelevant. But the money or goods must

belong, in some sense, to the master.4

§ 1026. As to under payments there has been some vacillation

No defence in the English rulings. Can the reception by a servant

of a sum below that authorized by the master be said

to be in obedience to the master's instructions ? Tak

ing up this question in this narrow shape, Parke, J.,

held that money received by a servant less than that which he

was authorized by his employer to take, was not within the

statute. But this case is now no longer followed ; and though

the money received by the servant is below the restricted limit,

he is now held properly accountable for it, and liable to prosecu

tion for its embezzlement.6

§ 1027. If the case is larceny at common law , from the fact

that the money was taken from the prosecutor's posses

larceny at sion , the prosecution for embezzlement fails. It is

law , it is scarcely necessary , in support of this position, to repeat

the statement, that the embezzlement statutes were

mier,e.g. passed , not to touch any cases within the common law

goods are range of larceny, but to cover new cases outside of that

reaching range. Hence that which is larceny at common law ,

from the fact that the goods were taken from the own

thatmoney
received

was under

restricted

limit.

If case is

common

not em

bezzle

stolen after

master .

case goes to overrule R. v . Harris, 25 & C. 13 ; 8 Cox C. C. 421 ; State v .

Eng. L. & Eq.579; Dears. C. C. 344; Johnson,48 Iowa, 370. Supra, $ 1012.

6 Cox C. C. 363 ; infra , $ 1032; so far 2 Infra , $ 1038.

asthe latter holds thatmoney received 8 R. v . Orman, supra ; R. v. Bea

by a servant for his master outside of call, i C. & P. 464.

the servant's prescribed line of duty 4 Infra, § 1032.

cannot be the subject of embezzle • R. v. Beechey, R. & R.319.

ment. 6 R. v. Aston , 2 Cox C. C. 234 —

1 R. v. Mellish , R. & R. 80 ; R. v . Patteson, J.

Hawlin , 7 C. & P. 281; R. v . May, L. See supra, $ 1009.
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er's possession , is not embezzlement. Wemust therefore at this

point recur to the doctrine of constructive possession heretofore

discussed.2 Goods which have reached their destination are con

structively in the owner's possession, though he may not yet

have touched them ; and hence, after such termination of transit,

the servant who converts them is guilty , not of embezzlement,

but of larceny.

Following out this general principle, the Supreme Court of

Massachusetts has correctly ruled , where the servant of a copart

nership fraudulently converted money,which one of the firm had

directed him to carry to another , that the goods were construc

tively in the possession of the employers, and that consequently

the offence was not embezzlement, but larceny. The same

conclusion was reached by the same court where a swindler ab

sconded with money given him by the prosecutor to count ;5

and where a clerk , who, though sometimes permitted to sell

goods, had no general powers of sale , appropriated such goods.

To the same effect (i. e. that larceny at common law by a ser

vant is not within the embezzlement statutes) is the reasoning

of Judge Grier and Judge Kane, in an embezzlement case tried

in the United States Circuit Court in Philadelphia.?

§ 1028. No inconvenience can arise from the maintenance of

this distinction, since it is allowable as well as prudent

to join a count for larceny to that for embezzlement.8

ers only

But great inconvenience would follow from the accept

ance of the principle that the embezzlement statutes common
law larceny

absorb all cases of larceny by servants. For, if this be does not

the case, the old common law indictments for larceny

would no longer hold when servants are defendants, for the rea

Embezzle

ment coy

cases which

1 R. v. Hayward , 1 C. & K.518 2 Supra , SS 944, 961, 1009.

Tindall, C. J. ; R. v . Heath , 2 Mood. 8 R. v . Reed, Dears. C. C. 257 ; R.

C. C. 33; R. v. Hawkins, 4 Cox C. v . Watts , 2 Den . C. C. 14 .

C. 224 ; R. v. Watts, 2 Den. C. C. 4 Com . v. Berry, 99 Mass. 428.

14 ; R. v. Jennings, Dears. & B. 447; 5 Com . v . O'Malley, 97 Mass. 584.

7 Cox C. C. 397 ; Com . v. King, 9
6 Com . v . Davis, 104 Mass. 548 .

Cush . 284 ; Com . v. Berry, 99 Mass. U. S. v. Hutchinson, reported in

428 ; Com . v. Doherty , s. c . Mass. Whart. Prec. 461. Supra, $ 960.

(1879); Fulton v. State, 8 Eng . (Ark .) 8 See infra , $ 1047.

168. Supra, $ 956 ; infra , $ S 1049,

1055 .
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son that the embezzlement statutes would have to be followed ,

and in indictments for embezzlement it is necessary that the

special fiduciary circumstances constituting the offence should be

set out. All that would be necessary , therefore, on an indict

ment for larceny, to obtain an acquittal, would be to prove
that

the defendant was a servant or clerk . By the same reasoning,

whenever it should appear in a trial for larceny that false pre

tences were used, it would be necessary, although the case was

clearly larceny at common law , to direct an acquittal, because the

false pretences were not specially averred . Far better is it to

treat the embezzlement and false pretence statutes as in no way

invading the province of larceny at common law , but as simply

overing cases which larceny at common law does not reach. And

such is the law both as to embezzlement and false pretences.?

Yet while such is the case in principle, it is in full accordance

with the modern principle of simplification of pleading that it

should be provided by statute that if the case should turn out to

be one of larceny there should be no acquittal if the evidence

proves to be embezzlement,and the indictment gives adequate

notice of the offence.2

§ 1029. In divergence from the rule above expressed is a de

cision in New York,3 to the effect that embezzlement
Diverging

covers all cases of fraudulent conversion by a servant of

his master's goods. The case before the court was that

of a bar -keeper specially employed to take a letter containing

money to the post-office, and fraudulently converting it ; and it

washeld that to convict him of embezzlement it was not neces

sary to show that he broke open the letter,or filed after the com

mission of the offence, or to show the dissent of his employer.

Now if the clerk fraudulently appropriated the letter in specie ,

this was larceny by the English rule, and not embezzlement;*

and unless the New York statute was meant to absorb pro tanto

the common law subject matter of larceny, such is the law in

New York . To sustain the decision just cited, therefore, we

must hold that the New York statute in force at the time of these

rulings, does not supplement
the common law or prior statutory

1 See State v . Sias, 17 N. H. 558. 8 Cowen, J., in People v. Dalton,

? R. v. Cooper, L. R. 2 C. C. 123. 15 Wend. 581.

4 See supra , SS 956 et seq .

view in

New York .
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1

definition of larceny, but invades thatdefinition , cuts out part of

it, and creates that part of it , in connection with other subject

matter, into a new offence. And if we scan the statute in ques

tion , we will see that it legitimately bears this construction .

The phrase in the English statute (“ taken into possession by

him for or in the name of or on the account of his master or em

ployer ” ) indicates that the servant is to receive , not from the

master, but for him , and implies that the possession has not as

yet reached the master , and that consequently the case is one for

which larceny cannot be maintained . The italicized words do

not appear in the New York statute, but in their place is the most

general description , possible, viz. : " any money, & c., belonging to

any other person .” So far, therefore ,as concerns the case of ser

vants fraudulently appropriating goods " belonging to another,"

the New York and the English statutes create different offences,

and require, of course, different interpretations. The same re

mark applies to the Alabama statute, which has been so con

strued by the Alabama Supreme Court.2

§ 1030. Since embezzlement necessarily involves secrecy and

stealth , if the prisoner, in rendering his account, in

stead of denying the appropriation of property, admits be inferred

the appropriation, alleging a right in himself,no matter

how unfounded , his offence in taking and keeping is no embez

zlement. So if a person , whose duty it is to receive money
for

his employer, receive money and render a true account of all the

money he has received , he is not guilty of embezzlement, but of

larceny , if heabscond and does not pay over the money ; but if

he had received the money and rendered an account in which it

was omitted, the necessary proof of concealed appropriation is

supplied. Yet the fraudulent appropriation is to be inferred

Fraud is to

from facts .

statute .

See 7th ed .of this work , § 1029, jurisdictions, is covered by a distinct

for letter of statute . See infra , & $ 1049, 1052.

? Lowenthal v. State , 32 Ala . 589. 3 R. v . Norman , C. & M.501 ; R.

The Alabama statute is even broader v. Creed, 1 C. & K. 63. See R. v .

than that of New York, for it leaves Lister, D. & B. 118. Infra, § 1062 a.

out the phrase “ without the consent 4 R. v . Creed, i C. & K.63 ; R. v .

of his master or einployer.” Hence Jackson, 1 C. & K. 384 ; R. v.Wort

under the Alabama statute any em- ley , T. & M. 636 ; 2 Den. C. C. 339 ;

bezzlement by a trustee is included , 5 Cox C. C. 382 ; R. v. Winnall, 5

- a phase of crime which , in other Cox C. C. 326 ; Com . v. Tuckerman,

785VOL . I. 50
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from facts. Thus in an English case it appeared that it was

the duty of a servant, authorized to receive money for his em

ployer, to account to bis employer on the evening of every day

for the money received during the day by him for his employer,

and to pay over the amount. He received three sums for his

employer on three different days, and neither accounted for these

sums nor paid them over. Henever denied the receipt of them ,

nor rendered any written account in which they were admitted ;

and it was held if the servant wilfully omitted to account for

these sums, and pay them over on the respective days on which

he received them , that such wilful omissions to account and pay

over were equivalent to a denial of the receipt of them and con

stituted embezzlements. And a conviction was sustained where

the defendant, a clerk, upon being called upon to produce the

money with which he had charged himself on his books, was un

10 Gray, 173; Com . v. Berry, 99 Mass. “ But noneof these facts constitutes

428 ; State v . Cameron, 3 Heisk . 78 . in itself the offence of embezzlement;

According to Sir J. Stephen (Dig . nor is the fact that the alleged of

C. L.art. 312) , fender rendered a correct account of

“ The inference that a prisoner has themoney or other property intrusted

embezzled property, by fraudulently to him inconsistent with his having

converting it to his own use,may be embezzled it. R. v . Hodgson , 3 C.&

drawn from the fact that he has not P. 422 ; R. v. Winnall, 5 Cox C. C.

paid the money or delivered the prop- 326. Mr. Greaves's note on this case

erty in due course to the owner; or disapproves of the summing up of Erle,

From the fact that he has not ac- J., on what appears to me to be a

counted for the money or other prop- misconception of its purport. Mr.

erty which he has received ; or Greaves's view , that the fraudulent

“ From the fact that he has falsely conversion constitutes the offence and

accounted for it ; or that everything else is only evidence

“ From the fact that he has ab- of it, is obviously correct;but I think

sconded ; or that Erle, J., did not mean to say

" From the fact that upon the ex- anything inconsistent with this. Wil

amination of his accounts there ap- ful false accounting is now a substan

peared a generaldeficiency unaccount tive offence. See 38 & 39 Vict. c. 24 ,

ed for. R. v . Grove, 1 Mood. C. C. s. 2 , and article 352, St. Dig.; R. v.

447; 2 Russ. Cr. 459, 460. The au Guelder, Bell C. C. 284 ; R. v. Lister,

thority of this case, decided by eight D. & B.118.” Compare infra ,§ 1062 a.

judges to seven , has been doubted. 1 R. v . Murdock, 2 Den . C. C. 298 ;

See R.v.Moah, Dears.626,639; see, R. v.Wortley, 2 Den. C. C. 334; R.

too , R. v . Lambert, 2 Cox C. C. 309 ; v . Betts, 8 Cox C. C. 140 ; Com . v.

R. v. Jones, 8 C. & P. 287; R. v. Berry, 99 Mass. 428; Calkins v.State,

Chapman , 1 C. & K. 119; R. v. King, 18 Oh. St. 366. Infra, § 1062 a.
12 Cox C. C. 73 .

? R. v. Jackson , 1 C. & K. 384 .
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No defence

able to produce it, and threw himself at his employer's feet, im

ploring mercy . A bare confession of this character, however,

is unsatisfactory proof ; and it is better to require some proof of

attempted concealment, flight, or other facts inferring fraud.2

The question is, “ Did the defendant appropriate furtively money

coming to his master, but not as yet received by the latter ? "

And to prove this satisfactorily , not only the reception by the

defendantmust be shown, but the illicit use . For here two dif

ficulties stand in the prosecutor's way, if the indictment be

simply for embezzlement. The first is, that if the defendant

took money actually paid into his employer's hands, the offence

is larceny, not embezzlement. The second is, that if the alle

gation be that the defendant fraudulently appropriated the

money before it reached his employer's hands, the fraud must

be shown. And it is to show this that flight, insolvency , conceal

ment, or evasions, form strong circumstantial proof.3

§ 1031. Nor does it matter that the money was received , not

directly from a customer, but from another servant.

The defendant is responsible, under the statute , not- that money

withstanding there may have been intermediate links

between himself and the customer, provided themaster

was not one of these links.4
If, however, the goods vant.

have reached their destination , and are virtually in the master's

possession , the case is one of larceny.5

§ 1032. If the goods were not received on account must have

of the master, to whom they must belong, the prosecu- ceived on

tion fails.

1 R. v . Grove, 7 C. & P. 635 ; 1 In R. v. Beaumont, Dears. C. C.

Mood. C. C. 447. Infra , $ 1062 a . 270, it appeared that one W.had en

2 See R. v. Jones, 8 C. & P. 288 ; gaged with a railway company to find

R. v. Williams, 7 C. & P. 338 . horses and carmen to deliver the com

* See State v. Leonard, 6 Cold . pany's coals,and that he or his car

(Tenn.) 307. Infra , § 1062 a . men should deliver to the company's

* R.v. Masters, 1 Den. C. C. 332; manager all the money received from

2 C. & K. 930 . the customers. The delivery notes

6 Supra, § 1027. were entered by W. in his book , and

• R. v. Glover, L. & C.466; R. v. the receipted invoices given to the

Harris,Dears. C. C. 344 ; 6 Cox C.C. customers. The prisoner was one of

363 ; R. v. Cullum , L. R. 2 C. C. 28 ; W.'s carmen, whose duty it was to pay

R. v. Beaumont, Dears. C. C. 270; 6 over directly to the manager themoney

Cox C. C. 269. But see supra, s which hereceived from the customers.

No account of money so received and

was re

ceived

from an

other ser

Goods

account of

master.

1024 .
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must not

ant.

§ 1033. Under the English statute, the goods for which em

bezzlement lies must be the goods of the servant’s masThe goods

ter ; and hence where the prosecutor specially employs
belong to

the defend- another person's servant for a single job , the indict

ment does not lie.1 It is otherwise in Massachusetts

and New York, where it is enough if the goods taken belong to

any other person ” than the taker , and hence need not be the

goods of the servant's master. But as is elsewhere noticed , the

goods must not belong to the defendant, either in whole or in

part. And they must have been received on account of the

prosecutor.4

§ 1034. A middleman, or agent between the chief employer

paid was kept between W.and the tained money for them from friends

company. It was held by a majority of his own , who paid the checks into

of the Court of Criminal Appeal, that their own banks. He then took the

the prisoner was the servant of the amount so received to the cashier ,

company and not of W., and thatthe and handed it over to him , saying he

money was received by him on their wished it to go against his salary,

account and not on the account of which wasoverdrawn to a like amount;

W., and that consequently an indict- and he got back from the cashier I.

ment against the prisoner, as the ser 0. U.'swhich hehad previously given

vant of W., for embezzling money re- for the amount of the overdraft. The

ceived in that capacity , could not be prisoner having been convicted of em

supported. A somewhat similar case bezzling the proceeds of the checks,

was that of R. v . Thorpe, D. & B. it was ruled that the proceeds of the

C. C. 562. Roscoe's Cr. Ev. p. 450. checks, though received not from the

See Quarman v. Burnett, 6 M. & W. bankers but from third persons, were

499. received on account of the company,

1 R. v . Freeman , 5 C. & P. 534. and that the prisoner was rightly con

2 Com . v . Stearns, 2 Met. 343 ; victed.

People v . Dalton, 15 Wend. 581 ; Wh. In Massachusetts it hasbeen argued

Prec. 462. Supra, § 1017 . that if the defendant bad a right to

3 See § 1015 ; State v. Kent, 22 throw cash received by him in com

Minn. 41. mon stock with his own, then he can

* In R. v. Gale, L. R. 2 Q. B. D. not be convicted of embezzling it. It

(C. C. R.) 141, the defendant was is not the “ property " of another.

clerk and servant of an insurance com- Supra, § 932. Com . v . Stearns, 2

pany, and head managerin their chief Met. 343; Com . v. Libbey, 11 Met.

office at L. In the ordinary course of 64. This view , however , is in con

business he received several checks flict with the English rule. Supra , $

payable to his order from the mana 1016. It is clear that when the money

gers of branch offices, which it was his is received as a special deposit for

duty to indorse and hand over to the the owner it is capable of being em

company's cashier. Instead of doing bezzled . Com . v. Foster, 107 Mass.

so , he indorsed the checks and ob- 221 .
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Middleman

prosecutor .

be a prose

tion .

No defence

and the servant,may be a prosecutor. Thus, a person undertak

ing to deliver goods for a railway company, and pay

over the proceeds to the company, and who in such may be

capacity employs draymen to do the hauling, may prog

ecute the latter for embezzling money received by them for the

company, and in the company's name.1

§ 1035. There is no question that under the statutes generally

a corporation is regarded as a person ,and as such may Corpora

be prosecutor in a trial for embezzlement. In New tion may

York, however, under a statute making it penal for an cutor, but
not illegal

officer of " an incorporated company " to embezzle, it corpora

was held that the term " incorporated company ” did

not include public bodies whether politic or corporate. And

this is certainly the case as to illegal societies. But where a

society is legal, though some of its rules are void as being in re

straint of trade, the servant of the society may be convicted of

embezzlement.5

§ 1036. It is no defence that the defendant fraudulently de

posited a worthless security in place of money em bez

zled . Hence, where a banker's clerk fraudulently tak- that worth

ing money from the till put in its place the check of a ity was

customer, such check being really valueless and fraud

ulently obtained by the clerk, this was held embezzlement.

§ 1037. It is no defence that the defendant, a clerk , through

the false manipulation of his accounts paid over certain

particular notes received by him to his master, if he of produce

appropriated the sum such notes represented. And

the fraudulent conversion by an inokeeper of trunks obtained by

him on checks given to him by a guest is embezzlement under

the statute.8

§ 1038. It is no defence that the principals have no No defence

right, as against third parties, to the money which the cipals

1 R. v. Thorpe , Dears. & B. 562; 8 O R.v . Hammon, R. & R. 221; 2

Cox C. C. 29. See supra , $ 1017. Leach , 1083.

2 See supra, § 1015 .
7 R. v. Hall, 3 Stark . 67. See su

8 Coats v. People, 22 N. Y. 245.

* R. v. Hunt, 8 C. & P. 642.
8 People v. Husband , 36 Mich .

6 R. v . Stainer, L. R. 1 C. C. 230 ; 306 .

Roscoe's Cr. Ev.

given .

Conversion

pra , § 1016 .

p .
445 .
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have no

title to the

money.

No defence

fendant.

servant embezzles. If he fraudulently take it on their

account and then embezzle it, the offence is complete.

§ 1039. It has been shown 2 that themere marking of money

in themaster's usual place of custody , with the inten

that a traption of catching a servant suspected of stealing, does

for the de- not estop themaster from proceeding criminally against

the prisoner. This doctrine has been carried out in

prosecutions for embezzlement. Thus where the prosecutor gave

somemarked money to a customer to expend in the prosecutor's

shop, for the purpose of detecting a suspected servant, and the

servant was convicted of embezzling the marked money, it was

held that the conviction was right.3

§ 1040. The remarks heretofore made as to continuous tak

Defendant ings 4 apply with peculiar force to embezzlements,

which (until detected ) may spread over an extended

any place
duration of time and occupy several jurisdictions. The

defendant may be tried in any county where any part

of the embezzlement was committed , or where, upon being called

upon to account, he disowned having received the money.

§ 1041. When an embezzlement is an offence against two

Embezzle- sovereigns, each has jurisdiction , and each may prose

created by cute for the offence against himself. It has, however,

federalstāt- been held , that a federal statute establishing embezzle

ment as an offence by officers of national banks ab

sorbs the jurisdiction . And in pursuance of this prin

ciple it has been ruled in Massachusetts that even an accessary

may be

tried in

of embez

zlement.

ments

be tried in

federal

courts .

1 R. v . Beacall, 1 C. & P. 310; R. v. People, 61 Barbour, 226 ; but see Com .

Wellings, 1 C. & P. 454 ; R. v. Or- v. Butterick , 100 Mass . 1. Themere

man, Dears. C. C. 575 ; 7 Cox C. C. reception in a county does not give

45. Supra, § 1025 .
jurisdiction. People v. Murphy, 51

? Supra , &$ 149, 917 ; infra , $ 1190 . Cal. 376 . Otherwise if there is no

8 R. v. Gill, Dears. C. C. 289; 6 proof of carrying the money else

Cox C. C. 295; R. v . Headge, 2 Leach , where.
State v . New , 22 Minn. 76.

1033 ; R. & R. 160 ; R. v . Whitting See supra, $S 265–6.

ham , 2 Leach, 912 ; R. v . Aston, 2
7 Com . v. Fuller, 8 Met. 313 ; Com .

Cox C. C. 234 .
v. Tenney, 97 Mass. 50; Com . v . Fel

4 See supra , ss 288, 928.
ton , 101 Mass. 204; State v. Tuller,

6 See supra, $ 288 ; R.v. Murdock , 34 Conn. 280 ; and see discussion

2 Den. C. C. 298 ; 8 Eng. L. & Eq. supra, $ 266. Comp.U. S. v. Taintor,

577 ; R. v. Hobson , R.& R. 56 ; R. v . infra , § 1051.

Taylor, 3 B. & P. 596 ; Larkins v .
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Simultane

ous embez

zlements

to an embezzlement from a national bank, by one of its officers,

cannot be punished in Massachusetts, though such offence is not

provided for by the federal statutes. The reasoning of the court

is , that jurisdiction over a principal is a condition precedent to

jurisdiction over an accessary .

$ 1042. Several articles embezzled simultaneously may be

included in the same indictment, if these articles have

not different owners. It is proper, however, to say,

that in Massachusetts, in prosecutions for embezzle- may be

ment, it is held that there may be separate indictments

for articles simultaneously embezzled .3

§ 1043. The distinguishing features (e.g. the defendant's fidu

ciary character ) which divide embezzlement from lar- Fiduciary

ceny must be specially averred ,4 though when agency must be

is averred details need not be given . When refusal averred .

to pay over is the charge, a demand should be averred.

It is not necessary , however , to aver that the defendant was

a “ professed agent," under a statute designating “ agents.'

§ 1044. Unless the pleader is relieved from this exactness by

special statute, the goods and ownership must be set

out with the same completeness as in larceny. But it bezzled

is not necessary to set forth the exact sum taken, if a accurately

sum covered by the indictment is proved to be embez

" 7

Goods em

stated .

2

1 Com . v. Felton , 101 Mass. 204. v . Tryon, 4 Mich . 665 ; Lowenthal v.

See supra, SS 265–6.
State , 32 Ala . 589 ; State v. Porter, 26

Supra , $ 948.
Mo. 201 ; Fulton v. State , 8 Eng.

8 " It is an ancient and well estab- (Ark.) 168 ; Peoplev. Cohen , 8 Cal.

lished rule,” said Foster, J., in the 42.
Supreme Court of Massachusetts, in 6 State v. Meyers, 68 Mo. 266 .

1868, “ that the taking of divers ar 6 State v . Munch , 22 Minn. 67.

ticles at one time may be treated as ? Com . v . Newcomer, 49 Penn. St.

constituting a distinct larceny of each 478 .
article stolen ." Com . v . Butterick , 8 R. v. McGregor, 3 B. & P. 106 ;

100 Mass. 9. But this position will R.v . Furneaux, R. & R. 335; Com .

not be generally sustained. See su v . Stebbins, 8 Gray, 492 ; Com . v.

pra , SS 931, 948 .

O'Connell, 12 Allen , 451; Com . v .

* Com . v . Simpson , 9 Met. 138 ; Butterick, 100 Mass. 1; Bullock v.

Com . v. Smart, 6 Gray, 15 ; Com . v. State, 10 Ga.47; People v. Cohen, &

Wyman, 8 Met. 247; Com . v. Merri- Cal. 42 ; People v. Cox, 40 Cal. 275.

field , 4.Met. 468 ; Coats v . People, 4 • R. v . Carson , R. & R. 303 ; R. v .

Parker C.R. 662; S. C., 22 N. Y.245 ; Grove, 1 Moody , 447 .

People v . Allen , 5 Denio , 76 ; People
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When " fe

must be

used .

Servantof

ters may

to be ser

vant of

either .
nor

ment may

with lar

ceny.

zled , though it is not sufficient to prove at the trial a general

deficiency in account. Some specific sum must be proved to be

embezzled, in like manner as in larceny some particular article

must be proved to have been stolen .” 2

Proof of embezzling a check will not sustain an indictment for

stealing money,

It is not necessary , in case of servants and clerks, to aver from

whom themoney was received.4

§ 1045. - Feloniously,” when the offence is a felony,

loniously," must be used , though it is sufficient if the term qual

ify the concluding averment of “ steal and take.” 6

§ 1046. The servant of joint owners or partners may

jointmas
be rightly described as the servant of either, or in

be averred joint employment, as the servant of all the employers.8

$ 1047. Counts for larcenymay be joined with counts

for embezzlement, framed under various statutes ;

Embezzle

unless the evidence shows cases relating to entirely

be joined
distinct transactions, should the prosecution be called

upon to elect until its case is developed.10 In Eng

land it seems that the court may, at its discretion , compel an

election at an earlier period.11

§ 1048. A bill of particulars may be required in all cases in

which the indictment is general in its terms, and the

bill should at least state from what persons themoney

required . alleged to have been embezzled was received . 12

1 Supra, § 979; Wh. Cr. Ev. $ 121. 6 R. r. Crighton, R. & R.62.

? Alderson, B., in R. v. Jones , 8 C. ? R. v . Leech , 3 Stark . 70 ; R. i.

& P. 288 . White, 8 C. & P. 742.

Where the prisoner had to account 8 R. v. Bailey, 7 Cox C. C. 179 ;

weekly in gross sums, and he was al- Dears. & B.600.

leged in the indictment to have em 9 R. v . Johnson, 3 M.& S. 539 ; R.

bezzled three such sums, it was held v . Murray, 5 C. & P. 145, n ; State v.

that such aggregate sums might be Porter, 26 Mo. 201; Mayo v. State,

shown to be made up of smaller sums 30 Ala. 32 ; Whart. Plead . & Prac. 88

which he had embezzled , and with 285-293-4.

the embezzlement of which he might 10 See Whart. Plead. & Prac. & 293.

have been charged. R. v . Balls, L. 11 R. v. Holman, 9 Cox C. C. 201;

R. 1 C. C. 328; Rosc . Cr. Ev. p . 458. L. & C. 177.

8 R. v . Keena , L. R. 1 C. C. 113 ; 12 R. v. Hodgson, 3 C. & P. 422; R.

11 Cox C. C. 123 . v. Bootyman, 5 C. & P. 300; State

4 R. v . Beacall, 1 C. & P. 310. v. Cushing, 11 Rh. Is. 313. Whart.

5 Whart. Plead . & Prac. § 260. Plead . & Prac. $ S 157, 702.

Bill of par
ticulars

should be
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II. AGAINST TRUSTEES, AGENTS, BAILEES, AND OTHERS , APPROPRIATING

GOODS RECEIVED BONA FIDE.

Statute

cases of

agents

§ 1049. It has already been stated 1 that the object of the em

bezzlement statutes is to provide punishment for fraud

ulent appropriations, which the common law definition covers

of larceny does not reach . The first of these offences, trustees or

which has just been discussed, is that of a servant or fraudu
lently ap

other agent appropriating his master's goods before propriating

these goods have reached the master, and, consequently, ceived

before the master has acquired such possession in them

bonâ fide

for princi

as will enable him to maintain larceny at common law . pal.

The second offence, to which a second class of embezzlement

statutes is directed , is that of a trustee or bailee appropriating

goods which he received bonâ fide. When a trustee or bailee

obtains possession of goods fraudulently, and afterwards fraudu

lently converts such goods to his own use, this is larceny at com

mon law ,2 and, consequently , is not within the scope of the stat

utes we are about to scrutinize. The object of these statutes is

to cover that which is not larceny at common law , viz., the case

of a trustee or bailee receiving bona fide goods from or in behalf

ofhis principal, and then fraudulently appropriating
such goods.

The termsof the English statutes point out plainly this distinc

tion . Thus that of 24 & 25 Vict. c. 96 , s. 75 , directed particularly

to the case of agents and bankers, provides that " whosoever,

having been intrusted, & c., as a banker, merchant, broker, at

torney , or other agent, with any money or security for the pay

ment of money, with any direction in writing to apply , pay, or

deliver such money or security, or any part thereof respectively ,

or the proceeds, or any part of the proceeds of such security, for

any purpose, or to any person specified in such direction , shall, in

violation of good faith , and contrary to the termsof such direc

tion , in anywise convert to his own use or benefit, or to the use

or benefit of any person other than the person by whom he shall

have been so intrusted, such money, security , or proceeds, or any

part thereof respectively ;" and also whosoever, being intrusted ,

& c., with any chattel or security , shall sell, negotiate, or pledge

the same, “ shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,” & c. Further sec

* Supra, $ 1009.
2 Supra , $ 964.
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tions apply to the cases of factors fraudulently obtaining advances

on property of principals ; and of trustees who, “ with intent to

defraud , shall convert and appropriate " trust funds. The cases

here enumerated are none of them larceny at common law.1

1 As to Georgia statute see Snell v . custody of the pensions of their wards,

State , 50 Ga. 219 ; Hoyt v . State, 50 who embezzle the same in violation

Ga. 313. As to proof of fraud see of their trust, or fraudulently convert

infra , § 1062 a .
the same to their own use, are the

In U. S. v . Hall, 98 U. S. 343, it material words of the enactment; and

was held that an indictment lies in the proposition is that the Circuit

the Circuit Court of the United States Court bas no power to punish the de

against a guardian for the embezzle- fendant for any appropriation by him

ment of pension money of his ward of said money after its legal payment

paid to him . It was further held that to him as such guardian,which to a

Congress has power to define the em demonstration is a mistake, if the act

bezzlement by a guardian , of pension of Congress is a valid and constitu

money paid to him , to be an offence tional act, for several reasons, each

against the United States.
of which is sufficient to show that the

“ Circuit Courts,” itwas said in the proposition is unsound : 1. Because

opinion by Clifford , J.,“ have exclusive the guardian has not and cannot

cognizance of all crimes and offences have, in the nature of things, the

cognizable under the authority of the charge and custody of the pension

United States, exceptwhere the acts money of his ward until it is paid to

of Congress otherwise provide, and him by the government. 2. Because

concurrent jurisdiction with the Dis- he cannot, within the meaning
the

trict Courts of the crimes and offences act of Congress, embezzle the pension

cognizable in those courts. 1 Stat. at money of his ward, or fraudulently

Large, 79 ; Rev. Stats. 112, § 629. convert the same to his own use in

Such courts possess no jurisdiction violation of his trust, before the same

over crimes and offences committed is paid to him as such guardian . 3.

against the authority of the United Because, if the theory of the defend

States, except what is given to them antis correct, the act of Congress de

by the power that created them ; nor fines certain acts of such a guardian

can they be invested with any such as an offence that in the nature of

jurisdiction beyond what the power things is practically impossible, which

ceded to the United States by the would show that the act of Congress

Constitution authorizes Congress to
is an absurdity. 4. Because the plain

confer, from which it follows that be- import and obvious meaning of the

fore an offence can become cogniza- language of the provision contradicts

ble in the Circuit Court the Congress the theory of the defendant, and shows

must first define or recognize it as
that Congress intended to protect the

such, and affix a punishment to it ,and pension money as a fund for the ward

confer jurisdiction upon some court to
after it was paid to the guardian ,and

try the offender. United States v .
to punish the depositary if he embez

Hudson , 7 Cranch C. C. 32 ; United zled or fraudulently converted it to

States v . Coolidge, 1 Wheat. 415 ; 1
his own use before he rendered an ac

Am . Cr. L. & 163.
count for it, or expended it for the

“ Guardians having the charge and benefit of the ward, as the law re
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bezzlement

fails .

§ 1050. If the case is larceny at common law , from the fact

the possession of the goods was originally obtained by If case one

the bailee fraudulently , animo furandi, the prosecution at common

for embezzlement, under these statutes, fails. That law , em

such is the rule in England we may infer from an ex

amination of the statutes ; and in fact so has it been expressly

ruled in the English courts.)

In New York and Alabama, if not in other American States,

the question has been complicated by the loose and general terms

16

quired. Viewed in the light of these gress for embezzling it after he law

suggestions, it follows that the offence fully received it. 4. That matters of

set forth in the indictment is well de- police regulation are not surrendered

fined in the act of Congress, and that to Congress, but are exclusively within

the offence as there defined, if the act state legislation. 5. That a guardian

of Congress is valid and constitu is a state officer, and as such is not sub

tional, consists of embezzling the pen- ject to the lawsof Congress in the per

sion of the ward by the guardian, or formance of his duties. Power to pro

of fraudulently converting the same tect the fund from misappropriation,

to his own use after the same is paid fraud , and unauthorized conversion

to him by the government..
to the use of another, and to secure

Argument to show that the Circuit its safe and unimpaired transmission

Courts have jurisdiction of offences to the beneficiary , has been claimed

against the authority of the United and exercised through the whole pe

States since the passage of the judi- riod since Congress under the Consti

ciary act is unnecessary, as all the of- tution commenced to grant such boun

fences cognizable in those courts have ties. . . . . Power existed in the States

been defined since the judiciary act
before the Constitution was adopted ,

went into operation. Grant all that, and it would serve to undermine the

and still the question is, whether the public regard for our great charter if

act defining the offence set forth in it could be held that it did not con

the indictment is a valid and constitu- tinue the same power in the Congress.

tional act. Briefly stated , the objec- Even the respondent admits that Con

tions to the constitutionality of the law gress may declare war,
raise and sup

are as follows: 1. That it ismunicipal port armies, provide and maintain a

in its character , operating directly on navy, and make rules for the govern

the conduct of individuals, and that mentand regulation of the land and

it assumes to take the place of ordi- naval forces ; and it is equally clear

nary state legislation. 2. That if Con- that Congress may make all laws

gress may pass such a law , then Con- which shall be necessary and proper

gress may assume all the police regu- for carrying the powers granted by

lations of the States and work their the Constitution into execution.”

entire destruction . 3. That inasmuch 1 R. v. Hawkins, 1 Den. C. C. 584 ;

as the state law authorized the guar T. & M. 328. See R. v . Murray, 5 C.

dian to receive the pension money,

& P. 145, n .; 1Mood. C. C. 276 ; and

the defendant cannot be subjected to

see analogous cases supra, SS 1027 et

an indictment under an act of Con- seq.
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1

in which the embezzlement statutes are couched , so that on their

face they seem to include all fraudulent conversions by agents of

all classes. But if we look at the general object of the embez

zlement statutes rather than at their mere terms, we must con

clude, contrary to the decisions of the courts in the States just

mentioned, that the statutes legitimately include only such cases

of appropriations by agents as are not reached by common law

prosecutions for larceny.1

§ 1051. The term " officer," when used alternatively with

cashier,” or with any other phrase indicating it to be

a nomen generalissimum , is to have a wide application.

In Massachusetts, for instance, it has been held to em

brace the president and the directors of a bank.?

§ 1052. The term “ trustee ” has in England been held to in

“ Trustee " clude the case of a person who was the secretary, trus

tee , and treasurer of a savings bank, and who , by the

rule of the bank , was required to hand over money

deposited with him to the treasurer , who was then re

quired to hand it over when demanded to the trustees, whose

duty it was to invest it in the public funds.3

" Officer "

may be a

nomen

eralissi

mum .

gen

may in

clude treas

urer of

bank .

1 See for reasoning sustaining this “ being a banker, broker, attorney ,

supra, &$ 1027–9 ; and see also State merchant, or agent, and being in

v. Coombs, 55 Me. 477; People v. Co- trusted , for safe custody, with the

hen , 8 Cal. 42 ; Fulton v. State, 18 property of any other person, shall,

Eng. ( Ark .) 168 ; Cobletz v . State, 36 with intent to defraud, sell, negotiate,

Tex . 353. transfer, pledge , or in any manner

2 Com . v . Wyman , 8 Met. 247. convert or appropriate to or for his

3 R. v . Fletcher , L. & C. 180 ; 9
own use , or the use of any other per

Cox C. C. 189. As to Alabama stat son , such property , or any part there

ute see supra , § 1029. As to Mass. of, he shall be guilty of a misde

Stat . 1859, c. 233, see Com . v . Hays,
meanor . " This section is taken from

14 Gray, 62. It is embezzlement
to Act of 20 & 21 Vict. c. 54 , which has

fraudulently convert the proceeds of been the subject of several of the ad

a promissory note given to the de- judications already given under this

fendant to sell and pay over such particular statute.

proceeds to a third person . It would clear that under it larceny is not in

be otherwise, however, if as broker dictable. Com . v. Newcomer,49 Penn .

he had authority to mix the proceeds St. 478 .

with his own funds. Com . v . Foster, In U. S. v . Taintor, 11 Blatchf.

107 Mass. 221; Com . v . Libbey, 11
374 , the defendant was indicted un

Met. 64. der the 55th section of the National

The Pennsylvania Revised Code, Banking Act of June 3,1864 (13 U.S.

§ 114, provides that if any person Stat. at Large, 116), fôr embezzling,

It is therefore
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Fraud to

§ 1053. Insolvency , flight, or refusal to pay, are the usual and

most effective evidences of conversion . It has been

held a fraudulent conversion for a trustee to pay out of be infer :

his trust funds £ 1,409 to his private bankers ; to draw circum

out the whole, with the exception of £ 28, and to pay

out of the fund a private debt.?

stances.

abstracting, and wilfully misapplying ed , upon this motion, that the first of

the moneys and funds of a bank of these propositions is correct. The

wbich he was cashier , with intent to correctness of the second is strenu

injure and defraud the bank. On the ously denied, and is now to be deter

trial it was shown that he took moneys mined .

and funds of the bank , and used them “ It is a general rule of law , that a

in stock speculations carried on in his man must be held to intend the neces

own name, by depositing them with a sary consequences of his acts.
This

stock-broker, as margins. The de- rule is applicable as well to cases of

fendant offered to prove that such crime as in civil causes ; for what

acts of his were known to the presi- ever proves intent anywhere proves it

dent and some of the directors of the everywhere. It has often been so ap

bank , and were sanctioned by them , plied . Furthermore, in certain cases,

and that such dealings of his with the and these criminal, the proof of guilty

funds of the bank were intended for intent afforded by evidence of acts

the account and benefit of the bank, knowingly done has been held to be

and were believed by him to have conclusive, and not overthrown by

been sanctioned by the president and proof of any other facts ; and this

some of the directors , although there class of cases bas not been limited to

was no resolution of the board of acts mala in se, nor to crimes at com

directors authorizing or sanctioning mon law . On this argument, it was

them . The evidence was offered only conceded that, by virtue of the rule

to disprove the averments in the in- in question , the guilty intent is con

dictment, that the acts were done clusively shown by proof of the act

“ with intent to injure and defraud " done, where the nature of the act is

the bank. It was held that the evi- such that a general guilty intent is so

dence was properly excluded . clearly manifested thereby as to admit

In this case Benedict, J., said : of no question. It appears to us that

“ The ruling called in question upon the rule, even thus limited, covers the

this motion involved two propositions, present case and justifies the decision

namely , that the guilty intentcharged made at the trial. For the act done

in the indictment was shown by the by the defendant was clearly unlaw

proof of the acts done by the defend- ful, and he is precluded from denying

ant ; and, further, that the facts of- knowledge that it was so . He was an

fered to be proved by the defendant officer of an association created under

would not, in law , avail to negative a statute which does not permit any

that intent. It bas hardly been doubt- person to make such a use of the funds

1 See U. S. v. Taintor, supra ; State 2 Wadham v. Rigg, 1 Drew . & Sm .

v. Leonard, 6 Cold . (Tenn.) 307; Hoyt 216.

v. State, 50Ga. 313 ; and fully supra,

§ 1030; infra, § 1062 a .
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It is sufficient under the Massachusetts statute to prove that

the defendant took from the maker of a note indorsed by the

of the association as was here made. “ But it is contended that the phra

Furthermore, the act of thedefendant seology of the statute under which the

rendered the association liable to a indictment is framed requires proof

forfeiture of its charter. Still further, of something more than the general

it cast upon the bank a risk which at- guilty intent necessarily involved in

tached at the instant of the doing of such a misapplication of the funds

the act, and this a risk notoriously of a national bank, inasmuch as it

great, extraordinary in character, and couples with the words embezzle,

outside the bounds of proper commer- abstract, and wilfully misapply,' the

cial use. It placed the capital of the words “ with intent to injure or de

bank beyond the controlof the officers fraud the association, and thus re

of the association, and it was an un- quires the presence of a corruptmo

lawful dealing with the money of a tive , a design to cheat the association

corporation belonging to a class of out of money, in order to constitute
institutions whose welfare is inti- the offence. It is unnecessary to de.

mately connected with the public wel- termine whether the latter words, as

fare, which are liable to be deposi- here used , are intended to be taken in

tories of the public moneys, and which connection with the words embezzle,

cannot justly be considered to be abstract, or wilfully misapply,' be

merely private pecuniary trusts. The cause this has been assumed by the

act of the defendant, therefore, neces- prosecution , and the indictment, in

sarily involved injury, not only to the each count, charges an intent to in

association ,but also, in a proper sense, jure and defraud the association. The

to the public. An act having such question presented , therefore, is as

characteristics, and involving such to the effect produced upon the words

consequences, when knowingly done, embezzle , abstract, or wilfully mis

discloses moral turpitude, and cannot apply,' by the addition of the words

beinnocent. Itmay, therefore,well be with intent to injure or defraud the

held , that proof of such an act proves association.'

conclusively an intent to injure, be “ In considering this phraseology ,

cause,when knowingly done, it affords it will be noticed that,while theword

no opportunity for justification or legal • embezzle,' and , perhaps, also, the

excuse,and manifests so clearly a gen- word ·abstract,' refers to acts done

eral guilty intent as to make it of no for the benefit of the actor as against

consequence what other particular in- the bank, the word · misapply ' covers

tent coexisted therewith , and to pre
acts having no relation to the pecun

clude inquiry as to such other intent, iary profit or advantage of the doer

or into the motives which impelled to thereof. A design to make criminal

its commission . A generousmotive is acts done without reference to per

not inconsistent with a guilty intent, sonal advantage is thus clearly dis

and proof of the one does not disprove closed , and it appears that the inten

the other. Our opinion, therefore , is, tion of the statute was to cover cases

that the circumstances offered to be of unlawful dealing with the funds of

proved by the defendant would not the bank by its officers,although with

tend to disprove the guilty intent out a corrupt motive. This intention ,

charged in the indictment. manifested by the insertion of an em
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defendant, as security to protect the defendant in his indorse

ment, certain securities, and after payment of the note by the

maker , fraudulently pledged the property thus taken as security

in payment of his own personal indebtedness.

Mere false entries by an officer of a bank will not constitute

phatic and significant term in the fect which they are held to have in

commencement of the section , it can indictments where their presence has

not be supposed was intended to be been considered to be necessary. A

defeated by the subsequent use of the similar effect has been given to the

words ' with intent to injure or de same phrase in other statutes. Thus

fraud .' Nor can such effectbe given Lord Ch. J. Tindal has observed, that

these words without treating the word where a statute directs that, to com

injure ' as synonymous with • de- plete an offence, it must have been

fraud,' and as referring to a misappli- done with intent to injure or defraud

cation for the benefit of the doer. any person, there is no occasion that

But if the signification of the word any malice or ill-will should subsist

defraud ' be limited to a malicious against the person whose property is

dealing with property for the personal so destroyed . It is a malicious act in

advantage of the doer, — and it is not contemplation of law , when a man

always to be so limited , — the word wilfully does thatwhich is illegal,and

“ injure' is not of such limited appli- which, in its necessary consequence ,

cation , and was doubtless inserted to must injure his neighbor.' 5 C. & P.

cover cases of misapplication causing 266, note ; 2 Russ. on Crimes, p . 575 ;

injury to the association without ben- Com . v. Snelling , 15 Pick . 340. It is,

efit to the offender. The guilty intent indeed , true, that this construction of

required by the statute would , there the statute under consideration im

fore, still exist, although it be shown putes to the legislature the policy of

that no personal pecuniary benefit was making some acts criminalwhich may

anticipated by the defendant, and the nothavebeen before classed as crimes;

requirement of the statute is fulfilled and if, as it seems to be here sug

by proof of general guilty intent in- gested , themoral sense of the business

volved in the act knowingly commit- community has become so blunted that

ted . such acts as this defendant is con

“ The phrase, ' intent to injure or
ceded to have committed have come

defraud ,' is the same one used in in to be considered “ innocent, or even

dictments for forgery . There it re- praiseworthy,' the urgent need of the

fers to a general guilty intent, and adoption such a policy affords good

such indictments are held conclu- ground for supposing that its adoption

sively proved when the act is proved was intended by the statute.

to have been knowingly committed . “ Our opinion, therefore, is, that no

The phrase should be considered to error was committed in rejecting the

have the samemeaning in this statute, evidence offered by the defence upon

and to be proved in the same way.
the trial of this cause ; and the mo

Nor does this construction render the tion for a new trialmust, accordingly ,

On the contrary , be denied.”

they are given precisely the same ef i Com . v. Butterick , 100 Mass. 1 .

words nugatory .
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such breach of trust, unless connected with an actual conversion

of goods.

A mere failure on the part of a borrower of money to prop

erly account for it does not constitute embezzlement.2

§ 1053 a . The term " agent,” as we have already seen ,3 in

cludes all cases where one person in a distinct capacity
Agents."

is authorized to represent another.4

1 Com . v. Shepard , 1 Allen , 575. were a direction ' within the mean

Where wheat could not leave a ing of the act, and if so, what the

warehouse except upon a shipping or- meaning of the direction was. In my

der issued by the defendant, who was opinion , that letter, when fairly con

in charge of the wheat, it was held strued , does amount to a direction ,

to be a fraudulent conversion for him and such a direction that the prisoner

to set afloat in the market “ grain- might rightly be said to have con

orders," and therefor issue " shipping verted the proceeds of the check to

orders,” and appropriate the proceeds his own use, contrary to its terms.

to his own use . Calkins v . State, 18 “ The prisoner had been in the habit

Oh . St. 366. of purchasing securities for the prose

? Kribs v . People , 82 Ill. 425 . cutrix , and receiving checks from her

3 Supra, § 1022. in respect of them . It does not very

* See R.v . Cosser, 13 Cox C. C. clearly appear whether in all instances

187. As to “ servant,” see Gravatt he purchased in his own name, nor is it

v . State, 25 Oh. St. 162. As to very material. Then, in his letter to

" clerk ,” see Ricord , ex parte , 11 her of the 27th of November,he says :

Neb . 287 . .I inclose a contract note for £ 300

In R. v. Christian , L. R. 2 C. C. Japanese bonds, at 112 £336.' And

74, we have the following :
the contract note inclosed was in this

Kelly , C. B .: “ By the terms of the form : · Sold to Mrs. M. A. Spooner

statute, whosoever having been in- £ 300 Japanese at 112 £ 336,' and was

trusted as banker,merchant,broker, signed by the prisoner. This con

attorney, or other agent, with any tract note and the letter in which it

money , or security for the paymentof was inclosed are both ambiguous.

money, with any direction in writing They might mean that the prisoner

to apply, pay , or deliver such money had bought the bonds and bad got

or security, or any part thereof, or them , so that there was nothing to do

the proceeds, or any part of the pro- but to hand them over to the prosecu

ceeds of such security, for any pur- trix on payment by her of the price,

pose, or to any person specified in and in this case, her letter in reply,

such direction, shall, in violation of 'Ihave just received your note and

good faith , and contrary to the terms contract note for three Japan shares,

of such direction, convert to his own and inclose a check for £ 336 in pay

use such money , security ,orproceeds, ment. I am perfectly satisfied that

or any part thereof,' is guilty of a
you have purchased the three shares

misdemeanor. And the only question forme,' might wellmean, ' Whereas,

in the present case is,whether the in- you have bought and paid for the

structions contained in the prosecu- bonds, you will receive this check in

trix's letter of the 27th of November payment to yourself.' But the pris
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and mem

§ 1054. Agency cannot be regarded as constituted, under the

statute, by the mere relation assumed by one member Copartners

of a business association to another. And a partner bers of

or person having an interest in property embezzled corimonsociety not

cannot ordinarily be convicted of embezzling it.?
agents."

66

oner's letter might also mean that he letter of the 12th November . He ac

had bought the bonds in his own name, cordingly receives instructions to buy,

but that they were not yet handed and various securities are bought. It

over because not paid for ; so that it seems immaterial to consider whether

was necessary to get money to pay for any privity of contract was estab

them . And if this had been explicitly lished between the prosecutrix and

stated ,then the prosecutrix's letter in the sellers. There is at any rate no

reply would have meant, • I send you doubt that the prisoner must have

a check , which you will either hand made himself personally liable to

over to the seller of the bonds, or ob- them , and therefore he would have a

tain payment of it, and hand the pro- right, after paying for shares, if he

ceeds or your own check in lieu of did pay, to refuse to hand them over

them to the seller.' And upon this till he wasrepaid . He would also have

view the offence charged would clearly a right to require cash beforehand , so

have been committed .
as to keep him out of advances. In

" If, then ,either construction of the this state of things, he writes his let

letter is fairly possible , must we not ter of the 27th November, and the

read it in the alternative, as saying, prosecutrix her answer of the same

* You do not state whether you have date . Now , looking at the facts and

paid for the bonds; if you have done writing downwhat seems to have been

so ,keep the check , if not, then apply her meaning as to the check , I have

the
money in payment to the seller, so no doubt as to what it must be : In

that you may get the bonds, and hand asmuch as there is a sum of £ 336

them over to me ? ' And so reading which I have to pay to get the Japan

the letter, and applying it to the state ese bonds, get the proceeds of the

of facts that really existed and were check in the way most convenient to

known to the prisoner, it became a di- yourself and pay for the bonds.' I

rection to apply the check or its pro- think if the prisoner had handed over

ceeds in payment for the bonds, and the check itself, or handed over the

the prisoner was, therefore, rightly actualnotes received for it , he would

convicted .”
have been within his instructions. I

Blackburn, J.: “ I am of the same
think he would have been so , also ,

opinion . Before turning to the words if he had paid it into his own bank

of the statute, look at the facts. The bonâ fide, for the purpose of meeting

prisoner, being an agent within the a check of his own given to the seller ,

meaning of the statute (for as to that although a hundred things might in

no question is reserved) , consents to tervene to prevent the check being

act on the terms contained in his first actually met. I think, then , that the

1 R. v. Mason, D. & R. N. P. C. Kent, 22 Minn .41 ; Carter v . State ,

See supra, $ 1015 .
53 Ga. 326 .

? Supra , $$ 922, 1033 ;
State v .
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-
-

" Bailee "

to be used

in restrict

ed sense .

§ 1055. The term bailee is one to be used , not in its large, but

in its limited sense , as including simply those bailees

who are authorized to keep, to transfer, or to deliver,

and who receive the goods first bonâ fide, and then

1

1

-
-
-

prosecutrix's letter was a direction to trust with the management of one's

apply the check or its proceeds to get- affairs.' Webster.

ting the bonds for her free from any “ It will be seen from the definition

lien or claim on the part of the seller. of these words that the statute con

“ Turning, then, to the statute, and templates the relation of agency, a

applying its words to the facts of the contract for services, whereby the ac

case, we find that the prisoner was an cused is bound to do or perform some

agent, and he received a direction in thing in connection with the property

writing to apply the check or its pro- embezzled , and that by virtue of such

ceeds to a certain purpose. And the relation he acquired possession there

jury have found that in violation of of. It by no means appears that the

good faith , and contrary to that direc- idea of bailment or bailee is excluded

tion , he applied them to his own u e. from these definitions, butwithout fol

I have no doubt, therefore, that he lowing the thought or relying upon it,

was rightly convicted .” we will inquire whether the evidence

In State v . Foster , 37 Iowa, 146, establishes a relation of agency or ser

Beck , C. J., thus writes: “ Thewords vice existing between the accused and

indicating the relation that must ex- Furlong, and whether such relation is

ist between the accused and another, contemplated by the instructions above
which is a necessary ingredient of the quoted . Wethink it is in each . The

offence , are ' employer,'' master,' ' em- watch was received under an agree

ployment.' We will, without notice ment that the accused was to act for

of the word “master,' consider the Furlong in making a contract of sale

term employer ' and employment.' of the property , i. e. exchanging the

They are not of the technical lan- watch for a wagon. Can it be doubted

guage of the law , or of any science or
that any proper contract of sale with

pursuit , and must therefore be con in the scope of the accused's authority

strued according to the context and would have bound Furlong ?
Cer

the approved usage of the language. tainly he would have been bound

Rev. Stat. $ 29, p . 2 . thereby; and one of the ingredients of

“ Thewords are defined as follows: the transaction creating it a binding

• Employment — The act of employing contract upon him would have been

or using. 2. Occupation ; business. 3. the relation of agency existing be

Agency or service for another or for tween him and the accused. Wecon

the public. Employer — One who em clude thatthe idea of agency is clear

ploys ; one who engages or keeps in ly expressed ,both by the language of

service. ' the indictment and instructions, and

“ The verb • employ' is defined as the relation is established by the evi

follows, when used with a human be- dence, or rather that there was evi

ing either as its subject or object: dence tending to establish it rendering

• To engage in one's service ; to use the instruction relevant and proper,

as an agent or substitute in transact upon wbich the jury may well have

ing business; to commission and in- found its existence .”
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fraudulently convert. Any other construction would make lar

ceny and embezzlement almost identical.1 Hence it follows

that not only must the evidence show , but the indictmentmust

aver, the facts distinguishing the case from larceny at common

law . And thus when it does not appear that any fiduciary duty

is imposed on the defendant to restore the specific goods of which

the alleged bailment is composed, a bailment under the statute

is not constituted. Unlike embezzlement by servants of goods

not yet come to their master's possession , it is the essence of

this form of embezzlement that the offence should be limited to

the particular article bailed ; and if the agent have liberty to

dispose of such article , then he is not a bailee under the stat

ute . But, as will be seen , when a carrier delivers goods and em

bezzles the price , although he cannot be indicted for embezzling

the goods, he may be for embezzling the money. And such is

the case with a person appropriating goods given to him to effect

a “ trade,"' ? and with other modes of fraudulent conversion by

bailee . S

§ 1056. It was once thought in England that a married wo

man, not being capable of contracting , could not be a

bailee; 9 but this was based hurriedly on the impres- capable of

sion that a person not capable of contracting cannot be ingmay be

liable for a tort, which is an error, and the case may

1 R. v . Hunt, 8 Cox C. C. 495 ; Peo 2 People v . Cohen , 8 Cal. 42; Peo

ple v. Cohen , 8 Cal. 42. Supra, 8 ple v . Peterson, 9 Cal. 313 ; People v .

1027, 1049, 1050. A recent Eng- Poggi, 19 Cal. 600. See supra, $s

lish statute provides that “ whoever, 1009 , 1027, 1050.

being a bailee of any chattel, money, 8 R.v . Hassell, L. & C. 58 ; 8 Cox,

or valuable security, shall fraudulent- 491 ; 9 W. R. 708; R.v . Garrett, 8

ly take or convert the same to his own Cox, 368 ; 2 F. & F. 14 ; R. v . Oxen

use or the use of any other person ham , 13 Cox
C. 349 .

other than the owner thereof, although 4 See supra , $ 1016 .

he shall not break bulk or otherwise 5 See R. v . Hoare, 1 F. & F. 647 ;

determine the bailment, shall be guil- R.v . Hunt, 8 Cox , 495.

ty of larceny, and may be convicted 6 R. v . Wells , 1 F. & F. 109 ; R. v .

thereof upon an indictment for lar- Aden , 12 Cox C. C. 512.

ceny. ” 24 & 25 Victoria , c . 96 , s. 3 . 7 State v . Foster, 37 Iowa, 404 .

See R. v. Loose , Bell C. C. 259; 8
8 Hutchison v . Com . 82 Penn . St.

Cox, 302 ; Fisher's Digest (Am . ed .), 472.

p . 258 ; R. v. Cosser, 13 Cox C. C. 9 R. v . Denmour, 8 Cox C. C. 440 ,

R. v . Tatlock, 13 Cox C. C. 328; per Martin , B.

L. R. 2 Q.B. D. 157. Compare Baker

v. State, 6 Tex.Ap.344. Infra , $ 1057.
803
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now be considered as overruled . An infant, not capable of con

tracting,may certainly be liable criminally for criminal non -per

formance of duty ; and a fortiori is 'this the case with married

women, under the present phase of legislation .

§ 1057. It is not essential under the English statute that the

Goods need thing embezzled should have been received from the

bailor.2 Thus indictments for embezzlement have been

sustained where a carrier delivered goods committed

rectly from
prosecutor. to him by the prosecutor , and fraudulently converted

their price ; 8 and where the carrier (an “ expressman ,” as he

would be called in the United States) received money from the

prosecutor to buy goods to be returned to the prosecutor in the

carrier's cart, and obtained the goods in his own name, and on

his way to the prosecutor's abstracted some of them for his own

not have

been re

ceived di

use. 4

1 See R. v . Robson , L. & C. 93 ; 9 a receipt setting forth that fact. The

Cox, 29 ; 10 W.R.61.
defendants deposited these orders to

2 Where the prosecutor, being the credit of their general account

“ somewhat tipsy ” and partly asleep, with the carrier, as they did other like

saw the defendant take his (the pros- orders, and drew petroleum from the

ecutor's) watch out of his pocket, carrier thereon. The petroleum drawn

which he took no steps to prevent, be was disposed of from time to time by

lieving that the defendant was acting them for their own benefit, until they

solely from friendly motives , it was became insolvent. B.then demanded

held by Crowder, J., that this was a his petroleum , butthey were unable to

sufficient bailment under the statutes. deliver it , by reason of having nearly

R. v . Reeves, 5 Jur. (N. S.) 716 . exhausted the quantity of oil they

8 R. v. Wells, 1 F. & F. 109. were entitled to draw from the car

4 R.v. Bunkall, L.& C.371; 9 Cox , rier's pipes. The defendants were

419; 12 W. R. 414 . See State v .
then indicted for larceny as bailees.

Lillie, 21 Kans. 728 .
The Supreme Court held , Mercur, J.,

In Hutchison v. Com . 82 Penn. St. dissenting, that (1.) by the rules of

472, the evidence was that B. owned the trade there was a delivery ; ( 2.)

a large number of barrels of crude pe- that there was a bailment ; and ( 3.)

troleum . This oil was in the tanks that the drawing of the petroleum

and pipes of a carrier, intermingled selling it on their own accountby the

with and undistinguishable
from thou- defendants was a conversion to their

sands of barrels of other oil in the

same tanks and pipes. B. held or
According to Sir J. Stephen (Dig.

ders, accepted by the carrier, for the C. L. art. 345 ), the 24 & 25 Vict.

quantity of petroleum mentioned , does not extend to an agentwho dis

which he delivered to the defendants poses of a chattel,valuable security,

for the purpose of having them store
or power of attorney according to un

the petroleum , taking back from them written instructions given to him , and

and

own use .
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Conversion

in

with char

bailment.

of conver

sion must

risdiction .

$ 1058. Subject to the qualifications above expressed , it is

necessary, to sustain a conviction , that there should

have been put in proof some act of conversion by the must be

bailee , inconsistent with the terms of the bailment.1 consistent

As an illustration of such breach of bailment may be acter of

mentioned an English conviction sustained on proof

that the defendant, a carrier, employed by the prosecutor to de

liver in his (the defendant's) cart a boat's cargo of coals to per

sons named in a list, and only to such persons, fraudulently sold

some of the coals and appropriated the proceeds.?

§ 1059. Some act of conversion or appropriation by Someact

the bailee or carrier must be alleged and proved to have

taken place within the jurisdiction of the court.3

be in ju

§ 1060. In general, the rules laid down with regard

to embezzlements by servants for appropriating goods must con

which have not yet reached their masters apply (with form to

the exception of the averment as to the masters' non-re

ception of the goods) with equal force to embezzlements by trus

tees and bailees. The following points, peculiar to the last class

of embezzlements, are now to be noticed .

§ 1061. The special conditions of particular statutes are to be

expressed in the indictment. As these are what consti
Special

tute the differentia of the offence, as distinguishing it facts to be

from larceny,they must be set forth in the indictment.

Hence the indictment must aver not merely the bailment or

trust, but the special circumstances which made the case embez

zlement under the statute. And so it is necessary to state in

averred .

subsequently misappropriates the pro see Calkins v . State , 18 Oh. St. 366 ;

ceeds thereof, unless (possibly) he is R. v. Aden, 12 Cox C. C. 512.

proved to have had an intention to 8 Larkin v . People , 61 Barb . 226 .

misappropriate the proceeds at the See supra , &$ 248–251, 1040, 1058.

timewhen he disposed of the chattel, 4 See supra , $ 1043.

valuable security , or power of attor

5 R. v . Golde, 2 M. & Rob . 425 ;

ney . This, he says, seems to be the Com . v. Smart, 6 Gray, 15. See Com .

effect of R. v. Tatlock, L. R. 2 Q. B. v . Hays, 14 Gray, 62; Com . v. Simp

D. 157 ; and R. v. Cooper, L. R. 2 son, 9 Met. 138; Larkin v . People, 61

'C. C. 123. In R. v. Tatlock the judges Barb. 226 ; Peolpe v. Tryon , 4 Mich .

were not altogether unanimous. 665 ; People v . Bailey , 23 Cal. 577.

1 See R. v. Jackson, 9 Cox C. C. 6 State v .Walton, 62Me. 106 ; Com .

505 ; Larkin v. People, 61 Barb. 226. v . Wyman, 8 Met. 247; Wise v . State ,

? R. v . Davies, 14 W. R. 679; and 41 Tex . 139; State v. Longworth , 41
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At com

mon law

indictment

for lar

ceny not

the indictment the purpose for which the defendant was in

trusted with the property ; 1 and the specific act of fraud with

which the defendant is charged.2

§ 1062. A mere common law indictment for larceny is not

enough , unless made so specially by statute. In Eng

land at one time an opinion was ventured at nisi prius,

to the effect that a common law indictment for larceny

enough . would be good in embezzlements by bailees ; 3 but this

case was exceptional, and not only was not followed in subse

quent adjudications, but was practically overruled by a series of

decisions already referred to , in which it was held that the

special nature of the trust should be set forth . These were fol

lowed by the 24 & 25 of Victoria , c. 96 , s. 3 , which provided

Tex.162. In Massachusetts, the par- goods, on demand of the consignor

ticulars of embezzlement need not now fails to deliver over the proceeds or

(by statute ) be stated . Com . v . Ben- profits of such goods, after deducting

nett, 118 Mass. 443.
the usual per cent. on sales as commis

1 Com . v. Smart, 6 Gray, 15; Pen- sions, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,

ple v . Cohen , 8 Cal. 42.
& c., being a penal statute, must re

2 Com . v.Wyman, 8 Met. 247. As ceive a strict construction ; and an

giving a laxer view see State v. Stim- actual demand to be made by the con

son, 4 Zab. 9 ; and State v. Porter, 26 signor upon the commission merchant

Mo. 201; and see Com . v . Newcomer, is an indispensable prerequisite to a

49 Penn . St. 478 .
conviction under it.

An indictment of B. for embezzling In a case under this statute , the

securities in money held by him from prosecutor testified that, when he

H. in “ trust and confidence to be by went to the place of the accused , the

B. safely kept for H.until H.shall latter said : ' I know what you have

call for the same, " sets forth a trust come for, but it is impossible for me

on the part of H.with sufficient ex to pay you anything now .” The wit

actness to warrant a conviction of B. ness stated that the accused knew well

on proofof his fraudulent conversion enough what he had come for, and

of the trust funds so held .
this was all the demand he claimed to

Butterick , 100 Mass. 1 .

have been made. It was held that

In Wright v. People,61 III. 382, it while in a civil cause where a demand

was held that the Illinois Act ofMarch was necessary,
such evidence might

4 , 1869, entitled an act for the protec be sufficient for a jury to find a waiver,

tion of consignors of fruit,grain, flour, yet, in this action, it was insufficient.

& c., to be sold on commission,which pro- The demand should be made in such

vides that any warehouseman, storage,
a manner as to fairly apprise the mer

forwarding or commission merchant, chant that he would be subject to the

who, having converted to his own use penalties of the statute if he failed to

the proceeds or profits arising from the comply . Ibid .

sale of any goods, otherwise than as 8 R. v . Haigh , 7 Cox C. C.403.

instructed by the consignor of the

Com . v .
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that in prosecutions of bailees fraudulently converting the bailed

goods, an indictment for larceny should be sufficient. Where a

statute to this effect is not in operation, it is essential, in all cases

of embezzlement as distinguished from larceny, that the fiduciary

character and duties of the bailee should be set forth in the

mode already specified .

Wehave already seen that counts for larceny may be joined

with those for embezzlement.

§ 1062 a . The evidence in cases of embezzlement, both as to

the nature of the trust, the embezzling act, and the in- Evidence

tent, is inferential.3
inferential.

such money :

1 Supra , $ 1043. casion been requested to do so lest

? Supra , $ 1047 . there should be a deficiency of trus

8 As to Nature of Trust. — The act- tees; but he was also a manager of the

ing in an office is sufficient proof of bank, and it did not appear that any

authority . Whart. Cr. Ev. $ S 834-5. act was done by him at that meeting

Thus if a person receives money as which he might not have done as a

steward of another, this is sufficient manager ; it was held that thiswas in

evidence of his being a steward to sufficientevidence of acting to support

support an indictment for embezzling the inference of the legal appointment

R. v . Beacall, 1 C. & of T. as a trustee, and that the con

P. 312; R. v . Wellings, 1 C. & P. viction waswrong. R.v . Essex, Dears.

454 , 457 . & B. C.C. 369; 4 Jur. N. S. 15 ; 7 Cox

And where there has been a writ- C. C. 384.

ten agreement between master and An admission , also, by a person in

servant, in which the nature of the dicted as servant to guardians of the

service is defined, on an indictment poor of a parish , such admission be

for embezzlement against the latter, ing contained in the condition of his

parol evidence of the service inad- bond for the performance of his du

missible , unless notice has been given ties as treasurer, coupled with an act

to produce the agreement. R. v . of parliament specifying those duties ,

Clapton , 3 Cox C. C. 126. The pre- 'is sufficient evidence of the nature of

sumption of due appointment applies his appointment. R.v .Welch , 1 Den.

also to the person from whom goods C. C. 199 ; 2 C. & K. 296 .

are embezzled , if he be a trustee . That a decoy has been used is no

Thus where a clerk to a savings defence. Supra, $ 149. Thus where

bank was convicted on an indictment B., a brewer, sent his drayman, S., out

charging him with embezzlement, the with porter, with authority to sell it

property being laid in T .; and in order at fixed prices only ; and S. sold some

to prove that T. was a trustee of the of it to P. at an under price , but did

bank, he was called, and stated that not receive the money at the time; B.,

since the commission of the offence having heard of this, unknown to S.,

he had been acting as a trustee, but told P. to pay S. the amount, which

that before that date he had attended P. did , and S.,when asked for it by

only onemeeting, having on that oc- B., denied the receipt of the money ;
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III. PUBLIC OFFICERS.

§ 1063. Public officers, under statutes varying in different

Embezzle- jurisdictions, are made indictable for embezzlement.

ment by The statutes, however , are so various, abounding in

statutory
such numerous distinctions, that it would exceed the

limits of the present work to exhibit them in detail.1

officers.

embezzlement was held to be made receipt. R. v . Jones , 7 C. & P. 833.

out. R. v. Aston , 2 C. & K. 413. But this denial may be inferential.

Intent may be inferred from ab Thus where it was the duty of a

sconding. Thuswhere S., a servant banking clerk to receive money, and

of M., being sent to receive rent due to pay it either into a box or a till, of

M., received it, and immediately went each ofwhich he kept the key, and to

off with it to Ireland ; it was held thať make corresponding entries in a book,

thiswas evidence from which the jury the evidence was that on the morn

might infer that S. intended to em- ing of the day in question he had

bezzle the money. R. v . Williams, 7 thus debited himself with £ 1,762; and

C. & P. 338. Supra , § 1030 .
on being called on in the evening by

Other acts of embezzlement may his employer to produce his money,he

be introduced to prove intent. Wh. threw himself on his employer's mercy,

Crim . Ev. § 53. Thus where an in- and said hewas about £ 900 short. It

dictment charged the prisoner with was ruled that this was evidence upon

having embezzled three sums of which the jury might convict, although

twenty -one pounds, the moneys of his no evidence was given of the persons

employers, he being a clerk or ser- from whom the money was received,

vant, evidence having been given of or of the coin of which it consisted .

the embezzlement of these sums, it R. v. Grove, 7 C. & P. 635 ; 1 M. C.

was then proposed to give evidence C. 447. Supra , &$ 1030, 1053.
of other sumsnot charged in the in 1 For rulings under such statutes

dictment, but which had also been see U. S. v . Cook , 17 Wall. 168 ; U.

embezzled ; and this was admitted , to S. v . Taintor, 11 Blatch. 374 ; U. S.

show that if it should be contended v. Conant, Lowell, J., Cent. L. J.

the sums charged in the indictment 1879, 129; State v. Walton, 62 Me.

were subjects of a mistake in keeping 106 ; State v. Boody, 53 N. H.610;

the accounts, there being many other Com . v. Morrisey , 86 Penn. St. 416 ;

sums unaccounted for, adm ing evi- Calkins v. State, 18 Oh. St. 366 ; State

dence of such sumswould assist the v . Newton, 26 Oh. St. 265; State v.

jury in determining what value was Brandt, 41 Iowa,593; State v.Munch ,

to be attached to the suggestion . R.
22Minn . 67; State v . Smith , 13 Kans.

v. Richardson, 8 Cox C. C.448; 2 F. 274 ; Hoyt v. State,50 Ga. 313; John

& F. 343 .
son v . Com . 5 Bush, 430 ; State v.

Denial of Receipt necessary .
It is Leonard , 6 Cold . 307 ; State v . Bit

not enough to prove that a clerk has tinger, 55 Mo. 596 ; State v . Flint,62

received a sum of money without en- Mo. 393; State v . Doherty, 25 La.

tering it in his book, unless there is An. 119; Gibbs v . State,41 Tex. 491.

also evidence that he has denied its An indictment will lie for the embez
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Embezzlement from post-offices is hereafter distinctively con

sidered.1

Town collectors of taxes, and selectmen, are public officers.?

zlement of public moneys against one officer, agent, clerk , or servant of a

who is an officer de facto only . State person, copartnership , or corporation,

v . Goss, 69 Me. it is careful to say that it must be of

1 Infra , § 1827. the property of another, in the posses

2 In State v . Walton , 62Me. 106 , it sion or under the care of the offender

was held not to be necessary, in an in- by virtue of his employment, and that

dictment against a town officer for the it must be shown that it was without

embezzlement or fraudulent conver the consent of his employer or master ,

sion to his own use of moneys in his and that the offender is not an ap

possession and under his control by prentice, nor less than sixteen years

virtue of his office , to allege to whom old ; and these various conditionsmust

the money belonged, or that it was the appear in the indictment, and be sup

property of another.
ported by the proof when a case of

It was further held that under the this class is under consideration .

statute (R. S. c. 120, § 7) , which de “ But several of these conditions

clares three different classes of offend are omitted in declaring what embez

ers liable to be deemed guilty of lar- zlements or fraudulent conversions by

ceny, it is not necessary to the valid a public officer shall constitute lar

ity of an indictment, under the pro- ceny. As against such an officer, it

visions there found, to set out the va is sufficient to allege and prove the

rious facts that would be necessary to fraudulent conversion to his own use

constitute larceny as elsewhere de- of any money that comes into his pos

fined. It issufficient to allege the acts session or under his control by virtue

and facts which that section declares of his office. As against a public of

shall be deemed larceny.
ficer the allegation of these acts and

It was further ruled that a town col- facts will suffice without going fur

lector of taxes is a public officer with- ther, and without alleging that the

in the meaning of that section , and money was the property of another,

cannot successfully object to themain or whose money it was, or that the

tenance of an indictment under that offender was not an apprentice , nor

section for the fraudulent conversion less than sixteen years old , or that he

to his own use of moneys which have appropriated the money without the

come into his possession and under his consent of any of the inhabitants of

control, by virtue of his office , that he the municipal corporation whose offi

and his sureties are liable to account cer he was. We need not follow the

to the town for the money which he ingenious refinements of the defend

collects for it, according to his bond, ant’s counsel upon the question of the

and that the money is not the town's ownership of the money , nor consider

money until it is paid into the treas- here the effect of the decisions that

ury .

the collector must account for it to

" When the legislature," said Bar- the town, according to the terms of

rows, J., “ is declaring what kind of his bond, though it has been lost with

embezzlement or fraudulent conver out his fault, and other decisions that

sion shall be deemed larceny in an seem to imply that in a certain sense ,
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IV . RECEIVING EMBEZZLED GOODS.

§ 1064. There is no question that to receive knowingly em

bezzled goods is a misdemeanor at common law where

ever the embezzlement is made penal by statute. But

aside from this view , wherever embezzlement is made

Indictable

at common

law .

same.

and for certain purposes, he may be office . When thus received , this stat

considered the owner of it himself. ute makes the fraudulent appropri

The questions here are: Washe a pub- ation of it to his own use, in violation

lic officer ? Has he fraudulently con- of his official oath, tantamount to lar

verted to his own use money which he ceny, and punishable as such, though

had in his possession and under his there is no felonious taking and as

control, by virtue of his office ? It is portation from the possession of the

set forth in the indictment that the owner, and though the fraudulent offi

defendant, being a public officer, to cial and his suretiesmay be held bound

wit, the collector of taxes of the town by his contract with the town to ac

of Alton, did , by virtue of his office count for it under circumstances when

and while employed therein , receive an ordinary bailee would be excused .

and have in his possession certain If necessary , the allegation as to the

money to a large amount, to wit, the ownership of the money might be

amount of nine hundred dollars,of the treated as surplusage. It was the

property of the town of Alton , and fraudulent breach of official duty and

the said money did then and there trust, which but for this statute could

unlawfully and fraudulently embezzle notbe held to amount to larceny, that

and convert to his own use , and so the legislature aimed to punish . That

did steal, take, and carry away the collectors of taxes are public officers

The defendant's demurrer ad- there can be no doubt. They are

mits the facts alleged , and his coun- specially mentioned among those that

selmight as well attempt to argue that are to be chosen at the annual town

there was no larceny, because in the meetings in pursuance of R. S. c. 3,

very nature of the case , there was no § 10. Even in the absence of such

actual taking and carrying away of special statutory recognition, they

the money from the possession of the have been so regarded ,and held liable

inhabitants of Alton, as because it to the penal provisions of statutes of

was not, perhaps, to all technical in- like character with that under which

tents and purposes, their property be this indictment is found .

fore it had been paid in to their treas “ The case of The People v . Bedell,

It is not necessary for us to de 2 Hill , 196 , arose under a New York

cide whether it was or not. It may statute, which provides that where

have been precisely because of tech- any duty is or shall be enjoined by

nical difficulties in determining to law upon any public officer, or upon

whom money thus situated belongs any person holding any public trust or

that the legislature omitted to require employment, every wilful neglect to

it. It is guarded by this statute be- perform such duty
shall be a

cause, to whomsoever it belonged , it misdemeanor punishable as herein de

came to this defendant's possession , scribed.'

and into his control, by virtue of his “ The defendantwas appointed col

urer.
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larceny by statute , then receiving embezzled goods stands on the

same footing as receiving stolen goods.1

lector of the Geneva Village Corpora- lic officer," and may be “ a receiver of

tion, by the trustees, and gave bonds public money " within the intendment

for the faithful discharge of his duty. of c. 257, § 7,of the Maine Gen. Stats .

Warrants and tax-bills were given In the course of his opinion, Foster,

him for collection . He finally went J., said : “ But the termsof the statute

off a defaulter for from three to five relating to embezzlements are not re

hundred dollars, and was indicted un- stricted nor defined by the application

der this statute. It was objected that and definitions of the provisions of

the charter of the village corporation title xvii.; and, as used in § 8 of c.

did not authorize the appointment by 258, Gen. Stats., the term ' public cor

trustees, and, if it did , defendant was poration ' may properly be applied to

not a public officer within the mean a town .

ing of the statute. The collector is “ Of this there can be no doubt.

notmentioned among the officers to be Every municipal corporation is neces

chosen for the corporation , but power sarily a public corporation. All cor

is given to the trustees to appoint one porations intended as agencies in the

attorney, street commissioner, fire- administration of civilgovernment are

wardens, and certain other officers public, as distinguished from private,

specially named , and also “ such other corporations. Thus, an incorporated

officers as shall be authorized by this school district or county , as well as a

act.' The collector is not named in city, is a public corporation ; but the

any list of officers in the act ; but one school district or county, properly

section provides that the collector speaking , is not, while the city is, a

shall collect all moneys which shall municipal corporation. All municipal

be ordered by the corporation to corporations are public bodies, created

be raised by tax. Hereupon , in an for civil or political purposes ; but all

opinion drawn by Bronson , J., the civil, political, or public corporations

court held : I. That the collector was are not, in the proper use of language,

one of the officers authorized by the municipal corporations.' Dillon Mun .

act, and might be appointed by the Corp. § 10.

trustees. II. That he was a public “ In this State, public corporations

officer; and that officers of such a cor are understood to include all those

poration are none the less public which are created for public purposes ,

officers because their powers are con and whose property is devoted to the

fined in parrow territorial limits.' The object for which they are created .

court remark that he was required to Such , it is said , are counties, towns,

take the oath and to give bail for the parishes, schooldistricts , & c. Private

faithful performance of his duties, corporations are those which are cre

and he was not the less a publicated for the immediate advantage of

officer because the office is not men- individuals. Such , it is said , are in

tioned in the statute enumeration and surance and manufacturingcompanies,

classification of public officers.' ' and such , also , are canals, turnpikes,

In State v. Boody, 53 N. H.610, it toll-bridges, and railroads, although

was held that a selectman is a “ pub- the uses of these latter are public.

i Supra , $ 996 .
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Dartmouth College v . Woodward, 1 is retained without modification ) is

N. H. 116 , 117 ; Eustis v . Parker, 1 extracted from the chapter entitled

N. H. 275 ; School District v . Blais Officers against the State ' in the

dell, 6 N. H. 199 ; Concord Railroad Revised Statutes, and where , as we

v . Greeley, 17 N. H. 47; Foster v . have seen, it is associated with no

Lane, 30 N. H. 305 ; Petition of Mt. other subjects than treason and mis

Washington Road Co. 35 N. H. 134 . prision,and incorporated into the clap

“ It may not be entirely certain ter entitled Frauds and Embezzle

upon which of the two sections, 7 ments, where it becomes associated

and 8, the public prosecutor relied in with kindred subjects, while the re

framing the indictment. He seems mainder of the chapter from which , as

to have incorporated the language of sec. 4 , it is taken , is reënacted in the

both in the description of the official General Statutes under the title of

position of the respondent. He is “ Treason and Misprision.' Gen.Stats.

called a public officer, and also a re
c . 265 .

ceiver of public money, to wit , a select “ If , then , § 7 of c. 257, Gen.

man ; and he is charged with the em Stats. may be applied, as we think it

bezzlement and fraudulent conversion well may, to the servant or agent of

of public money.
a municipal corporation, the offender

Omitting the superfluous and un and the offence are described in

necessary words and receiver of pub- this indictment fully and plainly , sub

lic money ,' the respondent is described stantially and formally. It would be

as • a public officer, to wit, a select- ridiculous to require the State to prove

man ; ' and such an officer is clearly the precise source from which the

included within the provisions of sec.
money taken and converted was de

8 ; and, under that section,with proper rived. The money in the oflicer's

averments in the indictment, the re hands may have come from various

spondent would probably be charge- sources,and have been so mingled and

able. confused as that the portion thereof

“ But it seems more probable that embezzled and converted could by no

the prosecuting officer intended , by possibility be designated , such fund

the framing of his bill, to charge the having no ear-mark .

respondent under sec. 7, since he has By the terms of the statute , any

used , in his description ofthe offender, public officer ,being a receiver of pub

the terms a ' public officer ' and a ' re lic money,who shall fraudulently con

ceiver of public money,' terms that vert the same to his own use , shall be

are not employed in sec. 8, which ap- punished.
plies in terms to any officer , agent, · By the terms of the indictment,

or servant of any corporation , public the respondent is described as being

or private .' And we can have little a public officer and receiver of public

doubtthat the later compilers of the money , to wit, a selectman, & c., and

statutes, and the legislature of 1867, is charged with fraudulently convert

intended to enlarge the provisions ing to his own use a specified sum ,be

of the Revised Statutes, c. 213, § 4 , ing the property and money of the

by extending them to municipal cor town, which, as selectman, he had re

porate agents ; not confining them to ceived .

state officers. This is indicated by “ The word ' embezzle ’ is used in

the collocation of g 7, c. 257, Gen. the indictment; but this may be re

Stats. which (while its phraseology jected as surplusage, since itmeans no

66
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cer .

more than the offence, which is fully constable, having an execution placed

described by the use of other terms. in his hands, levied upon and took

See Bouv. Law Dict. Embezzlement. possession of certain goods belong

“ Selectmen are not ex officio re- ing to the judgment debtor, and put

ceivers of the public money of the them in possession of the judgment

town, but they are invested with the creditor. A short time afterward the

functions of a treasurer upon the fail- constable took the goods away, with

ure of the town to elect such an offi- the consent of the judgment creditor,

Gen. Stats. C. 37, § 4. So, too , and sold them at private sale, receiv

by special vote of a town, a select- ing therefor the sum of $ 55, which he

man may be constituted the agent of converted to his own use. In a prose

the town to receive , as well as to hold cution against the constable ,under an

and appropriate, the funds of the indictment charging him with having

town ; Barnstead v . Walker, Belknap, stolen divers United States notes and

December Term , 1872; and in such a current bank bills for the payment of

case he would come under the statu- $55, and of that value, of divers issues

tory designation of a public officer, and denominations to the grand jury

being a receiver of public money .' unknown, the personal goods and

Moreover, in certain cases (in one property of Mathias Eck, who was the

case at least) , selectmen are specially judgment creditor, it was held the

constituted receivers of the town's prosecution could not be maintained,

money , as in Gen. Stats. c . 53, § 8 , under sec . 71 of the Criminal Code of

where the collector is required to col- Illinois, declaring the felonious con

lect the taxes and pay the same version of money , goods, & c., by a

to the state and county treasurer, bailee, to be larceny, because in no

and to the selectmen or town treas sense could the constable be regarded

as the bailee of the judgment cred

In Zschocke v . People,62 Ill. 127 , a itor.

813
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